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THEBTER PBRTnERS BUIBIT HI COURT RULIHG

D oi J May Probe Television Music Restraint
FilmCompanies-AFMPacts

Under Scrutiny in Check
By House Labor Committee

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Charges that motion

picture companies and James C.

Petrillo's AFM combined to restrain

trade in the television industry may
be filed with the Department of Jus-

tice.

This action, it was learned on high
(Continued on Page 11)

WB National Sales

Confabs in N. Y., Chi.

Ben Kalmenson, WB vice-president

and general sales manager, has set

two sales conventions, one to be held

at the Waldorf-
Astoria in New
York, July 31-
Aug. 2, for the
Eastern, Central,
Mid-Atlantic and
Canadian sales
(forces, and the
other at the
Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, Aug. 4-

6, for the Mid-
west, Prairie

,

Southeast, South-
west and West
Coast forces.
Home office ex-

ecs., district man-
agers, branch
managers and salesmen also will be

(Continued on Page 11)

KALMENSON

SAG-Prods. Extend
Pact to July 31, 1947

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — While complete

agreement on all specified, basic

issues in the proposed new SAG-
producers contract was not reached

in the last two-week period, Screen

Actors Guild has agreed that suf-

ficient progress was made to jus-

tify extending the existing contract

to midnight, July 31, 1947. Pro-

ducers have renewed previous agree-

ment that any new minimum scales

negotiated shall be retroactive to

May 15, 1947.

//UAT//UA SALE IS REPORTED AGAIN "HOT
"Break" in Extended Negotiations with the

Si H, Fabian Group May Come Today

The "off again, on again" deal for

the purchase of United Artists from

Mary Pickfor-d and Charles Chaplin

by a group headed by Si H. Fabian,

New York circuit operator, was re-

ported again hot last night, with
some sources close to the situation

saying that the "break" may come
today.

Reports that the deal actually had
been consummated on a basis of $15,-

000,000, with Pickford and Chaplin
splitting the sum, were current over

the week-end, and even reached the
air waves via a Hollywood radio
show, but informed quarters denied
this was the case.

It was said, however, that Miss
Pickford was being pressured to

make an affirmative decision, and
that it might be forthcoming "at any
moment."

Giving some credence to this was
the fact that Arnold Grant, Miss
Pickford's attorney, planed to the
Coast last night, while she remained
in New York.

Irewer Sees "Trick"

n Sorrell Peace Plan

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Roy M. Brewer, local

representative of the lATSE, charac-

terized as a "phony" and "a trick"

the CSU proposal that Pat Casey
be accepted as sole arbitrator of the

studio labor fight.

Brewer said that recently lA pro-

(Continued on Page 11)

Carrier Strikers Turn Down
17^2% Wage Increase

Pittsburgh — Wildcat strikers of

the Exhibitors Service Company
which services 90 per cent of the

theaters in this territory turned down

(Continued on Page 3)

See Production Halt

In UK Labor Dispute

London (By Cable)—A labor dis-

pute arising from dissatisfaction

with the new wages grading agree-
ment between the National Associa-
tion of Theatrical and Kine Em-
ployes and the British Film Pro-

( Continued on Page 6)

Smith Names Minsky as
Mid-East Division Mgr.

Andrew W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox
general sales manager, yesterday an-
nounced the appointment of Howard
Minsky, formerly company branch
manager in Buffalo, as sales manager
for the Mid-East division, with head-

(Continued on Page 11)

Amuse. Bldg. Controls Remain
New Law Covers Drive-in Construction

Mundt Asks Budget for

Patriotic Pix in Schools

Washmgtou Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appropriation of

$2,225,000 for the making of and

distribution of in-schools educational

pix on Americanism, civil liberties

and the American Government, con-

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — President Trunian
yesterday signed the new housing

and rent act which singles out the-

aters and other amusement construc-

tion for continued controls.

Following the President's action,

Housing Expeditor Frank R. Cree-

don issued regulations to carry out

(Continued on Page 3)

Loew's Names 29 Theaters
Where Circuit Owns More
Than 5%, Less Than 95%

Theater partners, not parties to
the decree, are reluctant to enter
into negotiations leading to a change
in their interest until a final deter-
mination of the entire industry anti-
trust suit by the U. S. Supreme
Court, it was revealed by Loew's
yesterday in a report filed with in

accordance with the N. Y. Statutory
Court's Dec. 31 order.

The four remaining defendants

—

Paramount, Warner, 20th-Fox and

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO, Goldwyn, Tola

ake Brussels Awards

Brussels (By Cable)—Rene Clair's

RKO French pic, "Le Silence Est
D'or," (Golden Silence), starring
Maurice Chevalier, walked off with
the top Belgian Film Festival award

(Continued on Page 3)

Amusement Bills Die as
Illinois Lawmakers Quit

Springfield, HI.—All bills affecting
the amusement industry died in the
Hlinois House which wound up its

session yesterday without taking
(Continued on Page 3)

Dalton Again Warns
Of Pix Import Cuts

London (By Cable) — Announc-
ing drastic import cuts in Parlia-

ment last night, Hugh Dalton,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, re-

minded the House of Commons he

was asking for powers so that he

could restrict import of films if

that should become necessary.

Dalton said that Britain would cut

imports of tobacco, gasoline and

newsprint during the year begin-

ning today in order to conserve her

shrinking dollar supply. Dalton said

that a severe shortage of dollars

was developing in almost all parts

of the world.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Chg.

"%
'A
Va

High Low Close

Am. Seat 18 18 18

East. Kodak 447/8 44V2 447/8 +
Gen. Prec. Eq 1914 19 191/4 +
Loew's, Inc 213/4 2II/2 213/,—
Paramount 261/8 26 261/8 + Va

RKO 12 117/8 117/8 — 1/8

Republic Pict 5 5 5

Republic Pict. pfd... llVs 11 11 — V2

20th Century-Fox . . . 293/8 283A 293/8 + %
Universal Pict 22V4 213/4 22 — 3/^

Warner Bros I53/3 ISVa ISVs — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . . 31/2 31/2 31/2

RKO 27/8 27/8 27/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3'/2 35/8 + Va

Technicolor 12'/4 12 12 — Va

Trans-Lux 41/8 41/8 41/8 + Va

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

CInecolor 5% ^Vs
Pathe 53/8 63/8

New Post for Pollock

David Pollock has been made South
African manager of the Western
Electric Co. (Near East), it is an-

nounced by Westrex Corp. Pollock

has been manager of the Cuban
branch of Western Electric (Carib-

bean). Stephen Wiedemann, form-
erly of the South African post, will

return to the home office for re-

assignment.

State Dept.'s Pix Program Reisman, Dawson, Jones

Gets Tentative Budget O.K. Arrive for RKO Convention

Washinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

_

Washington — Declaring that pix
provide "an even more effective

means of getting our message over
than radio," Senator Claude Pepper
of Florida yesterday told the Senate
that cutting the State Department's
requested budget for pix production
is "a questionable if not a dangerous
economy."

The Senate has given tentative ap-
proval for an allotment of $800,000
for the pix program—about 25 per
cent of the sum originally asked.

Senator Joseph Ball, Rep., Minn.,
chairman of the Apropriations Sub-
Committee, declared "Hollywood is

making many such films," he said,

"and we thought further expense by
the Government is unjustified."

Pepper retorted that the films

made in Hollywood are made for

profit. "I don't mean to imply they
(Hollywood producers) are not doing
a good job for America when their

films are seen abroad, but there is

apparently a need for a more special-

ized type film," he added.

Glennan Named President

Of Cleveland Institute

Cleveland—T. Keith Glennan, ex-

ecutive of the Ansco division of Gen-
eral Aniline and Film Corp., Bing-
hamton, N. Y., on Sept. 1 becomes
president of the Case Institute of

Technology, succeeding Dr. William
E. Wickenden, who is retiring.

When sound films were being in-

troduced into the industry, Glennan
traveled in 30 states and 10 foreign

countries to help engineer theater

installations. Later he was studio

manager for Paramount in Holly-

wood and New York. Since January,

1946, he has been Ansco's general

administrator.

Glennan received the Medal of

Merit for his wartime work as direc-

tor of the Navy Underwater Sound
Laboratory, operated by Columbia
University at New London, Conn.,

for the Office of Scientific Research
and Development.

48-Hour week in New
Chicago Janitors Pact

Chicago—Tom Burke, president of

the Theater Janitors Union, is sign-

ing a new contract with both cir-

cuit and independent theater owners,

giving members a 48-hour week,

with time and a half for eight hours

of the new weekly setup. Union will

also supply janitors to theaters from
its own employment department.

Expect Frank H. Fisher

To Take Laurie's Spot

Toronto—Frank H. Fisher, general

sales manager of Eagle-Lion Films
of Canada, is expected to succeed A.

J. Laurie as general manager of the

J. Arthur Rank subsidiary when
Laurie steps down on July 12 "be-

cause of ill health."

Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign dis-

tributipn chief; George Dawson and

David Jones, RKO's U. K. director,

and British ad-pub. chief, rspectively,

arrived aboard the Liner Queen Eliz-

abeth yesterday. Reisman intends to

leave for Europe again in eight

weeks. His associates who came here

primarily for the company's conven-

tion July 9, 10 and 11, will remain
here till the end of this month.

Dawson revealed " a slight decline

in the box* office."

From Jones it was learned that

RKO has been conducting an inten-

sive ad-publicity campaign for the
past seven months. Paramount and
Metro, he said, were also campaign-
ing, but on a lesser scale. While
slightly more paper is available for
national publications, allocations
have been reduced for poster needs.

MPA Files Denials in

Amended Hughes Plaint

General denial of allegations set
forth in the second amended com-
plaint of the Hughes Tool Co. anti-
trust action brought against MPA
was filed yesterday in N. Y. Federal
Court by MPA attorneys. Case, ask-
ing $7,500,000 damages, was filed last

March.

It was pointed out that Howard
Hughes had signed an agreement
when he became a member of MPA
in which he agreed to abide by the
rules and regulations of the organ-
ization. Defendants also offered a
letter dated September, 1946, in

which Hughes acknowledged revoca-
tion of the Production Code seal. The
MPA answer indicated it was with-
out knowledge as to whether or not
the seal had been removed.

Goldwyn Execs, to Attend
RKO Sales Convention

Samuel Goldwyn will be repre-
sented at RKO's sales meeting by
leading execs, of his organization,
includmg James A. Mulvey, presi-

dent of Samuel Goldwyn Prods.; Ar-
thur Sachson, general sales manager;
Alfred Crown, foreign sales man-,
ager; Lynn Farnol, advertising and
publicity director; and staff members
Henry Sember, William Ruder, and
George Weisman.

Vidor to Get Indie Setup
Under New Columbia Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Negotiations are un-

der way between Columbia Pictures
and Charles Vidor for the amicable
settlement of their differences and
looking to a new deal under which
Vidor will have an independent setup
for the production of his own pic-

tures to be released through Co-
lumbia,

COminC and Goinc

MORTON SUNSHINE is back at his desk,
following a rest.

A. J. O'KEEFE, U-l assistant general sales

monager, left yesterday for the Albany and
Buffalo exchanges; he returns next Monday.
JANIS CARTER is in Cleveland, called by

the death of her grandmother, Mrs. Ella Cot-
ter Hawley. y'

HERMAN GOLDBERG, purchasing ( t and
supervisor of maintenance for Wq. c.s' ex-
changes, leaves tonight for Chicago and Min-
neapolis.

HOWARD NUSSBAUM, former ABC produc-
tion head, now with Warners on the Coast, is

in town at the Ambassador for a few days.
Production of "Christopher Bloke" is scheduled
sometime this month.

JEAN HERSHOLT, president of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, returned
to Hollywood yesterday after an extended
Eastern absence.

HERB CROOKER, M-G-M publicity manager,
is vacationing on Long Island Sound this week,
aboard his 26-foot boat.

WILLIAM D. KELLY, M-G-M purchasing head,
returned from a Maine vocation.

ALAN F. CUMMINGS, in charge of M-G-M
exchange operotions and maintenance, is bock
from vacation.

ARNOLD GRANT, industry attorney and
counsel for Mory Pickford, left by plone yes-
terday for the Coast.

LYNN FARNOL, ad-publicity director of Sam
Goldwyn Prods., and MRS. FARNOL leave Thurs-
day for a Canadian vacation.

MANNY REINER, SRO-Vonguard general sales
manager for Latin America, is in New York
for home office conferences with Neil Agnew
and Loudy Lawrence.

JIMMY WAKELY, Monogram western star,

leaves Hollywood tomorrow en route for p.o.'s

in Pennsylvania and Illinois. Opening dote is

July 4 at Harrisburg.

ADOLPH ZUKOR II has flown to California
to spend his vocation with his family in Beverly
Hills.

WILLIAM R. WILKERSON, Hollywood Re-
porter publisher TWA'd last night from New
York for the Coast.

BUDDY CLARK, ploned from New York lost
night via TWA to Hollywood.

The BOB HOPES, who have arrived in Buenos
Aires, will return to New York on July 16.

JANE WITHERS left Hollywood yesterday for
Chicago to appear at the Latin Quarter.

Film and legit biggies sloted to sail on the
liner Queen Elizabeth, tomorrow ore: MURRAY
SILVERSTONE, prexy of 20th-Fox Int'l, ond his

wife and daughters, MARILYN ond ELEANOR;
J. J. SHUBERT, legit producer; MRS. HAL
WALLIS, the former Louise Fozendo; WILLIAM
B. LEVY, general soles manager for Wolf Dis-
ney Prods., and MRS. LEVY.

ED MOREY, vice-president of Monogram and
assistant to Steve Broidy, president, arrived
from Hollywood yesterday.
EMERY WISTER, motion picture critic of the

Charlotte News, is in Hollywood.

BARRY FITZGERALD is in town from Holly-
wood. He's at the Woldorf-Astorio.

McNuHy Funeral Held
Boston — Funeral services were

held yesterday for Thomas McNulty,
for many years owner and operator
of the Warwick, Marblehead, who
died Saturday at his home. He is

survived by his widow and one son.

The latest 16 M.M. tound
equipment has been installed
in our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Con We "Show" YouP
Call: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
Film Storage and Serviet

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., inc.

BOO BROADWAY. N. Y. Q.
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Controls on Amuse.

BIdg. Remain in Force
i

(Continued from Page 1)

provisions of the new law, which be-

comes effective today.
Alt>'nugh controls over all other

type ] construction are abolished
underr^e new act, construction per-

mits still must be obtained for the-

aters and other types of amusement
places.

All applications for amusement
projects now must be sent directly

to Washington where they will be
acted upon by the non-residential
construction branch of OHE. Branch
offices are being discontinued.
Approval of applications for con-

struction of theaters and other
amusement places will be on the

basis of negligible impact on housing
program, essential comunity facili-

ties, necessary maintenance and re-

pair, or severe and unusual hardship.
Permits will not be necessary for

drive-in theater screens unless they
contain building space within the
structure, but other construction at

drive-ins will come under the regula-
tion. Restrictions will not apply to

sidewalks, driveways, lighting sys-

tems, etc., even if they are connected
with theaters and other amusement
projects.

Installation of air conditioning-
equipment, marquees, panelling,
plumbing and certain other types will

be covered by the regulation "pro-
viding they are nailed, screwed,

• bolted, connected or cemented to the
building, or installed on a base built

for the particular item."

Mundt Asks Budget for

Patriotic Pix in Schools

(Continued from Page 1).

trasting these with totalitarian oppo-
sites, was asked yesterday in a bill

introduced by Representative Karl
Mundt, R., S.' D.

Administration of the program
would be by the Office of Education,
with a bi-partisan 12-man Congres-
sional board to advise the Commis-
sioner of Education.

Tom Williams Dead
Miami, Fla. — Tom Williams, 49,

veteran showman and dean of Miami
night club operators, died in Jack-
son Memorial Hospital.
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M. A. Schlesinger
William Wyler

Olivia de Haviland
K. H. Cochrane
Helen Weber
C. Aronson

Charles Laughton
Jack Goldstein

William G. Brenner

:.:

Don Eddy
Madge Evans
Jeanne Crozot
0. P. Madsen
W. H. Rosch
A. M. Brilant

Don Beddoe
Charles Schlaifer
Jock Goldberg

PHIL M. DALY
Tuesday^s Tattlings
• • • TWENTIETH-FOX, which certainly has been making news

o' late, vnll provide still more today Spyros P. Skouras is slated

to make an important announcement at 2:45 p.m. ... • Still more

hands were stretched across the sea, as 'twere, yesterday when Lady

Iris Victoria Beatrice Grace Mountbatten, cousin of King George VI,

great-granddaughter of Queen Victoria, cousin of Lord Mountbatten,

last Viceroy of India, and daughter of the Marquess and Marchioness

of Carisbrooke, joined Columbia's h.o. ad-publicitjr-exploitation staff as

plain Iris Mountbatten Miss Mountbatten will study the intricacies

of industry promotion, make her home and career on this side, she

soys. ... • The New York Daily News, ready to plunge info tele-

vision, has designated B. O. Sullivan of its Advertising Dept. to make
a survey of the television market. ... # California Pictures changed

the title of its UA release, "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock" to "Mad
Wednesday" because the original label did not describe the picture,

according to Harry Gold, vice-president of California Gold yes-

terday urged the use of "literal" titles, instead of titles which crfford

the public little or no idea of what the pic may be about Cali-

fornia scrapped about $100,000 in promotion material, including trailers,

in order to mcdce the title switch, and will spend about $250,000 on a

selling campaign for the new name The $2,500,000 pic is scheduled

for Summer resort showings next month

T T T
• • • FOR LO, THESE MANY YEARS, Mrs. Anna Mitchell, 72,

a Stolen Island widow, has been attending the Liberty Theater there,

mostly on Wednesdctys, because that's "Dish Night" Yesterday,

Mrs. Mitchell paid her first visit to Broadway to see a picture in more

years than she can remember, and did she hit the jackpot! The

pic, you see, was the Aster's "The Best Years of Our Lives," cmd Mrs.

Mitchell was the millionth patron to buy a ticket for the Sam Go'.dwyn

multiple "Oscar" winner Waiting in the lobby for the historic

event were Jim Mulvey, prexy of Sam Goldwyn Prods.; Lynn Farnol,

Goldwyn's ad-publicity director; Maurice Maurer, prexy of City En-

tertainment Corp., operator of the Astor, and Larry Greib, its managing
director To Mrs. Mitchell, with Goldwyn's compliments, went a

silver vanity, presented by Mulvey With Mrs. Mitchell was daughter

Grace, avid film fan, who has scrapbooks covering 2,000 films she has

seen Take it from Mrs. Mitchell, she'll be coming to Broadway more
frequently in the future It's better than "Dish Night"

T T ::

• • • JAMES GAHAGAN, FILM DAILY Milwaukee correspondent,

is the prime mover in the organization of cm Old-timers Club for in-

dustry veterans in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan The new or-

ganization is expected to kick off in mid-July, just preceding the all-

industry outing sponsored by the ITO of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan at

Brov^ns Lake, Wise The territory has been without a Variety Club

for years. ... • Orson Welles wll be going over in late August or

early September to direct and star in that picture he will make in Eng-

land for Sir Alexander Korda. ... • Who says censorship doesn't

pay? The Pennsylvania Legislature has just increased the salary

of the chairman of the State Board of Censors from $4800 to $5500 a
year. ... • The Society of Motion Picture Art Directors will confer an

honorary life membership or Director Mitchell Leisen, at its 10th anni-

versary meeting Sept. 2

•#>>•••''>

Show "Deep Valley" July 29

National tradeshowing of WB's
"Doep Valley" has been set for July
29. This will be the first general re-

lease by Warners in 1947-48.

Jam Handy Making 6 for Army
Detroit — A series of six Army

training films to he used in recruiting

centers is under production by the

Jam Handy Organization.

RKO, Goldwyn, Tola

Take Brussels Awards

(Continued from Page 1)

here yesterday. Pic will be released
in the U. S. next season.
Sam Goldwyn's "The Best Years

of Our Lives," multiple Hollywood
"Oscar" winner, added two interna-
tional palms to its array when Rob-
ert E. Sherwood's script and Myma
Loy's performance were singled out
for Festival awards.
To the U. S. "The Roosevelt Story"

went a special award in the docu-
mentary field for the one indie-pro-
duced pic that best exemplifies the
philosophy of world neighborliness
and international democratic prin-
ciples.

(Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt accepted
the award for Tola Prods, in a two-
way international broadcast on Mar-
garet McBride's WNBC show yes-
terday.)

Best direction, Carol Reed, for
"Odd Man Out"; best performance by
an actor, Gerard Philip in the French
"Le Diable Au Corpes"; best photog-
raphy, "Enamorada," Mexican.
A special award also went to the

Italian pic, "Paisa."

Sixty pix, 10 of them American,
competed; selections were by a jury
of 27 Belgians.

Amusement Bills Die as
Illinois Lawmakers Quit

(Continued from Page 1)

action on proposed bills to eliminate
daylight saving time, regulate ticket
brokers, forbid overseating, and
grant equal pay for women doing the
same work as men. Measures will
not come up again for two years as
the Legislature meets only every
second year.

Harry Thomson Dead
Brisbane (By Air Mail) — Harry

Thomson, 74, of the Avro Theater,
Bulimba, is dead. He was one of the
oldest exhibitors in Queensland and
was president of MPEA, 1926-29, and
was later made a life member for his

Dual Bills Discussed
In Netujorh Broadcast

Dual bills were discussed over the

air yesterday by Joan Leslie, star of

Eagle-Lion's "Repeat Performance"

and John Woodward, Shea city man-
ager in Zanesville, 0. Taking the

affirmative on the question: Should

double features be abolished,? Miss

Leslie argued that they are "obso-

lete, unfair to performers and un-

wanted by the movie-going public."

Woodward held that two features

are good business, contending, "My
patrons never complain about double

features but they do comiplain when
a single feature is shown at advanced

prices." Program, "In My Opinion,"

was broadcast over the CBS network.
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Theater Partners

Await Hi Court Ruling

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO—will file their reports today in
compliance with that provision of
the decree which ordered the Big
Five to submit to the Court a state-
ment of the progress made in liqui-

dating theater holdings in which they
had an interest of more than five

per cent and less than 95 per cent.
The Loew report named 29 the-

;aters wherein this condition existed
and stated .that in the case of a sub-
stantial number of these the com-
pany "has done considerable work in
the nature of accounting prepara-
tion and tax analysis preliminary to
formulating- plans for compliance"
with the decree.

Loew's has not, according to the
report, actually disposed of or ac-
quired any co-owner's interest or
formulated any specific proposal for
such action because of the pendency
of an appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court.
The report broke down the com-

pany's joint theater holdings into
three categories:
A—Theaters in which Loew's own an in-

terest, beneficial or otherwise, greater than
five per cent and less than 95 per cent in
conjunction with an independent or with a
party whose status as an independent Loew's
was 3iot in a position to resolve:

1. Criterion. Olynipia. and Stoddard—New
York; 2. Valencia. Century and Parkway

—

Baltimore; 3. Loew's United Artists—Louis-
ville; 4. Penn—Pittsburgh; 5. Broad. Co-
lumbus—Columbus ; 6. Carlton—Pi'oviderice

;

7. Rhodes—Atlanta; 8. Carrilon and Lee-
Richmond; 9. Penn—West Reading, Pa.

B—Theaters which Loew's owns in con-
junction with another defendant and a third
party an interest greater than five per cent
and less than 95 per cent, through its owner-
ship of 41 1-3 per cent of the common stock
of Buffalo Theaters. Inc.:

1. Buffalo. Great Lakes. Hippodrome, Teck,
Seneca. Elmwood, Kensington. North Park.
Niagara and Roosevelt—Buffalo; 3. Bellevue—Niagara Falls; 3. Lackawanna—^Lacka-
wanna; 4. Kenmore—Kenmore.

C—Theater in which Loew's owns" an in-

terest of more than five per cent and less

than 95 per cent solely with another defend-
ant through its ownership of 50 per cent of

the stock of the Colorado Orpheum Corp.

:

Orpheum—Denver, Colorado.
The decree also sets today as the deadline

for dissolution by the defendants of pooling
ag'reements between them. Although paper
work and legal detail may delay technical
accomplishment of this order for another
week or so. it is not expected that any ob-
jection will be lodged by the Government.
A statement reporting the dropping of 11

pooled theaters in its operating: companies
outside of California was filed yesterday with
the Court by National Theaters.

Houses include the Liberty, Spokane; the
Avalon, Bellingham, Wash.; the Palomar.
Seattle; the Roosevelt, Seattle, all operated
by Evergreen Amusement; the Fox and
Strand Theaters, Menasha, Wis.; the Lloyd,
Menominee. Mich.; the Strand. Oshkosh.
Wis.; the Fond du Lac. Fond du Lac, Wis.,

and the Midway, Wausau, Wis., all operated
by Fox Wisconsin; and the Arbo, Nevada.
Mo., operated by Fox Mid-West.

National Theaters has previously announced
the dropping of 17 California houses;

lUEDDinC BELLS

Friend-iyiorrison

iHetroifi — LaVonne Friend, Para-
mount switchboard operator, was
married recently to William Morri-

son.

HOLLVUIOOD-Vine VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
pUD ABBOTT and Lou Costello have signed with Eagle-Lion Films for their first indie

^ venture, "The Noose Hangs High." Pic, budgeted at $1,600,000, will go before the

cameras on Aug. 18, and will be produced by Milton H. Feld, from script by Edward

Ullman and Clyde Brickman from an original by Charles Grayson and Arthur T., Herman
Joan Leslie will appear opposite James Craig in Eagle-Lion's "Stampede," for-

merly titled "Rainbow Ridge" Patric Knowles has been assigned the role of Sir

Launcelot in Paramount's "A Connecticut Yankee," Bing Crosby starrer Gene
Tierney has decided against playing the part of Elizabeth Taylor's mother in "Chicken
Every Sunday," and has sent back the Fox script. Might mean suspension but she feels

she doesn't want to start playing 35-year-old women yet Janet Blair, who has

been doing dramatic parts lately, returns to a musical, "Let's Fallf in Love," to b@ pro-

duced by Irving Starr at Columbia U-l is paging Claude Rains for a role im "Mor-

tal Coils" Samuel Goldwyn will star Teresa Wright and Dana Andrews in "Secrets,"

which goes into production as soon as Goldwyn's "That's Life" is completed. This Tech-
nicolor version has had two predecessors; a silent version starring Norma Talmadge, and

a 1933 talkie featuring 'Mary Pickford Candidates for the department of utter

confusion this past year have been British actress Ann Todd and an American version

under contract to Sol. M. Wurtzel. Solution has been worked out with the U. S. A.

Todd changing it to Ann E. Todd Producer Jeffrey Bernerd plans to co-star An-
thony Quinn and Katherine DeMille again in "There'll Come A Time." The trio just

finished "Black Gold," an Allied Artists production Lloyd Bacon and Sam Jaffee

are planning an indie production of the history of the mining industry at Butte, Mont.,

titled, "The Glittering Hill" Pleased with Hazel Brooks work in "Body and Soul,"

Enterprise has decided to star her in "The Cairo Incident." The former N. Y. model

has only done two roles on celluloid thus far Merle Oberon will star in RKO's
"Berlin Express," to be filmed in Europe this Fall.

Norman B. Rydge, GUT
Chief, Feted on 10th Anni.

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Norman
Bede Rydge, who brought Greater
Union Theaters out of the red and
turned it and its subsidiaries into
something of an Australian gold
mine, was feted on the 10th anni-
versary of his election as chairman
and managing director.

Cables hailing Rydge for his ac-

complishments were received from
Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor,
George Weltner, Clement Crystal,

Henry Ginsberg and Cecil B. De
Mille of Paramount; Joseph McCon-
ville, of Columbia, and Charles New-
berry of Republic, while a recorded
message was read from Capt. Har-
old Auten, V.C, D.S.C., R.N.R..,

GUT's American rep.

GUT, in addition to its extensive
theater holdings, controls Cinesound
Studios, British Empire Films and
National Theatre Supplies.

Danziger Back to Para.

As Executive Publicist

William E. Danziger has re-joined

Paramount as an executive publicist

to do special work on "Unconquered."
Danziger left Paramount in 1932

to join Metro's home office advertis-

ing staff. More recently he was di-

rector of advertising for J. Arthur
Rank productions released through
Universal-Int'l.

Ted Gamble Adds Houses
In Spokane, Bellingham

Spokane, Wash.—The Liberty The-
ater has been added to the Ted
Gamble Theater Enterprises. Nick
Pierong will manage. Gamble has
also purchased the Avalon Theater,

at Bellingham.

Carrier Strikers Turn Down
V7Vz% Wage Increase

(Continued from 'Page 1)

17% per cent hike offered by Prexy
George Callahan at yesterday's
meeting with "striking- truck drivers.

Callahan's previous offer was 10 per
cent. Non-picketing strikers are
holding out for 25 per cent increase.

Union's international rep. who was
supposed to meet with striking truck
drivers yesterday is expected to con-
fab with them today when he arrives
from his headquarters in Indian-
apolis.

Strikers have thus far refrained
from picketing with understanding
that only exhibitors or theater man-
agers would be permitted to pick up
film.

Preview Theater Buys
W. 55th St. Building

William Gullette, president of Pre-
view Theater, Inc., affiliate of Reeves
Sound Studios, announced yesterday
that Preview has bought the 11-story
building at 245 W. 55th St. About
one-half of the building will be taken
over for Preview's own use, the rest
will continue to be used by film con-
cerns.

Gullette plans to equip the build-
ing with screening and cutting rooms
and film vaults. Occupancy will take
place as soon as possible, he said.

Cross and Brown were the brokers.
Simpson, Thatcher and Bartlett were
the attorneys for the buyer.

Correction

W. G. Carmichael, formerly of

Cincinnati, joined the Universal-Jn-
ternational sales staff in St. ^ Louis,

instead of another company's staff

as was indicated in a recent edition

of The Film Daily.

Smallens lo Direct

Music Haii's l^uslc

Appointment of Alexander Smal-
lens as music director of Radio City

Music Hall was announced yester-

day by G. S. Eys-
sell, president
and managing di-

rector of the
Rockefeller Cen-
ter theater. Smal-
lens will take up
his new duties
this month and
will make his first

appearance with
the Hall's sym-
phony orchestra
in the early Fall.

He succeeds
Charles Previn
who resigned to
retui-n to Holly-
wood, after two
years as Music Hall music director^

Born in Russia, Smallens came to

the U. S. as a child and was trained

and educated in New York. He is

well known for his versatility and
work as a musical innovator and
pioneer in fields of opera, symphony,
motion picture music and ballet.

SMALLENS

See Film Production Halt

In British Labor Dispute

(Continued from Page 1) '

ducers Association is seen in British

studios as threatening all U. K. pro-

duction. Already 255 plasterers have

given a week's notice.

As a precautionary measure Den-

ham and Pinewood studios have given

a week's notice to all workers on set

building.
,

It was viewed here that unless the

dispute was settled British produc-

tion will be at a standstill with 27

productions currently on the stag^

affected.
j !

Comment from NATKE was that'

"the situation was very complicated^

STORK REPORTS

Jimmy Powers, Paramount hora,e

office photographer, became a fathffl'

for the second time on Saturday whep
a daughter weighing eight pounds
and eight ounces was born to his

wife at the Fitch Sanitarium in the

Bronx. The child, Gail Ann, has a

sister, Carol Jean, three.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY\
Hollywood—John Howard, SRO's

Western' sales manager, raced the

stork .from Denver, where he was on

business for "Duel in the Sun," to

Hollywood in time to arrive at Calj-

:^ornia Hospital where Mrs. Howam
gave birth to their first child, a

daughter, weighing 7 pounds, 10

ounces.
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D of J May Probe

[ele Music Restraint

(Continued from Page 1)

luthority, is contemplated by the

3ouse Labor Committee, which be-

;ice, it was learned yesterday,
jins its U-scale probe of Petrillo

lext Ma=F5y.
Committee representatives, it

was learned, already have
scanned contracts signed by film

companies and Petrillo. These
contracts are alleged to contain
clauses denying use of musical
films in television broadcasts.
There have been conflicting re-

ports, however, over inclusion of

these tele clauses in the con-
tracts. A reliable source close to

the House Labor Committee said
that contracts with Petrillo do
contain these "anti-television"

provisions. Copies of contracts
are now in the hands of commit-

' tee representatives.
It was recalled here that studio

leads in Hollywood last year denied

he existence of such a written
igreement with Petrillo. These state-

nents were made in reply to con-
iicting announcement by Petrillo.

5ome television broadcasters, how-
ever, have charged that even if

lovering clauses are not written into

ontracts with film companies there
las been an "understanding" with
^'etrillo banning use of musical films

n television broadcasts.

Some pix industry spokesmen have
stated that the alleged agreement
.vas "forced" on them by Petrillo.

Television has been hit in another
lirection by Petrillo, it was said.

Television broadcasters have been
inable to make motion pictures of

heir own live shows for possible use
m smaller video stations. Allen B.

DuMont Labs., for instance, has at-

empted to do this, so that video sta-

ions could use motion pictures of

3uMont tele shows. Films now used
n television use recorded music with
he use of "live" music banned in

ictual tele broadcasts.

Earmarked for consideration by
he House committee is Petrillo's

discouragement" of the progress of

elevision. Even beyond this, how-
ver, is the committee's interest in

he role played by motion picture

ompanies.

One television lawyer here pointed

•ut that the Petrillo television edict

3, in effect, a secondary boycott. As
uch, it may be covered by the Taft-

lartley labor bill. Although second-
ry boycotts clearly are made illegal

inder the bill, further interpretation

f the term is believed necessary.

SICK LIST1^
Charles sHARLES SHOWS, a writer for Jerry

airbanl(s Productions, has returned to his

tudio post after recovering from painful

;g burns. Shows was injured when he ac-

ntally spilled boiling tar on his legs.

CHARTERED
NORFORD AMUSEMENTS CO., Chicago, to

operate theaters, by Peter Gallios, Nicholas Gal-
lios, James Gallics.

EDWARD ZWERDLING, INC., New York;
capital, 100 no par shares; to distribute films,

by Margaret Sedlak, Anno Harnick, Milton R.

Pfeiffer.

H. D. ENGLISH, INC., Hancock, N. Y.; cap-

itol, 500 shares of no par value, and HAR-
DEN THEATERS, INC., Hancock, N. Y., capital,

200 shares not no par stock, to operate theaters,

by Harvey D. English, Eva S. English, Margaret
L. Smith.

WB National Sales

Confabs in N. Y., Chi.

(Continued from Page 1)

at the meetings. It will be the first

time in five years that salesmen will

attend WB sales conventions.

In addition to Kalmenson, the h. o.

executives attending both sessions

will include Samuel Schneider, Mort
Blumenstock, Norman H. Moray, I.

F. Dolid, Bernard R. Goodman, Ed
Hinchy, Howard Levinson, Bill Brum-
berg, Charles Baily, and Stanley
Hatch.

Jules Lapidus, Eastern and Cana-
dian division sales manager, will be
at the New York meeting, while Roy
Haines, Western division sales man-
ager, and Norman Ayers, Southern
division sales manager, will attend

the Chicago parley.

Autry Option For Sixth Pic

Not Picked Up By Republic

Cancellation of Gene Autry's obli-

gation to Republic for the sixth pic-

ture in his contract was terminated

by decision of Republic executives

and not negotiated by Mitchell Ham-
ilburg, Autry's agent, and Gang,
Kopp and Tyre, his legal reps., a

statement issued yesterday by Re-
public contended.

Smith Names Minsky as
Mid-East Division Mgr.

(Continued from Page 1)

quarters in Philadelphia, succeeding

the late Cecil E. Peppiatt. Minsky's

appointment becomes effective next

Monday.

Hoyt's Convention Opens
Sydney (By Cable)—Hoyt's The-

aters annual convention was opened

here today by Ernest Turnbull, man-
aging director. Delegates are in at-

tendance from all states. The circuit

is to launch a "Food for Britain"

drive with an objective of $32,500

from its chain.

John Hubacek Dead
Chicago— John Hubacek, veteran

member of the Chicago operators

union, died yesterday.

'Show Variety Girl' July 11

Paramount's "Variety Girl" will

be tradeshown in all branch areas

on July 11.

Latin-American Biz

Reported Excellent

Saturation bookings are not new
to Latin America where they are
known as "splash releases," William
W. Sullivan, 20th-Fox district man-
ager in South America, told the trade
press at an interview yesterday.

Sullivan said that Fox had opened
"Anna and the King of Siam" in

three Buenos Aires situations simul-
taneously and had followed that
move with seven first-run showcases
in Rio de Janeiro for "Leave Her To
Heaven" and "The Razor's Edge."

Business is excellent in Argentina,
Brazil, Peru, Chile, Uruguay and
Paraguay, the 20th-Fox manager re-
ported, with top product receiving
playing time of two and three weeks
in situations where a few years back
a split week or a week-end was the
best similar product was able to
command.
American pictures continue to set

the tempo of audience tastes despite
the decree law assuring native pro-
duct of 20 per cent of the playing
time.
Edward D. Cohen, supervisor for

Latin America, and J. Carlo Bavetta,
district manager, are visiting New
York with Sullivan.

Brewer Sees "Trick"

In Sorrell Peace Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

posed that the international presi-

dents of all unions involved in the
strike confer and settle the trouble,

but that members of the studio car-

penters voted against this proposal.
No official statement was made By

the producers, but it is believed that
had lA accepted proposal, producers
would have also agreed to the move.
Casey said he stood ready io do any-
thing possible to aid a settlement and
get men back to work.

E-L Fetes Joan Leslie;

Hundreds Turn Out

Several hundred representatives of

the metropolitan, trade and maga-
zine press attended a cocktail party
in honor of Joan Leslie, hosted by
Eagle-Lion in the Vanity Fair Room
of the Sherry Netherland Hotel last

night.

E-L personnel in attendance were
headed by A. W. Schwalberg, Max E.

Youngstein, Jerry Pickman, Arthur
Jeffrey and Hal Danson.

Also included were: Lige Brien,

Leo Brody, Jack Alicoate, Herb
Steinberg, Patrece Snyder, Herb
Berg and Rhoda Rich.

J. P. Medbury Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John P. Medbury, 54,

former newspaperman and a screen-

writer since 1936, died at Laguna
Beach. He wrote a series of travel

shorts for Columbia. In addition to

his widow, he is survived by a son

and stepdaughter.

« REVIEUIS
'Cry Wolf

»

with Barbara Stanwyck, Errol Flynn

Warners 83 Mins.

FAIR NUMBER FOR GENERAL AUDI-
ENCE HAS SUSPENSE AND UNUSUAL
TWIST.

Suustaining a fair degree of suspense for

most of its unfoldment, this offering man-
ages to secure a grasp upon the imagination

and via a series of puzzling events evolves

as a drama of unusual twists and variations.

It's a clever job of direction that was
turned in by Peter Godfrey who fashioned

his dramatic content in such a manner as

to keep the audience guessing about the

characters' motives.

The production of Henry Blanke is in

good taste and contributes considerably to

the plot. It's a fair number for the general

audience and something of a departure

from routine offerings aimed at conditioned

reception.

Miss Stanwyck arrives at the home of her

dead husband in time for the funeral. She

meets Flynn who does not immediately

feel friendly to her as she was the wife

of his nephew. Flynn did not know of the

marriage. Miss Stanwyck stands to receive

a considerable inheritance.

Flynn is something of a scientist with a

laboratory in an unused wing of the house.

Geraldine Brooks, Flynn's niece, meets Miss

Stanwyck and at once enlists her aid. In

the early hours, sounds of scuffling and

screams are heard. Miss Stanwyck deter-

mines to learn what they are about and
makes a series of reconnaisance trips up
dumbwaiters, over roofs. She is caught by

Flynn who seems menacing. Miss Brooks
dies violently. Flynn calls it suicide. Miss

Stanwyck states she was driven to it.

Riding about the place Miss Stanwyck finds

Richard Basehart, her presumed-dead hus-

band. He is a mental case. She returns to

confront Flynn. Basehart turns up, bludgeons
Flynn and demonstrates the streak of family

insanity that Flynn in devious, harsh manner
had been trying to shield Miss Stanwyck
from. Basehart dies in an accident. There
is indication of more than mere alliance

between Miss Stanwyck and Flynn at the

fadeout.

Performances are uniformly effective.
CAST: Barbara Stanwyck, Errol Flynn, Geral-

dine Brooks, Richard Basehart, Jerome Cowan,
John Ridgely, Patricia White, Rory Moliinson,
Helene Thimig, Paul Stanton, Berry Bernard.
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,

Peter Godfrey; Screenplay, Catherine Turney;
Based on a novel by Marjorie Carleton; Photog-
raphy, Carl Guthrie; Art Director, Carl Jules

Weyl; Fi|m Editor, Folmer Blangsted; Sound,
Charles Land; Set Decorations, Jack McCon-
aghy; Music, Franz Waxman; Orchestral Ar-
rangements; Leonid Raab; Musical Director,

Leo F. Forbstein; Assistant Director, Claude
Archer.
DIRECTION, Good: PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

George Fecke Dies in Sleep
Boston—George Fecke, 79, veteran

theaterman, died in his sleep at his

home in Brighton. He is survived by
three sons, Herbert B., New York,
George, Jr., Hollywood, and Alfred
J., the latter branch manager of

Eagle-Lion PRC Boston exchange.
Funeral services will be held tomor-
row at 11 a.m. in Brighton.

Taylor Leaves Metro

,

Brisbane (By Air Mail) — Fred
Taylor, office manager for M-G-M in

Brisbane, has resigned after 17 years
service, owing to ill health.
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You said a Mouthful... brother

Martin!...The picture good enough

to sell '\\.iQ\\ HASN'T been made...

BUT... the SHOWMEN, (^ood Qnow<ih

to sqW the pkiwxe, KNOW that it CAN

be done... with SHOWMANSHiP...in

the NEWSPAPERS... on the RADIO... in the LOBBY...

on the SCREEN ... with BILL-POSTING...EXPLOITATION

...and all the other go-gettcm tricks of SHOWMANSHIP

...that make people WANT to go to the MOVIES!

Martin Quigley is R/'ght, fellas! ...More SHOW-

MANSHIP., .will make this a ^'xq^^x and ^qHqx indus-

try... for YOU and your BOX OFFICE! Don't wait for

a slump to hit you over the HEAD... Join The PRIZE

BABY... NOW!... Get Back To SHOWMANSHIP!

\_} pmif Baar i

SERVICE
Of fHf inousmy
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PIIRfl. PBRTHERS inPICflTE THEV UIILL SELL

14 Top Korda Pix via 20th'Fox in Four Years
Skouras Estimates Return
To Producer from First

Six as at Least 12 Millions

Twentieth-Fox will release a min-
imum of 14 top-budget films pro-

SKOURAS KORDA

duced by Sir Alexander Korda,
President Spyros P. Skouras an-

(Continued on Page 6)

80%ofFlatbush

Patrons Come Weekly

Approximately 45 per cent of
patrons attending six Century the-
aters in Flatbush go to the movies
more than once a week, while 35 per
cent attend once weekly and 20 per
cent less than once a week. Infor-
mation was culled from a survey
made in the theater lobbies by the

(Continued on Page 8)

ATA-MPTOA Board
Meet Set for July 18
Boards of ATA and MPTOA have

postponed their joint meeting to

study the possibility of a consolida-

tion of the two organizations from

July 11-12 to July 18-19, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Ted Gamble,

ATA chairman, after consultation

with Herman Levy, MPTOA general

counsel. Postponement was made be-

cause of E. V. Richards' meeting for

J. Arthur Rank in New Orleans on

July 11, which will be attended by

a number of ATA and MPTOA di-

rectors.

Al Jolson to he Honor Guest and Speaker
At J]JA Emergency Luncheon-Meeting July 15

Al Jolson will be honor guest and speaker at the emergency luncheon-meet-

ing to be held on the Hotel Astor roof on July 15 in an effort to speed up the

UJA $2,100,000 drivaf in New York's entertainment industry to meet the des-

perate crisis facing European Jewry, it was announced yesterday by Barney

Balaban, national chairman of the UJA motion picture division.

Hosts to Jolson at the luncheon will be Balaban, Harry Brandt. Jack Cohn, Si

H. Fabian, Matthew Fox. Emil Friedlander, Malcolm Kingsberg, Maj. Albert

Warner, Sam Rinzler, Richard Rodgers, Billy Rose, Spyros P. Skouras and

Nicholas M. Schenck.

Jolson, who will fly East from the Coast for the meeting, will bring his ac-

companist with him.

U.K. Ready to Meet

Any Duly "Evasion"

London (By Cable)—Any attempt
by foreign distributors to evade the
materially higher duty on film im-
ports which woud result from the
change in base under consideration
by the British Treasury will bring
drastic action by His Majesty's Gov-
ernment, it was disclosed yesterday.

It was oflScially stated at the Board
of Trade that the government
already possesses power through the

(Continued on Page 4)

Don't Play British Pix,

Samuelson Tells Pa. AITO

Philadelphia — First organized
indie opposition to the present cam-
paign to assure adequate U. S. play-

ing time for British pictures gen-
erally and those of J. Arthur Rank
particularly is voiced by the Allied

Independent Theater Owners of

(Continued on Page 4)

rri

Duel" Rap

Assailed By Nelson

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Angry words are

awaited this noon when the House
goes into session, as the result of

the insertion in the Congressional
record yesterday by Rep. Donald L.

Jackson, R., Calif., of a letter from
SIMPP head Donald Nelson in de-

fense of "Duel in the Sun." Nelson
wrote in response to an attack
against the film last month by Rep.
John Rankin, D., Miss., and his reply

(Continued on Page 8)

O'Brien Denounces British

Studio Plasterers Action

London (By Cable)—Action of 255
plasterers employed in British stu-

dios in giving a week's notice be-

cause of dissatisfaction with the new
wages and grading agreement
worked out by the NATKE and
BFPA was denounced yesterday as

(Continued on Page 7)

New Narrative Method Praised
Reisman Lauds Clair's Prize-Winning Pic

Smith, Atwater Theaters

Named in Fraud Actions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Percentage fraud

suits have been filed in the Federal

Court for the Southern district nam-
ing Grover L. Smith and Atwater
Theaters, Inc., involving the Roxy,

(Continued on Page 5)

Narrative technique utilized in

Rene Clair's "Man About Town"
stands to change the aspect of the
whole international film distribution

problem, Phil Reisman, RKO vice-

president in charge of foreign dis-

tribution who returned from Europe
Monday, disclosed yesterday. The
film, which under the title of "Le
Silence Est D'Or," won first honors

(Continued on Page 3)

No Desire to Buy Interest

Of Paramount Shown in

Preliminary Discussions

Paramount's theater partners
have indicated a desire to sell their

interests in the event the U. S.

Supreme Court upholds that pro-
vision of the decree which would
require liquidation of holdings in

which the company has an interest

of more than five per cent and less

than 95 per cent.
This was revealed yesterday in the

statement filed by Paramount with
the U. S. District Court in compli-

( Continued on Page 6)

Walsh Nixes CSU Plan

For Casey Arbitration

London (By Cable)—Proposal of

the AFL Conference of Studio
Unions that the Hollywood labor
jurisdictional split be arbitrated by
Pat Casey, veteran industry nego-
tiator who recently stepped down as

studio labor rep., was rejected here
yesterday by Richard F. Walsh,
lATSE president.
Walsh told The Film Daily staff

(Continued on Page 7)

Name Canada, S. Africa

And Far Eastern SRO Reps.

Promotion of Charles M. Weiner,
who has been branch manager in

Minneapolis, to the post of Cana-
dian division sales manager for SRO

(Continued on Page 7)

Warner News Gets
Delaware Charter

Dover, Del. — Warner News, inc.,

has filed a charter with the corpora-

tion department of the Secretary of

State's office, its stated purpose "to

gather and distribute news." The

new company's capital is 1,000 shares

of no par value stock, and the prin-

cipal office is listed at the Corpora-

tion Trust Co., Wilmington.

At the home office yesterday, it

was said officers of the new news-

reel subsidiary had not as yet been

determined.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg
Am. Seat 18 18 18

Columbia Picts 15% 15% 15%— %
Eost. Kodak 451^ 443/4 451/4 + %
Gen. Prec. Eq I91/4 19V4 19V4
Loew's, Inc 22 21% 22 + V4
Paramount 261/2 26 261/? -I- %
RKO 12% 1134 12%+ V"
Republic Pict 5% 5 5

Republic Pict. pfd. 1 1 V, 11% 11% + %
20th Century-Fox , 29% 293/„ 29% 4- Vz
20th Century-Fox pfd. 38I/4 375/, 3734 _|_ 1/,

Universal Pict 221/4 221/4 221/4 -|- 1/4

Universal Pict. pfd. 81 81 81 . .

Warner Bros I51/2 I51/4 153/8 + 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 3% 27/8 3 -f- %
Sonotone Corp 3% i% 3%
Technicolor 13 13 13
Trans-Lux 41/3 4'/8 ^Vs

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 6 63/r

Pathe 51/2 6I/4

Governor Signs Kowalk Bill

Columbus, O. — Governor Herbert

signed the Kowalk bill under which

theaters and other amusement
places may employ women over 21

after 10 p.m. as ticket sellers. The

new law does not extend the weekly

hours of labor permitted. Women
and minors are still held to 45 hours

a week.

cominG nno goihg
HERMAN LEVY, MPTOA general counsel, re-

turned to New Haven from New York yester-

day.

KENNETH CLARK, MPAA public relations

chief, was in New York yesterday from Washing-
ton.

JERALDINE COOPER, of the Paramount
home office exploitation department, has re-

turned from Boston.

CURTIS MITCHELL, Paramount's publicity

and advertising director, was in Rochester yes-

terday.

JOSEPH BURSTYN, foreign film distributor,

returned here on the liner Queen Elizabeth
after a short trip to Europe.

SAM MARX, M-G-M producer, is on Cape
Cod for a 10-day vacation.

JOHN S. ALLEN, field assistant to Rudy
Berger, M-G-M Southern sales manager, is in

Dallas.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M
shorts and reprints and importations arrived in

Charlotte.

Local H-63 Sets Pacts
With Two Newsreels

Following the WB pact with the
Motion Picture Home Office Em-
ployes Union, Local H-6.3, lATSE,
Russell Moss, the union's exec, vee-
pee, yesterday announced that two
more agTeements had been arranged
with other companies since the week-
end.

Negotiations concluded with News
of the Day last Friday calling for a
union shop plus an average increase
of 15 per cent. Pact expires May 1,

1948.
Retroactive agreement with Para-

mount News arranged last Monday
calls for 12 per cent increase, as of
Dec. 1, 1946, and continuing until a
year from that date.

Still under discussion is a pact
with U-I and its affiliates. Moss
seeks an arrangement similar to the
one worked out with WB and its

affiliates, calling for an average
weekly increase of $4 to $7, with
increases on a minimum scale of $2
to $4. Contract with Warners ex-
pires May 31, 1948.

Krappman Named Head of

NA's Merchandising Dept.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Andy Krappman has

been appointed head of National
Amusement Company'.s merchandis-
ing department to succeed the late

William G. Lyris. Considerable ex-
pansion of the department is antici-

pated through rapid addition of Coca
Cola, roasted nuts and ice cream.
President Charles P. Skouras also

announced the appointment of four
assistants to Krappman.

Mary Pickford Undecided
Still on the Sale of UA
Mary Pickford last night had

reached no decision on the sale of

her interest in UA to the Si H. Fa-
bian group, a spokesman for Miss
Pickford said. Her departure for
the Coast remains undetermined as
well.

J. ARTHUR RANK and MRS. RANK and JOCK
LAWRENCE and MRS. LAWRENCE arrive in

New York July 14 from New Orleans.

AVA GARDNER left for the Coast last night,

via TWA.
MARION DONNELLY, of the Syracuse Para-

mount staff, vacationing with her brother in

Pittsburgh.

DOROTHY MALONE has arrived in Dallas
for a hometown vacation.

DOUGLAS J. GRANVILLE, former manager
for Warners in Chile, has arrived in New York
for conferences with Wolfe Cohen, preparatory
to assuming a new assignment in the Far
East.

HARRY H. THOMAS, PRC president, has re-

turned to Hollywood from New York.

EUGENE SHARIN, assistant to Sam L. Seidel-

man at PRC, is in London on the first leg ot

a survey of European film industry conditions.

Louis Phillips, Tony Reddin
Sail on Elizabeth Today

Louis Phillips, Para.'s assistant
general counsel, and Tony C. Reddin,
its director of theaters, advertising
and publicity in Great Britain, sail

on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth today.
Phillips, accompanied by his wife,

will head for a vacation in France
and Switzerland after a week in Eng-
land. The couple will be away until

the middle of August.

Also on board will be Mrs. Hal
Wallis (Louise Fazenda) and her son,
Brent, who are going to England to

join the producer, busy there making
"So Evil My Love" for Paramount
release.

Variety Clubs Forms Group
To Aid Foreign Applicants

Dallas—An international commit-
tee to encourage and aid in the ex-
pansion of Variety Clubs has been
formed. Members will meet fre-

quently and will help groups in other
foreign countries who desire to apply
for charters. Variety office has in-

quiries along these lines from Cuba,
London, Australia, Paris and several
South American countries.
Committee comprises John H. Har-

ris, founder of the Clubs; R. J. O'Don-
nell, national chief barker; John J.

Fitzgibbons, chief barker of the

Canadian tent and Luis Montes,
chief barker of the Mexico City tent.

Col. William McCraw will serve in

an ex-officio capacity.

July 7th
Available to any company desirous of

paying for the services of an exploifeer

with contacts, experience and ability.

Can take a picture and make a pro-

duction out of it at the box office.

Will accept temporary assignment with

right company from July 7 to Labor

Day or permanent position with right

company in New York or Hollywood

only. Salary in keeping with results.

Apply BOX NO. 151

The Film Daily, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.

Rathvon to Address RKO
Sales Meeting Delegates

N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO Corp. and RKO Radio, will be
one of the principal speakers at
RKO's 16th annual sales meeting, at
the Waldorf-Astoria, July 7-9.

Heading a delegation from the
Walt Disney Studios will be Roy
Disney, president of the company.
Also due at the meeting are John F.
Reeder, Vernon C. Caldwell ; Ger-
rit Roelof of the Disney .adio,

while, representing the Eastern Dis-
ney office, will be Leo F. Samuels,
Irving Ludwig, Howard Hein and
Charles Levy. Kay Kamen, merchan-
diser of the Disney character-goods
and licensee, will attend the meet
with Chester Feitel, Franklin Wald-
heim and Arthur Jensen.

Samuel Goldwyn, board chairman,
and James Mulvey, president of

Goldwyn Productions, will be hosts

to some .300 convention delegates at

Ebbetts Field on Sunday, where the
Dodgers will play the Boston Braves.

Silverstone to Europe
After Visit to Britain

Murray Silverstone, who sails on
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth today with
William J. Kupper for London where
he will install the latter as 20th-
Fox British managing director, will

not return to the U. S. until late

September. After touring all U. K.
branches with Kupper, the prexy of

20th-Fox Int'l will head for the Con-
tinent to visit company offices in

France, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain.

Portugal, Italy, Greece, Egypt, the

Middle East and Scandinavia.

CUTS
COSTS

IN HALf!
.Save With Filmack's Prevuei

TRAILER
lERVICr

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5. ILL.

As of Today
Experienced advertising home office

executive thoroughly familiar with dis-

tribution problems, wishes to make

change from distribution to exhibition

field. Willing to work in any key city

with major circuit or key first-run

house.

BOX NO. 172

The Film Daily, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.
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nt'l Optima Will

Produce Here, Abroad

International Optima will finance

eight features, Maurice Livingston,

, company's veepee announced yester-

day upon returning from a two-
month jaunt across Enrope.
One picture will be filmed in either

Italj^, 9i
France, another in Czecho-

slov!'J__.', another in Canada, and the

rest in the U. S. Hitherto, Optima
has specialized in selling re-issues

abroad. Change in policy was made,
Livingston declared, because "B"
^pictures are difficult to sell in Europe.

"Market has been overflooded with

small pictures," Livingston con-

tinued. "Only films that have a

chance to make money today are

good first class American produc-

tions. France has definitely decided

'to refuse permission for dubbing of
' American films more than two years
' old. Major companies were heartily

in favor of this agreement, because

Admiral Byrd's "Discovery," ad-

venture-documentary film of his

polar explorations, will be distrib-

uted by International Optima world-

: wide, except in U. S. and Canada,

Maurice Livingston, company's vee-

) pee announced yesterday.

'many independents were prevented

'.from competmg with them."
' Then Livingston emphasized: "For

this reason International Optima is

'going in for bigger and better pic-

' tures that are up-to-date. And that's

' why our company is going into pro-

' duction."
Livingston, also announced that his

company has just acquired foreign

aiscrioucion rignts to seven re-issues:

"Star Is Born," "Made For Each
Other,'' "INothmg Sacred," "Little

Lord Fauntleroy," "Young in Heart,"

"Becky Sharp," "Dancing Pirate."

incernational Optima, through
Prexy Josef Aueroach and Veepee

Livingston, appointed London &
Overseas Film Service, Ltd., as

agents tor the British Empire and

J? ranco-London Films as agents for

the European continent.

By month's end, Auerbach should

be back in New York from his sur-

vey in Vienna, Prague, Paris and

London, at which time he will an-

nounce the company's production

plans in greater detail, Livingston

concluded.

Correction
RKO-Radio's Sales Convention at

the Waldorf-Astoria will be held

July 7, 8 and 9 instead of the dates
reported yesterday.
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Mid-weeU Memos
• • • "THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES," which has rolled up

a gross of approximately $1,500,000 thus lar in its Astor Theater en-

gagement, will stay on into August Slated to follow it then is

another Sam Goldwyn pic, the Danny Kaye starrer, "The Secret Life

of Walter Mitty" And already picked to follow "Mitty" is Gold-

wyn's "The Bishop's Wife" Which should take care of the Astor

for months to come When will "Best Years" be ready to switch

from roadshow to so-called general release? Could be in Novem-

ber And don't be surprised if $1.20 admission prevails at that

time. ... • A doff of Phil M's best chapeau to the Para, ad dep't for

that corking—and unusual—four-page trade ad on "Welcome Stranger,"

"Perils of Pauline" and "Dear Ruth" Nice to see someone step out

with something different

• • • REGARDLESS OF WHETHER there's a coal strike or not,

exhibs. would do well to take care of their Winter fuel requirements

now, both thru contracts for deUvery and immediate deliveries up to

bin or tank capacity. ... • Credit Herman M. Levy, MPTOA general

counsel, 'with an analysis of the Taft-Hartley labor bill intelligible to

the layman. ... • Rudy Sanders, Brooklyn exhib., winner of the

Warner grand prize, an RCA Victor console radio-phonograph, at the

New Jersey Allied convention, has donated it to the Brooklyn Home for

Incurables The Missus won one of the runner-up awards. . . .

• The ITO of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan has picked the right man
in Prexy Bill Ainsworth to handle arrangements for National AUied's

Milwaukee convention, Nov. 10-12. ... • Someone should tell Hedda

Hopper that RKO and J. Arthur Rank are joining to produce "Ivanhoe"

in England, and that they're not contemplating rival versions. . . .

• Among the first batch of pictures to be released by WB in '47-'48

will be: "Deep Valley," "Dark Passage," "Night Unto Night," "The

Unsuspected," "My Wild Irish Rose" and 'Life With Father" Latter

two are in Technicolor. ... • With top newsreel cameramen pre-

sumably all accounted for in the employ of the various companies, War-

ners' plans ore being watched closely by the companies who wonder

where the freres are gonna round up personnel lATSE please

note

T T
• • • TODAY'S FASHION NOTE: If you go abroad this Summer

and visit Prague or Budapest you'll see the natives strolling about vrear-

ing cravats and scarves with hand-painted designs that on closer in-

spection prove to be the internationally famous trademarks of the eight

major film companies In Budapest, you'll see the girls wearing

scarves with simi'ar designs Seems a trademark is a thing of

beauty and affection In Prague, Joe Kanturek of the MPELft. office

thought up the necktie idea, and it is reported a sensation in sartorial

circles Alex Fodor is responsible for the trend to trademarks in the

Hungarian capital

T T T
• • • WONDER IF FILM BIZ couldn't, with profit, study the ad-

vertising copy-writing technique employed theee days by such major

department stores as Macy's and Gimbel's Theirs is a mass market

to be attracted and sold, too

T
• • • LOOK FOR J. ARTHUR RANK to sign more U. S. stars

a la Bing Crosby for British film appearances in 1948. ... • The

Stanley Theater has placed its lounge at the disposal of artists and

sculptors who cannot get showings at the professional galleries

First to get a "one-man show" at the Stanley is Anton H. Dahl, ex-navy

officer who has 15 oil paintings now on exhibit. . . .TV

Praised by Reisman

(Continued from Page 1

)

at the Brussels Film Festival this

week, stars Maurice Chevalier and
is on the company's releasing list

for next season. Reisman pointed
out it stands to be an exceptional
otfering in that Rene Clair is thor-
oughly conversant with film making
not only in his native land but also
in the U. S. and England and he
knows world market requirements.
Reisman reported European film

business off in a ratio comparable to
the local situation—about 12 to 15
per cent.
He expressed admiration for the

job performed by U. S. industry
representatives at the Brussels fete
who by their efforts garnered a great
deal of prestige and favorable inter-
national press comment. He particu-
larly lauded the work of Elias Lap-
inere, Louis Ascarelli, of 20th-Fox,
Joseph Westricbt, of Warners, and
Frank McCarthy, MPAA representa-
tive in Paris.
RKO's joint production with J.

Arthur Rank, "So Well Remem-
bered," featuring Martha Scott and
John Mills, will have its world pre-
miere at the Leicester Square "The-
ater in London July 10, Reisman said.
He also expressed satisfaction with
"The Pearl," produced bi-lingually
in Mexico.
The new idea in narration, Reis-

man said, wherein a player narrates
action from the soundtrack, would
eliminate expensive dubbing and is

easily applicable to any spoken
tongue.
Reisman returned Monday on the

Queen Elizabeth from what he de-
scribed as a routine tour of the com-
pany's European branch oflfices.

Among the countries he visited were
France, England, Belgium, Norway,
Switzerland, Denmark.

Durkin Succeeds Merrill

As President of UOPWA
General executive board of the

United Office and Professional Work-
ers of America, CIO, at a meeting-
held over the week-end at the Hotel
Empire, elected James H. Durkin to
succeed Lewis Merrill as president.
Merrill was forced to resign because
of ill health.

CHARTERED
WEST END BUILDING CORP., 3370 Lake

Shore Drive, Chicago; to operate theaters, by
Nathan Fadin, Leiand Kaplan.

WARNER NEWS, INC., Wilmington, Del.;
capital, 1,000 shares of no par value stock.

FABIAN ALBANY THEATERS CORP., FABIAN
SCHENECTADY THEATERS CORP., FABIAN
TROY THEATERS CORP., 1450 Broadway, New
York; capital of each, 100 shares of no par
stock; by Lawrence C. Gibbs, Mortimer N.
Felsinger, Leonard Kaufman.

NORFORD AMUSEMENTS, INC., Ill W.
Washington St., Chicago; capital, 90 shares of

no par stock; by Peter Gallios, Nicholas. Gal-
lios and James Gallios.
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BIR Budget Slash To

Slow Film Tax Probes

^Vasllington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — President Truman

yesterday signed the Treasury De-

partment appropriations bill but

charged that a $20,000,000 slash in

Bureau of Internal Revenue funds

would hamper BIR's tax collection

drive. The President said that funds

provided BIR were "grossly inade-

quate."
BIR officials declined to comment

on the effect of the budget cuts, but
it was learned that investigation of

many tax evasion cases in the film

industry will be curtailed or junked
completely.
Although BIR's long investigation

of use of capital gains tax by Holly-
wood personalities is well under way,
it was thought here that even this

drive will be curtailed.

Meanwhile, other Government offi-

ces and bureaus started the new fiscal

year yesterday without any author-

ized appropriations. Personnel
slashes, some of them affecting the
pix divisions of Government depart-

ments, generally have been held up
till Congress takes action.

Other Candy Tax Evasions
Watched for by Treasury

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Treasury Depart-

ment tax sleuths are keeping a close

watch on the multi-million dollar

candy concession business in theaters
with a view towards possible tax
evasion.

Revelation of the nation - wide
"probe" came following the dis-

closure that a Southern theater cir-

cuit acused of evading $650,000 of

taxes in failing to include profits

from concessions, faces possible

criminal charges.
BIR spokesmen said the investiga-

tion of the Southern circuit was con-
tinuing to see if the alleged tax eva-

sions warranted criminal prosecution
by the law. The alleged violator of

the tax laws cannot be identified un-
til criminal charges are filed. The
theater group in question, however,
is not confined to a single Southern
state.

According to the BIR the theater
circuit evaded $650,000 of taxes by
omitting from its tax returns all

profits from ice cream, popcorn and
other concessions in the theaters.

Spokesmen said the alleged evasions
were spread over a 10-year period.

Cinesound Studios
Gets v. S. Cameras

Sydney (By Air Mail) — New
camera equipment valued at $20,000

is on its way from America for use

in the Cinesound Studios, according

to Ken Hall, production manager.

Order includes enough single system

sound cameras to re-outfit Cine-

sound's newsreel cameramen.

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEUIS
"On the Shores of Nova Scotia"

M-G-M 8 Mins.
Relaxing

A FitzPatrick Traveltalk which
lenses in beautiful Technicolor the
picturesqueness of Nova Scotia. A
country concerned primarily with
fishing, she has many points of na-
tural and historical interest. A
pleasant, colorful, relaxing reel.

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Mouse"
M-G-M 8 Mins.

For Laughs
When Jerry Mouse persistently

steals his milk, Tom Cat decides to
brew a deadly potion. The drink has
a strange eft'ect not only on its in-

tended victim but on Tom as well.

"Give Us the Earth"
M-G-M 21 Mins.

Very Interesting
Second in the company's Theater

of Life series, it presents an ex-
tremely interesting aspect of one of
the world's greatest problems—its

diminishing food supply. Produced
in co-operation with the Associated
Press, it takes an actual incident

and uses it as an example of what
can be done to the land to make it

produce. Should prove an excellent
draw in mral or farming commun-
ities.

The antics performed by these two
are enough to keep any audience
laughing.

Officers Re-elected by
ITO of Rhode Island

Providence, R. I. — All officers of

the Independent Theater Owners of

Rhode Island were re-elected at the

group's first annual meeting held at

the Hotel Biltmore. ITO of Rhode

Island is affiliated with Independent

Exhibitors of New England, a mem-
ber of National Allied.

Officers include Meyer Stanzler,

president; Chester Currie, first vice-

president; Lon Vail, second vice pres-

ident; Henry Sperling, treasurer;

Joseph Stanzler, recording secretary;

Theodore Rosenblatt, financial sec-

retary, and Ray E. Feeley, business
manager.

In addition to the officers, execu-
tive committee includes Maurice Saf-

ner, chairman; Henry Anotti, Joseph
Carollo, P. J. Crowley, William
Deitch, John Findlay, Fred Greene,
Al Gould, Walton Harmon, Harry
Horgan, P. J. Marget, Fred Parker,
Leonard Richter, Melvin Safner,
Charles Tobey and Henry Tobin.

Miss. River Floods to Force
Closing of Many Houses

St. Louis—Mississippi River stood
close to 41 feet here yesterday, near
an all-time high set in 1844, flooding
many streets in extreme Northern
and Southern sections of the city and
seriously affecting business of such
theaters as Baden and Lowell of

Kaimann Circuit, the Lemay and
Southway owned by Wehrenberg Cir-

cuit and Longwood owned by Sam
Komm, but those theaters were not
flooded.

Four dikes on the East side of

Mississippi have broken forcing most
residents of Dupo, North Dupo, East
Carondolet and Valmeyer to leave
the area. It is anticipated the Dupo,
owned by Forristall and Davis, in

Dupo; the Prairie, at Prairie Du
Rocher, operated by Russell C. More;
the Royal at Valmeyer, owned by E.

G. Meyer, and State, in McClure, 111.,

owned by J. D. Stewart of Cape
Girardeau, will be closed tonight.

The Hull in Hull, 111., has re-

RKO Theaters and Schine
Dissolve Syracuse Pool

Syracuse—Five-theater pool of the
Keith's, Paramount, Eckel, Empire
and Palace Theaters was dissolved
as of yesterday by RKO Theaters
and the Schine Circuit, after 12
years of joint operation under the
name, RKO-Schine.
Under the dissolution agreement,

Schine retains the Paramount, Eckel
and Palace, with RKO Theaters tak-
ing over the Keith's and Empire The-
aters. First-runs from the Keith's
will move over to the Empire when
held for a second week.
RKO houses will be under direction

of Emil Groth, RKO division man-
ager in Boston, with Jack Flex as
manager and George Maxwell, house
manager at the Keith's, and Frank
Lindkamp as manager of the Em-
pire.

Hai-ry H. Unterfort will be city
manager for the Schine houses, with
Irving Cantor as manager and Stan-
ley A. Coelho assistant manager of
the Pai'amount; Richard Feldman,
manager and Jack Crowe assistant at
the Eckel, and Max Rubin manager
of the Palace.
At one time both Paramount and

Warner houses were involved in the
Schine pool in Syracuse.

Committee Action Lulls

Mass. Sales Tax Threat

Boston—A general sales tax which
exhibitors feared might have affected
theater admissions evidently was
killed when the Ways and Means
Committee refused to report out
Governor Bradford's omnibus tax
bill.

Committee recommended only
enough revenue to balance the state

budget, eliminating the proposed two
per cent sales tax. New recommenda-
tions do not affect admissions and,

if passed by the House and Senate,
will place additional burdens on
liquors, horse and dog racing and
corporate income tax rates.

opened while it is hoped MWA in

Morrison, Mo., will be able to re-

open in the next few days as the

flood has receded there.

U.K. Ready to Meet

Any Duly "Evasion"

(Continued from Page 1)

Goods and Services Price Control

Act and by the Defense Regulations

to regulate the film hire, and so pre-

vent evasion of the purpose of the

duty by passing on the tax f" \ther

exhibs. or the public. ^ -'

Under the proposed change, import,
duties would be levied on film earn-
ings. At present, a modest levy of

five pence per foot on imports pre-
vails.

The resolution introduced in Par-
liament by Hugh Dalton, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, which would, au-

j

thorize the Treasury to make the
change at any time is slated for
Commons action tomorrow night,

and its unopposed passage is indi-

cated.

Don't Play British Pix,

Samuelson Tells Pa. AITO
(Continued from Page 1)

Eastern Pennsylvania, affiliate of
national Allied.

In the current bulletin to mem
bers, Sidney E. Samuelson, general
manager, advises "Independent eX'

hibitors should turn deaf ears to the
plea to buy British pictures, regard
less of merit and box office appeal."'
"For more years than we care to

remember, the American independent
exhibitor has been strictly in the
middle of the foreign market argu-
ment," Samuelson adds. "It's high
time for independent exhibitors in
this country to take care of them
selves."

Samuelson's blast at British pic-
tures would seem to place the local
Allied unit in a counter position to
another Allied affiliate, the ITO o±i

Ohio, which recently thru Secretary
Pete J. Wood extended an invitation
to J. Arthur Rank to address its

July convention "as a good will ges-
ture toward that vast army of aver-
age exhibitors who desire to co-oper-
ate with you to make a better under
standing between American an
British movie industries."

Agnew Visiting SRO Offices

Neil Agnew, SRO president, left
yesterday for an inspection tour oi
SRO offices in the West and North-
west. On the trip, which will take
three weeks to a month, Agnew wiL
cover the offices and exchanges ir
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angele;
and Denver.

7 Mexican Distrihs
In Central Agency

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Seven
of this country's film distributing

companies are in the process of
banding together to form a central

distribution agency.
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i^ film DfllLV REVIEWS Of REUJ FEATURES i^
"The Romance of Rosy

Ridge"
(with Van Johnson, Thomas Mitchell, Janet

Leigh

M-G-M 105 Mins.

'; FINELY DIRECTED AND PLAYED STORY
OF PO"^T CIVIL WAR PROBLEMS SHOULD
BE G" 9' FOR LONG, PROFITABLE BOX
OFFIC-^=flAUL.

As worthy and sincere as they come

when they concern themselves with the

American scene, this story of post Civil

War problems in Missouri is simple narra-

tion of earthy folk that generates high

I'dramatic moments.

This again is the North against the

"'South, the wearing of the blue and the

^'gray; vengeful nightriders, barn burners.

j'There are no fancy touches. It is an honest

'portrayal of a period of reconversion and

fthe bringing of understanding by both

sides, not, however, before strife and blood-

shed.

Varying substantially in many respects,

j

the film has a soundly contrived screen-

i play based on a story by MacKinlay Kantor.

Roy Rowland's direction is competent and

he derived the essence from a plot that

ris a blending of humanity and the comple-

menting feeling of people beset by a prob-

lem not of their making.

Jack Cummings' production is to be

'esteemed. iNever once does it depart from

^'simple qualities inherent in the plot, the

characters, dialogue, minor bucolic plea-

sure and realism in locale.

The Van Johnson following will be amply

rewarded. Janet Leigh has a fine role as

^'an understanding "Daisy Mae" torn be-

f.tween her love for Johnson, a Northerner,

Pand the insufferable Southerness of Thomas
Mitchell, her father. A newcomer, Miss

'Leigh admirably acquits herself.

After the narrative hits high drama

-moments it quickly simmers down to the

^revelation that the farmers who are hard

'put to get a crop in are not victims of

pNorth-South meanness. Instead it is turned

^up that one of the respected citizens of

nthe community is the responsible party hav-

^|ing instigated the local strife.

In straightforward sequences the story

gets under way with visitation of Johnson

at the Mitchell farmstead. They at first

'ithink him to be their soldier son. Instead

he appears playing a harmonica and at

once sets about making himself handy.

He applies himself. His assistance is readily

, accepted. Also, he is a school teacher

['anxious to set up a school. Meanwhile the
' valley stews in its prejudices. Johnson and

. Miss Leigh develop their romance. Mitchell

,j:
evinces more than casual interest in the

I
color of Johnson's pants — whether they

i[ are blue or gray.

]> There is an interlude devoted to a

^: conciliatory "play-party" that begins on

a somber note of threat, builds to an awk-
_ward climax between the two factions. It

proves a fiasco.

Johnson builds his school, leaves the

Mitchell place. Miss Leigh leaves home to

be with him. Mitchell becomes incensed,

starts after the pair with his rifle. John-
son disarms him. The barn-burning night-

riders come on the scene. Johnson kills

four, captures the fifth and the truth comes
out.

Never once does the telling of this story

become dull. Always there is a pleasant

moment, a romantic bit of business or a

"Kilroy Was Here"
with Jackie Cooper and Jackie Coogan

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram 68 Mins.

EX-GI COLLEGE STORY, WELL-DIRECT-
ED, SIZES UP AS PRIZE EXPLOITATION
OFFERING.

Here is a prize exploitation offering

centering around the phrase made so

popular during the war. It marks the debut
of a new producing team, Dick Irving Hy-
land, screen writer, and Sidney Luft, an

agent. Phil Karlson did a good job with

the direction.

John J. Kilroy (Jackie Cooper) serves

with his fellow Gl's in the Pacific and
following his discharge from the service,

returns to the States and tries to enroll

in a college under the Gl Bill of Rights.

He is about to be rejected because he
lacks a half credit, when Wanda McKay,
the school's publicity director, recognizing

the value of the Kilroy phrase, arranges his

acceptance.

The Delta Omega, the school's snootiest

fraternity, pledges Kilroy, but later turns

on him without cause. Barton Yar'borough,

a college professor-lecturer, turns the tables

in favor of Kilroy and he remains in school.

Jackie Cooper and Jackie Coogan, as a

pal who gets Kilroy in and out of trouble,

do excellent work. Wanda McKay, Norman
Phillips, Rand Brooks, Frank Jenks, Barton
Yarborough and Joe Forte are among the

principals.

CAST; Jackie Cooper, Jockie Coogan, Wanda
McKay, Frank Jenks, Norman Phillips, Rand
Brooks, Barton Yarborough, Frank Scannell,
Patti Brill, Robert Coogan, Joe Forte, Allen
Mathews, Sidney Melton, Pat Goldin.
CREDITS: Producers, Dick Irving Hyland and

Sidney Luft; Director, Phil Karlson; Authors,
Louis Quinn; Cameraman, William Sickner, ASC;
Editor, Jodie Caplan; Musical Director, Edward
J. Kay; Technical Director, Dave Milton; Sound
Recording, John Carter; Set Decorations, Ray-
mond Boltz, Jr.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Smith, Atwater Theaters
Named in Fraud Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

Cosmo, Vogue and Showshop The-
aters in Glendale, and the Atwater
and York in Los Angeles. Action,
similar to those brought in other
parts of the country were filed by
Paramount, RKO, Loew's, Columbia
and 20th-Fox.

Suits mark the fourth group of
actions brought on the West Coast
and the second in the Los Angeles
area. Attorneys for the plaintiffs are
Gordon L. Files and the law firm
of Freston & Files of Los Angeles,
with Sargoy & Stein of New York
also of counsel for each of the plain-
tiffs.

moot bit of music. Agriculture can be ex-

citing, too, it is brought out.

CAST: Von Johnson, Thomas Mitchell, Janet
Leigh, Marshall Thompson, Selena Royle, Charles
Dingle, Dean Stockwell, Guy Kibbee, Elisabeth
Risdon, Jim Davis, Russell Simpson, 0. Z.
Whitehead, James Bell, Joyce Arling, William
Bishop, Paul Langton.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cummings; Director,

Roy Rowland; Screenplay, Lester Cole; Based on
a story by MacKinlay Kantor; Photography, Sid-
ney Wagner; Art direction, Cedric Gibbons,
Eddie Imazu, Richard Duce; Film Editor, Ralph
E. Winters; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Set Dec-
orations, Edwin B. Willis, Elliot Morgan; Songs,
Earl Robinson, Lewis Allan; Musical Score,
George Bassman; Dances, Jack Donohue.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very

Good.

"The Magic Bow"
with Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert

Univ.-lnt. 105 Mins.

LIFE AND LOVES OF PAGANINI; VERY
GOOD BET FOR ART SPOTS, MUSIC AU-
DIENCE.

This cinematic biography of the musical

life of Nicolo Paganini in the Napoleonic

era is a good bet for the art house and

other spots with audiences appreciative of

the musical content. Almost wholly con-

cerned with Paganini, there is also Tartini

and the well-known Beethoven Violin Con-
certo Opus 61. While Stewart Granger

mimes through the motions, its Yehudi

Menuhin on the soundtrack supplemented

by the National Symphony Orchestra. That

is a moot selling point for the audience
' that knows its music. It's a good, capable

cast that emotes with a creditable role

I

performed by Granger, Miss Calvert is all

right and Jean Kent and Cecil Parker sup-

ply lighter touches.

The J. Arthur Rank Production from the

Gainsborough Studios is somewhat on the

slow-moving side but musical interludes

ably serve as diverting punctuation. The
period is capably reproduced. Story is based

I

on a novel by Manuel Komroff.

Beginning in Genoa where the rising

i composer is hired by Miss Calvert to play

out side a jail where her father is incar-

i

cerated, the story gets off on a somewhat
jocular note. Violin notes drown out the

escaping jailbird's sawing through the bars.

i

Miss Calvert, who is of the French aris-

tocracy, has Granger play a concert in her

home in Parma. They fall in love and it

becomes a grand passion that is thwarted

by Napoleon. Nappy wants her to marry

a nobleman, if she don't Granger will be

roughed up, maybe done in. She deserts

Granger. Later, after a highly successful

tour on the continent they meet in Paris.

A duel is fought by Granger and his rival.

Miss Calvert being still unmarried. To save

Granger she pretends affection for the

other man. Still later Cecil Parker con-

nives an engagement where Granger is

to play before the Pope in the Vatican.

During this, which is easily the best musi-

cal session, Miss Calvert has an emotional

disturbance and decides Granger is for her

so she sticks around and the pair are finally

united.
CAST: Stewart Granger, Phyllis Calvert, Jean

Kent, Dennis Price, Cecil Parker, Henry Ed-
wards, Frank Veilier, Mary Jerrold, Betty War-
ren, Anthony Holies, Dovid Home, Robert
Speaight, Charles Victor, 0. B. Clarence, Felix

Aylmer.
CREDITS: Producer, R. J. Minney; Director,

Bernard Knowles; Screenplay by Roland Per-
twee; Based on a novel by Manuel Komroff;
Violin solos, Yehudi Menuhin; Music, Beethoven,
Paganini, Tartarini, Phil Green; Conducted by
Basil Cameron; Photography, Jack Cox; Film
Editor, Alfred Roome; Set Designs, John Bryan;
Art Director, A. Mezzei; Sound, B. C. Sewell;
Film Editor, H. Ostrer.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Average.

Marine Capt. Largey
To Join RKO's L. A. Sales

'Ned Depinet, executive vee-pee,
announced the affiliation of Capt.
Louis R. Largey, USMC, with RKO
Radio's sales organization.
Captain Largey will be retired

from the armed service as a Major on
Aug. 1 and will join the RKO sales

staff in Los Angeles.
Captain Largey participated in the

Sixth War Bond Drive in connection
with Depinet and Harry Brandt.

"The Crimson Key"
with Kent Taylor, Doris IXowling

20th-Fox 76 Mins.
FAIR WHODUNIT: SHOULD GIVE GEN-

ERAL AUDIENCE SATISFACTION.
A further excursion into the life, times

and cases of another private investigator
is the sum total of this Sol M. Wurtzel
production. While on the lengthy side and
with just a bit too much gab in its makeup,
it manages to sustain interest and involve
many characters. In homicidal content
there is a trio of murders. Kent Taylor
as the investigating party gets about
plenty, becomes involved with an assort-
ment of amorous blondes, a phoney psy-
chiatrist, doctors, stage folks, pluguglies,
an artist and the like. All seem to have
some connection with the hunt for a key
to a public locker which is the crux of the
whole matter. In this case he is also very
friendly with the police and they are on
hand at the conclusion to set things to
rights.

Bernadene Hayes engages Taylor to trail
her husband who is soon done in at the
studio of Ivan Triesault. The key comes
up about this point and various interested
characters soon make it hot for Taylor. He
is picked up, given a going over but es-
capes. Miss Dowling enters at about this
point. She's an alcoholic. Soon there's
another murder—in her home. Some di-
alogue about Miss Dowling's first husband
brings out the fact that the first dead
man was a blackmailer. A bit of evidence
is brought forth and the killer shows his/
her hand. Police are handily about. A con-
fession is obtained. Story, as directed by
Eugene Forde stands up well, sustains in-
terest.

CAST: Kent Taylor, Doris Dowling, Dennis
Hoey, Louise Currie, Ivan Triesault, Arthur
Space, Vera Marshe, Edwin Rond, Bernadene
Hayes, Victoria Home, Doug Evans, Ann Doran
Victor Sen Yung, Milton Parsons, Marietta
Canty.

CREDITS: A Sol M. Wurtzel Production- Di-
rector, Eugene Forde; Original Story and Screen-
ploy, Irving Elman; Photography, Benjamin
Kline; Art Director, Eddie Imazu; Set Dec-
orator, Al Greenwood; Musical Score, Dale
Butts; Musical Direction, Morton Scotf Film
Editor, Frank Baldridge; Sound, Robert Cowan
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good

Eldorado Repeals 3-Cent
Tax on Theater Tickets

Eldorado, 111.—An ordinance plac-
mg a special three-cent tax on the-
ater tickets has been repealed by the
City Council. Move followed the issu-
ance of a temporary injunction in the
Saline County Circuit Court at Har-
rlsburg, on a plea by Delbeit Wag-
ner, owner of the Nox Theater, and
Turner-Farrar of Harrisburg, which
has the Grand and Orpheum The-
aters, here.

Court indicated it regarded the
measure as unconstitutional and it

was apparent that the injunction
would be made permanent. Mayor
John Upchurch said that a new tax
measure will he introduced.

80% of Mexican Playing
Time Goes to U. S. Films

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Mex-
ican theaters require 650 feature-
length pix annually. U. S.-made films
comprise 80 per cent of the total.
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Para. Partners Show

Likeliness to Sell

(Continued from Page 1)

ance with the decree of Dec. 31.

Warners, RKO and 20th-Fox also
met the deadline.

"In discussions which Paramount
executives have had with numerous
of the co-owners of such joint inter-

ests," the company's report con-
tinued, "there has been no indication
from them of a desire to buy Para-
mount's interest and there has been
no offer of any kind to that end."

All of the statements filed yester-
day parallelled the argument ad-
vanced the day before by Loew's
which postponed disposition of joint

interest until the U. S. Supreme

Breakup of major-indie pools may
open another legal battleground for
the industry, according to independ-
ent exhibitor organizations. Theater-
men groups point out that, because
of the buying power of circuits, film

rental terms for individual theaters
were often lower than they would
have been if houses were independ-
ently operated. With their return to

indie status, exhibitors feel that dis-

tributors may try to hike up terms
for the former afiiliated houses and,

if they do, that the indie operators
will fight back in the courts. Cir-

cuits protected themselves in some
instances by shying away from long-
term rental deals in the period since

the original Statutory Court decree
was handed down.

Court rules on the pending appeal.

Paramount gave the following rea-

sons mitigating against dissolution

until the appeal is decided:

(a) "If or to the extent that Para-
mount is successful on such appeal,

the dissolution of the relationships

in question will be unnecessary;
(b) "If the plaintiff (the Govern-

ment) is successful on such appeal in

obtaining the complete divorcement
of exhibition from production and
distribution. Paramount will be faced
with an entirely different situation

from the one it now faces under the

said Paragraph 5."

The Paramount statement listed

1,034 theaters in which it had a five

per cent-95 per cent interest, sub-

STORK REPORTS

Indianapolis—Trueman Rembusch
of Syndicate Theaters reports the

birth of an eight pound son, Frank
Richard, at St. Vincent's Hospital.

Detroit — Paul Field, manager of

the Alhambra Theater, has a new
baby son. Grant Mart.

Minneapolis—Projectionist Joseph
Wittles became a father with the

birth of a son, Richard Joseph, to

Mrs. Wittles.

IR REUJ IRDUSTRV POSTS
p. W. TELL, executive, Noel Meadow Associ-

ates.

JOSEPH C. EMERSON, RKO branch manager,
Denver.

JACK ELLSTROM, 20th-Fox sales rep., Pitts-

burgii; upped from booker.

JOSEPH VANDERGRIFT, 20th-Fox booker, Pitts-

burgh; upped from ad sales manager.

STANLEY E. STAFFIELD, associate art director,

Ross Roy, Detroit.

DONALD W. WALTON, copy department, Ross
Roy, Detroit.

LESLIE CHOYCE, copy department, Ross Roy, De-
troit.

FOREST MOUNTZ, manager. Varsity, Detroit.

RUFUS SHEPHERD, United Detroit West side
supervisor, Detroit.

MALCOLM (MICKEY) ROSE, manager, Palms-
State, Detroit.

BERNEY FELD, manager, Jersey, Morrlstown,
N. J.

STUART FYFE, manager. Park, Morristown,
N. J.

JACK RAYMORE, student manager. Community,
Morristown, N. J.

RALPH LANTERMAN, city manager. Paramount,
Long Branch, N. J.

THOMAS J. McGRATH, special devices division.
Jam Handy Organization, New York.

ROY COHAN, PRC, Minneapolis.

HAROLD ROSENBERG, PRC, Minneapolis.

LOUIS VAN BAALEN, PRC salesman, Cleveland.

BEN MORTENSON, assistant manager, Lida,
Maywood, III.

JOHN FARRAL, manager, J. & G Theater, Erie,

III.

THOMAS J. McGRATH, Jam Handy Organiza-
tion, Detroit.

GEORGE LEFKO, Film Classics' branch mana-
ger, Indianapolis.

RALPH PECKHAM, roving sales assignment.
Film Classics.

LOUIS BERNHARD, salesman. Film Classics,

New Haven.

STEPHEN JUSTUS, salesman. Film Clossics, St.

Louis.

D. K. STANFORD, special account rep., Willard
Pictures.

ROGER PETTIT, writing dept.. Jam Handy.

ROBERT GUY COX, PRC salesman, Dallas.

JACK BECK, monoger. Beach Theater, Panama
City, Fla.

SID LAX, Columbia salesman, Minneapolis.

IRVING MARKS, Columbia salesman, Minne-
apolis.

A. J. BERNARD, PRC salesman. New Orleans.

JOHN MURRAY, assistant manager, RKO Up-
town, Highland Park, Mich.

WILLIAM CLARK, salesman, Albert Dezel, De-
troit.

WILLIAM KUCKERMAN, booker, ABC Theatri-
cal Booking Office, Detroit.

STEVE BARANEK, office manager, Warners,
Charlotte.

DENNIS SCRUGGS, head booker, Warners, Char-
lotte.

JACK SIMS, second booker, Warners, Charlotte.

CHARLES DOUGLAS, third booker, Warners,
Charlotte.

CHARLES H. JONES, inspectors' dept., Altec
Service, Philadelphia District.

WILL BRISCOE, from manager, RKO Grand,
Chicago, to manager, Orpheum Theater,
Kansas City.

JAMES C. CROCKETT, Sack Amusement Enter-

prises branch manager, Dallas.

JACK POWELL, national 16 mm. sales rep..

Sack Amusement Enterprises.

FRANK PARKER, Polace Theater, Burkburnett,
Tex.

PETE KELTY, manager, Orpheum, Champaign,
III.

LOU MAYER, manager, RKO Grand, Chicago.

VINCENT BERGSTROM, projectionist, Loew's
Poll Palace, Hartford, Conn.

HARRY SCHREIBER, RKO Theaters city mana-
ger, Columbus, 0.

JERRY SHINBACH, RKO Theaters assistant
divisional manager, Chicago.

WILLIAM WADDELL, operator, Alhambra, De-
troit.

VIRGIL GEBERT, assistant manager, Alhambra,

Detroit.

WALTER MILLER, Robert Hudson circuit gen-
eral manager, Richmond and Kendallville,

Ind.

TOM O'HERN, Margaret Ettinger's publicity

staff, Hollywood.

BOB GRIFFITH, manager. Ken Theater, Chi-

cago.

HENRY HILL, manager, Plaisance, Chicago.

JOE FRIEDMAN, Paramount salesman, Chicago.

JOE GOLDBERG, manager. Fond du Lac The-
ater, Fond du Lac, Wise.

CHARLES KALMENSON, Gl trainee, PRC Pitts-

burgh branch.

PAT HALLORAN, Universal salesman, Minne-
apolis.

CHARLES NOODLEMANIS, Universal salesman,

Minneapolis.

mitting that the complexity of its

holdings was a further reason why
"it has not been able to comply, and
cannot state how it proposed to com-
ply," with the provision in question.

The five defendants reported only
three situations in which agreements
dissolving existing interests have
been made.

RKO has agreed to sell to Warners
its interest in the lease on the Allen
Theater, Cleveland, 0. RKO has also

reached an imderstanding with Fox
Midwest whereby it will pick up the
latter's interest in the Mainstreet
Theater, Kansas City, subject to the

Court's approval.

It has been agreed between War-
ners and the Stanley-Shapiro The-
ater Co., co-lessors of the Felton
Theater in Philadelphia, to terminate
the existing lease and then release
to Warners alone.

A recapitulation of the reports
reveals that the five major defend-
ants have partial interests in a total

of 1,528 houses. RKO runs second to

Paramount in holdings of this type
with 275 situations, 20th-Fox listed

167, Loew's has 29 and Warners 23.

Bell Sells Ray-Bell
Interests; Change Name

St. Paul—Effective yesterday, the

name of Ray-Bell Film, Inc., was
changed to Reid H. Ray Film Indus-

tries, Inc., as a result of the retire-

ment of Charles E. Bell from the

company and the purchase of his

interests by the present management.
Incumbent ofl[icers and board of

directors are: Reid H. Ray, presi-

dent; Alice M. Griswold, secretary;
Charles A. iNyquist, treasurer; Wil-
liam H. Ringold, vice-president.

Company's annex, now under con-
struction on Ford Parkway, will

house four cutting rooms, two film
vaults, two automatic film develop-
ing machines, printing rooms, gen-
erator room, screening room, and
other facilities.

Aside from the production of ad-
vertising and educational shorts, the
firm, through a special sales divi-

sion, sells and distributes theater
screen advertising in 10 Mid-West
states.

14TopKordaPixVia

Fox in 4 Years

Ihi

Ai

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced at a special press conferencejtoi

yesterday.

The four-year pact calls for three

Korda "A" films a year plus an in

definite number of low budgf' "^Ims,;

which would be screened 1 ,- suit-

ability in the American market
Skouras' company gets distribution

rights to the Western Hemisphere
excluding the European continent,'

plus rights to Australia, New Zea-

land and South Africa.

Clearly emphasizing that he
was making an estimate, Skouras
declared that Korda's first six
features, three of which will be
in Technicolor, should yield the
producer "at least $12,000,000."
In making the announcement,

Skouras stressed these points for
making the deal: 1. Increased rev-
enue will accrue to 20th-Fox as well
as to Britain; 2. His company will
be able to offer a wider selection of
product to 20th-Fox customers; 3.

With materials still diflScult to get,
it won't be necessary for 20th-Fox
to rebuild Wembley's war-shattered
studios; 4. Nor will it be necessary
for 20th-Fox to develop future pro-
duction in England.

U. S. Stars in Many Pix
Expressing his satisfaction with

the negotiations initiated by Joseph
M. Schenck, executive production
head of 20th-Fox's studios, Skouras
added: "The distinguished picturesi
Sir Alexander Korda will produce for
distribution under this arrangement
represent the most ambitious produc
tion program he has undertaken in
his long and illustrious career as an
international producer. Many of
these films will feature well knowh
American stars which will make,
them doubly acceptable to our motion
picture audiences."

Darryl P. Zanuck, veepee in charge
of production, also took part in the
negotiations. Final details were
ironed out in New York last week by
Joseph H. Moskowitz, veepee and
Eastern studio rep. and Hugh Quen^
nell, Korda's lieutenant.

"Ideal Husband" First
Leading the parade of Korda pro

duct will be Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal
Husband," in Technicolor, starring
Paulette Goddard and directed by
Korda himself. Film is slated for
September release.

Others on the Korda roster are:i

Tolstoy's "Anna Karenina," "Bon
nie Prince Charlie," "I Will Repay,",
and an untitled production to be
directed by Carol Reed.

In answer to a query on J. Arthur
Rank's attitude toward the Korda
pact, Skouras indicated that JARj
with whom 20th-Fox is associated
through interests in the Gaumont
British circuit is in full support of
such an arrangement because Rank
likes to see more dollars flowing
into England, "no matter who brings
them in."

ad
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itfalsh Nixes CSU Plan

For Casey Arbitration

(Continued from Page 1)

correspondent that he saw no pur-

pose in further arbitration, declar-

'S* ng that in fact, the entire issue had

Ji-oeen arbitrated but that the car-

osjoent^^, g^^nion has refused to accept

he d ,—

,

ion.

"The CSU has lost out completely

isjitod obviously is looking for some

TAFT'S VERSION
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Robert A.

Tajt yesterday termed secondary

boycotts and jurisdictional strikes

"racketeering types" of labor dis-

putes. The Ohio Republican em-

phasized that the bill which he co-

authored does not outlaw all

strikes but only those of the "rack-

eteering" type.

i :way to get back," Walsh commented.
i : The committee of five international

ctpresidents, of which "Walsh is a

SSmember, will report a plan to settle

enthe dispute, the lA prexy declared.

or/His present trip over has delayed

ecliaction, Walsh added.

irb While the lA topper is scheduled

•4ito sail for New York on the Queen

I

Elizabeth July 10, he may cancel to

I
conclude discussions here on an

•rl; Anglo -American labor exchange
agreement. Signing of the pact is

.being delayed pending further talks

a with the ACT to bring that group as

g^well as the NATKE into its scope.

K Sherman Due East to Talk

tiMajor Release for 'Carmen'

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Following the first

sneak preview of "They Passed This
way," Harry Sherman Prod, for En-
terprise, Sherman will leave for New
York where he will make a strong
pitch for a major studio release on
'Carmen Of The West," his pro-

jected indie sagebrush edition of the
ilassic.

Sherman has entirely completed
arrangements for the financing of

;he pic and is negotiating with top
Dpera personalities.

Fisher Succeeds Laurie
Toronto—Frank H. Fisher, general

sales manager of Eagle-Lion of Can-
ada, Ltd., becomes general manager,
effective July 14. He succeeds A. J.

Laurie, resigned.

FEmmE TOUCH
DOROTHY BROWN, assistant to the general

manager. Associated Theaters, Detroit.

BLANCHE SHUKIS, cashier, E. M. Loew's, Hart-
ford, Conn.

LEONA CEPAK, cashier. Strand, New Britain,
Conn.

MAXINE McDonald, M-G-M switchboard oper-
ator, Minneapolis.

UJEDDinC BELLS
MvGuire-Murphy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marion McGuire, ex-

ecutive secretary to Scotty Dunlap
of Monogram, and Leonard Murphy,
Metro associate casting director,

were married at the Last Frontier,

Las Vegas, Nev. They're off on a
motor trip to Michigan.

Edge-Johnston
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Margaret Edge, mem-

ber of Jerry Fairbanks publicity de-

partment, was married to Phillip

Johnston, artist, in Mexico.

Stone-Hesslein
Montgomery, Ala.—Robert J. Hess-

lein, of Eastman Kodak Co., Roches-
ter, N. Y., is engaged to Margaret
Ann Stone.

High Admission Demands
Top ITO of Ohio Agenda

Columbus, O.—Alleged "exhorbi-

tant" admission price demands of

distributor's is high on the agenda of

business sessions of the convention

of the Independent Theater Owners

of Ohio to be held July 14-16 at the

Breakers Hotel, Cedar Point. Other

exhibitor problems to be discussed

will include state. Federal and local

admissions taxes, film rentals, local

checkers, increased ASCAP fees and
American vs. British films.

Industry spokesmen who will be
heard on the convention floor in-

clude: Andrew W. Smith, Jr., general
sales manager, 20th Century-Fox;
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel; Jack Kirsch, Allied presi-

dent; H. M. Richey, Loew's exhib-
itor relations director; Leon Bam-
berger, RKO sales promotion man-
ager; David H. Palfreyman, MPAA
representative, and Sam Shain, 20th-
Fox exhibitor relations director. J.

Arthur Rank, invited to be principal
speaker at the ITO banquet, wired
regrets to P. J. Wood, secretary.
Rank is sailing for England on
July 17.

Name Canada, S. Africa

And Far Eastern SRO Reps.

(Continued from Page 1)

was announced yesterday by Neil
Agnew, president. At the same time,
Agnew revealed that Al Hertzenberg
has been named South Africa dis-
trict manager and Fred S. Gulbran-
sen has been appointed Far Eastern
representative.

Weiner, formerly with United
Artists as Eastern and Western dis-
trict manager, has had considerable
experience in Canadian sales. Hertz-
enberg was M-G-M representative in

South Africa for many years, while
Gulbransen was formerly associated
with RKO and United Artists in for-
eign territories.

Mayo-O'Shea
Virginia Mayo, actress, and

Michael O'Shea, actor, will be mar-
ried Saturday night.

Oszustowicz-Wise
Detroit — Wanda Oszustowicz,

Paramount office manager's secre-

tary, was married to Robert Wise.

SuUivan-Tunison
Patricia Sullivan of the Paramount

home office stenographic department
was married to Justin Tunison, in

Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church,
Richmond Hill, L. I.

Niem-Levy
Detroit—Ted Levy, Warner sales-

man, and Shirley Niem of the PRC
office staff, were married recently.

O'Brien Denounces British

Studio Plasterers Action

(Continued from Page 1)

"irresponsible and selfish" by Tom
O'Brien, MP, NATKE general sec-

retary.

O'Brien, who said that the action

might throw 10,000 fellow unionists

out of work, declared it was taken
without union authority and that the
national executive council would take
such steps as deemed proper to pro-
tect the interests of other NATKE
studio members.
The producers association held an

executive meeting yesterday and it

is understood that O'Brien and union
officials will meet with the plasterers
tomoiTow.

JULY RELEASES

Carrier Strikers Back
After 20 Cent Pay Hike

Pittsburgh — Exhibitors Service
Co. truck drivers, members of Local
211, AFL teamsters union, tenta-
tively called off their strike on the
10th day after a meeting of com-
pany executives, heads of local union
and international representative
when agreement was reached where-
by a 20 cent per hour increase was
granted. Service was resumed
throughout the territory last night
for a 30-day period, pending comple-
tion of negotiations for a new con-
tract.

Tele. Equipment Display
Set for TESMA Meeting

Chicago—A demonstration of tele-

vision equipment and video reception
will be a feature of the annual trade
show of the Theater Equipment and
Supply Manufacturers Association,
at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
Sept. 24-29, Roy Boomer, secretary,
announced. Included in the display
will be television projectors and other
equipment, with RCA scheduled to

show much of the material for the
first time.

Releases scheduled for July total 34,

including one re-issue, according to in-

formation supplied by distributing com-
panies. Titles, release dates and running
lim:s are included below:

COLUMBIA
The Strang-er from Ponca City (.31, .56 mins.
Keeper of the Bees (10), 68 mins.
Gunfig-hters (15), 87 mins.
Pacific Adventure, 80 mins.

EAGLE-LION
Caravan (20)

M-G-M
Cjnithia (4), 98 mins.
Fiesta (18), 104 mins.

MONOGRAM
Kilroy Was Here '5), 68 mins.
News Hounds (12), 68 mins.
Teen-agers No. 3
Cisco Kid No. 2

PARAMOUNT
Perils of Pauline (4), 96 mins.
Dear Ruth (18), 9.5 mins.

PRC
Ga«house Kids Go West (12).
Ghost Town Reuerades (26).

RKO-Radio
The Woman on the Beach, 71 mins.
They Won't Believe Me, 95 mins.
Thunder Mountain, 60 mins.

REPUBLIC
Rustlers of Devil's Canyon (1), 58 mins.
The Trespasser (3), 71 mins.
Spring- in the Sierras (15), 75 mins.

SCREEN-GUILD
The Hat Box Mysterj' (15). 40 mins.
The Case of the Baby Sittei- (26), 40 mins.
Bar 20 Justice (re-issue). (19), 65 mins.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Bob. Son of Battle. 103 mins.
Meet Me at Dawn, 99 mins.
The Crimson Ke.v, 76 mins.

UNITED ARTISTS
The Other Love (11), 96 mins.
Hoppy's Holiday (18). 60 mins.
Lured (25), 102 mins.

UNIVERSAL
The Vig-ilantes Return, 67 mins.
The Great Expectation. 119 mins.

WARNER BROTHERS
The Unfaithful (5), 109 mins.
Possessed (26). 108 mins.

"Lion" Title Switched
United Artists will release William

Cagney's "A Lion is in the Streets"
as "Merchant of Hope" ("Mercader
de Esperanza") in Latin America.
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Rankin "Duel" Rap

Assailed By Nelson

(Continued from Page 1)

is virtually certain to draw a hot re-
tort on the floor of the House today
from Rankin.

"Mr. Rankin has done this motion
picture and Mr. Selznick, its pro-
ducer, a grave injustice," Nelson
wrote, and as head of SIMPP, "each
of whose members feel as I do, I

wish strongly to protest." He added
his gratitude to Jackson, who as a
Southern Californian, is particularly
suitable to "gainsay Mr. Rankin, for
the record."

He pointed out that the film was
made with assurance from MPAA
code chief Joe Breen that it would
be acceptable if made as outlined in

advance to him, that it has the code
seal and has been given a "B" classi-

fication by the Legion of Decency.
Likewise, he said, it has been passed
by the National and New York State
Boards of Review, as well as by cen-
sorship authorities in Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Kan-
sas and Virginia, as well as in Bos-
ton, Atlanta, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Chicago and Portland.

"In the whole United States," he
wrote, "only the city of Memphis,
Tenn., saw fit not to pass it.

"If Congressman Rankin had taken
the time to ascertain the facts before
making so unfair a charge on 'Duel

in the Sun' and, consequently, on the
character and reputation of Mr. Selz-

nick, he would have found that Mr.
Selznick approached the project of

this production in good faith and
that throughout its production and
release he has comported himself
with propriety, having acted not only
in accordance with the tenets of the

code of the so-called 'Eric Johnston
office' but, additionally, having ac-

cepted and adopted the standards of

all other duly constituted and re-

sponsible state, municipal and re-

ligious censor bodies."

Dirksen to Report on
D. C. Censorship Needs
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Chairman Everett

Dirksen, R., 111., of the House Com-
mittee on the District of Columbia,
is studying lengthy reports on the
censorship history of "Duel in the
Sun" and other pix with a view to
reporting shortly to the full commit-

Schedule Appeal Move
For Jachson Ph. Case

Chicago — An appeal in the Jack-

son Park Theater anti-trust case

was assured yesterday when Miles

G. Seeley, attorney for the defen-

dants, said that he will go before

the U. S. Circuit Court on July 8.

Court last week turned down an

appeal from the injunction provisions

of the decree, with only a minor

variation from the original order.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
piRST sneak of Enterprise's "Body and Soul" at the Inglewood Academy Theater

' in Los Angeles brought a lot of spontaneous enthusiasm from the audience

So much so, in fact, that John Garfield was caught cheering himself in one of the

fight sequences (it's possible!) ... ^ Alfred Hitchcock will make his debut
as a stage director this Summer when he directs "Rope," the murder thriller by Patrick

Hamilton at the La Jolla Playhouse in La Jolla, Cal., the week of Aug. 19 or 26
Star of "Rope" will be Gregory Peck. ... -^ Smiley Burnette, Columbia western star,

will make p.a.'s at theaters and parks in Pennsylvania during the month of August. . . .

^ Moving ahead rapidly on plans for immediate production of "Cagliostro" in Mexico
and "The Life of Rudolph Valentino" in Hollywood, Edward Small has borrowed Ruth
Burch from the David 0. Selznick organization to act as casting director on both pix. . .

ii: William Demarest has been assigned a role in Paramount's "Night has a Thousand
Eyes," suspense story which stars Edward G. Robinson, Gail Russell and John Lund under
John Farrow's direction. ... -^ Louis 6. Mayer, who will be the principal speaker at

the opening session of the annual convention of the Newspaper Advertising Executives

Association which convenes Monday, at the Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco, will

have as his topic, "The Motion Picture and the World Today" Mayer will

leave for San Francisco at the week-end, returning to the studio Wednesday.

Goldman Says Erlanger
Opens as 1st Run Aug. 30

Philadelphia—An affidavit stating
that the Erlanger Theater will be
opened on Aug. 30 as a first-run
house was filed with the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals by William Gold-
man Theaters. Move is believed to
be a result of a move by defendants
in the Goldman action for leave to
file a bill of review and to stay all

provisions of the decree in that
action in the light of new evidence.

Following a hearing on the defend-
ants' plea and the filing of briefs,

parties to the dispute are now await-
ing a decision of the Court. A prin-
cipal contention of the defendants
was that the Erlanger remains closed
although the product of seven dis-

tributors is available to the house.

Mono. Revises Schedule
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Initial three releases

on Monogram's 1947-48 program, un-
der a realignment revealed by Steve
Broidy, president, are "A Guy Named
Joe Palooka," "High Tide" and
"Louisiana." First release will be
made some time in October.

Form Philippines Company
Detroit—Three Star Theater Co.

has been established by Dan Salada,
Sofronio Presquito and Crescencio
Escribano to present 16 mm. road-
shows in the Philippines. Company
has heaquarters at 636 Conner Ave.,
here.

tee on the need for censorship here
in the nation's capital.

A detailed report on the review
operations of the women's bureau of

the Washington police department is

now in Dirksen's brief case, he said,

but he has not had time to study it

carefully.

Also at hand is a lengthy com-
munication from the office of David
0. Selznick on "Duel in the Sun," as

well as a number of other unsolic-

ited communications on the subject.

Jack Bryson of MPAA is also pre-
paring a report for him, Dirksen
said.

80% of Century's Flatbush
Patrons Attend Weekly

(Continued from Page 1)

circuit's research and survey depart-
ment, headed by Harriet Lubin, un-
der the supervision of Martin H.
Newman, comptroller.

Research department was set up
about a year ago and has just re-
leased its first public report under a
policy of issuing findings that may
be of value to the industry. Circuit
cautions that the results apply only
to the six theaters surveyed and
automatically excluded those people
in the neighborhood who did not at-
tend the theaters.

In sui-veying the results of its ad-
vertising policy. Century discovered
that 29 per cent of the people attend-
ing the theaters did not know what
pictures were playing until they ar-
rived at the houses. Nearly a quar-
ter of these went into the theaters
without checking the attractions,
with the others motivated by the
marquee and lobby displays.

Marshall Appearing Before

Solons on Int'l Info. Service

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Secretary of State

George Marshall will be the first

witness before a sub-committee of
the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee this morning on the Mundt
bill, to set up an international in-

formation service. He will be fol-

lowed by Rep. Karl Mundt, author
of the bill; Reps. Pete Jarman and
Everett Dirksen, and Philip D. Reed,
General Electric official.

B-46 Meeting this Month
Chicago—Formal organization and

election of officers of the new lATSE
white collar workers union Local
B-46, will be completed at a meeting
to be held the second week of this

month, Clarence Jalas, secretary-
treasurer of Local 110, said. New
lATSE unit has quarters at 327 S.

LaSalle St., formerly occupied by
lATSE Local 666. . ..

Film Cos. Divvies Hit

,461,000 in April

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Film company divi

dend payments, although they fel

off sharply from the March high, hi

a very respectable total of $4,461,00(

in April, the Department /" ;Gom
merce revealed yesterday. V
This was considerably better thai

the April, 1946, figure of $2,353,000

and brought the three-month tota
from February through April to $20,
616,000, compared with a correspond-
ing count of only $8,549,000 for las1
year. March, 1947, count was $7,-

967,000, compared with $5,859,000 i

year earlier.

N. Z. Theaters Gross
Revenues, £2.933,416

Wellington (By Air Mail)—Tota
gross revenue of New Zealand the-
aters for 1945-46 was £2,933,416
with expenditures in the same perio(
reaching £2,468,416, according to fig-

ures just released. Net admission-
for the period were £2,686,417, com-
pared with £2,477,870 the year be-
fore.

Taxes on admissions totaled £131,-
199, compared with £110,241. Aver-
age admission charge was l/6d, anci
the percentage of film rental to ad-
mission receipts was 31.7. Total num-
ber of theaters increased from 551
to 668, the increase being restrictec^
entirely to touring shows in sparsely
populated districts.

Athens, Ala., Houses May
Open Sundays—At a Price

Athens, Ala.—Local theater own-
ers can show their Sunday movies-
or leave them, according to the state
of their pocketbooks. For the first

time, the City Council will permit
Sunday openings, but it will cost
$2,800 in taxes.

Council raised the license from
$200 a year without Sunday open-,
ings, to $3,000 a year with them.'
Theaters are permitted to sell ticket.^'

between 2 and 5 p.m. and between 8
and 11 p.m. on Sundays. First Sun-
day the new ruling was in effect, one,
of the city's three houses opened..
An attendance of 800 was reported.

J

50% of Mex. Screen
Time for ]\ative Pix?
Mexico City (By Air Mail) —

Mexican labor union leaders have
held two conferences with President

Miguel Aleman to discuss proposed
legislation that would require Mexi-
can operators to devote 50 per cent
of their running time to local prod-

ucts. Legislation already requires

that Mex pix be shown during a

third of each theater's annual screen

time.
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inDiES mflvjmnDLEjMun pik in CERmnnv
Parliament Passes Film Duty on U. S. Imports
Dalton's Proposal Bases
Tax on Earnings in U. K.

Market; O'Brien Protests

London (By Cable) — Despite in-

tense industry opposition voiced on
the floor of Commons by Tom
O'Brien, MP and general secretary
of NATKE, Parliament last night
approved the amendment to the
Finance Act of 1935 sought by Hugh
Dalton, Chancellor of Exchequer,
which will permit the Labor Govern-
ment, if it so elects, to impose a
heavy customs duty on American film

(Continued on Page 7)

Allvine Leaves PIC

f Resume Produdion

!j
Glen Allvine, for the last five years

"ecretary of the MPAA's Eastern
,
Public Information Committee, will

r eave that post on Aug. 1 to re-enter
f-he production field on the Coast in

?oartnership with a Hollywood direc-
.'.or, whose identity for the present
ts withheld.
{ A California corporation, now

(Continued on Page 5)

Minneapolis Ticket Tax
To Be Fought by Exhibs.

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse-
nent Co. and RKO Theaters are ex-
;)ected to join with North Central
Allied in a campaign to fight a pro-
losed five per cent local admissions
ax and a boost in license fees from
;100 a year to as high as $300.

Only Alu. and Wis.
Solons in Session

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Only two state

legislatures remain in session, fol-

lowing the adjournment late Tues-

day of the Massachusetts and New
Hampshire groups. Still in session

\ are Legislatures of Alabama and Wis-
consin. Both the Massachusetts and

New Hampshire Legislatures closed

their doors without passing measures

adverse to the industry. A total of

42 state bodies have adjourned thus

far.

//ARCH" AS MID-OCTOBER ROADSHOW
Advanced Admission Prices of 90c-$l.23 Vital to

Return the Investment, Says Schaefer

Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph"
will be released in mid-October on a
roadshow basis at advanced admis-

'

sion prices of 90 cents-$1.25, it was
announced yesterday by George G.
Schaefer, company vice-president
and distribution chief, at an industry
press conference.
"Pictures that cost more than three

and a half million dollars to produce
cannot possibly recover their invest-

ment unless special merchandising

is applied," Schaefer said in defense
of the higher admission policy.

The Enterprise sales head stated
that Audience Research Institute

had made a nation-wide survey for
the company which revealed a
"healthy indication that people are
willing to pay more for 'Arch' if they
get their money's worth."

It has not yet been decided whether
the picture will open with simul-

(Continued on Page 4)

Rank Story Deluge

For Amerkan Mags.

Tidal wave of articles and pictorial

layouts of the British film empire of

J. Arthur Rank will roll in on Amer-
ican national and fan magazine
readers in the Fall and Winter, it

was forecast yesterday.
Fast-growing group of writers

and photographers representing the

(Continued on Page 5)

Fabian Urges One Agency
To Clear Gov't Requests

Si H. Fabian, ATA president, in a

letter to Sen. Styles Bridges last

week again urged the establishment
of a single Government clearing
agency in order to prevent various
Government departments from em-

( Continued on Page 6)

ATA, MPTOA Tax Plan

Board of directors of Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theater Association
yesterday voted unanimously to join

with the ATA and the MPTOA in

presenting a proposal to the House
Ways and Means Committee for re-

duction of the admissions tax.

Other business at the meeting in-

cluded approval of the application

(Continued on Page 7)

Foreign Delegates Come
For RKO Sales Conclave

An international aura will pre-

vail at RKO's 16th annual sales meet-
ing which begins at the Waldorf-
Astoria on Monday with the arrival

of the company's foreign department

(Continued on Page 6)

Chile Unfreezes U. S. Film $$
Agree to $1,000,000 Remittance for '47

Second Carriers Strike

Hits Pittsburgh Area

Pittsburgh—Truck drivers for the

Griffith Messenger Service, members

of Local 249, AFL teamsters union,

struck yesterday for increased wages

just one day after Exhibitors Service
Co. drivers ended a 10-day strike

(Continued on Page 5)

Santiago (By Cable)—Agreement
has been reached between the

Chilean Government and the major
U. S. film distributing companies for
thawing of remittances to the

amount of $1,000,000 for the current
year. Chilean currencies have been
frozen for a number of years. Pre-
viously only money deriving from
Chile was 10 cents per foot for prints.

Terms of the new agreement call

(Continued on Page 5)

Goldwyn, Selznick, Others
Slated to Talk Plan With
Military Gov't Officials

Major American independent com-
panies soon may distribute their
films in Germany outside of MPEA,
it was learned yesterday.

Representatives of at least three
of the indies, including Goldwyn and
Selznick, within the next month will
begin discussions with Military Gov-
ernment officials in Germany with
this object in mind.

This development came as MPEA
continued its fight for full distribu-
tion facilities in Germany. Up to

now Military Government has re-

mained adamant in its position that
physical distribution facilities will

(Continued on Page 6)

Sees Smilh's Polky

Saving Small Exhib.

Detroit—Many small Michigan the-
aters will find their salvation in the
new 20th-Fox sales policy recently
announced by Andy Smith, Jr., gen-
eral sales manager, to meet the
terms, needs of so-called "problem"
situations, in the opinion of Sam

(Continued on Page 5)

Providence Clearance
Over Wakefield Denied

The Boston tribunal of the Amer-
ican Arbitration Association has
filed an award abolishing all clear-
ance of first-run Providence theaters

(Continued on Page 7)

"I/" 13 Weehs' iVet

Down to $1,335,875
Universal yesterday announced

that consolidated net profits for the

13 weeks ended May 3, last, ag-

gregated $1,335,875, after all charges

including Federal taxes based on in-

come, as compared with $1,641,899

for the corresponding period of the

preceding fiscal year. For the 26-

week period ended May 3, last, net

profits totaled $2,092,418, as against

$2,576,405 a year earlier.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Columbia Picts 153/4 151/2 IS'/a

East. Kodak 453/8 443/4 451/3

Gen. Prec. Eq 193/8 19 19

Loew's, Inc 223/8 213/4 217/8

Paramount 26I/2 263/8 263/8

RKO 121/4 121/8 121/8

Republic Pict 5 5 5

Republic Pict. pfd.. 1
1

1/8 11 11

20th Century-Fox 297/8 291/2 291/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 371/2 371/2 371/2

Universal Pict 23 22 23

Warner Bros 153,4 I51/2 I51/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 37/8 33^ i^/^

RKO 31/8 3 3

Sonotone Corp 33^ 35/8 33/4

Technicolor 127/8 127/8 127/8-

Trans-Lux 414 41/8 41/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 53/8

Net
Chg.

+ Vs— i/s

— 1/4— 1/8

— 1/8

— i/s

— 3/8

— 1/4

+ ¥4

+ 1/8

Asked
6 1/2

63/8

Local Ticket Taxes Allowed
Under New Penn. Law

Harrisburg, Pa.—Local municipal-

ities, with the exception of second

class townships, counties and the

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh school

districts, are authorized under pro-

visions of House Bill 800 signed into

law Tuesday by Gov. James H. Duff,

to enact new amusement, wage, sales,

income or occupation taxes to meet
the rising costs of government.

commG nno come
Rank Names G. H. Sprague
Treasurer for Can. Cos.

HENRY GINSBERG, Poramount's vice-presi-

dent in charge of production and studio oper-
ation, will end a two-week stay in New York
today when he will return to the Coast by
plane.

ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' playdate
department, was in Philadelphia yesterday.

SAM SHIRLEY, former Chicago district man-
ager for M-G-M and now attached to the fiome
office, has left the Windy City for the Coast,
en route to Hawaii.

AVA GARDNER, M-G-M star, left yesterday
for the Coast.

HUGH FINDLAY, publicity director for

M-G-M's British studios, and ALFRED JUNGE,
art director, will leave Hollywood today for

New York and after spending a few days here

will sail for London.

MAURICE N. WOLF, assistant to H. M. Richey
and now in Boston after a trip to the Coast,
will be in New York next Thursday.

OSCAR MORGAN, Paramount shorfs-newsreel
sales chief, returned to New York yesterday

from a three-month road trip.

ROBERT GILLHAM, SRO's Eastern ad-pub-
licity head, and MANNY REINER, Latin-Ameri-
can sales exec, left New York Monday for

Mexico City where "Duel in the Sun" is sched-
uled for a multiple theater opening Sept. 12.

JUDY CANOVA, radio and film star, leaves

over the week-end via Panama Clipper for an
13-day vacation in Brazil and Argentina. Hus-
band CHESTER ENGLAND accompanies her.

Morgan Nears End of

31-City Exchange Tour

Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount short
subjects and newsreel sales manager,
on Tuesday completes a 31-city tour

of branch sales offices on the com-
pany's 1947-48 shorts and newsreel
program. All of the U. S. and Can-
ada will be covered with the final

meeting in the New York branch.
Morgan, who returned to the home

office from the road yesterday,
pointed out that the past season was
the greatest sales year in Para-
mount's short subjects history and
said that a decision to increase its

cartoons releases from 18 to 24 was
based upon that factor. Move was
made, he observed, as some com-
panies were trimming their cartoon
schedules.
"We anticipated," he said, "not

only the continued shortage of suit-

able 'B' or companion features, be-
cause of high production costs, but
also the so-called buyers' resistance,

which we prefer to call shopping for
the best movie program. This, we
decided, could mean but one thing—

a

demand for not only more and better
cartoon shorts, but for all quality
short subjects product, and there is

every indication in the first half of

the current year that we were right."

Th» latttt It M.M. sound
equlpmont has been installed
in our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Can We "Show" Yout
Call. Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
f^tim Sturane and ServiLt

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc

iBi>fl BROADWAY. N. Y. g.

WALTER SELTZER, special rep. tor Hal Wal-
lis, will entrain for the Coast tomorrow from
New York.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, assistant general

sales manager of 20th-Fox, left yesterday for

Chicago where he will attend today's world
premiere of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

Now."

MICHELE MORGAN and DAVID NIVEN will

arrive in New York from Hollywood next week
on their way to England to appear in two Sir

Alexander Korda productions.

Holds Other Info. Groups
Will Take Up Govt. Work
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hollywood producers

and other private agencies of infor-

mation and enlightenment will grad-
ually take over the international in-

formational activities of the Federal
Government, Philip D. Reed, chair-

man of the board, of GE and a high
officer of the International Chamber
of Commerce, told the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee yesterday.
Reed was testifying for the Mundt
bill, passed last week by the House.

Also heard by the committee yes-
terday for the bill were Secretary
of State Marshall and Reps. Mundt,
Jarman and Lodge, all supporting
the measure warmly.

UA-Fabian Deal Still Hot;
Pickford Delays Trip West

Mary Pickford's representative
denied last night that UA had been
sold either to Si Fabian or anyone
else. It's likely that Miss Pickford
will postpone her return to the
West Coast because of new develop-
ments.

Arnold Grant Sees Action
On UA Deal in 24 Hours

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Attorney Arnold

Grant, counsel for Mary Pickford,
yesterday said some final action
could be expected within next 24
hours on offers for purchase of UA.
Grant did not amplify his statement,
nor did he disclose terms and condi-
tions of Fabian-Semeneko offer. Al-
though F-S group seems to have in-

side track, it is not thought that
Jacques Grinieff's group, which also
has backing of Semeneko can be ful-
ly counted out.

yi/tnack

'ANOTHER'
SOURCE
OF SUPPLY

•
Learn All About
Filmack's Prevue

TRAILER
iERVICE,

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5. ILL.

Toronto—G. H. Sprague who is a

Toronto accountant has been ap-
pointed treasurer of all J. Arthur
Rank companies in Canadat j^ '^as

announced yesterday by J- '

, . "^^^aw-

son, prexy of principal JA.'^^^irms
here.

Sprague succeeds George H. Bees-

ton of Toronto who resigned about
the time of Rank's visit in May.
Companies include Queenway Stu-

dios, Ltd., Canadian Eagle-Lion,
Canadian Odeon Theaters, Hanson 16

:

mm. Films and others.

N. Y. THEATERS
7" RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL""

Rockefeller Center

Gene Rex George
TIERNEY HARRISON SANDERS

"THE GHOST and MRS. MUIB"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

f SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
al',

M3.
FAT WAlItK Mnnc

O'BRIEN • SLEZAK • JEFFREYS

lOLIEN-MVlFIELB

MUT B#«M
DE WOLFE. ARNOLD
Mom FREEMAN

AfaramMint PIclws

-p/^fe^^A^ou/vr

OM SCffECN

Claudette COLBERT

Fred MacMURRAY

BEHY MacDONALD'S

'THE EGG and r

IH PERSON

LUBA MALINA

JACK £. LEONARD

Bxtral

WIERE BROS.
Plus OTHERS

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!
COOL

%fvim ASTOR
B'WAY&4SUiST.

Peggy CUMMINS - Victor MATURE
Ethel BARRYMORE

"MOSS ROSE"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS ON STAGE—
OLSEN and JOHNSON

IxWyV I soth St.

L
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FROM THE TRADE
PRESS TO M-G-M's

THE HUCKSTERS
CLARK GABLE • DEBORAH KERR • Sydney Greenstreet • Adolphe Menjou • Ava Gardner • Keenan Wynn
Edward Arnold in "THE HUCKSTERS" • Screen Play by Luther Davis • Adaptation by Edward Chodorov and George

Wells . Based on the Novel by Frederic Wakeman • Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR
HORNBLOW, JR. • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Guilds, Crafts Meet

On Re-issue Profits

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Screen Writers

Guild has called a meeting of all stu-

dio guilds and unions for next Wed-
nesday to consider the problem of re-

issues and how "to reclaim a proper
share of re-issue profits which is due
workers, technicians, and artists who
made original picture."

Meanwhile, George Bernard Shaw
has joined the campaign against the

outright sale of literary material to

motion picture studios, and has given
enthusiastic, though provisional, en-

dorsement to the Screen Writers
Guild plan for a licensing program
which is now being studied by a
special committee of the Authors
League of America.
"We are grateful to Shaw for his

encouragement and stimulating an-

alysis of the plan for American
Authors Authority," declared Emmet
Lavery, president of the Guild, "but
I must point out that we can hardly
meet the conditions imposed by
Shaw. He says he will be with us

all the way if we withdraw from the

Authors League of America, but that

of course is not possible."

20th-Fox Openings Today
Climax Intensive Bally

Chicago—Twentieth Century-Fox's
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,"
opening at the Oriental here today,

climaxes a long-range bally cam-
paign. Scheduled are three-day civic

ceremonies, personal appearances by
chief players, George Jessel, pro-

ducer, and radio spots.

Company's "Bob, Son of Battle"

opened in Denver, Salt Lake City,

Portland and Seattle and will be

followed immediately by 100 key city

openings.
Rodney Bush, exploitation man-

ager; Irving Kahn, radio manager;
Louis Frick, Al Winston and Virginia

Seguin are here for opening details

on the Jessel pic. Bill Winters of

Harry Brand's studio publicity de-

partment, is escorting the Coast con-

tingent.
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July 3

Luther Reid Leon Errol

George Sanders Wynne Gibson
Al Perrin

Florence Miles Alicoate
July 4

Louis B. Mayer Joe C. Hornstein

Ed Sovin Harvey Thew
Mrs. Thomas Meighan Gertrude Lawrence

Gloria Stuart Vince Burnett

Barbara Weeks Joseph Ruttenberg

Irving Caesar Helen Gilbert

George Murphy Henri Elman
Mary Patricia Alicoate

July 5

Helen Harrison
July 6

Al Wilkie Don Mersereou

Jay Blaufox Frank E. Garbutt

Juanito Stark Sam Lefkowitz
4% n^

T T T
Pre-Fourth of July Fireworks
• • • WHAT'S COOKING AT MONOGRAM?: With its August

issue. Movie Stars Parade will review only those pix which are selected

by a five-member board W. M. Cotton's fan mag. in the new "Re-

viewing Stand" feature will also rate films as FF for family fare, TT

as tops for teens and AO for aduhs only. ... •In today's industry

news, you find Glen Allvine stepping out of his position at the Eric

Johnston office and heading for production Allvine will be re-

membered for four of RKO's box office pix of a few years back His

return to the production field should be welcomed by distributor cmd ex-

hibitor, for he has that certain something that goes into making box office

pictures at the right prices Phil M. wishes him luck. ... • If you're

still inclined to see television short, just drop into a bcrr or grill thot has a

receiver some afternoon when a major league game is being televised.

• Speaking of tele, a new six-month series of Sunday night half-hour

shows, sponsored by Borden, bows on WNBT on Sundoy Four dif-

ferent types of programs—variety, film, marionettes and drama—will

be employed on successive weeks on an experimental bosis. . . .

• Personal memo to Doug. Wcrtt of the N. Y. Daily News: It's about

time someone kidded the interview format the dailies have been em-

ploying You gave it a nice going over

T T T
• • • "FILM DAILY SERVICE" has long been an industry tradi-

tion But Your Favorite Industry Newspaper experienced the acme

of something or other this week Came a call to the information

dep't from a Valued Reader who complained that he had not seen the

day's edition, and urgently desired to be apprised of the names listed

in the Coming and Going column Told that the list was lengthy

cmd asked to give his address that a copy of the paper might be sent

to him, he demurred, finally explaining that he was accustomed to

consult the FD each day for that purpose at Toots Shor's (free adv.)!!!

T T T
• • • THAT SUBWAY FARE BOOST, if it comes, could help nabe

business, say showmen There are thouscmds of New Yorkers to

whom an extra nickel for the midtown trip and back would be too high

a hurdle. ... • Bill' (Metro) Omstein is represented in the July Writers'

Journal with a page piece on the daily drama in the life of the writer

Bill's an associctte of the Journal, by the wcry. ... • Add
Signs o' the Times: National Theaters, expanding its merchcmdising

dep't, will sell "coke," roasted nuts, ice cream. ... • Unless the

Marshall Plan goes thru, you can expect Europe's hungry millions to

lean to Russia That's the opinion of Maurice Livingston, Int'l Op-

tima vice-prexy, just back from European look-see and pulse-takuig. . . .

• WB's Jack Tirman is still mum on how he happened to fall into the

swimming pool at Bobby Moran's Walk, Trot and Ccmter Country Club

in Briarcliff Manor

T T T
• • • THAT REPORT you may have heard that Ansco has made
cm exclusive deal to provide its new color film for the coming War-
ner News is denied by Ansco executives. ... • European inter-

ests are seeking to lure Fritz Lang's Dicma Productions across the

water after the completion of "Winchester 73," his final pic for UI re-

lease Chances are Lang mcry make one picture abroad, but he's

known to be reluctant to transfer his base from Hollywood. . • .

• While the Massachusetts industry escaped it at the 1947 session,

new adverse trade tax legislation is feared next year. ... • Didja

know thctt the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce has just named J. W.
McAfee, president of the Union Electric Co. of Missouri, to chairman

a new television promotion committee whose objective will be to make
St. Louis a major television city?

rr

Enterprise's "Arcli

As Fall Roadshow
(Continued from Page 1)

taneous bookings in the manner of
"Duel in the Sun."

Schaefer pointed out thatf ^^ver-
age ticket price througn^^S' the
country is 44 cents and at this figure
a national gross of four to five mil-;

lion was the best that could be ex-
pected. He added that the foreign
market was so fraught with the un-i
certainties of import restrictions and
blocked revenues that it cannot be
relied upon when calculating the
potential gross for a picture.

Queried concerning the position of
the independent producer in these
days of high production costs, Schae-
fer stated his belief that the indie
was able to make a picture at a
lower figure because he is not bur-
dened with studio overhead which
runs anywhere from 35-40 per cent
of the cost.

In addition to "Arch," the Enter-
prise product which will be released
by UA under the recently pacted
six-picture deal includes "Ramrod,"
"The Other Love," "Body and Soul,"
"Wild Calendar" and "The Pursuit
of Love." Shooting on the last two
will begin in the Fall.

Enterprise has also completed
"They Passed This Way" but a dis-
tribution deal has not yet been ar-
ranged.

It is also possible that the com-
pany may send Charles Boyer to
England sometime this Fall to make
"The Passion of Eugene Aram"
which has a British background, but
this is not definite.

Schaefer expressed complete satis-

faction with UA's handling of his
product, especially with the large
number of bookings that have been
set for "Body and Soul" which goes
into release Aug. 15.

UA, Mentasti Sign Deal
For Brazil Distribution

Tiki

kas

Deal for Brazilian distribution by
United Artists of four Argentine-
produced films made by Angel Luis
Mentasti has been set by Walter
Gould, UA foreign manager. Deal
is in line with UA policy offering
indie producers all over the world an
outlet for quality product.

Mentasti's quartet will be shown
with superimposed subtitles in Por-
tuguese. Arrangement also carries
option for UA distribution of addi-
tional Mentasti product.

li

lUEDDIRG BELLS

Haddow-Mohon
G. Knox Haddow and Mrs. Haddow

have announced the engagement of
their daughter, Jean Audrey Had-
dow, to Thomas B. Mahon of Hunt-
ington, L. I. The couple will be mar-
ried in the Fall. Haddow is manager
of Paramount Pictures' branch serv-
ice department.



(0>ntinued from Page 1)

awaiting certification in Sacramento,

has '

f
formed, wth Allvine to be

elect^_ an officer along with the di-

'rector.

The first draft of an action melo-

drama is now being revised for an

early Fall shooting schedule. An
option has been taken on a second

story.

Announcement of personnel will be

dfiimade as soon as incorporation is

ffcompleted, along with the releasing

contract, which has been signed.

Allvine previously produced com-

i|mercially successful pictures for

RKO, and later was chairman of the

editorial board and story editor at
the Paramount studio.

[Rodgers Offers Assistance
To Exhibs. Hit by Floods

iThursday, July 3, 1947 ^ DAILY:

Allvine Leaves PIC

To Resume Produdion

ill

n:

St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTOA president and head of the
regional group for this area, is in

receipt of a telegram from William
F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice-president
and distribution chief, expressing
his concern as to the eff'ect of the
floods upon exhibitors in the Missis-
sippi locale.

'. Rodgers said that he had advised
the company's St. Louis office "to be
of whatever assistance the emer-
gency justifies."

Although the situation in some
^spots along the river is still critical,

a general improvement has been
noted in the general area above
Alton, 111.

General overall flood situation on
the Mississippi between St. Louis
md Keokuk, la., to Quincy, 111. was
somewhat improved yesterday with
the river slowly fallinsr here. Dupo,
111., remained dry behind its new
ilood barriers and theater there can
rjontinue to operate. No additional
i;heaters have closed in this area.

Chile Unfreezes U. S. Pic

Dollars; Million $ for 1947

(Continued from Page 1)

i'or immediate release of $600,000 to
;he majors and Republic. Two addi-
,ional sums of .$200,000 will be re-
eased later this year. Money will
pe divided by the companies on the
basis of Chilean earnings.

SICK LIST

JACK ANDREWS, Paramount salesman
t Omaha, underwent an emergency ap-
lendectomy at North Platte, Neb.
DONALD SHANE, manager of the Para-

nount Theater, Omaha, is back at work
ollowing an operation.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
ky4-G-M will re-unite Esther Williams and Ricardo Montalban, now being

seen in "Fiesta," in "Olympic Queen," which Joe Pasternak will pro-

duce in London during the 1948 Olympic Games. ... -^ Virginia Bruce

ends a several-year absence from pix by returning in Para.'s "The Night

Has a Thousand Eyes.". . . "^ Another absentee who is returning is Jack

Oakie who will take the leading comedy role in Eagle-Lion's "Stampede,"

starring James Craig and Joan Leslie. . . . -^ Twentieth-Fox will star

Lon McCallister in "The Chair For Martin Rome," to be produced by Sol

Siegel. Charles Lederer and Ben Hecht are collaborating on the screenplay

from Henry Edward Helseth's novel. . . . -^ Charles Vidor has made a

new contract with Columbia which permits him to spend much of his time

producing independently for Columbia release. . . . if Gwen Parrish and

Cameron Landers have been given roles in Lloyd Bacon's indie production

"The Glittering Hill" which he is producing in conjunction with Sam Jaffe.

"A" M-G-M fashion designer, Irene, has signed a new long-termer whereby

she can also carry on her own business which will distribute her designs to

10 leading stores throughout the country. . . . if Child star, Natalie

Wood, goes into Twentieth-Fox's "On To Oregon," with Sam Engel produc-

ing. . . . -^ Robert Adier joins Peggy Cummins, Charles Coburn, Robert

Arthur, Lloyd Nolan, Burl Ives and Geraldine Wall in the same studio's

production of "Green Grass of Wyoming.". if Robert Rossen has

checked into Columbia to write and direct the screenplay of Robert Penn
Warren's Pulitzer Prize novel, "All The King's Men"

Rank Story Deluge

For American Mags.

(Continued from Page 1)

American magazines will do the
literary and picture chore on the
other side. Among those already on
the London scene are Joan Melicker
of Look magazine, Doris Cline who
will spend two to three months doing
interviews for several of the fans,

and Clarence Huston, who has cam-
era assignments from Collier's,
Screen Guild and Movie Land.
Jean Sovatkin of Life magazine's

film dep't, sailed yesterday on the
Queen Elizabeth to represent that
weekly on a special Rank press tour,
expected to require four weeks and
to include his French operations as
well as those in Britain.
At the J. Arthur Rank Organiza-

tion offices here yesterday, it was
said that there had been no organ-
ized effort to line up a group to give
the Rank setup in Britain the
double-o. Magazines generally made
their own arrangements, it was
added, but on arrival of writers and
photographers in London, they were
extended full co-op and the usual
courtesies.

Some of the national mags., es-
pecially Life, Time and Fortune,
have already played the spotlight on
Rank personally. Extension of in-
terest to Rank British activities was
explained as the result of the grow-
ing interest in British pix plus the
editors' feeling that the British scene
ofi'ered something new and different.
And, it was admitted, maybe there
could result some British picture ad
copy.

eei Smilli's Polky

Saving Small Exhib.

(Continued from Page 1)

Carver, president of the Michigan
ITO.

Said Carver:

"Fox and Smith are entitled to a

lot of credit for introducing a really

new idea in selling. It will un-

doubtedly be the salvation of many
small theaters which could not con-

tinue to exist under the system that

has prevailed up to now.
"I believe that the independent ex-

hibitors should give full co-operation

to this policy. However, if any ex-

hibitor fails to submit an honest
statement of expenses, he is not en-
titled under this plan to any consid-
eration.

"The policy will be a lifesaver for
many small exhibitors in this terri-
tory, especially in view of the cur-
rent downward trend of business
here."

Second Carriers Strike

Hits Pittsburgh Area

(Continued from Page 1)

when granted a 20-cent hourly in-

crease.
Griffith can-ies films to approx-

imately 60 theaters in the territory,
mostly in the Northern part of the
state. The same procedure will be
carried out by various exchanges as
during Exhibitors Service strike,
mainly theater owners or managers
must call for shows.

e
JOHN

<^%diak
plays

''EDDIE BENDIX"

who knows how to get

women—and how to get

rid of them.

Count 5/
S stars in

1^ HAL WALLIS'

Ji##ai^
IN TECHNICOLOR!

From Paramount
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Indies May Handle

Own Pix in Germany

(Continued from Page 1)

not be turned over to MPEA at this

time. Some Military Government offi-

cials have insisted that to do this

would mean a near freeze-out of

many American films as well as new
German production.

In line with this policy, American
and British Military Government offi-

cials have prepared plans for the

creation of a Film Forwarding Co.

This civilian-operated company would
be open to all licensed comers. MPEA
also could use the facilities of this

distribution agency but up to now
has rejected the plan.

It is known that informal discus-

sions with the indies already have
taken place in this country. Eeps.

of these companies have expressed an
interest in cracking the potentially

lucrative and politically important
German market and distributing their

product outside of MPEA.
One of the first non-MPEA films

which may be headed for the German
market is Goldwyn's "The Best Years
of Our Lives."

Other Developments
Also on the German front were

these developments:
1. Military Government will

junk its plans to export so-called

"Nazi" films. Although these

films included only four-six

which were earmarked for the

United States, no "Nazi-made"
pix will be exported to any coun-

try.

2. Export of new German films

will be allowed, despite continu-

ing opposition from many mem-
bers of the U. S. industry.

3. An explosion is smouldering
around the selection of American
films for showing in Germany.
American industry officials have
charged that Military Govern-
ment officials have made poor
selections. MG has answered
these charges by saying that

selections are made from a list

already approved by the indus-

try. Mistakes admittedly have
been made on both sides.

4. Conflicting charges have
been made regarding the re-

sponsibility of allowing Russians
to grab an increasing number of

motion picture personnel from
the American zone. No. 1 short-

age in the British and American
zones is raw stock. About 90

per cent of raw stock in Ger-
many is produced in the Russian
zone.

5. At one point plans were un-

der way to allow American film

companies to purchase and oper-

ate theaters in Germany and
build studios. There is now less

a chance that this will be ap-
proved.

Release "Cry Wolf" Aug. 16

National release date of "Cry
Wolf," final production on the War-
ners schedule for 1946-47, has been
set as Aug. 16.

^ RCVICUI OF TH6 REUI FILmS i^
#/rpi rn ii

The Trespasser
with Dale Evans, Warren Douglas, Douglas

Fowley

Republic 71 Mins.

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT VALUES IN

STORY ABOUT NEWSPAPER FOLK AND
MURDER.

Becoming slickness is to be found in this

film. It has a neat pace, good performances

all up and down the line and a story that

requires no great concentration of attention.

It is an interesting yarn, tho, and has

fair values in the entertainment sense.

Story concerns newspaper folk and mur-

der, in that order. Cause of the killing

is sale of spurious rare books to a gullible

client. It is a new slant on crime and

punishment. Also involved in the telling

is some police work which is threaded into

the unfoldment for the right conclusion.

Centering on the prospective marriage

of Fowley to Miss Evans, the first twist

of violence is introduced when William

Bakewell is killed in a carefully planned

and executed motor crash. Fowley escapes

with injuries. The pair were en route to

corner the dealer in phoney tomes. Miss

Evans renounces Fowley. Previously she had

been misinformed by Bakewell, her brother,

that Fowley was the conniver in the case.

Fowley cannot disprove this but his friends

on the Gazette, Janet Martin and Warren
Douglas, set out to clear him. Fowley,

meanwhile goes on a bat. Miss Martin

knows her books and antique pins. Latter

figures in uncovering the forgeries. The
piece winds up in a slambang session with

a free-for-all brawl and fireworks. The
lead crook is taken, romance blooms again.

George Blair directed.
CAST: Dale Evans, Warren Douglas, Janet

Martin, Douglas Fowley, Adele Mora, Gregory
Gay, Grant Withers, William Bakewell, Fran-
cis Pierlot.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, William J.

O'Sullivan; Director, George Blair; Screenplay,
Jerry Gruskin; Adaptation, Darrell and Stuart
E. McGowan; Original Story, Jerry Sackheim,
Erwin Gelsey; Photography, John Alton; Musical
Director, Mort Glickman; Film Editor, Arthur
Roberts; Sound, Earl Croin; Art Director, Frank

Hotoling; Set Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr.,

Helen Hansard; Song, Eddie Maxwell, Nathan

PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
Scott.

DIRECTION, Good.

Pender-Crockett Open
Virginia Beach House

Virginia Beach, Va.—David Pender
and W. F. Crockett opened the new
Beach Theater amid fanfare made
possible by capacity audience and
participation by representatives of

the Virginia and Washington ex-
change area industry as well as city

and state officials. Tom Baldridge
of Metro emceed a half hour stage
ceremony in which Mayor Warfield
Leek, Morton G. Thalhimer of Neigh-
borhood Theaters, Richmond, and
Elmer Wilschke of Altec-Lansing, as
well as Pender, Crockett, contractor
R. B. Walls, and architects Vernon
A. Moore, Clarence Meakin and Bud
Budina spoke.

Dubuque Orpheum Back to RKO
Dubuque, la.—Orpheum Theater,

formerly pooled with Associated The-
aters' Grand, Avon and Strand The-
aters, has been taken back by RKO.
Raymond C. Langfitt was named
manager.

"The Roosevelt Story"
Tola Prod. 77 Mins.

EXCELLENT DOCUMENTARY TREAT-
MENT; HAS INTERESTING COMMERCIAL
POSSIBILITIES.

Culled from over 2,000,000 feet of news-
reel and allied footage here is a docu-
mentary survey of 40 years in the private

and public life of the late Franklin Delano

Roosevelt that is an impressive cinematic

monument to the man, his works, his times.

That it was handled in good taste is evi-

dent in approval of this final version by

Mrs. Roosevelt.

Narration is of the simplest sort. It is

the man in the street remembering along

down to earth lines with plain talk the

order. Sequence by sequence it details the

life of FDR from his birthplace in Hyde
Park to scenes of his educational back-
ground, his formative years, early manhood
marriage and the beginnings of political

life when he campaigned with Wilson.

Then there is his association with Al

Smith when the latter was presidential as-

pirant. With Smith a two-time loser for

the Presidency there is Governorship of

New York State and at length the sweep-
ing election to the White House to be fol-

lowed by fourfold tenure.

Most of what transpired from the Presi-

dency on is shown here in highlight form.

It is brought back vividly with authenticity

of on the spot reporting to sock it home.
It was a difficult task to edit and ar-

range this footage. The producers have

done well. Possibilities in the domestic

market are highly interesting. Foreign po-

tentialities are excellent. Film won Brus-

sels Festival award for best documentary.

It will be narrated in 14 languages plus a

juvenile edition.

CREDITS: Editorial consultant, Elliott Roose-
velt; Original script, Lawrence M. Klee; Musi-
cal Score, Earl Robinson, Lewis Allan, Jack
Schaindlin; Film Editor, Morton Von Praag;
Sound Editor, Edward Craig; Supervising Film
Editor, Walter Klee; Produced by Martin Levine,
Oliver Unqer: In association with Harrv Brandt.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Fabian Uraes One Agency
To Clear Gov't Requests

(Continued from Page 1)

barking on individual film enter-
prises, it was revealed yesterday.
Fabian pointed out that unco-or-

dinated projects result in a request
to the nation's theaters to carry
messages on their screens that are
unnecessary, untimely or tinged with
propaganda.
The ATA message to the Senate

Appropriations Committee chairman
emphasized that no brief was held
for any specific agency, but urged
the need of a single conduit through
which dealings with the industry on
informational matters might move
in an orderly fashion.

Senator Bridges, in his reply, ad-
vised that the Association's views
would be made available to the com-
mittee membership, and expressed
gratitude for the information.

Charles Balow Dead
Milwaukee — Charles Balow, 59,

theater musician noted for his trum-
pet playing, died at St. Joseph's Hos-
pital following a six months illness.

"Colonel Chabert"
with Raimu, Marie Bell

Siritzky International 92 Mins

RAIMU'S LAST FRENCH PIC, BASED
ON BALZAC TALE, SHOULD .fii=lCK IN

THE ART SPOTS. Ihigf

Based on a Balzac novel, this fiini should

do especially well in art houses because o)

the late Raimu, whose performance, aside

from being his last, is outstanding. His ar

resting role carries the pix into an out-

standing position.

As Colonel Chabert, of the French army

he is believed dead. His wife, Countess Fer-

raud (Marie Bell) thinking him dead, ha

remarried and has two children. He write

her several letters but she dismisses them as

having been written by an imposter, but con-

sents to meet him. Realizing that he is hei

husband, and happy the way she is, she

tries to have him put in a sanitarium, but he

escapes. He decides to resort to legal means

to sue. He agrees to a divorce but at a

high cost, which proves too steep for his

wife, who then plays on his love for her

and asks him, for her children's sake to

sacrifice everything. He agrees and goes

away. He is picked up for vagrancy and

sent to the poor man's home. His former

attorney locates him and pleads with him

to return to his former way of life and.

establish his identity as the Colonel. Sad

dened by what has gone before, he is

resigned to his future and content to stay

where he is.

A thoroughly interesting plot, the pix

commands attention from start to finish

The direction is excellent, but top honors

on this one are earned by Raimu, a good

marquee bet.
CAST: Raimu, Marie Bell, Aime, Clariond

Jacques Baumer, Jacques Charon, Roger Blln

Andre Varenne, Rene Stern.

CREDITS: Director, Rene Le Henaff; Adap-
tation and Dialogue, Pierre Benoit; Music,
Louis Beydts; Photography, Robert le Febvre;

Scenic Investiture, Jacques Colombier.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fair.

JC
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Foreign Delegates Come
For RKO Sales Conclave

(Continued from Page 1)

delegates from all corners of the
globe.

Also set tO' participate in the con-
fabs is RKO's sales cabinet of 12

executives who will head the domes-
tic reps.

Included among the foreign dele-

gates are Leon Britton, Far Eastern
supervisor; Ricardo Canals, manager
for Colombia; George Dawson, direc-

tor and treasurer, RKO Ltd., United
Kingdom; Ralph Doyle, Australasian
managing director; Enrique Fried-
lander, manager, Chile; David Jones,
publicity director, U. K.; George
Kallman, managing director, Argen-
tina; Jaime Mantilla, manager, Ecua-
dor; Hubert McNally, manager, Ire-

land; Jack Osserman, Latin Amer-
ican supervisor; Bert Reisman,
Caribbean field captain, Phil Reisman
Four Seasons Drive, from Venezuela;
Art Simon, South American field

captain, Four Seasons Drive, from
Bi-azil.

Dore Schary, RKO vice-president
and studio production chief, will be
introduced to the conferees at Mon-
day's session.
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tHMPTA Votes to Join

&TA, I^PTOA Tax Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

3y U Tsal for membership in the

iMMPxTHL of the Park Avenue and

(Winter Garden Theaters.

It was also announced by Fred J.

Jf;3chwartz, president of MMPTA, that

;he organization had retained the

r.aw firm of Judd and Gurfein as gen.

ijral counsel. Schwartz pointed out

"I'jxhibitors for some time have re-

quired guidance by men of broad ex-

joerience in fields of legislation as

;ivell as legal practice. Warren Judd
i jiS former solicitor general of New
I
illifork State while Mui-ray I. Gurfein

I
jis a former colonel in psychological
warfare. During the war he was at-

|J„:ached to SHAEF. He was also as-
jsistant to Justice Jackson in the

^
(Nuremburg trials. Judd was also

;iaw secretary to U. S. Circuit Judge
.Leonard Hand. Gurfein at one time

Xivas chief assistant district attorney
.ander Thomas E. Dewey.

bSruse Urges Change in

Budget for Cong. Library

,
Urging that the legislative sub-

j^ommittee of the Senate Appropria-
,'tions Committee reconsider reported

' .plans for a drastic slash in the
Library of Congress budget, William
[F. Kruse, president of Allied Non-
pTheatrical Film Association, has
written to sub-committee chairman
JSen. Milton R. Young, to point out
ithat his organization in its last two
,iational conventions has strongly en-

dorsed the motion picture program of

the Library.
Kruse emphasized that ANTFA is

a trade association, "very definitely

predicated upon private enterprise,"

and that its support of the Library is

not motivated by private interest,

; since it is possible that educational
t' films might be purchased from Gov-
ernment sources rather than from
:private producers. "Nevertheless,"

J\-he stated, "on the basis of our war-
time experiences, our organization
... is so strongly convinced of the
indispensable contributions of motion
rpictures of the type that would be
serviced by the Library of Congress,
that we urge you not to curtail this

essential public service."

Astral Films Acquires Canada Franchise For
FC New PiXf Re-issues; Old Policy to Continue

Toronto— I. H. Allen, president of Astral Films, Toronto, announced yesterday

his company which has operated six independent branches in the Dominion the

past year had secured a Canadian franchise for new and re-issued product of

Film Classics with schedule of new pictures to start in September. Heretofore

Allen has handled British and foreign films principally and is expected to con-

tinue with these pictures.

Providence Clearance
Over Wakefield Denied

(Continued from Page 1)

over the Community Theater in

Wakefield, R. I.

Arbitrator contended that he had
found no substantial competition in

existence between the six Providence
houses named in the original demand
and the Community.

In a second Boston award, a clear-

ance of 28 days was established in

favor of first-run Fall River, Mass.,
theaters over the Island Theater,
Portsmouth, R. I. It was additionally

ordered that clearance for the Island
should stem from Fall River and not
from Newport, R. I.

It has also been learned that the
appeal filed two weeks ago by Pub-
lix-Metoco Theaters Corp. and New
England Theaters, Inc., from an
award in favor of the Anchor The-
ater, Kennebunk, Me., has been with-
drawn.

FC Names Jake Lutzer
Dallas Branch Manager

|

Dallas — Jake Lutzer, formerly
with Universal for 22 years, was
made branch manager of Film Clas-
sics, Sam Wheeler, general sales
manager announced. Other appoint-
ments included J. E. Mitchell as
office and sales manager, and Howard
Waugh and Francis Ferris as sales

reps. Members who were associated
with John L. Franconi, former FC
franchise holder, were absorbed by
the parent company when it repur-
chased the Texas franchise.

"Public Question" Shorts
Via Documentary Groups

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Hollywood is ex-

pected to turn to established docu-

mentary producers to make some of

the "public question" shorts, it was
learned yesterday. Although the
first in the series, "Power Behind the
Nation," is being produced by War-
ners, subsequent films may be made
by documentary groups, such as
John Grierson, March of Time, RKO-
Pathe's "This Is America," etc.

Since the films will be made with
the view towards presenting "De-
mocracy in Action," many, perhaps
all, of the series will be exported to
other countries. Edward Cheyfitz,
special assistant to MPAA Presi-
dent Eric A. Johnston, soon will ar-
rive in Hollywood to continue dis-

cussions on the series. Cheyfitz is in

direct charge of the "public question"
shorts and also represents MPAA
on the so-called "This Is Hollywood"
shorts.

Parliament Okays Pic

Duty on U.S. imports

(Continued from Page 1)

imports instead of the present nom-
inal tax of five pence per foot.

As proposed by Dalton, former

president of the Board of Trade in

the Churchill coalition government,

the tax on foreign film imports would
be based upon their earnings in the

British market.
Dalton told Commons that he was

not asking the House to agree to any
further levy on films but to give the
government power to impose addi-
tional tax if the circumstances justi-

fied the move.
O'Brien criticized the timing of the

resolution and asked the Chancellor
to consider the serious damage it

would cause the British film industry
and its workers. He added that this
was regarded by every section of
the British industry as being under-
taken in a highhanded way.

Disney Motion Denied
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard

yesterday denied a defendant's mo-
tion to dismiss the copyright action
brought by Southern Music Publish-
ing Co. against Walt Disney Produc-
tions and Santly-Joy in connection
with songs Southern claims to own.
Motion claimed that the Court lacked
jurisdiction.

Kirsch Again Heads B'nai B'rith

Chicago — Jack Kirsch, National
Allied president, was re-elected pres-
ident of Cinema Lodge 1619, B'nai
B'rith. E. L. Goldberg was named
vice-president; Lou Abramson, sec-
retary; I. J. Silverman, treasurer;
Albert Bartelstein, warden; Harris
Silverburg, chaplain, and Lester
Simansky, guard.

##

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

OKLAHOMA CITY

TRADE SHOWING
Of Robert and Raymond Hakim's Presentation Of

THE LONG NIGHT
UPTOWN THEATRE

1212 No. Hudson, Oklahoma City, Okla.

TUESDAY, JULY 8, at 11 :00 A.M.

//

M-G-M TRADE SHOWING

"ROMANCE OF

ROSY RIDGE"
NEW YORK - NEW JERSEY

Territories Only

*

MONDAY, JULY 7th

10:30 A. M.
M-G-M SCREEN ROOM

630 Ninth Ave. - N. Y. C.
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No wonder the whole industry's talking about

I WONDERWHO'S KISSING HERNOW
'technicolor

IS SETTING NEW RECORDS AT THE ORIENTAL, CHICAGO I

JMlJMhs^iiii
Technicolor

MATCHINITTHE SENSATIONAL B0XOFFICE~PXCE OF
SMOKY'^ IN 10-STATE DAY-AND-DATE PREMIERE!

AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL I

MIRACLE ON 34th STREET
A MIRACLE BOXOFFICE

AND HOLDOVER HIT EVERYWHERE!
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. . And there's more
WONDER triumphs

on the way froni

wonderful

CENTURY-FOX
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HUTHORS LEHGUE FINDS OBJECTION TO flflfl

To Press Duty Change in Contmons Wednesday
i Opposition from Both Lab-

or and Conservative Bench-
es to Dalton Move Certain

London (By Cable)—His first

victory scored in Commons last

week in his "Food before Dol-
lars" campaign to make possible the

imposition of heavy excise duty on U.
S. film imports, Hugh Dalton, Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, will follow

through on Wednesday when he
moves the new clause amplifying the
import duty proposals during the

(Continued on Page 8)

Col., Rep., 'U' Execs.

Adive in Slock Deals

li'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Acquisition of 10,000

options for Columbia common by
Benjamin Kahane and 10,426 by
Abraham Montague was repoi'ted

over the week-end in the SEC's
monthly compilation of stock deal-

( Continued on Page 8)

$28 Million Suit vs. Majors.

lA, AMPP Set by Workers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Suit asking $28,-

000,000 in damages under the Taft-

Hartley bill was slated to be filed

over the week-end in Federal Court
here by a group of rank and file

(Continued on Page 8)

Doubt Miss. TOA to

Join Gulf States

Biloxi, Miss — While members of

the Mississippi Theater Owners As-

sociation will meet at the Biloxi

Hotel here today with officers and

directors of the newly-formed Allied

Theater Owners of the Gulf States

to discuss consolidation, it is ex-

tremely unlikely that a merger will

result at this time. The Mississippi

Association, headed by R. X. Wil-

liams, is affiliated with the MPTO
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Ten-

nessee which in turn is affiliated

with the MPTOA. The new Gulf

States group, headed by W. A.

Prewitt, Jr., is a national Allied af-

filiate.

Shades of the Pre-War: Chicago Area Circuits

Build Attendance With Automobile Giveaways!
Chicago—Giveaways of that hard-to-acquire item, a new automobile, are being

used by two area circuits that have managed tie-ups with car dealers. Alliance

Theaters is using the stunt at its Roseland Theater, on the South side, and in

a couple of Indiana towns, including the Paramount in Anderson. Y & R Cir-

cuit of Gary, Ind., also has an auto giveaway for one of its theaters.

As yet, theater operators in Chicago proper, have shied away from car

giveaways. A few nabe stands use dishes and other premiums to hypo patronage

but even this has not become prevalent as attendance holds up at most houses.

xira RKO Prints to

e Stored by NFD

RKO has pacted an agreement with
National Film Distributors whereby
the latter will store RKO's excess
film in the San Francisco, Philadel-
phia and Kansas City areas.
An overflow of prints had piled up

in several exchanges as the result of

Technicolor's advance schedule pol-

icy which puts product into distribu-

tor hands in heavy batches ahead of

release date. By utilizing NFD's
facilities, RKO will avoid any viola-

(Continued on Page 3)

Iowa Houses Hit Hard
3y a Month of Floods

450 Attending RKO's

Annual Sales Parley

With approximately 450 delegates
and guests in attendance, RKO Ra-
dio's annual sales meeting convenes
today at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Answering the roll call will be

home office execs., district and branch
managers, salesmen and field ex-
ploiteers from the 38 U. S. and Cana-
dian branches, plus reps, of the for-

eign dep't, RKO Theaters, the Holly-
wood studios, Walt Disney Prods.,
Liberty Films, Sam Goldwyn Prods.,
Argosy Pictures, Robert Riskin
Prods., Sol Lesser Prods., Hakim

(Continued on Page 6)

Des Moines, la.— Theater opera-
tors suffered heavy damage from
flood waters in Iowa dui'ing the last

30 days with some houses submerged
entirely and others flooded inside,

not once, but two or three times.

Power failure at Fort Dodge put
a large number of houses out of

business temporarily. The power
was not restored for almost a week.

(Continued on Page 3)

Republic Quarter Net
Drops to $311,583

Republic's earnings for the 13

weeks ended April 26 decreased to

$311,583.38 from the $489,787 earned
in the comparable 1946 period, it was
reported at the week-end. Net be-

fore taxes was put at $519,305.63,

with tax provision estimated at $207,-

722.25. Tax provision in the 1946
quarter was $300,192.

Wired Tele Doesn^t Impress
"Where Will They Get Fix/' Film Men Ask

WAA May Cancel War
Plant Lease of Allied Prod.

IVashini/ton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Under fire by a Sen-

ate investigating committee for leas-

ing part of a huge plant to a film

company, the War Assets Adminis-
tration is exploring the possibility

(Continued on Page 6)

Industry observers were not dis-

posed to be concerned over the "pay-
as-you-see" television receiver un-

veiled in Chicago by Zenith Radio
Corp. late last week. The almost
universal reaction to requests for

comment was the query: "Where are

they going to get the pictures?"
Admitting that first-rate movies in

the home would be something for

(Continued on Page 6)

Film Rights Disposition

Termed Indefensible by
Licensing Committee

Recognizing that the proposal of
the Screen Writers Guild for estab-
lishment of an American Authors
Authority has certain merits in its

announced objectives, the Licensing
Committee of the Authors League of
America, in its report to the Council,
found certain objectives question-
able.

Many of the important objectives

(Continued on Page 3)

Drop % in Towns or

We Ask Probe-NCA

Unless the nation's film distribut-
ing companies take immediate steps
to eliminate percentage pictures in

sales to exhibitors in small towns.
North Central Allied will most cer-
tainly go ahead with its plans to

(Continued on Page 8)

House's Petrillo Probe
To Get Under Way Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — House probe of

James C. Petrillo and his AFM gets
under way today, with fireworks ex-
pected to explode around the union

(Continued on Page 3)

2mh-Fox Sales Meet
Opens in Milwauhee
Milwaukee — Andy W. Smith,

Jr., general sales manager, opens the

first of a series of three 20th-Fox

regional sales meetings at the Schroe-

der Hotel here today, with branch

and field personnel from the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee and Kansas City

territories attending. Second meet-

ing opens Wednesday at the Roose-

velt, New Orleans, and the third

at the Carlton, Washington, on

July 17.

Home office execs, here for the

meeting and who will go on to

N. 0. and Washington include Spyros

P. Skouras, William C. Gehring, Mar-

tin Moskowitz, Peter Levathes and

Sam Shain.
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WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wilk, Manager

6425 Hollywooa Blvd. Phone: Granite 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Chief Manning Clagett
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Phone: Wisconsin 3271 Phone: Hobart 7627

CHICAGO BUREAU
Joseph Esler, Chief H. H. McDonald
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STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,

I'T-ISS Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise

Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOM-BAY—Kam L. Goguy.
Gaiety Bldg., Hornby Road, Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Cliarras.

MONTREAL—Rav Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis

Xavier St. VANCOUVER—Jack Droy, 411 Lyric

Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone. "UT 2110. BRUS-
SELS—.Jean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquereltes.

COPENHAGEN—John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3.

Copenhagen-Van Loose. ROME—John Perdicari, Via
Ludovisi 16. Phone. 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. MEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Calle de Parts 12.
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UA Producers' Reps.
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finnncidL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Bell & Howell 191/2 19'/4 l^Vz
Columbia Picts le'A 153/4 161/4

East. Kodak 451/2 443/, 451/,

Gen. Prec. Eq 19 19 19

Loew's, Inc 227/8 213/4 227/8

Paramount 271/2 263/8 271/2

RKO 13 121/8 13

Republic Pict SVz 5 53/8

Republic Pict. pfd.. 12 11 12

20th Century-Fox ... 313/8 291/2 31 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd. 391/2 381/2 391/2

Universal Pict 24 221/2 24
Universal Pict. pfd. 82 82 82

Warner Bros I6I/8 153/8 16'/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. , 3% 37/8 3%
RKO 33/4 3 35/8

Sonotone Corp. ... 3% 35^ 35/8

Technicolor 13'/8 13 13

OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

71,4

63/8

latest i6 M.M. touna
equipment has been installed
in our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
... in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound ai»d

Simplex Projectors . . .

Con We "Show" You?
Call: CI-cIv 6-0081-2-3-4

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
>»nO BHOADWAY. N. 1 Q.

WILLIAM PIZOR, Screen Guild Prods.' gen-
eral sales manager in charge of foreign dis-

tribution, left Thursday for California for home
office conferences.

COL. NATHAN LEVINSON, head of the sound
and technical research departments at the War-
ners' studio, returned to the Coost over the

week-end from New York.

NATHAN E. GOLDSTEIN, operator of the

Arcade Theater, Springfield, Mass., flew from
Boston Thursday, en route to London where he

will attend the wedding of his son, Joseph. He
was accompanied by his wife, another son and
a daughter.

SAM SHAIN, director of exhibitor and pub-
lic relations for the distribution department of

20th-Fox, and his family will spend the Sum-
mer at Westport, Conn.

WILL H. HAYS, who spent his first Fourth

of July in 15 years in New York City, leaves

this week for Sullivan, Ind.

ARTHUR W. KELLY flew to Frisco Thursday
from New York, and returns this week by way
of Hollywood.

LOUIS W. SCHINE, J. MEYER SCHINE, I.

RAPPAPORT and RODNEY PANTAGES are due
in New York to attend the RKO sales conven-
tion.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
shorts, reprints and importations, rntur is to-

day from Charlotte after a month's tour of ex-
changes.

E. T. GOMERSALL, assistant to W, A. Scully,

vice-president and general sales manager of

U-l, left Sunday for Detroit and Chicago. He
returns to the home office on July 14.

GEORGE SHARE, of the M-G-M legal de-
partment, leaves for Cincinnati today.

F. J. A. McCarthy, U-I southern and
Canadian sales manager, leaves today for Jack-
sonville.

MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, Eagle-Lion ad-pub-
licity-exploitation director, spent the week-
end in Canada where he conferred with cir-

cuit heads regarding forthcoming company
product.

BERNIE P. ARONS, FD staffer, is vacotioning
in Canada.

CLAUD MORRIS, SRO exploitation manager,
is in Detroit to set up campaign for multiple-

run engagement of "Duel in the Sun" in the

Motor City.

PAUL McNAMARA, advertising ond pub-
licity manager of all Selznick enterprises, has

returned to Hollywood.

SAM WEISS, FD night editor, left over the

week-end for a vacation.

JULES MEGEFF, of M-G-M's music depart-

ment, is due back from the Coast today.

FRANCIS S. HARMON left Thursday for

Hattiesburg, Miss, to spend the long holiday

week-end.

Reps, of UA producers will be en-

tertained at luncheon on Thursday,
the final day of UA's three-day dis-

trict managers sales conference to

be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Those expected to attend include

George J. Schaefer, Sam Dembow,
Jr., Budd Rogers, Capt. Harold
Auten, V.C, D.S.C., R.N.R..

L. Gold, David E. Weshner, Ai

W. Kelly, Grace Rosenfield, HafJy
Kosiner, Lowell Calvert, and Sey-

mour Poe. Also present at the lunch-

eon will be producer Jules Levey.

Library of Congress Picks

132 Features, 175 Shorts

Cinecolor Declares First

Divvy; Hits Peak Prod.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cinecolor declared

first dividend today of 12% cents a
share, payable Sept. 15, to stock-
holders of record Aug. 30. John D.
Kerr, president of American Fruit
Growers, Inc., has been elected a
member of the Cinecolor board of

directors. Cinecolor has hit an all

time high and has 13 pictures in lab-
oratory production plus short sub-
jects and commercial films.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Of a total of 468

features examined by the Library of

Congress, 132 have been selected for
preservation in its collection, it was
announced at the week-end. Library
also selected 176 short subjects, of
349 submitted, and 531 newsreels and
299 non-theatrical subjects.

Selection of 78 features and 46
shorts were based on citations or
evaluations received from the Acad-
emy, The Film Daily, the National
Board of Review, Showmen's Trade
Review and Motion Picture Herald.

Non-theatrical subjects selected in-

clude films on industry, science,
medicine, education, training, relig-

ion, travel and aviation, regarded as
educational films in a broad sense.

MLL RIGHTS FOR SALE!
Domestic Territories Foreign 16 M.M. Television

Individual Deals Only. Wires Invited!

GREfiT riLMS IN ONE GREAT*"* ACTION SHOIV/ .

PJCILE GLEASON
PAULA STONE
ROGER IMHOF
FRANK C06HLANA
BEN ALEXANDER
andY Clyde I

Original Chesterfield Titles

NEW PRINTS! FULL LINE

SACK AMUSEMENT
Film Exchange Bldg.

! RCA Recordings!

NEV/ ACCESSORIES!

ENTERPRISES
Dallas, Texas

naroia

Hlffy

Fleitman Switches to

Eagle-Lion from PRC

Appointment of George Fleitman

as administrative head of Eagle-

Lion's foreign dep't was announced
at the week-end by Sam Seidelman,

foreign chief. Fleitman was form-

erly PRC comptroller.

N. Y. THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"
Rockefeller Center

Gene
TIERNEY HARRISON

George
SANDERS

"THE GHOST and MRS. MUIH"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

O'BRIEN • SLEZAK • JEFFREYS

niff'i^^f^i

ItllEN.eAllFIELI

MUT w*um
BE WOLFE. AIHOLO
w^ FBEEMAN

A POfOWOMBt PIctUfflL

-p/^^^A40(//Vr

^^? OH SCREEN

Claudette COLBERT

Fred MacMURRAy

BEnr MicDONAlD'S

'THE EGG and r

IN PERSON

LUBA MALINA

JACK E. LEONARD

Extra I

WIERE BROS.
Plus OTHERS

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!
COOL

\'SmK'- ASTOR^0»»tu
B'VWAY&4S«iST.
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Authors League Finds

Objection to AAA Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

^proposed have already been accom-
plished. Others are established func-

tions of the Authors League and of

the ^.espective Guilds. The Committee
str^J accomplishment of these ob-

jei /es belongs within the struc-

ture of the League.
In its opinion, the Committee re-

ported, the plan of the AAA pre-

sented an over-simplified approach
to attainment of its ends. It found
objectionable the diversified and, in

many instances, vaguely outlined

powers; control, purposes. AAA con-

trol over disposition of material as-

signed to it as trustee was a partic-

ular point of the Committee's objec-

tion to the plan.

Necessity and workability of a

rigid over-all seven-year limitation

on the licensing of all rights, regard-

less of the method of compensation
was found questionable by the Com-
mittee, which pointed out that in the
various fields in which an author's

rights are used varying procedures
are called for.

Acquisition by film companies of

rights for unlimited duration and of

1 subsidiai'y rights outside their field

is indefensible, the Committee de-

1 cided. These abuses should be rem-
edied, if possible, through negotiated

[
agreements with the studios. If that
end could not be accomplished, then
the Authors League should use its

unified strength to such ends.
The Committee stated that further

study of the problem of licensing and
separation of rights will be made.
It was indicated joint conferences
with the SWG group are contem-
plated in the Fall.

Sack Buys Rights to

Two Chesterfield Pix

Dallas— Sack Amusement Enter-
prises has acquired the original nega-
tives and all rights to two of the
last Chesterfield productions "Miss-
ing Girls" and "Red Lights Ahead."
Both are exploitation pictures and
national release on the states-right
and foreign market as a double-fea-
ture action program is planned.

R. F. Pinson of Astor Pictures in

Charlotte, and Lee L. Goldberg of
Popular Pictures, Cincinnati, have
bought the subjects for their terri-

tories. Other exchange deals are
pending. Sack will release the pic-

tures through their own exchanges
in Dallas and Atlanta.
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1$ George Cukor Raymond Hatton

»| Jackie Searl Ricardo Cortez

I*;
Ruth Ford

PHIL M. DALY
''Food Before Films";?????
• • • "FOOD BEFORE FILMS," says Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of

the British Exchequer in the Attlee Labor Government, in paving the way
for a heavy excise duty, based on the earnings of U. S. pix in the U.K.

It's a persuasive slogan And no one's going to challenge

the fact that you gotta eat period But there are a couple of as-

pects of the Dolton move that should prove disquieting, to put it mildly,

to a nation that has gone to considerable lengths to establish and pro-

tect the rights of the individual The estimable Chancellor seems

to be talcing the position that Government in peace time as well as war

time must tell the Briton to eat, and how much Nor is that all

Inasmuch as it is freely admitted in the British trade that the

Dalton plan undoubtedly will bring a shrinkage in the number of films

imported—the U. S. now supplies pix for 80 per cent of British playing

time—The Government is by way of telling the Briton just how many
pictures he may see during the year And, indirectly, just what

pictures Maybe that's over-simplification, but in essence that's

what is happening As if the Briton were not fully capable of de-

termining that for himself! Taken into consideration vrith the fact

that one element in the Parliamentary Labor Party has been doggedly

plugging for nationalization—wholly or in part—of the British film in-

dustry, you begin to wonder just what gives As Oliver Stanley,

Conservative, former Colonial Secretary, reminded Commons before ihe

Dalton empowering resolution was passed, the procedure not only

"touches a great industry and the enjoyment of many millions in a

wholly novel way," but is without precedent in British fiscal history

T T
• • • THERE'S PLENTY OF WISHFUL THINKING in those printed

stories to the effect that from 12 to 50 per cent of Hollywood pix will

be produced in New York in the foreseeable future Twelve per

cent would be about 35, on the basis of 1946 Hollywood producticn

Whereinhell are you going to make 'em here? ... • Certain

New York film critics, recipients of air cushions from Lynn Fornol, Sam
Goldwyn's ad-publicity director, may like to know their genesis

Lynn bought 'em to add a bit of comfort on those canoe rides on North-

em Ontario waters he anticipated this week Then, suddenly Thurs-

day—the getaw^ay day— , the vacation jaunt was off It seems

there's another Goldwyn pic, "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," due for

an early Augtist Chicago premiere, with New York to follow So,

Lynn, ever-thoughtful, deemed the critical brethren might appreciate the

pillows' use in projection rooms and such these July days. ... •Jo-
seph Gotten will bend an elbow and hoist a friendly glass with the press

Thursday at Moore's Alhambra bar, created at the RKO Pathe Studios

as a set for SRO's "Portrait of Jennie". . . . • Aha, a merger!

U-I and RKO are joining to host a cocktail party in the Hampshire

House's Cottage Thursday for John Mills, star of "Great Expectations"

and "So Well Remembered". ... • Metro's using a series of nine

ads totaling 1,500 lines in key city dailies to herald the coming of "The

Hucksters" Seventy-two radio stations are being utilized for spot

announcements 325 times a week for two and three weeks

T T
• • • SRO'S MILTON KUSELL, 'tis said, has a nice, new SRO
contract to go along with that Selznick vice-presidency. ... • Joe

Conway, assistant general manager of the AITO of Eastern Penn., has

something in that suggestion that vacationing exhibs. call on theater

men in their chosen havens and talk shop to get the other chap's view-

point. ... • J. Arthur Rank's N'Orleans speaking date is on the 11th:

he leaves there the next morning for N'Yowk. ... •J. Arthur, by

the way, had a vera interesting luncheon engagement in Hollywood

yesterday.

xtra RKO Prints to

Be Stored by NFD

(Continued from Page II

tion of the fire laws by its branch

offices.

Branches will request film from
the NFD vaults as the need arises.

Iowa Houses Hit Hard
By a Month of Floods

(Continued from Page 1)

Hit wei'e the Central States thea-

ters and the Dodge and Park, while
the new Malek in Independence is

serviced by the same power plant.

At Eddyville, Earl McConkey who
had just purchased the Eddy The-
ater, had his house submerged three

times and he now figures it will take

six months to re-open.
The Tri-States' Zephyr, located on

the Southside of Ottumwa, was the
hardest hit in that community with
three floods rolling in. The Ottumwa,
Rialto, Capital and Strand, located
on the Main street, were also flooded
and forced to close at times.
Don Hick's Eldon Theater at El-

don, was also hard hit with the water
reaching

,
eight feet in front of the

screen. All the seats in the house
were ruined. Hick leased the old
opera house where he is operating
temporarily.

House's Petrillo Probe
To Get Under Way Today

(Continued from Page 1)

leader's activities in the motion pic-

ture and television fields. The in-

vestigation-hearing will be conducted
by a House Labor Committee sub-
committee headed by Rep. Carroll D.
Kearns (R., Pa.). Although other
witnesses may be called, Petrillo is

scheduled for a lone appearance be-
fore the committee today and tomor-
row.
Kearns said that following the

Petrillo hearing he would return to

California for further investigation
of "racketeering" in the movie in-

dustry. He said the California hear-
ing would last about three weeks.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Kalnienson-Levine
Diana Rita Kalmenson, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Kalmenson,
was married yesterday in the Am-
bassador Hotel, New York, to Burton
Saul Levine, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Levine of Mt. Vernon. The
bride was escorted by her father,
who is vice-president and general
sales manager of Warners. Follow-
ing a wedding trip to Lake George,
the couple will reside in Mt. Vernon,
where Kalmenson also has his resi-

dence.



throughout New England and New York State taking

part August 7 in the most ambitious launching of a

picture ever devised! . . . The powerful Yankee Net-

work and other participating stations, totaling 48,

beaming out wave on wave of seat-selling features,

including six fifteen-minute dramatic shows featur-

ing the stars of the picture! . . . Glamorous personali-

ties everywhere! . . . Special events by the score! . . .

All forms of promotion plundered to saturate the

area! ... - AND! - SUPER CLIMAX August 13; with

thousands jamming Boston's mammoth Symphony
Hall, as leading legal lights and Hollywood stars

stage spectacular mock trial! . . . Yes, it's good

old "Showmanship Company" RKO, outdoing all

past sensational successes — to lead the thundering

march of a mighty motion picture to the hearts of

America's millions!
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Wired Tele Fails To

Impress Film People

I Continued from 'Page 1)

film people to worry about, especially
if they were free of commercial
sponsorship, it was observed that
the average Hollywood-made picture
cost $665,863 in the negative stage
last year, including lesser subjects
as well as the best, and that costs are
even higher this year. At that rate,
one film man pointed out, it will

take a tremendous number of
Zenith's Phone Vision receivers to
pay the costs of the many pictures
that would be needed to maintain the
film end of a wired television service.

McDonald (Sure of Pix
F.. F. MfDoiuild, Jr., Zenith uresident. said

thul arrangements for pictures will be worked
o'.il with the major film companies, but this
was discounted because of the companies'
known stand apainst televising' their produc-
tion.- in competition with theaters. At pres-
ent, the only film fare available to television
is made up of old independent product, im-
ports, commercial shorts, etc. supplemented
b.v a trickle of subjects made especially for
television.

Any move to induce producers to make
entertainment features especially for televi-
vision is almost certain to bring' forth an em-
phatic "no," It was noted by a production
ollicial thai most film companies ceased at-
tempting to produce even one feature a week
many seasons ago, on the theory that quality
of production could not be maintained at that
rate.

That Monthly Bill Angle
That a pay-as-you-see plan would work

with the more discriminating' was conceded,
but. it was argued, the mass public which
hnr, for years supported not only films, but
sl»orts events and other exhibitions able to
nuke interesting television fare, would not for
It.iit stand for ;i monthly bill from a tele-
phone company for their entertainment in the
pa-^t weeks. "When they have the price, and
art. interested in the attraction, they will
spend." one showman commented, "bttt 1
would hate to have to bill most of my patrons
at the end of the month."

Film programming evidently is not the
only problem faced by Zenith, according: to
reports from Chicago, Plan as outlined calls
for a device wired between a telephone and
the television receiver which, on request to
the telephone operator, would be connected
to supply frequencies necessary to complete
tho video program being telecast over the air.
lieceivers would produce only a blurred image
without the telephone-connected device.

Need FCC. ICC Okay
While Phone Vision works, as was demon-

strated in Chicago, use of the device would
entail changes in fundamental Government
regulations. Radio and telephone compan.v
engineers pointed out that the project would
Ticdi FC.f approval and. probably, the sanc-
lirin of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

Ai present use of wave lengths is licensed
b.v the FCC on the theory that the air belongs
t.) the citizens of the country. Changing: this
interpretation so that a company, or an indus-
tr.v. could charge for use of the air in trans-
milting programs would mean a complete
reversal of the present laws.

Illinois Bell Telephone Co. spokesmen
pointed out a Fe<leral law prohibiting the at-
tachment of any foreign device to a tele-
phone. Officials also said that they were not
prepared to say whether they were ready to
'o-operate with Zenith, although they would
look into the project.

$800,000 Budget Okayed
For State Dept. Pix Plans

Washington—Both the House and
the Senate last Thursday accepted a
conference report appropriating
$800,000 for the State Department's
pix pi-ogram. The organization as a
whole receives better than $1.3,000,-

000 for the fiscal year just beginning.
The bill went to the White House for
early signature.

REGISTERED AT RKO CONVENTION

r^ELEGATES from the field unending
'^'^ which gels underway today at the W
ecutives, salesmen and exploitation men

:

ALBANY — Max Westebbe, branch man-
ager; Harold J. Carlock, John J. Rubach.

ATLANTA —- Hubert M. Lyons, branch
manager; Ira P. Stone, sales manager; E.

William Andrew, Jr., office manager; Harry
Rogers, R. Cameron Price. Byron S. Bryan,
Francis W. Salley. Paul Harrison.

BOSTON—Ross C. Cropper, branch man-
ager; William H. Gardiner, sales manager;
John A. Downing, office manager; Melville

M. Ames. Harry F. Goldstein, C. L. DeVizia,

William J. Cuddy, David W. Grover, Harry
Smith.

BUFFALO—Elmer F. Lux, branch man-
ager; Arnold Febrey, office manager; John G.

Chinell, Ed J. Smith. Sr., Francis Maxwell.

CHARLOTTE — Roy P. Branon, branch
manager; Julius L. Williamson, office man-
ager; Frederick E. Dyer, James W. Sims,

Roger Mitchell. Collins Riley.

CHICAGO—Sam Goreliek, branch manager;
Seymour Borde. sales manager; Raymond A.

O'Brien, office manager; M. Kassel, Joseph
Cozzi. John J. Clarke, David Kimmel, Ted
Wyiin.

CINCINNATI—Stanley C. Jacques, branch
manager; Charles Weigel, office manager;
Joseph A. McKnight, John G. Purrer. Mark
S. Cummins. Eugene Tunick. AI Glaubinger.

CLE'VELAND—Harry H. Walders. branch
manager; Adolph P. Braeunig. office manager;
Arthur Goldsmith, Prank E. Belles. Robert
R. Richardson. Jr., Raymond W. Wild.

DALLAS—Sol M. Sachs, branch manager;
Linwood E. Harrington, sales manager; Doug--

las D, Desch, office manager; Clarence J.

Wheeler, Clarence B. Wilson. Travis D. Wal-
ton, Harold V. Wilson, Tim Guy Ferguson.
DENVER — Joseph C. Emerson, branch

manager: Frank L. Childs, E, Merle Gwin.
Edward X, Greene, Marvin Goldfarb.
DES MOINES — Maxwell M. Rosenblatt,

branch manager; William F. DeFrenne, Ray-
mond K. McKitrick, Salmon N. Yaeger.
DETROIT—Hatton F. Taylor, branch man-

ager: Edward D, Loye, office manager; George
W. Sampson, Frank Jones, Ray Carrow, Har-
old Hellman
INDIANAPOLIS— Russell L. Brentlinger.

branch manager; Peter J. Fortune. Herman
Black. Otto N. Ebert. Jr.

KANSAS CITY—James W. Lewis, branch
manager; William A. Burke, sales manager;
Earl Dyson. John B. Wangberg. Laurel O.

Ringler, William S. Flynn.
LOS ANGELES—Harry C. Cohen, branch

manager; Richard H. Lange, sales manager;
Harry Levinson, James L. Powell, Max Fac-
ter. Bernard Cobb. Edward A. Ashkins.
MEMPHIS — Reginald V. Reagin, branch

manager; William G. Wray, William G. Mac-
Kemie. M. L. Basse.
MILWAUKEE—^Lou Elman, branch man-

ager; Walter Blaney, office manager; William
J. Foley. Raoul W. Baker, Morris Anderson,
George B. Buseh. Jr.

MINNEAPOLIS C. J. Dressell, branch
manager; A. P. Stern, office manager; W. C.

Winters. Milton A. Lipsner. Wendell S. Bjork-
man. Donald L. Fuller, Don H. Conley, Rich-
ard J. Dynes, Jerr.v Gruenberg.
NEW HAVEN — Barney Pitkin, branch

manager; Hugh A. Maguire, office manag'er;
William Canelli, Sidney A, Swirsky.
NEW ORLEANS — James R. Lamantia.

branch manager; William Shiell, Jr.. Tom S.

Watson.
NEW YORK—Philip Hodes, branch man-

ager: Herman Silverman, office manager;
John J. Dacey, E. T. Carroll, Lou I. Kufinsky.
Harry Zeitcls. CTiarles Penscr, Malcolm Scott.

OKLAHOMA CITY — Ralph B. Williams,
branch manager; Paul D. Fielding, Chester A.
Blakeley. Daniel W. Snider.
OMAHA—A. A. Renlro, branch manag'er;

David G. Arthur, Nova N. Galbreath. Julius
J. Matis. Jr.

PHILADELPHIA—Charles Zagrans. branch
manager; El.v J. Epstein, sales manager; Addi-
son C. Gottshalk office manager; John J.

McFadden. Jr.. Michael Shulman. Marvin
Wolfish. Patrick B. Beck. EmaJiuel Younger-
man.
PITTSBURGH—Maurice E. Lefko. branch

manager; Paul Reith. office manager: Stanley
Dudelson, David C. Silverman. Irving I.

Frankel. Sanford Miller. George M. Dillon.
PORTLAND — Joseph P. Smith, branch

manager: George E. Jackson, Gene M. Engel-
man. Peter Thorn, Mark E. Cory, Jr.

ST. LOUIS—Tom B. Williamson, braneh
manager; Guy J. Pisani. Patrick F. Byrne,

RKO Radio's Uth annual sales meeting

'aldorf-Astoria include these branch ex-

John p. Hynes, Walter K. Hamburg, Henry
Arends.
SALT LAKE CITY — Gifford Davison,

branch manager: J. D. Griffin. George H.
Warren, Robert H. Hoese, L. A. Boyce.
SAN FRANCISCO — Newton P. Jacobs,

branch manager; Oliver H. Watson, sales

manager; George R. Beach. Charles J. Crow-
ley, George Archibald, John B. Cummins.
SEATTLE—^Edgar A. Lamb, branch man-

ager: Louis L. Goldsmith. William Englen,
Richard G. Saeger, Robert P. Cleveland.
SIOUX PALLS—Sherman W. Pitch, branch

manager; J. L. Walters, Orlando R. Eleeson.
WASHINGTON — J. B. Brecheen, branch

manager: A. P. PoUiard, sales manager;
Joseph A, Kushner. office manager; Charles
T. Hurley. Elbert W. Grover, Harry E. Ka.hn,

Olmst-ed Knox, Howard Savitz.
CALGARY—Reginald J. Doddridge, branch

manager; J. P. Rea.
MONTREAL—^Murray L. Devaney. braneh

manager: Samuel H. Decker, Harry Cohen,
Robert Middleton.

ST. JOHN—Herman H. McArthur. branch
manager: Arthur E. Elliott.

TORONTO—Jack Bernstein, branch man-
ager: Theodore L. Carey, Robert Radis, John
E. Marier. Hugh P. Hamilton.
VANCOUVER— James F. Davie, braneh

manager: William J. Jones, supervisor.
WINNIPEG — Meyer Nackimson. branch

manager; Hector H. Ross,
'

FIELD SUPERVISORS — David Cantor,
Western; Robert Hickey, Midwestern; Harry
Reiners, Eastern.
FIELD EXPLOITATION MEN — Louis

Alleman, II, Albany; Keith Bain, Portland;
Ralph Banghart, Boston; Douglas Beck, Phil-
adelphia; HariT Bert, Chicago (Transporta-
tion) ; Fred Calvin, Los Angeles: Gilbert Can-
field. Kansas City: Lew Carroll, St. Louis;
George Degnon. Toronto-Montreal-St. John:
Jack Douglas, Seattle: Lou DuFour, Omaha-
Sioux Pails: Pred Ford, Milwaukee: Gene
Gaudette. Minneapolis; Ed Holland, Des
Moines; Maurice Harris, New Haven; Henry
Howard. New York City; Robert Haley. In-
dianapolis: Wally Heim. Chicago: Charles
Kinne.v. Atlanta; Joe Longo. San Francisco:
Hugh MacKenzie, Cincinnati; T. Bidwell Me-
Cormick. Denver: Don McGregor. Cleveland:
Russell Morgan. Salt Lake City; Lloyd Muir.
Vancouver-Calgary-Winnipeg; Maury Passei-o.
Detroit: William Prager, Washington; Jack
Quirk, New Orleans: Ed Terhune, Dallas;
Jack Tucker, Buffalo: Alan Welder, Pitts-
burgh: Carol Weld, Memphis; Frank Winsor,
Charlotte; Leo Yoting, Oklahoma City. Junior
Field Exploitation Men—Jack Reeves, Thomas
Craig.

WAA May Cancel War
Plant Lease of Allied Prod.

(Continued from Page 1)

of canceling the agreement, it was
learned over the week-end.
The magnesium manufacturing

plant, located near Las Vegas, Nev.,
was leased last October to Allied
Prods, of New York City for 25
years. The lease provides that the
company will pay no rent for the
property and buildings until film pro-
duction is under way.

Sen. Homer Ferguson (R., .Mich.)
chairman of a special Senate sub-
committee, said some property had
been stored in some of the buildings
by the film company and this was the
only activity uncovered.

Allied Prods, is reported to have
transferred its offices to Henderson,
Nev.

Nat Rocblin Joins RKO
Nat Rochlin, who resigned his post

as manager of M-G-M's checking de-
partment on June 14, is now with
RKO.

450 Attending RKO's

Annual Sales Parley

(Continued from 'Page 1)

Bros., Kay Kamen, Inc., and RKO
Pathe.

The home office contingent is

headed by executive vice-pre^Hfet

Ned E. Depinet and Robert Moc^^,
vice-president and general sales man-
ager, the latter presiding for the first

time at the annual sales sessions.

Starting the ball rolling for RKO's
16th annual meet will be a private

advance screening of a special studio
behind-the-scenes reel and a 1947-48
feature at the Normandie Theater
followed by the initial business meet-
ing.

Immediately after opening busi-
ness proceedings Depinet will an-
nounce promotions and introduce new
employes.

N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO and RKO Radio Pictures will
also be on hand to greet the company
assemibly.

Mochrie, in charge of domestic dis-

tribution, will then address the dele-
gates. Also on the agenda is Harry
Michalson, short subjects sales man-
ager.

Seated on the dais will be: Charles
Boasberg, Walter Branson, Depinet,
Nat Levy, Michalson, Mochrie, S.

Barret McCormick, Rathvon, Dore
Schary, Perry Lieber, Edward Dmy-
tryk, W. H. Clark, John M. Whitaker,
J. Miller Walker, Gordon Youngman,
Phil Reisman, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Sol Schwartz, Roy Disney, Frederic
Ullman, Jr., James Mulvey and Rob-
ert Hakim.

Following lunch, Mochrie will con-
tinue business proceedings. Depinet's
presentation of the tenth annual Ned
E. Depinet prizes will conclude the
session.

At mid-afternoon, the delegates
will reassemble for separate division
meetings under their respective man-
agers: Eastern, Nat Levy; Western,
Walter Branson; and Northsouth,
Charles Boasberg.

Solon Urges Adult
Patriotism Films

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although he was

not yet certain how to work it out,

Senator George Aiken told MPAA
officials last Thursday that he is

anxious for a Congressional-industry

collaboration toward the turning out

of a series of patriotic films for

adults to be distributed theatrically.

These films, Aiken feels, should do

for adults what Rep. Karl Mundt
proposed last week for children.

But he has not worked out his ideas

as well as has Mundt. It is apparent,

he said, that nothing can be done
this session.

Col. Kenneth Clark, Jack Bryson

and Stanley Mcintosh of MPAA met
with Aiken to discuss the matter.
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Col., Rep., 'U' Execs.

Active in Stocic Deals

I Continued from Page 1)

ings by company executives during

May and June. Neither held any
other options, although Montague
holds 9,132 shares of the stock.

Harry Cohn was reported buying

another 3,393 shares of the same
stock, pushing his holding to 139,-

127 shares, along with 100 shares of

the $4.25 preferred. Abraham
Schneider was reported giving away
five shares, retaining 13,279, while
Joseph McConville was reported buy-
ing three shares in April, to bring
his block to 160.

'linasSaoiions in Kepublic stock by the An-
toiisen Realty Co. and Onsrud. Inc.. previously
reporled under the name of Herbert J. Yates,
were this month reported under the name of
Walter L. Titus. Jr., who holds .340 shares of
Republic 50 cent common in his own name
and 200 in his wife's name. Onsrud was re-

ported holding- 80,950 shares of this stock,
and Antonsen 14.685. Yates was reported
buying- .'3500 additional shares of this stock,
swelling- his holding" to 49.400 shares. He
also owns 900 shares of the Republic dollar
cumulative preferred, and according to SEC
is an indirect owner throug-h Antonsen of
12.200 additional shares of that stock.

SEC reported Onsrud. Inc.. holding 46.918
shares of capital stock in Associated Motion
Picture Industries, reporting the holding
luider Yates' name. Members of Yates' fam-
ily picked up an additional 932 shares of this

stock last month, now holding 7.325.

Preston Davie dropped 100 shares of Uni-
versal common, retaining 5409. Matty Pox
was shown to have picked up .3000 warrants
in December and riven away 500 in March,
retaining- 25,000. William Scully was re-

ported acquiring- 100 shares and warrants for
8550 more. He gave away 450 warrants last

month.
Harry Brandt has reported another 26.000

shares of Translux dollar common, now hold-
ing- 76,215. He also holds 1000 in the name
of Broad York. Inc.. 1.400 in the account of

HarDay Operating To., 14.700 in his wife's
account but no longer any in the account of
Helsel, Inc., having transferred the .3.500

shares in that account to his personal holding.
Murray Silverstone was reported giving

aw'ay 600 shares of Twentieth-Fox common,
retaining 1.300 and options for another 1.200.
Stanton Griffis gave a-w'ay 780 shares of Para-
mount common, retaining 9.220 in his own
rame and 23.800 in trusts. Stephen Callag-
han picked up 400 shares of that stock in

April, now holding 1.400. while it was re-

potted that Earl I. McClintoek saw his 100
ihares turned into 200 throug-h a stock split-

UTj last July.
Loew's. Inc., bought another 600 shares

of Loew's Boston Theaters $25 common, now
holding 122.767 shares of that stock.

Unusual activity in Eastman Kodak Com-
moii was reported, with the following officers
issued the following amounts of the new $10
common: Raymond Ball 875. James F. Bell
4.750. Albert K. Chapman 550. Georjre H.
Clark 55.000. Edward P. Curtis 100. Charles
K. Flint 690. Marion B. Folsom 1.000.
Thomas J. Hargrave 1.000. Myron J. Hayes
12.=^. Ivar X. Hultman 50 and through de-
positary eight more. James E. McGhee 50.
C. E. Kenneth Mees 3.500. Milton K. Robin-
-OM 645. Adolph Stuber 10.250 and another
5.000 in a trust. C. J. Van Xiel 150 plus 600
jointly held. James S. Wat.son 605 and Perley
S. Wilcox 4.000. Each first turned in one-
fifth as much of the old common stock.

Fox Out of Fond du Lac;
Alliance to Operate

Chicago — The Alliance Theater
Circuit takes over operation from
Fox Wisconsin Circuit of Fond du Lac
Theater, Fond du Lac, Wis., Joe Gold-
berg is manager of the house, which
had been operated jointly hereto-

fore.

Duty Change Due in Commons
Labor, Conservative Opposition Certain

(Continued from Page 1)

Report Stage of the Finance Bill

(budget).
Already adopted is the resolution

empowering the Treasury "to alter
or add to Section 10 of the Finance
Act, 1935, so as to secure the value
of exposed cinematograph film shall
for the purpose of customs duties be
determined in such manner as may
be provided by the order."
Coming on Wednesday is the addi-

tional clause to the budget, drafted
by Dalton, to vary the existing reg-
ulations under the 1939 Act so as to
base the duty not merely on linear
footage but also on rentals.

Lively Debate Certain

While the resolution last week was
adopted without division, there is

certain to be lively debate on Wed-
nesday, with opposition coming not
only from Labor but Conservative
benches. Speaking for the British in-

dustry generally and for the unions
in it in particular will be Tom
O'Brien, MP, general secretary of
the NATKE, who already has ac-
cused Dalton of acting in a "high-
handed" manner and who has warned
of the move's serious damage to the
British industry and of engendered
Anglo-American bitterness.

Dalton is citing the fact that film
remittances to the U. S. have leaped
from $28,000,000 in pre-war years
to $68,000,000. Ignored is the fact
that Britain retains $332,000,000 an-
nually from American pictures, and
that the British industry at pres-
ent can only supply pictures for
about 20 per cent of British playing
time.

Dalton has indicated that he will
be ready to confer with industry
reps, before any attempt is made to

switch the duty base to the earnings
of U. S. pix in Britain from the pres-
ent five pence footage levy.

No Base Change Before Fall
In any event, it seems certain that

the Labor Government plans no ac-
tion on the change of base until the
Fall.

Informed sources declare that
Dalton is seeking the authority to
make the switch solely as a precau-
tion. It is pointed out that had he in-

tended to act immediately, he would
have done so in exactly the same way
as he has done over tobacco, et al.

While the fact that no immediate
increase in customs duties is likely

$28 Million Suit vs. Majors
lA, AMPP Set by Workers

(Continued from Page 1)

mei-nbers of studio carpenters Local
946 against 10 major producing com-
panies, AMPP and lATSE.

Complaint will ask $5,000 each for
2,000 members of the local on civil

rights, $500 each for alleged villi-

fication and $96 a week pay for 39
weeks. Complaint will charge men
were deprived of employment, viola-
tion of contract, denial of civil rights
and personal villification.

brings some measure of reassurance,
the trade generally here is appre-
hensive, and unable to understand
why Dalton should have chosen this
particular time to bring the subject
up in Parliament. There is wide
feeling that with British films appar-
ently on their way to -American play-
ing time on a dollars-paying basis
and with the Marshall Plan in the
spotlight, Dalton's move was un-
necessary and unwise.

Rank Opposition Expected

The conviction is held that when
J. Arthur Rank returns, he will

strongly advise against the change
in duty base for several reasons,
among them the fact that it un-
doubtedly would affect his future.
Rank theaters require American
films, it is pointed out. And there is

always the possibility that restric-

tions on U. S. films here will invite
restrictions on British pix in U. S.

Any reduction in the number of
American films imported—and that
would result from the stiffer levies
—would have serious exhibition re-
percussions. Fewer pictures would
restrict bills to one feature, would
force theaters to resort to re-issues
as available new pictures were
played out, and might also bring
higher b. o. scales, it is contended.

Drop % in Towns or

(Continued from Page 1)

ask for a Government investigation
of the industry, Benny Bei'ger, NCA
president, told The Film Daily at
the week-end. ^_^

Berger, at the convention o:fi^Bi^
Jersey Allied on June 25, annoHR^d
his intentions of taking full page
ads in Washington papers requesting
an inquiry but agreed to reconsider
this step after being subject to pres-
sure from other independent exhib-
iltor leaders.

Last week Berger consulted with
various distributor chiefs here in an
effort to make them aware of "the
small town exhibitor's problem."
Promises were made to consider his
complaints, Berger said, and he now
awaits more tangible results. If they
are not forthcoming, he is certain
that NCA's board of directors will
authorize him to go ahead with their
original plans.

Brussels Award for "Concerto"
M-G-M's Tom and Jerry Cartoon,

"The Cat Concerto," was awarded
the grand prize for Technicolor car-
toons at the Brussels Film Festival.
Picture, which also won an Academy
Award as the best cartoon of 1946,
was produced by Fred C. Quimby.
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Ufl THEBTERS IH HBTIOnBL EKPflllSIOn mOVE
MPTOA'ATA in Joint 0££er o£ Tax Alternatives
End Children's Levy, and
Drop to 10%; or Straight

,10% Rate for All Proposed

Reduction of the Federal admis-
sions tax to 10 per cent would stimu-
late theater grosses and net the
Government $216,468,008 in the next
12 months with business at current
levels, Ted R. Gamble, ATA board
chairman, and A. Julian Bi-ylawski,

MPTOA vice-president advised Rep.
Harold Knutson, House Ways and
Means Committee chairman, yester-

day in a joint statement supplement-

\Continued on Page 3)

Chaplin Denies Part

In UA Negotiations

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollyywood—Negotiations for the

sale of United Artists have been
wholly without the pai-ticipation

of Charles Chaplin, a spokesman at
the Chaplin Studio declared yester-
day, in denying that Chaplin has
any present intention of selling his

half of the company.
Spokesman quoted Chaplin as say-

(Continued on Page 21

Sears Will Address UA
Conference from London

A trans - continental telephone
hook-up, combined with a loud
speaker system at the Waldorf-As-
toria, will enable Grad Sears, UA
vice-president in charge of distribu-
tion to address this morning's open-
ing session of the company's district

(Continued on Page 8)

2% Gross Tax Bars
increase in Scales

Florence, Ala. — A new tax of

two per cent on gross receipts of

film shows, with the understanding

that the price of shows will not be

increased, will go into effect here

Aug. 1. Levy was voted by the City

Commission along with cigar and

cigaret levies, additional license taxes

for merchants, and new taxes on

gross retail sales to raise money for

an enlarged school program and city

improvements.

LET FILMS EDUCATE, TOO—MAYER
Metro Production Head Urges "Fair and Honest"

Portrayal of American Way of Life

San Francisco — With those who
\

would maintain liberty locked in a
"world-encircling conflict" with those
who suppress lib-

erty, the Amer-
ican film industry
can make its con-
tribution t t h e
former by pro-
ducing pictures
which not only
afford entertain-
ment but are of
educational value,
Louis B. Mayer,
Metro production
chief, told the
Newspaper Ad-
vertising Execu-
tives Association
at its convention
here yesterday.

Declaring that the film industry

MAYER

shares the serious responsibility of
preserving American liberties in

common with the press and radio,

Mayer charges that "a powerful na-
tion challenges and discredits the
liberties . . . and seeks to spread its

influence to dominate the lives of

men and women in smaller nations."
"No one can dispute the right of

any people to select their own form
of government," Mayer added, "but
the right to force its own govern-
ment upon another people is dis-

puted."
Noting that films portraying ac-

tual scenes in American life "are
welcomed by all liberty-loving coun-
tries and frowned upon and de-
nounced wherever liberty is sup-
pressed," the Metro topper asserted:

"In this crisis, the motion picture
can portray fairly and honestly the

(Continued on Page 6)

1947 Grosses Seen

As Equal To 1946

Theater grosses for 1947 may well
equal those of last year, although net
profit will be reduced as the result
of increased operation cost, Malcolm
Kingsberg, RKO Theaters president,
said yesterday.
Kingsberg stated that revenue dur-

ing the first two months of this year
was above that of 1946, but that the
past four months had shown a slight

(Continued from Page 6)

Sioux Fails Branch

Tops Depinet Drive

RKO Radio's Sioux Falls exchange,
headed by Sherman Fitch, won first

prize in the Ned Depinet Drive. Min-
neapolis took second place, Denver
third and Chicago fourth, comprising
the Capital Prize group. Winnipeg
was first in the Canadian division
with Montreal in second place.

The Sioux Falls exchange also

divides fourth prize money in Walt
(Continued on Page 8)

Threaten Tele Clause Probe
AFM-Producers Pact Read in House Com,

U.K.-U.S. Exchange Pact
For Technicians Nears

London (By Cable)—William Perl-
berg and Joseph Mankiewicz have
been given the go ahead sign follow-
ing acceptance of terms on importa-
tion of American film personnel by
20th-Fox and the Association of

(Continued on Page 8)

IVashmrjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Full text of a clause

in the agreement between the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians and all

Hollywood producers with music
contracts blocking the use of film

sound tracks for telecasting without
additional agreement with the AFM
was placed in the record of the House
Labor Committee interrogation of

(Continued on Page 6)

Dickering With FWC for

40 California Sites in

$14,000,000 Program

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — An expansion pro-

gram under which United Artists
Theaters will become a "more im-
portant factor" in the national ex-
hibition field is contemplated. Initial

stage of the program, a national sur-
vey to determine the best strategic
sites, is under way, with the first

(Continued on Page 8)

Depinet to Outline

RKO Product Today

Announcement of RKO's 1947-48
product by Ned E. Depinet, executive
vice-president, is expected to high-
light today's session of the com-
pany's 16th annual sales meeting
currently under way at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel.

Other speakers on this afternoon's

agenda include N. Peter Rathvon,
(Continued on Page 3)

"Doctor's Orders" Cause
Clark to Quit PRC Post

His physicians decreeing a com-
plete rest for several months, Ralph
H. Clark yesterday resigned as

PRC's general sales manager. Clark
has been absent from his desk at

(Continued on Page 6)

Report WB in Offer
For RKO Pathe ISetcs

Possibility that Warners, when it

launches its own newsreel, the War-
ner News, on Nov. 1 may utilize the

facilities of an existing reel loomed

yesterday when it was learned re-

liably that Warners is in new nego-

tiations with RKO Pathe News. Col.

Nathan Levinson, of Warners, con-

ferred at Pathe last week, reportedly

on the deal, and other WB execs,

are said to have been active.

WB purchase of an existing news-

reel has been a possibility twice be-

fore, with both Universal News and

Pathe figuring in the reports. An

asking price of some $3,000,000 is

said to have stymied one deal.
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RKO
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20th Century-Fox . .
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L. H. Harrison Heads
B'nai B'rith District

Chicago—Louis H. Harrison, pres-
ident of Goodman & Harrison The-
ater Circuit, was elected president of
District Grand Lodge No. 6 B'nai
B'rith at the St. Paul convention.

Harrison has just completed a term
as national membership chairman
for B'nai B'rith. He is honorary
president of the Cinema and Chap-
lain Goode lodges in Chicago, each
of which he was founder.

commc Rno Goinc
F. A. BATEMAN, general sales manager of

Screen Guild Productions, is back at his Hol-
lywood desk after a two-week tour of Eastern
and Midwest offices where he held a series of

regional sales conferences.

RODNEY BUSH, 20th-Fox exploitation chief,

returned yesterday from Chicago where he
handled "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now?"
opening details.

ROGER FERRI, editor of 20th-Fox's "New
Dynamo," left yesterday for Hollywood for a
week at the studios.

NORMAN OLSEN, DeVry Corp. export mana-
ger, left Bombay by plane yesterday for Cairo.

HAL ROACH arrived in New York yesterday
to address the United Artists' sales meeting
today.

HARRY BRANDT, theater chain operator and
ITOA prexy, left last night for a series of

business conferences on the Coast, remaining
there for several weeks.

ED SULLIVAN, in charge of Paramount's home
office photographic department, is on vacation
at up-State Pulaski.

EDITH STONE, Paramount publicist, is on a

Miami vacation.

CHARLOTTE MALAMUD, secretary to Ben
Washer, Paramount's publicity manager, has
left New York for an Adirondack's vacation.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's executive
vice-president, leaves by plane tonight for com-
pany's N. Hollywood studios. He will remain
there two weeks during which time he will con-
fer with President Herbert J. Yates on the
1947-48 program.

SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB Eastern district mana-
ger, left last night for upstate Buffalo, Syracuse
and Oneida.

ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' playdate
department, will be in Washington, D. C, to-

day and tomorrow, conferring with Mid-At-
lantic District Manager Robert Smeltzer.

STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists

and Monogram, is in Oklahoma City, for con-
ferences preliminary to the companies' annual
national convention.

JACQUES MERSEREAU, Hollywood set and in-

terior decorator, is a New York visitor.

MARVIN SCHENCK, M-G-M vice-president and
Eastern studios' rep., is due bock from the
Coast the end of the week.

E. M. SAUNDERS, assistant general sales

manager at M-G-M, has gone on vacation.

LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales pro-
motion manager, after addressing the conven-
tion of the ITO of Ohio July 14-16 at the
Breakers Hotel, Cedar Point, 0., will proceed
to Lake Minnetonka near Minneapolis for a
vacation with his daughter and her family.

Four Goldwyn Pix Via
Loew's in South Africa

Loew's International, already set

to distribute Enterprise pix over-
seas, will also distribute four Samuel
Goldwyn features in South Africa,
it was announced yesterday.

Enterprise distribution domestic-
ally is via UA; Goldwyn distribution
domestically and world-wide other-
wise is via RKO. RKO, according to

the Goldwyn announcement of the
Loew's Int'l deal, is a party to the
contract.

The four Goldwyn pix, "The Best
Years of Our Lives,'! "The Kid from
Brooklyn," "Wonder Man" and "The
Princess and the Pirate" go into

Metro showcases in Johannesburg
and Durban as part of the arrange-
ment.

Johnston to See Clay
In Berlin on Thursday

IVasbincjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA President

Eric A. Johnston is expected to con-
fer with Gen. Lucius Clay in Berlin
on Thursday, it was indicated yes-
terday. Following this meeting,
MPEA is expected to finish its re-

port on the explosive film situation

in Germany. War Department offi-

cials have stated that no final de-

cision on German film policy will be
made until the industry's report is

received.

Ohio Solons In Special

Session on Labor Laws

Columbus, O.—The Ohio Legisla-
ture will be called into special ses-

sion shortly after Jan. 1 to consider
recommendations of a nine-member
commission for new restrictive labor
legislation. The Legislature passed a
bill setting up the commission
shortly before its adjournment after

a six months' regular session..

Doug Granville Assigned
WB Post in Far East

Douglas J. Granville, formerly
manager for Warners in Chile, has
been promoted to supervisor for
India, Burma, French Indo-China,
Malayan Straits and Singapore, it

was announced yesterday by Wolfe
Cohen, vice-president of Warner
Int'l in charge of Latin-America,
Australia and the Far East.

Granville, who succeeds Michael
Shathin, resigned, is now in New
York for conferences with Cohen and
other home office executives. He
leaves in about two weeks for a sur-
vey of all his new territories, winding
up in Singapore, where he will make
his headquarters.

Fabian Pays $2,300,000

To RKO for Three Houses

Fabian Theaters paid RKO the sum
of $2,300,000 in the deal by which it

obtained three upstate New York
houses, it was learned yesterday.

Theaters involved, which were pre-
viously owned by RKO and leased to
Fabian, included the Grand, Albany;
Proctor's, Troy, and Proctor's, Sche-
nectady.

Profits participation in the Palace
Theater, Albany and Plaza, Sche-
nectady, has also been ended. Fabian
is the owner of both situations.

Academy's Governors
To Honor Rank Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The board of gov-

ernors of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences will honor
J. Arthur Rank with a luncheon to-

day at the Friars Club.
In addition to the 22 members of

the board, guests will include Robert
Benjamin, Arthur Krim, Ian Javal,

Nate J. Blumberg, Leo Spitz and Wil-
liam Goetz.

Chaplin Denies Pari

n UA Negotiations

(Continued from Page 1)

ing: "I have had no meetings with
Miss Pickford and I have not been a
party to any other meetings rega^i.,.

ing this matter, nor do I plan to_^
I have never received any kind^x
offer for my interest in United
Artists, and I have never put a price
on them."

Chaplin, through the spokesman,
declared that reports that he would
sell his studio and "Monsieur Ver-
doux" are "completely untrue."

SWG to Give Award
To Honor War Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An annual award for

scripting of an American feature
film which, in addition to entertain-
ment value most effectively con-
tributes to better understanding of
current global problems, will be spon-
sored by the Screen Writers Guild.

It will be called the Robert Melt-
zer Award in memory of Robert
Meltzer, David Silverstein, Frederick
Faust, Edward de Melcher and Arch
Heath, SWG members killed in the
last war. Meltzer died in the D-Day
assault on the Normandy beach.
Members of the SWG will choose the
yearly recipient by ballot. Six films

will be eligible. Selections will be
made Jan. 20.

Midwest Floods Affect

700 Houses in 4 States

St. Louis — Flood waters, which
reached their peak in this area over
the Independence Day week-end,
affected directly or indirectly about
700 theaters in Nebraska, Iowa, Ill-

inois and Missouri, it is estimated.
While only a few of these houses
were damaged by the high waters,
the economic results of the series of

May-June-July floods are expected to

be felt by theater operators for some
time to come.
Most theaters closed by the floods

have either been re-opened or will

be lighted within the next few days.
A number of portable circuits, both
35 mm. and 16 mm., were hard hit

by high waters which not only flooded
buildings used for theaters but also
made it impossible for cars carrying
equipment to get through.

Thomas Napoletano Dead
Detroit -— Thomas Napoletano is

dead following a lingering illness. A
well known figure on Film Row, he
was owner of Tom's Model Hobby
Shop. For many years he was con-
nected with the repair departments
of various supply companies.

GIRL WRITER, EXPERIENCED IN 16 MM.
FIELD. AVAILABLE FOR SCRIPT RE-

SEARCH, FILM PROMOTION, CATALOGUE
EDITING. FREELANCE OR FULL TIME.

CALL SC-4-7462 OR WRITE—

BOX 138, THE FILM DAILY

1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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MPTOA-ATA Offer Tax

Cut Alternatives I

(Conhinued from Page 1)

ing their previous testimony before

the Committee on May 29.

--IChis figure is compared to the $391,-"
,300 attributed to accrue to the

government from motion picture ad-
missions during the 12-month period
ending April 30, 1947, and an an-
ticipated yield under the existing 20
per cent tax of $266,422,164 during
the next year, assuming a 20 per
cent decrease in box office grosses.

The differential in yield to the
Government in the event the tax on
children's admissions is eliminated
entirely is estimated at $13,257,103.

The joint memorandum expressed
the view that ideally theatermen
sought an elimination of the entire

20 per cent tax, but that "a realistic

view of the national budgetary prob-
lems" had led them to confining
present recommendations to reduc-
tion of the existing levy.

Two proposals were offered:
|

(1) elimination of the tax on ad- I

mission for children 12 years
old and under, and a reduction
to 10 per cent on all other ad-
missions; (2) a straight reduc-
tion to 10 per cent on all ad-
missions.

Under the first proposal, be-

lief is expressed that the $162,- !

568,724 to $203,210,905 return to
I

the Government "would be all
!

the Government should reason-
ably expect from the motion pic-

ture exhibition industry."

The Gamble-Brylawski statement
terms the second proposal "less

preferred" on the ground that "it is

felt that children 12 years old and
under should be admitted to the-

aters free of tax. The differential

in yield does not appear to be so

important as to offset the considera-
tions for the benefit of children,

which we believe are valid."

Fred J. Schwartz, president of the

Metropolitan Motion Picture The-
aters Association, in a letter to

Knutson, expressed his organiza-
tion's support of the first of the two
proposals.

Schwartz said that a prompt reduc-
tion of the tax would go far toward
halting the recession in attendance
with which theater owners are con-

fronted and also save the Govern-
ment large sums in corporate and
other taxes which would he lost if

the movie industry continues on the
downgrade.
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Tuesday's Tattlings

• • • YESTERDAY WAS ANOTHER reported "deadline" lor thai

UA decision But nothing happened Could later in the week
Will Chaplin sell? One clue: He's bought a home on the

Riviera But with C.C., it's cash on the line, 'tis said. ... • Cen-

tury installs a foreign-documentary film policy in its Flushing Town The-

ater on Friday House has been playing revivals. ... • Peter

Burnup, London staffer for Quigley Publications, was found with his

skull bashed in in a West End square; doctors say he'll recover without

an operation. ... #11 you have been wondering how come 20th-Fox

picked Milwaukee for regional sales meeting, here's the explanation:

Hotel facilities in Chicago were unavailable. ... • Before he returned

to the Coast, Prexy Harry H. Thomas of PRC, picked up a new car in De-

troit. ... • Roy Rogers lost his $500 guitar to a bold, bad man who
raided Victory Field in Indianapolis where the Rogers' Circus was play-

ing

T T

• • • BECAUSE SAN ANTONIO banned a scheduled showing of

the "Outlaw" in the Municipal Auditorium, Howard Hughes Prods, may
file a damage suit against the city The ban went on, according to

city officials, after letters were received threatening to 'stink bomb' the

showing of the picture An appeal to the district court for a writ to

enjoin the city's ban failed. . . • Steve Brody sails Aug. 1 for a

month's trip to Europe. ... • The staffs of all three local RKO houses

—Palace, Allen and Keith's Eost 105th St., tendered a surprise breakfast

party for Harry Schreiber, just prior to his transfer from Cleveland to Co-

lumbus as city manager They presented him with a combination

radio phonograph. ... # Television doesn't make them thirsty, the

Philadelphia Retail Liquors Association reports after a survey of the 200

tap rooms which have receivers The video shows pack the bars,

but there's slight increase in the drink business. ... • Cleveland's

Variety Club vrill hold its second "open house," since acquiring its own
club house, on July 19, with the leading golf pros of the Cleveland dis-

trict as guests of honor

T T

• • • COL. WILLIAM MCCRAW, exec, director oi Variety Clubs,

International, will be in Toledo Friday to speak at a special luncheon

at the Variety Club there. ... • WBKB, B & K's Chicago television

station went off the air yesterday for two weeks while engineers are in-

stalling a new super turnstile antenna. ... • RKO, which invested

under $800,000 in the production of "Crossfire" is looking for the picture

to gross between $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 First exhib. unit to look

askance at the 20th-Fox revolutionary sales policy for the small exhlb.

is the ATO of Indiana, which sees the auditing of the theater books to

determine actual operating expenses, "the catch in the whole thing" ....

9 Joseph Bemhard, president of Film Classics, accepted MacFadden Pub-

lications annual True Detective Silver Mystery Seal of Merit for "The

Patient Vanishes" from editor John Shuttleworth. ... • Constance Ben-

nett, now filling Summer theater engagements in the East, treks back to

Hollywood Aug. 15lh to confer with Hal E. Chester on her next film for

Allied Artists, "Smart Woman". ... • Herbert Wilcox and Aima Neagle

are in Santa Barbara for a brief stay. ... • As a memorial to Sam
Gross and Cecil E. Peppiatt, 20th-Fox sales execs., who died in that

recent air disaster, Philadelphia Variety Club will raise funds for the

establishment of two college scholarships each year for the next 10 years.

T T T

Depinet to Outline

RKO Product Today

(Contii>ued from Page 1)

Doi-e Schary, Edward Dmytryk,
James Mulvey, Roy Disney, Frederic
Ullman, Jr., Malcolm Kingsberg, Sol
Schwartz, Walter Ament and Ted
O'Shea.

Among the stars scheduled to at-
tend are John Mills, Michael Red-
grave, James Stewart and Merle
Oberon.

Depinet welcomed the delegates at
yesterday opening morning sessions
after which N. Peter Rathvon intro-
duced Dore Schary who was making
his first appearance before the sales
organization in his new capacity of
vice-president in charge of produc-
tion.

Harry Michalson, short subjects
sales manager, then spoke on the
company's augmented shorts pro-
gram.

In the afternoon, Robert Mochrie,
vice-president and domestic distribu-
tion chief, congratulated the sales
force and reported _that grosses for
the first half of 1947 were above that
of last year.

Yesterday's meetings concluded
with divisional sessions presided over
by Walter E. Branson, Nat Levy and
Charles Boasberg.

53 Projectors Stolen
From Chicago Schools

Chicago — Fifty three projection
machines ranging from silent to de
luxe sound jobs were stolen from the
public school system of greater Chi-
cago, it was reported by Walter G.
Storms, chief of detectives. The total

was reported to the municipal police

following conclusion of the recent
Spring semester.

A full listing of the machines to-

gether with their serial numbers and
other identifying characteristics has
been distributed. Thievery was most
prominent in the silent field with 16
Bell & Howell silent projectors lead-

ing the list. There were 13 Ampro
silent machines stolen. In the sound
division Victor led the list with 10
machines disappearing, seven Ampro,
six Bell & Howell. One De Vry
silent machine was included.

Camden Manager
Averts Fire Panic

Camden, N. J.—An audience that

included 50 children departed in

orderly fashion from the Elm The-
ater when fire broke out in the

projection booth. At the time of the

blaze a singing short was being

shown. Morris W. Cummings, man-
ager, after discovering the conflagra-

tion, threw open exit doors and re-

quested the youngsters to leave,

which they did singing "When You
Wore A Tulip."



WORLD PREMIERE RADIO

The Traele "he^iayesit
...ancfso m'ff \f^t(/

M. P. HERALD—
"A natural in the full meaning of

the term . . . Scored unmistakable

hit at the preview."

BOXOFFICE—
''One of the most joyful and re-

freshing comedies in many months

... A theatre will have to post a

smallpox sign to keep from doing

capacity business."

THE EXHIBITOR—
"This will be the reason for hap-

pier days at the boxofPice."

VARIETY—
"Broad farce slated for strong re-

ception . . . Will brighten boxoffices

in all situations."

M. P. DAILY—
"Something special in the comedy

line ... A natural for all types of

audiences and localities."

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

-

"Should turn out to be one of the

top comedies of the season .. . Afilm

that the entire family MUST SEE."

THE INDEPENDENT—
"Big-time entertainment . . . Bound

to evoke favorable reaction . . .

Hefty boxoffice appeal."

FILM BULLETIN—
"A happy, giddy show destined

for top grosses."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER —
"A made-to-order money picture."

DAILY VARIETY—
"Will line funmakers up at the

wickets for blocks."



CTY. MUSIC HALL!

t:>

UArif%UAIIY Ani/FPTfCrA *° *^® 121,337,596 CIRCULATION of Life-Look- Saturday Evening Post-Coliier's-Ladies'

nMl IVnALLi HUVCntHtU Home Journal—Cosmopolitan—American—Redbook—True Story— Seventeen and Fan List . . .

Color Comic Sections of 107 important Sunday newspapers.
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Let Films Educate,

Too, Mayer Urges

(Continued from Page II

American way of life, and it can be
a powerful influence in the lives of
the millions in other countries who
are either denied access to our way
of life, or who have never had the
opportunity of experiencing it."

This, Mayer reminded, is "not
propaganda," and he continued,
"Propaganda as such should never
masquerade under the cloak of enter-
tainment. Subjects of controversy
should be clearly designated."

Observing that the U. S. had no
quotas and that foreign films are ex-

hibited here on the same basis as U.
S. pix, Mayer pointed out that the
contrary situation prevailed in most
countries abroad, and that some dis-

criminate against American films.

"The barbed-wire entanglements
erected at the borders of nations
must be untangled, if the countries

are to be prosperous and the people
happy," he warned.
The industry, Mayer concluded,

while a mighty institution, "has
hardly begun to use its facilities,"

and he expressed the opinion that

"its possibilities of power and in-

fluence are greater than any other

single instrumentality."

1947 Grosses Seen

As Equal To 1946

(Continued from Page 1)

"although not alarming" decline.

Hardest hit is the San Francisco
area primarily as the result of the

disappearance from the locale of the

large number of military personnel

quartered and embarking from there

during the war.

The Midwest is also off a bit, with
the Eastern seaboard holding up
very well, Kingsberg said.

Eklund Takes Over Co.

Detroit—Motor City Picture Prods.

is now known as the R. H. Eklund
Motion Picture Prods., having been
taken over by Ralph Eklund, sole

owner, following the withdrawal of

Joseph G. Kastler and James F. Troy,

former associates. Company is now
located at 19766 Monica Ave.

SICK LIST

LEW BARASCH, UA trade contact, is

home with a knee injury.

JOE LEAVITT, of the Independent Screen

Room, Cleveland, and one of the charter

members of Local 160, lATSE, is at Uni-

versity Hospitals, convalescing from an

operation.

HARRY MILLER, Festus, Mo. exhib.,

checked in at the McMillan Hospital, St.

Louis, yesterday, to undergo an eye oper-

ation for the removal of a cataract. He will

be there for five or six weeks.

HOLLVUJOOD-VmE VflRD
By RALPH WILE

HOLLYWOOD
DETTE DAVIS' first pic this year will be "Winter Meeting," being

scripted by Catherine Turney from the novel by Esther Vance. Henry

Blanke will produce for Warners. ... Vk* U-l has set Vincent Price for

the role of Boss Tweed in "Up In Central Park," the Deanna Durbin-Dick

Haymes Technicolor musical. ... "A* Richard Lyon, son of Ben Lyon and

Bebe Daniels, has been given the part of Joe E. Brown's son in "The Tender

Years," an Alson Production for Twentieth-Fox release. . . . -^ Ava

Gardner will probably star opposite Robert Taylor in M-G-M's "This Is

Love" which Sam Marx will produce. ... -^ Janet Blair and Louis Hay-

ward go into Columbia's "The Black Arrow.". . . -^ Michael Curtiz is

planning a musical, "Forever And Always," from an original by Jerry Wald,

for Warner release. J. W. is also a Warner producer. . . . -^ Benedict

Bogeaus has purchased Ben Hecht's "Miracle In The Rain," published some

time ago in the Satevepost. To be released through UA, it will star Ida

Lupino, who recently formed Arcadia Productions with Bogeaus. . . .

if; Producer Edward Nassour has signed a two-year releasing deal with

Allied Artists calling for four films on a $5,000,000 budget, and several for

Monogram. Two scheduled for AA release are Haven McClure's "Onward,"

followed by "Panamint City.". . . -^ Columbia has negotiated with the

Beckworth Corp. for the release and distribution of two Rita Hayworth

productions each year for the next seven years.

"Doctor's Orders" Cause
Clark to Quit PRC Post

(Continued from Page 1)

the home office since late May when
he left on a four-week vacation. A
checkup last week revealed the ne-

cessity for additional rest.

Clark plans to leave for the Coast

sometime this week, to take advan-

tage of climatic conditions there, and
to allow him to spend some time with

his son, Ralph Clark, Jr., who is sales

manager of PRC's Frisco exchange.

Clark's successor will be announced

at a later date.

Gorrel-Mishkind to Fight

Clearance Relief Denial

Cleveland, O. — S. P. Gorrel and
Leonard Miskind, owners of the Orr
and Grand Theaters in Orrville, state

they will appeal the arbitration
award stipulated by Sidney Jackson,
which denied any of the relief sought
in the suit. Appeal will be based on
other appeal decisions eliminating
cleai*ance of one town where the com-
plainant theater is sandwiched be-

tween two towns both of which have
clearance over it. The Jackson award
granted Wooster 14 days clearance
over Orrville and Massilon a max-
imum of seven days over Orrville.

Wessling, Formerly of

Pathe, Dies in Portland

Portland, Ore.—Walter Wessling,

65, booker and former manager of

the local Monogram exchange, is

dead. Wessling opened Pathe ex-

change here in 1905 and was man-
ager for Gaumont British here for

five years.

Impossible Pictures
To Make Cartoon Series

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David Flexer, Mem-

phis circuit operator, has teamed up
with Leonard L. Levinson, film and
radio writer, to incorporate Impos-
sible Pictures, Inc., at Sacramento,

to produce a new series of cartoons in

Ansco Color. Levinson is prexy,

Flexer, vice-prexy, Sidney Schwartz,

secretary-treasurer, and Sam Wolf,

counsel. Cartoons will be a series of

imaginary travelogues; first is titled

"Romantic Rumbolia, the Sea of the

Rumba."

Memphis—David Flexer is devel-
oping a national drive-in chain of
theaters in 25 large cities in addi-
tion to four movie houses which he
owns in Memphis and the Mid-
South.

E. M. Loew to Operate
National in Louisville

Louisville, Ky.—The National The-
ater here was included in the pur-
chase of $1,500,000 of Louisville real

estate by I. Jerome Riker and Asso-
ciates of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Riker said that the National The-
ater had been leased to E. M. Loew
of Boston for 21 years with a min-
imum rental of $700,000. House has
been operated as an indie first-run by
the Fifth & Walnut, Inc. whose lease
runs to 1954. It has a seating capa-
city of 2,500 and excellent acoustics.

Loew is understood to be negotiating
for the unexpired part of the lease.

Riker, the new owner, said exten-
sive remodeling will begin at once
and the estimated cost will be $175,-

000.

Threaten Probe of

Television Clause

(Continued from Psge 1)

AFM head James C. Petrillo yester-
day. At the same time there were
definite threats by Committee mem-
bers and the Committee counsel ;*

''"

the Department of Justice will^
asked to move against AFM and the
producers under the anti-trust laws.
Both these developments were ex-

clusively forecast by The Film
Daily more than a week ago.

Petrillo referred at several times
during his testimony to the sharp
decline in employment of musicians
resulting from the introduction of
sound in motion pictures—claiming
it meant the loss of 18,000 theater
jobs over night—and insisted he
would not let musicians suffer an-
other such blitz from tele. Today's
$4,500,000 music payroll in Holly-
wood may be considerable in itself,

he said, but it must be compared
with the $48,000,000 musicians used
to earn in the nation's theaters prior
to the introduction of sound in pix.
As for television producers and

promoters, he said, "They've got the
dough and they should spend it

—

why should we help them build tele-

vision and then get thrown out when
it's developed?"

At one point Petrillo told the Com-
mittee, "You just go out and build
a theater in Washington with 7,000
seats. After it's built try to get pic-
tures to show in it. Will they give
you pictures? You may get pictures
—but you get them only after every-
body has seen them. ... I don't
blame them for protecting them-
selves, but why can't we do the same
thing? ... If we stop them from
making pictures, the headlines will

say, 'Petrillo stops progress, no pic-

tures. . .
.' Men and women want to

see pictures. I can't stop them."

When, at one point Petrillo com-
plained about foreign musical com-
petition, Representative Nixon, R.,

Calif., remarked that "English pic-
tures, French pictures and, before
the war, German pictures all came
into the United States, but American
motion pictures were so much better,
and are today, that there was room
for all and the American pictures
were not hurt by allowing the others
to come in." The AFM chieftain,

however, insisted upon the right to

protect AFM members against for-
eign competition.

STORK REPORTS
Detroit—James W. Tarr, operator

at the Casino Theater, has a new
daughter, Penelope Amy, born to

Mrs. Tarr at Highland Park General
Hospital on their first wedding anni-
versary.

Detroit—Bernard Banash, of the
Artisan Theater Upholstering Co.,

I
has a new daughter, Bonnie Jean.



WAKE UP
AMERICA!
You've got a tremendous hit on your hands!

''Dear Ruth is showing all the telltale signs of a

mighty moneymaker. Starts hot in every spot—

but the big thing is how she gains on famous

all-time hits in comparable days after opening,

then actually moves out ahead of 'em by week's

end! And now Ruth's come into her own in

her biggest opening, with a near-record first day

[in Kansas City. Watch her build from there!

REMEMBER THE NAME _ PARAMOUNT'S "DEAR RUTH" STARRING WILLIAM HOLDEN
JOAN CAULFIELD WITH BILLY DE WOLFE • EDWARD ARNOLD • MONA FREEMAN -MARY PHILIPS

VIRGINIA WELLES -KENNY O'MORRISON • PRODUCED BY PAUL JONES • DIRECTED BY WILUAM
D. RUSSELL . SCREEN PLAY BY ARTHUR SHEEKMAN • BASED ON A PLAY BY NORMAN KRASNA
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Sioux Falls Branch

Tops Deplnet Drive

(Conttnued from Page 1)

Disney billings, fifth prize in short
subjects billings and first prize in
"It's A Wonderful Life" and "Song
of the South" sales.

The Minneapolis Exchaiigre, headed by C.
J. Dressel, also won third prize for "It's A
Wonderful Life" with individual "This is

America" prize by salesmen W, S. Bjorkman,
D. H. Conley, M. A. Lipener and Don Fuller.

J. C. Emerson is manag-er of the Denver
Exohangre which also captured fourth prize
for "This Is America" sales; first prize for
short subjects billinsrs: sixth prize for "Song
of the South" sales: tied for first, place in
"Make Mine Music." "The Strang-er" and
"Heartbeat" saJes plus individual "This Is
America" prizes to salesmen E. M. Gwin, E.
X. Greene and J. C. Emerson.
The Chicag-o branch, managed by Sam

G-orelick, also will divide second prize for
"Kid from Brooklyn" billings and tenth
przle for short subjects billings. Individual
"This Is America" prizes won by salesmen
Seymour Borde, J. J. Clarke, M. J. Kassell,
H. Walders, D. Kimmell, J. Cozzi.

Winnipeg, M. Nackimson, manager, also
took first place in Disney cartoon billing's,

second prize in short subjects bullings, first

prize in "Wonderful Life" sales and second
prize in "Song: of the South" sales. Also
tied for first prize in "The Stranger" and
"Heartbeat" sales and a special "This Is
America" prize by salesman H. H. Ross.

M. L. Devaney's Montreal Exchange also
tied 100 per cent in "Make Mine Music"
sales, second prize in "Kid Erom Brooklyn"
billings: 100 per cent tied in "The Stranger"
and "Heartbeat" sales, also first prize in

"Song of the South" sales with individual
"This Is America" prize to salesman S. H.
Decker.

Atlanta, H. M. Lyons, manag'er, wins first

prize in Group I with Buffalo, E. P. Lux,
manag-er, capturing first prize in Group' II.

First prize in Group III goes to Salt Lake
City. G. Davison, manager.

B)KO Radio's Rocky Mountain district won
first prize in the district managers grroup
shared by Len S. Gruenberg and Al Kolitz.
Charles Boasberg, manager of the Metro-
politan district took second prize with Mid-
west, H .H. Greenblatt. manager, third and
Southeast, Dave Prince, manag^er, fourth.

J. H. Maclntyre, manag-er of the Western
district, tied 100 per cent on "Make Mine
Music" sales and also won second prize in

Disney cartoon billings, and third prize in

"The Stranger" besides 100 per cent tie on
"Heartbeat" sales.

B. T. Cammack (Southwestern) took first

prize in Disney cartoon billings; R, J.

Folliard (Eastern), second prize, "Kid from
Brooklyn" billings; Gus Schaefer (North-
eastern) second prize, "This Is America"
billings and R. V. Nolan (Prairie) third
prize, short subjects billings.

"Ruth" Third St. Louis
Week Ahead of Second

St. Louis — Despite floods, torrid
weather, and a transportation strike,

Paramount's "Dear Ruth" closed its

third week at the St. Louis The-
aters with a gross of $10,589, com-
pared to $11,071 the first week and
$8,407 the second week of the run.

Picture is reported building steadily
with the run to be continued indef-

initely.

UlEDDinG BELLS

O^Brien Charges Dalton with Misleading
British People on U. S. Films vs. Food Issue

Glasgow (By Cable)—Tom O'Brien, MP, general secretary of fhe NATKE,

speaking here, accused Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of the Exchequer, of misleading

the British people into thinking the importation of fewer U. S. films means

more food on their tables.

"If the Government stopped all American films, the saving in dollars would

give the British people one packet of dried eggs each," O'Brien declared.

Mayo-O'Shea
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Virginia Mayo and

Michael O'Shea, film players, were
married over the week-end at the
Little Church of the Flowers, in

Glendale.

Sears Will Address UA
Conference from London

(Continued from Page 1)

managers' conference from his quar-
ters at the Savoy Hotel, London.

J. J. Unger, general sales man-
ager, will introduce Sears following
his own introductory remarks. Unger
will conduct all sessions of the three-

day meeting, assisted by Edward M.
Schnitzer, Eastern and Canadian
sales manager, and Maury Orr,

Western sales manager. The open-
ing day's program, apart from ad-

dresses by Sears and Unger, will

include speeches by Schnitzer and
Orr. Comprehensive discussions on
sales policy and product will occupy
major attention throughout the pro-

ceedings with separate divisional

sessions scheduled as part of the

program tomorrow and Thursday.

Walter Gould, Harry D. Buckley,
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Paul N. Laza-
rus, Sr., Harry Muller, Charles

Steele, Abe Dickstein, Robert Gold-

farb and Jack Wrege, all of the

home office, will attend as well as

the district managers.

Proposes Four Ohio Cities

Join in Amusement Levy

U. K.-U. S. Exchange Pact
For Technicians Nears

(Continued from Page 1)

Cine Technicians. The producer and
director, respectively, of "Escape,"
based on a novel by John Galsworthy,
will make immediate preparation for
production of the story. It was re-

ported a permanent agreement will

be signed shortly.

Three technician-members of ACT
will sail July 31 for the U. S., en
route to Hollywood, where they will

work at the Paramount studios. This
is the first interchange of technician
personnel to be negotiated. Trio rep-
resent British exchange for the tech-

nical crew Paramount brought here
for production of "So Evil My Love."

Gets Devonshire Franchise
Boston — Devonshire Films has

granted a franchise for the Detroit
territory to Allied Film Exchange,
operateci by Jack Zide. Allied's first

release will be "Green Cockatoo,"
British thriller.

UA Theaters in

Expansion Move

(Continued from Page 1)

part, covering California, completed.
Under the plan for California, cir-

cuit expects eventually to embracpar.
total of 75 theaters in the state L
preliminary discussions have be^a
launched with Fox West Coast
whereby United Artists Theaters
would acquire 40 sites at a total

cost estimated at $4,000,000.

Another $10,000,000 has been ear-
marked for building and equipping
the theaters, to be built on the sites
under negotiation with FWC. Loca-
tions are in both Northern and South-
ern California and construction would
be started as soon as Government
restrictions are lifted.

Finances for the site acquisitions
and the building program are avail-
able, it was stated.

Special care has been exercised
in laying out the expansion program
so that overseating will be avoided.
New theaters would be built where
population has increased, and in situ-

ations where theaters are now lack-
ing.

At present United Artists Theaters
has about half a dozen California
theaters, in addition to ownership of
United Artists Theaters of Cali-
fornia, Ltd., which has interests in

68 houses.

Fostoria, O.—Mayor Hal E. Stout

of this city has suggested that the

mayors, auditors, and solicitors of

Fremont, Tiffin, and Findlay meet
with officials of Fostoria to work out
an amusement tax plan. In a letter

to the mayors of the other three

nearby communities. Mayor Stout

suggested they work out in uniform
manner the amount of amusement
taxes they will levy and the methods
of proceciure. Ohio's municipalities

are empowered to vote admissions
taxes to replace the state tax which
will be repealed Oct. 1.

Stearn to Open New SGP
Pittsburgh Offices July 15

Pittsburgh—Bert M. Steam, Screen
Guild franchise holder, will open his

new Screen Guild Prods, building at

415 Van Braam St. on July 15 The
new ofiices cost $300,000.

|

Stearn also heads Fortune Films
Corp., which recently completed
"Dragnet" for Screen Guild release

and for which Producer Maurice Conn
is now preparing two additional pic-

tures, the first to start the latter

part of August.

Salvotore Rubera Dead
Hartford, Conn. — Salvatore Ru-

bera, projectionist, Warner Regal,

for the past 10 years, is dead.
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minimum of 36 fedtures PLnnnED bv rko
Recession at Bottom, to End in Auffust—Unffex
Receipts at Lowest Still

50 Per Cent in Excess of

Returns in Early Forties

Films are now experiencing the
worst effects of the recession and at-

tendance will begin to pick up in

August, J. J.

^^1^^. Unger, general
^^^H^ft|^ sales manager of

^^^^^^^ United Artists,
m \ predicted yester-B I day in opening a
5W .^dBVMftkf three-day confer-

ence of district

^ jC managers and
^J^_% home office ex-
^ '- * ecutives at the

Waldorf-Astoria.
Unger noted

that box offices

today are doing a

volume of busi-

ness in excess of
50 per cent more
than realized in

the early Forties.

He described the motion picture as

the world's most economical form of

(Continued on Page 3)

"We're Just Scared to Death of Television'*

Petrillo Tells House Labor Committee
IVashincjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington
—

"We're just scared to death of television," AFM head James C.

Petrillo told a House Labor Sub-Committee yesterday. His statement came in

reply to a question from Rep. Richard Nixon, R., California, about the possibility

that if the union does not co-operate with television now when it is weak tele-

vision producers at some later date might find a way to operate without the union.

Petrillo pointed out that they are using canned music now. Nixon proposed

he should offer a reasonable arrangement to television now.

"We don't know what to offer," Petrillo replied. "We're just scared to death.

We're willing to co-operate with them if they can give us some sort of guarantee

that we won't lose work, but they can't do that. They don't know where they're

going—they don't know and we don't know.
"We don't know whether our stand is stupid or our stand is smart."

Waller Joining MPAA

To Head Info. Here

UNGER

Court Erred, Jackson

Park Petition Holds

Chicago — Indicating that it be-

lieved the court "clearly erred in

sustaining two of the provisions of

the decree," attorneys for film com-
panies and B & K and Warner cir-

cuits here yesterday filed a petition

for rehearing in the Federal Court
of Appeals in the .Jackson Park anti-

trust action.

Petition offered that "the court's

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Tom Waller, UA

publicity manager since 1945 and
former newspaper man, will join the

MPAA on Aug. 4^
in an executive
capacity, it was
announced at as-
sociation head-
quarters here yes-
terday.

Waller, it was
said, will head the
information de-
partment in the
New York offices.

He is expected to

take over the ex-
ecutive secretary-
ship of the East-
ern Public Infor-
mation Commit-

WALLER tee as part of his

new duties. Waller succeeds Glen

(Continued on Page 8)

Chaplin Has Refusal

Of Pickford's Stock

Col. Motion Denied
In Court of Appeals

Albany — A motion by Columbia

Pictures for leave to appeal to the

N. Y. Supreme Court and Appellate

Division findings in the plagiarism

action against Norman Krasna and

the stage producers of "Dear Ruth"

has been denied in the Court of

Appeals. Columbia claimed "Ruth"

infringed on its property, "Dear

Mr. Private, " by Joseph Hoffman.

Before consummating any deal

for her 50 per cent ownership of UA,
Mary Pickfoi'd has both a legal and
moral obligation to offer her stock
to Charles Chaplin, her partner and
associate of 28 years standing, a
statement issued thru UA late yes-
terday by Miss Pickford pointed out.

Thus, Chaplin can either elect to

purchase Miss Pickford's UA holdings
meeting any terms agreed upon with
the Si H. Fabian group, or can re-

fuse to do so.

Miss Pickford declared she had
(Continued on Page 3)

Goldwyn Leases Astor
For 18-Month Period

Samuel Goldwyn has just leased
the Astor Theater for an 18-month
period beginning Aug. 12, at which
time he will preem "The Secret Life

(Continued on Page 2)

Runs-Clearances Said Obsolete
S\mul\aneous Release /.ooms—Mu/ve/

Nearly 20 Completed, Dep-
inet Tells Sales Parley;

10 Indies to Provide Pix

A 1947-48 program of 36 or more
features, plus 189 short subjects, was
announced yesterday for RKO Radio
by Ned E. Dep-
inet, executive
vice-president, at

the company's
16th annual sales

meeting in the
Waldorf - Astoria
Hotel.
Most of the fea-

tures will be pro-
duced at the RKO
Hollywood stu-

dios, but four
productions
already completed
were filmed at
RKO's Churu-
busco Studios in

Mexico City,
RKO-Pathe Cinema's

DEPINET

Studios in

Paris, and at Denham, England. One
feature will be made at the RKO
Pathe studio in New York.

Independent affiliates to release

(Continued on Page 8)

rrnrr

Fontaine and Fairbanks
To Star in U. K. for Rank

IVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — J. Arthur Rank has

closed deals by which Joan Fontaine
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. will ap-

pear under his banner in one picture

(Continued on Page 3)

"The whole system of runs and
clearances, as we now know it, will

shortly be out of the window and a

new system of simultaneous release

will take its place," James Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn Prods.,

predicted yesterday in addressing

the RKO sales convention. Mulvey

(Continued on Page 81

Experimentation

Urged liy Schary

Dore Schary, RKO vice-president

and production chief, speaking at the

second session of the company's an-

nual sales convention yesterday, de-

clared that a new attitude was im-

perative toward the so-called "B"
product which he advocated should

be experimental as well as highly

entertaining.
"The stories we want to make,"

(Continued on Page 2)

Plans for Wembley's
Reconstruction Dead
London (By Cable) — Twenti-

eth-Fox's plans to reconstruct the

Wembley studio have come a crop-

per due to the inability of the Board

of Trade to grant a building permit,

it was confirmed yesterday. The

Wembley plant was taken over by

the Government during the war.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Bell & Howell
Columbia Plots

East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
RKO
Republic PIct
Republic Pict. pfd. .

20th Century-Fox . .

,

20th Century-Fox pfd.
20f-h Century-Fox ppf.I
Universal Pict. pfd..
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram Piets. . . .

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

High Low Close

175/8 175/8 175/8 -I-

201/4 195/8 2OV4 +
171/4 171/8 171/4 .

451/2 4434 443/4 —
191/4 191/4 191/4 +
23 223/4 23 +
277/8 275/8 277/8 -f
131/8 127/8 13
57/3 53/4 53/4 —

121/2 121/2 121/2 +
313/4 31 311/8 —
393/4 391/2 391/2 ,

04 104 104
241/2 24 241/2

163/8 157/8 I6I/4 +
CURB MARKET
41/8 4 41/8 +
334 35/8 35/8 —
35/8 35/8 35/8 ..

14 135/8 135/8 —

Net
Chg.

-f 1

1/4

Anti-Candy Counter Bill

Is Defeated in Wisconsin

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A bill which would

have forced removal of candy con-
cessions from theaters has been de-
feated in the Wisconsin Legislature,
it was learned yesterday. Defeat of
the measure apparently removes the
last adverse bill aimed at the film
industry. The Wisconsin Legislature
is expected to adjourn within the
next two weeks.

Experiment with B's,

Urges Dore Schary

(Continued from Page 1)

Schary said, "are to be about a
decent way of life and living. Stories
of violence should be stories against
violent people. We want to do this
without preaching and political short-
sightedness. We want them to be and
reflect the kind of life we wish for."

Others to speak yesterday em-
braced N. Peter Rathvon, who de-
clared that RKO's inventory was at
peak; Paul Hollister, Roy Disney,
James Mulvey and Irving Lesser,
representing Sol Lesser.

Struppler Named in Fraud
Actions Filed in Spokane

Spokane, Wash.—Percentage fraud
suits naming P. W. Struppler, alleged
owner and operator of the Cordova
Theater, Pullman, Wash., have been
filed in the U. S. District Court here
by Columbia, Paramount, 20th-Fox
and Loew's. Actions are the first

percentage fraud suits filed in the
Seattle territory.
Complaint holds that the defend-

ant submitted books and records to

attorneys for the plaintiffs, in re-

sponse to a request for audit, and
claims that records submitted did
not fully reflect the receipts from
percentage pictures. Attorneys for

plaintiff's are Paul Fetterman of Hul-
bert, Helsell & Paul of Seattle, and
Alan G. Paine of Paine, Loew &
Coffin of Seattle. Sargoy & Stein,

New York law firm, are also of

counsel for the plaintiffs.

U. K. Attendance Tops
Pre-War Level—Warter

London (By Cable)—While there
is a downward tendency in attend-
ances throughout the U. K., audiences
generally remain considerably higher
than in the pre-war years. Asso-
ciated British shareholders were told

yesterday by Sir Philip Warter,
board chairman, at the annual meet-
ing.

Correction

William Van Praag was editor of

Tola Prods. 's "The Roosevelt Story,"
instead of Morton Van Praag as in-

dicated in The Film Daily's review
of the picture.

SAVE!
Use Filmack's Prevue

TRAILER
SERVICE

9//ltiacfr

CUTS COSTS
IN HALF!

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5, ILL.

Court Erred, Jackson

Park Petition Holds

(Cont-jnued from Page 1)

opinion is predicated on either a
mistake or an error of law. If the
court is under the impression that a
district judge sitting as chancellor
considered the evidence and made in-

dependent findings therefrom, then
the court has misapprehended the
facts."

The appeal stated the chancellor
did not make any findings. He held
he was precluded from determining
the facts from evidence because in

his opinion all the facts upon which
the decree is predicated were estab-
lished by estoppel by verdict.

"If the court correctly understands
the chancellor did not weigh evidence
or make independent findings but in-

tends to hold that the decree can be
affirmed because the chancellor would
be warranted . . . then the court has
committed an error of law."

Brewer Denies Bioff

Active in lA Affairs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Willie Bioff has had

no connection with local affairs of
the lATSE since his conviction in

1941, Roy M. Brewer, lA rep., stated
yesterday in answer to a charge
brought by the CSU in its $43,000,000
Sherman Anti-Trust Law action
against the major studios, the lA
and executives of film companies and
the MPA. Brewer added the charge
was without foundation. He said he
had been in charge of lA activities
on the Coast for the past two years.
Defendants in the action include

M-G-M, Warners, Paramount, 20th-
Fox, RKO, Columbia, Universal, Re-
public, Samuel Goldwyn, Hal Roach.
Also, Eric Johnston.

CHICAGO
SANIHA^CISCOI
PITTSBURGH

\

See your travel agent or phone \

LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at \

80 East 42nd St.

COfflinG and GOIHG

BEN GOETZ, M-G-M British production head,
leaves Hollywood Aug. 2 for New York from
where he sails for England on the Queen Mary
Aug. 8.

DOROTHY DAY, M-G-M fan magazine con-
tact, leaves for the Coast July 17. ,ii-

NORMAN AYERS, WB Southern divisioref
'"^

i

manager, is on a trip to Charlotte and Atlanta.
He returns to New York at the end of the week.

JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern division sales

manager, will be in Pittsburgh until Thursday.

Following a three-month business trip, W.
RAY JOHNSTON, chairman of the board of

Monogram Pictures, leaves England tomorrow
via the Queen Elizabeth, arriving in New York
Tuesday.

ROBERT M. GILLHAM, SRC Eastern adv.-pub.
manager, returns from Mexico City early next
week.

WILLIAM H. PINE has arrived from the
Coast for Paramount home office conferences.

ARMAND CARDEA, of Paramount Int'l Films
publicity staff, is on vacation.

JULES LEVEY leaves New York today for

Chicago, en route to the Coast; upon his re-

turn East, he will sail with MRS. LEVEY for

Europe.

BETTY HUTTON will leave Hollywood in

about a week for a month's vacation at Lake
Arrowhead with her husband, TED BRISKIN,
and their infant daughter, LINDSAY DIANE.

VIRGINIA FIELD and PATRIC KNOWLES will

spend the rest of the Summer in their native
England, leaving Hollywood on July 12 and 10,

respectively.

PEGGY WOOD has returned to New York from
the Coast.

Goldwyn Leases Astor
For 18-Month Period

(Continued from Page 1)

of Walter Mitty," thus ending the 38-
week run of his "Oscar"-bedecked
"The Best Years of Our Lives."
James IMulvey signed the contract

in behalf of Goldwyn; Robert Dowl-
ing represented the City Investing
Corp. which owns the Astor.

BANK OF THE

MOTION PICTURE

i iilwilffitiiMili!E(!8ln III
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Ktntvitu
NATIONAL IViV^'o'l ASSOCIATION

MEMBER EEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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Recession to End

Next Montli—linger

(Continued from Page 1)

e'"*'^rtainment and predicted that in

1—^^pinion. and that of many in-

daalry leaders, conditions will im-
prove next month and thereafter.

Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president

in charge of distribution, spoke to

delegates from London over a trans-

Atlantic telephone hookup, amplified

through a loud speaker system.

Unger will conduct all sessions of

the meeting, which runs through
Thursday, assisted by Edward M.
Schnitzer, Eastern and Canadian
sales manager, and Maury Orr,

Western sales manager.

District managers attending in-

clude Clayton Eastman, New Eng-
land; Jack Ellis, New York; Mark N.

Silver, Philadelphia- Washington;
Fred M. Jack, Southern; Moe Dudel-
son, Central; Kud Lohrenz, Mid-
western; C. W. Allen, Prairie; W. E.

Callaway, Western, and Charles S.

Chaplin, Canadian general manager.
Also present are Walter Gould,

foreign department manager; Harry
D. Buckley, domestic operations

head; Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertis-

ing-publicity director; Paul N. La-
zarus, Sr., contract manager; Harry
Muller, Charles Steele, Abe Dick-

stein, Robert Goldfarb and Jack
Wrege, all of the home office.

SOPEG Rejects UA
Counter Wage Offer

United Artists' counter-offer of 5

per cent wage increase was rejected

by Local 109, SOPEG, which con-

tinues to hold out for a $10 a week
rise or 30 per cent inci'ease, which-

ever is higher.

In yesterday's negotiations UA
and the union signed an agreement
that the company would make a

similar wage adjustment as is ar-

rived when the union renews wage
talks at the end of this month with

Loew's, 20th-Fox, RKO-Radio, Para-

mount, Columbia, Republic and Na-
tional Screen Service. The pact

specifies that UA's future agreement
with the union will be retroactive to

May 31, 1947, when the existing con-

tract expired.
Contracts with the other com-

panies continue until September,

1948, a clause providing for the re-

opening of wage talks.

SOPEG officials will hold a meet-

ing tomorrow evening at the Park
Central Hotel to discuss forthcoming
negotiations.
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MidAVeeU Memos
• • • WHOINHELL ORIGINATED those UA "resignation" rumors?

.And for what purpose? As timed, they're doubly malicious.

... • Eagle-Lion's "Green for Danger" opens day-date at the Winter

Garden and Pork Ave. the iirst week in August ...... "Slave Girl"

precedes at the former. ... • I. Arthur Rank gets a mid-season award

irom the Associated Women's Clubs ior his "Great Expectations". ... •
Peter Bumup, London staffer for Quigley Publications, victim of a hit-

and-run motorist, is making progress, according to London advices yes-

terday. ... • Ed Finney, who starts "The Prairie" shortly for Screen

Guild, will probably follow with a puppet-live action feature for Film

Classics And after that, there may be a deal to make a pic for

Eagle-Lion, while further in the future Ed contemplates an Italian pic,

to be shot on the Italo-French border. ... • Michael Zala is joining Ivan

Black Associates to head a new motion picture dep't. ... • Biz in

London's West End houses is reported off as much as 40 per cent, with

the only two pix holding up said to be "The Best Years of Our Lives"

and—get this, pal!—the dated "Birth of a Baby"! ! ! Patronage which

heretofore has been going to London's first runs appears to be swelling

nobe attendance these days. ... • Didia know that "New Orleans"

has been held over for at least a week in every key city engagement

thus far? ... • WNBT has marked up another tele "First" with the

successful televising of trotting races at Old Wesfbury. ... • You

oughta read the exchange of letters between Sam Goldwyn and Pete

Wood in the Ohio ITO's July 7 bulletin. ... • Has anyone filed a

title registration with the MPAA like "The Flying Saucer?" Or

"Discs in the Sky?". ... • "Unfounded and utterly untrue" Charles

Chaplin stated late yesterday in Hollywood It was in answer to re-

port he would move residence and production to Mexico

Steering Com. Meets on
UJA Emergency Luncheon

Plans for the emergency luncheon
meeting to be held in the Hotel
Astor on July 15 to speed up the
United Jewish Appeal drive in the
local amusement world were ad-
vanced yesterday at a meeting of the
steering committee.

Among those who met with Bar-
ney Balaban, national chainnan of

the UJA motion picture division,

were Jack Cohn, A. Montague, Max
A. Cohen, Leonard Goldenson, Irving
Greenfield, Robert M. Weitman,
David Weinstock, Emil Friedlander,
Matthew Fox and Sam Rinzler.

"Hamilton Woman" Bow
Net to Runyon Memorial

Local H-63 to Bargain
For Pathe 'White Collars'

State Mediation Board has certi-

fied the Motion Picture Office Em-
ployes Union, Local H-63, lATSE, as
bargaining agent for the white col-

lar workers of the Pathe labs in

Bound Brook and at the 106th St.

Studios, according to Russell Moss,
business manager of the union.

Negotiations will get under way
when Nick Tronolone, veepee of

Pathe Lab, returns from a scheduled
trip to Mexico and California.

All receipts, without any deduc-
tions of the Eastern "encore pre-
miere" of "That Hamilton Woman"
at the Ambassador next Wednesday
night will be donated to the Damon
Runyon Cancer Memorial Fund, ac-
cording to Joseph Bernhard, presi-
dent of Film Classics, Inc. distribu-
tor, and Leon Siritzky, theater
owner. Following the premiere, "That
Hamilton Woman" will play a lim-
ited roadshow engagement at the
theater with a continuous policy and
then will be brought back in the Fall
for a regular engagement.

Out-of-City Theaters
Escape Admissions Tax

Akron, O.—Numerous outside-the-
city-limits spots, including two the-
aters, will be able to escape an ad-
missions tax when the state-imposed
levy is repealed Oct. 1, and cities are
empowered to levy their own taxes.

One new year-around theater is be-
ing opened just over the South Akron
boundary line, and another drive-in

theater is being built. Further, Bingo
and Keno operators in Summit
County will be thousand.s of dollars

to the good.

Chaplin Has Refusal

Of Pickford's Sto(l(

(Continued from Page 1)

"meticulously avoided" any reference
to Chaplin's holdings in her negotia-
tions, but asserted that the negotia-
tions, which continue, have been con-
ducted "with the knowledge and con-
currence of Chaplin and his repre-
sentatives."
The statement, which followed on

the heels of one issued on the Coast
by a Chaplin spokesman, said that "it
has always been my intention—and
it is still my intention—to make this
offer (to Chaplin) whenever my ne-
gotiations reach the final stage."

Meanwhile, a variety of UA
rumors of the "scare" variety—all

emphatically denied — were current
on Film Row yesterday.

Fontaine and Fairbanks
To Star in U. K. for Rank

(Continued from Page 1)

each, to be made in England, and
similar deals with other top Holly-
wood "names", including Ingrid
Bergman and Claudette Colbert, are
under discussion, the British film
tycoon disclosed here yesterday.

Fairbanks' "Sir Launcelot" will be
filmed in Technicolor in England late
next year with the star, who heads
his own producing company, as pro-
ducer in association with one of the
JARO producing units. Miss Fon-
taine will go over either in late 1948
or 1949. Vehicle is not yet picked.
Fontaine deal is with Rampart
Prods., the William Dozier-Fontaine
company.

William Goetz, U-I production
chief, said yesterday that the studio
"shortly" will announce talent ex-
change deals covering not only Brit-
ish stars but lesser known players,
writers, producers, directors and
others who will come to Hollywood
for U-I pix.

Rank, in discussing the Fontaine-
Fairbanks deals, made on the heels
of one with Bing Crosby, indicated
that the talent interchange was in-
fluenced not a little by the desire to
create dollar exchange, by stepping
up the earning capacity of U. K. films
in the Western hemisphere.

To Honor Com. O'Hcmdley
Cont. J. A. E. O'Handley of the

U. S. Navy will be tendered a testi-

monial luncheon at the Hotel Astor
today by his friends in the industry
on the occasion of his detachment as
commanding officer of the U. S. Navy
Motion Picture Exchange, Brooklyn.
He will be presented with a gold pen
and pencil set with a scroll signed by
his friends.

Lyles on "Adventure Island"

A. C. Lyles, Coast publicist for the
Pine-Thomas organization, will as-
sist Paramount's publicity and ex-
ploitation forces as a home office

executive publicist on "Adventure
Island."



• "Has pulled no punches ... a hard-hitting film . .

.

One Hollywood entry which is certainly unusual."

—Variety

• "The size of the boxoffice reception to this

daring attraction can be spelled 'smash'."

—Hollywood Reporter

^

• "Packs a wallop from start to

finish ... An important film . . . should

weigh in heavily at the boxoffice."

—The Exhibitor

• "Sets the standard for frankness,

sincerity and thoughtfulness

. . . exceptionally

well acted."

—M. P. Herald

^
• "Potent . . . ably played,

finely directed . . . Should receive

widespread playing time."
—film Daily

• "Here's dynamite!! ... A picture with a big heart

and a strong fist . . . Should make the industry and
audiences stand up and cheer."

—Independent Film Journal

WORLD PREJiAIERE AT B'WAY'S LONG
-WATCH ITS DRAMA BLISTER THE



* ^Exceptionally good entertainment . . . certain to be one

of the most talked about pictures yet produced/'

—Showmen's Trade Review

• ^^A forceful film that should set an audience back on its

heels . . . Suspense and action maintained at high pitch

from opening to smash finish."

—Boxoff/ce

ivs^'

_,!>"

m^:;.

• "A very important film . . . hard-

hitting and direct ... No punches

pulled . . . An essentially new ex-

perience."

-M. P. Doily

® "One of the most important and exciting

films to come out of Hollywood

in its entire history."

—Film Bulletin

'^:^
i^^ -^i^^

• "RKO can really do some
whooping and hollering about 'Cross-

fire' ... It travels a straight line to a

climax that will set audiences cheer-

ing.
—Daily Variety
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Word-of-mouth makes"Dear Ruth'

grow bigger every day she plays.

And now word-of-print across the

country is swelling into a nation-

wide ovation, and making each new
opening bigger than the last!
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presents

T//E SHOWTHAT GROWS
WILLIAM HOLDEN • fOAN CAULFIELD in "DEAR RUTH"
with BILLY DE WOLFE • EDWARD ARNOLD • MONA FREEMAN
Mary Philips • Virginia Welles • Kenny O'Morrison • Produced by Paul Jones • Directed by

William D. Russell • Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman • Based on a Play by Norman Krasna



Runs and Clearances

Said to be Obsolete

(Continued from Page 1)

declared that there must be a radical
change in selling and exhibition poli-

cies if the industry is to "keep its

head above water."
Holding that it is a duty to recog-

nize that the public is entitled to see
pictures just as soon as possible,
Mulvey argued against waiting for
the courts or public opinion to force
the issue. "The trend is setting in,"

he asserted, "it is up to us to recog-
nize it and meet it before it sweeps
us by."

Attacking the theory that films

are nothing more than a sort of

packaged goods, to be sold at iden-
tical prices regardless of great dif-

ferences in quality, Mulvey said that
the producer who makes a good pic-

ture and the exhibitor who books it

should not be shackled by a policy

which actually puts a premium on
mediocrity.
Mulvey called for a revival of ex-

hibitor showmanship and appealed
for team work among producers, ex-

hibitors and salesmen to meet the
challenge that lies ahead of the in-

dustry. He deplored admission price

cuts, arguing, "There is no trick to

getting more people into a theater

by lowering prices—and there is also

little profit in it."

Four Racketeers Request
U. S. Board for Parole

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Application for pa-

role by four Chicago gangsters now
serving Federal prison terms for a
million-dollar shakedown in the film

industry will be handled in a "routine
manner," the Department of Justice

said yesterday.
Spokesmen for the D of J said no

date for a hearing on the applica-

tions by the U. S. Board of Parole
has been scheduled. The four mob-
sters applying for parole are Charles
"Cheri-y Nose" Gice, Louis Cam-
pagna, Philip D'Andrea, and Paul
Ricca. All were involved in ramifica-

tions of the projectionists union.

Moon Rites on Coast
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Van Nuys, Calif.—Funeral services

were conducted by the American
Legion here for Russell Moon, vet-

eran industry exploitation ace, who
died following a lengthy illness.

Moon, who served in the Navy in

World War I, was identified during
his long career with Paramount and
other companies.

20th'Fox Finalizes

Kordu Distrih. Deal
London (By Cable) — Murray

Silverstone, president of 20th-Fox

Infl, met with Sir David Cunyng-

hame yesterday to finalize the de-

tails of the Sir Alexander Korda dis-

tribution deal at this end.

Wednesday, July 9, 1947

Minimum of 36 Pix for RKO
20 Near Complete, Depinet Tells Meeting

through RKO in 1947-48 include Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Walt Disney, Rainbow
(Leo McCarey), Jesse L. Lasky-Wal-
ter MacEwen, Robert Riskin, Robert
and Raymond Hakim, Independent
Artists (Frederick Brisson, Rosalind
Russell, Dudley Nichols), Argosy
(John Ford, Merian C. Cooper), Sol
Lesser, and ARKO (Ford and
Cooper).

Nearly 20 Completed

Nearly 20 of the 1947-48 features
are completed, including two Gold-
wyns, two Disneys, Riskin's first, a
Hakim-Anatole Litvak production,
two Pat O'Brien's, Argosy's first, the
Mexican, French and English produc-
tions, and an Eddie Cantor musical.

others completed are "The Bachelor and
the Bobby Soxer," with Cars' Grant, Myrna
Ley and Shirley Temple; G-oldwyn's "The
Best Years of Our Lives"; "Crossfire," with
Robert Youngr, Robert Mitchum and Robert
Ryan; "G-oldwyn's "The Secret Life of Wal-
ter Mitty," in Technicolor, starring: Danny
Kaye.

Also Hakim-Litvak's "The Long- Night,"
with Barbara Bel Geddes; Riskin's "Magic
Town," teaming: James Stewart and Jane
Wyman; Disney's "Fun and Fancy Free,"
in Technicolor, co-starring' Edgar Bergen,
Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd, Dinah
Shore, Luana Patten, Mickey Mouse, Donald
Duck, Jiminy Cricket; Wsney's re-releaise of
"The Wonderfvil Adventures of Bambi," and
"If You Knew Susie," eo-starring Eddie Can-
tor and Joan Davis.

Also, "Tycoon," in Technicolor, co-starring

John Wayne and Laraine Day; "The Fugi-
tive," Argosy production, with Henry Fonda,
Dolores Del Rio and Pedro Armendariz; "So
Well Remembered," made in England in as-

sociation with J. Arthur Rank, based on the
James Hilton best-seller and co-starring John
Mills, Martha Scott, Patricia Roc, Trevor
Howard and Richard Carlson.

Also, two Pat O'Brien vehicles, "Riff-Raff"

and "Fighting Father Dunne"; "Indian Sum-
mer," teaming Alexander Knox and Ann
Sothern; "Out of the Past," based on Geof-
frey Homes' novel "Build My Gallows High,"
co-starring Robert Mitchum and Jane Greer;

"Man About Town," Rene Clair French pro-

duction starring Maurice Chevalier which won
first award in the Brussels Film Festival;

"The Pearl," by John Steinbeck, and RKO
Aguila films with Pedro Armendariz and
Maria Elena Mai-ques.

Others on .Schedule

Also, scheduled are Leo MeCarey's "Good
Sam," to co-star Gary Cooper and Ann Sheri-

dan; Independent Artists' first, "The Velvet
Touch," starring Rosalind Russell, with Sid-

ney Greenstreet; "Mr. Joseph Young of
Africa." first ARKO production; two more
Cary Grant productions, "The Bishop's Wife,"
produced by Goldwyn co-starring Loretta
Young and David Niven, and "Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House," to co-star Myrna
Loy.

Features now before the cameras include
"I Remember Mama," with Irene Dunne and
Barbara Bel Geddes. produced by George
Stevens; "The Miracle of the Bells," pro-

duced by Lasky-MacEwen, co-starring Fred
MacMurray, Frank Sinatra and Valli; "Re-
turn of the Badmen," with Randolph Scott,

Robert Ryan, Anne Jeffreys, George "Gabby"
Hayes and Jacqueline 'White.

Also, "Your Red Wagon," from the Ed-
ward Anderson novel, "Thieves Like Us,"
teaming Cathy O'Donnell and Farley Granger;
"Roughshod," with Gloria Grahame, Robert
Sterling, Claude Jarman, Jr. and Myrna Dell,

and "Tarzan and the Mermaids," produced
by Lesser with cast headed by Johnny WeiBS-
muHer and Brenda Jo.vce.

Dudley Nichols' "Mourning Becomes Elec-

tra," with Rosalind Russell, Michael Red-
grave, Raymond Massey and Katina Paxinou,
is completed and being edited. Also being
edited is "Memor,v ol Love," co-starring

Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon and Ethel
Barrymore.

Loretta Young will also star in "The Dark
Medallion" and "Rachel," a short story by
Howard Fast. "Berlin Express" will be pro-

duced by Bert Granet in Berlin, co-starring

Continued from Page 1

1

Robert Ryan and Merle Oberon. Principals
of "The Harder They Fall," from the Budd
Sehulberg novel, will be Joseph Cotten and
Robert Mitchum.

To Make "Window" Here
Frederic Ullman, Jr. will produce "The

Window," by Cornell Woolrich, at the RKO
Pathe New York studio.

Other features scheduled include "The
Set-Up," .starring Robert Ryan, from Joseph
Moncure March's narrative poem, produced
by Richard Goldstone. Jane Greer will have
top roles in "Station's West," starring Dick
Powell; "Out of the Past," co-starring Rob-
ert Mitchum, and "They Won't Believe Me,"
co-starring with Robert Young and Susan
Hayward.

George Raft and William Bendix will be
starred in "Race Street," while "The Boy
With the Green Hair," is to be produced by
Adrian Scott. Stars of "Seven Keys to
Baldpate" are Phillip Terry and Jacqueline
White.
Tim Holt will star in two Zane Grey West-

cms, "Under the Tonto Rim" and "Wild
Horse Mesa," as well as in four Westerns
with historical backgrounds. "Dick Tracy
Meets Karloff," will team Ralph Byrd and
Boris Karloff and there will be two additional
Tracys.

"The Road to Carmichael's," based on a
Saturday Evening Post serial, and "Mystery
in Mexico" will be produced at the Churu-
busco Studios in Mexico City.

Pix in Preparation

Features in preparation include "The
Robe," based on the Lloyd C. Douglas novel,
to be produced in Technicolor by Frank
Ross; "Ivanhoe," from the Sir Walter Scott
classic; "Lewis and Clark," in Technicolor;
"The Pittsburgh Esca.pade," with Barbai-a
Bel Geddes and Melvyn Douglas; "The White
Tower." Book-of-the-Month Club selection by
James Ramsey Ullman; "The Captain Was

Waller Joining MPAA

To Head Info. Here

(Continued from Page 1)

Allvine who has resigned to re-enter
the production field. ^i-

Waller entered the industryr"** ,•

1922 via Moving Picture World after
a newspaper and wire service career,
and since that time has been identi-

fied with the MPTOA, industry week-
lies and major companies.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., UA ad-pub-
licity director, said yesterday that
he had accepted Waller's resignation,
effective at the end of July, with re-

gret, noting that "the step he is

making meets with my complete sup-
port" and that Waller's new post
permits the industry to utilize his

background and ability.

a Lady," by Neil Peterson; "Simon Bolivar";
"Mortgage on Life," by Vicki Baum and
Herman Mankiewicz; "Education of the
Heart"; "Beyond All Doubt," by Billy Rose,
and others to be revealed.

Total of 189' shorts will comprise 104
issues of RKO Pathe News; 18 Walt Disney
Technicolor cartoons, plus six Disney re-

vivals; six Edgar Kennedy and six Leo Errol
two-reel comedies; 13 issues of the "This
is America" series; 1.3 "Sportscopes," seven
"Flicker Flashbacks," a two-reel special and
four two-reel "My Pal" miniatures.

Shorts revivals include four two-reel Ray
Whitley westerns and seven of the "Jambo-
ree" series, featuring' name bands.

The fine hand of

Hunt Stromberg made vx/^^-zt^^i*
St^Kf \)^ JS
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FflBllin UABUV Off; BBCnBLL TO BE PREKV?
CoMttmons Okays Duty/ P̂rice-Freezing^ Hinted
O'Brien Sees Tender-Heart-

edness Towards Rank, and
Move to Bestow Monopoly

London (By Cable) — Com-
mons last night armed Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer Hugh
Dalton with the power to impose a
heavy excise duty on U. S. film im-
ports amid charges that the Attlee
Labor Government's Board of Trade
was manifesting "tender - hearted-

ness" to the J. Arthur Rank Organ-
(Continued on Page 8)

Blumensto(k Calls

"Father" Conference

A special meeting of Warner field

public relations and advertising rep-

resentatives was called yesterday by
Mort Blumen-
stock, vice-presi-

dent in charge of
advertising and
publicity, for the
home office on
Aug. 7-8, prior to

the world pre-
miere of "Life
With Father" in

Skowhegan, Me.
Both distribu-

tion and theater
departments will
participate in a
combined confer-
ence, with the
principal topic to
be a detailed out-

and discussion of plans for
(Continued on Page 8)

BLUMENSTOCK

line

Colbert to Star for
Rattle itt British Pic

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert

yesterday joined the roster of U. S.

"names" annexed by J. Arthur Rank
for a British picture under his ban-

ner next Summer. Miss Colbert's

services are being loaned by U-l for

which she will make "Midnight

Lace" here before going to England.

Deal's details will be worked out by

William Goetz, Robert S. Benjamin

and Charles Wendling, latter the

star's manager.

RAPP HITS LEVIES ON FORCED SALES
Paramount Might Acquire Interest to Bring Holdings

To 95 Per Cent; Hinges on Conversion Concept

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —• Unless the present

tax law is altered, theater-owner de-
fendants in the New York anti-ti'ust

suit will have to pay Federal levies

on monies realized from forced sale

of theaters, even though the money
is to be reinvested in other theaters,
Leslie Rapp, Paramount counsel, told

the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee yesterday.
Rapp said Paramount definitely

does not intend to go out of the the-

ater business. "In some cases," he
said, "Paramount might endeavor to
acquire the interest of the other
joint owners or owners to the extent
necessary to bring its stock owner-
ship to 95 per cent or more. This
would require a substantial invest-

ment of cash or involve some other
type of financing. However, it

might prove feasible if the proceeds
from the sale of other jointly-owned
theater properties could be applied to

(Continued on Page 5)

CSU Anti-Trust Suit

Fantastic—Walsh

London (By Cable) — Richard F.

Walsh, lATSE president, now visit-

ing here, yesterday termed the $43,-

000,000 anti-trust suit filed In Cali-

fornia by the CSU against major stu-

dios, the lA and execs, of film com-
panies and the MPA an example of

"the fantastic way that the Confer-
ence does things."

Walsh, who received his first ad-
(Continued on Page 2)

Parkway, Mount Vernon,
Named in Fraud Actions

Loew's and RKO yesterday filed

percentage fraud suits against Park-
way Theater Corp., owner of the

Parkway, Mount Vernon, and Nathan

(Continued on Page 8)

15 Millions Sought

Thry New U. K. Duly!

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The British Trea-

sury plans to raise a "minimum" of

$15,000,000 annually through its pro-
posed new high import duty on
American films, according to unof-
ficial reports received here yesterday
from London.
According to these reports, which

were described as "unofficial but con-

( Continued on Page 6)

Momand Appeal Hearing
Expected This Fall

Boston—Circuit Court of Appeals
here is expected to hear and decide
A. B. Momand's appeal from the re-

versal of the U. S. District Court

(Continued on Page 5)

Exhibs. Complain to D. of J.

^^Numerous'^ Reports in Dept. Archives

Another Holder Seeks to

Enjoin Investment Plan

Saul Ganick, a Paramount stock-

holder, yesterday filed suit in Fed-
eral Court seeking to enjoin Para-
mount from consummating the pro-

posed Employes Investment Co., ap-
proved by stockholders at the last

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Department of Jus-

tice has received "numerous" exhib-
itor complaints directed at various
distributor practices, it was learned
yesterday. The Government, how-
ever, "probably" will take no action

until the U. S. Supreme Court acts

in the New York equity case.

Spokesmen said that complaints

(Continued on Page 8)

Arthur W. Kelly Said Slat-

ed for Executive V-P; New
Executive Committee Seen

"Insurmountable legal diffi-

culties," presumably of the tax
variety, yesterday killed the Si

BAGNALL KELLY

H. Fabian-Serge Semenenko deal for

(Continued on Page 6)

M(Cormi(k Stresses

Pre-Selling Films

The growing importance of pre-

selling advertising campaigns to box-

office grosses was emphasized yester-

day by S. Barret McCormick, RKO
ad-publicity director, speaking at the

closing session of the company's

sales convention at the Waldorf-As-

toria Hotel.
Extensive research has proven the

(Continued on Page 8)

Co-op. with Foreign
Producers—Reisman

Phil Reisman, RKO foreign chief,

advocated complete co-operation be-

tween U. S. and foreign producers

in an address yesterday before the

closing session of the company's an-

nual sales conference.

Reisman urged wide support of

good films regardless of the source

of their production.

"This is important not only to

RKO and the motion picture indus-

try, but to the country as well,"

Reisman stated.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Scot 177/8 177/8 177/8

Bell & Howell 2O1/4 191/2 I9V2
Columbia Picts 17 17 17
East. Kodak 45 447/8 45
Gen. Prec. Eq 19 19 19
Loew's, Inc 231/2 227/s 23%
Paromount 277/a 2734 273/4

RKO 13Vr 127/a 127/,

Republic Pict 57/8 55/8 55/8

Republic Pict. pfd, 12 12 12
20th Century-Fox 311/4 305/8 3034
20th Century-Fox pfd. 39V2 391/2 39'/2

Universal Pict 241/2 24 241/2

Universal Pict. pfd.. 82 81 81

Worner Bros le'/s IST/g 16V8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. 41/1 4 4
RKO 33^ 31/2 31/2

Sonotone Corp 33^ 35/8 35/^

Technicolor I33/4 13'/2 131/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 51/2

Net
Chg.

- 1/4

- 3/4

- V4
- Va

- 'A

- 1/8

— Vi— %

- 1/8

— '/8

- Vs

Asked
71/2

6 1/2

Quonset Appeal Denied
New Haven—Judge James E. Mur-

phy in Superior Court dismissed an
application by Leonard E. Sampson
and Robert C. Spodick for a writ of
mandamus to force Henry G. Falsey,
building inspector, to issue a permit
for the erection of a Quonset-type
theater. Judge Murphy held that
Falsey was within his authority in
ruling that the structure should con-
form to requirements of Class A
buildings.

cominG flno Goinc
J. ARTHUR RANK, after six weeks In Cali-

fornia, left by train yesterday for New Or-
leans and New York. Accompanying him ore
MRS. RANK and JOCK LAWRENCE.
JAMES V. O'GARA, Republic's Eastern division

manager, arrives in Cincinnati today for a

two-day visit at the branch office and will

visit Cleveland prior to his return to New
York next Thursday.

WALTER L. TITUS, JR., Republic's Southern
division manager, is now visiting the com-
pany's Atlanta branch, and will make stop-

overs at New Orleans, Memphis, Oklahoma
City and Dallas prior to his return to New
York July 25.

EDWARD L. WALTON, Republic's assistant

general sales manager, left by plane yester-

day for Indianapolis, first stop-over on a trip

which will take him to Chicago and Milwaukee
prior to his return to New York.

EDWIN W. AARON, M-G-M assistant gen-
eral sales manager, JAY EISENBERG and LEON-
ARD HIRSCH returned yesterday from a brief

visit to Washington.

ALFRED JUNGE, art director for M-G-M
British studios, sails tomorrow on the S.S.

MauretanIa after spending a month visiting

the company's studios in Culver City.

M. N. WOLF, assistant to H. M. Richey at

M-G-M, will arrive today from Boston for home
office conferences.

R. L. McCOY, representing Eagle-Lion in the
Southern district out of Atlanta, is in Char-
lotte.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paromount proxy, flies

to New Orleans tomorrow a.m. accompanied by
LEONARD GOLDENSON, vice-president of the

company, and LEON NETTER, Paramount The-
ater Service Corp. vee-pee.

FRED MEYERS, U-l Eastern sales manager,
is in Boston today and will proceed to New
Haven tomorrow.

BOB HILTON, Chicago district manager for

Altec Service, is in town for executive meet-
ings.

DENNIS MORGAN sails on the S.S. Maure-
tanIa tomorrow, en route to Paris where part

of Warners' "To the Victor" will be filmed.

MICHELE MORGAN and WILLIAM MARSHALL
sailed yesterday on the S.S. America.

JACQUES MERSEREAU, Hollywood set and
interior decorator, left New York for the Coast
last night.

DAVID NIVEN arrives In New York Saturday,
accompanied by his two young sons, DAVID,
JR., and JAMES. Niven will sail on the S.S.

Queen Elizabeth on July 17 for England.

EMIL GROTH, New England division mana-
ger, RKO Theaters, Inc., and JAY YERANSIAN
and FRANK BOYLE, of the RKO home office

accounting dep't, are in Syracuse.

IKE KALLET, Schine's Paramount, Syracuse,
will split his vacation between Sharon Springs,
and a South Bay, Oneida Lake cottage.

ROBERT WEITMAN and EDWARD L. HY-
MAN, Paramount Theater Service Corp. vice-
presidents, left yesterday for New Orleans.

Balaban Heads Para. Men
Attending N'Orleans Meet

Barney Balaban will head a group
of Para, execs, who are to participate
in tomorrow's New Orleans meeting
of Southern theater interests at
which J. Arthur Rank will discuss
exhibition of British product.

Others attending the meeting,
which was called by E. V. Richards,
Jr., Paramount theater partner, in-

clude Leonard Goldenson, Paramount
vice-president in charge of theater
operations; Robert Weitman, Leon
Netter and Edward L. Hyman. Lat-
ter trio are vee-pees of Paramount
Theaters Service Corp.

AiTiong the Paramount partners
and associates who will be present
are Robert Wilby, M. A. Lightman,
William Jenkins, Ed Rowley, Earl
Hudson, Harry French, Harry Lust-
garten, Chet Stoddard, Julius Gor-
don, A. H. Blank, J. H. Harrison and
Harry Nace, Jr.

Status of "Diable" Yet
To Be Decided Upon Here

At a late hour yesterday U. S.

Customs of the Port of New York
were unable to report on the status
of the film .I'ointly produced by Uni-
versal-Int'l and Paul Graetz, in

France, titled "Le Diable Au Corps."
Downtown checking revealed there
will be further Washington discus-
sion on whether certain parts of the
film are objectionable. It was previ-
ously reported to Washington de-
cision would rest with the local U. S.

Attorney.

Film figured in recent Brussels
honors. Paul Graetz is believed en
route to Mexico where he will view
the pic together with U-I reps. An-
other print is due in Mexico from
Paris.

Another Holder Seeks to

Enjoin Investment Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

annual meeting. Action is the second
stockholder suit brought in protest to
the plan.

Ganick charges that the proposal
is a waste of corporate assets, con-
stitutes an illegal act, with Para-
mount receiving no benefits. He
claims that the investment company
would not have the effect of assuring
the continued interest of employes
who benefit, and that Paramount
stands to lose $80,000 by selling $1
par shares at two-thirds of their
value.

Mayor Names Maguire
City Film Co-ordinator

Mayor O'Dwyer yesterday named
Edward C. Maguire as New York's
first film co-ordinator to handle
clearance problems on Eastern pro-
duction. He will study prospects of
bringing a substantial portion of the
motion picture industry to New York
City and will make his first report to
the Mayor within three weeks.
Maguire as head of the Mayor's

labor relations committee figures
importantly in the ever-increasing
Eastern production swing. It is ex-
pected he will take over where former
Commissioner of Commerce Sanders
left oflf in talks with industry lead-
ers on problems of shooting within
Municipal limits.

O'Dwyer has reiterated his state-
ment that he will welcome the in-

'

dustry warmly and co-operate fully.

63 "Yearling" Runs in Chi.

Chicago—Backed by extra adver-
tising space placed by M-G-M in Chi-
cago newspapers, "The Yearling" \

this week is playing 63 subsequents
in the area.

CSU Anti-Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

vices on the litigation from The
Film Daily staff correspondent, said
that he had instructed the lA head-
quarters in New York to keewt^'m
posted "only of important thaf'^'ti."

"I guess the suit isn't impoi^nt
enough," he commented.
Walsh, who sails for the U. S. on

July 23, will be the honor guest at a
NATKE studio section dinner here
Tuesday.

]\. Y. THEATERS

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-
Rockefeller Center

Gene
TIERNEY

Rex George
HARRISON SANDERS

"THE GHOST and MRS. MUIR"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

C SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

•"*•" WALim ANNE

O'BRIEN • SLEZAK • JEFFIiEYS

in Tt" Slan-ing

BETTY HUTTON
JOHN LUND

7?/i/?^A/fO(//yr

ON SCREEN

Claudette COLBERT

Fred MacMURRAY

BEnV MacDONALD'S

'THE EGG and I'

IN PERSON
VINCENT

LOPEZ
HIS PIANO &
ORCHESTRA
Plus REVUE

I

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

"i^mK

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!
COOL

ASTOR
BTWAY & 4Sth ST.

Peggy CUMMINS - Victor MATURE
Ethel BARRYMORE

"MOSS ROSE"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS ON STAGE—
OLSEN and JOHNSON

IxWA. I soth St.
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Dear Clark Gable and
Deborah Kerr:

We're off to a flying start

in hundreds of theatres

simultaneously!

We're telling the nation about

M-G-M's "THE HUCKSTERS"
in one of the year's

biggest promotions!

Everybody's talking about it!

The reviews predict a golden

harvest! It's in the press! It's

in the air! Your wonderful

picture is destined to be the

hit of the year throughout

this happy land! Congratulations!

J^ <4 M-q-M
M-G-M presents CLARK GABLE • DEBORAH KERR • Sydney Greenstreet

Adolphe Menjou • Ava Gardner • Keenan Wynn • Edward Arnold in "THE
HUCKSTERS" • Screen Ploy by Luther Davis • Adaptation by Edward
Chodorov and George Wells • Based on the Novel by Frederic Wakeman
Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.

--^

THe
HUCK^

^rej^s"

,,,:jJ>!»^
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Bracken Named Prexy

Of Western Eledrk

Stanley Bracken, executive vice-

president of Western Electric, has
been elected to succeed Clarence G.

Stoll as president
wfhen the latter

retires on Sept.
30. Stoll has
served as presi-
dent of WE since
1940 and has been
with the company
for more than 44
years.
Bracken joined

Western Electric
in 1912 and served
in various capa-
cities in this coun-
try until 1922
when he went
abroad for three
years to repre-
sent the company,
vice-president in 1942 and was elected
executive vice-president on June 1,

of this year.

BRACKEN

He became

George Fischer, Milwaukee
Theater Veteran, is Dead

Milwaukee— George Fischer, 65,
who retired last year after 50 years
in theater business, is dead. Fisher
operated or managed a number of
houses here, including the Alhambra,
National, Capitol and Milwaukee
Theaters.

Paramount Pictures honored
Fischer with a silver medal in 1937.
He held several offices in the ITO of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan and
was a member of the Milwaukee
Picture Commission from 1935 to

1938.

Survivors include a sister, Mrs.
Louise Schabow; a stepbrother, Al-
vin Fischer, and his stepmother, Mrs.
Anthony Fischer.

One World-Nobel Corns.

To Honor RKO's Schary

Dore Schary, RKO vice-president
and production chief, will be the
guest of honor at a cocktail party in

the Hotel Astor this afternoon under
the joint auspices of the One World
Award Committee and the American
Nobel Anniversary Committee.

Schary is being honored for his

contributions to the One World con-
cept by producing "The Farmer's
Daughter" and "Crossfire."

»•-*'**•** **-****^*-^**********#>>>>>>>>>
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Sam Wood Dudley Murphy
Joan Marsh jeff Donnell

Thomas Gomez

u>M PHIL M. DALY
Thursday's Tele-lines
• • • MAURICE "TEX" BERGMAN, U-I's Eastern ad-publicity

chief, is now riding herd on his new 12th St. ranch It's so far

out in the wild and woolly, says "Tex," that there's even no phone

service. ... • Drop in overseas revenue will probably see not a few

foreign dep't toppers sailing and flying to the Continent before Labor

Day. ... • Ansco opens a new 16 mm. processing lab. in Chi. next

Tuesday It will more than double Ansco's capacity for processing

Ansco color amateur movie film. ... • Gene Atkinson, business agent

of the Chi. operators union, is emphatic in his denials that he'll oppose

Richard F* Walsh for the lA presidency. ... • They're air-minded at

Loew's State, Syracuse Both Tom Clarke, assistant manager, and

George Mansfield, student assistant, have just received their private

pilot's license. ... • Looks like Broadway is in for a Marcel Pagnol

season in the Fall He'll be represented locally on the screen with

"Nais," "Fanny," "Marius," "Cesar" and the perennial "The Well-

Digger's Daughter," and on the stage by "Topaze"

T T T
• • • NOT AU THE SHOWMEN these days are m film biz, Ralph

Austrian, RKO Television prexy, told the RKO Radio's sales conclave

Referring to the growing number of bars with tele sets, and the

crowds that are attracted when sports events are on the video, said

Austrian: "As a matter of fact, they've learned something from

the motion picture business When a very special event such as

a championship bout is on the air, the price of drinks in many places is

raised to a 'road-show' basis—10-cent beers become a quarter!"

T T T
• • • NATIONAL ADVERTISING in newspapers this year will

hit more than $300,000,000 as against L946's $270,000,000, George J.

Auer told the Frisco convention of the Newspaper Advertising Execu-

tives Association which also was addressed by Metro's Louis B. Mayer

There are, it appears, folks who still believe that advertising pays

handsome dividends

T T T
• • • HERBERT WILCOX feels that lAR's deal with U. S. major

circuits should be extended to embrace all the best British films, ir-

respective of source, and that export to the U. S. of inferior U. K. prod-

uct should be severely discouraged As to the latter, it's a fact

that in the past the worst enemy of British pix in this market has been

the poor British pic. ... • The key to the really sensational rise of

Australia's GUT group under Norman Bede Rydge could be that Rydge

in rehabilitating the outfit pinned his faith to manpower, slashing over-

head without hitting the payroll. ... • Louis B. Mayer won't be

visiting Britain until 1948. ... •If you think U. S. admission levies

ore tough consider this: Associated British Cinemas took in £19,955,000

in gross admissions last year, of which £7,431,000 went to the Treas-

ury. ... • Personal memo to Vince Trotta: Miss North Carolina

at the Atlantic City "Miss America" contest will be Sarah Coble of

Para.'s Charlotte exchange. ... • Jack Benny heads the new Hos-

pitalized Veterans National Radio Foundation, established to provide

bedside and pillow-type sets gratis to hospitalized ex-servicemen thruout

the U. S. . . . • Will-wonders-never-cease Dept.: Westinghouse has

developed a robot-type drink vendor for theaters, etc., which not only

serves "cokes," but mokes change, too. ... • Eastman Kodak has of-

fered 16 educational institutions one or more of 22 fellowships in

chemistry, physics, engineering, and business administration lor the next

school year. ... • Michael Curtiz will be in our midst in late August

to make tests of James Mitchell, "Brigadoon" star, recently signed to a

long-termer
,

Million Tele Sets

Next Year—Austrian
Combined tele set output of 14

manufacturers in 1948 should hit a
million minimum, guarateeing a tele

audience of 5,000,000, Ralph ^%us-
trian, president of RKO Tel^fteon
Corp., reported to the RKO j^--.(lio

sales convention which closed at the
Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.
Noting that 65 commercial tele

permits have been granted by the
FCC, with 10 more pending, Austrian
estimated that 55,000,000 people

—

"movie goers"—^will be placed in a
position to receive tele service in the
next 12 to 18 months. This, he noted,
is 42 per cent of the U. S. continen-
tal population.
Austrian declared that the price

of tele sets, now from $400 to $1,000,
"are not conducive to developing a
mass market but after the great
costs of development and research
have been written off the price cycle
will undoubtedly parallel that of
radio sets and will gradually work
down to such a level that mass mar-
ket will be reached."
RKO, Austrian told the sales con-

vention, does not intend to miss the
boat in theater television, which, he
said, had made a "great deal of
progress" during the year.
"When the proper instrumentali-

ties for theater television projection
have been developed, we will be
prepared and ready to take ad-
vantage of them," he assured.

Donnelly Opening Offices
Jack Donnelly has resigned as

manager of M-G-M's Special Service
Department and will open his own
offices offering similar service to
indie producers, free-lance artists,

business managers and agents. Don-
nelly will operate temporarily from
the office of Alexis Thompson in the
Madison Square Building.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Dion-Shartin
Des Moines, la. — Arnie Shartin,

Columbia booker, was married to
Dorothy Dion of Minneapolis. The
couple are honeymooning at Clear
Lake.

Mazza-Villirillo
Des Moines, la.—Rose Mazza of

Columbia exchange was married to
Joe Villirillo.

Fuhrmon-Foley
Cedar Rapids, la.—Carol Fubr-

man, assistant manager of the State
Theater here, was married to Ken-
neth M. Foley and the couple are
on a honeymoon trip in South Da-
kota.

Abbott-Smead
Council Bluffs, la.—Morrie Smead,

owner of the Strand and an execu-
tive of the Viking Popcorn Co., was
married to Grace Abbott of Santa
Barbara, Calif.
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Rapp Hits Levies

On Forced Saies

(Continued from Page II

the acquisition of such outside inter-

ests in accordance with the involun-

tac— (conversion concept."
r" A.Vough not speaking for other

del-Uidants in the New York suit,

Rapp said they are in general agree-
ment with the Paramount position.

He asked the committee for an ex-

tension of the "involuntary conver-
sion" feature of the law to cover
conversion of assets as the result of

court order. General effect, he said,

will be "to postpone the recognition
of gain until there is a voluntary sale

or other disposition of the property."
He said he intends to submit detailed

recommendations in the near future.

"It is to be noted," Rapp explained,

"that under the court's decree Para-
mount and the other companies may
continue to own and operate theaters

and may even own and operate such
theaters jointly with independents so

long as the interest of the film com-
panies is less than five per cent or

is 95 per cent or more. . . . This
means that Paramount and other
companies involved will either have
to sell their interest in situations

where it falls within the_ five to 95

per cent category, or will have to

buy out the co-owning independents,

or else such jointly-owned companies
will have to be liquidated in whole
or in part."

Momand Appeal Hearing
Expected This Fall

(Continued from Page 1)

jury verdict some time this Fall.

Momand received a verdict in excess

of $300,000 last January in his suit

against Universal and the other

major distributors, but the decision

was reversed in February by Judge
Charles Wyzanski.
Record on appeal has been estab-

lished and the plaintiff has deposited

over $3,500 for printing costs. When
printing is completed the record will

be filed in the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals. George S. Ryan represents

Momand, with Edward F. McClennen
representing the defendants.

PTA Backs Kid Shows Program
Chicago—Mrs. Aaron Saperstein,

widow of the founder of the Allied

Theaters, heads a PTA movement
here to co-operate with the Films
Council to stimulate a demand for

juvenile film shows at Chicago the-

aters. Mrs. T. B. Haste was named
to work with Mrs. Joseph Chesser of

the Council, in the combined effort.

STORK REPORTS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. WiHiam F. Coun-

tryman gave birth to a baby girl

weighing seven pounds, two ounces,

at St. Vincent's Hospital. Father is

a member of the RKO Radio publicity

dept.

20th Century-Fox Expected to Distribute

Sotne London Filttts' Productions in I/. K.
London (By Cable)—Twentieth-Fox, which will distribute Sir Alexander

Korda's pix in the U. S., is also expected to release some of Korda's London

Films' productions on this side.

First three London Films' pix, "Ideal Husband," "Bonnie Prince Charlie" and

"Anna Karenina." however, will go to British Lion here. Thereafter, it is prob-

able that 20th-Fox will get three in 1948.

SAG, AMPP Deny Accord
Reached with Majors

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Representatives of

Screen Actors Guild and AMPP de-
nied published reports that major
producers and SAG have agreed to

extend present agreement to Aug. 1,

1948. They said nothing has been
finally set and that any agreement
reached by negotiating committees
must be submitted to Guild members
for a secret mail referendum. It is

reported that SAG board of directors
has authorized its negotiating com-
mittee to seek a year's extension be-
cause of the new Taft-Hartley labor
law deadline of Aug. 22 and that
producers negotiating committee has
been empowered to go ahead on a
deal. Donald M. Nelson, president
of SIMPP, leaves by plane today for

Washington, D. C. He is expected to

confer with President Truman Fri-

day. In addition to his SIMPP duties,

Nelson is acting as an economic ad-
visor for Mexico, but it is not known
whether his Eastern trip will deal

with Mexico's economic problems.

D. C. Censorship Report
To House Group Tomorrow

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A full report on the

censorship of films in the District of

Columbia will be given the House
Committee on the District of Colum-
bia tomorrow morning, Chairman
Everett Dirksen, R., 111., told The
Film Daily last night. Dirksen con-
ferred yesterday with MPA officials

Kenneth Clark and Jack Bryson on
the question, and has also studied the

powers of the local police women's
bureau.

Dirksen said he does not expect to

have any recommendations for the
committee, and admitted that he does
"not see any good to become alarmed
and rush into something we'll regret

later."

The matter arose over protests by
representative Rankin, Dem., Miss.,

against "Duel in the Sun," and Ran-
kin's proDOsal that the film be
banned in the District of Columbia.
Dirksen has studied a lengthy com-
munication from producer David 0.

Selznick, and said his discussion with
Bi-yson and Clark yesterday con-

cerned "Duel in the Sun" specifically

more than the overall censorship

problem.

SamoniskY With Larkin

Harris Samonisky, former news-
paperman and publicist, has joined

Mark Larkin, 11 E. 45th St., public

relations and publicity counselor.

House Group Hears CIO
Urge Cut in Excise Taxes

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Immediate reduction

of the admissions and other excise
levies to their pre-war level and
ultimate elimination of all excise
taxes were urged upon the House
Ways and Means Committee yester-
day by Stanley H. Ruttenberg, for
the CIO. "Excise taxes normally
take more out of the pocketbooks of

the low income groups than any
other groups," he said, denying that
they are luxury taxes for the most
part.

He proposed also that small cor-

porations earning less than $25,000
per year be given relief to "enable
them to compete with monopoly con-
trol" of industry. A 10 per cent tax
on the first $5,000 of corporate in-

come rising to the present rate of 38
per cent on all income above $25,000
was proposed for the small corpora-
tions.

Uiiman Leaves Pallie

To Produce for RKO

Frederic Ullman, Jr. has resigned
as president of RKO Pathe to be-
come an RKO producer under Dore
Schary, studio
chief.

Ullman's first

assignment will

be "The Window,"
a suspense story,

Schary said yes-
terday.
The RKO lot is

not new to Ull-
man, he having
produced two fea-
tures there in
1940 before com-
ing East to handle
Pathe and the
"This Is Amer-
ica" series. He
was also instru-
mental in establishing the RKO
Pathe studios here.
Ullman leaves for the Coast with

Schary on Tuesday.

ULLMAN

Four from Mono, in August
Four Monogram nix have been set

for release during August. They are:

2nd, "Robin Hood of Monterey"; 9th,

"New Hounds"; 11th, "Flashing
Guns," and 23rd, "Song of the Win-
chester."
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Fabian UA Deal Off;

BagnallNewPrexy!

(Continued from Page 1)

the purchase of Mary Pickford's 50
per cent holdings in United Artists
Corp.
A joint statement, issued thru UA

by Miss Pickford and the New York
circuit operator, announced "with
mutual regret" that all negotiations
have been discontinued because the
legal barriers raised made the pro-
posed deal "impractical." The ter-
mination of the extended negotia-
tions, which several times were vir-

tually at the closing point, was de-
scribed as "completely amicable" and
it was added that the ending of dis-

cussions was with "mutual admira-
tion and regard."
The statement, issued late in the

afternoon, served to bring Into
sharper focus the question of a new
president of UA to succeed Edward
Raftery who, for more than a year,
has expressed a desire to retire to
his extensive law practice.

Bagnall Into Top Spot
Usually well informed circles last

night said that a further statement
by Miss Pickford—her third in as
many days—w^ld be forthcoming
today, and it was rumored that the
top UA spot would go either on an
interim or permanent basis to George
L. Bagnall, now a UA vice-president,
headquartering on the Coast.

The same sources said that Arthur
W. Kelly, recently elected to the UA
board as a Chaplin director, would be
elected executive vice-president, a
new office.

Questioned on the collapse of the
Pickford-Fabian negotiations and on
the report that George Bagnall will

become new UA president, Charles
Chaplin declined to comment. He
said he had no intentions of retiring

and is definitely planning his next
production which will go into work
immediately after the release in

October of "Monsieur Verdoux."

A further important change in the
UA setup, it was reported, would be
the establishment of an executive
board with wide powers.

Addition of executive manpower
was also anticipated.

In moving Bagnall up to the presi-

dency, it is understood that Pickford
and Chaplin were influenced by a
desire to keep the office in the "UA
family." Otherwise, there is reason
to believe that the post would have
gone to Tom Connors, until recently

20th-Fox vice-president in charge of

distribution, with whom Miss Pick-
ford lately had conferred. Should
the Bagnall elevation be an interim
one, a deal with Connors still might
be worked out, it was pointed out.

Bagnall, an accountant and comp-
troller before entering the industry,

joined Fox Film in 1928 in the latter

capacity at the studios. In 1935, he
moved to Paramount as studio trea-

surer, subsequently becoming ex-

ecutive studio manager and a vice-

pi'esident. He resigned in 1941 to

FILM STOCKS WORTH $786,951,206
9 Company Survey Indicates Decline of $180,706,099

From $937,6^7,30^ Value at First of the Year

Stock market value of the shares
of nine motion picture companies
declined by $180,706,099 in the
initial six months of this year, a
comparison by The Film Daily in-

dicates. Survey includes the common
stocks of Columbia, Loew's, Mono-
gram, Paramount, RKO, Republic,
20th-Fox, Universal and Warners,
the preferred issues of Columbia,
Republic, 20th-Fox and Universal,
and the 20th-Fox prior preferred.
Total value of the stock at Dec. 31,

last year, on the basis of the num-
ber of shares outstanding, accord-
ing to the last annual report of each
company, was $937,657,305. On the
same basis the stock issues were
worth $756,951,206 at the end of

June, this year.
Wall St. sources indicated that the

decline in film issues was somewhat

out of line with earnings possibili-

ties which have not dropped to a
great enough extent to warrant the
change. Observers pointed out that,
while earnings in the current year
will not be as great as last year, mo-
tion picture companies will be ahead
of any other year in the industry's
history, on the basis of current indi-

cations.

It was also noted that film com-
panies took advantage of the war
boom to straighten out their financial
conditions, including the calling of a
number of preferred issues, decreas-
ing funded debts, and reducing inter-

est rates on still outstanding obliga-
tions.

A comparison by companies as of
Dec. 31, 1946 and June 30, this year,
is printed on this page.

UN Association Seeks
MMPTA Co-op. in Drive

The American Association for the

United Nations is endeavoring to en-

list the aid of the Metropolitan Mo-
tion Picture Theaters Association in

its drive to publicize and promote

good will for the international body.

Plan calls for utilization of lobby

posters and possibly trailers during

the week of Sept. 14, second anni-

versary of UN.
Proposal will be taken up for dis-

cussion at MMPTA's next board of
directors meeting, date for which has
not yet been set.

Chicago Janitors Union
Negotiating With Exhibs.

Chicago—Negotiations for a new
contract are under way between
members of the Exhibitors Associa-
tion of Chicago, Allied Theaters of
Illinois and the Chicago Office, The-
ater and Amusement Building Jani-
tors' Union, Local 25, AFL, Ihomas
J. Burke, president of the local, re-
vealed.

Union seeks to eliminate the five

cent differential in favor of old
buildings and wants a 48-hour week
with 40 hours of straight time and
eight hours at time and a half, plus
vacation benefits and improved work-
ing conditions.

join Alexander Korda Films as vice-

prexy and general manager, and the
following year was named a UA
vice-president.

Kelly has had a long industry
career, starting in Britain. He has
at various times served UA as trea-

surer and vice-president and has
filled foreign and domestic sales

posts. He left UA in 1944 to become
president of Rank's Eagle-Lion
Films, Inc. and later, in 1946, be-

came president of Signet Films
Prods. Kelly arrived in Hollywood
Monday from the East.
Miss Pickford, who returns to the

Coast late today from New York, ad-
dressed the UA district managers
conference at the Waldorf-Astoria

yesterday, outlining the management
changes and plans for the company's
future operations, it is understood.

Mary Pickford last night would
not comment upon the report that
George Bagnall would assume the
UA presidency.

Tamarin to Replace
Tom Waller With UA
Al Tamarin will take over the post

of publicity manager at United Art-
ists, left vacant by Tom Waller's
shift to MPAA, it was reported yes-
terday. Tamarin, then with the N.
Y. Theater Guild, joined UA about a
year ago to handle exploitation on
JAR's "Henry V."

Stock Market Value of Film Shares
Dec. ,S1, 1946

Columbia $202,066,776
Columbia, Pfd 5,962,500
Loew's 130,695,879
Monogram 3,515,455
Paramount 243,888,850
RKO 59,617,752
Republic 5,952,252
Republic, Pfd 5,700,000
20th-Fox 104,745,656
20th-Fox, Pfd 8,997,840
20th-Pox, Prior Pfd 9,192,270
Universal 21,918,663
Universal, Pfd 5,040,000
Warners 130,463,422

TOTALS $937,657,306

15 Millions Souglit

Duly!

(Continued from Page 1)

servative," the British target is an
annual "take" of $15,000,000 to Sv20,-
000,000. (^^,'
Under the present, specific ducy^n

American films, an estimated $3,000,-
000 IS realized each year. The change
advanced by Hugh Dalton, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, would subject
American films to a duty based on
"value."

No industry estimates of the cost
of the proposed new tax policy can
be made, of course, until there is
further definition of the rate and
how It would be applied. Word reach-
ing here indicated, however, that the
British hope to raise at least $15,-

If the import duties are increased
so as to net 15 to 20 million dollars
each year it would further cut down
the gap between British and Amer-
ican earnings in the two countries.
Although box office receipts of Amer-
ican films in Great Britain are es-
timated at about $400,000,000 an-
nually, only about $68,000,000 are
actually transferred to this country
The rest—about $332,000,000, re-
mains in Great Britain. British films
may net up to $20,000,000 from show-
ings in the United States this year.

.lune 30, 1947
$154,305,538

5,800,000
110,932,112

2,523,916
196,049,106
46.685,778
9,089,300
4,400,000
80,597,071
7.083.699
!).296,352
14,471,362
4,860,000

111,967,972
$756,951,206

Sykes Opens Own Agency
Charlotte, N. C—Hugh M. Sykes,

Jr., who before the war had his own
booking service for theaters in the
Carolinas, but who since release from
the Army has been head salesman for
Screen Guild Pictures, has resigned
to open his own independent booking
agency, with offices in Charlotte.

neuj POSTS
BYRON SHAPIRO, Columbia sales staff Min-

neapolis. '

IRVING MARKS, Columbia salesman, Minne-
apolis.

MITCHELL RAHHAL, booker, Gus Sun office
Detroit.

'

IRVING SPECTOR, booker, Gus Sun office De-
troit.

'

JOHN ERLAND ELMBLAD, PRC apprentice ship-
per and booker, Dallas.

HERMAN HALLBERG, head booker, Twentieth-
Fox exchange, Indianapolis, Ind.

TIM DOOLEY, booker, Twentieth-Fox exchange,
Indianapolis, Ind.

GEORGE LEFKO, branch manager. Film Clas-
sics, Indianapolis, Ind.

RALPH PECKHAN, branch manager. Film Clas-
sics, Atlanta, Ga.

MILTON ETTINGER, office manager and head
booker, U-l, Indianapolis, Ind.

MURRAY B. HOWARD, manager, Art Theater,
Springfield, Mass.

MERRICK LYONS, manager. Palace Theater,
Norwalk, Conn.

CHARLES MITTLEESTADT, assistant manager.
State Theater, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

PAUL SCHOLER, manager, Ritz Theater, Chari-
ton, Iowa.

BUCK LEWIS, general manager, Carney Theaters,
Rolla, Mo.

LAWRENCE McCORMICK, shipper, NSS, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
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"Rustlers of Devil's

Canyon"
with Allan Lane, Bobby Blake

Republic 58 Mins.

GQDD BET FOR GENERAL WESTERN
CL,:'\"\ELE: PLENTY SHOOTING AND
AC'^TN.

Marksmanship a la blank cartridge is to

be particularly noted in this western. There

is a good deal of shooting. Many are hit.

Others are killed. The combination of cause

and effect—gun, bullet, target—is well

handled for the most part. Always pertinent

to westerns this element is stressed herein.

And that's what the audience wants. Here

they get it, plenty. This is a good one for

the general western clientele; a very good

one for juvenile devotees of the fare.

The veteran plot has seen much service.

It concerns rustlers that drive off nestors

while they make off with cattle. Much
bloodshed occurs. Allan Lane as "Red
Ryder," returns from the Spanish-Ameri-

can War to become immediately involved in

the skullduggery. His assistance is "Little

Beaver," Bobby Blake. A couple of wagon
loads of army veterans arrive at Devil's

Canyon to take up homesteading. Immedi-
ately they are set upon by the outlaws.

Meanwhile the ringleader poses as a cow
country medico. Behind the scenes he plots.

In good time Lane settles his hash. Peggy

Stewart figures in the script as a gun-toting,

hot-tempered female who thinks Lane is

at the bottom of the dirty work. That is,

until he rounds up the gang for her in an

old mine. R. G. Springsteen's direction has

the reliable know how.
CAST: Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Martha

Wentworth, Peggy Stewart, Arthur Space, Em-
mett Lynn, Roy Borcroft, Tom London, Harry
Carr, Pierce Lyden, Forrest Taylor.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sidney Picker;

Director, R. G. Springsteen; Original Screenplay,
Earle Snell; Bosed on Fred Harman comic strip;

Photography, William Bradford; Film Editor,

Harry Keller; Musical Director, Mort Glick-
man; Sound, Victor B. Appel; Art Direction,
Frank Arrigo; Set Decorations, John McCarthy,
Jr., Theodore Lydecker.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
1 Good.

"Red Stallion" Will Open
In 100 Spots Day-Date

New Orleans — Plans for a mid-
August day-and-date world premiere
for Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion," to
cover at least 100 leading first-run
theaters in major keys were an-
nounced yesterday by A. W. Schwal-
berg, vice-president and general
sales manager, now in New Orleans
to set final plans for the premiere
with E. V. Richards, Jr., president of
the Paramount-Richards Circuit, and
Robert J. O'Donnell, vice-president
and general manager of the Inter-
state Circuit.

"Dragnet"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Screen Guild 71 Mins.

MODEST BUDGET THRILLER IS AUS-
PICIOUS SCREEN RETURN FOR PRO-
DUCER MAURICE H. CONN AND PLAY-
ERS HENRY WILCOXON AND MARY
BRIAN.

Maurice H. Conn, who has been in the

service, makes an auspicious return to in-

dependent production, with this modest
budget thriller. It also marks the return to

the screen of two very competent per-

formers, Henry Wilcoxon and Mary Brian.

Wilcoxon enacts the role of a Scotland

Yard detective on the trail of missing jew-

els. He comes to the United States in

search of the gem thief.

A plane passenger, posing as a diplomat,

succeeds in bringing the jewels into this

country. However, he is slain by Douglas

Dumbrille, a smuggler, whose chief aide

is Virginia Dale.

Wilcoxon, who is working with Douglas

Blackley, a young American police lieu-

tenant, recovers the gems and also captures

Dumbrille.

Les Goodwins effectively handled the

direction, while Producer Conn authored the

original story. Barbara Worth and Harry

Es^ex fashioned the screenplay.
CAST: Henry Wilcoxon, Mary Brian, Douglas Dum-

hrill". Virginia Dale, Douglas Blackley, Tom
Padden Don Horvev, Maxine Semon, Ralph
Dunn, Bert Conway, Douglas Evans, Paul New-
'an Alon Nixon.

CREDITS: Producer, Maurice H. Conn: Direc-
tor. Leslie Goodwins; Author, Maurice H. Conn:
Screennlav, Barbara Worth and Harrv Ft-

'ex: Cameroman. James S. Brown; Musical Di-
rector. Edward Kaye: Music, Irvipq G=rt7- Edi-
tor Po"l Landres; Art Director, Fronk Svlnc.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

SHORTS
"A Day At Hollywood Park"

Warners 10 Mins.
Highly Interesting

Filmed at H'wood Park in Calif,

this footage reveals the highly per-
fected supervision behind the groom-
ing and racing of thoroughbred
horses. Complete with mayor, super-
intendent, police and minor officials,

the race track operates as a city
within a city. Highly interesting to
sports fans and general audiences.

School Merit Awards
Get Group Endorsements

^ochna with Koons Co.
Ivan Pochna has joined Charles A.

Koons and Co. as director of the For-
eign Films Division, with offices at
49 E. 51st St. Pochna, formerly with
the American rep. of Gaumont Brit-
ish, .served during the war as a
lieutenant in the U. S. Navy. He
holds degrees from Dartmouth Col-
lege, Harvard Law School, Univer-
sity of Paris and University of
Nancy.

_
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Asso-

ciation, together with the National
Association of Visual Education
Dealers and the Film Council of
America have endorsed the prosrram
'^f Sripcial Merit Awards for schools
excelling in the use of audio-visual
teaching- aids, it is announced by Dr.
John E. Dugan, president of the De-
partment of Secondary Teachers of
thp National Edur^ation Association.
Heads of ANFA, NAVED and

FCA, who spoke for their respective
organizations are: William F. Kruse,
Bernard A. Cousino and C. R.
Reagan.

Dr. William Lewin of Weequahic
High School, Newark, is in charge of

the project. A-V Awards will be pre-
sented at the end of the 1947-48
academic year.

Carriers Strike Ends
Pittsburgh — Griffith Messenger

Service truck drivers called off their
strike after being out only one day.
It is reported but unconfirmed that
these union drivers, members of

Local 249, AFL Teamsters, recently
signed a contract for a 15 cent hourly
increase and went on strike when
they heard the Exhibitors Service

Co. truck drivers received a 20 cent
an hour increase after being on

I strike 10 days.

"New Trains for Old?"
20th-Fox 18</2 Mins.

Swell
Spotlighting the present transpor-

tation crisis, this March of Time
poses the question: Can railroads
meet the competition of planes,
buses, and autos. Carrying more
traffic than ever before with equip-
ment all but worn out during the
war, they must modernize quickly if

they are to survive. Highlights of
the film are some amusing shots
showing familiar travel nuisances,
and others showing modern conven-
iences which may be expected in the
future. A nation-wide problem, this

footage has everything to make it a
seller in any theater.

"Along Came Daffy"

Warners 7 Mins.
Very Good

Dafi^y Duck arrives at the home of
two fur trappers who are on the
point of starvation. In Daffy thev
envision a delicious dinner and much
hilarity ensues as they chase their
quarry hither and yon. A very good
cartoon with a great many laughs.

"Louisiana's" Premiere
In Shreveport in October

ffV.' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Louisiana," Mono-

gram bioeraphical film starring Gov.
Jimmie Davis, will have its world
premiere in Shrevenort, La., during
the week of Oct. 6-13, it was an-
nounced yesterday by President
Steve Broidy.
The announcement followed con-

ferences at the studio by Broidy, Pro-
ducer Lindsley Parsons, President
Ralph Leaderbrand of the Louisiana
.Tunior Chamber of Commerce, and
Public Relations Director Albert J.

Meek. Governor Davis and cast will

attend the premiere.

"Captains" in 80 Theaters

Detroit — James Sharkey, buyer
for Co-operative Theaters, has com-
pleted a deal with Albert Dezel, rep-

resenting Favorite Films, for 80

bookings to be played as a unit on
"Captain Fury" and "Captain Cau-
tion." Bookings include all of the

Co-operative second-runs which sel-

dom play any re-issues.

o
WENDEL

aorey
-plays

''JOHNNY THE KILLER'

only once-a-decade does

a great new star have

such a great first role.

Count 5/
5 stars in

HAL WALLIS'

ff

Fitrif
IN TECHNICOLOR!

From Paramount
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Dalton Gets Right

To Fix Heavy Duty

(Continued from Page !•

ization and putting the British film

tycoon, now visiting the U. S., into a
monopolistic position.

The import duty clause moved by
Dalton during the Report Stage of

the new Finance Bill (budget) was
approved without division (record

vote).
The Chancellor told Commons

during the debate that the new
levy, if applied, would be by
taking a "trial shot" at the earn-

ings of films, but he reiterated

that it was an enabling measure
to make further economy in dol-

lar exchange "if necessary."

Speakers from both benches
severely criticized the government's
method and "tender-heartedness" to

Rank's film empire.

Tom O'Brien, general secretary of

the NATKE, and long a leader in the

Parliamentary Labor Party, termed
the Dalton approach psychologically

bad and made the direct charge that

it would place Rank into the monop-
oly position here.

J. W. Belcher, Parliamentary sec-

retary for the Board of Trade, re-

joined that there was no "tender-

heartedness" manifested by the

Board to Rank and stoutly main-
tained that any organizations doing

their best to expand trade with the

U. S. would be supported by the gov-

ernment.

"We do not want to do anything

that will lose the good will of the

American film industry, particularly

at a time when some organizations

are doing their best to advance Brit-

ish films in that country," Belcher

told Commons.
Belcher disclosed that an at-

tempt will be made to get a vol-

untary price-freezing agreement
inside the film industry, but said

if that failed, the Board would
have to use its powers.

"If there is any necessity for

using those powers we would
not hesitate to use them," Bel-

cher warned.

Passage of the Dalton duty clause

was not unanticipated, but Belcher's

reference to a price-freezing agree-

ment was the first inkling that the

government had that in mind also,

and added to the trade's apprehen-

siveness.

All-Industry Picnic Monday
Charlotte, N. C. — The Charlotte

Variety Club will hold the second an-

nual industry picnic next Monday at

the Red Fez Club on the Catawba
River. All exchanges and offices will

close at 1 p.m.

fEmmE TOUCH
HTLEN MAUSURE, assistant booker. Cooperative

Theater, Detroit.

MRS. GERTRUDE SUTTON, Secretory, Loew's

State, Syrocuse.

WHO'SWHO IN HOLLYWOOD
GEORGE STEVENS. Producer-director. Born in Oakland, Calif, in 1905. Was

only 16 years old when he got his first job as cameraman's assistant on the

Hal Roach lot. In time, he rolled the camera on 60 of the

Laurel and Hardy comedies besides writing some of the

best of them. In 1933 Stevens joined Universal where he

directed his first feature, "The Cohens and the Kellys

In Trouble." A year later he signed as a director with

RKO-Radio, and was assigned to direct Katharine Hep-

burn in "Alice Adams," a picture which establishedi

Stevens as a great comedy megger. He made Wheelerp

and Woolsey comedies, "Laddie," "Swing Time" with!

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, "A Damsel In Distress,"!

"Bachelor Bait," "Annie Oakley," and other box officef

successes. In "Vivacious Lady" he brought James Stewart^

to stardom. When Samuel Goldwyn once told him in sin-

cere praise that he was a great director of "women's]

pictures," he became worried and looked around for a pic-

ture with few if any women in it and came up with

"Gunga Din," a hit which is still exhibiting. His better

known pictures include "Woman Of The Year" with Spencer Tracy and Hep-
burn; "Penny Serenade" with Cary Grant and Irene Dunne," "Three's A Crowd,"

and he made "The Talk Of The Town" and "The More The Merrier" for Co-
lumbia in 1943. When the war broke out he joined the Army and rose to lieu-

tenant colonel in Signal Corps, making some sensational war documentaries in

Italy and on other fronts. Stevens is now directing "I Remember Mama" for

RKO release.

Biumenstock Cails
rr 9i

(Continued from Page 1)

handling the "Father" premiere and
other August and September en-

gagements. Advertising, publicity,

promotion, special events and other
activities will be up for discussion.

Among home office executives par-

ticipating in the meeting will be
Harry Goldberg, director of theater
advertising and publicity; Gil Golden,
national advertising manager; Larry
Golob, Eastern publicity manager;
William W. Brumberg, manager of

the field staff, and others.

Distribution department field rep-

resentatives attending will include

George Bannan, Dallas; Lucia Per-

rigo and Frank Casey, Chicago; Ira

Epstein, Cincinnati; George Fish-

man, Philadelphia; Glenn Ireton,

Toronto; Art Moger, Boston; Herb
Pickman, New York; Richard Steph-
ens, San Francisco; Don Walker,
Kansas City, and J. D. Woodard,
Atlanta.

Theater ad men present will be

Marcel Brazee, Oklahoma City; E. C.

Callow, Philadelphia; Dan Finn, New
Haven; George Kelly, Newark; Al
Kvool, Milwaukee; Frank La Fake,
Washington; Frank McCarthy, Mem-
phis; Charles Smakwitz, Albany; J.

Knox Strachan, Cleveland; James
Totman, Pittsburgh, and John Mc-
Manus, Los Angeles.

UOPWA to Ignore NLRB
All local unions of the United

Office and Professional Workers of

America, CIO, have been advised by
the General Executive Board not to

utilize the procedures of the NLRB
as set up under the Taft-Hartley

Act, since the NLRB has "now been
converted into a union-busting

agency."

M(Cormi(l( Stresses

Pre-Selling Films

(Continued from Page 1)

value of this type of promotion and
the company will continue a similarly
aggressive policy on the new sea-
son's product, McCormick said.

The session was conducted by Rob-
ert Mochrie, vice-president in charge
of domestic distribution, who stressed
the important part played by adver-
tising and publicity in making a sell-

ing effort more effective. Mochrie
suggested that each salesman be-
come "advertising and publicity con-
scious" and pass on his enthusiasm
to the exhibitor.

Also addressing the convention-
eers were Vice-President John M.
Whitaker; Leon Bamberger, sales
promotion manager; Terry Turner,
field exploitation chief, and Emerson
Foote, president of Foote, Cone and
Belding.

Ned E. Depinet read telegrams re-
ceived from Leo McCarey, John Fitz-
gibbons, Leonard Goldenson, J.

Meyer Schine, Charles P. Skouras
and John Davis of the J. Arthur Rank
organization.

National Screen Service hosted a
cocktail party for the delegates late
yesterday afternoon in the Wedge-
wood Room.

Alliance Buys for Marion Houses
Chicago — Alliance Theaters has

been named buyer and booker for the
Lyric and Indiana Theaters, Marion,
Ind., with Dan Murray appointed
manager by the Federal Court here.

Houses were recently operated by
William Connors, and by Alliance
and Connors but, owing to lease dif-

ficulties, were in litigation that re-

sulted in the appointment of a
receiver.

Exhibs« Complaining

To Justice Deph

(Continued from Page 1)

are received by the Department of
Justice at the rate of nearly one a
day. The large number pre&i4ides
the possibility of a thorough iifte'i-
gation of all complaints. OU-.'ials
emphasized however that the Gov-
ernment is keeping a close watch on
the entire situation.
On receipt of many of the com-

plaints, letters are written the dis-
tributor or company involved to get
their version of the situation. This
data is assembled for possible use in
the future. Although there is little
chance that additional suits will be
initiated by the Department of Jus-
tice until disposition of the equity
case. Government officials stressed
that it is by no means certain that
action may not be taken.

Justice officials in the past have
cautioned that granting of stays
from the N. Y. Court's decision does
not make certain practices "legal"
and defendants always run the risk
of Government and private suits.

It was learned that the complaints
being received by the Department
include dissatisfaction with bidding
practices of some distributors. Gov-
ernment ofl!icials were reluctant to
detail the complaints because of the
lack of thorough investigation of
many of the situations. Although
Allied States has not yet released
results of the poll of members, it is
known that general dissatisfaction
with distrib. bidding practices were
expressed.

Parkway, Mount Vernon
Named in Fraud Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

Steinberg and Leonard Finkelstein,
officers and directors. Defendants
are charged with having made fraud-
ulent box office reports on grosses
received on percentage pictures ex-
hibited in 1941-47.

Complaint alleges that the defend-
ants falsified their books and records
and induced checkers to sign written
reports of falsified box office receipts.
Defendants are charged with also
having exploited such reduced
grosses to obtain reductions in
license fees.

Louis Nizer of Phillips, Nizer, Ben-
jamin & Krim represents the plain-
tiffs.

CHARTERED
SELZNICK STUDIO RELEASING DIVISION OF

CANADA, Ltd., Dover, Del.; capital, 1,000 shares
of no par value stock.

PARAMOUNT FILMS OF JAMAICA, LTD.,
New York, capital, $3,000; by George Weltner,
Roger C. Clement, Milton Kirshenberg.

VANDERBILT FILMS CORP., New York; capi-
tal, 200 shares of no par value stock; by Lor-
raine Fields, Harriet Kabat, Herman Nevit.

PARION THEATER CORP., New York; capital,
100 shares of no par value stock; Solomon M.
Strausberg, Morris 0. Strausberg, Stanley Kobert,
directors.
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CHRnCESJVER BRITISH UJOn'T inVOKE DUTV
British Booking Combine Threatens Distribs.
Lower Rentals Feared;
KRS Sets Meeting Date
To Consider the Move

London (By Cable)—U. S. distiibs.,

already faced with the threat of a
heavy customs duty on film imports
as the result of Parliamentary action

on Wednesday night, yesterday were
confronted with still another revenue
menace thru CEA proposals for the

establishment of a booking combine
for indies.

As a result, the KRS issued a call

for a special meeting on July 31 to

(Continued on Page 4)

UATo Release 13 "A

PixinNextSixMos.

United Artists has set 13 top-bud-
get pix for release during the next
six months, it was announced yes-

terday by J. J. Unger, general sales

manager, at the final session of the

company's district sales conference
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. In

addition, "Arch of Triumph" will be

(Continued on Page 3)

"Jolson" Tops Gallup Poll

In First Half of 1947

Columbia's "The Jolson Story"
leads all other films in popularity so

far this year, according to a poll

by Dr. George Gallup's Audience Re-
search, Inc., in connection with the

annual Photoplay medal awards.
Top femme star in the mid-year tab-

( Continued on Page 6)

UA $100,000 Sears
Drive Opens Monday
UA's $100,000 1947 Grad Sears

Gold Cup Drive was announced yes-

terday by J. J. Unger, general sales

manager, at the final session of the

three-day meeting at the Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel.

Starting next Monday, the drive

will end on Jan. 3, 1948. District

and branch managers will compete

for cash prizes in addition to the

honor of winning a year's possession

of the Gold Cup, presently in Sid

Rose's Chicago branch.

United Artists Still Without IVcm? Prexy
As lUary Pichford Flies to See Chaplin

United Artists was still without a new president yesterday.

Mary Pickford, prior to her departure for the Coast by plane in the after-

noon, termed published reports to the effect that the post was going to George

L. Bagnall. vice-prexy, "premature," and said that no decision or announcement

would be made until after she had an opportunity to discuss the matter with

Charles Chaplin, UA's co-owner.

However, it was learned that the Bagnall report, as well as others concern-

ing management changes, as of Wednesday were not without foundation, al-

though concededly certain factors and circumstances might change the situation

over-night. It was apparent that Chaplin, whose quick approval had been

sought, had elected to take more time for consideration.

Rank Buys Interests

In Malayan Circuits

London (By Cable) — In another
strategic move to broaden his theater

holdings, J. Arthur Rank has signed

a partnership deal with Associated
Theaters, Ltd. and Cathay Theaters,

Ltd., giving the Rank organization

an interest in three Malayan the-

aters, plus a number of others to be
constructed.

Pact is seen here as adding a
large piece of playing time to Rank's

(Continued on Page 4)

Technicolor for 65% of

M-G-M's 1947-48 Shorts

Chaplin on Deck For

Un-American Hearing

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—House Committee on

Un-American Activities full-dress
probe of Hollywood will get under
way Sept. 23, with Charles Chaplin
"definitely" scheduled to appear, it

was learned yesterday.

Committee Chairman J. Parnell
Thomas said that Chaplin and Hans
Eisler, Hollywood songwriter, would

(Continued on Page 6)

Disadvantages of Move
Believed Holding Back
Ad Valorem Rate

While Parliament has armed
Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, with the authority
to impose a heavy ad valorem duty
on U. S. film Imports to conserve
dollar exchange, the chances are re-

ported even that the Attlee Labor
Government will not invoke the
powers, leaving the present five

pence footage impost in effect.

This is the belief held in usually

(Continued on Page 6)

AT&T Coaxial Rales

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Strong protests

against "excessive" rates proposed
by the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Co. for inter-city television

facilities will force a full FCC hear-

(Continued on Page 8)

Unger Names 10 UA '47

"Golden Circle" Salesmen

A program of 48 short subjects,

with 65 per cent of them in Techni-

color, will be released by M-G-M in

1947-48, Fred Quimby, short sub-

jects department head, announced
'yesterday. Of the total, 42 will be

(Continued on Page 3)

UA's "Golden Circle" salesmen
for 1947-48 were announced yester-
day by J. J. Unger, general sales

manager, as the district managers
sales conference closed at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria.
The ten, judged on best perform-

(Continued on Page 3)

Intervention Accord Possible
CSA, SCTO Could Carry On ATA Fight

Appoint Three to New
Staff Posts in SMPE
Three new staff appointments have

been made by the SMPE following

the promotion of Boyce Nemec to

executive secretary.

Tom LoGiudice has been named
staff engineer; Margaret C. Kelly

becomes office manager in charge of

(Continued on Page 2)

Petrillo Hearing May Be
Deferred or Called Off

Waslnng_ton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Further hearings in

the House Labor Committee probe of

the AFM may be deferred or called

(Continued on Page 2)

The heretofore diverse attitudes of

the American Theaters Association
and the Motion Picture Theater Own-
ers of America on the subject of

intervention in the Government mo-
tion picture anti-trust suit is not ex-

pected to be an obstacle in the path
of the proposed unification of the

two organizations into one body, ac-

cording to informed sources.

Although ATA has prosecuted

(Continued on Page 5)

IVAiW Favors Reliance
Upon Excise Taxes

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Don G. Mitchell,

for the NAM taxation committee,

will tell the House Ways and Means

Committee this morning that NAM
favors a substantial degree of re-

liance upon excise taxes in order to

assure greater stability for the Fed-

eral revenues. At the same time he

admits that there are today "dis-

parities" in the excise tax rates,

and recommends some adjustment

to diminish these inequalities and

discriminations. This testimony fol-

lows by only a day the proposal by

the CIO that the admissions and

other excise levies be eliminated

entirely.
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$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118,
9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address Film-
day, New York.

WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wilk, Manager

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone: Granite 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Chief Manning Clagett

6417 Dahlonega Rd. 2122 Decatur PI.. NW
Phone: Wisconsin 3271 Phone: Hobart 7627

CHICAGO BUREAU
Joseph Esler, Chief H. H. McDonald

6241 N. Oakley Ave. Phone: Briargate 7441

STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,

127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco. Ylrtudes 214. BOMBAY—Barn L. Gogtay,
Kitab Mahal, 190 Hornby Rd.. Fovt, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmirhael. Room 9, 464 Francis
Xavier St. VANCOUVER—.Tack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY-Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxor
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, UT 2110. BRUS-
SELS—.lean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN—John Lindberu. Jernbanealle No. 3.
Copenhagen-Van T>oese. ROAfE—.John Perdicarl, Via
Ludovisl 16. Phone. 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuck. Cerrito 597. JfEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Calle de Paris 12.

FinnnciflL
(Tkurs., July 10)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
:- Net
r: High Low Close Chg.

Bell 8< Howell 20 19'/2 2& + Vi
Beir& Howell pfd..l06 106 106
East. Kodak 463/a 45 46'/4 + \ 1/4

do pfd 190 190 190
Gen. Prec. Eq 191/4 19!/8 191/4 + 1/4

Paramount 285/8 27% 28V2 + 34
RKO 131/4 121/8 131/4 + 3/8

Republic Pict S^A 5% S%
Republic Pict. pfd.,. 121/, 121/5 121/8 + Vs
20th Century-Fox ... 313/8 iO% 313/8 + s/g

20th Century-Fox pfd. 40 40 40 + 1/2

Warner Bros 16'/2 16 I6I/2 + 34
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. , . 41/4 41/4 41/4 + 1/4

RKO 33/4 33/4 33/4 + 1/4

Sonotone Corp 3% 'i% 3%
Technicolor I33/4 135/8 133/4 + Vi

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 63^ 71/2

Pathe 51/4 6I/4

"Pop" McElroy Dead
Portland, Ore.—J. Cole (Pop) Mc-

Elroy, 67, veteran Portland show-
man, died in Portland Hospital fol-

lowing a lingering illness.

MERVIN ASH « CO.
MEMBERS

N^ YORK STOCK EXCHANGE ,

Sfdtiftieal .information on liited and un-

listed
|

^*<:urit<fes available upon reqb^ft.
'

i '

I

riiJphdrie: .HApbVer .2-;3dS0 :
. 1

.
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cominG nno Gomc
WILL HOLLANDER B & K publicity chief,

will accompany JOHN BALABAN on his plane
trip to Palestine, to investigate conditions
over there.

JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ leaves for a Coast visit

today.

DAVID GOLDING, ex-FILM DAILY staffer now
with Sam Goldwyn in England, is due home
for a month's vacation on the first post-war
voyage of the S.S. Queen Mary.

HUGH BRALY, Paramount's Coast district

manager, has left Los Angeles for branch con-
ferences in Seattle, Portland and San Francisco.

WILLIAM 8. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M
shorts sales, reprints and importations, leaves
today for Minneapolis to start a several-week
swing of Western branches.

JOSE ITURBI, M-G-M star, arrived from the
Coast yesterday and leaves today for Rio de
Janeiro, via plane.

AL COCO, head booker at the M-G-M St.

Louis exchange, is in town on a vacation.

A. GRIFFIN, British exhibitor and MRS. GRIF-
FIN return today to London by plane, after
their visit to Hollywood.

ARNOLD C. CHILDHOUSE, MPEA manager
in Holland, arrived here yesterday via KLM for
conferences.

Among those sailing today on the S.S. Maure-
tania are MRS. JACK WARNER; LOUIS ELLI-
MAN, J. Arthur Rank representative for North-
ern Ireland, and MRS. ELLIMAN.

Tamarin Starts as UA
Publicity Chief Aug. 4

Alfred H. Tamarin, former pub-
licity director of the New York The-
ater Guild, takes over as UA pub-
licity manager Aug. J^: succeeding
Tom Waller, who resigned this week
to join the MPAA, Pa«l_N. Lazarus,
Jr., ad-publicity direciQi^confirmed
yesterday. :_ /:_Trr:ij . r_:iz

Tamarin, a graduate _-of NYU in

1934, served as a membei- of tlie UA
publicity department and for the last
two years has worked on specTal as-
signments, on loan from the^Theater
Guild, for UA. He handled promo-
tional operations for "Henry V" and
more recently for "Carnegie Hall."

Ambler Performance Fee
Hearing Off to Aug. 8

Norristown, Pa.—Hearing on the
action of Northeastern Theaters, Inc.
on behalf of the Ambler Theater, Am-
bler, in connection with the borough
of Ambler's new ordinance imposing
a $1 performance fee has been post-
poned to Aug. 8. Similar cases are
pending in Pottstown and Hanover.
In the former town, plaintiffs are
wfiit-'ng for notes of testimony before
preparing a brief while in the Han-
over case no hearing has been
reached as yet.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

;600 BROADWAY • N. Y. 19 • Circle 6<S(i?.:.

Complete Film and

Disc Recording Focilitii.-s

G. L. CARRINGTON, president of Altec Ser-
vice and Altec Lansing, has arrived from the
Coast for a board meeting.

ROBERT SIODMAK sails for England aboard
the S.S. Mauretania today. Siodmak, loaned to
Rank by U-l, expects to be in England for six

months.

JOHN MILLS departs on Tuesdoy for Holly-
wood, where he and his wife, MARY HAYLEY
BELL, will house-guest with the Rex Harrison's.
The Mills return to England on Aug. 8 aboard
the S.S. Queen Mary.

MICHAEL REDGRAVE, now in New York for

a few days, leaves shortly for Canada on a
three-week p.a. tour and sails for England
from Montreal on July 26.

DENNIS MORGAN sails today on the S.S.

Mauretania for Paris to join the film unit
that will shoot port of "To the Victor" in

the French capital. DIRECTOR DELMER DAVES
and co-star VIVECA LINDFORS are preceding
Morgan to Poris via Constellation over the
week-end.

EARL McCLINTOCK, chief engineer of the
Warner studio sound department, is in New
York for the next two weeks in connection with
the forthcoming Warner newsreel.

SAM CLARK, of the Warner studio publicity
department, handling commercial tie-ups, re-

turns to the Coast from New York this week-
end.

lA New York State Group
To Meet in Utica July 13

Utica, N. Y.—Delegates represent-
ing the 62 locals of lATSE's New
York State District No. 10 will

gather at the Hamilton Hotel here,
Sunday, to discuss the ramifications
of the Taft-Hartley Act as well as
regular union matters.

Since he is still in London, Prexy
Richard F. Walsh will be represented
at Saturday's prelim confab by
Thomas J. Shea, assistant interna-
tional president and William P.
Raoul, general secretary-treasurer,
with the District Chairman Thomas
Murtha and Secretary H. Paul Shay.

Related but separate convention
will be held Monday when the New
York State Federation of Labor ob-
serves its fourth annual parley. AFL
Prexy William Green and Sec'y-
Treas. George Meany are slated to

attend.

Bryman to South Africa

Harry Bryman, assistant co-or-
dinator for the British Empire for
Loew's Int'l Corporation, left by air

yesterday for a three-month trip to

South Africa. He will take over tem-
porary supervision of that territory
while Morris Davis, managing direc-

tor, is absent on a long-awaited vaca-
tion trip to London, which will be
followed by a visit to New York City
for home office conferences.

The /otesi lb M.M. sound
equipment has been installed
in our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . in addition to our 35 M.M.

R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . ,

Con We "Show" Your
Call: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
Pilm Storage and Servict

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
IBM BROADWAY N. Y. Q.

Petrillo Hearing May Be
Deferred or Called Off

(Continued from Page 1)

off indefinitely, sub-committee chair-
man Carrol D. Kearns of Pennsyl-
vania admitted yesterday.
One reason for such a move

might be that hearings will have to
be held outside of Washington

—

either in Los Angeles or Nevv, -^'ork,

Kearns suggested. He adde^fte'iat

hearings might deal with AFlVfiela-
tions with television and FM.
A 60-day postponement on fur-

ther hearings was suggested by Rep.
Richard Nixon, (R., Calif.) to de-
termine whether recent enactment of
the Taft-Hartley bill and the recent
Supreme Court decision on the Lea
Act will mean a drastic change in

AFM tactics.

*U' Pic Hit by Detroit

Censors on Police Action

Detroit — Withdrawal of Univer-
sal's "Brute Force" from exhibition

has been asked by Inspector Charles
W. Snyder, in charge of Detroit
police censorship, because of bru-
tality shown by police and prison
employes in film.

Snyder referred to recent sensa-
tional local murder cases by youths,
and said that film is untrue in de-
piction of police conduct. He ad-
mitted there was no legal ground for
banning the film, but said he would
"appeal to citizens" to stop such
showings, in line with his position
before Michigan Police Chiefs Asso-
ciation convention about two weeks
ago.
Ben J. Robins, Universal manager,

is putting the matter up to the home
office for decision. Film has not yet
been dated in any Michigan the-
aters.

Appoint Three to New
Staff Posts in SMPE

(Continued from Page 1)

SMPE headquarters; Helen M. Stote
was appointed editor of the SMPE
monthly Journal. New setup will en-
able Nemec to get around more in
the field.

Miller Rites in Hickory
Hickory, N. C.—Funeral rites were

held here Tuesday for John F. Mil-
ler, Sr., 75, retired theater owner and
operator.

SHORTER!
SNAPPIER!

rMORE MODERN !^

•
Swifch to Filmaek's

PREVUE
TRAILER
;ervice.

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5,
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UATo Release 13 "A

PixinNextSixMos.

(Continued from Page 1)

distz'ibuted during October as a road-

show.
Th€ line-up is part of the com-

pa? -!
' \36 pictures scheduled for the

' 19*^' o season. Three pictures each
will t)e released during the months of

August, September and October,
with two pictures each set for re-

lease in November and December.
: They are:

July—"The Other Love," (Enter-
prise). August— "Carnegie Hall,"

(Federal Films); "Body and Soul,"

(Enterprise); "The Hal Roach Com-
edy Carnival," (Hal Roach). Septem-
ber— "Lured," (Hunt Stromberg);
"Heaven Only Knows," (Seymour
Nebenzal); "Christmas Eve," (Bene-
dict Bogeaus). October—"Mad Wed-
nesday," (Hughes); "Monsieur Ver-
doux," (Charles Chaplin). November—"A Miracle Can Happen," (Bene-

;
diet Bogeaus); "Sleep My Love,"
(Triangle).
December releases include "At-

' lantis," (Seymour Nebenzal), and
"Intrigue," (Sam Bischoff).

Aside from the features UA will
' release three Hopalong Cassidys and
an undesignated number of Walter
Lantz color cartoons and David L.

I

Loew Musicolor shorts.

; Unger Names 10 UA '47

"Golden Circle" Salesmen

(Continued from Page 1)

ance for the season, are: Harold C.
' Rose, Washington; Forest F. Nine,
Dallas; Edward J. Stoller, Minneap-

• olic; Carl F. Reese, Omaha; Sidney
Cooper, Detroit; Leonard Mintz,
Philadelphia; Sam Rifkin, New York;
William C. Hames, Atlanta; Al
Iscove, Toronto, and W. W. McKen-
drick. Salt Lake City.

The Golden Circle, inaugurated by
Unger last year, is designed to cre-

ate a pool of future executives from
within UA's ranks.

Scophony Extension Granted
Paramount and Television Produc-

tions were granted an extension un-

til July 21 to file answers to the

cross claims of Arthur Levey and
Scophony. Order was signed by Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy.

.....................•.•..ti.>>••>^5
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fee tinai
July 11

Walter Wanger Thomas Mitchell

Sally Blane Bernle Arons
July 12

Hunt Stromberg Tod Browning
Jetta Goudal Jean Hersholt

Mike Connolly Sam Mintz
Monty Brice Joel Bezahler
Milton Berle Vera Ralston

Leonid Kinsky
July n

Carl E. Milliken Cornelius Keefe
Sidney Blockmer Ulrik F. Smith

Leslie Brooks Tim Spencer

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

r^lRECTOR HENRY KING is in Maine at the moment scouting loca-

tions for his next Twentieth-Fox assignment, "Spoonhandle," to star

Dana Andrews and Anne Baxter. ... -^^ A pro-football theme, "The

Education of the Heart" has been put on the producigg schedule of RKO's

Robert Sparks for early 1948 production. Charles Schnee will adapt it for

the screen. . . . ^ John C. Champion and Blake Edwards have been

signed to a writing-producing deal at Monogram which will release their

first, "Panhandle.". . . -^ With Gene Autry's second Columbia pix on his

1947-48 schedule, "The Strawberry Roan," almost completed, "In A little

Spanish Town," third in the series of eight musicals, will start in August.

if Monogram producer, Lindsley Parsons, will take his troupe to Arizona

for shooting late this month on "Rocky," the Roddy McDowall starrer. . . .

it: John Hubbard has been signed by PRC to co-star with Elyse Knox in

"Linda Be Good.". . . -^ M-G-M has cast Dorothy Patrick as Robert

Taylor's wife in "The High Wall." Herbert Marshall and Audrey Totter

are in the cast. ... -^ Janet Blair will star opposite Louis Hayward in

"The Black Arrow," Columbia's filmiration of the Robert Louis Stevenson

adventure classic. . . . -jic Location treks from Warners' studios during

the first six months of the year reached a post-war record with 140 days

being spent on location and 42,750 miles traveled by various companies from

the Burbank lot during the year's first half. ... "A' Sir Cedric Hard-

wicke has been signed to play the rola of "Dr. Libbard" in "Mortal Coils,"

a U-l film starring Charles Boyer. . . . -^ Monte Shaff has signed Alden

Nash to write the screenplay of "Man-Eaters of Kumaon," which he is pro-

ducing in association with Frank P. Rosenberg for U-l release.

Rank Sees Spiritual

Qualities Essential

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. Arthur Rank, in his

Hollywood valedictory, disclosed that

he intends to produce some pictures
"which will not be box office" and,

he hastily added, "I hope some pic-

tures will be ahead of demands of

box oflfice."

Rank, who spoke at a luncheon
tendered him by the Academy's
board of govei'nors, said that he
stands for entertainment in pictures

but felt that pictures in order to be
successful must have not only physi-

cal appeal, but mental and spiritual

qualities as well.

"We have a long way to go, but
the successful contribution of the

physical, mental and spiritual in pic-

tures is our goal," Rank declared.

Technicolor For 65% of

M-G-M's 1947-48 Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

new subjects, augmented by six Gold
Medal reprint cartoons.

Schedule lists 10 Pete Smith Spec-
ialties, 16 cartoons, six FitzPatrick
Traveltalks, six John Nesbitt Passing
Parades, four 2-reel M-G-M Specials,

and the six cartoon re-issues.

f.V#V#*#»#*V*V»V»V»>>•#•^

AA-Mono. Execs. Head
For Okla. City Parley

A delegation of executives headed
by Edward Morey, vice-president and
executive assistant to Steve Broidy,
president of Allied Artists and Mon-
ogram, will leave here Sunday night,
by train, for the annual national con-
vention of both companies, to be held
in Oklahoma City, July 17-18-19, at
the Skirvin Towers Hotel.

Included will be M. R. Goldstein,
general sales manager; L. J. Schlai-
fer, director of sales; Arthur Green-
blatt. Eastern sales manager; Nat
Furst, North Eastern district man-
ager, and Si Borus, contract manager.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL7:
Hollywood— Steve Broidy, Allied

Artists and Monogram president,
heads a contingent leaving over the
week-end for Oklahoma City for the
world premiere of "Black Gold" at the
Midwest Theater next Wednesday,
and the joint convention of the two
companies to be held at Skirvin
Towers Hotel, July 17-19.

Others to attend include George D.
Burrows, executive vice-president

and treasurer; Harold Mirisch, vice-

president; Scott R. Dunlap, assistant

to Broidy; Jeffrey Bernerd, producer
of "Black Gold"; Howard Stubbins
and Mel Hulling, Pacific Coast fran-

chise holders, and Anthony Quinn
and Katherine DeMille.

64 August Releases for Chi.
Chicago—Area releases for Aug-

ust will total 64 features, including

32 new subjects and 32 re-issues, ac-

cording to the Allied Theaters re-

lease list.
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Br. Booking Combine

Tlireatens Distribs.

(Continued from Page 1)

consider the move which, it is

learned, has the tacit approval of
Prime Minister Attlee's Labor Gov-
ernment as a means of promoting
fair competition for Britain's indies

as against the circuits.

Distribs. are admittedly frightened
that the booking combine if estab-

lished would be a means of forcing

down rentals.

It is understood that of all distribs.

only United Artists is favorably dis-

posed to the contemplated CEA move.
UA for some time has experienced
difficulty in obtaining what it con-

siders adequate playing time on J.

Arthur Eank's Gaumont-British and
Odeon circuits although UA is a.

substantial minority stockholder in

the latter. Grad Sears, UA vice-pres-

ident in charge of distribution, is

now here in this connection.

Film Employes' Union
In Election Meet July 16

Chicago—Gene Atkinson, business

agent of the operators union, an-

nounces that the new B-46 Film Em-
ployes' Union will meet July 16 to

elect officers and complete organiza-

tion, also to act on a new wage
contract to be submitted to them.
Atkinson has been named chairman
of Mercy Hospital operators' divi-

sion to assist in raising three million

dollars for new hospital buildings.

Atkinson says he expects columnists
to retract the statement they carried

about him running against Walsh.

BUI on Tele Mast Height?
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—House District Com-

mittee will consider today a bill

limiting the height of tele and radio

antennae in the District of Columbia
residential areas.

UlEDDinG BELLS

De Grange-Boldridge
Winchester, Va.—Mr. and Mrs. M.

Clay de Grange announce the en-
gagement of their daughter Dorothy
de Grange of New York City and
Winchester, to Thomas Wood Bald-
ridge of Washington, Middle Atlan-
tic States promotional rep. for
Metro.

Musgrave-Cohen
Jack Cohen, Eastern district man-

ager for National Screen Service,

was married over the week-end to

Jolene Musgrave of Detroit. Cere-
mony was performed at the home of

the groom's parents in Atlantic City.

Abbott-Smead
Council Bluffs, la.—Morrie Cohen

Smead, manager of the Strand The-
ater, was married recently to Grace
Abbott of Los Angeles.

Ringing Dotvn the Weeh^s Curtain
• • • WELL SIR. it didn't lake the boys long to cash in on those

ilying saucers First to crash thru locally were the fast-thinking

lads at Metro with display copy in yesterday's dailies slyly intimating

that the saucers were a collective plug for "The Hucksters" which is

Capitol-bound Down in Oklahoma City, on Tuesday the smart

Allied Artists lads took to the air and from a plane showered down

thousands of flying black and gold discs on noonday shopping throngs

to call attention to the coming world premiere there of "Black Gold"

And the postman deposited on Phil M/s desk yesterday a memo
from Charles Reed Jones assuring that the flying saucers are really

Louis Armstrong records of "Do You Know What It Means to Miss New
Orleans?" It seems, sez CRJ, RCA-Victor couldn't contrive any other

distribution to supply the demand since lules Levey's "New Orleans"

has been opening in the keys NEXT!!!! "The line forms at

the right"

• • • I. ARTHUR RANK thinks it would be a good idea for the

British film industry to establish an Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences of its own Which means, of course, there will be one

Meanwhile, JAR has a gold life membership card in Holly-

wood's Academy. ... • That startUng new Fairbanks-Back Zoomar

tele lens, which can "zoom" instantly from sports close-up to full view,

will be used for the first time in a regular telecast by NBC's Station

WNBT to cover the first game of today's double-header between the

Giants and the Cardinals at the Polo Grounds Tonight, WNBT
will use the new lens to televise the fights at Madison Square Garden

Lens was developed by Dr. Frank Back Jerry Fairbanks

controls distribution

• • • A NEW THREE-YEAR CONTRACT just signed with Camel

Cigarettes ups the revenue, to the Moti6n Picture Relief Fund from the

Screen Guild radio show by $2,000 per week next season. ... • Hal

Roach has been added to the directorate of Investors' Syndicate of

America. ... • JAR has snared Nino Martini for Two Cities' "One

Night With You.". . . • You can look for more anti-trust suits against

the majors in the Midwest. ... • "The Cowboy Quoted Keots" by
Charles Marquis Warren, Para, writer, appears in the July 26 Soteve-

post. ... • Capsule Critique of Hollywood by Hedda Hopper in

yesterday's N. Y. Daily News: "It seems that the English create, while

we cre-ape.". . . • Initial production venture of Benn Jacobson, for-

mer E-L Eastern studio rep. now in Hollywood, will be "The Magnificent

Cratchet" based upon an original screen story by Herb Steinberg and

Irving Golder. ... • Cute stunt DOS' Vanguard pulled at last night's

cocktail party at the RKO Pathe studios on upper Park Avenue
Not only was the set, "Moore's Alhambra Bar" from the film-in-progress,

"Portrait of Jennie" used for the party, but individually inscribed beer

mugs were removed from the bar shelves and given to the appropriate

scriveners of the industry, metropolitan and weekly press, by the

charming Miss Nathalie Thompson of Selznick's p. a. sloff Little

Brown Mug, How I Love Thee

• • • WRITE YOUR OWN COMMENT DEP'T: Classing the town's

film theaters with beach donkeys, the Licensing Committee of Rhyl, Eng-

land, has designated the same sub-committee to "inspect" both for

licenses

Rank Buys Interests

In Malayan Circuits

(Continued from Page 1)

program of furthering British pic-

tures throughout the world.

Existing houses are the /J^'^^ay

Theater, Singapore, and the WA7nay
and Pavilion in Kuala Lumpur. An-
other 1,500-seater to be built in Sing-

apore, in addition to others through-

out Malaya. Agreement was inked

here by John Davis, with Like W_an
Tho and Max Baker representing the

Malayan companies.

UA Denies FTC Charges;
Calls 'Blimp' Financial Flop

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Stating that the film

was a financial flop in this country.

United Artists yesterday denied

charges by the PTC that the British

picture, "The Life and Death of

Colonel Blimp," was misrepresented
in advertising by UA.

In addition, David 0. Selznick,
named in the FTC charge, filed a
petition with the commission to
strike his name from the complaint.
Selznick said he has never been a
stockholder in UA. Also named in

the complaint are Edward C. Raf-
tery, Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin.
UA admitted the film was sliced

from two and one-half to about one
and one-half hours. Cuts were made,
however, UA said, because the full-

length film was "unfavorably re-
ceived" by exhibitors in this coun-
try.

UA said it has "received nothing"
for distributing the pic in this coun-
try. The company said that total
gross film rental collected to June
7, 1947, amounted to $276,495,
against which there were charges
for prints and advertising amount-
ing to $287,559.

Beckworth to Produce
Hayworth Pix for Col.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has entered

into a contract with Beckworth Corp.
for release and distribution of two
Rita Hayworth productions each
year for the next seven years. All
Miss Hayworth's productions will be
produced by Beckworth. Arrange-
ments on behalf of Beckworth and
Miss Hayworth were negotiated by
John Hyde of William Morris
Agency.

CHARTERED
PEORIA DRIVE-IN THEATER CO., Peoria, III.;

capital, 2,000 shares of no par stock; by Melba
Barkley, Arleigh Davis and Harry E. Witherell.
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Gov. Intervention

Accord is Possible

(Continued from Page 1)

vigorously its attempt to intervene
in the case, MPTOA has consistently
ve- . d that method of action in the

btt 4* that they could best play their
roPe by appearing as amicus curiae.

Significant factor in this attitude is

the presence of RKO and Loew's the-

aters in MPTOA, both of vi^hom

would be placed in an untenable posi-

tion if the association were to inter-

vene in support of the Government.
Easiest way out of the situation

would be for ATA to withdraw its

intervention petition and this is the

action that has been indicated. It

will be pointed out to ATA members
who oppose withdrawal that the

fight will be continued by the other
intervening parties, the Confederacy
of Southern Associations and the

Southern California Theater Owners
Association, and that the obvious ad-

vantages of the stronger exhibitor

group that would be achieved by
affiliation far outweigh ATA's direct

intervention.
ATA and MPTOA boards of direc-

tors will begin their formal discus-

, sions of the merger at the end of

I next week.

Roche Group's Sound Vue
To Make Business Films

Wilmington, Del. — With an eye
upon an untapped market, a group
headed by James Roche of this city,

have formed Sound Vue, Inc., to

make educational, industrial and doc-

umentary films.

With many companies centered in

New York and Chicago and other
large cities, Roche feels that a large
number of commercial firms in

smaller towns would be interested in

making business films provided the
cost is not too high. Roche asserts

that by shooting in 16 mm. and re-

leasing the finished product in the
same size, production costs can be
reduced to a new low.

Other officers in the company are:

William Tigani, secretary-treasurer;
Dorothy Tigani, first vice-president;

Anne Roche, second vice-president.
Firm is capitalized at 250 shares

no par value, with offices at 906 Con-
cord Ave.

Hiroshima Yitality

Climbs Seven Floors

It's 210 steps and seven flights to

the theater located atop the Fu-

kuya Meiga department store in

Hiroshima and Japanese film patrons

don't mind the climb, an MPEA re-

port from William Aurich, manager
in Osaka, states. It's the only de-

partment store left standing after

the A-Bomb hit. Hiroshimans to the

tune of 10,000 daily visit the store

and theater.

i:^ Review Of THe neui Fiims i^
"Gas House Kids Go

West"
with Emory Parnell, Chili Williams

PRC 61 Mins.

ROUTINE OFFERING IN THE SERIES
HAS POSSIBILITIES FOR INDICATED AU-
DIENCE.

First they are hauled up on assault and

battery charges before the local chief of

the gendarmerie, then they contrive to

win a basketball game via connivery. Prize

is a trip to California. They get there in

a "hot" car which is delivered to Vince

Barnett. In this way, quite innocently, they

become involved in dirty work which soon

indicates there's a racket afoot at the

ranch where they are vacationing.

The copper who's with them sets out to

stage a frame which comes off while the

boys are off the premises one day. They
swipe the local sheriff's bus, sell it to Bar-

nett. He turns it over to William Wright
for resale. Then the cops and the Gas
House Kids stage an attack and after some
slambang brawling the crooks are taken,

Chili Williams is prevented from making a

mistake and marrying Wright.

Gags come via overemphasis on the ar-

got of the district from whence the title

of the series comes. In the primitive sense

it is comical. There being no accounting

for taste in the humorous, this one will

find an audience to appreciate its un-

subtleties.
CAST: Emory Parnell, Chill Williams, Vince

Barnett, William Wright, Leio Bliss, Ronn Mar-
vin, Ray Dolciame, Carl Switzer, Bennie Bart-
lett, Rudy Wissler, Tommy Bond.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Baerwitz; Director,
William Beaudine; Production Manager, Buck
Gottleib; Photography, William Sickner; Film
Editor, Harry Reynolds; Sound, Earl Sitar;

Music, Alvin Levin; Music Supervisor, Dick Car-
ruth; Screenplay, Robert E. Kent, Robert A.
McGowan, Eugene Conrad; Original Story, Sam
Baerwitz.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Drinking Scene Rules
Clarified in Bombay

Bombay (By Air Mail)—In a state-
ment clarifying the government
stand on drinking scenes in films,
the Bombay Board of Film Censors
is instructed to refrain from trim-
ming shots which are meant to propa-
gate the idea of abstinence. Board is

also told to leave shots which ridi-

cule drinking, but to trim any scenes
which make fun of the idea of pro-
hibition, to ridicule a government
which has decided on a prohibition
program or to induce people to be-
come indifferent to such a program,
or to encourage them to break the
prohibition laws.

Also banned are scenes which
glorify drink, show it as a fashion
or social custom, make it popular,
or to paint it as healthy, honorable
or respectable.

Jones Okayed For FCC
IVashiiujtun Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Without a dissenting

vote the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee yesterday approved
the nomination of Rep. Robert F.
Jones, Ohio Republican, to the FCC.

SHORTS
"Doggone Modern"

Warners 7 Mins.
Lots of Laughs

A modernistic home filled with me-
chanical gadgets provides the back-
ground for two inquisitive pups. They
get into various scraps with the ma-
chines, especially an electric dish-
washer and an overzealous carpet
sweeper. Lots of laughs.

"So You Want to be in Pictures"

Warners 10 Mins.
Should Go Over

Ambitious to become a movie star
Joe McDoakes takes a course in act-
ing which teaches him to imitate
Ronald Colman and Charles Boyer.
When finally called for a small bit,

he cannot read lines without using
one of their accents. Ending up as
stand-in for the Joe McDoakes com-
edies he provides many laughs with
his antics. Should go over with most
audiences.

"So Well Remembered" Bows
London (By Cable)—"So Well Re-

membered," produced jointly by RKO
Radio Pictures and J. Arthur Rank,
had its gala world premiere at the
Leicester Square Theater yesterday.

"Tennis Town"
Warners 10 Mins.

Very Good
Fostering a program of junior de-

velopment the U. S. Lawn Tennis
Association shows the value of the
game and uses it as an instrument
in building sound citizenship. An out-
standing example of its work and
progress is the Los Angeles Tennis
Club where juniors of all ages thrive
on the sport. A highly interesting
sports reel.

Alleged Ascap Violation
Ruled Out by Minn. Judge

Federal Judge Gunnar Nordbye, of
Minneapolis, yesterday denied the
motion of summary judgment, made
last Dec. 4 by Benny Berger, oper-
ator of a chain of theaters in Minne-
sota and Wisconsin, in the action
which had been brought by Ascap
members for infringement of their
copyrights.

Berger had alleged that the method
by which Ascap licensed the theaters
was in violation of the Sherman Act
in restraint of trade. The court
threw the claim out, and upheld
Ascap in all of its contentions.

In his decision. Judge Nordbye
also held that the synchronization
rights obtained by the motion picture
producer did not grant the exhibitor
the public performance rights.

FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES

Ballots are now in the hands of 2500 critics of

newspapers, news syndicates, magazines and mo-

tion picture radio commentators for votes for

FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES. The results of this

poll will be

—

One of the Important Features

PICTURES of TOMORROW
and

DIRECTORS' NUMBER

THE FILM DAILY
NOW IN INTENSIVE PREPARATION
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Price Til! Counters

Detroit's Biz Drop

Detroit—Theater attendance in the
Detroit area has dropped an aver-
age 10 per cent in the past year,
largely offset by an eight per cent
increase in prices, according to a sur-

vey just completed by Daniel J. Ryan,
Detroit superintendent of Public Wel-
fare. This figure generally confirms
the trend reported by exhibitors
throughout the city, although nearly
every showman who has become
vocal on the subject estimates the

drop as nearer 20 per cent—with
some of the big downtown houses
taking a greater dropoff'. Total drop
is probably around 35 per cent since

VE-Day peaks, but during the past
year the slack has not been too great.

Ryan reports that show business is

one of two major fields reported on

in which business is down, with build-

ing showing a drop of 57 per cent,

while theaters are well ofl" by com-
parison with their colleagues in the

night club business, who show a drop
of 35 per cent plus a 20 per cent drop
in prices.

Significance of the contradictory

trends appears to be that Detroit has
reversed the wartime trend, when
people spent readily for amusements,
and that show business is now get-

ting into the luxury class while con-

sumer goods industries get the ready
cash. This may mean a long-term
trend toward less amusement spend-

ing, and may indicate a tightening of

spending pointing toward business

recession.

"Hucksters" In London
World Bow at Empire

London (By Cable) — M-G-M's
"The Hucksters" had its world pre-

miere here yesterday at the Empire
Theater.

The picture is slated to open in

more than 400 American cities next

week and is tentatively scheduled to

have its Sydney, Australia, engage-
ment at the St. James, July 24, fol-

lowing "Fiesta." It will also follow

"The Yearling" at Loew's Toronto,

tentatively set for July 17, and at

Loew's London, Canada, July 31, fol-

lowing "Fiesta." The Broadway open-

ing will be at the Capitol, July 17.

SICK LIST

MRS. JOCK LAWRENCE is convalescing

from an operation in Good Samaritan Hos-

pital, Los Angeles.

JOHNNY GUTTUSO, assistant at the

Palace, Albany, is recovering from a major

operation.

DOROTHY GERSTEIN, Siritzky Int'l :ec-

retary is hospitalized with jaundice.

MONTY WOOLLEY is scheduled to en-

ter Albany Hospital in Albany on Monday

for a minor operation.

EARL McGLINNEN, operator of the Fox

Theater, Detroit, has been confined to his

home by arthritis.

50-50 on U. K. Duty Imposition
Many Disadvantages Seen if Dalton Acts

(Continued

well informed Government and in-

dustry quarters both in Washington
and New York, and presumably is

based upon advices from London.
Opposing Arguments

While conceding that Britain's dol-

lar situation is exceedingly serious,
and that there is considerable feel-
ing in Britain that the fiow of dollars
to U. S. for films is too great, ob-
servers feel that Dalton will be re-
luctant to move for several reasons,
among them:

1. The Chancellor's plan to slap on
the heavy duty was believed con-
ceived before John Davis announced
in London that the U. S. major cir-

cuits had entered into a "gentlemen's
agreement" with J. Arthur Rank to
play 12 to 15 JARO pix in some 1,300
American theaters on equal terms,
although the Parliamentary wheels
were placed in action some 10 days
after the Davis announcement. In
Britain, it is anticipted that the Rank
deal with the affiliated circuits will

return $12,000,000 to the U. K.

NO "FREEZING"

The British Labor Government
has no intention of "freezing" the

remaining American film earnings
in the U. K. in the event that the

heavy ad valorem duty is imposed
by the Treasury, THE FILM
DAILY learns reliably.

2. Subsequent to the tabling of
the Dalton order and amendment to
the Finance Bill in Commons, joint
announcement was made by Sir Alex-
ander Korda and Spyros P. Skouras
that 20th-Fox would distribute 14
Korda pix in the U. S. Korda dis-

closed that the 20th-Fox contract has
a guaranteed minimum value for the
British Lion group of $14,000,000,
with the possibility this sum might
be doubled.

3. The Chancellor would chance
jeopardizing $26,000,000 in American
revenue via the distribution and ex-
hibition of British films in the U. S.

only as a last resort, and admittedly
the $26,000,000 would be placed in

jeopardy by the imposition of a very
heavy duty.

(While Washington dispatches
to THE FILM DAILY, published
Thursday, reported that the Brit-

ish government might seek $15,-

000,000 via the new impost,
other well informed quarters
told THE FILM DAILY yester-

day that the actual duty figure

contemplated by the Dalton plan
was exactly 50 per cent. This, if

imposed, would cut American in-

dustry revenue from Britain

down to an annual $34,000,000,
with the most serious repercus-

sions on Hollywood production).

4. No small factor is the wide-
spread British industry opposition to

the change in duty basis. If placed

in effect, British exhibition es-

pecially would suffer, because it

would cut down the number of Amer-

from Page 1

)

lean pix exported to Britain. With
British theaters dependent on Holly-
wood pictures for 80 per cent of
their playing time, a crisis inevitably
would develop. This explains the in-

tense opposition expressed in and
out of Parliament by Laborite Tom
O'Brien, general secretary of the
NATKE. O'Brien has warned that
British studios cannot expect to sup-
ply much more than 20 per cent of
U. K. playing time for five to 10
years because of inadequate studio
facilities and the inability to secure
needed equipment.

Charges Loan Prejudiced
O'Brien, too, has charged that the

British Loan Agreement may be
prejudiced if Britain, through the
heavy duty, starts cutting down on
the import of U. S. pix.

5. The firmly held anticipation
that Rank, upon his return to Britain
on July 22, will advise Attlee, Dalton,
Sir Stafford Cripps and Ernest Bevin,
among others, that the heavy duty
would be the worst possible move
that could be made. Rank is confi-
dently expected to suggest the adop-
tion of a "wait and see" policy.

Rank's return will virtually coin-
cide with the arrival in London from
the Continent of Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president, whose opposition
to the Dalton plan is predicated on
the conviction that Britain needs her
own film industry, as she needs min-
ing and oil, to revive her old great-
ness as a world power, and that the
best way for Britain to save dollars
is to sell more British films abroad.

Johnston will confer with
Attlee and his ministers not only
on the duty threat but on the
quota situatio<n. Regardless of
what Dalton may do on the duty,
there will be no effect on the
provisions of the new Films Ac,t

(quota legislation) which will be
introduced in Parliament later in

the year, according to British
Government sources.
Meanwhile, London dailies reach-

ing New York indicate that the press
support of the Dalton duty plan is

not exactly unanimous. The London
Daily Telegraph in a leading article

charged that Dalton had not rea-
lized the implications of the new
plan, and scores the growing practice
of by-passing both Parliament and
the Courts of Law in legislation by
order.

"If Dalton, for a perfectly inno-
cent purpose, is allowed to impose
taxation in one direction by Treasury
Order and at his own discretion,

what is to prevent some future Chan-
cellor from improving on the pro-
cedure?" the Daily Telegraph edi-

torially demands.

Syndicate Seeks FM Permit
Wabash, Ind.—Syndicate Theater,

Inc., which operates two houses here,

has filed a petition with the FCC in

Washington, asking permission to

construct an FM broadcasting sta-

tion on a site South of this city.

Chaplin on Deck For

Un-American Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

be called as the first two witnesses,
Thomas threw an element of mys-

tery into the announcement lX\ie-
daring that he "couldn't say'c^Jpiat
other witnesses will appear before
the committee.
Thomas intimated, however, that

many Hollywood biggies would be
called or subpoenaed to testify at the
long-delayed hearing.
With the naming of a definite date

for the hearing, it was thought pos-
sible here that James F. Byrnes,
former Secretary of State, may go to
Hollywood to confer with industry
toppers. Byrnes will prepare the in-

dustry's defense against charges
that Communistic propaganda has
reached the nation's screens. Any
trip to Hollywood by Byrnes, how-
ever, would be delayed until the re-
turn from abroad of MPAA Presi-
dent Eric Johnston. Johnston now is

slated to return about July 25. John-
ston and Byrnes already have had
preliminary talks outlining the in-

dustry's answer to the House Com-
mittee. Now that the committee has
set a date for the hearing, formal
preparation of the industry's case
will get upder way. Byrnes, however,
will not appear before the com-
mittee.

"Jolson" Tops Gallup Poll

In First Half of 1947

(Continued from Page 1)

ulation is Ingrid Bergman, with
Humphrey Bogart leading the male
stars.

Following "Jolson Story" in the
tabulation are "It's a Wonderful
Life," Libertv-RKO; "Margie," 20th-
Fox; "Blue Skies," Paramount; "13
Rue Madeleine," 20th-Fox " 'Till the
Clouds Roll By," M-G-M; "Notori-
ous," RKO; "Song of the South,"
Monogram; "The Dark Mirror," Uni-
versal; and "The Killer," Universal.
Runner up femme stars are Bette

Davis, Greer Garson, Rita Hayworth
and Lana Turner, while the male run-
ners up are CJary Cooper, Bing
Crosby, Bob Hope and Alan Ladd.

Recommend Expert Advice
For British Child Shows

London (By Air Mail)—Greater
use of expert advice in the conduct
of children's theater clubs is recom-
mended in a report published by the
British Film Institute, as the result

of investigations by Mary C. Par-
naby and Maurice T. Woodhouse at
the Odeon, Bradford, over a period
of three months.

Reports recommends that psychol-
ogists, sociologists and education
leaders be consulted, both in oper-
ating the clubs and selecting and
making the films. Investigators re-

port an acute shortage of films made
especially for children.
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He follows motion • • •

HE swings the camera . . . following

motion, keeping the object of interest

always frame-centered . . . there you

have the culmination of years of expe-

rience—years in which the operative

cameraman learns how to get the most

from his equipment.

But he learns, in those years, some-

thing more—to understand the prob-

lems of the picture's director and of

the director of photography. From this

understanding comes his great ability

to interpret their wishes creatively . .

.

to devote his technical knowledge to

giving them what they want from every

shot, every scene.

Because he must get so much from

every shot, his dependence on film of

superior quality and uniformity is

great. That's why you'll find so many
operative cameramen using the family

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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Heeling ^Round
WASHINGTON= B7 ANDREW H. OLDER =^

WASHINGTON
IT'S entirely likely that Rep. Karl Mundt
' of South Dakota, will succeed with his

bill to provide $2,250003 for production

and distribution of pix on Americanism,

produced for school youngsters. This bill

might very well well go through while at

the same time the funds asked by the

State Department for production of docu-

mentaries to send overseas are being cut

Mundt appears to be unique in that

he is the only member of Congress who
seems to feel it as important to sell Ameri-

can ideals to Americans as it is to put

them out on film and over the airwaves to

Europeans, Asiatics, bushmen and the rest

of the world.

• •

WHILE Mundt became interested in the

whole matter as a member of the

Foreign Affairs Committee, do not forget

that he is also a member of the House

Committee on Un-American Activities. This

is probably the first constructive, con-

crete proposal for strengthening the Ameri-

canism of young Americans that has ever

originated in the membership of that com-
mittee. There have been other members
in years past who have wondered how the

committee could be turned to a construc-

tive purpose. But they have never had

anything of value to offer as a substitute

for the probing and prying and the too-

frequent indiscriminate smearing and wolf-

crying of the committee.

"IN our efforts to repel Communism and

other dictatorial concepts," Mundt
said as he introduced his measure, "we
have too long relied upon the negative ap-

proach whereby attention is called to the

obnoxious and oppressive features of red,

black and brown fascism without including

adequately an emphasis upon the demon-
strable virtues and values of our consti-

tutional freedoms and liberties. My bill

provides for the procurement of educational

films to be made available to school child-

ren throughout the country for the pur-

pose of dramatizing the inherent values of

our free way of life to laborers, farmers,

businessmen, our professional classes and

to Americans generally regardless of their

walk of life, station in society or choice

of occupation.

"Forthcoming generations of adult Ameri-

cans will have fewer skeptics and many
more sturdy patriots exemplifying genuine

enthusiasm for our traditional economic

and political institutions if children in

school are vividly impressed by the evi-

dences of visual education with the fun-

damental virtues of the democratic processes

which have made this country the envy of

all the world."

Freund Sues UA
Robert Freund, doing business as

The Twin Editions, yesterday filed

suit in Federal Court against tJnited
Artists, claiming infringement of a
copyrighted reproduction of Sandro
Botticelli's painting, "Portrait of a
Youth," in the Benedict Bogeaus pro-
duction, "Mr. Ace," released by UA.
Freund seeks an injunction and an
accounting of profits.

Five-Stage Studio

Looms for Toronto

Toronto— A five-stage film studio

on Toronto's waterfront is expected

to result fi'om negotiations under
way by Louis H. Jackson, managing
director and executive producer of

British National Films. Site would be

the Duff'erin Shipbuilding property,
formerly owned by James Frances-
chini but since its purchase by the
Government, under the management
of Redfern Construction Co.
Vacant since the last corvettes and

minesweepers were built there, the
high-roof buildings and extensive
yards are said to be suited for con-
version to a modern film studio. Pre-
liminary negotiations toward the
purchase of the buildings have al-

ready started, it is learned.
Meanwhile, Jackson, who is backed

by Lady Yule's $250,000,000 fortune,
has flown back to Britain to seek
Government permission to transfer
necessary funds to start the Cana-
dian production program. Jackson
and J. Arthur Rank were in Canada
at the same time but there is no rec-
ord that they met. Rank was inspect-
ing his Dominion holdings and Jack-
son was lining up facilities to en-
able him to commence production.

Campau Seeks Relaxation
Oi Mich. Roadshow Law

Detroit— Characterizing the pres-
ent law as "absurd and antiquated,"
Fred J. Campau, acting secretary of
the National Association of 16 mm.
Motion Picture Exhibitors, has de-
manded executive action by Governor
Kim Sigler to modernize existing
regulation of 16 mm. roadshow
equipment. Campau pointed out that
the existing law governing such
shows was written in 1919 and does
not apply to present day conditions.

He seeks a modification of the ex-
isting law to allow roadshowmen as
well as other groups to present 16
mm. shows under safe and modern
conditions, and threatened that if

these modifications are not made by
the Governor through executive ac-
tion, court action will be taken.

Campau said that a number of
operators using safe equipment and
films have been closed up in recent
months. Because of the threat to
their own business, theater exhib-
itors are anxious to have the 16 mm.
field restricted as far as possible and
are watching closely the outcome of
the present issue.

Cincy Pep Club Challenges
Cincinnati — Paramount's Cincin-

nati Pep Club has challenged the Pep
Clubs of the Cleveland and Detroit
branches, establishing a pool of $100,
this money to go to the club of which-
ever of the three branches in H. H.
Goldstein's district, makes the best
showing in the 35th anniversary sales
drive. Challenge has been accepted.

ncuj POSTS

GLENN NORRIS, Twentieth-Fox district mana-
ger, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WILL BRISCOE, manager, Orpheum, Kansas
City.

JERRY SHINBACH, assistant zone manager,
RKO Theaters, Chicago.

JOE GOETZ, special RKO Theaters' representa-
tive, Chicago.

LOU LUTZ, RKO city manager. Grand Rapids,
Mich.

BILL WESTERMAN, Paramount booker, Min-
neapolis.

ROBERT J. WELLS, salesman, PRC, Seottle.

FRANK MURPHY, manager, Loew's State, New-
ark.

NATHAN BERNSTOCK, manager, Loew's Na-
tional, the Bronx.

AL STEPHENSON, writing staff. Jam Handy,
Chicago.

KENNETH R. MELLGREN, PRC salesman, Se-

attle.

LISLE KRIEGBAUM, manager. Rex, Rochester,

Ind.

KEACH McAllister, manager, Drive-ln, Al-
bany, Ind.

CHARLES SCHADT, assistant manager, Keith's

Syracuse.

ABE BRENNER, assistant manager, RKO Em-
pire, Syracuse.

LEO SALKIN, executive director, William Mor-
ris agency, Chicago.

FREDERICK ADAM MEYERS, PRC salesman,
Memphis.

DON FRIFIELD, student booker. Paramount ex-
change, Detroit.

ROBERT J. WELLS, PRC salesman, Seattle.

AL STEPHENSON, writing staff. Jam Handy
Organization, Detroit.

FRANK A. BIXLER, manager. New Pier Theater,
Pierson, la.

JOHN B. PRIOLETTI, PRC student booker,
Pittsburgh.

FREDERICK ADAM MEYERS, salesman, PRC,
Memphis.

LLOYD HARVEY TODD, JR., PRC student booker,
Charlotte, N. C.

Memphis V. C. May Buy
Mobile Hospital Unit

Memphis—The local Variety Club
is considering financing a mobile hos-
pital unit complete with operating
room, blood plasma and surgical sup-
plies, if, on advice of the medical
profession, it is considered practical.
Mobile hospital units would be kept
for emergencies in the Mid-South.

The club also plans a series of en-
tertainments for Memphis orphan-
ages and social agencies.

KMTA Sets Annual Meet
For Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Kansas City— Annual convention
of the Kansas-Missouri Theaters
Association for Kansas and Western
Missouri has been set for Sept. 30-
Oct. 1 at the Phillips Hotel here.

Craig Heads Detroit lATSE
Detroit — Walter L. Craig was

elected president of Stagehands
Local 38, lATSE, succeeding E.
Clyde Adler. Other officers elected
are Clarence Apgar, first vice-presi-
dent; Alton Finley, second vice-presi-
dent; George Glenwallis, recording
secretary; Charles W. Deal, financial
secretary-treasurer; Jerry J. Brie,
business agent, and Emil Paulus,
sergeant-at-arms.

AT&T Coaxial Rates

To Face FCC [>robe

(Continued from Page 1)

ing on the charges, it was learned

yesterday.

The rates, already filed wit^ ^^.he

Commission, were scheduled \ .'ji-SO

into eff'ect on Aug. 1. A commission
hearing, however, will block the pro-

mulgation of these rates.

It is considered likely that the

commission itself will set a hearing

in the case. If this is not done,

however, television broadcasters
"definitely" will file a formal pro-
test with the FCC and demand such
a hearing, it was learned.
Under commission rules, the pro-

posed rates would go into effect on
Aug. 1 unless protests were filed

with the FCC by July 21.

No formal demand for a hearing
has as yet been lodged with the com-
mission. With the deadline less than
two weeks away, television broad-
casters, however, have expected that
the commission itself will call for
a hearing because of the many pro-
tests against AT&T's rate proposals.
These objections were made known at

an informal engineering conference
held by the FCC on June 9.

The commission now is preparing
a detailed report on the conference.
This report is expected to be sub-
mitted to the commission for action
before the end of this month.
Up to now television broadcasters

have been using AT&T's coaxial

cable on an experimental basis. At
least one of the two video stations

now operating in Washington—Allen
B. DuMont—has indicated that it

would not use the coaxial cable if

the rate proposals go into effect.

Spokesmen for the station stated
that local pickups and motion pic-

tures would be used and the cable

link with New York by-passed be-

cause of the high rates which would
be charged.

Audiences Were Dry
'Tho Waters Ran Hi

FILM DAILY flood expert in St.

Louis reports indifferent reaction to

Vol. 19, No. 88 of Movietone News.

That issue had a story on the local

flood situation. Narration was to the

effect that a good deal of the city

had been inundated. Patrons did

not find it so at the time of the

high water as they 'viewed the situ-

ation on the screen. FD man says

there is no necessity for levees. The
city is on high ground. While the

soundtrack viewed the surging waters

with alarm, theatergoers did not

even get their feet wet.

New York office of the reel stated

there were no reports as yet from

St. Louis, from patrons or theater

managers.
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DeVry Bows New^ Projection and Sound Equip-

RBOUT THE
TRADE

lA/lLL DeVRY, president DeVry Corp.,

Chicago, reports DeVry projectors are

installed in the new Drive-In theater, re-

cently opened in Bloomington, III., and also

that two 12000 series DeVry projectors are

going into the new Muncie, Indiana Drive-

in, operated by the Ochs interests. DeVry
speakers are also included in the two the-

aters. ... • New Heywood-Wakefield
chairs have been installed in the 1,777-seat

Lee Theater, Clinton, Mo., of which C. W.
Dickgrafe is manager. ... It is a unit of

the Commonwealth Amusement Corp., Kan-

sas City. ... • Rex Strong recently sold

the 197-seat Community Theater, Tina, Mo.,

to Bob Egender, who also owns the Waverly

in Waverly. ... • Renovations to cost

$50,000 are being done to the Grand The-

ater, in Calgary, Alberta. . . . New marquee,

reseating and the lobby changed. Grand is

a part of the Odeon Circuit. ... • Thor

Matthews of the Motiograph Co., Chicago,

reports shipments of 12 sound systems and

6 pairs of Motiograph projectors to the Far

East, thru the export firm of Frazar and

Hamsen of San Francisco. ... • Minne-

sota Amusement Co., Minot, N. D., is re-

building the front and touching up the

Orpheum. . . . • John Allison is re-

building the Vivian Theater in Carlisle, In-

diana and expects to re-open in 90 days.

NEW rugs and screen have been in-

stalled at Hartford Theater Cir-

cuit's Rialto, in Hartford. . . . Same
circuit's Lyric has installed new candy

booth. ... • The 350-seat Strand,

Jewell, la., reopened recently after be-

ing completely^ remodeled and redec-

orated. ... • David Sandler, presi-

dent of Drive-In Theater Equipment
Co., Cleveland, manufacturers of Auto-

(Continued on Page 3)

Qerntan Recorder
In Com. Dep^t. Sale

Washlnqfon Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Described as

showing potentially revolutionary

adaptability to motion picture use,

12 models of the Magnetophone, a

German-developed device using mag-
netic tape as the medium for re-

cording and reproducing speech and

music are now on sale at the De-

partment of Commerce.

Simplification Among
Advantages Offered
In New Equipment

Chicago—DeVry Corp. announces
new projection and sound equipment
in which a number of improvements
have been made. New projectors,

pedestals and amplifiers are on dis-

play at dealers.
Improved pedestal is sturdier and

more flexible, with four-point level-

ing, an improved and more rugged
elevating mechanism and a training
mechanism that allows projector to

be swung from side to side for screen
alignment.

Projector and soundhead are a

(Continued on Page 4)

Alliance and Fox

Tie Fort Wayne Deal

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Alliance Thea-
ter Corp., Chicago, has filed a coun-
terpart indenture for a 20-year lease

with the Fox Realty Co. for the

Eniboyd Theater, Fort Wayne, one

of the largest and most modern
houses in this part of the state.

(Continued on Page 3)

Montreal Theater Blocked
By Restraining Injunction

Montreal, Que.—Work on a $200,-

000 theater just off Dyouville Square

has been halted temporarily by a

(Continued on Page 5)

Wenzel Projector's
Silver Anniversary

Chicago — Wenzel Projector Co.

mark off 25 years in the business

this year with celebrations of their

Silver Anniversary. Founded by Mack
Wenzel, firm has been under the

direction of Fred Wenzel for the

past several years.

loner Shows New

Vending Machine

Completely redesigned and im-

proved mechanically, new Univendor
candy vendor is being shown to the

trade by its manufacturers, Stoner
Manufacturing Corp., Chicago.

Offering attractive merchandise
selectivity, eight - column machine
allows for individual column setting

to vend at five cents, 10 cents, 15

cents or 20 cents.

Machine also comes in 16-column

model which allows trouble-free op-

eration and easy servicing.

Altec Installations Are
Speeded in Detroit

Detroit—According to F. C. Dickley,

district manager, Altec Service Cprp.

supervised the following installations

in Michigan:
Crystal Theater, D. Gregory, Beu-

lah, Motio M-911; Colonial Theater,

(Continued on Page 5)

Strong 70-Ampere Lamp Bows
Compares With 140-Amp. CondenserType

Kroehler Installations Up
In X-Country Stands

Following is a list of recent instal-

lations of Kroehler Push Back
chairs:
Towne Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.,

Da Bel Theater, Dayton, 0.; Palace
Theater, Elmwood, 111.; State-Lake
Theater, Chicago, 111.; Miller Theater,

Gary, Ind.; Capitol Theater, Pinck-

neyville, 111.; Grand Theater, New
York City; Yonkers Theater, Yonk-

(Continued on Page 5)

Toledo — New Strong Mogul re-

flector lamp, recently presented by
Strong Electric Corp., compares
favorably with any high intensity

lamphouse on the market, including

the high power condenser types used
in largest theaters. Projecting 15,000

lumens with the shutter open and 60

per cent light distribution, new
Mogul burns 70 amperes at 40 volts,

utilizing an 8 x 7 mm. Supra trim.

Mogul is an improved version of

the company's former model of the

same name with improvements such
(Continued on Page 4)

Many New Units Are
Planned as Nation's
Building Steps Up

Portland, Ore.—The balance of the
year promises much in the way of

an accelerated theater building pro-
gram in the Pacific Northwest, as
well as a greatly augmented program
directed toward finishing theaters be-
gun and halted by restrictions. The
area near Spokane rates high in

building, with several suburban and

(Continued on Page 6)

Steering Committee

Formed by TESI^A

Oscar F. Neu, president of TESMA,
announced that a committee on
trade show and convention arrange-
ments has been appointed. Group
will act as a general committee, and
sub-committees will be formed from
within this body. The committee con-
sists of the following:

J. J. Arnsfield, Adler Silhouette
Letter Co.; C. S. Ashcraft, Ashcraft
Manufacturing Co.; J. B. Contner,
Blue Seal Cine Devices; L. W. Davee,
Century Projector Corp.; J. K. Elder-
kin, Forest Manufacturing Co.; J. A.

(Continued on Page 3)

W. Mass. Theaters Start

$ Million Renovation Sked

Springfield, Mass.—Two new the-

aters—one in Springfield and the

other in Northampton—are included
in a $1,500,000 program of improve-
ment and renovation announced by

(Continued on Page 3)

Sixth Lust Theater
Installs Nu'Screen

Nation's theaters are becoming ac-

climated to the new concave-convex

Nu-Screen as the sixth of the Sidney

Lust theaters in the Washington dis-

trict receives its three-dimensional

screen. Screen is in use at New
York's Winter Garden and Park Ave.

Theaters and orders are pending for

Texas and California installations.
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Butterfield Opens New
1,000-Seat Mich. House

Butterfield Theaters opened the
New Michigan Theater, South Haven,
on Wednesday, July 2. With a seat-
ing capacity of nearly 1,000, the
Michigan seats more than the old
Center, which burned down Jan. 2,

1945.
Interior of the new theater is pale

green and the two side walls of the
main floor are each decorated with
a mural resembling a large dragon,
but on closer inspection the dragon
reveals itself as made up of flowers,
leaves and sprinkling fountains. The
colors used in the mural are shades
of green, white and touches of coral.
The new theater has a large balcony
with a long- slope towards the screen.
The seats are staggered on the

main floor, so that no seat is directly
behind another. The building, con-
structed completely of steel and con-
crete, is equipped with a 60-ton com-
pressor for air conditioning.

Westrex' Johnson on
Latin-America Trip

0. C. Johnson, assistant chief of
engineering of the Westrex Corp.,
foreign motion picture equipment
and service subsidiary of the West-
ern Electric Company, left New York
June 26 on a 16-week trip that will
take him to 11 key cities in Latin
America.

Purpose of Johnson's trip is to
conduct intensive training courses for
company engineers in the field that
will acquaint them not only with
recent technical developments but
also with the operation of newly-de-
veloped testing equipment to be
adopted by the foreign offices concur-
rently with Mr. Johnson's arrival.

Warner Studio Adopts
Aluminum Dolly Tracks

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A complete change-

over from the old style wooden-
mounted dolly tracks to new cast-
aluminum tracks has been made at
Warners Studio. New tracks are 200
per cent stronger and 50 per cent
lighter than the former models.
Bronze locking joints can be utilized
as inclines to facilitate taking the
dolly on and off^ the tracks.

C^~nada Sold
<" anvjlle, HI. — Leroy McMahon

purchased the Granada theater here
from Francis Ernest.

Sturdy Portable Radiant Screen Saves Life
As Ten-Ton Trailer Pancakes Car in Wreck

Chicago—Though Radiant Screen will never make these claims in their ad-

vertisements, that company can chalk up one life to their credit, when their

screen saved a man in a collision that would ordinarily have resulted in cer-

tain death.

Hit in a head-on crash, by a 10-ton trailer truck, Lee Vernon, of Scotia,

N. Y., was saved when the screen he was carrying in his car prevented the

body of the automobile from telescoping over him when it was demolished
by the impact. The six-foot Radiant DL screen was bent to a 39 degree angle
but it saved Its owner's life and left him off with only minor injuries.

General Films Ends 16MM.
Convention in Canada

Regina, Sask.—Addresses by lead-
ers in production, distribution, and
equipment sales in the 16 mm. field

highlighted the recently concluded
annual sales conventions of General
Films, with the Eastern section being
held at Toronto, and Western at
Eegina.
Western section heard Sam Rose,

newly elected president of Victor
Animatograph Corp., Davenport, la.;

Herb Meyers of Charles Bessler Co.,

N. Y.; A. Wertheimer, Radiant
Screen, Chicago; Keith Ledyard, Jam
Handy Organization, Detroit, and a
delegation from Encyclopedia Britan-
nica Films.

Modern Theater Supply
Switches Ownership

New Haven, Conn.—Modern The-
ater Supply Co. has changed hands
and is now the property of Lou Phil-

lips, former vice-president and man-
ager of the corporation of which
Wally Katz was until now, the pres-
ident. In announcing his purchase
of the company, Phillips said he
would henceforth .serve as president.
At the same time Phillips an-

nounced the establishment of the
RCA franchise in Connecticut which
he will also handle.
Long associated with the business,

Lou Phillips has been operating for
Modern at the same stand at 130
Meadow St., New Haven, for the past
30 years. He announced that the
company henceforth to be known as
Lou Phillips Theater Supply, Inc.,

will remain at the same location

where renovations will begin at
once. Additional help will be taken
on he said to insure the best pos-
sible theater service throughout the
state.

LINTLESS
FRBRIC WIPERS
... for cleaning film.

SIDNEY H. BEAUMONT, INC.

114 Federal St. Boston 10, Mass.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For Hoipital — Clean Rest Rooms

ASK YOUR DEALER

George Long Named
To Radiant Screen Staff

With the announcement of the ad-
dition of Mr. George Long to its

executive staff Radiant Manufactur-
ing Corp. extends its sales structure
from Coast to Coast. Long, during
the war was in charge of a large film
production and field operation for the
United States Navy Training Pro-
gram, in which capacity he produced
many important films.

Baehrs Pick Minn., Wise.

Cities for Circuit Houses

Adams Named Export
Head of Sprague Electric

Minneapolis—Five Minnesota and
Wisconsin cities have been slated as
sites for new Baehr brothers circuit

houses, it was revealed here yester-

day. Plans already are set for a
1,200-seater in Chippewa Falls, Wis.,

and the site has been purchased for

$17,000. The Baehrs intend to invade
strong George Miner circuit terri-

tory with theaters in the Falls, Rice
Lake and Rhinelander, Wis., and Red-
wood Falls, and Fergus Falls, Minn.
At Redwood Falls, Minn., Don

Buckley has operated two houses
without opposition. Miner and Buck-
ley are members of Home Theaters
Company, operating a number of

Baehr houses in Northern Minnesota
on a long term lease. Plans of the
Baehrs to build in opposition to the
two Home Theaters members stems
from clashes over operating policy of
the Home management of Baehr
houses and rash exchanges at Home
theater's directors meetings.

Cinematograph International, Inc

Exclusive Export Distributors of

Famous Equipment Lines

Immediate Inquiries Considered

from Manufacturers Desiring

Export Market Through Com-
petent Travelling Representa-

tion.

Joe Hornstein, Inc.

630 Ninth Ave., New York City

CI 6-6285

North Arams, Mass.—William Mc-
Millan Adams of New York has been
named head of export activities at

Sprague Electric Co., makers of
component parts for television re-
ceivers, in a move which President
Robert C. Sprague said was partj^'g^
an aggressive policy to take advL,
tage of the post-war expansion of
world markets.

WE sup»r BLACK LIGHTS *"»*"

FLUORESCENTxNo LUMINESCENT MATERIALS

BLACK LIGHT PRODUCTS
67 East Lake Street Chicago 1, 111.
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Alliance and Fox

Tie Fort Wayne Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

The term of the lease begins with
the expiration in several years of
^"^ lease of the present operators of

.y(Jj Emboyd, the Harrison Realty
oo., owned by the Quimby interests.

The Alliance Theater Corp. is cur-

rently the lessee of the Jefferson,

immediately across the street from
the Emboyd, and is in the process

of completing many Jefferson The-
ater improvements, with the house
15. These improvements include new
to be ready for operation about July
seats, new air-conditioning system,
new lighting, new marquee, and sim-
ilar changes.
The Emboyd lease transaction in-

volves a rental of well over a mil-
lion dollars. The Alliance Theater
Corp. was represented in closing of

the transaction by Packey J. Dee
and S. J. Gregory, president and
vice-president, respectively. The Fox
Realty Co. is headed by Louis A.
Fox, president, and Louis Niezer,
secretary.

Westrex Sound System
For Honduras President

Evidence of the growing interest
in films South of the border is given
by the installation of a Westrex
Standard Sound System now being
made for His Excellency Gral. Tibur-
cio Carrias A., president of the Re-
public of Honduras. The equipment
is intended for private showings in

the presidential palace in Teguci-
galpa. Century projectors and Ash-
craft arc lamps are also being fur-
nished by Westrex as part of the
new facilities.

Pass Springfield Ordinance
To Allow Marquee Replace

Springfield, Mass.—The Board of
Appeals has handed down two de-
cisions favoring Western Massachu-
setts Theaters, Inc., in petitions for
building ordinance variations to per-
mit erection of new marquees at the
Paramount Theater and the Broad-
way Theater. The petitions, denied
by Building Commissioner Gordon
Robertson on the grounds they would
exceed the height regulation of 45
feet above street level, were granted
by the Board which ruled that to

deny the right to replace an existing
sign would be a "manifest injustice."

Mich. Long Installations

Detroit—According to Edward A.
Long of Long Sign Company, the
following installations have been
made in Michigan:
Ramona Theater, United Detroit

Theaters, Detroit, is installing a new
sign.

Melody Theater, Bernard and
Leonard Brooks, Inkster, is installing

a new marquee.
Center, Ray Schreiber, Detroit, re-

modeling the front and installing

new sign and marquee.

ABOUT THE TRADE
(Continued from Page 1)

Voice speakers, announces that he has
installed in-car speakers in the Sky-
ways Drive-In Theater, Hamilton, On-
tario, said to be the first in-car installa-

tion in the Dominion of Canada. , . ,

• Kerasotes Bros., Springfield, 111., will
close their 750-seat Senate in that city

at an early date to start on a $75,000
remodeling and modernization pro-
gram that will include an increase in
the seating capacity. ... • The 487-
seat Co-Ed Theater, Fairfield, la., is to
undergo extensive remodeling and
modernization under plans being con-
sidered by its owner Nate Sandler. . , .

The seating capacity is to be increased.

• The 150-seat Dow, Dow City, la.,

owned by Wade Manchester of Dunlap,
la., is being completely redecorated.
. . . One hundred new plush seats also
are being installed. ... • The State,

Youngstown, O., has just installed a
modern dry-air plant for Summer cool-
ing. ... • Norman Olsen, Jr., son of
Norman Olsen, export manager of
DeVry Corp., Chicago, will handle the
duties of the department while his

father is on his round the .world plane
trip for the company.

r ERVICE SEATING CO., Detroit, operated

^ by John Heidt, which was affiliated with

Del Mel Upholstering Co. during the war,

has resumed its separate operation and

moved back to the original headquarters at

1507 West. ... • David Sandler, presi-

dent of Drive-In Theater Equipment Co.,

Cleveland, has installed complete Auto Voice

bi-car equipment in the West Side Drive-in,

a Phil Smith operated project, replacing the

present installation. ... • In Columbus,

0., the Ohio Supreme Court, by refusing a

review, has upheld Lake County courts in

directing the Village of Wickliffe to issue

a permit to Castle National, Inc., to erect

an open air theater in the village. . . .

• Wagner Sign Service, Chicago, have en-

larged their factory at 214 to 224 South

Hoyne Ave. and added more ovens, as well

as larger space for the annealing depart-

ment of the plant. . . . Company recently

made a price reduction on their plastic let-

ters, due to increased production made avail-

able by larger factory space. ... • Bell

& Howell, Chicago, are planning to add a

second addition to their huge Lincolnwood

plant. . . . This will add one hundred

thousand square feet of space. . . .

• Ygnacio Carbonell, manager of the

Strand Theater, Key West, Fla., is in the

market for an air conditioning installation.

... He says he will place the order as

soon as he gets the right price. . . . This

will be the only theater in Key West to be

air conditioned. ... • Ned Oglesby, De-

troit representative for Heywood-Wakefield,

is moving his office to 14021 Greenview

Road.
* >s *

BRODER CIRCUIT is installing new
washrooms and completing general

MACH I N ELESS
CARPET CLEANING
Just spray it on. Odorless. Dries In 2 'hrs.
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—

WC D C D 127 N. 17th Street

t D t K Allentown 45, Pa.

remodeling, including redecorating and
new advertising signs, at the Seville
Theater (Jormerly the Vendome) in
Detroit. ... O The Memphian, Mem-
phis, nabe owned by M. A. Lightman
and Associates, has been completely
redecorated and many new features in
modern lighting effects have been in-

stalled. . . . Theater burned several
months ago, and in redoing the show
house, new seats and carpets have been
installed. . . , The front is tile and rest

rooms have also been redone in tile.

• The Park Theater, Tampa, Via., has
been completely equipped with new
push back chairs. . . . Elmer Hecht is

manager. ... • Appointment of Ray-
mofid A. Dusault, Jr. as sales manager
of the New York area was recently an-
nounced by Macdonald Goodwin, vice-

president sales of Continental Electric

Co. . . . Dusault replaces F. V. L. Smith
and is located in Continental's new
office at 55 W. 42nd St., New York
City. . . . Dusault was fornierly sales

engineer for Westinghouse Electric and
has had many years experience in elec-

tronic tubes and specialties. ... • W.
H. Trunick of RCA has been named
manager of the Cine Theater Supply

Co., St. Lotiis, succeeding L. H. Walters,

who will take up other duties. The
Cine company has the agency for the

Korn King popcorn equipment for the

St. Louis territory.

Steering Committee

ormed by TESMA
(Continued from Page 1)

Fetherston, Kollmorgen Optical
Corp.; J. R. (Bob) Hoff, The Ballan-
tyne Co.; C. P. Hughes, Fort-A-Cide
Corp.; L. E. Jones, Neumade Pro-
ducts Corp.; D. W. Matthews, Motio-
graph. Inc.; Jake Mitchell, LaVezzi
Machine Works; Pete Mole, Mole-
Richardson; J. F. O'Brien, RCA Man-
ufacturing Corp.; A. Samuels, Auto-
matic Devices Co.; W. C. Stober,
General Register Corp.; C. J. Wil-
liams, Wenzel Projector Co.

Sub-committees will act on trans-
portation, decorations, program, re-
ception, entertainment, etc.

W. Mass. Theaters Start

$ Million Renovation Sked

(Continued from Page 1)

Samuel Goldstein, president of West-
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. The
Springfield house will have priority,
according to Goldstein, who said that
Roger Rand, prominent Boston the-
ater architect, will draw plans for
the new theater in Northampton,
where two others are now operated
by the chain.

Renovations also include new
chairs, carpets and a marquee at the
Garden Theater, Greenfield, and new
chairs at the Calvin Theater, North-
ampton.
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Brown Instrument

To Itold Price Line

Despite steadily increasing labor

and material costs Brown Instru-

ment Co., Philadelphia, will continue

to operate on a firm price basis in

the sale of all its products, it was
announced by L. M. Morley, vice-

president and general sales manager
of the company.
"Through intensified cost reduc-

tion and installation of automatic

machinery we found a few months
ago we could quote on a firm price

basis," said Morley. "We eliminated

the escalator clause on our equip-

ment at a time when the industrial

picture was particularly unstable.

We felt that the Brown division of

Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator

Co. could contribute to correction of

uncertainties which were unbalan-

cing the cost and price situation."

Akron's New Copley
Features Neon Marquee

THEATERS AIDED BY ASPHALT TILE
Fire-resistant Qualities and Easy Maintenance
Highlight Useful Long-Life, Non-skid Floors

With the new modernization drive
currently in effect in theaters
throughout the nation, especial at-

tention is being paid to safety fac-
tors which at the same time fall into

the category of general theater face-
lifting.

Asphalt tile, a flooring material
used heavily in many theaters, is

proving of great value in respect to

which can be overlooked by few
builders in these days of high costs.

Another thing not to be lightly over-

looked is the beauty of the tiles,

which can be made in a wide variety

of colors which cannot fade, bleach,

or wear off.

Ease of maintenance is enhanced
by the fact that if tiles need be re-

fire-proofing, safety traction, and
j

placed for any reason, individual

easy maintenance features, each a
[
tiles may be lifted from the pat

spot of great concern to the average
exhibitor.

Long-life is a feature of the tiles

tern and replaced simply, without
making it necessary to break up
large sections of the flooring.

Strong 70-Ampere Lamp Bovrs

ComparesWiih 140-Amp. Condenser Type

DeVry Introduces

New Equipment

(Cont-inued from Page 1)

single unit, engineered as such and
inherently self-aligned. Improve-
ments incorporated in the latest

soundhead mechanism include %" "-

rel-type rotary shutter locatef^o >
tween the light source and the film.

Newly announced DeVry ampli-
fiers offer switching to permit use of

20, 40, 60 or 80 watt output as de-

sired in the four-channel unit, and
the dual-channel offering a choice
between 20 and 40 watts output, all

at not more than two per cent dis-

tortion and a frequency range flat

within two db from 40 to 10,000
cycles.

Ansco May Manufacture
In European Countries

Akron, O.—The Copley, new neigh-

borhood theater in Akron, recently

opened, with Hamilton Horn, former

war veteran who has been manager
fthe Liberty since last June, as

manager. The Copley, a 999-seat

house, is the fourth theater in the

Highland Circuit, owned by a group

of Akron businessmen with Edward
J. Rabb, an attorney, as managing
director.

The new house features only neon

lights in the marquee, and colored

neon to illuminate the glass brick

set in the front of the theater. Lo-

cated at corner of Copley Road and

Grace Ave., the house is modern in

every respect, with a streamlined

heating and air-conditioning unit, a

marble lobby, yellow leatheret up-

holstering in the foyer, and murals
neither side of the stage.

The interior is decorated with a

gold and red carpet, red leatheret

seats, green and silver walls, yellow

leatheret 'standee rails" trimmed in

red, and red and gold curtains on

the stage.

The Highland Circuit originally

purchased the Highland and Liberty

Theaters, and last April added the

Spicer. Firm plans to enlarge and
modeiTiize the Spicer as soon as

Government restrictions permit.

Wometco Opens Miami
With Many Innovations

Ansco may consider the possibility

of producing goods in Europe as a
part of its program to satisfy the
demand of foreign markets, it was
revealed by E. Allan Williford, gen-
eral manager of Ansco and vice-

president of General Aniline and
Film Corp., upon his return from a

nine weeks business trip throughout
Europe.

Williford, accompanied by David
B. Dyche, vice-president and trea-

surer of the corporation, found on
their trip that the exchange situa-

tion is so difficult that importation to

most countries would be difficult if

not impossible, particularly in Eng-
land where they are hard-pressed for

dollars, Williford said. He added that
there are possibilities that arrange-
ments can be made to produce Ansco
products in one of the European
countries, but would not disclose

which country he had chosen since

plans are still in tentative stage.

Williford described "foreign manu-
facturing" as one of the solutions to

the current problem of foreign mar-
kets because the shortage of dollars

in Europe makes it impossible for

those countries to import the volume
that they would like.

(Continued from Page 1)

as complete re-design of the entire
draft system of the lamphouse, an
entirely new steady rest, and im-
proved negative and positive clutches.

First installation of the new lamp
was at the Telegraph Drive-In, here,
with a screen 48 feet wide.

Ealing Sends Equipment
For Australia Production

Frisco Portola Goes to

Trans International

Sydney (By Air Mail) — About
£80,000 worth of equipment and 11
technicians are enroute from Eng-
land for the production of Ealing's
"Eureka Stockade," Norman Leslie
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization
said on his arrival from London.

If "Eureka" and the next three
Australian - made pictures scheduled
by Rank are successful, Leslie said, a
large scale industry will be built up
in Australia, including a studio near
Sydney.

Schumacher in New Post

At American Optical

Kathner Forms Garden City
Melbourne (By Air Mail)—Rupert

Kathner has formed Garden City
Productions Pty., Ltd., to produce
"Courage in Your Own," a color film
based on the life of Adam Lindsay
Gordon, one of Australia's leading
poets. Most of the picture will .be

shot in Ballarat.

Miami, Fla.—The new Miami The-

ater, the latest unit in the Wometco
chain, has opened with Sonny Ehep-
herd named manager.

Seating capacity of the theater is

1,9.50. 1,6.50 seats are of the Kroeh-
ler "push-back" type, while the 340

in the smoking loge were supplied

by American Seating Co. This is

the first theater in sothern Florida

to be equipped with the "push back"
seats.

San Francisco— With its acquisi-

tion by new interests the Portola

Theater, 1,000-seat deluxe house on
Market St., becomes part of the

Trans International Circuit of Los
Angeles, headed by Sidney Pink.

House was taken over by Marc Gil

Streuber-LaChicotte Finn
New partnership to handle export

of electrical, electronic, and motion
picture equipment has been formed
by K. Streuber and Walter LaChi-
cotte. Firm will be known as K..

Streuber & LaChicotte.

Southbridge, Mass. — Announce-
ment has been made by President G.
B. Wells of the American Optical
Co., of the appointment of E. Weldon
Schumacher as general manufactur-
ing manager.
No statement has been made re-

garding Schumacher's successor at
Hrattleboro.
A graduate of the Carnegie Insti-

tute of Technology and the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Admin-
istration, he joined American Optical
in 1938, and for the next three years
worked at Southbridge, in the re-

search and development department.
In 1941 he was assigned to work

on the plans of the new American
Optical plant in Brattleboro, of
which he became production manager
in 1942, and was promoted to gen-
eral plant manager in 1944.

il

S. F. Vogue Biz Opens
To Show 16 & 35 mm. Films

San Francisco — Long recognized
need for big theater presentation of
industrial and advertising films has
been met here with the opening of
the 375-seat Vogue Business Theater.

Irving M. Levin, district manager
of San Francisco Theaters, Inc., an-
nounced completion of the installa-
tion of interchangeable 16 mm. and
35 mm. film and sound equipment, for
the screening of non-theatrical mo-
tion pictures during week-day hours
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. This will not
interfere with the present evening
and week-end entertainment of reg-
ular features.

Stevenson's Drive-In to Bow
Jack Stevenson plans to open an

bert and Alfred Kornblum of New
j

airdome here within the next few
York, Pink, Paul Schreibman and weeks.

Alvin Baranov of Los Angeles.
Hitt Buys Hico

Buifo Buys Bogota Hico, Tex.—Hico Theater, which
Bogata, Tex.—Mrs. Effie Blanken- had been owned and operated by Tom

ship has sold the Bogata Theater Coleman and Miss Anna Coleman,
here to Don Buffo of Deport. I

has been sold to J. T. Hitt.

DeVry's Olsen Sparks
World Sales On Trip
Chicago — In his peregrinations

around the world on DeVry business,

Norman Olsen, company's export

manager, reported large shipments of

projectors, sound systems and acces-

sories to Globe Engineering Co.,

Delhi, India. Olsen just hopped from

Bombay en route to Athens. He's ex-

pected home next month.
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Expansion Spurred

By EB Films Studio

In an expansion and centralization
tdrive, Encyclonaedia Britannica
• Films are moving into new, enlarged
studios and offices in the First Na-
^=^ \al Bank Building in Wilmette,

New two-story building contains
I about 12,000 square feet of usable
floor space which is being entirely
altered to fit the needs of educational

[ research offices and production stu-
: dios.

From construction plans now under
way a large two-story open stage,
two projection rooms, and encircling
offices will be built on the open first

floor. Some of the research and pro-
duction associates will be located
here along with the production staff.

At the head of the arrivals to the
new studios will be Executive Vice-
President V. C. Arnspiger, Melvin
Brodshaug, chief of all research
work, and J. A. Brill, in charge of
production. Concentration of these
men and their staffs of selected edu-
cational specialists near the home
offices and sales division is part of a
long-planned design to increase the
tempo and broaden the scope of EB
Films production.

Eroehler Installations Up
In X-Country Stands

\ (Continued from Page 1)

, ers, N. Y.; Park Theater, Tampa,
'\ Fla.; Pix Theater, Louisville, Ky.;

J
State Theater, Chicago, 111.; Riviera

\ Theater, New York City; Telenews
^
Theater, Milwaukee, Wis.; Capitol

.j
Theater, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Altec Installations Are
Speeded in Detroit

(Continued from Page 1)

{ Ray Schreiber, Detroit, B-60-4X;

J
Duke Theater, Wisper & Wetsman,

. Ferndale, B-60-4; Arcade Theater, C.

\ W. Bennett, Middleville, M-9-B;
Strand Theater, Homer Cox, Union

1 City, M-9-B.

: Montreal Theater Blocked
\ By Restraining Injunction

> (Continued from Page 1)

; Superior Court injunction, granted
\ following a complaint of druggist J.
- E. Dube that this theater would block
the rear entrance to his store.
The temporary injunction was

issued when the court began consid-
eration of a request by Dube for
permanent injunction against the
construction of the (France-Film)
theater.

Graves Leases Coniston

Newport, N. H. — Coniston The-
ater has been leased by Allard M.
Graves and E. Harold Stoneman
from Arthur E. Chadwick, an ex-
hibitor here for 35 years. Chadwick
opened the town's first movie the-
ater.

neUJ THEATERS
Now Wellman's Orange

Orange, Mass. — Orange Theater
has opened here, under the manage-
ment of Richard J. Wellman.

Clinton Dedicated
Port Clinton, O.—Clinton Theater,

1,200 seats, recently completed at a
cost of $225,000, was officially dedi-
cated to Associated Theaters, Inc., of
Cleveland.

Holt's Holt Debuts
Lead Hill, Ark.—Holt Theater, 300

seats, has been opened here by J. R.
Holt.

Larsen's Quonset-Type to Bow
Soldier's Grove, Wis.—Arthur Lar-

son, 1/c Electric operator here, will
open a 400-seat quonset steel theater
this month.

Ledum's Ledum Replaces Other
Elbow Lake, Minn.—Leonard Le-

dum has opened the Ledum, replacing
a burned-out house.

New Strand Substitutes

Grafton, S. D.—Oscar Hendricksen
has opened his Strand for business,
replacing a house which burned.

Old Royal ior New
Wauchula, Fla. — The old Royal

Theater is being replaced by a new
and modern structure. This will be
the only unit in the Floyd Theaters
chain to provide a crying room for
babies.

L-C to Bow
Bevier, Mo. — New 227-seat L-C

Theater, being erected here by Clif-
ford Byler and Lloyd McHenry, will
bow any day now.

Hearn Adds Pfohl to Fold

Mt. Pleasant, N. C—H. D. Hearn
contemplates opening his new Pfohl
Theater, 500 seats, Aug. 1.

Hendrick's 2nd Drive-In

San Angelo, Tex. — The second
drive-in theater here has been opened
by P. V. Hendricks and will be known
as the Starlight. Hendricks owns and
operates the Twilite which he opened
last year.

Wolman's Dream Bows
Drain, Ore.—Mrs. Golda Wolman

announces the opening of her new
Dream Theater here, the first quon-
set-type house in Oregon, seating
400.

Bagley's Norlina Bows
Norlina, N. C.—I. T. Bagley bowed-

in his new 500-seat Norlina early
this month.

Kleiman Opens Drive-In
Odessa, Tex. — Maurice Keliman

opened his new Cactus Drive-In here.

Florence Drive-In Bows
Florence, Ky.—Broadway Amuse-

ment Co.'s new Drive-In here opened.

Hatchery to Become Theater

Shell Rock, la.—This city will get
a new theater shortly with Mr. and
Mrs. Don Whitaker remodeling a
hatchery into a modern niotion pic-
ture house, expected to be ready by
the middle of next month.

Westerns-Action Pix Here
Lincolnton, N. C. — J. B. Gregg

opened the Lincolnton Drive-In here.
Showing of Westerns and action pix
drawing crowds to 200-car theater.

Beavmiont's Peoples Bows
Beaumont, Tex. — New $125,000

Peoples Theater, 1,200 seats, has
been opened here by the Jefferson
Amusement Co. House replaces one
which was destroyed by fire several
years ago.

Century's Midwood

Closing For Repairs

Century Theaters' Midwood, in
Brooklyn, will close Aug. 10 for a
period of approximately three weeks
to permit extensive redecoration, ac-
cording to an announcement from
general theater manager, Joseph R.
Springer.

Marquee will be modernized to in-

clude Bevelite attraction letters,

while a new teri-azzo floor will be
laid in the lobby.

New American Bodiform seats will

replace those now in use, while 20
seats will be added in the rear of the
balcony to bring the house capacity
to 1,965. The lighting system will

undergo several changes to improve
illumination throughout the audi-
torium, and both the men's and
ladies' lounges will be enlarged.

Proscenium will receive a new
treatment, and additional sound-
proofing will be built into the walls.

The general redecoration will in-

clude repainting the entire theater as

well as an over-all refurbishing.

nf^ Improved

PROJECTORS

and

AMPLIFIERS

for the

"Perfect Show"

Installations Now Being Made

By Your DeVRY Dealer

Sensation of every show at which they

have been demonstrated — pride of

Projectionists who ore operating them

—

marvel of Exhibitors who have bought

them—DeVRY's new "12000 Series"

Theater Projectors and Amplifiers give

you more of what you want to help

achieve the "perfect show" and for

such a moderate investment. Write for

FREE literature and name of authorized

DeVRY Theater Supply Dealer nearest

you.

6 REASONS WHY DeVRY IS YOUR
BEST BUY

Lay your yardstick against the specifications and performance
record of DeVRY's new "12000 Series" Projectors and
Amplifiers. Challenge them for: (1) stamina; (2) depend-
ability; (3) simplicity and serviceability; (4) performance;

(5) low maintenance costs; (6) price. The moderate price

of DeVRY's "12000 Series" equipment makes it possible for

every Exhibitor to enjoy the many advantages of new against

rebuilt units . . . enables neighborhood and small town ex-

hibitors to buy the same deluxe projection and sound facilities

preferred by the world's larger ond finer theaters.

DEVRY CORPORATION, 1111 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, U.S.A.
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Pacific N. W. Speeds NeiAr 7%eafer Building]
Many New Units Are
Planned As Nation's

Building Steps Up
(Continued from Page 1)

drive-in theaters announced so far.

Universal Film Exchange, Port-
land, reports the purchase of a 100
X 100 foot property at NW 18 and
Johnson St. w^ith building" contem-
plated in the "very near future" ac-

cording to Ray 0. Wilson, branch
manager.
Announcements of new theaters

planned in Umatilla, Ore., and Omak,
Wash., add to the growing number of
units either planned or actually un-
der construction.

Building throughout the rest of

the nation is speeding along, accord-
ing to field correspondents of Equip-
ment News. Projects in some 20
states and in Canada show a hearten-
ing up-trend in building since relaxa-

tion of restrictions.

Following are the listed construc-
tion projects as tabulated by our cor-

respondents in the field.

ALABAMA
Attalla—Ground was broken for a new the-

ater building here for Amusement Enterprise

Company. Cost will be $125,000 and contract

calls for completion not later than Dec. IS,

1947, and to be erected on Fifth Ave. Theater
will be called the Etowah.

Goodwater—Frank Nail will build a new mod-
ern theater here.

LaFayette—Roy E. Martin, Sr. and his two
sons, Roy E., Jr. and E. D., launched a big

scale building program here including a new
theater on the town square, remodelling of o

business building and of the Chambers Hotel,

having bought the latter two buildings re-

cently. The Martins have operated one theater,

the LaFayette, here for 10 years.

Attalla—Amusement Enterprises, Inc., have

received the go-ahead sign to build a modern
theater here with seating capacity to be ap-
proximately 1,100 for main floor ond balcony.

ARKANSAS
BIytheville, Ark. — Warren Moxley, owner

of the burned Chick Theater, is planning to re-

place the building with a new theater. As yet

it has not been decided if a hut type of house

will be used or a regular building will be con-

structed.

Tuckerman — Carl Christian, owner of the

Tuckerman Theater, is constructing an open air

house on Main Street.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Port Alberni—Harold Warren who operates

the Roxy, Capitol and Port Theaters in the
Alberni district of Vancouver Island, will build

a $150,000 one in partnership with Famous
Players Circuit. F-P recently acquired a half-

interest in the theater properties.

Vancouver—Chechik interests who operate the
York and Boy Theaters here are making elab-
orate plans for a theater to seat 900, bowling
alley, apartments and stores in the South Gran-
ville district. Project is reported to involve

more than $200,000. Theater will be opposition
to two circuit theaters.

COLORADO
Auroa—Seven hundred car Drive-In, costing

$115,000, is being built on the eastern part of

town here. Same is expected to open about
June 15.

Denver—Panayes G. Dikeyou, wholesale mer-
chant, has commissioned orchitects to draw
plans for a 1,700-seater to be built as soon as

conditions permit. Location will be on Welton
between 16th and 17th.

Fort Collins, Colo. — W. F. Aydelott has
started construction of a 400-seat subsequent-
run theater.

Australian Store to Handle British-Pathe
Projector and Set up IGtttitt. Film. Library

Melboiirne (By Air Mail)—Initial threat of 16 mm. competition with 35 mm.
theaters is seen in the authoritative report that a local department store has

secured distribution rights for the British-Pathe 16 mm. scund projector and

plans to build up a film library. Store is said readying a demonstration, tiieater

where imported 16 mm. subjects will be screened continuously during store

hours.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford—E. M. Loew plans to open a Drive-ln

theater here soon. Construction for the new
project is almost finished.

FLORIDA
Lakeland — Six hundred-seat theater for

Negroes to be called Ace is to be built by

the Talgar chain as soon as a Federal permit
can be secured and will cost approximately
$40,000. Same chain is announcing that a

$150,000 Negro theater will be built in Tampa.
Tallahassee—Authorization has been given to

Bailey Theaters for the construction of a mod-
ern $40,000 theater for colored persons, to be

located at 508 W. Tennessee St.

Tampa—The Ruskin Theater Enterprise, Inc.

has been re-organized and the capital raised

from $30,000 to $50,000. Work can now proceed

on the completion of the 500-seat theater.

The building was begun last yeor but work
was suspended since May.

Tampa—As soon as CPA gives the green
light, work will be started on the Carver The-
ater, 1,000-seater, for Negroes, to be build on

North Blvd. Pierce-Tampa Theaters, Inc., a

subsidiary of the Talger Theater Co., Inc., is

owner of the proposed new one. Approximate
cost has been placed at $150,000.

ILLINOIS
Springfield—Ground wos broken at the junc-

tion of Route 66 by pass and Route 29, east

of this city, on a $150,000 Drive-ln theater,

completion of which is expected by Septem-
ber 1.

INDIANA
Terre Haute—Terre Haute-Drive-ln Theater

Co., Inc., have leased a plot of ground here

750 X 1,000 feet where they will construct a

theater to cost between $125,000 and $150,000,
and construction to start very soon. Sight is at

Hawthorne and Lafayette Avenues, and the

lease calls for a period of 15-years.

IOWA
Marne—Albert Heffermon's Crown—quonset-

type, will be built here, permit having been
granted.

Sioux City—Former Cleveland 1/c Garage
building in the North side business district is

to be converted into a motion picture theater

at an estimated cost in excess of $60,000
according to Albert M. Seff, attronye for the

owners. It will have about 500 seats and will

be ready for opening about Aug. 1.

Waterloo—Stephen A. Cellerich and Phillip

E. Winslow have recently awarded the general

contract to rthe construction of a Drive-ln the-

ater about one mile west of the city limits on
Highway 218. It will be known as the Star-

Lite Drive-ln.

Waterloo—Stephen A. Oellerich and Phil E.

Winslow plan to erect a drive-in theater one
mile west of the city limits here. It will be

named the Star-Lite and plans call for an
August 1 opening.
Monmouth—Construction has started on a

motion picture theater and office building on

Main Street for Ralph and Roy Propst.

MICHIGAN
Bay City—Art Narlock is going ahead with

plans for building his new Empire Theater here.

Grand Rapids—Triangle Drive-ln Theater Co.,

of Wilmington, 0., operators of 22 similar the-

aters in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, have
been blocked in their efforts to erect a $135,-
000 800-car drive-in theater on Division Ave.,

S. here.

Marne—Plans for a 500-seat motion picture

theater to be erected here have been com-
pleted by Albert and Betty Hefferan of Grand
Rapids. Theater will be located on State Street.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Gordon Greene, one of three

applicants for a theater building permit in

suburban Golden Valley, was the only one
granted a license to construct a house by the
Valley council, after his proposed site won coun-
cil approval. Greene announced he would seek
CPA approval of the project upon completion
of plans.

MISSOURI
Branson—Dickinson Theaters have purchased

ground on Main St. here as the site for a
new motion picture theater. Details for the new
house have not been announced.

Fulton—Sal Banks and his sons, Marvin and
Preston, who operate the Gem and Fulton The-
aters, have announced they will install a new
quonset-type motion picture theater building
here on a site on Highway 50 just inside the
city limits in 1948. House will be called the
Hiway.

St. John's Station—New drive-in project here
is contemplated by Henry Halloway, operating
the Overland, Overland, Mo.; Gem, St. John's
Station, and the Beverly, University City. It

would accommodate about 700 automobiles and
be located on St. Charles Rock Road (U. S. 40)
west of the Gem Theater.

St. Louis—The Flexer Drive-ln Theaters, Inc.,

of Memphis, Tenn., has awarded a contract to
design and construct a 700-automobile capacity
Drive-ln motion picture theater here on a
15-acre tract at a point 700 feet east of
Sappington road on the south side of Highway
66. The building permit estimated the cost
at $55,000.

NEBRASKA
Bellevue—Paul V. Bell received approval of

the Office of Housing Expediter to build a
$15,000 theater here. It will be town's first

theater.

Lyons—Ground breaking ceremonies for a 400-
seat theater were held here. Builder is Henry
Leriger.

Lincoln—A license to operate a Drive-ln at
Lincoln has been okayed by the city council.
The project will be located one and one-half
miles from the city.

Omaha—Work is about ready to begin on
Omaha's first Drive-ln to be constructed on
Highway 30 just outside the city limits by the
Lincoln Realty Company.

Total cost is expected to run $150,000. Ap-
proval for $10,000 preliminary work—to cover
pouring foundations for the screen building,
projection room, box office and concession
stand—has been given by the Office of Hous-
ing Expediter.

NORTH CAROLINA
Kannapolis—Construction of a 600-seat the-

ater on Cannon Blvd. at Jackson St. will begin
in several weeks and will be operated by a
group of ex-GIs 'here, it was announced. It

will represent an investment of $50,000. The
ex-servicemen will own control and will employ
veterans in the operation.

NORTH DAKOTA
Drayton—Paul Ayette, who took over oper-

ation of the Star Theater here, has drawn
plans for a new house in the city, awaiting
OPA approval.

Westhope—Howard Henry is constructing a
new house here.

Milbank—CPA has okayed construction plans
for a new house to be built here by Mike DeFea.

Reports From 21

States Show Big
Construction Surge

OHIO
Akron—Construction of a new $15,000^5' ^ve-

in theater here at S. Arlington St. andfei'^Q !r-

loo Road, by the Starlight Pictures t. ilas

been approved by the Housing Expediter in

Washington. He also approved a $24,000 film
house at Rockford and $19,000 worth of the-
ater construction at Ashtabula, 0.

Columbus—National Drive-ln Theater, located
on W. Broad St. one-half mile out of the city
limits, will be built soon to accommodate 750
automobiles.

Youngstown—City Zoning Commission has
advised Angelo DePiero to apply for a zone
change for a Drive-ln theater on McGuffy
Road at Youngstown.

Wickcliffe Village—Horace Abrams won his

two-year fight to erect a Drive-ln Theater here
when the State Supreme Court dismissed Wick-
cliffe's appeal to re-zone the area for resi-

dential use. Abrams is also building a Drive-
ln in Fairview and is interested in Drive-lins
in Toledo, Buffalo and Rochester.

PENNSYLVANIA
Oakmont—Plans are almost completed for the

construction of a new theater here by Steve and
George Rodenok, who now operate the Oaks and
Lehigh Theaters. When the new house is finished
the Lehigh will be converted into a store room
and put up for sale.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Chester—Cherokee Theaters, Inc. has leased

the J. I. Barronn property and in the near future
will erect a modern theater on this site. Work
on the project will get under way as soon as
present restrictions on critical materials for
theater construction are lifted.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga—Eastern Theaters, Inc., plan a

new theater for the downtown section here.

Five hundred thousand dollars will be spent on
the ultra-modern project.

TEXAS
Dallas—Cedar Crest is the name chosen by

Joe Joseph for the theater he will build in the
Cedar Crest section.

Kermit—Announcement has been made here
by Kenneth Blackledge, district manager for

the Griffith Circuit, for the construction of a
1,000-seat theater. Application has been sub-
mitted to the CPA for a permit. Local chamber
of commerce is aiding in securing the permit
for the building.

Linden—Lanier Richey, owner and operator of

the Ritz here, has announced plans for the con-
struction of a second house here. Site hos
already been purchased on Main St. for the new
theater.

WASHINGTON
Bingen—George M. Goldstein, who formerly

operated a theater here which had burned
down, has filed an application with the CPA
for the construction of another theater here to
cost $50,000.

Chelan—The Greime-Fasken group contem-
plates changing 9 former food store and phar-
macy into a theater here.

Kennewick—Construction has been started on
a drive-in theater here to be located one-mile
west of Kennewick on Kennewick Avenue, at
the intersection with Kadow road on the West
Highlands. It is planned to have a capacity
of 800 cars.

Spokane—Another Class AA theater, 700
seats, is announced for suburban Milwood, to
be erected by the Milwood Investment Com-
pany at a cost of $150,000. It will be put on
long-term lease to Spokane Valley Theaters,
Inc.

WISCONSIN
Platteville The Platteville Theater Corp.

w.So own the Avalon and Gem will build a
1,000-seat theater to replace the latter theater.
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WITH "National" High-Intensity Projec-

tor Carbons in your lamp houses, you

have the most efficient source of light, provid-

ing an ideal combination of brightness and

color balance, available to any theatre. In fact,

you've got the most powerful light, for this

purpose, in the world. It is like a tiny sun. The

light of a "National" projector carbon arc is

snow white, perfect for bringing out detail

and full rich color.

The cost of "National" Projector Arc Carbons

is negligible when compared to other operating

costs. And yet their sparkling white light is the

best box-office insurance you can get. It pro-

duces better pictures . . . pleases your patrons

. . . and keeps your ticket seller busy.

For Perfection in Photography and Projection, Use the Carbon Arc.

The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation ^

[1H3 f
.30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco /
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(olvin Winds Up

TEDPA Meet Plans

Final arrangements for the con-
vention of the Theater Equipment
Dealers Protective Association to be
held in Washington, Sept. 24-29 were
completed this week, according to
Ray G. Colvin, president of TEDPA.

Following committees have been
appointed: local arrangements:
Henry Dusman, Dusman Theater
Supply, Baltimore; Elmer Brient,
Brient Theater Supply, Washington;
Joe Hornstein, Joe Hornstein, Inc.,

N. Y. For banquet entertainment:
William Kunzeman, National Carbon
Co., N. Y.; Ray Busier, United The-
ater Supply, Tampa, Fla.; Phil
Wicker, Standard Theater Supply,
Greensboro, N. C
TEDPA meeting will be held

jointly with the annual TESMA
show.

Drive-in Theater Planned
At Terre Haute, Ind.

Terre Haute, Ind.—A new drive-in

motion picture theater costing be-
tween $125,000 and $150,000 is being
planned here by the Terre Haute
Drive-In Theater Company, who have
signed a 15-year lease of a plot of

ground 750 by 1,000 feet at Hay-
thorn and Lafayette Ave. The com-
pany is part of a chain of theaters
owned by Cleveland, 0., interests,

headed by H. J. Ochs, formerly with
Warner Bros. Harold Boedeker is

president of the local corporation
with Leslie Judd as vice-president,

Stewart Sheldon as treasurer and
Elizabeth Ochs, secretary. The actual

operation of the theater will be
from April to November.

Twin City Exhibitors

To Fight Drive-ins

Minneapolis — Twin Cities exhibs.

are reportedly mapping plans to op-
pose construction of drive-in the-

aters in the North Central states.

The exhibitors base their objections

on "unfair competition" by the tem-
porary showplaces to the established,

year-round theaters. Funds probably
will be raised to actively combat the
establishment of the drive-ins in this

Merritt to Open in Niagara
Niagara, Wise.—Floyd Merritt will

open a new theater here.

Old King Cole Calls
For Bieiv Home Office
Canton, C—Old King Cole Dis-

plays. Inc., makers of papier-mache

display productions, will transfer its

operations from Canton, C, to near-

by Louisville, 0., where a one-story

building designed especially for its

•"e is now under construction. The
'!rm will move about Aug. 15.

THEATER DEALS
31dg. Owner Takes Over House

Toledo, O.—Edward J. Bialorucki,
owner of the building, takes over
operation of the Ohio Theater on
Aug. 1. For the past 17 years the
house has been operated by Jack
O'Connell under a leasing contract.

Arcade Changes Hands
Westhope, N. D. — Howard I.

Henry is the new owner of the Ar-
cade here.

Gillette Buys From Parnell
Mountainview. Okla. — Mr. and

Mrs. Ted Pavnpll sold the 350-seat
Vue here to J. K. Gillette.

Roalstads Buy Temple
St. Lawrence, N. D.—Joe and Dale

Roalstad have bought the Temple
here. Lattei- will manage the house.

Texan Taken Over
Sanger. Tex. — J. Willingham has

nurchased the Texan Theater here
from C. E. Pacev and will take over
operation of the house at once.

^iverdale to Calahan
Riverdale, 111.—Rov Jenkins has

sold the Riverdale Theater here to
J. R. Calahan.

Stathis Acauires Century
Coopersville, Mich.—Mr. and Mrs.

James Stathis have acquired the
Century here.

Emory Shifts to Cole
Quitman, Tex. — Emory Theater,

owned and operated here by L. T.
McDaniel. has been purchased by
Joseph W. Cole.

Duren Takes Over Spud
Hastings, Fla.—John H. Duren, ,Jr.

has purchased the Spud Theater. He
will manage the theater himself.

Ashcroft Bought
Ashcroft, B. C. — Joe Cameron,

owner for 20 years of the 200 seat
Ashcroft Theater, has sold out to

Messrs Rogers and Belshaw of this

tovvna.

Watson Sells Interest to Conn
Canalou, Mo.—Charles Conn, local

banker, recently purchased Herbert
Watson's interest in the 350-seat
Conn here.

Cook to Convert Bldg.
Churdan, la.—W. H. Cook has pur-

chased a building here and plans to

convert same into a theater.

Harrisons Buy Luveme
Luverne, la.—Mr. and Mrs. Floyd

T. Harrison have purchased the
Luverne here from Cecil Joliffe.

Alamo Bought
Stewardson, 111.—H. E. Renshaw

bought the 300-seat Alamo here.

Lake H'brook Drive-In Opens
Lake Hollybrook, Ind.—John Rob-

inson and Robert Chevalier opened
their 250-car Drive-In here.

Linden to Have Another One
Linden, Tex.—Lanier Richey, al-

ready the owner of the Ritz here,
will erect a large modern one here
also.

Swing Swings Open
Athens, Mich. — Swing Theater

opened here.

Arlington's Byrd Bows
Arlington, Va. — Neighborhood

Theaters of Richmond opened their
Byrd Theater here.

Dalton's 1st Drive-In
Dalton, Mass. — Briggs Open Air

Theater, first drive-in in Berkshire
County, which opened early this
month, is operated by a six-man cor-
poration headed by Edgar Briggs.

Starlite to Bow
Waterloo, la.—Starlight Drive-in

Theater, occupying a 14-acre site on
Highway 218 about one mile West of
the city limits, is scheduled for its

grand opening about Aug. 1. Owners
are Stephen A. Oellerich of Waterloo
and Philip E. Winslow of Middle-
town, 0.

Sells Winthrop
Winthrop, la.—W. T. Reinhold has

sold the Winthrop Theater here to
Patrick Reilly and Steve Ogburn,
both of Los Angeles.

Princess Bought
Parkersburg, la.—Charles Huner-

berg has sold the Princess Theater
here to Harrison Bagley who took
over possession on June 1.

Paul Sells to McConkey
Eddyville. la.—Eddy Theater here

has been sold by Milton Paul to Earl
D. McConkey of Ottumwa. Paul
plans to move to California.

Trio Buys Four
Wichita Falls, Tex.—A trio com-

posed of Dr. Gaylord Schwartz, C. C.
Parfet and Garret Parker have pur-
chased the four theaters owned and
operated here by R. B. Montgomery
and Jack McCullough. The houses in-

clude the Texan, Roxy, Tower and
the Ritz. Montgomery has been ill

for some time and is at present in
the Scoot-White Hospital at Temple,
Tex.

Partners Sell to Partners
Pharr, Tex.—The Texas Theater,

owned and operated by Brewer and
Britton has been sold to M. A. Smith
and M. Linn. B & B will continue the
operation of their other house here,
the Espana.

MacKenzie Takes

New Westrex Post

H. Bentley MacKenzie, formerly

manager of the Western Electric

Company, Inc. of Argentina, has re-

turned to New York to take up ^'go-'

duties as assistant to the regional

managers of Westrex Corp., parent

organization of the foreign subsid-

iary.

MacKenzie comes from a 10-year

period of service in Argentina, prior

to which he spent six and a half

years as an ERPI representative in

the Orient.
He reports a theater building boom

currently in full swing in Argentina,
with greatest activity in the con-
struction of larger houses of the

better than 2,000-seat class.

Tri-States Theaters Plans
Drive-Ins in la. and Nebr.

Des Moines, la.—Tri-States Thea-
ter Corp. of Des Moines announced
plans for a group of drive-in thea-
ters which will be located at Des
Moines, Omaha, Lincoln, Sioux City,

Cedar Rapids and the tri-city area
at Davenport.
A new corporation is being formed

by A. H. Blank, head of Tri-States;

G. Ralph Branton and Phil Smith
of Boston, Mass. Contracts have
already been let and sites selected

at Omaha, Davenport and Des
Moines.
The Des Moines drive-in will cost

$75,000 and be located on S.E. 14th
St., near Fort Des Moines. Kurcharo
Construction Co. will build the thea-
ter. It will occupy a 20-acre site

and accommodate 650 cars.

Second Quonsel-Type
Theater Bows in Mich.

Athens, Mich.— The Swing The-
ater, first house in the town, was
opened by L. E. Loag, a new-
comer to show business. House will

be booked by Carl W. Buermele of
General Theater Service. The theater
is the second of the Quonset type to
be erected in this state.

Century's Rialto
Tq Get New Seats

Century's Rialto Theater in Brook-

lyn will have its 1,411 orchestra, loge

and balcony seats replaced by new
American Bodiform chairs, according

to an announcement from J. R.

Springer, company's general theater

manager.

Reseating is being done at night

after the last show, enabling the the-

ater to remain open for business as

usual.

It is expectel the work, to be done

by the Homack Construction Corp.,

will take approximately two weeks.
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mEKKiin film quotb is fEBREP imPEnpinc
West Coast Labor Hearinffs Expected Shortly
Kearns Set to Probe Into

Hollywood Labor Under
Taft-Hartley Law Aegis

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Irving G. McCann,

counsel to the House committee on
education and labor, will go to Hol-
lywood shortly to study the studio

labor dispute and lay the ground-
work for hearings — perhaps next
month—before Rep. Carroll Kearns,
(R., Pa.), on the Hollywood labor dis-

pute.
Kearns said Friday as he an-

(Continued on Page 6)

UJA Jolson Luncheon

Calls Pix Notables

Outstanding industryites will oc-

cupy the dais at tomorrow's lunch-
eon-meeting at the Hotel Astor to

speed up the United Jewish Appeal's
drive to raise $2,100,000 in the New
York amusement world.
Among the names on the list are

those of Barney Balaban, national
chairman of the motion picture divi-

sion of the UJA; Al Jolson, Matty
(Continued on Page 6)

St. Paul Thea. License Fee
Hike Faces Exhib. Fight

St. Paul _ North Central Allied,

RKO Theaters and Minneapolis Am-
usement Co. are expected to fight
increased theater Iciense fees ap-

i proved by the City Council, along
with their battle against a proposed
five per cent admissions tax.

New license fees range from $100
(Continued on Page 7)

Controls Lifted on
Sets, Studio Building

WasluHiilon Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Office of Housing

Expediter has ruled that motion pic-

ture sets and studios are no longer

subject to construction controls. An-
swering an inquiry from Jack Bry-

son of MPAA. Ashley Ford, the

Assistant General Counsel, said that

permits no longer are required for

constructions of sets, studios and
"other facilities used for the pro-

duction of motion pictures."

WARNERS-RCA SIGN TELEVISION PACT
Research Designed to Develop Large-Screen Video
Equipment for Use in Motion Picture Theaters

Inking of a contract calling for a
joint program of research on large-

screen television was revealed at the
week-end by Harry M. Warner, pres-

ident, and Jack L. Warner, vice-pres-

ident in charge of production of War-
ners, and Frank M. Folsom, execu-
tive vice-president of RCA in charge
of the Victor Division.

Heralding the development as "an

historic step toward the development
of large-screen television in the mo-
tion picture industry," announce-
ment predicted the program will be
as important as the first tentative
efforts to put sound on film more
than 20 years ago. Now RCA-de-
veloped types of black - and - white
large-screen tele equipment are to be

(Continued on Page 2)

Three Eastern Meets

Called by Sdinitzer

A series of three meetings de-

signed to pass on to sales personnel

the proceedings at the United Ar-
tists district manager's sales meet-
ings have been scheduled by Edward
M. Schnitzer, Eastern and Canadian
sales manager. Sessions will be held

in Philadelphia on Thursday, Boston
on July 22, and in Cleveland, July
24.

Branch managers, salesmen and
branch personnel have been sum-

(Continued on Page 7)

Functional Depreciation
Ruled a Valuation Factor

Columbus, O.—Functional depre-
ciation of theater properties should

be considered by assessing bodies in

fixed valuations for real estate tax
(Continued on Page 6)

Film Buyers Assail

Co. Ad Budge! Cuts

Minneapolis— Trimmed advertis-
ing budgets have had adverse effects

on the box oflfice returns of a num-
ber of top rental releases recently,

with the result that local film buy-
ers threaten to demand lower rates
for pictures not suflSciently pre-sold
to the public.

As one spokesman put it: "If the
retrenchment program of the ma-

(Continued on Page 7)

D. C. Committee Set to

Study Exhib. Kid Bans

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A special sub-com-

mittee of five members of the House
committee of the District of Columbia
was named Friday to study legislation

(Continued on Page 2)

Italian Producers Eye U. S.

look fo American Market to Recoup Coifs

Nelson Not Informed
Of Any Restrictions

On Foreign Pix

Ohio Exhibs. Pour In for

ITO Cedar Point Meet

Cedar Point, O.—Theater owners
from the entire state began checking
in at the Breakers Hotel here last

night for the three-day convention
of the Independent Theater Owners
of Ohio which opens today.
A great deal of advance interest

(Continued on Page 61

Rome (By Air Mail)—Faced with
the problem of insufficient Italian

playing time to justify production in

this country, -film makers are concen-
trating production plans on outstand-

ing story propei'ties and personali-

ties in the hope of recouping costs

from abroad, principally from the

U. S.

In line with this trend are recently

revealed plans for production in

tContinuad on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Concern that Mexico

may follow its "temporary" ban on
imports of radio and television sets
and other products with quota re-
strictions on foreign motion pictures
was expressed here over the week-
end by many Government and indus-
try leaders.

SIMPP President Donald Nelson,
economic advisor to President Ale-
man of Mexico, told The Film Daily,
however, that he had no knowledge
that Mexico contemplated any "re-
strictions" on American and other
foreign pix.

Nelson declined to comment on
(Continued on Page 7)

Fall Conclave Seen

AfterMPTOA-ATAJoln

With the proposed affiliation of the
American Theaters Association with
the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of America regarded as a foregone
conclusion in exhib. circles, it is an-
ticipated that a convention of the
new unified organization will be set

for the early Fall.

Out of the discussions between the
boards of directors of the two or-

(Continued on Page 7)

Higher Admission Prices

Blamed on Taxes by ATA
ATA, in a bulletin to its members,

points out that a significant factor

in the increase in admission prices

from a base figure of 100 for the
1935-39 average to 165.4 as of March
of this year is the jump from 10

(Continued on Page 7)

'^Essential' Tag for
Brazilian Distribs.

Rio De Janeiro (By Cable)—Mo-
tion picture distributing companies

have been classified as "essential"

by the director of Exports and Im-

ports section of the Banco do Bra-

sil. Action followed a joint petition

by American distributors.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Bell & Howell 2OV2 2OV2 2OI/2

Bell & Howell pfd..106 106 106
East. Kodak 47 46V2 47
Paramount 2834 29'/8 285/8

RKO 131/2 131/4 13'/2

Republic Pict S^/g 5V4 S'/g

20th Century-Fox ... 32 31 V2 32
20th Century-Fox pfd. 393/4 393^ 393^
Warner Bros 17 163/8 16%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 4V8 41/8 41/8

RKO 4 33,4 4
Sonotone Corp 35^ 3% 35/8

Technicolor 14 133^ 14

Net
Chg.

+ 1/2

+ %
+ 1/2

+ 1/4

+ 1/4

+ 5/8— 1/4

+ 1/8

+ 1/4

ASCAP Pix-Music Fees
Upheld in Minn. Court

Minneapolis—The right of Ascap
and its members to collect license

fees from theaters on copyrighted
song.? used in motion pictures was
upheld Friday by Minneapolis Judge
Gunnar H. Nordbye. His ruling was
made in an order denying summary
judgment to four Minnesota com-
panies and theater operators sued
for several thousand dollars damages
by Ascap members. Theaters were
charged with alleged infringements
of copyrights on songs in several
movies.

commc flRD GoinG
LIZABETH SCOTT has cancelled her trip

today to New York from Hollywood.

PATTI ALICOATE, of THE FILM DAILY edi-

torial staff, Constellationed to the Coast over
the week-end to survey the studio scene.

PRODUCER WILLIAM PINE left New York
Friday by air for Hollywood after a week at
Paramount's home office.

MARY BUTLER and ROSEMARY WHITE,
members of the Paramount Int'l Films publicity

dep't, planed to the Dominican Republic Satur-
day on a two-week vacation.

BOB HOPE, his wife and two children, sailed

Saturday on the S.S. Santa Rosa from Bar-
ranquila, Colombia, for New York, arriving

July 16.

D. C. Committee Set to

Study Exhib. Kid Bans

(Continued from Page 1)

to empower Washington exhibitors
to ban their theaters to children. At
the same time, Chainnan Everett
Dirksen said he is hopeful for strong
steps by citizen groups—he named
the parent - teacher associations —
toward review of features coming
into local theaters.

Dirksen reported to the committee
Friday his findings concerning "Duel
in the Sun," and its brushes through
the country with censorship authori-
ties. He also presented a report from
the women's bureau of the local
police department, which reported
it has authority to recommend dele-

tions in films. If these recommenda-
tions are ignored it can then refer
the matter to the United States At-
torney — but no occasion has yet
arisen to take the latter step. Local
exhibitors have been quite co-opera-
tive, the bureau reported.

Dirksen said he is extremely re-

luctant to see anything like a cen-
sor or a censorship board proposed
for the district. The special sub-com-
mittee, however, has the authority
to study the entire picture. There
was general committee agreement,
however, that the only legislation

needed would be to nrovide authori-
ty for exhibitors to ban juveniles at
certain films. This, said Dirksen, is

something local exhibitors want.

RALPH W. BUDD, WB personnel and trans-

I

portation director, and ABE KRONENBERG,
! head of the special events dep't, have returned

from Maine, where they worked out transporta-
tion details for the special trains that will bring

guests from New York and Boston to the
"Life with Father" world premiere in Skow-
hegan Aug. 14.

DAVID NIVEN, star of Samuel Goldwyn's
"The Bishop's Wife," arrived in town over the

week-end and sails Thursday on the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth for England.

ARTHUR W. KELLY was scheduled to return

to New York from the Coast over the week-
end.

DOROTHY DAY, fan magazine contact for

M-G-M, leaves for the Coast Thursday.

Technicolor Cuts Price

Vz Cent Per Linear Foot

West Coast Bnrcnn of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Decrease of one-half

cent per linear foot in the nrice on
all technicolor 35mm. film delivered
by Technicolor at its plant in Holly-
wood except three strip and succes-
sive exposure negative, is announced
by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager. This reduction
will apnear in all bills rendered from
and after July 1, 1947 and will be
effective until further notice. It will

also be retroactive to April 1. 1947
beginning of quarter in which de-

creased cost of technicolor on which
it was based, occurred.

Reagon Press Conference
Charles M. Reae-an, Para, vice-

prexy in charge of distribution, will

discuss current business aspects at
an indutry press conference called

for tomorrow.

Italian Producers View
U. S. To Recoup Costs

(Continued from Page 1)

Italian studios. Included are plans
for the first Technicolor feature to
be made in this country, as an-
nounced by a British company. An-
other Britishnfinaneed film will be
the Vivien Leigh starrer to be pro-
duced by Sir Alexander Korda. Miss
Leigh is in Italy awaiting the start

of production.

Pictures revealed by Italian com-
panies include "Messalina," to be
directed by Roberto Rossellini with
the same actors as appeared in "Open
City." Stendhal's novel, "La Cer-
tosa di Parma," will be made under
the direction of Christian Jacque,
while Sarah Churchill will star in

"Daniele Cortis." Other films to be
made include "Fabiola," directed by
Blasetti, and "Ignazio di Loyola,"
with direction by Soldati.

In addition there will be a num-
ber of films based on original stories

of modern life and present day prob-
lems.

Gorber Would Help Aged
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dave G-arber, now

with Edward Nassour, has organized
a San Fernando Valley campaign to

provide additional facilities to take
care of some of the hundreds of des-
titute old men and women who are
seeking admission to the Industrial
Center and Home for the Aged in

Reseda. A special meeting has been
called for tonig'ht at Garber's Van
Nuys home to set up an organization
to check the membership campaign.

Correction

In The Film Daily's July 10 story

of film stocks' worth, wrong figures

were carried for Columbia Pictures
common. Value as of Dec. 31, 1946
should have been $15,058,570, on the
basis of 611,755 shares outstanding,
while the value at June 30, 1947
should have been $9,635,141.

SEEKS POSITION
Extensive Pub., Exoloit., Adv. and Theatre
Exp. 28, Married, Can Travel.

MAJOR FILM & CIRCUIT BKGD.
COAST TO COAST PRESS CONTACTS

BOX 157 — THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York 18, N. Y.

Warner Bros, and RCA
Sign New Television Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

shipped immediately to Warner's
Burbank studio, with other compon-
ents to be supplied later.

Jack L. Warner has assigned Col.

Nathan Levinson, head of engineer-
ing and technical research for^ t,he

film company, to direct the W, /^^v
end of the experimental progi.:.9n.

RCA will provide technical and re-

search information and the assist-

ance of engineering personnel and
field engineers.

In commenting on the joint pro-
gram, Folsom drew a parallel be-
tween Warners' foresight in under-
taking pioneering work in television

and its early achievements with
sound films.

Negotiation of the agreement was
handled by Colonel Levinson of War-
ners, and Barton Kreutzer, manager
of RCA's film recording section.

N. Y. THEATERS

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-^
Rockefeller Center
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SUCCESS STORY!!!

Ours!!! Yours???

Paramount has an unusual comedy, from the stage play of the same name, called "DEAR RUTH"
which is ready for general release.

It is so entertaining to the entire family that audience comments from age 6 to 60 ate amazing.

Paramount released it for test engagements in June with normal local exploitation.

Invariably, the opening days of the engagement resulted in business of the order of "Suddenly It's

Spring".

In the later days of these test engagements, when those who saw the picture had told their friends

about it, the picture was doing business equal to that of "Two Years Before The Mast"
* * *

Paramount opened "DEAR RUTH" with Perry Como at the Paramount Theatre in New York. Of

course the first day's audience came to see Perry Como. They exclaimed in admiration at the picture

and told their friends about it. The second week's business exceeded the first. The third week almost

equalled the first. The fourth week will be better than the third and approaching the first. This

sequence is unheard of.

Paramount decided to try an engagement where a preview would be held and the preview audience

and critics' comments would be recorded and intensively presented to their friends and neighbors

by radio. THE FIRST WEEK OF THAT ENGAGEMENT—AT THE PARAMOUNT, KANSAS
CITY—IS JUST BEING COMPLETED. BUSINESS IN WHAT IS NORMALLY THE
WORST BOX-OFFICE WEEK OF THE YEAR* IS NOW WELL IN EXCESS OF
"CALIFORNIA" AND "MAST".

Meanwhile in St. Louis "DEAR RUTH" had opened with a first week gross 27% under

"Calcutta". But in its second week, in the face of a paralyzing streetcar strike and devastating floods,

it drew even with "Calcutta's" second stanza. The third week actually moved ahead of "Calcutta"

figures. AND ON THE DAY THIS WAS WRITTEN, WHICH WAS THE FIFTH DAY OF
THE FOURTH WEEK, THE GROSS HAD ALREADY TOPPED ALL THREE PREVIOUS
FULL WEEKS AND WAS MORE THAN DOUBLE THE FOURTH FULL WEEK OF
"CALCUTTA".

* * *

Book "DEAR RUTH" for "Mast" grosses and time. Arrange for Paramount to help you tell your

community about it. When your people find out what those who have seen it think about it they

will come in droves. OUR SUCCESS STORY CAN BE YOURS!

And when you remember that "DEAR RUTH" is just one of Paramount's July-August line-up

that includes such sure-fire, made-to-order box-office attractions as "WELCOME STRANGER"
with Crosby and Fitzgerald; the pre-sold "PERILS OF PAULINE" in Technicolor with Betty

Hutton; Wallis' beautiful Technicolor drama "DESERT FURY"; and your own Variety Club's

"VARIETY GIRL" with Hope, Crosby and 40 other stars—it becomes increasingly clear why the

considered judgment of this industry is that PARAMOUNT IS PARAMOUNT.

SO QUIT WORRYING ABOUT BUSINESS BEING BEHIND LAST YEAR. IT WILL BE
AHEAD, WHEN YOU PLAY THESE

* Normally down 30% from the periods in

which "California" and "Mast" played. Paramount Pictures
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See Coast Labor

Hearings Impending

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced postponement of the Petril-

lo hearings for two months that he
has only recently learned in dis-

cussions with Committee Chairman
Fred Hartley that he has blanket
authority to look into labor disputes
just about anywhere in the amuse-
ment field. And he plans to exercise
that authority this Summer in Hol-
lywood.
Kearns said that it is his inten-

tion to explore further the tele-

vision clause in the contracts
between Petrillo and the major Hol-
lywood producers. These clauses ban
the use of film or sound track in-

eluding AFM members or their music
for television—and it has already
been threatened by the committee
that these contracts will be sent to

the Department of Justice for pos-
sible anti-trust action.

All Lotteries Barred by
Minn. Attorney General

Minneapolis—All lotteries includ-
ing the elements of prize, chance and
consideration have been outlawed in
Minnesota by a ruling of the State
Attorney General. Move, part of
Governor Youngdahl's anti-gambling
campaign, forbids giving chances
with theater tickets, the giving of
free tickets as prizes to theater
patrons; giving coupons on automo-
biles with admission tickets to the-
aters, fairs or carnival.
Meanwhile in St. Paul, Dakota

County officials warned theaters in
Hastings and West and South St.
Paul that they must halt at once
all bank night activities. Washing-
ton County authorities say they will
investigate similar violations in that
area.

"Roosevelt Story" to Run
At Two Broadway Houses

Tola Prods.' "The Roosevelt Story,"
premieres at Brandt's Globe the eve-
ning of Aug. 21, opens also the next
day at Brandt's Republic. Picture
will run indefinitely at both houses
on a continuous performance, popu-
lar price policy.

Premiere of the film, which won a
special award at the Brussels Film
Festival, will be for the benefit of
the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Me-
morial Foundation.
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PHIL M. DALY
Monday Morning Report
• • • TWO OF THE FOREMOST tea experts in the U. S. re-

portedly gave the Pickiord-Fabian UA deal the. kiss o' death, ... •
Look for British Film Producers Association overtures to the MPAA when

Eric Johnston visits London tor a united front on participation in inter-

national film festivals British trade reaction is distinctly ad-

verse Which may or may not toss o monkeywrench into the

Academy's plans for a 1948 Hollywood festival lAR, oi course,

undoubtedly will have the final word as to that. ... • First life

membership ever granted by the Catholic Theater Conference has gone

to SWG Prexy Emmet Lavery. ... • Is it news that Einfeld-Loew

$5,000,000 Enterprisaii Prods, is also authorized by its charter to enter

tele and radio? ... •Ed Cheyfilz of the MPAA, and former CIO

exec, addresses the Stanford U. Business Conference in Palo Alto today

on "Constructive Collective Bargaining," which, incidentally, is the

title of his recently published tome. ... • Metro's Motion Picture

Research Bureau, with "Song of Love" coming up, reports after a

national poll that the nine favorite love songs are "Stardust," "Anni-

versary Song," "Always," "Because," "Begin the Beguine," "Heartaches,"

"Night and Day," "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" and "I Love You

Truly" What, no "Love's Old Sweet Song?". . . •So far as Ben

Canunack, RKO's Southwestern district manager, is concerned, high-

light of last week's convention wos the moment he got word from

Dallas that his wife presented him with a seven-pound son, their first

child Ben Junior's unk is Ned Depinet. ... •It took "Life with

Father," which finally left Broadway Saturday, seven and a half years

to gross $5,088,000 there, with the road yielding another $5,048,000

But Warner's film version is counted upon to gross from $15,000,000 to

$20,000,000

First RKO "Berlin Express'

Unit Flies to France

Initial contingent of RKO studio

personnel who will film major por-

tion of "Berlin Express" in Paris
and Berlin left New York at the
week-end by plane for the French
capital.

Heading the group of eight tech-

nicians were Producer Bert Granet
and Director Jacques Tourneur.
The film's principal players will

arrive in New York this week and
leave for Europe by steamer. They
include co-stars Merle Oberon and
Robert Ryan and featured players

Paul Lukas and Robert Coote.

Reade Goes to Court of Appeals
Albany—An appeal from an Ap-

pellate Division finding which sus-

tained a N. Y. Supreme Court dis-

missal of Walter Reade's complaint
which sought to have declared illegal

a joint ownership contract with RKO
Theaters, has been filed in the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals. Action in-

volves an agreement governing te

operation of 13 New Jersey theaters
operated by Trenton-New Brunswick
Theaters, Inc.

Mrs. Klinkhcaner Dead
Minneapolis—Mrs. Rose Whitzman

Klinkhamer, former M-G-M booker,
is dead.

Functional Depreciation
Ruled Valuation Factor

(Continued from Page 1)

purposes, under a ruling of the Ohio
Supreme Court in the appeal brought
in behalf of the Palace Theater here.

Court ruled that the record indi-

cated that large areas of the house
which were built for vaudeville per-
formances were no longer needed or
used and constitute more of a lia-

bility than an asset to the theater
operator. "Functional depreciation,"
the Court's finding reads, "occurs
where property, although still in

good physical condition, has become
obsolete or useless due to changing
business conditions and thus to all

intents and purposes valueless to
the owner."

Appeal from the Ohio Board of
Tax Appeals was brought by J. M.
Berne of the law firm of Ulmer,
Berne & Gordon of Cleveland, for B.

F. Keith Columbus Co., a unit of the
RKO circuit.

UN Group Meets Wednesday
American Film Committee for the

United Nations will hold its first

meeting at the Hotel Astor on Wed-
nesday. Jean Benoit-Levy, director
of the UN cultural education divi-

sion, is expected to address the
luncheon session.

UJA Jolson Luncheon

Calls Pix Notables

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox, Maj. Albert Warner, Jack Cohn,
Si H. Fabian, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Max A. Cohen, David Weinsto^V, Sam
Rinzler, Fred Schwartz, Bil]^ i^; ose,

Robert Weitman, Leopold Frio>j'^nan,

Emil Friedlander, Richard Rodgers,
William Klein and Mannie Sachs.

Jolson, guest of honor, is making
the trip to New York expressly to

attend the luncheon-meeting, the
calling of which was made necessary
by the growing crisis facing Euro-
pean Jewry.

Ohio Exhibs. Pour In
For ITO Cedar Point Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

has been engendered for the con-
clave's business sessions during
which a variety of industry problems
and their implications for the ex-
hibitor will be discussed. Among
these are the alleged "exorbitant"
admission pi'ice demands made by
the distributors, the role of British
films. Federal and local admission
taxes and the ubiquitous local

checkers.

Richards, Carter Named
By New Orleans MPF

New Orleans—Organization meet-
ing of the area Motion Picture Foun-
dation named E. V. Richards na-
tional trustee and Norman L. Carter
chairman of the local unit. Lew Con-
nors was elected vice-chairman and
Page Baker, secretary-treasurer.

Committee selected comprises W.
S. Taylor, Arthur Lehman, A. Hig-
ginbotham, Joy Houck, A. S. John-
son, George Biallo, Houston Duval,
Louis Boyer, Leo Seichnaydre, and
W. A. Prewitt.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Briggs-Koemer

Martin R. Koerner of the Barnes
Printing Co., printers of The Film
Daily, will be married to Mary C.
Briggs of Forrest Hills on July 19.

, Shopiro-Peltz

Minneapolis — Engagement of
Irene Shapiro, 20th-Fox biller, to
Harry Peltz, is announced.

Hermann-Arnold
Minneapolis— Marcelle Hermann,

M-G-M secretary, will marry Al
Arnold, automobile dealer in late

Summer.

Glass-Psepsen

Minneapolis—Kathryn Glass, RKO
secretary, will be married on July 26
to LeRoy Psepsen.
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Mexican Film Quota

Is Feared Impending

(Continued from Page 1)

general import moves by Mexico ex-

cept to state that the Southern coun-
try \zs a critical dollar exchange
ipro! _^.

In addition to the flat ban on the
import of many products, Mexico

' raised the tariff on many items. Mo-
ition pictures were not included in

: either category. American motion
.pictures are on the protected list

1 under the U. S.-Mexico trade agree-
jment. This, however, would not pre-

I

elude a "temporary" move against
!
films, since many items now re-

j

stricted or banned also are on the

I

protected list. The United States
Government has acquiesced in the
Mexican move because of the recog-
nition of Mexico's financial problem.

Donald Nelson over the week-end
^said he had no present intention of
stepping down from the presidency
'of SIMPP. Nelson told THE FILM
DAILY that he would retain his

SIMPP position in addition to his
job as economic advisor to President
lAleman of Mexico.
ii

Nelson conferred on Friday with
President Truman at the White
House. The SIMPP head, however,
declined to comment on the purpose
of the visit, except to say it had
nothing to do with motion pictures.
Reports have been current that Nel-
son would be called back into Gov-
ernment service.

Nelson revealed that he has no
plans to appear before the House
^Committee on Un-American Activi-
ties in its Hollywood probe here in
September. SIMPP, Nelson said, will
leave defense of the industry in the
ihands of MPAA and James F.
Byrnes

Although State and Commerce De-
partment officials were reluctant to
predict what further restrictive steps
would be taken by Mexico, there was
considerable concern over whether
quota restrictions would be placed
jon motion pictures. It was doubted
that anything so drastic as a flat

import ban on films would be under-
taken by Mexico. It was recalled
'here that a short time ago Mexico
1 lontemplated imposition of a 50 per
:ent exhibitor quota. The program

i was junked, however, following pro-
I
tests from the U. S. State Depart-

i
ment.

I

Radio and television sets, however,
are included in the embargo list an-
nounced by the Mexican govern-
ment. Mexico is this country's sec-
3nd best customer for radios. Last
/ear Mexico imported from this coun-
;ry a total of 178,868 sets valued at
more than .$5,000,000.

State Department officials were
seeping a close watch on any moves
.0 include films on the restricted list.

The Department, of course, will take
10 action until Mexico makes its

)osition known.

l%aval World Premiere of Rep.^'s ^^Wyoming^"
Aboard USS Iowa Dupes Cheyenne's Opening

Special naval dual world premiere of Republic's "Wyoming," arranged at the

request of Gov. Lester C. Hunt of Wyoming, will be held aboard the USS Iowa,

en route to Honolulu, July 23, simultaneously with the opening of the film at

the Lincoln and Paramount Theaters in Cheyenne, Wyo., where it has been

designated as tha official picture of the 51st annual Frontier Days celebration.

Shipboard showing was arranged because Hunt, a member of a party of 20

governors embarking from San Francisco on July 19, could not be present at

the Cheyenne premiere.

Film Buyers Assail

Co. Ad Budget Cuts

(Continued from Page 1)

jors caused our box offices to suffer,

we also will have to retrench—and
start by asking for fair reductions in

film rentals."
Pictures which the area buyers say

have been "properly pre-sold" are
getting continued high grosses, it is

claimed, while those hampered by
slashed appropriations are virtually
unknown and "consequently meant
little or nothing" to patrons.

St. Paul Thea. License Fee
Hike Faces Exhib. Fight

(Continued from Page 1)

for houses with up to 750 seats; $150
up to 1,000 seats; $200 up to 1,500
seats and $300 for houses of over
1,500 seats. Theaters presenting the-
atrical performances, regardless of
size, will be charged $1,000.

R. T. Kenworthy Named
SMPE Exhibit Manager

Robert T. Kenworthy has been en-
gaged by the SMPE as exhibit man-
ager for the 66-booth scientific and
educational exhibit being put on in
connection with the Theater Engi-
neering Conference that will be fea-
tured at the Society's 62nd semi-
annual convention Oct. 20-24, at the
Hotel Pennsylvania.
Kenworthy will work in co-opera-

tion with James Frank, Jr., chairman
of the general committee for the
Fall meeting, and the exhibit com-
mittee of which W. W. Simmons is

chairman.

First Atom Theft Story
In Pathe Newsreel Today

Exclusive interviews with Edward
Nellor, N. Y. Sun Washington cor-
respondent who first broke the atom
secrets theft story, and Senator
Hickenlooper, will be shown in RKO
Pathe'-s newsreel out today. Addi-
tional footage from Oak Ridge,
showing elaborate security measures
taken there will be included in the
reel.

Brennan Wields lA Gavel
Utica—Jim Brennan, lATSE vee-

pee, presided at the annual conven-
tion of District No. 10, held here yes-
terday at the Hamilton Hotel.

Three Eastern Meets

Called by Sdinitzer

(Continued from Page 1)

moned to the Philadelphia meeting
from the Washington, Philadelphia

and Pittsburgh branches. Mark N.
Silver heads the Pennsylvania-
Washington district. Schnitzer will

greet delegates from the Boston,

New Haven and Buffalo branches
at the Boston meeting. Clayton East-
man heads the New England dis-

trict. Cleveland meeting will be rep-
resented by delegates from the
Detroit, Cleveland and Cincinnati
branches, headed by Moe Dudelson,
Central district manager.

Schnitzer shortly will announce
the date for a meeting of the entire

Canadian sales force.

Lazarus to Coast on Ad
Campaigna for UA Releases

A series of meetings with United
Artists producers will be started on
the Coast this week by Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., UA advertising-pub-
licity director. Advertising and pub-
licity budgets and campaigns will

be under discussion.

Lazarus left for the Coast Fri-

day and is scheduled to meet during
a two-week visit with executives of
Enterprise, Buddy Rogers, Ralph
C o h n . Seymour Nebenzal, Samuel
Bischoff, Sam Coslow, Benedict Bo-
ereaus. Hunt Stromberg, William
Cagney, Boris Morros and other UA
producers.

Sarnoff RCA Chairman
As Harbord Resigns

President David Sarnoff of RCA
was elected to the board chairman-
shin as well Friday upon the resig-

nation of Lt. Gen. .James G. Har-
board, who retires under the RCA
pension plan. Gen. Harbord, who
remains a director, was designated
honorary chairman.

Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles (ret.)

has been elected a RCA director suc-

ceeding Edward W. Harden, retired.

Defer Tele Lens Test

NBC Fi'iday defei'red its scheduled
public demonstrations of the Zoomar
television lens. CBS, it is understood,
will employ the lens for experimental
telecast this week, covering baseball,
horse racing and a static show from
the Cloister.?.

Fall Conclave Seen

AfterMPTOA-ATAJoin

(Continued from Page 1)

ganizations, set for Friday and Sat-
urday of this week, will probably be
determined the matter of the new
organization's structure, name, orbit
of activity and general policy.

One name that has been sug-
gested is United Theater Owners of
America.

If plans for an Autumn conclave
are consummated, the two leading
exhibitor organizations will both con-
vene on the national stage since
Allied States has already set Nov.
10-12 in Milwaukee.

Higher Admission Prices
Blamed on Taxes by ATA

(Continued from Page 1)

per cent to 20 per cent in the Federal
admission tax levied in April, 1944.
The bulletin also points out that

various cities and states have made
their addition to the tax burden and
that this gives the industry ammu-
nition for disclaiming much of the
responsibility for higher admission
prices.

Advanced as a consideration in
the decrease in attendance being
felt in many areas is the effect of
the increased tax burden upon work-
ers in the lower income groups who
are no longer able to take home the
high pay envelopes of the war years
but are nevertheless confronted by
an ever-increasing cost of living.

Para. Execs, in Pittsburgh

Curtis Mitchell, Paramount Pic-
tures director of advertising and pub-
licity; Sid Mesibov, assistant exploi-
tation' manager, and William Danz-
iger. Paramount executive publicist,
will spend today in Pittsburgh in con-
ference with pix critics and news-
paper editors relative to the world
premiere of Cecil B. DeMille's "Un-
conquered," there early in the fall.

State's Pix Program
Suffers Budget Clip

Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Its pix program cut

to the bone by Congress, the State

Department on Friday estimated that

current overseas audiences of 10,-

000.000 persons a month at showing
of U. S. films will drop to only

1,000,000. In addition. Department
officials said that the informational

and cultural activities will be elim-

inated in at least nine foreign coun-
tries, including Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, South Africa, Portugal,

Malaya, the Dominican Republic, El

Salvador and 'Honduras. Operations
in Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Den-
mark, Great Britain, Finland, Ice-

land, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Spain, Sweden , Switzerland and
other countries will be curtailed, of-

ficials said. The pix program will be
trimmed to almost nothing.
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IMPPA, lATSE Agree to

"Necessary" Changes in

Wages, Hours, Conditions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a meeting held by

the Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Association with representa-
tives of lATSE, a general agree-
ment was reached that "the prin-

cipal of separate category for small-

(Continued on Page 5)

Exchange and Vault

Buildings for 43rd St.

Plans for a 12 story film exchange
building on W. 43rd St., with an ad-
joining three-story structure to con-
tain 180 vaults were announced yes-
terday by M. J. Kandel, president
of Bonded Film Storage Co. Proj-
ects will be between Eleventh and
Twelfth Aves. on a vacant site al-

ready purchased for the purpose.
Vaults in the exchange building

will be limited to actual needs for

(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Milwaukee Dates
Set Back to Dec. 1-3

Chicago—Dates of the National
Allied meeting at Milwaukee have
been changed to Dec. 1-3, Jack
Kirsch, Allied president, announced.
Switch in dates was made because of

a hotel room shortage during the
proposed November dates.

Peace-Time Tichet
Tax Urged hy C of C

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Continuance of ex-

cise taxes including the admission

levy "as an important feature of

the peace-time revenue system" but

at the prewar rates was recom-

mended to the House Ways and

Means Comm ittee yesterday by

spokesmen for the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce. At the same time,

the Chamber called for immediate

diminuation of individual and cor-

porate income taxes and eventual

elimination of double taxation aris-

ing from levies on earnings of cor-

porations and dividends to. stock-

holders.

Warners-KCA to Introduce Large-Screen Video
This Fall in WB'Operated Theaters on B'tvay

Introduction of large-screen theater television on Broadway this Fall will be

made by Warner Bros., in collaboration with RCA, FILM DAILY learned from

an authoritative source yesterday. The large-screen tele will be presented in

a theater on the main stem and may also be piped into other WB-operated

theaters, it was learned.

According to tests made by Warners and RCA, it is indicated that spot

news and special events coverage are best suitable for theater showing. The

i^ideo features will be presented in conjunction with other newsreel subjects.

Here in Fight

Rank Pix Rights

In another move in the battle for

Canadian distribution rights to J.

Arthur Rank's British pictures, Em-
pire-Universal Films, Ltd., and
United World Pictures of Canada,
Ltd., yesterday filed a damage action

in Federal Court here charging
breach of a nine-year distribution

contract covering films made by
Rank's GCF and subsidiaries in the

Dominion and Newfoundland.
Defendants include Rank, the J.

Arthur Rank Organization, Inc.,

United World Pictures, General Cin-

( Continued on Page 4)

H'wood Signs Wolfe to

Head Research Council

Sarnoff to Show Rank
RCA Large Screen Tele

J. Arthur Rank, British film ty-

coon, returned to New York yester-

day from Hollywood via New Or-
leans, to tackle a crowded schedule

of top level conferences and engage-
ments that will not end until the

eve of sailing for London. The Rank
(Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Hollywood launched

its long-range technological research
program with the signing to a three-
year contract of Wallace V. Wolfe,
one of the West's outstanding mo-
tion picture engineers, as director

of research of the newly-incorporated
Motion Picture Research Council,
Inc.

Announcement of Wolfe's appoint-
ment came from Y. Frank Freeman,
council chairman and chairman of

the board of AMPP, which will ad-
(Continued on Page 5)

Paramount Holder Files

2 Federal Court Actions

Hyman Horowitz, Paramount
stockholder, yesterday filed two suits

against Paramount in Federal Court.
One marked the third stockholder's
court objection to the Employees
Investment Co., approved at the last

annual meeting of stockholders. The
other seeks an accounting of alleged

(Continued on Page 4)

Sees No Chinese Remittances
Unstable Situation Bad, Says UA's Goldin

Warren, Gallipolis, O.
Mull Local Ticket Taxes

Toledo, O.—Two more Ohio cities

are mulling local ticket tax levies to

take effect when the State amuse-
ment tax measure expires on Sept.

30. Mayor Henry C. Wagner of

Warren told the City Council there

that a local amusement tax must be
(Continued on Page 5)

So long as the politico-economic

situation in China remains unstable,

U. S. distributors cannot expect to

get any more remittances from there,

Constantin Goldin, United Artists

representative in China, informed
the industry press yesterday.
From '42 to '45, the Chinese Gov-

ernment permitted U. S. distribs to

withdraw 50 per cent of their re-

ceipts. The other 50 per cent was
(Continued on Page 4)

Industry Called Stable But
Management and Labor
Must Exert Best Efforts

While the motion picture industry
need not be too seriously affected in

the event of a general business re-
cession, the in-

dustry faces cer-
tain costs prob-
lems, J. Cheever
Cowdin, Univer-
sal board chair-
man, said yester-
day in a state-
m e n t to stock-
holders and em-
ployees. Distribu-
tion costs, as well
as production
charges, should
be lowered, the
Universal chair-
man declared.

If a recession
in general busi-
ness activity should develop, its ef-

(Continued on Page 6)

COWDIN

Jackson Park Appeal

Chicago — Arguing that the de-
fendants' petition for a rehearing
should be limited to pointing out
something allegedly overlooked by

(Continued on Page 5)

Cotnpetition Will Be
Freed, Says Bichey

Cedar Point, 0. — Whether it be

through the avenue of auction bid-

ding or by some other name, com-
petition between theaters will be

freed in some sort of regulation of

the motion picture industry, H. M.
Richey, M-G-M promotion manager,

said yesterday at the ITO' of Ohio

convention in urging showmanship

as the only protection a theater own-

er will have.

"The 'build a better mouse trap'

formula is particularly applicable to

the motion picture business of to-

morrow," Richey said. "More com-

petition in exhibition, production and

distribution simply means that the

fellow who thinks that the business

owes him a living is strictly out of

luck."
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61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominG flno goirg
MILT LIVINGSTON, U-l publicist, has re-

turned from a vacation at the seashore.

WILLIAM CLINE, Warners' cameraman, left

over the week-end via Pan-American Airlines

for Colombia and Brazil to shoot several se-

quences for "Romance in High C," Technicolor

musical.

ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' playdate

department, returned yesterday from Cleveland.

HERBERT SILVERBERG, attorney, arrives in

New York today on the S.S. Queen Elizobeth

from Europe, and leaves the following day for

Hollywood by plane.

DENNIS MORGAN flew to Poris yesterday via

TWA.
CLIFF LEWIS, advertising ond publicity di-

rector for Argosy and ARKO pictures, returns

to Hollywood today via train with stopover in

Chicago.

RUDY BERGER, Metro Southern sales mana-
ger, arrived here yesterday to spend a month
at the home office in an advisory and execu-

tive capacity and to sit in on sales cabinet

meetings.

MARVIN SCHENCK, after 10 days at the

M-G-M studios, has returned to his office at

Loew's.

OSCAR A. DOOB returned yesterday from a

visit to Loew's Theaters in Cleveland, Toledo,

Akron and Canton.

ROBERT M. GILLHAM, SRO's Eastern ad-

publicity director, returned to New York from

Mexico City yesterday.

LAUDY LAWRENCE, SRO vice-president in

charge of foreign sales, arrives in London today

from New York via Paris.

CLAUD MORRIS, exploitation manager for

SRO, and IRWIN ZELTNER, field man, left for

Cincinnati and Detroit last night.

Partmar Counter Action

Asks $4,500,000 Balm
Wesf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Partmar Corp., op-

erating Paramount, Los Angeles, has
filed a countersuit in Federal Court
against Paramount Pictures, asking

$4,500,000 damages and charging
conspiracy and violation of anti-

trust laws. Complaint asserts Para-
mount forced Partmar to make over
payments on rentals and theater

profits. Paramount recently filed

suit, seeking return of the theater

on grounds that franchise agree-

ments were outlawed by New York
Statutory Court decision.

Hold Rites for Bram,
N. Y. Industry Pioneer

Funeral services were held Sun-
day for Samuel Bram, local indus-

try pioneer, president of Bram Stu-

dios and Astra Photo Products, who
died at his home last week. Bram
was 53. He was connected with the

film business here for 38 years and
was a member of Cinema Lodge and
Motion Picture Associates.

A service was held for Bram at

Midwood Chapel, Brooklyn, on Sun-
day, with interment in Mount Judah
Cemetery. Surviving Bram are his

wife, two daughters, his father,

three brothers, two sisters.

East Texas Theaters Buys
Interest in Jefferson

Beaumont, Tex.—Holding of the
J. C. Clemmons estate in Jefferson
Amusement Co. has been sold to

East Texas Theaters for a reported
$1,100,000, it is announced by Julius
Gordon, president of both companies.

ALBERT J. COHEN is in Mexico City to com-
plete arrangements for producing the first of a

scries of independent pictures at the Churubus-
co studios.

BERT GRANET, RKO producer, and his wife,

led off a contingent of players and tech-

nicians over the week-end, Paris-bound via

TWA for the American zone filming of "Berlin

Express." Others: JOCQUES TOURNEUR, direc-

tor, and his wife; WILLIAM DORFMAN, LEO
McCREARY and HOMER PLANNETTE, tech-

nicians.

EVELYN KNIGHT, actress, flew to L A via

TWA over the week-end.

NORMAN H. MORAY, WB shorts sales mana-
ger, is back from a tour of the Atlantic sea-

board exchanges.

LYNN FARNOL, Goldwyn Prods, ad-publicity
chief, and MRS. FARNOL are vacationing in

Northern Ontario.

ARTHUR PINCUS, assistant director of ad-
vertising publicity for Loew's Internotional flew
to the Coast yesterday.

HUGH FINDLAY, publicity head for M-G-M's
British studios, sails Thursday for England on
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth, following a month's
visit to the company's Coast studios and home
offices here.

SAM MARX, M-G-M producer, returned yes-

terday from a 10-day Cape Cod vacation.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
shorts sales and reprint and importations, leaves
Minneapolis today for Kansas City.

AL COCO, head booker for M-G-M in St.

Louis, leaves today for the Mound City after

a vacation here.

Murtha, Shay Reelected
By lA Tenth District

Utica—Thomas Murtha of lATSE
Local 4, Brooklyn, and L. Paul Shay
of Local 289 Elmira, on Sunday
were re-elected president and secre-
tary-treasurer of lA's Tenth Dis-
trict, covering New York State.
Murtha and Shea were also renamed
to the district executive board, along
with Sal Scoppa, Albert Ryde, D. R.
Rood, M. J. Mungovan, Arthur Mar-
tens and John C. McDowell.
James J. Brennan, international

vice-president, presided at the meet-
ing, while Thomas J. Shea, assistant
international president, was the
principal speaker, representing Rich-
ard Walsh, presently in England.

RCA Elects Dunlap
As Ad-Publicity V-P

Election of Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr.,

as RCA's vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity, was an-
nounced yesterday by Brig. Gen.
David SarnofF, president and chair-
man of the RCA board.
Dunlap became director of adver-

tising and publicity of RCA in 1944,
after serving for four years as man-
ager of the RCA department of in-
formation.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

;<iOO BROADWAY

Complete Film anc!

Disc Recording Fadliti

Peterson Quitting Post

With War Dep't July 31

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Assistant Secretary

of War H. C. Petersen has resigned,
effective July 31, it was announced
yesterday. It was Petersen who
led discussions with Eric Johnston
and other MPEA officials on the Ger-
man film situation. Meanv .vs

",<;, it

was learned that while in% ^:rlin,

Johnston reiterated MPEA's plea for
physical distribution facilities in

Germany. Johnston conferred with
Gen. Lucius Clay and other military
officials while in Germany.

Administration of Germany will
be turned over to the State Depart-
ment within a minimum period of
one year, officials predicted yester-
day. By the time the change-over
is made, War Department officials

said, German film production should
be well under way.

Half Cent per Foot Cut
Announced by Cinecolor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A cut of a half cent

per foot on Cinecolor 35mm. release
prints was announced over the week-
end by William T. Crespinal, presi-
dent. Price became effective yes-
terday on all current and outstand-
ing contracts.

Cut brings the price of Cinecolor
release prints down to 5.92 cents per
foot. Technicolor late last week
trimmed its price for release prints
to 6.22 cents a foot.

Stiefel and Liggett Form
A New Booking Circuit

Stiefel-Liggett Circuit has been
formed by Sam Stiefel of the book-
ing office bearing his name, and
Jules E. Liggett, former Island Cir- l

cuit buyer. Circuit will buy and
book for about 40 houses, 25 of
them formerly operated by Island.

Liggett was served with a sum-
mons by Island Circuit for the al-

leged removal of company records
while he was still an employe and
officer of the corporation.

Columbia Pix Adds New
Offices in 52nd St. B'ldg.

Columbia Pictures yesterday took

over two floors in 333-43 West 52nd

St. for shipping and cutting rooms.

A. Sheldon Jaffe was the broker.

rhe latnt 16 fA.tA. touna
equipment has been Installed
in our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound aixl

Simplex Projectors . . .

Can We "Show" You?
Call: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
Film Starring and S'rvtr-

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
I860 BROADWAY. N. Y C
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No Pix Coin From

China, Says Goldin

(Continued from Page 1)

blocked. In the middle of '45, the
Chinese Government ordered 85 per
cent of all remittances frozen. After
prolonged negotiations, American
firms were permitted to take out
$4,000,000 that was owing to them
for the first five months of 1945.

Since Jan. 1, 1946, no money could
be sent out. Nor are funds now
frozen.

As UA operates on a basis differ-

ent from other companies, it can-
not take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to buy theaters and other
I'eal estate with idle money, as Me-
tro, for example, was able to do,

Goldin pointed out.

No 16nim. Pot o' Gold

Much-touted 16mm. pot o' gold was
blasted by Goldin. He explained that only
after much pioneering', in the literal sense,

can distributors expect to hit the jackpot.
Greatest obstacle to larg'e-scale expansion
in the narrow gauge field, aside from the re-

mittance problem, is the prevalence of
banditry and racketeerini: in outlying: dis-

tricts. Besides, Goldin pointed out, the Chi-
nese Government prohibits the import of
equipment.

This ban ag'g'ravates the difficult condi-
tions under which distributors and' exhib-
itors operate. With new equipment unob-
tainable, repairs poor, and existing' machines
obsolete, many a new print is ruined after

the first showing. Neither can damaged
prints be replaced because the 1947 quota
law permits only 270,000 meters of film to
each of the eight American firms for the
whole year. In other words, figuring 3,000
meters to a program, each company can
average about 90 prints for the year of '47.

No Theater Building

Other Goldin nuggets of info: Theater
building is out indefinitely Chinese pix
do better than others. . . . American films

are second in popularity . . . Chinese pre-
fer spectacles, action stories, gangster thrill-

ers, etc. . . . Technicolor pix, no matter
what the film is about, are top favorites. . . .

Of the various ways to overcome the language
barriep, superimposed titles are best. . . .

Admish price to first run is $12,000 Chi-
nese, equivalent to one dollar American,
officially, or two bits on the "open mar-
ket." . . . From 400 to 500 theaters show
American films. . . . First runs last from
five to .30 days. . . . Government take is 30
per cent of the b. o. receipts: 25 per cent
is the amusement tax, five per cent is a
stamp tax. . . . JAR's Eagle-Lion is the
only British company operating in Shang-
hai. . . . "Caesar and Cleopatra" outdrew
many U. S. pix. . . . "Henry V" flopped,
mainly because the film was shown in the
wrong type of theater. . . . UA's backlog is

so large that nothing after 1945 production
has been played in Shanghai. . . .

Here on his first American visit, Goldin
expects to remain for one month. Then
back to Shanghai.

Withers Funeral Held
Funeral services were held over

the week-end for Charles Withers,
59, character actor, who died at his

home in Queens.
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Tuesday's TattUngs
• • • "RAINTREE COUNTY," first novel by Ross Lockridge, Jr.,

takes the semi-annual Metro Novel Award, carrying with it a minimum of

$150,000 to the author and $25,000 to Houghton-Miiilin which will pub-

lish A special Metro award goes to Maritta M. Wolffs "About Lyddy

Thomas," which Random House will publish Miss Wolff's "Whistle

Stop" and "Night Shift" already have been filmed. ... • Didja know

that Bob Wilby expressed the opinion that J. Arthur Rank was "impa-

tient" about attaining his results in the U. S. at that N'Orleons dinner

meeting hosted by E. V. Richards? Wilby, who admitted that British

films must be given every opportunity, is the son of a Yorkshlreman him-

self. ... • MPAA Sept. 15 will release "The Power Behind the Na-

tion," Technicolor two-reel documentary which Warners started a year

ago Short will have Eric Johnston in a special prolog. ... • Rus-

sell Birdwell, no less, is narrating a trailer and radio patter for Chaplin's

"Monsieur Verdoux". ... • Monogram is upping the national ad budget

for "Louisiana" by $100,000. ... • Frank Gabrielson in East to see the

tryout of his new play, "Act of Darkness" in New Milford, Conn., this

week. ... •As yet Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin have not held

any meetings in Hollywood on the UA presidency matter Pickford

said that future statements would have to come from Chaplin 'with Russell

Birdwell saying Chaplin had nothing to add to previous statement It

is believed that if an interim president were to be appointed Chaplin

would fovor Arthur W. Kelly

T T T
• • • J. ARTHUR RANK back in our midst once again, prior to

sailing for Boimy England on Thursday, believes that British films are

attracting an entire new type of audience in American theaters If

only 20,000,000 Americans are regular movie goers, Hollywood today is

merely scratching the exhibition surface, opines Br'r Rank, and thus he

feels that British films ore helping theater operators pioneer a new un-

touched audience field. ... • Helen Morgan is leaving Life magazine

to join Columbia Studios publicity dep't Sept. 1 Miss Morgan leaves

later this month for a European vacation and will spend some time in

the Poris and London Columbia offices. ... • 20th-Fox is reported

planning to use 400 prints for saturation bookings of "Forever Amber" in

the Fall. ... • Before you conclude that Britain will not impose that

heavy duty on U. S. pix imports, read the opening paragraphs of the

London cable on page one of yesterday's Wall Street Journal, plus

Herbert L. Matthews' cabled story on page four of the N. Y. Sunday Times

editorial section

T T T
• • • THE EXPLOITATION DEP'T of United Detroit Theaters got

more than it bargained for when it asked the City Council for an okay for

a street dance in front of the United Artists Theater for the local premiere

of "Welcome Stranger," with Joan Coulfield making a p.a Motion was
granted upon condition that she do a square dance with councilman Wil-

liam Comstock, who is a retired Michigan Governor. . . • Hundreds of

industry folks are expected to attend the encore preeming of "That Ham-
ilton Woman," tomorrow night at the Ambassador Theater All the

receipts will be turned over to the Damon Runyon Cancer Memorial Fund

Benefit-chairman is Al Zimbalist, assisted by a committee of tried

and true scribes and flacks: Leonard Lyons, Leon Lindy, Dan Parker, Bill

Slater, Mel Gold, Burton Robbins, Noel Meadow, Eddie Black, Sam
Wheeler

Jiininie Lunceford Dead
Seaside, Ore.—Jimmie Lunceford,

bandleader, died suddenly here. He
was 45.

Seidlitz Back on Job

Maurice Seidlitz, Loew N. Y. di-

vision manager, has returned after a

minor operation.

File Here in Figlit

For Ranl( Pix Riglils

(Continued from Page 1)

ema Finance Corp., Ltd., Universal
Pictures, International Pictures, Wil-
liam Goetz, Leo Spitz and Eagle-
Lion Films, Inc.

C/^'^>
Action is similar to the % fic'Sled

by the Paul Nathanson companies
in Toronto in March, and may be
duplicated in London as well. Un-
usual aspect of the case has Em-
pire-Universal, distributor in Canada
of Universal product, suing Univer-
sal.

Yesterday's suit seeks an interim
judgment of $1,000,000 from Rank,
and asks that he be enjoined from
further causing the alleged breach
of the United World of Canada dis-

tribution pact.
Action claims that Empire-Uni-

versal on March 28, 1946, was
granted a nine-year distribution con-
tract for Canada covering pictures
made by GCF and subsidiaries and
released in the U. S. by United
World Pictures. E-U planned to

distribute these films through its

subsidiary. United World of Canada.
Rank and GCF, it is claimed, are

violating this pact by refusing to

deliver GCF pictures for distribu-

tion by United World of Canada, and
have delivered certain pictures to

Eagle-Lion of Canada in violation

of the 1946 contract.

Paramount Holder Files

2 Federal Court Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

"wrongful profits, and damages to

Paramount" in the issuing to Presi-
dent Barney Balaban, in 1944 of

$2,000,000 in promissory notes, con-
vertible into Paramount common
shares.

Action charges issuance of the
notes was unfair, improper and a
waste of corporate assets. Balaban,
Paramount and 17 officers and di-

rectors are named defendants.

Kositsky, Berman Named to

PRC Philadelphia Posts

Stanley Kositsky, former sales-
man, has been named sales manager
of PRC's Philadelphia branch, and
Harry Berman has been appointed
branch manager.

CHARTERED
COMMUNITY THEATERS CORP., Dover, Del.;

capital, $100,000.

CENTRAL MOTION PICTURE EXCHANGE OF
THE MPEA (KOREA), INC., Dover, Del.; capital,

100 no par shares.

RYAN BROS. THEATERS, INC., Ithaca,, N. Y.;

capital, $150,000; by William P. Ryan, James
A. Ryan, John F. Ryan.

SCHINE-SYRACUSE CORP., Gloversville, N. Y.;

capital, 20 shares of no par stock; by F. D.

Thompson, Alton Dockstader, Helen Phalen.

TELEVISION SCREEN PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
New York; capital, 100 shares of 10 cents par
common, 200 shares of no par preferred; to

produce films for television; by Chester C.

Miller, Clarence Schmidt, Charles J. Basch, Jr.
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«REVIEUIS»
"Variety Girl"

with Mary Hatcher, Olga San Juan

Paramount 93 Mins.

SURPRISES GALORE; ENTERTAINMENT
PLUS; A GOOD SHOW BY ALL MEANS;
THIS IS BOX OFFICE.

H once does the imposing load of

ente1 \.fment offered here totter on its

slight framework of two film-struck girls

who come to Hollywood to crash the movies.

To say this base is skeletal is an under-

statement. But it serves as an admirable

track upon which roils the entire Para-

mount studio from top name players—who
play themselves—to the inner workings of

the studios where they make George Pal

Puppetoons.

As each player appears, and in some
cases reappears, the whole is considerably

enhanced. With the audience never once
suspecting what is coming up next, there

is a wealth of surprises for them. These
surprises, in the form of Crosby, Hope,

Milland, Fitzgerald, Ladd, Cooper, Goddard,

Lamour, Lake, Tufts, Caulfield, Hayden
Bendix, De Wolfe, DeMille, and that's only

about one-third the list. Just after the

plot establishes itself the parade of names
starts and continues happily for an hour

and a half with just enough interruption

to give a proper breather to the spectator.

Blending this roster call of the Para-

mount player list with the story of how the

Variety Clubs came to be is the story of

"Catherine Brown," played by Mary Hatch-
er. She is the first foundling of the organi-

zation. When this is known. New York
calls Hollywood and plans are set to give

her a screen test. Meanwhile Olga San
Juan happens on the scene and learns of

"Catherine" who calls herself, for film

purposes, "Amber La Vonne." There is

impersonation. The girls become friends.

The studio contacts "Amber" (San Juan).

Miss Hatcher strings along. Once at the

studios everybody who is anybody has his/

her session aiding, abetting the girls.

Ultimately Miss San Juan, who can't

sing, and Miss Hatcher, who can, are spotted
in a Variety Club show where in between a

lialf dozen appearances by Bob Hope as

emcee, the initial distortion of the plot

gets itself ironed out to everyone's happy
satisfaction.

"Variety Girl" is a musical item the

showman can enthusiastically sink his teeth

into and make a very good thing of in

terms of box office. He has a great deal of

solid, first rate entertainment to offer to

his patrons. They are certain to be satis-

fied.

George Marshall directed. He also ap-

pears constantly in the going. Inner work-
ings of the fabrication of Puppetoons are

included, in Technicolor. Story has a

running gag concerning the constant dunk-
ing of the studio manager by Miss Hatcher.

This is plenty inventive. There's Spike

Jones, too.

CAST: Mary Hatcher, Olga San Juan, De-
Forest Kelley, William Demarest, Frank Faylen,
Frank Ferguson. Also, Paramount players, Ben-
dix to Whelan (Arleen).
CREDITS: Producer, Daniel Dare; Director.

George Marshall; Original Screenplay, Edmund
Harmann, Frank Tashlin, Robert Welch, Monte
Brice; Music Score Direction, Joseph J. Lilley;

Associate, Troy Sanders; Songs, Johnny Burke,
James Von Heusen, Allan Roberts, Doris Fish-

er, Frank Loesser; Photography, Lionel Lindon,
Stuart Thompson; Art Direction, Hans Dreier,

Robert Clatworthy; Set Decorations, Sam Comer,
Ross Dowd; Sound, Gene Merritt, John Cope;
Music Numbers, Billy Daniels, Bernard Pearce;
Film Editor, LeRoy Stone.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Tops

ARMIT DEFINES THOSE PIX TERMS!

Denver—Allied Rocky Mountain Independent Theaters, one of national
Allied's newest affiliates, comes up with this array of interpretations of
trade terms:

"Flat Rental: Seldom used term heard only in conjunction with
series."

"Exploitation Picture: Poorly produced action picture with nobody in it.

When you die with it, you are told that 'you didn't sell it properly'."

"House Expense: Insignificant odd change."

"Availability: A date on the calendar during which time the prints are
on loan to other exchanges."

"Adjustment: Small portion of your loss which is sometimes paid back
to you."

"Percentage Picture: General term used to describe the rental of a
motion picture."

"Special: Super grosser on which 'everybody made lots of money ex-
cept you'."

"'We'll Take Care of You': In more ways than one!"

Says Majors Review H'wood Signs Wolfe to

Exhibitor Relations Head Research Council

Minneapolis—A thorough study of
relations between indie exhibitors
and distributors will be made by
some of the majors with a view to

changing policy if necessary, accord-
ing to Benjamin Berger, head of
North Central Allied. The action
comes as a result of full-page as
yet unprinted ad, Berger had
planned to place in a Washington,
D. C, newspaper urging an industry-
vide probe by Congress.

Chai'ging that the small town and
suburban theaters are trampled in

dealings with distributors, Berger
said NCA did not want Government
control of the film business and
would be satisfied with an "honest
and sincere" investigation by the
companies themselves.

Berger cited that while the posi-

tion of indie exhibs is well known
to local distributor reps., he feels

the industry's top men are not aware
of the "squeeze" small exhibs face
under present high film rentals. De-
cision as to whether or not NCA
will run the controversial ad will

be postponed three or four weeks to

see what progress can be made on
policy adjustments, Berger con-
cluded.

McConnell Seeks Denial
Of Jackson Park Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

the Court, Thomas C. McConnell, at-

torney for plaintiffs in the Jackson
Park Theater case, yesterday filed

his answer in the Cii'cuit Court of
Appeals.

Answer argued that the defend-
ants' petition is nothing more than
a restatement of a case already pre-
sented in briefs and oral arguments.
The Appeal Court verdict on Jack-
son Park playing time against the
Maryland Theater, McConnell said,

was based upon a request for play-
ing time such as could have been
secured in an open market. Mc-
Connell asked that the rehearing- be
denied.

(Continued from Page 1)

minister and finance the council's

operations.
Council, Freeman said, will expand

its activities into all phases of mo-
tion picture research, including: de-

signing and supervising construc-
tion of specialized equipment and
processes for motion picture pro-
duction; applying new research de-

velopments to industry and co-op-
erating with universities and indus-
trial research gr-oups; standardizing
equipment and processes within in-

dustry to permit better equipment
to be manufactured more efficiently.

William F. Kelley, for 11 years man-
ager of the Academy research coun-
cil, will be assistant to Wolfe.

Warren, Gallipolis, O.
Mull Local Ticket Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

enacted soon. The mayor said that
the amount of the tax may be set

by Council, but pointed out that a

continuation of the three per cent
rate would bring Warren an esti-

mated $25,000 yearly, and would not
tend to change local admission
prices.

City officials at Gallipolis plan
to enact a three per cent tax for
that city, holding to the rate in the
expiring State law.

Smaller Budget Films

Regarded in New Category

(Continued from Page 1)

er budget pictures with regard to

wages, hours and conditions, is nec-

essary."
A small committee comprised of

reps, of both IMPPA and lATSE
will be appointed immediately with
instructions to meet at earliest pos-
sible date in order to consider prob-
lem and take measures to bring-

about desired result.

Denver Tournament Set
Denver — Rocky Mountain Screen

Club schedules its annual golf tour-

nament and picnic on Aug. 15.

when

IS in

general

release
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L of C Film Division

Faced Willi Demise

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Unless there is a

last-minute switch in Congressional
sentiment restoring funds to the
Library of Congress' pix division
nearly 65,000,000 feet of valuable
motion pictures are threatened with
loss, it was learned yesterday.
The Senate already has wiped out

the Library's film division and the
House voted only $85,000 of the
$370,000 budget requested. Senate-
House conferees met yesterday to
iron out the differences. Unless the
appropriation is raised even above
the House figure, however, the en-
tire program may fold.

The huge amount of footage, in-
cluding 36,000,000 feet of captured
German film and about 6,000,000
feet of selected Hollywood pictures
are stored in Suitland, Md., New
York and Washington vaults. Up
to now Congress has provided no
funds for storing the films. No
funds, either, were provided for in-

specting the pix for damage or de-
terioration or for duplicating any
pix threatened with damage.
Also threatened with collapse is

the Library's program for distrib-
uting Government-made films to
schools and other educational insti-

tutions. Following a five-year study
the Library was set up as a central
clearing agency for Government
films. In addition to the German
films, of great legal and historical
value, the Library is also custodian
of many thousands of feet of films
from private collections.

Hollywood leaders generally have
backed the Library's program.

E. J. Tail Passes
Sydney (Via Cable)—E. J. Tail,

68, prominent Australian showman,
is dead. Tail recently visited the
U. S. where he bought Australian
rights to "Annie Get Your Gun."
He was in show business since 1874.

James I. Foy Dead
Montreal—James Innman Foy, 49,

manager of the Regent Theater,
Oshawa, is dead. His wife and a
son survive.

Expect Quick Senate
Approval of Thorpe

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Quick Senate con-

firmation of President Truman's
nomination of Assistant Secretary of
State Willard L. Thorpe as American
delegate to UNESCO was seen
here yesterday. Thorpe's name was
presented to the Senate after Presi-

dent Truman "reluctantly" withdrew
his nomination of former Attorney
General Francis Biddle. As Assistant

Secretary of State for Economic Af-
fairs, Thorpe has been fully cognizant
of the problems of the U. S. film

industry. If confirmed by the Sen-
ate, he will also keep his present

post.

Hollywood Guilds, Unions May Inaugurate
Economic Survey of the Re-issue Probletn

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Representatives of several Guilds and studio unions have approved

a plan for an immediate economic survey of the re-issue problem, subject to

ratification of Guilds and unions involved. It was pointed out that of approxi-

mately 400 films released for exhibition last year, more than 100 or upwards

of 25 per cent, were old films made in previous years.

Lester Cole, chairman of Screen Writers Guildi economic program committee,

said that these 100 re-issued films displaced from employment at least two or

300 writers, a couple of hundred directors and producers and thousands of

actors and skilled studio workers.

Distrib. Costs Too High-Cowdin
Sees Industry Armed for Recession

(Continued

feet on the motion picture industry
need not be too serious, J. Cheever
Cowdin, Universal board chairman,
said yesterday in a statement to

stockholders and employees.
"The motion picture production

industry, fortunately, has a great
basic stability," Cowdin stated. "It

is among the last industries to be
seriously affected by a depression.
In the face of adverse economic con-
ditions, it tends to hold up relatively

better than most other major indus-
tries. And then, when our economic

Readjustment of prices, costs and
income to bring them into line with
one another is essential, Cowdin de-

clared. The rise in prices, costs and
income has been so uneven that their

distorted relationship constitutes a
serious threat to our present high
level of business activity, he said.

"However, once these adjustments
have been made this country can look

forward to a very substantial pros-

perity for a considerable length of

time."

system makes the necessary adjust-

ments and the business tide turns,

the motion picture industry is among
the first industries to reflect the up-

trend."
Cowdin, however, cautioned the

industry faces some serious prob-

lems today, with costs of both pro-

duction and distribution claimed by
the Universal board chairman to be

too high. "It is up to management
to eliminate any extravagant or

wasteful practices that may have

— PROFIT MARGINS —

from Page 1

)

agre, securing new record earnings. Admis-
sion prices, lie noted, are about 50 per cent

1 above their 1941 level, including: Federal
\
ticket taxes, so that the sum the average
family must spend to go to the movies has
become a sig'niflcant budget item, and, he
said, "there are signs of resistance in some
areas to current admission prices."

A trend on the part of the theater-going
public to shop for film entertainment is

claimed by Cowdin to strengthen the posi-
tion of U-I. Company, he reminds, dropped
"B" pictures, serials and Westerns in a
move to concentrate creative and sales ef-

forts upon top entertainment subjects. He
points out the success of "The Egg and I,"
currently rolling up the largest earnings of
any picture in the company's history. "The
Dark Mirror," "Smash-Up," "Song of Sche-
herazade,' and other current product.

Steps necessary in the change-over to the
new production policy, including the merger
of the Universal and International produc-
tion forces, are virtually completed, Cowdin
said. He noted that the moves necessitated
the use of the company's cash reserves and

— COWDIN ON TAXES —

"Any industry that seeks to

maintain high profit margins
makes itself extremely vulnerable,

and runs the risk of pricing itself

out of its market, as the building

industry . . . already has done. It

is my firm opinion that American
business is heading for a period of

extraordinarily keen competition."

crept in during the war days—and
there have been some—and it is up
to the workers to do their part by
making the most productive use of

their equipment and time," he de-

clared.
The Universal board chairman pointed out

two divergent trends that have developed

in the industry; declining patronage for

run-of-the-mill attractions, while outstand-

ing product continues to draw peak patron-

"Another major underlying
cause of today's high prices is the

enormous tax burden that the

American economy is called upon
to bear. . . . The extremely high
rate of personal income taxes at

the same time reduces the amount
of money that the individual has
available for purchasing goods
and services. . . . Economic his-

tory proves that in peace time it

is unsafe for government—nation-

al, state and local—to take more
than 25 per cent of the national

income in taxes from its people."

the borrowing of $11,000,000 from banks.

A substantial increase in the cost of
distributing films was claimed by Cow-
din because of tlie revision of selling
methods as a result of tlie Statutory
Court decree. The Universal chairman
said that tlie ol»anse-over is about com-
pleted and tlie sales organization is be-
ginning to function smoothly and ef-

fj'ctively in marketing the company's
product.

"I am inclined to believe that the end re-

sult will be favorable to the company,"
Cowdin stated. "However, the sweeping
changes in both production and selling meth-
ods naturally have affected current earn-
ings."

Marketing by U-I of .1. Arthur Rank pic-
tures will help the entire American film
industry. Cowdin asserted. "It is unreason-
able to expect," he said, "that the American
motion picture industr.v can expect to take
receipts avcr.nging $68,000,000 a year from
the showint-' of American-made pictures in

Britain, in view of tiiat country's stringent
dollar shortage unless British pictures are
in turn given an opportunity to earn money
ill this country.

"Preservation of the British market for
American films is essential to the prosperity

KATO to Bid Gamble

To October Conclave

Louisville, Ky.—Ted R. Gamble,
ATA board chairman and indie cir-

cuit operator, will be invited to ad-
dress the Kentucky Association of
Theater Owners convention/ ,s-. the
Bron hotel here Oct. 22, as \, ^fsult
of board action taken late last week.

Guthrie F. Crowe, La Grange, was
re-elected president for another year
with the following directors for two-
year terms: Jack Keiler, Paducah,
First (Congressional) district; W.
E. Horsefield, Morganfield, and Leon
Pikle, Henderson, Second district;

Fred J. Dolle and Miss Gratia B.
Locke, Louisville, Third district; C.

S. Caldwell, Horse Cave, Fourth dis-

trict; Tom Hill, Covington, Fifth
district; Willard Gabhard, Harrods-
burg and Gene Lutes, Frankfort,
Sixth district; Joe Isaac, Whites-
burg, Seventh district; A. J. Sex-
ton, Jr., Ashland, Eighth district;

Chas. R. Mitchell, Barbourville and
Mrs. O. J. Minnix, London, Ninth
district.

Directors at large for two-year
terms embrace: Andy Anderson,
Hartford, and W. Freeman Smith,
Cadiz. While directors at large for
one-year term are: Lew Hensler,
Lexington, and Ned Greene, May-
field.

The possibilities of the usual batch
of censorship and "blue laws" bills

being introduced at the next ses-

sion of the legislature were dis-

cussed.
Members attending the board

meeting reported big drop" in at-

tendance at the large down town
city theaters, but said that business
was holding up very well in neigh-
borhood and small town houses.

Exchange and Vault
Buildings for 43rd Street

(Continued from Page 1)

work to be done on the premises, but
tenants will have ready access to

vaults in the three-story structure.
Kandel pointed out the avoidance of
large concentrations of film in a
building in which hundreds of peo-
ple will be employed, in line with
suggestions from the Fire Dept. and
other municipal authorities.

Project, which conforms with new
zoning regulations requiring new
film structures to be built west of
Tenth Ave., is within three blocks
of the Film Center Bldg., and is close

to the Lincoln Tunnel, 42nd St.

Ferry, thq West Side Highway and
other means of transportation.
Work will be started immediately

on the vault building, with construc-
tion of the exchange building sched-
uled to start within 90 days.

Bill Meyers Dies
Galveston, Tex.—Bill Meyers, bus-

iness manager for the motion picture
operators local here, is dead.

of every American film company and every
worker in the film industry. But it must
be self-evident to any thinking person that
the British must be allowed to earn dollars
here if they are to have the wherewithal
to pay us in dollars for the exhibition of

our pictures in their country."
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Rank to See RCA's

Large-Screen Tele

(Continued from Page 1)

party leaves Thursday morning on
the SS Queen Elizabeth.
The "rowded Rank agenda started

yest,^:—

y

with a meeting with Rob-
ert JL. l/Jamin, Matty Fox and Wil-
liam Heineman. Rank lunched with
20th-Fox directors, his host being
Spyros P. Skouras. A meeting with
E. Allan Williford of General Ani-
line & Film followed. Samuel
Schneider and Harry Kalmine of

Warners had tea with Rank, while
last night Nate J. Blumberg was his

host at dinner at "21." The party
included Ursula Rank, who flew in

from London to join her parents,

and John Mills, and Mrs. Mills.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—To test American re-

action to British pix prior to theif

actual release here, Rank has signed
Reactograph Research for use of the

Cirlin reactograph in testing Rank
films. Cirlin test scientifically regis-

ters an audience's reaction to every
inch of film projected. Reactograph
has been in use at M-G-M for six

months and its representatives state

it records individual "like" and "dis-

like" reactions for every member of

audience tested.

After dinner, "The Hucksters" was
screened privately.

This morning, Rank confers with
J. Cheever Cowdin, then lunches

with Nicholas M. Schenck and later

confers with Barney Balaban, then
with M. A. and I. A. Schlesinger and
Blumberg. Tonight, Rank dines with
Cowdin.

Tomorrow, Rank breakfasts with
Ned E. Depinet and Phil Reisman
and later Gen. David Sarnoff will

be his host for a visit to RCA's Cam-
den, N. J., plant where the British

exec, will get a close-up of RCA's
large-screen color television for the-

aters. Rank controls the British

Baird tele system and plans to re-

: vive British theatrical tele later in

i the year.

Financial aspects of Rank opera-

: tions here will be reviewed at a
conference with New York bankers
late tomorrow, while at night, Robert
R. Young will be his dinner host.

STORK REPORTS
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gene Fowler, the

noted author, is a grandfather for
the fifth time. A girl weighing 7

pounds, 13 ounces was bom to Mr.
and Mrs. Will Fowler at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital. The father is a
member of the Paramount studio
publicity staff. The new arrival has
been named Claudia Gene. The
Fowlers have two other children,
Mike, 2, and Will, .Jr., SVz.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"jyyjONTANA," by Thames Williamson, the story of a town which became

the center of a cattle war in the 1870's, has been acquired by

Warners, with Williamson also signed to write the screenplay

^ Paramount will produce "Sunrise in My Pocket," Edwin Justus Mayer's

play based upon the life of Davy Crockett, the Indian fighter who rose to

be congressman from Tennessee. . . . -^ Phyllis Calvert's next film as-

signment after completing her starring role opposite 'Melvyn Douglas in

Paramount's "My Own True Love" will be a bit part in an untitled picture

which James Mason is writing and will produce in New York in September.

•^ Louise Campbell, returning to films after six years on B'way, will co-

star with Richard Lane in Columbia's "Devil Ship.". . . -^ Alden Nash

will write the screenplay on Jim Corbett's, "Man-€aters of Kumaon," which

Monte Shaff and Frank P. Rosenberg are producing for U-l release. . . .

if Next in the Monogram Charlie Chan series will be "Charlie Chan in

New Orleans," with Roland Winters playing the title role. . . . -^ Rex

Harrison will be the star of Ernest Lubitsch's next Fox production, "Lady

In Ermine.". . . -^ The King Brothers have purchased "The Tenderfoot,"

original by Richard Sale and Mary Loos. Eddie Albert will co-star with Gale

Storm. . . . if David Niven, on his return to Hollywood late this year,

will be starred by Samuel Goldwyn in "Take Three Tenses," based on the

best seller by Rumer Godden, author of "BlacU Narcissus."

* * •
^HARLES CHAPLIN will launch a $5,000,000 production program cov-

ering two films, immediately after the world release of "Monsieur

Verdoux" in October Both pix, based on original stories by Chaplin,

will also be directed by the star. ... if Edward Chodorov has chosen as

his first 20th-Fox production "My Heart is Like a Singing Bird," Sateve-

post story by Dorothy Thomas. Jeanne Grain will star. . . . if James S.

Burkett will be co-producer with Irving Allen in "Sixteen Fathoms Deep,"

Monogram drama to be filmed on location at Tarpon Springs, Florida, with

Allen directing. ... * "Follow Me Quietly' 'has been selected as screen

title of "In His Steps," scheduled as first Allied Artists film to be pro-

duced by Jack Wrather, with starting date set for late Fall.

Ind. ATO Finds 4-Poinl

Lesson in Century Poll

Indianapolis—ATO of Indiana in

its current bulletin calls attention
to the findings of Century Circuit
of New York to the effect that 29
per cent of patrons polled attended
its houses without knowing in ad-
vance the attraction, and urges ex-
hibs to meet this situation by these
steps:

"1. Play reasonably good enter-
taining pictures. Pass un the dogs
that drive people out of the movie-
going habit.

"2. Make the theater as clean, com-
fortable and attractive as possible.

"3. Exploit the lesser pictures
that you personally know are good,
sound enteilainment and have merit.

"4. Sell your theater as an in-

stitution."

Aaron Seinberg Succumbs
Chicago—Aaron Seinberg, 44, B &

K maintenance department, died
over the weekend. Surviving are
his widow and three children.

Hartford, Conn Jack Yacovone,
Colonial Theater stage manager,
has a new son, Mark.

Thomas Kolar Dead
Chicago—Burial services at Wood-

lawn Cemetery were held Saturday
for Thomas Kolar, veteran exhibitor,

who died late last week in an acci-

dent.

Airlines Set 25% Cut
In Freight Charges

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — New air freight

rates calling for a 25 per cent re-
duction from 25.5 cents per ton mile
to 20 cents were filed yesterday by
Air Cargo, Inc., with the Civil
Aeronautics Board. Air Cargo was
established by major air lines to co-
ordinate freight carrying operations.
Nineteen lines are affected.

Sperling Here for Confabs
Milton Sperling, president of

United States Pictures, producing
for Warner Bros, release, arrived in

New York Saturday from the Coast
via Constellation for conferences
with Warner home office executives
and his Eastern rep., Elizabeth Car-
ver. Sperling also will consult with
several publishers and writers in

connection with new story deals, and
with Robert Sylvester, author of

"Dream Street," which is next on the

USP schedule.

W. H. Merritt Slain
Birmingham, Ala.—W. H. Merritt,

53, manager of Merritt Theaters, was
fatally shot at his home in suburban
Homewood by an unknown assailant.

He had been with Merritt Theaters
for 20 years.

«REVJEUJS»
"The Secret Life of

Walter Mitty"
with Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Boris

Karloff

Goldwyn-RKO 105 Mins.

SURPASSING ALL PREVIOUS KAYE
FILMS, THIS ONE IS A FINE ENTERTAIN-
MENT FOR EVERY AUDIENCE.
Any previous performance by Danny Kaye

is easily surpassed with "Mitty" which

supplies him with a story tailored to his

comic versatilities. The brand of comedy
offered up to the audience's approval is

of the great variety. The entertainment

quality is always of top rank caliber.

Kaye's infrequent appearances have been
solid smash hits at the box office. In

"Mitty" he is still batting 1,000.

Slipped in on an audience via the sneak
preview, "Mitty" was given a highly en-

thusiastic welcome from the first frame

and drew a telling round of applause at

the conclusion. They loved every foot of

it.

The James Thurber short story has been
fashioned into a tour de force that Kaye

does splendidly. Calling for an im-

aginative individual given to daydreaming

about himself in many places, events and
characterizations, he is the average man
given to high flights of imagination. When
his mental processes begin going "pocketa

. . . pocketa" there is transposition into

other lives. It is obvious, and very pleas-

antly so, that Kaye, and only Kaye was the

man for this part.

In all his flights into the fanciful there

is a girl. She's a beautiful blonde. One day

he meets her aboard his commuting train.

She, of course, is Miss Mayo.

At once he is plunged into her life and

it comes about she is being pursued by a

sinister character. After she explains her

passionate overtures to him—having planted

a juicy kiss—it is revealed she is about to

meet her uncle landing from Holland, cus-

todian of a fortune in jewels. The two

—

Miss Mayo and her uncle—are the prey

of international jewel thieves and from

then on it is a thrilling, gag packed chase

wherein Kaye is subjected to attacks, mur-

der attempts, mickeyfinned, mistaken in-

sanity and Boris Karloff. There is an effort

to convince him all derives from his power-

ful imagination stemming from his job as

editorial worker on lurid pulp magazines.

For a brief spell he is almost convinced

but snaps out of it when he picks up a

clew indicating the reality of Miss Mayo.

First thing you know he brings about the

capture of the crooks and this in turn

brings him to Miss Mayo again.

In the Goldwyn manner the production

in Technicolor is first rate; the girls are

lovely, the pictorial impression in best

showmanly manner. Kaye sings his famous

Anatole of Paris" and another, "Symphony

for Unstrung Tongue." Both are by Sylvia

Fine who has always turned out good stuff

for Kaye's talents.

CAST: Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Boris

Karloff, Fay Balnter, Ann Rutherford, Thurston

Hall, Gordon Jones, Florence Bates, Konstantin

Shayne, Reginald Denny, Henry Conden, Doris

Lloyd, Fritz Feld, Frank Reicher, Milton Par-

sons, The Goldwyn Girls.

CREDITS: A Samuel Goldwyn Production; Direc-

tor, Norman Z. McLeod; Screenplay, KenEnglund,

Everett Freeman; Based on short story by James
Thurber; Photography, Lee Garmes; Art Direc-

tion, George Jenkins, Perry Ferguson; Film Edi-

tor, Monica Collingwood; Set Decorations,

Casey Roberts; Music, David Raskin; Musical

Direction, Emil Newman; Sound, Fred Lau.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Tops,
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CHAPLIN PIC STIRS STOR^
VERDOUX' ON
NEWS PACES
OF COUNTRY

True to the Charles Chaplin tra-

dition that each production is a
news event, "Monsieur Verdoux"
has leaped from drama pages to
front pages.

Tabulated clipping returns dis-

close that "Verdoux" has been ac-
corded more critical acclaim and con-
troversial discussion than any other
picture.

Key exhibitors point out that this

natural news reception of "Monsieur
Verdoux" indicates that Chaplin has
his biggest grosser on hand.

Led by the mighty and influential

Christian Science Monitor, editorials

on "Verdoux" have flooded thou-
sands of newspapers.

The Monitor concluded its edi-
torial with:

"What democracy needs is more
education of the public to a high-
er level of judgment, taste and
patriotism."

Top Champion For

'Monsieur Verdoux'
In raging controversy over "Ver-

doux," famed N. Y. critic. Archer
Winsten, of the N. Y. Post, lined up
on Chaplin side, wrote in part:

" 'Verdoux' will inspire strong
champions throughout the country.
Most emphatically not a picture to
be shunted off among the common
run of American pictures, serious or

comic ... it is great in intention,

big in theme and thoroughly origi-

nal.

"An enjoyment of Chaplin's gen-
ius of gesture and movement ... a

respect for his courage and con-
viction."

'Verdoux' Must Be Seen
Many Tinnes Says Sage

Harold Clurman, noted author, in

July issue of Tomorrow Magazine,
writes in part:

"Charles Chaplin's 'Monsieur Ver-
doux' is one of the most fascinating
documents of our day. The picture
is great! Chaplin does not escape the
world through his comic disguise;

he faces it. That is why he is an
artist of singular force. Those who
do not quite decipher his meaning
or who do not wish to fathom it be-
cause it disturbs them, would do
well to listen and attend again and
again. Here is a picture that will not
S3 dismissed!"

TIME, WINCHELL TELL

OF WERDOUX' SUCCESS
New York.—Walter Winchell today told his twenty-five million readers,

and Time Magazine tipped off its five million, that the most extravagant

words of praise are being written and said of Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur
Verdoux."

Winchell wrote: "James Agee has written a monumental piece for The
Nation in praise of Chaplin's 'Monsieur Verdoux.' Agee thinks the film 'is

one of the great works of our time'.'^

Time Magazine devoted three

columns to "Verdoux," hailed it "as
the most notable film in years—the

most fascinating
—

" and described

Chaplin's portrayal of Verdoux as

"one of the most beautiful single

performances ever put on film."

Time Magazine summarized:
"The film is a daring individual

gesture, dared in an era when such
acts are rare. He has replaced his

beloved sure-fire tramp with an
equally original character. The set

pieces of pure slapstick are as skilled

and delightful and as psychologically

penetrating as any Chaplin has ever
contrived."

'Verdoux' Greatest

Classic Ever Made
Hailing "Verdoux" us the great-

est classic ever made. Federated
Press told its hundreds of thousands
of readers, in part:

"A film which will stir up con-
troversy, Chaplin's past films are
considered the greatest classics yet
produced for the screen. All of them
are only warm-ups for this new
tragi-comedy. 'Monsieur Verdoux' is

the finest piece of social satire that
has ever been filmed."

Marilyn Nash Returns
Marilyn Nash returned this week

from New York and Detroit.

Verdoux' Gets

Great Rave
In a 5000 word review, requiring

three installments in The Nation,

James Agee, famed critic and maga-
zine author, wrote in part of "Mon-
sieur Verdoux:"

"A magnificent and terrifying

song . . . the richness and quality

of the film is a work of art, in fact,

of genius. I wish I might use the

many thousands of words I would
require to do it adequate honor
purely as fun.

"The anarchic and immortal lily

of the field, the tramp, the most
humane and most nearly complete
among the religious figures our time
has evolved has been set aside by
Chaplin to give his century its truest

portrait of the upright citizen.

"I wish I may faintly express the
frame - by - frame appreciation, the
gratitude and tribute which we owe
this great poet and great poem.
Chaplin's performance as Verdoux
is the best piece of playing I have
ever seen. Verdoux embodies much
of the best that can be said of mod-
ern civilization."

Critics Applaud yerdoux
As Daring Chaplin Winner

With critical acclaim and violent controversy, "Monsieur Verdoux," pre-
pares to meet the public.

Famed critics have written:

National Board of Review: "Exceptional rating. Completely new and
fascinating. Greatest of all Chaplin films."

Bosley Crowther, New York Times: "Chaplin believes in using his talent
for socking hard . . . screamingly funny ... He is both satan and faun . . .

his performance is remarkably adroit ... a lot of controversy will be created
by 'Monsieur Verdoux'."

Robert Coleman, New York Mirror: ^
"It runs gamut of satire, slapstick,

drama and problem drama . . . had
first-nighters roaring with laughter
... it comes from a higher perch
than most of the pictures you will

enjoy."

Richard L. Coe, Washington Post:

"Daringly different ... a wise and

witty picture . . . very funny in its

horseplay. It is far more stimulating

than any current film."

TOP CROSSES
FOR VERDOUX'
SAY EXHIBS
New York — Precipitating the

greatest storm of controversy ever
attendant upon the showing of a

film, Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur
Verdoux," in a pre-release debut
here, conclusively proved that it will

be the star's greatest money-making
film.

Top exhibitors have applauded
the world-wide exploitation plan "to
condition" the public to the "most
unusual entertainment ever put on
the screen."

One of the master advertisements,
spearheading the candid campaign,
will read:

A WARNING!
Before you see Charles Chaplin

in "Monsieur Verdoux" you must
know some facts about the most con-
troversial motion picture of all time.

Charles Chaplin, deserting his be-
loved little tramp character, enacts
the role of the slick, sinister and
charming French Bluebeard. His busi-

ness: murder.
Charles Chaplin introduces a revo-

lutionary pattern of screen story-tell-

ing, confident the public will wel-

come the most original humor and
the most original drama ever filmed.

There is a peculiar intensity of

story and an even more peculiar hys-

teria of laughter in "Monsieur Ver-

doux."
We must warn you — and YOU

must warn your friends — that you
must come prepared to behold some-
thing never before shown on the

screen.

Please remember, this is not "just

another motion picture!"

Charles Chaplin has dared to

create for your unforgettable enter-

tainment the diabolical but amusing
story once told only in whispers.

But with all its strangeness, there

is a pathos and beauty and richness

devoted to a love story that will

haunt you until pictures are no
longer made.
The genius of Chaplin holds a

copyright on his type of love story

—

a love story that hurts, that fright-

ens, that stays with you as a linger-

ing memory.
But remember — a warning —

come prepared for the most startling

experience you have ever undergone
in a motion picture theatre.

Come prepared for the strangest

and the most entertaining shock of

your life.

—Adv.
(Advertisement)
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CHBNCES fOR LOUJER TICKET LEW BRIGHTEN

CEA Anticipates Dalton to Fix Ceiling Rental
Official CEA Stand Says
Figure Will Not Exceed
Prior 12-Month Payment

London (By Cable)—A ceiling on
film rentals, fixed at a figure not ex-

ceeding that paid during the prior

12 months is anticipated by CEA in

the event the new ad valorem duty

is put into effect. CEA assumes such

a move in its official comment on the

authority granted Hugh Dalton,

Chancellor of the Exchequer, by
Parliament.
At the same time the exhibitor or-

(Continued on Page 6)

Medallion Organized

By Atkins, Allvine

Medallion Pictures Corp. has been
formed to produce features with un-

usual exploitation angles in Holly-
wood and New
York. T. C. At-
kins is president
of t h e company
and Glendon All-

V i n e vice-presi-

dent. Other of-

ficers are James
J. Petsch, treas-

u r e r , and Dor-
othy H. Hughes,
secretary. Offi-

cers and Hallam
Cooley comprise
the board of di-

rectors.
Medallion has

two stories in
ALLVINE work, one an ac-

tion original to be filmed in Cali-

( Continued on Page 5)

RADIO HYPO PUT "RUTH" IN BIG TIME
$200,000 Investfnent by Paramount Seen Adding Between

Six and Eight Million Dollars to Exhib. Gross

A $200,000 added investment by
Paramount in radio time for "Dear
Ruth" will mean an additional $6,-

000,000 to $8,-

000,000 at the na-
tion's box offices,

thus materially
upping the re-

turns to exhib-
itors and the dis-

tributor alike, it

was predicted
here yesterday
by Charles M.
Reagan, Para.'s

vice-president in

charge of distri-

bution.
Reagan based

his estimate on
the results of the
picture's engage-

ments in such cities as Kansas City,

REAGAN

Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Detroit,
where ""Dear Ruth" has been given
a saturation radio campaign with
audience penetration rated at peak.

Paramount turned to radio to turn
the trick, Reagan said, after a nor-
mal advertising and exploitation
campaign in San Francisco, Wash-
ington and Denver had indicated only
"moderate success" for the picture
v/hich, while based on a Broadway
stage hit and played by two rising

stars and strong support, "lacked
star names the industry demands
and which insure good openings."

"It was our conviction we had a

picture better at the b.o. than the

returns indicated, and we figured

that unless we put showmanship be-

hind it, we'd only get a gross of a
couple of millions, like 'Suddenly

(Continued on Page 7)

High Costs Call for

Hard Selling—Smith

Cedar Point, O.— With distribu-

tors faced by record high produc-
tion costs, exhibitors must sell pic-

tures with all the showmanship and
ingenuity at their command, Andrew
W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general
sales manager, said yesterday in

addressing the ITO of Ohio con-
vention.
"By so doing," he said, "we will

(Continued on Page 6)

Large-Screen Tele tor
Readers Jersey Pool
Claimed to be the largest com-

mercial screen video in the world,

Cage Television, with a six by eight

screen, will begin operation tonight

m Walter Reade's Monte Carlo Pool

in Asbury Park, N. J.

Offering direct projection on a

new type screen, set will be used

exclusively at the pool for the re-

mainder of the season and will show

sporting events and special pick-

ups.

Boosts UJA Campaign

Not only were many pledges twice

last year's contributions, but almost
all of the 150-odd industry leaders,

at yesterday's UJA luncheon hon-

oring Al Jolson, increased their

pledges still more after they had
listened to the fervent pleas made by
Al Jolson and Barney Balaban in be-

half of the 1,500,000 Jews who sur-

(Continued on Page 7)

Senator Taft Sees Tax
Level Down to One Cent
On Every 10 Cents

Wasliington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Prospects for the

lowering of the admissions tax to
its pre-war level of one cent on each
10 cents of the admission price are
bright, according to Senator Robert
A. Taft of Ohio. The Republican
leader told The Film Daily yes-
terday he thinks the excise taxes

—

and he specifically named the ad-
missions levy—should be brought
down to their peace-time level. Taft's

statement is in line with an earlier
(Continued on Page 7)

Solons Doom Library

Of Congress Pix Div.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Senate and House

conferees yesterday agreed to abol-
ish the Library of Congress film

division, thus leaving in doubt the
future of nearly 62,000,000 feet of

films. The legislative appropriation
measure, which cuts off funds from
the pix division, now goes to the
President for signature.

Senator Milton R. Young, chair-
(Continued on Page 6)

"Black Gold" Bow Raises

Mono. Conclave's Curtain

See More Dutch Playing Time
MPEA Anticipates Increase to 32 Weeks

SRO Prepared To Talk
Indie Distribution Deals

Wcsi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—SRO will begin nego-

tiations this week with various in-

dependent producers fo;: the release

of their product through the new
distribution setup, David O. Selz-

nick revealed yesterday on his re-

(Continued on Page 7)

While the Motion Picture Export
Association would rather operate in

an open, competitive and free mar-
ket, it is expected the number of

weeks of playing time allotted MPEA
product in Holland is expected to be

increased to about 32, it was re-

vealed by Arnold C. Childhouse, gen-

eral manager of MPEA Netherlands,

Inc., who is here from Amsterdam
for conferences at the local office.

(Continued on Page 7)

Oklahoma City—With more than
100 delegates in attendance, initial

national meeting of Allied Artists

Productions, and the 16th annual
gathering of the parent company.
Monogram, opens tomorrow at Skir-

( Continued on Page 5)

U. K. Tax Moves May
Atvait Johnston Talhs
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — U. S. Embassy in

London informally has asked the

British to postpone any further tax

moves until conferences are had with

M P A A President Eric Johnston.

Johnston now is expected in Lon-

don on July 23, with J. Arthur

Rank due back on July 22. The

British have been requested to hold

up action until Johnston's proposals

are presented.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts.

Columbia Picts. ptd.

East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
RKO
Republic Pict

Republic Pict. pfd.

20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.
Universal Pict

Universal Pict. pfd.
Worner Bros

NEW YORK

High

181/8

211/8

17%
78
473/8

20
241/2

293/4

13%
61/8

125/8

331/4

411/2

24
82
171/4

CURB

Low Close
Net
Chg.

18
21

173/8

18 — 1/8

211/8 + 1/4

_ 17% + 3/8

763/4 78 +2
47 471/4

20 20 — 1/2

241/4 243/8 — 1/8
--- 293/8— 1/4

13%
6 — 1/8

121/2 — 1/8

331/8 — 1/2

41 1/2

233/8 — 5/8

82
17

MARKET

293/a
135/8

6
121/2

323/4

411/2

233/8

82
17

Monogram Picts. .. 4% 4 414
RKO 41/8 4 41/8

Sonotone Corp 33^ 3% 35^
Technicolor 15'A 15 15
Trans-Lux 41/1 4 41^

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 53^ 7
Pathe 53/8 63/8

Columbia Sets Dividend

Columbia's board of directors at
its meeting yesterday declared a
quarterly dividend of $1.06i4, per
share on the $4.25 cumulative pre-
ferred stock, payable Aug. 15, to
stockholders of record, Aug. 1.

cominG flno goirg
SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB Eastern district man-

ager, left yesterday for Boston. He returns to

New York on Friday.

P. J. WOLFSON, Paramount writer, is in

New York, having been brought here by the

illness of his father.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
short subject sales and reprints and importa-

tions, left Minneapolis yesterday for a three-

day visit to Kansas City.

SPENCER TRACY, M-G-M stor, arrived from
the Coast yesterday.

VIRGINIA FIELD arrived in New York from
Hollywood Saturday via TWA Constellation.

HAL WALLIS, now in England making "So
Evil My Love" for release by Paramount is

scheduled to sail for home aboard the S.S.

Queen Elizabeth on Aug. 27. Expected to re-

turn with him are RAY MILLAND, GER-
ALDINE FITZGERALD, LEWIS ALLEN, and JACK
SAPER.

BILLY WILDER, Paramount director, and a

camera crew, will sail from New York on the

S.S. America on July 29 to shoot backgrounds

for the forthcoming "A Foreign Affair" in

occupied Germany.

JEFFREY BERNERD leaves for England early

next month to set up production plans for "The
Maze."

KENNETH MacKENNA, of M-G-M's studio

story department, will return from England via

air tomorrow and two days later leave by plane

for the Coast.

KAY HARRISON, managing director of Tech-
nicolor, Ltd., London, accompanied by MRS.
HARRISON, will return to England on the S.S.

Queen Elizabeth tomorrow.

ROY McMULLEN, manager of the B & K
Granada Theater, Chicago, is in California on
vacation.

BILLIE HARRIS, booker for Republic, Char-
lotte, N. C, is vacationing in Florida and
Cuba.

Third 20th Sales Meet
In Capital Tomorrow

Wnshiiiaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Final 20th-Fox two-

day regional sales meeting will be
held at the Carlton Hotel beginning
tomorrow. Andrew W. Smith, Jr.,

general sales manager, will fly here
from the ITO of Ohio convention.
Home office execs, attending include:
Spyros P. Skouras, president; Wil-
liam C. Gehring, assistant general
sales manager; Martin Moskowitz,
executive assistant to Smith; Peter
Levathes, Sam Shain, Clarence Hill,

Charles Schlaifer, Rodney Bush, Sid
Blumenstock, Roger Ferri.

Also branch and field personnel
from Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cin-
"innati, Cleveland, Indianapolis.

Para. Denies Charges,
Seeks Dismissal of Suit

Paramount yesterday made a gen-
eral denial of charges contained in

Leah Schanfarber's Federal Court
action seeking to halt the Employees
Investment Co. plan, and asked a
dismis.sl of the stockholder's action.
Paramount contended that the plan
was approved by 75 per cent of the
outstanding common stock and at-
tached a copy of the minutes of the
annual meeting at which it was ap-
proved.

Charles Kindt Rites
Davenport, la—Funeral services

were held here for Charles T. Kindt,
86, former owner of the old Furtis
Theater, who died in Mercy Hospital.

HUGH F I N D L A Y , publicity director for

M-G-M's British studios, sails tomorrow on the

S.S, Queen Elizabeth,

H. M, RICHEY, M-G-M exhibitor and public

relations head, returns today from Ohio,

BUD ABBOTT was a Chicago visitor yester-

day,

HERBERT SILVERBERG, film attorney, who
leaves for the Coast today, following his re-

turn from Paris yesterday, will return to New
York in September.

Republic's prexy HERBERT J. YATES, and
WILLIAM ELLIOT and VERA RALSTON, Rep.
stars, arrive in Denver, Colo., Saturday, en
route to Cheyenne, Wyo., to attend Frontier

Days celebration in connection with world
premiere of company's big-budget "Wyoming."

CHARLES K. STERN, Loew's assistant treas-

urer, and MRS. STERN, leave Friday for a
vacation in Swampscott, Mass.

ARTHUR ARCE, export manager for S. 0. S.

Cinema Supply Corp., is touring Latin America
to confab with company's dlstribs. and agen-
cies.

CHARLES RYAN, former assistant Warner
theater zone manager, who retired owing to

ill health, has returned to Chicago from a
three-month trip to the Coast, where he visited

his son, Arthur Ryan.

ELI FINK, B & K attorney and his wife, are
on the Coast for a July vacation.

$15,500,000 Loan for

Aniline's Expansion

General Aniline & Film Corp. has
arranged a loan of $15.5 million from
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,

bearing interest at 2.95 per cent.
Annual payments of $1 million will

be made starting in 1956, with final
maturity June 1, 1967.

Proceeds will be used to expand
plant facilities for the Ansco photo
products division and for dyes.

WB Buys Tommy Dorsey
Disc Units on WMCA
Warners purchased 12 participat-

ing units weekly in the Tommy Dor-
sey disc-jockey show on WMCA in
the first sale of the nationally known
bandleader program in metropolitan
New York. The contract, placed
through Blaine Thompson Agency,
is for a period of 26 weeks and calls
for two units daily at 11:05 a.m.
and 7:05 p.m. The programs will
promote Warners pix and theaters
in the New York area. WMCA is

featuring the Tommy Dorsey show
beginning Sept. 8 in 15-minute blocks
of 48 units weekly.

YOU
OWE II TO
YOURSELF

To Learn About
Filmack's Prevue

TRAILER
SERVICE

^iimack
1327 S, WABASH AVE, CHICAGO 5, ILL,

Rank Heads Pix Group .

Sailing on the Elizabeth \

J. Arthur Rank, cinemagnate,
heads a list of film notables sailing

on the liner Queen Elizabeth tomor-
row morning. Among them are:

Mrs. Rank; David Niven, actor;
Irene Manning, actress; Paul Lukas,
actor; Robert Ryan, actor; H^f^rt
Wilcox, British producer an^^-is
actress-wife, Anna Neagle; Clarence
Derwent, president of Actors Equity;
James Perkins, Paramount's man-
aging director in the UK and North-
ern Ireland, and his wife; Fred
Hutchinson, general manager of
Paramount in Great Britain and di-

rector of Paramount Film Services,

and his wife.

Garber Named Gen. Mgr.
Of Nassour Studios

Hollywood—David S. Garber has
been made general manager of Nas-
sour Studios. Garber steps into his

new post after eight years as studio
manager at Universal, and three
years before that at RKO.
He will assume his new duties im-

mediately, first being to supervise
an estimated $800,000 worth of con-
struction, which will include two ad-
ditional sound stages, a new admin-
istration building, extra cutting
rooms, dressing rooms and other
production facilities. He will also
served as associate producer on Ed-
ward Nassour productions.

Cinema Suit Defendants
Given 4 Months to Answer
Wilmington— Defendants in the

Cinema Amusements, Inc., suit
against Loew's, RKO, and 20th-Fox
were granted four months from the
date of an appropriate order to an-
swer interrogatories by the plain-
tiffs. Order is expected to be en-
tered within a few days before Fed-
eral Judge Richard S. Rodney.

CHICAGO
SANIVANCISCOI
PITTSBURGH I

See your travel agent or phone

LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at

80 East 42nd St.

Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT
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Community Promotion

A Fieid for Sliowmen

While standardization of show
business has robbed newcomers of
the rich experience incident to thea-
ter operations of

an earlier day,
showmen today
can find an outlet

for originality

and aggressive-
ness in promoting
the theater to its

place as a com-
munity institu-

tion, S. H. Fabi-
an, president of

Fabian Theaters,
said yesterday in

opening a three-

day meeting of

circuit executives
at the Hotel As-
tor. FABIAN
"The pattern of our business has

changed radically," Fabian declared,

"but as never before, it demands
sound thinking, imagination and dis-

crimination in those to whom it is

entrusted." Fabian was optimistic

in his comment on the economic
scene, noting that the lush wartime
profits may be gone, but holding that
there is still a vast area for sound
business expansion.

Other speakers at yesterday's ses-

sion were Sam Rosen, executive vice-

president; Ed Fabian, Harold Fisher
and Mary Becker. Guest speakers at

luncheon were Ted R. Gamble and
Robert W. Coyne of ATA. Convention
continues today with Joseph R.
Vogel, Loew's vice-president, sched-
uled to address the luncheon session.

Meetings terminate tomorrow with
a field day and golf tournament at

Preakness Hills Country Club.

Rank Buys 35% of Dutch
Tuchinski, Royal Circuits

Amsterdam (Via Cable) — As a
result of the amalgamation between
Tuchinski and Royal Circuits, the
Rank interests now control 35 per
cent of the 12-theater Dutch circuit

which operates in this city as well as
in Rotterdam, Schiedam and in the
Hague.

New York sources revealed that
J. Arthur Rank had bought into the
Tuchinski chain from Frits Streng-
holt and Laudy Lawrence. Univer-
sal is reported to have bought eight
per cent of Rank's share. It was
also learned that John Davis, JAR's
managing director, has been ap-
pointed to the three-man board op-
erating the circuit.
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Mid-iveeh Memos
• • • WELL, SIR, PHIL M. is now "in the movies" Alter a

fashion, to be sure, but still "in the movies" Dropping into Charlie

Reagan's office at Paramount yesterday to attend a press coniexence,

Phil M.—and his esteemed contemps—found a camera set up and the

kleigs burning brightly Seems as how Charlie was about to "star"

in a reel designed for the Para, sales forces, and the press boys were
invited to face the camera for a sorta prologue Which they chd,

amid calls for "my agent" and such queries as "Can I join the SAG
now?" Most any day now, Phil M. is expecting a hurry call from
the 12th floor to drop down and sign a seven-year contract WITHOUT
options

T T
• • • WHILE CHARLIE was primarily concerned with what Para-

mount has been achieving with "Dear iRuth"—a story you'll read else-

where—the Para, sales chief had a few other things of prime trade

interest to say He observed that those reports Para, is selling on

a flat rental-guarantee basis were in error, explaining that for a long

time. Para, had been selling on a guarantee plus percentage, largely

to smaller theaters with low grossing possibilities Were distrfbu-

tion costs too high? Charlie remarked that there had been a

"substantial" increase in them, and with the trend still up, it would be

difficult to reduce Had Paramount reached any conclusions on

the desirability of mass play-offs? Charlie replied in the negative

Did Paramount plan to curtail short subjects next season?

By no means, said Charlie How about the relationship between

showmanship and expenditures? "If you've got the picture, don't

economize, go out and spend," urged Charlie, calling attention to what

Para, is doing with "Dear Ruth" "We put $200,000 in an experi-

mental field," he reminded When does "Welcome Stranger" play?

First test engagements this week, Charlie revealed What
about Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered"? The picture, said Charlie

will have its world premiere in London in September with DeMille

present And he'll attend the U. S. premiere in Pittsburgh in October

and then make a six-week tour of some 10 to 12 selected cities for

regional openings

T
• • • WILLIAM ERBB, SRO's general sales manager in Great

Britain, is leaving that post, returning the end of August or September

Erbb may fill a domestic spot, but that's uncertain Dan
Sangster, who has headed SRO ad-publicity in the U.K., also has re-

signed. ... • What's this about N. Peter Rathvon dickering for RKO
stock held by Atlas Corp.? And is the figure about $20,000,000? . . .

• Looks like a four-week Loop run for "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

Now" Pic got more than $130,000 in its first two weeks at the

Oriental. ... • Is Rud Lohrentz stepping out as UA district manager

to take over operortion of Morton Bros.' Wanee Theater at Kewonee,

111., on Sept. 1? . . . • Bright spot in yesterday's murky humidity was

Mildred Fitzgibbons' annual get-together of her Flushing Women's Cliib

at Mrs. George Skouras' Rye home Industry reps were 'wined and

dined and taken for spins in the* Skouras sleek speedboat Phil M.

doffs his Panama to a charming hostess and to the indefatigible Mildred

whose Roosevelt Theater is Flushing's meeting place

T T T
• • • ERNIE EMERLING, Loew's Theaters' ad chief, and his boys

have turned a neat trick with their spot fmnouncements pluggin' "The

Hucksters" Device consists in spoofin' certain types of commer-

cials Satiric parodies plug the pic at the same time To make

sure the industry papers heard the spots. Huckster Bill Omstein toted

a portable phonograph around to the editorial offices and spun the

platter for all and sundry

European Franchise

Works Out for Mono.

Monogram product is doing good
business in Europe after an initial

eight months of franchise operation,
W. Ray Johnston,
chairman at^the
board, sai^aB?s-
terday on ntrre-
turn from a tour
of England,
France, Holland,
Italy, Belgium.
Johnston arrived
in the Queen
Elizabeth. He will

leave for the
Coast next week.
Johnston
reported

JOHNSTON "Dillinger" went
oyer big in France, Italjr and Al-
giers. He found business in general
off about 15 to 20 per cent.

Johnston stated Monogram will
produce four pictures abroad, one
each in France and Italy and two in
England, latter at Pathe Studios.
Steve Broidy, Mono, prexy, will go
abroad shortly to make final ar-
rangements. Fix are to be financed
via blocked currencies. First Brit-
ish pic will be "The Maze," to be
produced by Jeffrey Bernerd.

Du Mont Picks Phillips

To Head Tele Network

Appointment of Lawrence Phil-
lips, executive vice-president of
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., to the post
of director of the DuMont television
network was announced yesterday by
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of
Allen B. DuMont Labs. The appoint-
ment permits Leonard F. Cramer, to
return to his full duties as executive
vice-president.

Phillips resigned as president of
the Valspar Corp. in 1935 to establish
his own business as management
consultant. In 1941 he was drafted
to organize "live" entertainment for
the Armed Forces.
The DuMont television network,

now comprised of WABD, New York,
and WTTG, Washington, ultimately
will include Pittsburgh, Cleveland
and Cincinnati, plus independent
affiliates throughout the nation as
interconnecting facilities are extend-
ed.

Rocky Mountain Unit to Meet
Denver — Allied Rocky Mountain

unit directors will hold a meeting at
the new headquarters here today.

SICK LIST

E. S. SEELEY, chief engineer of Altec

Service, is recuperating at home from a

leg fracture sustained Saturday when he
was hit by an automobile.

CHRISTIAN WINKENHOFER, who oper-
ates the Gem Theater, Huntingburg, Ind.,

suffered a broken ankle as the result of a

fall.
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Shea's Prexy Assails

Exhib. Fault Finders

Cedar Point, O—Independent ex
hibitors should spend less time find

ing fault with distributors and ex
pend more effort

in ^==iusekeeping, ^,
PW^fity, exploi- ^ ' '"^

tation, public re-

lations and all

around theater
operation, E. C.

Grainger, Shea
Theaters presi-
dent and general
manager, said in

a telegram to the
ITO of Ohio con-
vention here.

"I must take
issue with con-
stant fault find-

ing with distrib-

utors," Grainger' GRAINGER
said. "No one could be so bad all

the time."

The Shea executive related that
he recently passed through four
cities where distributor-owned and
independents operated in three. Dis-
tributor-owned, Grainger claimed,
were "best managed, best staffed,

best equipped, best publicized and
cleanest theaters. As a result they
did more business. Independents
bordered on the disgraceful and they
had product. In one city an inde-
pendent outstripped from the op-
eration standpoint and he did the
most business."

Grainger told delegates they will

outstrip their opposition if they at-

tend to business and stop worrying
about the money distributors are
making.

Problem of advanced box office

prices cannot be solved by mere
criticism, Grainger opined. He re-

corded his opposition to high ad-
missions, holding they are a mis-
take and out of line, and believes

they will eventually bring a substi-

tute for moves as excessive costs

and prices brought movies as a sub-
stitute for the legitimate stage and
vaudeville.

However, Grainger urged, exhib-
itors should consider the problem
of a distributor with a three or four
million dollar negative cost and,
while recommending a minimum of

these pictures, assure distributoi's

with such problems of exhibitor co-

operation, providing the picture in

fact proves its value. The conven-
tion should constructively admit that
a distributor taking such a large
gamble should be entitled to a
larger share of box office money at

larger admission, Grainger believed,

providing, however, that theaters

are not used as a convenience for

distributor greed and the exhibitor

also gets his just share of the gam-
ble he takes'.

"I am not committing treason
against exhibitors," Grainger con-

cluded, "I merely prge that we grow
up and be safe and sound business

men."

JVeiv Theater Construction in Australia
Banned for Three Years; Restrict Repairs

Sydney (By Air Mail)—New theater construction is prohibited for the next
three years under an order by the Minister for Building Materials. Move was
made to conserve materials for Australia's housing program.

Renovations and repairs to existing theaters are also severely restricted under
the regulation which permits only those repairs deemed essential to the cause
of health of public safety.

Order will conflict with conditions laid down by the Film and Theater Com-
mission which has had powers to grant theater building permits good for 12
months.

"Black Gold" Bow Raises
Mono. Conclave's Curtain

(Continued from Page 1)

vin Towers Hotel. Sessions, to be
conducted by Steve Broidy, presi-
dent of both companies, run through
Saturday. I

Activities start tonight with the
world premiere of AA's "Black Gold"
at the Midwest Theater.

In addition to delegations ftom
the studio and the New York office,

franchise owners, exchange manag-
ers and representatives from all im-
portant centers are here for the
meeting. Cities represented, and
their delegates, include:

Albany. Nate Diekman: Atlanta. Arthur
C. Bromberg:: Butfalo. Harry Berkson: Bos-
ton, Herman Rilkin: Charlotte. Harold Co-
hen, Harold Jordan; Chleagro. Irving' Mandel.
Ben Eisenbergr: Cincinnati, William Onie.
Milt Curlan: Cleveland. Nate Schultz. Sam
Schultz: Dallas. Ed Blumenthal. Lloyd
Rust. Ben Graham.

Also, Denver. Lon T. Fidler; Detroit. Wil-
liam Hurlbut. Harlan Starr; Des Moines. J.

M. Beatty: Indianapolis. Carl Harthill; Kan-
sa.s Cit.v. Harry Gaftney; Los Ang'eles. M. J.

McCarthy: Memphis, Bailey Pritchard: Mil-
waukee. Charles Trampe. Ray Trampe, Oliver
Trampe: Minneapolis, Morris Steinman; New
Haven, John Paveno: New Orleans, Henry
Glover: Omaha, Georgre Tail; Philadelphia.
A. J. Davis: Pittsburgh. Ben Williams. Sam
Fineberg; Portland. Moz Btirles: Salt Lake
City, Ben Tibbs: San Francisco, James Mey-
ers: Seattle, Ralph Abbott: St. Louis. Bar-
ney Rosenthal; Washington, Jack Safer.

Special guests at the convention will in-

clude Bob Davis. Griffith Amusement Co.:
L. F. Gran. Standard Theaters: Ralph Bran-
ton. Tri-States Theaters: Lon Cox. Fox-
Midwest Theaters: Ray Hidgen. Griffith;

Cliff White. Griffith: Sam Landrum, Jefferson
Amusement Co.; Milton Hosefold. Fox In-

termountain: Louis Dent, Westland Theaters,
and Jimmy Coston, Al Kvool. and Alex
Halperin of Warner Theaters, Chicag'o.

Kalmine Conducting
Washington Meeting

Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner The-
aters, is conducting the final session

today of a two-day meeting of the
Washington zone in that city. Home
office executives accompanying Kal-
mine to the capital for the sessions
include W. Stewart McDonald, vice-

president of Warner Theaters, and
Rudolph Weiss, head of the real

estate department.
John J. Payette, zone manager,

and all managers of theaters in that
territory, will attend the meeting.

Meakin Based in Capital
Hardie Meakin, RKO Theaters'

Division Manager, will make his

headquarters in Washington at the

Keith's Theater, effective immedi-
ately.

Meakin, who will repoi't directly

to the home office, will also act s

RKO Theaters' Washington liaison.

N. Y. Para. Drive Meeting
Final plans for Paramount's 1947

"Celebrating 35 Years of Leader-
ship" sales drive are being discussed
at the final session of a two-day meet
which opened yesterday at the com-
pany's New York branch. Harold
Wirthwein, drive captain, presides.

Medaiiion Organized

By Atkins, Aiivine

(Continued from Page 1)

fornia and the other a magazine
story with a Manhattan locale, to

be produced in New York. A releas-

ing deal for the initial pictures has

been agreed upon, but no commit-

ment has been made for later re-

leases.

Prior to the war Atkins and All-
vine produced a series of pictures
for RKO, with AUvine as producer
and Atkins directing. During the
war Atkins was a colonel in charge
of motion pictures for the Army Air
Transport Command while for the

past five years Allvine has been sec-

retary of the MPAA Public Informa-
tion Committee.

CRiTiCS FORUnil
Critics of 2500 newspapers, news syndicates,

magazines and radio movie commentators have

been asi<ed seven pertinent questions about mo-

tion picture production, distribution and exliibi-

tion by THE FILM DAiLY. Tlieir answers will

give the industry leaders and executives a com-

posite word picture of the opinions held by the

women and men who speak to millions and mil-

lions of movie-going people daily on the printed

page and over the air.

One of the Important Features

of the forfhcoming

PICTURES ol TOMORROW
and

DIRECTORS' NUMBER

of

THE FILM DAILY
NOW IN INTENSIVE PRERARATION
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Ohio ITO Re-elects

Smith for 18th Term

Cedar Point, la.—Martin Smith,
former president of national Allied,

was re-elected presidenet of the ITO
of Ohio by accla-

mation at yester-

day's convention
session at the
Breakers Hotel.
It makes the 18th

I

term as head of
' the state unit for
the Toledo thea-
ter operator.

' Also elected by
acclamation were
the following:

First vice-pres-
ident, F. W. Buss,
Jr., Cincinnati;
second vice-presi-

dent, Henry
- G r e e n b e r g er,

Cleveland; treasurer, Leo Kessel,
Lancaster.

All directors -were re-elected with
the addition of Roy Russel of Miller-
burg and Roy Wells of Dayton.

Maurice White was chairman of
the nominating committee.

CEA Expects Dalton

To Fix Ceiling Rental

(Continued from Page 1)

ganization believes that measures
may be taken to control admission
prices as a formality, although pri:es
"are more or less controlled today

STELLAR DOLLARS _

SMITH

London (By Cable) — Ameri-
can stars of British pictures took

out £85,000 in 1946-47 and £83,000

up to July 10 this year, Hugh Dal-

ton, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
disclosed in Commons yesterday.

as a result of the entertainments
tax."
CEA revealed that its president

and general secretary refused an in-

vitation to lodge opposition in Par-
liament as they believed no purpose
would be served by opposing public

opinion, and as it was clear Com-
mons would support the measure.
Group signified its willingness to

join other sections of the industry

in representations if the time comes
to discuss the matter with the Chan-
cellor.

Official CEA attitude is that there

is "no use squealing before one is

hurt. What will happen next no
one at the moment seems to know.
Possibly little more will be known
before October when the next dollar

review has been announced."

Mary Young Rites Today
Funeral services will be held to-

day at the Little Church Around the

Corner for Mary E. Young, retired

actress, who died Monday in Queens
Hospital. She was the wife of

Walter N. Greaza, stage and radio

actor.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

\A/ITH seven pictures now shooting, M-G-M will hit its top production

peak in six years within the next two months, during which time nine

of the year's most important productions are slated to go before the cameras.

Five of the nine
—

"Luxury Liner," "Easter Parade," "Joan of Lorraine" and

"Hills of Home," among them— will be in Technicolor. . . . ^ David

Chandler, former war correspondent now under contract to Metro as a

screen writer, is conducting weekly classes in writing for patients in the

Wadsworth Veterans Administration hospital. . . . -^Screen Guild Prods,

will have eight pictures in work in the next month, with Somerset Pictures

"Dark Road" leading the field. Next to follow will be "The Prairie" and

"Deadlock," with "Crisis of Dirk Diamond" close behind. ... A' Fore-

runner of a new series of M-G-M cartoons, featuring the combination of

live-action and animation is production. New cartoon, featuring Tom and

Jerry, has been titled "The Catfish and the Mermouse." Film 'tis said, marks

first time that underwater sequences are used for a cartoon. Companions

of the cartoon team will be live fish. ... ~if John C. Champion and Blake

Edwards, who will produce "Panhandle," high-budget western, for the

1947-48 Monogram program is in Arizona to scout locations for the picture.

* * *
kyjARY PICKFORD will be the recipient of the first "Humanitarian Award"

ever presented by the Epsilon lota Chapter of the National Delta

Theta Tau Philanthropic Sorority. The award goes to Miss Pickford for her

active interest in all charitable organizations. . . . ^ United California

Prods., the Robert Cummings-PhiKp Yordan-Eugene Frenke producing out-

fit, has just purchased the Harold Young treatment of Alexander Dumas'

novel "Chevalier de Maison Rouge," as a starring vehicle for Cummings

who will also direct. ... -^ In its own slightly colossal manner, Holly-

wood will evidence its support of the drive to raise $2,000,000 for the

Memorial Cancer Hospital, on July 21, with a full hour variety show at the

Vine St. Playhouse, from 6 to 7 p.m. Walter Winchell will emcee. . . .

ic William (Billy) Halop, ex-dead end kid, and Annabel Shaw, on loanout

from Fox, have been signed by Sol Wurtzel for top roles in juvenile de-

linquency pic, "Dangerous Years.". . . -^ Carl Krueger, producer of "The
Big Flight" for Monogram, is editing the picture, utilizing 30,000 feet of

official air footage from Army Air Forces, and 10,000 feet shot by himself

last month at various Coast air bases. ... ^ Linda Darnell will star in

20th-Fox's "The Walls of Jericho," which will be filmed in Kansas City. . . .

ic Twentieth-Fox has purchased "Waltz Into Darkness" by William Irish.

George Jessel will produce the picture. ... -A" U-l yesterday set Joseph

Sistrom as producer and Claude Binyon as writer-director of the new
Frederick Wakeman novel, "The Saxon Charm.". . . -^ Jane Russell will

be Bob Hope's leading lady in "The Paleface," playing "Calamity Jane."

E-L's "Red Stallion" Set
For Houston Preem, Aug. 13

Eagle-Lion's Cinecolor "Red Stal-

lion" will world premiere Aug. 13 at

Interstate Circuit's Majestic Thea-

ter, in Houston, Tex., according to

an announcement made yesterday by
A. W. Schwalberg, Eagle-Lion v. -p.

and R. J. O'Donnell, general man-
ager of Interstate.

Fitterman Rites Held
Funeral services for Joseph Fitter-

man, 59, Paramount home office pro-

.iectionist who died in Israel Zion

Hospital, Brooklyn, were held last

week at the Park West Memorial

Chapel in Manhattan. Interment was

in Beth David Cemetery, Elmond,

L. I.

JAR In London Expansion
Leases Devonshire House

London (By Cable)—The JAR Or-
ganization, bursting seams in its

West End offices, has acquired the
lease to Devonshire House, $15,000,-
000 building built in 1926 on the
site of the famous mansion built by
the third Duke of Devonshire in

1737. Reported price paid was $4,-

000,000, though, that was claimed
"highly exaggerated" by a member
of Rank's staff.

With construction and repairs at

present greatly stymied, it is ex-

pected to be some time, possibly
years, before Rank can take over.

Mooney On Variety Board
Cleveland — Milton A. Mooney,

president of Cooperative Theaters

I

of Ohio, has been named to the Va-
' riety Club board to succeed Harold
Raives, resigned.

High Costs Call for

Hard Selling-Smith

(Continued from Page 1)

not only benefit mutually but we
will assure the American film Indus-,

try of the wherewithal to obtain
its position of world leadershij^ It

is obvious that if film. coirfiSties

are to stay in business they^Rast
recoup their negative cost and the

only source of that revenue is at

the box office."

Smith said that increases in pro-

duction costs in the last few years
have been due to increased

_
labor

costs, changed working conditions,

manpower shortages and increased

demands from the public for quality

product.

In explaining the higher labor

costs to the ITO delegates, Smith
pointed out that premium pay in-

creased from $532,000 to $1,350,000

from 1942 to 1946. Vacations called

for under new labor pacts will cost

20th-Fox $522,000 this year, he es-

timated.

Basic wages for all crafts jumped
57 per cent since 1942, while studio

rates now apply to all location com-
panies. Certain star salaries have
increased 129 per cent in the period,

while better directors received a 134

per cent increase in the past five

years.

Smith outlined the new 20th-Fox
sales plan designed to help small ex-

hibitors and problem theaters, as re-

vealed at the recent Allied of New
Jersey meeting. He reported that

a survey of the New Haven territory,

where the project is being tried, re-

veals that the plan may be applied

to the advantage of 25 theaters.

Deals have been concluded with
seven of these, he said, and are in

discussions with others.

Solons Doom Library

Of Congress Pix Div.

(Continued from Page 1)

man of the Senate sub-committee
which considered the Library's

funds, told THE FILM Daily that

members of his committee were
"scared" that the Library's pix di-

vision would get too deeply involved

in the handling of Hollywood films.

Young, however, did not present

this as the sole reason for abolish-

ing the Library's pix division at a

time when it was serving as central

clearing agency for all Government
made films and when it was the

custodian of many films of consid-

erable historical value.

In addition to the Library's pix

division, a considerable portion of

the Government's entire film pro-

gram has been sharply curtailed by
the Congressional economy drive.

The State Department's film divi-

sion was cut. Army Pictorial Serv-

ice has been sliced as well as the

Department of Agriculture, which

has been the Government's largest

film operation.
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See More Dutch Screen

Time for U. S. Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

Expansion of playing time is ex-

pected to come after a new agree-
mei=^==^ negotiated between MPEA-
Bio,— ^p-Bond and the Dutch Gov-
ernmrent. Present setup expires
Sept. 1.

At a recent meeting of the Bond,
Childhouse stated action was taken
to continue allocation of 28 weeks'
playing time to U. S. films. He
added that 90 per cent of Bond ex-
hibitors were opposed to this. They,
too, prefer a free market. At this

meeting it was indicated the num-
ber of weeks for U. S. films would
be increased.

Attendance at '46 Level

He stressed the point that first

grade film product is well patron-
ized. As a result theater attendance
remains on a par with last year, he
said. There has been only slight

decline. He added that Holland as
well as the rest of Northern Europe
last year suffered the coldest win-
ter in 200 years and this summer
was undergoing the hottest season
in the same span of years.

Pix from other U. S. companies, mostly
indies, outnumber MPEA product three to
one, Childhouse said. However, they laok
high entertainment standards of MPEA prod-
uct and do not g"et the playing time.

Chief problems confrontinir film operations
in Holland. Childhouse revealed, are three-
fold: financial, cultural and the Bond. In
the financial sense the Ministrj* of Finance
has been very reasonable in its dealing's with
film interests. MPEA is permitted to col-

lect annual dollar exchange to the amount
of 4.800.000 guilders, about $1,800,000.
Foreigrn money exchang'e is principally di>
verted to food expenditures and similar
necessities.

British Pi.x Second

British films rate second with Dutch
audiences. Ciildhouse revealed. Next come
French. Trailing' are Swedish, Czech and
Italian product.

Using- as a g^aug^e MPEA-operated Asta
Theater in The HagTje. Childhouse said indie
U. S. releases only did 60 per cent of the
business MPEA member company product
garnered, with in some cases grosses only
reaching' 30 per cent.

In Amsterdam there are reports Rudy
Mayer is interested in re-equippin? the
Cinetone Studios, owned by the Bond. In
pre-war years about 10 films annually
were produced there. It is also reported
J. Arthur Rank and French interests wotild
launch Dutch production there.

Childhouse arrived last week and will be
here for an indefinite period.

See Lower Ticket Levy Soon
Pre-War Level Possible by Next Winter

(Continued

statement by House Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Harold
Knutson.

Knutson yesterday repeated his

prediction that the admissions levy
might be lowered during the next
Winter, and spoke with considerable
tolerance of the proposition that the
Federal Government should back
out of the admissions tax entirely,

leaving it to the states. This was
the position taken in Salt Lake City
Monday by New York's Governor
Thomas E. Dewey.

Taft said he was unn^lling at this time
to comment upon that proposal. The

from Page 1)

Dewe.v sug'gestion has drawn opposition of
California's GOP Governor Earl Warren.

Senator Walter George of Georgia, rank-
in? Democrat on the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, declared his complete disagreement
with the idea that the Federal Government
might g-ive up its. claim to the present
excise levies. "It simply is not a workable
sug-g-estion." he said. He would not com-
ment on the prospect for reduction of the
admissions levy this coming- Winter, but
said if excises were left to the states they
would be so uneven as to work havoc with
business.

Finance Committee Chairman Eug'ene Mil-
liken of Colorado ag-reed that there is a
strong possibility some of the excise taxes
might be lowered this year—^but he would
not say which ones. The theater levy might—or might not—be among them, he said.

Olson Luncheon Meet SRO Ready to Talk

Boosts UJA Campaign Indie Distrib. Deals

Disney Assigns NEW
3 Story Developments

Following recent conferences in

Hopewell, N. -J., Walt Disney Prod,
and New Entertainment Workshop
have agreed to use the story devel-
opment facilities of NEW. First as-
signment handed NEW by Disney is

"So Dear My Heart," which is now
in production. It is a novel by
Sterling North to be published soon.
North will work with NEW on film
version. Larry Watkin of NEW
will do "The Little People," also for
Disney. He will go to Ireland for
research. A third Disney assign-
ment is for NEW to develop a screen
treatment of American covered wa-
gon days to be produced after 1950.

(Continued from Page ll

vived Hitler's murder factories.

Though the film industry has not
yet met its New York quota of $2,-

100,000, the donations pledged yes-
terday gave an indication that the
film people would not vest until the
goal had been achieved.

Hearts were stirred by Balaban's
observation: "You can't just reduce
people to statistics. . . . You can't

judge human suffering in terms of
statistics. . . . Campaign is based
on human needs not on political con-
siderations."
Heartbreaking irony of how the

dead also made their contribution to

the United Jewish Appeal was illus-

trated by the Paramount head when
he listed $22,000,000 owing to Euro-
pean .Jewry. This amount consisted
of the gold fillings, the wedding
rings and the personal jewelry of

those who had been tossed into cre-
matoria, gas chambers and mass
graves.
Balaban concluded his speech by

introducing Jolson who brought
many of his listeners to the point
of tears by his graphic account of
the things he had witnessed.

Seated on the dais were: Barney
Balaban, Nate Blumberg, Max A.
Cohen, Jack Cohn, Ned E. Depinet,
Matty Fox, Emil Friedlander, Mal-
''.olm Kingsberg, Al Jolson, William
Klein, Samuel Rinzler, Mannie
Sachs, Spy r OS Skouras, Fred
Schwartz, Major Albert Warner,
David Weinstock and Robert Weit-

Moltzner Dies in Portland
Portland — Mason Moltzner, 60,

pioneer showman and radio artist,

died at Portland Hospital. He was
known on the stage as Mason Well-
ington, and on radio as Ken Mason.
Survivors include his widow and
three daughters.

(Continued from Page 1)

turn from five months in the East.
Neil Agnew, SRO president, is due
here today for conferences with dis-

tributors seeking SRO release.

Revealing that over 20 indepen-
dent pictures had already been
turned down by SRO, Selznick
emphasized that "nothing will be
taken on that is not capable of
achieving multi-million dollar

grosses."
SRO, Selznick said, now has five

district offices and 21 branches op-
erating domestically, while foreign
operation under the direction of

Laudy Lawrence is being expanded
rapidly.
One of Selznick's first tasks on

his return to the studio will be the
editing of Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Paradine Case." Present rough cut
runs two hours and 40 minutes but
Selznick expects it will be reduced
by 20 or 30 minutes before its re-

lease after an extensive advertising
campaign.

"Portrait of Jenny," now in pro-
' duction in New York, will not be re-
' leased until Spring, in accordance

I

with Selznick's conviction that the
organization should concentrate on
one picture at a time in order to

get their full value. He was uncer-
tain whether "The Paradine Case"
would be sold on the multiple-run
policv inaugurated for "Duel in the
Sun.'''

Selznick stated that his studio
now has 15 complete scripts ready
for production.

Varnel Killed in Crash
London (By Cable)—Marcel Var-

nel, French-born British film pro-

ducer-director, was killed here Sun-
day night in an auto crash. Varnel
was making "The First Gentleman"
here for Columbia release.

Radio Campaign Put

"Ruth" in Big Time

(Continued from Page 1)

It's Spring'," Reagan explained.
The $200,000 radio campaign developed

by Curtis Mitchell, Para, ad-publicity direc-
tor, utilizes one-minute spots, 15-second
chain breaks and such radio accessories as
the open interviews on wax and a seven-
minute TR of dramatic highlights from
the pic.

How well it is paying oft. Reagan stated,
is shown by the box office reports from the
engagements where it has been employed.

FORECAST
W''ith product of far stronger

entertainment value on the Fall
horizon, and the general business
outlook good, the level of film
biz in the Autumn should rise to

the high point reached before the
tapering off experienced during
the last months, it ivas said here
yesterday by Charles M. Reagan,
Paramount vice - president in

charge of distribution.

It has topped such strong Para, pix as "My
Favorite Brunette," "Calcutta" and "Perils
of Pauline," and even the St. Louis trans-
portation strike and the flood has not held
it down. Its staying power has been estab-
lished by its holdovers. Pic currently is in
its fourth St. Louis week. "Dear Ruth"
was forced out of the N. T. Paramount
after four weeks by the house's stage com-
mitments, Reag'an noted.

As one sidelight, Reagan pointed out
that "Dear Ruth" in its first three days in
Oakland got as much money as in its first

week in San Francisco, where it had orig-
inally opened sans radio fanfare. This week,
the pic starts in Baltimore, Milwaukee and

GAG PAYS OFF

On the theory that there's some-
thing to that gag about talkative

barbers and beauticians, P ar a

mount has been arranging special

invitation screenings of ''Dear
Ruth" for 'em in key cities where
the pic has been receiving special

ad-publicity-exploitation attention.

The resulting vcord-of-mouth is

credited with helping not a little

to lift the pic into the "money"
category.

Memphis, with Salt Lake City, Philly and
Boston to follow.

Reagan expressed confidence that "Dear
Ruth" would be among the year's best 10,
12 or 15 grossers.

In what Paramount is doing, Reagan saw
a lesson "for aU branches of our business."

"The right picture, properly merchandised
and exploited, will do business any time,"
he noted. That means, he went on to saj".

"hard thinking and action" must be substi-
tuted for the "listlessness of the lush war
period." and that given an attraction of
the t.vpe and quality of "Dear Ruth." despite
the lack of strong names, the returns will be
"just as good as our showmanship makes it."

Ft. Walton Tax Boosted

Ft. Walton, Fla. — Theaters will

pav five per cent of receipts, plus a
$25 annual tax, under a new ordin-
ance passed by the Council.

UIEDDIRG BELLS

Mrs. Edna Russell Dead
Millersburg, O. — Mrs. Edna B.

Russell, who with her husband, Roy.
owned and operated the Russell
Theater, died following a long ill-

ness. She is also survived by a son,

Blair, who manages the theater.

Eatsinas-Kerasotes

Springfield, 111.—.Louis G. Kera-
sotes, son of Gus Kerasotes, presi-

dent of Kerasotes Bros. Theaters,
was married last week to Anastasia
Katsinas.
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British Film Unions Urge Imposition Oi Duty
Immediate Use of Higher
Import Rate Demanded by
Spokesman for Technicians

London (By Air Mail)—First in-

dustry demand that Hugh Dalton,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, imme-
diately utilize the authority granted
him by Parliament last week to im-

pose a heavy duty on U. S. film im-

ports has been lodged with the
Treasury by the Association of Cine
Technicians.

George Elvin, general secretary of

the union, which is affiliated with the
(Continued on Page 6)

CEA Alerts Officers

For Dalton Duty Move
London (By Cable) — The CEA

General Council, meeting yesterday,
placed its officers on the alert against
a sudden move by Hugh Dalton,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to

make effective a heavy import duty
on imported U. S. pix.

CEA officers will stand by for day
(Continued on Page 7)

Sniderman Named Mgr.
Of New RKO Theaters Div.

Edward SnideiTnan becomes RKO
Theaters division manager in Tren-
ton and New Brunswick in a split

of those cities from the former Tren-
(Continued on Page 4)

Bowles Group Would
End Admission Tax

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Reduction or elim-

ination of admissions taxes were

recommended yesterday by the Com-
mittee for Economic Stability, head-

ed by former Price Administrator

Chester Bowles. Also serving on the

committee are Paul A. Porter, for-

mer FCC chairman, and Leon Hen-

derson.

The committee said Congress
"should at once" make a beginning

toward reduction of the admissions

tax and other excises. The com-
mittee, which is sponsored by Amer-
icans for Democratic Action, stressed

that the admissions tax "cuts deep-

ly into consumption."

Columbia to Prepare Special Merchandising
Material for Series of 10 Feature Re-issues

Columbia will shortly re-issue a group of 10 of its releases of several years

ago, it was announced yesterday. Special advertising and merchandising ma-
terial will be prepared for the re-releases, including pressbooks, lobbies, title

cards, stills, one-sheets and three sheets.

Features scheduled for re-issue include: "Arizona," "Texas," "Golden Boy,"

"Good Girls Go to Paris," "More Than a Secretary," "The Doctor Takes a

Wife," "Let Us Live," "She Couldn't Take It," "Shut My Big Mouth," and

"The Daring Young Man."

25,000,000 Quota Set

For Monogram and AA
Oklahoma City—A 1947-48 sales

quota of $25,000,000 for Allied Ar-
tists and Monogram was set yester-
day by Steve Broidy, president of
the companies, on the eve of the
joint annual national sales conven-
tion at the Skirvin Towers Hotel.
Meeting runs from today through
Saturday.
Pointing out that the formation of

Allied Artists has assured a wider
distribution field, Broidy described

(Continued on Page 4)

Conn. Names Fishman to

Foundation Trustee Board

WB-Pathe Newsreel

Deal Near Closing

Negotiations for the outright pur-
chase of Pathe Newsreel by Warner
Brothers appeared to be in final

stages last night as attorneys for
both companies examined legal de-
tails involved.
Only some extraordinary legal in-

volvement could be expected to in-

terfere with the sale, it was reliably
learned here, though neither of the
companies would venture a definite

statement as to the outcome of the
negotiations.
With purchase of the newsreel,

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied's Rejection of Bid
To Join in MPTOA Proposal
For Ind. Forum Recalled

Proposal by Jack Kirsch, national
Allied prexy, made at the recent N.
J. Allied Atlantic City convention
that a national grievance system be
established to redress exhibitor com-
plaints, has been approached cau-
tiously by the majority of exhib-
itor leaders.

Officials of several organizations
of theater operators, including those
affiliated with other national associa-

tions as well as those in the un-
affiliated, sidestepped requests for

(Continued on Page 4)

Milllken Named Head

New Haven—Dr. Jacob Fishman
was elected Connecticut representa-
tive on the Motion Picture Founda-
tion's national board of trustees at

the area organization meeting held
in the Hotel Taft. Harry L. La-
vietes was named alternate.
Herman M. Levy, executive secre-

(Continued on Page 7)

Variety Clubs Convention
At Miami Beach, April 12

Variety Clubs, International, will
hold its 1948 convention at the Roney
Plaza Hotel, Miami Beach, the week
of April 12, R. J. D'Donnell and
John H. Harris announced. Host
tent will be the new Miami unit

(Continued on Page 6)

Seek $5y500,000 in Trust Suit
Curdts Name Majors in S. C. Complaint

See Another Allied Unit

Being Formed in Kansas

Denver—Org-anization of another
Allied unit in Kansas was seen
yesterday as several exhibitors from
that state attended the Rocky Moun-
tain Allied Director's meeting in

Older to get an insight on the work-
ings of the body.
About 40 directors and members

(Continued on Page 6)

Greenville, S. C. — A $5,500,000
damage action charging unlawful
combination and conspiracy was
filed in the U. S. District Court here
Tuesday by Trio Amusement Co.,

operator of the Ritz Theater, nam-
ing Gi'eenville Enterprises, Inc.,

Wilby-Kincey Service Corp., Para-
mount, Loew's, 20th-Fox, RKO,
Warnei-s, United Artists, Universal,
Columbia and Republic. Complain-

( Continued on Page 7)

uoir^f

Jean Benoit-Levy, UN director of

the Department of Public Informa-
tion for Films and Visual Education,
lauded Eric A. Johnston, Si Fabian,
C. R. Reagan and Francis Harmon
for their efforts in organizing the
American National Film Committee
for the United Nations which was
established at yesterday's luncheon
at the Hotel Astor.

Officers elected are: Chairman,
Carl E. Milliken; vice-chairmen, C.

(Continued on Page 6)

Agree on Printing of

Testimony for Appeals

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Records and stipula-

tions on what shall be printed in the

New York equity, Schine and Grif-

fith cases have been filed with the

U. S. Supreme Court, it was learned
yesterday. Thus all three appeals

(Continued on Page 7)

British Lion to Pay
15% for 10 Months
London (By Cable) — Sir Alex-

ander Korda's British Lion Studio

company will pay 15 per cent on

ordinary shares for the 10 months

ended March 31, with the balance

of profit at £61,154.

|_ ,
ill'
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 18 18 18

Bell & Howell 221/8 2' 21 Vs
Columbia Picts 19 ISVs 19

East. Kodak 471/2 471/8 471/2

Gen. Prec. Eq 2OI/4 201/8 20 1/4

Loew's, Inc 24% 24 24
Paramount 293/g 291/8 291^
RKO 137/8 13% 133/4

Republic Pict 6 6 6

Republic Pict. pfd... I21/2 I21/4 I2V2
20th Century-Fox ... 33 32'/2 327/8

Universal Pict 231/2 223/, 227/8

Warner Bros 17 I63/4 167/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. .4 334 4
RKO 41/8 4 41/8

Sonotone Corp 33^ 3% 33^
Technicolor I43/4 14% 14%-
Trans-Lux 41/4 4V4 41/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6^/4

Pathe 53/8

Net
Chg.

+ 1

-f I'/s

+ 1/4

+ 1/4— %— '/8— Vs

"V4—
V7.— Vs

Asked
7
63/8

latmtt It M.M. touno
•4u<pm«nt fioi been Installed
In our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors ...

Con We "Show" Yout ^ '

Call: CIrcIa 6-0081-2-S-4

BOfiDED
FILM STORAGE Ce., Inc.
KM BROADWAY. N. Y. C.

cominG flno Goinc
JOSEPH SIRITZKY, secretary - treasurer of

Siritzky Int'l arrives Monday on the S.S. Amer-
ica with his family after several months' visit
in Fronce.

MYRON SETTLER, Poramount's New York
bronch manager, will leave town tomorrow,
bound for a two-week holiday in Westbrook,
Conn.

CLAUDE LEE, Poramount's director of pub-
lic relations, is on a vacation in the South.

FRED MEYERS, Universal-International East-
ern division sales manager, was in Albany
Tuesday, returning to New York yesterday.

LOUIS J. KAUFMAN, Warner Theaters' execu-
tive, left last night for Cleveland, Akron and
Pittsburgh, returning to New York early next
week.

BEN KALMENSON, WB vice-president and
general sales manager, is on a trip to Chi-
cago, Kansas City and other Midwest points.
He is due bock in New York early next week.

ROY HAINES, Western division sales mana-
ger for Warners, returns today from Detroit,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, M-G-M producer, ond
his wife, will arrive from the Coast the end
of the month and soil on the S.S. Queen Eliza-
beth Aug. 1 for London.

VICTOR SAVILLE, M-G-M director, his wife
and daughter, will leave the Coast Aug. 3 for

New York, from where they will sail Aug. 8
on the S.S. Queen Mary.

Wirthwein on Exchange
Swing for Parq.'s Drive

Harold Wirthwein, captain of
Pai-amount's 1947 sales drive, left
for Buffalo yesterday to conduct
pre-drive meetings in that city to-

day and tomorrow^. From Buffalo,
the assistant West Coast district
manager will leave for meetings in
Cleveland, July 21-22; Detroit, July
23-24; Cincinnati, July 25-26; In-
dianapolis, July 28-29; Chicago,
July 30-31.

Also, Milwaukee, Aug. 1; Minne-
apolis, Aug. 4-5; Des Moines, Aug.
6; St. Louis, Aug. 7-8; Kansas City,
Aug. 11-12; Omaha, Aug. 13; Den-
ver, Aug. 14-15; Salt Lake City,

Aug. 18-19; Seattle, Aug. 20-21;
Portland, Aug. 22; San Francisco,
Aug. 25-26, and Los Angeles, Aug.
27-28.

Sales drive runs from Aug. 31 to
Nov. 29.

Boren Named AMPP V.-P.

For Industrial Relations

West Coast Bureau oj THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Charles S. Boren,

who has been in charge of AMPP's
labor relations since March 23, has
been appointed vice-president in

charge of industrial relations.

AMPP's law committee members
yesterday submitted their digest of
the Taft-Hartley bill to the board
of directors.

Devry Sells Film Library
To Film Registry

Chicago—Devry Corporation an-
nounced yesterday that they have
sold their film library business to
Film Registry, L. R. Robbins man-
ager, as Devi-y needed the library
space for expansion of their theater
equipment department.

GEORGE SHARP, of M-G-M's legal staff, is

bock from Cincinnati.

FRANK BIBAS, vice-president and general
manager of Casanave-Artlee Pictures, Inc., is

on a week's trip to Cincinnati, Cleveland, and
surrounding points.

LIZABETH SCOTT left Hollywood for the
premieres of Paramount-Hal Wallis' "Desert
Fury" in Salt Lake City, Sunday; San Fran-
cisci, July 28; Phoenix, July 30; Denver, Aug.
1; Oklahoma City, Aug. 4 and Tulsa, Aug. 6.

JOSEPH SLOANE, manager, Loew's Strand,
Syracuse, is vacationing with his brother in

Allentown, Pa.

HERBERT STOTHART, M-G-M's musical di-
rector, will arrive from Hollywood Aug. 7 and
sail for England on the S.S. Queen Mary the
following day.

SELMA STOFF, of the Paramount publicity
department, is vacationing in the Pocono
Mountains.

M. L. SIMONS, editor of The Distributor,
M-G-M sales organ, and assistant to H. M.
Richey, will leave for Toronto Aug. 11 to spend
two days there on business.

DOROTHY DAY, M-G-M fan magazine con-
tact, leaves tomorrow for the Coast for con-
ferences with Howard Strickling and his staff.

Gaines Named Prexy of

New Chi. "CoUarite" Union

Chicago— Jerry Gaines, drive-in
theater, was elected president of the
new lATSE B. Local 46 yesterday;
Wanda Brown, RKO cashier, vee-
pee, and Clarence Jalas, of Operators
Union, was named temporary secre-
tary-treasurer. Gladys Denton, Ess-
aness Circuit; William McBreen,
B&K Circuit; George Lane, Schoen-
stadt Circuit, were named trustees.
James Bemardine serves as ser-
geant-at-arms.
Ten cents hourly wage increase

was granted to all white collar work-
ers retroactive to July 1. One week
and two week vacations with pay,
depending on length of employment.

Circuit and independent theater
owmers signed wage agreements yes-
terday. Gene Atkinson, business
agent of the Operators Union, said
this is the first large city with one
hundred per cent unionization.

Screen Publicists Guild
Vote Withdrawal from CSU

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—By a vote of 160 to

115 the Screen Publicists Guild
members have moved to withdraw
from CSU. Screen Story Analysts,
IBEW and Janitors Unions were re-

cent withdrawals from CSU.

CALIFORNIA HERE I COME

Northern Exhibitor, Charmed

by Your Climate, wishes to ob-

tain one or more theatres, small

town or nabes. Will consider

any proposition up to $250,000.

Box 590, THE FILM DAILY

6425 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood 28, California

$10,500 Opening Day For
Criterion's Prison Pix

U-I's "Brute Force," with a take
of about $10,500, set a new non-
holiday opening day record at Loew's
Criterion Theater in New York yes-
terday. Opening day's receipts
were more than $1,000 highe^^han
those of the previous record^Bier,
"Bandit of Slierwood Forest.^^^
For the engagement of "Brute

Force," the Criterion is remaining
open until 4:30 a.m.

Prison front created by Sterling
Sign for the Criterion is reportedly
the most costly the theater has ever
used.

^. Y. TBDEATERS

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—?
Rockefeller Center

Gene
TIERNEY

Rex
HARRISON

George
SANDERS

"THE GHOST and MBS. MUIR"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

EM
ROBERT YOUNG • SUSAN HAYWARD

Ahey '"
RITA JOHNSON Wi

BEiryHUTITIH
JOHN UIND '?=•

p^R^MO(//vr

.

^XCOISK I ^^^*

OH SCREEN
JAMES

MASON
'GOD MAN

our

IN PEKSOM
HARRY BABBITT

CIRO RiMAC
and his Band

EximI

SUE RYAN
Plus others

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

'S^kiit-

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!
•COOL

ASTOR
B'WAY & 45th ST.

Peggy CUMMINS - Victor MATURE
Ethel BARRYMORE

"MOSS ROSE"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS ON STAGE—
OLSEN and JOHNSON

ROXY^r;st.'



® 1,000
THEATRES

WILL HAVE
NEW RECORDS

THIS MONTH
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M-G-M's THE HUCKSTERS" NOW PLAYING!
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Exhib. Heads Cautious

Regarding Kirsch Plan

(Continued from Page 11

their reaction at this time. Others,
who declined to be quoted, expressed
the opinion that the Kirsch remarks
were in the nature of a "feeler,"

noting- also that Kirsch had been at

pains to point out that he was speak-
ing only for himself and that Allied

itself was not committed to the

system.

Resembles Forum Plan
One exhibitor leader commented

that the Kirsch plan bore a very
close resemblance to the Forum plan
originating with Fred Wehrenberg,
St. Louis circuit operator and pres-

ident of MPTOA. It was recalled

that Allied had been invited to par-

ticipate in the setting up of the

Forum but that Allied had never
acknowledged the invitation.

Robert H. Poole, executive sec-

retary of the Pacific Coast Confer-

ence, told The Film Daily that

should it receive an invitation to par-

ticipate in a program such as Kirsch
proposed, the matter would be sub-

mitted to its trustees for considera-

tion and action.

Excellent for TTO Prexy

One exhibitor who found the

Kirsch plan "excellent" was Henry
Reeve, president of the Texas The-
ater Owners, Inc. Reeve, comment-
ing that Allied had refused to have
a part in the earlier Forum, said:

"Why that effort should have died

merely because they did not want in,

still is a puzzle to many of us who
are primarily interested in the wel-

fare of exhibition and exhibitors

rather than in any personal element
involved. It kind of makes me think

of our kid days and the pick-up nine

on a side ball games. The kid with

the new ball or bat says—'I want to

be captain or I won't play.'

"It seems as if there's a lot of that

behind our exhibition troubles today.

Meanwhile, the many, many small

exhibitors in our country suffer need-

lessly. We can only hope for the best

and try to obtain it. I wish we could

get down to a more real and honest

effort for our mutual good. Perhaps

we can.

"The credo of the Texas Theater
Owners has always been that we are

for anything and everything that is

good for the motion picture industry,

no matter from what source the

effort to do that good comes."

:^ ^ end v->l ftkda^
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John Carroll

Samuel A. Shirley

Fred Armington
Amelita Ward
Irene Manning
June Vincent

James Cagney
Frank Whitheck
Jack Conway

Al Bondy
Herschel Stuart
Helen Mason

n ">^ PHIL M. DALY
Thursday's Tidings
• • • ARTHUR H. SCHWARTZ, a partner in the industry law

firm oi Schwartz & Frohlich, has just been chosen chairman oi the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the Bar Association of the City of New York

Schwartz, who fills the post vacated by Ed^ward J. Lombard, elevated

to the Supreme Court bench, has had a distinguished legal and public

career. ... • lames Forrestal, of General Aniline & Film Corp., Ansco

division, has been elected vice-president and renamed to a three-year

term as director of the National Association of Photographic Manufac-

turers. ... • Barbara Day, daughter of E. L. McEvoy, Universal

short subjects sales manager, has been named director of publicity for

the Fred Astaire New York dance studio Miss Day has been as-

sociated with United World Films. ... • Retail newsstand prices of

Motion Picture Magazine will be reduced from 15c to 10c per copy

with the August issue. ... • RCA is reported preparing to relax

Latin-American credit terms, -which could start a trend in the equip-

ment field. ... • The New York Herald-Tribune reported yesterday

that department stores are dissatisfied with the profit margin allowed

them on television receivers. ... • Si Fabian categorically denied that

he had renewed negotiations toward the purchase of United Artists

Somewhat miffed by rumors reported as facts, Fabian commented:

"Grant's on the Coast Pickford's on the Coast Chaplan is

on the Coast Kelly is on the Coast So who could I be

negotiating with?"

T T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE a Canadian building race between Famous

players Canadicm and Odeon is shaping up Para.'s subsidiary has

21 new theaters under construction, 14 -with associates or partners, and

four set for late Fall completion. ... • "The Ford Theater," new hour

which bows in over NBC in October, will adapt great films for radio as

well as plays, novels, stories. ... • RKO has signed Albert Sharpe,

no-w before the cameras in RKO's "Portrait of Jennie" here, for two pix.

O Lots of entertainment in Dorothy Lamour's new air show, "Front and

Center". ... • When a film company (20th-Fox) is forced to change the

title of such a literary classic as "Bob, Son of Bcrttle" because exhibs.

report patrons deemed it a war story, you begin to wonder if the mental

age of the film audience really has risen. ... • Emily Post Dep't.: H. O.

publicist for a film company -was barred from riding up a midtown hotel

elevator on a business call because he was cootless

T T T
• • • DON'T BE SURPRISED if JAR's "Black Narcissus" finds a

Broadway outlet in the Fulton Theater At any rate, reports are

around that U-I is talking a deal -with City Investment Co. . . .

• Ccmadian Broadcasting Corp. network is now carrying a new

Hollywood program, "Flicks and Flashes," conducted by Susan Fletcher

and originating in CJOR, Vancouver Miss Fletcher was assistant

stage manager here for both Maurice Evans and Gilbert Miller. . . ,

T T
• • • WITH THE U. S. CENSUS BUREAU reporting 60,050,000

civiUan jobs in June, folio-wing the May report of 58,300,000 jobs

by the U. S. Employment Service, it could be that that depression you

hear about in industry circles is a state of mind, couldn't it?

Judging from titles of its forthcoming pix. Eagle Lion leads the Rainbow

Parade -with "Red Stallion," "Green For Danger" and "Out of the

Blue.". . . • Charles Chaplin might like to know that James Agate,

distinguished British critic, bequeathed his canes which CC once o-wned,

to the Savage Club Seems as how George Robby presented 'em to

Agate. . . .

T T T

$25,000,000 Quota Set

or Monogram and AA

relea

!at

(Continued from Page 1

the quota as "a modest esti:

our capabilities." He sai

"Black Gold," second AA release,

will be given the same handling as
"It Happened on Fifth Ave." an3
already has 90 openings set in the
same deluxe houses where "Fifth
Ave." played.

Carrying out a policy of diversi-

fying and enlarging output, Broidy
said the companies enter 1947-48
with the largest group of producers
in the history of the studio. Among
those to be represented on the AA
slate are Roy Del Ruth, Maurice and
Frank King, Jeffrey Bernerd, Nat
W. Finston, Ted Reed, Jack Wrath-
er, James S. Burkett, Hal E. Chester
and Edward Nassour.

Monogram's producer list includes
Wrather, Bernerd, Burkett, Chester,
Nassour, Jan Grippo, Lindsley Par-
sons, Walter Mirisch, Barney Ger-
ard, Will Jason, John C. Champion,

,

Blake Edwards, Barney A. Sarecky,
Bennett Cohen, Irving Allen and i

Carl Krueger.

Warner-Pathe Newsreel
Deal Near Closing Stage

(Continued from Page 1)

Warners will have the advantage of
taking over a running concern with
many years of experience, as well as
an enviable reputation. As to wheth-
er the new reel will be in color as
had been predicted in the industry,
it was regarded doubtful that War-
ners would venture out of the tradi-

tional black and white as they in-

itiate their new reel.

Conferences between the two com-
panies' counsels are expected to con-
tinue for several days, with the final

word of the decision remaining in

abeyance for at least another week.

\

Sniderman Named Mgr.
Of New RKO Theaters Kv.

(Continued from Page 1)

ton-New Brunswick-Washington dis-

trict, Sol A. Schwartz, general man-
ager, announced yesterday.
Leo Koken, manager of RKO

Keith's, Flushing, succeeds Snider-

man as division manager of the
Manhattan group that includes the
Coliseum, Hamilton, Regent and Al-
hambra Theaters. Sol Sorkin, man-
ager of RKO Keith's, Washington,
replaces Koken in Flushing.

SICK LIST
3

SAM SEPLOWIN, Republic's Central di-

vision sales manager, and MRS. SEPLOWIN
are in a Toledo hospital recovering from

severe cuts sustained in an automobile ac-

cident while the couple were en route to

the ITO of Ohio convention in Cedar

Point.



ROARING ACROSS THE COUNTRY
!
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Th^Oreatest Action Thriller

ot^^ur Time...in COLOR ...on

its way to /ou, riding the crest

of sensational Day-and-Date
circuit boolcings!

An Eagle-Lion Films Production

FILMED IN ALL THE

GLORIOUS COLORS
OF THE WEST!
BRYAN FOY, in charge of Production
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Rembusch Injured As

His Plane Crashes

Cleveland, O.—-Trueman Rembusch,
president of the Associated Theater
Owners of Indiana, and one of the

best known rnid-

Western exhib-
itor leaders, pi-

loting ._h i s own
plane Back to In-

dianapolis from
the ITO of Ohio
convention at Ce-
d a r Point,
crashed just out-
side Sandusky.
Rembusch and

his three passen-

g e r s , Mr. and
Mrs. William Te-
rell and child, es-

caped serious . in-

j u r y, according
REMBUSCH to advices re-

ceived here. All were taken to San-
dusky Hospital for treatment.

Variety Clubs Convention
At Miami Beach, April 12

(Continued from Page 1)

headed by George C. Hoover of Par-
amount Theater Enterprises.
The mileage and per capita tro-

phies, suspended during the war
time, streamlined, conventions, will

be reinstated in 1948 with all tents
competing for these great honors.
The entire facilities of the Roney

Plaza are being placed at the dis-

posal of the Miami Tent and J. Myer
Schine, head of the hotel chain that
operates the Roney, will close down
the hotel to all outside guests as of
April 11, the day before the Variety
Clubs move in to take over.
The convention banquet, which

may also be a Humanitarian Award
function, will either be staged under
canvas with a tremendous circus
tent, or held in the big dining room
across the street from the Roney.
Many novel arrangements are be-

ing worked out by the host tent and
the National Officers will meet in

November to pass upon preliminary
plans that presently provide for one
morning business session each day
so that delegates and barkers can
enjoy the many advantages Miami
Beach has to offer every afternoon.

See Another Allied Unit
Being Formed in Kansas

(Continued from Page 1)

attended the all-day session where
the film selling tactics of the film

companies were discussed. Consti-
tution bylaws drafted by the direc-
tors were unanimously adopted.
Members present were from all

states in the Denver territory. John
Wolfberg, chairman of the board,
presided.

French Puthe, Bishoff
Partners for Theater
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — George Raft will

be starred in "Outpost Morocco,"

to be produced jointly by Star Films,

headed by Sam Bishoff, and Pathe

of France. Exteriors will be shot in

French Morocco in co-operation with

French Foreign Legion. Shooting

starts Oct. 15 and Raft will go

abroad for exterior scenes.

Of Film Com. for UN

Released thru
Chi. Carriers Hike Charge
Chicago— Film Carriers, down-

state, have advanced their weekly
carrying charge to $2, to help meet
the increased labor costs.

(Continued from Page 1)

R. Reagan -and Fred' Wehrenberg;
secretary,- Robert W. Coyne.
After Benjamin Co^n, Assistant

:Se(?retary-General, and chairman of
the UN Film Board, had officially

accredited th'S newly-formed com-
mittee, Benoit-Levy emphasized:
"We have no intention at any time
to interfere in the affairs of the
motion , picture industry^iibut^, to of-

fer onr services to all equally."

Benoit-Levy also reminded his

audience of film "^and , educational
leaders that the Ainerican film was
largely instrumenta! in leadiiig the
United Nations to victory. Address-
ing the film makers In .particular,
he added: "I have no dOubt fiiat you
will know how to organize in a sim-
ilar way and with the same en-
thusiasm the participation of mo-
tion pictures in the struggle for
peace." '

'

American Film Committee will
help the UNy Benoit-Levy explained
through their advice on distribution,

production and in all other ways
that contribute to the spreading of

peace via the motion picture.

Besides leading educational org'anizations
represented at yesterday's luncheon were the
following' reps, of the industry: W. F. Kruse,
president, Allied Non-Theatrical Film Asso-
ciation: Donald M, Nelson, president, SIMPP:
John J, O'Connor, representing Nate Blum-
berg', Universal; George J. Schaefer, vice-

president. Enterprise; Charles Schlaifer, rep-

resenting- Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox; Jo-

seph R. Vogel, representing Nicholas M.
Schenck, Loew's; Fred Wehrenberg, presi-

dent. MPTOA; Jacob Wilk, representing
Harry M. Warner, Warners; C. R. Reagan,
Film Council of America ; Ii-ving Dollinger,
representing Jack Kirsch, president. National
Allied, and from the MPAA, Carl E. Milliken.
John - G. McCarthy, Roger Albright and
Theodore.. Smith; M. D. Clofine, chairman,
Newsreel Committee; John P. Curtin, repre-
senting James R. Grainger, Republic; Robert
W. Coyne, American Theaters Association;
Clarence Hill, representing Tom Connors,
chairman. National Distributors Committee;
Hal Hode, representing Jack Cohn, Colum-
bia; Russell Holman, representing Barney
Balaban, Paramount: Don Hyndman, repre-
senting Loren Ryder, SMPE; Melville Baker,
representing Emmej' Lavery, SWG; J. R.
Bingham, president. Educational Film Li-

brary Association.

Educational groups represented were:
American Library Association; American
Council on Education; National University
Extension Association; Audio-Visual Depart-
ment, NEA. Also present was E. J. Barnes,
representing National Association of Visual
Education Dealers.

Individuals who have accepted member-
ship on the Committee but tinable to be
present were: Eric Johnston; Steve Broidy,
president. Monogram Pictures; Jean Her-
sholt, president. Academy of Motion Picture

U.K. Film Unions Urge

Imposition if Duty

(Continued from Page 1)

Labor Party and the Trades I^^ji
Congress, in a letter to Dalton^W^j
further that "the Film Industrj^ni-
ployes' Council, speaking in the name
of the six unions in the industry,
advocated the imposition of a tax on
the net box office receipts of for-
eign films in its recent proposals to
the President (Sir Stafford Cripps)
of the Board of Trade."

Indicating that ACT, of which
Anthony Asquith is president, would
like to confer with Dalton on the
matter, Elvin declared in his com-
munication:
"We think it iniquitous that, at

the present time, such substantial
sums should be flowing from this
country to America in respect of
film exhibition and so little flowing
back the other way, and we feel the
powers with which you are arming
yourself will contribute greatly
towards redressing the position at
the moment."

Elvin urged that the powers be
immediately exercised "and a sub-
stantial import duty be imposed,
based on the earnings of films enter-
ing this country."
"Might I add that, not only do we

feel such a step imperative in the
economic interests of the country,
but we also welcome it for cultural
reasons as tending^ to restrict the
entry into this country of some of
the more inferior product of other
film producing countries, mainly U.
S. A.," Elvin concluded.

How the Dalton Duty
Plan Would Operate
London (By Air Mail)—Under the

Dalton duty plan, the market value
of U. S. pix would be assessed by
making estimates with respect to:

1. Inclusion in the sale of exclusive
rights of reproduction and exhibi-
tion, and accrual to the buyer of the
gross proceeds of any resale thereof
or letting of any reproduction for
exhibition.

2. Proportion of the gross pro-
ceeds with which the buyer will be
content in respect of costs, charges,
expenses and profits.

3. Exclusion of seller and other
persons from any interest, direct or
indirect, in the subsequent reproduc-
tion or exhibition.

The clause is also so worded that
the estimated value of an imported
film may also be determined by ref-
erence to supposed sales of subse-
quent copies.

Arts & Sciences, and Arthur Krim, presi-
dent, Eagle-Lion Films.

Benoit-Levy also announced the names of
13 honorary advisers to the United Nations
Department of Films and Visttal Education.
They will serve on a consulative basis indi-
vidually, unlike the members of the National
Committee who will function as a group.
The honorary advisers are: Iris Barry.
Richard Bach, Bosley Crowther, Edgar Dale,
Richard de Rochemont, S. H. Fabian. Eric
Johnston, E. M. Kausser, Arthur L. Mayer,
Donald Nelson, C. R. Reagan and Dr. Etta
Ress.
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Curdts Names Majors

Sn S. (. Tnst Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

ants are Fred S. Curdts, Edward C.
Q==^±s and James W. Curdts, trad-
i-.t'rA's Trio Amusement.

yomplaint lists four counts, the
first alleging all the violations of
law that were found by the Statu-
tory Court in New York, and also
claims a conspiracy of distributors
based on decisions of the District
Court in New York and the U. S.
Supreme Court in regard to the old
Standard Exhibition Contract and
the Credit Committee.

Asking damages of $2,000,000, the
count holds that, prior to July 20,

1932, the defendants, except Repub-
lic, and the producing and distribut-
ing companies affiliated with them,
entered into unlawful combination
and conspiracy to restrain and mon-
opolize interstate trade and com-
merce in films. It alleges that at a
later date Republic joined the con-
spiracy.

Second count, for which Trio seeks
$1,500,000 damages, alleges discrim-
inations against the plaintiffs as a
result of conspiracy which resulted
in Trio's not being able to secure
suitable films with which to operate

Another $1,500,000 is sought in

the third count which alleges that
since prior to July 20, 1932, Para-
mount Pictures, Paramount Film
Distributing and the defendant ex-
hibitors operating theaters in South
Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama,
Tennessee, Virginia and West Vir-
ginia, have monopolized and com-
bined and conspired to monopolize
the right to contract for licenses to

exhibit films, and claims damage
to Trio as a result of such combina-
tion and conspiracy.
Damages of $500,000 are asked in

the fourth count, based upon block
booking and blind buying which, it

is claimed, forced the plaintiffs to
contract for pictures which they
did not want to exhibit and com-
pelled them to pay for pictures
which they never played.

«REVJEUJS
"Black Narcissus"

» Conn. Names Fishman

Charlotte, N. C.—No comment was
available in Charlotte yesterday on
the Curdts suit. The suit alleges
violation of Sherman-Clayton Act.
The plaintiffs, operating a moving
picture house in Greenville, S. C, al-

lege discrimination against them in

the release and booking of films.

"That Hamilton Woman's'
$4,000 Swells Cancer Fund

Entire take of about $4,000 will be
turned over to the Damon Runyon
Cancer Memorial Fund, grossed at
last night's I'etum preeming of
"That Hamilton Woman," at Leon
Siritzky's Ambassador Theater. Sir-

itzky contributed his house and
staff; Film Classics Prexy Joseph
Bernhard contributed the film and
advertising, with the result that no
money was deducted from the re-
ceipts, and all the funds going to

the DRCMF.

with Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Sabu

Univ.-lnt'l 99 Mins.

STARK DEPARTURE FROM ROUTINE
DRAMA; HIGHLY INTERESTING STORY;
GOOD ART BET.

Retaining dignity regardless of its point-

ed insight into fundamental human motives,

the dramatic entertainment offered herein

by the J. Arthur Rank unit known as The
Archers is a mature departure from the

routine, a brave step forward in treatment.

At the same time it pulls no punches,

analyzes a problem, yet finally arrives at

no solution except that there is such a

thing as sexual motivation in human events.

It is strictly ADULT.
It is quite likely one audience element,

however, will find the film objectionable.

The American edition will have an explana-

tory foreword which will attempt to iden-

tify and separate.

As an example of film-making the pic-

ture stands with other offerings from the

Emeric Pressburger-Michael Powell team of

writing, producing and direction. On basis of

past performances the combination has

written interesting box office records.

As a possibility for the art house with

an understanding audience "Black Narcis-

sus" can be a good bet for a long, lengthy

booking.

Primarily the story revolves around the

attempt by an order of nuns to establish

3 school and hospital in the remote Hima-

layas. A still more prime note is the in-

terest certain nuns, including the one in

charge, Deborah Kerr, show in David Far-

rar, British territorial agent. He lives a semi-

pagan existence as civil servant, adviser to

the local potentate and general friend to

the natives. Also, he is fully aware of the

natives shortcomings. The nuns arrive and

take up lodgings in a section of an aban-

doned palace that at one time was given

over to the ruler's light o' loves. Decora-

tively, it is THAT sort of a place. The al-

titude plays havoc with the nuns' work.

At lengths they enlist Farrar's aid. Then

comes Sabu and immediately a sexy native

wench on the premises sets her cap for

him. A little later they run off.

Meanwhile there is pointed up indication

the nuns are faltering in their obligations.

The vows are renewable on a yearly basis.

Miss Kerr too, is affected. One of the nuns

renounces her garb, dresses as a woman and

visits Farrar in the middle of the Tibetan

night. He, however, manages to hold her off.

She returns to the mission quite deranged

and attempts to shove Miss Kerr off a

rliff. Instead she falls to her death. Just

before the rains come the project is aban-

doned and the nuns return to their head-

quarters.

The telling is handled with realism and

many symbolic touches intrude themselves

via shrewd manipulation of sets, players,

oroDS and craftsmanlike editing. In splen-

did Technicolor, here is another demonstra-

tion of skillful handling of that process.

CAST: D=boroh Kerr, Flora Robson, Jennv
I G'rH J'lfiith Fursp, Kathle=n Bvron, Esmond
'ninht, "!nbii, Dnvid Farrar, Jean Simmons. May
Hallat, EHdie Whaley, Jr., Shaun Noble, Nancy
Roberts, Ley On.

CRFDITS: A Produrtion of the Archers- Writ-
fon, Produced and Directed by Michael Pow-
o||, Emeric Pressburaer: Adapted from the
nnvpl hv Rum°r Godden; Produ'-tion Desian.

Alfred Junqe; Photoaraphy. Jack Cardiff: Music
cz-ore 'omoosed. and conducted by Brian Fas-

'<ale: London Symphony Orchest'o; F(lm Editor,

Reginald Mills; Sound, Stanley Lombourne; VAs-

(Continued from Page 1)

tary of the MPTO of Connecticut,
was appointed secretary and Lou
Brown of Loew's, was named public-
ity chairman.
General committee elected is

headed by Carl Goe, Warner branch
manager here, and comprises Harry
F. Shaw, Daniel Pouzzner, Morris
Jacobson, Russell Barrett, James
Darby, Dr. Fishman, Henry Needles,
Peter Perakos, Walter Murphy,
James Bracken, John Scanlon, La-
vietes, B. E. Hoffman, Maurice
Bailey, Ben Simon, Henry Germaine,
Max Salzburg, Barney Pitkin,

Arthur Greenfield and Harry Rosen-
blatt.

Exchange employees are repre-
sented by Samuel Zipkin and Leon
Jakubson, while lATSE is repre-
sented by Matthew Kennedy, and
the Musicians by Freda Swirsky.

CEA Alerts Officers for

Dalton Heavy Duty Move
(Continued from Page 1)

by day action, with the CEA Execu-
tive Committee prepared to meet if

a crisis arises.

CEA toppers will meet with Eric

A. Johnston, MPAA president, due
to arrive here next week, and are

ready to confer with other sections

of the industry on the situation.

The General Council authorized
its secretary to call on members to

supply figures to'^e used in a peti-

tion to the Treas-ary for the reduc-

tion of the entertainments tax.

The CEA asserts that the over-

all drop in receipts during May was
20 per cent, and that this drop was
still greater in June.

Agree on Printing of

Testimony for Appeals

(Continued from Page 1)

are lined up for action by the high
court.

Government and defendants in the

eauity case agreed that all testimony
will be printed. Stipulations in the

Griffith case provide that about 3,800

pages of testimony will be printed,

as well as more than 100 exhibits.

The Schine records include 4,800

pages of testimony and about 100

exhibits. Copies will be printed

for each of the Supreme Court jus-

tices.

"Red Stallion" Bows in Texas
Eagle-Lion "Red Stallion," which

will have its world nremiere on Aug.
13 at Interstate's Majestic, Houston,

will open the following day at the

Majestic, San Antonio, with the Ma-
jestic. Dallas, on the 15th and the

Worth, Fort Worth, on the 16th also

set.

tistont Art Director, Arthur Lawson; Assistant

Producer, George R. Busby; Process shots, W.
Percy Day.
DIRECTION, First Rate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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BBTHVOR'S DEAL fOB BKO "BIOVinG BLOBG"
Foolish to Estimate U. S. Film Revenue—Rank
Tele in Pix Theaters Will

Jump Attendance in Next
Four Years, Says Briton

Reports that J. Arthur Rank an-
ticipated about $12,000,000 in Amer-
ican revenue from his product for
the coming year were discounted by
the British cinemogal at a press
conference in his suite aboard the
SS Queen Elizabeth shortly before
sailing yesterday.

"I'm not fool enough to say how
much our pictures are going to

make," Rank declared. "We don't
(Continued on Page 11)

Loew's 40-Week Net

Dips !o $10,904,821

Loew's net profits, after taxes
and deduction of minority interests'

shares, for the 40 weeks ended June
5 was $10,904,821, off about 15 per
cent from the $12,579,245 in the
comparable period of 1946, it was
reported yesterday. Earnings for
the period ended this year are equal
to $2.12 per common share, as

(Continued on Page 11)

M-G-M Sets Canada Sales
Meeting for Aug. 12-13

First general meeting of all

M^G-M Canadian branch managers
and salesmen to be held in a num-
ber of years will be conducted at

(Continued on Page 12)

50% OF THEATERS IN MPTOA-ATA
Membership of Between Eight and Nine Thousand Houses

Would Result from Merger of National Organizations

Consolidation of the ATA with
the MPTOA, if it results from meet-
ings inaugurated here today between
the directors and officers of both
exhibitor organizations, will give
the emerging association a member-
ship of between 8,000 and 9,000 the-

atei's, or about 50 per cent of the
country's operating houses.
MPTOA, or its successor in the

even a new name is selected for the
consolidated national organizations,
would find itself with new affiliates

in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona,
Virginia, Louisiana and in the North-

west and on the West Coast through
the annexation of ATA groups.
MPTOA officers and directors held

a special meeting last night on the
eve of today's initial joint ATA-
MPTOA huddle to hear Herman
Levy, of New Haven, the associa-

tion's general counsel, outline the
merger details, and, incidentally,

explore certain problems raised by
the ATA's New York equity suit

intervention position.

Both Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA
president, and Levy emphasized at

(Continued on Page 11)

Vtritish Duty Measure
Due for Passage Today

London (By Cable) — Final ac-

tion on the Finance Bill, which in-

cludes permissive high ad valorem

duties, is scheduled in Parliament

today with the Third Reading be-

fore Commons. Meanwhile the

Government is believed still unde-

cided on whether to apply the new
duty, with Hugh Dalton and Sir

Stafford Cripps holding up until

the arrival next week of J. Arthur

Rank from America and Eric A.

Johnston, MPAA president, from the

Continent. Rank is to report on the

progress of British films in Ameri-

ca, while Johnston Is to provide the

reactions of U. S. film interests.

Brandt Blames Talent

For HI Cost, Poor PIx

West Coast Bnreav of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"It is lamentable

that despite the high cost of pro-
duction, the past six months has
seen the worst product since I have
been in business," said Harry
Brandt, prexy of New York's ITOA.
Addressing the IMP'PA, he blamed

"inflationary cost" on stars who were

(Continued on Page 12)

Anna Neagle in Metro Pix;

Closing "Courtneys" Deal

SAG, Producers Agree

On One-Year Contrad

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Negotiators r e p r e -

senting SAG, AMPP, and SIMPP
have agreed on terms of a one-year
interim contract to run to July 31,

1948, which provides improvements
in wage minimums and working
conditions.
Wage minimums of day players

(Continued on Page 12)

Negotiations for Control
Via Atlas Stock Purchase
Confirmed by Principals

Negotiations inaugurated by N.
Peter Rathvon, RKO Corp. presi-
dent, for the purchase of control of
the company for himself and asso-
ciates from Atlas Corp. are "mov-
ing along," Rathvon told The Film
Daily yesterday.

Earlier, Floyd B. Odium, RKO
board chairman, and head of Atlas,
had confirmed to The Film Daily
that there was "some truth" in the
reports current earlier in the week
that Rathvon was talking a deal for
purchase of RKO's control.
Rathvon said that for the present,

(Continued on Page; 8)

Solons Get Copyright

Report, Battle Looms

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The State Depart-

ment yesterday sent its report on
the inter-American copyright agree-
ment to the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee—more than a year
after representatives of 21 nations
signed the document.
The long-awaited Dept. action

thus opens the door for a full Senate

(Continued on Page 11)

Anna Neagle, British screen star,

will make a picture a year for

Metro in Hollywood, with the first

to go into production in early 1948,
(Continued on Page 10)

Further Study on Theater
Tele Seen by Research Unit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Although television

for the home is making rapid strides,

it needs considerable development

(Continued on Page 8)

'WProductionAssured—Broidy
Monogram HeadApplaudsLaborLeaders

Cramblet Named Midwest
District Mgr. for UA
Appointment of Ralph Cramblet,

branch manager in Minneapolis, as
Midwestern district manager was
announced yesterday by J. J. Unger,
general sales manager of United

(Continued on Page 8)

Del Ruth to Make Babe's
Story for Allied Artists

Oklahoma City—Roy Del Ruth's
Allied Artists production unit will

produce the story on the life of

Babe Ruth, Steve Broidy, AA presi-

dent, announced yesterday at
_
the

national convention. Allied Artists,

(Continued on Page 8)

Oklahoma City—Continued pro-

duction of "B" product, on a basis

which would make them available at

fair rentals and eliminate the neces-

sity of producing them at a loss,

seems assured as a result of a series

of conferences held with Hollywood
labor leaders, Steve Broidy, presi-

dent of Monogram and Allied Ar-
tists, told delegates to the compa-

(Continued on Page 12)

Warners Re-acquires
44,880 More Shares

Another 44,880 shares of Warners'

common stock were re-acquired by

the company in June, it is reported

by the New York Stock Exchange.

In the previous month, when the

stock re-purchase plan was started,

the company bought in 60,500 shares

making a total of 105,380 shares

now held in the treasury.

1 r r^ T ) C T
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 181/2 IS'/g IS'/g

Bell & Howell 24'/4 23V4 233/8

Columbia Picts 20V8 19 193^
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 78 78 78
Eost. Kodak 477/8 471/2 473^
do pfd 188 188 188
Gen. Prec. Eq 191/2 19 I91/4

Loew's, Inc 24 233/8 231/2

Paramount 291/4 29 29
RKO 135/8 131/2 131/2

Republic Pict SVs SV^ 5V^
20th Century-Fox . . . 327/8 321/8 321/8

Universal Pict 23 227/3 23
Universal Pict. pfd.. 84 84 84
Warner Bros 167/8 165/8 16%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. , . . 3% 3% 3%
RKO 41/8 4 4
Sonotone Corp is/g 3% 35/^

Technicolor 14% 14 14

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 65/g 6%
Pathe 53/8 63/8

— 1

— 1/2— 1/4— 1/4

— 1/4— 3/4

+ Vs

+ 2
— Vs

— Vs— Vs— Vs— %

FM Station Okay for

Syndicate Theaters

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The FCC yesterday

awarded a conditional grant for a
new FM station to Syndicate The-
aters, Inc. The Class B FM station
will operate in Wabash, Ind.

cominc flno goihg
ED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate de-

partment, left last night for Pittsburgh, where
he will spend a few days.

BOB HOPE flew to Chicago last night on
his way back to Hollywood. The comedian, who
was away five weeks, visited Brazil, Argentina,
Chile and Uruguay.

JOAN CAULFIELD will be in Minneapolis to-

day for the opening of "Welcome Stranger"
at the Radio City Theater.

FRANK LaGRANDE, superintendent of Pora-

mount's L. I. laboratory, sailed aboard S.S.

Queen Elizabeth yesterday to check on the

progress of expansion and modernization work
at the London laboratory. He returns Aug. 15.

CURTIS MITCHELL, Paramount's advertising

and publicity director, will fly to Mexico, Mo.
today to spend the week with his mother.

BILL JOHNSTON, Paramount executive pub-
licist, will fly from New York to Salt Lake
City today on the campaign for the world

premiere of "Desert Fury," at the Utah there

on July 23.

MRS. MICKEY KNOX left Hollywood yester-

day for New York City en route to Paris for

a visit with her family. Knox, now on loon to

M-G-M, will join his wife in Paris after com-
pletion of his current assignment.

SMILEY BURNETTE, Columbia's cowboy
comic, will open his Summer p.a. tour at the

Huntington, Pa. Fairgrounds Aug. 2. He will

continue at other parks and theaters through-

out Pennsylvania during the month of August.

SAM MARX, M-G-M producer, left for the

Coast yesterday, following a Cape Cod vaca-
tion.

NORAN E. KERSTA, manager of NBC tele

department, will speak on "Status Report on

Television" at the NBC-Northwestern U. Sum-
mer Radio Institute in Chicago, July 29.

Loew's Plays Up Dickens
For "Great Expectations"

Recognizing the fact that some
bias against British films exists,

Ernie Emerling, ad-pub chief of

Loew's Theaters, in co-operation
with Maurice Bergman, head of

U-I's Eastern ad-publicity-exploita-
tion department, slanted the copy
on "Great Expectations" to appeal
to Dickens' fans, rather than play
up the British source of production.
Campaign proved so successful

with the Loew's houses in Richmond,
Norfolk and Baltimore that Loew's
decided to follow through on the
same theme for Atlanta, Houston
and Waterbury.
Spokesman for the Rank Organi-

zation told The Film Daily that
JAR is interested in returns on his

product; so far as the selling meth-
ods are concerned—that was up to
the distributor and e x h i bi t o r .

Spokesman also pointed out that the
British cinema leader had always
preferred autonomous methods
whether in production, distribution
or exhibition.

B & H Declares Com., Pref.

Divvy; Earnings Triple '45

Chicago—^Bell & Howell Company
declared a 25 cents extra dividend
on common stock, making a pay-
ment of 37% cents. Preferred stock
dividend was also declared yester-
day.
Net profits for six months ex-

ceeded $1,300,0000 or 2.70 per com-
mon share, which triples the previ-
ous year's earnings.

ARTHUR B. KRIM, Eagle-Lion prexy, planes
to Hollywood today to confer with Bryan
Foy, v. -p. in charge of production, on forth-
coming product.

C. J. FELDMAN, U-l Western division sales
manager, returns to New York tomorrow from
the West.

FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters' ex-
executive, returns from Boston tomorrow.

MARIE MacDONALD, M-G-M star, is in

town from the Coast.

AEOLIAN BREEN, head contract clerk for
Paramount, Cincinnati, has returned from a
month's Western vacation.

SHIRLEY KELLEY is vacationing in Mexico.

LEO HELLER, of the Paramount press book
staff, is vacationing in Augusta, Ga.

JAY EISENBERG, liaison between M-G-M
sales and legal staffs, is vacationing.

ROBERT RYAN is en route to Berlin, to co-
star opposite Merle Oberon in "Berlin Ex-
press," now in the first stages of production.

CHARLES K. STERN, Loew's assistant treas-
urer, is vacationing in Swampscott.

DOROTHY DAY, M-G-M magazine contact,
left for the Coast yesterday.

KENNETH MACKENNA, of the M-G-M studio
department, returned from England by air yes-
terday and leaves for the Coast tomorrow.

ABEL GREEN sailed for England yesterday
on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

CEIL GRODNER, secretary to William Pizor
of Screen Guild Prods., leaves over the week-
end for a week at Saratoga, attending the
Knights of Pythias Convention.

BOB O'DONNELL arrived yesterday from
Dallas. He expects to remain in town a week.

3-Man Producing Team
To Make Pix for Korda

London (By Cable)—-Further in-

dication of Sir Alexander Korda's
determination to compete for a share
of the American market, via his re-
leasing agreement with 20th-Fox,
is seen in the announcement that
he has signed three of England's
outstanding film makers as a pro-
ducing team.
New additions to the Korda pro-

duction setup are Anatole De Grun-
wald, Terrence Rattigan and An-
thony Asquith. Their first picture
will be filmization of Rattigan's
London stage success, "The Win-
slow Boy," to be directed by Asquith.
De Grunwald worked on the scripts

of such films as "Major Barbara,"
"Jeannie," and "Pimpernel Smith,"
and produced "The Demi Paradise."
Asquith directed "Underground,"
"Pygmalion," ''French Without
Tears" and "Fanny by Gaslight,"
while Rattigan wrote "French With-
out Tears," "While the Sun Shines"
and "Love in Idleness."

CALIFORNIA HERE I COME

Northern Exhibit-or, Charmed

by Your Climat-e, wishes to ob-

tain one or more theatres, small

town or nabes. Will consider

any proposition up to $250,000.

Box 590, THE FILM DAILY

6425 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood 28, California

Distributors Win Motions
In Phoenix Fraud Actions

Phoenix, Ariz Federal Judge
Ling has granted a motion by dis-

tributors for an inspection of the-

ater records in the copyright and
percentage fraud actions broi^jht by

six distributors against tl^H|ouis

F. Long circuit. At the same time

Judge Ling denied five counter-mo-

tions made by the exhibitor, includ-

ing one to limit the inspection.

Defendant was unsuccessful in

motions to strike portions of the

various complaints, for a more defi-

nite bill of particulars, for security

for costs, to transfer the actions to

another district, and to confine the

inspection to records for percentage

engagements only.

Order grants an inspection prior

to the filing of the defendant's an-

swer, directing the exhibitor to pro-
duce daily box office reports, ledgers,
bank records, ticket invoices, tax re-

turns and other documents prior to

the commencement of the actions.

Defendant is also directed to ob-
tain copies of tax returns, bank
statements and certain other records
not in his possession, upon request
of the attorneys for the plaintiffs.

Of the six cases in which the order
was signed, two, by Columbia and
RKO, are for copyright infringe-
ments, while the others, by Warners,
Loew's, Paramount and 20th-Fox,
claim both percentage frauds and
copyright infringements. Gordon
L. Files of Los Angeles and James
A. Walsh of Phoenix appeared for
the distributors.

Europeans Twist Intent

Of U. S. Pix, Johnston Finds

Paris (Via Cable)—MPAA Prexy
Eric A. Johnston explained that the
reason why Hollywood refuses to

export prints to certain European
countries on "Grapes of Wrath" and
"Tobacco Road" was that these films
had been used as instruments of
propaganda against the United
States.

He said that an old German-im-
ported copy of "Grapes" had been
found in Yugoslovia. The print
had been re-edited with anti-Ameri-
can comment, and re-titled, "The
Paradise of American Democracy."
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^yfith pride in mutual

association and all honor for

superb accomplishment...

United Artists salutes

The Enterprise Studios
Exce//ence /n Enferfa/nmenf



THE ENTERPRISE STUDIOS

from its inception has been flj

dedicated to the production of the

most distinguished film entertainment. In its

unprecedented first year of operation,

Enterprise has gained more than its share of

acclaim, from both the industry

and the ticket-buying public. In release

or awaiting release are these

pictures that will make the

name of Enterprise
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Tlie Enterprise Studios
Exce//ence in Entertainmenf

and

the

names

that

make

it

great!
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STARS IN ENTERPRISE PICTURES

INGRID BERGMAN • CHARLES BOYER • HAZEL BROOKS

RICHARD CONTE • JOHN GARFIELD • VERONICA LAKE

CHARLES LAUGHTON * JOEL McCREA * DAVID NIVEN

LILLI PALMER • GINGER ROGERS • NORMA SHEARER

BARBARA STANWYCK

PRODUCERS

JACK BRIGGS • DAVID LEWIS • LEWIS MILESTONE

WOLFGANG REINHARDT • BOB ROBERTS • HARRY SHERMAN

DIRECTORS AND WRITERS

BERTOLD BRECHT • HARRY BROWN • ANDRE de TOTH

LADISLAS FODOR • ALFRED GREEN * MICHAEL JORY

LEWIS MILESTONE • ABRAHAM POLONSKY

ROBERT ROSSEN • PHILIP AND JANET STEVENSON
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The Enterprtse Studios
THE PRIZE OF THE INDUSTRY ¥^ THE PRIDE OF UNITED ARTISTS

PRINTED IN U. S. A.
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Fabian Golf Tourney

Calls Film Toppers
With an attendance of more than

200, including scores of industry
toppers, the Fabian Theaters annual
g-olf -arnament and party was held
yes /A- ay at Preakness Hills Coun-
try Club, Wayne Township, N. J.

Official hosts for the event were Si
Fabian and Sam Rosen.
Winners in the following contests

included:

Low Gross
Guests: Dave Cole; Runner-up,

Mitch May, Jr,

Employes: Frank Rozano; Runner-
up, Ed. Sweeney.

Longest Drive
Guest: Hal Rinsler.
Employe: Si Fabian.

Nearest to the Pin
Guest: Ben Stolinsky.
Employe: Charles Beirbauer.

Putting
Guest: Harry Weiner.
Employe: Alex Weinberg.
Jacob Fabian Memorial Prize

Kickers Handicap
Guest: Ben Smerling; Runner-up,

Jack Bowen.
Employe: Ed Fabian; Runner-up,

Ed. Sweeney.
Foursome

Ed Fabian, Ed. Sweeney, Frank
Roscina, Earl Sweigert, S. Hecht, S.

Wheeler, Tom Connors, J. J. Gold-
berg, Lou Fermato, Sid Denan,
Charles Alicoate, Ben Smerling,
Bill Scully, Lee Newberry, Mitch
May, Jr., Bill Hindman, H. Jones,
E. Schlanger and Johnny Murphy.

'Several special and door prizes
were handed out.
Among those attending and par-

ticipating in the tourney were:
V. Borrelli, L. Jaffe, I. Wormer, N. Cohen,

S. Grauner, H. Weiner, J. Greenberg-, J.

Miller, J. Felder, M. Kerman, E. Aaron, J.

Murphy, E. K. O'Shea, H. Owen, M. Peller-
man, R. Colme, R. Moon, S. Florin, J. Rosen,
S. Wheeler, J, Chapman, G. Waldman, J.

Engle, B. Kulick, S. Kulick, L. Kuliek, 0.
Doob, J. Bowen, B. Abner, H. Lorber, O. A.
Morg-an, H. Greenberg-, E. Swiegrert, J. Bell-
man, M. Weisfelt, N. Levy, C. Boasberg, L.
Gruenberg, M. Gillis, Wm. Murphy, A. New-
man, J. Engel, J. Ellis, M. McGill, J. Levin,
B. Smerling, S. Glass, D. Levy, B. Kranze,
L. P. Blumberg, W. J. Heindman, R. Haines,
J. Vergesslich, H. Rodner, H. Goldberg, N. J.

Ayers, C. Eisman, Wm. Mansell, H. Kaplo-
witz, N. Felman, S. Weiner, C. L. O'Reilly,
G. Dembow, J. Stern, Mitch May, Jr., B.
Beckleman, S. Dembow.

Also D. L. Cole, L. W. Goodkind, C. Goetz,
K. Hellman, H. Hellman, E. Lackman, M.
Kombluth, B. Schultz, G. Gold, B. Rubin,
L. Gibbs, M. Greenthal, Charles Alicoate, H.
Brown, M. Cohen, H. Rinsler, M. Frisch, S.

Goodman, W. Reade, W. Reade, Jr., L. Rosen-
blatt, C. Moses, B. White, G. Schaefer, B.
Perse, H. Perse, J. Hornstein, S. Hecht, H. P.
Jacoby, D. Fogelson, B. Osg-ood, L. Brecherk,
Chic Lewis, E. Emanuel, J. Gang, H. Jones,
J. Lee, L. Zimbalist, D. Stern, N. Bier, M.
Goldhammer, L. C. Wechsler, S. Krellberg,
B. Moohrie, G. Skouras, B. Scully, L. Good-
kind, C. Moses, H. Henryson and A. Pelterson.

Also attending the tournament were all

the employees ol all Fabian Theaters.

STORK REPORTS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A son, weighing sev-

en pounds, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred "Tex" Avery at St. Vincent's
Hospital. Father is director of
M-G-M Technicolor cartoons.

PHIL M. DALY
Ringing Down the WeeU's Curtain
• O • ARTHUR SILVERSTONE, now with 20lh-Fox in Britain, heads
home, shortly for an important domestic post. ... • The lilm industry's

agriculturists might like to know that Bob Young has purchased an
interest in Davis Mfg. Co., makers of form equipment Sanford D.

Adler, the new purchaser of the Flamingo Casino at Las Vegas, is a
partner in Detroit's Paikside Theater, of which he was the builder. . . .

• Didja know that station WBKB's bid to televise the Zale-Groziano

middle-weight bout was spurned by promoter Arthur Wurtz, who felt

that the tele coverage would cut down his box office receipts? . . .

• Local franchise for Fred Astaire's dance studio will be offered to film

exhibs throughout the country as a result of a decision just reached by
Charles Casanave and Astaire. ... • TESMA'S national trade show
at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington, Sept. 24-29, will feature television

demonstrations as well as tele equipment. ... • Talk about oppor-

tunity knocking! Emerson Yorke is being importuned by W. P.

Van Diji, Dutch literary agent, to produce a film version of Eugene Van
Herpen's trilogy, "Via Dolorosa" The trilogy is slated for extensive

European publication. ... • Al Zimbalist, Film Classic's ad-publicity

head, has picked the Arthur Eddy Publicity Agency to represent FC in

Hollywood Eddy, one time associate-editor of THE FILM DAILY, will

coordinate national publicity for FC's new product. . . .

T T
• • • "PORTRAIT OF JENNIE" crew wound up on Park Ave.

yesterday to head West Twenty-eight more days of shooting are

expected. ... • While U-I made a down payment of $100,000 for the

10-year lease of film rights to Thomas W. Duncan's forthcoming 704-page

novel, "Gus the Great," it's possible the author will receive $301,000

That depends on the later course of the book, which J. B. Lippincott will

publish in September, in condensations, serializations, and trade sales.

• Comes Dr. Leo Handel, director of Metro's Motion Picture. Research

bureau, to report that only five per cent of the populace resent being

polled in public opinion surveys 82 per cent like being asked and

the others express indifference. ... • Hollywood committees, headed

by Dore Schory and Abe Lastfogel, are backing the "Artafair" July 31,

at which donated valuable art masterpieces will be auctioned for the

benefit of the United Jewish Welfare Fund. . . .

T T T
• • • CAPITOL THEATER'S "UNDERCURRENT" first day biz record

of $18,500 toppled yesterday when "The Hucksters" rung up about

$20,000 And "Undercurrent," bowing on Thanksgiving Day, had

the advantage of upped prices. ... •A doff of Phil M's chapeau to

the members of the Springfield (111.) Theaters Assoc, for the collective

helping hand extended "Miracle on 34th Street," which opened at the

Fox Lincoln there Newspaper ad campaigns utilized personal en-

dorsements by managers of the opposition houses with the endorsees'

photos adding a further personal touch. ... • 'Ear ye! 'Ear ye! Is it

true that Paramount is cooking up a promotional campaign on "Golden

Earrings," the Ray Millond-Marlene Dietrich picture, that will have the

public by the ears? ... • Wilmington, Dela., exhibs. report patrons

are squawking because color stills are utilized frequently for lobby dis-

plays of features shot in black and white Customers complain of

misrepresentation, interpreting the colored stills as assurance that the

attraction is in Technicolor or Cinecolor. ... • Allied really should

make available that corking theater expense breakdown form to all

exhibs It's that good. ... • Writes an observer who attended

the Brussels Festival, "I just hope that the. next time Hollywood enters

in such a Festival, they will put their best foot forward and leave out

films whose appeal is only measured by commercial success. . . .

MPEA Study Preceded

Handling of 1$MM.
An early decision on the start of

16 mm. operations by MPEA is ex-
pected to be reached following a
survey of sub-standard marketing
potentialities in all MPEA coun-
tries, it was revealed yesterday. Sur-
vey, in the form of a five-page ques-
tionnaire calling for an exhaustive
analysis of the 16 mm. market, re-
cently was sent to all MPEA man-
agers and representatives.
When returns are completed,

MPEA is expected to take immedi-
ate action to inaugurate 16 mm. dis-
tribution in countries found to have
sufficient equipment and outlets to
support such a program. While
MPEA's interest in marketing 16
mm. films is primarily concerned
with their commercial use in ex-
panding the mass motion picture
audience, important consideration
will be given to non-theatrical pos-
sibilities, particularly those which
bear on their use for cultural pur-
poses.

Five New Features Set
By Disney Through 1950

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walt Disney will pro-

duce five feature productions for
release between now and mid-1950,
in addition to a replay of "Bambi,"
the Burbank studio revealed. All of
the new productions will emphasize
music and will be made in Techni-
color.

Schedule includes "Fun and Fancy
Free," set for release this year:
"Bambi," to be re-issued early next
year; "So Dear to My Heart," for
Fall, 1948; "Sing About Something,"
Spring, 1949; and untitled feature
for the Fall of 1949, and Disney's
most ambitious production, "Alice in
Wonderland," planned for the Sum-
mer of 1950.
While several of the new pictures

will be various combinations of car-
toon animations with living perform-
ers, present plans call for "Alice"
to be entirely in animation.

"Twins" for Stanley Theater
"Twins," first post-war comedy

based on contemporary life in Rus-
sia, opens at the Stanley on July 26,
Artkino announced.
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July 18

Richard Dix
Paul Perez
Lou Menelik

Keith Richards

Phyllis Brooks
Robert Lynch

Gene Lockhort
Charles A. Stimson
William Cabanne
Mildred Coles

Arthur Levy
Jane Frazee

July 19

Merlin H. Aylesworth Edward Sloman
Floyd L. Weber Arthur Jeffrey

July 20

Muriel Evans Maurice Marks

L&
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DC Commiliee May Set

Censoring Standards

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Stressing- that his

observation was not based on any
thorough study of the local situa-

tion, Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara, chair-

man of the judiciary sub-committee
of the House Committee on the Dis-
trict of Columbia, said yesterday it

might be desirable for Congress to

order the adoption of standards for
pix reviewing here in Washington.
The matter has been assigned to

O'Hara's sub-committee for recom-
mendations to the full committee.

The Minnesota Republican appar-
ently felt that standards of the two
policewomen who review films in

Washington were not high enough.
He said he had on more than one
occasion taken his wife and children
to pictures, only to regret it later

because the films were "suggestive
or otherwise unfit for family at-

tendance." He had no warning,
however, when he took his family.
Although he apparently referred

to experiences in Washington as
well, he spoke of incidents in Min-
neapolis, too.

O'Hara said he has friends who
are exhibitors and who are as much
upset as O'Hara himself. "Sometimes
they just hit the ceiling when they
see the films they've brought into

their theaters, but there isn't much
they can do about it."

Although he apparently feels that
pix standards of taste are a na-
tional matter, he seemed to feel that
controls should be local in scope
rather than national.
O'Hara insisted that he has

reached no definite conclusions re-

garding any course he might recom-
mend to his sub-committee. He was
dubious, too, that the sub-committee
will even discuss the matter this
year.

Cramblet Named Midwest
District Mgr. for UA

(Continued from Page 1)

Artists. Cramblet succeeds Rud
Lohrenz who resigned to enter ex-
hibition.

Operating from Chicago, Cram-
blet's territory includes that city,

Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Minne-
apolis. He joined United Artists
18 years ago as Chicago office man-
ager, was promoted to salesman
and, in 1934, became manager of the
Minneapolis exchange.

FEmmE TOUCH
BETTY JANSEN, cashier. Center, Hartford,

Conn.

SHIRLEY ANN PYLES, biller, RKO, Indianapolis.

MRS. BETTY CURTIS, secretory to NDrth Cen-
tral Allied's Stan Kane, Minneapolis.

RUTH ROSDAL, Motion Picture division, Ameri-
can Foreign Language Press.

SYLVIA HODES, day cashier, Loew's State, Syra-

cuse.

MARY SPAULDING, copy department, Ross Roy,

Inc., Detroit.

HOLLVUIOOD-VmE VflRD
By HALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

rOWARD SMALL yesterday confirmed reports that he had dropped plans

to film "Cagiiostro" in Mexico City and is now in the process of ne-

gotiating with the Scalera Studios in Rome to do the film there. Gregory

Ratoff, director of the picture, now in Mexico City, leaves there immedi-

ately for New York, from where he wilt fly to Rome this week-end. . . .

-^ Metro unofficially is reported planning to spend a minimum of $5,000,-

000 on its pic version of Ross Lockridge's prize-winning novel "Raintree

County." Carey Wilson will produce in about another nine months to a

year. . . . -^T Louise Campbell, who left ffollywood for Broadway some

six years ago, returns as the feminine lead opposite Richard Lane in Co-

lumbia's "Devil Ship.". . . Vk^ Roberts Prods, will star John Garfield in

"The World and Little Willie," Sheridan Giuney-Stanley Roberts original. . .

^ Following completion yesterday of "Love at First Sight," studio is pre-

paring to start shooting on "The Persian Cat," to be produced by William

Jacobs. . . . if Bud Abbott and Lou Costello's new producing company

has been incorporated as Abbott and Costello Prods Its first pic will

be wholly financed by Eagle-Lion. . . . -y^ Gene Krupa and his band

have been signed for a top-featured spot in Columbia's forthcoming musi-

cal "Bright Eyes," in which they will play three numbers. . . . if Dane

Clark, Warners' star, and Lon Chaney, Jr., have been signed by John Mere-

dyth Lucas to play the leading roles in "Of Mice and Men" for the Gryphon

Players at Laguna Beach, starting Tuesday.

* * •
A'^ARY GRANT planes tomorrow for New York and on Aug. 1 will fly

to England for conferences with Sir Alexander Korda and Carol Reed

on a picture to be made partially ini Istanbul. ... ^ First screening of

George Pal's Technicolor Puppetoon for Paramount, "Date With Duke,"

which features Duke Ellington and introduces the first scenes in which

living players and animated puppets appear together, has resulted in the

decision to push the short subject as an "Oscar" contender. . . . if The

third annual Frank Borzage invitational motion picture golf tournament will

be held Aug. 3 at the California Country Club. All proceeds will go to

Damon Runyon Fund for Cancer Research. . . . if Turner B. Shelton, in

charge of the motion picture and special events divisions of the Treasury

during the war, has been signed as associate producer on Eagle-Lion's

"T-Man."

Rallivon's RKO Deal

Is "Moving Along"

(Continued from Page 1)

he could not supplement his simple
statement that the negotiations^k'e
progressing, but indicated that vP'-
ing immediate in the way of finali-

zation was contemplated.

Interests identified with Rathvon
in the projected deal were not dis^

closed. Before becoming associated
with RKO in 1939, he had repre-
sented various business interests,

including mining, both in Asia and
Europe, and had served as an officer

and counsel here of several com-
panies, including Atlas. For five

years, he was president of his own
Rathvon & Co.

Reports have placed the possible

Rathvon purchase figure at $20,-

000,000, but there was no comment
from either Odium or Rathvon yes-
terday on that figure. The last

Atlas financial report on Dec. 31
last showed Atlas holdings in RKO
of 929,020 shares of common, then
worth $14,399,810 at the market,
and 327,812 option warrants, sim-
ilarly valued at $1,680,036.

In August, 1936, Atlas sold 400,-

000 shares of RKO common in line

with the management's policy of

reducing or disposing of its holdings
in special situations which have at-

tained a strong financial situation.

Further Study on Theater
Tele Seen by Research Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

before it becomes a practical use for
the theater, Motion Picture Research
Council, Inc., reported after a long
study.
The Council's conclusions included

:

Home tele is improving rapidly in
quality of reception and programs;
film production for video use is

largely limited to 16 mm.
Film and quality is "not very sat-

isfactory." Color television is now
"reasonably satisfactory" for the-
ater presentation, but only when
images are transmitted by coaxial
cable; large screen, black and white
projected tele pictures are still in-

ferior even to poor newsreel qual-
ity; development of practical the-
ater television equipment will take
longer than the year or two years
predicted by equipment manufac-
turers.

"Treasure House" for Pcrthe
RKO Pathe's forthcoming This Is

America is to be titled "Treasure
House" and will deal with the Smith-
sonian Institute in Washington.
Larry O'Reilly is directing.

Del Ruth to Make Babe's
Story for Allied Artists

(Continued from Page 1)

he said, secured the rights after
three months of negotiations. Bud-
get for the film has been set at
$1,500,000, with locations including
ballparks in which the Babe made
baseball history.

Under the deal, Ruth will receive
$150,000 for permission to screen
his story, plus a percentage of prof-
its, estimated to bring him an ad-
ditional $250,000. Studio also ob-
tained rights to Bob Considine's book
on Babe Ruth, scheduled to be pub-
lished next year by E. P. Button &
Co., and Considine has been signed
to prepare a screenplay for the
Ruth story.
Ruth will not appear in the pic-

ture but other baseball celebrities
will be sought to appear or be por-
trayed by actors.

Kathryn Carver Hall Dead
Kathryn Carver Hall, retired ac-

tress, and former wife of Adolphe
Menjou, died yesterday in her 42nd
year in the Horace Harding Hos-
pital, Long Island, after an illness
of several weeks.

Int'l Optima to Handle
Byrd "Discovery" Abroad

Joseph E. Levine, president of Dis-

covery Pictures, which is distributing

Admiral Richard E. Byrd's picture

"Discovery," announces that he has
made a deal for the entire world, ex-

clusive of the U. S. and Canada, with
International Optima Corp. Pic,

which recently had its premiere in

Boston, is set for a September run
at Loew's College, New Haven, with
general release to follow.

TMA Installs Stein as Prexy
Omaha—Nathan Stein of Chicago

has been elected president of the
Theatrical Mutual Association which
ended its biennial grand lodge ses-

sion. Stein succeeds Philip Hitter,

of Brooklyn. Convention in 1949
will be held in New York.

nEUJ POSTS

JOHN SMITH FLEMING, PRC booker, Cincin-
nati.

BEN SACHEY, head booker. Monogram, Los

Angeles.

HERBERT HORSTEMEIER, PRC office manager
and head booker, Cleveland.

GEORGE DEVINE, Paramount salesman, Cleve-

land.

RALPH FORMAN, Screen Guild branch mano-
ger, Detroit.

JOHN DAVIDSON, apprentice booker, Warners,
Detroit.

HAROLD MORRISON, office manager, SRO, De-
troit.

JOE COLMIAN, doorman, Daly Theater, Hart-

ford, Conn.
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WHO
%. ARE THE

TEN BEST
DIRECTORS
of the year?

THE NATION'S CRITICS
Critics of 2500 newspapers, news services and magazines, and

radio's movie commentators have been asked to cast their votes

for THE TEN BEST DIRECTORS OF THE YEAR. Their selec-

tions will give the industry leaders and executives a composite

picture of the opinions held by the women and men who speak

to millions and millions of movie-going people daily on the

printed page and over the air.

One of the importanf- features of the forthcoming

PICTURES oF TOMORROW
AND DIRECTORS NUMBER

of

THE FILM DAILY
NOW IN INTENSIVE PREPARATION
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i^ film DfllLV REVIEWS Of REUI FEATURES 1^
'Slave Girl"

with Yvonne De Carlo, George Brent

Univ. 80 Mins.

FOR RIB-TICKLING HYSTERIA CHECK
THIS ONE OFF AS A FINE BET.

Without reservation "Slave Girl" is in-

dicated as an ideal offering for the Sum-

mer doldrums. It has zephyr lightness. It

has a novel comic idea. This is played up

for all it is worth continuously. It has

gags, torso tossers, action, a plot nobody

takes seriously. They have themselves a

time. And it has a good deal of pleasant

Technicolor, indoor and outdoor varieties.

Too long has serious treatment been

accorded film drama problems generated

in and among the peoples of the African

coast of the Mediterranean Sea. The orig-

inal screenplay written and produced by

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano as-

sembles its shafts of wit and forwith

launches them at Tripoli in the begin-

ning of the 19th Century, when the Bar-

bary pirates held sway. Not only do they

hold sway, they also hold 10 U. S. seamen
for ransom.

Sent with ransom gold and Broderick

Crawford as bodyguard, George Brent hits

town and begins negotiations with the local

pasha, Albert Dekker. Broderick buys him-
self a lot of bargains, including a slave

girl—^Lois Collier. Enticed by Miss De
Carlo, Dekker's No. 1 dancing girl, who
is first rate enticing, Brent and his gold

soon part. She gets the metal to finance
her boy-friend's revolt. Delivering a chest
of bricks to Dekker, Brent winds up in the
clink with Andy Devine and the mariners.

Crawford joins them. They bust out.

Suspicious of Miss De Carlo vvho is a

Venetian, Dekker has her trailed. Both the
gold and Miss De Carlo's heart interest

are discovered. Brent and his liberated gang
join them. Soon Miss Carlo and the gold
are parted with Brent making romantic
overtures to the girl. It turns out El

Hamid, Miss De Carlo's lover has little

use for her. He gives her to an uncouth
desert chieftain whose troops be plans to

use. Incensed, Miss Carlo runs off to

Brent. They are trapped between the
Pasha's and EI Hamid's forces. Miss De
Carlo pulls a trick gimmick in maneuvers
and both forces kill themselves to death.

But here's the payoff. All this is nar-
rated part of the time by a camel named
"Lumpy." Destined for the Brooklyn zoo,
he has that fair borough's accent and Fes-
sier and Pagano have provided him with
choice morsels of gag. Watch that camel
rock the audience. Charles Lamont's di-

rection gets all the humorous marrow from
the plot. It's on the screwball, historic

side but will serve up pleasant hysteria.
CAST: Yvonne De Carlo, George Brent,

Broderick Crawford, Albert Dekker, Lois Col-
lier, Andy Devine, Carl Esmond, Arthur Treach-
er, Philip Van Zandt, Dan Seymour, Trevor Bar-
dette, Eddie Dunn, Rex Lease, Toni Raimondo,
June Marlowe, Roseanne Murray.

CREDITS: Written and Produced by Michael
Fessier, Ernest Pagano; Director, Charles La-
ment; Photography, George Robinson, W. How-
ord Greene; Film Editor, Frank Gross; Art Di-
rection, Abraham Grossman; Sound Director,
Charles Felstead; Set Decoration, Russell A.
Gausman, Edward R. Robinson; Music, Milton
Rosen; Orchestrations, David Tamkin; Choreo-
grapher, Si-Lan Chen.
DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excel-

lent.

'Lured'
with Lucille Ball, George Sanders, Boris

Karloff

Hunt Stromberg-UA 102 Mins.

MYSTERY AND MELODRAMA SERVED
UP WITH INTELLIGENCE, MIGHTY FINE
PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCES
ABOVE THE ORDINARY.

With plenty of interesting plot here is

a dexterous number for the general audi-

ence. It is mystery and melodrama served

up with intelligence, mighty fine produc-

tion, interesting backgrounds and perform-

ances many cuts above the ordinary. Cast
includes Charles Coburn, Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, George Zucco, Alan Mowbray, Jo-

seph Calleia.

London is the setting. Atmosphere con-
jured up leans heavily on the queer doings

on foggy nights. Young girls disappear.

They answer strange personal ads in news-
papers and are not heard from anymore.
There is a deranged poet involved in the

doings. He sends rhymed lines to Scotland

Yard. Then a report filters in of a missing

person.

Miss Ball at the beginning is a dance
hall hostess, stranded in the big town.

Her friend Lucy answers an ad. That's the

last of her. Miss Ball joins the police. As
bait in the trap she first catches Boris

Karloff, a demented cbthes designer.

Second time out she rounds up Mowbray
and Calleia. They send girls to South

America to engage in rackets. George San-

ders up to this time in the background as

an admirer of Miss Ball, reappears and she

bends to his endearments. A wedding is in

view. Night of their engagement a couple

of clues show up and incriminate Sanders.

The evidence convicts him. Once again

Miss Ball offers herself up as bait and the

plans click.

Yarn has inclination to slow up. Inter-

est is sustained, nevertheless. General

suspenseful buildup to climax is smartly

handled in direction of Douglas Sirk.

CAST: George Sanders, Lucille Ball, Charles
Coburn, Alan Mowbray, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
George Zucco, Joseph Calleia, Tanis Chandler,
Boris Karloff.

CREDITS: A Hunt Stromberg Production;
Producer, James Nasser; Director, Douglas
Sirk; Screenplay, Leo Rosten; Production De-
sign, Art Direction, Nicolai Remisoff; Music,
Michel Michelot; Photography, William Dani-
els; Film Editor, John M. Foley; Music Super-
visor, David Chudnow.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Good.

Anna Neagle in Metro Pix;

Closing "Courtneys" Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

it was disclosed yesterday by Her-

bert Wilcox as they sailed on the

SS Queen Elizabeth for London. Miss

Neagle, Mrs. Wilcox in private life,

and the producer spent the last six

weeks in New York and Hollywood.

Wilcox said that he will soon

close a deal with Metro for the lat-

ter's Western Hemisphere distri-

bution of his "Courtneys of Curzon

Street." He emphasized that it was
a distribution deal; not a sale.

Wilcox will continue to produce

two films a year in England.

"Second Chance"
with Kent Taylor, Louise Currie

20th-fox 62 Mins.

ADEQUATE JEWEL TH lEVES NUM-
BER; SERVES UP DIVERSION; HAS EX-

PLOITATION ELEMENTS.
Detailing with enough smoothness in

performances, direction and production, the

triumphs, pitfalls and ultimate disaster that

befalls jewel thieves, this Sol M. Wurtzel

offering is an adequate program number.

It serves up diversion. To bolster attendance,

an alert showman might, via some re-

search, dig up interesting exploitation ma-
terial to corral interest.

In the first reel a large, famous diamond

is swiped from under the very nose of its

owner by Taylor and Miss Currie. Police,

called to the spot, fail to find it on the

pair. They go free. The coppers interfere

with the payoff which stems from an in-

demnity company paying one-third of the

insurance rather than the whole premium.

Miss Currie and Taylor decide to join

forces. Together they "case" a million

dollar collection of gems. Taylor has been

working with a rather large gang. He
pulls a test on Miss Currie to make sure

she will deliver. Later the group plan

their move. Miss Currie is to model the

gems and be kidnapped. The night of the

coup everything goes off as planned. The

loot is delivered. But the cops are right

behind. Miss Currie is revealed as an

informant. Taylor faces prison. Miss Currie,

who has fallen In love with him, states

she will wait. James S. Tinling directed.

Story is effective film fiction.

CAST: Kent Taylor, Louise Currie, Dennis

Hoey, Larry Bloke, Ann Doran, John Eldredge,

Paul Guilfoyle, William Newell, Guy Kingsford,

Charles Flynn, Eddie Fetherston, Francis Pier-

lot, Betty Compson.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director,

James S. Tinling; Original Story, Louis Bres-

low, John Patrick; Screenplay, Arnold Belgard;

Photography, Benjamin Kline; Art Director,

Eddie Imazu; Set Decorator, Fay C. Babcock;
Musical Score, Dale Butts; Film Editor, Frank
Baldridge; Sound, Max Hutchinson.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Gavaert to Start Imports
From Belgium Next Year

North Adams, Mass.— An an-
nouncement by the Gevaert Co., of
America at Williamstown, that its

parent company in Belgium is in-

creasing its capitalization from 114,-

000,000 to 400,000,000 francs, to ex-
pand plant facilities, is accompanied
by the disclosure that the American
company expects to be importing
products from Belgium again next
year, following a wartime lapse.

"This increase in capital," a state-

ment from the company said, "is re-

quired to expand the plant facilities

in Belgium mainly for the produc-
tion of color fiilm and the erection

of a new plant in England."

'Sepia Cinderella'

Loew's Opens Scdgon Office

Loew's Int'l has opened a new
office in Saigon, French Indo-China,
Morton A. Spring, first vice-presi-

dent, announced yesterday. Al
Kahans, formerly M-G-M manager
in Chunking, China, and later in

Shanghai, has been appointed ter-

ritorial manager in charge of the

I
new office.

(All-iNegro Cast)

Herald Pictures 58 Mins.

GOOD BET FOR INTERESTING GROSSES
IN HOUSES WITH COLORED PiA'^N-
AGE. ^^

Second number in this series, "Sepia Cin-

derella" has evidence of know how in the

production sense, and thorough under-

standing of what the indicated audience

requires. It should be good for interesting

grosses in the 600 houses throughout the

country that exhibit to Negro audiences.

Comedy situations, dramatic content and

plenty of music are involved in the telling

of what is basically a simple story of boy

loses girl, boy finds girl. He's a song-,

writer. She's a singer. They plan to wed.;

He gets a job in a nitery; falls for the fe-

male proprietress to the consternation of:

her boyfriend. He is let out. His girl gets

a job in a cafe, sings his number and

there is finally effected a reconciliation of

sorts.

Freddie Bartholomew appears for a few

minutes as a visitor to a night club in

Harlem. He devotes his time to telling a

few Scotch jokes, taking a whack at

Shakespeare.

Musically the film has many good mo-

ments. The hot jazz content is hard to

beat. Also there is good trouping by a

unit known as the Four Brown Dots. It's

a lusty, uninhibited show.

CAST: Billy Daniels, Sheila Guyse, Tonde-
layo. Ruble Blakey, Fred Gordon, Deek Watson
and His Brown Dots, Leonardo & Zolo, Apus
& Estillta, John Kirby's Band, Walter Fuller's

Orchestra, Freddie Bartholomew.

CREDITS: Producers, Jack Goldberg, Arthur
Leonard; Director, Arthur Leonard; Photogra-
phy, George Weber; Film Editor, Jack Kemp;
Sound, Nelson Minnerly; Art Director, Frank
Namczy.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Donaldson Services Held
In Santa Monica Church

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Santa Monica—A solemn requiem

mass was sung yesterday at St.

Monica Catholic Church for Walter
Donaldson, 53, composer of many
song hits. In a career spanning
30 years, Donaldson wrote music
for such films as "Glorifying the
American Girl," "Kid Millions" and
"The Great Ziegfeld," as well as
"Whoopee" and "Simple Simon Fol-
lies" for the Broadway musical
stage. Possibly his best known songs
are "My Blue Heaven" and "My
Mammy," the latter popularized by
Al Jolson.

"Green for Danger" Set

For Garden, Park Ave.

Eagle-Lion's "Green for Danger"
will be the next attraction at the
Winter Garden and Park Avenue
Theaters, following the current
"Slave Girl."

Small Re-issues in Majestic
PRC's two Edward Small re-is-

sues, "The Corsican Brothers" and
"South of Pago Pago," start at the
Brooklyn Majestic July 25.
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MPTOA-ATA Merger

Is 50% of U. S. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

a press conference called yesterday
that- last night's discussions were
whrj. , informative and exploratory,
whiM Bob Coyne, executive secre-
tary, on behalf of ATA, said that
its directors and officers also would
enter upon this morning's meeting
with an open mind.

That some points of difference
would present themselves, however,
was certain, and that those steering
the joint parley were anticipatory
that it would take time to iron out
the wrinkles—or worse—^was evi-

At a special MPTOA board of di-

rectors meeting last night it was
resolved that it is unalterably op-
posed to any increase in Ascap fees

and that it will take an affirmative,

aggressive stand against the pro-

posed increase through litigation,

Congressional action or through any
other available legal channels.

dent when it was said that there
might be reason to continue the
joint parley tomorrow morning.

Today's sessions, and tomorrow's
as well, if held, will both be closed,

with an official joint statement by
the two board chairmen, Lewen
Pizor, MPTOA, and Ted Gamble,
ATA, and the two presidents, Weh-
renberg, MPTOA, and Si H. Fabian,
ATA, scheduled upon recess tonight
and the possible adjournment to-

morrow noon.

Virtually all officers and directors
of both associations had arrived,
were definitely enroute or were ex-
pected today. MPTOA contingent
in addition to those already named
will include:

Mitchell Wolfson, Morris Loewen-
stein, J. J. O'Leary, R. R. Biechele,
Edward M. Fay, Leonard H. Gold-
enson, Mack Jackson, A. Kyser, Mor-
ris G. Leonard, Arthur H. Lockwood,
Harry Lowenstein, Sidney R. Lust,
Dan Michalove, Sam Pinanski, J. C.
Shaklin, Maj. L. E. Thompson and
Joseph R. Vogel.

Among the ATA delegates attend-
ing were:

Harry Arthur, W. F. Crockett,
Leonard Goldenson, Herman Hunt,
Fred Kent, Arthur Mayer, Dan
Michalove, R. J. O'Donnell, Henry
Reve, E. V. Richards, Ben Strozier,
R. B. Wilby, Paul Williams, Ted
Gamble, Si Fabian, Robert Coyne.

Can^t Judge U. S. Pic $$—Rank
Sees Tele Raising Theater Attendance

know at this point
done is give them an opportunity to

play."
While he refused to go out on a

limb so far as the potential U. S.

grosses of his pictures are con-
cerned, Rank predicted: "Television
will increase theater attendance in

the next three or four years."
Controls Baird System

Rank, who was taken behind the
RCA tele scenes on Wednesday by
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, thus get-
ting a personal insight into RCA's
large-screen color tele for theaters,
said that decision had been reached
to install large-screen video in five

or six of his London West End
houses. Rank controls the Baird
system, American rights to which
are controlled by the Rauland com-
pany of Chicago.

Prior to the war, large-screen
television had made more progress

WILCOX'S VIEW

End Purchase Tax
On leiWiff. Projectors
London (By Air Mail)—An amend-

ment to exempt 16 mm. projectors

from purchase tax has been accepted

by the Government in Commons.
Tax was eliminated from much of

the 16mm. equipment a year ago but

was not removed from projectors.

Elimination is expected to cost the

Treasury about £100,000 annually.

British pix have made very

little headway with the average

American audience, so far, de-

clared Herbert Wilcox, British

independent producer, when he

sailed yesterday with his wife,

Anna Neagle, on their homeward
trip aboard the SS. Queen Eliza-

beth.

in England than in the U. S., with
equipment installed in several Lon-
don theaters. What progress, if

any, Baird has made since 1941 is

under wraps. Rank conferred with
Rauland execs, in Chicago during
his trip over. Rauland has indi-

( Continued from Page 1)

What we have
j
cated it would have theatrical tele

in one theater on an experimental
basis before the year's end.

Rank on Several Subjects
Some JAR farewell observations:
ON STORY REALISM: "Movie-

goers everywhere want to see pic-

tures of reality rather than things
that happen every 20th century. . . .

I want to see pictures made of life,

of things that actually happen."
ON THE AMERICAN MARKET:

"The American market is the most
difficult in the world for British pic-

tures. . . . For the past 20 years,
the American public has seen nothing
but American pictures. ... It will

take time to penetrate. . . . The
money so far spent in educating the
American public to British films has
been well spent."
ON THEATER PURCHASES: "I

don't think anyone can do anything
about theater acquisitions until the
Supreme Court has its say." (Matty
Fox, U-I veepee, interposed at this

point, remarking, "If there are any
acquisitions. Universal will make
them.")
ON COMPETITION: "I've been

brought up by my father never to

underestimate my competitors."
ON PRODUCTION PLANS: "We

will have about 30 pictures for the
next season. . . . English production
capacity is a minimum of 60 fea-

tures a year."
ON PAYMENT TO U. S. TAL-

ENT: "American stars making pic-

tures for me will, of course, be paid
in dollars, but if they spend a holi-

day of several months in England,
it's only reasonable that they be
paid in pounds."

Loew's 40-Week Net Coast Labor Hearings

Dips to $10,904,821 To Be Started Aug. 4

(Continued from Page 1)

against $2.47 for the same period of

last year.
Gross sales and operating rev-

enues for the 40 weeks ended in

1947 are estimated at $43,371,000,

compared with $45,754,000 for the

same period of last year.

Figures indicate that economies
in the studio, home office and the

field have had the desired effect.

While the gross sales and revenues
fell off $2,283,000 this year, net

profit reported is only $1,674,424

less than last year.

McConnell Going to Buffalo

Chicago—Thomas McConnell, at-

torney in the Rivoli Theater anti-

trust case against the major com-
panies, will go to Buffalo late this

month to take depositions in the

action.

"Jungle Hight" on Aug. 22

Pine-Thomas "Jungle Flight" will

be placed in national release by
Paramount on Aug. 22.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—August 4 hearings

in Los Angeles on "labor racketeer-
ing in the moving nicture industry"
were announced yesterday by House
Labor Committee Chairman Fred
Hartley, thereby confirming infor-

mation published exclusively by this

paper last week. The hearings will

be conducted by Rep. Carroll D.
Keams, R., Pa., chairman of the sub-
committee which has been investi-

gating James Caesar Petrillo and
the American Federation of Musi-
cians.

Yesterday, too, the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities

announced it will hear on Tuesday
of next week Victor Kravchenko,
erstwhile Soviet purchasing com-
mission employee whose book "I

Chose Freedom" is now being-

adapted for the screen. Kravchenko
was originally reported slated for

gi'illing in connection with alleged

Red activity in Hollywood—and some
of the Committee questioning may
very well touch on that question.

Solons Get Copyriglit

Report, Battie Looms

(Continued from Page 1)

hearing on the controversial agree-
ment, with an industry fight ex-
pected on many provisions.

Congressional sources said, how-
ever, that there is little likelihood

that hearings will be held for sev-
eral months because of the near-
ness of adjournment by Congress.

In submitting his report on the
convention to the Secretary of State,

Dr. Luther Evans, Librarian of Con-
gress and United States delegate to

the conference, said that U. S.

authors "will enjoy greater protec-
tion" than ever before.

Industry comments and objections
were not included in the Dept. report
on the theory that the question
could be better thrashed out before
the Senate committee.

In general, such organizations as

MPAA and NAB have opposed sev-

eral provisions of the agreement,
and such groups as Ascap, Authors
League and the Songwriters Protec-
tive Association have registered ap-
proval.

Althoug-h couched in diplomatic lang-uage,

tlie report indicates the split in views be-

tween U. S. and some Latin-American dele-

g-ates to the conference. Although the dif-

ferences were resolved, it is expected that

many objections expressed by industry con-

sultants will be revived at the Senate hear-
ing.

Principal articles in the agreement in-

clude :

1. AH translations, adaptions, com-
pilations, arrangements, abridgements,
dramatizations, or other versions of lit-

erary, scientific and artistic works, in-

cluding plio+ographic and cinematogra-
pliic adaptions, shall be protected by
original works.

3. The author of any copyright work,
in disposing of his copyright by sale or
by other means "retains the right to
claim the paternity of tlie work and to

oppose the modification or use of it

which is prejudicial to his reputation as

an author" unless with the consent of

the author. He may waive his rights

in "accordance witli the laws of the
country where the contract is made."

3. Each of the contracting states

agrees to recognize and protect within
its territory the rights of authors in

unpublished works. The present con-
%'ention shall not be construed to annul
tlie rights of an author in his unpub-
lished work, nor his right to prevent
reproduction, publication or use without
Iiis consent, nor his right to obtain dam-
ages therefor.
The report describes the latter clause as

"epoch making" in the advantage it secures

to U. S. owners of unpublished worfes.

Consultants to the U. S. delegation in-

eluded leg'al counsel representing- motion
picture producers, radio broadcasters, book
publishers, authors and others.

The report also underlined the insistence

of the Latin-American delegation that the
authors all-inclusive rights include use of

the work in coin-operated machines. This
was left out of the agreement becatise of

the conflict with U. S. laws. Television,

however, was included in the agreement
finally signed.
MPAA and NAB officials told THE FILM

DAILY that both organizations will be
represented before the Senate Foreign Re-
lations Committee.

Callow Confers Here
Everett C. Callow, Philadelphia

zone advertising and publicity head
for Warner Theaters, was in New
York yesterday conferring with Mort
Blumenstock and Harry Goldberg,
on special campaigns for the open-
ing of "Life With Father" in Phila-
delphia and Atlantic City.
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British PRS Wants

increased Royaities

Interesting sidelight to J. Arthur
Rank's "Gentleman's Agreement"

^

for more major circuit playing time
;

in the U. S. is the demand from
j

the Protective Rights Society of
j

England for higher royalties to

Ascap with which it has a recipro-

cal collecting arrangement.
Reasons for PRS' squawks are:

(1) With British pix getting more
playing time here, British song-
writers, composers, et al, will be

|

getting more royalties; (2) But the
returns will not be commensurate
with returns that American music
creators get in Britain; (3) Because
royalties to members of PRS

_
and

Ascap are from two to seven times
higher in the U. K. than they are

in the U. S.

Authoritative soui'ce in Ascap is

inclined to agree with PRS for the
principal reason that Ascap's pres-
ent rates go back to 1934. And
those rates, the spokesman told The
Film Daily, were based upon an in-

dex of the depression years. He
also cited the point that Ascap royal-

ties in the U. S. are the lowest as

compared with what similar or-

ganizations get in foreign countries.

In some countries, he asserted, the

copyright benefits run as high as

two and one-half per cent of the

box office receipts.

No Providence Clearance
On Wakefield Community

Boston—Clearance over the Com-
munity Theater, Wakefield, R. I.,

by the Strand, Majestic, Albee,
Loew's State, Carlton and Fay's
Theaters, Providence, is eliminated
under an arbitrators award in the
complaint brought by Nai-ragansett
Pier Amusements, operator of the
Community.

In a consent award one day maxi-
mum clearance over the York Beach
Theater, York Beach, Me., has been
granted the Colonial and Olympia
Theaters, Portsmouth, N. H., in the

case of first runs. Another consent
award grants seven days maximum
clearance over the Coolidge, Water-
town, Mass., to the Central Square,
Cambridge, on first runs, and seven
days over the Coolidge is granted
the University, Cambridge, on either

first or second runs.

OHN M. STAHL Producer-director. Born in New York City, 1886. Father

was a merchant. Educated in New York schools and went on stage at age

WHO'SWHOIN HOLLYWOOD
J
of 15 with Mrs. Leslie Carter in Belasco's production of "DuBarry." Was suc-

cessful player on Broadway for the next 14 years. Decided to become a movie

director and talked his way into megging "The Boy And

The Law" at the old Brooklyn Vitagraph lot in 1914. This

was among the first seven-reelers ever made. Among his

early pictures were "The Lincoln Cycle," distributed by

Famous Players-Lasky, "Suspicion," "Scandal Mongers,"

and "Wives Of Men." In 1917, joined Louis B. Mayer in

independent productions including "Woman In His

House." In association with Mayer at Metro, made "Hus-

bands And Lovers" (1924); "Fashions For Men" (1925)

and "Memory Lane" and "In Old Kentucky" (1926).

After a year's travel, organized Tiffany-Stahl Studios and

personally supervised 40 pictures before disposing of

his interests and joining Universal in 1930. Made "A

Lady Surrenders" and "Seed." Following season di-

rected "Strictly Dishonorable" and the great "Back

Street" with John Boles and Irene Dunne which was

Stahl's fourth consecutive road show attraction. Has introduced Boles, Billy

Burke, Margaret Sullavan, Reginald Denny, and many other stars. Famed for

his love of children and for introducing children into his films. Height, five

feet, 10 inches. Weight, 158 pounds. Color of hair and eyes, grey. Recent

pictures include "Immortal Sergeant," "Holy Matrimony," "Our Wife," and

is currently directing "The Foxes Of Harrow," William Bacher Production at

20th -Fox.

British Court Awards
£L500 in Libel Suit

London (By Cable)—Justice Hil-

bery yesterday awarded E. Amot-
Robertson £1,500 in her libel action

against M^-M. Miss Robertson
claimed that as a result of a letter

sent by Sam Eckman, Jr., to BBC
she lost her job as a radio film critic.

In summing up, Justice Hilbery
said: "It is not the function of a
critic merely to praise any more

,

than merely to condemn. I some-
i

times wonder if the cinema public

get what they want. It seems to me
!

they get what is shovelled up to
|

them." !

Brandt Biames Taient

For iii Cost, Poor Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

created during the war to fill in

for top ranking stars who had en-

tered the service. He declared that
as war-time box office receipts in-

creased, new stars demanded figure

salaries. "My quarrel," Brandt
said, "is with producers who will

give fabulous contracts to stars and
authorize stars to select stories and
directors. Fans are shopping now
and you can count the names of real

box office stars on both hands.
Bi-andt said the American public,

in the main, does not want British

pictures because American patrons
do not understand them. He said

double features are here to stay
and cited example of one of his im-
portant New York neighborhood
theaters that was forced to switch

to doubles after trying single bill

policy for three weeks.
IMPPA prexy I. E. Chadwick

pointed out the danger of cartiliza-

tion of film business and warned it

should not become worldwide. He
said he had no quarrel with big
affiliated circuits.

Aubrey Schenck, James S. Bur-
kett, John J. Jones and William
Pizor were among speakers.

SAG, Producers Agree

On One-Year Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

increased from $35 to $55 a day;
free lance plays from $115 to $175
week; contract players (experienced
professional actors) increased from
$60 and $75 to $120 a week for
those actors under 30 years of age;
increased to $160 a week for those
actors 30 years of age and over;
singers, same as day player and
weekly free lance minimums; stunt
men, increased from $35 to $55 a
day and from $200 to $300 a week.

All above wage minimums to be
retroactive to May 15, 1947, with
exception of those for contract
players signed before May 15, which
will take effect at the start of next
option period.

Contract was agreed on without
completion of negotiations of all

points in original Guild contract
proposals because of certain time
limitations imposed in the Taft-
Hartley law. Guild and producers
will continue negotiations on those
points on which agreement has not
yet been reached, looking to signing
of a complete new contract not later
than Aug. 1, 1948.

Cut in Film Imports Perm^itted Would I%ot Save
Dollars^ Cripps Tells Eden in Finance Debate

London (By Cable)—A cut in the number of films permitted! to be imported

from the U. S. would not have the same effect as the ad valorem duty proposed

in the Finance Act, Sir Stafford Cripps said yesterday im Parliament. Answering

a question by Anthony Eden as to whether dollars could be saved by trimming

film imports one seventeenth, as is planned for newsprint, Cripps said: "I

think it doubtful whether anything would be saved by even a cut of half in

imports of American films. They would collect the same amount of money for

half the number of films."

Labor Confabs Assure

'B' Prod., Says Broidyji!

ii

V!

(Continued from Page 1)

nies' joint sales meeting yesterday
Applauding the co-ope:^^on of

the labor representatives ^^fc^gree-
ing to a study of "B" picturbS^roduc-
tion, Broidy said that the "new or-

der" will make it possible for small-
er producing units in the industry
to schedule a year's product in ad-|

vance, with the full knowledge that
their budgets will not be affected
by unpredictable increases.

"The willingness of both sides to^i

see all points of view augurs well'
for future labor relations within
the industry," Broidy stated. "In'j
making our 'B' pictures we were,J
confronted with a reduction in in-

come due to shortened first-run en-'iF(

gagements throughout the country, mp

Also, exhibitors had reached the',

peak in rentals which they werejH;
willing to pay for this product. If

this very essential type of screen
entertainment was to survive, thisi

could only be accomplished by a re-

duction in production costs. I am^
happy to say that through the wilU
ing co-operation of studio labor ex-
ecutives. Monogram will be able to
resume production in the near fu-

ture."

Broidy emphasized that the ne-

gotiations do not in any manner
affect Allied Artists' "A" nictures.

M-G-M Sets Canada Sales

Meeting for Aug. 12-13

(Continued from Page 11

the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Au-
gust 12-13, it was announced yes-

terday. Sessions will be attended
by William F. Rodgers, vice-presi

dent and general sales manager; Ed
win W. Aaron, assistant general
sales manager; Jay Eisenberg, liai

son between sales and legal depart
ment; Irving Helfont, home office

assistant on Canadian sales, and
M. L. Simons, editor of The Dis-
tributor and assistant to H. M
Richey.

Meeting will be conducted jointly

by Henry L. Nathanson, president
of Regal' Films, M-G-M's Canadian
associate, and Ted Gould, general
sales head for Canada, who repre-

sented the Canadian contingent at

the last sales meeting of branch,
district and field sales managers,
held at the Astor Hotel.

Admiral Patten Joins Du Mont
Rear Adm. Stanley F. Patten,

USN (Ret.) has joined the staff of

Du Mont Labs, as administrative
assistant to the president. Dr. Allen
B. Du Mont announced. Admiral
Patten will headquarter at the Clif-

ton, N. J., plant.

Conn. Outing for July 23

New Haven—Annual joint outing
of officials and staffs of the RKO,
20th-Fox, Columbia and M-G-M ex-

changes will be held July 23 at

Double Beach.
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MPTOA^ATA SET MERGER STAGE
11 Scheduled from Allied, 48 from Monoffram

Four AA Films Completed;
j

16 Westerns, 32 Features
Announced for Monogram

Oklahoma City—At least 11 "A"
films from Allied Artists

_
and 48

features from Monogram will be in-

eluded in the
companies' 1947-

48 programs,
Steve B r i d y ,

president, re-
vealed over the
weekend at the
closing sessions
of the companies'
national conven-
tions at the Skir-

vin Towers Hotel.
Four of the AA

releases are com-
pleted and seven
will go into pro-
duction during
the season. Mon-

BROIDY ogram's 48 re-

i)leases will comprise 16 Westerns
f.and 32 features, he revealed.

Completed Allied Artists pictures

(Continued on Page 8)

|>romoted Giveaways

Making a (omebacic

,
Promoted premium giveaways for

i
theaters are being revived success-

fully by Joseph Berenson, National
Theater Advertising Co. head, who
has just surveyed the East with a

view toward opening branch offices

there.

Berenson, who headquarters in

Chicago, has been selling a plan

I
whereby theater owners pay noth-

[ ing for the premiums, the cost being

borne by merchants in the com-

(Continued on Page 9)

Korda Sets Wivefiltn

As Stvedish Distrih.

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—Swedish

distribution of Sir Alexander Kor-

da's new productions will be handled

by AB Wivefilm, Director S. A. G.

Svenson, has announced. First pic

under the new arrangement will be

Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal Husband."

Tolstoy's "Anna Karenina" is sched-

uled as the second offering.

Reeling ^Round
WASHINGTON
= By ANDREW H. OLDER =

WASHINGTON
WHILE it was certainly encouraging to

hear from two such powerful Con-

gressional leaders as Sen. Bob Taft and

Rep. Harold Knutson in a single day that

the Federal admissions levy may very well

be lowered this Winter, it would be un-

wise to count on any early move to elim-

inate the Federal ticket "take." Apart

from other considerations, the statement

filed with the House Ways and Means

Committee last week by the ATA and the

MPTOA wHI not be overlooked by the

solons. Jointly these two organizations

called for a 10 per cent tax, in effect

;bandoning the earlier position for out-

ight elimination of the tax.

But even more basic is the strong feei-

ng among Congressional tax students that

the Federal income tax is a fluctuating

(Continued on Page 8)

Officers and Directors Unanimously Call for Okay;
Ratification Set for September Washington Meeting;

Retain Identities to Pursue Varying Policies on Suit

Members of the MPTOA and ATA will meet in joint assembly

in Washington in late September to ratify the merger of the

two national exhibitor associations into a new organization,
to be known as the Theater Owners
of America.

Setting the stage for the merger,
officers and directors of ATA and
MPTOA at a joint meeting at the
Hotel Astor Friday unanimously
adopted a resolution calling for con-

(C«ntinued on Page 12)

Pelton Scanning N. Y.

Studio Locations

lam Soitz Named in

Baitimore Fraud Suits

Baltimore—Punitive damages, in

addition to actual damages, are de-

manded in seven suits charging
fraudulent percentage film returns

filed against Sam Soltz Friday in

the U. S. District Court for Mary-
land by United Artists, 20th-Fox,
Universal, Paramount, RKO, War-
ners and Loew's. Actions are sim-

ilar to claims filed in other parts of

the country against other exhibitors.

Complaints allege that theater

records furnished for inspection

(Continued on Page 9)

The problem of converting New
York into a major film production
center was brought into sharp focus

last week with the arrival here of

F. E. Pelton, inventor of the Pelton

System of space-and-money saving
movable platform sets.

Pelton told THE FILM Daily Fri-

day that he was surveying the New
York scene for possible locations for

a studio. Negotiations are now un-
der way with Stanley Neal, of As-
sociated Filmakers, who holds the

option to a suitable plot of land in

Yonkers. Neal had planned a ma-
jor studio in that section several

(Continued on Page 3)

UA Appeals from Maryland
Board's "Outlaw" Ban

Baltimore—An appeal from the
refusal of the Maryland State Board
of Motion Picture Censors to per-

mit Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw"
to be shown in the State has been
filed in City Court, here. Plaintiff

denies the picture is obscene, inde-

cent, etc., as charged by the Censor
Board.

Court gave the Censors until Sept.

8 to answer the appeal and set a
hearing for Sept. 15.

'46PixIncome $1,130,000,000
Dept. of Com. Charts Amazing Pic Growth

Aussie Exiilbs. Lose

Free 16MM^Figlit

Brisbane (By Air Mail)—The Gov-
ernment is unable to stop free ex-

hibitions of 16 mm. films, provided
they are shown in halls licensed for

public entertainment, the managers
committee set up to fight free 16

(Continued on Page 3)

46,389 Tele Receivers
Mfg. in 6 Mos. for Record

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Record total of 46,-

389 television receivers were pro-
duced during the first six months of
this year, the Radio Manufacturers
Association reported over the week-
end. June production of 11,484 tele

receivers alone topped the entire
output of 6,476 video sets last year.

Circuits Deny Gelber's

'Deliberate' Delay Charges

Negotiations of the major circuits

with Local 306 of the Moving Pic-

ture Machine Operators' Union,

lATSE, have been "deliberately"

prolonged to take advantage of the

Taft-Hartley ban on closed shops

(Continued on Page 9)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
I

Washington—Culminating a five-

year research project, the Depart-
1 ment of Commerce over the week-

!
end revealed revised statistics on

national income which indicate the
• tremendous growth of the American
motion picture industry. The new
figures, described as "official" U. S.

statistics cover an 18-year period

(Continued on Page 8)

Hungary Production
Starts Again Today

Budapest (By Cable)—Hungarian

film production, dormant for the

past 18 months because of inflation,

will be started again today with

available space and time at the

Hunnia Studios to be divided among
the three major political parties.

Initial film goes into production

under the sponsorship of the Small-

holders Party, with Zoltan Kerenyi

handling direction. In about three

weeks the Social Democrats will

start a production, and a Communist

Party picture will follow. Raw stock

for the pictures will be supplied by

the Gaevert plant in Belgium.
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commG nno coinc
RITA HAYWORTH arrives in London today,

from Paris, to attend world premiere of

"Down To Earth."

GRAD SEARS, UA distribution chief, was
due in from London by plane over the week-
end.

DAVID WAYNE, flies to Hollywood next

Monday, for a feature role in DOS' "Portrait

of Jennie."

HOWARD G. MAYER is in Chicago from
the Coast for a three-week stay.

CHARLES KORVIN arrives in New York from
Hollywood today and leaves by plane Friday

to join RKO Radio's "Berlin Express" company
on the Continent.

NICK TRONOLONE, Pathe Labs v.-p., is in

Mexico to turn over the new Churubusco Labs,

built by Pathe, to RKO. He is expected back
in a week, following a stopover in Hollywood.

Sandgold Leases Arrow;
To Install 'Art' Policy

nnnncifiL
(July 18)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 173,4 I73/4 173^
Bell & Howell 227/8 227/8 227/8

Columbia Picts 195/8 I91/4 19%
East. Kodak 477/8 477/3 477/8

do pfd 188 188 188
Gen. Prec. Eq 191/4 191/4 191/4

Loew's, Inc 231/2 23'/8 233/8

Paramount 29 281/2 28%
RKO 131/2 13 131/2

Republic Pict 5% 5% 5%
Republic Pict. pfd.. I21/4 I21/4 I21/4

20th Century-Fox ... 317/8 311/8 313/8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 40 40 40
Universal Pict 22% 22% 22%
Universal Pict. pfd.. 84 84 84
Warner Bros 167/8 16% 16%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 4 4 4
RKO 37/8 37/8 37/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3% 3%
Technicolor I41/4 Ml/a I41/4

Trans-Lux 41/8 41/8 4%
OVER THE COUNTER

Net
Chg.

- %
- 1/2

- 1/8

- 1/8

— %
— 1/8

— 1/4— %— 11/2— %

+ 1/4- 1/8

Cinecolor
Pathe

Bid Asked
6% 67/8

51/4 61/4

Going! Goingl I

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington^ Great Britain has

drawn another $150,000,000 of the
$3,750,000,00 loan from this country.
The British have now drawn a total
of $2,450,000,000, $400,000,000 of it

within the past 16 days. Total of
$1,300,000,000 remains.

Maurice Goldman and David J.

Sanders, through their recently-
formed Sandgold Amusement Corp.,

acquired a 21-year lease from Ben-
jamin Knobel and Leo Silver on the
Arrow Theater at 235 E. 14th St.

Berk and Krumgold, theatrical real

estate brokers, arranged the deal.

Jack Rosenblum, attorney, repre-
sented Sandgold; Joseph H. Katz,
the lessors.

Renamed the 14th St. Metropoli-
tan Theater, Sandgold will take
possession of its new property next
Monday, and will operate it as an
"art" house. First film under the
new management will be "The Jol-

son Story." After an indefinite

run, the second offering will be
"Duel in the Sun."

The new management expects to

spend about $50,000 renovating the
Met. Alterations, however, will be
delayed until new furnishings ar-

rive from the dealers.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, WB vice-president in

charge of advertising and publicity, was in

Skowhegan, Me., over the week-end conferring
on arrangements for world premiere of "Life
With Father" on August 14. He was accom-
panied by LARRY GOLOB, Eastern publicity

director, and BILL BRUMBERG, manager of the
field staff.

KENT SMITH, Warners' contract player who
recently finished work in "The Voice of the
Turtle," is in New York from the Coast.

JUNE HAVER and GEORGE JESSEL left the
Coast yesterday for New York, via TWA.
SONJA HENIE, JOHN MILLS, MARY SCHENCK,

JOAN DAVIS, BOB COBB in Chicago from
Hollywood.

McCann En-route to Coast
To Set Up Labor Hearings

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Irving G. McCann,

House Labor Committee counsel, left

at the weekend on a leisurely trip

to the Coast where he is scheduled
to arrive July 30 to arrange hear-
ings on the Hollywood labor situa-

tion before Rep. Carroll D. Kearns.

"U" Declares Dividend

Universal's board has declared a
dividend of $1.0625 per share on the
4% per cent cumulative preferred
stock, payable Sept. 1 to stock-
holders of record Aug. 15.

Th» latmtt It MM. miiiio
•qulpmant htu fcaan Imstallad
In our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. Higli Fidelity Sound «nd
Simplex Proiecton . . .

Con Wo "Show" Yoyt
Call: ClrcU 6-0081-2-S-4
Film Storaae and Servict

BONDED
FILM ST0RA6E Co., Inc.
I'M BROADWAY. N. Y. C.

Pay-See Television Hit

By DuMont and Nicholas

Blasts at Zenith Radio's pay-as-
you-see television project came from
two sources at the weekend. Allen
B. DuMont declared that the tele-

vision broadcasting industry doesn't
need such a system. He pointed
out that DuMont's two video sta-
tions are already near the break-
even point and may start earning
profits by the end of the year.
In Chicago, A. E. Nicholas, presi-

dent of Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corp., called the Zenith plan
impractical and unnecessary. Argu-
ing that Americans are accustomed
to turn on their receivers as they
choose, and to enjoy any program
they choose, Nicholas remarked:
"They do not pay a tax; they drop
no nickels in slots; they receive no
bills from anyone. They expect the
same of television, and they are
going to get the same of television."

Big Radio Promotion Backsi

"Long Night" in New Eng.

Boston—In what is believed to be
the largest radio promotion ever at-
tempted by a film company in Newi
England, RKO has signed with the
Yankee Network for a vast radio
promotion of the 212 city pjuJ^gierc
of "The Long Night" on .S>Jfodi 6.

Campaign opens with a series of
spot announcements on Yankee news
service program 10 days prior to

the openings.

On Aug. 13, the network will air

a mock trial broadcast from Boston
featuring stars of "The Long
Night." Network will also use a
series of 15 minute transcribed pro-
grams, based on the picture and
featuring Henry Fonda, Barbara
Bel Geddes and Vincent Price. Pro-
motion was worked out by Terry
Turner, director of the RKO field

staff, and Linus Travers, Yankee
Network executive vice-president
and general manager.

N. Y. THEATERS

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-^
• Rockefeller Center

Army Honors Keenan; May
Turn Down H'wood Post

Chicago—Joseph Keenan, Chicago
union labor executive, was decorated
by the U. S. Army for his work in
organizing and developing German
manpower agencies. It is reported
that Keenan will not take the Holly-
wood labor post, on his return from
Germany next month.

Lou Specter Stricken

Lou Spector, 27, Allied Artists
exploiteer, died suddenly in Louis-
villy, Ky., while working on the
"Black Gold" campaign. His body
is being shipped to his home in
Montreal, Can., for burial.
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(Continued from Page 1)

s ago but no further word had
heard from him since the an-

sites in the Metropolitan area are
also being cased, with the Curtiss-
Wright plant in Paterson, N. J.,

named among the possible choices.

Pelton's systematic survey of this

area is being co-ordinated with the
recently organized industry-Muni-
cipal project of checking the poten-
tialities of the New York area un-
der the leadership of Mayor O'Dwy-
er's recently appointed Film Co-
ordinator, Judge Edward Maguire.

Pelton will hold discussions with
Co-ordinator Maguire this week
when it is expected some word of
the city's inducements to the film

industry will be revealed.

Specifically designed for space
problems characteristic of the East,
Pelton's system promises much in

the way of an efficient studio set-up
here. It is expected that the Pelton
System will be studied with interest

by both industry representatives and
Municipal officials as a potential
solution to the vital space problem
expected in any planned studio in

the Metropolitan area.

Meeting with Maguire for the first

time last week, industry reps, in-

cluding Tom Mead, U-I; Leslie
Thompson, RKO-Radio ; Frank
Phelps, Warners; William C. Kelley
and Edward C. Dowden, M-G-M,
discussed clearance problems and
were promised a summary of the
legal aspects of clearance as well
as a report on the city's findings

on the physical aspect of produc-
tion facilities within two weeks.

$200 Grand Expected In

Detroit "Duel" Blitz

SRO's blitz releasing technique
first used on "Duel In The Sun" will

be used when that pic opens in the
Fox Theater and 17 other houses
this Friday in Detroit.

Multiple run engagement is ex-

pected to gross $200,000 for the
week, according to SRO sales execs.

Bcdlard Joins Frank Lewis

Chicago—Ray Ballard has sold his

interest in Ballard-Bowman Films,

Inc. to become vice-president in

charge of the film division of Frank
Lewis, Inc., commercial film produc-
ers. Company has recently leased

new quarters at 1725 North Wells
St., and has 15 films in production.
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Leonore Ulric Lawrence A. Urbach
Ken Maynard Allan Joslyn

Monday Morniny Report
• • • "INTERMEZZO" is slated for October reissue by SRO, pre-

ceding "The Paradine Case/' which will be a late 1947 release. . . .

• Actors Equity Junior-Senior referendum is set for Sept, 15. . . , • En-

tire proceeds of the Eastern premiere of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

Now" at the Skouras Liberty Theater, Elizabeth, N. J., tomorrow night

will go to George T. Vosseler, double amputee and much decorated

World War II hero, and to the Elizabeth Boys Club George Jessel,

June Haver, Lew Lehr and others will make p.a's at the premiere, as well

as at a banquet at the Elks Club earlier. ... • Didja know that

Parkyakarkus (Harry Einstein) will star in a series of independent three-

reelers, aimed both for theaters and schools? First goes into produc-

tion Aug. 25 in a converted Burbank war plant. ... • It was left to CBS
to raise the curtain on the miracle-working Zoomar Lens to television

Saturday with a demonstration from the Jamaica track Today, CBS
will use the lens again to televise the Dodger's game at Ebbets Field. . . .

• Herbert Moulton, having set up the new 16mm. division for Loew's'

Int'l., has resumed as a Metro shorts producer. ... • Robert Riskin's

first independent production, "Magic Town," will be an early October,

RKO release Riskin is due in with a print for home office, confabs

as soon as scoring is completed. ... • The Applied Physics Laboratory

of John Hopkins University has asked Jerry Fairbanks for a print of his

Para, short, "Moon Rockets," for preservation in its archives. ... • Eric

A. Johnston on his return from Europe is scheduled to spend a week-end

with Gov. Tom Dewey Meanwhile, Washington State Republicans

are urging the MPAA president for the Republican vice-presidential

nomination. ... • CSU's court charges that Willie Bioff (remember?' is

back in the lATSE saddle would seem to be somewhat in error, on the

basis of what E. Fred Sweet, the chief probation officer for the Southern

N. Y. Federal district, told the N. Y. Post's Victor Riessel—According to

to Sweet, Bioff is in abject hiding "for reasons of his life"

T T T
• • • WHEN ACTOR BURT LANCASTER accompanied producer

Mark Hellinger to Chicago last week for a special critics reception in con-

nection with U-I's "Brute Force," Lancaster met Nick Cravat with whom
he toured as Lang and Cravat in an acrobatic act for almost 15 years

Lancaster hadn't seen Cravat since the latfer's return from overseas

in the Armed Forces and, anxious to help his former partner, Lancaster

is arranging to make a 10-week tour with Cravat in a revival of the old

vaudeville act As a further coincidence, Ben Katz, U-I midwest ex-

ploitation rep. was spotted by Cravat Cravat was sure that he had

met Katz before and he certainly had Katz was manager of the

Jamaica Theater in Jamaica seven years ago when Lang and Cravat

played the house and had their luggage stolen

T T T
• • • IN ALL THAT HUB-DUB over the satirical thrust at radio

in Metro's "The Hucksters," the fact seems to be overlooked that Loew's

is very much in radio, too, via WHN. ... • Twentieth-Fox reportedly

will have an investment of upwards of $50,000 in the Rodgers-Hammerstein

"Allegro," which the N. Y. Theater Guild will bring to Broadway. . . .

• Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion" will get a Chicago loop run via the Ori-

ental. ... • The Society for the Prevention of Disparaging Remarks

About Brooklyn has conferred scrolls upon Tom Mead and Art Cohen,

responsible for the U-I short, "Brooklyn, U.S.A." Didn't that society

originate as a Metro publicity stunt, by the way? ... • Harlem's Apollo

becomes a Negro first run house Friday when Herald's "Sepia Cinderella"

bows. ... •Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, Thomas H. Hutchinson and Philip

Booth of television fame have joined Richard W. Hubbell and Associates.

• That back-fo-the-farm movement, now noted in the mid-West could have

box office repercussions

Aussie Exiiibs. Lose

Free 16MM. Figlit

(Continued from Page 1)

mm. shows was informed. Laws,
however, prohibit department stores

from exhibiting films in their build-

ings.

The trade deputation had urged
that commercial 16 mm. exhibitions

are unfair competition and that

narrow gauge film should be limited

exclusively to educational subjects

shown in educational establishments.

Move followed a number of free

screenings of commercial films by
large firms as parts of advertising

campaigns. Most recent, sponsored
by Vacuum Oil Co., filled Albert Hall

for three nights. The Department of
Public Instruction also sponsors free
16 mm. films.

"I Am Not a Communist,"
Chaplin Tells Rep. Thomas

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles Chaplin on

Friday wired J. Parnell Thomas,
representative to Congress, who
came to Hollywood on un-American
activities:

"From your publicity I note that
I am to be 'quizzed' by the House
Un-American Activity (Committee in
Washington in September. I under-
stand I am to be your 'guest' at the
expense of taxpayer. Forgive me
for this premature acceptance of
your headlined newspaper invitation.

"You have been quoted as saying
you wish to ask me if I am a Com-
munist. You sojourned for 10 days
in Hollywood not long ago and could
have asked me the question at that
time, effecting something of an
economy, or, you could telephone
me now, collect. In order that you
are completely up to date on my
thinking, I suggest that you view
carefully my latest production,
'Monsieur Verdoux' It is against
war and futile slaughter of our
youth. I trust you will not find its

humane message distasteful. While
you are preparing your engraved
subpoena I will give you a hint on
where I stand. I am not a Com-
munist. I am a peace monger."

Detroit Bans '^'^Brute^^

After Request Fails

Detroit — Inspector Charles W.
Snyder, heading police censorship

here, banned "Brute Force," after

his earlier request to withhold film

from exhibition here was turned

down by Universal. Film row re-

ports indicate the possibility ban

may be fought in courts.

Snyder bases ban, which was con-

firmed by police commissioner and

prosecuting attorney, on grounds of

depiction of torture, violence, and

brutality.
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GOVERNOR HUNT OF

WYOMING for your show-

manship in selecting

REPUBLIC'S "WYOMING"
as the official film of

CHEYENNE'S 51st Annual

Frontier Days Celebration.

WYOMING CHEYENNE-LARAMIE'ROCK SPRI N GS • RAWLI NS • KEMM ERE R • SH E R I D

WORLAND • POWELL • LANDER • LUSK • TORRINGTON • GREYBULL* BASIN • UPTON •

AZTEC • SANTA RITA • H U RL E Y • LAYTO N • A L BU OUER U E N E BR AS K A CRAW

HAY SPRINGS • TEXAS DALHART - SOUTH DAKOTA PROVO • COLOR
SPRINGS CRAIG ORDWAY LOVELAND FT. MORGAN TELLURIOE MONTE VISTA

WALOEN • KREMMLING • ERASER • FAIRPLAY- BRECKENRIOGE • DILLON • GRAND JUN
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Cffff EXHIBITORS OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AREA for your show-
manship in honoring a
great state and a great

picture*

big engagements, day and date#with

"WYOMING'S" World Premiere at the Fox

Inter-Mountain Lincoln, Paramount and
Princess Theatres, Cheyenne, July 23-26*

iN • DOUGLAS • GILLETTE 'MIDWEST -WHEAT LAND- CASPER -H ANNA- SOUTH. SUPERIOR

^EW MEXICO SOCORRO • SANTA FE - RATON - FARMINGTON - SILVER CITY

CRD • NORTH PLATTE • McCOOK - ALLIANCE • SIDNEY • SCOTTSBLUFF • IMPERIAL

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES • ALBERT DEKKER

VIRGINIA GREY • MME. MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
Scretn Play by Lawrence Hazard and Gerald Geraghty

Associate Producer-Dlrector-JOSEPH KANE

REPUBLIC
PICTURE

kDO DENVER • FT. COLLINS • BOULDER • LONGMONT • STERLING • GLENWOOD

LAMAR • SALIDA - COLORADO SPRINGS • PUEBLO - GREELEY • DELTA - LEADVILLE

HON • ROCKY FORD • DEL NORTE-GRAND LAKE-ALAMOSA- MONTROSE- DURANGO
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CHARLES MOSS,
Managing Director^ Loew's Criteriony New Yori

says this:

wWe never believed it possible that the

Criterion Theatre could hit an opening day

figure such as we did on BRUTE FORCE, v/hich

broke all records by 30%. Audiences of all

types literally stormed the doors. There is no

doubt about BRUTE FORCE being a big'^hit."

et in early on •usiness. now.

a MARK HEL LINGER Production • Directed by JULES DASSIN • Screenplay by RICHARO brooks • From a story by Robert Patterson

Associate Producer: JULB BUCK • A UNiVEfiSAl-INTtRNATIONAl. RELEASE m

Jc^r ffi' •.».'• ir-> ^• *•.'.'•. rV- •,'>":*•(•, AiJK,>;,, ,,•

*Also breaking records in the phenomenal five-theatre run,

Los Angeles. (United Artists, Fox Ritz, Guild, Iris, Studio City,)
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11 AA, 48 Monogram

Pix in '47-'48 Program

(Continued from Page 1)

are Jeffrey Bemerd's Cinecolor
production, "Black Gold," to be re-

leased in September; King Bros.'

"The Gangster," Scott R. Dunlap's
"The Hunted," and Symphony Films'
"Song of My Heart," based on the
career of Tchaikowsky.

On Allied Artists Schedule
Set to be produced for AA are

"Red Light," to be produced and
directed by Roy Del Ruth; "The
Tenderfoot," King Bros.; "Smart
Woman," Hal E. Chester; "The
Highwayman," James S. Burkett,
and "Last of the Badmen," King
Bros. Also announced are "Land
of the Sky Blue Waters" and "North
of Nome," both to be filmed in Cine-
color.

Other possibilities for the AA pro-
gram are "Follow Me Quietly" and
"Turning Point," planned by Jack
Wrather, and two to be made by
Edward Nassour, "Panamint City"
and "Onward." Decision on whether
these will be 1947-48 releases will

be made at a later date.

Monogram's new season output
will include "Louisiana," directed

by Phil Karlson for Lindsley Par-
sons; "Panhandle," to be produced
by John C. Champion and Blake
Edwards; "The Big Flight," pro-
duced by Carl Krueger; "That Guy
Palooka," produced by Hal E. Ches-
ter with Reginald LeBorg direct-

ing; "High Tide," produced by Jack
Wrather, and "Sixteen Fathoms
Deep," to be filmed at Tarpon
Springs, Fla., by Irving Allen and
James S. Burkett.

Other properties on the new pro-
gram include another Joe Palooka
film and a second Jack Wrather pro-
duction, "The Quest of Willie Hunt-
er." Barney Gerard will produce
"Jiggs and Maggie in Society," di-

rected by Eddie Cline, and two films
produced by Lindsley Parsons will

be "Rocky" and "Mysterious Island."

Mirisch to Make Three

Walter Mirisch will make three,

"I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes,"
"Gay Deceivers" and "Fight for
Glory," while Jeffrey Bernerd will

produce two exploitation pictures.

A series of six Anniversary Fea-
tures will comprise "Devil's Para-
dise," "Jungle Madness," "Panic,"
"Fortune Seekers," "Revenge in the
Night" and "Behind the Star."

In the series field, Jan Grippo will

produce four Bowery Boy films,

while James S. Burkett will make
three Charlie Chan pictures, the
first "Murder by Alphabet." Will
Jason will produce and direct three
Teen-Agers musicals.
Westerns will include eight star-

ring Johnny Mack Brown with Ray-
mond Hatton, produced by Barney
A. Sarecky, and eight starring Jim-
my Wakely, produced by Bennett
Cohen.

Prevue Library to Filmack
Chicago—F i 1 m a c k takes over

Alexander Film Company's Prevue
library which gives them the larg-
est library in the country.

No First Class Film Manuscripts Available in

Europe as Hollywood Seehs Acceptable Stories

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—^First class manuscripts suitable for use as mo-

tion pictures cannot be found in Europe, Robert Lantz, Universal representative,

said during his visit in Sweden. Hollywood is crying for good or, at least,

acceptable manuscripts, Lantz said, but he has been unable to find any.

He reported on a conference with a Swedish publisher on possible film ma-
terial where the publisher recommended two books, one of which turned out

to be a translation of an American author's work.

'46PixIncome$1,130,000,000
Com. Dept. Charts Amazing Pic Growth

(Continued

beginning in 1929 and extending
through 1946.
The figures show that the income

of the motion picture industry in-

creased from $432,000,000 in 1929,
nearly 300 per cent to $1,130,000,000
in 1946. Low figure for the 18-yeaf
period was in 1930 when the income

Average annual earnings per full-

time employe in the pix industry
jumped from $2,169 in 1929 to $3,056
last year, according to the new De-
partment of Commerce statistics.

of the industry went to $191,000,000.
Since 1933, however, the industry has
shown a steady income gain, with
the exception of 1938, when there
was a slight drop from the previ-

ous year. The largest increase was
from the $874,000,000 registered in

1945 to last year's total.

How It's Determined

The industry's income is obtained
statistically by aggregating the fol-

lowing: wages and salaries, supple-
ments to wages and salaries; income
of unincorporated enterprises; cor-
porate profits before Federal and
state income and excess profits

taxes; inventory valuation adjust-
ment; net interest, and rental in-

come.
Wages and salaries for the motion

picture industry indicate the expan-
sion of the industry and the sharp
rise in costs. Wages and salaries

increased from $308,000,000 in 1929
to $706,000,000 in 1946. This group
generally has shown a steady in-

crease throughout the 18-year peri-

od, with the sharpest increase regis-
tered last year over 1945 figures.

Salaries and wages in 1945 were
$550,000,000.

Supplements to wages and sal-

aries bring the figures even higher.
Supplements to wages and salaries

for 1929 amounted to $2,000,000;
for last year they amounted to $25,-

000,000; in 1945 the supplements
amounted to $21,000,000.

Income of unincorporated enter-
prises in the motion picture in-

dustry showed similar gains. In-
come for this group increased from
$39,000,000 in 1929 to $76,000,000
in 1946. Low figure was registered
in the depression year of 1934,
when the income for this group was
only $2,000,000.

Corporate Profits Soar

Corporate profits before Federal
and state income and excess profits

from Page 1)

taxes for the film industry jumped
from $62,000,000 in 1929 to $316,-
000,000 in 1946—an increase of more
than 500 per cent. Profits for 1945
were $239,000,000. In 1939, profits

were only $52,000,000. The de-
pression years hit the industry hard,
the figures indicate. By 1931, profits
dropped to $2,000,000 and in 1932
plunged to a loss of $83,000,000.
The industry also showed a loss

in 1933 amounting to $40,000,000.
In 1934, profits climbed to $3,000,-
000 and showed a steady increase
since that time.
Corporation profits after Federal

and state income and excess profits
taxes for the motion picture indus-
try indicates the large bit from these
taxes. Profits in this group climbed
from $52,000,000 in 1929 to a whop-
ping $190,000,000 last year. In 1932,
the industry showed a loss of $85,-
00,000. Losses were also registered
in 1933 ($43,000,000), and in 1934
($1,000,000,). Since 1935 profits
after these taxes have climbed stead-
ily to the record of last year.
Federal and state corporate in-

come and excess profits tax liability
for the pix industry climbed from
$10,000,000 in 1929 to $126,000,000
last year. High years were 1943
and 1944 when liabilities in this
group amounted to $156,000,000 for
both years.

Dividends Bear Upwards
Net corporate dividend payments

for the pix industry increased from
$17,000,000 in 1929 to $74,000,000
in 1946. Payments in 1944 and 1945
amounted to $40,000,000 each yeai'.

Undistributed corporate profits
for the industry increased from $35,-
000,000 in 1929 to $116,000,000 in
1946. Low period was in 1932,
when these undistributed profits
were minus $95,000,000. Other years
were: 1943, $64,000,000; 1944, $65,-
000,000; 1945, $49,000,000.

Net interest for the pix industry
showed the following: 1929, $21,-
000,000; 1945, $7,000,000; 1946, $7,-
000,000.

FuU-Time Employes
The number of full-time equiva-

lent employes in the pix industry
jumped from 142,000 in 1929 to
231,000 last year. This type of em-
ployes amounted to 220,000 in 194S
and 214,000 in 1944.
The average number of full-time

and part-time employes in the film
industry climbed from 19,000 in
1939 (no figures before this time)
to 256,000 last year. Figures for

BeeUng 'Bound' -

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

revenue raiser. The excise tax is far

steadier, they believe—and for that reason

they frankly admit that will take a lot

of convincing before they can agree to

give up the excise levies as a source of

Federal revenue. /^^
Certainly there is no unanimity df*'^*'^

matter. After Governor Dewey made his

statement of Monday in Salt Lake City,

proposing that the Federal government con-

centrate on income taxes and turn over

to the states the right to tax admissions,

liquor and other things, this correspondent

talked the thing over with Knutson. He
showed himself impressed by Dewey's ar-

gument. Some of the excise taxes, he
said, "undoubtedly should be turned over

to the states. The Federal government has

for years been gradually encroaching upon
the states' rights in tax matters, and I

have no doubt that a thorough study of

the problem will reveal that it would be a

better situation all around if exclusive

right to many of these sources of revenue

were turned over to the states. It would
relieve the pressure upon real estate and
other special taxes."

When we asked if the theater tax

should be among those turned over to

the states, Knutson answered, "I would
think so. Yes." If he has his way

—

and if he does not change his mind—

a

proposal that the Federal government give

up the admissions tax will be considered

by his committee when it reconvenes

—

probably in November—to work on a new
bill reorganizing the Federal tax struc-

ture. .... .But Knutson frequently does

change his mind.

Taft, on the other hand, was not willing

to comment at all upon the Dewey pro-

posal. That didn't surprise, especially since

Governor Earl Warren of California dis-

agreed publicly with Dewey. The whole

thing requires a good deal of study, Taft

said.. While Senator Walter George,

long the Senate's taxation "dictator,"

scoffed at the whole idea as "unworkable."

Not only unworkable, but also unfair for

business, he added, because of the im-

possibility of achieving any sort of uni-

form excise taxation by the various states,

George added, pointing to the uneven pat-

tern of state sales taxes, income taxes,

etc. He seemed to be thinking of the many
businessmen who might lose sales to com-
petitors in nearby states where the con-

sumer taxes might be much lower.

RKO-Ranh Will Mahe
3 More British Filnts

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO will make

three more pictures m England with

Rank, with "The Captain Was a

Lady" slated to go into production

early in 1948. No cast or director

has been selected as yet. "Ivanhoe"

and another subject as yet unselect-

ed are also to be made in England.

1945 were 244,000.
Corporate "sales'- for the film in-

dustry increased from $749,000,000
in 1929 to $1,804,000,000 in 1946.
Sales amounting to $1,581,000,000
were registered in 1945.
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Promoted Giveaways

Making a Comebadi

(Continued from Page 1)

™ vif^ who also benefit by the
g "j^ay idea.

"oTtlder Berenson's setup, the mer-
chants pay for the premiums and
attract patronage by giving num-
bered tickets for the theater draw-
ing with each purchase in their
stores. Drawings are then held at
the theaters and patrons must be
present in order to win.

Berenson told The Film Daily
that the trend toward the use of
giveaways is strong in areas of de-
clining box-office grosses, a situa-

tion which exists in a number of
areas at the present time. He points
out that the number of exhibitors
interested in joining the premium
line is in inverse proportion to the
state of business. Independent op-
erators are not the only group in-

terested in premiums, Berenson
stated. Circuit heads are also employ-
ing giveaways as a stimulant to a
sick box office.

Max Youngstein Back
From Coast Conferences

Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
director of ad-publicity-exploitation,
returns today from Los Angeles,
where he and A. W. Schwalberg,
vice-president and sales manager,
conferred with Charles Skouras,
head of National Theaters and FWC,
on deals which will give top circuit

playing time to "Red Stallion,"
which has a $325,000 promotion
budget. Schwalberg remains on the
West Coast to complete final ar-
rangements for the Western open-
ings and to confer with Bryan Foy
and other studio officials on forth-
coming product.

Circuits Deny Gelber's
"Delicate" Delay Charge

(Continued from Page 1)

after the Aug. 23rd deadline, it was
charged at the week-end by the
union's prexy, Herman Gelber.
Company reps., however, insist

such is not the case, pointing out
that the complexity of the T-H Act
makes it necessary for counsel to

make a thorough study of the new
employer-employe relationships.

Still under negotiation is the 34
per cent wage increase demanded
by Local 306 for its members em-
ployed by the Skouras Theaters.

SICK LIST

ALBERT W. ANDERS, manager of the

Bijou Theater, Springfield, Mass., has been
forced to take an extensive vacation be-

cause of ill health, and has handed over

management of the house temporarily to

Edward Daly.

HOLLVUJOOD LETTERS
From PATTI ALICOATE

HOLLYWOOD
kEAR MR. EDITOR:

After Constellation- ing in via TWA I decided to take a short rest before making
the rounds and seeing what there was to see. Unfortunately, George Brown, head of

Paramount publicity, and two of his assistants, Andy Hervey and Al Finestone, had

other ideas and said I should beat it right out there. I did—and this is what happened:
Mr. Brown was having lunch with Jane Russell (she has just been signed by Para,

to do "Paleface" with Bob Hope), so Andy and Al took me ta the commissary, known
as the Continental Cafe, where we downed a hearty meal in preparation for the walking

tour that was to follow. Cecil B. DeMille and his staff have their own table daily and
were there when we arrived. Anita Colby was holding forth at another table entertaining

a group of fan magazine writers. Edith Head, one of their top costume designers, was
on her way out and stopped to say hello and introduce me to Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans, who wrote the title song, "To Each His Own," and are now working on the

"Paleface" score. William Demarest walked by and Andy started kidding him about
being president of the N. C. M. Club. (Translated it means No Catch Marlin Club.)
It seems that Bill and Bill Meiklejohn, among others, arrange a little Marlin trip every

year and as yet have nothing to show for it.

KjORMAN McLEOD, who just finished directing "Road to Rio," was in a huddle at
' ^ another table with Bob Welch, who is producing "Paleface" and several of the
writers working on the script. On our way out, Andy stopped to talk to William
Bendix, who isn't working there at the moment but apparently loves the food in the
C. C. Alan Ladd, who just finished his first western, "Whispering Smith," and his wife,

Sue Carol, were arriving as we left. On our way to Stage 5, we met Loren Ryder, head
of Paramount sound department and president of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers;
Frank Cleven, who cracks the whip over the writers; Stanley Garvey, associate story
editor, and Arthur Sheekman, whose last two screenplays were "Dear Ruth" and
"Dream Girl."

/^N Stage 5, Compton Bennett, who directed "The Seventh Veil," was putting Phyllis

^^ Calvert and Melvyn Douglas through their chores in "My Own True Love," which
has been taken from the English novel, "Make You a Fine Wife." It's a post-war pic
laid in England, and Bennett is always running into mistakes such as center being
spelled the American way instead of the English way—centre. Most of the uniforms
used were sent from England. After finishing this he is going back to England to
re-shoot scenes on "Daybreak," a Rank production, and then fulfill a four-more picture
contract there. Couldn't see much of the set because they were shooting the opening
scene which is in a corridor, so we hied ourselves over to Stage 15 where Edward G.
Robinson is starring in "Night Has a Thousand Eyes." Bill Demarest, who plays an
unusual kind of detective (confidentially, he always takes his hat off when entering
a room), was telling jokes to Gail Russell, also in the cast. Had a long talk with John
Lund, while he was getting made-up for a scene they were about to shoot.

^ECIDED to trot over to Stage 16 and see the latest Musical Parade featurette in
•^ action. It's titled "Chiquita" and features Isabelita. Billy Daniels, formerly Broad-
way dance director, is directing the picture, the dances and doing the sensational whip
dance he did in "Let's Face It," on Broadway a few seasons back. The two features and
the featurette were all they were shooting at the moment. "Paleface" will get under
way next week and Hal Wallis is making one in England. Had to call it a day then so
started back to the publicity department. Bumped into Gene Zukor, one of the talent
department heads, and he pointed out Hope's and Crosby's dressing rooms. Hope's has
a sign outside, reading, "Training Quarters, Cleveland Indians," while Crosby's read,
"Training Quarters, Pittsburgh Pirates." They're all very pleased that they finally did
over Bing's dressing room. It seems for years he wouldn't let anybody touch it because
he had so many pictures on the walls. On his last trip East, the studio finally took the
big leap accompanied by a chart showing just where each picture went.

CAID my good-byes and thanks, and promised to return in the near future to see^ Hope in action. Counted blisters and said it wouldn't be for a few weeks.

PATTI.

Plymouth Hotel Plans
Theater on W. 49th St.

Plans to build a 600-seat theater
on land just east of the Plymouth
Hotel, on hotel property, in W. 49th
St., are in the discussion stage, it is

learned. Project envisions an ornate
dance and meeting spot atop the
theater, aimed to attract wedding re-
ceptions and other social affairs.

Three exhibitors are said to be in

the running to lease the theater part
of the project when the financial deal
is consummated.

LA Publishers to Adopt
Ad Decency Code Aug. 1

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Control of amusement

advertising via a code of decency
will be promulgated Aug. 1 by the
Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers
Association. Copy must conform to
standai-ds. Ads playing up sex an-
gles and scantily clad females will

be declined. Modification sugges-
tions will be offered advertisers. In
the event they are not used, copy
will be refused.

Sam Soltz Named in

Baltimore Fraud Suits

(Continued from Page 1)

failed to disclose the actual receipts
on percentage pictures.

J. Cookman Boyd, Jr., of the Balti-
more firm of Tydings, Sauerwein,
Archer, Benson & Boyd, signed the
complaint for Loew's, and R. Dorsey
Watkins of Piper, Watkins, Avirett
& Egerton, also of Baltimore, for
the others. Sargo & Stein of New
York are of counsel.

Para.'s "Stronger" Tops Record
Paramount's "Welcome Stranger"

had a dual premiere last Thursday
when it opened at the St. Francis,
San Francisco, and the Paramount,
Atlanta. The film broke all open-
ing day records for Para, films to
play at the St. Francis and did 90
per cent of the opening day busi-
ness of "Going My Way" in Atlanta.

DRIVING through one of the

small towns outside the big

city, stopped in the local pic

house to cool off and see the show.

We walked in and wondered if we
were dreaming, the house was prac-

tically empty. We stayed and en-

joyed one of the swellest pictures

we've seen in years.

The thought immediately occurred

to me that something was wrong in

Denmark, because surely in that

community a picture of this quality

had not played to saturation point

the first day of showing.

Then I got to thinking how much
business this picture would have been
doing had even a mild campaign
been put behind it. It had names,

angles and quality.

That night when I got home I

said to the little lady, "How would
you like to live moderately in some
small town outside of this big city

of canyons and really enjoy a bit

of country life along with my work?"
The answer was "swell!" So with

her enthusiastic approval I offer my
services to any theater within 50
miles of any big city in these United

States where the services of an ex-

perienced advertising-publicity and

exploitation man with thorough
knowledge of the business and a

desire to live like a gentleman will

be appreciated. I know there must
be at least a couple of thousand "X"
towns like the one in which was lo-

cated the theater that gave me this

inspiration.

Write me care of the box num-
ber below giving information as to

amount of money I can count on

(hours mean nothing), type of lo-

cality in which theater is located

and if there are desirable living

quarters which would be acceptable

to local manager.

Ready to move on a minute's no-

tice.

Box 1,000, THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway

New York 18, N. Y.
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i:^ fILfn DfllLV REVIEUIS Of nEUJ fEflTURES i^
"Something in the

Wind"
with Deanna Durbin, Donald O'Connor,

John Dall

Univ.-lnt'l 89 Mins.

LIGHTWEIGHT, GAY FARCE STUD-
DED WITH MUSIC; OFFERS A NEW
DURBIN TO GOOD ADVANTAGE.
The advance intelligence concerning this

production presaged it as offering the New
Deanna Durbin. That it does. From first

sequence to final it is a gay farce studded
with light tonal gems of pleasant quality.

It has youth, pace, an eyebrow-lifting

plot and cleverly manipulated story ele-

ments to give a neatly polished off grade

of flight entertainment. In this sense it

gets the nod of approval.

Ascending to a plane of mature play-

acting. Miss Durbin lends her suitable

talents to the proceedings with ingratiating

results. A dynamic character and trouper

in his own right, Donald O'Connor has a

solid, click sequence when he does "I

Love A Mystery," a home takeoff on radio

murder shows. As foil to Miss Durbin, John
Dall plays an interesting role to the hilt,

cleverly shading his delivery with comic-
seriousness.

The half dozen numbers which supply

Miss Durbin's vocal talent are by Johnny
Green with lyrics by Leo Robin. Title song
and a torchy ballad called "You Wanna
Keep Your Baby Lookin' Right" very likely

will go places. On the serious side Miss
Durbin sings the "Miserere" from Verdi's

II Trpvatore," with Jan Peerce. The oper-
atic aria has proper setting—jail—where
Miss Durbin is temporarily held. Peerce
is the police guard. This tuneful bagatelle

is one of the neat takeoffs in the show.
The farcical yarn is one of confused

identity and error unravelling from misun-
derstanding. Miss Durbin fades in as a

disk jockey who collides with Dall, repre-

senting million dollar stuffed shirts. He
wants to buy her off. As "Mary Collins,"

it seems, his grandfather's estate has
been paying her, presumably, a monthly
stipend. He wants to make a conclusive

settlement. She does not have any idea
what it is all about and brushes him off.

Dall and O'Connor, latter a cousin, kidnap
Miss Durbin, bring her to the family home
where she is propositioned for a settle-

ment. She gets the idea, asks for a mil-

lion. After some fol de rol it is agreed
and papers are prepared.

Then comes Dall's fiancee, Helena Car-
ter. Miss Durbin upsets their stodgy ro-

mance and first thing you know she's in

Dall's arms in the moonlight and it's the
well known love. O'Connor, meanwhile
has set his chapeau for Miss Carter. Charles
Winninger pulls a switch, gets Miss Dur-
bin locked up. Dall springs her, learns she
has signed for the million. If she had
gone and married him he would have lost

out. So she has the million and Dall when
everything is finally straightened out by
Jean Adair, Miss Durbin's aunt, who is

the real "Mary Collins" and there is no
illegitimate child nor clandestine affair

involved. Finale has Miss Durbn appearing
in a telecast, singing, while O'Connor
knocks himself about in a gag ballet se-

quence. Then, nearby of course, there is

Dall. Irving Pichel's direction emphasizes
lightness, gayety, gags.
CAST: Deanna Durbin, Donald O'Connor,

"Song of the Sierras"
with Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee

Republic 75 Mins.

GOOD SONG, ACTION WESTERN SHOW
HAS EFFECTIVELY DIFFERENT PLOT.
The story varies in this one. A new

note is struck. Instead of being merely

another yarn about cattle thieves, land

grabbers and the like who have cluttered

up the outdoor western scene all this

time, here we have a new racket employ-
ing hunters to kill game out of season to

supply gourmands with venison, quail, duck,

geese and the like. They don't hesitate

at murder. They knock off the local pro-

tector of wild life when he learns what
they are up to and then have Rogers on
their collective necks.

All this is interspersed with songs and
a good deal of riding about the Trucolor

landscape by Rogers and the Sons of the

Pioneers. Applying simple deduction to

the crime and asking a few questions in

the locality Rogers centers his pursuit of

the killers on the Lazy W ranch where
Stephanie Bachelor and Roy Barcroft con-
duct their contraband meat business. Andy
Devine figures in the deal as a photogra-

pher given to assisting Rogers. Rogers is

captured when he uncovers a refrigerating

plant at the Lazy W. Hal Landon frees

him but dies in an ensuing gun fight.

Rogers makes off, pursued. Devine comes
riding to the rescue. Finale has Rogers
slugging it out with Barcroft. Miss frazee
beats up Miss Bachelor. Plenty of vari-

ance for anybody's money. William Witney
directed.
CAST: Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee, Andy De-

vine, Stephanie Bachelor, Hal London, Harry
V. Cheshire, Roy Barcroft, Chester Conklin,
Hank Patterson, Whitey Christy, Pascale Perry,
Sons of the Pioneers, Trigger.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Edward J.

White; Director, William Witney; Original
Screenplay, A. Sloan Nibley; Photography; Jack
Marta; Musical Director, Morton Scott; Film
Editor, Tony Martinelli Sound; Hubert Norsch;
Art Director, Frank Arrigo; Set Decorations,
John McCarthy, Jr., James Redd.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Dozier Borrows Jourdon
Louis Jourdan, French actor, has

been borrowed from David 0. Selz-
nick by William Dozier to co-star
with Joan Fontaine in "Letter From
an Unknown Woman." Film will be
initial Rampart picture for Univ.-
lnt'l release. Max Opuls will direct.

Plan Curacao Series

Curacao, D. W. I. (By Cable)—

A

series of films on this island and
other spots in the Netherlands An-
tilles will be produced by the Poly-
goon Profilti Co., Dutch newsreel
outfit. Crew headed by L. J. A. Van
Dijk, general director, has arrived.

Charles Winninger, Helena Carter, Margaret
Wycherly, Jean Adair, The Four Williams
Brothers, Jacqueline de Witt; William Ching,
Patricia Alphin, Chester Clute, Frank Wilcox,
Jan Peerce.

CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Sistrom; Director,
Irving Pichel; Screenplay by Harry Kurnitz,
William Bowers; Based on a story by Fritz
Rotter, Charles O'Neal; Photography, Milton
Krasner; Set Decorations, Russell A. Gaus-
mann. Ruby R. Levitt; Music Numbers, Eugene
Loring; Orchestrations, Ted Duncan, George
Siravo; Film Editor, Otto Ludwig; Sound,
Charles Felstead, Joe Lapis; Music Composed
and Directed by Johnny Green; Lvrics, Leo Robin.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"Song of Love"
with Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid

M-G-M 119 Mins.

HEPBURN AND HENREID CLICK SOLID-
LY IN CONVINCING HUMAN STORY OF
THE SOHUMANNS; LOOKS HEADED FOR
BIG MONEY.

In fashioning "The Song of Love,"

Clarence Brown has recreated with taste,

fine production, sound direction the story

of the passionate romance, marriage, par-

enthood and later lives of Clara Wieck and
Robert Schumann. It is an intense story

that unfolds. Primarily the telling of the

undying love for each other and a highly

sensitive understanding on the part of

Miss Wieck for the musical genius of

the man who became her husband and the
father of her numerous children, the dra-

matic content is liberally embroidered with
many concerts and tender, human moments.

It is a personal story, too that unreds.
The people who move across the screen
register convincingly. Miss Hepburn's per-
formance is one that becomes more effec-
tive after the initial impress. As her hus-
band, Paul Henreid keeps the characteriza-
tions of Schumann always convincing. These
are performances stemming from experience
and skill.

Attention to the period, its relevancies

and atmosphere is handled well. It was
a time which saw not only Schumann rise

to musical heights but also Brahms, Liszt
and other great names.

Miss Hepburn, against the wishes of
her domineering father, who desires her
to pursue her highly successful concert
pianist career, marries Henreid. He has
just written his "Traumerie," is quite
poor. But via the courts and the influence
of Liszt, she follows the dictates of her
heart.

In the ensuing span of years Schumann
struggles to give music lessons, support
his brood and still write his music. He is

sparked with the fire of genius. This brings
Robert Walker to the domicile. He is

Johannes Brahms coming to study with
Henreid. Taken in, he soon becomes one
of the family. It is a full life that the
Schumann family lives at their Dreden
home and a period of musical creation,
cementing of friendships follows. Miss
Hepburn attempts a concert in Cologne
and is successful. She is urged to continue
but she won't leave her husband and fam-
ily. Meanwhile Henreid begins to take on
the symptoms of approaching madness. He
is ordered to rest. Walker one day an-
nounces his love for Miss Hepburn, and
departs. Later, Henreid dies in an asylum.
Miss Hepburn spends the ensuing years
giving concerts of her husband's works
and bringing renown to his genius. She
meets Walker again and he proposes. She
refuses him. She is still in love with her
dead mate.
CAST: Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid,

Robert Walker, Henry Daniell, Leo G. Carroll,
Else Janssen, Gigi Perreau, "Tinker" Fur-
long, Ann Carter, Janine Perreau, Jimmie
Hunt. Roman Bohnen, Liidwiq Stossel, Tola
Birell. Kurt Katch, Flenry Stephenson, Konstan-
tin Shovne.
CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Clarence

Brown; Screenplay bv Ivor Tors, Irmgard Von
Cube, Allen Vincent, Robert Ardrev: Based
on a dIov by Bernard SchubTt, Mario Silva;
Musicol Dirertion, Bronislau Kaoer; Photoara-
Dhv, Harrv Stradling; Art Directors, Cedric
Gibbons, Hans Peters; Film Editor, Robert J.
Kern: Mu'iicol Adviser, Laura Dueman; Sound,
Doualas Shearer; Set Decorations. Edwin B.
Willis; M-G-M Symphony Orchestra, William

"We Lived Through
Buchenwald"

(All-Belgian Cast) ^
Mage Films 8^dl'S-
THIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN MADt'CyfO

A GOOD THING.
Produced by BELNAPRO,, the National

Belgian Society of Motion Picture Produc-
tion, this has a good basic theme which
is so thoroughly mishandled and projected

with inferior imagination that it proves

more boring than the realistic, stark docu-
ment it was intended to be. The language

has been dubbed into English. What comes
off the soundtrack in the sense of dialogue

is a translation stuff not at all convincing.

Best thing in the film is the actual

locale—Buchenwald. Grim aspect of the

place is filmed to advantage. Directorial

emphasis on the crematory is interesting.

Ghastly scenes were culled from footage

filmed on the spot for atrocity evidence.

The scenario details the roundup, in-

carceration, forced labor, exposure to sadis-

tic guards, starvation, illnesses, privations

and kindred inhumanities suffered by
prisoners of all European countries who
were sent to the concentration camp. It

shows how they plotted to overthrow their

guards, break out. This does not come off

until the liberating American army storms

the place wherein the inmates make it

easier for them by shooting the com-
mandant and his men.
CAST: Rene Herde, Andre Gervey, Werner

Degans, Marcel Josz, Joseph Gevers, Maurice
Auzat, Sylvianne Ramboux, Anne Marie Fer-
rierres.

CREDITS: Producer, BELNAPRO; Director,
E, G. De Myest; Scenario, Herman Closson;
Music, Robert Pottier; English Dialogue, Mary
Dunton.
DIRECTION, Mediocre. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fair.

SHORTS
"Circus Horse"

Warners 10 Mins.
Great Appeal

A young prospector decides to buy
Jingo, an abandoned circus horse, in-

stead of two pack mules that are
standard equipment for prospectors.
Chided for a long time about his
decision, the relationship lasts for
ten years till the horse dies of old
age. While digging a grave the pros-
pector discovers one of the richest
veins of gold in the region. Done in
Technicolor, this has great appeal
for horse lovers.

"Piano Reflections"
Sack Amusement Enterprises 9 Mins.

Should Go Over
Featuring concert pianist, Arthur

Kroch, this footage relies on excel-
lent arrangements by the star to
carry it through. Photography is fair
but the inspired playing of Kroch as
he whirls through Tchaikovsky's
Piano Concerto, Johann Strauss' Tale
of the Vienna Woods, and Chopin's
Polonaise are definitely tops. Should
go over with most audiences.

Steinberg.

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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Exhibitors depend on good product to

keep business rolling in to their houses.
' To know what pictures to expect for the

I next six months is a blessing to many.
Equally important to the exhibitor is to

j

know the types of pictures to come and
what companies will be in a position to

give him product that will be suitable and
desirable for his own particular situation.
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Merger Ratification Set For Sept.
Interim Board, Managing
Com. Formed to Complete
Plans and Objectives

(Continued from Page 1)

solidation, authorized the establish-

ment of an interim board of direc-

tors, "which shall be held obligated

for the completion of all plans and
objectives," and created a managing
committee to assist the interim

board.
To meet the situating arising

from the difference of policy

on the New York equity suit ap-

peal, provision was made for the

continuance of both the MPTOA
and the ATA on a "limited pur-

pose" basis.

Thus, the ATA will pursue its

intervention procedure, with

which certain members of

MPTOA were in sharp disagree-

ment, and the MPTOA will be

free to pursue its set amicus
curiae policy.

Once, however, these limited

purposes are satisfied, both the

MPTOA and ATA will do a

fade-out, and the organizational

entity will be the new Theater
Owners of America.
Mechanics of the representation

at the convention will have to be

ironed out by the Rules Committee.

In answer to whether other inde-

pendent exhibitor organizations

would be invited to join TOA, Fred
Wehrenberg, MPTOA head, com-
mented: "All exhibitors, no matter
what class, are welcome."
Ted Gamble, ATA board chair-

man, pointed out that the plan would
encompass the main features of

both organizations' charters. "No
strings attached to the plan," he

added.
Whether the major circuits would

be included in the new organization

was answered by Si Fabian, ATA
prexy: "No evidence to the con-

trary." To underline his point, he
referred to the various major com-
pany reps, who attended Friday's

confab.
It's anybody's guess who will

head the new outfit. It was empha-
sized that there are "no king mak-
ers."

Unofficial estimates as to the num-
ber of theaters which would be

represented ranged from 8,000 to

12,000, thus making the TOA the

largest exhibitor organization in

ATA-MPTOA MERGER RESOLUTION

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted Friday at the Hotel Astor

meeting of the officers and directors of ATA and MPTOA:
THAT the two organizations merge Into a joint organization to be known as THEATRE

OWNERS OF AMERICA;
THAT the present officers and directors of both ATA and MPTOA shall constitute the

Interim Board of Directors of THEATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA and shall be held obli-

gated for the completion of all plans and objectives and that this Interim Board shall have

the assistance of a Managing Committee made up of Messrs. S. H. Fabian, Fred Weh-

renberg, Ted Gamble, Lewen Pizor, E. V. Richards, Harry Lowenstein, Robert W. Coyne

and Herman Levy.

THAT upon ratification of these plans at the joint assembly of the members of ATA
and MPTOA to be held the latter part of September in Washington, D. C, ATA shall

go out of existence except for the limited purpose of pursuing its procedure of intervention

in the case of U. S. vs. Paramount et als, and that MPTOA shall go out of existence ex-

cept for the limited purpose of pursuing its procedure of amicus curiae in the same

case and that thereafter the organizational entity shall be THEATRE OWNERS OF
AMERICA.

Garber Names Seven to

Aid Home's Campaign

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seven film names

have been added to the list of a
steering committee aiding Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Garber in their Valley
drive for the benefit of the Indus-
trial Center and Home for the Aged
at Reseda.

Garber, who was elected president
at an opening meeting in his Van
Nuys home, named Mrs. Nat J.

Blumberg, Mrs. Ben Hersh and Mrs.
Marshall Grant, wives of the pro-
ducers; Billy Gilbert, Hugh Herbert,
Max Shane, writer and producer,
and Hal Finberg, radio and movie
writer. The group will meet Wed.

American Competition Too
Tough for Danish Producer

Copenhagen (By Air Mail)—Un-
able to compete with American pix

in the Danish market, ASA has dis-

continued production, placing its

studio facilities at the disposal of

Swedish producers.

To Renovate RKO Jefferson
RKO Jefferson on 14th St. will

close July 28 until Labor Day to

renovate the 1900-seat house.

REUJ POSTS

DOUGLAS R. JOHNSON, PRC booker-trainee,

Atlanta.

DAVE KING, executive staff. Avenue Theater,

Detroit.

RALPH FRAME, manager, Pace, Chadron, Neb.

JIM MOONER, salesman, 20th-Fox, Denver.

HERB COHEN, U-l office manager, Denver, Den-
ver.

AL HAMILTON, manager, E. M. Loew's Capitol,

Providence, R. I.

THOR HAUSCHILD, manager. Community Plaza,

Milford, Del.

the world.
The hope of many who attended

the meeting was that, at long last,

many of the differences that have
afflicted the industry would be ironed
out through special forums, thus
erasing or at least minimizing much
needless litigation.

Present at the conference were:
Dan Michalove, Ted Gamble, Ben
Strozier, Marty Mullin, Robert W.
Coyne, Henry Ferber, Fred Wehren-
berg, A. Julian Brylawski, James
Shanklin, Mack Jackson, Morris
Loewenstein, Herman Levy, Ed Fay,
Harry Lowenstein, J. J. O'Leary.

Also, Leonard Goldenson, Arthur
Mayer, Malcolm Kingsberg, Robert
J. O'Donnell, William Crockett,
Sidney Lust, Major Leslie Thomp-
son, E. V. Richards, Si H. Fabian,
Joseph R. Vogel, Herman Hunt,
Lewen Pizor, Oscar H. Doob, Henry
Reeve, R. Biechele and Sam Shain.

"Jennie" Crew Goes West
For Five Weeks' Shooting

Leaving town over the week-end,
the Selznick "Portrait of, Jennie"
crew which had been shooting in the
East since Feb. 14 returns to the
Coast for five more weeks of shoot-
ing.

Members of the cast and technical
crew making the trip to the Coast
are: Jennifer Jones, Joseph Gotten,
Ethel Barrymore, David Wayne, Al-
bert Sharpe, Joseph Buloff, Producer
David Hempstead, Director William
Dieterle, Assistant Director Artie
Fellows, Cameraman Joe August,
Production Manager Argyle Nelson,
Unit Manager Clem Beauchamp, Art
Director Joseph Piatt, Film Editor
William Morgan, Makeup Director
Mel Berns, Still Photographer John
Miehle and Wardrobe Director Fred
Beetson.

Detroit Movicon Will
Make Series of Shorts

Detroit—Production of a complete
series of short subjects chiefly mus-
icals and sports, with a few possible
capsule dramatic subjects, is planned
by the Movicon Motion Picture Tele-
vision Editors, according to Michael
De Martino. Douglas Wright of
radio station WJLB, who has already
written three scripts, is acting as
script editor. Shooting schedules for
these are now under consideration
according to De Martino, who ie

working in close co-operation with
Don Kennedy, leading Panoram op-
erator.

Correction
Gross sales of $43,371,000 reported

for Loew's in The Film Daily of
July 18 were for 12 weeks ended
June 5 instead of for the period in-

dicated. Figure for the comparable
1946 period is $45,754,000. Error
was made by the financial house
which issued the Loew's report.

Henry Kolker Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—iHenry Kolker, 76, vet-

eran actor-director, died after a
lengthy illness. Funeral services
were held Saturday.

'k
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MPTOA-ATA JointAssembly Open toAUExhibs.
New Managing Committee
To Work Out Mechanics of

September Wash. Meet

The September Washington joint

assembly, which will be held to

ratify the merger of MPTOA and
ATA into the Theater Owners of

America, will be open to all ex-

hibitors who may desire to attend,

it was learned yesterday.
The resolution adopted at the

weekend parley of the officers and
director of the two national exhib.

(Continued on Page 4)

Suggests Court Test

Of New Ascap Rates

A suggestion that Ascap notify
plaintiffs in the Alden Rochelle, et

al, anti-trust suit against the Society
as to the nature and extent of any
proposed additional charges for mu-
sic, so that the higher charges could
be tested in court before they are
imposed, is contained in a letter

(Continued on Page 4)

LOEWS, SCHLESINGER IN 10-YR. PACT
All M-G-M and Enterprise Product Included in Deal

Covering Every African Consolidated Theater

A 10-year contract, termed the
longest deal in the history of inter*-

national film distribution, has been
closed by Loew's International with
African Consolidated Theaters,
Arthur M. Loew, Loew's Interna-
tional president, announced yester-
day. Pact covers all M-G-M releases
in all theaters of the Schlesinger
circuit, including any that may be
built during the term of the con-

tract. Enterprise production also
is included in the deal.

Details of the contract were agreed
upon yesterday at a luncheon at-

tended by Loew; I. W. Schlesinger,
president of African Consolidated;
Morton A. Spring, first vice-presi-

dent of Loew's International; Sam-
uel N. Burger, sales manager;
Charles Goldsmith, regional co-ordi-

( Continued on Page 5)

Pouzzner Decree Upheld
In Boston Court of Appeals

Boston—Circuit Court of Appeals
at the weekend upheld a Providence
District Court decree in the breach
of trust action filed by Morris Pouzz-
ner against Westerly Theaters Op-
erating Co. and .Jack Findlay. Opin-

(Continued on Page 4)

^^DtieV Already Over
$10 miillion in 17. S.

David 0. Selznick's "Duel in the

Sun" has already topped a $10,000,-

000 gross in the U. S. and, on the

basis of initial openings abroad,

notably England, the film is ex-

pected to be the biggest grossing film

since "Gone With the Wind," Milton

S. Kusell, vice-president of SRO
domestic and Canadian sales, report-

ed yesterday. Kusell reported that

"Duel" is showing sustaining power
after big openings, has piled up a

record number of all-time highs, is

breaking Summer gross records, and

doing "unheard of business" in small

independent situations.

London (By Cable)—Eric A. John-
son, who arrived here from the
Continent by air last night, will

plane to the U. S. Thursday night,

it was learned at the MPAA local

office yesterday.

Despite the general impression
that Johnston's sojourn here would
be marked by a series of important
conferences, both on the heavy cus-

(Continued on Page 5)

'¥

AT&T Will Cancel Coaxial
Inter-City Video Rates

Paramount's executives feel that
trends this month will tell whether
recent box office doldrums are tem-
porary or a beginning of "something
permanent," according to a survey
of the company in the Wall Street

Journal yesterday. Survey reports

a spirit of caution among film mak-
ers, with distribution officials said

(Continued on Page 5)

40% Figure Does Not Turn
Deal to 50-50. Smith Also
Tells ATO of Indiana Head

Twentieth-Fox, in applying the
new small-town sales policy, an-
nounced in late June at the N. J.

Allied Atlantic City convention, will
"recognize the legitimate expense
of any theater in setting up scale
deals," Andy W. Smith, Jr., general
sales manager, has assured the As-
sociated Theater Owners of Indiana.
The Indiana Allied affiliate, thus

far the only exhibitor association to

look slightly askance at the new
(Continued on Page 4)

x-FBI Agents Aid

House Coast Inquiry

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Appointment of two

special investigators to gather ma-
terial for the scheduled September
hearing on Hollywood of the Un-
American Activities Committee of

the House was announced yesterday
by Chairman J. Parnell Thomas.

Director of the investigative staff

in Hollywood will be H. A. Smith,

(Continued on Page 6)

H'wood Probe Committee
Adds Three Investigators

\i-aslnn,ifon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In a last-minute ac-

tion, the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. yesterday moved to

cancel its proposed commercial rate
for inter-city television facilities,

(Continued on Page 5)

Washinafon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A special House

Committee's on-the-spot investiga-
tion of labor "racketeering" in Hol-
lywood yesterday appeared to be
growing into a full-scale probe.
W. Manly Sheppard, clerk of the

House Labor Committee, said that
(Continued on Page 6)

Few Shutdowns Refute Bad Biz
Summer Closings Due to Alterations

"Narcissus" To Open
At Fulton Aug. 16

"Black Narcissus" will open Aug.
1() at the Fulton Theater, former le-

git house, on 46th St., it was an-
nounced yesterday following closing
of a deal between City Investment
Co. and William J. Heineman, gen-

(Continued on Page 6)

The gnashing and wailing that ac-
companies the box office blues at this

time of year are a. bit off key.
There's no denying that there often
seems to be an inverse ratio between
the reading on a thermometer and
the reading on the cash register. But
still things are not half bad.

For proof, take a look at the

Summer closings. Hardly any, and
(Continued on Page 6)

Pathe Lot to Get O'Dwyer
O-O on East Prod. Survey

Mayor O'Dwyer will make an of-

ficial visit to RKO Pathe's Park Ave.
studio this week, together with a

group of industry members and his

new film co-ordinator. Judge Edward
Maguire, to survey the scene, first

stop in his planned schedule for

probing the potentialities of the city

as a major film producing center.

1937, 1939 Features
As WB Re-issue Show
Warners will re-issue "Marked

Woman," 1937 Bette Davis-Hum-

phrey Bogart pic, and "Dust Be My
Destiny," 1939 pic with John Gar-

field and Priscilla Lane, as a combina-

tion bill. Show will hit Broadway via

the Strand, which drops its stage

policy for the engagement, next

month, and then plays the RKO Met.

circuit across the board, starting Lab-

or Day.
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Loew's, Inc 231/8
Paramount 283/4
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STOA Convention in Miami
Miami—Southeastern Theater

Owners' Association will hold its
1947 convention at the Alcazar Ho-
tel here, Aug. 12-14.

MERVIN ASH & CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical informotion on listed and un-
listed securities available upon request.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

GRAD SEARS, UA yee-pee in charge of dis-

tribution, returned to New York yesterday after
several weeks abroad.

MAX YOUNGSTEIN, Eagle-Lion ad-publicity
chief, returned to his desk yesterday following
a Coast trip.

LYNN FARNOL, Goldwyn Prods, ad-publicity
director, has returned from a Northern On-
tario vacation.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M
shorts, reprints and imports, arrived in Okla-
homa City yesterday from Kansas City.

JAY EISENBERG, liaison between the M-G-M
studio and legal departments, returned to the
home office yesterday.

JACKIE COOPER, co-star and SID LUFT, co-
producer of Monogram's "Kilroy Was Here,"
returned to Hollywood over the week-end fol-

lowing world premiere of the film at the
Scott Theater, Odessa, Texas.

HENRY REEVE, president of Texas Theater
Owners, Inc., leaves today for his home base
in Menard, Texas.

SAM SHAIN, 20th-Fox exec, returned to his

desk yesterday from Washington.

ROBERT BALLANTYNE, owner of The Bal-
lantyne Equipment Manufacturing Company at
Omaha, is in New York City on business.

GLEN COOK, production manager at Mono-
gram, returned to the studio yesterday, follow-
ing two-week vacation trip with MRS. COOK
through Northwest U. S. and British Columbia.

JUNE HAVER, star and her mother, flew in for

tomorrow's preeming at the Roxy of "I Won-
der Who's Kissing Her Now."

Big Attendance Hoped for

NAVED Conclave Aug. 3-7

Record attendance is expected at
the annual convention in Chicago of
the National Association of Visual
Education Dealers, Aug. .3-7, accord-
ing to an announcement by Merri-
man H. Holtz, Western regional di-

rector of NAVED.
Delegates from all States of the

Union numbering -well over 1,000
are expected to congregate at the
Sherman Hotel to discuss all phases
of Audio-Visual education, and pe-
ruse the latest in equipment.

Cincinnati Independents
To Mull Tax Possibilities

Cincinnati—Local admission taxes
will be discussed Wednesday at a
meeting of the Greater Cincinnati
Independent Theater Organization
in the Netherland-Plaza Hotel. Pos-
sibilities of such a levy for Cin-
cinnati, in light of the vacating of
the admission tax field by Ohio, will
be gone over.

To Report on ITO Meeting
Cleveland—Ernest Schwartz, pres-

ident of the Cleveland Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors Association, will re-
port on the ITO of Ohio convention
at a meeting scheduled for Thurs-
day.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

' F.HOAOVVAY • N. Y. IV . Cbii.; 6-

Complc'te Film and
Disc Recordlnri Taciliti.",

AGNES MENGEL GREW, Paramount purchas-
ing agent who is head of the Paramount Pic-
tures Club, is due back from a vocation today.

GEORGE JESSEL, 20th-Fox producer, has
planed in via American Airlines for the Roxy
preeming of "I Wonder," which he produced.

SIGMUND ROMBERG is en route to the Coast
via TWA.
BENNY GOODMAN left last night via TWA

for Hollywood.

LENORA KORENSTEIN, head of Paramount's
stenographic department, will leave today on
a two-week vacation in Atlantic City.

JACK H. LEVIN, HAROLD L. GROVES and
JULES V. WILLING have returned from a two-
day conference of CRI personnel in Cleveland.

BUDD ROGERS, sales director of Harris-
Broder, is away on vacation.

JOSEF AUERBACH, prexy of International
Optima, returns to New York on Thursday,
via air, after several weeks abroad.

JOSEPH SIRITZKY, secretary-treasurer of

Siritzky Int'l, returns from France, with his

family, when the S.S. America docks here
Thursday.

DAVID JONES, RKO's director of ad-publicity
in the U.K., is back in New York after a
week's visit to Hollywood. He sails for Lon-
don, July 31, on the S.S. Mauretania.

LEIGH JASON, director of E-L's "Out of

the Blue," is in New York from the West
Coast to confab with h.o. execs.

JACK GROSS, producer, returned yesterday
from Bridgeport where RKO's "Roughshod"
company is on location.

FRED ULLMAN, JR., RKO producer, and NOR-
MAN FREEMAN, assistant to Prexy N. Peter

Rathvon, are due in New York today, from
the Coast via air.

JIMMY POWERS, Paramount home office

photographer, is on vacation.

ERNEST TURNBULL, Hoyt's chief is in town
for conferences with National Theaters Corp.
execs. He expects to return to Sydney in three

months.

JIM SIXSMITH, Paramount secretary-treas-

urer in Sydney, Australia, is en route to the

U. S. A.

Grey Family-Slesinger
Organize Tele Pictures

John A. Connor Dead
Columbus, O.—John A. Connor,

68, director and general counsel of

the J. Real Neth Theater Co., and a
pioneer in local theater circles, is

dead. He was associated with the
late William James in the operation
of a string of neighborhood theaters
a quarter of a century ago, and the
Broadway and the James, first de-
luxe house built in Columbus. Lat-
ter is now Loew's Broad.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY \,

Hollywood—With the Zane Grey
by-line one of the most valuable

commodities in the literary and en-

tertainment world, the family of the

late Western author has anno^^ed
the formation of a new proH^hg'
organization to be known as Tele-

pictures, Inc., with a scope embrac-
ing the screen, radio, television and
other media, and headed by Stephen
Slesinger, Gotham's publisher and
syndicate head, as president; Mrs.
Zane Grey, widow of the writer, as
vice-president, and son, Romer Grey,
as second vice-president. Except for
one or two unexpired leases, all of
Grey story properties now belong,
to the family. 1

Slesinger, who has been identified
with the novelist and the Grey in-
terests for the past 15 years, heads
the production line-up for Telepic-
tures. Numerous releasing organi-
zations have already offered distri-|
bution deals to the new outfit. 1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY i

Hollywood—One of the biggest lit-

erary deals of all times has been
announced by Stephen Slesinger,
vice-president of Zane Grey, Inc.,
whereby Harper's will publish 47
never-before-printed books of the
late author at the rate of one a year.

Field Rites in Chi. Todcry
Chicago — Funeral rites will be

held today for Norman Field, 73,
formerly general manager of Jones
Linick Schaefer theater circuit.

Luncheon for Bemardi
Detroit — Variety Club yesterday

honored Boris Bernardi at a lunch-
eon prior to his departure for New
York. Bernardi resigned as general
manager of the Midwest Theaters
Circuit.

We have taken a long term lease

at 55 East 28th Street, to consoli-

date our service and offices, under

one roof.

Our central location will enable us

to maintain our high standard of

service, to the theaters, we serve in

this territory.

KOERN'ER MOTOR EXPRESS INC.

55 East 28th Street, Chicago 16, Ills.

Telephones

Calumet-0668-0669-0670

DEVONSHIRE FILM PRESENTS

A Graham Greene mystery thriller

"The Green Cockatoo"
starring John Mills-Robert Newton

RIALTO THEATER
TIMES SQUARE

THE STANDARD
REFERENCE
BOOK

of the

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

Published by

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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Fox Plan Recognizes

Legitimate Expenses

(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox sales policy in a recent
bulletin to its membership, posed
two questions to Smith via a letter

written by its president, Trueman
T. Rembusch.
As its first query, the ATO asked:
"Will Fox, in setting up deals,

recognize legitimate expenses of the-
aters and refrain from setting per-
centage of the gross ceilings upon
items as rent, home office expense,
managerial salaries, executive sal-

aries, etc., or will Fox follow its

former sliding scale policy of plac-
ing percentage of gross ceilings on
legitimate theater expenses?"

Smith's reply follows:
"Our company will recognize the

legitimate expense of any theater in
setting upscale deals and we will not
requii-e a formula which establishes
the percentage of the gross for items
such as rental, home office expenses,
managerial salaries, executive sal-
aries, etc.

"In this regard, we do not an-
ticipate that in the case of these
small situations and 'problem' the-
aters that there will be such items
as home office expense and executive
salaries; however, if there is such
an expense and the expense can be
justified, we will accept it."

The ATO's second question to
Smith was framed thiswise:
"Does your proposed plan at the

40 per cent figure convert the deal
to a straight 50-50 deal?"
The 20th-Fox sales chief made

this reply:
"At the 40 per cent figure, our

plan does not convert the deal to
a straight 50-50 deal from the first
dollar. After we hit the 40 per cent
figure, the plan states that we oughi'
to have 40 per cent of the gross up
to that point and 50 per cent of that
gross over that point. In other
words, if the 40 per cent figure is

$200 and the picture grosses $220,
the plan would give us 40 per cent
of the $200, which would be $80 and
50 per cent of $20 would be $10, or
a total of $90."
Smith assured Rembusch that "if

you have any further questions re-
garding our small-town plan, and
you will present them to me, I will
answer them frankly and immedi-
ately."

Bertram Back to Omaha
Schleswig, la—Robert Bertram,

owner of the Schleswig Theater
here, has moved back to Omaha. He
will, however, continue to operate
the house.

'^ J^end iLJl^tkd a^
« x? c-7 Jj:

l\
Lj tee tinas ^o %

July 22
Fernando Mendez Norman H. Moray
Dan Totheroh Ross Bluck

Ttiesdiiy^s Tele-lines
• • • JOSEPH SEIDELMAN, U-I's foreign chief, will be heading for

South Africa one of these days Mission there has Rank-Schlesinger

overtones. ... • Homer Rockwell is the new publisher of the Hunter

Screen Unit, comprising Screenland, Silver Screen and Movie Show
Paul Hunter made the announcement yesterday. ... • Already a
member of the Federal Bar Association's Copyright Committee, Warners'

Theodore R. Kuperman has been named to the City Bar Association's

counterpart. . . . • Those debotes RKO's Terry Turner and Harry
Reiners are staging to promote "The Long Night" are deft exploitation

and rate a doff of Phil M's chapeau. ... • Didja note Spyros P.

Skouras's statement iiV his telegram to Ed Sullivan, published in the

N. Y. Daily News yesterday, that before the 20th-Fox deal with Sir

Alexander Korda was signed, SPS asked JAR's opinion? And that

JAR said he'd consider it a personal favor if the deal were made? . . .

• Today's UA board meeting, if held, should prove interesting

Grad Sears will report on his British accomplishments, it's anticipated

And then there's the possibility of an interim management com-
mittee taking shape, too And, by the way, there are those who
insist a UA sale still is not impossible. ... • Marvin Schenck, Metro
veepee, was chosen as the best-dressed man last Saturday at the Mon-
mouth Racetrack by Charles Fredericks, radio star of Prudenti&l's
"Family Hour."

T T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE A S62,000 WEEK for U-I's "Brute Force" at

the Criterion on the basis of the $49,000 in the till as of Sunday night. . . .

• Why wouldn't Mark Hellinger be the one, by the way, to produce any
film based on the career of Detective Johnny Broderick? ... • Joseph
Rosenberg, counsel for the Schoenstadt circuit, who should know, scouts
those reports that a $250,000 settlement of the Piccadilly Theater, Chi-
cago, anti-trust suit was tendered and nixed Case comes before
Master in Chancery MacDonald in the Windy City Sept. 15. . . . • And
now it's Charlotte, N. C, what has Hollywood pretensions Sam
Marino, producer of the Carolina Newsreel Reporter, which shows in

both Carolinas, is talking about building a studio next year and pro-
ducing features. ... •For the record: Orson Welles wound up shoot-
ing on "Macbeth" in 20 days instead of the scheduled 21, and a "little"

under budget! ... TV,
• • • TODAY'S BACKWARD GLANCES: Educational Distribution
Co. chartered to distribute films produced by Educational Films Corp.—
from THE FILM DAILY of July 22, 1918

T T
• • • PAUL LAZARUS and wife traveled 3,000 miles from New
York to Hollywood to take themselves a ride on New York's Third
Avenue El. . . . • UA's publicity and adverUsing chief and the missus
took a ride on Triangle's "El" accompanied by George Coulouris and
Queenie Smith for one of the scenes of "Sleep, My Love" New
York City's elevated—one block of it—was reconstructed for sequences in
the Pickford-Rogers-Cohn production Lazarus' only comment: "Out
here, it runs cooler!"

T
• • • THE FILM FIELD is attracting the attention of more and more
industries whose primary concern has been with other Unes For in-

stance. Solar Aircraft Co. of San Diego is doing very well with its new
Fonda division, which manufactures film developing machines
Now, Charles A. Koones & Co., steel exporting firm, is establishing a
foreign film division, headed by Ivan Pochna, to stimulate doUar ex-
change for its products. ...» Smart Barney Gerard is using that
two-page spread on the making of "Bringing Up Father" in the July
issue of Look Magazine to drive home to exhibs, the fact that 63,000,000
readers follow the McManus cartoon in addition to 5,300,000 Look readers.

Suggests Court Test

Of New Ascap Rates

(Continued from Page 1)

mailed to Ascap by Weisman, Celler,
Quinn, Allan & Spett, attorneys for
Rochelle. ^^^v

Attorneys point out that »rc- -i-

position of additional charges*vvhile
the question is undetermined, would
aggravate any damages to its cli-

ents. Pointing out the triple dam-
ages imposed by the Clayton Act
for unlawful charges, letter, signed
by Milton C. Weisman, suggests that
Ascap "might acquiesce in a sum-
mary legal test of the propriety of
any additional charge before impos-
ing the same." Plaintiff, the letter
continues, would initiate injunctive
proceedings within the framework
of the pending litigation, on receipt
of the requested information.

I

MPTOA-ATA Joint Meet
To Be Open to All Exhibs.

(Continued from Page 1)

organizations referred only to at-
tendance by members of both, but it

is understood that the doors will be
open to all interested theater op-
erators, regardless of affiliations or
non-affiliation.

Mechanics for the joint assembly
will be worked out by the Managing
Committee designated at last week's
Fabian, Fred Wehrenberg, Ted Gam-
New York conference, embracing Si
ble, Lewen Pizor, E. V. Richards,
Harry Lowenstein, Robert W. Coyne
and Herman Levy.

Pouzzner Decree Upheld
In Boston Court of Appeals

(Continued from Page 1)

ion found Findlav in default and
liable for breach of trust.

Unless a petition for rehearing
is filed and granted within 20 days,
theater receipts and funds held in
escrow will be released at the end
of that time. Edwards & Angell of
Providence, and Harry Bergson of
Boston were attorneys for Pouzzner,
while Findlay was represented by
S. Everett Wulkins, Jr., of Provi-
dence.

Sussman Asks Improved
Adelphi Playing Time

Chicago—Ludwig Sussman, owner
of the Adelphi Theater, and director
of Allied Theaters of Illinois, is ask-
ing for better playing time in letters
sent to the various film distributors
in Chicago. The Adelphi is now
playing in general release.

UJEDDinC BELLS

O'DriscoU-AppIeton
Las Vegas — Martha O'Driseoll

and Arthur I. Appleton were mar-
ried here Sunday at the Little
Church of the West.
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July Trends To Key

Future.. Para/s View

(Continued from Page 1)

to be eyeing theater attendance as

nevei\iefore.

A'^~ls, by Joseph W. Taylor of

the Journal's Hollywood staff, re-

ports on precautions being- taken by
Paramount to maintain its position
as the "biggest of all U. S. movie
companies."
Inventory of completed pictures,

it is pointed out, has had all border-
line pictures weeded out and played
off, so that what remains is a nine
months' supply of top rank product
As insurance, company is putting
extra advertising effort behind its

releases and is testing features prior
to general release in one large and
one small theater in each of its four
major distribution territories.

Company's moves to maintain its

position as a leading exhibitor are
outlined. Article points out that
Paramount has interests in 1,537
theaters, including 1,034 in which
it has less than 95 per cent owner-
ship. Company's move to arrange a
long term credit line to bulwark a
$31,000,000, cash position is outlined,
as well as the purchase of its own
common stock to use for trading
purposes.

Survey pointed out that Para-
mount has never said how many of
the 1,034 affected theaters it intends
to purchase, but indicated that the
company will wind up owning more
than 1,000 houses, rather than hav-
ing 500 fully owned and 1,000 partly
owned theaters as at present.
According to the Journal survey,

Paramount will produce 16 features
this year, averaging $2,000,000 each,
compared with 17 produced last year
on a $28,000,000 budget. Six pic-

tures were produced in the first half
of 1947, with 10 to be made in the
second half. Studio has 35-40 prop-
erties from which to select 1948's
schedule, with 15 said to be already
tentatively set.

Inventory of 18 completed fea-
tures is described as a "balance
wheel" for the production policy,
eliminating the risk of quick pro-
duction changes at today's high costs
should theater runs be unexpectedly
curtailed.

Bookers Set Dance Date
Motion Picture Bookers Club

schedules a dance and entertainment
at the Commodore Hotel on Oct. 12,

Oscar Lager, president, revealed.

IHargaret BucUs KC
^^Hucksters^'' Queue

Kansas City — Margaret Truman
and three guests went to see "The
Hucksters" at the Midland here. She
took her place in a queue of over

300 persons. She was unrecognized,

until the assistant manager spotted

her. Promptly she and her guests

were escorted into the theater and
seats were found.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"DRIGHT LEAF," novel by Foster Fitzsimmons to be published by Rine-

hart & Co., has been bought by Warners. Story deals with a Southern

tobacco dynasty. Author is associate professor in the drama department

at the University of North Carolina. . . . if Hollywood actors during

1947 have been 33 per cent more active than in 1946 in giving their ser-

vices for veterans' hospitals, patriotic and charitable projects, a semi-

annual report of the Hollywood Coordinating Committee shows. . . .

^ "To the Ends of the Earth" is the new title for the Dick Powell-Signe

Hasso starring vehicle produced at Columbia by Sidney Buchman and Jay

Richard Kennedy under the working title of "Assigned to Treasury.". . .

if Maury Gertsman has been signed as chief cameraman on RKO Radio's

"Rachel.". . . if Richard Lyon, son of Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels, will

play the role of Joe E. Brown's son in "The Tender Years," Alson Produc-

tion for Twentieth -Fox release.

• * *
GETTING a new production peak for 1947, nine new features scheduled for

August starting dates, and three major features holding over from

July, will give Columbia a total of 12 in work during the coming month. . .

if Inauguration of Monogram's new Charlie Chan series, with Roland

Winters in the title role, will bring an increase of $100,000 in budget for

each film. . . . if RKO Radio has exercised its option on the services

of Producer Harriet Parsons for another year. . . . -^ Anne Gwynne and

John Howard have been signed to co-star in Hollywood's first television

film series of mystery drama now being made by Jerry Fairbanks Prods. . . .

-k Harry Jackson, 20th-Fox cameraman, has had his option picked up for

another year.

S(hlesinger-M-G-M in

tO-Year Distrib. Pad

(Continued from Page 1)

nator for the British Empire, and
M. A. Schlesinger.

Deal was described as consolidat-
ing M-G-M's position in South Af-
rica. Company already operates two
first-run showcases in the area, the
Metro in Johannesburg and the
Metro in Durban, and also serves
most of the independent theaters
on the continent. Now, on a long-
term basis, there will be added all

African Consolidated houses in

South Africa, British Southwest
Africa, Rhodesia, Tanganyika and
Kenya.
M-G-M product has played Afri-

can Consolidated houses for the past
12 years, it was pointed out, but
hitherto on short-term contracts.

In some of the theaters, company
will now have exclusive playing
time.

Basis for the contract was set by
Morris Davis, M-G-M general man-
ager for South Africa, Burger and
Goldsmith, during a recent flying

trip to the territory.

Al Sobler Dies on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

. . Hollywood— Albert Sobler, 45,

formerly Warner's Chicago theater
advertising director, died in Los An-
geles after a long illness. Two
daughters survive.

AT&T Will Cancel Coaxial
Inter-City Video Rates

(Continued from Page 1)

including its coaxial cable link be-
tween New York and Washington.
The company asked the FCC for

permission to cancel the rates, which
were scheduled to go into effect on
Aug. 1. Formal Commission ap-
proval was a foregone conclusion.

Television interests had already
prepared requests for a hearing by
the Commission in order to voice
their protests, unless AT&T with-
drew the proposed rates.
AT&T announced that its request

for cancellation was made to "per-
mit further study of the technical
problems" involved in inter-city tele.

Eric Johnston in London
But Lacks Time Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

toms duty threat facing American
pix and the new Films Act (quota
legislation), also expected to have
no small impact on Hollywood im-
ports, Fay Allport of the MPAA said
yesterday that no schedule had been
fixed for the three-day stay beyond
a press conference called for to-
morrow night.

Black-and-White Premieres
Baltimore — "New Orleans" will

have an unusual dual premiere at
the first-run Hippodrome Theater
and the Negro first-run Harlem The-
ater. The openings are set for
Thursday.

M-G-M TRADE SHOW

ff

ANGELS OF

THE STREETS
(French Version With English Subtitles)

NEW YORK -NEW JERSEY

TERRITORIES ONLY

M-G-M SCREEN ROOM
630 NINTH AVENUE, N.Y.C.

TUESDAY, JULY 29th

3:30 P. M.
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1947 Company Profits

Seen Off By 25-30%

Net profits of motion picture com-
panies in 1947 probably will average
70 to 75 per cent of the record nets
reported last year, it was predicted
yesterday in the New York Journal
of Commerce. Gross revenues of the
major companies will average about
five per cent below last year, it was
indicated.

Publication reports that affiliated

theaters in the first half of this year
showed declines ranging, for the
different companies, from 10 to 15
per cent behind comparable 1946
periods. Gross profits of the big
companies were said to average
about five per cent less than 1946,
with net profits from two-thirds to
three-fourths of the year before.

Overall foreign income of lead-
ing companies during the initial

half of 1947 was said to range from
approximately the same to eight
per cent higher.

Theater attendance dips were in-

dicated as chiefly in metropolitan
areas, with New York and the Pa-
cific Coast centers hardest hit, as
well as areas that had war plants.
High production costs and the

practice of writing off the major
portion of production costs during
the initial year of distribution were
said to be the principal reasons
profits of leading companies showed
a much sharper drop in the first

half of this year than the decline in
theater attendance and gross.

Article indicates that industry
leaders predict that theater atten-
dance, gross profits and net earnings
will hold at the levels of the first six
months for the balance of the year.

Journal points out that theater
attendance has been found to re-
late closely with the amount of na-
tional disposable consumer income.
In this connection the article notes
the present 60,000,000 employment
level and Government plans to make
GI Bonds, held by over 10,000,000, for
servicemen cashable at once, instead
of after five years.

"Adventure Island" Oct 10

"Adventure Island," the Pine-
Thomas production in Cine color,
will be released nationally by Para-
mount on Oct. 10.

SICK LIST

DOLPH ZIMMER, veteran M-G-M as-

sistant director, suffered a heart attack

at his Hollywood home early yesterday

and was taken to St. Josephs Hospital. He
worked at Eastern studios before coming
to the Coast several years ago.

TONY TEDESCO, former Monogram
branch manager at Omaha and now United
Artists' salesman, has been critically ill

in St. Catherine's Hospital where he re-

ceived a half-dozen transfusions from Film

Row employes.

BOB HOPE is recovering at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, from severe sunburn.

REVIEWS Of nEUj nims
"Her Husband's

Affairs"
with Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone, Edward
Everett Horton, Mikhail Rasumny, Gene

Lockhart

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TONE AND BALL HAVE FIELD DAY IN
WILD AND MERRY FARCE WHICH RATES
PLUGGING BY WISE EXHIBITORS.
Columbia 83 Mins.

This is one of the wildest, merriest farces

to come to the screen in many moons. In

addition to its laugh-provoking zany capers,

it has a love story, with one or two near-
censorable situations. In all, it adds up
to an attraction that deserves plugging by
wise exhibitors.

Director S. Sylvan Simon guided the
fun with a skilled hand, getting a full

measure of laughs from every situation.

Raymond Hakim functioned as producer,
and Ben Hecht and Charles Lederer fur-

nished the hilarious screenplay.

Franchot Tone and Lucille Ball have a

field day in the starring roles, with Ed-
ward Everett Horton, Mikhail Rasumny
and Gene Lockhart excellent in featured
parts. Nana Bryant, Jonathan Hale, Paul
Stanton and Mabel Paige are among the
other funmakers.

Tone, an eccentric advertising man, who
resents his wife, Lucille Ball's well-mean-
ing inventions because they take the spot-
light from him, advance some hard-earned
money to Rasumny, an inventor, who is

working on an embalming fluid that he
hopes will preserve corpses in a plastic-

made glass.

As a by-product, Rasumny develops a

shaving cream, which he claims will do
away with the necessity of razors. Tone
"sells" the idea to Lockhart, a big manu-
facturer, who invites the governor and
other dignitaries to try the cream at a

lavish public gathering. The cream works
like a charm, but when the dignitaries,

including the governor's wife awaken in

the morning, they find themselves heavKy
bearded.

Other complications follow, and Tone
is even put on trial on a charge of having
murdered Rasumny. The trial comes to

an abrupt end when the "murdered" and
bewildered Rasumny walks into the court-

room. Tone and Miss Ball are reconciled

—

and the preview fans go home to rest

their laughter-aching sides.

CAST: Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone, Edward
Everett Horton, Mikhail Rasumny, Gene Lock-
hart, Nana Bryant, Jonathan Hale, Paul Stan-
ton, Mabel Paige, Frank Mayo, Pierre Watkin,
Carl Levlness, Dick Gordon, Douglass Wood,
Jack Price, Clancy Cooper, Charles C. Wil-
son, Charles Trowbridge, Selmer Jackson, Ar-
thur Space.

CREDITS: Producer, Raphael Hakim; Director,
S. Sylvan Simon; Authors, Ben Hecht and
Charles Lederer; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
Charles Lawton, Jr.; Musical Director, M. W.
Stoloff; Art Directors, Stephen Goosson and
Carl Anderson; Editor, Al Clark; Set Decor-
ations, Wilbur Menefee and Louis Diage;
Musical Score, George Duning.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

To Appecd Fire Box Ruling
Hartford, Conn Decision of the

Court of Common Pleas upholding
the city in its insistence that a fire
alarm box be installed in the Rivoli
Theater will be appealed to the
State Supreme Court, management
of the house has notified Corpora-
tion Counsel Samuel Aron.

"The Red Stallion"
with Robert Paige, Noreen Nash, Ted

Donaldson

Eagle-Lion 81 Mins.

SHREWDLY DIRECTED HUMAN IN-
TEREST STORY WITH STIRRING ACTION
IN CINECOLOR HAS "CAN'T MISS" PO-
TENTIALITIES.

A boy, a dog, a horse and Cinecolor pro-

vide a quartet of components that have
can't-miss potentialities. Specifically, these

elements will no doubt find wide favor

with the juvenile and lower teen-age
group in audience categories. For adult

audiences there is a story backgrounding
the activities of the youngster that is

simple and logical in providing substance
for what transpires.

Impressed in the Cinecolor process are
many splendid views of outdoor locales

which at times pleasurably detract from
human activity in the foreground. It is

considerably an outdoor story. Best color

values are captured in such locales.

After having raised "Red" from a foal,

Ted Donaldson, learning his grandmother
will have to give up their horsebreeding
farm because a nearby army remount sta-

tion has closed, decides to sell his steed
as a racehorse. The animal is not trained
to the track and starting gate. First trial

proves unconvincing to the prospective
buyer. With the connivance of his Indian
friend, Donaldson hides "Red" in the hills

so he won't be inventoried with the rest

of the stock. The horse has thoroughbred
blood.

The two decide to train him for the
turf secretly, at night, on the nearby track
where Paige and Miss Nash operate. "Red"
learns quickly with surprising results. A
competition is set. Night before, "Red,"
tethered in the hills, is attacked by a bear.
In a stirring action sequence, he kills

it but is injured. Next day "Red"
beats out Pierre Watkin's prize horse.
Watkin agrees to purchase terms which
will save the farm. However, Donaldson is

miserable having lost his horse. Jane Dar-
well, his grandmother, makes a deal up-
shot of which is that both Watkin and
Donaldson be co-owners. Everybody is happy
at the conclusion.

Story has a pleasant, leisurely pace. The
racing scenes serve to spice the doings.
Good parts of the story occur when the
various animals involved in the proceed-
ings appear in front of the camera. Lesley
Selander's direction is an understanding,
shrewd job, done well.

CAST: Robert Paige, Noreen Nash, Ted Don-
aldson, Jane Darwell, Ray Collins, Guy Kib-
bee, Willie Best, Robert Bice, Pierre Watkin,
Bill Cartledge.

CREDITS: A Bryan Foy Production; Pro-
ducer, Ben Stoloff; Director, Lesley Selander-
Original Screenplay, Robert E. Kent, Crane
Wilbur; Photography, Virgil Miller; Film Edi-
tor, Fred Allen; Art Direction, Perry Smith;
Set Decoration, Armor Marlowe, Clarence Steen-
son; Sound, J. N. A. Hawkins, Ben Wrinkler;
Music, Frederick Hollander; Musical Direction,
Irving Friedman.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Narcissus" to Open
At Fulton Aug. 16

(Continued from Page 1)

eral sales manager of J. Arthur
Rank productions released by U-I.
Run will be continuous at popular
prices.

Ex-FBI Agents Aid

House Coast Inquiry

(Continued from Page 1)

a native of Illinois and a law gradu-
ate of the University of Southern
California. Smith has beej^^T FBI
agent for seven years—fiv^fcf.them
in Los Angeles. ^*^'

A. B. Leckie, of Los Angeles, also
for five years an FBI agent, has
been named to assist Smith, who
left Washington over the weekend
after conferring with the commit-
tee's chief investigator, Robert E
Stripling.

Names of a number of Hollywood
writers and artists were paraded be-
fore the committee yesterday in
public hearing by Walter Steele,
representing the American Coalitior
of Patriotic Societies.

Few Summer Closings
Refute Wail of Bad Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

those that are stem largely from
modernization and improvement pro-
grams. Brandt's Republic is closed
for a week or so in order to get re-
furbished for the preeming of "The
Roosevelt Story." Century's Mid-
wood in Brooklyn is also shut for a
few weeks' repairs and alterations.
Otherwise, the much-dreaded hot
wave closings of pre-war years are
just an unhappy memory.
On the other hand, theaters in or

near resort towns have been re-
opened for the seasonal trade, re-
ported quite brisk.

H'wood Probe Committee
Adds Three Investigators

(Continued from Page 1)

the sub-committee probing Holly-
wood unions would include four
Congressmen. It had been announced
previously that the staff would in-
clude only Rep. Carroll D. Kearns
and Irving G. McCann, general
counsel of the Labor Committee.

Sheppard, however, told The Film
Daily that in addition to these two,
Reps. Fred Hartley, chairman of the
full committee, Richard Nixon and
Graham Barden also would join in
the investigation.

CHARTERED
BANNEKER THEATER CORP., Dover, Del.,

capital, 3,500 shares of no par value stock; to
operate motion picture theaters.

SHORES THEATER CO., 12719 Gratiot, De-
troit; to operate theaters; capital, $50,000;
by Irving, Lilly, Harry and Fanny Belinsky.

EMSEE THEATER CO., 12719 Gratiot, to
operate theaters; capital, $50,000; by Irving,
Lilly and Harry Belinsky.

FASHION FILMS, INC., 275 Orange St.,

New Haven; C. Kenneth Clark, president; Carl
B. Clark, treasurer-secretary; Charles Voring
ond officers, directors.

MASTERPIECE PRODUCTIONS, INC., New
York; capital, 1,000 shares of no par stock;
by Seymour Shainswit, Joseph L. Riibin, Jerome
P. Phillips.
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• ON A WHIRLWIND of controversy

Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux"
prepares to meet its waiting millions

in October. With but a six-week debut

showing in New York as a teaser in-

troduction, the Chaplin production has

created the most sensational contro-

versy in the history of show business.

When "Verdoux" hits its general

release on October 1 5th exhibitors can

throw their hats into the air, open
wide the cash tills, preparatory to the

greatest avalanche of boxoffice gold of

the year.

Chaplin, with unerring aim, has in

"Monsieur Verdoux" answered the
prayers of exhibitors and the public.

And the time is now at hand for a

"Verdoux" to beat recession, or the

threat of recession, at the boxoffice.

Much has been written of the revo-

lutionary entertainment that is dynami-
cally packaged in "Verdoux." You have

heard that it is jolting, shocking,
haunting

—
"the most unsual enter-

tainment ever filmed." You know by

now that in "Verdoux" Chaplin, for

the first time, abandons his little tramp
character to play Monsieur Verdoux,
the diabolical, charming and modern
French Bluebeard.

All of this is true. But there is more—much more to tell.

"Monsieur Verdoux" is a comedy,
the greatest of all comedies because it

is interlaced with a satirical thrust that

might only be found in the pages of

Dean Jonathan Swift. It is a new kind

of comedy, with a new kind of laugh-

ter—some of it bordering on hysteria.

And yet with its original humor there

are the priceless moments of the Chap-
lin that has dominated comedy since

the birth of the screen.

"Monsieur Verdoux" presents the

most fascinating and haunting romance
ever screened. No one has ever been
able to come near the Chaplin formula.

He holds a unique copyright on his

type of love story—a love story that

hurts, that frightens, that stays with
you as a haunting lingering memory.

There is beauty and there is pathos;

there is laughter and there are tears

—

the great and infallible ingredients

which have made Chaplin the master
of screen story-telling.

Chaplin is supported by the hilarious

Martha Raye, the luscious Marilyn Nash
(Chaplin's newest discovery) , the ten-

der Mady Correll, the frustrated Isobel

Elsom^ the mellow Robert Lewis and
the love-hungry Barbara Slater.

Madern BMuebeard Shocker
To Out-Gross Jill Chaplin
Pictures^ SaysD.J.McNerney

San Francisco.—Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" will

top a twenty million dollar gross within one year, D. j. McNerney,
one of the nation's leading showmen and executive vice-pres-

ident of the Blumenfeld chain of theatres, predicted today.

"Chaplin has produced a box-office gold mine for the exhib-
itors and an entertainment feast for the public," declared Mc-

Nerney, whose chain of forty leading

theatres also has a partnership with
United Artists.

" 'Monsieur Verdoux' will out-gross
anything Chaplin has ever done—and
that goes for 'The Dictator' which took
in more than fifteen million dollars.

'Verdoux' will easily pull in twenty
million within a year and it wouldn't
surprise me at all if 'Verdoux' turns
out to be the biggest grosser of any
picture as it is that rare kind of pro-
duction that can easily be re-issued for

the next ten years." .

McNerney said the Chaplin produc-
tion had been booked solid in their

forty theatres.

Winchell,Time,Cite

ChaplinControversy
New York.—Words of extravagant

praise and violent controversy swept
the nation as "Monsieur Verdoux"
closed its pre-release debut here.

Walter Winchell told his twenty-
five million readers and Time Maga-
zine advised its five million, that Chap-
lin's "Verdoux" is big-time news.

Wrote Winchell: "James Agee has
written a monumental piece for The
Nation in praise of Chaplin's 'Mons.
Verdoux.' Agee thinks the film 'is one
of the great works of our time.'

"

Time went to town with three col-

umns, hailed "Verdoux" as "the most
notable film in years—the most fas-

cinating" and described Chaplin's por-
trayal of the modern French Bluebeard
as "one of the most beautiful single

performances ever put on film."

Summarized Time: "The film is a

daring individual gesture, dared In an
era when such acts are rare. He has
replaced his beloved sure-fire tramp
with an equally original character. The
set pieces of pure slapstick are as
skilled and delightful and as psycho-
logically penetrating as any Chaplin has
ever contrived."

'Charm, Wit, Spice

Verdoux'—Scheuer
Lauding Charles Chaplin as "a man

of rare personal charm, magnetism and
wit," Famed Writer and Critic Phillip
K. Scheuer told fifteen million readers,
through the pages of Collier's Maga-
zine, that the star ''turns on all three
full force as Monsieur Verdoux."

Wheeler Dryden Back
Wheeler Dryden, associate director

on "Verdoux," returned yesterday
from Big Bear-ing.

Critics Still Trail In Dust
With Chaplin Hailed As Master

In a colossal eulogy of Charles Chaplin and his "Monsieur
Verdoux," Jimmie Tarantino. famed trade magazine editor and
critic, over this past weekend on page one of the Hollywood
Nite Life, wrote in part:

"But Chaplin Is not one of the

Screen Greats—or, as we believe—the

Screen's Greatest—for nothing.

"Since celluloid first flickered at the

Nickelodeons, Chaplin has shown the
way. Today, with 'Monsieur Verdoux,'

Chaplin Irrevocably proves again he
stands at the head of the entertain-

ment parade.-

"In his dust of a score of years ago
trail the critics who are still trying to
master his technique, probe his subtle-
ties, analyze his entertainment for the
world's millions.

"In 'Monsieur Verdoux,' the un-
matched genius of Chaplin has started
something that will be remembered
with acclaim, awe, reverence and con-
troversy as long as motion pictures are
made!"

Exhibitors Get Set
For Chaplin Splash

A few minutes after you have
finished reading this extraordi-

nary page, 20,000 of them will

be in the airmail to that number
of exhibitors who are awaiting
the October 1 5th signal to un-
leash Chaplin's greatest picture.

'Verdoux' Tops
British Rating In

All Empire Press
British press, covering the Empire,

raised its typographical voice as one
to cheer Charles Chaplin as the mod-
ern French Bluebeard in "Monsieur
Verdoux."

Stuart Celder, London News-Chron-
icle, wrote in part: "Likely to be the

first convincing answer out of Holly-

wood to Sir Stafford Cripp's demand
for better productions."

Brighton English Argus: "Epochal.

. . . one of his inimitable blends of

slapstick, pathos and satire."

P. H. Powell, in London Star:

"Chaplin as Bluebeard just as funny.

Everyone will be relieved to know
that although we have here Chaplin,

the tragedian, the murderer in kid

gloves, he is also in a thousand little

delicious touches the comedian In

baggy trousers. He cannot do anything

crude."

London Evening News: " 'Monsieur
Verdoux' brought cheers."

Picturegoer: "Chaplin is marvelous.

The story is so thickly peppered with

comedy that one has to hold tight to

one's seat to keep from rolling."

*Verdoux' Great Says Sage;

Must Be Seen Many Times
Harold Clurman, famed author, in

Tomorrow Magazine, wrote in part of

"Verdoux"

:

"Charles Chaplin's 'Monsieur Ver-
doux' is one of the most fascinating

documents of our day. The picture is

great! Chaplin does not escape the

world through his comic disguise; he

faces it. That is why he is an artist of

singular force. Those who do not quite

decipher his meaning or who do not

wish to fathom it because it disturbs

them, would do well to listen and at

tend again and again."

Mady Correll 'Skinned'
Mady Correll, featured in "Ver

doux," will play the Tallulah Bank-

head role in the Lake Tapaco Players

production, "Skin of Our Teeth."

CHARLES CHAPLIN
HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER
HAUNTING ROMANCE
SHOCKING DRAMA

(Advertisement)

'MONSIEUR VERDOUX'
iiiiUilDIUi 11 LiUiUliillUL
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Eberson Readies Telecity Plans For Mayor
$60 Million Film-Tele

Studios in Metropolitan
Area Set for Building

If New York City sincerely wants
the film industry to be located in the
East, and if the Mayor is prepared
to go through a long siege of nego-
tiations with labor, our town can
have a suitable plant for production,

I
John Eberson, theater architect, told

' The Film Daily yesterday.
Eberson's projected 1000 acre

' Telecity, located within the Muni-
' cipal area, plans of which were first

revealed in The Film Daily June
28, 1946, will accommodate film and

(Continued on Page 3)

Indies' Bids to Enter

Japan Nixed by Army
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Requests by inde-

pendents for distribution rights in

Japan have been turned down by the

War Department, it was learned
yesterday.

Distribution of American films in

Japan will remain an MPEA opera-
( Continued on Page 7)

Unger Names Stoller

UA's Minn. Manager

Edward J. Stoller yesterday was
appointed UA branch manager at

Minneapolis by J. J. Unger, general
sales manager. Stoller, who joined

UA in December, 1930, as office man-
ager in Minneapolis, succeeds Ralph
Cramblet, upped recently to the

mid-Western district manager's post
resigned by Rud Lohrenz.

Walsh Sailing With
fA-IVATKE-ACT Pact
London (By Cable) — Richard F.

Walsh, lATSE, brings his lengthy

British visit to an end today, sail-

ing for New York.

Walsh is bringing back the draft

of an agreement between the lA

and the NATKE and the ACT for

the interchange of American and

British film technicians. The draft

was drawn up at a final three-way

talk last night.

Stockholders in Warner Bros, at 29,522,
Increase of 21.9 Per Cent in Year's Time

Current issue of Forbes Magazine, in a tabulation of the number of stock-

holders in leading American companies, shows Warner Bros, with 29,522

stockholders, an increase of 21.9 per cent from 1945. This is one of the largest

increases in number of shareholders registered by any American corporation

during that period.

Paramount is credited with 31,526 stockholders, a rise of 3.7 per cent.

Other film companies are not listed. Eastman Kodak, however, is down for

42,070 stockholders, a drop of .1 per cent.

Mex. Pic Industry In

Critical Spot—Golden
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — After nearly five

years of prosperity, the Mexican
motion picture industry today is in

a "very critical position," Nathan
D. Golden, Department of Commerce
film consultant, reported yesterday.

Golden said a desperate financial

situation and labor demands are the

two "major problems" facing the

Mexican industry.
Although American motion pic-

tures represent a steady drain on

(Continued on Page 3)

N. Y. Censors Nixed Five

Features in Fiscal Year

Of 1,661 pictures reviewed by the

State (Censor Board during the year

ended March 31, five were rejected,

four were approved upon revision

and 153 were approved with elim-

inations to meet statutory require-

ments, according to figures compiled

by Ward C. Bowen, acting director

of the Division of Motion Pictures

of the State Education Dept. Nearly
(Continued on Page 3)

Clark Pledges D.

Aid at UJA Luncheon

Attorney General Tom Clark yes-
terday lashed out against the big-

oted and selfish groups who would
restrain Uncle Sam from offering a
haven to the D.P.'s seeking entry
to these shores.

Speaking extemporaneously before
60-odd leaders in the banking, in-

dustrial, commercial and entertain-

ment fields, at a luncheon sponsored
in his honor in the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, by Spyros P. Skouras, chair-

(Continued on Page 7)

Fuller Tells Johnston
Dalton to Accept Move as
Heavy Duty Alternative

London (By Cable)—A pro-
posal that American film dis-

tributors as an alternative to
the heavy ad valorem tax on film
imports contemplated by Hugh Dal-
ton, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
voluntarily reduce film rentals here
to a top of 33 1/3 per cent was
made to Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
president, here yesterday by W. R.
Fuller, general secretary of the
CEA.
Such a move, which would con-

(Continued on Page 6)

Associated MP Industries

To Elect Eight Directors

Wilmington, Del.—Stockholders of

Associated Motion Pictures Indus-

tries, Inc., meet here today to elect

eight members of the board. The
nominees are:

Frederick R. Ryan, the company's
present president; John Pfeufer,

Carl D. Heine, Joseph D. Eagan, Al-

bert W. Lind, William J. German,
Milton C. Green and Robert Delson.

Harry M. Goetz, who has been
(Continued on Page 7)

Swedish Censors Ban

'Big Sleep,' 'Outlaw'

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—^Cen-

sorship difficulties have led to the
cutting of 10 minutes from the
Swedish prints of Columbia's "Dead
Reckoning." All references and
scenes involving a corpse were de-

leted. The censors also went on

(Continued on Page 7)

Kelly Prolongs Hollywood
Stay; Sears Expected Out

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With Arthur W. Kel-

ly, whose name has been mentioned
prominently for the UA executive
vice-presidency, prolonging his

Coast stay for the remainder of the

week, there were reports last night
(Continued on Page 7)

Warner News in 2,200 Houses
That's for Start; Pathe Deal by Week-end?

Rep. Ties "Wyoming" Bow
To Frontier Celebration

Cheyenne, Wyo ^A salute of 50

aerial mortar bomb explosions yes-

terday welcomed a special train

from Denver bearing a delegation

of stars and studio and theater ex-

ecutives to attend tonight's world
(Continued on Pago 6)

The Warner News, scheduled to

bow on Nov. 1, will break in upwards
of 2,200 theaters on the basis of

deals already negotiated, plus the

expectation that RKO's more than

100 houses will be in the new reel's

fold via the purchase of RKO Pathe

News. , .

Closing of the latter deal is now
expected before the end of the week,

(Continued on Page 6)

''Best Years" to Play
38 BKO Met. Spots

"The Best Years of Our Lives"

has been set for special limited en-

gagements at 38 RKO theaters
throughout the New York Met area.

Deal negotiated by Prexy James

Mulvey, for Goldwyn Prods., and

Sol A. Schwartz, vice-president and

general manager of RKO theaters,

calls for the pic to start at the

RKO Albee, Brooklyn, and RKO
Proctor's, Newark, a week from to-

day.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 183^ ISVi I8I/4

Bell & Howell 23 23 23
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East. Kodak 475/b 473/8 47%
Gen. Prec. Eq 19 19 19
Loew's, Inc 233/8 22% 231/4
Paramount 283/3 281/8 281/8

RKO 131/8 13 13
Republic Pict 5V^ 51/2 51/2

20th Century-Fox ... 31 3^ 31 1/2 31 1/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 40l^ 40 40l/i
20th Century-Fox ppf.lOSVs 1031/8 1031/8
Universal Pict 23 221/2 23
Warner Bros 16% 163/8 163/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 414 414 4%
RKO 4 37/8 37/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3% 3%
Technicolor I41/2 14 14

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 51/4

Net
Chg.

+ Vs

+ Vi— %
+ %
+ %—

Vs— Va— 1/4— 'A
+ 1/4— %
+ 3/8—

1/4

+ 1/4

+ V^

Asked
63/4

6 'A

Orlob Sues on "I Wonder"
Harold Orlob yesterday filed suit

in N. Y. Supreme Court seeking- to
declare his rights to music of the
song "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now." Claiming he wrote the music
for Joseph E. Howard in 1905, Or-
lob named Howard, 20th-Fox, Ed-
ward B. Marks Music Corp., Charles
K. Harris Music Publishing Co., and
Jerry Vogel Music Co.

cominc nno Gomc
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram-AA board

chairman, leaves for the Coast tomorrow.
JEROME B. WEISFELDT, 20th-Fox's assistant

manager of Central American countries, arrived

from Panama yesterday. He is the son of Eagle-
Lion's M. J. Welsfeldt.

EDWARD L. WALTON, Rep. assistant gen-
eral sales manager, has returned to the home
office, following a two-week branch tour
which took him to Indianapolis, Chicago, and
Milwaukee.

JAMES V. O'GARA, Rep.'s Eastern division

manager, is back in New York, following a

branch trip which included stopovers in Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, and Cleveland.

D. L. TURNER, Atlanta branch manager of

Altec Service, is in town for home office con-
ferences.

MARCEL PAGNOL, producer of "Nais," will

arrive from Europe on Sept. 6 for the Am-
bassador Theater premiere.

20th-Fox "Kissing" Preem
Has Huge Elizabeth Crowd

Elizabeth, N. J A celebrity-con-
scious public turned 20th-Fox's East-
ern premiere of "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," produced by
George Jessel and starring June
Haver, into a near-riot clambake.
More than 2,000 people, in a shape-
less queue, tried to make their way
into the theater to catch a glimpse
of Miss Haver and Jessel.

The Rededicating Liberty Com-
mittee of Elizabeth sponsored the
benefit showing under the auspices
of Mayor James T. Kirk, honorary
chairman and Saul Epstein, chair-
man. The showing was preceded by
a dinner tendered by Spyros Skouras
and the Elks Club of Elizabeth.
Recipients of the dinner proceeds
will be the George T. Vosseler build-

ing program, in honor of a native
son who lost both legs in World War
n, and the local boys club.

This was followed by a typical

gala Hollywood premiere at Skouras'
newly renovated Libei-ty Theater.
Among those that attended in ad-

dition to those already named were:
George Skouras and Mrs. G. Skouras,
Nat Cohn, Columbia, George Nich-
ols, William White, William Scully,

Charles Schlaifer, Lew Lehr, Leon-
ard Gaynor, Jack Ellis, Andy Kara-
bet, Robert Kendall, Jules Catsif,

W. T. Michele, John Benes and the
First U. A. Army Corps Band.
Arrangement for the affair were

under the supervision of Nick Mat-
soukas of Skouras Theaters.

CUTS
COSTS

IN HALF!
•

y Save With filmaek's Prevuei

TRAILER
lERVICI

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5. ILL.

AL ZIMBALIST, Film Classics advertising
head, is vacationing in the Adirondacks.

ANDREWS SISTERS are Chicago visitors.

FAY BAINTER, who will be seen shortly in

Warner's "Deep Valley," arrives in New York
on Aug. 3 from the Coast.

COL. WILLIAM McCRAW, executive director
of Variety Clubs, International, flew into New
York yesterday on his country-wide tour on
the campaign for the 30-city world premiere
of Paramount's "Variety Girl."

OSCAR MORGAN, Paramount's short sub-
jects sales manager, is due back at his desk
on Thursday from Jacksonville, Fla.

FRED LEROY, sales assistant at the Para-
mount home office, is on vacation.

HARRY BRANDT, circuit head and proxy of
ITOA, is back from a fortnight's visit to Hol-
lywood.

A. J. O'KEEFE, U-l assistant general sales
manager, returns from Boston at week's end.

BURT LANCASTER has joined Lizabeth Scott
in Salt Lake City for today's world premiere
of "Desert Fury."

MRS. RUDY BERGER, wife of M-G-M's South-
ern sales manager, is in Washington for a
week.

JEFFREY LYNN, actor, flew in from the
Coast.

Watch to Schrieber for

Variety Reorganization

Cleveland— More than 250 at-

tended a banquet following the Va-
riety Club golf tournament at the

Beechmont Country Club. Nat Wolf,

general chairman, presented a wrist

watch to Harry Schrieber, in ap-

preciation of his work in reorganiz-

ing the club prior to his transfer to

Columbus as RKO city manager.
Bert Lefkowich of the Community

Circuit took low score honors in the

tournament, while M. B. Horwitz
of the Washington Circuit won the

Calcutta pool.

CHICAGO
SAKFRANCISCO
PITTSBURGH

\

See your travel agent or phone \

LExinffton 2-7100 \

or visit TWA ticket office at \

80 East 42nd St.

Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT

Talk Exchange Contract
Terms at Friday Meet

SOPEG's exchange employes ne-

gotiating committee representing

membership of Loew's, UA, Colum-
bia and 20th-Fox will meet with'

employer reps. Friday at 2:3(^k.m.
in the office of C. A. Hill, 20tH^;,<'s

supervisor of exchange operations.

Other company reps, who will attend

are: Charles O'Brien, Loew's; Harryl
Buckley, UA, and Henry Kaufman,*
Columbia. Otto Langer, sec-treas.
of Local 109 will head the labor del-

egation.
Main points to be discussed are

the union's demands which were pre-
sented a month ago: (1) Increase of

$10 a week or 30 per cent, which-
ever is higher; (2) Work week of
35 hours; (3) Improved machinery
for establishing grades and senior-
ity; (4) Improved vacation and holi-

day schedule.
Present contract expires July 31.

Louis Morris Dead
Chicago— Louis A. Morris, 54,

veteran movie operator at Marbro
Theater, is dead. Funeral was held
yesterday from Risers Chapel. Burial
was at Westlawn Cemetery.

Tha latttt It MM. (euntf
equipment has been Installed
In our air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectors . . .

Can We "Show" Yoiif
Call: Circle 6-0081-3-S-4

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
I8B0 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.

Me
BANK OF THE

MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY

IBank of

NATIONAL IK'lVos ASSOCIATION

MEMBER FEDEBAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

IlL
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Eberson Readies Plans

On Telecity for Mayor

(Continued from Page 1)

television producers in 24 150x250x75
foot studios, with maintenance,
ser;L^, and laboratory facilities

pi-'^f^d with the rental basis on
whicn the studios are planned to be
run.

Held in abeyance since initial an-
nouncement, the plans which would
call for a capital investment of about
$60,000,000, are still hot, Eberson
said. And in the light of the Mayor's
announced intentions of doing "all

in my power" to locate a major
portion of the film industry in the
east, the projected Telecity looms
as an important first step in the
survey instituted last week by
O'Dwyer, members of the industry,
and his newly-appointed film co-

ordinator, Edward Maguire.

Eberson is prepared to offer his

services on an advisory capacity to
the Mayor, he said. He added that
he was in full accord with O'Dwyer's
plans since New York "excels by
far in convenience, accessibility of

talent, and even weather, existing
facilities on the Coast."

Labor Big Problem

Only obstacle of any consequence
in the path of future developments
in that vein, Eberson continued, will

be that of labor. "But it was pri-

marily the fact that Hollywood was
so completely involved in labor dis-

putes that inspired Mayor O'Dwyer's
initial invitation to the industry to

come East," Eberson added. He
emphasized that the Mayor and his

film co-ordinator's first step would
appear to be in the direction of ar-

riving at an equitable labor settle-

ment.

Talks with the Mayor are expected
shortly, during which time Eberson
is expected to present the plans of

the studio city for official considera-
tion, and initiate talks on financing

of the huge project.

Chi. Operator's Union Says
B & K Breached Contract

Chicago—Operators' union attor-

neys have notified Balaban & Katz
Circuit that the employment con-

tract they are working under has
been breached by B&K closing of the

Drake and Admiral theaters. Con-
ferences are under way by attorneys
from both sides for an early solu-

tion of problem.
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Florence Vidor
Aileen Pringle

Lewis Innerarlty

Whitney Bolton
Gale Page

Albert Warner
Joseph Seiden
Harry Cohn

Gerald K. Rudolph
Ray Cozineif
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if
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Albert Schiller Elaine Henno-Mestanza
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«>^ PHIL M. DALY
Thirty Dollars to Spend
• • • HOWARD DIETZ, sometime president oi the Sea of Grass

Land Co. which made some 400 newspaper folk and others ranch owners

in New Mexico (Personal to HD: When must we pay the first taxes?) not

so long ago, is making a second share-the-wealth donation to his fellow

land owners In Phil M's mail yesterday mom was a note from How-

ard enclosing three Confederate $10 notes which, he assures, are "still

valid currency in a small Missouri town called Rosy Ridge" Adds

Howard: "If you are fixin' to settle snugly in the desert you can visualize

your old age with plenty of everything in life that's free—except water

—

and simply rolling in Confederate dough" Br'r Dietz's note sent Phil

M consulting his Postal Guide Y'see, vacation time's a-comin', and

Phil M thought it might be a good idea to stop off in Rosy Ridge en route

to his N. M. ranch But the Postal Guide disclosed no Rosy Ridge ....

(The closest was Rosebud, and as everyone knows. Rosebud's the sole

prop, of O. Welles and Citizen Kane) 'Course, it could be Rosy Ridge

has not been restored to the Union as yet Or the omission from the

Guide could be a damnyankee trick Probably the latter, seein' as

how, by sheer coincidence! Metro has a picture called "The Romance

of Rosy Ridge" Which sorta reminds (aha, the plot thickens!)

thai HD owes allegience to the Lion's Blue So Phil M appears stuck

with $30 rebel money Or could he induce someone in Glocca Morra

to take it in payment for three quarts of good Irish whiskey?

.
• • • DIDJA EVER STOP to realize what those far-flung lAR thea-

ter deals mean in terms of guaranteed playing time for Universal-Iiit'l

product? lAR is building a theater empire on the. international map
that is reminiscent of what Paramount achieved in the U. S And
internationally, there's no- such animal as divorcement! .... • Tom
(Metro) Gerety, one of the industry's Freeport commuters, thinks that in

view of its transportation vagaries, the name of the L.I.R.R. should be

varied somewhat Tom suggests that the alleged railroad should

have added to its name on the side of its coaches a small phrase, to be

used in all references in print and otherwise, to wit: "Long Island

Railroad—^Ha. Ha!" "That," notes Tom, "would explain everything"

Br'r Gerety has something there! ... • Higher prices for peanuts

are forecast That could mean reduction of the peanut content of

candy bars, or even the elimination of peanuts entirely. ... • RKO's

Dore Schary has been selected by the American Nobel Anniversary Com-

mittee to speak at this year's Nobel dinner at the Hotel Astor, on Dec. 10.

• Aaron Stein, Picadilly Theater counsel, is reported in town in connec-

tion with a settlement of the theater's anti-trust suit

T T T
• • • PARAMOUNT'S THEATER PARTNERS will make it unani-

mous in allocating screen time to JAR's British pix. ... • In sports

circles, it's said that Babe Ruth will get $400,000 from Allied Artists for

the film rights to his life story Sounds fantastic, but the Babe rotes

it. . . . • Richard C. Patterson, Jr., war-time U. S. Ambassador to Yugo-

slavia, and former RKO board chairman, is a new member of the General

Aniline & Film board Jack Frye, former TWA prexy, succeeds George

W. Burpee as GAF's president. ... • Write Your Own Comment Dept.:

Radio's Tony Rivers for three years has tried to crack Hollywood, but no

soap Recently, he inherited $1,350,000 Now talent scouts are

on his trail, but good. ... • Coincidence Dept.: Pic on the screen when

detectives combed the RKO Bushwick in Brooklyn for two bandits was

"That's My Man!". ... • Looks like a product tug o' war shaping up

between the 14ih St. RKO Jefferson and the Skouras Academy. . . .

• Mark Hellinger's "The Naked City" troupe, now in our midst, heads

bock to the U-I studio next week to finish up.

Mex. Pic Industry In

Critkal Spot—Golden

(Continued from Page 1)

Mexico's dwindling dollar exchange,
Golden said he found no evidence
that the Mexican Government now
contemplates quota restrictions on
the import of American pix. U. S.
films were excluded from Mexico's
recent embargo on a long list of im-
ports.

Golden blamed Mexican labor
unions for a considerable portion of
the difficulties encountered by both
American and native distributors
and producers.

Pointing out that about half of
the Mexican theaters need replace-
ment. Golden said that "the solution
at the moment from an economical
point of view would be the building
of 16 mm. Quonset-hut-type the-
aters.

"One of the obstacles in the path
of developing a wider spread of
16 mm. theaters in Mexico," Golden
said, "is that of labor difficulties

and requirements. American film
distributors who were interested in
showing 16 mm. films in the rural
sections of Mexico were informed
by the Union that they would have
to put in a complete group of em-
ployes paralleling the same number
of employes they have for 35 mm.
films.

"This condition has retarded film
distributors, producers and exhib-
itors in building up a 16 mm. type
of theater in Mexico which would
lend itself ideally to broad projects
of expansion and development."

Golden reported that American
films still enjoy the "greatest popu-
larity" of all pix exhibited in Mex-
ico.

N. Y. Censors Nixed Five
Features in Fiscal Year

(Continued from Page 1)

6,000,000 feet of film were reviewed
during the year, while licenses and
permits issued totaled 36,219.

iLicense fees totaled nearly $350,-

000 during the year, with net rev-
enue to New York State, after de-
ducting operating expenses, put at

$272,966.39.

Viscount Foreham Succombs
London (By Cable)—Viscount Lee

of Fareham, 78, former president of

Gaumont British and one-time First

Lord of the Admiralty, died at his

Avening home.

SICK LIST

DONALD M. NELSON, SIMPP president,

is in French Hospital where he was taken

after suffering a stroke Monday.

KERMIT MAYNARD sustained head and

back injuries during filming of "Northwest

Stampede" near High River, Calgary, Al-

berta. He is hospitalized.



PARA^^outr^s (^orm dizzy
THE WAY rnerkE whipping across
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40-Star

"PURE GOLD GROSSES IN ANY AND EVERY THEATRE. A smash bound

for top money. Excellent entertainment of which its makers

and all Variety Club members may be justly proud."

—

Boxoffice

"A MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR BUDGET AND NOT A DIME MISSPENT.

A mammoth musical destined to stir up boxoffice commotion

aplenty. Crosby and Hope together in skits that are gems. A
tribute to the Variety Clubs and a grand, joyful tribute it is."

—M, P. Daily

"STRONGEST NAME MARQUEE VALUE OF THE SEASON, a natural

which can't help doing boflFo business. A smash hit—and

entertainment spelled in capital letters." —Daily Variety

"A MUSICAL ITEM THE SHOWMAN CAN ENTHUSIASTICALLY SINK HIS TEETH INTO.

This is boxoffice—entertainment plus—surprises galore."

—

Film Daily
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that's getting as many raves as it's got stars—
right on top of the furore over DEAR RUTH and
PERILS OF PAULINE-and the very same

day that WELCOME STRANGER sets

all-time Paramount highs in its first two dates!

g^

"THERE HASN'T BEEN A STAR-STUDDED ATTRACTION OF THIS

KIND IN YEARS. Paramount tossed almost the whole

strength of its roster into it. Mary Hatcher plays the

title role with verve and charm." —Hollywood Reporter

"EYE-BLINDING LUSTRE OF MARQUEE NAMES. Sure-fire

entry headed for top dough. Truly an exhibitors'

picture and it will stand plenty of ballyhoo."

— The Exhibitor

"SOCKO ENTERTAINMENT THAT'S SURE-FIRE. How can it

miss with Crosby, Hope, Cooper, Milland, Ladd,
Stanwyck, Goddard, Lamour and the rest of the

glittering Paramount personalities?" —Variety

IF ANY COlAPA^Y BV£R
MATCHED THOSB B TBfZRlFiC

PARAi^^OUNT JULY A^/P AUCUST
HITS, Mr NAMe ISH'r

GUS H. EKHIBITOR s

starring

BING CROSBY

BOB HOPE
GARY COOPER

RAY MILLAND
ALAN LADD

BARBARA STANWYCK
PAULETTE GODDARD

DOROTHY LAIVIOUR

SONNY TUFTS

iOAN CAULFIELD

WILLIAM HOLDEN

LIZABETH SCOTT
BURT LANCASTER

GAIL RUSSELL
DIANA LYNN

STERLING HAYDEN
ROBERT PRESTON

VERONICA LAKE
JOHN LUND

WILLIAM BENDIX
BARRY FITZGERALD

CASS DALEY
HOWARD DA SILVA

MACDONALD CAREY
with

OLGA SAN JUAN

BILLY DE WOLFE
PATRIC KNOWLES

WILLIAM DEMAREST
MONA FREEMAN

CECIL KELLAWAY
VIRGINIA FIELD

RICHARD WEBB
FRANK FAYLEN

DE FOREST KELLEY
and

CECIL B. OeMILLE

MITCHELL LEISEN

FRANK BUTLER

GEORGE MARSHALL
Specialty number by

PEARL BAILEY and

SPIKE JONES
and his City Slickers

and introducing

MARY HATCHER
Produced by

DANIEL DARE
Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL
Original Screen Play by
Edmund Hartmann, Frank Tashlln,

Robert Welch and Monte Brice
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WB News Set in 2,200

(Continued from Page 1)

with attorneys said engaged in

drawing up the final contract forms.

The Warner circuit of nearly 550

houses will, of course, play the new
reel. Warner salesmen are plugging

the reel on their current drive

rounds, assuring at least 1,500 other

accounts, it was said yesterday.

Rep. Ties "Wyoming" Bow
To Frontier Celebration

(Continued from Page 1)

premiere of Republic's "Wyoming."
Dual premiere, at the Paramount
and Lincoln Theaters-, is being
staged in conjunction with the 51st
annual Frontier Days celebration.

Republic group includes William
Elliott and Vera Ralston who, with
John Carroll, star in "Wyoming";
Nob Nolan and the Sons of the
Pioneers; Herbert J. Yates, Republic
president; William Saal, his execu-
tive assistant; Mort Goodman, pub-
licity director; Charles P. Skouras,
president of Fox West Coast; F. H.
"Rick" Ricketson, president of Fox-
Intermountain, and Ray Davis,
Northern division supervisor.

With "Cheyenne" officially pro-
claimed by Gov. Lester C Hunt to
be the official picture of the Frontier
Days celebration. Jack McGee, Fox
Intermountain city manager, and
James R. Luntzell, special events
man from Hollywood, arranged an
all-out lineup of stunts, merchandis-
ing tie-ups, window displays, street
decorations and demonstrations. Tie-
ins include a Republic fleet in the
grand opening parade, with Elliott

mounted and Miss Ralston riding in

an old time surrey; the induction
into the Sioux tribe of Indians of
Miss Ralston and Elliott, and a
special presentation of the stars as
well as Nolan and the Sons of the
Pioneers each day at the Frontier
Days' rodeo.

While Governor Hunt will not be
present at the premiere, he will see
"Wyoming" as Yates arranged to
place a print of the picture on the
battleship Iowa, enroute to Hawaii
with a party of 10 other governors.
As a tribute to the 51st anniver-

sary of the Frontier Days' celebra-
tion. Republic arranged for a show-
ing of "The Great Train Robbery"
in connection with the dual pre-
miere.

Following the premiere, "Wyo-
ming" will play 83 day and date en-
gagements in the Rocky Mountain
area, including Wyoming, Colorado,
Montana, Utah and New Mexico.

STORK REPORTS
a

Denver—E. J. Connor, of the Fox
Interm.ountain auditing department,
has a new son.

HOLLVUIOOD LETTERS
From PATH ALICOATE

HOLLYWOOD

DEAR MR. EDITOR:

Am writing this with my poor, tired feet soaking in a pail of hot water after

just having completed an extensive tour of the MGM lot, which might be com-

pared to the Los Angeles city limits. Don MacElwaine, of the publicity dept. will

probably regret for days that he agreed to accompany me on my excursion. First

stop was Howard Strickling's office. We only stayed a minute because he was on

his way to some important publicity meetings. Having eight major features in

production at the moment the Flack dept. is working at top speed to give them

the advance hypo they need. As there are some 5,000 permanent employees on the

lot and about 1,000 extras that were working in "Killer McCoy" we decided to

beat the mob into the commissary for lunch. Easier said than done but we finally

arrived at the publicity table. In this commissary each dept. usually gathers at its

own table. Across from me was Deborah Kerr's husband, Tony Bartiey, who is

learning the business by working in different depts. of the studio.

I T was a hot day so I wasn't very hungry but they all insisted that I had to sample

the specialty of the house, chicken soup, L. B. Mayer's favorite dish. It was

terrific! Tom Brown and Una Merkel were sitting at a table on our left. Further

over, Peter Lawford, June Allyson and Elizabeth Taylor were building themselves

up for the afternoon's shooting. Butch Jenkins was gazing rapturously at a group

of girls dressed in Spanish costumes that passed his table. Hume Cronyn, Judy Gar-

land, dressed in a clown costume, and Gene Kelly, in a bright red wig, were in gales

of laughter over something when Irving Berlin walked up to the table and was

promptly covered with grease paint when Judy jumped up to give him a kiss.

Everett Riskin walked by studying a script—his next is "Homecoming," with Clark

Gable, which gets started Aug. 15. Robert Taylor walked in with Curtis Bernhardt

who is directing Bob in "The High Wall." Mr. Mayer stopped to talk to Arthur

Freed, who is producing "The Pirate," on his way out, and to examine Gene Kelly's

red wig which amazed everybody. Sydney Guilaroff the hair stylist arrived followed

by cameraman Charles Rosher, who won the Academy award for his color work on

"The Yearling."

\A/HEN leaving we passed the writers table at which the only writer was Cyril

Hume. Sitting with him were James McGuinness, who years ago wrote the

column in the New York Sun called the Sun-Dial, and Cedric Gibbons, the art

director. On our way to the "Killer McCoy" set we ran into Mickey Rooney, star

of the pix, who was taking a bus-man's holiday by showing some friends around the

studio on his one day off since shooting began. Ann BIyth and Sam ievene were

on the set but things were quiet for the moment so we moved on. Just got in

under the wire on "Cass Timberlane," starring iana Turner, Spencer Tracy and

Zachary Scott and "If Winter Comes" featuring Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr

and Angela Lansbury because it was the last day of shootingj on both. On the way

to "The Kissing Bandit" we passed George Murphy who was kidding Frank Sinatra

about his weighty costume. Katherine Grayson looked angelically beautiful in a

white lace Spanish costume topped by a mantilla.

pROM there we walked to the "Virtuous" set where director Norman Taurog was

putting Van Johnson and June Allyson through a rehearsal of the next scene.

Moved on to "The Pirate" but they had folded early and there was no activity there.

Took the tram (which goes to the back, lot) out to see how "On An Island With

You" was coming. Jimmy Durante was keeping the cast in hysterics so that work

was progressing slowly. Peter Lawford and Ricardo Montalban looked like they

might wilt any minute in a couple of Navy uniforms and were eyeing enviously

Esther Williams' scanty sarong. Director Richard Thorpe looked like he might be

much happier surrounded by a snow scene. Took a bus over to lot three but couldn't

locate "The High Wall" company. So on we went to Fred Quimby's cartoon studio.

His assistant, Hal Elias, tried to explain the technicalities of how color cartoons are

made, assisted by Bill <Hanna and Joe Barbera, co-directors ofl the "Tom and Jerry"

series. On the way back to the publicity office we saw Jane Powell who starts work

(Continued on Page 7)

CEA Proposes Lower

U. S. Rental Ceiling

(Continued from Page 1)

serve millions of dollars for Great
Britain and help place British ex-
hibitors as well on the road iffHros-
perity, would be acceptable^,,,. 'al-

ton in the CEA's opinion, li'uller

told Johnston.
There was no immediate reaction

from the MPAA president who had
arrived here from the Continent
Monday night, presumably with no
fixed schedule awaiting him.
But for an American whose only

set plan was to hold a press confer-
ence tonight, Johnston proved any-
thing but a casual visitor. Last
night, following an afternoon con-
ference with President B. T. Davis
and Fuller of the CEA, Johnston
called upon Dalton.

In the morning, he was up bright
and early to visit the U. S. Em-
bassy where he conferred with Am-
bassador Lewis Douglas, after which
he lunched with American distribs.

Johnston's schedule for today,
aside from tonight's press confab,
is under wraps. He leaves for New
York by plane tomorrow.

Mono. Execs. Returning
From Okla. City Conclave

Prexy Steve Broidy headed a dele-

gation of his execs, of Monogram
and Allied Artists on their return
trip to New York from this year's
convention which was held in Okla-
homa City. Others in the group:
Edward Morey, veepee and exec, as-

sistant to Steve Broidy; Harold Mi-
risch, veepee; Morey Goldstein, gen-
eral sales manager; L. J. Schlaifer,

director of sales ; Arthur Greenblatt,

eastern sales manager; Nat Furst,

New England district manager.
Broidy is skedded to go to England

early next month; Mirisch returns

to the West Coast next week.

Roach At UA Hub Meeting
Boston—Members of United Ar-

tists New England sales staff heard
an address yesterday by Hal Roach
as a feature of a regional meeting
held at the Hotel Statler.

UlEDDinG BELLS

Faulkner-Scott

Atlanta—Jackie Faulkner and J.

H. Scott, both of the Columbia ex-
change, announced that they were
married recently.

McCarthy-Mangels *

Chicago— Robert Mangels, man-
ager of the Iris Theater, was mar-
ried recently to Jean McCarthy,
former cashier at the house.

Gallo-Delito
Chicago—.Connie Gallo of the RKO

publicity office plans to marry Louis
Delito.
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Clark Pledges D. P.

Aid at UJA Luncheon

(Continued from Page 1)

man of the Non-Secretarian Com-
niitip_j=jf the Motion Picture Indus-
try~'v~rthe United Jewish Appeal,
Cla:^k' declared:

"America is a nation of immi-
grants, a nation of minorities."

Clark brought home the point that
immigrant-pioneers were the ones
who had created the wealth of Amer-
ica, and through their amalgamated
genius established a nation that led

the rest of the world in achievement.

The Attorney-General promised
his personal support and the sup-

Welcome chuckle was provided by
Spyros Skouras at yesterday's UJA
luncheon honoring Attorney General
Tom Clark when the 20th-Fox chief

slyly warned the circuit heads pres-

ent that their corporate contribu-

tions to the United Jewish Appeal
had better be much larger than last

year's—or they wouldn't get any
Fox product. While Barney Balaban
chuckled audibly, Ned Depinet chimed
in: "That goes for RKO, too."

D of J chief Clark took the ribbing

with characteristic Texan humor.

port of his high office to aid the

displaced persons. He reminded his

audience that he has advocated that
at least 100,000 Nazi victims be ad-

mitted to America each year, for at

least four years. He declared, "Un-
less governments do assist in this

great crusade, our children and their

children will suffer by reason of

their neglect."
Spyros Skouras reiterated the ur-

gency of helping the displaced Jews
of Europe. "By their very plight,"

he said, "by their sorrow and suffer-

ing, the 1,500,000 Jews symbolize
the whole fight for freedom all of

us profess to feel with such intensity

and determination. They represent

us all. Indeed, in one way or an-

other, all of us belong to minorities

in the last analysis, and every drop
of blood shed in behalf of one mi-

nority is in the name of freedom
for all."

Barney Balaban, chairman of the

industry drive, spoke briefly on the

sacrifices that must be made to help

those who could no longer expect

aid from UNRRA since it no longer

functions, or from IRQ, its succes-

sor, since it has not yet begun to

function.
Norman Lourie, Paramount News

rep. in Palestine, and independent
film producer, revealed the bitter

dilemma in which the moderate ele-

ment of his co-religiohists find them-

CHARTERED
ZENKO AMUSEMENT CORP., New York;

capital, 100 no par shares; by Samuel Maness,
Tobin Greenfield, Lillian Herr.

CENTRAL THEATER CO., 701 Fidelity BIdg.,

Detroit; to operate theaters; capital, $30,000;
by Saul Korman, Benjamin Fis'hman and John
Sklar.

HOLLVUIOOD LETTERS
(Continued from Page 6)

in "Luxury Liner" next week, which also stars Lauritz Melchior, Frances Gifford

and Xavier Cugat.

pRANK CAPRA will start shooting "State of the Union" in two or three weeks,

starring Spencer Tracy and Claudette Colbert. About that time "Big City" with

Margaret O'Brien and George Murphy is expected to get started, too. "Joan of

Lorraine," a Walter Wanger indie production which will be released through Metro

is expected to start Aug. 10 at the Hal Roach lot, with Ingrid Bergman starring

and Victor Fleming directing.

\A/ENT up to see Frank Whitbeck, head of advertising, before leaving and only

had enough energy left to wish him a happy birthday before wearily heading

homeward. Whew!
PATH

Indies' Bids to Enter

Japan Nixed by Army

(Continued from Page 1)

tion "at this time," sources close to

the War Department indicated.

No reason was given for the turn-

down, except that Japan is not as

ripe for free and open competition

as Germany. Indie companies also

are anxious to begin distribution in

Germany. Department soui'ces have

indicated that indies may distribute

outside of MPEA in Germany with-

in a short time.

Thei'e was no indication by the
Gov't agency of which independent
companies have made the requests
regarding Japan.

Associated MP Industries

To Elect Eight Directors

(Continued from Page 1)

on the board, has declined re-elec-

tion, it is understood.
AMPI is a substantial stockholder

in Republic Pictures, holding 27,600
shares of preferred, 175,730 of
common and $285,000 in debentures.
Ryan, who is also general counsel

for AMPI, is a Republic board mem-
ber.

Swedish Censors Ban

'Big Sleep/ 'Outlaw'

(Continued from Page 1)

record against the "tremendous in-

crease in the number of brutal, hard-

boiled thrillers being received from
America." "Dead Reckoning" had
previously been banned in Finland.

Other recent censorship difficul-

ties have been encountered with Bo-

gai^t's "Big Sleep," which was
banned from Sweden, and "The Out-
law." Those scenes in the Hughes'
film which encountered difficulty get-
ting by American censors were im-
mediately passed by the Swedish
board which termed them as "child-

ishly mild and innocent compared
with Continental standards," but the
overall content was objected to on
the grounds of "brutality."

Harry M. Goetz, who arrived here
from the Coast Monday, goes to

Wilmington today for the AMPI
stockholders meeting, and then re-

turns to New York. He will re-

main here for the July 31 Republic
board meeting.

selves when they see how promises
have been broken, and they find

themselves without recourse.
Edward M. Warburg, chairman of

the Joint Distribution Committee,
an affiliated agency of the United
Jewish Appeal, described the grow-
ing distrust of the D.P.'s toward the
unfulfilled promises of the United
Nations. Only private agencies like

the UJA separate these betrayed
people from starvation, Warburg
said.

Kelly Prolongs Hollywood
Stay; Sears Expected Out

(Continued from Page 1)

that Grad Sears, UA disti-ibution

chief, who returned over the week-
end from Eng-land, might come on
here for meetings with Mary Pick-
ford and Charles Chaplin, the com-
pany's co-owners.

Kelly's presence here presumably
has caused a deferment of several

UA board meetings, including that
which normally would be held in

New York tomorrow.
It is assumed that if Sears comes

on it will be to report personally
to Pickford and Chaplin on UA's
British playing time situation, which
called him abroad some weeks ago.

Sears also might be expected to

discuss the projected management
committee for UA.

Meanwhile, it is understood here
that there have been no moves by
Pickford and Chaplin towards pick-

ing a new UA president.

//

Correction
Opening date of "Black Narcis-

sus" at the Fulton Theater is Aug.
13.

REVIEWS
"Song of the Thin Man"

with William Powell, Myrna Loy

M-G-M 86 Mins.

POTENT ENTERTAINMiENT DOUBLE
ACTION (AUDIENCE-EXHIBITOR) VARI-
ETY. WILL DO THE TRICK EASILY.

Nick and Nora are back in pursuit of

criminal big game after an absence of a

year-and-a-half. That that absence grows
on the audience and makes them fonder

of these characters is an easily arrived at

conclusion. Here they are back again in

full stride. Watch that stride. It will

work doubly. The interior of the house
will resound with merriment. Exteriorly

the box office ticket dispensing mechanism
should get a thorough workout.

The "Thin Man" series based on the

Dashiell Hammett characters has not fal-

tered in providing rough stuff edged with

slick shafts of humor. Not even unto this

one which yet again delivers. Also, it is

a problem in deduction. Call that the sec-

ond reason after the Loy-Powell combina-
tion for luring an audience athirst for a

whodunit problem that in its centrifugal

distribution of facts, incriminations, clues,

personalities, motives and the required like,

adds up to a potent entertainment. Trans-
late entertainment in its fullest sense and
you not only have a lethal drama but also

an excursion into le jazz hot, psychiatry and

murder plus. Into this easy-to-take salad

toss material for gags to add considerable

spice to the unfolding, and brother, you

have something.

Out on the town one night. Mama and
Papa Charles (Loy-Powell) get themselves

involved in a killing aboard a gambling
ship anchored in the Atlantic off New
York. The collective eyes and ears of the

pair hear much, see more. Next morning

a pair of newlyweds come a-calling for

help. Bruce Cowling married Jayne Mead-
ows against the wishes of her father. A
wild shot brings Powell out of retirement

and he proceeds to operate along his own
peculiar, albeit interesting lines. First

there's prowling aboard the murder vessel.

Then Miss Loy deserts her bed to trail

along. Keenan Wynn pops up on the scene,

delivers himself of the glossary of the

jam session, enlists Powell as a slush pumper
and brings the trail up to the mental sani-

tarium room of Don Taylor. Taylor is elim-

inated as a suspect. Next Gloria Grahame
is done in. Hollis is brought out of his

mental daze, booked to play the ship. Re-

opening is a festive turnout and in the

midst of the glittering gathering Powell

gets his man. Said man gets his, too, a

whole clip full.

Edward Buzzell's direction gets every

last laugh, thrill, domesticity point and

action element from the script. Nat Per-

rin's production lacks nothing. Only . . .

when was there ever a gambling ship an-

chored off New York?
CAST: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Keenan

Wynn, Dean Stockwell, Philip Reed, Patricia

Morrison, Leon Ames, Gloria Grahame, Jayne
Meadows, Ralph Morgan, Bess Flowers, Don
Taylor, Warner Anderson, Bruce Cowling, Con-
nie Gilchrist, Henry Nemo, William Bishop,

Marie Windsor.
CREDITS: Producer, Nat Perrin; Director, Ed-

ward Buzzell; Screenplay, Steve Fisher, Nat
Perrin; Additional Dialogue, James O'Hanlon,
Harry Crane; Story by Stanley Roberts; Based
on characters created by Dashiell Hammett;
Photography, Charles Rosher; Art Direction,

Cedric Gibbons, Randall Duell; Film Editor,

Gene Ruggiero; Musical Score, David Snell;

Song, Herb Magidson, Ben Oakland; Recording,

Douglas Shearer; Set Decorations, Edwin B.

Willis, Alfred E. Spencer.

DIRECTION, Neat. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.



EXECUTIVE OFFICES

W&BW
TELEPHONE CO LUMBUS 5*2500

OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT Jyay 18
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My dear Orson:

I am moved to "nrite and congratulate you on the splendid
accomplishment of bringing your production of "MacBBTH" in
on schedule and within budget. The industry has Yratched
this production with great interest, and I am happy to say
that from my close personal observation never in my thirty-
four years in this business have I seen a job so well done^

I must admit that I was just a shade doubtful when you first
told me of your revolutionary plans for the production of
"MacBETH". The job of adapting this immortal Shakespearean
drama to the screen and translating it to a commercial motion
picture seemed to me to be an aHjnost unsurmountable and monu-
mental undertaking. However, I had faith in you, I had
confidence in your ability to do what you said, and your in-
tegrity to deliver what you promised. Needless to say, you
have more than justified my confidence.

From the human side, once again you have made history in
Holljrwood, The job you have done has not only served as an
inspiration to your own cast and crew, but to every other
company on the Republic lot — in fact, in every studio in
Hollywood, In this day of rising costs and slgr-rocketing
budgets, it has become mandatory that all of us engaged in
the business of making motion pictures do everything in our
power to make it possible for us to stay in business. You
have demonstrated beyond a doubt that superior product can
still be made within reasonable cost and with assurance of a
justifiable return.

Again I salute you and congratulate you on the greatest
individual job of acting, directing, adapting and producing
that to my knowledge Hollywood has ever seen.

I

Mr. Orson Welles
Republic Productions
Worth Hollywood,
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DUTV lUILL HURT BRITISH UIOBSE-JOHnSTOn
ATA-IUPTOJl Meet in Washington Sept. 19-20
Brylawski Named to Head
Ratification Convention
Management Committee

Selection of A. Julian Brylawski
of Washington to serve as chaii'man
of the ATA-MPTOA ratification con-
vention management committee was
announced yesterday by Herman
Levy, general counsel of MPTOA
and Robert W. Coyne, ATA execu-
tive director, following a conference
between the organization executives.

(Continued on Page 6)

Small Will Produce

Italian Pix Series

Rome (By Cable)—Edward Small
will make a series of American pic-

tures in Italy under a deal between
the producer and Marchello Girosi,

president of Superfilm, which repre-

sent the Scalera and Minerva inter-

(Continued on Page 6)

New Two, Three-Way Color
Processes for 35 mm Pix

Hollywood—Trimble Laboratories,

Inc., has entered the 35 mm the-

atrical field with full-color two and
three-way color processes invented by
L. S. Trimble, president of organi-

zation. Attorney A. Ronald But-

(Continued on Page 6)

^'^Lihe a Grain of

Salt in a Salt Mine"
London (By Cable) — Continuing

his campaign to stop any move to

halt the showing of U. S. films in

Britain, Tom O'Brien, general secre-

tary of the NATKE, and Labor Mem-
ber of Parliament, yesterday observed

that this country is so "vastly and

astronomically broke that the £18,-

000,000 a year spent on American

films was like a grain of salt in a

salt mine."

O'Brien added that England's 4,500

theaters can not be kept in oper-

ation by British films alone, and if

U. S. pictures are taken away audi-

ences will have to see the same

films over and over again, or the

theaters will have to close.

Editorial

Rank Does a Service
. . . for the U. S. film, industry

By CHESTER B. BAHN
WHETHER by accident or design, J. Arthur Rank did the U. S. film industry the

greatest possible service when, on sailing for his native heath the other day, he

remarked that it would be foolish to estimate the U. S. revenue to be derived during

the next 12 months from the 12 td 15 British features his studios will send over.

It was high time that some statement to that effect was spread upon the record

by JAR for the enlightenment both of the British industry and His Majesty's Labor

Government headed by Prime Minister Attlee.

Especially of the latter.

There has been far too much talk, on this side of the Atlantic as well as the other,

of the exact total of U. S. dollars that is to pour into the Rank coffers in London

Town through the oft-referred to "gentleman's agreement" reached by JAR with the

executives of the major circuits.

Such estimates as $10,000,000 and $12,000,000 sound impressive, and to infer that

this revenue actually may be counted upon in advance adds to the color undoubtedly,

(Continued on Page 7)

Itlsh Releases

Spoiling U. S= Market

London (By Cable)

—

British
chances in the American market are
being ruined by showings of old

films. Producer Herbert Wilcox said
yesterday. Pointing out that such
players as James Mason and John
Mills are being given star billings

in the oldies, although often they

(Continued on Page 6)

Brazil, Mexico Plan

U. S. Film Barriers

MPAA President Discloses

He'll Return with Alter-

native Proposals to Plan

London (By Cable)—Warn-
ing sharply that the Dalton
plan to conserve Britain's dol-
lar reserves through the imposition
of a heavy duty on U. S. film im-
ports would hurt the British indus-
try more than the American, Eric A.
Johnston has registered his com-
plete opposition with the Chancellor
of the Exchequer as well as Sir
Stafford Cripps, president of the

(Continued on Page 4)

50-50 "Amber" Terms

Broidy Sails Aug. 1

To Set U. K. Production

Monogram's plans for production
in England and Italy are to be
finalized this Summer by Steve
Broidy, company's prexy, who leaves

for England Aug. 1 on the Queen
Elizabeth.

Broidy told THE Film Daily yes-

( Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bnreau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—M o v e s to restrict

American motion pictures in Brazil

and Mexico are under consideration

by the governments in those coun-
tries, it is pointed out by U. S. Gov-
ernment spokesmen here. Pending
measures, it is understood, would
take the form of a restriction on

(Continued on Page 6)

Name of Film Classics

Is Philly Suit Subject

Philadelphia — Film Classics of

Philadelphia, a partnership compris-

ing Jack H. Greenberg, Jack G.

Engel, Ann Greenberg and Bemice
Engel, has filed a bill in equity in

Common Pleas Court seeking to re-

( Continued on Page 4)

Announced By Smi

Twentieth-Pox, roadshowing "For-
ever Amber" at advanced admis-
sions, will be licensed to theaters

on a 50-50 rental basis, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Andy W.
Smith, Jr., general sales manager.
The new sales plan calls for regu-

lar playing time in the nation's the-

aters, with protection guaranteed
(Continued on Page 4)

End Ticket Tax, Allied Stand
Congressional ^Grass Roots^DriveMapped

Klein Joins House Group
Going to Studio Hearings

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washingto n—Rep. Arthur G.

Klein, D., N. Y., said yesterday
he plans to go to Hollywood next
month where hearings on the studio

(Continued on Page 2)

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Allied States will

work towards outright repeal of the

Federal Admissions tax, it was in-

dicated yesterday. Plans for an in-

tensive campaign pointed towards
Congressional repeal of the tax will

be discussed at a meeting here of

(Continued on Page 6)

Cinecolor Crew to Bombay
For View of $1,000,000 Lab

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Followinp- a meeting

with British producer Peter Frank-
lin and Mohameed Munjee, Indian

financier of Cine studios in Bom-
bay, Cinecolor Corp. announced
that it will send a company of tech-

nicians to Bombay in the near fu-

ture.

Technical unit, including lab per-

sonnel will investigate possibilities

(Continued on Page 6)

'^f'lit Business man.
No Politician"—EAJ
London (By Cable)—Queried on

reports from the U. S. that his name

was being advanced for the GOP
vice-presidential nomination in 1948,

Eric A. Johnston, MPAA prexy, yes-

terday commented thiswise:

"I am a business man, not a poli-

tician."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat IS'A W/a nVs — Vs

Bell & Howell 223^ 22 22—1
Columbia Picts. pfd. I91/2 19V4 19'/2 -f 1/4

East. Kodak 487/8 473/4 485/8 + 1

Gen. Prec. Eq I91/4 IS'/s 191/4+ 'A
Loew's, Inc 231/2 23 Vs 231/2 + 1/4

Paramount 283/8 281/8 28V8
RKO 133/4 131/8 131/2+ 1/2

Republic Pict 5V^ S% 53/4 -f 1/4

Republic Pict. pfd... I21/2 123/8 121/2 + Va
20th Century-Fox ... 317/8 313/8 315/8 + Vs
Universal Pict 227/8 221/2 221/2 — V2
Universal Pict. pfd.. 831/2 831/2 831/2 — Vi
Warner Bros ISS/g 161/4 leVi + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 41/8 41/8 41/8 — Vs
RKO 41/4 37/8 41/8 + 1/4

Sonotone Corp 33^ 35/^ iS/g . . , .

Technicolor 141/4 133^ I41/4 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 41/8 4Vs iVs
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid Asked
Cinecolor 7 7V4
Pathe 5 6

UA Scdes Confab Today
Chicago—Maury Orr, UA West-

ern sales manager, will attend a
two-day sales meeting beginning-
today in Indianapolis. Present will
be heads of the Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis and Chicago exchanges. Ralph
Cramblet, Minneapolis manager, who
succeeds Rud Lohrenz, as UA dis-
trict manager, will preside.

Hoffay Named to Head
E-L Foreign Publicity

Michael (Mike) Hoffay, veteran
of the industry's foreign publicity

field, has been named foreign adver-
tising and publicity manager of
Eagle-Lion Films, it was announced
yesterday by Max E. Youngstein,
ad-publicity-exploitation chief.

Appointment of Hoffay, according
to Youngstein, marks the comple-
tion of plans for intensive overseas
promotion of all Eagle-Lion product,
with particular emphasis on Latin
America. As soon as Hoffay sets

up the home office advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation departments,
he plans to join Sam Seidelman,
foreign department sales head, in a

tour of E-L's Latin-American offices.

Hoffay, originally a correspondent
for Mexican and other Latin-Ameri-
can newspapers, entered the motion
picture field with RKO Radio as

foreign publicity manager in 1930.

He remained with RKO Radio until

the beginning of 1947, when he
joined Columbia International, re-

signing last week to accept his new
post at Eagle-Lion.

Klein Joins House Group
Going to Studio Hearings

(Continued from Page 1)

labor dispute will be conducted by
Rep. Carroll D. Keams, R., Pa.
Klein, like Kearns, is a member of

the House Labor Committee.
Reports that Reps. Nixon of Calif,

and Barden of N. C. would also be
on hand are apparently not true.

(Committee Clerk Manley Shepard
earlier this week said Nixon and
Barden as well as Committee Chair-
man Fred Hartley of N. J. would go
to the Coast.) Barden said he defi-

nitely will not be going, and Keams
said yesterday Nixon will not go.

Hartley may make the trip—but
that is not yet definite.

Rosters to Sail Aug. 27

For London and Continent

Wpst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Headed for an ex-

tended visit to England and Europe,
Producer-Director Henry Koster
leaves here Aug. 17 accompanied
by Mrs. Koster, and sails from New
York on the Queen Mary on Aug. 27
for London where they will be guests
of David Niven.

From England Mr. and Mrs. Kos-
ter will go to Holland and will visit

France, Germany, Belgium and
Switzerland, returning here late in

October.

Nelson Reported Improved;
To Leave Hospital Shortly

Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP head,
will remain in the French Hospital
for a few more days, and then
will return to California, it was
learned yesterday.

Nelson did not suffer a stroke as
had been previously reported, but
had fainted from exhaustion and
overwork. It will be necessary, ac-
cording to his physician, for Nelson
to spend several weeks convalescing.

French Left Wing Sees
Johnston Sinking Industry

Paris (By Cable)—Eric A. John-
ston, MPAA president, was the vic-
tim of an attack in the independent
Left-Wing newspaper Combat. Pa-
per, charged Johnston with trying to
"colonize" and "sink" the French
cinema industry, and said that he
plans to use the French film indus-
try to improve the American screen
output.

Describing the MPAA head as
"the dictator of the American cin-

ema," Combat charged that John-
ston originated the French-Ameri-
can film agreement reserving 75 per
cent of French screens for U. S.

films. He is accused of undercut-
ting French film prices with films

"already dead in America" and it is

charged "he would give them away
if he could, for the sole aim of

sinking the French cinema."

Ben Cohen to Industry?
Maybe Yes, Maybe No

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Reports that Benja-

min Cohen is slated for a post in
the film industry yesterday were
discounted by the office of the re-
tiring State Department counselor.
The long-time Government aide has
"no plans for the future," his office

said. Since there was no flat denial,
however, speculation continued that
Cohen may yet accept a job as coun-
sel to one of the major companies.

It was recalled that Cohen was
close to James F. Byrnes, former
Secretary of State. Byrnes now is

serving as special counsel to MPAA,
as well as counsel to 20th Century-
Fox.

Senate Action Today On
Service Tax Exemptions
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^The Senate today is

expected to act on a bill by House
Ways and Means Committee Chair-
man Harold Knutson lifting the Fed-
eral admissions tax exemption for
men in uniform at the end of this
year. The measure, which provides
for a number of other minor changes
in the tax laws, was passed by the
House this week and reported to the
Senate yesterday by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee. Although there
were changes in it, necessitating a
House-Senate conference, the sec-
tion wiping out the box-office ex-
emption for uniformed men remains
unchanged.

WYOMING
starring

William ELLIOTT
Vera RALSTON
John CARROLL
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Brandt's Cool

6 LOBE '4^:^^

Technicolor Div. on Aug. 15
Board of directors of Technicolor

Motion Picture Corp., Inc., has de-
clared a dividend of 25 cents per
share, payable to stockholders Aug.
15, to holders of record on Aug. 4.

IV. Y. THEATERS

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-
Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

'mi^<
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JOHN LUND ^—
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ON SCREEN
VAN

JOHNSON
JUNE

ALLYSON
in M-G-M's

'HIGHBARBAREE'

IN PERSON

BENNY FIELDS

Adrian ROLUNI Trio

Extra I

Paul REGAN
plus OTHERS

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!

COOL

l^kiK ASTOR
B'WAY & 45«i ST.

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW"
with MARK STEVENS : JUNE HAVER
20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE IN PERSON!

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
Extra! MAURICE ROCCO

ROXY '*''^'"*^
50th St.
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M-G-M presents CLARK GABLE • DEBORAH KERR • Sydney Greenstreet • Adolphe Menjou • Ava Gardner • Keenan Wynn

Edward Arnold in "THE HUCKSTERS" • Screen Play by Luther Davis • Adaptation by Edward Chodorov and George Wells

Based on the Novel by Frederic Wakemon • Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.
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Duty Will Hurt British

Worse, Says Johnston

(Continued from Page 1)

Board of Trade, and Ernest Bevin,
Foreign Secretary.

Johnston, who had conferred ear-
lier with Dalton, expressed the
American industry's viewpoint to

both Sir Stafford and Bevin yester-
day, and at a subsequent press con-
ference last night, the MPAA top-
per said that he was returning with
alternative proposals.

Their nature, however, was not re-

vealed. At previous meetings with
President B. T. Davis and W. R.
Fuller, general secretary, of the
CEA, it was suggested to Johnston
that U. S. distribs. as an alternative
voluntarily reduce film rentals to

a 33 1/3 per cent maximum. John-
ston's reaction to this is not known.
At last night's press confab.

Eric A. Johnston brings his series
of London conferences to a close
today with meetings with both J.

Arthur Rank, who returned this

week from a lengthy U. S. visit,

and with Sir Alexander Korda. John-
ston flies back to New York via
TWA tonight.

widely attended, Johnston declared
that Americans were fully sympa-
thetic with the British dollar famine,
but thought that the imposition of
a heavy duty was the wrong ap-
proach, with far heavier repercus-
sions on the U. K. trade than on
U. S. film biz.

Let Britain set such an example,
Johnston asserted, and it would
encourage other countries to adopt
similar restrictions. With the Brit-
ish industry dependent on the world
market for survival, Johnston sug-
gested that the Dalton plan could
prove well nigh fatal.

Johnston said frankly that he real-
ized the British dollar problem was
urgent and would reach a crisis this
Winter before the dollar flow from
the U. S. could take effect, but he
said he thought the problem was a
short range one, with the Marshall
Plan as the probable answer.

He added he realized that Britain's
problem was conserving of dollars
and his talks here were all directed
toward considering if this could be
overcome by methods other than the
import tax.

Discussing the progress of British
pix in the U. S. he said he thought
the gross this year would greatly
exceed $10,000,000.
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Thursday's Tidings
• • • IF THE ACADEMY fails to bestow cm "Oscar" on James

Coesei Petrillo for his newsreel performance, it's missing a bet

The James C. footoge even eclipses that historic newsreel clip in which

the Little Flower broadcast the funnies to the kiddies. ... • Looks as

though still another feature will be shot in the East next Spring, if

not before Jack Warner has acquired Allen Boretz's original, "The

Girl From Jones Beach" And whatever they may think in Cali-

fornia, there is only one Jones Beach. ... • There is something re-

freshing about those Paramount "Variety Girl" trade ads You

just sorta wanta read every word of them. ... • And speaking of

reading, better grab a copy of the current Time magazine and pursue

the cover story on Hedda Hopper. ... • The Jotunal of Commerce

estimated yesterday that Paramount's six-month net will be about

$2.25 a share, against $2.98 a year ago The financicd paper

added that the prospects are considered favorable for a normal seasonol

improvement in revenues in the later months of the year, with Para-

motmt earnings for the full yeor opproximating $4.50 a share against

earnings of $5.92, on present capitcdization, reported for 1946. . , .

• Enterprise's Eastern publicity-Ad Rep., Fred Polangin, is author of

the lyrics of a new song, "Be An Angel," published this week by
Mills Music, Inc. . . . • Lowrence Watkin will be sailing on the

S.S. Mauretania a week from today for Irelcmd to do six weeks of

research on legendary Leprechouns for Walt Disney's "The Little

People" That Warner re-issue bill, "Marked Woman." and "Dust

Be My Destiny" is set for Aug. 9 release

Film Classics Name

PhillySuitSubjed

(Continued from Page 1)

strain Film Classics, Inc., from us-
ing the words Film Classics in con-
nection with the distribution of
films in the Philadelphia territory.

Plaintiffs seek an injunction, dam-
ages, and an accounting of profits
for alleged wrongful use of the Film
Classics name, claiming that the
name is duly registered with the
secretary of the Commonwealth of
Philadelphia, that a certificate of
registration is outstanding, and that
they have been doing business under
the Film Classics label since Febru-
ary, 1944.

Film Classics of Philadelphia han-
dled FC releases in the territory up
to July 1 and will continue to re-
lease product made available before
that date. Product released subse-
quent to July 1 has been handled by
Film Classics, Inc., with Mort Ma-
gill, former United Artists branch
manager, in charge of the local ex-
change.

Albert M. Cohen represented Film
Classics of Philadelphia in the suit.
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Benchley Left $60,353
j

Estate tax yesterday disclosed
that the late Robert Benchley left'
a net estate of $60,353. Entire es-
tate goes to his wife. Miscellaneous
assets consisted mainly of accrued
and anticipated royalties on books.

50-50 "Amber" Terms

Announced By Smith

(Cofltintied from Page 1)

throughout 1948 and 1949, since the
film will not be shown anywhere at
lower prices during those years.
The admission scale will be $1.20
for evening perfoi-mances, 75 cents
for matinees, and 55 cents for chil-
dren.

"Amber" will be released to the
largest number of day-and-date
bookings in Fox's history, opening
on Oct. 29 at the Roxy here as well
as key Coast situations and others
throughout the country.

The largest and most intensive ex-
ploitation campaign ever used on a
Fox picture will prepare the way
for the film's key city showings,
according to Charles Schlaifer, ad-
publicity director. Schlaifer is send-
ing Rodney Bush, exploitation man-
ager, into the field in advance of
release to co-ordinate a large-scale
point-of-sale campaign. The field

exploitation staff in each exchange
center will be augmented by home
office publicity department reps.

GPE Earns $417,218

General Precision Equipment
Corp. and subsidiaries report con-
solidated net profit for the three
months ended June 30, after the pro-
vision for Federal income taxes, of
$417,218, subject to year-end adjust-
ments.

GRAD SEARS, UA vice-presidont, arrived on

the Coast yesterday from New fork.

STEVE 6R0IDY, Monogrom prexy, in Bos-

ton for a long week-end, will return to town
Monday. He will leave for England on the

S.S. Queen Elizabeth Aug. 1 -,

E. J. MANNIX, Metro studio exec.4 i tn

New York for home office confabs. ' - '

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount vee-pee and
board chairman of the AMPP, is in New York
huddling with h. o. execs, on studio prob-
lems.

HERMAN LEVY, MPTOA general counsel, was
in New York from New Haven yesterday.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic executive
vice-president in charge of sales and distri-

bution, has returned to New York following a
two-week visit at the company's North holly-

wood studios.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
short subject sales and reprints and importa-
tions, arrived in Dallas yesterday from Oklii| i

homo City. 1 I

BEN GOETZ, head of M-G-M's production
in Englond; VICTOR SAVILLE, M-G-M pro-
ducer, and HERBERT STOTHART, musical di-

rector for the company, are due from the
Coast shortly. All will soil on the S.S. Queen
Mary Aug. 8 for London.

MILTON S. KUSELL, SRO vice-prexy, left

for the Coast lost night to huddle with David
0. Selznick, Neil Agnew, Daniel T. O'Sheo
and E. L. Scanlon on the sales policy for the
"Intermezzo" re-issue.

HENRY GORDON, Paramount Infl's manag-
ing director for Argentina, Uruguay and Para-
guay, will arrive in New York today by air
from Buenos Aires.

JAMES A. SIXSMITH, Paramount Int'l's sec-
retary-treasurer for Australia and New Zealand,
is scheduled to arrive in Los Angeles todoy
via PAA plone from Australia. He is expected
in New York on Aug. 8.

BOB HOPE has returned to Hollywood.

GEORGE JESSEL will leave tonight for the
Coast.

Broidy Sails Aug. 1

To Set U. K. Production

(Continued from Page 1)

terday that he would go over the
same territory first explored by
Mono's board chairman, W. Ray
Johnston, who negotiated with Pathe
in England for studio space for

Allied Artists' "Black Gold," which
opened in 49 stands in Oklahoma, is

being held over in many of the spots
because of unprecedented business,
Steve Broidy told THE FILM
DAILY. The Miami Theater, in
Miami, Okla., hit its eighth highest
gross in 20 years with the pic,

Broidy added. New York preem
for the film is set for the Victoria
Theater on Labor Day.

Monogram and Allied Artists pro-
ductions there.
While no definite dates or stories

are ready for publication, Broidy in-
timated that he would start things
rolling during his stay in England.
He "will remain overseas for about
two months.

"Hucksters" Gets Holdovers
Reports reaching the M-G-M home

office yesterday from the field as-
sured holdover engagements for
"The Hucksters," starring Clark
Gable and Deborah Kerr, in at least
37 theaters in 34 cities. At the
Capitol, Broadway, a new all-time
record gross was reported for the
first week which ended last night.
Previous record holder for the Capi-
tol was "The Harvey Girls."
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'Ruth' Surprises Pitt at Wham \%,

-—-'Limpat]G;"--"'12G,2d
Pittsburgh, July 15.

Surprise smash of summer has
turned up at the Penn this week in
"Dear Ruth." Comedy is doing
land-office biz, putting house in a
spot since it easily rates another
stanza but "' " has already
been booked to open this Thursday
(17) as part of 1,000-theatre country-
wide premiere.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-70)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par). Taking town by
storm. Nothin' like $--,— expected,
but that's what this likely will do.

House in a quandary, with "Ruth",
rating an easy holdover and "

." ( ) already widely-ballj
booed for July 17.

^.^r
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Paramount's

DEAR RUTH
Starring WILLIAM HOLDEN . JOAN CAULFIELD

wi.h BILLY DE WOLFE . EDWARD ARNOLD . MONA FREEMAN
Mary Philips 'Virginia Welles • Kenny O'Morrison
Produced by PAUL JONES • Directed by WILLIAM D, RUSSELL

Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman • Based on the Play by Norman Krasna
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ATA-MPTOAMeetin

D. C. September 19-20

(Continued from Page 1)

Meeting is expected to approve the
merger of the two organizations
into the projected Theater Owners
of America.
Brylawski will be in charge of

arrangements for the meeting of
members, officers and directors of
both groups, scheduled for the Shore-
ham Hotel on Sept. 19 and 20. Serv-
ing with him as chairman of the
dinner committee is Frank Boucher,
while Gene Ford is chairman of en-
tertainment and amusement. Regis-
tration and rooms committee is

headed by Harry Bachman, with
Mrs. Sidney Lust handling the la-

dies' committee, Hardie Meaken
heads the printing committee, and
Carter Barron is chairman of the
arrangements committee.
Brylawski and a number tf his

committee chairmen are to meet on
July 31 with Levy, Coyne, Si Fabian
and Ted Gamble, to continue plan-
ning the Washington meeting, slat-

ed to be the largest gathering of
exhibitors in industry history.

Preliminary plans already call for
tours of Washington for delegates
and their wives, while exhibitors are
slated to attend a Variety Club of
Washington testimonial dinner for
George Jessel the night of Sept. 20.

MPTOA Directors Will be
Group's Official Delegates

Ratification of the merger of the
MPTOA and ATA into the projected
Theater Owners of America insofar
as the former is concerned is the
province of its directors, comprising
representatives of its affiliated units,
it was pointed out here yesterday
by Herman Levy, MPTOA general
counsel.

Thus, the MPTOA directors will
be the official delegates to the Wash-
ington joint assembly in September.
The affiliated units are expected to
act formally upon the merger pro-
posal in the ensuing weeks before
the joint assembly.

In the event that the Washington
parley attracts any considerable
number of MPTOA members in ad-
dition to the directors, it is expected
that a meeting apart from the direc-
tors' session will be held to con-
sider the consolidation of the
MPTOA and ATA into the new
TOA.

End Ticket Tax, Allied Stand
Congressional 'Grass Roots'DriveMapped

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied Executive Committee on July
29-30.

While Abram F. Myers, Allied
board chairman and general coun-
sel, has declined direct comment,
it is known that top Allied officials

have doubted the wisdom of calling
for a return to the prewar tax
rate of 10 per cent as proposed by
ATA and MPTOA.

It is the position of these Al-
lied leaders that if any compro-
mise in the tax rate is necessary
it will be stipulated by Congress
and should not be advanced by
the industry.
In line with this position, Allied

will call for outright repeal of the
Federal admissions levy and will
carry on a "grass-roots" campaign
during the Summer recess of Con-
gress. Members of Congress will

be told that the tax itself is an un-
fair one and Allied members will
emphasize that the levy should be
repealed, not just reduced to any
particular level.

It has long been the position of
Allied that the motion pictures
should be classified as a medium of
communications and therefore not
subject to special excise taxes.
Further discussion of this position
and how to implement it also will
be discussed by AUied's Executive
Committee.

In addition to discussion of plans
for the annual convention in De-
cember, the Executive Committee
will consider an eight-point agenda

at the meeting here. Under con-
sideration will be whether a test
case on the legal status of Ascap
will be made. In addition to the
points already mentioned, the fol-
lowing are on the Committee's
agenda:

1. Action on membership ap-
plications not yet approved.

2. Preliminary plans, for Al-
lied amicus curiae presentation
before the Supreme Court in
the N. Y. equity case.

3. Progress of AUied's cam-
paign to procure additional prod-
uct.

4. Consideration of President
Jack Kirsch's plan for handling
exhibitor complaints.

5. Consideration of appeals
from several territories to form
Allied units.

6. Plans to implement and ex-
tend AUied's service to members
concerning every-day operating
problems.
In addition to Myers and Kirsch

other members expected to attend
the meeting are Col. H. A. Cole,

M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney E. Samuel-
son, Martin G. Smith, Nathan Ya-
mins. Also expected is William
Ainsworth, president of the ITO of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, who
will help perfect plans for AUied's
convention.
Following the Executive Commit-

tee meeting a meeting of the Allied
board will be held later in the Sum-
mer.

Small Will Produce

iialian Pix Series

(Continued from Page 1)

est in U. S., it is announced here.
Background shots for the initial

production, "Cagliostro," are already
being photographed with exposed
footage being flown daily to Holly-
wood. Gregory Ratoff, who will di-

rect the picture for Small, arrived
in Rome yesterday with Dario Sa-
batello, associate producer. Actual
production will be started in late
September.

New Two, Three-Way Colbr
Processes for 35 mm Pix

Old Brilish Releases

polling U. S. Marlcel

I (Continued from Page 1)

play subordinate rolls, Wilcox stated
that "British pictures were never
at a lower ebb than now."

I

He urged British producers to cre-

I

ate a fund to buy up the old films
1 and prevent harmful exploitation

I

overseas. Wilcox reported that on
his recent trip to the States, Amer-

;
icans claimed that too many crime
and low-life films are being made.

Cinecolor Crew to Bombay
For View of $1,000,000 Lab

(Continued from Page 1)

of adapting Cinecolor process for
new multi-million dollar laboratory
being installed at Indian studio.

SICK LIST

JACK ANDREWS, Paramount, and TONY
TEDESCO, United Artists, two Omaha sales-

men who have been in the hospital, have
returned to their jobs.

(Continued from Page 1)

ton is secretary and Howard C.
Brown, sales manager of company.
Company now has a capacity of

1,000,000 feet per month but will

up this to 1,500,000 feet by end of
the year.

Rosen Dismissal Affirmed

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday affirmed the dismissal by
a District Court judge of the plagiar-
ism suit brought by Al Rosen against
Loew's in connection with "Mad Dog
of Europe" which Rosen claimed was
plagiarized in M-G-M's "The Mortal
Storm."

FWC Realigns Theater
Personnel In Frisco

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco—Charles P. Skour-

as, president of FWC, and Richard
Spier, Northern California division
manager, have announced several
promotions and transfers among
personnel.
Herman Kersken, San Francisco

district manager, will transfer to
the East Bay, where he will have
charge of theaters in Oakland,
Berkeley, Richmond and Vallejo.
Harry Seipel, whom he replaces,

;

will become Pennsylvania district
' manager.
I Fay S. Reeder will be the new
San Francisco manager, combining

Brazil, Mexico Plan

U. S. Film Barriers

(Continued from Page 1)

the number of American films that

could be exported to Brazil, /"y'^Ig

Mexico is believed mulling a| -O-

posal to insist upon more playing

time for local product in Mexican
theaters.

Most recent word from the U. S.

Embassy at Buenos Aires indicates
that Brazil in the future will limit
imports from the U. S. to a flat 200
features annually. This is less than
two-thirds of the number sent to
that country by U. S. distributors
in the past.
According to Commerce Dept. of-

ficials, the Municipal Government of
Mexico City, which recently notified
exhibitors there that they must play
Mexican product one week of each
month, is again seriously consider-
ing raising the required playing time
for Mexican films to 50 per cent. A
similar plan was dropped some
months ago when U. S. Government
departments protested to Mexican
authorities.

Meanwhile Mexican film leaders
continue their plans to build up in-
tegrated producer-distributor-exhib-
itor organizations. Emilio Azcar-
raga, head of the Churubusco Stu-
dios, jointly owned by Mexican in-

terests and RKO, plans to erect
soon in Acapulco the first of a cir-

cuit of 3,000-seat theaters converted
from U. S. Army hangars purchased
by Azcarraga in the Spring. Az-
carraga bought 60 of the structures
at that time.
Move follows a similar step by

Theodore Gildred, president of the
new Tepayac Studios, who early this
year purchased a controlling interest
in 38 Northern Mexico houses by
National Theaters. Gildred's plans
calls for a 100-theater circuit by the
end of the year.
Moves by Azcarraga and Gildred

mark the first serious challenge to

the dominance of the 70-house cir-

cuit operated by William 0. Jen-
kins, a former U. S. Consul.

Coupled with the formation in

February of the Mexican Film Bank
(Credito Cinematografico Mexicano)
with a capitalization equal to about
$60,000,000, the integrated produc-
tion and exhibition companies are
expected to provide growing compe-
tition for U. S. motion pictures, al-

though the Film Bank has set a
ceiling of about $80,000 per picture
on production costs, compared with
current Mexican shooting budgets
of around $120,000 per film.

his new post with that of advertis-
ing director for the northern divi-

sion.

Former Peninsula area manager,
W. C. Ricord, Jr., will move to su-
pervision of theaters in Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Visalia and Han-
ford.
Fred Glass, former Valley district

manager, has been transferred to

Los Angeles to assume charge of the
Orange Belt territory in Southern
California.
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Rank Does a Service
. . . for the C/. S. ftint industry

(Continued from Page 1)

but in this instance the application of the industry precept, "the bigger the figures,

the bigger the story," is just begging for trouble.—
PECAUSE why?

^^_Because these $10,000,000 and $12,000,000 figures have been accepted pretty

nT_3i at face value in Great Britain where the flow back home oli American dollars in

the guise of film remittances is a matter of Governmental concern. You've read the

dispatches about the Dalton plan, no doubt.

No American theater man, whether he operates an affiliated circuit or whether he

has a small chain of indie houses, would guarantee any specific sum to JAR without a

look-see at the British product. And whether he'd do so after a look-see depends.

But let's get back to those de luxe telephone number figures. Did you ever stop

to ponder just how much those 12 to 15 JAR pix would have to gross in U. S. theaters

to bring the British tycoon $12,000,000? No? Well, here goes, pal, and it might be

well were Prime Minister Attlee and such Cabinet members as Ernest Bevin, Hugh
Dalton and Sir Stafford Cripps to listen in.

Take a U. S. theater gross of $60,000,000, and work down. Say the JAR pix are

sold at an average percentage of 35 per cent. That would mean a return to the dis-

tributor or distributors of $21,000,000. Against that there is a distribution charge of,

say 35 per cent, or $7,350 000. Deduct that and you get $13,650,000 as JAR's share.

But wait a minute. That's not clear. From it must be deducted all print costs and

all advertising costs. The latter certainly run high. British pix have to be sold, but

good. So the advertising expenditures plus print costs could approximate 15 per cent

of the $21,000,000 mentioned in the preceding paragraph. In turn, that would put

JAR's share of the $60,000,000 gross at $10,500,000.

WILL 12 to 15 Rank pix next year gross $60,000,000 in the U. S.?

Which probably explains why Bob Wiley was moved to remark at that New
Orleans confab that the Rank forces were somewhat on the "impatient" side.

It also explains why there are those who feel, and keenly, that the emphasis should

be placed, not on any specific revenue estimates or assurances, but upon the pioneering

job entailed and the headway made in it during the last two years.

JAR himself has described the American market as the toughest to break for

British pix. Which it is. And for understandable reasons, some of which JAR himself

enumerated.

It would be well for the Labor Government to bear in mind, as it looks for golden

returns for British pix here, that when the first Rank distribution deals were made the

average English film import was regarded by American exhibitors as "box office/ poison,"

to revive a classic term.

In two years, by dint of persistent selling (and some horse-trading, no doubt), the

resistance to British films has been overcome to the point that some of them are

earning dollars for Rank, et al, and they have the "open sesame" to 3,100 affiliated

theaters and many, many others.

That, pal, is a major accomplishment, if there ever was one! And it rates loud ap-

plause from both benches in Commons. And as an instance of American good faith, as

well as a major accomplishment, let it be added.

o

lAR has remarked that British pix are by way of tapping a huge new American film

•^ audience. Maybe he had in mind what has been done—^and it's amazing—with his

"Henry V" over here by UA's Paul Lazarus, Jr., his own JARO's Capt. Harold Auten
and the N, Y. Theater Guild. Maybe he was thinking of the pictures! placed with Uni-

versal-lnt'l and with Eagle Lion for distribution. Maybe he was thinking of those com-
ing up.

Let's see what U-I's Nate Blumberg, Matty Fox. Bill Scully, et al, have accomplished

for JAR. It was in late 1945 that the U-J deal was made, and in the intervening

months, U-l has distributed or is distributing "Madonna of the Seven Moons," "Seventh
Veil," "Dead of Night," "My Other Sister," "Notorious Gentleman," "Wicked Lady,"

"Stairway to Heaven," "Odd Man Out," and "Great Expectations." Bill Heineman's
U-I's Prestige division haS another Rank group in tow

—
"Brief Encounter," "This Happy

Breed," "The Captive Heart" and "The Lady Surrenders."

Naturally, no one is telling the exact figure, but that always available "informed
source" puts the present distributor's share of the earnings of the first seven pix handled
by U-l at $2,000,000.

Using the formula introduced some paragraphs up, that would be $1,000,000 for

JAR.
"Great Expectations" thus far has played in only 20 situations, "Odd Man Out" in

some 50. Bletween the two, they should bring in about $3,000000 revenue to the dis-

tributor, making JAR's share $1,500,000.

And there again you have a negative counter to those $10,000,000-$12,000000 rev-

enues.

/^IVEN 12 to 19 really good British pictures next year with an appeal to the Ameri-^ can film-goer, and JAR conceivably could collect $8,000,000 on this side. But the
pictures will have to be good. And they will have to have some regard for American
likes and dislikes. That's strictly up to JAR.

For the rest, let Parliament and the Attlee Cabinet alike frankly be told the factual
story of what's been accomplished here, with no phoney figures introduced.
Remember: Let our British cousins be misled into accepting those phoney figures

for 1948 as the real thing, and the bitter disappointment and disillusionment that in-
evitably must result will have atomic repercussions.

FLASH!
ARMY AIR FORCES DAY

AUGUST 1st

YOU CAN BOOK THE

MIGHTIEST AIR FILM

EVER RELEASED I

THE ARMY AIR FORCES' ^ 1

OWN TOP SECRET FILM OF ^

"OPERATION STRANGLE" '<; I

...THE MOST SMASHING^
AIR VICTORY IN HISTORY!«

''THRILLING! GRAPHIC! VIVID!"
- says the New York Times

"Americans everywhere should see it!"

- Lieut. General H. S. Varidenberg

Orrected by William Wyler With an introduction by

JAMES STEWART

Phone Your Nearest

MONOGRAM EXCHANGE
RIGHT NOW!

A
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SEI A NEW ALL-IIE 20-YEAR

RECORD AI IHE ROXY, NEW YORK

YESTERDAY. lOPPING IHE PHENO-

L

a'

CHICAGO-ALL-TIME 20th RECORD ANY

THEATRE , ANY WEEK!

DETROIT-ALL-TIME 20* OPENING RECORD!

BOSTON -SAN FRANCISCO-CINCINNATI

SMASHING RECORD HIGHS OF "STATE FAIR"!

WONDER GROSSES IN INDIANAPOLIS-

MANCHESTER-OAKLAND!

)<

"I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW" TECHNICOLOR • starring JUNE HAVER • MARK STEVENS with

MARTHA STEWART • REGINALD GARDINER • Lenore Aubert • William Frawley • Gene Nelson • Truman

Bradley • George Cleveland • Directed by LLOYD BACON • Produced by GEORGE JESSEL • Original

Screen Play by Lewis R. Foster • Additional Dialogue by Marion Turk • Dances Staged by Hermes Pan

CENTURY-FOX
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JOHHSTOn OKflVS REBUILDinC OF REICH PIX

JVew Large Screen Video Projector Developed
Cage System's Present

6x8 Foot Images Will

By Increased to 15 x 20

A method of projecting television

images on large screens from a
standard type receiver has been de-

veloped by Cage Television System,
headed by John H. Cage, of Upper
Montclair, N. J. Aimed to provide
large screen television for theaters,

system in its present stage is cap-

(Continued on Page 6)

Schlaifer Renamed

To Head Eastern PIC

Charles Schlaifer, director of ad-

vertising, publicity, exploitation and
radio for 20th-Fox, was re-elected

chairman of the
Eastern Public
Information
Committee at a

meeting yester-
day.
General prac-

tice has been to

fill the spot by
rotation at the
conclusion of one
term, but Schlai-
fer was re-named
by his colleagues
to finalize and
carry through an
expanded pro-
gram conceived
during his initial

term
as chairmanship.

Committee's membership com-
irises the major company ad-public-
ty directors.

LAUNCH PALESTINE PRODUCING CO.
Lourie, Krunigold and Ratner in Venture—Behrman to

Do Script for First Feature Picture

Formation of Palestine Films, Inc.,

with offices in New York and stu-
dios in Jerusalem, was announced
yesterday at a press conference held
by Norman Lourie, Joseph Krum-
gold and Victor M. Ratner, presi-

dent, vice-president and secretary-
treasurer, respectively.

"Films have become an extra-
ordinarily important export for
many countries," Lourie declared,
"and they are the best way to ac-
quaint the world with the rich.

normal, expanding national life of

Palestine."
S. N. Behrman, Lourie revealed,

will go to Palestine in October to

work on a feature length scenario
for PFI. Aside from Hebrew docu-
mentaries which will be produced
on assignment, PFI's English lan-

guage features will try for the in-

ternational market.
Initial offering, however, is a

three-reel documentary, "The House
(Continued on Page 4)

Tough D. C. Building

Code to be Altered

Wasltincjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Capital city heads

tentatively have agreed to modify
a tough building and fire code, a
move described by theater owners
here as a "tremendous victory" for
local showmen and a possible bar-

(Continued on Page 7)

SCHLAIFER

Allied Caravan Com.
To Convene July 31
Philadelphia — Allied National

Caravan Committee will meet here

July 31 and Aug. 1, Sidney Samuel-

son, chairman, announced yesterday.

Expected to participate in discus-

sions concerning increasing efficiency

and operation of the Caravan are

Col. H. A. Cole, Texas; W. L. Ains-

worrii, Wisconsin; T. Rembusch, In-

diana; Jack Kirsch; A. F. Myers;
Irving Dollinger; and Dora Samuelson,

administrative assistant to the Com-
mittee.

Final 20th-Fox Sales
Meet Today in Montreal

Montreal—Final conclave in the
series of 20th-Fox regional sales

conferences will be held today at the
Mount Royal Hotel. Andrew W.
Smith, Jr., general sales manager,
will preside.
Attending the meeting from the

(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox to Fight

Egyptian "Amber"

Cairo (By Air Mail)—Twentieth-
Fox will challenge the announced
production of a local version of

"Forever Amber" from two direc-

tions. With Egypt not a member of

the Berne Copyright Convention,
company first went to the American

(Continued on Page 6)

MPAA Head Approves All

German Films Made Since
Occupation for Export

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—MPAA President

Eric Johnston has given general ap-
proval to military government plans
for rebuilding the German film in-

dustry, it was learned on high au-
thority yesterday.
During recent Berlin conversa-

tions with Gen. Lucius Clay, the
MPAA head made it clear that the
American industry will not block
revival of the German industry.

Johnston also stated, it was re-

(Continued on Page 6)

Johnston May Make

Second U. K. Visit

Truncale Aims New Suit

At Execs' Stock Profits

Stephen Truncale, Universal stock-
holder, yesterday filed suit in Fed-
eral Court seeking to recover, in be-

half of Universal, over $250,000
claimed to have been realized by five

Universal executives in transactions
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. Trun-

(Continued on Page 6)

Excise Tax Changes Due Soon
Ticket Tax Fate Up to Ind., Says Solon

OHE OK on Construction
Projects Expected Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With a huge back-

log of nearly 1,000 applications for
constniction of amusement projects,

the Office of Housing Expeditor is

expected to announce today the
first list of approvals. A "large

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Two veteran Repub-

lican members of the House Ways
and . Means Committee yesterday

pledged themselves to sweeping re-

visions in the excise tax structure

—

but refused to be pinned down con-

cerning their plans for the theater

admissions tax. In fact, they both

(Continued on Pag« 4)

London (By Cable) — Eric A.
Johnston, who left here last night
for his Washington headquarters,
via New York, will discuss the Brit-

ish situation arising from the Dalton
heavy duty plan with major com-
pany executives at an MPAA board
meeting on July 30.

On the basis of what is verbally

tossed on the table at that board

(Continued on Page 6)

Telecasters Ready Plans

For Presidential Drive

Television's coverage of the 1948
national conventions of the Demo-
cratic and Republican parties will

be via films, rapidly dispatched to

studios, if the conventions are held

in cities where tele network facili-

ties are not available, J. R. Poppele,

president of the Television Broad-
casters Association told party lead-

(Continued on Page 7)

Com. Performance
Pic to he Anterican

London (By Cable)— In a hands-

across-the-sea gesture, the executive

committee in charge of the second

Royal Command Performance at the

Odeon, Leicester Square, on Nov.

25 has voted to make a U. S. film

the attraction. A British film was

shown last year.
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Salzsberg-Dudelson Join

Dezel as Cincy Partners

Edward Salzberg, formerly with
, RKO and SRO, and Harry Dudel-
son, formerly with UA, have ac-

quired a 50 per cent interest in the
Cincinnati Screen Guild franchise
from Al Dezel, it was disclosed here
yesterday by Dezel, in from Detroit.

Move, Dezel said, was in line with
his plans for building^ up his dis-

tributing organization in the Detroit,

Cleveland and Cincy territories

where he has the Film Classics fran-
chise as well as SCrP's.

Dezel's Cincy offices have just

undergone a $5,000 remodeling pro-
gram. George Valoskos has been
added to the Cincy sales staff to

cover West Virginia and Kentucky.
Dezel announced that Ralph Foi'-

man, foi-merly with UA, has joined

Screen Guild in Detroit as branch
manager, with William Clark, for-

merly with PRC and Monogram,
added to the staff as state salesman.

Disney Mulls M-G-M Offer

Of O'Brien for "Alice"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Despite a published

report that M-G-M is seeking to add
Walt Disney as an independent pro-
ducer, offering Disney Margaret
O'Brien for lead in "Alice in Won-
derland," it is reliably learned that
as yet Disney has not decided
whether "Alice" will be a live or
animated character. It is also
learned there have been no discus-
sions between principals of M-G-M
and Disney.
There have been discussions be-

tween RKO and Disney for RKO to
use space at latter's lot. But no
deal is expected to be consummated
until Peter N. Rathvon, company
prexy, concludes a deal for Atlas
Corporation's stock in RKO.

COmiRG and GOIIIG

MnnnciRL
{Thurs., July 24)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat M% ISVs IS'A -f Vs
Bell & Howell 23 Vs 23 liVs + 1

'/g

Bell & Howell pfd...l06V8 lOeVs lOeVg
Columbia Picts 19% 19% 19% -f i/a

East. Kodak 48% 473^ 48 — %
Gen. Prec. Eq 191/4 18% 19 — %
Loew's, Inc 24y4 23V2 24 -f Vi
Paramount 28% 28 28 — Vg
RKO 14 133A 14 -f 1/2

Republic Pict S% 5% 5% %
Republic Pict. pfd... 12^4 12% 12% -f Vg
20th Century-Fox .. 323/a 31% 3214 -f %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 401^ 40'/2 4OV2 -f V4
Universal Pict 23 22% 23 4- Vi
Warner Bros 17 I6I/2 1634 -f- 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 4V4 4V8 41/8

RKO 41A 4 41/8

Sonotone Corp 33^ 3Vi 316 — Vs
Technicolor 15 US/g 1434 -f Vi

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 7% 71/2

Pathe 41/2 5'/2

Aug. 28 Hearing Set for

Sowega Monopoly Action

Macon, Ga.—^Hearing on the mon-
opoly suit filed by operators of the
Sowega Auto Theater against I. C.

Gortatowsky, operator of four the-

aters in Albany, Ga., and six dis-

tributors, has been set for Aug. 28
by Federal Judge F. M. Scarlett.

Plaintiffs allege a conspiracy to

monopolize theater trade in the Al-
bany area and to control the dis-

tribution of first grade features.

Plaintiffs include James G. McClel-
lan, Walter R. Tron and Willard
Quick, while the defendant distribu-

tors are Warners, Paramount, RKO,
M-G-M, 20th-Fox and United Ar-
tists.

WB Anniversary Drive
Winding Up This Week

Warners' Anniversary Drive, 13-
week sales campaign which started
April 27, will wind up tomorrow.
Although the winners will not be
determined until final returns are
in, about the latter part of August,
the leaders at the end of the twelfth
week were:

District: First—Midwest, Harry
Seed, district manager; second

—

Southwest, Doak Roberts, district

manager; Third—Central, Charles
Rich, district manager.
Branches (grouped into four

teams) : First places—Salt Lake
City, Seattle, Detroit, Chicago. Sec-
ond places—Oklahoma City, St.
Louis, Cleveland, New York. Third
places — Memphis, Minneapolis,

i Pittsburgh, Boston.

Grinieff May Return UA
To Producers' Co-operative

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Jacques Grinieff,

Eastei'n financier and foreign dis-

tributor, was unavailable for com-
ment on a repoi't that he is seeking
to induce leading independent pro-
ducers to return United Artists to
its original status as a producer's'

co-operative.
His plan, it is said, would find him

doing the financing and paying off of
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin,
with independent producers not re-

quired to advance any money.

Norman Moray Elected
Warners News President

Albany—Warner News, Inc., char-
tered under Delaware laws, to pro-
duce and distribute motion picture
news reels, has certified to the
Secretary of State that it will enter
New York. The corporation is capi-
talized at 1,000 shares no par value
.stock. Norman Moray is president.

Natco Names Yankie to

Head New Education Dept.

Chicago — Natco Company an-
nounces the appointment of Russell
Yankie, Southern district sales man-
ager, as director of their newly-es-
tablished educational film projection
department.

Radio Luxembourg Ads
Plug ABC Screen Bills

1

j

London (By Cable) — Associated
!

British Cinemas has started a screen

I

campaign to get theatergoers to
tune in Radio Luxembourg where

[

commercial advertisements of War-
;
ner and M-G-M pictures shown on

}

the circuit are again being broad-
cast. Twice nightly screen messages

1
in each of the circuit's 800 houses

! list frequencies and times and days
of announcements of films to be
shown in Britain the following week.
ABC apparently also hopes to

build up a new listening audience
for commercial radio in the United
Kingdom, with the circuit planning
eventually to advertise other attrac-
tions played by the circuit, includ-
ing British-made pictures.

Field to Buy ChL Times
Chicago—Marshall Field, publish-

er of the Chicago Morning Sun, will
buy the Chicago Evening Times
from Richard Finnegan and Associ-
ates at $60 per share. Times' staff,

under Finnegan's direction, will be
retained.

ERIC A. JOHNSTON, GERALD M. MAYER,
JOYCE O'HARA and MERRIE SMITH, arriving
at La Guardia early today by American Airlines

from England, were scheduled to hop another
plane immediately for Washington.

L. T. PATTON, Atlanta district monager
for Altec Service, has returned to the territory

following home office conferences. / "";

HERBERT J. YATES and WILLIAM SA? re

en route to New York from Cheyenne, Wyo.
LYLE WILSON, Roanoke Rapids, N. C; J.

B. MclNTYRE, Raeford, N. C; "SONNY" BAK-
ER, Valdese, N. C; "FIN" LEE, Warsaw, N. C;
CAREY CAUDELL, Wallace, N. C; "KIT"Mc-
GOWEN, Spring Hope, N. C; M. B. GOOD-
NOUG, Simpsonville, S. C; B. B. HORTON,
Concord, N. C. and BOYD BROWN, Winnsboro,
S. C, were in Charlotte yesterday.

ORSON WELLES will arrive in New York from
the Coast tomorrow en route to London foi

conferences with Sir Alexander Korda. Welles
is scheduled to fly to England on Monday, re-
turning to New York Aug. 13.

"LUKIE" STEIN, operating the Southeastern
Theater Supply Co. and a chain of theaters in

Georgia, and CARL FLOYD, operator of thea-
ters in Florida, were in Charlotte yesterday.

ERWIN WORMSER, home office represento-
tive of Columbia Pictures, out of New York,
and R. J. INGRAM, Southeastern district man-
ager of Atlanta, Ga., in Charlotte this week.

JACK KIRBY, Southeastern district manager
for Warners, Atlanta, Ga., was in Charlotte
Wednesday.

JAKE MILSTEIN, In charge of sales for
Somerset, leaves Hollywood today for Salt Lake
City on the first lap of junket on which he
will screen "The Burning Cross," Screen Guild
release, for exhibs.

CARY GRANT, who is driving from Holly-
wood to New York, will leave for England on
Aug. 1 on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

JEFFREY LYNN has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

JAMES STEWART goes to Akron, 0., to be
grand marshal at the 10th Anniversary run-
ning of the All-American Soap Box Derby,
Aug. 16-17.

C. J. FELDMAN, Universal-lnt'l Western
division sales manager, leaves today for Omaha,
Des Moines and Kansas City, returning to the
home office on Aug. 2.

BEN WASHER, Paramount's publicity mana-
ger, will fly to the Coast tonight for studio
conferences.

GEORGE HARVEY, Paramount's press book
editor, leaves today for Shelter Island, on a
two-week holiday.

JOAN CAULFIELD will return to Hollywood
today from a two-week tour of Kansas City,

Minneapolis and Detroit.

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern and Canadian di-

vision sales manager for Warners, returns to New
York today from Cincy.

AL DEZEL returned to Detroit last night from
New York.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, M-G-M star, and her

mother leave the Coast today for New York
and London. They are scheduled to sail on

the S.S. Queen Mary, Aug. 8.

ARTHUR HORN BLOW, producer of M-G-M's
"The Hucksters," and his wife, will deport

from Hollywood today for New York and will sail

Aug. 1 on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth for Lon-
don.

JOSEPH R. VOGEL, general manager of Loew's

theaters left yesterday for an auto tour of Maine.

Silversteins in Havana
Maurice "Red" Silverstein, Loew's

Int'l Latin-American regional direc-
tor, was joined in Havana yesterday
by his wife and son. They leave in
another week for a two-week Mexi-
can visit, and return to New York
about mid-August.

Harry Rossnagle Succxunbs
Chicago— Harry Rossnagle, 48,

manager of the Blackstone Theater,
is dead. His wife and three sons
survive.

O'llmack
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THE NEXT IMPORTANT INDUSTRY DATE IS

\s)OLKS IN THE KNOW OUT IN HOLLYWOOD ARE ALL TALKING ABOUT A

GREAT NEW TECHNICOLOR PICTURE FROM 20TH CENTURY- FOX!

(

The same 20th Century-Fox whose Technicolor I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW set a new all-time 20th record for any theatre, any
week in Chicago— a new all-time 20th opening record, in Detroit—
a sensational pace in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Boston!

IT'S THE FIRST TRUE STORY OF SHOW BUSINESS-NOT AS IT'S BEEN TOLD

A HUNDRED TIMES IN BACKSTAGE PLOT, BUT AS WE IN SHOW BUSINESS

REALLY KNOW IT! (Just as everybody in show business is talldng about the Miracle fig

being set by MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET everywhere—and the mira

holdover and move-over runs!

ures y

acie
I

THIS PICTURE IS "MOTHER WORE TIGHTS" * AND IT IS THE NEXT GREAT

20TH CENTURY-FOX ATTRACTION TO OPEN IN NEW YORK!

(

New Yorkers will also soon be seeing KISS OF DEATH, FOXES OF
HARROW, NIGHTMARE ALLEY, bAISY KENYON — and FOREVER
AMBER in Technicolor, GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT and CAPTAIN
FROM CASTILE in Technicolor!

//

MOTHER'S GREAT DAY WILL BE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20TH, WHEN

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS" opens at the roxyi every showman

WILL REMEMBER MOTHER'S OPENING DAY!

CENTURY-FOX

'^-3

^ Mother is BETTY GRABLE—Dad Is new-star DAN
DAILEY-and the kids are MONA FREEMAN and

CONNIE MARSHALL It was directed by WALTER

LANG and produced by LAMAR TROTTL Lyrics

and nf)usic by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow.

V, ^< K- ipt

^
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Excise Tax Changes

Pledged By Scions

(Continued from Page 1)

insisted they just don't know what
to do with that levy.

Representative Thomas Jenkins,
R., Ohio, pledged himself to fight

to "wipe out war-time excise taxes"
on non-luxury goods. "There is," he
said, "a strong public sentiment
against heavy wartime taxes during
peace time."
As for the admission tax, however,

Jenkins said he has reached no con-
clusion. "Let the picture people
make their case, and then we can de-

cide what to do." He added that
so far as he is concerned, the deci-

sion might rest largely upon whether
the pix industry can show that the
admissions levy cuts down business
at the box office

—"and then we'd
want to know whether simply cut-

ting the tax in two, rather than
eliminating it, would work out."

Representative Bertrand Gear-
hart, R., Calif., yesterday introduced
an overall bill cutting income and
corporate levies but increasing the
overall yield of excise taxes through
a series of manufacturers' excise

taxes, not to be applied to cost of

living items. Although he stipulates

new taxes and indicates some he
would have dropped, he said he has
reached no conclusion regarding the
admissions tax. "I would not be
averse to considering the removal of

the theater tax entirely—or pegging
it at 20 per cent," he said. "My
mind is completely open on the sub-
ject."

Osborne in New Zealand

William E. Osborne, Monogram's
Far Eastern rep., is at present in

Wellington, N. Z., in conferences
with British Empire Films of New
Zealand, Ltd. From there, Osborne
vdll proceed to Australia for a short
stop, en route to the Middle East,
where he will visit Egypt, Palestine,
Syria and the Lebanon.

DiPietro Leaving Films, Inc.

Alfred DiPietro, vice-president of
charge of operations for Films, Inc.,

has announced his resignation ef-

fective Aug. 15. DiPietro will an-
nounce his new connection at the
NAVED convention in Chicago on
Aug. 2.**^V#v#V#»•>>•/•
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William C. DeMille Harry H. Zehner
Mortimer D. Sackett Lilo Lee

Phillipe DeLacy Bob Wolff
Johnny Mines Al Pearce
Arthur Lubin Cy Seymour

July 26
Virginia Gilmore Nat Levine
Beverly Loyd C. L. Yearsley

July 27
Albert Wetzel Joseph Quillan
Lawrence Gray Charles Vidor

Natalie Moorehead Hank Kaufman
Howard Levinson

«»SS^ PHIL M. DALY
Ringing Down the Weeh's Curtain
• • • FINAUZATION of the Rathvon-RKO deal could be closer

than you think. . . . • David O. Selznick is bringing over Italy's

great director, Mario Oldati, in September. . . . • Yes, sir, it's a

horse on Phil M. from now on courtesy of Eagle-Lion As a mot-

ter of fact, not only one horse but 13 Red Stallions on o scarf which

arrived yesterday Sorta takes Phil M. back to his McAllen, Tex.,

days, at that. ... • Where was the film industry when the jewelry

industry was slapping thru that House amendment freeing jewelry up

to $25 from the Federol excise tax? ... • "Best Years" will play

solo in those 38 RKO Met. houses. ... • Didja know that "The

Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer" marks Cory Grant's 21st Music Hall

appearance? That's a mark, too

T T
• • • HERBERT WILCOX, bless him, also said something sadly

—and badly-needed saying when, on his return to London, he warned

that ancient British pix reaching U. S. screens are doing the British

cause here grave damage And the responsibility, let it be pointed

out, is that of certain Britons, not of the U. S. distribs, now selling the

pix Obviously, if the former had not made the oldies available

for a mess of pottage, the latter would not be releasing 'em. . . .

• Elizabeth, N. J. cops can be thankful five industry newsmen were on

hand at the Liberty Theater opening of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her

Now" the other eve The newsmen, like Horatio at the bridge,

held the doors as the moU surged forward Just a matter of minutes

but there was every indication of a bad situation looming

T T
• • • BACKWARD GLANCES, via THE FILM DAILY files: Louis

B. Mayer, executive heod of Anita Stewart Prods., announces that the

star's future productions will be released thru First National Exhibitors'

Circuit.—FD, July 26, 1918

T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE THERE'S going to be a full-fledged all-out ex-

ploitation effort put behind one company's product this season, if the

grapevine isn't twisted "Back To Showmanship" is to be the slogan.

• "Brule Force's" first week at Loew's Criterion hung up a gross

approaching $62,000, which would be more than $5,000 the old mark
set for "Bandit of Sherwood Forest.". . . • If you like softball, better

plan to see Century Theaters Home Office and the 20th-Fox Exchange
teams clash a week from tonight at Alley Pond Park, near Queens
Village, ... • Lester Pollock of Loew's Rochester can take a bow
for his "The Hucksters" campaign. ... • What with all those Con-
gressional probes having film angles, why don't they just move the

capitol from Washington to Hollywood? ... • If you tune in on
NBC's tele station WNBT tonight, you eon see the Charles-Ray fight

at the Garden And tomorrow the station will air the Army-Nctvy
tennis matches in Virginia by pickups from WNBW Washington. . . .

T T
• • • HOWINHELL can you reconcile those Biz-is-bad "wolf,

wolf" cries with the fact that corporate profits in the first six months
have been at an annual rate of $29,000,000,000 before taxes, topping the

1943 all-time mark by exactly $4,500,000,000? ... • Metro's H. M.
Richey goes to Miami next month for the Southeastern Theater Owners
Association convention. ... • Roy Del Ruth says he'll use one or

two Negro baseball players in "The Life of Babe Ruth.". . . • Brock
Pemberton wants Metro's Cameron Mitchell for his Fall Broadway pro-

duction, "Free for All," by Ralph Rose. ... • Will Stan Kramer dare
to shoot Ring Lardner's "The Big Town," retitled "So This is New York,"
in our midst? Pic will rake our Fair City over the sotirical coals,

but good. ... • W. Benton Harrison, Jr., hos been upped to treasurer
of General Aniline & Film

Form Palestine Prod.;

Isl Script by Behrman
(Continued from Page 1)

in the Desert," which will be ready
for both theatrical and non-theatri-

cal showings in about two m((^' ?.

Despite such drawbacks as Ik .f-

ficient technical equipment and a

dearth of experienced personnel

—

out of the 500 vn-iters in the Holy
Land, only three have film writing

experience—^Lourie and his associ-

ates are sanguine about the success

of their venture. Lourie said that
the least of his worries was finan-
cing. Nor does the fact that he has
not set up a U. S. distribution outlet
worry him. He insists a good picture
v/ill make the grade.
By going into partnership with

20th-Fox in 1939 in the building of
a showcase in Johannesburg, Lourie
was instrumental in challenging
Schlesinger in South Africa. Shortly
afterward, 20th-Fox and UA, by
guaranteeing product over a long
term, fostered the establishment of

a circuit in opposition to Schles-
inger's. Lourie also operated the
Alpha Film Studios in Johannes-
burg before the war.

In partnership with William Box-
er and S. R. Potter, Ijourie operates
11 South African theaters through
the Associated Cinemas of South
Africa. Plans are set for the build-
ing of 35 more houses as soon as
building restrictions ease up.

Lourie also expects to build a
showcase in Tel Aviv, Haifa and
Jerusalem. In Palestine, he repre-
sents the Pathe and Paramount
Newsreels, and he also distributes
American re-issues through his Mid-
dle East Distributors, Ltd.
Krumgold, who is in charge of

production, has done scripting for
Paramount, Metro and Columbia, his

latest being the original story of
RKO's "Magic Town."

Ratner, in charge of the New
York office, was CBS director of pro-
motion and research from 1936 to

1941. After a wartime stint with
Government agencies in Washing-
ton, he operated his own public re-

lations outfit.

State Films Commission
Urged in South Australia

Adelaide (By Air Mail)—^Legisla-
tion setting up new Commonwealth
censorship gradings, and calling for
the establishment of a State Film
Commission to control all film the-
ater screenings, trailers and adver-
tising, has been proposed to the
Government by the South Australia
Social Services Council.
Recommendations demand action

to: grade films into four divisions;
investigate the effect of film on
juveniles; set aside special space in

theaters for children; appointment
of school teachers to attend pre-
views; appointment of a vigilance
committee to report on advertis-
ing; limit on kid shows to two and
a half hours, and the forbidding of
children in theaters at night.
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"Ah, Junior—you're a broth

of a boxoffice boy ..."

'"Tis me silver-throated

croonin' that's got the

pubHc swoonin' ..."
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Johnston Okays Reich

Pi( Industry Revival

(Continued from Page 1)

ported, that he will not oppose ex-
port of German films made since the
occupation.
As reported exclusively in The

Film Daily, the military govern-
ment had decided urior to John-
ston's visit that no German films
made under the Nazi regime will be
exported to any country. Original
plans of the military government
called for the export of about four
feature films to this country. These
films were made while Hitler was
in power but were produced with
and by non-Nazi personnel. Military
government said it was this question
that caused a storm of controversy
in this country.

Johnston's stand cleared the way
for release of a long-awaited report
on the German film industry by the
War Department. A statement cov-
ering the entire question is expected
to be released in the near future
simultaneously in Berlin and Wash-
ington.
A considerable portion of the

American industry has opposed the
export of any German-made pictures
for many years to come. Military
government, however, has remained
adamant on this question.
Approval by Johnston of mili-

tary plans is expected to mean an
end to this phase of the contro-
versy. Still up in the air, however,
is the question of whether MPEA
will be given full physical distribu-

tion facilities in Germany.

Truncale Aims New Suit

At Execs' Stock Profits

(Continued from Page 1)

cale claims the profits were made
within a period of six months
through the sale and purchase of
Universal issues by the defendants
and that proceeds from the alleged
transactions belong to the company
under Federal law.

Defendants include Nate J. Blum-
berg, president; J. Cheever Cowdin,
board chairman; Charles D. Prutz-
man, vice-president and general
counsel; William R. Scully, vice-
president and general sales man-
ager; Clifford Work, and Universal.
Action against Universal execu-

tives is the second filed by Truncale
recently. In June, he filed a suit in

Federal Court charging that a
waiver with the Bureau of Internal
Revenue constituted an unjustified
and improper benefit to an executive
group, and was a gift of corporate
assets.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

JOSEPH SISTROM will produce "Bloomer Girl" for U-l * Fix rights

to Thomas Wolfe's "Look Homeward Angel" have been acquired by

Seymour Nebenzal. ... -^ U-l has purchased "The Gay Goddess," Lewis

Meltzer-Oscar Saul original. ... -^ Title role in Metro's "B. F.'s Daughter"

goes to Barbara Stanwyck. ... ii^ Metro will star Van Johnson and Ava

Gardner in Charles Martin's original, "Wanted.". . . * William Keighley-

will direct, as his first assignment under his new five-year contract

with Twentieth Century-Fox, "The Street With No Name," which will

be produced by Sam Engel with co-operation from the FBI and J.

Edgar Woover. It will be a factual story based on the government's view-

point on the implications of the post-war crime wave. ... -^T Wck Foran

has been cast in one of the leading roles of Argosy's John Ford-Merian C.

Cooper film, "War Party.". . . "A: If ooks like Clarence Brown's next

assignment will be the making of "The Secret Garden," with Margaret

O'Brien and Claude Jarman, Jr., in England for M-G-M. . . . -^ "Give

My Regards To Broadway" is announced by 20th-Fox as the final title

for "Off To Buffalo.". . . ic Hiram S. Brown, Jr., son of the one-time RKO
president, has joined Vanguard as business assistant to David 0. Selznick. . .

if; Jack L. Warner has signed veteran scenarist and novelist, George Biruce,

to a writer-producer deal with his first assignment scripting "The Persian

Cat."

Johnston May Maice

Second U. K. Visit

(Continued from Page ])

meeting, and possibly later special

sessions, Johnston will prepare al-

ternative proposals for re-submis-

sion to Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

It is possible that Johnston will

return here with them, but no deci-

sion as to that course has as yet
been reached. In the event that he
does not make the trip, Johnston
may relay them to Fayette AUport,
MPAA U. K. rep., for presentation
to Dalton.

Final 20th-Fox Sales
Meet Today in Montreal

FEmmE TOUCH

(Continued from Page 1)

home office, besides Smith, will be
President Spyros P. Skouras; W. C.
Gehring, assistant general sales
manager; Martin Moskowitz, execu-
tive assistant to Smith, and Peter
Levathes, short subjects sales man-
ager.
The Canadian sales group will in-

' elude Sydney Samson, division man-
ager, and Branch Manager V. M.
Skorey, Calgary; Edward English,

I

Montreal; R. G. March, St. John;
H. J. Bailey, Toronto; J. E. Patter-
son, Vancouver, and J. H. Huber,

,
Winnipeg.

Other meetings were held in Mil-
' waukee. New Orleans and Wash-
j

ington.

JACKIE LEE, information girl, 20th-Fox, Omaha.

A. J. EDWIN LYNN, PRC assistont booker,

Oklahoma City.

EMERY BORNE, manager. Garden Oaks, Houston,
Tex.

GEORGE PATILLO, manager, Alabama, Houston,
Tex.

Loew's Appeals Award
Boston—An appeal from the clear-

ance award made in connection with
the Narragansett Pier Amusement
Co. complaint has been filed with
the local tribunal by Loew's.

20lh-Fox to Fight

Egyptian "Amber"
(Continued from Page 1)

Embassy here with a complaint, and
will take civil action if a protest
by the U. S. charge de affairs is

not effective.

Second approach will be via a
civil action based upon the fact that
Egypt was a member of the Mon-
treaux Convention in the 1920's,

with the belief that this member-
ship constitutes basis for a law suit.

U-I 35-Min. Trailer

Plugging 17 Features

U-I is usin^ a specially-prepared
35-minute trailer on its 17 present
and forthcoming Hollywood-made
productions to stimulate exhibitor
interest in the company's "Nate J.

Blumberg-J. Arthur Rank Good
Business Sales Drive." Doug[las
Fairbanks, Jr., narrates the trailer

which features production scenes.

The 17 releases embrace "The
Web," "Ivy," "Brute Force," "Slave
Girl," "Something In The Wind,"
"Pirates of Monterey," "Singapore,"
"The Lost Moment," "Secret Beyond
the Door," "The Wistful Widow of
Wagon Gap," "Ride a Pink Horse,"
"The Senator Was Indiscreet,"
"Black Bart, Highwayman," "A
Double Life" (previously titled "Im-
agination"), "Tap Roots," "The
Naked City" and "The Exile."
The U-'I sales drive is now in its

eighth week. The district headed
by Dave Miller, including the Al-
bany, Buffalo and New Haven ex-
changes, has taken over the number
one position in the drive from the
district headed by Barney Rose
which includes the Portland, San
Francisco and Seattle exchanges.
Denver and Seattle are battling for
first place in the branches' standings.

New Large Screen Tele

Projector Developed

(Continued from Page 1)

able of projecting a six by eight
foot image from a 20 to 24 foot
throw. r.

.

In the planning stage, howev ^
]

Cage told The Film Daily yeste^--'
day, is a multiple projection system
which will produce a 15 by 20 foot
image utilizing a 60 foot throw.
Longer throws are possible, he said,
and by utilizing multiple systems
any screen size can be attained.

Initial Installation of the Cage
system is in Walter Reade's Monte
Carlo Pool in Asbury Park, N. J.
With the resort city on the fringe
of the New York tele reception area,
special antenna was installed in
this instance and five by seven foot
images are being projected on the
screen.

Reade, according to Cage, has ex-
clusive theater rights to the system
for the time being, because of his
interest and co-operation in the early
stages of the project.

Cage's television system is a pro-
jection method and not a television
receiver. In order to attain the en-
larged images, he and his associates
have devised a method of installing
extra transformers in a standard
RCA television receiver to increase
voltage on the face of the viewing
tube to 70,000. Higher voltages wifi
be used, Cage said.

A 10-inch Rauland FP4 metalized
tube is used at present, although
Cage has designed his own tube
which will be manufactured for use
in the system. Intense image is

then projected on the screen via an
optical system developed by Cage,
Refinements in the optical system
include adjustments to straighten
out distorted or out of focus images
which are not noticeable on small
viewing surfaces.

Cage will not manufacture the
system, he said yesterday, but will
license others to produce the projec-
tion device. Price of a single pro-
jector is $3,600, at present, plus in-

stallation and antenna costs which
depend upon local conditions. Multi-
ple systems and adaptations for spe-
cial throws would cost proportion-
ately more. Cage said.

Company also plans to enter the
home receiver field with sets priced
under $1,000 with screens measuring
three by four feet. Cage system is

being installed in several taverns
throughout the New York and New
Jersey area.

nEUJ POSTS

JAMES SMITH, manager. Strand, Witlimontic,
Conn.

CONRAD KREIDBERG, SRO manager, Mlnne-
opolis.

ELMER N. DE WITT, manager, Valentine and
Strand, Defiance, 0.

BERGER RONNING, PRC salesman, Minneapolis.

DAN MURRAY, manager. Lyric, Marion, Inc.

TOM HARMESON, manager Alliance Drive-ln,

Anderson, Inc.
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"Green for Danger"
with Sally Gray, Trevor Howard, Alastair

Sim

Eagle-Lion 93 Mins.

SERIO-COMIC WHODUNIT SUSTAINS
ATTENTION; SELLING VIA EXPLOITA-

rllN INDICATED
»S»cotland Yard takes opportunity here to

Tough D. C. Building

Code to be Altered

(Continued from Page 1)

ometer for future action in other

areas, including New Yoi'k. Be-

cause of Congressional interest in

Washington regulations, it was an-

ticipated that the capital would set

the pattei*n for the rest of the coun-

try.

in THE EQUipmEnr field
Williford

TESMA Moderator

kid itself along in the person of Alastair

Sim. Pompous, bumptious and given to

wry comment as he performs the role

of inspector assigned to locating a mur- :

derer in a country hospital, Sim makes a
j

Strict enforcement of the fire and
general nuisance of himself, disrupts the building regulations proposed by the
routine and at length fails in his original District commissioners would have
mission. For tt turns out that the char-

j forced the closing of 20 of Washing-
acter he feels to be guilty knows more

^

^gn's 66 theaters and the expenditure
about the true identity of the killer. His ^f ^^ estimated $3,500,000 to corn-
prey is delivered up to him, quite dead. ! ply ^jth the new code. The pro-

Punctuated frequently by V-l bombs, the posed new regulations would have
flying variety, the story lengthily details affected existing theaters as well as
goings on between nurses, doctors and

1 new stands. Compliance by exist-

other hospital personnel. Romance and ing theaters would have meant vir-

thwarted emotions arc paraded. In simplest tual rebuilding of many theaters and
theatrical sense suspicion is diverted. In extensive alterations in almost all

this manner the script sustains attention others.

and all opportunity is given the spectator The commissioners tentatively

to arrive at the correct deduction. The way have agreed to many recomraenda-
situations are handled and relationships are tions made by a special committee

f^r^Tm there" wilf be" speakers fTom
delineated, it is anybody's guessing contest headed by A. Julian Brylawski, vice-

^j^ Committee for Economic Devel-
up until the very end. The initial manner president of the MPTOA and presi-

j^^^^ ^^^ the Institute of Carpet
of killing is novel. It gives reason to sus- dent of the Washington theater

, ^fanufacturers. Other subjects to
pect the wrong person. He is vindicated group in general. The commission- i

^^ discussed are Television in the
and it evolves later as something else ers have agreed that many of the

theater; Pre-fabricated Theaters;
I when the second victim is murdered tough rules will not apply to ex- • rj,^^ Quonset Theater.

isting theaters. In addition, pro- ^

posed changes for new theaters will

E. Alan Winniford, vice-president
of General Aniline & Film Corp.
has accepted an invitation to act as

moderator at the
open forum to be
conducted by
TESMA Sept. 26
during their an-
nual trade show
to be held at the
Shoreham Hotel
in Washington,
D. C. Williford,
former president
of TESMA, is ex-
tremely well
known through
his many years
of service as vice-

president in
charge of cai'bon

sales for Nation-
Prior to the open

B&H Buying Bldg.; to

Distrih. Micro. Equip.

Chicago—Bell & Howell Company
will buy the Microfilm Recording

Company's La Salle Wacker Building

effective August 1st. Company will

distribute both 16 mm. and 35 mm.
microfilm equipment.

Brandt Sees Technical
Education Theater Aid

WILLIFORD
al Carbon Co.

again

with a knife.

Film is basically a melodrama complete

with required trimmings. But it is also a '^ modified.

Quonset
Theater owners, equipment and

supply manul'acturers, equipment
and supply dealers, architects, pro

sympathetic insight into wartime terror' Among the changes Pi'oposed by
.^^^j^^^jg^g- ^^^^ engineers have been

and vagaries that wreak havoc with mental the commissioners were the elim-
j^^j^^^ ^^^ reservations indicate a

processes. Cast is generally unfamiliar, Ex-
j

^nation of outside fire escapes and
^.^^^^.^ attendance.

hibitor will have to concentrate on heavy

selling as a whodunit.

the addition of inside enclosed exits,

removal of heating plants from un-
der places of assembly such as Telecasters Ready Plans

first half of the story reveaU the nurses
,^gel foyers, etc. changes in wid^h Por Presidential Driveand surgeons problems in wards, sickrooms
^^^ height of exits, drastic changes

^^"^ rreSlUenuai l^nve
and m their personal lives. Local post-

, .^ ^^^^f j^^^ ^^ theaters ~The
man is brought in, a bomb victim. He is chanTeT' proposed "W""tle^Vommi7-

i

(Continued from Page 1)

not seriously injured but dies in the oper-
gioners grew out of a Congressional ers in outlining tentative plans for

ating room t comes about that he expired jaw covering new and existing the- !
extensive coverage of both events.

because of faulty anasthesia. On the night ^ters The building code proposed Poppele told the party leaders

'of a party Judy Campbell is murdered and ^y the commissioners was scheduled
|

that estimates of 500,000 television-

next day Sim is on the scene. Soon he is to go into effect July 1 at the re- i

equipped homes by mid-1948 were
all over the place in his endeavor to sift „ue|t of theater owners and others, well grounded, and added that net-

evidence and place the blame. Sally Gray however, the effective date was post- 1 work television service along the

almost dies of illuminating gas poisoning poned for six months until a full
' Eastern seaboard would be available

Technical education along lines

being initiated by the SMPE at its

62nd semi-annuai convention at the

Hotel Pennsylvania, Oct. 20-24,

could result in greater efficiency in

theater operation, as well as im-
provements in the design and equip-

ment of theaters, accoi'ding to Harry
Brandt, circuit operator and presi-

dent of the ITOA.
In a letter to James Frank, .Jr.,

chairman of the general committee
for the meeting, Brandt welcomed
the opportunity to send his man-
agers to the Theater Engineering
Conference and Exhibit which will

be a feature of the convention. "I

want them to know as much as pos-

sible about the best uses of new
product and methods of operation,"

he said, "and I feel certain that

their participation in the various

clinics to be held at this conference,

as well as an opportunity to see the

unusual exhibits, will be most worth-
while."

Brandt observed that he has found
that the most neglected essential of

theater operation has been the edu-

cation of theater men in technical

aspects of exhibition. He commend-
ed SMPE for taking the initiative

in an educational move and felt cer-

tain that other exhibitors will take

advantage of the conference and
exhibit.

due entirely to an accident. Sim uses this study could be made.
event to fram* an operating room re-enact-

ment of the previous performance with
] QHE OK OH ConStrUCtion

the postman. He locates his evidence but i 2; „ i fr j
fails to nail the culprit. He/she breaks at

{

PrOjeCtS ExpeCted TOday
this point and dies of poison before an an-
tidote can be administered. (Continued from Page 1)

Production is from the J. Arthur Rank number" of theater projects will be
unit known as Individual Pictures. Sidney ' included, it was said.

Gillratt directed.
CAST: Sally Groy, Trevor Howard, Rosamund

John, Alastair Sim, Leo Genn, Megs Jenkins,
Judy Campbell, Moore Marriott.

CREDITS: An Individual Picture; Producers,
Frank Launder, Sidney Gilliatt; Director, Sid-
ney Gilliatt Screenplay, Sidney Gilliatt, Claude
Guerney; Based on the novel by Christina Brand.
DIRECTION, Average. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.

Para. Promotes Broderick
Chicago— Paul Broderick, Para-

mount exchange office manager hei-e,

has been promoted to the home office

in New York. Harry Schlar, of the
Indianapolis exchange, succeeds him
and Harold Schneiter goes to In-
dianapolis as office manager. Local
exchange staff feted Broderick at a
luncheon meeting yesterday.

Spokesmen for OHE said applica-

tions have been pouring in at the

rate of about 50 a day since July

1, when most remaining controls

over construction were lifted.

Since Congress singled out the-

aters and other amusement build-

ings for continued control, it is ex-

pected these applications will be

more carefully scanned than in the

East several months. In general,

owever, approvals will be given on
much the same basis as before the

new controls went into effect.

prior to the 1948 election.

Leaders of both parties have ad-

vised TBA that they are elated to

avail themselves of television cov-

erage. Carroll Reece, national chair-

man of the Republican National
Committee, declared he is "impressed
with the potentialities offered by this

modern miracle of transmission,"

while Gael Sullivan, executive di-

rector of the Democratic National
Committee, predicted that "televi-

sion in the 1948 campaign will oc-

cupy the same important place as

an innovation that radio did in 1924."

From Hunerberg to Bagley
Parkersburg, la.— 200-seat Prin-

cess Theater has been sold by
Charles Hunerberg to Harrison Bag-
ley.

Clayton Robbins Retires

From Westrex Company

Retirement of Clayton Robbins,

formerly merchandise manager of the

Western Electric Co. of Great Brit-

ain, is announced by Westrex. Rob-
bins joined Vitaphone Corp. in 1926,

transferring to Erpi the next year

and has served with WE in London
since 1928. He returned from London
recently and plans to settle near

Santa Barbara, Calif.

Verne to Harrisons

Luverne, la.—Cecil Joliffe has sold

the 250-seat Verne to Mr. and Mrs.

Floyd T. Harrison.

Okey to Wuest
Lake Andes, S. D.—W. E. Wuest

"Danger" into Winter Garden is the new owner of the Okey The-

E-L's "Green for Danger" starts
]
ater here, buying it from Roy Mun-

at the Winter Garden Aug. 7.
[

din.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT

For Hospital — Clean Rest Roerat

ASK YOUR DEALER

i
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Guardian of her most important ^*bath"«.«

COSTLY shots like this might be

so much spoiled footage . .

.

save for the vigilance and knowl-

edge of the laboratory man.

He makes sure that the dailies

take their all-important bath ... in-

specting, testing, keeping constant

check as the exposed footage runs

through the developing, fixing, and

washing tanks and driers.

To his skill and watchfulness ... as

film representing "box-office gold"

literally slips through his careful fin-

gers . . . motion piaures owe much
of their well-earned reputation for

technical excellence.

This skill is more effective . . . the

burden ofconstant vigilance lessened

. . . when he works with depend-

able film of superior quality. That's

why he always welcomes the family

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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jOHnsTon ujflRns British of RETHUBTion
Rank Backing U. S. Fight Against British Duty
Expected to Tell Cripps
And Dalton That He Fears
Repercussions from Move

London (By Cable)—J.

Arthur Rank will be in the U. S.

film industry's corner in its

fight to prevent the imposition of a

heavy duty on American film im-
ports, the authority for which is now
in the hands of Hugh Dalton, Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer.
The British film tycoon, just back

from a lengthy second American
visit, made that clear here Friday
at a press conference.
As an indication of what he may

(Continued on Page 6)

Ad Cuts Hurt Exhibs.

And Distributors

Cuts in advertising appropriations
are harmful to exhibitors and, in

the final analysis, to the companies
themselves, Edward Schreiber, Cen-
tury advertising-publicity chief,

warned in a letter to ad-publicity

directors of all distributing com-
panies.

Taking cognizance of widespread

(Continued on Page 5)

80-90 American Films

Will Play in Hungary

Budapest (By Air Mail) — New
season program announcements in-

dicate that 155 to 190 features will

be available to Hungarian theaters
in 1947-48. Schedule is seen as suf-

ficient to maintain outlets, particu-

(Continued on Page 7)

CI Theater Projects
Are Approved By OHE
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A total of 61 the-

ater projects, calling for expendi-

ture of $1,682,205 was approved by

the Office of the Housing Expediter

from July 1 through July 18, it was

revealed Friday. During the same
period 70 applications for projects

aggregating $3,233 412 were turned

down.

[

^11 Million in French Remittances Permitted
As MPAA's Requested $24 Nlillion is Refused

Paris (By Air Mail)—^Permission to export $11,000,000 in profits of American

film companies has been granted by the Office des Changes, rather than the

the $24,000,000 requested by the MPAA.
Remittance permits call for $8,000,000 covering profits earned between

1940 and the first half of 1946, plus $3,000,000 for profits earned in the fiscal

year ended June, 1947. Latter amount represents about one-sixth of profits re-

alized under the Blum-Byrnes agreement during the fiscal year.

anl( Cra(l(ing BBC

Video Monopoiy!

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank has a license from the Post-
master General permitting him to

beam his own experimental televi-

sion programs from the Baird re-

search station to the Dominion The-
ater, and from there to relay the

images to five other West End
houses. Permit also allows pickups
of sporting events and news pro-

grams telecast by BBC for large

(Continued on Page 6)

Seek Public Support vs.

St. Paul Amusement Tax

Minneapolis—St. Paul independent
theaters and Minnesota Amusement
Co. will .join in an all-out fight op-

posing the proposed 10 per cent

admission tax for St. Paul theaters

and will seek public support of their

opposition through newspaper adver-

tising and the city's screens.

The proposal already has been
introduced to the City Council,

which is seeking means of addi-

(Contlnued on Page 5)

NATKE Opposes Dalton

Duty as Unions Spiit

London (By Air Mail) — That
British film unions are split on the
application of high ad valorem duty
powers given to Hugh Dalton, Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, by Parlia-
ment was highlighted in a letter to

Dalton from Jack Smith, general
president of the NATKE.

Smith's communication, sent on
instruction of the National Execu-
tive Council, emphasizes the NATKE

(Continued on Page 5)

Goodman Named W. C.

Division Manager for E-L

Appointment of Del Goodman as

West Coast division manager for

Eagle-Lion was announced Friday
by A. W. Schwalbei-g, vice-president
and general sales manager. L. E.

Goldhammer, who formerly held the

post, has been promoted to the home
office and is now setting up national

day and date bookings of "The Red
Stallion."

Goodman's background includes
(Continued on Page 5)

WB Closes Pathe News Deal
Physical Transfer Expected in Mid-August

Rockv Mountain Allied

Hits High Percentages

Denver — Resolutions adopted by

the Allied Rocky Mountain Inde-

pendent Theaters place the unit

"unalterably opposed" to a con-

tinuance of distributors' demands
(Continued on Page 4)

Sale of Pathe News to Warners
was confirmed over the weekend in

a joint statement by Harry M. War-
ner, WB prexy, and Ned E. Depinet,

RKO vice-chairman.
All assets and equipment of the

newsreel go to Warners, but not
Pathe's short subjects, commercial
films, studio or other activities. All

members of the Pathe News or-

(Continued on Page 4)

MPAA Head Sees U.K. Duty
Forcing U. S. Cos. to Quit
Rank, Korda, Other Deals

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The British

government offered no alterna-
tive plan to the Dalton tax pro-
posal, MPAA President Eric John-
ston stated here Friday.
Holding a press conference fol-

lowing his one-month trip abroad,
Johnston intimated that imposition
by the 'British of the tough ad va-
lorem tax may lead to retaliation

(Continued on Page 7)

wedes to Maintain

tringent Censorsliip

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—Clari-
fying his position after the recent
bannings of certain American films
for "brutality," Jan Lindstrom, head
of the Swedish Censor Board, said
that the censors will continue to

stop all films which "picture any
(Continued on Page 4)

Twin Cities Exhibs. Again
Oppose School Film Shows

Minneapolis — At a meeting of
Twin Cities exhibitors it was agreed
to inform the University of Minne-
sota that they are solidly united
in opposing the showing of foreign

(Continued from Page ^-^

Dot J Awaits ASCAP
Reply; May Drop Suit

Washiufiton Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Reports persisted

here at the week-end that the De-

partment of Justice will withdraw

its anti-trust suit against ASCAP.

An official spokesman for the De-

partment, however, said "there are

no plans" to cancel the suit and

the Government is awaiting an

ASCAP reply in the case.

Sources close to the Department

freely admitted that most of the

Government's case collapsed when

ASCAP resigned its membership in

ICACS.
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Keenan Refuses Coast Job;

Returning to Germany
Chicago — Joseph Keenan, AFL

executive back from Germany, will
not take the Hollywood .iob to set-

tle CSU troubles. He will return to
Germany next week to complete a
labor assignment for War Depart-
ment.

"GtTs House" Into New York
PRC's "Gas House Kids Go West"

bows at the New York Theater on
Aug. 12.

cominG RRD Gomc
ERIC JOHNSTON is due in Chicago today.

JAMES A. MULVEY, president of Samuel
Goldwyn Prods., returns to New York today
after a week's conference with Goldwyn in

Hollywood on plans for the national release

of "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty." Ac-
companying Mulvey on trip were ARTHUR
SACHSON, general sales manager, and ALFRED
CROWN, foreign sales manager.

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox prexy, re-

turned over the week-end from a two-day re-

gional meet in Montreal, accompanied by h. 0.

execs., ANDREW W. SMITH, JR., general sales

manager; W. C. GEHRING, assistant generol

sales manager; MARTIN MOSKOWITZ, execu-
tive assistant to Smith; PETER LEVATHES,
short subjects sales manager.

LOU ASTOR, Columbia's circuit sales execu-
tive, flew to the Coast yesterday for a two-

week business tour of the company's Western
offices.

WILLIAM SNYDER, FILM DAILY staffer, re-

turns today from a Nantucket vacation.

DOUGLAS J. GRANVILLE, Warners' super-

visor for India, Singapore and Siam, left New
York by plane over the week-end to assume
his new post, with headquarters in Bombay.
Granville is flying via London and Panair.

NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of Mono-
gram Int'l Corp., will accompany Steve Broidy,

president of Monogram and Allied Artists, on

his forthcoming tour of European film capitals.

Pair will sail from New York Aug. 1, for a

trip of two months.

JOCK LAWRENCE, of the JARO, returns today
from the Coast where Mrs. Lawrence is con-
valescing from a major operation.

SIR SIDNEY CLIFT, former CEA president,

''ails for New York on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth

Aug. 22.

JACK ROSENFELD, general sales manager for

Herald Pictures, is on a cross-country sales

trip in behalf of "Sepia Cinderella."

NORMAN OLSEN, export manager for DeVry
Corp. is expected in Chicago today from a

round-the-world plane trip.

^-Months "Unconquered'
Drive Started by Para.

Specific campaigns for 126 major
cities are represented in a two-
month advertising, publicity and ex-
ploitation drive launched by Para-
mount in behalf of Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Unconquered," Curtis Mitchell,

advertising-publicity director, an-
nounced Friday. Campaign is hailed
as the most intensive big-scale pro-
motion ever attempted by the com-
pany.

Campaig-n reaches its climax on
Oct. 3 with the U. S. premiere of
the film at Loew's Penn Theater,
Pittsburgh. Implementing the drive
will be a flying squad of 15 special

Dublicists working in concert with
Paramount's field men, under the
direct supervision of William Dan-
ziger, executive publicist on "Un-
conquered."

Built on greatest tie-up in

motion picture business. Re-

quirps additional investment

of $25 to $50,000. Tremend-
ous profit opportunity. Will

consider investment v^ith or

w^ithout services.

Box 145, THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, N.Y. 18, N.Y.

BERT GOLDBERG, Herald Pictures executive,
is in Hollywood to line up distribution outlets.

PETER VON ZERNECK, stage and screen
star, left yesterday by plane for Paris to join

the troupe working on RKO's "Berlin Express."

HARRY EHRREICH, RKO's foreign depart-
ment service manoger, flew to Mexico City yes-
terday for a short stay on company business.

WALTER BLAKE, Donahue 8< Coe rep. at

the Enterprise Studios, returned to Hollywood
Friday.

EDNA HIGGINS, secretary to C. N. Odell,

head of Paramount's press dep't, and LORETTA
LANDRIGAN, secretary to Burt Champion,
who is in charge of radio publicity in the

Easf, are on a two-week vacation ot Timber-
lane Dude Ranch, East Jewett.

FRED MYERS, Eastern division sales mana-
ger for Universal-lnt'l, is in Pittsburgh.

FRANK BIBAS, vice-president and general
manager of Casanave-Artlee Pictures, Inc., has
returned from Cincinnati.

CHARLES REED JONES, special rep. for

Jules Levey, and MRS. JONES are skedded to

start on Latin-Americon cruise, Aug. 8.

LARRY FLYNN, Paramount's transportation
manager, has left town on vacation.

PAUL ACKERMAN, director of advertising
and publicity for Paramount Int'l, is spending
a two-week vacation at Friends Lake, N. Y.

EDDIE DOWDEN, of Loew's advertising depart-
ment, is vacationing at Cutchogue, L. I.,

where he has built a Summer home.

TOM MALIA, motion picture editor of the
Harrisburg Telegraph, has returned to his post
after a visit to New York City.

AGNES MOOREHEAD has returned to the
Coast from an Eastern visit.

GENE HARWOOD, of Paramount's transporta-
tion dep't is back from an upstate vacotion.

BERT LANCASTER and ELIZABETH SCOTT
returned to Hollywood yesterday from San
Francisco.

BMI Establishes Film
Music Dept. on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new department to

handle film synchronization rights
for Broadcast Music, Inc., has been
established with Eddie Janis, former
professional manager, in charge.
Irving Weiss, formerly of Mayfair
Music Co., succeeds Janis as profes-
sional manager for BMI.

September Trial Refused
Federal Judge John C. Knox on

Friday denied an application by
Louis Frohlich, attorney for James
Mason in his suit against David
Rose, to set a September trial date
for the case. Application was de-
nied without prejudice to Mason's
right to renew his motion in Sep-
tember.

WYOMING
starring

William ELLIOTT
Vera RALSTON
John CARROLL
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Brandt's Cool

GLOBE ^rs?

Sears Reporting Today to

UA Prods, on Brit. Booking

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grad Sears, UA vice-

president, will report today to com-

pany producers regarding the Brit-

ish booking situation as it pertains

to UA. .y.

Sears had conferred with^ .'ry

Pickford last Thursday but ncT de-

tails of the huddle were disclosed.

]^. Y. THEATERS

^— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—=
Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

B23
ROBERT YOUNG • SUSAN HAYIRD
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IN PERSON

BENNY FIELDS

Adrian ROLLINI Trio
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plus OTHERS
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YEARS OF
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FILM OF
OUR TIME!
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f?SPINE-CHILLING!"
-MOTION PICTURE HERALQ

"BREATHTAKINGLY MAGNIFICENT!"

"VT

-HARRISON'S REPORTS

"PROVES THAT ALL HOLLYWOOD'S

RESOURCES CANNOT EQUAL THE

EMOTIONAL IMPACT OF MAN'S

STRUGGLE AGAINST NATURE...

FILMED ON THE SPOT!"

-MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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starring Anna LEE

Gilbert ROLAND Warren DOUGLAS
1^^^*"^ "v

vt^ith

'/

Beulah BOND! • Sir C. Aubrey SMITH

John QUALEN • Helen THIMIG

Produced and Directed by

IRVING ALLEN
Screenplay by Max Trell

Original Story by

Aben Kandel

Based on the Book by

^% JAMES RAMSEY ULLMAN
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Warner Bros. Closes

Pathe Newsreel Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

ganization who wish to remain with

the new reel to be known as Warner
Pathe news are at liberty to do so.

Walton Ament, veepee at RKO
Pathe, will join the Warner news-

reel outfit as vice-president in

charge of production. Among his

associates who are expected to join

in the transfer are: Alfred Butter-

field, Harold Bonafield and John

LaVien.

Norman H. Moray, WB short sub-

ject sales manager, has been elected

president of the company's news-

reel subsidiary, incorporated as

Warner News, Inc. James Allen

will be vice-president and general

manager. Ned Buddy, who joined

Warners recently as Allen's assis-

tant, will continue in that capacity.

While still undisclosed, it was re-

liably learned Friday that the sales

price was approximately $3,000,000.
Actual physical transfer of the

reel to Warners is expected to take
place in mid-August. Headquarters,
however, will remain at 625 Madi-
son Ave., and RKO Pathe will con-
tinue operations there.

Rocky Mountain Allied

Hits High Percentage

(Continued from Page 1)

for 50 per cent or more of the the-
ater grosses.

Resolutions also assail demands
for increased prices on certain pic-

tures as "an objectionable part of
any feature contract," contending
this is "contrary to the effort being
made nationally to bring about
stabilization or reduction in prices."

On the matter of percentage
terms, the unit charges that "more
and more pictures are being offered

at 50, 60 and 70 per cent to the
exhibitors," and contends that the
gross receipts on many such pix does
not reach a total which enables the

exhib. to show any profit, but rather
frequently results in considerable
loss to the exhib.

Defer 306-Skouras Talks
Confab between Moving Picture

Machine Operators' Union, Local

306, and Skouras circuit rep. Bill

White, skedded for last Friday, was
postponed to Aug. 1.
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Monday Nlorning Report
• • • MURMURINGS FROM MADISON AVE. suggest that Jay

Bonaiield, Pathe's production vice-prexy, is slated to step into retir-

ing Prexy Frederic Ullman, Jr.'s post when the latter turns to feature

production. ... • While a few UA producers have asked a little de-

lay in starting their next pix, UA reps, deny those rumors that some

UA producers are threatening a "sit down" strike. ... • First feature

to be shot in Ansco's new color process will be Mono.'s "Sixteen Fath-

oms Deep," which will be shot on location at Tarpon Springs, Fla, . . .

• Harry Brandt and Morris Ernst are new honorary vice-chcurmen of

the Liberal Party of N. Y. State. ... • Cinema Stamp Collectors will

hold a strictly business meeting at the Astor Wednesday night. . . .

• It's not every pic that can have a Governor make p.a.'s at its area

openings Gov. Jimmie Davis of Louisiana will do just that for

Mono.'s "Louisiana" in which he stars. . . • As a sidelight on Marshall

Field's deal for the Chicago Daily Times, there's the fact that the Times

has a tele application on file with thel FCC. ... • Take it from Prexy

E. F. McDonald, Jr., of Zenith, there's both AT&T and electric utility

interest in the company's plans for pay-as-you-see tele. . . • Phil M.

hears that U-I moves tq its new quarters in nud-August. . . • Parents'

Magazine medal for September goes to E-L's "Red Stallion," which is

nice goin'. ... • Take it from Charlie Reagan, "Welcome Stranger,"

on the basis of test runs, is shaping up as Para.'s No. I all-time b.o.

draw
T T T

• • • PRINTERS INK in looking askance at film advertising in a

recent editorial scores a few telling blows, but vrhen it lifts a critical

eyebrow at sexiness in film ad copy you wonder why Pi's remarks vrete

not addressed instead to the copywriters on corsets, hosiery, bras and

perfumes Some of the copy Phil M. has noted in the dailies and

mags, for these items would never get by the MPAA's ACA.. . .

• Jimmy Stewart's first love is Hollywood; and so he's turned down
suggestions he appear in both a London and Coast company of "Har-

vey.". . . • Hollywood may like to know that its crocheting, knitting,

embroidery and art needlework is going to receive attention from "Mod-

em Knitting," a new quarterly which hits the stands next month. . . .

T T T
O • • PHIL M. CAN'T PERSONALLY VOUCH for it but it's a

good story nevertheless Seems as how execs, of a major circuit

huddled with the managers and from one came the proposal that a
uniform lighting systenl be employed in all houses The topper said

there were a few reasons why this couldn't be done "In some

houses," quote he, "we like to keep the lights bright because the audi-

ences are prone to misbehave In others, we like to keep the lights

dim because the audiences behave And in still others, we keep

the lights dim because we don't wont the customers to see the condi-

tion of the house"

T T
• • • RELEASE OF PHILCO TELEVISION receivers in Wihnington

is being delayed until engineers make possible better reception

Work is under way on the Windoor Broadcasting tovrer to raise it to a

point that will give Wilmington clear and concise reception Chore

is expected to be completed in November. ... • Didja catch that

marquee billing the other day on 42nd St.'s Bryant Theater which read,

"Al Jolson—not Lorry Parks—in, "The Heart of New York.". . . • Fi-

nonciol World has cited the annual iinonciol reports of eight film com-

ponies for excellence in its onnuol survey Componies ore Colum-

bia, Walt Disney Productions, Monogram, Paramount, Pathe Industries,

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., Republic, Universal Final judging

which will see one of the eight awarded a bronze "Oscar of Industry"

will be completed in mid-September Universol's report took the

award lost yeor

Swedes to Maintain

Stringent Censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

form of brutality, infringe on moral i

decency, incite inflammatory onin-

ions or violate good taste." C^ ,so

vetoed will be pictures disclosing

Swedish military secrets or tending

to disturb relations between Sweden
and other countries.

"It is a rather typical post-war

attitude that is resulting in the film-

ing of fist-law settlements of con-

troversial questions," Windstrom
said. "This is especially noticeable

in the many foreign films of an ob-

vious sensationalist character being

received here."

The Swedish censor has recently

banned "The Beast with Five Fin-

gers, "The Outlaw" and "The Big

Sleep." Latest to be barred was
"Brute Force." Also scenes were

clipped from "Dead Reckoning" and
"The Killers." All these actions
were on the ground of "excessive,
brutality."

\

Henry Morgan Gets $100G
Plus % For Starring Role

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Henry Morgan has

been signed by Stanley Kramer,
president of j Screenplays, Inc., for
starring role in "So This Is New
York," based on Ring Lardner's
"Big Town." Deal gives Morgan
$100,000 plus a percentage on pic-

ture. Film, set for September pro-
duction, is at a $1,215,000 budget.
This will be Morgan's first screen
appearance.

Jack Rankin Rides Again!
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Plans for second-

run screening of "Duel In The
Sun" here in Washington brought
from Rep. John Rankin, D., Miss.,

another violent attack on the floor

of the House Friday. Rankin quoted
at length from a description of the
picture by Memphis Censor Lloyd
Binford, whose disapproval of the
film is a matter of record.

STORK REPORTS

Bert Sanford, of Altec Service
Corp., is a proud grandpappy. His
daughter, Patricia, Mrs. Andrew
Donnelly, Jr., gave birth to a seven
and one-half pound baby daughter,
Gael, at St. Vincent's Hospital
Mother (and grandpappy) are doing
well.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —Parkyakarkus, film

player whose real name is Harry
Einstein, is the father of a third
son, born to Mrs. Einstein, the for-

mer Thelma Leeds.
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Ad Cuts Hurt Exhibs.

And Distributors

(Continued from Page 1)

rumors that distributor advertising
budgets will be trimmed, or have
a^ "^dy been cut, Schreiber wrote:
r'_~^ is no secret that present-day
patrons are equipped with some sort
of Geiger counters which unfail-
ingly warns them away from the-
aters exhibiting inadequately sold

pictures. We all know that they
show marked indifference to certain
films. Shall we, then, compound this

indifference by releasing films in a
vacuum? The answer to that one
is no! ... As a matter of fact, since
consumer choosiness is so apparent,
it would be logical to expect that
budgets be upped."

Schreiber also advocated adver-
tising support of pictures playing
the subsequent run houses. Argu-
ing that there is a large group
neither sold nor unsold, who can be
shifted into the "want to see" cate-

gory, Schreiber held that "If your
advertising escorts a picture beyond
the special and first-run engage-
ments, it is my belief that you will

escort it into considerable velvet."

Seek Public Support vs.

St. Paul Amusement Tax

(Continued from Page II

tional revenue to cover increased
municipal expenses. However, the
measure has as yet not been final-

ly adopted. The city's theaters, on
the other hand, will not oppose the
council's hike in annual license fees
from $100^ to $300 on a sliding scale

depending'upon seating because "the
city must realize some additional
money."
NCA head Ben Berger said ."we

will leave nothing undone, however,
to defeat the discriminating ticket

tax now under consideration."
All theater men in the state are

expected to support the fight, on the
grounds that if the tax is adopted
in the Minnesota capital city it will

spread throughout the state, accord-
ing to Stan Kane, NCA official.

Goodman Named W. C.
Division Manager for E-L

(Continued from Page 1)

key sales position with 20th-Fox
and Paramount in this country and
abroad.

HoyVs Claims 30% of
Aussie Picture Tahe
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Sydney

Hoyt's share of the pix attendance

amusement tax figures show that

Hoyt's share of the pix attendance
in Australia is now 30 per cent.

On the latest figures available this

would indicate that Hoyt's atten-

dances would exceed 45 million an-

nually.

HOLLVlfJOOD LETTERS
From PATTI ALICOATE

kEAR MR. EDITOR: HOLLYWOOD

I'm getting hardened to the routine now, and arrived at the Warner

Studios with my glad hand, a calory book and a pair of walking shoes. Bill

Rice and Jonah Ruddy of the planting dep't tossed statistical info at me

'till it was time to repair' to the "Green Room" for lunch. On the way, we

passed the bungalow that housed Marion Davies when she worked for

Cosmopolitan Prods. Michael Curtiz operates from there now. Across the

way is a Bermuda-type bungalow where Milton Sperling Prods, has its

headquarters. Naturally, you know about ies freres Warners new building

project which will be erected on a site adjacent to the present lot. That'll

be a memorial building to Sam Warner, 10 sound stages and lots of storage

space, which seem to be the most immediate problem. At the moment,

they're using quonset huts for storage.

LIEARD all about the forthcoming newsreel, which is expected to debut

in November. Col. Nithan Levinson and James Ailen, who will head

it, are expected here tr-..T New York any day for a series of final confer-

ences. After lunch, we saw tests being made on the new Eastman lenses

which they'll use. Understand most of their men in this outfit (there'll be

at least 40) are former Army combat cameramen.

\A/ENT first to the "Romance in High C" set, where 1 had a long talk

with Michael Curtiz, who is directing it. Alan Hale and his wife

also were set visitors. Don De Fore, one of the stars, was w3:king on air

because Bob Considine (who is writing the screenplay of Babe Rut.i s life

for Allied Artists) had told him there was a good chance he might get

the title role. Anne Sheridan (visiting from the "Silver River" set) was in

a huddle with Janis Paige and Jack Carson, and when Curtiz called for

the next scene and everything was ready for a take, who walks out on the

set in place of Janis Paige but Miss Sheridan, dressed in frontier pants,

boots, etc. Curtiz was so surprised that everybody on the set got a big

laugh out of it.

W ijET Richard Brooks, author of "The Brick Foxhole" which became

"Crossfire," and Finlay McDermid, head of the story dept. Ronald

MacDougail, who is doing the screenplay and will produce "Christoplie.

Blake" (from Moss Hart's Broadway play) was on the "Mary Hagen' se.

talking to Bill Guthrie, who has been the studio location manager for over

25 years. Director Peter Godfrey was nursing a bad finger which he caught

in a door on the set a few days ago. Left there for a short tour of the

painting, plumbing and building depts. Saw Harvey Briggs, head purchasing

agent, and Sam Clark, who takes care of all those promotional campaigns,

advertising tie-ups, etc. Arrived at Stage 17 where Elliot Nugent was put-

ting Sam Wanamaker, Lilli Palmer and Sidney Blackmer through rehearsals

for "Ever The Beginning." Blackmer is playing Teddy Roosevelt in the

pic for the 14th time, and still using the same frock coat he started with.

QAM WANAMAKER (who scored so heavily on Broadway last season in

"Joan of Lorraine") will return there after finishing "Ever The Begin-

ning" to direct "Gentlemen From Athens," which will star Anthony Quinn.

Took a quick look at the "Treasure of Sierra Madre" set which houses an

all male cast. It was the last day of shooting and Director John Huston was

doing a scene with his father, Walter Huston, and Humphrey Bogart. Said

hello to Tim Holt and Barton MacLane, also in the cast, and left.

QTOPPED in to see Catherine Turney, who has written most of Bette

Davis' latest screenplays, and who is now doing "Return of the Soldier"

for her; and Producer Henry Blanke, whose office is filled with 16th and

17th century European antiques. Passed Jerry Wald and Collier Young in the

hall. Wald is preparing "The Patriots," the Sidney Kingsley play, for pro-

duction. No casting is definite but there's a good chance that Claude Rains

will play Alexander Hamilton. Very friendly studio, Warners.

NATKE Opposes Dalton

Duty as Unions Split

(Continued from Page 1)

backs the opposition to imposition
of the duty expressed hy Tom
O'Brien, general secretary, in the
House of Commons and in a radio
broadcast. Union plainly disassoci-
ates itself from the action of George
H. Elvin, general secretary of the
Association of Cine Technicians, who
demanded that Dalton immediately
utilize the authority granted him.
Unanimous approval to the

O'Bi-ien statements. Smith states,
was given at a recent meeting of
the NATKE executive council. "You
will appreciate our anxieties when
proposals for taxation in the indus-
try are made," letter continues, "be-
cause we have to consider the effect

upon our members in kinemas, dis-

tribution and production, and not
merely one section of any branch
of the industry."

Suggests Rank Visit ND
For Material on Nuns

Notre Dame, Ind.—A suggestion
that J. Arthur Rank visit Notre
Dame to observe the nuns studying
there this Summer, and to get some
real material for a motion picture

on the sisterhoods, is contained in

a letter to Rank protesting against
the theme of the English-made
"Black Narcissus," sent by a special
committee of Catholic nriests here.

Letter, composed by a committee
appointed by the Sisters Vocation
Institute held at the University of
Notre Dame, stressed that it was
not written to censor but "to seek
clarification and reassurance" that
Rank would make "crystal clear"
that the picture, which deals with
a community of Anglo-Catholic nuns
in the Himalayan Mountains, con-
cerns a "definitely unique case, con-
trary to the 'open book' record of

the vast majority of nuns."
Message observed that Hollywood

has "attacked the home and has
made family life, fidelity, virtue, ap-
pear suspect, ridiculous and naive

—

we trust that you, Mr. Rank, will

not now start on the convent."
It was noted that the special com-

mittee's protest was based only on
the reviews published and that as
yet the committee had not seen the
film.

Copies of the letter were sent to

Nate J. Blumberg, president of Uni-
versal, and to Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president.

nEUJ POSTS

FRANK HALE, from booker, Metro, to office

manager and booker, SRO, Denver.

JAMES BURGESS, from manager. Colonial, Lin-

coln, Neb., to manager, Kiva, Greeley, Colo.

FORREST MELVILLE SWIGER, salesman, Okla-
homa City.

ROBERT BOTHWELL, manager, Aladdin, Den-
ver.

JOHN SMITH FLEMING, PRC booker, Cincin-
nati.
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Rank Cracking BBC

Video Monopoly!

(Continued from Page 1)

screen viewing: in the theaters, in a

service expected to be started this

Fall.

Observers here view the develop-

ment as a possible opening wedge

to break the BBC television mon-

opoly. Heretofore nobody but BBC
has been permitted to broadcast any

program for public reception.

In this connection Rank said that

he hopes when Parliament discusses

television, it will give private enter-

prise an opportunity to televise for

large screen projection. Rank con-

siders that Britain is way ahead on

black and white television, but con-

cedes that RCA in America has an

edge on color video.

Twin Cities Exhibs. Again
Oppose School Film Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

language and other films on the

campus, except for classroom use

and without admission charges.

The indies view showing of ad-

mission type films in Northrop Hall
as a tax-free, tax supported 4,000

seat house. Protest was made to the

department of visual education to

stop advertising in local papers. "It's

just plain competition," said Kane
but the University claims they're

raising films to level of an art.

Soldier's Exemption Tax
Bill Up for Congress Vote

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The bill eliminating

the servicemen's exemption from the
admissions tax was locked in con-
ference as the House adjourned Fri-
day, although it was anticipated
it would be passed by both houses
Saturday. The bill would place
servicemen in or out of uniforms on
an equal footing with civilians so
far as ticket taxes are concerned at
the end of this year.

Vcinett Succeeds Mayers
Philadelphia—Theodore Vanett,

former assistant to Richard Mayers
as advertising-publicity director of
William Goldman Theaters, takes
over Mayers' former spot with the
latter's resignation. Mayer has been
named administrative executive of
the newly-formed Philadelphia di-

vision of the Moldex Rubber & Plas-
tic Corp.

CHARTERED

Motor Carriers Handle 85% of All Films;
Express and Parcel Post Accommodate Rest

Detroit—According to information supplied by tiie Automobile Manufacturers'

Association, in co-operation with the National Film Carriers, Inc., about 85
per cent of all film is normally delivered by automobiles, the remaining 15 per

cent being handled by express and parcel post.

Rank BacksMPAA on U.K. Duty
Plans to Release 28 Fix Here NextSeason

(Continued from Page 1)

be expected to tell Sir Stafford
Cripps, president of the Board of
Trade, and Dalton when he confers
with them next week on Anglo-
American film relations, Rank said
frankly here Friday that he feels
the import duty might bring re-
percussions and disturb the good
will with the major American com-
panies, so essential to the develop-
ment of British pix in the U. S.

"If the powers are put into
force by the Treasury, the situ-

ation would not be very happy
for Americans and might dis-

courage the fine sense of co-
operation they have shown,"
Rank declared.
Queried as to what return in dol-

lars he expected to get from the
American market this year, Rank
declined to give the figures, saying
it was a political matter for the
Treasury to disclose if it desires.
The sum, he intimated, would be
"several millions," and he added he
could say that between March and
June, the monthly receipts had in-

creased 20 per cent in each case
and July would be 30 per cent above
June.

While he had told New York
newsmen on sailing that it would
be foolish to estimate his U. S.
film revenue for the coming
year. Rank asserted here that he
would be surprised if he does
not net $15,000,000 in 1948.
(In New York, it is estimated that

to earn $10,500,000 for Rank, his
12-15 pictures which presumably
will get major circuit plus indie play-
ing time must roll up a $60,000,000
gross.)
However, Rank disclosed here that

he would send over far more than
15 features next season. He said
U-I would distribute 12, Eagle-Lion
eight, and Prestige, a U-I division,
another eight.

Thus, Rank will have a total

of 28 features—in the aggre-
gate, virtually a full program,
as programs go today—bidding
for U. S. playing time in 1947-48.
Rank revealed for the first

time that he has an understand-
ing, with the Treasury on the
development of the U. S. mar-
ket and obtains the Treasury's
authority for every move he
makes.
"Every dollar I've spent in Amer-

ica, I've earned there, without re-
ceiving a single dollar from the
Treasury," Rank aflftrmed.

Defending his policy against press
critics, the British tycoon said dra-
matically:

"If any of you went to America to
sell automobiles in a free market
where they have been driving one
model more than 20 years, how long
do you think it would take to sell

yours ? I bet you would take longer
than it has taken me to sell my
films."

Rank inferred that his move
in signing American talent for
British films was merely for the
purpose of getting a foothold in
the U. S. market, saying, that he
hoped in two or three years to
make British pix independent of
American stars.
Rank disclosed that in addi-

tion to U. S. "names" already
announced, he had lined up
Deanna Durbin, by arrangement
with U-I. Miss Durbin possibly
will come over in the Spring
for a picture.
Despite reports that another

American trip was already planned,
Rank said he had no plans for a
repeat tour of the U. S., and that
the projected Australian and Af-
rican trips are only intended if

circumstances next Spring allow.
(An NBC radio program Thurs-

day night had Rank returning here
in September.)

Krellberg Acquires Three
S. S. Krellberg has acquired dis-

tribution rights for New York state
and the metropolitan area from Sack
Amusement Enterprises of Dallas
to the three Chesterfield features,
"Missing Girls," "Red Lights Ahead"
and "House of Secrets." Krellberg
will distribute through his Principal
Pictures Exchange.

SPRINGFIELD DRIVE-IN CORP., Dover, Del.; ;

capitol, $150,000.
[

RKO RADIO PICTURES OF JAMAICA, LTD., '

Dover, Del., capital, $10,000.
|

Show "Wad Harvest" Aug. 1

Para's "Wild Harvest" will be
tradeshown Aug. 1, in all branch
areas. New York trade-screening
will be held in the Normandie at
10:30 a.m.

Nix Teen Age Scales
Minneapolis—None of the Twin

Cities independent exhibitors will
join Minnesota Amusement Co. in
reducing its teen-age admission
prices, according to NCA executive
secretary Stanley Kane. "It just
wasn't a sound business move for
the time being," Kane said.

Columbia Signs Van Upp
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia Pictures has

signed Virginia Van Upp to a new
seven-year writer-producer contract.
Her current contract had two years
to run.

«REVIEWS •/

"Heaven Only Knows"
with Robert Cummings, Brian Donlevy

Nero-U.A. 96 Mins.
ONE OF THE BETTER FLIGHTS INTO

HEAVENLY FANCY; SHOULD PROVE EN-
RAPTURING TO AUDIENCES.

Heavenly bookkeepers are having / -' m
like in the other place because their K-.vS,
when a trial balance is attempted, do not
check evenly. Seems there is a mortal
sporting around on Earth who does not
have a soul. Forthwith the Archangel Mich-
ael Is dispatched to remedy the situation.

That is the initial premise of this film.

Getting into its stride the script be-
comes a varied and fanciful story weaving
goodness, faith, decency, humor, humanity.
Also it brings to the surface of the hu-
man tide the constant competition for the
souls of men between "THEY" in the
firmament and him below. But discount in-

dications of seriousness or profundities.
For the most part it is all sweetness and
light. But, it has its moments of danger,
a gunfight "Montana style," a near-lynch-
ing and romance. This is one of the better
flights of imaginative fancy into the here-
after and a clever story invention of in-

comprehensible powers.
The half dozen or more lead players

are very fitting and uniformly able. Cum-
mings as "Michael," Donlevy as "Duke
Byron" and the ladies, particularly Jorja
Curtright, seconded by Marjorie Reynolds,
do their roles up notably. Following closely
are Bill Goodwin, John Litel, Stuart Erwin,
youngster Peter Miles, Edgar Kennedy, Ger-
ald Mohr.

Locating Lost Soul Donlevy in Glacier,
Montana, where he operates a saloon-gam-
bling joint in competition with his mortal
enemy, Goodwin, Cummings sets about his

task by becoming aide to his man. He
saves his life first. A miracle causes a
repeat. Donlevy through Cummings' con-
nivance falls in love with Miss Curtright
and while she does not like his attitude or

domination of the town, she evinces re-

sponse. Climax follows killing of Goodwin
by Donlevy—through upstairs intervention.
Townspeople, aroused and formed into

vigilantes, decide to string up Donlevy. He
is the last remnant of evil, bad times. As-
sisted by Miss Curtright, Donlevy makes
off to the hills. Cummings is strung up.
His execution misfires—more upstairs in-

terference. Donlevy returns with his girl,

cuts Cummings loose. In the hills Donlevy
found himself and returns to lead a righteous
life, becoming founder of the state. Cum-
mings hops a stagecoach returning upstairs

with Peter Miles, leaving behind Miss Rey-
nolds, who has developed a crush on him.

This is the sort of story that very likely

will leave the audience enraptured. Albert
S. Rogell directed. Production by Seymour
Nebenzal is tops.
CAST: Robert Cummings, Brian Donlevy, Jor-

ja Curtright, Marjorie Reynolds, Bill Goodwin,
John Litel, Stuart Erwin, Gerald Mohr, Edgar
Kennedy, Lurene Tuttle, Peter Miles, Will Or-
lean.

CREDITS: Producer, Seymour Nebenzal; Di-
rector, Albert S. Rogell; Original Story, Aubrey
Wisberg; Treatment, Ernest Hoycox; Photogra-
phy, Karl Struss; Art Director, Martin Obzina;
Film Editor, Edward Mann; Set Dressing, A.
Roland Filhiol; Sound, Gordon Sawyer, Gorson
Jowett; Musical Supervision; David Chudnow.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Expert.

Filmack Sets L. A. Branch
Chicago—^Filmack Trailer Corpo-

ration have announced the sched-
uled opening of a Los Angeles
branch on Sept. 2, with a complete
production laboratory.
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« REVIEUJS »

"Wyoming"
with William Elliott, Vera Ralston, John

Carroll

Republic 84 Mins.

TOP GRADE WESTERN FARE HAS FINE
PP-OUCTIO'N, PERFORMANCES; GOO'D
k- -=
M

Fully complemented in story, production

and with able performances all down the

line, "Wyoming" holds to the standard

previously set by this company in their top-

grade western fare. Patronage seeking ex-

citement along gunplay and brawling lines

won't be disappointed. In that respect the

film is loaded. For general audiences, it

is a well and colorfully documented drama

deriving from problems that beset bur-

geoning cattle empires of the 1870's. Boiled

down to motivation it concerns rustlers

who come posing as homesteaders. Casting

of the supporting roles is in fine taste.

The players render well.

Emigrating westward in a covered wagon,

Elliott meets up with and pitches in with

George "Gabby" Hayes, a rancher. Miss

Ralston is Elliott's wife. Shortly afterward

she dies in childbirth. Elliott and Hayes

prosper. Former's daughter later on goes

to Europe with Maria Oupsnskaya to be

educated. Miss Ralston re-appears again

as the grown child, returns to the cattle

empire that grew in her absence. John

Carroll is foreman on the place.

Soon nestors pour in to take up on land

thrown open by the government. Rustlers

begin their depredations with resultant

conflict between the two rival factions.

There is a killing. Elliott is acquitted. Al-

bert Dekker and his pluguglies frame a

showdown with connivance of an outlaw

who is also engaged by ranchers to drive

out the opposition. At the last moment the

plan misfires. Bloodshed is averted. Carroll

gets Miss Ra'ston and Elliott ga'ns under-

standing. Telling throughout is plentifully

punctuated with exciting riding, shooting

and brawling.

CAST: William Elliott, Vera Ralston, John
Carroll, Gaorge "Gabby" Hayes, Albert Dek-
ker, Virginia Grey, Maria Oupenskaya, Grant
Withers, Harry Woods, Minna Gombell, Dick
Curtis, Roy Barcroft, Trevor Bardette, Paul
Harvey, Tom London, Louise Kane, George
Chesebro, Linda Green, Jack O'Shea.

CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Joseph
'<ane; Screenplay by Lawrence Hazard, Ceroid
Geraghfy; Photography, John Alton; Musical
Director, Cy Feuer; Music, Nathan G. Scott,

Ernest Gold; Film Editor, Arthur Roberts: Sound,
Herber Norsch; Art Director, Frank Hotaling-
Set Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr., George
Suhr.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

lUEDDinC BELLS

Gilinsky-Kane
West Coast Biirrau nf TUP. FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Gilinsky of Los Angeles announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Merrily, to George Kane, manager
of the Carthay Circle. Feb. 14 has
been set for the wedding. The cou-
ple plan to spend their honeymoon
in the Pacific Northwest.

Ketcham-Halvorson
Minneapolis— Marjorie Ketcham,

Columbia assistant cashier, will
marry Robert Halvorson in the Fall.

Baritish Warned of Retaliation
Johnston Sees U.K. Gains in U.S. Lost

(Continued from Page 1)

by the U. S. Government and force
American companies to abandon
their deals with J. Arthur Rank,
Alexander Korda and others.

The MPAA head charged that the
Dalton tax violated the "spirit" of
the Geneva Trade Conference, the
British Loan Agreement and the
Reciprocal Trade Agreement with
Great Britain.

Althougih cautious in his lan-
guage, Johnston left little doubt
that this country and its motion
picture industry would be forced
to take retaliatory action
against the British, if the Dal-
ton proposals are put into ef-

fect.

The MPAA prexy said that with-
out a question the American pix
companies will no longer feel friend-
ly toward the British film industry
if the import duty is imposed and
the great gains made by the British

in this country would he lost.

Again terming the "Dalton plan
"unworkable," Johnston said it

would lead to a chain reaction of

restrictions throughout the world.
He said that he had been told by
representatives of two countries in

which British pix are shown that
similar restrictions would be im-
posed if the Dalton proposal went
through. He declined to name the
countries.
Johnston admitted that he had no

alternative to offer the British. He
emphasized, however, that "as of

now" he was working on an alter-

nate plan. He said he hoped to

have such a plan ready within two
or three weeks.

Alternative Is All-Industry Job
Johnston also stressed that oppo-

sition to the Dalton plan and pre-
sentation of an alternative should
be an all-industry effort, rather
than confined to MPAA member
companies.
The MPAA head said that he

planned to confer with SIMPP of-

ficials and representatives of all

Hollywood companies in an effort

to present a plan which will have
the solid backing of the entire
American motion picture industry.
Johnston also said that while in

London he stood pat on his sugges-
tion that the Quota Act should be
extended for a year's trial period.
He said he reiterated this stand to
ton British government officials.

\Vhile not specifying a date, John-
ston said he expected to return to

London and hoped to have an al-

ternate plan to present to the British.

Johnston continued that the
British had nothing to offer ex-
cept the Dalton plan as a solu-

tion to their admittedly critical

dollar exchange problem. The
British suggested no remittance
ceiling. Johnston also denied
that he was presented with the
CEA proposal of a .33 1/3 per
cent rental ceiling.

Questioned closely as to Brit-
ish earnings in this country,
Johnston said that British gross-
es this year would "greatly ex-

ceed" $10,000,000. Other MPAA
officials present at the inter-
view said the figure may reach
$20,000,000.
Johnston said that "if the pic-

tures are good" the British may
"gross" up to $25,000,000 in 1948.

"This may give Rank his $12,-
000,000 net in 1948," Johnston said.
Although there appeared to be

some conflict in the use of the terms
"gross" and "net," Johnston stuck
to his guns. As pointed out here, to
"net" $12,000,000, Rank's pix would
have to earn a total theater gross
of upwards of $60,000,000.

In an effort to spread acceptance
of British pix by the American pub-
lic, Johnston said MPAA had cir-

cularized teachers all over the coun-
try regarding "Henry V" and "Great
Expectations" and pointinff out the
films' interest to school children.

Discussing the top level confer-
ences he had in each of the 11 coun-

MPAA prexy Eric Johnston re-
vealed at his Washington press con-
ference that he had brought with
him three Polish reels, titled "War-
saw Dead," "Warsaw Lives" and
"Warsaw in the Spring" to show
President Truman. Johnston then
said he might "steal" the films from
the President and take them to
Hollywood.
The MPAA chief had high oraise

for many of the films he saw abroad,
including those in Russian-dominat-
ed countries. He said he was amazed
at the progress of a Russian di-

rector ooerating in Czechoslovakia.
He predicted that the Russians will
make very good Plms. He oraised
films piven to him by Film Potoski,
the Polish pix monopoly.

tries he visited, Johnston said he
discussed "deals" in each of the
countries. He said he discussed
American motion pictures with prime
ministers in each of the countries
and found widespread interest in
American pix. even in the countries
behind the "iron curtain."
He said native motion pictures

are "budding" throughout the world.
"There is a growing national de-

sire everywhere to make motion pic-
tures and show motion pictures. The
American film industry is going to
have a lot of competition all over
the world."
He said, however, that this com-

petition will be a healthy thing
for the American industry and
would "not necessarily" lead to a
cut in remittances abroad for Amer-
ican pix.

"I have found." he said, "that
competition broadens the market,
creates demand and improves the
product."
He said there was a great demand

abroad for more "realistic" Ameri-
can pix. He said he would make
concrete recommendations to Amer-
ican companies to accomplish this

end.
Johnston stated his Berlin

Play in Hungary

(Continued from Page 1)

larly if some of the films get extra
playing time at first run houses.

Release schedules indicate the
countries of origin as follows: U. S.,

80-90; Russia, 20-30; England, 15-
20; France, 20-30; Hungary, 10;
Italy and others, 10.

With the end of the current sea-
son another theater is lost to Ameri-
can product as, under the Hungarian
treaty, the Corvin, formerly a Ufa-
Tobis operation, is taken over by
Sowexportfilm. As soon as cur-
rent commitments are played off,
theater will play only Russian films
as at the other Sowexportfilm house,
the Urania.

Better Clearance or Suit,

^.eiber Warns Exchanges

Chicago—Harold Leiber, owner of
the Calumet Theater, Hammond,
Ind.. contemplates court action short-
ly if his demands for improved
clearance for his house are not met.
Leiber has notified exchanges to
that effect, according to his attor-
ney, Seymour Simon.

Correction
Republic picture reviewed in The

Film Daily on July 21 should have
been titled "Springtime in the
Sierras." Monogram has a picture,
"Song of the Sierras," now in dis-
tribution.

meeting with General Lucius
Clay was "very satisfactory."
He said the situation in Ger-
many was nearly resolved and
"two or three points" which the
American industry had found
"irritating" had been cleared up.
He said he saw no reason for
future talks with War Depart-
ment officials on the German
question but said he was per-
fectly willing, to do so. He said
that he expected MPEA would
be given a license to operate in

Germany and in two or three
months should be given physi-
cal distribution facilities in Ger-
many.
On the political scene, Johnston

again denied reports that he was
being groomed as a vice-president
running mate with Governor Thomas
E. Dewey. He said he had no de-
sire "at the present time to accept
any political office." He added that
the "present time" included next
year.
He stressed the importance of

the Marshall plan for aiding Eu-
rope.

He also emphasized the deplorable
lack of knowledge abroad of this

country. He said he was favorably
impressed with the State Depart-
ment's information program abroad
but said it should be expanded.
Although he admitted that he ex-

pected to find criticism, Johnston
said he discovered no opposition to

the Blum-Byrnes accord.
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JOSEPH m. SCHEnCKJUILL SELECT M PREHV
Servicemen's Ticket Tax Exemption Will End
Congress Sends Measure to

President as Session Ends;
Enutson Firm for Revision

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—One of the final acts

of the first session of the 80th Con-
gress was the adoption of a bill

amending the tax statutes to strike
out the admissions tax exemption of
servicemen in uniform at the end of
this year. This measure has now gone
to the White House for sig-nature,
and there is no reason to believe the
President will fail to sign it—espec-
ially since it carries a number of

(ConMnued on Page 5)
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Hines, GPE Chairman,

IPIa(e Elected Prexy

j

Promotion of Earle G. Hines to

;

the chairmanship of the General
Precision Equipment Corp. board and

I
the election of
Hermann G. Place
to succeed him as
(president, were \
announced over
the week-end by
Hines. Hines, who
has headed GPE
since June, 1936,
stated that he will

continue to take
an active part in

the affairs of the
company's subsid-
iaries.

Place, a mem-
ber of the GPE
board since its

reorganization in

1936, earlier directed much of the
reorganization activity when he was
a vice-president of the Chase Na-

1 (ConMnued on Page 4)
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HINES

3% Ticket Taar Passed
By Dayton Group

Dayton, 0. — A three per cent
tax on theater admissions has been
approved by the City Commission, ef-

fective Oct. 1 when the State va-

cates the amusement tax field. Levy
is expected to yield between $10,-

000 and $12,000 per month. Earl E.

Hagerman, finance director, said.

Minnesota Independent Exhibitors Will Meet
With 20th-Fox^s Andy Smith on August 5

Minneapolis—A luncheon meeting here August 5th at the Nicollet Hotel

between indie exhibitors and Andy Smith, 20th-Fox's general sales manager,

and Sam Shain, Twentieth's public relations counsel, has been arranged at

Smith's request by North Central Allied Prexy Bei^ Berger.

Pending this meeting, plans for running full page "investigation" ads in

Washington, D. C. dailies will be postponed. Berger also is awaiting action by

other major companies.

Smith Pian a "Right

Step,"—Rembus(h

Indianapolis—Twentieth-Fox's new
small town sales policy, placed in

effect by Andy W. Smith, Jr., gen-
eral sales manager, is hailed by
Trueman Kembusch, president of the
ATO of Indiana, in his current or-

ganizational bulletin as "a step in

the right direction if we are ever to

achieve better inter-industry rela-

tions," although the exhib. leader

says the Smith plan "is no panacea."
Rembusch, who engaged in an ex-

change of correspondence with Smith,

(Continued on Page 6)

Walsh to Report to

lA on U. K. Situation

Spier Named President
Of Northern Calif. TA

San Francisco—Richard Spier of

Fox West Coast Theaters was elected
president of the Northern Califor-

nia Theaters Association at the an-
nual meeting. Ben Levine is first

vice-president; Roy Cooper, second
vice-president and treasurer, and L.

S. Ham, secretary and legal advisor.
In addition to officers, directors in-

(Continued on Page 4)

Richard F. Walsh, lATSE presi-
dent, who returns from a lengthy
London visit today, will report on the
British film situation from the lA
viewpoint at the mid-Summer meet-
ing of the association's general ex-
ecutive board at the Copley-Plaza,
Boston. The board will convene on
Aug. 18 and remain in session for
the week.
Members of the board, in addition

to Walsih, are: First Vice-President

(Continued on Page 5)

Columbia Charged With
Duress in Parks' Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a suit for declara-

tory relief filed Monday in Superior
Court here, Larry Parks charged that
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures, threatened him with screen
oblivion unless the actor signed an
extended employment contract with
the studio in September, 1945.

This occurred, according to com-
(Continued on Page 6)

D. C. Ups Theater Fees 150%
900% Hike Applies to Two Capital Stands

Stanley Meyer Resigns
As FWC District Manager

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Stanley Meyer, dis-

trict manager for the first-run Pox
West Coast theaters in Los Angeles,
has announced his resignation, effec-

tive immediately.
Meyer was associated with the

(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — District Commis-

sioners yesterday raised license fees
for motion picture theaters to $75
a year—a jump of 150 per cent.

Theaters using "movable scenery,"
however, will have to pay $450 in-

stead of $50 for their licenses under
the new schedule, which becomes
effective on Oct. 1. Two pix houses

—

Loew's Capitol and the Howard—are
(Continued on Page 4)

Empowered by Pickforci,

Chaplin to Make Choice;
No Indication of Nominee

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— The UA man-

agement problem moved to-

wards a solution yesterday
when Gradwell L. Sears, vice-prexy
in charge of distribution, disclosed
at a meeting of UA producers tha/
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin
company's co-owners, had prevailed
upon Joseph M. Schenck, to pick i

(Continued on Page 6)

Second Allied Unit

Assails British Pix

Eldora, la.—That J. Arthur Rani
must overcome stiff indie exhibitoi
resistance, at least in some parts oi
the country, to gain playing time for
his pix is fui^ther pointed up by an
attack on all British films as "poison"
by Leo F. Wolcott, board chairman

(Continued on Page 4)

Johnston Says Marshall
Plan Making Headway

Chicago—MPAA President Eric A.
Johnston declared here yesterday be-
fore 1,200 luncheon guests, that the
United States and Western Europe

(Continued on Page 5)

JARO Debunks Studio
Acquisition Dreant

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur

Rank Organization yesterday cate-

gorically denied a Sunday Empire

News report that JAR is taking over

studios in seven countries in an ef-

fort to increase this country's film

revenues. News' space filler had

Rank in negotiations for plants in

Italy, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Nor-
way, Sweden, Canada and France,

with the "key" Continental studio in

Austria. Stars, technicians and equip-

ment would be flown as needed in

"private" planes, with the whole
project described as another JAR
reason for stopping the British duty

on American imports.
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>T'^elman's Mother Dead
Detroit — Mrs. Rose Adelman,

mother of Oscar Adelman, counsel
for the Cohen Theaters Circuit, is

dead. She is also survived by a
daughter.

MERVIN ASH « CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed and un-

listed securities avoilable upon request.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Cincinnati Keith Sale
Upheld by Ohio Court

Cincinnati—A petition to set aside
United Theaters' sale of the Keith
Theater and office building to City
Investing Co. has been dismissed by
the Ohio Supreme Court, upholding
findings already made by the Hamil-
ton County Common Pleas Court
and the Court of Appeals.

Action began in 1946 when more
than a majority of United Theaters
stockholders voted to accept City's

$1,165,000 offer. Lee Shubert and
William Klein, New York theatrical
men, opposed the action but were in
the minority. Later they demanded
cash value for their shares.

Hartley to Coast for

Labor Dispute Probe

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Chairman Fred Hart-

ley of the House Labor Committee
said he expects to reach Hollywood
next Monday morning in time for the
opening of hearings by Rep. Carroll
D. Kearns, R., N. J., on the Holly-
wood studio labor dispute. He be-
lieves now that Rep. Arthur Klein,
D., N. Y., may be unable to make it,

although he said he was not certain
of that. Klein's office could not be
reached to confirm.

8 Countries on Broidy's
Foreign Survey Itinerary

Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists and Monogram, will visit
eight European countries on his
forthcoming survey of foreign mar-
kets. Accompanied by Norton V.
Ritchey, president of Monogram In-
ternational, Broidy leaves for Lon-
don on Aug. 1, returning about Oct. 1.

Tour will cover cities in England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Denmark,
Italy, Norway and Sweden.

Allied ITO of Ia.-Neb.

Omaha Film Clinic Oct. 7

Eldora, la.—Allied ITO of Iowa-
Nebraska will hold a one-day meet-
ing and "film clinic" in Omaha on
Oct. 7.

A regional meeting is being held
today at Carroll, a second will be
held' tomorrow in Norfolk, a third
Thursday in Spencer, and a fourth
next Monday at Keota.

Screen Guild Franchise
Holders In Tenn. Parley

Memphis—Screen Guild franchise
holders will meet at the Peabody
Hotel on Aug. 3-4.

Well Known Distributor
Has Made All the Key Cities for Over
20 Years. Will Handle Your Business
on a Flat or Commission Bzsis. Leaving
Middle of August.

Box 155

Film Daily, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

jANFA Would Aid Mayor's
!
Eastern Production Plan

Any information or service that
Mayor William O'Dwyer, and Ed-
ward McGuire, director of the City
Division of Labor Relations, may re-
quire in their efforts to increase film

production in the East, are offered by
the Allied Non-Theatrical Film As-
sociation in a letter to the Mayor
signed by William F. Kruse, presi-
dent. Communication expresse_s the
hope that the Mayor will bear in

mind the needs not only of the the-

atrical production industry, but also

of the non-theatrical branch.
In this connection, letter points

out the 16 mm. films are already
well represented in the area, with
23 of 53 producers listed in the
ANPA Year Book having New York
addresses, as well as 20 of 32 whole-
sale 16 mm. film sources, 41 of 372
non-theatrical film libraries, 25 of 84
audio-visual equipment manufactur-
ers, and over 200 of about 1,000 indi-

viduals listed as prominent in the
field of audio-visual education and
non-theatrical films.

Flags and Posters Up
For UN Week Approved

The executive committee of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture The-
aters Association has approved the
displaying of a set of miniature flags
representing the 55 members of the
United Nations in the lobbies of
member theaters during UN Week
which begins Sept. 7 and runs
through the 20th. Also approved for
display is a group of seven relevant
posters.

Flags and posters will be distrib-
uted to circuit home offices and to
individual theaters through the office

of Clark M. Eichelberger, director of
the American Association for UN.

Two UA Re-issues Start

At the Broadway Friday

UA is installing two of its re-
issues, "Lady of Burlesque" and
"The Great John L" in the Broad-
way Theater Friday, following the
current "Copacabana" which exits
after three weeks.

Aug. 20 Hearing For
District Theater Case

Chicago—Hearing on the District
Theater anti-trust suit has been set
for Aug. 20 by Judge E. Shaw.

Th» lotatt It M.M. tountf
equ/pm«nf has be»n Installed
in our air conditioned , , .

SCREENING ROOM
. . . in addition to our 35 M.M.
R.C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
Simplex Projectore . . .

Can We "Show" YoiiP
Call: Circle 6-0081-2-3-4
P*t7m Storaae and Serviet

BONDED
FILM STORAGE Co., Inc.
'«B0 BROADWAY. N. Y. C.

COminC and GOinG

W. RAY JOHNSTON, board chairman o

Allied Artists and Monogram, arrived in Hoi
lywood over the week-end, following a two
month business tour of European countries,

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, producer of M-G-M'
"The Hucksters," arrived from the Coast yes

terday and on Friday will sail for Englanc
aboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

LINDSLEY PARSONS, producer; PH^v^ PRI-

SON, director; and RODDY McDOW/\ /itae
head company leaving Hollywood today fo

Bridgeport, Cal., for two weeks of locatioi
shooting on "Rocky."

ALAN F. CUMMINGS, head of M-G-M's ex-

change operations and maintenance, returnee
yesterday from a week-end in Indianapolis. i

M. L. SIMONS, editor of M-G-M's The Dis

'

tributor and assistant to H. M. Richey, is va

catlonlng.

A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal-lnt'l assistant gen
eral sales manager, left yesterday for o trip

to the Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, Dal
las and Oklahoma City branches.

F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal-lnt'l Southern
and Canadian sales manager, leaves today fo!

Toronto.

JOE FRIEDMAN, of Warners' field exploito

tion dep't in New York, left yesterday fo>|

Skowhegan, Me., to assist Art Moger, Ne
England rep., in connection with the "Lit

With Father" world premiere.

SAUL ELKINS, Warners' writer-director, re

turned to the studio over the week-end from
Canada, where directed filming of a Tech-
nicolor two-reeler on the famous Calgary Stam
pede and Exhibition.

RICHARD F. WALSH, lATSE president, and
RENE CLAIR are due from Europe today
the S.S. Mauretania.

IKE and HARRY KATZ, Kay Film Exchanges
execs., are at Hotel Astor to complete negoti-

ations for product for their five exchanges of

Washington, D. C, Atlanta, Charlotte, Mem-
phis, and New Orleans.

MEL KLEIN, of Columbia, has returned to

Frisco from Chicago where he had flown to'

be with his father, who was seriously ill.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

Disc R'.'cordinq Fofjllti

'\

THE STANDARD
REFERENCE
BOOK

of the

MOTION
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INDUSTRY

Publithed by

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, N«w York 18, N. Y.
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Second Allied Unit

Assails British Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Allied Independent Theater

Owners of Iowa-Nebraska.

Writing in the current member-
ship bulletin, Wolcott asserts that

British pix always have been "poi-

son" in the Mid-West's small towns.
"Apparently made for the big

cities and the 'art' theaters, they
won't get a dime in the grass roots
theaters," Wolcott adds. "Why, you
can't even understand half the
'Limey' dialect. Hollywood's poor B
pictures are better than British
tripIe-A's for us. Small town exhib-
itors should certainly not buy for-
eign films at any price."

The Iowa-Nebraska association is

the second aflfiliate of national Allied
to take potshots at British pix, and
may point the way for a general
stand similarly by Allied units. The
first attack came from the Eastern
Pennsylvania Allied affiliate.

Eank was invited to address the
convention of a third Allied unit, the
ITO of Ohio, but declined because of
the proximity of the meeting to his

New York sailing date.

Scott Wilts a Ntoniker

From Holdup of Bank
San Francisco — Carl Scott, Co-

lumbia exchange sales manager, has

ben dubbed Bank Bandit Scott fol-

lowing some recent excitement along

Film Row. A few minutes after a

local bank was held up, someone re-

ported seeing a man in a blue sports

suit driving a new black Packard

into a filling station at Turk and

Hyde Sts. Description fitted that

broadcast by the police and in a

few minutes the filling station was
surrounded by police cars. It took

the filling station operator quite a

few minutes to convince the authori-

ties that the driver of the Packard

was hard working Scott.

SOPEG Asks 30% Pay
Tilt for 2,500 in H. O.'s

DeVaul Palmer Dead
Sheridan, Ind. — DeVaul Palmer,

47, fonner operator of the Hippo-
drome Theater, is dead.

D. C. Group Increases

Theater Fees 150%
(Continued from Page 1)

affected by this 900 per cent in-

crease.

The new fees were imposed to

meet the increased cost of inspection

and supervision, it was explained.

Washington theater owners gener-

ally did not oppose a higher fee.

Present fees for motion picture
theaters are $30 a year.

With the wage re-opening clause
expiring Sept. 27, SOPEG's Local
109 yesterday asked for 30 per cent
or $10 a week raise on behalf of the

\ 2,o()0 home office employes at Loew's,

I

Columbia, 20th - Fox, Paramount,
I

EKO, National Screen and Republic.
United Artists, whose wage clause

:

expired May 31, has promised to

j

grant the same concessions as the

[

other companies, retroactive to the

end of May.
According to a survey conducted

by SOPEG's Contract Reseai'ch and
Negotiating Committee, of the 1,814
employes polled, 46.1 per cent earn
less than $35 a week; 78.2 per cent
earn less than $45 a week.
SOPEG is also seeking for a 15

per cent increase or the minimum of
the new classification, whichever is

higher, when an employe is promoted.
Representing the union in the ne-
gotiations are Prexy Sidney Young,
Sec'y-Treas. Otto Langer, Guild reps.

Paul Lubow and Jean Rosensaft, and
an Employes Negotiating Committee
elected by the membership.

George S. Applegate Dead
George S. Applegate, engineering

chief for Westrex Corp., a subsidiary
of Western Electric, died suddenly on
July 25 following a heart attack.

Funeral services will be held this

evening at the Fairchild Chapel in

Garden City with interment tomor-
row morning in Port Washington.

Hines, GPE Chairman,

Place Elected Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

tional Bank. During his career as ai

officer of the Seaboard Nationa

Bank, Equitable Trust Co. i

Chase, Place has been coifc'lQe(

mostly with problems related\v,^h(

film industry. He was active in th(

reorganization of the Film Corp

and Fox West Coast. He re

signed as a 20th-Fox director am
as chairman of its executive com
mittee in early 1944 to rejoin Chase
National as a vice-president.

Administi'ation of the GPE affiairs

is largely concerned with finance
business and legal advice to the man-
agement of its subsidiaries, Hine;
pointed out in describing the selec-

tion of Place as a particularly happy
one.

Spier Named President
Of Northern Calif. TA

(Continued from Page 1)

elude Lee Dibble, Harry Franklyn
Robert Lippert, George Nasser, C
V. Taylor, Sid Weisbaum and Jerry
Zigmond. Hulda McGinn continues
in charge of public relations, while
Charles Thall was reappointed ex-

ecutive secretary.

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN • Screenplay by Robert Rossen • A Paramount Picture
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Walsh to Report to

lA on U. K. Situation

(Continued from Page 1)

Harland Holmden, Cleveland; Second

Vice-President William P. Covert,

Toronto; Third Vice-President Floyd

1 JJ^ Billingsley, San Francisco; Fourth

,^ce-President James J. Brennan,

• New York; Fifth Vice-President

Roger M. Kennedy, Detroit; Sixth

Vice-President Felix D. Snow, Kan-
sas City; Seventh Vice-President

Carl G. Cooper, Hollywood; Eighth

Vice-President William C. Barrett,

Hollywood; Ninth Vice-President
Louise Wright, Dallas, and General
Secretary - Treasurer William P.

Raoul.
lA District No. 3, comprised of

locals in Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Connecticut, will hold a
convention in the Bradford Hotel,
Boston, opening on Aug. 17, just
prior to the executive board meeting.
The New England district also will

entertain the board members, official

family and guests at a banquet in the
Bradford on the evening of the 17th.

W. Bolcorski Dead
Cleveland—W. Balcorski, partner

of F. W. Porosynki in the New Vic-
tory and Garfield Theaters, is dead.

REUJ POSTS
EDWARD ESCHMANN, Universal salesman, In-

dianapolis.

ROBERT MUENSTER, National Theatre Supply,
Indianapolis.

EDWARD B. LEBBY, Film Classics solesman, In-

dianapolis.

SAMUEL H. GREISMAN, Midwest Theaters' gen-
eral manager, Detroit.

CLARENCE ROWSTON, Ernie Forbes Theoter
Supply salesman, Detroit.

ROBERT F. SHAW, copy department, Ross Roy,

Detroit.

CHARLES TAYLOR, Castle National Drive-in

Theaters, Cleveland.

Stanley Meyers Resigns
^3 FWC District Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

Skouras brothers for the past 17

years, having started in the theater
managing department in Milwaukee
in 1930. In 1937, he was transferred
to Fox West Coast Theaters in Cali-

fornia where he served for the past
10 years.

In announcing his resignation,
Meyer stated that his future plans at
this time are indefinite.

Ehrlich Leaves 20ih-Fox

Joe Ehrlich, syndicate and wire
services contact at 20th-Fox for the
past four years, has resigned effec-

tive immediately. He will rest at his

Boston home before resuming in the
industry.

Johnston Says Marshall
Plan Making Headway

(Continued from Page 1)

are now determined that economic re-

covery shall not be held back any
longer by Russian vetoes.

Speaking at a luncheon of the Na-
tional Association of Credit Jewelers,

Johnston said that two years have
been wasted trying to co-operate with
Russia but Russia's veto has always
stood in the way. The Paris (Mar-
shall plan) conference, he said, is

making progress because there have
been no deliberately designed delay-

ing tactics. There is no one there to

use the veto.

The MPAA head cautioned how-
ever that any practical plan to aid
Europe must envisage a greater ex-
change of goods and the Marshall
Plan or any other plan will accom-
plish little or nothing unless trade
barriers are reduced to permit freer
exchange of goods and services.
He stated that this country would

be ahead if we spent the billions

called for under the Marshall Plan
than to spend 350 billions that an-
other war would cost.

Television was not making any
progress in Germany, he said.

He had no objections to the Ger-
mans engaging in film production
again, providing the films were prop-
erly screened by American author-
ities.

Servicemen's Ticket

Tax Exemption to End

(Continued from Page 1)

other minor revisions in the tax
code.

In the meantime, House Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Harold
Knutson, before leaving for his Min-
nesota home, let it he known that his
determination not to press for in-

come tax reduction next year does
not affect plans for a general revision
of the tax structure.

It was not at all certain that Knut-
son would not change his mind on
income taxes as well by next year,
since other GOP leaders seem dis-

posed toward another attempt. Knut-
son's mind has been changed on a
number of important issues during
the past eight months.

Plans for the Ways and Means
Committee still call for sessions be-
ginning in November to whip to-

gether an overall tax revision bill.

It is during these sessions that the
fate of the pix admissions levy will

be settled—with the whole question
of elimination or reduction of the
tax to be discussed.

Valentine Ney Dies
Canton, O.—Valentine L. Ney, 92,

who with J. A. Bernower built the
Ohio Theater Building in 1913 and
operated the theater until 1920, is

dead.

week-day opening rec-

ords at Salt Lake City

World Premiere and
second day tops opening

days of Paramount's big-

gest... as 'Tury's" tough-

fisted drama blasts toward

all-time record week!

LIZABETH SCOTT • JOHN HOOIAK

BURT LANCASTER

in HAL WALUS' Production

MARY ASTOR • WENDELL COREY

W^
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Joseph M. Schendc

To Select UA Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

successor to Edward C. Raftery as

prexy.
Sears said that Miss Pickford

granted Schenck complete power of

attorney for a long period of time
and that Chaplin had empowered
Schenck to select a president for UA.
Schenck is not relinquishing his con-

nections with 20th-Fox and is re-

ceiving no compensation of any kind.

Sears declared that Schenck is do-
ing this because of his friendship

for Pickford and Chaplin and be-

cause of his long former connection
with UA.
The president to be appointed will

have complete autonomy and a cast-

ing vote. Sears said United Artists

plans for improved distribution in

Great Britain will hinge on the

appointment of the president.

Sears' announcement of the Pick-

ford-Chaplin agreement to leave the

choice of a new UA president with
Schenck did not necessarily preclude

a sale of Miss Pickford's interest in

the company, it was believed,

although this opinion here was by
no means imanimous.
There were no inklings last night

as to Schenck's possible nominee for

the presidency. There was feeling,

however, that he will act quickly to

end the uncertainties that have
worked against UA's progress. It

was felt doubtful under the circum-

stances that the post would now go
to George Bagnall, a vice-president

headquartering here, whose elevation

had been indicated by Miss Pickford
at the recent UA sales meet in New
York.

Columbia Charged With
Duress in Parks' Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

plaint, after Parks had won, by com-
petitive screen test, role of Al Jolson
in "The Jolson Story." Parks claims
he had been under contract to Colum-
bia since 1941, at which time he was
told he must sign a new seven-year
deal or he would not be permitted to

play the Jolson part. When the actor

refused, Cohn threatened to ruin
Parks by relegating him perman-
ently to obscurity of inferior roles in

"C" pictures.

Parks states, through his attor-

neys, that he recently notified Colum-
bia studios that he considered his

1945 contract null and void because
of the allegedly unfair manner in

which it was negotiated.
A studio statement was not avail-

able at press time.

SICK LIST

MRS. EDMUND L DORFMANN, wife of

United World Films' vice-president, Edmund
Dorfmann, returns today from Le Roy Sani-

tarium, after a short illness.

Tuesday's Tele-lines

• • • ARE THERE ANY TELEVISION ASPECTS of that Wamer
take-over of Pathe News, bearing in mind that recently-announced WB-

RCA large screen tele deal? ... • Have you heard that Exclusive

Films, headed by Will Hammer and Enrique Carreras, will distribute

Screen Guild pix in the U. K.? ... • Roy E. Martin, Alabama circuit

operator, has opened his new Idle Hour Park airport at Phoenix City. . .

• There's at least one circuit exec, who thinks Hollywood is turning

out too many pix in which murder and crime figure as conmionplace

loseph D. Eagan of Wilmer & Vincent told the Nassau Review-

Star the other day that "The motion picture business should be set

back on its heels for making so many murder pictures, filled with

crime and violence" There could be something to that And
our British cousins are falling into the self-same trap, it appears. . . .

• Maybe you read those few lines from London the other day re-

porting the demise there of Lord Lee of Fareham, and a reference to

his identification with Gaumont-British Back in the pre-Rank days

when the Ostrers and 20th-Fox both held 49 per cent of the voting

control, Loi<d Lee held the other two per cent as a guaranty that con-

trol would not slip away to the U. S

T T T
• • • BACKWARD GLANCES FROM the FILM DAILY files: Pro-

ducers Distributing Corp. formed by Frank Hall.—FD, July 29, 1918

T T
• • • METRO WILL PUT a $150,000 ad campaign behind Her-

bert Wilcox's "Picadilly Incident" when the Anna Neagle-Michael Wild-

ing starrer is distributed on this side. ... • Rex Harrison says the

reason he walked! out on Eve Arden's Sealtest oir show was because

lines assigned him were in bad taste One of the cracks, says

Harrison, would have had him referring to King George V as "the

English, Atwater Kent.". . . • It's good to see a circuit (Alliance) re-

mind employes in a bulletin, "Your patron is not dependent upon you

you are dependent upon him" While theater courtesy dur-

ing the war years never slipped to the point that dep't store courtesy

did, the fact remains that some ushers, cashiers, etc., regard patrons

as rank outsiders to the theater That's definitely not good

T T
• • • SAM SEIDELMAN. Eagle-Lion's foreign sales chief, will

outline the company's plans for world-wide distribution, with emphasis

on Latin America, at an industry press luncheon at Toots Shor's Thurs-

day Pathe Industries and JARO execs, will sit in. . . . • Print

damage is on the rise, according to field reports. ... • The acme oi

dep't store tie-ups hereabouts could be Warners' with McCreery's for

"Life With Father" So complete is the. take-over, you almost

expect to see Warnerites behind the counters! ... • George Pal

is turning toy manufacturer via plastic puppets. ... • With "Forever

Amber" coming up, mebbel it's not surprising that Virginia Seguin and
Norma Boyle of the 20th-Fox exchange there have turned out a new
song, "Amber Eyes," given its ABC net inaugural by Henry Brandon's

ork. ... • That "Films of the World" Festival sponsored by the Chi-

cago Film Council at Chi.'s Surf in October-November will be confined to

informational films'.

T T T
• • • PHIL M. acknowledges, with thanks (and a couple of mari-

tal misgivings) the receipt of a little leather tome thoughtfully inscribed,

"The Secret Life of ," presented by Lyim Famol as an ingenious

little reminder that the newest 'Danny Kaye pic for Samuel Goldwyn is

about to debut. ... • Didja know that AUied's Caravan is now send-

ing out new weekly local flashes to its members? ... • Leo F.

Wolcott, board chairman of the AITO of Iowa-Nebraska, reports that

he knows an exhib. Txrho predicates his film-buying on the reviews in

a fan magazine Now, pod, Phil M. has heard everything! . . .

Smith Plan a "Right

Step,"—Rembusch

(Continued from Page 1)

posing two questions (see The Film
Daily for July 22), in the bulletin

calls Smith's assurance that 20th-

Fox will allow legit, expenses dT/
\

any theater in computing a fair » /
equitable scale "a definite gain for

exhibitors."

Declaring that Smith is to be com-
mended for his attitude, Rembusch
expressed hope that other distribs.

will follow suit.

Rembusch, however, finds certain

"bad points" in the new plan, and
cites:

"The plan does not cover sufficient

theaters; does not clearly define

problem theaters; does not give same
profit guarantee to all exhibitors;

does not allow sufficient profits for

exhibitors; covers a maximum of

five and a minimum of two pictures
of the Fox yearly output."

"So," asks Rembusch, "what ap-
plication does the plan have to the
rest of the Fox releases ? The plan
does not cover specials."

John Balaban Group Off
To Study Plight of Jews

Chicago—A group of Chicago busi-
ness men, headed by John Balaban,
secretary and treasurer of Balaban
& Katz, leave today via 20th Cen-
tury to investigate general conditions
affecting the Jews of the Continent
and Holy Land. Party hopes to as-
certain their needs in foods and sup-
plies and to study the problem of
resettlement and rehabilitation.
Balaban is chairman for the 1947

Jewish Welfare campaign and he
will be accompanied by William K.
Hollander, advertising director of B
& K circuit; Irv Kupcinet, Chicago
Daily Times columnist; Nathan Cum-
mings, president of Consolidated
Grocers, co-chairman of drive;

Abram Pritzker, attorney; Harry I.

Hoffman, president of J. S. Hoffman
Co., and Leon Caine, president of

Caine Steel Co.
Their itinerary includes Palestine,

Germany, Poland, Czechoslavakia,
Italy, France and England.

Chicago's Jewish Welfare Fund
campaign for 1947 is for $12,000,900
and is part of a national campaign
of the United Jewish Appeal for

$170,000,000.
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ANOTHER GREAT
muBLE-Aam package
JOLTING THE NATION'S

BOX OFFICESM

f.llPCf/M

i'l

Edward Small

Screen Masterpieces''

re-released by

Producers Releasing

Corporation

Rightjonlfil'mels^crKIt <^x^ and

"Last of the Mohicans'-lKalt^^lbitor-

exhilarating power package-comes...

^^ khxandre Dumas' Amazing Adventure

"THE CORSICAN BROTHERS"
starring DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

and .

"SOUTH OF PAGO PAGO"
with JON HALL and VICTOR Me.LAG tEN.

^v/illiWtSJBW*
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Keep on hammering away at that Box

Office, brother ... if you want to keep

those patrons coming back ! . . . Don't

be satisfied with a wishy-washy, half-

hearted selling-job...when you KNOW
that it takes the Hammer-a?td-Tongs

^type of SHOWMANSHIP to do the

Job! . . . Enlarge those newspaper ads

. . . and give them more Sock! . . . Get

some extra time on Radio! . . . Paper

those Highways and Byways . . . with

eye-catching Lithographs . . . that bring

people to your theatre! . . . Tell your

story from your screen ... in more ways

than one . . . and find a few more spots

in your Lobby and Front . . . for Eye-

catching ACCESSORIES!... This is

no time for dilly-dallying! . . . Get Back

to Hammer-and-Tongs SHOWMAN-
SHIP ... the kind that forges Bigger

Receipts ... 2ii your BOX OFFICE!

7^
pt^^

SERVICE
Of meMot/smy

S<sih

%
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BBiTBin's imposiTion Of dutv sbid hebr
Rank Entry as Bidder tor Purchase ot UA Seen
Schenck Awaits Power of

Attorney from Chaplin;
Feel UA Sale is Definite

By RALPH WILK
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The name of J. Arthur

Rank as a possible purchaser of
United Artists from Charles Chaplin
and Mary Pickford was introduced
yesterday as Joseph M. Schenck
awaited the formal receipt of a
power of attorney from Chaplin.
Schenck will not act in UA matters
until then. However, it was denied

(Continued on Page 5)

Myers to Draft Strict

Law Cutting As(ap $$

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Legislation aimed at

drastically limiting or terminating
Ascap's collection of royalties for
screen music will be drafted by
Abram F. Myers, Allied States gen-
eral counsel and board chairman, for
submission to Congress, it was re-
vealed yesterday.

Allied's executive committee meet-
ing here authorized Myers to draft

(Continued on Page 8)

New Jersey Federation
Backs Bingo Amendment
New Brunswick, N. J. — George

Gould of the Federation of New Jer-
sey Theaters was among those sup-
porting a proposed amendment to
the New Jersey constitution to legal-
ize bingo and other games of chance,
at the State Constitutional Conven-
^t (Continued on Page 4)

Warner Pathe ]%ews
ln]%.Y.Botv Aug. 13
Official take-over date of Pathe

News by Warners has been set as

Aug. 11, it was learned yesterday.

Pre-release showing of the first is-

sue of Warner Pathe News, will take

place in New York City Theaters on
Aug. 13.

First general release of the War-
ner Pathe News is scheduled for

Aug. 17.

Editorial

Wanteds An Alternative
. , . to the Dalton duty plan

By CHESTER B. BAHN

"^ODAY'S meeting of the MPAA board of directors. President Eric A. Johnston presiding,

* could prove—and undoubtedly will so prove—to be the most momentous held in years.

Certainly, the most momentous since the end of World War II, and events may dictate

a still longer period.

There's no mystery about it: Before the board will be the British dollars situation,

worsening with each tick of the clock, and what to do about it—either come up, and

pronto, with an alternative to the so-called Dalton heavy duty plan, or see the latter

activated by Prime Minister Attlee's Chancellor of the Exchequer.

While there is a feeling on this side that there still is time to work out an alternative

proposal, from London last night from well informed industry circles came a warning that

the sands in the hour glass were running out, and that immediate action was vital.

"Unless some plan is forthcoming at once, the likelihood is that the ad valoreum tax

(Continued on Page 8)

Walsli to Sound Out

SDG on British Pad

Richard F. Walsh, lATSE prexy,
returning on the SS Mauretania yes-
terday after a six-week visit to Eng-
land, Scotland, Eire and Belgium,
disclosed that he had promised to

contact the Sci"een Directors Guild,

on behalf of British labor organiza-
tions, to ascertain whether the Guild

(Continued on Page 6)

Financing Stays French
Top Barrier, Says Clair

Financing is still the greatest bar-

rier to the rebuilding of the French
film industry, Rene Clair, ace direc-

tor, told the press yesterday upon
arriving here with his wife aboard
the SS Mauretania.

Domestically, it's tough on the

(Continued on Page 5)

ATO of Gulf Slates

Thanks Smith for Plan

New Orleans — A resolution ex-

pressing thanks to Andy Smith, gen-

eral manager of 20th-Fox for his

stand to establish a new company
policy to assist small independent
exhibitors was adopted yesterday by
directors of the Allied Theater Own-

(Continued on Page 6)

Essaness Trying Singles

For Top Film Attractions

Chicago — Encouraging results

from experimental single bill pro-

grams in dual houses are reported by
Emil Stern, general manager of the

Essaness Circuit. Group's Oak Park
houses, and the Oriental, Woods and
Devon Theaters in Chicago use single

films as a regular policy, but the rest

(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Net Up to $19,134,000
Nine Mos. Report $4,385,000 Over 1946

Rules Board May Control

Tele, in Penna. Taverns

Harrisburg, Pa.—Television receiv-

ing sets are "moving picture exhibi-

tions" within the meaning of the

Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board
Act and as such may be shoAvn only

in places which have obtained a
(Continued on Page 6)

Warners yesterday reported a net

profit of $19,134,000 for the nine

months ended May 31, an increase of

$4,385,000 over the $14,749,000 re-

ported for the comparable period

ended June 1, 1946. Earnings are

equal to $2.60 per share on the 7,341,-

680 common shares outstanding, as

against $1.99 earned in the same 1946

(Continued on Page 6)

Dalton Unless Alternative

Plan Received Said Ready
To Act Within a Few Days

London (By Cable)—In-
formed trade quarters here yes-
terday said that immediate ac-
tion on the part of the American film

industry is vital if U. S. film imports
into the United Kingdom are to

escape the ad valorem duty which
Parliament has empowered Chancel-
lor of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton to

impose at his discretion.

Unless some alternative plan is

(Continued on Page 8)

Warners to Address

N. Y. Sales Conclave

Harry M. Warner, WB president,

and Maj. Albert Warner, vice-presi-

dent, will be principal speakers at

H. WARNER A. WARNER

the opening day's session of the com-
pany's three-day sales convention

(Continued on Page 4)

Korda Sets Alliance

With Theater Group
London (By Cable) — Stars and

leading players of London Film Pro-

ductions will be invited to appear

in plays produced by the British

Theater Group, under a stage and

screen alliance with Sir Alexander

Korda. Group starts production in

September under the auspices of

the Arts Council of Great Britain,

with Basil Dean as director.
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High Low Close
Am. Seat 173^ ly/g MVs -

Bell & Hov/ell 23 227/8 227/8 -

Columbia Picts 193/8 18 18
East. Kodak '473/8 46 46
Gen. Free. Eq 19 18 ISVi -

Loew's, Inc 233/8 22V2 22% -

Paramount 277/8 271/4 271/4 -

RKO 133A 131/8 131/4 -

Republic Pict 51/2 S'/a SVs -

Republic Pict. pfd. M'A 14 I4V4 -

70th Century-Fox .. SlVa 30*8 303/8 -

20th Century-Fox pfd. 39 39 39
Universal Pict 171/2 17 17
Worner Bros I6V2 Ifi'/s I6I/8 -

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. 4 4 4 -

R!<o 37/8 31/2 31/2 -

Sonotone Corp. 31/2 31/2 31/2 -

Technicolor UVi 137/8 137/8 -

Trans-Lux 37/5 37/3 37/5 -

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 41/2

Net
Chg.

- 7/8:

- 1'/8
- 1

- 1%
- 1/4

- %
- %
- '/t

- 11/2

- 1

- %

- i/s

- V2
- l/»

- 'A
-

Va

Asked
6%
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NFB Dismissed from Suit

Fedeial Judge Alexander Holtzoff
yesterday dismis.sed the National
Film Board of Canada as a defendant
in the $1,900,000 copyright infringe-
ni'-nt suit filed by Herman Axelbank,
receiver, against two former receiv-
ers and a number of companies
alleged to have used portions of the
i-please, "Tsar to Lenin." Film Board
va dismissed on the grounds that
i- .. a foreign corporation,

cominG (inD goiag
$410,113 Theater Building

Receives OHE's Approval

ERIC A. JOHNSTON is scheduled to leave

at the week-end for his Spokane, Wash., home
for a three-week stay.

BEN KALMENSON, vice-president and gen-

eral sales manager of Warners, and SAM LEF-

KOWITZ, Eastern district manager, were in

Boston yesterday conferring with Branch Man-
ager Bill Horan. They return to New York to-

day.

MOE SILVER, zone manager for Warner
Theaters in Pittsburgh, and HARRY FEINSTEIN,
film buyer and booker for that zone, are in

New York for few days.

PLAYWRIGHT NOEL COWARD and DIANA
WYNYARD, Britis'i film player, are due today

on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

BILLY DeWOLFE has returned to Hollywood
from a tour of more than two months in con-

nection with openings of "Dear Ruth" and
"The Perils of Pauline."

Warners' DANE CLARK arrived in town
yesterday from the Burbank studio to appear
in the stage production of "The Front Page"
at the McCarter Theater, Princeton, N. J. next

week.

BERNIE EVENS, M-6-M exploiteer for Kan-
sas City and St. Louis, will spend his vacation
starting Saturday visiting his oarents at Plotts-

burg, N. Y.

EDWARD M. SAUNDERS, assistant M-G-M
general sales manager, is due back Aug. 4

from a Vergennes, Vt., vacation.

MAURICE N. WOLF, assistant to H. M. Richey,
arrived in town yesterday from Boston for

'three days of home office conferences.

EDDIE ROCHESTER and his wife are due in

New York, after a Chicago p. a.

BEN ASTOR, of Columbia Int'l, returned from
his Havana honeymoon.

JACQUELINE WHITE, RKO player, will stop
off in Manhattan for 10 days, and then pro-
ceed to Boston to attend the preeming of "The i

Long Night."
'

^ones Named Head of RCA
1

Recording Sales on Coast
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Watson Jones has

been named manager of RCA's
Hollywood film recording sales, it is

announced by Barton Kreuzer, man-
ager of RCA film recording activities.

Jones, who succeeds W. V. Wolfe, has
been associated with RCA in the mo-
tion picture field for nearly 20 years,
in Hollywood for the past 17.

Jones is known for his work in
Fantasound with the Walt Disney
Studios, and for the commercial
planning in connection with the cur-
rent modernization of Columbia's re-
cording facilities. RCA'.s first 16
mm. mobile recording studio was en-
gineered by him, and he also de-
signed and built the company's new
unit construction recording system.

Dembow, Jr. Named Rep.
For "Sleep My Love"

ll'csf Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Dembow. Jr.,

president of Producers' Service Corp.,
yesterday was named world-wide
representative on the forthcoming
Chailes "Buddy" Rogers-Ralph Cohn
production. "Sleep My Love." Mary
Pickford, president of Triangle Pro-
ductions, made the announcement.
Dembow, currently at the home

office for conferences with Paul N.
Lazaru.s, Jr., UA ad-publicity head,
and Joseph Curtis of Weiss and Gel-
ler, leaves tomorrow on a tour of
United Artists branches in connec-
tion with the film.

BILL BRENNAN, manager of Columbia's

print department, returns next week from a

fortnight's business trip to the West Coast.

BILLY WILDER, Paramount director, sails

tor Europe today on the S.S. America, accom-
panied by Charles Coleman, Jr.

KENNETH CLARK, of the MPAA, is in New
York from Washington.

MRS. FRANCES WARREN HARDING, Boston

correspondent of THE FILM DAILY, will be in

New York next Monday to play in a three-day

bridge tournament at the St. George Hotel,

Brooklyn.

AARON STEIN, Chicago theater attorney and
ARTHUR SCHOENSTADT, head of the Schoen-
stadt theater circuit, have returned from New
York.

JEFFREY BERNERD, Allied Artists' producer,
will leave for England today for o two-month
stay.

RAY G. COLVIN, TEDPA president, will leave

for Washington on Aug. 5 to moke final arrange-
ments for the group's Sept. 25-29 convention
at the Shoreham Hotel.

S. J. GARDNER, Metro's Coost sales exec,
is visiting Portland and Seattle.

GEORGE A. HICKEY, Metro Coast sales man-
ager, is visiting Denver and Salt Lake City

offices, and will visit San Francisco on his re-

turn trip.

L. E. TILLMAN, Columbia's Frisco branch
manager, is on a swing through this territory.

WILLIAM HEALEY, assistant to Austin C.

Keough, Paramount's vice-president in charge of

legal affairs, is on a two-week motor trip in

upstate New York, with Lake Placid, Saranac
Lake and Saratoga on his itinerary.

JAN GRIPPO, Monogram producer, has post-

poned his New York trip owing to the continued
illness of his wife, agent Flo Browne. Grippo
now plans to leave Hollywood early in August

JULES LEVEY will leave for England with

MRS. LEVEY on Aug. 1. He will return Sept. 4,

ALF KJELLIN, Swedish star signed by David
O. Selznick, arrived on the S.S. Gripsholm from
Gutenberg yesterday.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
short subject sales and importations and re-

prints. Is in New Orleans from Dallas.

J. G. MAYER, Metro studio manager, and
MRS. MAYER are visiting San Francisco.

CARY GRANT, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, with

her mother and father, are Chicago visitors.

ROMAN TOPOROW, RKO player, flies to

Paris today for a featured role in "Berlin Ex-

press."

Golding Leaves Goldwyn;
Will Assume Korda Post

London (By Cable)—David Gold-
ing, press rep. here for Samuel
Goldwyn Prods., has resigned and
has been appointed special rep. in

England in charge of U. S. publicity
for Morris Helprin, vice-prexy of

Sir Alexander Korda's London Film
Prods., Inc. of New York. Golding
sails on the SS Queen Mary Friday
for a vacation at home.

Washingtou Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Total of 21 theater

projects, costing $410,113, were ap-

proved in the week ending July 25,

the Office of the Housing ^^xpeditov

announced yesterday. I .g the

same period, 64 theater projects val-

ued at $2,474,093 were denied.

Since theaters and other amuse-

ment projects are the only ones re-

maining under construction controls,

the OHE has been a little tougher

on these types of building, figures

indicate. In general, however, basis

for approval remains the same.
During the period beginning on

July 1, when all other building con-

trols were removed, a total of 82 the-

ater projects costing $2,092,318 were
approved. During the period 134i

projects, costing $5,707,505, were:

turned down by the OHE.

10-Man Congress Unit

To Study FIS Operation

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Creation of a 10-man

joint Congressional Committee toi

study the operation of the State De-i

partment's Foreign Inf ormati.oni
Service—including its 16 mm. filml

program—was announced yesterday
in conformance with the week-endi

vote to create such a committee tO'

report back next Winter. The com-
mittee plans a European trip in No-
vember, but in the meantime is send-

ing other members of Congress
planning to go abroad questionnaires

regarding their observations of the

effectiveness of the American infor^

mation service. l

Co-chairmen of the committee are

Sen. Alexander Smith of New Jersey,

and Rep. Karl Mundt of South Da-

kota.

Golding, a former Film Daily
staff writer, joined Goldwyn after
serving as managing editor of Salute
magazine in New York. During
World War II he was managing ed-
itor of the Mediterranean edition of
Stars & Stripes.

Bergman to Chicago
Maurice A. Bergman, U-I Eastern

advertising and publicity director,
accompanied by Charles Simonelli,
special events director, will leave
New York this morning for Chicago
to map publicity and exploitation
plans on "Something In The Wind."
They will confer with Ben Katz, U-I
Midwest publicity rep.

CHICAGO
SANFRANCMSCOl
PITTSBURGH I

See your travel agent or phone

LExinffton 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at

80 East 42nd St.
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Why the Railroads Can't Afford

NOT to Modernize!

A Dollars-and'Cents Example That Will Interest

Travelers, Labor and Investors

Tor a long time the C&O has said that

America's railroads must modernize their

passenger equipment—or forfeit a great

opportunity.

In print and in private we have lam-
pooned the ''rolling tenements" that still

pass for sleeping cars. We have stumped
for modern streamlined trains to replace

tired, creaking old day coaches. And over

and over we have stated that, given

attractive equipment, and new comforts

and services, railroads could open the

door on a new era of travel . . . The C&O
is replacing every oil sleeping car, don
coach and diner on its main lines, vnlh.

streamlined cam.

But Is It Practical?

Standpatters in the industry are still

shaking their heads. But lately more
reasonable people have been asking, "How
can the large-scale replacement of old

trains be practical?"

They point out that several of our
largest systems had serious deficits in

1946. And everyone knows that the rail-

roads are caught between rocketing costs

and lagging rates. "How," they ask, "can
such an industry afford large outlays for

new equipment?"

The answer is that the railroads can't

afford not to make these outlays. And
here is a doUars-and-cents example:

The Investment That Is Fast

Returning Its Cost

Last August one of the C&O Lines, the
Pere Marquette, installed two new day-
time streamliners—the last word in pas-

senger attractiveness.

The new trains have carried 86% more
passengers than old trains carried over
the same route during the same period of

the previous year—when traffic was still

swollen by war emergencies.

Which ivill it be—wnderniznfinn or cnviinued deficits?

Here is the proof of the pudding: In ks

;

than 4 years, at the present rate, the

increase in passenger receipts will equal ta.^

total cost of the trains!

Modern equipment is not a luxury that

only a few fortunate systems, like the

C&O, can afford. Even a bankrupt rail-

road can borrow money today to buy
such equipment at 2% interest.

WhichWayDoWeGo?
Railroads now face a critical choice:

It' pessimist thinking, old-line practices

and Toonerville equipment continue to

be tolerated, then regardless of rate relief,

further deficits and bankruptcies are

certain.

But, if, on the other hand, these lia-

bilities are replaced by modern ideas and
modern trains, our railroads can again be

a credit to our country. They can also be

a bulwark of our national defense, which,

as every citizen knows, depends on a

flourishing transportation system.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Lines
Terminal Tower, Clevdand 1, Ohio

L,
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De Rochemont Sets

School Series Start

Production of the first of a series

of 86 two-reel geographical color

films will be started by Louis de

Rochemont Asso-
ciates, Inc., early

in September, it

was announced
yesterday. Series,

to be known as

"Your World and
Mine," is exclu-

sively for class-

room use, with
d istribution
through United
World Films, a
Universal - Inter-

national subsidi-
ary.

At the same
time, de Roche-
mont, president WINGERTER
of the company, announced the ap-
pointment of John J. Wingerter as
vice-president and general manager,
F. Borden Mace as executive assist-

ant to the president, John A. Haes-
eler as technical and educational con-
sultant, and Victor Jurgens as unit
producer for the Far East, with head-
quarters in Bombay.
Wingerter resigned last week

from Time, Inc., after 12 years in

various executive capacities. He
worked with de Rochemont in the
organization of "The March of
Time" in 1934. Jurgens, also a mem-
ber of the original "March of Time"
staff, will leave Time on Aug. 15.

Haeseler, another of the "March of
Time" staflf, was formerly director of
the University Film Foundation and
Harvard University, and has long
been an independent producer of ed-
ucational and theatrical films. Mace
helped to organize the Navy's train-
ing films section as a lieutenant in
the Naval Reserve. Prior to the war,
he was assistant in charge of the
Bureau of Visual Instruction at the
University of North Carolina.

First group of 36 "Your World and
Mine" subjects is designed for the
fourth to sixth grades, with an addi-
tional series of 50 for high schools.
Terms of the contract between de
Rochemont and United World call

for the completion of the first series
by Dec. 31, 1948.

"100 Men" for Park Ave.
Universal's re-issue of "100 Men

and a Girl" opens at the Park Ave.

Theater tomorrow, with a continuous

performance, popular price policy.
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mid'tveeh Musings
• • • THOSE INDIE EXHIB. BLASTS ot British pix as "poison."

coupled with the cry that "oil small town exhibitors should certainly

not buy any foreign iilms at any price" may make headlines, but they

do not make sense It is the U. S. industry's position overseas that

pictures should be judged by their merit not by their point oi origin

Such indie exhib. attacks on British and foreign films weaken

the American position abroad and correspondingly strengthen the hands

of those who would hamstring Hollywood and its product The

exhibitor, indie or otherwise, who refuses to play foreign pictures, merely

because they', are foreign, may feel he has no stake in what the Ameri-

can industry achieved overseas Let him have his woy, and one

of these days he'll be looking in vctin for worth-while pictures with

which to keep his theater operating

T T T
• • • METRO'S "SONG OF LOVE" goes into the Radio City

Music Hall for its world premiere after Columbia's "Down to Earth."

the next tenant there. . . . • Curt ^Gtchell will spend $250,000 of

Para.'s money in the mags, to bally "Unconquered" It's a record

sum, twice the figure spent on "Blue Skies," by the way. ... • Smiley

Burneite opens a 24-day, 20-p.a. tour of five Eastern states in Huntington,

Pa., on Aug. 1 When it comes to "good will" tours, those Holly-

wood "names" could learn a helluva lot from western players. . . .

• Metro's Billy Ferguson has set a joint film-book exploitation tie-up

with cosh awards for "The Hucksters" with Grosset & Dunlap thot

should appeal to exhibs. , . . • I. Francis Hoyden is the new chief

of the D of J's onii-trust division in New York, succeeding Seymour D.

Lewis, who resigned over the week-end Hoyden has been special

assistant to the Attorney-General. ... • Century Circuit, which em-

phasizes community service, wherever and whenever possible, is cur-

rently showing a special safety trailer in all of its 37 Brooklyn ond Long

Islond houses. ... • Who said radio con't take it? Metro's "The

Hucksters" will get top attention tonight when WOR sends its 'Xet's Go
to the Movies" show over the web's 350 stations! ... • That brood

smile on Andy Smith's foce could result from Hedda Hopper's column

line yesterday quoting John Rowberry, Cedar City, Utah exhib., to the

effect thot 20th-Fox pictures bring him the biggest returns ot the box

office. ... • That phoney Rank studio story, which Your Favorite

Industry Newspoper debunked yesterday, stemmed from the fact that

the lARO has locotion units now working in France, Italy and Czech-

oslovakia

• • • "FLOAT IN" THEATERS: Phil M. sees by the N..Y. Times

that in connection with the International Rim Festival in Venice next

month they intend to launch o "float in" Iheoter Customers sit

themselves in their favorite gondolas and floot in to the picture area

The screen also floats You might soy they'll hove real

"moving" pictures

T T T
• • • THE SMART BOYS at Metro appear to hove started some-

thing with the employment of "Love that Man" in od copy for Clark

Gable's "The Hucksters" First to jump on the bandwagon is the

Metropolitan Group Grovure which borrows the phrase os the motif

for poge copy in the current issue of Advertising & Selling Cutely

too. Metropolitan is condensed to Metro throughout the reoding text

Could there be a merger? ... • RKO's "The Long Night" is set to

break in 388 cities and towns in New England and upper New York
Stote, probobly the greatest multiple world premiere in industry his-

tory. ... • Didjo know that "Duel in the Sun" rolled up $113,000

in the first three days of its Detroit multiple-run engagement? . . .

Warners to Address

N. Y. Sales Conclave

il

(Continued from Page 1

)

which gets under way tomorrow

morning at the Waldor* "^storia,

with Ben Kalmenson, vice sident

and general sales manager, presiding.

Among topics to be discussed by

Harry Warner will be the industry's

present economic status and future

outlook, both in this country and

abroad. He also will talk on how the

sales force, through its direct con-

tact with exhibitors at large, can

play an important part in broadening

the public service and educational
functions of the screen through the

medium of feature pictures, short

sub.iects and newsreels.
Major Warner's main subject will

;

be distribution. He will discuss the
j

progress that has been made and the '

new efficiencies in prospect for ex-

pediting the marketing of films.

Jack L. Warner, vice-president and
executive producer, will not be pres-

:

ent at the New York sales meeting,
but will attend and address the Chi-

j

cago convention at the Blackstone
!

Hotel, Aug. 4-6.

These meetings mark the first time
in five years where the salesmen in

the Warner organization will have
the opportunity to meet the heads of

their company. Throughout the war
years, as a travel conservation mea-
sure, no national sales conventions
were held.

New Jersey Federation
Backs Bingo Amendment

(Continued from Page 1)

tion in session here. Proposal would
give the Legislature control over
games of chance conducted by bona
fide religious, fraternal, charitable

and veterans organizations.

Essaness Trying Singles

For Top Film Attractions

(Continued from Page 1)

of the circuit's houses play doubles'
except for occasional tryouts when
the attraction warrants.

Recent single bills included Para-
mount's "Calcutta" and "California,"

RKO's "The Farmer's Daughter,"
and M-G-M's "The Yearling."

UlEDDinC BELLS

Newman-Schoenstadt
Chicago—Ben Schoenstadt, son of

Reuben Schoenstadt, circuit operator,
will marry Gloria Newman in Sep-
tember.

O'Driscoll-Appleton
Chicago—Martha O'Driscoll, film

player, was married recently to Ar-
thur J. Appleton, local manufacturer.

uaa^
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^ ReVKUf Of THC nEUI Films iV
"Down to Earth"
with Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks

Columbia 101 Mins.

COLUMBIA'S GEM OF THE SEASON IS

A Cr^K SHOW ALL THE WAY.
Yj^ell Rita Hayworth BOX OFFICE

in as many words and you bolster that ele-

ment with broad borrowing from "Mr. Jor-

dan," of another day; add to this a show

business story along musical lines, an

ethereal romance between a Greek goddess

and an impresario-musical comedy actor,

Technicolor, music, torso tossing beaucoup

dancing and a half-dozen elements. As an

entertainment it seems it cannot possibly

miss. It doesn't.

It is shrewd manipulating of story values

that went into this production, the end

justifying the means. Alternately it is

clever, bright, laughable, witty, glamorous

and since the film has taken many liberal

excursions into the hereafter and the pow-
ers that be upstairs, mostly in a pleasant,

jocular vein there is also a few tidbits

for philosophical contemplation — all serv-

ing to round out the tale — of zephyr-

like nature.

We have here a refreshing motivation

wherein Terpsichore, the Greek goddess,

very much annoyed, confronts "Mr. Jor-

dan," with her problem. On Earth, the

foolish mortals are applying jive and kindred

semi-vulgar modern elements to a musical

comedy they are producing, "Swinging the

Muses." The Muses, aware, don't like to

be swung. Forthwith Rita Hayworth con-
fronts "Mr. Jordan," wants to do something
about it, like visit Earth and show them
how they did it in the old Greek days.

With Edward Everett Horton as messenger
7013 she swoops into Broadway and takes

over, almost at once. It is Larry Parks'

show that she proceeds to take apart much
to his chagrin, against his wishes but she

utilizes her charm and has her way. In

Philadelphia the show is an artistic tri-

umph, but a popular egglayer. She quits

but is back next day after consultation

with "Mr. Jordan" who gives her the in-

side on Parks. Indebted to George Mac-
Ready, a gangster, he stands to get the

well-known bump off if the show flops.

She comes back to triumph in New York
where after an extravagant opening night

the show clicks. MacReady gets bumped
by his partner. Parks gambling debt is can-
celled. Her mission accomplished, Miss Hay-
worth, at the call of Roland Culver ("Jor-

dan") ascends to Parnassus again. There
"Jordan" shows her the near future. Parks
is due, but soon.

Miss Hayworth looks better and better.

Parks in another big time show makes solid

registry. Culver as "Jordan" gets over the

humanity, omnipotence and celestial traffic

cop role effectively. Support was ably cast

and Alexander Hall's direction delivers se-

quence after sequence of Grade A enter-

tainment.

CAST: Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks, Marc
Piatt, Roland Culver, James Gleason, Edward
Everett Horton, Adele Jergens, George Mac-
Ready, William Frawley, Jean Donaliue, Kath-
leen O'Malley, William Haade, James Burke,
Fred Sears.

CREDITS: A Don Hartman production; Direc-
tor, Alexander Hall; Original Screenplay, Ed-
win Blum, Don Hartman; Photography, Rudolph
Mate; Film Editor, Viola Lawrence; Art Direc-
tion, Stephen Goosson, Rudolph Sternad; Set
Decorations, William Kiernan; Sound, George
Cooper, Philip Faulkner; Dances, Jack Cole;
Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff; Songs, Allan
Roberts, Doris Fisher; Assistant to Producer,
Normon Deming.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very

Goo<t.

"The Unfinished
Dance"

with Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin

Booth

M-G-M 101 Mins.

EXCELLENT: STANDS TO BECOME A
POPULAR WORK OF ART: KNOWINGLY
CONTRIVED DRAMATIC ENTERTAIN-
MENT.
With the general release of this one

the ranks of balletomanes—technical term

for devotees of the toe dance—stand to

be swelled beyond wildest speculation on

the part of that unofficial, keenly appreci-

ative league.

All ballet and many Technicolored yards

wide, here is also a soundly, knowingly con-

trived dramatic entertainment that should

certainly rouse more than passing interest

in that form of the dance among the

100,000,000 weekly U. S. film audience.

Producer Joe Pasternak and Director Henry

Koster have come very close to fashioning

a work of art in "Unfinished Dance." Very

likely it may be a popular, modern work,

too.

In secondary sense, the story upon which

all this ballet is mounted is a prime yarn

to keep feminine interest at high pitch.

It is a strange development stemming from

the abnormal love of a child for her idol,

the ballerina in a ballet theater. The ab-

normality is not to be misconstrued. It is

the mutual love of the dance that leads

the child to plot against a visiting con-

tinental dancer to make her look ridiculous

on her first performance. Latter is Karin

Booth. She is so badly injured in the en-

suing accident that is brought about by

Miss O'Brien, her dancing days are over.

Miss O'Brien's goddess is Cyd Charisse

and while just about every dancing female

is a visual delight, she is this reviewer's

choice for the find of the year. A dancer

first, here she is a sheer delight in poetic

movement. When the narrative takes the

stage there is keen optic pleasure to be

derived from such offerings as the dances

from "Prince Igor," "Swan Lake," "Cop-
pelia," "The Butterfly" and a rousing, mov-
ing finale, dance synchronized to "Holiday

for Strings." That Miss O'Brien applied her-

self to learning intricacies of ballet steps

is very evident in her performance which

easily matches her conviction in dramatic

parts.

At length Miss O'Brien finds forgive-

ness. Miss Charisse relinquishes matrimonial

plans to remain a dancer. Danny Thomas
gets Ruth Brady. Miss Booth finds happi-

ness as an instructress.

Story is embellished with enough plot to

supply ample basis for relentless concentra-

tion on the prime factor—the dance.
CAST: Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin

Booth, Danny Thomas, Esther Dale, Thurston
Hall, Harry Havdcn, Mary Eleanor Donahue,
Connie Cornell. Ruth Brady, Charles Bradstreet,

Anne Codee, Gregory Gay.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternack; Director,

Henry Koster; Screenplay, Myles Connolly; Based
^n a story by Paul Morand; Photography, Robert

Sturtees; Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons, Daniel

B. Cathcart: Film Editor, Douglas Biggs; Dance
Direction, David Lichine; Recording, Douglas
Shearer; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis, Hugh
Hunt.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

George Limberis Dead
Bangor, Me. — George Limberis,

veteran exhibitor, who owned aiid

operated the Olympia Theater for

many years, fs dead.

"Deep Valley"
with Ida Lupino, Dane Clark, Wayne

Morris

Warners 104 Mins.

THIS ONE LOOKS LIKE A SLEEPER;
TRAGIC LOVE THEME EXTREMELY WELL
HANDLED.

Another first line job of direction is

turned in by Jean Negulesco in this pro-

duction which has indications of possessing

sleeper qualities, in the narrative sense it

is a simple, earthily handled story of sn

unfortunate girl living between the sea

and the mountains in a remote California

locality. Her only associates are her father

and mother. Mama does not have any use

for papa and Ida Lupino cares for little

except her dog and communing virith Nature
in the nearby woods. At best it is an

awkward situation. Fay Bainter as her

mother pretends to be bedridden just so

she won't have to look at Henry Hull.

He putters about their ramshackle farm
buildings, is strictly from the hills.

As the yarn gets going a convict road-

gang is brought into the plot. Miss Lupino
lurks nearby and leaves wild berries she

has picked for the cons. Wayne Morris

comes calling one day for water with a

detail that includes Convict Dane Clark.

Morris returns to cultivate a friendship with

Hull and more interest in the girl. She
however, is haunted by Clark who socked
a guard and has ben confined in a tool

shack. That night there's a landslide. At
the count three cons are missing, Clark

included. Next morning Miss Lupino meets
up with him and soon they are passionately

in love with emotional responses heightened

by proximity of a search party out for

Clark's hide.

The chase that follows takes Clark to

the Hull place. He is concealed in the

barn and when the search party retraces

their tracks he is mortally wounded, later

dies in Miss Lupine's arms.

It is a tragic story that mounts tensely,

to render emotional impact. Negulesco's

grouping of action gives considerable re-

alism. Miss Lupino is seen to considerably

better advantage than in recent appearances.

Clark is fine while Hull and Miss Bainter

acquit in veteran manner. This is a very

much worthwhile, adult dramatic offering.

CAST: Ida Lupino, Dane Clark, Wayne Morris,
Fay Bainter, Henry Hull, Willard Robertson.
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,

Jean Negulesco; Screenplay, Salka Viertel,

Stephen Morehouse Avery; Based on novel by
Dan Totheroh; Photography, Ted McCord; Art
Directors, Max Parker, Frank Durlaut; Film
Editor, Owen Marks; Sound, C. A. Riggs; Set
Decorations, Howard Winterbottom; Music, Max
Steiner; Orchestral Arrangements, Murray Cut-
ter; Musical Direction, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

B'klyn Para, and Building
Offered for Sale in Ads

The Brooklyn Paramount Theater
and Office Building is being offered
for .^ale it was learned yesterday
when advertisements to that effect

appeared in several metropolitan
newspapers.

Particulars regarding the building
which houses the 4,200-seat Para-
mount and in its entirety contains

5,100,000 cubic feet, are available
through the RFC or Realty Associ-
ates, Inc

Rank Entry As Bidder

For UA Purchase Seen
(Continued from Page II

he had returned the power of at-
torney to Miss Pickford because
Chaplin's was not immediately forth-
coming.
No statement was available from

Chaplin, who had empowered Schenck
to name a UA president, but it is

believed he is awaiting advice from
his attorneys.

Feeling is growing here that if

Schenck gets full power to act, UA
will be sold, and some observers be-
lieve Rank may enter a bid for the
company.
Arthur W. Kelley held a brief con-

fab with Schenck yesterday, but
Schenck still maintains power of at-

torney must come from Chaplin;
Schenck also said any further state-

ments must come from Chaplin.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Commenting on a re-

port that at the UA producers meet-
ing Monday, in discussing plans to

take care of UA's British distribu-

tion problems Gradwell Sears had
said Columbia Pictures would partici-

pate with UA in providing product
for a fourth British exhibition cir-

cuit, Columbia officials said their or-

ganization is in no way involved in

UA's distribution plans in Great
Britain.

Financing Stays Frencli

Top Barrier. Says Clair

(Continued fr<Hn Page 1)

producer, Clair explained, because
"there is a ceiling on admission
prices, but no ceiling on (production)

expenses."
In the foreign market, Clair con-

tinued, the French producer is still

at a disadvantage since he often has

to obtain his materials at inflated,

black market prices, and when the

dollars come pouring in from abroad,

they have to funnel through the gov-

ernment which pays the producer

120 francs to the dollar. The govern-
ment is forced to corral the foreign

exchange, otherwise the inflation

would be still worse.
Occasionally, Clair added, an ex-

ceptional picture will overcome all

sorts of difficulties, "but one can't

expect to build an indxistry on ex-

ceptional pictures alone," he con-

cluded.
Clair expects to remain in Manhat-

tan for about a week. He and his

wife will go to Hollywood for an in-

definiie stay. He has one more film

to make for RKO. His previous as-

signment for the same company was
"Man About Town," starring Mau-
rice Chevalier and Marcelle Derrien.

"Down to Earth" in August Bow
San Francisco—"Down to Earth"

will open in late August in San Fran-
cisco, Oakland, Sacramento and
Stockton.

of a Paramount-Fabian pooling

agreement but Para, has taken over

the operation and is the present

Until recently the theater was part lessee.
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Walsh lo Sound Out

SDG on British Pad

(Continued from Page 1)

would be interested in a reciprocal
labor pact similar to that entered
into by the lA with Britain's NATKE
and ACT.
The labor exchange arrangements

with NATKE and ACT drafted by
Walsh and British labor heads will
be ready for actual operation as
soon as the lA executive board okays
the plan at its Boston meeting open-
ing Aug. 18.

Lauding Tom O'Brien, M. P. and
NATKE head, for his long-range

No sooner did he clear his luggage
through Customs than Richard F.
Walsh, prexy of the lATSE, was
greeted by a U. S. Deputy Marshal
with a subpoena ordering him to
appear before the House Labor Com-
mittee at its Aug. 5 hearing in Holly-
wood.

views, Walsh predicted that the "fire-
eaters" in the U. K. would hardly
prevail in their efforts to curb Amer-
ican films there. Walsh admitted that
some compromise would have to be
worked out with the Daltonites. Ex-
cessive restrictions would only pro-
duce harmful repercussions to the
British, Walsh warned.

Scoffing at the suggestion of re-
newed aroitration in the Coast studio
labor situation, Walsh posed the
rhetorical question: "What's the use
of arbitrating anything if the other
fellow won't abide by the decision?"
Walsh reminded that William L. Hut-
cheson, prexy of the Carpenters
Brotherhood, had had a hand in pre-
vious arbitration discussions, and
had failed to abide by the board's
decision. Walsh had nothing but
praise for Pat Casey, whom Herbert
Sorrell, CSU prexy, had suggested as
arbiter. lA chief made it clear, how-
ever, that Hutcheson was the key
obstacle to labor peace in Hollywood.

Queried on Willie Bioff's alleged
present influence in the lA, Walsh
declared that he was ready to re-
sign his office if anyone could prove
that Bioff had any power at all in
the lATSE.

Post in New Oific*

Post Pictures Corp. has moved to
new headquarters at 115 W. 45th St.

SICK LIST
BILL CARROLL, secretary of the ITO of

Indiana, has returned to Indianapolis after
treatment for leg injuries sustained when
Trueman Rembusch's plane cracked up at
Sandusky, 0., while returning from the
170 of Ohio convention. His son, Patrick,
is at Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland, for treat-
ment for third degree burns, while Mrs.
Carroll is staying with a sister in Cleveland.

EDWARD DeVRY, DeVry exec, is in

Chicago's Swedish Convenant Hospital for

observation.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILE

HOLLYWOOD
LJAL ROACH is negotiating with Cy Howard for "My Friend, Irma,"

which Cy writes, produces and directs for radio. 'Deal is for Howard

to act as associate producer for the feature, as well as to write the screen-

play. ... if "Always Together" was set by Warners yesterday as the new

title of the Joyce Reynolds-Robert Hutton starrer formerly called "Need For

Each Other.". . . ic Maria Montez has been signed to a contract by Sey-

mour Nebenzal, calling for three pictures to be made in the next three

years. ... if Kanin Prods, has changed the title of "Imagination" to "A

Double Life.". . . if RKO Radio has purchased "Mister Music," an orig-

inal screen story by Jerry Horwin giving a fresh slant on Tin Pan Alley. . . .

if August 26 ia the definite starting date of the Ingrid Bergman "Joan

of Arc" starring picture which is to be produced by Walter Wanger and

directed by Victor Fleming for M-G-M release. ... if Robert Mitchum

will star with Loretta Young and William Hoiden in RKO's "Rachel.". . .

if Josephine Hutchinson has been signed by Alson Prods, to play the role

of Joe E. Brown's wife in Enterprise's "The Tender Years.". . . if Fred-

erick Brisson has signed Leo Rosten to work on the screenplay of "The Vel-

vet Touch," first Rosalind Russell starrer for the new Russell-Dudley Nichols-

Brisson organization. . . . if "Northwest Stampede" has been set as

final release title for Eagle-Lion Films' $2,000,000 Cinecolor outdoor spec-

tacle formerly titled "Rainbow Ridge.". . . if Calvin Jackson, young

pianist, has terminated his contract with Metro. He was composer and as-

sistant to George Stoll, musical director.

Warner Net Profit

Up to $19^4,000
(Continued from Page 1)

period, after adjusting for the two
for one stock split.

Film rentals, theater admissions,
sales, etc., after eliminating inter-
company transactions amounted to

$125,078,000 for the period ended
May, 1947, compared with $116,971,-

Purchase by Warners of Pathe
News, including the library and
other assets, cost $4,000,000 in cash,
according to the financial statement
issued yesterday. Under the contract,
Warners takes over the reel on
Aug. 11.

000 for the period ended last year.
Earnings this year include a re-

fund of $418,000 of foreign excess
profits taxes. Tax provision for the
1947 nine months was $11,900,000,
compared with $14,000,000 last year.

Report stated the Warners has ac-
quired 44,880 shares of its common
stock in the open market since May
31, 1947, making a total of 105,380
shares now held in the treasury.

Manny Steinberg Stricken
Pittsburgh — Emanual Steinberg,

who had been associated with the
industry for almost 30 years, passed
away at the Montefiore Hospital
here after suffering a heart attack
two days earlier. He was a brother
of the late Sam and Nathaniel Stein-
berg, with whom he was associated
in the operation of the S & S The-
ater Supply Co. He also operated the
Pastime Theater in this city for sev-
eral years. At the time of his death
he was a PRC sales rep.

No Strings Attached

To Ranlc-Majors Deai

London (By Cable)—Published U.'
S. reports inferring that major cir-
cuit playing time for J. Arthur
Rank's 12 to 15 features next season,
under the provisions of the "gentle-
man's agreement" entered into by
Rank and the circuit chiefs, hinged
upon what three pix—"Great Expec-
tations," "Odd Man Out" and "Stair-
way to Heaven"—do on the circuits
were termed "untrue"' here yester-
day by Sidney Wynne, JARO spokes-
man.
Asked to affirm or deny the pub-

lished reports, Wynne said any sug-
gestion that the circuit deal was de-
pendent on the first three pix click-
ing was without basis in fact, and
he added that there are "no strings
attached to the pact."

The Wynne denial found an echo
here yesterday from sources close
to U-I, distributing agency for top
Rank pix on this side. It was em-
phasized here that the Rank-majors
agreement was not predicated upon
the results that are being obtained
now by Rank pix in release, and
that the majors were playing- the
Rank pix solely on the assumption
that they were worthy of being
played and that they will earn here
precisely what they are entitled to
earn.

James Murtagh Dead
Detroit— James P. Murtagh, 57,

charter member of lATSE Local 199,
and probably the first projectionist in

a i-egular theater in this city, is

dead. He was operator at the
Eastown for many years.

ATO ot Gulf States

Thanics Smith for Plan

(Continued from Page 1

1

ers of the Gulf States at a meeting
here. ^' '

,

The need for independen( ,»iib-

itors to unify their efforts in the
Gulf States territory was stressed
by W. A. Pruett Jr., president of the
organization.
A committee to draft and present

the by-laws of the group for con-
sideration at the next meeting was
appointed by Pruett.
The board also gave formal ap-

proval of the appointment of Mau-
rice J. Artigues as general manager
of ATO of the Gulf Coast.
The group voted to hold meetings

on the last Tuesday of each month.

Rules Board May Control
Tele in Penna. Taverns

(Continued from Page 1i

special amusement permit, under a
decision handed down by President
Judge William M. Hargest in Dau-
phin County Court.
A group of Philadelphia liquor

licensees filed suit seeking to restrain

the Liquor Control Board from en-
forcing a regulation of the Board re-

quiring a special $25 a year permit
for such amusements.

In arriving at its decision, the

Court ruled it is not the technical

detail of construction and operation
that matters but that the effect pro-

duced is the fundamental thing to be
considered.

"A moving pictui-e exhibition is a

device to enable the patrons of

licensed places to see the images cap-
tured on the film," the Court said.

"The television exposure is precisely

the same thing, namely, to enable
patrons to see what might have been
captured on a film but which is

brought to the scene directly from
where the activity is taking place.

So far as the patrons are concerned,
both are devices for the accomplish-
ment of the same end, namely to see

what was done."
The effect of the decision will be

that licensed establishments operat-
ing television sets will have to apply
to the Liquor Control Board for a

special license to operate the receiv-

ing sets.

Wm. B. Clemence Dead;
Columbia Flack Since '31

William B. Clemence, 66, veteran
newspaper man and publicity writer
for Columbia Pictures, died yester-
day at his home here. He was
actively at his Columbia desk until

Friday, July 25. He is survived by
his wife and son, John Clemence of

Philadelphia.
Clemence was born in London,

England, and educated in that coun-
try and France. In America he was
employed by several newspapers and
film trade journals. He had been em-
ployed with Columbia since 1931 as

writer, editor in the publicity dept.
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Britain's imposition

Of Duty isjaid Near

(Continued from Page 1)

forthcoming at once, the likelihood

is that the imposition of the heavy
duty will be announced in a very

few days, it was emphasized.

With the situation deemed thus

grave, the British industry's eyes are

anxiously centered today on New
York where the MPAA board of di-

rectors is scheduled to hear Presi-

dent Eric A. Johnston's first-hand

report of the thi-eat facing the U. S.

distx'ibutors and his anticipated alter-

native proposals which of necessity

must have major company approval
before they are broached to the

Labor Government.

There are reports current here

that Johnston, who returned to the
U. S. only last week-end, will make
a quick second trip oyer in two
weeks. ;

No Johnston Return Trip
(In New York yesterday, it was

said that Johnston had no plans for

- ALTERNATIVE?
London (by Wireless)—One of

the alternatives of the Dalton
duty plan which the I . S. indus-
try may consider is reported here
to be a voluntary "freeze" of part
of the $68,000,000 annual remit-
tances for a period of years. One
report fixes the "freeze" at 50
per cent, the period at 10 years.

Wanteds An Alternative
. . . to the Dalton duty plan

(Continued from Page 1)

will be announced in a very few days," declared the news cable which you will find

elsewhere in today's edition of Your Favorite Industry Newspaper.

CO, accepting the British version, it is indeed later than you may think.

** Patently, the Attlee Labor Government each day sees its position deteriorating.

To just what point it has deteriorated you need only to note that the London Daily Mirror,

a pro-Labor national daily, on Monday called for the Prime Minister's resignation and

the end of his Cabinet system.

The rising tide of Labor discontent plus the anti-U. S. industry crusade spearheaded

by the Beaverbrook press plus the belief that Britain will have exhausted her American
loan by mid-Winter could spur .Dalton into quick action.

And this despite the opposition of J. Arthur Rank, who sees his American plans and

hopes menaced; of a considerable segment of the British film industry and of those in

the Labor Government who understand that if British expenditures for American films

are drastically reduced, antipathy toward Britain here must result.

A LONDON cable to the New York Times yesterday that Britain, on the exhaustion of

'* the Loan's dollars, in desperation, would tap her gold reserves if there is "assurance

that American aid in the form of either Marshall Plan assistance or another credit can be

looked for by late next Spring." This aspect is expected to be explored at a Labor Party

meeting today, and most certainly will come up next week when both Commons and Lords

will debate the economic crisis.

It is the London view that the crucial period, from the trade viewpoint, well may be

next week.
Ygs,there's ample reason to believe that today's MPAA board meeting will be on the

momenTous side.

"The time is now," in the words of the song title.

Tomorrow, or the day after, could be too late.

such a trip, and- that instead he ex-
pected to leave this weelv-end for his
Spokane, Wash., home for a three
weeks' stay.

(That Johnston would discuss the
British situation frankly and at
length at today's MPAA board meet-
ing was certain. That there would be
any quick okay of an alternative
plan, however, was not so certain.
Presumably well posted sources here
said that it was felt there was suf-
ficient time available to work out a

Teen Agers Contprise
15-18% of Box Office
Minneapolis — First month of

junior prices at Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. houses indicates that 15

to 18 per cent of the box office

gross is paid by teen agers in the

15 to 18 years old bracket, Charles

Winchell revealed. Percentages ap-

ply to the Summer season, Winchell,

assistant to Harry B. French, cir-

cuit president, said, but he believes

the percentage will rise still further

when school starts again. "The pub-

lic's reception of junior prices has
J

been terrific. Parents have deluged

us with phone calls expressing ap-

preciation for making the family

amusement dollar stretch further,"

he added.

satisfactory alternative before Dal-
ton made any further move.)

Meanwhile, J. Arthur Rank,
already firmly on record against
the Dalton duty plan, is scheduled
to personally present his viewpoint

—

and to report on the outlook for
British pix earnings in the U. S.

—

to both Sir Stafl'ord Cripps, president
of the Board of Trade, and Dalton.
Rank will see Sir Stafford tomorrow
night and has an engagement with
Lhe Chancellor for Aug. 6.

With the American dollars made
available to Britain thru the Loan
agreement fast ebbing, and Labor
Party anxiety over the economic sit-

uation rising by the minute, With key
Parliamentary debates in the offing,

an important Party meeting is

scheduled for today. It is expected
that the Government's plans to tap
Britain's gold reserves as an emerg-
ency measure will be discussed.

(First U. S. disclosure of the lat-"

ter U. K. financial strategy came in

a N. Y. Times London cable, pub-
lished yesterday. The dispatch said
in part:

("To American suppliers the sig-
nificance of the British jjlans for ex-
penditures after the loan is used tip

is that the date when further and
drastic slashes in imports of Amer-
ican goods are necessary will be
postponed.

("The Treasury is anxious not to
stir up another such hornets' nest as
the cut in tobacco imports created
in the United States this Spring. If

it is at all possible, the British will

leave the present tobacco quotas and
expenditures for American films un-
touched rather than risk creating
antipathy toward Britain in the
United States.

. ("Because of the serious effects that
the use of gold reserves can have on
a nation's international ci-edit stand-

ing, the Government will make such
expenditures with as little fanfare as
possible. The present plan is to use
no more than two-thirds of the

$600,000,000.
("If prospects for early American

aid are lacking in the Spring, Britain
will cling to her gold reserves and
make the drastic cuts in imports that
she is hoping to avoid, it was said.")

Johnston May Offer U. K.
Pix Minimum $ Guarantee
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—As an alternative to

the Dalton tax threat, Eric Johnston,
MPAA head, may suggest to the
MPAA board today that British pro-
ducers be offered guaranteed min-
imum remittances for showings on
this country's majoi- circuits, it was
predicted here yesterday.

Also expected to come up for dis-

cussion is the voluntary placing of a
•ceiling on remittances from Amer-
ican pix in Great Britain. U. S. funds
above this voluntary ceiling would
be blocked until the British are in a
stronger financial position.

Although assurances have already
been given that 1.5-20 pix produced
by units of the J. Arthur Rank Or-
ganization will be played in theaters
of the major U. S. circuits, it is

thought here that this may be ex-
panded to include other "good" Brit-
ish films from all British producers.
In addition, it is expected that the
British will be offered the minimum
remittance guarantee. Along this

line, American companies would un-
dertake an extensive campaign to
create a further demand for British
pix.

In return for these concessions,
however, American companies must
receive positive assurance that the
British will initiate no new restrictive
measures.

Myers To Draft Strict

Law Cutting Ascap $$

(Continued from Page D

an amendment to the general copy-
right law which would ha'' the

effect of terminating Ascap'^ -lec-

tion of royalties for public perform-
ance of music recorded on films. The
draft will be submitted to Congress
at the next session.

In a double-barrelled attack on

Ascap, the Allied exec, committee
also authorized Myers to examine
pending litigation with a view to-

wards backing a strong test case of

Ascap's legal status. In view of the

"persistent" reports that Aseap will

raise its rates, there was also the

possibility that Allied members will

investigate new suits against Ascap.
Also approved by the committee

was a "grass roots" campaign seek-

ing outright repeal of the Federal
admissions tax. Hope was expressed
that committees of exhibitors would
be set up throughout the country to

contact Congressmen and Senators
and explain why the Federal tax
should be repealed rather than re-

duced.

William L. Ainsworth, president
of the ITO of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, was named chairman of

Allied's convention in Milwaukee on
Dec. 1-3.

Approved as new members were
ATO of the Gulf States, with head-
quarters in New Orleans, and Allied

Rocky Mountain Independent The-
aters, with headquarters in Denver.
The executive committee also au-

thorized Myers to prepare and sub-

mit to the Supreme Court Allied's

amicus curiae presentation which
will be in general suppoi't of the Gov-
ernment's stand. Myers will poll

other exhib. associations who have
worked through CIEA to find out if

they will join Allied in the amicus
curiae presentation.
The executive committee will end

its two-day meeting today. Present
at the meeting, in addition to Myers,
were President Jack Kirsch, Col. H.
A. Cole, M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney E.
Samuelson, Martin G. Smith, Nathan
Yamins and Ainsworth.

RCA's Custom Fidelity
Instrument Has Tele.

Lenox, Mass. — "The Berkshire,"

first of a series of custom built

high fidelity instruments to be mar-

keted by RCA Victor, was demon-
strated at Tanglewood yesterday.

New home instrument, designed for

custom engineering of music into

individual homes undergoing c o n -

struction, includes television, phono-

graph, and standard and FM radio

capable of reproducing sound on a

frequency range from 30 to 15,000

cycles, the full range of human hear-

ing. Certain models will include large

screen projection television. Making
their initial appearances are a duo

cone loudspeaker and a new noise

suppressor of great efficiency.

*!-..•:— -s**»^,^; •
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MPAA UrgesAllIndustryAbide byNetvAd Code
Tightened Text Includes
All Publicity Forms as
Well as Paid Advertising

Procedures to widen the obsei'v-

ance of the Advei-tising Code were
approved by the MPAA board yester-
day, on the recommendation of its

Advertising Advisory Council. Moves
took the form of language revisions

to extend its scope, and plans for in-

tensive efforts to be made to convey
full information to all elements in

the industry—large and small theater
operators, non - member producers,
sales forces, field men, advertising

(Continued on Page 6)

June Tax 'Take' Dips,

But Ahead of 1946

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Federal admission

tax collections in June fell off sharply
from the previous month, but were
still above June collections last year,
figures released yesterday by the
Treasury Dept. revealed.

Collections in June of this year
amounted to $27,829,982, compared
with the $31,266,930 collected in May.

(Continued on Page 6)

More U-I Playing Time
Via Minn. Circuit Deal

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. will play Universal-Inter-
national pictures on a "greatly ex-

tended basis" this season, according
to terms of new product contracts

drawn up last week by Charles

Feldman, U-I Western division sales

manager, Roy Miller, U-I bi-anch

(Continued on Page 61

Tele Sparhing B.O.

Of Rea€le i\. J. Stand
Walter Reade's St. James Thea-

ter, first in Asbury Park area to in-

stall television, reports additional

crowding of the box office by patrons

who want looksee at the television

only.

As many as 2(X) people each week
buy admissions for tele viewings

only, management reports.

DUTY CERTAIN,

BELCHER VIEW
U. K. Gov't Spokesman

Tosses Industry Bombshell

London (By Cable) — Only some-
thing akin to a miracle, in the shape
of a last-minute "constructive" offer
from the U. S. dramatically alter-

ing the situation, can block early
imposition of the so-called Dalton
heavy duty on U. S. film imports, it

was confimied here yesterday.

Jack Belcher, Parliamentary Sec-
retary of the Board of Trade, made
the Government's attitude crystal-

clear by saying that the tax was "in-

evitable."

Not only that, but Belcher went
further, intimating that whatever al-

ternative plan might be proposed by
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president,

the Government must impose the ad
valorem tax despite its reluctance to

take the step.

Belcher indicated that the imposi-

(Continued on Page 6)

UA Producers Talk

Receivership Action

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Whether Charles

Chaplin will or will not grant Joseph
M. Schenck full power of attorney

to act as conciliator for UA is ex-

pected to be made known within the

next 24 hours. Gradwell L. Sears,

who was slated to fly to New York

(Continued on Page 7)

Decision as to Whether Acceptable One Can Be Found
In "Week or 10 Days," Says Johnston; Expects Labor
Gov't to Wait Reasonable Time Before Imposing Tax

By CHESTER B. BAHN Editor, THE FILM DAILY
Possible alternatives to the Dalton heavy duty plan were out-

lined to the MPAA board by President Eric A. Johnston here
yesterday, and decision as to whether or not one will be pro-

posed to Britain's Labor Government
is expected to be reached within the
next week or 10 days.

Johnston, speaking at a widely at-

tended industry and lay press con-
ference in the MPAA board room
late yesterday afternoon, said that
the plans, described variously as
"several" and "many," would be con-

(Continued on Page 7)

OpenKaimenson to

WB Pariey Today

With more than 100 members of

the sales organization, including
home office executives, district man-
agers, branch managers and sales-

men from the Eastern division and
Canada in attendance, Warners'
three-day sales meeting opens this

morning at the Waldorf-Astoria. Ben
Kaimenson, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, will preside over
the sessions.
Marking the first convention in five

(Continued on Page 7)

Balaban-Skouras-Richards
Miami Parley Speakers

Miami— Barney Balaban, Spyros
P. Skouras and E. V. Richards will

address the Conference of Southern
Associations Convention, to be held

here Aug. 12-14, on behalf of the
Motion Picture Foundation, it is re-

vealed. Meeting will be held at the
Alcazar Hotel.

Other speakers scheduled include
Hal Pereira of Paramount Theaters;
W. C. Hughes; Robert Mochrie, RKO
general sales manager; Francis S.

Harmon, vice-prexy of the MPAA;
(Continued on Page 6)

MPEA-Bulgaria in Distrib. Pact
20 Fix, Shorts to be Released Before Mar.

Detroit Laboratory Union
Seeks Increased Scales

Detroit—A new contract asking

wage increases ranging from $2.50

to $5 per person in a number of

classifications is being presented to

producers here by Film Technicians

of the Motion Pictui'e Industry, Local
(Continued on Page 7)

An interim distribution deal for

the release of MPEA product in

Bulgaria has been concluded with
Filmsko Delo, the Bulgarian film

monopoly, it was announced yester-

day by Irving Maas, MPEA vice-

president and general manager.
Twenty new features and short

subjects selected from the product of

MPEA's member companies will be
(Continued on Page 7)

Aliied Oicays Kirscli

Plan as Optional

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Allied States' execu-

tive committee yesterday agreed that
President Jack Kirsch's plan for

handling exhibitor complaints should

not be forced on members.
Winding up a two-day session

here, the committee recommended to

(Continued on Page 6)

MPF Metropolitan Meet
Called for August 11

Max A. Cohen, acting chairman of

the Metropolitan area Motion Pic-

ture Foundation, yesterday called a

meeting to elect a trustee to the

national MPF and a committee of 17

(Continued on Page 6)

Ranh—ISo Comment
On VA Deal Reports
London (By Cable)—Reports from

the U. S. to the effect that J. Arthur

Rank may acquire United Artists

holdings of Charles Chaplin and/or

Mary Fickford brought an official

"no comment" at the JARO head-

quarters here yesterday. However,

from presumably informed quarters

came a hint of possible negotiations

now in progress in Hollywood. Trade

observers with wide contacts here

indicated that a Rank deal for UA
would not surprise.
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Loew's, Inc 221/2 221/3 221A
Paramount 271/4 27 27
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Republic Pict. pfd. . 141^ 14 14
20th Century-Fox

.
3OI/2 293^ 30

20th Century-Fox pfd. 39 39 39
Universal Pict 22 21
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Yates Silent on Report
He May Buy Goetz Stock

Herbert J. Yates, Republic's pres-
ident, had no comment to make yes-
terday on a published report that he
might purchase the Republic holdings
of Harry Goetz.

Republic's boaid meets today, and
it was said that a statement might
be forthcoming following the session.

cominc flno GoinG
ERIC A. JOHNSTON, JOYCE O'HARA, DAVID

PALFREYMAN, EDWARD CHEYFETZ and MER-
RIE SMITH returned to Washington last night

from New York.

BOB S. TAPLINGER, Enterprise's ad-publicity
director, is here from the Coast.

DONALD M. NELSON, SIMPP president, com-
pleting his convalescence following 'his dis-

charge from French Hospital, returns shortly

to Washington.

COL. MELVIN E. GILLETTE, formerly in

charge of the Army photographic center in

Astoria, and lately in charge of Army commu-
nications in the Pacific, with headquarters in

Honolulu, is in town for a month.

JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films, has re-

turned from a Southern business trip.

LYNN FARNOL, publicity-advertising chief
for Samuel Goldwyn, emplanes for the Coast on
Sunday, Aug. 10.

ALFRED CROWN, Samuel Goldwyn foreign
distribution topper, leaves on the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth tomorrow for six weeks in Europe.

A. W. SCHWALBERG, Eagle-Lion vice-presi-
dent and general sales manager, returned to
his desk in New York yesterday.

JOHN G. KEMPTGEN, Milwaukee M-G-M
manager, leaves today for the Wisconsin city,

following a vacation.

CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's Theaters
Northeastern division manager, is in Syracuse
to relieve Harold Moton, manager, Loew's State,
while latter is on vacation with family at Provi-
dence, R. I.

GEORGE MORTIMER, RKO travelling auditor,
is in Syracuse.

JOHN P. BYRNE, Eastern M-G-M sales man-
ager, is in Buffalo for a few days.

Brandt Hits Supporters
Of Legalized Bingo

Harry Brandt, prexy of ITOA of
N. Y., yesterday sharply criticized
those who support the proposed
legalization of bingo and other games
of chance. "No exhibitor in his right
mind," he told The Film Daily,
"would advocate passage of a con-
stitutional amendment which would
legalize bingo playing in churches,
veteran organizations, fraternal
orders and other groups."

Brandt's blast followed the an-
nouncement made by George Gould
of the Federation of New Jersey
Theaters that the exhibitors he rep-
resented were in favor of such an
amendment which has been sub-
mitted to the New Jersey State Con-
stitutional Convention now in session
in New Brunswick.

It is no secret that despite the
illegality of bingo and other games
of chance in New York, hundreds of
organizations continue to conduct
such games. Not only did New York
State outlaw bingo, but it is also for-
bidden under the City Code.

28 VC Tents to Sponsor
Benefit Bows of Para. Pic

Twenty-eight Variety Club Tents
will sponsor benefit premieres of
Paramount's "Variety Girl" in their
respective cities, it was announced
yesterday by R. J. O'Donnell, Na-
tional Chief Barker. Arrangements
were made with the co-operation of
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vice-
president and distribution chief.

It is expected that between $150,-
000 and .$175,000 will be raised as a
result of the benefit performances.

COL. KENNETH W. CLARK returns to Wash-
ington today from New York.

LAWRENCE WATKIN, novelist on contract to
Walt Disney, sails today for Cobh, Ire., on the
S.S. Mauretania, to do research on "The Little
People."

JOHN BALABAN, president of Balaban 8<

Katz, and chairman of the Chicago Jewish Wel-
fare Fund Drive, left for Palestine last night
via TWA.
WILLIAM DANZIGER, Paramount executive

publicist, flew to Pittsburgh yesterday in con-
nection with the American premiere of Cecil
B. DeMille's "Unconquered" set for Oct. 3 at
Loew's Penn Theater. Danziger was accom-
panied by MILTON MOHR and JERALDINE
COOPER.

BORIS KAPLAN, Paramount's Eastern talent
head, is back at his desk from a Schroon Lake
vacation.

OLIVER UNGER, producer, returned yester-
day via TWA from a two-month trip abroad.

WILLIAM B, JAFFE, industry legalite, has
just returned from a short vacation in Maine.

NOEL COWARD arrived yesterday on the
S.S. Queen Elizabeth. Among his fellow pas-
sengers were actress DIANA WYNYARD, play-
wright JOHN VAN DRUTEN and legit producer
ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR.

HENRY A, (HANK) LINET, Universal-Inter-
national Eastern advertising manager, returned
yesterday from Cincinnati.

JOSEPH R, VOGEL, Loew's vice-president, is

on a motor tour vacation through New England,

Sam Seidelman to Express
Views to Press Tomorrow

Sam L. Seidelmian, Eagle-Lion for-
eign distribution chief, will meet the
industry and metropolitan press at a
luncheon today at Toots Shor's.
Among those present will be Robert
S. Benjamin, president, The J.
Arthur Rank Organization, and Jock
Lawrence, vice-president; Nick Tro-
nolone, vice-president, Pathe Labora-
tories; T. H. Bierce, comptroller,
Pathe Industries, Inc., and C. War-
ren Sharpe, treasurer; Jerome Ed-
wards and Stewart Benjamin, of
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim;
Harold Dunn, PRC; Lloyd L. Lind,
Pictorial Films, president, and Harry
Kosiner, Edward Small Productions,
Inc.

Eagle-Lion Films executives who
will attend include Arthur B. Krim,
Alfred W. Schwalberg, Max E.
Youngstein, Jerry Pickman, Arthur
Jeffrey, Hal Danson, Michael Hoffay,
and foreign sales department execu-
tives George Fleitman, Michael Sha-
thin and Milton Yeoman.

Grable Outdraws Skouras
On 20th-Fox Payroll

Philadelphia — Betty Grable was
the highest paid star on the 20th-
Fox lot last year, with a salary of
$299,333, according to a report filed
with the SEC.

Spyros P. Skouras, prexy of 20th-
Pox, was paid $255,922 last year.
His brother Charles, head of the
company's subsidiary. National Am-
usement Co., earned $982,395. Darryl
F. Zanuck, veepee in charge of pro-
duction, received $260,000.
More than 200 actors, writers,

directors and company execs, earned
an aggregate of $11,774,163. Each

' earned at least $20,000.

Arthur Perkins Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Long Beach, Calif. — Arthur T.

Perkins, 75, former operator of the
Perkins Theater, Harrisonville, Mo.,
died at his home here. 1
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HUCKSTER!

M-G-M's

HUCKSTERS
CRACKS
28-YEAR

CAPITOL
RECORD

X^ 12 WEEK!

iUD NEW M-G-M RECORDS EVERYWHEREI
CHICAGO— Best all-time opening day!

LOS ANGELES -Record first week!

ALBANY— Biggest gross in 4 years!

MILWAUKEE- Best week in 5 years!

COLUMBUS— Opening challenges 5-year high!

CLEVELAND -Same story here!

NASHVILLE—New opening record!

INDIANAPOLIS -Next to 5 year top opening!

MONTICELLO, N. Y.-New house record by far!

GLENS FALLS, N. Y.-Ties all-time record!

DALLAS— Ranks with biggest biz in 10 years!

KANSAS CITY—New all-time week's record!
{This could go on forever hut there's no more space.)

CURK DEBORAH

SYDNEY ADOLPHE AVA

GREENSTREET • MENJOU • GARDNER

M-G-M's
KEENAN EDWARD

WYNN- ARNOLD

Screen Pl«y by LUTHER DAVIS • Adaptation by EDWARD CHOOOROV and

GEORGE WELLS • Based on the novel by FREDERIC WAKEMAN
Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr.

A HETRO-GOLOWYN-MAYER PICTURE



'Xrossfire'' cracks Rivoli

(N. Y.) records as press, radio

and public thunder

praise!

"MOVIE OF THE WEEK!
Deals with an important current is-

sue. An out of the ordinary picture

... a grade-A thriller! Reflects con-

siderable credit on the movie in-

dustry!" -IIFE MAGAZINE

"A VIOLENT, SHOCK-
ING, ENGROSSING
proof-proving picture . . . you should

see 'Crossfire'. But I don't believe I

have to tell you this—you will!"

-SIDNEY SKOLSKY
(in hit nationally syndicated column)

"ANIMPORTANT,STIR-
RING FILM is RKO's blitz

against intolerance. Taut, fast-mov-

ing melodrama! ROBERT RYAN
qives one of the performances of

the year!" .n. y. daily mirror



•

"AN UNQUALIFIED A
for effort is due producers DORE
SCHARY, ADRIAN SCOTT and every-
one else at RKO who had a hand in

its making! ... A grimly absorbing
melodrama!" _N. y, times

"SAVAGEMELODRAMA
which keys the problem of race
hatred into an unusual murder story

... as grimfy realistic as a punch in

the jaw! ROBERT MITCHUM is per-

fect . . . GLORIA GRAHAME does a
brilliant turn! Proves that real enter-

tainment quality is a product of
courageous artistry!"

-N. Y. HeUALDTHIBUNS

"ABSORBING FROM ITS

OPENING SCENE! Exciting

melodrama . . . hard-hitting murder

story that sets hate as the motive

for killing! High suspense and grip-

ping realism! Credit goes to

EDWARD DMYTRYK for vigorous di-

rection, to JOHN PAXTON for his

crisp, incisive writing! ROBERT
YOUNG gives the finest performance

of his entire career!"

-N. Y. JOURNAl-AMeHIQAN

"RKO HAS BEATEN
EVERYONE ELSE t o the
punch! A good forceful film . . . o

melodrama with a message! En-

grossing . . . with suspense and ex-

citement all the way!"'

"IT HAS THE GUTS
to be important. Has something to

say and isn't afraid to say it . . . and

says it with boxing gloves, not

dancing pumps. When you see it,

you'll be proud it could have been

made in this country!"

-BILLY HOSE

fin hit nationally syndicated column)

"THE BEST PICTURE OF
THE WEEK is 'Crossfire'. You'll

come out of the theatre thinking and

talking after you've seen it!"

-JIMMY FIDLER

(ABC Network!

"I'M PROUD OF HOLLY-
WOOD for making pictures such

as 'Crossfire'!"
-LOUELLA PARSONS

(over ABC Network)

"A DARING EXPOSE of

intolerance in the United States with

all the dramatic wallop of a pile

driver!" -erskine johnson
iMBS Network)

"SHOULD BE GREETED
WITH UNRESERVED
CHEERS ! A subject Hollywood

considers explosive . . . woven into

an intriguing story and peopled with

vigorous characters."

-N. Y WORLD-TELEGRAM

"A F I L M T O BE
r RAISED, praised again, and

seen by all! Excellent! Not merely a

step forward . . . it's a step into

another world of thinking and do-

ing. Deserves major credit for pio-

neering. Maybe all studios should

make a writer their Executive Pro-

ducer." : -N. y. POST

"ON^ OF THE MOST
STARTLING PICTURES
ever to come out of Hollywood . .

Calls O; spade a spade! Will un-

doubtedly arouse a good deal of

discussibn. The more discussion, the

more people will see it, and the

more people see it, the more it will

stand as a triumph for the American

screen!

//<

I" -N. y. MORNING TELEGRAPH

SHATTERING TABOO,
names names, packs thrilis,:wins our

deep gi'atitude! Above all a knock-

out job of movie-making . . . wholly

absorbing, virile, direct, dramatic,

suspense-packed! Still shaken by its

impact, I can't remember direction,

editing and writing more eloquent

and yet terse, more savage and yet

tender! Go see if to see; a thrilling

movie!" -pm

"PRODUCER DORE
SCHARY BLAZES A
NEW TRAIL for the movies! An
absorbing murder yarn ... a

straight - from - the - shoulder argu-

ment against intolerance! Never

sacrifices entertainment . . . has sus-

tained suspense and excitement!"

-BROOKLYN EAGli



Allied Okays Kirsdi

Plan as Optional

(Continued from Page 1)

the Allied board that the Kirsch plan
be adopted in principle. The com-
mittee, however, recommended that
use of the Kirsch plan should be
optional in Allied territories.

Final action was turned over ip
the board because all Allied terri-
tories are not represented on the ex-
ecutive committee.
The committee also agreed that

plans for expanding Allied's units
should be routed throueh the Cara-
van committee. The way was left
clear, however, for consultation with
Allied leaders. No date for a meet-
ing of the board later this Summer
was set.
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Jack Belcher, B of T
Sec'y, Sees Duty Certain

(Continued from Page 1

)

tion would be for a limited period,
and temporary. The British trade,
however, takes a more pessimistic
view, the reaction being that if the
tax is once imposed, it will stay.

Belcher's words came as a bomb-
shell to the industry here, for hopes
had been held that J. Arthur Rank's
conversations with Sir Stafford
Cripps, president of the Board of
Trade, and with Chancellor of the
Exchequer Hugh Dalton might sway
the decision.

Belcher frankly indicated he could
hold out no hope in view of the acute
dollar crisis that no matter what
.Johnston produces in the way of an
alternative, would make any differ-
ence.

MPF Metropolitan Meet
Called for August 1

1

(Continued from Page 1)

to guide the local organization. Meet-
ing was called for the morning of
Aug. 11, at the Hotel Astor.
Cohen early next week will send

notices of the session to exhibitors,
producers, distributors, equipment
firms, unions and allied branches of
the industry.

Balaban-Skouras-Richards
Miami Parley Speakers

(Continued from Page 1

)

Robert Barton, legal rep. of the Con-
federacy of Southern Associations,
and a number of prominent South-
eastern exhibitors.

J^and iulttkciau

^' tfee Linai
July 31

James Flood E. Gilbert Golden
Fred C. Quimby Mack Stengler

Louis J. Barbano

Advertising Code Tightened
NiPAA Urges All Industry fo Abide

(Continued from Page 1)

agencies and others not presently
subscribing to the Code.

In a statement issued in approval
of the program, the MPAA board
pointed out that Association mem-
bers have adhered to the Code since
its inception. Board reaffirmed its
adherence and hailed the extended
scope planned as demonstrating "the
industry's militant and sincere pur-
pose of making self regulation effec-
tive in accordance with the demo-
cratic tradition."
Noting that there was no sei-ious

complaint with the Code until "inci-

AU exhibitor associations will be
asked to endorse the new MPAA
Advertising Code, it was said yes-
terday by Charles Schlaifer, chair-
man of the AAC, which will under-
take a public relations program
within the industry.

dents beyond our control precipitated
new demands for further legal re-
strictions," statement declared that
"a single deviation from the require-
ments of decency and good taste can
imperil the entire industry."

Decrying- obscenity .-ind dishonesty in ad-
vertising--publicity material, statement em-
phasized that the MPAA board means "to
stand free of undemocratic restraints and
proposes to carry the doctrine of self-responsi-
bility to every seg-ment." of the industry.

Arguing- that "The public must have no
cause for resentment at having- been dttped
or offended." statement concludes: "We call
upon all elements in the industrj» to join
with us in obsei-ving- the spirit and letter of
the Advertising- Code."

Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox advertisingr-
publicity director, and chairman of the Ad-
vertising Advisory Council and of the Eastern
Public Information Committee, presented the
revised Code to the MPAA board. It is time,
he argued, "that the public—the newspapers,
legislators and all other segments of the
population—is told -with emphasis the facts
about the diligence of the organized industry

in protecting- the public ag-alnst offensive or
dishonest" advertising-publicity and film ma-
terial.

Recommending the project, in addition to

Schlaifer, were the following- advertising-pub-
licity directors: Howard Dietz, M-G-M; Mort
Blumenstock, Warners; Curtis Mitchell, Para-
mount: Maurice Bergman. Universal; Ben
Serkowich, Columbia: S. Barret Mc-Cormick,
RKO: Paul Lazarus. Jr., United Artists; Max
Youngstein, Eagle-Lion, and Steve Edwards,
Republic.

Schlaifer also presented the code and public
relations program to representatives of the
press at a conference yesterday afternoon. He
pointed out that co-operation in the direction

of maintaining decent advertising standards
has been forthcoming from many newspaper
publishers, with a group in Los Angeles hav-
ing adopted a set of regulations almost ver-

batim to the MPA code.

Code Changes

Preamble of the Code has been re-written

to read: "The purpose of the Advertising
Code is to appl.v to motion pictttre advertis-

ing-, publicity and exploitatioii. within their

range, the high principles which the Produc-
tion Code applies to the content of motion
pictures."

Provisions are extended to cover magazine
and trade paper advertising, as well as press-
books and newspaper ads. and additional
forms of exploitation, including publicity
material, posters, lobby displays, radio copy
"and every form" of film exploitation are
specificall.v included.

Producers, distributors and exhibitors and
their advertising agents, "whether affiliated

with the undersigned or not," are urged to

adhere to the principles set forth, and "for
ourselves, -we pledge compliance with these
principles without reservation."

In the Code proper, subscribers hold that
"All motion picture advertising shall (a) Con-
form to fact: (b) Scrupulously avoid all

misrepresentation. Ridicule of race, as well
as religion or religious faith is forbidden,
and advertisers will be "guided by" instead
of "bear in mind" the provision of the Pro-
duction Code which restricts use of liquor to
the necessities of characterization and plot.

Section forbidding nudity and salacious
postures has been extended with this phrase:
"and clothed figitres shall not be represented
in such manner as to be offensive or con-
trary to good taste or morals."

Final section forbidding capitalization in
.advertising of court actions relating to cen-
soring of pictures, is enlarged to include
capitalization b.v publicity.

More U-I Playing Time
Via Minn. Circuit Deal

Coplan Denies Leaving
UA to Tie Up With Villiers

(Continued from Page 1)

manager, and John Branton, Maco
Circuit buyer.

U-I's box office bonanza, "The Egg
and I," will be the first picture to

benefit from the new deal with ex-

tended playing time scheduled

throughout the circuit.

Ernest Mollison Dead
Brownwood, Tex.— Funeral serv-

ices were held here for Ernest Molli-
son, 52, veteran Texas showman, who
died in Corpus Christi. A one-time
roadshow rep., he entered the the-
ater business about 25 years ago at
Gulf, and later operated houses at
Alpine, Raymondville and Marfa.

Franz Aldinger Dead
Alexander, la.—Funeral services

will be held here for Franz Aldinger,
theater operator at Bode, la., who
died at a Salt Lake City hospital of
an ailment contracted while serving
with the armed forces in the Pacific.

London (By Cable)—David Cop-

lan, UA British distribution head,

yesterday denied reports that he was
relinquishing that post to join Sir

Edvpard" Villiers in establishing a
new production entertirise on this

side.

"Nothing is further from my
thoughts," Coplan asserted.

WUliam H. Wheat, Jr.. Dead
Pittsburgh — William H. Wheat,

Jr., veteran theater operator in
Western Pennsylvania, who for more
than 30 years operated the Sewickley
Theater in the exclusive Sewickley
district, died in the Ohio Valley Hos-
pital. Wheat suffered a heart attack
more than a year ago and had never
fully recovered.

Chambers Burial in Wichita
Wichita, Kans.—Funeral sei-vices

will be held here for Stanley Cham-
bers, 58, manager of the Essaness
Ardmore Theater, Chicago.

June Tax 'Take' Dips,

But Ahead of 1946

(Continued from Page 1

1

Collections in June, 1946, however,
amounted to $27,422,536.

The Treasury figures, genej^^y,
reveal that the expected box toi>^
slump this year has not yet been re-
flected in tax collections. Collections
for the first six months of this year
are above the corresponding period
in last year's record-breaking totals.
Collections through June of this year
amounted to $181,896,440, compared
with the $172,367,295 collected in the
first six months of 1946. The average
monthly collection last year was $31.-
793,351.

June collections this year in the
third New York (Broadway) dis-

trict registered the largest drop from
May collections. June tax collections
in this district were $3,956,629, com-
pared with the $6,764,295 collected in

May.
Other collections by districts fol-

low:
Alabama, $326,907: Arizona, $103,997;

Arkansas, $199,851: 1st Oalifornia, $964,930:
6th California, $2,324,473; Colorado, $288,-
105: Connecticut, $241,225; Delaware, $42,-
076; riorida, $508,768; Georgia, $455,860;
Hawaii, $370,038; Idaho $75,881: 1st Illinois,

$1,546,971; 8th Illinois, $248,360: Indiana,
$589,663: Iowa, $362,568: Kansas, $140.-
445; Kentucky, $257,198; Louisiana, $334,-
486: Maine. $94,165: Maryland, $583,540:
Massachusetts, $1,119,554; Michigan, $947,-
041; Minnesota, $537,785: Mississippi, $89,-

856; 1st Missouri, 383,471; 6th Missouri.
$360,348: Montana, $64,378; Nebraska.
.$225,980: Nevada, $35,313; New Haven,
$94,521: 1st New Jersey, $236,222; 5th New
Jersey, $447,071; New Mexico, $55,313; 1st

New York, $444,656: 2nd New York. $103,-
511: 14th New York, $657,931: 21st New
York, $211,722; 28th New York, $428,230:
North Carolina, $553,703: North Dakota.
$56,226; 1st Ohio, $234,847; 10th Ohit),

$125,184; 11th Ohio, $176,629; 8th Oiiio.

$564,663: Oklahoma, $357,132: Oregron.

$249,248; 1st Pennsylvania, $498,309; 12th
Pennsylvania, $285,569; 23rd Pennsylvania.
$469,588: Rhode Island. $107,365: South
Carolina, $241,862; South Dakota, $74,341;
Tennessee, $305,199: 1st Texas, $383,575:
2nd Texas. $765,525: Utah, $135,556: Ver-
mont. $44,976; Virg-inia, $441,913; Washing-
ton, $556,022; West Virginia, $182,082; Wis-
con.?in. .$491,625; Wyoming. $29,774.

Second Stockholder Suit

On Universal Tax Waiver

Second stockholder objection to the
1946 waiver signed by Universal with
the Bureau of Internal Revenue was
registered yesterday via a stock-
holder suit filed by Bertha T. Aine in

Federal Court naming Universal and
a group of executives. Suit demands
an accounting for the benefit of the
corporation.

Action, similar to one filed by
Stephen Truncale in early June,
claims the waiver resulted in a waste
of corporate assets and that man-
agement was unduly benefited. Uni-
versal, she holds, could have de-
ducted $700,000 from its income tax
liability if the waiver was not
signed.

Individual defendants include Nate
J. Blumberg, Paul G. Broun, J. Chee-
ver Cowdin, Matthew Fox, Octavio
Prochet, J. Arthur Rank, G. I. Wood-
ham-Smith and Daniel M. Sheaffer.
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MPEA Sefs Bulgaria

(Continued from Page 1)

released through Filmsko Delo prior
to March 31 of next year.
/^uis Kanturek, MPEA supervisor

f '

_ Eastern Europe, and Jean Birk-
hKrrr, special home office representa-
tive, w^orked out the details of the

New film agreements with the
Norwegian and Czech governments
will be negotiated in the Fall, it was
said here yesterday by Eric A. John-
ston, MPAA - MPEA prexy. Nor-
wegian is calendared for September,
Czech for October.

ao-reement in Sofia and MPEA's
directors unanimously approved the
arrangement at a meeting yester-

day presided over by MPEA Presi-

dent Eric Johnston. The Bulgarian
government must officially ratify be-

fore pact becomes effective.

Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union
remain the only two countries within
the MPEA orbit with whom distribu-

tion agreements have not yet been
reached.

Detroit Laboratory Union
Seeks Increased Scales

(Continued from Page 1)

737, lATSE. Present one-year pact,

expiring Aug. 31, provides the same
scales as in the 1945-46 contract,

according to a union spokesman.
While practically all members are

paid salaries above scale, the spokes-
man pointed out, union's objective

now is to increase scales to provide
raises for new employes who may
be added. Some changes may also

be sought in the contract as the re-

sult of further study of the Taft-
Hartley law.
At the recent annual election,

Oldrich Skudrna was elected presi-

dent of Local 737. Other new officers

are Clive Bradshaw, vice-president;

Mildred Califano, treasurer; Valen-
tine Zurek, financial secretary; Lovel
Groves, recording secretary, and
Lottie Bazeli, corresponding secre-

tary.

UA Prods. Hold Confab
On Receivership Action

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday, has postponed his trip.

It was reported that a group of

UA producers had held a meeting
at which receivership action against
company was considered, but it is be-

lieved any action would hinge on
Chaplin's decision regarding Schenck.

Present U.K. Duty Alternatives
Johnson Sees 10-Day Waiting Period

(Continued from Page 1)

SICK LIST

KATHERINE DeMILLE, feminine lead in

Allied Artists' "Black Gold," is down with

the mumps, which she contracted from her

children.

sidered by the major companies, and
after company presidents had dis-

cussed them with their boards, de-
cision would be reached as to just
what was acceptable and could be
worked out.

Expects Attlee to Wait
It was his belief, the MPAA prexy

said, that the Attlee Government
would wait a "reasonable length of
time" for a counter proposal before
placing the ad valorem duty on film

imports in effect. Johnston added
that he felt a week or 10 days such
a "reasonable" period.

Declaring that the American in-

dustry and he himself were ex-
tremely sympathetic to the acute
British dollar problem, Johnston ob-
served, "The fact that we are may
help us to reach a concrete plan."

Asked if one of the alterna-
tives contemplated was the leav-

ing of American film earnings in

Britain for a period, Johnston
replied that it was, but, he
warned, it was only one of many.
In reply to another question, Jolinston

said he did not care to discuss the alternate
plans unless the attempts to devise one failed.

.Johnston disclosed that on his trip to
l,ondon he filed a brief with the Brifish
Government assailing tlie Dalton plan on
four specific counts. First, that it legally
violated the 1946 Anglo-.4nier!can dou-
ble taxation treaty. Secondly, that it

legally violated the 1938 Anglo-Amer-
ican Reciprocal Trade Agreement. Third-
ly, tliat it violated the spirit of the An-
glo-American Loan -Agreement. Fourth-
ly, that it violated the spirit of the In-
ternational Trade Organization (the
Geneva Conference).
Because of realization of the acute British

dollars plight. Johnston said that the brief
was not being- pressed at this time.

Asked if a film balance of trade between
the U. S. and the U. K. were possible, Jolin-
stnn said it was not "in the foreseeable fu-
ture."

Johnston said that regardless of whether
the ad valorem duty was imposed by Britafn,
he would continue to advocate the freer ex-
change of goods and services. However, he
warned that adoption of the plan by other
countries could bring its spread "like a

prairie fire," with retaliatory measures re-

sulting.
Any "trade war" that might take shape

would hurt Britain in the long run, and the
harm sustained would be heavier on the
British side, Johnston said.

Already, he noted, two other countries
were Interested in the Dalton plan, but
he told a questioner that he did not care
to identif.v them.
Hugh DaJton, Chancellor of the Exchequer,

told him that the British crisis was tempor-
ary, Johnston stated. Johnston expressed
the opinion that the measure adopted to meet
it likewise should be temporary.

"Taxes and duties are never temporary,"
the MPAA president observed. "Taxes are
like weight—easy to put on, hard to take
ofl."

Asked whether he would personally take
over any alternative proposal agreed upon
by the MPAA members, Johnston salft he
might or might not. "My plans," he ex-
plained, "are as fluid as lemonade on a Sum-
mer's day."

Johnston reiterated that, in his opinion,
the British dollar problem will fade if the
Marshall Plan gets in operation and Europe
gets back on its feet. Queried as to the re-

port that the industry might produce films
backing the Marshall Plan, Johnston said no
request had been received from the Secretary
of State. "We have not been asked to do
anything," he put on the record.

Turning to British opposition to the
Dalton plan, Johnston disclosed that Sir
Alexander Korda as well as J. Arthur
Rank had expressed such a position to
him.
Questioned as to possible British film rev-

enues here, Johnston said that in 1946,
British plx had earned $3,000,000 for the
distributors, with $1,000,000 remitted. For
the current year, he said that the rental gross
on British pix here would be "far in excess"
of his earlier estimate of $10,000,000. He
noted that J. Arthur Rank alone anticipated
earning $1.5.000,000 in the U. S. in 1948.

Johnston, however, declined to hazard any
estimate as to the theater gross of British pic-

tures this year, but said it would be possible
at some future time for British pictures to

attain a $60,000,000 theater gross. Johnston
further said that it was impossible to esti-

mate just what British film earnings might
be remitted to London. British producers
might elect to spend a considerable part here
for promotion and to make other investments,
he pointed out.

In this connection, Johnston noted that of
the £111,000,000 earned by U. S. pix in
Britain, only £17,000,000 actually was re-

mitted. The British Government received
£50,000,000 in taxes, and the balance went
to employes of the U. S. companies in Britain.

Disc Jockey Meet Tied to

"Something in the Wind'

Deanna Durbiii will be a sponsor
of the first annual convention of the
National Association of Disc Jockeys,
planned as a highlight of the promo-
tion campaign for Universal-Interna-
tional's "Something in the Wind,"
which stars Miss Durbin. Convention,
to be held Aug. 15 at the Hotel
Sherman, Chicago, will be opened
with a long distance call from Miss
Durbin, and a special preview of the

picture will be a feature of the
meeting. "Something in the Wind,"
which has the Universal star playing

the part of a disc jockey, will have
Its initial key city openings around
Labor Day.

Harry Brewer Dies

Farmington, 111.—Hai-ry G. Brew-
er, 61, co-owner of the Princess The-
ater, is dead. Survivors include his

wife and a son, G. Thomas Brewer,
who will continue to operate the the-

aters.

MPAA Expected to Fight
Slash of L of C Pix Plans

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA and Holly-

wood may join the fight to salvage
the film library program which was
expanding under the Library of
Congress until it became the victim
of a Congressional economy drive, it

was indicated yesterday.

Joel Ferris, of MPAA's Depart-
ment of Educational Services, told

the Washington Film Council that in-

dustry leaders were "shocked" at

the Congressional action wiping out

the Library's motion picture division.

Schoenstadt, JWF Vice-Chairman

Arthur Schoenstadt, Chicago cir-

cuit operator, has accepted the vice-

chairmanship of the amusement divi-

sion's 1947 Chicago Jewish Welfare
Fund drive. Announcement was made
in N. Y. yesterday by John Balaban,
chairman of the Chicago campaign,
.prior to his departure for Europe
and Palestine.

Kalmenson to Open

WB Parley Today

(Continued from Page 1)

years attended by the Warner sales-

men, agenda for the meeting includes

an outline of coming product, topped

by "Life With Father,".discussion of

the Warner newsreel, outline of 1947-

48 advertising and promotional plans,

a forum on current conditions, trends

and outlook " in various territories,

and other topics.

Among those attending will be

Harry M. Warner, president, and

Maj. Albert Warner, vice-president,

who will address today's sessions;

Jack L. Warner, WB exec, producer, may
postpone his plans for a trip to Europe until

Fall by which time he hopes to have 1947-48
production program underway and on sched-
ule. Warner resumed annual European busi-
ness trips last year for purpose of surrey ot

foreign branches, company's English produc-
tion facilities and talent field. He stated
that combination of circumstances is reason
tor postponement of trip.

Kalmenson; Samuel Schneider, vice-

president; Mort Blumenstock, vice-

president in charge of advertising-

publicity, and Harry M. Kalmine,
president and general manager of

Warner Theaters.
Also, Roy Haines, Western division man-

ager; Jules Lapidus, Eastern and Canadian
division sales manager; Norman Ayers, South-

ern division sales manager: I. D. Dolid, as-

sistant to Kalmenson, and Norman H. Moray,
short subjects sales manager and president

of Warner News.
Also, Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of

exchanges; Ed Hinchy, playdate department
head; Howard Levinson, legal staff distribu-

tion representative; Gilbert A. Golden, na-

tional advertising manager; Harry Goldberg,

director of theater advertising-publicity, and

Stanley W. Hatch, contract department head.

Also, Larry Golob, Eastern publicity man-
ager; William W. Brumberg, manager of field

public relations staff; Charles Bailey, as-

sistant to Moray; Jacob Wilk, Eastern pro-

duction manager; Albert S. Howson, scenario

editor and director of censorship; Wolfe

Cohen, vice-president of Warner International;

A. C. Brauninger, 16 mm. department man-

ager; James Allen, vice-president and general

manager of Warner News, and Ned Buddy,

assistant to Allen.

District managers include Ben Lefkowitz.

Eastern; Robert Smeltzer, Mid - Atlantic;

Charles Rich, Central, and Haskell Masters,

Canadian.
,, -ii, at

Branch managers are Ray S. Smith, Al-

bany; George W. Horan, Boston; Ed A. Cat-

lin Buffalo; Carl J. Goe. New Haven; Clar-

ence Eiseman. New York; William G. Man-

sell. Philadelphia: Fred W. Beiersdorf, Wash-

ington; James S. Abrose, Cincinnati; Jerry M.

Wechler, Cleveland; Claude W. McKean, In-

dianapolis; P. D. (Dinty) Moore, Pittsburgh;

Morris Salter, Calgary; Grattan Kiely, Mon-

treal- Mickey Komar, St. John; Irvm Govai,

Toronto; Earl H. Dalgleish, Vancouver, and

Frank Davis, Winnipeg.
Salesmen on hand include: Albany—George

Goldberg, Joseph Moore; Boston—J. Mc-

Carthy, A. R. Daytz, W. Kremmell, W Ku-

mins, M. 'Daytz; Buffalo— J. Zurich, H.

Schifflrin, D. J. Pasin; New Haven— Max
Birnbaum; New York;—Gus Solomon, Harry

P Decker, Leo Jacobi, Irving Rothenberg.

Lee Mayer. Joe Vergesslich; Philadelphia—C.

Beilan, B. F. Bache, D. M. Cooper, C. B.

Guilfoil T. N. Noble; Washington— S. H.

Wilson, J. A. Walker, J. L. Garet. Jr., P. De
Paziop; Cincinnati—J. P. Eifert, R. J. Burns,

R Salyer, W. L. Kerr, C. A. Schroeder; Cleve-

land—O. Kantor, D. Kaufman, R. Bixler; In-

dianapolis—G. L. Black, R. S. Shrader, G.

Dowd; Pittsburgh — J. Kalmenson, R. M.

Lynch, L. Pearlman, P. S. Krumenaclcer: Cal-

gary — M. Belkin; Montreal — A. Cohen;

Toronto—P. Myers, A. Piggins; Winnipeg

—

B. Brookler.



M Pis for tlie Million thrills she'll give you!

U is for the Ohj and Ah!s she drew!

I is for the Tights she filled so neatly!

II is for the Heart-throbs that she knew!

Vj !is for the Eyeful that she gave 'em!

A is for the Raves she rated, too!
"^

them

aU

together

they

spell

BOXOFFICE!

from

CENTURY-FOX

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
starring

BETIY GRABLE

..DAN DAI LEY
and MONA FREEMAN • CONNIE MARSHALL

Vanessa Brown

William Frawley

Directed by

Robert Arthur

Ruth Nelson

Produced by

Sara Allgood

Anabel Shaw

WALTER LANG • LAMAR TROTTI
Screen Play by Lamar Trotti • Based on the Book by Miriam Young

Lyrics and iVlusic: "On A Little Two-Seat Tandem" • "Kokomo,

Indiana" • "You Do" • "There's Nothing Like A Song" • "This

Is My Favorite City" • "Fare-Thee-Well Dear Alma Mater" by

Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow

Dances Staged by Seymour Felix and Kenny Williams

Costumes Designed by Orry-Kelly

ROXY, NEW YORK • WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20th
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GRBDUIELL SEARS APPOinTED Ull PRESIDEHT

CrippSf Clayton in Paris to Hold Duty Coniab
British "Almost Certain"

^ To Block Dollars With
Tax, Washington Feels

BULLETIN!
Paris (By Cable)—With the British

film import crisis believed high on the

agenda, Sir Stafford Cripps, president

of the Board of Trade, arrived here by

plane yesterday afternoon for urgent

conferences with Will Clayton, U. S.

Under Secretary of State. Clayton is

expected to make a final plea to pre-

vent or at least defer the imposition of

(Continued on Page 7)

Harry Michalson,

IRKOPathe'sPrexy

H Selection of Harry Michalson,
RKO short subjects sales manager,
to be president of RKO Pathe, suc-

MICHALSON BONAFIELD

' ceeding retiring Prexy Frederic
Ullman, Jr., was announced yester-

i day by Ned E. Depinet, vice-chair-
: man of the board.

j

Jay Bonafield, Pathe vice-president

I
(Continued on Page 7)

AFA Ohays Benefit
With iW. P. Relief

A plan under which the Actors'

Fund of America will hold a Fund

Fair in conjunction with the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund was approved

at a board meeting of the Fund. John

Golden was named chairman of the

event, scheduled for early next year

at either Grand Central Palace or

the 34th St. Armory.

Editorial

The New Film Ad Code
... a major entry in the ledger

By CHESTER B. BAHN ^^

WHEN the 1947 industry ledger is balanced on Dec. 31 next, among the major en-

tries will be the new Advertising Code for Motion Pictures, legislated into being

on Wednesday by the MPAA board of directors after months of patient and exceedingly

painstaking labor by Chairman Charles Schlaifer and his associates of the MPAA's Ad-

vertising Advisory Council.

The new Code formulated by the 20th- Fox ad-publicity-exploitation chief and his

associates, Metro's Howard Dietz, Warners' Mort Blumenstock, U-I's Maurice Bergman,

Columbia's Ben Serkowich, RKO's S. Barret McCormick, UA's Paul Lazarus, Jr., Eagle-

Lion's Max Youngstein, and Republic's Steve Edwards, best speaks for itself.

Both in preamble and operating provisions, it is a stronger and hence better Code

than that placed in effect 17 years ago.

Particularly to be commended, too, are those procedures designed to widen the ob-

(Continued on Page 8)

Sets

Confab

Detroit—Allied Theaters of Michi-
gan will hold a Mid-Summer con-

ference Aug. 11 at the Grand Hotel,

Mackinac Island, according to Jack
Stewart, general manager. The
event has been set for the meeting
point of the Upper and Lower Penin-
sulas of Michigan, in order to allow

(Continued on Page 8)

^ment. General Manager
And VP of Warner News

Completion of the official slate of

Warner News, Inc., which in mid-
August takes over RKO Pathe News,
was announced yesterday. Serving
with President Norman H. Moray
will be Walton C. Ament, vice-pres-

(Continued on Page 8)

Coast Commie Probe

May be Postponed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Possibility that the

"sensational" hearings on alleged

Communist activities in Hollywood,
scheduled by the House Un-American
Activities Committee for Sept. 23,

might be postponed appeared here

yesterday. Rep. Richard Nixon, Los

(Continued on Page 3)

NCA, Minn. Amuse, Fight

10% Levy in St. Paul

Minneapolis—NCA and Minnesota
Amusement presented a solid front

yesterday before the St. Paul City

Council arguing against proposed 10

per cent amusement tax coming up
for council vote Tuesday.

Today's editions of St. Paul news-
(Continued on Page 7)

E-L to Open 10 S. A. Branches
$300,000 for Offices;Augment Pix Lineup

Warners Sets 9 Feature
Releases for 1947-48

Special engagement plans for "Life

With Father" and the titles of War-
ners first nine new season releases

were outlined yesterday by Ben Kal-
menson, vice-president and general

sales manager, at the opening session

(Continued on Page 7)

Eagle-Lion has appropriated $300,-

000 for the immediate establishment
of 10 branch offices in Latin Amer-
ica, Sam L. 'Siedelman, foreign sales

manager, told the industry press

at a luncheon yesterday.
Seidelman, who leaves over the

weekend for Mexico City where an
office will be opened on Aug. 25, will

set up posts in Cuba, Brazil, Chile,

(Continued on Page 8)

UA Will Release Only Pix
In Which it Has Financial
Part; Kelley, Exec. V-P

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Mary Pickford

and Charles Chaplin late yester-
day officially appointed Grad-
well L. Sears United Artists presi-

dent, with the appointment becom-
ing effective immediately.

Arthur W. Kelley was named ex-
ecutive vice-president and assumes
his new duties immediately. He
leaves at once for England where he
will carry through the distribution

setup started by Sears on his recent
trip to the United Kingdom. George

(Continued on Page 7)

Directs WB Salesmen

To Assist Exhibitors

Ben Kalmenson, vice-president and
general sales manager of Warners,
yesterday instructed salesmen at the
company's con-
vention to give
exhibitors every
possible assist-

ance along the.
lines of mutual
co-operation be-
tween the produc-
tion and exhibi-
tion ends.
Warner sales

force was told to

expand and inten-

sify their per-
sonal contact ac-
tivities with all
their accounts.
Kalmenson said
they must go in KALMENSON
for a thorough job of education

Continued on Page 8)

War Depths German
Clarification Monday
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Washington — The War Depart-

ment's long - delayed "clarification"

report on German pix policy will be

released on Monday, officials an-

nounced yesterday.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low
Am. Seat 16% ISVl

Bell & Howell 22% 21 1/2

Columbia Picts I71/2 I71/2

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 80 80

East. Kodak 471/2 461/2

do pfd 195 195 1

Loew's, Inc 225/8 22

Paramount 27% 26%
RKO 131/4 127/8

Republic Pict 51/4 SVs
Republic Pict. pfd... nVg 13%
20th Century-Fox . . . 301/2 30

20th Century-Fox pfd. 39 39
Universal Pict 21 '/2 21 1/7

Warner Bros 16% 161/4

NEW YORK CURB MARK
Monogram Picts 4i/g 4

RKO 3% 3%
Technicolor 13% 13%

OVER THE COUNTER

Cinecolor
Pathe

Close
163/4

223/4

171/2

80
471/2

95
22%
273/8

13

5'/s

13%
301/2

39
21 1/2

161/2

ET
41/8

3%
133/4

Bid

6%
4'/4

Net
Chg.

-f %
+ 1

-f I'/s

+ 1%
+ 3

-f 3/„

+ 3/8

+ 1/8

+ 1/2

+- 1/4

+ 1/8

+
'

i/2

Asked
6%
51/4

Kruqman Completes Task,
To Leave Goldv/yn Post

Saul John Krugman, Eastern sale,<

rep. for Samuel Goldwyn. has cuti-
pleted his work on the roadshow and
pre-release engagements of "The
Best Years of Our Lives," and has
resigned as of Aug. 22. Before .join-
iig Goldwyn last year, Krugman was
Fastem sales representative for
Ecnedict Bogeaus.

cominG nno Goinc
TOM J. CONNORS, until recently 20th-Fox

vice-president in charge of distribution, left

last night for the Coast where 'he will stay

several weeks.

ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eagle - Lion exploitation

monager, left for Texas lost night where he

will set up campaigns for "Red Stallion" in

Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, and Ft. Worth.

BELLE MEYER, Secretary to Sam Seidelman,

is vacationing in Livingston Manor. N. Y.

LEONARD WHITE, 20th-Fox home office pub-

licist planes to Hollywood tonight for a 10-

day stay.

JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ, 20th-Fox vice-presi-

dent and Eastern studio rep., returned to his

desk yesterday after several weeks of con-

ferences at the Coast.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, M-G-M's producer of

"The Hucksters," sails today for London and
a vacation on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.

JOHN P. BYRNE, M-G-M Eastern sales man-
ager, is due to return Monday from Buffalo,

after completing a swing of branches under
his supervision.

MAURICE N. WOLF, assistant to H. M. Richey,

returns to Boston today after several doys at

the home office for conferences.

BILL ORNSTEIN leaves today for Haines

Falls, N. Y., and a vacation.

BEN GOETZ, head of M-G-M's British studio

activities, is due from the Coast Tuesday en

route to England with his wife. They sail Aug.
8 on the S.S. Queen Mary.

VICTOR SAVILLE, M-G-M producer, arrives

from Hollywood Wednesday.

HERBERT STOTHART, M-G-M music director,

'S due from the Coast by plane on Tuesday.

M. L. SIMONS, assistant to H. M. Richey,

returns Monday from a vacation.

JACK KIRSCH returned to Chicago yesterday

from Washington and Philadelphia conferences.

HASSOLDT DAVIS, explorer, producer and
writer, flies to Trinidad today with his wife,

Ruth Staudinger Davis, photographer.

Rank Re-elected President
Of British Film Producers

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank was unanimously re-elected
president of the British Film Produc-
ers Association at the annual meet-
ng held here yesterday.

KRS Names Griffiths As
Its First Paid President

London (By Cable)—D. E. Grif-
fiths was named the first paid presi-
dent of Kinematograph Renters So-
ciety, at the monthly meeting held
yesterday.

Republic Board Lacks
Quorum, Fails to Meet

Republic's board failed to hold its

scheduled meeting yesterday due to
lack of a quorum. No date for the
session was set, it was said.

COOLING BARGAIN s"aVe"r

Laige, heavy-duty U. S. Air Co. Blower;

Silent multi-V Drive Belt, Motor and
Pulley Assembly; Hydraulic Variable Speed

Control; Air-washer and Filter Screen;

Air-delivery Deflecto-Grill.

All NEW in 1941 . . . sturdier than 1947's

offering-,. All in A-1 condition. $1200

worth for $825, cash.

Write: STATE THEATRE, Endicott, N. Y.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
reprints and importations, as well as short sub-
ject sales, is slated to return Saturday from
Atlanta, after a two-week tour of six exchanges
in the South and Southwest.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR and her mother are

slated to arrive from Minoqua, Wis., next

Wednesday and sail two days later on the

S.S. Queen Mary for England.

JOHN FULTON, special effects expert, is in

New York shooting nightclub scenes for the

new Danny Kaye comedy, "That's Life."

MOREY GOLDSTEIN, general sales manager
for Allied Artists and Monogram, entrains Sun-

day night via Chicago for New Orleans and
Memphis, accompanied by Arthur Greenblatt

and Arnold Stoltz. Trio should be back in about
10 days.

JOSEPH J. DEITCH, Paramount Theaters Ser-

vice Corp. executive, leaves Monday for a week's

visit to Minneapolis and Kansas City.

LEONARD SPIEGELGASS, Paramount writer,

leaves for Hollywood today following his re-

turn from England on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth

Wednesday.

JOHN B. NATHAN, Paramount International

division manager for continental Europe, North
Africa and the Middle East, is en route to

France aboard the S.S. Mauretania.

AMERICO ROSENBERGER, Paramount Inter-

national's Cuban manager emplanes for Havana
today following a month's stay in New York.

COL. JOSEPH GOETZ, RKO travelling field

rep., is in Syracuse to supervise Keith's and
Empire while JACK FLEX is taking a Canadian
and Southern vacation.

CAROL BRANDT, M-G-M's Eastern story head,
is on the Coast for a two-week stay.

DAVID FARRAR, JAR star of "Black Nar-
cissus," arrives on S.S. Queen Mary, Aug. 5,

for o series of personal appearances.

St. Louis Amuse., Loew's
And Stagehands Sign Pact

St. Louis — New wage contracts
calling for an increase of $11.25 per
week in the basic pay of $75.00 for
stagehands have been signed by rep-
resentatives of the St. Louis The-
atrical Brotherhood Local 6 with the
St. Louis Amusement Company,
operating 24 houses in the city and
country, and Loew's, Inc., operating
Loew's State and Loew's Orpheum,
first-run houses.

The St. Louis Amusement contract
covering about 20 stag-ehands makes
eifective the decision by Jules Kahn,
Kansas City attorney and NLRB
arbiter, granting the workers a 15
per cent increase retroactive to Jan.
1, 1945, and for the first time it

specifies in detail duties of stage-
hands. Each worker will receive
about $2,000 in back pay.
The Loew's contract covering a

dozen men is not retroactive. Nego-
tiations for similar contracts with
other first-runs and major neighbor-
hood houses' are still in progress.

rii* taUtt l« tAM. Bound
»tiulpment hat been Imialled
- nnr air conditioned . . .

SCREENING ROOM
in addition to our 35 M.M.

<t C.A. High Fidelity Sound and
^molex Projectort . . .

Con W« "Show" rout
Cnllr circle 6-0081-2-S-4
THlm .^inritnf and Sfrviet

FILM <;T0RA6E Co.. Inc
*aAn RRflArturAV W V r-

Projectionists Mull N. Y. C.

Strike for 34% Wage Hike

Threat of a projectionists' strike

in the movie houses of New York
City was made yesterday when 2,000
members of Local 306 of the Mov-
ing Picture Machine Operators met
at Manhattan Center to decide^ on a

course of action toward obtai^R?^? a

34 per cent wage increase as #ec- as
time and a half for Saturday, double
time for Sunday, and a five per cent
welfare fund from the major exhibs.

Union spokesman said that the
membership unanimously approved
a walkout if these demands were
not met by Labor Day. Since ne-
gotiations began two months ago,
labor reps, feel that management is

stalling. Employer reps., on the
other hand, insist that the Taft-
Hartley Act has introduced new com-
plications which require much study.

Exhibitors who would be aifected

by the walkout are: Loew's, RKO,
Skouras, Warner s , Paramount,
United Artists and Randforce.

Peerless Electric Bought
By Altec Lansing Corp.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Altec Lansing Corp.

has purchased the Peerless Electric
Products Co., G. L. Carrington, Altec
president, announced. Peerless manu-
factures fluorescent lamp starters,

industrial and radio transformers,
and apparatus for use in radar equip-
ment.

Carrington emphasized that Peer-
less will not lose its identity, con-
tinuing to do business as in the past.
Purchase, he said, will give Altec
Lansing a badly needed increase in

manufacturing facilities.

Weitman Heads Night of

Stars Production Com.

Appointment of Robert M. Weit-
man, managing director of the Para-
mount Theater, to the chairmanship
of the producing committee for the
14th annual Night of Stars is an-
nounced by Nathan Straus, general
chairman of the benefit. Show will

be held at Madison Square Garden on
Nov. 17.

: ^ >-i,5^s

'IS
IF YOU BUY

STADIUM, AMUSEMENT PARK OR

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL TICKHli

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

Samples, prices on re-

. quest. %j

INTERNATIONAL f
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Sales offices in New ^ork ond
Principal Cifies
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Eight Shorts Series

For WB Next Season

MORAY

Eight series of short subjects, com-
prising 78 one-reelers, eight two-
reelers and twice weekly issues of

.Mi. the Warner Pathe
News, will be re-

leas ed by War-
ners in i947-48,
Norman H. Moray,
short subjects
sales manager
and president of

Warner News, an-
nounced yester-
day at the after-

noon session of

the sales conven-
tion.

Included in the

lineup of one-
reelers is a new
series of six
"Memories of

Melody Lane," long-time song favor-

ites which permit audiences to join

the chorus.
Series and titles in the shorts line-

up include: Eight two-reel Techni-

color Specials—"Soap Box Derby,"

"Sunset in the Pacific," "Celebration

Days," "Teddy the Rough Rider,"

"Sunday Round-Up," "King of the

Carnival," "A Day at the Fair" and

"My Own United States."

Others are: Six Technicolor Ad-
venture Specials; six Memories of

Melody Lane; 13 Sports Parade in

Technicolor; eight Melody Masters

—

featuring the bands of Freddy Mar-
tin, Artie Shaw, Henry Busse,

Joe Reichman and Rubinoff and his

violin; and six Joe McDoakes Com-
edies.

Program is rounded out with 13

Blue Ribbon Technicolor cartoons

and 26 Merrie Melodies and Looney
Tunes in Technicolor.

Steinberg FUes Denial

Nathan Steinberg, one of the de-

fendants in fraud Federal Court

actions brought by RKO and Loew's

in connection with percentage pic-

tures played by the Parkway The-

ater, Mount Vernon, yesterday

sought to be dismissed from the

suits on the grounds that he didnot
submit books and records examined
by the plaintiffs.

•^..•............il.iJiMMMl-lt'll-tK'i
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Aug. 1

Herman Gumbin
William Orlamond
Erie C. Kenton
Madge Evans

Aug.
Jack L. Warner
Myrno Loy
Hal Mohr

Aug.
Dolores Del Rio
Wellyn Totman

'.• Adrienne Ames
|> Charles M. Mersereau

Judith Wood
Chester B. Bahn

Jack Briggs

Terry Turner
2
Olga Bacanova
Ruth Nelson
Larry Stein

3

W. W. Spruce
James Jordan, Jr.

Richard Davies
Alice Fleming

^/'..•.•.•.•.•.••......•..•...•.•...*M^/*

«>^PHIL M. DALY
Ringing Down the WeeW^s Curtain
• • • CERTAINLY ONE OF THE TOUGHEST adverlising-pubUcity-

exploitation assignments ever handed a maior company departmental

director was that for BKO's "Crossfire" The job called for exactly

the right approach and touch, and for reasons too evident to need re-

cital S. Barret McCormick and his staff supplied it And the

advertising campaign deserves to go down in industry annals as a model

of what to do—and what not to do—under certain circumstances

Without taking anything away from the, picture itself, McCormick's cam-

paign patently has been a major factor in the really top biz the pic is

doing on Broadway The astute manner in which the delicate sub-

ject has been handled is a credit to Mr. McC, RKO and the industry at

large

T T T
• • • DON'T BE SURPRISED if that "dead" UA-Fabian deal sud-

denly shows signs of life. ... • Should Armand Deutsch of Story

Prods, secure a release from his UA commitment covering "This

Side of Innocence," don't be surprised if he takes the property into

the RKO fold. ... • Next JAR pic to bow in the U. S. market will

be "Frieda," which U-I has set for the Park Ave. on Aug. 14. . . .

• Dale Harrison of the Chicago Sun opines Windy City grosses are

off as much as 25 per cent. ... • Dudley Nichols gets into town

today with a print of "Mourning Becomes Electra" and will show it

not only to RKO toppers but Eugene O'Neill and the Theater Guild's

Lawrence Longner. ... • A new process sepia-tone is being em-

ployed for "The Roosevelt Story" which bows as a polio fund benefit

Aug. 21 at the Globe< with a second opening next day at the Republic.

• Arthur M. Loew on behalf of Loew's Int'l has closed a deol for dis-

tribution here and elsewhere of the Swedish hit pic, "Ordet" (The

Word). ... • Leo Wolcott, board chairmen of the AITO of Iowa-

Neb., finished in an eight place tie in the Iowa Master's tournament on

the Iowa Siaio College course, one of the territory's toughest

T T
• • • SMILE O' THE WEEK: The scene: In front of the RKO
Palace, Broadway The time: The other afternoon Up to RKO
Theaters' Charlie McDonald stepped a gent who quizzed as follows:

"Hey, Mac, I understand Robert Young is going to take over RKO"
Quote Charlie: "Could be. I understand that the Chesapeake &

Ohio needs product"

T T
• • • IS PHILADELPHIA FAILURE to have a "Variety Club"

benefit premiere for thef local Variety Club's heart fund due to a mat-

ter of personalities? ... • Write off that published item that the

Ford Motor Co. plans to purchase or erect tele stations as just another

phoney. . . . • Truth in Advertising Dep't.: When Stan Blackburn

booked "Destry Rides Again" and "When the Daltons Rode" for his

Omaha Theater, he posted this lobby reassurance: "This theater

can be emptied of g\insmoke in three minutes.". . . • Civilian awards

lor war-time service were presented to Warners' Gordon Hollingshead,

Michael Curtiz and William L. Guthrie at the Burbank studio yesterday

by Brig. Gen. W. A. Matheny

T T
• • • TWENTY-FOUR HOURS after its "no comment" on Holly-

wood reports that I. Arthur Rank loomed as a possible negotiator for

UA's purchase, the JARO yesterday in London changed its tune and

issued a flat denial to a British press association. ... • Warren R.

Goldsmith of New York will address the Society of Television Engineers

in L. A. on Aug. 20, his subject, "Hollywood and East Coast Television"

The Society's president is Harry (Don Lee) Lubcke. . . .

Coast Commie Probe

May be Postponed

(Continued from Page 1)

Angeles Republican and a member of

the committee, said he definitely

plans to go to Europe as a member
of the special 19-man Herter Com-
mittee to study conditions in Europe.
Nixon was appointed to that body
this week.

He told The Film Daily yester-

day he plans to talk with Chairman
Parnell Thomas and Chief Investi-

gator Robert Stripling of the Un-
American Activities Committee in an
effort to try "to resolve the conflict."

Nixon does not anticipate, he said,
any change in the hearing schedule;
instead, he believes the probe might
go on without him.
At any rate, he said, he will defin-

itely go to Europe as part of the
Herter Committee.
Nixon told The Film Daily he is

confident the pix industry will be
fairly treated at the forthcoming
hearings. "You can definitely expect
an improvement over past Hollywood
investigations," he said. "These
hearings will be on a high plane and
very factual—that's why we've em-
ployed FBI men to help prepare evi-

dence."
He added that he is glad the in-

dustry will have the counsel of
former Secretai'y of State James F.

Byrnes. (Although he will not per-
sonally appear before the committee,
Byrnes will aid the industry in pre-
paring testimony for the committee,
according to present plans. He has
been retained by MPA, as well as by
20th-century Fox.)
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ttom Albany

K. S. $M1TH
OeO. GOIDBERG
JOS. MOORE
Irem Allania

i. r. KIRBY
W. O. WIlLtAMSON

1 H. R. KISUER
C. T. JORDAN, JR.

J. H. BUCK
J. R. DICKSON

E. B. PRICE

from Sotfon

GEO. HORAN
i. McCarthy
M. DAYTZ

W. KREMMEIL
W. KUMINS
A. R. DAYTZ

Item Buffalo

t. A. CATLIN
J. ZURICH

H. SCHIFFRIN
D. J. PASIN

from Colgar/

M. SAIFER
M. BEIKIN

irem CharloHa

u. j: iannuzzi
O. S. HOUSE
C OGBURN

r. NEEL

from Chfcogo

H. A. SEED
A. J. SHUMOW
C. ft. WEINBERG
a. C. HERMAN
B. F. ELROD
H. GOLDMAN
C. R. MORTEN
DAVID ROSE

frem CIncinnafi

i. S. ABR05E
J. P. EIFERT

R. J. BURNS
R. SAIYER
W. L, KERR

t. A. SCHROEOER

Item Cleveland

CHARLES RICH
J. M. WECHSLER

0. KANTOR
O. KAUFMAN

R. BIXLER

from Deltas

DOAK ROBERTS
W. DON WOODS

B. BURNSIDE
0. GOLDMAN

A. JONES
«. VOGElPOHl

A. WOLF
from Denver

E. A. BELL
'W. A. HAEFIIGER

1. E. HOBSON
E. RESNICK

_frem Oe» Modies

0. P. WEBSTER
1. C. HENSLER
J. R. IE VEE
J. M. HARRIS

from DelroH

R. H. DUNBAR
W. B. COLLINS
S. I. GILBERT

J. W. JOHNSON
T. LEVY

Irem IndlanapoUt

C W. McKEAN
0. J. BLACK

R. S. SHRAOER
C.DOWO

frem Kantet City

R. C. BORG
J. T. MANFRE
H. WHEELER
C. HINTOM
F. NORRiS
H. CASS

frem lot Angel»$

HENRY HERSa
FRED GREENBER3
J. N. HOWLAND
W. R. WALSH
J. ROSENBERG

r. REIMER
H. SUTER

from MempMt
1. WailAMSON

P. CARTER

For the first time in five years a \

grand sales organization! This week !

the news from the dpuble-header W
and Chicago rs/achmejl Hats off and



ler Sales Convention for our whole

next week the big trade news will be

er meeting in New York (Waldorf-Astoria)

ray for the "Life with Father" boys!

from PhltoJelpMa

W. 0. MANSEU
C. BEIUN

B. F. BACHE
O. M. COOPEB
0, B. GUIIFOU
T. N. NOBIE

from Pillsburglt

F. 0. MOORE
J. KAlME^4$0N
B. M. lYNCH
L. PEARLMAN

P. S. KRUMENACKER

from Oklahoma Ctty

V. ADAMS
W. C. BIACKSTONE

G. LIVINGSTON
D. TUUIUS

from OmoAo
F. J. HANNON
1. MENDEISON
W. D. WINK
R. W. HIRZ

from Porrtancf

Al OXTOBir
M. F. KELLER
G. H. TRIPP

from Safr totte Cltf

W. F. GORDON
K. K. PACK

A, W. BARON
P. B. BROWN

from Son franeltto

A. SHMITKEN
E. HAMPTON

I. JAMES
W. C. WHEELER

from Seatff*

V. STEWART
J. W. SPEAR
H. J. KELLY

from SI. John

M. KOMAR

from Sf. Loult

HALL WALSH
I. BONA

W. GLEASON
J. HILL

D. EDELE
S. 6ARBER

from Toronfo

HASKELL MASTERS
I. COVAL
P. MYERS

from VoneOKver

E. H. DALGIEISH

from Wo«/i)ng»oii

ROBERT SMELTZER
F. W. BEIERSDORF

S. H. WILSON
J. A. WALKER
i. I. OARST, JR.

P. DeFAZiO

from Mffnnlpot

F.DAVK
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^ flLfll DfllLV REVIEUIS OF HEUI fERTURES i^
"Desert Fury"

A Hal B. Wallis Prod,

with John Hodiak, Lizabeth Scott, Burt

Lancaster. Mary Astor

Paramount 95 Mins.

STUNNING, TECHNICOLOR PRODUC-
TION FOR WESTERN GANGSTER OPUS
THAT PACKS TOP-SELLING FEATURES.

This one is straight from a long line of

successful tough guy pictures and should

click solidly with devotees of the clipped,

razor-thin dialogue. Lizabeth Scott as

Paula Haller, beautiful, 19-year-old daugh-

ter of the middling-aged boss of a wide

open Nevada town, Mary Astor, chucks

finishing school to come back to her

tough, domineering mother, who loves her

but pushes her around too much. Paula

doesn't take kindly to the shoving but

tolerates it as she searches for her libido

in the desert.

Paula tosses off a few amorous scenes

with a young highway cop, Tom Hanson

(Burt Lancaster) but her heart isn't com-

pletely in it. She finally falls for a hood

from out of town, Eddie Bendix (John Hodi-

ak) who seems to be well-known to her

mother, the cop, and everybody else, and

they all agree he's a no good guy. Paula,

natch, goes on in her typically headstrong

way and inveigles her way under his tough

hide and he soon begins to smile, though he

always looks as though he could haul off

and sock her if she made a false move.

Passion is high and the two are soon en

friendly terms, though much head shaking

goes on from the observant onlookers to

the affair. Principal objector is Johnny

Ryan (Wendell Corey) Hodiak's pal who
is with him in his desert hideout. Two are

closer than brothers and as thick as the

thieves they are.

Fritzi finally forbids Paula to ever see

Eddie again, and she implies that there is

much to friend Eddie that isn't apparent

to immature Paula. After a face-slapping

incident, Paula dashes out for a rendezvous

with Eddie and they cement their relations

further. After she returns home to pack

for a runaway wedding with Eddie, her

mother, Fritzi catches up with her and for-

bids her from leaving the house to see

him. Eddie meanwhile paces about, waiting

for her to come. Paula finally escapes and

rides up to his hideaway. She is told to

leave by Eddie's pal. Johnny. Eddie later

finds out that his pal had come between
them and he tells his buddy off and rushes

out to pick up Paula. At her home he claims

his girl and they leave after a scene with

Paula's mother, Fritzi, who goes into his

unsavoury past again for her daughter's

enlightenment, but it fails to make much
of an impression.

Smash climax comes after Paula, on her

flight with Eddie, picks up Johnny, who
begs for a hitch to town. On his way, he

reveals to Paula what a thoroughgoing heel

Eddie really is. He also uncovers some nasty

business about the demise of Eddie's first

wife. Johnny turns out to have been the

dominating force behind Eddie's vicious-

ness. with Eddie merely the tool. Eddie

shoots and kills Johnny after the revelation,

and in a running chase of Paula, who es-

capes his clutches in a car, he crashes to

his death, after the cop, Tom, catches up

with the chase.

Technicolor is wonderfully beautiful, with

enough lights and shadows to complement

"The Burning Cross"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Somerset-Screen Guild 77 Mins.

EXPOSE OF THE KLU KLUX KLAN
AIMED AT THE B. O. OFFERS GOOD EX-

f-LOITATlON POSSIBILITIES.

Here is an exploitation picture, expos-

ing the activities of the Knights of the

Kiu Klux Klan. It was produced and di-

rected by Walter Colmes, with Selvyn

Levinson serving as associate producer.

Hank Daniels, recently discharged

from the service, returns to Brighton, a

small Southern town, to discover that his

former pal, John Fostini, is engaged to

Virginia Patton, the girl Hank loved. He
also learns that there are few jobs avail-

able for ex-servicemen. This dual situation

breeds a hatred which makes Hank an

easy prey of the organizers of the local

Klan movement.

Fostini tries to fight the local Klan

leaders, and in trying to escape a tarring

and feathering, is shot and killed by Dick

Rich, a Klan organizer.

Hank tries to resign from the Klan, but

threats to blame him for the death of

Fostini forestall the action. The Klansmen
seek to intimidate a Negro to prevent him

from voting against their candidate for

Governor, but when the colored man re-

fuses to comply, set out to kill him and

his family. Hank tips off the local police,

but it develops that the lieutenant in

charge, is working undercover with the

mob and consequently when the officers

arrive on the scene, the Negro and his

family have been wiped out.

Learning that Hank tipped off the police,

the Klansman kidnap him. They are about

to lynch him when the state police officers

interrupt the proceedings, and the Klan

leaders are arrested to face trial.

CAST: Hank Daniels, Virginia Patton, Ray-
mond Bond, Betty Roadman, Dick Rich, Joel

Fluelien, Walden Boyle, Alexander Pope, John
Fostini, John Doucette, Jack Shutta, Mody
Norman, Glen Allen, Matt Willis, Tom Ken-
nedy, Dick Bailey, Ted Stanhope.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Walter Colmes;
Associate Producer, Selwyn Levinson; Produc-
tion Manager, Leon Moskov; Author, Aubrey
Wisberg; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Wal-
ter Strenge; Art Director, Frank Sylos; Editor,

Jason Bernle.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

UA Answers Freund Suit
United Artists yesterday asked

dismissal of the Federal Court suit

filed by Robert Freund and Twin
Editions, which claimed that a copy-
righted reproduction of the picture,
"Portrait of a Youth," was used in

the UA release, "Mr. Ace." UA
claims that the portrait is in the
public domain.

the brooding intensity of much of the film.

CAST: John Hodiak, Lizabeth Scott, Burt
Lancaster, Mary Astor, Kristine Miller, Williom
Harrigan, James Flavin, Jane Novak, and In-

troducing Wendell Corey.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Director,

Lewis Allen; Screenplay, Robert Rossen; Orig-
inal Novel, Ramona Stewart; Photography Di-
rectors, Charles Long, Edward Cronjager; Tech-
nicolor, Natalie Kalmus; Associate, Francis
Cugat; Musical Score, Miklos Rosso; Art Di-
rection, Perry Ferguson; Special Effects, Gordon
Jennings; Process Photography, Farciot Edouart;
Sets, Sam Comer and Syd Moore; Costumes,
Edith Head; Editor, Warren Low; Makeup, Wolly
Westmore; Sound Recording, Horry Lindgren
and Walter Oberst.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Superb.

"The Green Cockatoo"
with John Mills, Rene Ray, Robert Newton
Devonshire Films 60 Mins.

BRITISH MELODRAMA WHICH SHOWS
ITS AGE DEPENDENT LARGELY ON
NAMES OF MILLS AND NEWTON FOR
DRAW HERE.

The British brand of melodrama found

in "The Green Cockatoo," is heavily on

the imitative side. As an imitation, it is

still heavier on the artificial side. Both

these components derive from U. S. prod-

uct that saw its best days more than a

decade ago. This is a British film, pro-

duced about eight years ago.

Where the general audience is cogni-

zant of such now prominent name players

as John Mills and Robert Newton, who
have lately been appearing in some of the

finer British product, the film could lure

patronage. Mills has the major role. New-
ton is killed off in a little more than the

first reel.

Yarn is about crooks and other crooks

who take the former and then are dealt

with in regulation gangland manner. Iri

this case, stabbed to death. His brother

decides to avenge his demise. The girl

who carries an incriminating message runs

around with the brother of the second

part pursued by the killers. They have a

bad time generally but finally Mills slugs

his pursuers and turns them over to the

Yard. From then on its romance with Miss

Ray. It shows its age.
CAST: John Mills, Rene Ray, Robert Newton,

Charles Oliver, Bruce Seton, Julian Vedey, Allan
Jeaves, Fronk Atkinson.

CREDITS: Producer, William K. Howard; Di-

rector, William Cameron Menzies; Based on on
origlnol story by Grahame Greene; Screenplay
and Dialogue, E. 0. Berkman.
DIRECTION, Mediocre. PHOTOGRAPHY, Bad.

Distribs. to Pay Costs
In Schoenstadt Settlement

Chicago—Plaintiff's attorney costs
will be paid by the defendant dis-

tributors in the out of court settle-

ment of Arthur Schoenstadt's Picca-
dilly Theater action, it is reported.
As yet Paramount and Balaban &
Katz have not agreed to the settle-

ment of the Schoenstadt action, un-
der which anti-trust charges are
waived in return for a new clearance
arrangement.

Piccadilly this week is playing
Universal's "The Web," initial re-

lease under the pact.

Ireton Leaves Warners
To Head New Firm

Toronto — Glenn Ireton has an-
nounced his resignation as Canadian
exploitation manager for Warners to
take effect at the end of next week.
Ireton stated he will become head of
Ireton, McGuire and Associates here
to handle general promotion and
manage concert tours across Canada,
commencing with the Vatican singers
from Rome.

"Unconquered" Preem in U. K.

London (Via Cable)—World pre-
miere of Cecil B. DeMille's "Uncon-
quered" has been set for the Carlton
Theater here on Sept. 12.

"Ghost Town
Renegades"

with "Lash" La Rue, A! "Fuzzy" St. John
PRC 57 Mins.

FODDER FOR THE AVID WESTERN^WJ;
MAINTAINS SERIES STANDARD, ^c-)
The trail of missing persons leads "Lash"

La Rue and his aide, Ai St. John, to Water-
hole, Arizona. Posing respectively as the
"Cheyenne Kid," and a desert rat, the pair

soon are up to here in dirty wotk contrived
by Jack Ingram. Waterhole being the site

of a deserted mining town there is a lode
somewhere which Ingram plans to acquire.
He does not hesitate at murder. The arrival

of Jennifer Holt sparks things along and
the action that transpires from that point
on eventually corrals the culprits and lands
them in the toils of the law.

Offering has the required action gimmicks
which always comes in handy when things
in the script plus whip work by La Rue
look bad. Avid western clientele should turn
out for it. Ray Taylor megged.
CAST: "Lash" La Rue, AI "Fuzzy" St. John,

Jennifer Holt Jack Ingram, Terry Frost, Steve
Clark, Lee Roberts, Lane Bradford, Henry Hall,
William Fawcett.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas; Director,

^ay Taylor; Original Screenplay, Patricio Har-
per; Photography, Ernest Miller; Sound, Glen
Glenn; Set Decorator, Vincent Tavlor; Film Edi-
^o^, Joe Gluck; Music, Walter Greene; Music
Supervisor, Dick Carruth.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Expect 1,200 to Attend
NAVED's Chicago Meet

Chicago — Registration for the
1947 NAVED convention starts at
the Sherman Hotel today, with the
exhibition hall to be open Sunday
through Aug. 6. More than 1,200 are
expected to attend the four-day meet-
ing and exposition.

Principal speaker at the Aug. 5
session will be Chancellor Robert M.
Hutchins of the University of Chi-
cago, while Arthur H. Motley, presi-
dent of Parade Magazine, will speak
on Aug. 4. A highlight of the ex-
hibition will be the opening of three
theaters where new educational films
will be shown each day of the con-
vention.

Sessions open Monday with open
meetings of NAVED committees,
while 12 conference groups will hold
their meetings on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday.

C. R. Reagan of Austin, Tex., pres-
ident of the Film Council of Amer-
ica, and other FCA leaders will dis-

cuss the aim of the Council Tuesday
evening. Convention is in charge of
NAVED President Bernard A. Cou-
sino of Toledo, 0.
Natco will be represented at the

convention by Jack Kellman, vice-
president and sales manager; Russell
H. Yankie, Dick Mulvey, Steve Hun-
ter and Ray Myerson.

DeVry New 16 mm. Sound
Projector Bows with NAVED

Chicago — DeVry Corp. is intro-
ducing a new lightweight 16 mm.
sound-movie projector to the trade
next week, at the NAVED conven-
tion.
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Harry Michalson,

RKO Pafhe's Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

in charge of production, is promoted
to^BJce-president and general man-
a, of the East Coast RKO sub-

sidiary, and Douglas Travers has

been named production manager.
Formal election of the new officers

who will fill the vacancies left by the

resignation of Frederic Ullman, Jr.,

who is going into production, and
Walton C. Ament, who is joining
Warner Pathe News, is expected to
take place at the next board meeting.
With the sale of Pathe News, RKO

Pathe will concentrate on production
of This Is America, Sportscopes, and
Flicker Flashbacks, operation of the
Park Avenue studios and an in-

creased program of commercial films.

Plans are also under way for the ad-
dition of at least two new series in-

volving some 19 additional reels of
short product.
Jay Bonafield will be the new pro-

ducer of This Is America, taking
over from Ullman, who originated
the series.

Ullman Leaves Pathe
Presidency on Aug. 9

Official confirmation of the resig-
nation of Frederic Ullman, Jr., presi-

dent of RKO Pathe, Inc., effective

Aug. 9, was given yesterday by Ned
E. Depinet, vice-chairman of the
board. Ullman, as previously re-

ported in The Film Daily, will join

Dore Schary as an RKO feature pro-
ducer on the Coast. Tentatively
scheduled as the first Ullman produc-
tion is "The Window," adapted from
Cornell Woolrich's "The Boy Cried
Murder."
Although his contract with Schary

was signed several months ago, ac-

ceptance of Ullman's resignation
from the RKO subsidiary had been
delayed pending outcome of nego-
tiations for the sale of Pathe News,
and the selection of a new executive
head.

Gradwell Sears Named
United Artists President

(Continued from Page 1)

Bagnall continues as vee-pee in

charge of production.
UA will use a $5,000,000 revolving

production fund and in the future
will only release films in which it has
a financial interest.

Retiring Prexy Edward C. Raftery
will return to his law practice and
his law firm will continue as counsel
for UA.

STORK REPORTS

Chicago—Robert Baker, assistant
manager of the Maryland Theaters,
has a new baby girl, born at Foote
Memorial Hospital, Jackson, Mich.

Cripps, Clayton in Paris Talks
Blocked Dollars in U.K. Seen Certain

(Continued from Page 1)

a heavy ad valorem duty on U. S. pix

entering the U.K. Clayton came here

from Geneva to meet Cripps.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —• High Government

sources here termed "almost certain"

the blocking of a considerable por-

tion of American film remittances in

Great Britain as a partial solution

to the UK's critical financial posi-

tion.

This authoritative view came as

there was Increasing evidence that

the American motion picture indus-

try is headed for a new era of frozen
funds abroad.

In addition to the strong possi-

bility that this move will be made
in Great Britain, other countries

either contemplating or already im-
posing such limitations include

France, Sweden, Italy and Spain.
While the U. S. Government still

stands opposed to the Dalton ad
valorem tax as a bad precedent, no
official opposition is expected to a

freezing of remittances until Great
Britain is in a better financial posi-

tion.

U. S. Under Secretary of State

Will Clayton, who met Sir Stafford

Cripps in Paris yesterday, has been
appraised of the situation with re-

gard to American motion pictures. It

is understood here that he will re-

iterate his opposition to the Dalton
import duty.

Officials here now regard as "in-
evitable" some drastic move against
American films by the British Gov-
ernment. The gloomy view is taken
that no matter what counter pro-
posals are offered, the British v/ill

soon act to cut down dollars paid for
motion pictures.

It is pointed out here that if the
choice is between the Dalton pro-
posal and a remittance freeze, the
approximate dollar result will be the
same: considerably less money paid
for American films.

Regarded as highly important, how-
ever, is this difference: under the
blocked remittance plan the great
British market will be kept open for
American films. If the Dalton pro-
posal is put into effect, a bad prec-
edent will be set which inevitably
will spread to other countries.

It was also noted that presented
with an unusual choice in Sweden be-
tween drastic import restrictions and
a 50 per cent freeze on remittances.
American pix companies chose the
latter. It is doubtful that such a
"choice" will be given American com-
panies in Britain. However, between
the two, it was expected that Amer-
ican companies would favor an open
market plan. In this position, the pix
companies would have the official

backing of the State Department.

, MACO Fight 10%

in

(Continued from Page 11

napers will carry the exhibs.' fight to

the public in a full page advertise-

ment containing "facts" about the

proposed one cent tax on every 10

cents admission. The ad urges the-

ater patrons to write, wire, or call

city councilmen to vote no and says

that the tax taxes necessities, not

luxuries. Trailers on the same sub-

ject go into every St. Paul theater

today.
NCA's Stan Kane and MACO's Joe

Finley presented the exhibs.' case to

council, Kane (stressing that it would

be a tax on top of an already over-

taxed industry. He said it was a

disci-iminatory tax aimed at the

amusement industry and would place

St. Paul at a disadvantage to Minne-
apolis and other cities in an already

declining situation at the box office

Industry sources feel exhibitors

may at least be successful in bring-

ing about council sentiment to cut

tax to five per cent.

Charles Sturgess Stricken

Toronto—"I'm nearing the end of

the i-eel," Charleis Sturgess, projec-

tionist at Loew's Theater, said to his

assistant. When the assistant, Wil-

liam McCaul looked up from the

changeover Sturgess was lying on the

floor, dead from a heart attack.

9

Reieases for 1947-48

I Continued from Page 1)

of the company's sales convention in

the Waldorf-Astoria.
General release of "Life With

Father," Kalmenson said, will not
take place until after a number of
special engagements. World pre-
miere takes place Aug. 14 at the
Lakewood Theater in Skowhegan,
Me., and the picture opens the next
day at the Warner Theater (form-
erly the Hollywood) on Broadway,
and at the Warner, Atlantic City.
Each of the special runs will be ac-

companied by an extensive promo-
tional campaign, backed by an over-
all national drive, with details of the
campaigns to be outlined today by
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in

charge of advertising and publicity.

Initial new season release will be
"Deep Valley," starring Ida Lunino,
Dane Clark and Wayne Morris, on
Sept. 1. "Night Unto Night," star-

ring Ronald Reagan and Viveca Lind-
fors will come later that month,
with other coming releases to in-

clude "Dark Passage," "The Unsus-
pected," "Escape Me Never," "Mv
Wild Irish Rose," "Wallflower,"
"Ever the Beginning" and "Voice of

the Turtle."
Kalmenson stated the Warners will

maintain a flexible schedule which
can be adapted to any changes in con-

ditions,

Indie Prod. Solution

In Low Cos! Pix-Levey

With production costs up and box-
office grosses down, the independent
producer's only salvation is a smash

picture, according
to Jules Levey
who leaves to-

morrow for a
European survey
of production
possibilities in

other countries.
In the belief

that pictures
must be made a
costs significant-

ly lower thai
prevalent in the
U. S. today, Le-
vey is optimistic
that relatively
costs in Europelowei

LEVEY
production

may be the solution to the inde
pendent producer who "is out of
business, but doesn't know it."

While abroad, the producer of
"New Orleans" will also look over
a number of story properties.

Detroit Council Votes
Mandatory Parking Space

Detroit — The city council has
passed an ordinance requiring pro-
vision of off-street parking space for
all new theaters which may be built.

The requirement is one car space for
every six seats up to 1,000 and one
car space for every four seats over
1,000. Theater construction in the
downtown section and the new up-
town center are exempted because of
many public parking lots present.
The old ordinance, effective since

1940, required one car space for
every 10 seats, but required that the-
ater must provide all space for
patrons on its own. However, new
ordinance is liberalized in allowing
50 per cent of parking requirements
to be provided jointly with other
commercial establishments, such as
stores, by written agreement.

City plan commission says that all

theaters erected in the city within
the past 10 years outside downtown
area have complied with provisions

of the new ordinance. A slight loop-

hole exists in the possibility of get-

ting building permits in the next 30

days before ordinance becomes effec-

tive as it will not apply to construc-

tion permits granted before that

date.

UlEDDIRG BELLS

Quanstrom-Hartman
Kewanee, 111.—William A. Hart-

man, manager of the Kee Theater,
was married recently to Mrs. Dorothy
Quanstrom.

Rose-Caplane
Columbus, O. — Larry Caplane,

manager of the RKO Gx-and, wll
marry Marilyn Judith Rose of Tor-
onto on Sept. 6.

r
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E-L Sets $300,000 for

10 New S. A. Branches

(Continued from Page 1)

Peru, Uruguay, Colombia, Venezu-
ela, Puerto Rico and Panama dur-

ing the next few months.

In addition to its own product

and that of Rank which it distributes

in this country, E-L will handle
other Rank pictures, the Edward
Small re-issues and an Italian pic-

ture in the Spanish market. The
16 mm. output of Pictorial Films
is also included and Seidelman indi-

cated that other product may be

taken on later.

"We have purposely delayed open-

ing our Latin-American branch of-

fices until we felt that the company
had a sufficient backlog of top-flight

product to enable us to provide a

continuous flow of real boxoffice

films in steady succession," Seidel-

man declared.

The E-L foreign chief belittled

talk of proposed restrictions in Ar-
gentina, Chile and Mexico, express-

ing the opinion that they could not

"possibly last for any length of

time" if imposed.

Seidelman reported that he had
already obtained commitments for

playing time on many Latin-Amer-
ican circuits. "Prints are_ on their

way in many cases; it is just a

question of signing the contracts,"

he said.

"Bedelia" is the first release set

for the countries south of the border
and will be followed in succession

by "The Adventuress," "Caravan,"
"Green for Danger," "Repeat Per-

formance," "Red Stallion," "Lost
Honeymoon," "Out of the Blue,"

"Love From a Stranger" and "The
Man From Texas."

U. S. distribution of "Adventures
of Casanova," which was produced
by E-L in Mexico, will be held up
until a superimposed print is avail-

able for a Mexico City world pre-

miere in the late Fall, Seidelman
announced.

Among those present were: A. W.
Schwalberg, Harold Dunn, Nick
Tronolone, Max E. Youngstein, Jerry
Pickman, Mike Hoff'ay, Arthur Jeff-

rey, Hal Danson, George Fleitman,
Harry Kosiner, Lloyd Lind and Jerry
Edwards.

Don't Be Kind to

Nice Loohing Women
Edward Ruby, head of Ruby Cam-

era Exchange, Wednesday night had

a very lovely caller at his home in

Jamaica Gardens who asked if she

could use his telephone. Ruby oblig-

ingly led the young lady to the

phone and when he turned around

her boy friend was behind him with

a gun in his hand. They took what
money he had — $150— and a ring

worth $1,500 and thanked him very

much for the use of the phone.

"Don't be kind to good looking wo-
men" is now Ruby's slogan, especially

when he is home alone.

The New Film Ad Code
... a major entry in the ledger

(Continued from Page 1)

servance of the system of voluntary self-regulation of advertising.

Note the "voluntary," for it is the highly important cornerstone on which the self-

regulatory edifice is constructed.

THE MPAA board, no less conscious than the Council of the voluntary aspect, is at

' pains in its statement issued in connection with Wednesday's approval of the Code

to state:

"It will be noticed that we stand against ail official curbs upon freedom of decent

expression," and to add:

"We decry obscenity and dishonesty in advertising and publicity material as much ss

any part of the public, and we submit cheerfully to the general statutes against obs-

cenity to which offenders against public morals are subject. But we mean to stand free

of undemocratic restraints and propose to carry the doctrine of self-responsibility to

every segment, every individual and to the outermost periphery of our art."

The industry this year by the narrowest of margins escaped the enactment of one

such "undemocratic restraint" in the New York Legislature.

And as Schlaifer pointed out Wednesday, that specific demand for legal restrictions

arose only when elements beyond the control of the organized industry offended the

public taste.

That, too, has been the case when the subject of complaint has been exhibitor adver-

tising.

Fortunately, the "mavericks" are few but unfortunately it takes only one to

cause the brickbats to fly, with the industry's fate that of the proverbial "innocent

bystander."

IN publicizing the industry's new Code and the accompanying intensive efforts to ex-

' tend its acceptance and rigid observance throughout the industry, those having the

task in hand would do well toj stress that the organized industry for 17 years suc-

cessfully has protected the public against offensive or dishonest material in advertising,

publicity and in films themselves.

That certain misconceptions may exist is evident from metropolitan press treatment of

the new Code yesterday, with references to "a general whitewashing" and "clean up"
of film advertising and publicity. That's using the tar-brush on the industry with a

vengeance.

AUG. RELEASES

New feature releases for August total

38, including four re-issues. Titles, re-

Mich. Allied Sets < Directs WB Salesmen

Midsummer Confab To Assist Exiiibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

the attendance of exhibitors from the
remote upper section of the state.

Gov. Kim Sigler of Michigan will
address the meeting, Stewart said,
and problems of interest to the in-
dustry will be discussed at length.
Attendance of affiliated exhibitor
leaders, such as Earl J. Hudson, pres-
ident of United Detroit Theaters, has
been assured, to make it a fully rep-
resentative gathering of exhibitors.

Para. Exploiteers Ready
'Unconquered' for Pitt. Bow

Pittsburgh— Paramount exploi-
teers, headed by William Danziger,
have set up headquarters at the
William Penn Hotel to get set for
the Oct. 3 preeming here of "Un-
conquered," Cecil B. DeMille Tech-
nicolor epic starring Gary Cooper
and Paulette Goddard.
Among those working on the cam-

paign are: Phil Koury, Norman Sie-
gel, Milton Mohr, Jeraldine Cooper,
Mort Nathanson, John Phillips,
Charles Burke and Everette Thorner.

SOPEG Pacts Extended
SOPEG's contract covering ex-

change personnel at Loew's, UA, Co-
lumbia and 20th-Fox has been ex-
tended one week beyond today's
deadline while negotiations between
Local 109 and the company reps,
continue.

(Continued from Pa?e 1)

among exhibitors, studying the per-
sonal problems of individual theater
operators more closely than ever and
giving them every assistance at their
command.

_
In case of any extremely difficult

situation, the Warner sales chief in-

structed, men in the field can call

.upon the home office for aid.

"Now, more than ever, is the time
for exhibitors to realize and carry
out their full responsibility to Holly-
wood, so that the gains made by our
industry over the past several years
can be maintained," Kalmenson de-
clared. "From an economic stand-
point the motion picture industry is

on a sound basis and can weather any
changes in conditions. . . . The ex-
hibitor, in particular, is better off
now than ever before, thanks largely
to the fact that pictures today are
coming to him more intensively pre-
sold and of better quality than at any
time in the past."

Other speakers yesterday included
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity, and
Norman H. Moray, short subjects
sales manager and president of War-
ner Pathe News. Other newsreel ex-
ecutives introduced were Walton
Ament, Alfred Butterfield and James
Allen.

Principal speakers today will be
Harry M. Warner, president, and
Maj. Albert Warner, vice-president
of the company.

times are ar-.lease dates and running
ranged by companies:

COLUMBIA
The Son of Rusty (7), 69 mins.
Riders of the Lone Star (14), 55 mj
Smokey River Serenade (21)
Last of the Redmen. 77 mins.

EAGLE-LION
Green for Danger (7). 93 mins.
Red Stallion (13), 82 mins.

M-G-M
The Hucksters. 115 mins.
The Romance of Rosy Ridge. 105 mins.

MONOGRAM
Robin Hood of Monterey (2).
News Hounds (9). 68 mins.
Flashing- Guns (16).
Song of the Winchester (23).

PARAMOUNT
Desert Fury (15), 95 mins.
Jungle Flight (22), 67 mins.
Variety Girl (29), 93 mins.

PRC
Gas House Kids in Hollywood ( 26 )

.

RKO-RAOIO
The Bachelor and the Bobbv Soxer.
Riffraff.
Crossfire.

REPUBLIC
Wyoming (1), 84 mins.
Mar.'shall of Cripple Creek (15i. 58 mins
The Pretender (16), 69 mins.

SCREEN-GUILD
Killer Dill (2), 71 mins.
Dragnet (16), 71 mins.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now, 104 mins

UNITED ARTISTS
Ladj' of Burlesque (1). (re-issue)
The Gre:it .John L. (1). li-e-issue)

Body and Soul.
Hal Roa<;h Comedy Carnival.
1" ured, 102 mins.
Heaven Onl.v Knows. 97 mins.
Christmas Eve, 90 mins.

UNIVERSAL
Brute Force, 98 mins.
Something in the Wind, 89 mins.
Slave Girl, 80 mins.

WARNER BROTHERS
Marked Woman (9). (re-issue), 81 min
Death Re My Destiny (9), (re-issue),

mins.
Cry Wolf (16), 84 mins.

91 mine.
96 mins.

Ament, General Manager
And V-P of Warner News

(Continued from Page 1)

ident and general manager; James
Allen, vice-president, and Samuel
Carlisle, treasurer.

Pathe News will continue without
interruption under the Warner Ban-
ner. The Pathe News staff will con-
tinue to produce the newsreel for
Warner with such well known names
as Alfred Butterfield, present editor
of Pathe News; Harold Bonafield,
managing editor, and J. D. Le Vien,
news editor and the other personnel
of Pathe News at 625 Madison Ave.,
with the same quarters and the same
facilities.

fEmmE TOUCH
MARJORIE GAGNON, secretary, RKO, Omaha.

ALVIN GUGGENTHEIM, assistant manager,
Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

JOSEPH McGUlN, assistant manoger, Berwyn,
Chicago.

EDWARD CARMONA, assistant manager. Sen-
ate, Chicago.

JOSEPH HOLLERAN, Alliance city manager,
Frankfort, Ind.
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JOHnSTOn TAKES U . K. PROBLEfn TO TRUfllBn

See Eaffle-Lion Absorption o£ PRC in 60 Days
MPAA President Also Confers on Dalton Heavy Duty
Plan with Marshall and Snyder; Alternatives Believed

Presented; Gov't May Oppose Ad Valorem Impost

PRC's Retention as Produc-
tion Trademark for Low-
Cost Pix Said Determined

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Pathe Indus-
tries' long anticipated move to

consolidate its two production
and distributing units— Eagle-Lion
and PRC—will take place within the

next 60 days, it was learned reliably

over the week-end.
Decision was made after the re-

(Continued on Page 8)

SEE CHANGES IN

UA O'SEAS SETUP
Sears in Supervisory Post;

He, Kelly Get Prods. Vote

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles ^- A strong realign-

ment of United Artists foreign dis-

tribution organization is expected as

Warners' (hi. Sales

Meet Opens Today

Chicago—Warners today opens a

three-day convention at the Black-

-stone Hotel, with more than 125
members of the

"Uales organiza-
,':ion, including
home office execu-
,ives, division
sales managers,
listrict managers,
branch managers
and sales men
'rom the Midwest,
Sou t hern and
[Western sections

of the country.

Ben Kalmenson,

I

vice - president
and general sales

man ager, will
preside, and the

agenda will be

along the same lines as the Eastern

(ConHnued on Page 6)

War

Pix'

Dept. Gives Reicli

Sip

SEARS KELLY

a result of Gradwell L. Sears' ap-

pointment as president and Arthur
(Continued on Page 8)

J. WARNER

trench Exchange Kate
Costs Distrihs. Coin

Distribs. with dough due them

from France are reported squawking

about the other aspect of the $11,-

000,000 that the Government there

has released to American film com-

panies. Beef is based on the fact

that from 1940 to 1945, the ex-

change rate was 50 francs to the

dollar; since '45 the ratio is 119

francs to the dollar. Distribs. who

sold their product at the pre-'45

rate are being paid off on the cur-

rent rate.

Dual Ticicet Levy No

Problem, Study Shows

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Double taxation on

theater admissions by the Federal

and State or local governments is

not a problem, the inter-Govern-

mental fiscal relations committee re-

(Continued on Page 8)

By MANNING CLAGETT Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—MPAA President Eric A. Johnston on Friday
took the industry's British question, including problems posed

by the Dalton duty plan, to President Truman, Secretary of the
Treasury John Snyder and other

Government leaders.

In addition, it was revealed that

Johnston spend a solid hour on
Thursday in conference with Secre-

tary of State George Marshall.

Although Johnston declined to dis-

cuss details of the top level confer-

(Continued on Page 7)

London Sees Coin

Freeze Plan Lil(ely

London (By Cable)—If the U. S.

film industry, through either the

MPAA or the good offices of the

State Department, proposes an al-

ternative to the British Dalton duty

I

plan, the chances are heavily in favor

of one providing for the freezing, in

part, of American film remittances

for the period of the British dollar

(Continued on Page 7)

$325,000 Bankroll Backs

E-L "Red Stallion" Bally

Eagle-Lion has allotted a promo-

tion budget of $325,000 for its Cine-

eolor production, "Red Stallion

from which company executives hope

to realize a gross of more than

$3,000,000. .^ ^

A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president

(Continued on Page 7)

Washinaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The War Depart-

ment over the week-end officially an-
nounced that the German motion pic-

ture industry soon will resume com-
petitive activity in the world market,
but warned that no monopoly opera-

tion, either "German or foreign" will

be tolerated. A simultaneous an-

nouncement was made in Berlin.

Virtually the entire Dept. release

was a confirmation of stories appear-

ing exclusively in The Film Daily.

The Dept. said that distribution

in Germany will be commercialized

by licensing domestic and foreign

(Continued on Page 7)

N. J. Allied Hits Out
h\ Advanced Admissions

A resolution urging its member?
to resist pictures requiring increased

admission prices has been adopted by

the Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey.

Maintaining that higher admission

levies were detrimental to the entire

industry, the resolution pointed out

that "this harmful and short-sighted

policy arouses considerable ill-will

and dissatisfaction among theater

(Continued on Page 6)

PCC Asks Larger Cut of B. O. $
Designs Formula Based on Theater Costs

Grainqer Convenes Rep.

Sales Parley at H. O.

First session of a two-day sales

meeting called by James R. Grainger,

Republic executive vice-pi-esident in

charge of sales and distribution,

opens today at the home office. Dis-

trict managers Sam Seplowin, Cen-

(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pacific Coast Confer-

ence of Independent Theater Owners
announces that it has notified major

distributors that it considers cost of

playing time of a U. S. theater, given

any top percentage picture, far ex-

ceeding the cost of production and

distribution on that picture.

To justify that statement PCCITO
(Continued on Page 8)

3% Amuse. Tax Bill

Hoppered in Cleve.

Cleveland — Administration repre-

sentatives late last week introduced

a three per cent City amusement

tax in the City Council. As sub-

mitted, bill covers theaters, dance

halls, athletic fields, circuses, swim-

ming pools and practically all amuse-

ment park attractions. Not specified

in the measure are bowling alleys and

bingo. Council voted a daylight sav-

ing referendum to be included on

the November ballot.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Bell & Howell 23 23 23 + I/4

Columbia Picts 17'/2 1734 171/2
East. Kodak 473/4 471/4 473/4 -f 1/4

Gen. Prec. Eq IgVi 181/4 I8V2 + V^
Loew's, Inc 223^ 22 22 — S/s

Paramount 27% 267/8 27 — 3/o

RKO 131/8 13 13
Republic Pict 5% SVs 5Vs
Republic Pict. pfd... 133/4 133/8 133/8— 1/4

20th Century-Fox
. . . 3OV2 293^ 293^ — 3/.

20th Century-Fox pfd. 391/, 39 391/3 -f 1/4

Universal Pict 213^ 213/8 213/8 _ l/^

Warner Bros I6I/2 H'A 163/8— Yg
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . . 4'/8 4 4 Vo
RXO .. 33/4 31/2 3% ../'
Sonotone Corp 35/3 31^ 35/, + 3/f
Tfons-Lux 41/8 41/8 41/8 + Vs

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

CInecolor 534 7
Pothe 41/4 5

Smith, Shain to Minneapolis
Andy W. Smith, .Jr., general sales

manager for 20th-Fox, leaves today
for Minneapolis where he will ad-
dress the North Central Allied meet-
ing at the Hotel Nicollet tomorrow.
Smith is accompanied by Sam Shain,
director of exhibitor and public re-
lations_ for the distribution dept.
Following the Minneapolis meeting,
they will travel to Des Moines for
conferences with branch personnel
before returning to New York.

cominG nno Goinc
GRADWELL L. SEARS and ARTHUR W. KEL-

LEY, UA's newly-appointed prexy and exec.

vee-pee, respectively, were skedded to return

to New York over the week-end.

JACK RIEGER, of Trinity Pictures, left for

the Coast over the week-end to set production
plans for 1947-48.

WILLIAM PIZOR, head of Screen Guild Prod's

foreign department, will return from Hollywood
Wednesday.

EDWARD C. DOWDEN, assistont publicity-

director of Loew's returned to his desk today
after a two-week vacation at his Summer home
on Long Island.

EDWARD M. SAUNDERS, assistant general
sales manager at M-G-M, returns today from
a Vermont vacation.

CECIL B. DeMllle and party are due in

New York on Aug. 25 from Hollywood, sailing

for London aboard the S.S. Queen Mary two
days later. DeMille will remain abroad until

Jf^pt. 19, arriving back in New York on Sept.

25.

JOSEPH ROSNER, of the Paramount publicity

department, left Friday on a vacation in North-
ern Connecticut.

LOUIS J. KAUFMAN, Warner Theaters ex-
ecutive, is on a trip to Cleveland ond Pitts-

burgh.

MONROE R. GOODMAN, assistant to Oscar
Morgan, Paramount's short subjects sales man-
ager, will be on a holiday at Lake Placid for

the next two weeks.

Gold Clarifies Position

Against Legalized Bingo

Newark— George Gold, chairman
^f the Federation of New Jersey
theaters at the week-end corrected
published reports that he was among
those supporting a proposed amend-
ment to the New Jersey constitu-
tion to legalize bingo and other
games of chance.

Gold pointed out that he had
registered his opposition to bingo
under any auspices in New Jersey
but had asked the State Constitu-
tional Convention that if the amend-
ment were to be passed it should in-
clude theaters among those per-
mitted to hold the games in order to
meet the resulting competition.

Trenton—Governor Alfred E. Dris-
coll has uro-ed that the contro-
versial gambling T)roblem be sub-
mitted to the people in the form of
a constitutional amendment after a
new charter is voted upon in No-
vember.
The Governor asked the delegates

to "isolate this emotional issue so
that it may be considered on its
merits."

Waller Starts MPAA Info.

Department Post Today

Tom Waller today assumes his
duties as MPAA director of infor-
mation, in charge of an expanded
public relations program coverine all

phases of Association activities.
Headquartering in the local office,

Waller will work in close association
with the Washington headauarters,
directly under Col. Kenneth Clark,
chief of the information department.

Commonwealth Meets Sept. 16-17
Kansas City—Annual Fall meeting

of Commonwealth Theaters is set for
Sept. 16-17 at the Hotel Phillips.

Sailing Friday on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth
were: STEVE BROIDY, president of Monogram
and Allied Artists; NORTON V. RITCHEY, presi-
dent of Monogram International, and CARY
GOANT, BEATRICE LILLIE and JACK BUCHAN-
AN.
VIRGINIA FIELD, Paramount player, and her

daughter, were scheduled to fly to London on
Sunday to visit her family. The actress plans
to return to New York on Aug. 29.

PAUL ACKERMAN, Paramount Int'l director
of advertising and publicity, returns today from
an upstate vacation.

DAVID JONES, RKO advertising-publicity di-

rector fn Britain and JOHN NATHAN, Para-
mount's general manager for Europe, are en-
route to England on the S.S. Mauretania.

PAUL F. THOMAS, treasurer of Altec Service,
has returned from a Vermont vacation.

H. D. HEARN, head of Exhibitor's Service,
Charlotte, N. C. ,and MRS. HEARN left New
York yesterday after a two-day stay for Sara-
nac Lake.

NESTOR LAO and DIMAS GALAN, heads of
Foreign Screen Corp. de Cubo, are in town for
home office conferences.

LEON BAMBERGER, RKO sales promotion
manager, has returned from a two-week vacation
in Minnesoto.

JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films, returned
to his desk at the week-end after a Canadian
business trip.

Pathe Shows Eve-Witness
Shots of Greek Fighting

Eye-witness report of the fighting
between Government and Communist
troops in Northern Greece is being
shown_today by Pathe News, through
exclusive reels taken by cameraman
Evangelon Siotis.

Following the UN investigating
committee to the Albanian border,
where it was refused admission,
Siotis covered an attack on guerrilla
positions by government forces, the
capture" of prison|?|-s, and mopping-
up operations. Ncftiable shot shows
a captured partisan testifying before
the UN committee that he and other
insurgents had been given arms and
supplies by Albania.

Walton on Three-Week
Republic Branch Tour

_
Edward L. Walton, Republic's as-

sistant general sales manager, left
yesterday for Denver, first stopover
on a three-week Republic branch
tour, which will take him to Salt
Lake City, Portland, Seattle and
Minneapolis. Walton will return to
New York Aug. 26.

C2ne^fect^,
THE PRODUCERS'AID

The Most Mo<iern

and Complete Service

For Motion P'et'tre

Producers and Exhibitors

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19. N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

U-I Sales Drive Charges |
For 8 Weeks Top Quota

First eight weeks' charges are
way over quota in U-I's current Nate
Blumberg-JAR sales drive, company
spokesman announced at the week-
end.
Up front in first place are: Eastern

division headed by Fred Myer- Al-
bany - Buffalo - New Haven ( ict

headed by Dave Miller; Denver
branch headed by Mayer H. Monsky;
and the leading salesmen: Mark M.
Holstein, Dallas; Abraham Swerd-
low, 'Frisco; George Reif, New
Haven.

NEW YORK THEATER!

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
—

Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR ond the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

MM
ROBERT YOUNG • SUSAN HAYIRO

AhCy " RITA JOHNSON ^

ESTHER
WILLIAMS
RICARDO

MONTALBAN

'FIESTA'
M-G-M's Techni-

color Musical

IN PERSON
DEAN MARTIN

& JERRY LEWIS

JOHNNY BURKE
HERMAN

CHITTISON
Extra!

GRACIE BARRIE

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!
COOL

%\ miK
ASTOR
B'WAY & 45th ST.

BHiyHUTTDH
JOHH LUHD '^
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lairar The enterprise studios present

JOHN GARFIELD • LILLI PALMER

Sodif aiiAs^onJi iL> Axeer

and introducing HAZEL BROOKS as "ALICE".

A...I.II- ni-*#I-nr- WILLIAM CONRAD . LLOYD GOFF . JOSEPH PEVNEY • CANADA LEE •

with ANNE REVcKb • Directed by ROBERT ROSSEN • Produced by BOB ROBERTS
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Picture ever Je'^: ^^bS*^^-^'^* t.e best

successor in THE SECr|?1i^* f-.'^'e ^ "-^rtj^
is bound to give the^i^^! ^'^fl^m7u
iives. i-umic tue best time of their

regaxdiess of the time or money involved, Danny Kaye
started at the top. Each succeeding picture has
out-distanced its predecessor, and I am confident that
THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY will bring in heretofore
undreamed of grosses.

At our recent sales meeting in New lork, we screened

MITTY for our entire staff. Never have I seen greater

enthusiasm or greater enjoyment for a picture on the part

of the men whose job it will be to sell it.

Virginia Mayo has never been lovelier, and even tops

her BEST YEARS performance. The entire cast is excellent,

^^LSa^fSaTiT^/^tertain^ent i» the Gold^ "-or.-

Since

Depinet

WORLD PREMIERE TODAY - WOODS THEATRE CHICAGO



ON MITTY!

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

DANNY KAYE VIRGINIA MAYO
and the GOLDWYN GIRLS
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BORIS KARLOFF
FAY BAINTER

ANN RUTHERFORD
Produced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Directed by NORMAN Z. McLEOD
Screen Play by Ken Englund and Everett

Freeman—From a Story by Jomes Thuf ber

Director of Photography, lEE GA8MES, A S C.
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MPAA Mulls Freedom

Pic for Screen Plus

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— MPAA-backed pub-

lic service film series, heralded as

opening a new era in industry public

relations, may be further expanded
to include a motion picture on free-

dom of the screen, press and radio,

it was learned over the week-end.

The idea was immediately hailed

by the National Association of Broad-

casters, sponsor of a recent all-media

"freedom of expression conference."

Although plans for the film are

still in the discussion stage, it is

expected that the pic will emphasize

the importance to the public of assur-

ing full freedom of expression to all

media.

MPAA President Eric A. Johnston

has given high priority to the public

service film series in order to hypo

the industry's public relations.

In charge of the public service

project for MPAA is Edward T.

Cheyfitz special assistant to John-

ston. The first film in the series,

Warners' "Power Behind the Na-

tion," was to be shown to Johnston

for the first time over the week-end.

Several other subjects are planned

for the immediate future.

N. J. Allied Hits Out
At Advanced Admissions

(Continued from Page 1)

patrons who either cannot afford to

pay more money or pay it under pro-

test because they don't get the bene-

fit of proportionate reductions from
the usual scale for inferior produc-

tions."

The motion also declared that the

publication of high gross receipts re-

ported by key theaters playing these

pictures "gives a false picture of

prosperity among exhibitors gener-

ally, thus making the theater a na-

tural target for new taxes."

ATONJ singled out —"Duel in the

Sun" and "Best Years of Our Lives"

as examples of pictures offered ex-

hibitors by producers only at higher

admission levies.

EL M. Loew Ups Landers

Hartford, Conn.—George E. Land-
ers, manager of the E. M. Loew's
Theater, has been named district

manager in Connecticut and Western
Massachusetts for the circuit. Land-
ers will continue to make his head-
quarters here.
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Anita Page
Helen Kane

Charles Delaney
Elaine Silverman
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Daniel N. Rubin
Fred Steele

Patricio Dane
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Monday Morning Report
• • • CHICAGO AND SOUTHERN AIRLINES will show 16 nun.

pix on regular ilights of their DC-4 planes. ... • lames A. FitzPatrick

is due in our midst in early September to film a two-reeler on New
York City which Metro will release asl a special late in the yeor. . . .

• M. A. Lightman, Malco circuit prexy, makes his Hollywood debut as

an assistant coach in "On Parade/' the Davis-Blonchord football pic

M. A. isn't exactly new to grease paint; he has appeared in many

a Little Theater play ini Memphis. ... • Norman Corwin may direct

his own dramatization of Robert Neumann's "Children of ^enna" if

Montgomery Ford produces it on Broadway. ... • If you were betting

that 20th-Fox would come up with a new title for its screen version of

"Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!", you can collect New monicker is

"Summer Lightning.". . . • Eagle-Lion Films Camera Club will get

pix stars as models, for free. ... • Metro flacks exulting over the

fact that advance and current national mag. "breaks" for "The Huck-

sters" hung up a new record It took a helluva lot of planning

and planting. ... • Radio City Music Hall is enjoying the best

Summer-time biz in a long time According to Gus Eyssell, "Bachelor

and the Bobby-Soxer" has broken all first-week records for a non-holiday

week TV
• • • THE ANSWER to the carnival competition problem faced

by small town exhibs. appears to have been found by an Indiana exhib.

affiliated with the ATO there He's eliminated the evil in his baiC-

wick by voliuteering to serve on a committee to raise funds for the local

group which previously has sponsored cameys And os Truemon

Rembusch points out, "His experience in buying film probably makes

him the best authority in town to examine the fine print on any con-

tracts for trick clauses and to protect the group he represents"

T T
• • • THE FACT THAT SI FABIAN has o lease on the Brooklyn

Fox running until August, 1957, should be sufficient answer to reports

that a maior wouM buy the house. ... • John Garfield and EUa

Kazan will be in our fair town, come Oct. 6, the former to rehearse in

"A Streetcar Named Desire," the latter to stage the Tennessee Williams'

piece for Irene Selznick. ... # Something uiuque in the way of a

cocktail party will be hosted by Selziuck Intl at the Monte Carlo Wed-
nesday Therel' be a screening of "Intermezzo," which SRO will

re-issue, and of an 18-minute reel introducing Italy's Valli and France's

Louis lourdan Sweden's AH Kiellin will be there in the flesh. . . .

• Ernest W. Fredman emphoticoUy denies that Coast-pubMshed rumor

that London's Dailv Film Renter has been purchased by JAR for $70,-

Ono Neither TAR or any of his associates hold o single share, says

'Treddie"

T
• • • DE<'PTrE REPORTS TO THE CONTRARY, 20th-Fox's "Cap-

tain From Casti1«*" has not been booked yet for any one of the Broadway
theaters Still a toss-up between Rlvoli and the Mayfair

Roxy, which would be a logical choice, ordinarily, will be packin' '©m

in wi'h 'Torever Amber" Besides, "Ccrsflle" will be offered on a
roadshow basis. ... • Dick Walsh, IA p'exy, says there were lines

and lines of movie fans when he visited Dublin recently Pix were
old, too, according to Dick. ... • An approving nod from Phil M.
on Steve Brener's LovoWe-Girl-of-The-Month Contest which is cur-

rent throughout Walter Reade's Jersey theaters Winners will receive

scholarship to the Conover Course in Foshion run by pin-up entrepreneur

Horry Conover Also, a thousand bucks in Jewels from a local

jewe'er. ... • David Flexer, Memphis circuit ooeralor, will open three

new drive-ins in ^Cnneapolis, Milwaukee and St. Louis the week of Aug.
15. . , .

T T

Warners' Chi. Sales

Meet Opens Today

(Continued from Page 1)

and Canadian meeting held last week
in New York. Jack L. Warner, vice-
president and executive producer,
will represent the studio.

In addition to Kalmenson, those at-
tending from the home office inr ' •>:

Samuel Schneider, Mort Bli. '.i-

atock, Harry M. Kalmine. Roy
Haines, Jules Lanidus. Norman
Avers, I. F. Dolid, Norman H.
Moray, Bernard R. Goodman. Ed
Hinchv. Howard Levin son. Gilbert
A. G'lldpn. Robert A. M'-Guire. Rtan-
If^v W. Hatch, I,arrv Golnb. William
W. Brumberg, Charles Baily and Don
Gillette.

District manap-ers present inHu<le:
Harrv A. Seed, Midwest; Hall Walsh,
Prairie: ,Tohn F. Kirby, Southeast;
Doak Robert. Southwest, and Henry
Herbel, West Coast.
Branch managers here are: A. Jack

Shumow. Chicag-o; Robert H Dun-
bar, Detroit: Nat Marcus. Milwau-
kee; Arthur W. Anderson, Minneano-
lis: D. P. Webster, Des Moines: Rus-
sell C. Borg, Kansas City: Frank J.

Hannon. Omaha: Lester Bona, St.
Louis; W. 0. Williamson. Atlanta;
Ralph J. lannuzzi. Charlotte; Luke
Conner, New Orleans; W. Don
Woods, Dallas; Ed Williamson. Mem-
nhis; Vemon Adams, Oklahoma
Citv; Earl A. Bell. Denver. Fred
Greenberg, T,os Angeles: Al Oxtobv,
Portland; William F. Gordon. Salt
Lake City; Al Shmitken. San Fran-
cisco: Vete Stewart. Seattle.
Salesmen from the branches are

also attending the meeting.

Warner Tnpners Address
Final N. Y. Sales Session
The closing session of the New

York Warners sales convention Fri-
day heard talks by Harry M. Warner,
Maj. Albert Warner, Harry M. Kal-
mine, Mort Blumenstock and Howard
Levinson who discussed the Statu-
tory Court's decree. Ben Kalmen-
son, general sales manager, presided.
Saturday was largely devoted to

group meetings of the district man-
agers and the division heads.

"Brute Force" Big in Philly

Philadelphia—U-Fs "Brute Force,"
competing with 92 degree heat and
three other strong pix, gave the
Goldman Karlton a new opening day
mark.

SICK LIST

H. D. HEARN, president of Exhibitor's

Service, Charlotte, N. C. is at the Will

Rogers Sanatorium. Saranac 'Lake, for his

annual checkup.

E. U. GOLDBERG, of Golde Manufactur-

ing Co., Chicago, is confined to his home
in Wilmette, III. by illness.

ASH TON STEVENS, Chicago Herald

American amusement critic, is at Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
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War Dept. Gives Reich

Pix"Aii Clear" Sign

(Continued from Page 1)

distributors "under the principle that
German screens should be open to

fcL n and domestic product on a
fr^^ /nd competitive basis."

"No interest or combination of in-

terests, German or foreign," the
agency said, "is to have such control
of production, distribution or ex-
hibition in the industry as might
limit competition or permit denial of
the screen in Germany to other
groups."

The Dept. also cautioned that
the functions of production, dis-
tribution and exhibition will be
treated as separate businesses.

"Persons and firms engaged in
any one of these three branches
will not be permitted to engage
in either of the others."
Although the report did not

mention MPEA or any American
company by name, it was
thought here that the policy laid
down will limit activities of
MPEA in Germany.
The Dept. statement quoted MPAA Pres-

ident Eric Johnston as stating in Berlin that
"the German film industry should be re-

habilitated, with Germans as competitors in
the film markets of the world."
The report also quoted Col. Gordon E.

Textor. information control director in Ger-
many as saying': "Re-establishment of the
motion picture industry is essential to peace-
time German economj' and newly produced
German films will be exported, but an em-
bargo will be placed on all German films
produced prior to the occupation."

War Department further stated that
admiss'on of French, So\'iet and British
distribs. to the U. S. zone in Germany
"is contingent upon fuU reciprocity for

C S. zone distributors from the re-

spective zones."
"The underlying' general policy," the Dept.

continued, "is to develop the production,
distribution and exhibition of films in Ger-

many so that they may be of maximum help
in the mission of the military government.
This mission includes the economic rehabili-

tation as well as the reorientation of the
German people. American and German film<-

will have an important place in this pro-

gram."
Military Government said German films

produced "must" support the reorientation

program and export of such films to pay for

imports of food and critical raw material;

wi'l be "encouraged."
War Department also said that develop-

ment of a documentary film industry in

Germany will form an "integral part of the

program."
Importance of American and other allied

films in re-educating the Germans is "fully

recog-nized," the War Department said.

UlEDDinG BELLS

Greene-Trctmbukis
Providence, R. I.—William J. Tram-

bukis, student assistant at Loew's
State, was married recently to Eliz-

abeth Ann Greene. Bride is a niece
of Jack Toohey, manager of the
Carlton Theater.

De Grange-Baldridge
Winchester, Va.—Thomas W. Bald-

ridge, M-G-M promotion representa-
tive for the Middle Atlantic states,

and Dorothy De Grange were mar-
ried at the Loudoun St. Presbyterian
Church here Saturday.

British Boohing Combine Ntight Open Exhihition
To Socialist Co^op, KRS Warns on CEA Proposal

London (By Cable)—Exhibitors would be ill advised to continue their agita-

tion for a booking combine, as such a plan might boomerang and permit the

Cooperative Wholesale Society to break into the exhibition field in competition

with established theater interests KRS members warned on the CEA proposal.

CWS, a publicly-owned nationwide chain store enterprise, with Socialist Gov-

ernment blessing, for years has nibbed at acquiring theaters as an extension

of its widespread activities.

In its monthly meeting last week KRS took a hostile view of the CEA sug-

gestion, with members pointing out the dangers of opening the field to pos-

sible invasion by CWS.

Johnston Sees Truman on U. K.
Meets Also with Sec'ys Marshall, Snyder

(Continued from Page 1)

ences with President Truman and
other Government leaders, it was
thought certain here that the MPAA
head outlined the British question,

including the adverse impact on the

industry of the Dalton import duty
plan.
On a general level, Johnston told

reporters after his visit with Presi-

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA head Eric

Johnston told President Truman that

he had to pay $30 duty on the films

which he brought the chief executive

as a gift from the Polish government.
Johnston told the President that

the customs officer asked him for

oayment of duty on the films. When
Johnston protested the payment, say-

ing that the films were a gift from
Poland to President Truman, the

'ustoms officer replied, "I don't care,

I'm a Republican."
Johnston said the President

laughed heartily over the story.

'lent Truman that it is "essential"

t^hat the United States "help Great

Britain back on her feet."

The MPAA heaH said hf had in-

formed President Truman that finan-

"ial collapse of G^-^Rt BrUain would
^o worse for the TTni<-ed States than

^h" depression of 1929.

He said that this country must
"ssist Knp-land in "any wav we can

"^roat Britain cannot be allowed to

fall."

Because of the lineun of Johnston'?

"onferpnces. it was indicated that

he MPAA head stres'serl the British

'inancial situation inclurJing' the Dal-

-on tax move. In addition to the

^our-lonsr visit with Secretary Mar-
-hall. and the 25 minute^; spent with
President Tmman, Johnston had
^mcheon on Friday with Secretary

'^'nyder, Under Secretary of the

Treasury Archibald L. M. Wiggins,

ind Vernon L. Clark, assistant to

Snyder.

It was presumed, here but not

confirmed, that Johnston pre-

sented Dalton plan alternatives

to at least Secretary Marshall

and Secretary Snyder. There
were indications that this Gov-
ernment may oppose the Dalton
import duty.
There was no doubt, however, that

this Government fully appreciates

Britain's critical financial situation.
While this has been underlined by
top Government officials, there is

general opposition to the Dalton tax
as a solution to the problem.

There is growing belief here
that the British Government will

"freeze" a substantial portion of
American film remittances, but
keeping the market open for
American pix.

MPAA admitted that Johnston dis-

cussed the entire motion picture
problem abroad with Secretary Mar-
shall. No details of the conference
were announced, however.
Johnston did not comment on

whether the question of making films

explaining the Marshall Plan had
been discussed with either President
Truman or the Secretary of State.

Out of the maze of rumors
and conjecture, however, one
thing stood clear: Johnston has
been assured of top level support
to any plan which will be as
easy as possible on the British

but will still meet basic Amer-
ican objectives, with a particular

emphasis on keeping trade chan-
nels open.

$325,000 Bankroll Backs
E-L "Red Stallion" Bally

(Continued from Page 1)

and sales chief, reports that more
than 100 key city engagements have
been booked for playoff within the

first 10 days following the picture's

joint world premiere at the Carthay
Circle Theater in Los Angeles and
the Majestic in Houston on Aug. 12.

Max E. Youngstein, ad-publicity

exploitation director, will supervisf

the Houston opening, assisted by ex-

ploitation manager Arthur Jeffrey

while the Los Angeles premiere will

be handled by Sam Israel, E-L studio

publicity chief.

Dispossess Trial Put Over

Trial of the Loew's International

dispossess action against four ten-

ants of 1600 Broadway was put over

until today before Municipal Judge
Charles J. Garrison. Emil K. Ellis is

attorney for the tenants. Producers

Laboratories, Camera Equipment Co.,

Movielab and Bonded Film Storage

Corp.

London Sees Coin

Freeze Plan Likely

(Continued from Page 1)

crisis, according to informed opinion
here.

At the same time, at the week-end
it was emphasized that it still was
anyone's guess whether an alterna-
tive acceptable to all film companies
would emerge from the conversations
and meetings in New York and
Washington. There was feeling that
some progress had been made, but
just how much remained unknown.

With Prime Minister Clement
Attlee scheduled to address Com-
mons on Wednesday with an outline

of the moves, immediate and long-

range, the Labor Government has
determined upon to meet the crisis,

admittedly the time is short for any
U. S. industry counter proposals. It

is believed here that there is no
chance that Attlee will ignore films

in view of the fact that cuts in foods
and in clothing are encompassed in

the moves chartered.

Under Secretary of State Will

Clayton, who conferred with Sir

Stafford Cripps, president of the

U. K. Board of Trade, in Paris, has

reported to the State Department on
his conversations covering, it is un-

derstood, the contemplated British

measures to reduce imports, includ-

ing films.

That the U. S. industry might plug
for a freezing of remittances in-

stead of the Dalton heavy duty plan

is understandable, observers here

point out. Were remittances to be

restricted, the millions above a fixed

ceiling held in the U. K. would still

be owned by the U. S. distributors

and would be remittable at some
future time. However, the dollars

resulting from a heavy ad valorem
tax—a rate up to 50 per cent has

been reported from London as 'pb^'^

sible—would be lost to the U. S.

distributors, going instead into Brit-

ish coffers.

However, it is also pointed out

here that the freezing of any appre-

ciable U. S. pix earnings, even for a

limited period, would hurt the Amer-
ican companies, cutting into the rev-

enue now routed into Hollywood pro-

duction and likewise denting profits.

STORK REPORTS

Millersburg, O. — Hoy Russell,

owner of the Russell Theater, be-

came a grandfather last week with

the birth of a son to his daughter,

Mrs. Barbara Cox.

Providence, R. I.—A daughter was
born recently to the wife of Joseph

G. Samartano, manager, Loew's

State.

Chicagoi — Jeff Fertell, assistant

manager of the Maryland Theater,

announced the birth of a son, Jeffrey

Stephen.
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PCC Asks Larger Cut

Of Box Office Me
(Continued from Page 1)

cites the following collective example
applying to 8,000 smaller theaters on
percentage pictures under an imposed
designation of playdates: either
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday five-units
or Wednesday - Thursday - Friday -

Saturday five-units. Estimated the-
ter overhead is average of $50.00
per unit. Eight thousand theaters'
five-units playing time equals 40,000
units at $50.00 per unit totals $2,-

000,000.

Average cost of production and
distribution on percentage pictures is

estimated to normally exceed $2,-

000,000. PCC emphasizes that this
example naturally does not include
approximately 10,000 other larger
affiliated and circuit theaters in the
U. S., nor foreign theaters, all of
which automatically are to be con-
sidered in comparing cost of play-
ing time against cost of production
and distribution.

Develops Licensing Formula
Therefore, PCC at its annual con-

vention held in Los Angeles in May,
developed from the floor of its open
forum sessions, for presentation to
major distributors, what, it is con-
vinced is an equitable and fair form-
ula for licensing of percentage pic-
tures to these smaller theaters.
PCC members feel that the time

has come for distribs. to realize that
small theaters of the U. S. are en-
titled to an equal proportion of the
box office dollar.

PCC formula follows: On per-
centage pictures not to exceed
three per selling season, dis-
tributor to be guaranteed 15 per
cent of gross up to point where
gross reaches theater's overhead
plus such 15 per cent film rental;
then theater is to receive an
amount equal to 15 per cent of
film rental guaranteed distrib-
utor; thereafter, distributor and
theater to share dollar for dol-
lar of gross.

Mayer & Bxirstyn New Offices

Mayer & Burstyn, foreign film
distribs, have moved their offices
to 113 West 42nd Street. Phone
number is the same: MEdallion
3-2881.

Theater Trailer Finds
Home for Raleigh Mgr.

Raleigh, N. C. — Jack Jordan,

manager of the Ambassador, found a
place for his family to live via a

brief trailer. Film showed a picture

of his three-year old daughter, Diane,

with a message from the little girl

telling how she and her mother
want to move to Raleigh but that

dad couldn't find a house for them.
Diane offered to prod her dad into

giving an annual pass to anyone who
would help. As a result Jordan and
his family will move into' a new
home shortly.

See E-L,PRC Merger in 60 Days
To Retain Low Production Trade Mark

(Continued from Page II

cent conferences here between E-L
Prexy Arthur Krim, production chief
Byran E. Foy and A. W. Schwalberg,
sales head.

Details of the merger are said
to include the absorption by E-L
of all PRC exchanges, personnel,
etc., with the retention of PRC
solely as a production trademark
for lower-budgeted productions.
It is anticipated that negotiations

will take place for the termination of
the contract of Harry Thomas, PRC
president, with the possibility that
he will release several of his own
independent productions through the
new organization as part of the
settlement terms. Foy will assume
overall production chores.
The merger move has been re-

garded as inevitable in industry
circles for some time, particularly
with the emergence of E-L during
the past six months to a significant
factor on the motion picture scene.

It has long been obvious that
parallel nroduction and sales organi-
zations were not in the best inter-

ests of economic efficiency. The E-L
sales and promotion staffs have

proven to the company's top execu-
tives their ability to adequately
handle the combined product of the
two units with Schwalberg reportedly
having in effect supervised all dis-

tribution activities during the past
few months. Consolidation of ad-
exploitation - publicity departments
was made in early April with Max E.
Youngstein in the top spot.

Three Sales Divisions Seen
A sales department in three divi-

sions—Eastern, Western and South-
ern—is envisaged with Harold Dunn,
acting PRC sales manager as assist-

ant to Schwalberg, Del Goodman as

Coast division manager, and L. E.
Goldhammer, who recently moved to

the h. 0. as special sales rep., seen as
Eastern division chief.

It has also been learned that
although the deal whereby E-L
would release indie production of

Walter Wanger is definitely off,

talks with several other indies

are in progress.

Efforts made here last night to

reach E-L and PRC executives for
comment proved unavailing.

Dual Tkitet Levy No

Problem, Study Shows
(Continued from Page II

ported this morning to the Treasury.
The tax, according to the committee,
has been "successfully applied at
both levels, without conspicuous ad-
vantages for either or major prob-
lems in the overlap."
The Treasury's tax study unit, in

a study which "is not intended to
make policy recommendations," said
also that it is not alarmed by "the
expanding use of admissions taxes at
the local level." In only three states,
it points out— Alabama, West Vir-
ginia and Missouri—are there both
state and local taxes to contend with
in addition to the Federal levy.

In conclusion, the study holds that
"there are no compelling reasons for
an immediate co-ordination effort in
;he field of amusement taxations.
Due partly to the fact that inter-
state commerce is not a considera-
;ion, states and municipalities are
able to administer this group of taxes
with reasonable success.

"Amusement taxation can at best
merit a low priority in a near-term
program for Federal-state fiscal co-
ordination."

Fritz Berg Appointed
WB Manager in Brazil

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warner Int'l, announces the appoint-
ment of Fritz Berg as manager for
Warners in Brazil, succeeding Ary
Lima, who recently was elevated to
supervisor for Brazil Argentina,
Chile and Uruguay.

UA Changes in Foreign

Distrib. Setup Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

W. Kelly as executive vice-president.

Sears has been anxious to relin-

quish his duties of supervising for-

eign sales, which duties will be taken

over by Kelly, in addition to other

responsibilities. However, Sears will

continue his sales supervisory post.

David H. Coplan has already re-

signed as general manager for \JA
Corp., Ltd., of United Kingdom and
Walter Gould, foreign manager, if

expected to be affected by the
changes.
UA producers welcomed the news

of Sears appointment and at a meet-
ing gave both Sears and Kelly
unanimous vote of confidence.

Sears will have a casting vote on
the board of directors and will have
full authority to handle the entire
operation of the organization. Hi?
appointment extends to company's
annual meeting next Spring at
which time he is expected to be
elected for a term of several years.

Grainger Convenes Rep.
Sales Parley at H. O.

(Continued from Page 1)

tral; Merritt Davis, Southern; Frank
Dervin, New England, and Maxwell
Gillis, Eastern, are present for dis-
cussions with Southern division man-
ager Walter L. Titus, Jr., and East-
ern division manager James V.
O'Gara. William Murphy, New York
branch manager, is also attending
the meeting

DORFMANN

5 UWF Huxley Reels

Ready in Two Weeks

United World Films will have five

reels in the Julian Huxley science
series of films ready within two

weeks, Ed/ '? d

L. Dorfm\_.'h,
vice-president in

charge of produc-
tion told The
Film Daily Fri-

day.
Barely five

months since in-

itial announce-
ment to the trade
of the formation
of UW's audio-
visual "Univer-
sity" series in

which company
will cover all

phases of educa-

tion from gram-
mar to graduate school level, com-
pletion of the science reels is the

first step in a comprehensive pro-

gram that is now clicking, in co-

operation with the JAR Organiza-

tion, which Dorfmann first co-ordin-

ated on his trip to London last

March.
Completely readapted, the Huxley

films were prepared in co-operation

with a board of Columbia University

professors, who form the advisory

board on science. Films will be ready
for Fall release, Dorfmann said.

^

A full staff of editors, writers, and
technicians have been assembled, and
form, Dorfmann claims, the best ed-

ucational staff in the country. Work
on the films is being done at the

Pathe studio where United World has
complete facilities.

Between 22 and 25 reels will be
completed within the next four
months, including a readaptation to

American standards of the prize-

winning Russian film "The Bees" to

which UW now holds rights.

Dorfmann added that United
World is collaborating with the U.
S. Olympic Association and the AAU
following J. Arthur Rank's request
for a series of films on physical edu-
cation. Company has just com-
pleted a series on track and field

using outstanding athletes.

International distribution set-up
for the films is now being rounded
out and is expected to be in operation
in time to meet the first series of

completed films.

Ratification of New SAG
Pact Up for Mass Vote

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seven thousand mem-

bers of SAG are being asked to vote
on two questions. First, "shall re-

vised basic agreement of 1947 be
ratified?" Second, "shall SAG board
of directors be empowered after con-
tract has been approved to call a
strike at such time as it sees fit

against any producer, who does not
sign revised basic agreement of 1947
on or before Aug. 22, 1947?"
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DBLTOn HLTERnaTWE TO U. K. GOV'T TODBY
Kalmenson Sees Film Attendance Staying High
Warner Sales Chief's Fore-

cast Confirmed by "Roll

Call" Report at Chi. Meet

Chicago—Potentialities for a high
rate of film theater attendance ex-

tend for a long time to come, Ben
Kalmenson, WB vice-prexy and gen-
eral sales manager, told the opening
session of the company's second
sales convention here yesterday.

Kalmenson predicated his forecast

on an analysis of general business
conditions, citing the record high
level of employment, the unprece-
dented prosperity of farmers and the

(Continued on Page 4)

Korda U. S< Minimum

$3 MiiiionsYearly

London (By Air Mail)—Sir Alex-
ander Korda's U. S. distribution pact
with 20th-Fox will net him a min-
imum of $3,000,000 annually, on the

basis of the four pictures a year he
expects to produce, it is learned.

Deal calls for a guarantee of $750,-

000 against the print of each picture

delivered to 20th-Fox, and, in the

(Continued on Page 4)

Rank's Earl St. John. Box
Coming Over for Confabs

Earl St. John, a former head of

British Odeon, now chief production
counsel to J. Arthur Rank, and Syd-
ney Box, head of Rank's Gains-
borough Studios, are due in New
York Aug. 14 from England.
They will be preceded here today

by Robert Weait, treasurer of the

American JARO, and David Farrar,
(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Releasing
5 Pix in Sept.-Oct.

M-G-M announced yesterday that

it will release five features during

September and October. "Song of

the Thin Man," "The Unfinished

Dance" and "The Arnelo Affair"

make up the September product,

with "Song of Love" and "Merton

of the Movies" set for October.

MP£A Re-elects All

Officers For Year
MPEA directors, meeting here last

week, re-elected the following offi-

cers for 1947-48, it was announced

yesterday.

Eric Johnston, president; Francis

5. Harmon, vice-president; Irving A.

Maas, vice-president and general

manager; Gordon E. Youngman (vice

president and general counsel of

RKO), secretary; Herbert J. Erlan-

ger, assistant secretary; George

Borthwick, treasurer; Frederick W.
Du Vail and Frank J. Alford, as-

sistant treasurers.

U. S. Loan "Frittered

Away," Says Cliurcliill

London (By Cable) — Winston
Churchill, leader of the Conservative
opposition, lashing out yesterday at

the Labor Government, charged that

it had "frittered away" much of the

U. S. loan on American films, tobacco,

food and fruits which, he said, "how-
ever desirable as indulgences was not
indispensable."
While Churchill was making the

(Continued on Page 6)

ATA, MPTOA Reps. Talk
Conclave Plans Thursday

ATA and MPTOA reps will meet
Thursday to discuss plans for the

forthcoming joint convention of the

two organizations set for Washing-

( Continued on Page 7)

MPAA Proposal Transmitted to Allport Over Week-end;
Counter Plan Said to Call for Freezing of Part of

Monies Remittable to American Distribs. During 1948

The American film industry's proposed alternative to the
Dalton heavy duty plan, transmitted by the MPAA over the
week-end will probably be formally presented to Prime Minister

Attlee's Labor Government today by
Fayette Allport, the MPAA's Lon-
don office chief, it was learned on
high authority here yesterday.
While no comment was forthcom-

ing on the character of the alterna-

tive, either from MPAA spokesmen
here or in Washington, it was un-
derstood that the counter proposal

(Continued on Page 5)

led Artists Joins

MPAA-HPEA Sept. 1

Allied Artists has joined MPEA
and MPAA, Eric A. Johnston, presi-

dent of both organizations announced
yesterday. AA becomes MPEA's
ninth member company and the first

distributor to join the export organi-
zation since it was chartered by the

eight original sponsoring companies.
Allied Artists' application for

membership was unanimously ap-
proved by MPEA's board at a meet-
ing held at MPAA offices last week,
with effective date set at Sept. 1.

Allied Artists brings into MPEA all

(Continued on Page 5)

Seven Ohio Cities Will

Draft Uniform 3% Tax

Tiffin, O.—Officials of seven North-
western Ohio cities, meeting here,

approved a uniform three per cent

municipal admission tax. With the

state admission tax due to expire

Oct. 1, mayors, fiscal officers, and
council members of Fostoria, Bacy-
rus, Findlay, Tiffin, Van Wert, Fre-
mont, and Mansfield agreed that

they would recommend enactment of

(Continued on Page 7)

U. K. Siielving Dalton

Tax, Capital Hears

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Predictions that the

British would "temporarily" shelve

the Dalton proposal in favor of a
freeze on a portion of American film

remittances were being heard in Gov-
(Continued on Page 7)

Meet on New Newsreel
Cameramen Pact Aug. 20

Pat Casey will meet Aug. 20 with
newsreel editors and Walter A. Lang,
business rep. of Local 644 of the

International Photographers of the

(Continued on Page 7)

UA Financial Backing Ready
Starts at 10 per cent WithTno Maximum

Gradwell Sears to Bare
Plans for UA Tomorrow

Gradwell L. Sears, who ascends to

the UA presidency formally today
when the board of directors acts in

compliance with the directions of

owners Mary Pickford and Charles

Chaplin, will outline his plans and
(Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — As part of United

Artists' plan to release only those

films in which it has a financial in-

terest, Gradwell Sears, newly named

to the UA presidency, revealed that

UA is ready to keep up its end of

the deal with financial backing. Sears

(Continued on Page 6)

See Good Chance to

Avoid 306's Strike

Though only one month is left be-

fore Local 306's strike deadline,

there's still a good chance that an

amicable arrangement will be made.

For one thing, the lA exec, body

must grant the local permission to

strike.

lATSE prexy Richard F. Walsh

stated: "If the matter is referred to

the general office, I will assign an

International representative." Should

the rep. fail to arrange a satisfac-

tory agreement, Walsh himself will

enter negotiations, as in the case

of Local 702.
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127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Loulsr
Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay,
Kitab Mahal, 190 Hornby Ed., Fort. Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Fllmafrtc, 8 Rue Charras
SfONTREAL—Rav Carmlchael, Room 9, 464 Francis
Xavler St, VANCOITVER—Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxoi
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, UY 2110. BRTJS
SEJ.S—.Tean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Panuerettes
COPENHAOEN—.Tohn Llndberg, Jembanealle No. 8
CopenhaEen-Van Loese. ROME—John Perdicarl, Tla
Ludovlal 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr
Walter Schuck, Ccnlto 597. MEXICO CITT—
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat 161/2 161/4 le'A
Bell & Howell 221/2 22 22
East. Kodok 477/8 47iA 473/3

Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18
Loew's, Inc 22 215/8 213/4

Poramount 26% 2614 26I/4

RKO 131/8 127/8 127/8

Republic Pict SVs SVs SVs
Republic Pict. Pfd. IBVs ISVa 131/8
20th Century-Fox ... 30 291/2 291/2
Universal Pict 215/8 21 1/4 21 1/4

Warner Bros 163/8 I6I/8 16i/s

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 4 4 4
RKO 31/2 33/8 33/8

Technicolor 131/2 I31/2 I31/2

Trans-Lux 4 4 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 43/8

Net
Chg.

- Vz
- 1

- %
- Vi
- Va
- %

+ l'/8— 1/4

— 1/4

— 1/4

Asked
7
53/8

Tamarin Starts at UA
As Publicity Manager

Alfred H. Tamarin, recently ap-
pointed publicity manager of United
Artists, commenced his duties at the
home office yesterday.

MERVIN ASH A CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on lilted and un-

listed securities available upon request.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominG flno coinc
MAJ. ALBERT WARNER, WB vice-president,

flew to Chicago yesterday to take part in the

WB sales conclave there.

BEN WASHER, Paramount publicity manager,
returned to his desk yesterday from product
conferences on the Coast.

MARGUERITE BOURDETTE, secretary to Para-
mount vice-president Charles M. Reagan, is on
a two-week holiday.

ROBERT WEAIT, treasurer and board member
of JARO, orrives on the S.S. Queen Mary today.

PAUL N. LAZARUS, Jr. UA publicity director,
has arrived in New York from Hollywood where
he spent four weeks discussing an over-all ad-
vertising and publicity program with UA pro-
ducers.

AL LICHTMAN, M-G-M studio executive, ar-
rived yesterday in New York from Hollywood.

DONALD OGDEN STEWART, M-G-M writer,
leoves Hollywood today for a visit to New York.
CHARLES PERRY, Cincy Paro. exploiteer, went

to Huntington last night.

PETE PANAGOS, promotion manoger, Alli-

°"i^ ,V!?:^i.*'
'°"'^ DOERR, booking manager

and JAMES GREGORY have returned to Chicago
from Indianapolis film conferences.

Court Grants Extension
To E-U Suit Defendants

Federal Judge Alexander Holtzoff
signed a stipulation yesterday which
granted three of the defendants in
the Empire-Universal Films, Ltd
suit against J. Arthur Rank, J. Ar-
thur Rank Organization, Eagle-Lion
Films, Inc. and others, an extension
until Sept. 2 to answer or otherwise
move in connection with the action.
Empire seeks declaratory judg-

ment in connection with their rights
to exclusive distribution of Rank
films in Canada and Newfoundland
under a United World Pictures, Inc.
contract.
Empire at the same time seeks

judgment of $1,000,000 against JAR,
himself.

Toronto—Formal notice of judg-
ment by Judge J. Genest has been
given at Osgood Hall, Toronto, of
dismissal of the appeal by J. Arthur
Rank Organization, Inc., Eagle-Lion
Films, Inc., and General Cinema Fi-
nance Corp., of an order by Master
in Chambers allowing service of
writs outside of Canada by Empire
Universal Films and United World
Pictures of Canada, both of Toronto.
Judgment granted costs of appeal

to Empire Universal and United
World, who have entered suit against
Rank and his companies for alleged
non-fulfillment of contract for the
Canadian franchise for Eagle-Lion
Pictures produced in the U. S. Other
defendants who did not figure in
appeal from the order include Eagle-
Lion Films of Canada and Mono-
gram Pictures of Canada, both
Toronto.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

:'..;: : i'OADvv,\r • ><. 1. iv • ci' '^ '. r.' . .

Comr)!efc Film and

Disc P'.-corrJioa FcKilifi< -

NEIL AGNEW, SRO president, is en route to

New York following Hollywood conferences re-

garding distribution of company product.

COL. KENNETH CLARK of the MPAA is in

Hollywood from Washington.

RENE CLAIR leaves New York for Hollywood
tomorrow.

CAREY WILSON, producer of M-G-M's "Green
Dolphin Street," arrived from the Coast yes-

terday.

RUDOLPH WEISS, head of the Warners real

estate department, will be in Washington to-

day and will return to the home office to-

morrow.

ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO vice-president and
general sales manager, will attend the forth-
coming meeting of the Southeastern MPTOA in

Miami, Aug. 12-14.

RUTGERS NEILSON, RKO publicity manager,
has returned with MRS. NEILSON from an At-
lantic City vacation.

MOREY GOLDSTEIN, Monogram's general
sales manager, and ARTHUR H. GREENBLATT,
eastern district manager, left yesterday for

New Orleans to confab with execs of Para-
mount-Richards circuit on the preeming of

"Louisiana."

M. GOODMAN, president of Discina Int'l

Films Corp., returned from Canada over the
weekend.

JACK GOLDSTEIN, RKO Radio Pictures studio

rep, is spending a week in New Hampshire.

HARRY M. KALMINE, Warners Theatres pres-
ident and general manager, is in Chicago and
will remain in the Milwaukee zone until the end
of the week.

TED GAMBLE, ATA Board choirman, is ex-
pected back from Coast Thursday.

ROBERT W. COYNE, executive director of
ATA, flew to Cincinnati last night where today
he will address an industry group at the
Netherlands-Plaza Hotel on behalf of the Mo-
tion Picture Foundation. Coyne returns to-
morrow.

ROBERT GUILFOYLE, GERALD SCHIERENBACK
and CHARLES ELLIS, of Paramount's transpor-
tation and traffic department, left for their
vacation over the week-end.

ALBERTO LAUTARET, head of the largest
circuit of theaters in Argentina, leaves Holly-
wood today for Mexico for a week before
returning to Buenos Aires by plane.

'Adventure Island' Trial

Showings In Five Keys

"Adventure Island," the Pine-

Thomas pic produced with a top-bud-

get and in color, will have trial show-

ings in five key cities before its na-

tional release. The most succf«5sful

ad and exploitation campaig'„^- led

in these advance showings Wiii be
the campaign chosen for the release
thi-oughout the world. Picture is

considered "A" product with Para-
mount booking it in top first-run the-
aters only.

Mich. Allied Exec, for

Newsreel Amalgamation

Detroit—Amalgamation of exist-
ing newsreel into a single or two
companies is proposed by Jack Stew-
art, general manager of Allied The-
aters of Michigan.
Such a consolidation, Stewart says,

would be advantageous from the
viewpoint of both distributor and ex-
hibitor. Stewart cites saving in raw
film, end of subject duplication, and
a paying market for the surviving
reels.

UJA to Present Cantor
Award at Sept. Dinner

United Jewish Appeal will pre-
sent Eddie Cantor with a certificate

of award for "humanitarian service"
in recognition of his efforts toward
raising the $170,000,000 for the aid

of Jewish survivors in Europe.
The award will be presented within

the next month at a special dinner
in Cantor's honor. Similar UJA
awards will also be made to other
outstanding personalities in the the-

ater, radio, the press and public life.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

YORK CITY TRADE SHOWING

Of SAMUEL GOLDWYN's Presentation of

"THE SECRET LIFE

of WALTER MITTY"
ASTOR THEATRE

Broadway and 45th St., New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 12, at 10:30 A.M.
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Kalmenson Sees Film

Attendance Slaying Up

(ConMnued from Page 1

1

current peak levels of practically all

trade indices.

Kalmenson's analysis was con-
firmed by a "roll call" report in which
district and branch managers from

\

various sections of the country gave
j

a brief account of conditions in their
;

territories. A similar roll-call re-
1

port was made in New York last

week at the sales convention at-

tended by the Eastern and Canadian
forces.

Consensus of the field force
opinion showed that except for
usual warm weather effects,

business has been holding up '

well and the Fall outlook is even
better. ;

In some sections, notably the :

coal and steel regions of Penn- !

sylvania, attendance actually is

running ahead of the war time
boom level, it was disclosed, and
Kalmenson said that with higher
wages and shorter working
hours, good business for the-
aters is inevitable.

Maj. Albert Warner, WB vice-
president, talked briefly on distribu-
tion matters and the general indus-
trial outlook.
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president

in charge of advertising and pub-
licity, outlined WB's extensive pro-
motional plans in connection with
coming product, headed by the big
world premiere campaign on "Life
With Father."
The short subject lineup for 1947-

48 was presented by Nonnan H.
Moray, short subject sales manager
and president of Warner Pathe News.
Moray also discussed the Warner
newsreel which makes its bow next
week.

Howard Levinson, member of the
legal staff representing distribution,
talked on the court decree and in-
structed the salesmen on procedure
for co-operating with exhibitors in
various situations.

Jack L. Warner, executive pro-
ducer, will be the chief speaker
today.

Thomas Job Dead
Santa Monica— Thomas Job, 47,

playwright, died at his home here.
Formerly associate professor of
drama at Yale, his more recent ac-
tivity included the screenplay on
WB's "The Two Mrs. Carrolls." He
is survived by his wife, Mrs. Edith
Robinson Job, a son, Thomas M. Job,
and a daughter, Ann B. Job.
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Tuesday's Tele-lines

• • • WATCH FOR FAR GREATER EMPHASIS upon domestic

soles OS a result of overseas developments Horry M. Woiner set

the pace, so to speak, at lost week's WB soles convention here

Up to now. H. M. said, film soles have been on o 60-40 domestic-foreign

rotio Most of the 40 came from the U. K With British restric-

tions on U. S. pix regorded as a certointy, Warner said revision of the

ratio to 85-15 was necessary

T T
• • • METRO'S 'GREEN DOLPHIN STREET" will be dUtributed

as o 1947-48 special as o result of o decision reached by Nicholas M.

Schenck and Louis B. Mayer Pic will get national and local com-

paigns topping those set by Howard Dietz for "The Hucksters". . . .

• "IJuel in the Sun's" eight weeks in Clevelond rolled up approximate-

ly $150,000. ... • Loew's State on Broodwoy opens Allied Artists'

"Black Gold" on Sept. 4. . . . • Billiard centers loom as new film com-

petition around the country. ... • Looks like the flood of re-issues is

ebbing At any rote, September release list of Illinois Allied shows

only 17 And there's on accompanying rise in the number of new

pix available—33. ... • Cinecolor has its largest single print order

in its history with the 300 of Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion". ... • Metro

is releasing Arch Oboler's first feature, "The Arnelo Affair," on the ISlh.

• Somerset is upping its od budget for "The Burning Cross" to $100,000.

• Before the Horry Brandt-Arthur Mayer Marathon Pictures mokes that

Mayor O'Dwyer biog. feature, it'll turn out "Open Secret," American

Fascism drama, based on 'Deofh Wotch" by Max Wilk and Ted Murk-

land

T T T
• • • SOL M. WURTZEL is due in New York the latter port of the

month to discuss a new long term deal ^^th 20lh-Fox Current deol

calls for delivery of six this year, and there's an option for three more

in '48 Wurtzel unU, suspending production for the Summer and

early FolL resumes obout Nov. 1 with "Ticket To Nowhere" first to go.

• Deonna Durbin's British pic for J. Arthur Rank will be either "Melbo"

or 'The Beggor's Opero". ... • Credit Lou Lifton with coming up with

something new in merchandising tie-ups To bally 'Block Gold" in

the keys, Lou is sending out a bond of Cherokees Redskins will

camp and live on Sears, Roebuck parking lots. ... • Producer Jerry

Fairbanks is invading the feoture field with "Doctor Jim," the tee-off pic,

starting shooting next week. ... • William Goetz will be off to Not-

So-Merrie England on Sept. 18 for JARO huddles. ... • Robb & Row-

ley convention banquet in Dallas on the 20th will hove George Jessel

as toastmoster. ... • Add Signs o' the Times: It'll cost you 40 cents

if you wont to see the first N. Y. C. public showing of the Tucker auto

ot the Museum of Sdence coid Industry

T T T
• • • DIDJA KNOW THAT Steve Broidy's European trip is in

part a show-case hunt in European copitols? Not with o view to

purchase, of course, but ploydotes. ... • Notional Press Club, Wash-

ington, sees "The Roosevelt Story" ot o speciol screening next Monday

night. ... • Von Johnson's holding long distance phone interviews

with critics in six big cities in beholf of "The Romance of Rosy Ridge".

• Twentieth-Fox wonts James Stewart to star in "Coll Northside 777"

which Otto Long will produce and Henry Hothowoy t^II direct, largely

in its own Chicogo locale Long ond Hothowoy are here from the

Coost, the former with his option for another yeor just picked up. . . .

• Phyl'-is Calvert is mulling Spring pic for Sir Alexander Zordo on the

other side. ... • Ah, the power of the press! It even extends to

giving a man o new name Witness that one N. Y. doily reported

the election of Brodwell Seors as prexy of UA on Soturdoy

T

Korda U. S. Minimum

$3 Millions Yearly

(Continued from Page 1)

event of the gross exceeding a gi^en
minimum, his share will increa?'^ "

Korda does not plan to make iiifre

than four pictures each year but
they will be quality films for the in-

ternational market.
Korda said that re-issues of his old

films in the U. S. have netted him
well over $1,000,000.

Extra Placements Down
19% in First 6 Months

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Howard R. Philbrick,

Central Casting Corp.'s vice-presi-
dent, reports that placements for the
first six months of 1947 totaled 109,-

783, a reduction of 19 per cent from
the like period last year.

The revelation was made in con-
junction with an announcement by
Philbrick of several organizational
changes designed to streamline the
process of handling more than 800
extra player placements a day for
the studios here.

Philbrick reported that a centra-
lized system for all files of the 4,000
adult and 1,200 children extras has
been created as well as a redistribu-
tion made of personnel and equip-
ment to handle the peak load of 4,000
telephone calls per hour from 4 to 7

p.m. daily from those seeking jobs
for the following day.
Merger of children casting with

that of adults has been consummated
since requirements for the former
"do not justify a separate depart-
ment," Philbrick stated.

Henry G. Fargel is Dead
Funeral services for Henry G. Far-

gel, managing director of the Broad-
way Association for the last six

years, will be held tomorrow. Fargel,
51, died Sunday of coronary throm-
bosis, at his home in Jersey City.

Wcdter De Leon Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter De Leon, 63,

ex-vaudeville artist and screen
writer, died here. He is survived by
a daughter, Mrs. Edwina Parker.

Steinheck Script for
Swedish Film Co.?

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—John
Steinbeck's conferences with Direc-

tor Jan Molander and Manager A!

Seaberg of Svenskfilmindustri have

led to newspaper speculation that

the American author might do a film

manuscript for the Swedish com-
pany. Officials only said that Stein-

beck is considering a book with a

Swedish locale.

Steinbeck stopped here on his

way to Russia where he will do a

series of articles for the New York

Herald Tribune.
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Dalton Alternative

To U.K.Go/t Today

(G>ntinued from Page 1)

called for the partial freezing of
Bri*^^=^ film remittances for a period
of 7QIs.
One report, finding -industry

credence, was that the counter offer
proposed that 25 per cent of the
monies due American companies dur-
ing 1948 be frozen. American rev-
enues from the United Kingdom in
recent years have totaled about $68,-
000,000.

The report further said that the
counter offer provided for funds thus
blocked to be remitted in equal in-
stallments over a five-year period,
starting in 1949.

The American industry has taken
the position—as President Eric A.
Johnston noted at his press confer-
ence here last week—that the British
financial plight is a temporary one.

It is understood that announce-
ment of the receipt of the American
counter offer—and its terms—will be
left to the Attlee Government, with
a statement anticipated in from 24
to 48 hours.

Whether the British will accept, re-
ject or leave the door open for a
later alternative is, of course, un-
known, and there is a general in-
dustry disposition to skip specula-
tion.

London Says 4 Alternatives
To Dalton Plan Suggested

Suggestions presented in recent
weeks to the British Treasury as
alternatives to the Dalton heavy duty
plan number four, according to a
London cable published in the New
York Times yesterday. The story,;
which reported British efforts to find
a plan that would avoid the ad
valorem duty on U. S. pix, listed
the alternatives as:

"1. That American film companies
earning money in Britain devote a
part of the dollars accruing between
Oct. 1 and April 1, 1948, to the pur-
chase of food in the United States for
Britain.

"2. That a part of the proceeds
earned in Britain be devoted to in-
vestment in British enterprises, pre-
ferably the underwriting of British
film ventures here and in other parts
of the empire.

"3. That a substantial amount of

UJEDDinG BELLS

Mallory-Marshall

Santa Barbara, Calif. — Herbert
Marshall, actor, and Patricia (Boots)
Mallory, former dancer, were married
here Sunday.

Zeitek-Boss

Cleveland—Marion Zeitek, U-I led-
ger clerk and Daniel Boss will be
married Aug. 30.

HOLLVUJOOD TODflV
From PATTI ALICOATE

HOLLYWOOD
AT the moment-, the Hollywoodlands are suffering frorti some "unusual

weather" which, when mingled with smog, results in much criticism

of this State's ideal climate—and keeps the beaches filled. With one eye

on the ocean and one on RKO, I chose the latter. (They offered me lunch

but that had absolutely nothing to do with itl)

KJAT JAMES and Don Redell were waiting for me—with that "now I can

plant a story" look in their eyes, but I fooled them. I insisted on seeing

before believing! I should've kept my big mouth closed, because we SAW
all afternoon. Most pretentious of the sets was the San Francisco hillside

used in "I Remember Mama." They were dismantling it but I had a chance

to look through the main house. The date is 1910 (in the pix, that is)

but as you wander through the house you believe it. There's a copy of

Colliers dated in January of that year, an insurance company calendar, a

Miller-Gem stove, etc. Rieally a' gem of authenticity. The cast, including

Irene Dunne and Oscar Homoika (of the B'way cast) were working on the

opposite side of the stage in a hospital set. Edgar Bergen (would Charlie

laugh if he saw him in his undertaker's outfit!) was talking to George

Stevens, the director, while lights were being set for the next scene.

Moved over to another stage to watch Jane Greer go through a test for

"Stations West," which will start sometime this month with Dick Powell

co-starring.

pOBERT RISKIN, working on plans for "The Girl from Bogardus," and

Dudley Nichols, who just finished "Mourning Becomes Electra" came by

and suggested that we go over to the Tim Holt western, "Wild Horse Mesa,"

where a big cafe brawl was taking place. Tim had broken a bone in his

back the day before and was working in a cast—seemed to be enjoying it,

too. "Your Red Wagon" was shooting, on stage 15, around a wrecked car.

They had two others on the set so I tried to talk Nicholas Ray, the director,

out of one (thought we could run around N. Y. in it) but he seemed to

think they were essential to the plot. Met Howard da Sylva and Farley

Granger in between scenes, and it's then that I realized I shoulda stood

in bed. They insisted that I hadn't seen anything till we went out to Encino

to see Jesse Lasky's "Miracle of the Bells" company in action. It was 110

and they were doing the Joan of Ai-c sequence that called for 15th cen-

tury costumes and lots of armor. Fred MacMurray, Valli and director Irving

Pichel were trying to run through a rehearsal, but with 750 extras (for

which they had 15 extra makeup men and 10 extra hair stylists) its pretty

noisy. The scene is Rouen in 1435, and the action concerns the burning

at the stake. (I felt I was the Martyr at that point) (Heard they're trying

to finish the pix just in time to fill the Music Hall's Easter Bill.) Couldn't

face any more of that heat so we headed back.

r^ROPPED in to see Leo McCarey, whose Rainbow Productions will release

"Good Sam" through RKO. Shooting starts next week with Gary Cooper,

Ann Sheridan, Edmund Lowe and Frank McHugh heading the cast. After

seeing Edmund Lowe's test for the part Mr. McCarey said he thought he'd

be bigger in his comeback than in his initial success. Bet'cha didn't know that

although his last two concerned Catholic priests, McCarey'll use a

Protestant minister and a Rabbi in this one. Talked him into taking me to

the races tomorrow, then rode back to the studio while "the boys" rattled

on about the rest they were looking forward to. Most of the pix shooting

there are pretty well along now and all those starting this month will be

on location, so you better get another traveling correspondent. I'm hot!

dollars earned in Britain by Amer-
ican companies be donated to some
British charity, designated by the
British Treasury. The British or-

ganization of veterans who have lost

limbs in wartime service of their

country was one of the charities

mentioned.
"4. That Britain and the United

States film producers revive the war-

time 'control committee,' set up in

1939 and carried on for three and a
half years. The committee, made up
of one representative each of the
British Treasury, the Board of Trade
and the American film industry, was
little publicized, but worked a volun-
tary program under which American
film producers left in Britain most of
their dollars earned here."

Allied Artists Joins

MPAA-MPEA Sept. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

Monogram product as well as its

own.
AA's decision to link with MPEA

was considered first during a series
of talks between Johnston, Steve
Broidy, Monogram and Allied presi-
dent, and Norton V. Ritchey, presi-
dent of Mono's international organi-
zation. Decision to join was reached
last week before Broidy and Ritchey
left for Europe, in conferences here
with Irving Maas, MPEA vice-presi-
dent and general manager, and
Francis S. Harmon, MPEA vice-

president.

A group of Allied films, headed by
"It Happened on Fifth Avenue," is

now being readied for distribution in

a number of MPEA-controlled coun-
tries.

The hookup of Allied Artists,

whose production is confined to high
budget pictures, with the export
pool is seen as bolstering the hand
of the U. S. industry in its distribu-

tion activities in the 11 countries in

which it is now operating, and in the

two additional countries (Yugoslavia
and the USSR) with whom agree-

ments have yet to be made. Not only

does the alliance provide a more solid

industry front in bargaining and
marketing negotiations with various

European state film monopolies and
cartels, but it further extends MPEA
control in the matter of product

selectivity, a policy which thus far

has brought new high prestige to

American films in MPEA territories.

Plan Industry Group
To Aid Resistance Move

Tonight's protest meeting against

the hanging of three members of

Jewish resistance in Palestine, sched-

uled at 8:30 at Manhattan Center,

will be attended by a number of mo-
tion picture figures, anxious to form
an industry committee to assist Jew-

ish resistance in the Holy Land.

STRAND THEATER CO., Grinneii, lo.; copital,

350 shares of $100 par stock.

EMMETSBURG THEATER CORP., Emtnetsburg,

la.; 1,000 shares of no par stock; R. G. Foulds,

president; A. E. Thiel, vice-president and treos-

urer; E. M. Garbett, secretary.

POLACOLOR CORP., Dover, Del.; motion, pic-

ture film; capital, $100,000.

L. & L. THEATERS, INC., New York, with

capital of 100 shares no par value stock, three

shores subscribed, to exhibit motion pictures.

Chartered at Albany by Jacob Leff, Ralph

Weinstein, Murray W. Meyer.

TOBIAS PRODUCTIONS CORP., New York,

N. Y., with a capital of 100 shares no par value

stock, three shares subscribed, to produce radio

and theatrical shows. Chartered at Albany by

Bernard J. Gardener, Ruth Steiner, Lisa Frend.

CHOICE CONTINENTAL FILMS, INC., New
York, N. Y., with capital of 200 shares no par

value stock,, three shares subscribed, to produce
motion pictures. Chartered at Albany by Fan-

nie D. Smul, Herman N. Rabson, Lillian M.
Burke.
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UA Financial Bacicing

Of Producers Ready

(Continued from Page 1)

stated that three banks have pre-

sented deals and money.
Sears said that henceforth pro-

ducers will be financed by UA on par-
ticipating arrangements, starting
with 10 per cent and with no max-
imum. UA, however, will approve the
stories and castings.

UA producers are planning a non-
profit organization that will serve
as their "voice" in the management
of UA. David L. Loew is chairman
of the producers' committee which
has discussed its plans with Sears
and Arthur W. Kelly.

Stanton Griffis Reports
Sale of 3,000 Para. Shares

Stanton GriflSs, Paramount board
chairman, reported to the SEC that
in June his various trusts sold 3,000
common shares of the company, after
which holdings were 20,800 shares.
Grifiis gave away 220 shares in July
and held directly 9,000.

Rose to London Friday

David E. Rose, whose suit against
actor James Mason for $1,760,000
damages is set for October trial in
New York, arrived here yesterday
and is staying at the Sherry Nether-
lands. He will sail for England on
the Queen Mary Friday to close his

affairs there. He has booked return
passage on the Queen Elizabeth
Aug. 27.
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WHO'SWHO IN HOLLYWOOD
JOHN STURGES. Director. Born at Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, Jan. 3,

191CI Attended grammar school at Santa Monica, Calif., and went to Berkeley

High. Graduated from Marin Junior College at Kentfield, Calif. Got a job in

the blueprint department at RKO, and spent as much time as possible hanging

around the sets and technical departments of the

studio. Was assistant to Robert Edmond Jones on early
|

three-color Technicolor pictures. Later went with Pi-

oneer Pictures, to assist on the color on "Dancing

Pirate," served in same capacity for David 0. Selznick

on "The Garden of Allah." Became an assistant cutter

and at end of seven years at RKO was a full-fledged

cutter. Joined World War II as a radio technician in

Signal Corps, then was shifted to Film Division, at As-

toria, L. I. Directed six training films for the Air Corps

at ()CS, Wright Field, and an additional five for the

Air Corps. Together with William Wyer, went to Italy

and went through the invasion of Southern France, tak-

ing pictures of warfare, footage became the Techni-

color "Thunderbolt," on which he shared co-directing

credit. While still in uniform, Columbia Pictures signed

him on a directing contract, termer starting on day of

his discharge, Dec. 1, 1945. Directed "The Man Who Dared," "Shadowed,"

"Alias Mr. Twilight," "For the Love of Rusty" and "Keeper of the Bees."

Now directing Irving Cummings independent production, "The Sign of the

Ram," which co-stars Susan Peters and Alexander Knox.

Film Company Dividends
Up in First Three Months

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Cash dividend pay-

ments by pix companies during May
failed to keep pace with such pay-

ments generally, but there was no

cause for alarm. Total payments for

all corporations amounted to $159,-

200,000, 15 per cent better than the

$138,600,000 paid out in May of 1946.

For the three months ending in May
of this year, dividend payments

totaled $1,040,600,000, about 17 per

cent better than the corresponding

figures for 1946.

Payments by motion picture com-
panies during May dipped to only
$188,000, compared with $1,074,000
in May of 1946. The discrepancy was
accounted for, however, by the fact
that a large RKO dividend was paid
last year in May but this year in
April.

Pix company payments for the
three-month period ending in May
of this year were $12,616,000, com-
pared with $8,947,000 for the same
period last year— an increase of
about 40 per cent. During 1947,
March payments were $7,967,000 and
April payments $4,461,000, compared
with 1946 totals of $5,617,000 and
$2,256,000 respectively.

Rank's Earl St. John, Box
Coming Over for Confabs

(Continued from Page 1

)

Rank star, arriving on the SS Queen
Mary. Weait, who returns with his

family to make his permanent resi-

dence here, is also in charge of the

Rank Organization Latin-American

and 16 mm. activities.

Farrar will be here for two weeks
and will make an aerial trip to key
cities, in conjunction with "Black

Narcissus" and "Frieda," another

film in which he appears.

St. John, one-time Alabaman,
spends one week in New York and
then flies to the Coast where he joins

William Goetz, head of Universal

Studios. St. John will work with
Goetz for one month, going with the

latter to England, where Goetz makes
a reciprocal study of British produc-
tions.

Box, who won this year's Academy
writing award for "The Seventh
Veil," which he also produced, is com-
ing for conferences with James Ma-
son regarding a possible production
in England, and to confer with
Prexy Robert S. Benjamin and Jock
Lawrence of the Rank Organization
here.

^^Yours Is the Right and Duty to Agree or
Disagree on Merger,'* Wehrenherg to Units

Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA president, has asked each of the organization's

state and regional units to call a meeting of its members for the purpose of

voting upon the proposed merger of MPTOA and ATA into the Theater Owners
of America.

National director of each unit is expected to report the result of his organ's

vote at the joint September convention in Washington.
"Yours is the right and duty," Wehrenberg said, "to agree or to disagree and

to let your directors and officers know."

U. S. Loan "Frittered

Away," Says Churchill

(Continued from Page 1)

Conservative party speech at Wood-
stock, Prime Minister Attlp ywas
closeted here with a special e(„- aiic

cabinet which will report todaj- to a
full meeting of the cabinet. Meeting
wtih Attlee yesterday were : Foreign
Secretary Ernest Bevins, Chancellor
of Exchequer, Hugh Dalton, Sir
Stafford (Dripps, president of the
Board of Trade, and Herbert Morri-
son, Lord president of the Council.
The cabinet's plans to meet the

dollar crisis will be announced to-

morrow by Attlee as both Commons
and Lords inaugurate a two-day de-
bate.

Downing St. sources last night in-

dicated that government policy on
American film will be stated either
by Attlee tomorrow or by Dalton or
Cripps during the debate in Com-
mons,

Salzburg, Baumstone
Join Post Pictures

Milton Salzburg and Harold Baum-
stone, heads of Academic Film, have
just joined Post Pictures Corp. as
sales executives, with offices at 115
W. 45th St. New set-up also in-

cludes Post's exclusive distribution
rights to all of Academic's features
and shorts.

Salzburg and Baumstone organized
Pictorial Films in 1935 and Academic
Films in 1940. They resigned from
Pictorial in 1946, and then re-organ-
ized Academic. Harry A. Post, prexy
of PPC, has been in the industry
since 1919. He entered the 16 mm.
field in 1938.

"Woman of 100 Faces"
Next for Federal Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL Y
Hollywood—Postponing production

of "Babes in Toyland" until a Tech-
nicolor commitment is available,

Boris Morros and William Le Baron
of Federal Films will put a $2,500,-

000 budget behind their next, "The
Woman of a Hundred Faces," writ-
ten jointly by Louis Bromfield,
Thomas Mann and Maximilin Ilyin.

Latter will do the script. Long short
story concerns a famed European
model known to all three who was
painted by 100 different painters,
with each portrait revealing her as
a distinct type.

Robert D. McRoven Dead
Indianapolis—Robert D. McRaven,

52, a former salesman for Warners,
was found dead after he suffered a
heart attack. Burial was in Seooba,
Miss.

STORK REPORTS

Detroit—Raymond Rei, Panoram
onerator, has a new daughter. Donna
J«an.
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U. K. Shelving Dalfon

Tax, Capital Hears

(Continued from Page 1)

ernment circles as it was learned
ye-^riay that an MPAA counter
j)vV0'ia.\ to the Dalton ad valorem
duty said to center around a "volun-
tary" freeze on American film re-

: mittances, is now in the hands of its

;
London office and will be presented to

;
the British government "probably"
today.

Spokesmen in both the State De-
: partment and the Department of

. Conamerce reported unofficial "ru-

; mors" to this effect. Offices of top
. officials in the State, Treasury and
(Commerce Departments, however,

, refused to comment on the reports.

Government sources indicated
1 that MPAA President Eric John-

ston received strong, if informal,
approval to the plan from high
officials, including Secretary of
State George Marshall and Trea-
sury Secretary John Snyder,
during a top level series of con-
ferences here last week.

MPAA officials declined to com-
. ment in any way on details of the
: alternate plan.

( Final drafting of MPAA's counter
plan was made over the week-end.
Johnston left on Sunday for his home
in Spokane, Wash. Approval to the
plan was given by company toppers

: before Johnston planed for the Coast,
it was understood.

' Although conversations between
Johnston and top Government lead-

' ers have been on an "informal" level,

it is known that the U. S. motion
picture industry is backed by the
Government as never before in its

history.

State Dept. Opposes Dalton Tax
While this Government, as well as

Johnston and the MPAA, is fully
aware of Britain's critical financial
position, the State Department will

oppose any move designed to close

trade channels. Along this line, the
State Department will oppose the
Dalton tax proposal. A temporary
plan to block remittances, however,
would keep trade channels open and
is favored by this Government, ac-
cording to authoritative sources.

Key question in any plan to freeze
remittances, however, is what will

be done with blocked funds. MPAA
generally has opposed any scheme
which in effect subsidizes a competi-
tive industry. MPAA presumably has
suggested a solution to this problem

SICK LIST

GUY HANCOCK, UA salesman, Indi-

anapolis, has gone to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,

for his health.

IRVING RAU, Kentucky exhibitor, who
suffered a blood clot in his left eye, is now
confined to St. Joseph's Infirmary, Louis-

ville, after a successful operation.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

CIDNEY KINGSLEY, with $40,000 of Warners in his bank account for pic

rights to "The Patriots," will get a far fancier figure for scripting the

adaptation Deal is on percentage, with 10 per cent of gross after

costs going to Kingsley. . . . -^ "Key Largo," Maxwell Anderson drama

produced on the New York stage, also by the Playwrights' Co., has been

bought by Warners for $35,000 as a starring vehicle for Humphrey Bogart

and Lauren Bacall. . . . if Mary Pickford has sold screen rights to

"Secrets' to Sam Goldwyn who plans a late 1947 production start with

Teresa Wright in the role previously played on the screen by Norma Tal-

madge and Miss Pickford New version will be in Technicolor, and will

mean postponement of "Take Three Tenses" previously announced for Miss

Wright who will have Dana Andrews opposite. . . . -^ George Waggner

moves on the Republic lot to write, produce and direct "Eagles in Exile.". . .

^ Eleven features in the cutting rooms set a new high for the year in

Columbia's editorial department, with two more pictures scheduled to join

the list within the next few days. ... V^ Frank Sinatra will pay a flying

visit to Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and other South American cities after

he completes M-G-M's "The Kissing Bandit."

• * •
P IGHTS to the film story of Sea Biscuit, one of the most popular thorough-

breds ever to race on the American turf, have been acquired by Warners

from C. S. Howard, who owned the great champion The pic, titled

"The Story of Sea Biscuit," will be filmed in color, and directed by David

Butler. ... -^ Producer-Director Leo McCarey signed Edmund Lowe for a

stellar surprise part in "Good Sam," McCarey's next for Rainbow Prods.

"At Three of the six pix which start shooting at Metro this month will be

in Technicolor
—

"Luxury Liner," "Hills of Home" and Ingrid Bergman's

Joan of Arc story. ... ic Gene Autry Prods, has bought "Hideaway," by

Dwight Cummins and Dorothy Yost, and scheduled it for November pro-

duction, after Autry returns from his annual Eastern rodeo tour. . .

^ Henry and Phoebe Ephron have been assigned by Warners to do the

screenplay of the Norman Krasna stage hit, "John Loves Mary.".

-^ Margaret O'Brien has been set for a top role in M-G-M's "Olympic

Queen.". . . ic William Pine and William Thomas have purchased "El

Paso," by J. Robert Bren and Gladys Atwater. Like "Albuquerque," they

plan to do this on a top "A" budget in color.

Seven Ohio Cities Will

Draft Uniform 3% Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

a uniform ordinance by the City
Councils concerned. Solicitors will

hold a meeting to draft uniform leg-

islation.

Shelby, 0.—Mayor Frank C. Long
said he would ask City Council to

establish a local three per cent ad-
missions tax to replace the state levy
that expires in October.

which will be presented to the
British.

During the partial freeze worked
out with the British in 1939, a large
portion of the funds were spent in

Great Britain. Assistance was given
in financing British film production.
Although the British, of course,

have been given assurances that
British pix will be given lucrative
playing time on major U. S. circuits,

this would not mean a speedy flow
of dollars to the U. K. Any move
to freeze American film remittances,
however, would have a more rapid
effect on conserving Britain's dollar I

supply. I

Government officials have made it

Meet on Ne-w Newsreel
Cameramen Pact Aug. 20

(Continued from Page li

Motion Picture Industries. Newsreel
cameramen are asking- for a wage
increase to cover cost-of-living in-

creases. According to Lang, expenses
have risen another 20 per cent. Also
represented in the negotiations will

be Local 659 of Hollywood and Local
666 of Chicago. The three locals

represent the newsreel cameramen of

both Coasts and in between.
Union also seeks to re-negotiate a

closed shop contract which would run
until Aug. 1948. Present contract
expires Dec. 31, 1947.

Two 1939 Col. Films
Into Gotham Saturday

. Columbia's 1939 bell ringer, "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington" and "Let
Us Live," also a 1939 pic, will be re-

released at Bi'oadway's Gotham The-
ater beginning Saturday.

clear, however, in "off-the-record"

conversations, that imposition by the

British of the Dalton import duty
will almost certainly lead to retalia-

tion by this country.

Sears to Bare Plans

For UA Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

policies at an industry press confer-

ence called for tomorrow morning.

Sears, who returned from the

Coast by plane over the week-end,

concentrated yesterday on finalizing

the infinite variety of details en-

tailed by his plans and policies, all

aimed to bring the company out of

the tailspin of uncertainty prevailing
during recent weeks. The UA board,
when it meets tomorrow, will thus
be in a position to give Sears the
go ahead signal for his full program.
Arthur W. Kelly, whose election

as executive vice-president also is

slated for today, is expected to take
over his old suite of UA offices.

Kelly also returned from the Coast
over the week-end, as did Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., UA's ad-publicity chief.

Kelly plans to leave late in the month
for London to tackle the solution of
UA's playing time problem there.

UA's decision to distribute in the
future only product in which it has a
financial interest will become opera-
tive when papers are signed with the
banks making available a $5,000,000
revolving fund for producer financ-

ing.

Published reports of changes in

the UA foreign distribution setup
here and in England found no sub-
stantiation yesterday at the home
office.

ATA, MPTOA Reps. Talk
Conclave Plans Thursday

(Continued from Page li

ton, D. C, in September, at which
time amalgamation into a new en-
tity. Theater Owners of America,
will be ratified.

Among those expected to attend
the Thursday confab are Si H. Fa-
bian, Robert W. Coyne, Ted Gamble,
Herman Levy, A. Julian Brylawski
and Henry Furber.

GREEN
FOR

DANGER
An unparalleled

adventure
in suspense!

"One of the most delightful films I have ever

seen. ..sheer delight.. .first-rate entertainment!"

— Said David Brown, Editor of llbelty Magazllf.
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Guardian of her most important *^bath"«.«

COSTLY shots like this might be

so much spoiled footage . .

.

save for the vigilance and knowl-

edge of the laboratory man.

He makes sure that the dailies

take their all-important bath ... in-

specting, testing, keeping constant

check as the exposed footage runs

through the developing, fixing, and

washing tanks and driers.

To his skill and watchfulness ... as

film representing "box-office gold"

literally slips through hi^ careful fin-

gers . . . motion pictures owe much
of their well-earned reputation for

technical excellence.

This skill is more effective . . . the

burden ofconstant vigilance lessened

. . . when he works with depend-

able film of superior quality. That's

why he always welcomes the family

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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MB TO PICK PROGRflfnjROm 47 PROPERTIES
New 20ih-Fox Sales Plan Nation-Wide Monday
Policy Will Help Three
Categories of Theaters,
Smith Tells Minn. Meet

Minneapolis—20th-Fox's rev-
olutionary sales plan designed
to help the nation's 6,000 "prob-

lem" theaters,
having proven it-

self in a test run
in the New Haven
territory, will be
applied through-
out the country
beginning Mon-
day, it was an-
nounced yester-
day by Andy W.
Smith, Jr., gen-
eral sales man-
ager for the com-
pany, at a meet-
ing called by
North - Central
Allied at the
Hotel Nicollet.

The plan, first presented at the

(Continued on Pag« 3)

U.K.GETS 'FROZEN' PIX DOLLAR PLAN
U. S. Proposal Would "Freeze" Funds from Five to 10

Years: Attlee Asks Legislation Limiting Imports

SMITH, JR.

Extras, Prods. Extend

Contract to July, 1948

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Screen Extras Guild

has negotiated an agreement with
major producers through the Asso-
ciation of Motion Picture Producers
to extend present Guild contract to
July 31, 1948. Contract had been
scheduled to expire on Dec. 31, 1947.

(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable) — The Amer-
ican film industry's counter proposal
to the Dalton ad valorem duty was
reported presented to the government
yesterday by Fayette Allport,
MPAA's London representative.
The American plan, it was re-

ported here, proposes a freeze on
film remittances to go into effect
"almost immediately." Allport was

armed with a flexible "freeze" pro-
posal, with a "floor" of 25 per cent
beginning almost at once with 25
per cent or more of American film re-
mittances to be frozen for a period
of one year.
Under the American proposal, the

blocked remittances would be re-
turned to the United States over a

(Continued on Page 7)

Set Aug. 14 Meeting

On D. C. Free Films

10 Films Tilts Year
From Ger.-Potnmer
Munich (By Air Mail)—A lineup

of 10 German films is scheduled for

the current production year, Erich

Pommer said in an interview here.
Six are to be made in the Geisel-
gasteig Studios, here, with four

scheduled for production in the

Tempelhof Studios, Berlin.

Pommer said that new stages will

be completed at both plants by the
end of this year so that 1948's

schedule will be enlarged to 25
features.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAH,Y
Washington — District Commis-

sioners yesterday agreed to meet on
Aug. 14, with a special committee
representing the MPTO of Washing-
ton to hear protests against showing
of fre€ "educational" films to chil-
dren.

A. Julian Brylawski, MPTO of

(Continued on Page 6)

Three-Job Benjamin Off
On Three Coast Missions

Robert S. Benjamin, the man with
three major film industry jobs, leaves
tomorrow by air for Hollywood for
a week's stay. Benjamin goes in one
capacity as president of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, Inc. for confer-
ences with Reginald Allen, Rank
Hollywood rep., regarding talent

(Continued on Page 2)

WB Ciiicago Conclave

In Wind Up Today

Chicago—Local problems will form
the major topic at today's last meet-
ing of the Warner Bros, convention
at the Hotel Blackstone here. Divi-
sion Managers Roy Haines and Nor-
man Ayers are conducting the spec-
ial talks.

On the speaker's rostrum will be:
(Continued on Page 7)

U. S.-Aus. Favorable Trade
Balance Aids Pix Import

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Materially affecting

theater grosses, is favorable trade
balance established by Australia with
U. S. for ithe first time in its history,
according to Ralph R. Doyle, man-
aging director of RKO Radio Pic-
tures in Australia and New Zealand,
who is en route to Sydney.
He is of the opinion that a big

volume of wool being currently sold
(Continued on Page 7)

"Balanced Program," Un-
specified as to Length,
To be Offered in 1947-48

Chicago— Warners will draw its
1947-48 "balanced" program, undis-
closed as to number of releases, from
47 properties on the Burbank studio's
production slate. Jack L. Warner
told the company's sales convention
here yesterday.

Declaring that WB will maintain
a capacity production schedule
through the new film year, Warner
said that the story lineup embraced
24 romantic dramas, eight sweeping
adventure stories, five comedies, four
musicals and a half dozen classifiable
under mystery, romance and bio-

(Continued on Page 6)

Dutch Erase 28-Week Limit
Jofinsfon Reports Move fo MPAA-MPEA
F & M-St. Louis Amusement
Contract Again Extended

St. Louis—The leases on the Am-
bassador and Missouri Theaters, held
by subsidiaries of the Fanchon &
Marco interests, and the management
contract between Fanchon & Marco
and the St. Louis Amusement Co.,

(Continued on Page 3)

Effective immediately American
films, heretofore limited to 28-weeks
playing time are now authorized to
play their full course in Holland the-

aters following elimination of all

restrictions by the Netherlands gov-
ernment. Films may now enjoy runs
similar to pre-war years. Move is

seen as first important reversal of
post-war European trend to place

(Continued on Page 61

Three-Year UA Pact

For Arthur W. Kelly

United Artists' board at its meet-
ing yesterday authorized a three-
year employment contract for Ar-
thur W. Kelly as executive vice-pres-
ident, with the same autonomy over
foreign sales as Gradwell L. Sears,
elevated to the presidency yesterday,
has over domestic sales.

Edward C. Raftery resigned as

(Continued on Page 7)

O'Dwyer's Film Adviser
Quits; Deputy Takes Over

Theodore Kheel will take over tem-
porarily the office of director of the
Division of Labor Relations being-
vacated, effective Aug. 31, by Judge
E. C. Maguire, and who last month
was named New York's first film co-

(Continued on Page 6)

Aussie Adfitisli Taxes
Show Lift for 1946

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Entertain-

ment tax figures for the year end-

ing in June showed an increase over

last year equivalent to $231,500.

Total was $16,697,800. . Exact take

from film admissions will not be

known until the Federal Treasurer

makes his detailed report to Parlia-

ment in a few months.
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WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wllk, Manager

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone: Granite 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Chief Manning Clagett
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loseph Esler, Chief C. L. Esler
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I.ONPON—Krnest W. Fredman. The Film Renter,

127-133 Wnrdour St.. W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Loiilsf

Blanro. VIrtiides 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gost*;,
Kltah Mahal, 190 Hornby Rd., Port. Bombay 1. AL-
niRRS—Paul Saffar. Pllmafrlc. 8 Rue Charrae.
MONTREAIy—Ray Carmlchael, Room 9. 464 FranclB
Xarler St. VANCOIWER-.Tack Droy. 411 Lyrlr
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcber. 19 Mmtor
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. 8. W. Phone. TTY 2110. BRUS-
SELS—.lean Pierre Meye, 110 Rue des Paquerettes
rOPENHAOEN—.Tohn Llndberg. .Tembanealle No. S
CnpenhaKen-Van Tjoese. ROMX—.Tohn Perdlcarl. Via
T.udovlsl IB. Phone, 427.S8. M0NTEVTT)EO—Dr.
Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. MEXTro rrrv—
Dorothy Neal, Oalle de Paris 12. BTTDAPHTST—
.Andor T.ajta. Fllmmuveszetl Evkonyy, Thokoly-ut
7.=;. Budapest. XTV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels.
Erstaeaten 18 (ITT).
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat I6V2 I6I/2 16'/2 + 14
Bell & Howell 221/2 221/2 221/2 + 1/2

East. Kodak 471/2 47 47 — %
Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18
Loew's, Inc 21% 21 1/4 2II/4— 1/2

Paramount 26I/2 2534 25% — 1/2

RKO 127/8 127/8 127/8

Republic Pict SVs SVs SVe
Republic Pict. Pfd... 13 13 13 — l/a

20th Century-Fox . . . 2934 291/2 291/2

Universal Pict 213/8 211/8 211/3— Vs
Warner Bros I6I/8 157/8 157/8— I/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 4 4 4
RKO 31/2 31/2 31/2 + 1/8

Sonotone Corp 35/8 31/2 31/2 — Vs
Technicolor I31/2 131/2 131/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 6^/4 7
Pathe 43/8 53/8

MPTO of Mo., 111. Calls
Parley on ATA Merger

cominG nno Goinc

St. Louis—The MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri, and Southern Ill-

inois will meet at the Coronado
Hotel here Aug. 18 to consider plans
for the contemplated merger of
MPTOA and ATA into a new na-
tional exhibitor organization, the
Theater Owners of America.

Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
national body and this regional
group, will preside.

E. T. GOMMERSELL, assistant to William A.

Scully, U-l veepee and general sales manager,
left yesterday for Detroit.

HERBERT STOTHART, director of the M-G-M
studio music department, arrived yesterday

from the Coast with his wife and daughter.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, M-G-M player, and her

mother will arrive from Hollywood today.

BERNARD G. KRANZE, assistant general sales

manager of the J. Arthur Rank division of Uni-

versal-lnt., left New York yesterday for De-

troit where he will spend a few doys.

JACK CARTER of National Films, Charlotte,

N. C, is a Chicago visitor for the NAVED con-

vention.

W. F. KRUSE, United World Films, vee-

pee, and MRS. KRUSE are in Chicago for the

NAVED convention.

D. H. FINKE of the Ticket Register Corp. is

on the West Coast for three weeks, combining
vacation with business.

DAVID FARRAR, J. Arthur Rank's star, ar-

rived in New York yesterday from London
aboard the S.S. Queen Mary.

NEIL AGNEW, prexy of SRO, is due in from
the West Coast after a fortnight's confabbing
with DOS, Dan O'Shea, Paul MacNamara and
other execs, regarding distribution on four

DOS pix.

GEORGE BAGNALL, UA vice-president and
production chief, is in New York.

SID MESIBOV, Pramount assistant exploita-

tion manager, is away on a week's vacation.

Skouras Reveals Result of

VC Annual Convention

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Detailed results of

Variety Clubs' 11th Annual Interna-
tional Convention during May in Los
Angeles wei'e repoi^ted in a statement
by Charles P. Skouras, convention
chairman, who said that after all

convention expenses had been paid
and a gift of $21,000 made to Vari-
ety's international headquarters,
Tent 25 had accrued a fund of $68,-
500.

This money has been deposited to
credit of club's Heart Fund and will

be utilized by the club in its forth-
coming charity activities in South-
em California. Skouras paid tribute
to excellent support and enthusiastic
co-operation received in program.

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld
Leaving RKO on Sept. 1

Retirement from show business, on
Sept. 1, of Col. Arthur Frudenfeld,
present division manager of RKO
Theaters in Cincinnati and Dayton,
was announced "with regret" yester-
day by Sol A. Schwartz, general
manager of RKO Theaters.

Frudenfeld has had an active the-
atrical career of 45 years, spent in
almost every branch of show biz.

Twenty-six of these, he devoted to
the RKO Circuit. In 1933 he became
division manager of RKO Theaters
in Cincinnati and Dayton. Incident-
ally, Frudenfeld is the first division
manager to retire under the pro-
visions of the RKO Pension Fund
Plan.

American Seating Earns 51c

Chicago — American Seating Co.
reports earnings of 51 cents a share
for the six months ending June 30.

JOHN R. McCRORY, production director of

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films, is in Chi-

cago attending the four-day convention of the

National Association of Visual Education Deal-

ers.

ROY ROWLAND, M-G-M director, and MRS.
ROWLAND, leave Hollywood mid-August for a

vacation in Honolulu.

BILL HENDERSON head booker at 20th Fox,

Charlotte, N. C, has returned from a vaca-

tion spent at Crescent Beach, S. C.

BILLIE HARRIS, booker at Republic, Char-
lotte, N. C, has returned from a vacation spent

in Florida and Cuba.

ZEB EPSTIN, managing director of the War-
ner and Strand theatres, returned from a forth-

night's vacation in the mountains.

DON AMECHE, actor, and MRS. AMECHE, are
stopping off in Chicago for a few days before

continuing to New York this week.

LOU LILLY, head of Jerry Fairbanks' scenario
department, returned to Hollywood by air fol-

lowing conferences in Chicago with B. N.
Darling, Fairbanks' Midwestern sales chief.

WALTER LLOYD, manager of the M&P Allyn,
Hartford, and Mrs. Lloyd are back from a
Florida vacation.

Loew Circuits Reports
New Personnel Shifts

Three-Job Benjamin Off
On Three Coast Missions

(Continued from Page 1)

commitments and for discussions on
an Ealing film, "Saraband For Dead
Lovers," which is being re-written
there at Breen office request.

Secondly, he goes as general coun-
sel for Pathe Industries and Robert
R. Young to confer with Arthur
Krim, Eagle-Lion president, and with
Walter Wanger, regarding the deal
being discussed by them.

Thirdly, he goes to join Nate J.

Blumberg, president of U-I (who
flies out Friday) for meetings with
Blumberg, William Goetz and Leo
Spitz regarding Universal distribu-
tion and production matters—Ben-
jamin sitting in as a member of the
"U" board.

Name Heidt Exchange
Manager of Films, Inc.

Appointment of Christian Heidt
III as manager of exchange opera-
tions for Films, Inc., 16 mm dis-

tribs., was announced yesterday by
Eric Haight, company president.
Heidt will headquarter here and will

direct exchange operations in Chi-
cago, Portland, O., San Francisco,
L. A., Dallas, and Atlanta.

Cylyie^'^ectir,
THE PRODUCERS' AID

The All-in-One

Service for

Motion Picture Producers

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19, N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

Edward Schwartz and Michael
Piccirillo, assistant managers in the

Loew met. circuit, have been pro-

moted to acting managers. Schwartz
has been assigned to the 42nd St.

Theater and Piccirillo to Loew's
Dyckman.

^j

William CaiToll, manager o,^' e

42nd St. has been transferreu to

the Alpine, Brooklyn. Joseph Stica,

Dyckman manager, has been moved
to Loew's Woodside, succeeding Wil-
liam Kleinert who goes to the Fair-

mont, Bronx.
Mrs. Louise Leonard has been

shifted to manage the Sheridan. She
was formerly at the Mayfair. She
succeeds Walter Seligman who moves
uptown to Loew's 86th St. Benjamin
Newman, manager of the 86th St.

goes to the Grand, Bronx.
In the suburban area Frank Mur-

phy, formerly manager of Loew's
Penn, Pittsburgh, has been made
manager of Loew's State, Newark,
succeeding Edward Burke, who was
transferred to Loew's Melba. Nathan
Bernstock has been moved from the

Melba to the National, Bronx.

New Jersey Allied

Sets Annual Outing

The Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey will hold their annual Sum-
mer outing at the West End Casino,

West End, N. J., on Thursday,
Aug. 21.

All branches of the industry are
invited to the affair, tickets for
which can be obtained at the oifice

of the organization.

Ron Mooney To New Post
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Ron

Mooney has been appointed ad-sales
and advertising production chief at

the 20th-Fox branch here, by Syd
Albright.

SANI^ANCISCOl
PiTTSBURGH

\

See your txavel agent or phone j

LExington 2-7100 \

or visit TWA ficief office at \

80 East 42nd St.

Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT
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Schneider Sailing on

7-Weel( Europe Tour

Samuel Schneider, WB veepee,
sails Friday, accompanied by Mrs.
S-r^aieider, on the SS Queen Mary
YQI for a seven-week

tour of the U. K.
and the Contin-
ent.

Besides making
a thorough sur-

vey of distribu-

tion, production,
personnel and
other problems,
Schneider will
confab with Ar-
thur S. Abeles,
Jr., former WB
manager in Ar-
gentina, on his

way to Great
Britain to take
over his new post

as assistant to Max Milder, manag-
ing director of Warner operations in

Great Britain.

Schneider will then proceed to

France where he will huddle with
Joseph S. Hummel, company's
European general manager, then
continue to Belgium, Italy and Swit-

zei-land.

SCHNEIDER

F & M-St. Louis Amusement
Contract Again Extended

(Continued from Page 1)

operating 27 theaters, have all been

extended to Dec. 3, without any

change in the rentals or other con-

ditions it has been learned.

Control of the Ambassador Build-

ing Corp., owner of the Ambassador,
and of the Missouri Theater Build-

ine Corp., owner of the Missouri, has
passed to Charles P. Skouras, indi-

vidually and Clarence M. Turley.

The Ambassador Building Corp.

owns 52 per cent of the stock of the

St. Louis Amusement Co., while F
& M holds 46 per cent of that cor-

poration's stock. The management
contract between Fanchon & Marco
and the St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany was to have expired on Nov. 30,

last, but has been extended from
time to time, while the leases on the

Ambassador and Missouri Theaters
have likewise been extended for

various periods since Aug. 31, last.

The current extension of the leases

and the management contract is the

longest that have been made hereto-

fore.
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Frank Tuttle
Louis K. Sidney
Hoot Gibson
Leo Carriilo

Irvin Shapiro

Lucille Ball

Victor Francen
Bernie Brooks
Mort Wormser
Majorie Morrow
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«>a^ PHIL M. DALY
Mid-tceeU Memos
• • • WHEN A MAN GROWS BIG he someUmes grows little

Which, of course, means he no longer is really big That's

happened many times in this industry And to many people

But like the proverbial inebriate who refuses to acknowledge his weak-

ness, the man who grows little falls by the wayside, still thinking his

way was right and that he hence was never wrong However,

fall he does It's hoppened. olas, too often Yet, olas, there

are those who will continue little in their big jobs until "The Day,"

which is never too for away Take a look around, pal You
probably know of a dozen or more like this And remember the

saying, "You're a long time deod"

T
• • • ENTERPRISE'S GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, himself a UA vet-

eran, very enthusiastic over the elevation of Grad Sears to the UA
presidency, saying Grad combines "that integrity, wisdom ond under-

standing which will prove of mutual benefit to both UA and its pro-

ducers." ... • Col. Robert R. McCormick is leveling his biggest gun

at the Commies he alleges infest Hollywood film and radio series

Which is to say Arthur Sears Henning, chief of the Trib's Washington

Bureau, has been swung into action with a series of "exposes." . . .

• Figure this one out, if you con: The Copenhagen press is critical of

"Bells of St. Mary's," with the Politiken, which has the largest Danish

circulation, especially caustic. ... • Igor Gorin, radio, concert and

recording star, is off to Hollywood to discuss two film deals. . . • Straws

in the Wind Dep't: Australia's imports from both the U. S. and U. K.

are being reviewed by the Commonwealth Government. . . • Watch for

something to break on the Aussie dollar problem about the ISlh

T T
• • • WARNERS IS REPORTED INTERESTED in a script by

Oscar F. Gavrilovich, former Yugoslav consul general here It's

based on his as yet unfinished novel, "The Bachelor Diplomat." . . .

• Details of the deal by which Eagle-Lion would absorb PRC are still

to be worked out. ... • Write Your Own Comment Dep't; The Holly-

wood Ad Club has designated a permanent liodson conunittee between

radio and pix, object to see that film sequences dealing with radio and

advertising are correctly portrayed on the screen. ... • Curtain will

rise on just what the British tele industry has achieved behind wraps

during the war and post-war years on Oct. 1 when the National Radio

Exhibition will open in London Don't be surprised if quite a few in

U. S. tele go over for a look-see. ... • Didja note that Tom Pyror

report to his N. Y. Times reading audience that while in Hollywood

two studio execs, privately told him "it was their belief thai 'feather-

bedding' accounted for nearly 50 per cent of a picture's labor cost, ex-

cluding, of course, salaries paid to creative talent"?

• • • A DOFF-AND-FLOURISH of Phil M's chapeau to Oscar A.

Doob for the simple but effective selling job he's doin' on the Loew's

circuit with GWTW Standing in the lobby of the Capitol,

frlnstance, is an easel commending Clark Gable for his performance in

"The Hucksters" Congratulatory message leaves plenty of room on

a large sheet of paper for thousands of fan-signatures clamoring for the

encore showing of the Maggie Mitchell opus DOS' mint-maker,

incidentally, will open at the Criterion after "Brute Force" winds up its

run. ... • Twentieth-Fox, paying $75,000 has snared pix rights to

"A Shamrock for Stephen," leprechaun tale by Guy and Constance

Jones who vnrote the inimitable "Peabody's Mermaid" Book will be

a Random House Spring number. ... • Tom Loy, press rep. for

lATSE, is negotiating for the production of his three-act comedy, "Some-

thing on the Ball."

New 20tli-Fox Sales

Plan Nationally Mon.

(Continued from Page II

convention of the ATO of New Jer-
sey in Atlantic City on June 25, is

"designed to help small-town the-
aters with low grossing possibilities;

sub - subsequent - run theaters in a
large city or a town; and 'problem'
theaters with high expenses and low
grossing possibilities."

Expressing the belief that the plan
represents "one of the greatest for-
ward steps in the history of distribu-
tion generally," Smith commented:

"It is a plan which has been
tested and which I am convinced
will fulfill its stated objectives.

It was conceived in recognition
of the problem of the small ex-
hibitor operating a sub-subse-
quent-run theater in a large city

or operating in a small town
with low grossing possibilities,

in many instances with the help
of his immediate family, selling

and taking tickets—taking care
of the necessary housekeeping in

the theater, and doing whatever
he can to earn his bread.

"Also, there are in every ter-

ritory a small number of the-
aters which are 'problem' the-
aters. Many of these theaters
operate at high expense and have
low grossing possibilities. I

believe that these theaters also
need help and we aim to give it

to them, regardless of who owns
these theaters, whether they be
owned by a circuit, large or
small, or by an independent,
large or small.
HaUed by many exhibitor leaders as a

welcome "step in the rig'ht direction," the
plan offers percentage pictures on a scale

deal that starts at 16 per cent of the gross
and goes up to 40 per cent of the gross with
50-50 over the 40 per cent fig-ure.

Excluding' roadshows such as "Forever
Amber" and "Captain From Castile," the
number of percentage pictures played an-
nually by an exhibitor who comes under
the plan will be fixed at not less than two
and not more than five, and all other pic-

tures win be offered at a flat rental price.

The scale then goes up in steps of 2y2
per cent with a pi-ofit for the exhibitor equal
to the percentage paid at each level. For
instance, at 17 'A per cent of the gross as

film rental, the house will have a profit of

IV '/a per cent of the rental figure, and so

on up to 35 per cent at which point the
theater will have 50 per cent of the film

rental as profit. After the 40 per cent figure

is reached theater owner and distributor

share dollar for dollar.

The Fox program also has had the en-

dorsement of Harry Brandt, ITOA president;

Sam Carver, Michigan ITO head; W. E.
Pruett. Gulf States ATO chief, and True-
man T. Rerabusch, president of ATO of

.

Indiana.

Minn. Exhibs. Approve Smith
Plan; Berger Okays Idea

Minneapolis — Seventy Minnesota
exhibitors expressed general ap-
proval of the 20th-Fox booking plan
for small town theaters yesterday as
a step in the right direction after
20th-Fox sales manager Andy Smith,
Jr., outlined the nation-wide applica-
tion of the plan for the first time.

NCA Prexy Ben Berger called the
proposal "not the answer but a wel-
come hypodermic at this time."

(Continued on Page 6)
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Warners Will Pick Program from 47 Properties
"Balanced Program/' Un-
specified as to Length,
To be Offered in 1947-48

(Continued from Page 1)

graphy headings. Eight stem from
Broadway hits, 19 from books.

"The Spree Is Over"

In his address, Warner, while
warning that "the spree is over,"
forecast continued industry pros-
perity if it operates on a basis of

sound peace-time values instead of
coasting along on war momentum.

Plain hard worlc all along the line,

with a revival of showmanship in

exhibition, and the intelligent cutting
of production costs while maintain-

"We are dealing with the most
adult-minded audiences in motion
picture history, due to the early
mental maturing of modern young-
sters via the newspapers and radio,

as well as the screen. We are dealing
with value-wise audiences all along
the line. They mean to get their
money's worth out of a picture, or
they will spend the money for some-
thing else."—JACK L. WARNER

ing the upward trend in quality of
product, will be more than sufficient

to offset the threats of a serious re-
cession, Warner declared. He also
stressed the opportunities of expand-
ing markets to meet the challenge
of economic readjustment.

While the industry faced no post-
war physical reconversion problems,
it did require a mental reconversion,
Warner said, adding that such re-
conversion had dragged on too long.
"We must get completely into high

gear, quit looking back and drive
ahead. We must build for a future
founded upon good will and good
works."

"Put the Show Back"
"Showmanship got lost during the

war," he continued. "We didn't need
it, and we didn't have time for it be-
cause we had our war jobs to do.
But we need it now. We must put the
Show back mto our business."
Warner warned the company's

sales organization that "you will be
facing a competitive market such as
you will have to reach far back in
your memories to recall."
The array oi stag-e hits which Warners

will deliver is topped by "Life With Father,''
release of which will tee oft the season.
Other Broadway plays on the WB roster in-

clude "The Voice of the Turtle," "The
Patriots,," "Key Larffo," "Christopher Blake,"
John Loves Mary," "Johnny Belinda" and
"Distant Drums," the latter to be filmed by
["nited States Pictures.

19 Best SeUers Listed
Bette Davis' first pic upon her return to

ihe screen, Warner announced, will be "Win-
ter Meeting,' from the Ethel Vance novel.
Eighteen other best-sellers are on the pro-
gram, including- "The Fountainhead," "Fla-
mingo Road," "Serenade," "The Turciuoise,"
"The Return of the Soldier," and "Ethan
Frome."

Other books include "Man Without
Fiiends," by Margaret Echard, which will
be screen-titled "Lightning Strikes Twice";
I'. S. Forester's "The African Queen"; "Cap-
i.un Horatio Hornblower," also by Forester;
The Two Worlds of Johnny Truro," by

Warners Grootning 13 Players for Stardotn
Chicago—Warners is grooming 13 players for stardom, the company's sales

convention was told here yesterday by Jack L. Warner. They are: Barbara Bates,

Geraldine Brooks, Robert Douglas, Penny Edwards, Lila Leeds, Kyle MacDonneii,

Lois Maxwell, Yves Montand, Jeanne Shepherd, Mary Stuart, Richard Taylor,

Forrest Tucker and Steven Vincent.

Telling of the studio's drive for expansion of its talent roster, Warner announced
that 13 new players have been signed during the past year. Several additions also

have been made to the director and producer lists, with Bretaigne Windust
heading the directorial newcomers.

New 20tli-Fox Sales

Plan Nationally Men.
(Continued from Page 3)

Berger said he wouldn't be happy un-

til there is a complete change of

philosophy in the sales policy of all

distributing companies and the elim-

ination of this "cancerous condition

of compulsory percentage policy for

small town theaters."

Smith said the Skouras-Smith plan

would reach 6,000 small town the-

aters in the U. S. and at least 85
situations in the Minnesota area.
He told the Northwest exhibitors

that generally the yard-stick used
would be a $250 weekly gross or less
for exhibitors in order for them to
qualify under the plan.
Meanwhile NCA board of direc-

tors voted to approve placing their
threatened advertisements in Wash-
ington, D. C, papers and gave Ber-
ger full authority to do so at his
discretion. Berger said he would wait
and see what relief, if any, is given
the independents from distributors.

George Sklar; John Kafka's boomtown tale.

"The Apple Orchard"; and "The Iron Gates,"
a Margaret Millar mysteiy. Clarence Bud-
ington Kelland's "Sugar Foot" is to be
done in Technicolor by Michael Curtiz Prods.,
and "Winter Kill," by Steve Fisher, also is

on the Curtiz list. Robert Sylvester's "Dream
Street" is to be filmed by U. S. Pictures.

"Cantor" in Technicolor

An outstanding production is expected to
be made of "The Bright I^af," by Foster
Fitzsimons, a colorful novel not yet pub-
lished, about the tobacco industry. "The
Story of Eddie Cantor" will be filmed in
Technicolor. And "Will Rogers" is to be

"The spree is over." Once and for
all we must forget about the arti-
ficial war boom times. Contrary to
certain foreign beliefs, this country
doesn't need wars to create pros-
perity. Our own motion picture busi-
ness built itself to greatness in times
of peace. It will continue to do so."
—JACK L. WARNER

made from the book of the same title writ-
ten by the humorist's wife, Betty Rogers.

Two other biographical properties were
listed by Wai-ner from the 33 original stories
being prepared for filming at the studio.
One is "Mr. Broadway," Abel Green's study
of Sime Silverman and his Variety muggs.
The other is "The Story of Seabiscuit," as
told by C. S. Howard. The racing picture,
said Warner, will be in Technicolor and
directed by David Butler.

All four of the musicals in preparation are
originals: Marilyn Miller will live affain in

Set Aug. 14 Meeting

On D. C. Free Films

(Continued from Page II

Washington president, said District
theatermen protested free showings
of films to children because the city

government had departed from the
policy of restricting the films to edu-
cational short subjects. He said the
District recreational department
planned to show feature films free
of charge.

In addition to Brylawski, a special
committee appointed to meet with the
commissioners includes Carter Bar-
ron, Fred Kogod and Louis Bem-
heimer.

O'Dwyer's Film Adviser
Quits; Deputy Takes Over

(Continued from Page 1)

ordinator with the power to make
recommendations toward locating a
major portion of the film industry
here.
Deputy to Maguire, Kheel's tenure

may become permanent but is pres-
ently to run until Maguire leaves
and the mayor names his successor.
Kheel, it is expected, will assume a
large portion of the work Maguire
had started in discussions with
members of the industry and will

also continue the survey of suitable
locations for studio space begun by
Maguire and industry delegates.

the Technicolor special, "Silver Lining."
"April Showers" is a. vaudeville story slated
for Barbara Stanwyck and Jack Carson.
Warner announced that "Rainbow Moun-
tain," with Vincent Youmans' music, will

be one of the most lavish Technicolor spec-
tacles in the studio's history.
Now being filmed in France for authentic

background, with Dennis Morgan and Viveca
Lindfors in the leading roles, is an original
drama, "To the Victor." Victor Francen,
French film star, has been signed for an
important role.

Fourteen More Originals

In the department of spectacle and action
are four originals headed by "The Adven-
tures of Don Juan," for Errol Plynn. Others
are "The Forty-Niners," "The Frontiersman"
and "Montana"—the latter by Ernest Hay-
cox, who wrote the unforgettable "Stage-
coach." A new acquisition is "Half Way
House" as another vehicle for Errol Fljmn.

Titles of the remaining originals include:
"Sunburst," "The Last Fling," "Old Enough
to Know Better," "The Persian Cat," "Until
Proven Guilty," "The Girl From Jones
Beach" and "With This Ring." "To the
Ends of the Earth" will be filmed by U. S.
Pictures for Warner release, and Michael
Curtiz Prods, has these three originals:
"The Shadow of Fear," "No Common Clay"
and "Forever and Always,"

Dutch Erase 28-Week

Playing Time Limit

(Continued from Page 1) v- ,

barriers in path of U. S. product.
Disclosure of the move was made

by Eric A. Johnston at joint meet-
ings of the boards of MPAA and
MPEA, following receipt of word
from U. S. Ambassador Herman
Baruch who relayed news of the
Dutch government's decision.

Limitation of playing time to 28
weeks to U. S. films was a bitterly!
contended action. Curtailment was i

viewed as openly discriminatory in
J

that no similar restrictions had been
placed on product of other countries.
Earlier, overtures were made to the

The Wall St. Journal reported
from Washington yesterday the de-
parture for London of J, Cheever
Cowdin, Universal board chairman,
on a mission concerned with the
British film situation. The financial
paper said that Cowdin cut short a
two-month Hollywood vacation to
make the trip.

The Journal of Commerce in a
London story yesterday reported that
the Attlee Labor Government is pre-
pared to introduce a special Autumn
budget in Parliament.

Dutch government by Fayette All-
port, MPAA European manager and
later by Arnold Childhouse, MPEA
general manager in Holland.

In lifting playing time restrictions,
Johnston stated, the only request the
Dutch have made is that the U. S.

industry hold back from Holland ex-
hibition films of dubious moral tone,
particularly the gangster variety.
Irving Maas, MPEA general man-
ager, stated the entire lineup for
Dutch release will be re-studied and
borderline subjects removed. It was
further pointed out the Dutch plea
will be conveyed through MPEA
channels to indie producers distribut-
ing in Holland.
On the heels of the government

move MPEA this week reported word
had been received advising that the
implications of the open playing time
decision are being studied by the
Bioscoop Bond and it was thought
the distributor faction of that or-
ganization may raise objections.
On the possibility of a protest by

the Bond, Johnston stated: "When I

had the privilege of meeting with
the Bond directors, I told them that
my impression of a Dutchman is that
he is a man who keeps his word. I

pointed out that the limitation im-
posed on American playing time was
a violation of the trade treaty be-
tween our respective countries, and
that I was relying on the honor of
the Dutch people to do the proper
tihing in this connection. I hope and
believe that the Bond will not undo
by indirection all that their govern-
ment has done so directly and cord-
ially to improve relations between
us."
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(I.K. Gets 'Freeze' Plan

On U. S. Pic Monies

(Continued from Page 1)

period ranging from five to 10 years,
with no interest charged. On this
'"-^^ of the proposal Allport also was
VO'n "leeway."

Industry leaders here, however,
expressed the gloomy opinion that
the American proposals, spearheaded
by MPAA head Eric Johnston, may
have come too late to influence the
government decision to crack down
on American films.

It was expected that the govern-
ment's position on American films
will be presented to Commons either
today by Prime Minister Attlee or
subsequently by Hugh Dalton, Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, or Sir Staf-
ford Cripps, Board of Trade chair-
man.
Two-day debate on Attlee's crisis

program begins in Commons today.
The American proposals came yes-

terday as Prime Minister Attlee in-
troduced new legislation in the House
of Commons seeking broad govern-
ment powers to meet Britain's crit-
ical financial crisis.

The legislation extends the Supply
and Services Act of 1945 to include
broad controls over imports and ex-
ports. Thus even without the Dal-
ton ad valorem tax, the British gov-
ernment may be armed with legisla-
tion empowering it to limit imports
of films.

Although Parliament was sched-
uled to adjourn late this Friday, it

is now expected that adjournment
will be postponed until next Wednes-
day so that the new legislation can
be enacted.

The proposal presented by the
American film industry would
mean that upwards of $17,000,-
000 would be blocked from leav-
ing Britain for a period of a
year. This would substantially
narrow the gap between British
and American film remittances
in the two countries.
(In Washington, Government lead-

ers still were of the opinion that the
British would junk the Dalton heavy
duty plan. However, what effect the
new legislation introduced by Attlee
would have on American film imports
was not known. Although MPAA
head Eric Johnston said he asked for
no official assistance from the U. S.

Government, it is known that con-
siderable backing will be given to the
Johnston proposals. Editor's note.)

(UEDDIRG BELLS

Smith-Braly
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The marriage of

Betty Smith, daughter of Frank
Smith, Paramount branch manager
in Salt Lake City, and Jack Braly,
son of Hugh Braly, district manager
in Los Angeles, was solemnized on
Aug. 1 at the Little Church of the
Flowers in Forest Lawn.

HOLLVUJOOD TODflV
iBy PATTI ALICOATE;

HOLLYWOOD
\A/ANDERED into the House of Westmore yesterday (tops in hair stylists

here) and before I could say "leggo," was given the works. Don't

look so much like a gargoyle anymore—almost human. Completely pleased

with my new self I took off for Twentieth-Fox. Instead of the complimen-

tary smiles I anticipated, all 1 got was, "Gee, you women are always late,"

and "Boy, am I hungry," upon arrivaL Told them I lost my head, (well, some

of my hair) that it would never happen again, and beat it to the Cafe de

Paris with Speed Kendall (A blui'ber-mouth) who was very pleasant AFTER
lunch. The Cafe has murals and mirrors to enhance its decor and serves

delicious food.

THE executive dining room is next door and as we passed by I stuck my

head in and came face to face with Darryl F. Zanuck, Joseph M.

Schenck, Fred Kohlmar, Ernst Lubitsch and Mack Gordon. Saw Henry King,

whose next, "Spoonhandle" will start in a few weeks, and told him that

his son, John, had taken me flying the night before so that we could see

the "Nightmare Alley" company in action. They're shooting night scenes

(for which they hired two carnival companies) and from the air it looks

like Coney Island. While at the Airport we took a look at the plane in

which Tyrone Power and Cesar Romero toured South America. They've got

the flag of each country they visited painted on the ship's side.

PRACTICALLY all the pix now in production on this lot are adapted from

best sellers: "The Snake Pit," "Daisy Kenyon," "Gentlemen's Agree-

ment" and "Green Grass of Wyoming." Ran into Mae Marsh (a star of

yesteryear who's now working in stock there and also doing very well in

the painting line) who took us over to the "Snake Pit" set. Olivia de

Havilland, Leo Genn and Mark Stevens were running through a rehearsal

with Anatole Litvak, the director. Celeste Holm (who first hit the big-time

in "Oklahoma") is doubling between "^S.P." and "Gentlemen's Agreement,"

and doing straight roles in both.

I
EFT there to watch a few scenes of "Daisy Kenyon" which stars John

Crawford, Dana Andrews and 'Henry Fonda. Otto Preminger, doing the

megaphoning, said his most difficult task to date was trying to keep Walter

Winchell and Leonard Lyons (who appear in the Stork Club scene) from

ad-libbing during "takes." They both gave their pay checks to the Damon

Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund. Peggy Ann Garner was complaining to

cameraman Leon Schamroy (he won the Academy Award for "Wilson" and

"Leave Her To Heaven") about the fact that while Joan Crawford and

Dana Andrews could play gin-rummy between scenes, she's practically

locked in her trailer studying algebra. Preminger said he would try and get

to N. Y. for the Oct. 29 opening of "Forever Amber" and sent us over

to the "Gentleman's Agreement" stage where they were doing a scene in

the magazine office. Other visitors were Mahatma Ghandi's physician and

his party who were enthralled at the idea of being on the "in" of picture

making.

/'WOULDN'T help but be curious as to what else was housed on this 325

acre lot so we took a little motor tour which included; sets being

built, sets being torn down, wardrobe storage, a few acres given over to

nothing but old cars—really a city within a city.

CTOPPED in to see Georgie Jessel whose office is covered with memorable

photographs. Remarked on his beautiful carved desk and he told me that

he had been fired from that desk in 1928 when it belonged to Winnie

Sheehan! He had come here to play himself in "Dandy Dan" and when he

arrived found himself cast as a blind Italian in "Love, Live and Laugh."

"With me playing a blind Italian" said Georgie, "naturally the picture

didn't make money, so he( fired me." (Dear Mr. Editor; Hope this doesn't

give you any ideas). Went to thank Harry Erand for the pleasant time

spent and said I'd come back if he'd promise me a ride on the "Nightmare

Alley" roller-coaster. We might even work this into a party!

Three-Year UA Pad

For Arlliur W. Keily

(Continued from Page 1

1

president of the UA Delaware cor-
poration and the subsidiary corpora-
tions, at the meeting, with Sears be-
ing unanimously elected president
and a member of the board.

Board also gave Sears the green
light to negotiate with certain bank-
ing intei-ests which would provide
bankroll for increased production.
The board meets again this after-

noon. All directors were present yes-
terday except Franklin Cole. The
board now comprises Sears, Kelly,
Raftery, Arnold Grant, Cole, Charles
Schwartz, Herbert Jacoby, E. C.
Mills and Vitalis L. Chalif

.

Warners Chicago Meet
In Conclusion Today

(Continued from Page 1)

I. F. Dolid, assistant to Ben Kalmen-
son, veepee and general sales man-
ager; Ed Hinchy, head of playdate
department; Bernard R. Goodman,
supervisor of exchanges; Stanley
Hatch, head of contract department;
and Robert A. McGuire, auditor of
exchanges.

Jack L. Warner was principal
speaker at the final full session yes-
terday. Others who addressed meet-
ing included Maj. Albert Warner,
Mort Blumenstock, Harry M. Kal-
mine, Roy Haines, Jules Lapidus,
Norman Ayers, Norman H. Moray,
Bernard R. Goodman, James E. Cos-
ton, and Jack L. Warner, Jr.

Jack Warner accompanied by Jack
L. Warner, Jr., left here for New
York by plane last night. Home office

executives who also planed East last

night included Maj. Albert Warner,
Mort Blumenstock, Jules Lapidus
and Bill Brumberg.
Kalmenson leaves today for St.

Louis on the first stop of a tour of
the Midwest and Southwest. Haines
goes from here to Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis and other Western points.
Ayers goes to Oklahoma City for a
swing through his Southern terri-

tory.

U. S.-Aus. Favorable Trade
Balance Aids Pix Import

(Continued from Page 1)

to this country by Australia should
assure an uninterrupted flow of film

dollars and banish any fear of re-

strictions. In fact, he believes that
Australia's wool prosperity, which
has netted the country almost $100,-
000,000 from America in the past
year, may even pave the way for a
reduction in import duties on films,

which are now very heavy.

Extras, Producers Extend
Contract to July 31, 1948

(Continued from Page 1)

Guild membership is being asked to

approve pact.

A similar agreement is being nego-
tiated with SIMPP and IMPPA.
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jTor the best in motion picture sound . . •

The Western F/ectr/C Mechanical Filter

cuts flutter to less than half the accepted standard

You can forget flutter when you use a

Western Electric recording system with

its new mechanical filter. The Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences limits

uneven film motion (flutter) to 0.15% . . . but

the Western Electric filter holds it down
to no more than 0.05% in any particular

frequency band, and total flutter down to no

more than 0.07%.

You can forget the filter, too— for it's a

simple trouble-free mechanism that requires

no adjustment. A precision fitted piston

operates in a leakproof cylinder containing a

damping fluid which was especially selected

for its constant viscosity.

This mechanical filter is but one of many
reasons why the new line of Western Electric

recording equipment gives the best in motion

picture sound. The line is made up of all

new units—mixers, limiting amplifiers, noise

reduction units, regulated power supplies

and fully automatic recorder controls.

The Western Electric 300 Series, "Junior"
member of the new line, for main channel,
standby or portable service, records on either

35 mm or 16 mm film. The change-over is

quickly made with simple tools.

Electrical Research Products Division
OF

Western Electric Company
1 N C O R PO RAT ED ' '

.

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Hollywood Office — 6601 Romaine Stieet
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CUTU. K. REMITTANCES TO 25%
UA $5^000,000FundAvailable Within 30 Days
"Any Pic Worth Distribut-

ing Is Worth Having Piece
Of/' Keys New UA PoHcy

United Artists' decision to partici-

pate in the financing of the pictures
it distributes is predicated on the
belief that "any picture worth dis-

trubuting is worth having a piece of,"

Gradwell L. Sears, UA's new presi-

dent said at a press conference here
yesterday. Sitting in also were UA's

(Continued on Page 8)

UAWiiFHaveThree

Pix Every 2 Months

George Bagnall, UA production
veepee, assured the board of direc-

tors at a meeting yesterday that
the company would have a "steady
flow of releases from now till the
first of the year, at the rate of three
pictures every two months."
Board authorized Bagnall to close

deals with several producers as
(Continued on Page 7)

British ACT Quintet Hop
For Hollyw'd Technic O-O

Five-man delegation of Britain's

Association of Cine-Technicians,
headed by Veepee C. J. F. Wheeler,
are en route to Hollywood to study
American film technics.

Other members of the ACT group
(Continued on Page 7)

NT 2-Day Confab of
Biggies Starts Today

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A two-day meeting

of National Theaters division presi-

dents and chief film buyers gets un-

derway here today with Charles P.

Skouras, company president, head-

ing up round table discussions on

current operating and film problems.

Also attending sessions will be

Ernest Trunbull, director of Hoyts

Theaters in Australia.

Topics to be discussed include

12th National Theaters Fall drive;

merger of ATA and MPTOA; mo-

tion Picture Foundation; advertising;

candy and merchandise and com-
parison of theater operations by

divisions.

ft

ATTLEE ATOMIC
BOMB HITS U. S.

Cuts American Pix Coin From
U.K. to $17,000,000

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Prime Minister Attlee's atomic
bomb—Britain's proposal to hold film
remittances to the U. S. to a meager
25 per cent—exploded with cataclys-
mic effect in the American film in-

dustry yesterday noon, the rever-
berations heightened by the fact that
the MPAA was unable to obtain
clarification as to the fate of the
remaining 75 per cent of dollars
earned by Hollywood product in

Britain.

The first cable dispatches did not
establish clearly whether the 75 per
cent was to be "frozen," and if so,

for what period, or whether the 75
per cent was to be "confiscated" by

(Continued on Page 61

Attlee Fails to Clearly Define Fate of Remainder;
Fuller Sees Labor Gov't Imposing Film Duty of 75%;
Clarification Due Today as Dalton Speaks in Commons
London (By Cable)—Prime Minister Attlee's Labor Govern-

ment served notice yesterday on American distributors that

under its program to meet Britain's acute dollar crisis they
could only expect to remit up to 25
per cent of the monies earned here
by Hollywood pictures.

But the worse still may be yet to

come.
Prime Minister Attlee in address-

(Continued on Page 8)

Book Value of Atlas

RKO Holdings Drop

H'wood Closing Threat

Sy Petrillo Revealed

JVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—American Federation

of Musicians threatened to shut down
Hollywood studios by a strike of

musicians unless producers agreed to

prohibit television use of sound track
and films showing Federation mem-
bers playing instruments. Burton A.
Zorn, of New York, counsel for film

companies in labor contract negotia-

(Continued on Page 7)

Floyd B. Odium's investment trust.

Atlas Corp., continues to remain the

largest stockholder in RKO by the

retention of its 929,020 shares of the

picture company's common stock and
327,812 option Avarrants, it was dis-

closed by a report as of June 30 last

released by Odium yesterday.
This fact is of major interest

among the statistics revealed in the

report because of the acknowleged
overtures by RKO president, N. Peter
Rathvon to acquire the RKO interest

now held by Odium for himself and
associates.

The statement places a value of

(Continued on Page 8)

5 Paramount Execs Seek
Horowitz Suit Dismissal

Barney Balaban, Leonard Golden-
son, Edwin L. Weisl, Adolph Zukor
and Austin C. Keough yesterday
filed an answer to Herman Horowitz'
allegations in the New York Federal
Court, and asked for a dismissal of
suit.

Suit which was filed by Horowitz
two months ago originated in a
stockholders resolution at a meeting

(Continued on Page 8)

U. K. Move Offers Little Hope
U. S. Approved Freeze in Sweden Cited

Warner Field Men Meet
With Blumenstock Today

Two-day joint meeting of Warner
Bros, field public i-elations represent-

atives and Warner Cii'cuit zone ad-

vertising and publicity men will open
this morning at the home office, with
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in

(Continued on Page 7)

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washinijton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Official Washington

yesterday was stunned by the dras-

tic British action which may "freeze"
upwards of $50,000,000 a year in

American film remittances.
Although not yet in receipt of

official reports of Prime Minister

Attlee's proposal yesterday in Com-
(Continued on Page 6)

$30 Millions Already

Out of U. K., is Report

Top industry officials here yester-
day estimated that American film

companies already have withdrawn
between $25,000,000 and $30,000,000
from the United Kingdom so far this

(Continued on Page 7)

PCC Trustees To Hold Meet
In Utah August 19-21

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Responding to invita-

tion from Intermountain Theater
Owners of Utah, Montana and Seuth
Iraho, PCCITO will hold its next

(Continued on Page 8)

More V, S. Prod, in

U.K. as ^Freeze' Result
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—One result of the

British government proposal to limit

the remittances on foreign films to

not more than 25 per cent would be

increased American production in

England, according to belief of Hol-

lywood producers. As far as studio

schedules and productions are con-

cerned, producers declared that their

home offices would set policy. One
studio head said production costs

are out of control and first move

should be to try to adjust them

downward. He declared it is likely

that exhibs will be required to grant

better percentage terms and will

also be called upon to use more

showmanship to gain more business

on important pictures.
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^= (Wed., Aug. 6) —
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seot 16'/2 I6V2 16'/2

Col. Picts. vtc.{2V2%) 17 16% 161/2
East. Kodak 47 46% 46%
Gen. Prec. Eq IS'/z 181/2 I8I/2

Loew's, Inc 21 V2 20% 21
Paramount 25% 24% 25

!

RKO 12% 121/4 121/4

I Republic Pict SVs Sl/g 5%
I

Republic Pict. Pfd. . 13 13 13
20tH Century-Fox . . 293/b 28I/2 283^ — ^A
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. 361/2 36I/2 36I/2 — 2%
20th Cent.-Fox ppf. 103% ^0^V^, 1031/r
Universal Pict 21 19% 19% — 13/„

Warner Bros 15% 15% ^5S^ —
1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . 4 4 4
RKO 33/8 31/4 31/4—1/4
Sonotone Corp 33/, 3V4 31/4 — V^
Technicolor I31/2 131/r I31/4 — 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor $7/, 71/p
Pofhe 41/2 51/j

Ben Rose Joins PRC in UK
Ben Rose has been named PRC's

English and Continental ren. suc-
ceeding L. E. Kalker, it was an-
nounced yesterday by S. L. Seidel-
man, chief of foreign operations.
Rose, most recently assistant gen-
eral sales manager for British Lion
Films, was earlier with GFD in Eng-
land in important sales capacities.

Ed Heller Stricken
Charlotte, N. C—Edward E. Hel-

ler, 61, branch manager of Kay Film
Co. in Charlotte for the past several
years, died suddenly of a heart at-
tack in a Charlotte hospital.

cpminG flno Goinc
ERIC JOHNSTON due in New York today

from Spokane, Wash.

HERBERT F. KINCEY, treasurer and general

manager of N. C. Theaters, Inc., has returned

to Charlotte, N. C, with his family after

spending a month's vacation at Diamond G.

Ranch in Wyoming.

BETTY BLACKWELDER, cashier at Exhibitor's

Service, Charlotte, N. C, is on her vacation

at Myrtle Beach, S. C.

CHARLES REED JONES, special rep. for

Jules Levey, left New York yesterday for

Reading and Harrisburg to help prepare the

advance campaigns for the day-and-date open-
ing of "New Orleans" at the Regent, Harris-

burg and Colonial, Reading on Aug. 14.

AL CORWIN, MPEA publicity chief, leaves

this weekend for a two-week vacation in

Winthrop, Mass.

LANNY ROSS, singer, is in Dallas.

MONTE HALE, Republic star, is leaving

Hollywood Sunday night for Miami, where he

will be a special guest at the Southeastern
Exhibitors' Convention on Monday and Tuesday.

LEON SIRITZKY, prexy of the company with

the same name, and Mrs. Siritzky are vacation-
ing at Cape Cod.

LINDA DARNELL, 20th-Fox star, is skedded
to arrive here Saturday via TWA, following a
ten-week tour of Europe. After a few days in

Manhattan, she will return to Hollywood for

the femme lead in "Walls of Jericho."

PHIL KOURY, special publicity rep. for

Cecil B. DeMille, has returned to the Coast.

CAROLE LANDIS, star of Eaqle-Lion'-s "Out
^f the Blue," is in town from the Coast.

PETE McCarthy of Loew's ad dept. has re-

turned from a brief vacation in Ireland.

Mich. Film Distributors

New NFS Affiliate

Detroit — Michigan Film Distrib-
u*^ors. Inc.. a new comnany. will be
affiliatod wi^h National Film Service.
Inc. PRC of Detroit ha.s contracted
to have Michiafln Film Distributors
to handle its entire physical distribu-
tion.

Officers of the new comnany are:
President. Mrs. Gladys B. Pike: vice-
nresident. Jack Stewart: secretary.
Miss Jane Robinson, and treasurer.
Mendon L. Westcott. Stewart is gen-
eral manager of Allied Theaters of
Michie-an; the other officers are with
Film Truck Service.
At the present time, comtjany is

negotiating for a site on which t"
erect its own building which will in-
clude shipping facilities, inspection
room and adequate vault snace. At
present, it has leased the PRC Quar-
ters on the seventh floor of the Film
Building, at 2310 Cass.

<^ross To Film Classics;
As Aide to Zimbalist

Syd Gross, formerly ad director of
the Rivoli Theater, has resigned his
post and will join Film Classics,
next Monday, as exec, assistant to
Al Zimbalist, national ad-publicity di-
rector.

Gross had been with the Rivoli for
almost four years. Before that he
had been reporter, feature writer,
stage and screen critic for 12 years.
His new duties will consist of super-
vising FC's newly created exhib.-re-
lations department, as well as press
books, radio, trade and fan mag.
contacts.

ERNIE GRECULA advertising-publicity direc-

tor. Hartford Theatres Circuit, Hartford, and
family leave Aug. 10 on a vacation in Connec-
ticut and Maine.

BILLY DE WOLFE, Paramount comedian, will

be a guest of the Canadian Variety Clubs at
the premiere of "Variety Girl" in Toronto on
Aug. 27.

DONALD OGDEN STEWART has arrived in

New York from the Coast.

ALEX SCHREIBER and HAROLD H. SMILAY,
partners in Associated Theaters of Michigan,
leave Detroit Friday for a business trip to Hol-
lywood.

MANNY GOTTLIEB, Universal Chi. exchange
manager, has returned from a Wisconsin fish-
ing vacation.
MAX FELLERMAN, Paramount Theaters Ser-

vice Corp. executive, has returned from an up-
state New York trip. He was accompanied bv
HARRY ROYSTER.

BILL JOHNSTON, Paramount executive pub-
licist, has returned from a tour of several West-
ern key cities in connection with pre-release
engagements of "Desert Fury."

HAL WALLIS, RAY MILLAND, LEWIS ALLEN
and JACK SAPER sail from England on the
Elizabeth Aug. 27 following completion of Para-
mount's "So Evil My Love."

Sears, Unger to Huddle
On "Body," "Arch" Plans

Grad Sears, UA prexy, and J. J.

Unger, company's general sales man-
ager, huddle today with George J.
Schaefer, Enterprise veepee, on sales
and distribution plans for "Body and
Soul" and "Arch of Triumph." UA's
ad-pub head, Paul N. Lazarus. Jr.,

met yesterday with his Enterprise
counterpart, Robert Taplinger, on ad
budgets and pre-release campaigns
on both pix. With Taplinger's de-
parture for Hollywood last night,
discussions will continue between
Lazarus and Fred N. Polangin, En-
terpi'ise Eastern publicity head.

"Gent's Agreement" Crew
Back For More Shooting

Gregory Peck, Anne Revere and
Dean Stockwell are returning to
New York today to complete Man-
hattan scenes for "Gentleman's
Agreement." Director Elia Kazan
will follow them 'tomorrow. The com-
pany previously spent three weeks
in New York shooting exterior scenes
for the picture and then returned to
the 20th-Fox studio in Hollywood to
film the interiors. After the addi-
tional New York scenes are finished
the players will return to Hollywood
to wind up production.

NORTHWEST
OUTPOST

Starring

NELSON EDDY

ILONA MASSEY
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

GLOBE 4%rsf
BRANDT'S
COOL

Larry Pastore Dead
Bridegport, Conn.—Lawrence Pas-

tore, 64, operator at the Warner The-
ater, died suddenly at his home.

NEW YORK THEATERS

T— RADIO CITY MUSIC H'
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY
GRANT LOY TEMPLE

"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"
An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

OM SCffCCM

HEDY LAMARR
DENNIS O'KEEFE

uoy

fM PERSON
GEORGE M.
COHAN. Jr.

JOHN & RENE
ARNMIT

Cxlraf

JEAN CARROLL

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

^ftWEEf^

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!

COOL

ASTOR
a'WAYA45«iST.

fflTS
eOBERI YOUNG • SUSAN

^DVY "" DITA IZ-kUKICrkM tSRITA JOHNSON

BING CROSBY

JOAN CAULFIELO

BARRY FITZGERALD

p/i^/iMO(//vr

V'iT^ • •WAT^4Jlli ST. ftBOMMCa

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW"
with MARK STEVENS : JUNE HAVER
20lh Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE IN PERSONI
ABBOTT and COSTELLO

Extra! MAURICE ROCCO

ROXY '''*^=*
50th St.
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• GOOD PICTURES are the lifeblood
of this industry, important not only to
the companies that make them, but to
every man and woman who draws a
studio paycheck.

With the majority of companies
launching their new product season in

August, the quality of the new pic-
tures is of greater significance to the
industry than perhaps at any other
time in its history. For this reason, we
couldn't help being impressed by the
enthusiasm we encountered in visiting
the MCM lot for the first time in

months. There was an unmistakable
tingle that seemed to radiate from Louis
B. Mayer's front office all the way
back to Lot Three.

For one reason, "The Hucksters,"
starring Clark Gable, No. 1 release on
"MCM's Biggest Hit Parade," is set
for a record-breaking world-wide
"premiere" in 1000 important thea-
tres. This picture, in the majority of
spots, follows "Fiesta," which has
been piling up heffy grosses.

Everyone on the lot tells you about
"Green Dolphin Street," starring Lana
Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed and
Richard Hart. You hear on every side .

the glories of "Song of Love," starring

Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid and
Robert Walker.

''The Romance of Rosy Ridge," star-
ring Van Johnson has enjoyed preview
raves, and Red Skelton's "Merton of
the Movies" is hailed as a comedy
sleeper; Bill Powell and Myrna Loy in

"Song of the Thin Man" are credited
with another laugh hit. Greer Garson,
Robert Mitchum and Richard Hart in

"Desire Me," had just been sneak pre-
viewed and those who saw it were
offering such comparisons as "Mrs-
Parkington" and "Mrs. Miniver."

Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner and
Zachary Scott in "Cass Timberlane"

;

Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr and
Angela Lansbury in "If Winter
Comes"; Frank Sinatra and Kathryn
Grayson in "The Kissing Bandit"; Judy
Garland and Gene Kelly in "The Pir-

ate"; Robert Taylor in "The High
Wall"; June Allyson and Peter Law-
ford in "Good News"; "Summer Holi-
day," starring Mickey Rooney; "This
Time For Keeps," starring Esther Wil-
liams; "Virtuous," with Van Johnson
and June Allyson; "Birds and Bees,"
with Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi

and Jane Powell, are just a few more
recently and almost finished produc-
tions the MGM gang is raving about.

With twenty of the new season's
pictures completed, with seven others
before the cameras, and nine addit-
ional important productions scheduled
to start within the next eight weeks,
it looks like MGM has hit its full

stride.

^^
OM*•st^'
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Pkkman Full Time

Aide to Youngslein

Jerry Pickman, who several months
igo was named assistant director of

idvertising, publicity and exploita-

tion for Eagle-
Lion Films in ad-
dition to his
duties as pub-
licity manager,
has relinquished
the latter post to

devote his full

time to his posi-

tion as assistant
director, i t w a s

announced yes-

terday by Max E.
Youngstein, di-

rector of adver-
tising, publicity
and exploitation.

At the same di/-i/ham
time Youngstein

P'CKMAN

also announced the promotion of Leo
M. Brody, assistant publicity man-
ager, to the position of publicity
manager. Brody's appointment be-
comes effective immediately.

Sanders Off for Coast

Nat Sanders, president of English

Films, is en route to the Coast

where he will set up first-runs in

L. A. and Frisco for the features

"Children on Trial" and "School for

Danger.".-,He also plans to visit ex-
change in the Western and Mid-
westeSii states before returning.

$ WATCH IT GROW! $

^ •INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

^ •FOX WEST COAST

$ •FOX MIDWEST

. •WARNER CIRCUIT

have booked

$

$

$

$

$

vo^'-

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$:

$

$

$ ftAi^t you?

Thursday's Tele-lines
• • • EXHIBS. GENERALLY breathing a sigh oi relief at the turn

of events in UA And for understandable reasons A strong

company means strong product And a strong management assures

a strong company UA's new triumvirate comprising Prexy Grad

Sears, Arthur W. Kelly, executive vice president, and George Bagnall,

production vice president, spells strong management The three

know exactly where they're heading, and the industry is betting they'll

get there Watch their pace during the next six months!

T
• • • NOVEL GIMMICK in introducing new players was pulled

yesterday by Selznick International Nick Mamula corralled the fan

and lay press into Monte Carlo where they were first shown "Intermezzo,"

which is yet a good thing and as fresh as the day it was first released

Then there were rushes from "The Paradine Case" in -which Valli

and Louis Jourdan make initial U. S. appearances Rushes were the

real thing with a voice chiming in "A B C—scene," etc This

Jourdan fellow stands to send the girls ga-ga Valli is a bewitch-

ing number and should give the future film scene a new note of inter-

national color Furthermore, there was also on hand Alf Kjellin, star

of the Swedish-made "Torment," in person. He's here under contract to

DOS, said he was scheduled to play in "Tender Is The Night," F. Scott

Fitzgerold novel on the DOS list

U. K. Move Offers Little Hope
U. S. Approved Freeze in Svfeden Cited

(Continued from Page 1)

mons, top Government leaders here
were reported "shocked" over the
apparent extent of the U. K. move
against motion pictures.

On the basis of preliminary re-

ports from London, however. State
and Commerce Department officials

indicated there may be little this

Government can do if the British in-

sist on the drastic "freeze" of about
75 per cent of remittances.

This Government already has ap-
proved similar, if less drastic,
"freeze" moves in other countries,
thus setting a precedent. It was
pointed out that the American in-

dustry, backed by the State Dept.,
has approved the freezing of 50 per
cent of its funds in Sweden. Other
countries are expected to follow this
method of saving dollars.

Since tlifc proposal unnounced by Attlee Is

diiec'ted at all 'I'oreig'n" films, there may be
no grounds for an official charge that U. S.

films were discriminated against. It is ap-
parent to all observers, however, that the
British bombshell was aimed directly at
American pix.

There appeared to be a strong possibility
here that JIPAA President Eric Johnston
may confer with top Government leaders
following the emergency meeting of the
MPAA board tomorrow morning. The JIPAA
head already had received backing from Sec-
retary of State George Marshall and Treasury
Secretary John Snyder for the American pro-
posal of a 25 per cent freeze. There is some
hope here that a compromise can be reached
with the British substantially lowering the
freeze percentage.

Secretar.v Marshall announced yester-
day that this country has agreed to a
top level meeting with British leaders
in Washington to discuss Britain's finan-
cial position. Relaxation of some pro-
visions of the .4nglo-.4merican loan will

he covered. At the same time. Treasury
Secretary Snyder said the C S. is "more
than ready" to confer with the British.
It is expected here that the film ques-
tion also will be covered in these top
level conferences, if a compromise is

not worked out before. There were in-
dications here that Sir Stafford Cripps,
president of the Board of Trade, and
Ernest Bevin. Foreign Minister, may
come to Washington for the talks.

Meanwhile. Washington was still trying to
figure out the extent of the 75 per cent
freeze announced by .\ttlee. Although re-
ports were conflictmg and vague, it was
generally agreed that only a meager 25 per
cent of American remittances maj* be trans-
ferred to this country from the U. K.

The Associated Press report stated that
the Attlee proposal would "permit movie
makers showing films here (Britain) to eon-
vert only one-fourth of their earnings into
non-British eurrencj'."

The United Press declared that the Attlee
proposal represented a "restriction on re-
mittances for foreign films limiting them to
not more than 25 per cent of gross earnings."

MPAA was thrown into confusion because
its report from Fayette AUport, MPAA Loti-
on chief, quoted Attlee as mentioning the
Dalton ad valorem duty, then announcing
that "the government proposes to limit re-

mittances on foreign films to not more than
25 per cent of the earnings of those films.''

Although up lo late last night, MPAA had
received no complete clarification of the
Attlee proposal from Allport, it was be-
lie%'ed certain here that a freeze was con-
templated, not a heavy tax.

Both the State Department and the Com-
merce Department cabled their London offi-

ces for a full report on the Attlee film move,
with emphasis on when it may go into
effect and for what purpose may blocked
funds be used.

SRO Moves in Chicago
Chicago—SRO has moved Chicago

offices to the Palmolive Building on
N. Michigan Ave.

Attlee's Atomic Bomb

Hits U. I.Pk industry

(Continued from Page D
the British government in the guise
of the ad valorem duty conte^'^lated
in the Dalton tax plan. Aut Vy to
impose such a tax rests \<-A. the
British Treasury as a result of re-
cent Parliamentary action. London
stories previously have speculated on
a 50 per cent ad valorem impost.

While the blocking of 75 per
cent of American film dollars
earned in Britain — approxim-
ately $51,000,000 on the basis of
recent and present earnings

—

would be a staggering blow to
the U. S. industry, the imposi-
tion of a tax yielding that sum
obviously would quickly entail
the realignment of the entire
economy of the U. S. trade, it

was pointed out.
Trade toppers generally were re-

luctant to be quoted, especially be-
fore the receipt of clarification from
London, but without exception they

Industry observers noted that U-I,
E-L, 20th-Fox and other companies
which have tie-up deals with JAR
and Alexander Korda are in enviable
position so far as the threatened
British freeze on U. S. dollars are
concerned.

In his pacts with American com-
panies releasing his product, Rank
agreed that in the event of credits-
freezing in his country, U. S. dis-
tribs would retain money earned by
JAR pix in Western Hemisphere and
reimburse him with blocked pounds.

It is not clear yet whether Korda
has made a similar pact with 20th-
Fox.

saw the British move as a body blow.
Home office conferences on the situa-
tion were the rule throughout the
afternoon.

Eric A. Johnston, apprised of the
Attlee annoUticement in Commons
at his home in Spokane, Wash., im-
mediately issued a call for a special
session Friday morning of the MPAA
board which over the week-end had
dispatched a flexible alternative to

the Dalton duty plan to London. The
plan was presented to the Labor
Government yesterday by Fayette
Allport.

Johnston, cutting short a planned
three-week vacation, will fly to New

(Continued on Page 7)

Weather and *'Mi«»"
Biz Both Set NIarks

Chicago— In the face of a 100 de-

gree temperature, a record for Aug.

4 in Chicago Weather Bureau an-

nals, Goldwyn's "The Secret Life of

Walter Mitty" at its world premiere

at the Woods Theater rolled up a

new first day mark, topping that pre-

viously set by "The Best Years of

Our Lives." Torrid heat was no de-

terrent on Tuesday and yesterday,

with house marks again falling.
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AHIee's Atomk Bomb

Hits U. S. Pic Industry

(Continued from Page 6)

York for the board session at which
industry counter-strategy will be
mapp^<-=d finalized.

Willi- the Mother Country set-
ting the example, there was
quick industry concern yester-
day over the possibility that the
Attlee move might be shortly
copied by all or nearly all British
Dominions.

Johnston at a press conference
last week disclosed that several
countries were eyeing the Dalton
plan, and it was assumed that they
might also be intrigued with the re-
mittance limitation.

Discussing trade moves on this
side to meet the loss, temporary
or otherwise, of an estimated
$51,000,000 annually, observers
were in accord that there were
two remedies:

One, a reduction in production
costs, and

Two, the creation of a still
larger domestic market.

Both, it was felt, could be
done, with the latter calling for
materially increased advertising
expenditures all along the line.
It was pointed out that the in-
dustry's heavy war-time spend-
ing for advertising had built up
domestic movie-going, oflfsetting
the loss of foreign markets.
To what extent, if any, the Labor

I

Government action would affect the
American future of British pix, just
gaming a headway here, was not

'
clear last night. .J. Cheever Cowdin,
Universal board chairman, arrivedm England yesterday by plane for
meetings with J. Arthur Rank and
his executive cabinet.

It is assumed, however, that a 75
I per cent tax would be an open invita-
i tion to something in the way of a
retaliatory program.

Probably the hardest hit on
this side by the Attlee "freeze"
—or the ad valorem "confisca-
tion" if that eventuates—will be
Hollywood's indie producers who
have counted on the lucrative
British returns for both produc-
tion coin and profits.
If the British move turns out to

•e a 75 per cent Dalton duty rather
han a "freeze," it was said last
ight there is a strong probability
{. S. distribs. may elect to pull back
IX.
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Warner Field Men Meet
With Blumenstock Today

(Continued from Page 1)

charge of advertising and publicity,
presiding. More than 40, including
members of the home office advertis-
ing publicity staff, will attend the
sessions.

Following the joint meeting, Harry
Goldberg, director of theater adver-
tising and publicity, will hold a spec-
ial session with the circuit ad men.
Promotional plans for "Life With
Father" will headline the agenda,
which also will include other coming
product, and a talk by Blumenstock
on general advertising and publicity
policies.

United Artists Will Have
Three Pix Every 2 Months

(Continued from Page 1)

soon as financing arrangements have
been completed. With that aim in

mind, Bagnall will remain in the
East, working with Arthur W. Kelly,
exec, veepee, until financing deals
have been set.

UA spokesman announced that a
five-picture deal had been made with
Manuel Pena Rodriguez of Sur
Cinematographic of Argentina,
whereby UA would distribute these
pix in Latin America. UA also has
the option to release the same block
world-wide.

Report $30 Millions Taken
From U. K. By Film Cos.

(Continued from Page 1)

year. This represents about half of
total remittances expected in 1947.

Some leaders expressed confidence
that a compromise would be worked
out, pointing out that there was some
doubt whether the drastic freeze was
on gross or net remittances. Gross
film rentals to American distributors
last year ran over $100,000,000 thus
indicating that about $25,000,000
could be remitted this year based on
this accounting. It was recalled that
the last freeze in Great Britain sev-
eral year ago ran as high as 66 per
cent.

It was expected here that MPAA
Prexy Eric Johnston will telephone
U. S. Ambassador Lewis Douglas and
other U. S. officials in London.

British ACT Quintet Hop
For Hollyw'd Technic O-O

(Continued from Page 1)

are Leslie Pryor and Sydney Brem-
son, both General Council members
and George Hill and Robert Attwooll.

Before leaving for the Coast, the
quintet visited lA Prexy Richard F.
Walsh, with whom ACT and NATKE
had recently entered into a recip-
rocal labor deal when Walsh was in

England a few weeks ago.

H'wood Closing Threat

By Pelrillo Revealed

(Continued from Page 1)

tions with AFM, gave this testimony
here at hearings before a House
Labor Sub-Committee investigating
labor racketeering.
During contract discussions in

1946, Zorn said, the producers tried
repeatedly to eliminate television re-
strictions, which had been originated
by the union, but coujd not budge
AFM head James C. Petrillo who re-
fused to sign any contract without
them.

Zorn characterized as "utterly
fantastic" any suggestion that
television restrictions were in-

corporated in the contract at
instance of producers or for their
benefit. He pointed out that from
the viewpoint of business inter-
ests of studios, producers would
be substantially injured by such
restrictions on use of their films.

So anxious were producers to avoid
restrictions, said Zorn, that he even
went on a special trip to Federation's
headquarters in Chicago to make a
last minute appeal to Petrillo but
Petrillo replied, Zorn said, that unless
provisions submitted by Federation
were accepted in contract no mu-
sicians would work in the motion pic-

ture industry.
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U. S. Film Remillances

By U. K. Cut to 25 P. C.

I Continued from Page 1)

ing Commons last night phrased it

this wise:
"The House recently gave the

Chancellor (of the Exchequer
Hugh Dalton) powers to levy an

import duty on films. The gov-
ernment proposes to limit remit-

tances on foreign films to not
more than 25 per cent of the
earnings of these films."

Because the Prime Minister
linked the reference to the Dalton ad
valorem duty plan to the limitation of

remittances, the situation was left

hopelessly confused last night.

Dalton is scheduled to speak in

resumed debate in Commons today
and he will deal more fully with the
government's proposal.

W. R. Fuller, general secre-

tary of the CEA, usually well

advised, said last night follow-

ing the Attlee appearance before

Commons that he has the very
highest authority that the Attlee
program contemplates a straight

ad valorem tax of 75 per cent.

Fuller declared that such a
levy will ruin the British indus-

try in six months' time, leaving

the great majority of theaters
without product.

However, very close official

sources take the opposite view,

saying that the Attlee plan is

strictly a "freezing" plan wholly
independent of the permissive
powers held by Dalton to levy
the import duty.
If that is the case—and Dalton

should provide clarification when he
speaks to Commons today—the 75 per
cent of U. S. film earnings here will

be retained as frozen credit and will

be available for investment for pur-
chases here and the freezing will be
on similar lines to war-time freez-

ing.

It is understood that U. S. distribs.

have sufficient product here to meet
requirements dui'ing the next six

months.
One segment of the British trade,

discounting the duty imposition, took
a look through rose-colored glasses
at the freezing, convinced that this

will:

1. Completely remove film industry
as problem of present crisis.

2. Largely avoid damaging the
prospects of British pictures in the

U. S. in the way that imposing ad
valorem duty certainly would do.

3. Impose no direct barrier against
British theaters continuing to be
served by U. S. product.

It was suggested that the frozen
film money may be required to be
spent in this country and taken out
in corresponding export, or that the
debt may be allowed to accumulate
until the world's finances have been
put on a workable basis.

U. S. Pic Stocks Lose Ground
In Face of British Decree

The British decree limiting re-

mittances for American films to 25
per cent of gross earnings hit film

UA $5 Millions Available Soeit

Grad Sears Establishes N'ew UA Policy

(ConHnued from Page 1)

new executive vice-president, Arthur
W. Kelly, and George Bagnall, pro-
duction vice-president, here from the
Coast.
By financing in part those indie

producers releasing thru UA, Sears
said that the company would be able

to more or less guide the type of

product on its program and, addi-
tionally, would be better able to as-

sure the consistency of quality of
the product. UA financing will range
from 5 to 75 per cent. Sears dis-

closed.

$5,000,000 Within 30 Days
The $5,000,000 revolving fund will

be available within 30 days, it was
disclosed. It was indicated that both
Eastern and Western financial insti-

tutions were interested. Sears noting
that he was familiar with the East-
ern and Kelly with the Western.
Kelly, who plans to leave for Lon-
don about Aug. 22, will stay until

the bank negotiations are concluded.
Asked if any changes in the do-

mestic distribution setup, where he
enjoys full autonomy, were contem-
plated, Sears said he anticipated no
major shifts and v>^ould make none
until "if, as and when the occa-
sion demands." Kelly, who enjoys
equal autonomy in foreign distribu-
tion, said in reply to a similar ques-
tion he had had no time to study
the situation.

Asked specifically about published
reports that David H. Coplan had
resigned his British post, and that
it was expected the status of Walter
Gould, foreign manager, would be
affected, Sears pointed out that both
held UA contracts, and were func-
tioning.

Sears, in discussing the new UA
management setup, commented that
operation henceforth will be more
autonomous, noting that in the past
the board to some extent had pre-
empted the rights of management,
and that operation had been awkward
and unwieldy. The new setup, he
said, should bring orderly and rapid
handling of management matters,
although some major decisions still

will require board approval. Sears
noted that future board deadlocks
were impossible in the light of his
casting vote.

Plans No Theater Acquisitions

UA, said Sears in response to a

stock on the N. Y. Exchange yester-
day, with losses running to more
than a point.

Universal was the chief victim
with a decline of 1% points.
Twentieth-Fox and Paramount each
lost %, RKO dropped %, and Loew's
and Warners were minus % at the
close of the day's trading.
With British action against U. S.

film revenues anticipated several
weeks ago, yesterday's losses were
the climax of a series of small but
steady declines that have carried the
motion picture securities signific-

antly below their recent recovery
highs.

query, has no policy on acquiring

theaters in the U. S.

Asked about UA's Enterprise deal.

Sears said it spanned six pix, but

that he entertained hopes for a long-

term deal. In response to another
question, Sears noted that UA might
handle an exceptionally big pic—
"like GWTW"—in which it had no
financial interest.

Sears said he was "happy to have"
the Producers Consultative Commit-
tee, comprising David Loew, William
Cagney and Carl Lesserman, repre-

senting Ben Bogeaus, remarking that
producer-management relations had
been stabilized.

UA, said Sears, was a member of

the MPAA British organization, but
he added he did not know whether
the company would return to the

MPAA fold here.
Sears expressed the opinion that

there is a solution to UA's British
playing time problem, and that it can
be worked out if it deemed expedient.

Rank: "A Happy Medium"
Kelly said his objective was "a

happy medium in our relationship
with J. Arthur Rank." Kelly added,
"We have received a lot of encour-
agement. I'm going to London to

ascertain the extent of that encour-
agement."
Asked to comment on Fall biz pros-

pects. Sears said he expected it to

snap back to March-April levels, ex-
pressing the opinion that the falling

off during recent months was sea-

sonal. Top pix are still clicking, he
noted. Shore and resort current biz

being done by Rank's "Henry V,"
which UA handles, was described as

"beyond belief." UA's own weekly
take was off "a few per cent," Sears
said, attributing that to the fact that
the company last year was handling
"Spellbound" at this time and that
this year no comparable pic was in

release.

PCCTrustees To Hold Meet
In Utah August 19-21

(Continued from Page 1)

trustees meeting in Salt Lake City,

\ug. 19, 20, 21.

J. A. Shristensen, also invited PCC
trustees to attend a meeting he is

calling for all indie exhibs. of Utah,
Montana and Southern Idaho, Aug.
21.

Prominent on agenda of this meet-
ing will be new PCC demand upon
major distribs. for a modification of
national sales policies; Ascap pro-
gram decided upon at PCC conven-
tion; amicus curiae brief on Govern-
ment suit to be presented to Supreme
Court; territorial policing of present
Federal Court decree; a thorough
analysis of distribs. allocations on
pictures now being released; stand
on present Federal admission tax;
response to independent theater
owner organizations who wish to

affiliate with PCCITO; and co-opera-
tive buying.

Book Value of Atlas

RKO Holdings Drop

(Continued from Page 1)

111,974,571 upon the corporation's

stock and warrant in RKO vi book

value decline of $4,005,27^ ^m the

1946 year-end statement which lists

the securities at $16,079,846.

Referring to RKO in his letter to

stockholders accompanying the state-

ment, Odium said: "While RKO has

continued to show substantial profits,

earnings in the first six months
were somewhat less than those of
the first half of 1946, which was,
however, the peak year in the history
of the motion picture industry."
During the period covered by the

report, sole change in the Atlas port-
folio of film stock holdings was the
sale of 2,000 shares of the common
stock of Loew's, Inc.

Other film securities listed in the
portfolio and representing no quanti-
tative change during the six months
of the report follow with their mar-
ket value based on June 30 quota-
tions: 308,500 Walt Disney Prod.
Series A four per cent bonds of

I960—$268,395; 93,000 shares Para-
mount common — $2,429,625; 10,000
shares 20th-Fox common—$293,750;
91,700 shares Walt Disney Prod,
common — $481,425; 5,000 shares
Warner Bros, common—$75,625.

5 Paramount Execs. Seek
Horowitz Suit Dismissal

(Continued from Page 1)

held June 20, 1944. At that time,

Simpson, Thatcher and Bartlett, at-

torneys for the defendants, asserted

that more than two-thirds of the

common stock shareholders adopted
a written resolution approving the

$2,000,000 grant to Balaban with
stock purchase rights.

Plaintiff insists that the funds
were being dissipated, and that such

a grant was contrary to the inter-

est of the stockholders.

GREEN

DANGER

An
unparalleled
adventure

in suspense!

it makes other pictures look like pillow fights

in a girls' dormltory!"-so;d showman sii/y Rose

in his-nalionallySYndicoled column.
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75% CONFISCATORY U. K. DUTY
Universal Weiffhinff Blanket Releases in Keys
Scully to Re-cast Sales

Policy to Meet Situation

Created by U.K. Duty Move

Universal-Int'l, drastically re-cast-

ing its sales policies to meet the

situation arising from the British
imposition of a 75
per cent duty on
U. S. film imports,
in the next few
months may in-

augurate blanket
releases in key
cities of all its

pix to enable a
more rapid liqui-

dation of product,
it was disclosed
yesterday by Wil-
liam A. Scully,
vice-president and
general sales
manager.

Scully, on the
eve of his depar-

ture for studio conferences, in which
his entire sales cabinet will join,

(Continued on Page 3)

SCULLY

Angio-Amerkan Talks

To Include Film Tax

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — High Government

officials yesterday admitted that dis-
cussion of Great Britain's 75 per
cent confiscation tax on films would
be included in the special Anglo-
American conference expected to be
held here next week.
Led by President Truman, most

Government officials declined to com-
ment on any details of the drastic

(Continued on Page 2)

Harrowing Heat Ups
Chicago Boxoffices

Chicago—The extreme heat this

week sent theater patrons here

scurrying to the boxoffices of air

conditioned houses to escape the ris-

ing mercury.

Some operators were placed in the

happy position of phoning ticket

printers for more pasteboards in order

to handle the unexpected attend-

ance.

Editorial

British Film Duty Crisis
... a catastrophic, situation

Br CHKTER B. BAHN

/^REAT BRITAIN'S Labor Government by "confiscating" 75 per cent of the dollars

^^ earned in the United Kingdom by American films and permitting the remittance

to this country of the remaining 25 per cent has confronted the motion picture indus-

tries in both countries with a major crisis.

And, be it added, with as great a challenge as they have faced, whether in time of

peace or time of war.

It is true that there is some chance—now regarded as extremely slim—that Prime

Minister Attlee and his Cabinet may backtrack, under pressure, substituting a "freezing"

arrangement for the import duty imposed by Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton,

but as the situation stands today it is catastrophic.

On this side, the effects admittedly will be felt for some time to come in all

(Continued on Page 8)

Name Com. Heads to

Bally New Ad Code

Nation-wide public relations cam-
paign of the Advertising Advisory
Council was placed in full scale oper-
ation yesterday to carry out observ-
ance of ithe newly revised Advertis-
ing Code to all elements of the film
industry. Charles Schlaifer, 20th-
Fox ad-publicity chief, and chairman

(Continued on Page 8)

Exhibitors Lose Fight on
Twin Cities 5% Amuse. Tax

Minneapolis—Five per cent amuse-
ment tax has been "approved in

form" by the Minneapolis-St. Paul
City Councils. Move is tantamount
to adoption. Measure was heavily
opposed by Minnesota Amusement
Co. and North Central Allied.

Legality of the tax when it be-

( Continued on Page 8)

RKO Ad-Promollonal

Dep'l Is Realigned

RKO has realigned its ad-publicity-

exploitation department into three

separate divisions, it was announced
yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, vice-

chairman of the board, who will per-

sonally co-ordinate operations under
the new setup.
The Advertising Division vnll be

(Continued on Page 3)

Petition for Jackson Park
Rehearing Denied by Court

Chicago—A trio of judges of the
7th District Appeals Court here yes-

terday denied the petition of Para-
mount, Warners, 20th-Fox, Loew's,
RKO and B & K for a rehearing in

the Jackson Park Theater case.

Judges Will Spark, Earl Major and
(Continued on Page 3)

MPAA to Map British Policy
Flow of U. S. Filmsfo U. K.May BeAffected

Appoint Committees for

S^^E October Convention

Eight committees have been ap-
pointed to handle various phases of

the convention of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers to to be held

Oct. 20-24 at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Conclave will feature a Theater En-

(Continued on Page 2)

The MPAA's board of directors,

convening in emergency session here
this morning, will make a two-way
approach to the grave situation con-
fronting ithe U. S. industry as a re-

sult of Britain's imposition, virtually

without advance warning, yesterday
of a confiscatory 75 per cent duty on
American film imports.

One, will be concerned with the

(Continued on Page 8)

Treasury's Action Leaves
British Trade in Despair;
Situation Termed Chaotic

London (By Cable)—With-
out waiting for Parliament's
seal of approval on Prime Min-
ister Attlee's proposal to restrict

film dollar remittances to the U. S.

to 25 per cent of their British earn-
ings. Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hugh Dalton yesterday in effect im-
posed a confiscatory 75 per cent duty
on imported pix.

Dalton's action clarified—and how!
—the fate of American film earnings
in the United Kingdom, a fate left

hanging in midair on Wednesday
(Continued on Page 3)

Para.'s Six Months

Earnings Under '46

Earnings of Paramount Pictures,
Inc. and subsidiaries for the second
quarter ending July 5 are estimated
at $7,885,000 after charges includ-

ing tax provisions. Earnings for the
1946 period were estimated at $10,-

205,000. For the six-month period
(Continued on Page 8)

Audio-Visual Institute

Recommended By Naved
Chicago — The National Associa-

tion of Visual Education Dealers at
the closing session of their conven-
tion here yesterday recommended the
establishment of a National Training

(Continued on Page 2)

Film Stoch Prices
Sag Under U.K. Duty
Film stock prices tumbled again

yesterday in the wake of word from

Britain that the 75 per cent levy

upon American motion picture profits

was in the form of a duty rather

than a "freeze."

Two securities—Loew's and Uni-

versal—hit new lows for this year

with losses of 1 and 1!4 points, re-

spectively. 20th-Fox also dropped

114, while fractional losses from Vi

to % were sustained by Columbia,

RKO, Paramount and Warners.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Bell & Howell 221/4 22'^ 2214
Bell & Howell Vii.. AOb% 1061/8 10634
Columbia Picts. vtc. 163/8 16 16
East. Kodak 463/g 46 46
do pfd 193 193 193
Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18
Loew's, Inc 21 'A 197/8 20
Poramount 243^ 241/3 241/4

RKO 121/8 113/4 113/4

Republic Pict 51/4 SVs SVs
Republic Pict. Pfd... 123^ 12 12
20th Century-Fox . . 281/4 11% 271/2
20fh Century-Fox pfd. 361/8 35% 35%
Universal Pict 19% 18Vi I8I/2

Universal Pict. Pfd.... 831/8 83 83
Warner Bros 15% 1434 143A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 3% 3% 3%
RKO 31/4 31/8 31/8

Sonotone Corp 314 314 314
Technicolor 131/4 I31/4 I31/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecotor 6%
Pothe 43/g

Net
Chg.

— 1/4

+ %— 1/2— %— 2— Vi— 1

— %— Vi

_ i— 1V4— %— 1'/4

'/a

-
Vs- Vs

Asked
71/4

5%

Army Honors Smakwitz
Albany — Charles A. Smakwitz,

assistant Warner zone manager, will
be presented a Certificate of Appre-
ciation by the First Army Zone for
his assistance in recruiting activities
during the war. Presentation will
be made by commanding general of
the First Army. Others similarly
honored include the mayor of Albany
and an American Legion official.

Hollywood Papers
Will Please Copy!

Miami Beach, Fla.—Because of the

"unusual" long rainy season experi-

enced throughout southeastern Flo-

rida, patrons have had more or less

trouble reaching the theater lobby

after alighting from cars at the curb.

And so, Ed May, enterprising man-
ager of the Lincoln, bought several

large umbrellas and installed a three-

man brigade of umbrella toters whose
business it is to escort ladies from
the curb to the entrance.

Appoint Committees for

SMPE October Convention

Anglo-American Talks

To Include Film Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

British moves, including the 300 per
cent ad valorem tax on American
and other foreign films.

President Truman told a crowded
press conference that he had no
comment whatever on the British
economic crisis.

The Anglo-American discussions
here next week will be chiefly con-
cerned with possible liberalization of
the $3,750,000,000 loan to Great Brit-
ain. Officials of the State, Commerce
and Treasury Departments, however,
told The Film Daily that the film
tax would also be thrashed out.

It was apparent that while Government
officials expected a British crackdown on
American films tlie extent of the drastic tax
came as a complete surprise.

One hig:hly placed State Department offi-

cial interpreted the British move agrainst
films as an emerg-ency act to immediately stop
the flow of dollars for American films, but
leaving- the door open for modification during-
the loan discussions here next week.

This official also was of the opinion that
even the confiscated earning-s of American
motion picture companies may be placed in
escrow and turned back at a later date.

Top Government officials have ex-
pressed opposition to the ad valorem tax,
insisting that it will spread to other
countries anil initiate a world-wide trade
war. Since the British ta.x includes all

foreign films it may be diflficult to back
up a protest, when this Government is

fully aware of Britain's critical financial
position. In general, Government lead-
ers have agreed with MPA.* President
Eric Johnston that the ad valorem tax
may be in legal violation of the double
taxation treaty of last year and the 1938
reciprocal trade agreement.
It was evident, however, that the British

may be in line for trouble from Cong-ress.
The handful of Congressmen left in town
indicated that C'ongrress may insist that any
substantial changres in the loan agreement
must receive legislative approval. There
were also strong indications that any exten-
sion of the reciprocal trade agreement will
be fought by Congress.

"Stranger" Tops "Way"
Opening of "Welcome Stranger"

at the Paramount topped "Going My
Way" by 850 admissions Wednesday
for a total of 21,128. Film also set a
one-hour ticket sale record, 2,425.
House opens at 8 a.m., plays six
shows.

Warner Dividend Voted
A quarterly dividend of 37^/^ cents

per share of common stock was voted
yesterday by the Warner board. It
is payable Oct. 3 to holders of record
Sept. 5.

(Continued from Page 1)

gineering Conference and Educa-
tional-Scientific Exhibit.

Officers in charge, in addition to
Loren L. Ryder, SMPE prexy, in-

clude: Donald P. Hyndman, Earl I.

Sponable, John A. Maurer, M. R.
Boyer, C. R. Keith, W. C. Kunzman,
G. T. Lorance, E. A. Bertram.
James Frank, Jr., is chairman of

the Atlantic Coast Section, general
convention chairman and in charge of

local arrangements.
Gordon A. Chambers is chairman

of the papers committee vdth R. T.
Van Nimen, Herbert Barnett, N. L.
Simmons and H. S. Walker as vice-
chairmen.

Theater Engineering Conference
papers committee is headed by Leon-
ard Satz, and includes Martin F.
Bennett, Charles Bachman, Donald
E. Hyndman, Paul J. Larsen, W. W.
Lozier, Charles S. Perkins, Harry
Anderson, Seymour Seider.

Registration and information com-
mittee includes: W. C. Kunzman,
Lester B. Isaac, Oscar F. Neu, Lee
E. Jones, Harry B. Braun. The S. &
E. Exhibit is being managed by Rob-
ert T. Kenworthy, W. W. Simmons,
Sidney B. Moss. In charge of 35 mm.
projection is H. F. Heidegger while
M. W. Palmer is handling 16 mm.
General office administration will be
conducted by Boyce Nemec, Tom
LoGiudice, Margaret C. Kelly, Helen
M. Stote. Harold Desfor is publicity
chairmian, assisted by Leonard Bid-
well, Don Gillette.

Audio-Visual Institute

Recommended By Naved
(Continued from Page 1)

Institute for the extension of audio-
visual educational work.

Project is to be established in col-

laboration with Northwestern Uni-
versity.

NAVED elected the following offi-

cers for the coming year: Merrimen
Holtz, president; Hazel Calhoun,
vice-president; Mrs. Roak Birch,
sec.-treas.; E. H. Stevens and M. L.
Stoeppelworth, directors-at-large.

D. K. Hammett, Portland, Me.; E.
E. Carter, Raleigh, N. C; Ernie
Ryan, Davenport, la., and Howard
Smith, Los Angeles, were elected
regional vice-presidents.

Bretaigne Windust to WB
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack L. Warner, Stu-

dio head, announced that Bretaigne
Windust, Broadway stage director,
will make his film debut as director
of "Winter Meeting" to star Bette
Davis.

Garson Signs New M-G-M Pact
Hollywood — Greer Garson has

signed a new long-term M-G-M con-
tract with Louis B. Mayer, head of
studio.

Gilbert Leaves Trans Int'l

Marc Gilbert has resigned as offi-

cer and director of Trans Interna-
tional Pictures Corp. of California
and is no longer affiliated with that
organization.

COminG and GOIIIC

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount veepee, flew
to the West Coast yesterday.

JOHN EBERSON, theater architect, returns
from Washington today.

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram president, cfVrived
yesterday in England.

A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal-lnternationci^ ^sis-
tont general sales manager, will return to New
York today from a tour of the company's South-
ern exchanges.

ROLAND WINTERS, new Charlie Chan in the
Monogram series, arrives in Hollywood tomorrow
for huddles with Producer James S. Burkett.

BEN GOETZ, head of M-G-M production in

England, and MRS. GOETZ; VICTOR SAVILL,

'

M-G-M director, and MRS. SAVILLE; HERBERT
STOTHART, M-G-M musical director at the
studio, and his wife and daughter; and ELIZA-
BETH TAYLOR, M-G-M star, and her mother,:
sail this morning on the Queen Mary for Eng-
land.

PHIL LAUFER, Allied Artists and Monogram
publicist, starts his vacation today.

I. E. LOPERT, foreign film distributor, sails'

from France today aboard the S.S. America for

New York.

DEWEY WRIGLEY, Paramount chief camera-
man; JAMES HAWLEY, osst. cameraman; GERD
OSWALD, contact man, and HAROLD LONG,
auditor, flew to London last night en route to

Berlin where they will join the production crew
for "A Foreign Affair."

Entertainment personalities sailing today via

the liner Queen Mary include: BEATRICE LIL-

LIE, comedienne; MARIA MONTEZ, film star;

JACK BUCHANAN, British musicomedy star;

JOHN GIELGUD, actor-producer; ROBERT FLEM-
ING, actor; ANDRE CHARLOT, theatrical man-
ager; DAVID E. ROSE, film producer.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, Univ.-lnt'l chief of

foreign operations, will fly today to the Coost
for studio conferences.

WILLIAM ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M re-

print, import and short subject departments,
has returned from a swing around M-G-M of-

fices in the South and Midwest.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, JR., is at the Waldorf-
Astoria from Beverly Hills.

HAROLD MALONEY, manager of Loew's Poli,

Worcester, and MRS. MALONEY are vacation-
ing in New York.

KARL KRUG, motion picture editor of the

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, in New York to

catch up with the Summertime shows.

CHARLES RAYMOND, Loew's Cleveland divi-

sion manager, is in New York for home office

visit.

PAUL GRAETZ, producer, is en route from
Hollywood to Paris via New York.

MR. and MRS. GEORGE PETERS of Rich-
mond, Va., are vacationing in New York. Peters
is manager of Loew's in that city.

AMBROSE CONROY, manager, Garrick, Chi-
cago, returned from a Northern vocation. M.
LEVY, B & K Cine, left for two weeks in the
same locality.

"Long Night" in 347 NE
Spots for Bally Opening

Boston—RKO's "The Long Night"
had a multiple New England pre-
miere Wednesday with 347 spots in

seven states participating.

Terry Turner, exploitation chief,

heads promotion for a series of Mock
Trials in connection with the picture,

proceeds of which will be turned
over to the Cancer Fund.

Aiding Turner are Ralph Bang-
hart, Alan Welder Maury Passero,
Douglas Beck and Hugh McKenzie.

Wallis Renews Jules Seltzer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal B. Wallis Produc-

tions has renewed the contract of
Jules Seltzer, its publicity director,
who has represented Wallis for three
years.
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U. K. Imposes 75%

Confisolory Duty

(Continued from Page 1)

w'-^!=^rime Minister Attlee first dis-

clavj,! J the remittance restriction.

The Treasury yesterday issued the
following instructions to all film im-
porters and shipping agents:

"As from midnight last night,

all imported exposed film, pro-

»
Tided it is registered or to be
registered under the Films
(Quota) Act, will be liable on
first importation to duty under
the Finance Act powers at the

rate of 300 per cent of the value

of the film. Exceptions are news

Leading industry figures reached

for comment in London yesterday
lucidly assailed the government
move.

Sir Alexander Korda stated: "It is

idiotic. We are incurring the ill will

of America while we are not saving

a dollar for at least a year."

Herbert Wilcox called it "The
worst conceived legislation ever. It

will mean the end of British films in

the U. S. market."

films, single copy films and
duplicate films, with Empire
films charged at 300 per cent less

five pence per foot,"

In application, this means a

75 per cent tax on net earnings

ajfter distributing and exploita-

tion costs have been deducted.

Thus hopes entertained that the

Labor Government contemplated

a freezing of the 75 per cent

were dashed.
The news of the Treasury's drastic

move spread thru Wardour St. and
the industry generally like wild-fire,

causing utter consternation in all

spheres.
British exhibitors saw the move

halting the steady flow of American
product on which they are largely

dependent, said frankly that British

output and re-issues could not en-

able them to stay open indefinitely.

And the loss of theater revenue

thus indicated necessarily would

raise havoc with British domestic

distribution and production.

It was little wonder that the trade

LjreetlriQA ^o9
Aug. 8

Sylvia Sidney Al W. Schwglberg
Joe Orlando Walter V. Derham

Phil Abrahams Sidney G. Aelxander
Sherry Hall John Hobble

Aug. 9
Fred Newmeyer Gerrit Lloyd

Ed Schwarz Dorothy Jerdoa
Nat Pendleton Charles Forrall

A. L. Pratchett
Aug. 10

Harry J. Gumbin W. Scott Andrus
Harry Bernstein
Walter Lang
Norma Shearer
Jos. R. Fleisler

Laurie Wiener

Sylvia Kotsock
Hugh Herbert
Pat Parrish

Dave Balaban

ALONG

Ringing Dotvti the Weeh's Curtain
• • • WEU, NOW YOU KNOW why Your Favorite Industry

Newspaper for a matter of months has pointed up the British situation

both in its news columns and editorially Why on June 19 it pub-

lished ail editoriaL "The British Situation—o showdown is near"

Why on June 25 it used its largest headline type for "U.K. Threatens

Heavy Duty" And why on July 30 an editorial, "Wanted: An Alter-

native to the Dalton duty plan/' appraised thoct day's meeting of the

MFAA board as "the most momentous held in years," forecast that the

crucial period from the trade viewpoint would be this week, warned
that the time for action was short, that "tomorrow, or the day after,

could be too late"

T T
• • • S. H. FABIAN might like to know that the Kinematograph

Weekly of July 10 knighted him Story on the then pending UA deal

referred to 'Sir Fabian". ... • Czech UN delegation inspected WB's

film exchange here yesterday. ... • Comeraman Joe Walker worked

on his 83rd pic, 'The Mating of Millie," on his 20th onniversary with

Columbia. ... • Although Violla Rubber has joined the Paul Small

agency to head its script dep't. shell go thru with her plan to produce

o ploy independently this Fall. ... • CoU Arthur Frudenfeld is in

charge of Cmcy Variety Club's "Variety Girl" premiere on the 26th. . . .

• Barney Oldfield, erstwhile Warners publicist, has been recalled by

the Army Orders take him back in the grade of Lieutenant-Colonel,

and to duty in the Special Projects Section, Public Information Division,

War Dept, Washington.

Funeral Services for

Mother of Abe Schneider

Funeral services were held yester-
day at the Riverside Chapel for Mrs.
Sarah Schneider, who died Wednes-
day. Interment was at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. Mrs. Schneider was the
mother of Abe Schneider, Columbia
vice-president and treasurer. Other
survivors are her four daughters,
Mrs. Morton Cohen, Mrs. Joseph
Spiegel, Mrs. Hyman Brasel and Mrs.
Jack Sussman.

here regarded the situation as wholly
chaotic and that despair reigned.

J. Arthur Rank, president of the

BFPA, whose global film empire
obviously was endangered by the

government move, had no statement
to make. Rank on Wednesday had
lunched with Dalton; today he
lunched with Sir Stafford Cripps,

president of the Board of Trade, and
again canvassed the situation.

American distributors met in closed

session yesterday afternoon and
their recommendations were relayed

to New York for consideration at the

MPAA's emergency board meeting
scheduled there this morning.

The CEA is calling an emergency
meeting of its executive committee
next Tuesday to map a course of

action.

Films already in Britain will not,

however, be subject to the ad valorem
duty; some months, therefore, will

elapse before the new duty can begin

to reduce the outflow of U. S. re-

mittances.

RKO Ad-Promotional
Department is Realigned

iCorvtinued from Page 1)

headed by S. Barrett McCormick,
Paul Hollister is chief of the new
Publicity Division, while Terry Tur-
ner tops the Field Exploitation sec-
tor.

Depinet said that the realignment
was "due to the rapidly expanding
activities of the company in the field

of advertising, exploitation and pub-
licity promotion both of the RKO
produced pictures and those of its

independent producers."

McCormick has been with the com-
pany for more than 15 years. Hollis-
ter, who joined RKO about 18 months
ago as Eastern studio rep., will also
continue with those duties. Turner
has headed the company's field ex-
ploitation staff for the past decade.

Petition for Jackson Park
Rehearing Denied by Court

(Continued from Page 1)

Sherman Minton thereby upheld the
ruling of District Judge Michael
Igoe which bans block-booking in

this city and limits Loop runs to two
weeks.
Company attorneys here are pre-

paring ito ask the Court for a stay of
the mandate in order to prepare their

appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court.

"Tights" Tradeshow Aug. 22
"Mother Wore Tights," 20th-Fox

Betty Grable, Technicolor number,
will be tradeshown locally Aug. 22.

Univ. Weighs Bianl(et

Releases in Key Spots

(Continued from Page 1)

emphasized that the curtailed British
revenue, plus the general difficulty
in obtaming funds for the balance of
the world market, would demand a
closer distribution-exhibition co-op.
The U-I sales department, it was

said, already has been advised about
the extra domestic load it must
carry.

Regarding the change in sales
policies, Scully intimated that it
may be expected that some move
will be made to modify clear-
ances in order to expedite dating
and liquidation, as it is the
opinion that all exhibitors ask
for tooi much clearance.
These three points were made in

Scully's statement:
(1) Exhibitors must recog-

nize that the general economy
of the American film industry
must be modified to meet the
critical situation that has de-
veloped in England and the world
in general.

(2) To cushion the shock
caused by this loss of revenue,
exhibitors must take the position
that they are partners in a com-
mon cause, and that they cannot
walk away from the responsi-
bility to help in increasing do-
mestic revenues.

(3) There must be an immed-
iate recognition of the fact that
it is impossible to realign costs
instantaneously, as top product
with top personalities and box-
office properties have greatly in-
creased in cost.
Scully emphasized the point that

U-I has now completed its trans-
formation to a program of limited
production of high-budget films, and
that this retooling has meant the in-
vestment of millions.

He stated that the type of product
that is forthcoming from the studio,
and which he will review during his
visit there, places the company in a
strategic position, not only to absorb
the present shock, but to fortify it-

self against any further impending
change in the economic conditions of
the world market.

$18,000,000 in Pix Ready
He pointed out that in the next

six months over $18,000,000 invest-
ment in product would be ready for
distribution.

Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern ad-
vertising director, will accompany
Scully to the studio. Advertising
plans will be formulated at the con-
ferences, with John Joseph, na-
tional director of advertising, presid-
ing at the advertising meetings.

Lcmcaster Rites Held
Wilmington, Del.—Funeral serv-

ices were held here for Tom Lancas-
ter, 74, retired actor and treasurer
of the Playhouse for the last 16
years. Lancaster died in the Jeffer-

son Hospital, Philadelphia, following
a brief illness.
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MPAA to Map Plans

For British Poiicy

(Continued from Page 1)

what-to-do policy ito be adopted to-
wards the L#abor Government's ac-
tion. The industry could do many
things: Press formally and vigor-
ously the treaty-violating charges
contained in the brief already filed

with the Government by Eric A.
Johnston, who will preside at to-

day's meeting; carry its case anew
to the White House, the State De-
partment, the Commerce Depart-
ment, and the Treasury; invoke re-
taliatory measures, including the
withdrawal of American pix from the
British market.

See Fewer U. S. Pix in U. K.

(U. S. distributors in London were
reported taking the view that the
Dalton levy was prohibitive, and that
there was little use in bringing in
further American pix.)
The second will be addressed to countering

the terrific blow dealt the eeonomT of the
American Industry g-enerally and Hollywood
particularly by the Iobs under the 7R per
cent duty, of more than $50,000,000 in

British earniners yearly. That there will be
drastic economies in production is certain,
sources close to the situation said last nle-ht

In some quarters, it was eue-?ested that
decision mieht be reached, if not today, then
later, to call in all cnncempd with T)rnduction
for a candid discussion of the situation.

(In Hollywood, studios were renorted con-
sideriner the deferment of commitments, if

possible, and the Inpiner off up to 30 per cent
of future production costs.)

Johnston, who reached New York yesterday
afternoon by plane from Spokane. Wash..
had no comment to make on the British
action, pending today's momentous meetine
with the board. It was impossible to con-
firm reports that he mig-ht fly to London fol-

lowiner today's meeting.
Still wholly in the realm of speculation

was the effect, if any, of the British rov-
emment's move upon the distribution and
exhibition of British product on this side.

"We'll just have to carry on," commented
one exec.

AUport Adviseg MFAA
Meanwhile, from London Fayette Allport

advised the MPAA that under the new Trea-
sury impost if gross rentals of an American
pic imported by the U. K. from now on total

$1,200,000. only $310,000 of such rentals
can be remitted.
The British Treasury's own press notice ex-

plaining: its action said:
"The main chang:e made by the Order is

that an ad valorem duty of 300 per cent is

substituted for the specific duty of 5 pence
per foot in the case of imported films ree-
istered or intended to be registered for public
exhibition in this country. This duty Is an
ad valorem duty of rustoms chargeable on
the value at importation. The whole of the
value will be attributed to the first copy
imported on or after Aug'. 7 and duplicates

of films which have borne this duty will re-

main chargeable at the old specific rate.

Where, as is usual, a film is not imported for
outright sale, the value will be provisionally
calculated by reference to the anticipated net

STORK REPORTS

Garden Grove, la.—F. L. Lisbona,
Jr., owner and manager of the Linde
Theater at Garden Grove, is the
father of a baby girl, named Mar-
jorie Anna.

Muscatine, la.—Clarence Jameson,
owner of the Amuzu Theater at Mus-
catine, is the father of a new son,
Carl William.

British Filxn Duty Crisis
... a catastrophic situation

(Continued from Page 1)

industry fields, but this thought should be borne in mind as the trade moves to place

its house in order:

American production, distribution and exhibition have successfully weathered other

crises which at the time they developed were as gravely regarded.

TO say that they cannot or will not solve the problem spelled by the shrinkage of

' some $51,000,000 in annua! British revenues is to sell the industry—and its; leader-

ship—very sfiort indeed.

The situation is such, however, that there is little or no time to devise or rely upon

a long range program. Economic statesmanship is the prime requisite of the moment;
and the need is highly urgent.

If the American industry is denied $51,000,000 in British revenue, and millions more
from other foreign markets—and already two Dominions are reported weighing similar

action—a dramatic realignment of industry thinking and planning is inevitable.

For the heavy impact on industry economy of the Attlee-Dalton move, consider this:

In 1946, seven of the major companies reported net earnings of $119,405,745. Sub-

tract the $51,000,000—representing 75 per cent of the $68000000 which American

companies have been remitting to this side—and you have $68,405,748. Which means
that the seven-company net on that basis would be virtually the heretofore prevailing

British remittance figure.

o

pORTUNATELY, there is this silver lining of sorts for the American industry: The
' annual averajie agsrregate earnings of the seven companies for the 12-year period,

1934-1945, was $34788 390, and the annual average aggregate earnings of the seven

companies for 1940-1945 period was $47,576,943.

A matter of simple arithmetic tells you that the $68,405,748 mentioned above is

still $20,828 805 better than the $47,576,943.

In essence, what the American industry must do is to not only assure that domestic

earnings are held at the present level but that they are materially improved in the

months ahead.

^^BVIOUSLY, there is a multiple approach to that.

^^ Patently, there must be a tailoring of production to a new financial pattern,

making sure that there is cost conservation, not horizontal retrenchment. The impli-

cations here are readily apparent. To cite one: More good pictures brought in on

budgets of $1000000, fewer at $3.000000. Can a good picture be made for that

amount? Well, there was "The Killers"; and "Crossfire."

Secondly, there must be a concentrated effort to further build the domestic motion

oicture audience and attendance. Can that be done? It can. It calls essentially for

two things: Better olctures. Intensified and more extensive advertising.

Remember, 60,000.(KX) Americans are now employed—a record for all time. And
every one is a potential customer for every film. But you can't bring the potential

oatron to the box-office unless you tell him again . . . and again . , , and again that

vou have something he simply must see. Parenthetically, importantly, you cannot induce

the exhibitor to sell the patron unless he himself has been sold—a thought ever to

bear in mind.

Remember, too, that "Gimbel's does tell MacyV daily in white space well filled

with a selling message.

AS still another facet of the multiple approach, read what the very astute William
** A. Scully, Universal-fnt'l sales chief, has to say in today's news columns, with

special reference to sales policy alteration looking to a more rapid liquidation of

oroduct. Scully notes that this probably would mean blanket key city releases of all

U-l oix with clearances modified to expedite dating and liquidation.

SRO with "Duel in the Sun" has demonstrated iust what can be achieved with so-called

sat^iration bookings; there is no copyright on the pattern.

Finally, for cold—and dubious—comfort this : As difficult as the plight of the American
industry mav be, that of the British trade is many, many times worse. Sheer chaos

nrevails in Wardour St., in the British studios and in the British theaters. The Labor

Government is by way of gravely if not mortally wounding one of its own great indus-

tries.

nro'vpds. nf which H will, nn this basis, be
thp ^nhif> and % (i.e. three finieo the value)
will become pavable as duty to the Customs.
The Customs will release such film upon de-
Tiosit of duty pending' arranpements for fix-
ing' final value.

"Empire films are not excepted from the
ad vnlorem rate of duty but will retain their
pvisling preferential margin."

Alterations for Broadway
The Broadway Theater, under

lease to UA, closed last night for a
short period to permit alterations.

WB Sets "Vdley" Release
"Deep Valley" will be first regular

national Warner release for 1947-48
season. Distribution date is Sept. 1.

FxhibHors Lo«?e Fight on
Twin Cities 5% Amuse. Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

comes law will be tested on the
grounds that it is discriminatory and
violates uniformity ruling's in State
Statutes. Trailers which have been
shown in protest will be continued.
NCA will demand a referendum
which will nullify the Council's ac-

tion.

An alternative proposal is a tax
on soft drinks. If this measure goes
through, local Coca Cola bottling
company will oppose it as a tax on
food.

Name Com. Heads to

Bally New Ad Code

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Advertising and Publicity
Directors Committee of the'"''-^AA,
outlined details and appoints °'nem-
bers to handle individual angles of
the campaign at a meeting in the St..

Moritz Hotel.
Aiming at an objective of high ad-

vertising standards throughout the
industry through a process of self-

regulation to assure decency and
good taste, Schlaifer said it was the
Council's determination to "carry the
doctrine of self responsibility to
every segment, every individual and
to the outmost periphery of our art."

The various committee heads who
will carry through the campaign de-
tails are: Maurice A. Bergman, inde-

pendent exhibitor contacts ; Curtis
Mitchell, circuit exhibitor contacts;
S. Barret McCormick, exchange area
contacts; Si Seadler, trade press;
Ben Serkowich, press books; Steve
Edwards, independent producers;

'

Paul Benjamin, vendors; Paul La-

!

zarus, Jr., radio; Mort Blumenstock,
non-trade publishers.
Attending the meeting were : Berg-

man and Hank Linet, U-I; Stanley
j

Shuford, Para.; Ben. Serkowich, Col.;
j

Howard LeSieur, UA; McCormick,
RKO; Ulric Bell, 20th-Fox; Tom;
Waller, MPAA.

Paramount's Six Months
Earnings Under 1946

(Continued from Page 1)

ending last month the company es-

timated earnings at $17,407,000. Fig-
ure for 1946 was $21,792,000.

Second quarter 1947 figure is

equivalent to $1.11 per share on
7,118,872 shares outstanding at the

time compared with $1.36 for the

1946 quarter on 7,504,272 shares
which represent 3,752,136 shares

then outstanding adjusted for the

two-for-one stock split in July, 1946.

On the same stock basis 1947 earn-

ings for the first six months of this

year represent $2.45 per share com-
pared with $2.90 per share for the

1946 period.

The Paramount board yesterday
declared a dividend of 50 cents per
share on common stock payable Sept.

26 to holders of record Sept. 5.

!(

SICK LIST
P. J. WOOD, ITO of Ohio executive sec-

retary, is reported "doing nicely" following

a heart attack at Columbus, 0.

BERT HOLST, chief of the 20th-Fox and

Movietonews libraries in the East, who has

been laid up for months, is now back

on the job.

HELEN BECKERMAN, manager of Cen
tury's College Theater in Brooklyn has taken

a three-month leave of absence to recup-

erate from a recent illness. She will spend

the period in Hollywood.
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RCA Shows New Light-Weight ISMM Projector
RBOUT THE
TRADE

p. G. C. VERVLOET, representative of

' Lindeteves-Stokvis, Amsterdam, distrib-

utors for Victor Animatograph Corp.,

Davenport, la., was a recent visitor at the

Victor factory where he discussed distribu-

tion problems with Lincoln V. Burrows, Vic-

tor's general sales manager, and Eldon Im-
hoff, utilization consultant. . . . Vervloet

told of the difficulties of importing 16mm
projectors into his native Holland. ... He
also directs distribution of Victor equipment
in the Dutch colonies including war-torn

Java, about which he had interesting tales

to tell. . . • Neil Robinson and Tom
Barrow, have taken over management of

the Gulf Theater, Brownsville, Fla.

r^LEMCO ENTERPRISES, INC.,
^^ West Palm Beach, Fla., a subsid-
iary of Telenews Theaters, Inc., has
bought the old City Hall and will take
possession of the building in ]uly,

1948. . . . Herbert Scheftel of New
York is president of Telenews, and
Alfred Burger, secretary. . . . Handling
the transaction is Bernard Wall, vice-

president. . . . Clemco Enterprises has
also taken a 20-year lease to operate a
moving picture house on the Gruber
Arcade property. ... • John Moffitt
Theaters, Chipley, Fla., has purchased
the Vance Theater and will immed-
iately remodel the place. . . . Moffitt
Theaters are now located in Annison,
Montgomery and Ft. Deposit, Alabama,
and this is their first acquisition out-
side the state.

>ANCELLATICN of a permit for the

' remodeling of the Rex Theater on E.

(Continued on Page 7)

Laheside Drive-in
Has Wet-Free Booth
Detroit—The booth of the Walled

Lake Drive-in Theater, through an
unusual construction is two feet

lower than the lake surface, while re-

maining completely moisture-proof.

Design is said by the owners of the

theater, Edmund J. Papineau and
Walter L. Rickens, to be applicable

to many other types of building con-

struction and is now being patented.

39-Pound "400" Model
Radically New in Design
Offers Innovations

Post-war RCA 16 mm. sound mo-
tion picture projector, radically new
in design, equipped with new opera-
tional features, and lighter in weight
than any previous standard-size 16
mm. sound projector, has been an-
nounced by the RCA 16 mm. Motion
Picture Equipment Section.
Weighing 39 pounds and newly

(Continued on Page 6)

Associated To Build

Michigan Drive-ins

Detroit — Associated Theaters of
Michigan, now operating 20 theaters
in Michigan, Ohio, and Minnesota, is

planning a construction program of
open air theaters that will make the
circuit not only the first regular the-
ater operator in the state to go into
the outdoor show field, but the larg-

(Continued on Page 8)

New Aussie Contpany
Readies IGnttn Outfit
Sydney (By Cable)—Radio & Film

Services, Ltd. has been registered

here and will be manufacturing a new
I6mm outfit to be known as the

"Kinray" a machine which has been
in the experimental stage for some
time. Production will commence in

two months on this all Australian

designed air-cooled outfit with a

special gear-shift on the side to per-

mit the use of either silent or sound
film. Advertising shorts and other

films will also be made by the com-
pany.

Kerasotes Add 111. Stand
Making 13 For Territory

Highland, 111. — Kerasotes The-
aters of Springfield, controlled by
Gus, Louis and George Kerasotes,
which has been operating the 650-
seat Lory Theater here under a lease
for the past eight years, recently
completed the purchase of the the-
ater building from Mrs. Emma Lory.

(Continued on Page 4)

Internationai Seats

Relax Clii> Audiences

Chicago— International Seats are
getting a strong play here, accoi-ding
to reports received from Balaban &
Katz, who are spending large sums
re-seating many of the chain's
stands.
Harding Theater recently received

2,100 International seats with spec-

(Continued on Page 7)

Dassow, With NTS 17 Yrs.

To Join Bendsen Co. Sept. I

Chicago—Bill Dassow, for 17 years
associated with the National Theater
Supply Co., has resigned effective
Sept. 1. Dassow will join the C.
Bendsen Company of Decatur, 111.,

(Continued on Page 6)

Ampro Introduces 16MM Silent
Projector Has Automatic Safety Shutter

Kroehler Ups Seating
From Mass. To Calif.

Chicago—Kroehler Push-Back in-

stallations were reported on the up-
surge from Massachusetts to Cali-
fornia. Following is a list of new in-

stallations:

Rialto Theater, Tucson, Ariz; Jef-
ferson Theater, Foth Wayne, Ind.;

Tiffin Theater, Chicago, 111.; Delman
(Continued on Page 4)

Chicago—Greater simplicity and
advanced performance are two ad-
vantages claimed for the new "Im-
perial" silent 16 mm. projector de-
veloped by the Ampro Corp.
A light, compact and easily port-

able 16 mm. silent projector for
home use, industry, church, class-

rooms and auditoriums . . . which
provides maximum illumination with
smooth, silent performance, projector
is equipped with 400 ft. reel, 2-inch

(Continued on Page 4)

23 Inch Overall Depth
Makes Installation Easy
In Smaller Theaters

To bring to small theaters with
seating capacity up to 1,000, at a
cost within the means of smaller
houses, the quality of reproduction
which Altec Lansing's larger "Voice
of the Theater" speaker systems
have already demonstrated in first-
run houses, Altec Lansing Corp. has
perfected and put on the market the
new "800" "Voice of the Theater"
speaker system.

Altec engineers emphasize six

(Continued on Page 4)

$ Half-Million Tenn.

Theater Project Set

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Construction
on the first of four new motion pic-
ture houses here, representing a total
development of $500,000 will start in

mid-September.
Dr. V. A. Avakian, physician of

Rossville, Ga., will finance the proj-
ects which will consist of the follow-
ing proposed theaters:
The Lyric, at 1407 Dodds Ave.,

(Continued on Page 6)

Natco Promotes Yankie
To Educational Director

Natco, Inc., Chicago, announces
the promotion of Russell H. Yankie,
Southern district sales manager, to
the newly created position of educa-
tional director for its motion picture
projection equipment.
With Yankie in this new post,

(Continued on Page 8)

Duhray Leaves B&H;
Hadingham Succeeds
Chicago — Announcement was

made yesterday of the retirement of

Joseph Dubray as manager of the

professional equipment division of

Bell & Howell Co., after 20 years of

service. Dubray expects to sail to

France shortly and establish a home
there. Ronald Hadingham is slated to

succeed Dubray as manager, company
sources revealed.
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Set Theater Project

For Charlotte, N. C.

Charlotte, N. C—H. B. Meiselman,
Charlotte theaterman, has purchased
property in the 3300 block of Tucka-
seege Road, and will erect a the-
ater and shopping center. The prop-
erty was purchased from Worth
Harris, Charlotte business man.
Meiselman said that although he

planned the same type of develop-
ment announced by Harris, he n^ight
make some architectural changes in
the center. In addition to the the-
ater the center will contain space for
a drug store, super market, barber
shop and beauty parlor.
He said that the theater would

contain about 700 seats and will be
named the Colony. The center will
be constructed of brick, concrete and
steel and is expected to cost $200,000.
Construction of the theater will be-
gin when a Government permit can
be secured, but the stores may be
begun immediately.
Meiselman is the operator of the

Manor Theater in Charlotte and also
operates theaters in other North and
South Carolina communities. In addi-
tion he has announced plans for the
construction of the Fox Theater on
E. Morehead St., the Center on S.
Tryon, and the Ritz, a Negro theater,
on E. Seventh St. He has also an-
nounced plans for the construction of
a 2,000-seat theater, the Radio City.
in his building on S. Tryon.

Bell & Howell Announces
New Film Defect Indicator

Chicago—Designed for the rapid
and thorough mechanical inspection
of 16 mm. sound and silent film per-
forations, a new Film Defect Indi-
cator is announced by the Bell &
Howell Co.
As film is wound through the ma-

chine, the perforations are mechanic-
ally inspected, and when a broken or
damaged perforation is encountered,
a warning light calls the attention
of the operator to the imperfection.
The Film Defect Indicator was so

designed that it may be removed
from its base and mounted on a Bell
& Howell Filmotion Viewer base,
thus combining the Indicator and the
splicer in one unit for rapid inspec-
tion and repair. Since the Indicator
is fitted to take the standai-d B & H
connecting rods, it may be used be-
tween B & H Heavy Duty Rewinds,
oi- it may be set up in series to be-
came part of the complete Bell &
Howell Filmotion Editor.

Norman Olsen, DeVry's Export Mgr. Bach to Chi.
From Glohe-Circling. Six Weeks* Sales Trip

Norman D. Olsen, export manager of the DeVry Corporation, pioneer Chicago

manufacturer of motion picture equipment, has returned to his headquarters in

the main DeVry Chicago plant after completing a six week 'round the world sales

and goodwill tour.

Traveling by air exclusively, Olsen visited franchised DeVry distributors in

24 countries, and appointed new distributors for the entire DeVry line of motion

picture equipment in Italy, Portugal and Spain.

Capitol to be Allowed
Lobby, Front Rebuilding

Middletown, Conn. — The Public
Works Department of Middletovsm
has issued a permit for re-building
the front and lobby of the Capitol
Theater building in that city. Renova-
tions, when completed are expected
to completely modernize the theater.
The permit went to Benjamin F.
Poriss, with the estimated cost at

$15,000.
Work on the front and lobby is

expected to begin next week with an
installation of a new marquee and
the changing of the location of the
ticket booth. The lessee of the prop-
erty, Middlesex Enterprises, is carry-
ing on the work to complete the reno-
vation program which began . last

year.

Drive-ins Mushroom
In the Chicago Area

Chicago—More Drive-In theaters
are coming, with the opening re-

cently of the Sykes Drive-In, Bloom-
ington, and the Alliance circuit drive-
in theater in Anderson, Indiana. A
drive-in is being planned for Spring-
field by the Sykes interests and a
new company has been formed in

Peoria, by Arleigh Davis and Asso-
ciated, with a capitol of 2,000 shares
to build and operate a drive-in for
that city. Plans for more Chicago
drive-ins are on the planning boards
with one projected for the South End
of the city. Lack of raw materials
is the only stumbling block, the pro-
moters report.

I New Fiberglas Mat
i For Adv. and Decorations

American Seats Replace
Ala. Stands 44 Yr. Olds

Monroeville, Ala.—New seats from
the American Seating Co. are being
installed in Mom-oe County court-
room at a cost of $1,200, the first new
seating facilities since 1903.

wtsupptr BLACK LIGHTS *"'""

FLUORESCENT AND LUMINESCENT MATERIALS

BLACK LIGHT PRODUCTS
67 East Lake Street Chicago 1, III.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For Hoipitat — Clean Rett Roemi

ASK YOUR DEALER

Toledo, O.—Development of a new
type Fiberglas mat for use in the
advertising and display field as a
decorative background, and also as a
reinforced material in decorative
plastic foundations, has been an-
nounced by the Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corp., Toledo. The new
mat is sunfast, and moisture and
shrink proof. Supplied in rolls 25
feet long and 36 inches wide, the
mat is composed of Fiberglas yarns
laid down in a svsarl pattern and
bonded with resin. Colors are yellow,
red, wine, green, blue, and black.

Chi. Theaters Get 5 Mos.
To Clear Bldg. Violations

Chicago— City council committee
extended to Dec. 31 the completion
period for hotels and theaters who
have fire and building violations, dis-

covered as a result of the campaign,
to make the public buildings safe,
following the disastrous LaSalle
Hotel fire last year which took 61
lives.

Hupp Metal Works Offer
Crowd Control Equipment

Hard-to-get crowd control and the-
ater hardware items as chain core
ropes, posts, rope ends, sand urns
and ticket ofiice and stair railings
are now immediately available at
factory-low prices at Hupp Metal
Works Co., New York.
Company's stocks also include door

grips and "Push" and "Pull" bars in
a variety of styles and metals.

IF YOU BUY
STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR

CONTACT mmNATIONAL TICKIT'.]

Your needs supplied ef-
ficiently with Roll, Machine

'vfi; Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

:|||: Samples, prices on re-

liil-. quest.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Sales offices in New York and
Principal Cities

1

Solar Speeds Delivery on
Fonda Film Developers

Solar Aircraft Co., San Diego.
Calif., announces that since early
this year delivery has been made on
an increasing number of its Fonda
Film Developing Machines, a new
field successfully entered by the com»em
pany at the close of the war as \s of

part of its diversification program.
"

Included among recent deliveries are
16 mm. positive 45 ft. per minute,
combination 16/35 mm. positive and
negative 40 ft. per minute, 16 mm.
positive 65 ft. per minute, and com-
bination 16/35 mm. negative 35 ft.

per minute machines.
The Fonda Developing Machine is

rapidly becoming the accepted stand-
ard for quantity film processing in

production laboratories throughout
the world. Many standard models
are offered, and one of them is sure
to meet the requirements confronting
any particular laboratory. They are
available in 16 mm. and 16/35 mm.
versions for handling positive, neg-
ative, reversal, sound track, micro-
film, or color work. The exclusive
patented Fonda top-friction drive
assures trouble-free operation at
minimum cost.

DeVry Disposes of Its

16MM. Film Rental Library

Chicago—The DeVry Corp., manu-
facturers of motion picture equip-
ment, has disposed of its 16 mm.
Film Rental Library to the Amer-
ican Film Registry, 28 E. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, operated by Lee
Robins who is widely known through-
out the 16 mm. film industry.

Cinematograph International, Inc.

Exclusive Export Distributors of

Famous Equipment Lines

Immediate Inquiries Considered

from Manufacturers Desiring

Export Market Through Com-
petent Travelling Representa-

tion.

Joe Hornstein, Inc.

630 Ninth Ave., New York City

CI 6-6285

Bow Belt Drive-in

St. Joseph, Mo.—The Belt Drive-In
at the intersection of Highways 36
and 71, has been opened by Missouri
Motor Movies, controlled by C. H.
Martin, Jr., L. E. Pope and W. E.
Whaley, all of Kansas City, Mo.
There is space for 600 automobiles

|
on the 18-acre site.
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Focus on the future

MORE and more in the months ahead, your theatre grosses

will depend on the high quality of sound that your

sound system beams to the ears of your patrons — ears con-

stantly becoming more critical and disaiminating.

More and more, your box office will depend on the high

quality of sound service: it will depend on the progiessive

Altec development of tested methods to make your equip-

ment keep pace with the improvements on the way— and

there are still more coming upl

For this high-calibre, wnt/oied/'eye-on-the-future" service,

more theatres depend on Altec than on any other service

organization in America.

Because Altec Service is nationwide, there is an Altec Serv-

ice man ready to roll up his sleeves and go to work now, in

your theatre, wherever in America it is located.

Branch Offices

in all Principal

Cities In the U. S.

250 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

Altec Lansing "Voice of the Theatre" Spealter Systems

are the choice of major first-run houses throughout the United

States; they now are in the review rooms of all the producing

studios; they are already installed in theatres ofall seating capacities

where exhibitors insist on thj

finest quality of reproduction that

money can buy. America's lead-

ing electrical engineers consider

Altec Lansing "Voice of the

Theatre" Speaker Systems clearly

above comparison with any other

speaker systems on the market. See

your dealer or Altec representa-

tive for complete information.

Stock Points are

Strategically Placed

Throughout the U. S.

1161 NORTH VINE STREET
HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIFORNIA

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER
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Plastic Paint Adopted

On Warner Sets

Test Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new type of plastic

jflaint, developed during- the war as a

protective covering for metal on aii'-

eraft, tanks and other vehicles, has

been converted by Warners studio

paint department for use on all

future production sets.

Kno\\Ti under the trade name of

Speed Release, the new paint can be

sprayed on in place of wallpaper. It

peels off easily, allowing ready con-

version of flats for new backgrounds.
First experimental use of the

plastic paint was made in the filming

of "Possessed," and it is now being
utilized on the Technicolor produc-
tion, "Romance in High C."
Another improvement at the War-

ner studio is the installation, now
in progress, of giant 20-foot rotary-

type cooling fans in all 22 sound
stages. The fans have been under
construction for the past year.

Burns Sets Modern Supply
With N.W. RCA Franchise

Ampro Introduces 16MM Silent

Projector HaslAutomatic Safety Shutter

(Continued

super lens and standard accessories.

Ampro is calling particular atten-

tion to its new Swing-Out-Gate.
_
It

permits easy inspection and cleaning

of aperture plate and pressure shoe,

without disturbing the focus of the

projection lens. Another convenient
feature is the new Cordomatic Type
Power Cord Attachment— the line

cord is attached to the machine and
rewinds automatically in base.

Other noteworthy features: Still

picture button for stopping any
frame indefinitely—automatic safety

shutter prevents damage to film.

Film movement can be reversed by
switch, without stopping projector

—

from Page 1)

this permits humorous projection

effects. Fast automatic rewind with-

out transferring of reels or belts.

Pilot light facilitates threading and
' operation in darkened room— easy
threading system saves time. Power-
ful fan ventilates high wattage lamps
adequately, whether projector is

running forward or backward.
The Ampro "Imperial" operates

with any standard prefocused based
projection lamp, T12 envelope or less,

750 watts or less. It is equipped with
2-inch coated super projeczion lens,

speed F:1.6. It can be used on both
D.C. or 25 to 60 cycles A.C., 105 to

125 volts.

Altec's "800 Voice'

For Small Theaters

Portland, Ore.—Selom Burns, with
RCA in Seattle for the past 17 years,

has formed the Modern Theater Sup-
ply Co. and has been granted the
franchise for every type of RCA the-

ater equipment, including seats and
projection machines, for the district

of Washington, Oregon, Northern
Idaho, Montana and Alaska.
Burns has taken a long-time lease

on the new building under construc-
tion at 2400 Third Ave., which will

be ready for occupancy about Sept. 1.

Burns will have some pioneer the-

ater equipment men with him, in-

cluding Everett Clawson, formerly
of Oregon; Lee Scott, 13 years with
National Theatre Supply, and John
Peterson, recently out of the Navy.
Latter will be stationed at Portland
and in charge of Portland trade area
for the new concern.

Theater-Bii Center I Unique Milk Bar

Set for Columbus

Columbus, 0.—Million dollar "re-

gional shopping center" including

a 1,200-seat theater, designed to

revolutionize the city's merchandis-
ing system and ease downtown park-

ing, is being planned for construction

on East Broad St., just outside the

city. Don M. Casto, real estate oper-

ator and developer, said the shopping
center will be erected on a 13-acre

site. It will be the first of four simi-

lar layouts planned for various sec-

tions of the city. A department store,

two chain groceries, a drug, furniture

and variety store are planned. Con-
struction on the general project is set

to begin by next Spring.

Quimby to Build $600 G
Ft. Wayne Theater Center

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Shopping cen-
ter, to include a theater and bowling
alley, will be built by the Helen M.
Quimby Realty Corp., Fort Wayne,
Ind., just West of the Oakdale Bridge
on the Bluffton Road, at an estimated
cost of $600,000.
The proposed theater, to seat 2,000

persons, will be named Clyde in

memory of the late Clyde Quimby.
From the theater, the shopping cen-

ter will extend in a right angle.
Parking space will be provided both
in front of the stores and in the
rear of the building. Other features
of the center include a covered drive-

way through the building, canopies
the entire length of the building, and
a large parkway with an electrically-

operated fountain.

Slaton Slated Sept 1

Slaton, Tex.—C. D. Leon, head of
the Leon Circuit, has announced that
his new house here, the Slaton, will

open here about Sept. 1.

Kroehler Ups Seating
From Mass. To Calif.

(Continued from Page 1)

Theater, Dallas, Tex.; Burke Theater,
Burke, S. D.; Locust Theater, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Hollywood Theater, At-
lantic City, N. J.; San Miguel The-
ater, San Miguel, Calif.; Ojai The-
ater, Ojai, Calif.; Studio Theater,
Richmond, Calif.; Carlton Theater,
Detroit, Mich.; Astor Theater, Bos-
ton, Mass.; Clark Theater, Chicago,
111.; Olean Theater, Olean, N. Y.

In New Akron Stand

Strand Sold to Cobb
Pleasantville, la. — The 245-seat

Strand has been sold by Dr. H. 0.
Cobb of Des Moines, to H. V. Mul-
lins, also of Des Moines, who also

operates theaters in Ankeny, Car-
lisle and Mitchellville. Worth Fee
continues as manager of the Strand.

Akron, O.—Believed to be the first

theater in the country to be equipped
with a milk bar, to serve ice cream
and fountain drinks to customers
after the show and between features,
the newly-built 997-seat Lyn Theater,
on E. Waterloo Rd. at Brown St.,

Akron, opened last month. The milk
bar can accommodate 100, at tables
for four, and at a long counter with
25 stools. It is located on the mezza-
nine, which has two large windows
from which customers can watch the

screen while getting their refresh-
ments. The film sound track is car-

ried to the mezzanine by means of

loud speakers. The walls of the milk
bar are sound-proofed.
Another new feature of the new

$250,000 house is its staggered rows,
as well as wide spaces between rows.
Theater has sound-proof walls and
ceilings, a sound-proof booth with
modern projection equipment, an
automatic gas heating and air-con-

ditioning apparatus, and a parking-

space larger than an entire city

block. Entire theater was planned,
designed, and decorated by Guy A.
Spayne, owner-manager.

(Continued from Page 1)

major developments achieved in the
new "800." They are: (1) live screejgjj^

presence, which brings new sensitives qj
ness and intimacy to dialogue se--*-'

quences; (2) higher intelligibility, to
relieve auditors' aural strain in fol-

lowing complicated and fast-moving
plot development; (3) a true bass re-
production that clearly articulates,

and makes easily identifiable musical
sounds now undistinguishable from
one another; (4) a greater operating
dependability, achieved through the
development of new structural prin-
ciples; (5) smooth frequency re-

sponse covering the entire range of
frequencies now recorded on the
sound track; and (6) high acoustic
efficiency that prevents distortion in

the sound caused by overloading the
amplifier.

A notable feature of the "800" as
it affects installation problems is its

overall depth, 23 inches. Extreme
shallowness of depth makes possible
the installation of the "800" in many
small houses where the limited space
between the screen and the back wall
has always constituted a problem.
Low shipping weight, 298 pounds
has the thrift advantage of holding
down shipping costs.

Sell Paxtang Theater

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Paxtang
Theater has been sold by Samuel
Frank, Atlantic City, N. J., and Myer
Adelman, Camden, N. J., to Samuel
Goldstein, Washington, according to

a deed filed for record at the Dauphin
County Courthouse. The considera-
tion was $15,000 subject to a $10,000
mortgage, according to the deed.

Berlo Vending^s Dist. Mgr. Has Unique Salesroom
In Converted $5,000 Bus With Selling Gadgets

Columbus, 0.—H. K. McGowan, district manager of the Berlo Vending Co.,

Cincinnati, covering Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky, is making theater man-
agers he calls on envious of his combination rolling home, office and display

room. It's a $5,000 converted bus, purchased from the Southeast Trailways, In-

dianapolis. He has a streamlined popcorn warmer, candy counter, soft blinks,

chairs, built-in cabinets, alcohol range and a gadget-equipped sink. "Sales results

are terrific," said he. "There's nothing better than an actual popcorn demonstra-
tion while the prospect is relaxed ove ra cold bottle of beer from my refrigerator."

Kerasotes Add 111. Stand,
Making 13 For Territory

(Continued from Page 1)

The purchase of the Lory makes a
total of 13 theater buildings in South-
ern Illinois actually owned by the
Kerasotes interests.

Val Portwood, manager of the
Lory for the past several years, will
continue in that post.
The purchase of the building in-

cluded a 50-foot frontage that also
includes the Columbia Hotel. The
structure has a depth of 140 feet.
The sale did not include a building
erected several years ago to house
facilities for cooling the theater but
under the terms of the purchase the
new owners have access to that
building so long as the building is

used for its present purposes.
Henry Lory originally purchased

the hotel and theater building in
1915 from A. P. Mosimann, and
operated the Columbia Opera House
and Columbia Hotel until his death
in 1932. Following his passing, the
motion picture theater was re-
modeled and modernized, a new front
being added and a portion of the
stage was eliminated. The name was
changed to the Lory Theater. In
August, 1939, the theater was leased
to Kerasotes brothers.

Odom Drive-In Bowing
Oklahoma City, Okla.—Scheduled

for early opening this month is the
opening of the new $150,000 Odom
Drive-In Theater here. Theater,
1,000 cars, features double gravel
ramps which curve to face the center
of the screen. The screen is 208 feet
from the projection room.
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The psisswords io

bigger box office

WITH "National" High-Intensity Projec-

tor Carbons in your lamp houses, you

have the most efficient source of light, provid-

ing an ideal combination of brightness and

color balance, available to any theatre. In fact,

you've got the most powerful light, for this

purpose, in the world. It is like a tiny sun. The

light of a "National" projector carbon arc is

snow white, perfect for bringing out detail

and full rich color.

The cost of "National" ProjectorArc Carbons
is negligible when compared to other operating

costs. And yet their sparkling white light is the

best box-office insurance you can get. It pro-

duces better pictures . . . pleases your patrons

. . . and keeps your ticket seller busy.

For Perfection in Pliotography and Projection, Use the Carbon Arc.

The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation ^

.

•
. die

.-"*

. 30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17. N. Y,

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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$ Half-Million Tenn.

Theater Project Set

(Continued from Page 1

1

with dimensions of 50 x 150 feet and

a seating capacity, including balcony,

of 1,000. Estimated cost, $75,000;

the Hippodrome, at North St. Marks
and Brainerd Road, 75 x 100 feet.

Estimated cost $200,000 for the Hip-

podrome and the Orpheum, of same
dimensions, to be built in North
Chattanooga. Plans for the Majestic,

to be located at Red Bank, are on the

drawing boards.
Architect for the Lyric Theater

building is C. W. Speight, of the firm

of Speight & Hibbs, Clarksville. Dr.

Avakian did not announce the names
of architects for the other buildings,

but stated that his son, Lewis, who
for 16 years has been manager of

motion picture theaters, would assist

him in the operation of the new
group of film houses.

THEATER DEALS

Dassow, With NTS 17 Yrs.

To Join Bendsen Co. Sept. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

manufacturers of theater marquees
and store fronts. Dassow started

with National 17 years ago in New
York City and has been manager of

the Chicago offices for the past nine

years.

Temple's New Owner
St. Lawrence, S. D.—Dale and Joe

Roalstad recently purchased the

Temple here. Former will manage.

Fourth House for Mullins
Pleasantville, la.— H. V. Mullins

has added his foui'th house in the

purchase of the Strand here. Admis-
sion prices have been upped.

Vucovick Buys Pen
Pensacola, Fla.— O. L. Germany

has sold his interest in the Pen The-

ater to Clinton F. Vucovick, oper-

ator of the house.

Texas Sold to Turner

Corsicana, Tex.—^V. E. Hamm has

sold his Texas Theater here to Cliff

Turner, Jr. and B. L. Hagle, two
World War II veterans.

Swanston Sells Interest

Emmetsburg, la. — R. A. Davis,

who formerly owned the Empress
Theater in Rockwell City, la., has

succeeded A. J. Swanston as manager
of the 600-seat Iowa Theater. Swans-
ton, long-time operator of the Iowa,

recently sold his interest to the

Emmetsburg Theater Corp.

NATIOHAL
^ BETTER THEATRE LIGHTING

MODERN, DECORATIVE
LIGHTING FIXTURES

Drest up your Iheafre— win the admiration of your patrons.

F
NATIONAL offers you o wide variety of smart designs styled by leading

manufacturers.

. Comp/ete /ight/ng for

i \ AUDITORIUM • FOYER • LOBBY • DIRECTIONAL SIGNS

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

FOR EVERY THEATRE NEED

DISTRIBUTED BY

NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY
l)i>;.rti. t> H«<««.t. 5.».»..-«».^»«<k,l

Competition for Grand
Sparta, 111.—Local competition for

the Grand Theater, a 420-seater op-

erated by the Sparta Theaters, Inc.,

and booking through the Turner-
Farrar interests of Harrisburg, 111.,

is indicated by the recent visit to

this city of representatives of a

large mid-Western theater chain and
of a Chicago film booking office.

Pettit Adds to Others
Licking, Mo.—Art Parker has sold

the 160-seat Licking Theater here to

L. H. Pettit, who also owns the

Avalon and Star in Ava.

Christianson Buys Roxy
Washburn, N. D.—Kenneth Chris-

tianson has bought the Roxy from
G. C. Hoffman.

RCA Lightweight

16MM. Projector

li

It

Adkins Changes Hands
Adkins, Ark.—John Lowery owner

of the Adkins here, has sold the

house to Carl Bankert.

Oakdale to Circuit

Oakdale, Calif.—Oakdale Theater
here has been purchased by the

Blumenfeld Circuit.

Gauhan Gets Normal
Memphis, Tenn. — Normal, one of

Memphis' oldest nabes, owned by
Herbert Pierce, and son, has been
sold to George Gauhan, former office

manager of Paramount.

(Continued from Page 1)

styled and engineered throughout,

the widely-heralded "400" projfenPr

was introduced in conjunction is o^o

the sixteenth anniversary of 16 iffm.

sound celebrating RCA's development
of the first 16 mm. sound-on-film pro-

jector in 1931, and will be the object

of one of the most comprehensive
promotional campaigns in the history

of the company's 16 mm. activities.

A material reduction in the over-

all size of the new projector was ac-

complished by the use of a new "L"
shaped amplifier mounting. Two
models will be available, one provid

ing both sound and silent speeds, the

other, sound speed only.

New Ansco Booklet Out
Third of a series of booklets de

scribing Ansco's benefit programs
has been mailed to the homes of

the company's 4,500 employes to

help them better understand steps

taken to safeguard their health,

lives and incomes.
Eight-page booklet tells in picture

story format how Ansco has initiated

elaborate policies and has purchased
— at heavy cost— virtually every

known safety device to take hazard
out of operations in the film, sensi

tized paper and camera plants and
allied departments.

Deckman May's New Owner
Watkins, Minn.— Tei-ry Deckman

is the new owner of the May. He
purchased the house from Mrs. Jerry
Abeln.

Castle Purchased
Cassel, N. D.— Herbert Stolzman

has purchased the Castle from Clin-

ton Zimmerman.

White Bear Shifts Owners
White Bear, Minn.—^ White Bear

Theater, spotlighted since its con-

struction in a bitter competitive

fight with Mrs. Jesse Jensen's Ava-
lon, has been sold by Dave Ratner
and associates to S. Silverstein, St.

Paul finance company head.

Belinsky Buys 2 Sells 1

Detroit, Mich.—^Emsee Theater a
Mount Clemens and the Shores Thea
ter in the suburb of Saint Claii

Shores are being taken over by IrV'

ing Belinsky, independent circuit op-

erator here, in a two-way deal, fron
Roy R. Shook. Belinsky will manage
both houses personally.
At the same time, Belinsky has re

linquished the Savoy Theater, Detroi
colored patronage house which h(

took over only a few weeks ago, t<

the Saul Korman Circuit.

Korman is changing the name o.

the Savoy to the Pix.

Roberta Switches Owners
Roberta, Ga. — Kyle Grace has

taken over the operation of the Ro-
berta here from W. 0. Moody.

Arlington Theater Sold
East Arlington, Vt.—Jack Stoops

has purchased the Arlington here

from J. Ward Bird.

Korman Buys from Cole
Cleveland—Saul Korman, Detroit

theater owner, who recently pur-

chased the King Theater (formerly

the Sunbeam) has just acquired the

Waldorf from A. C. Cole.

Equip ]%ews Eats Crow
On Seating Blunder
When Equipment News makes a

mistake it is only too happy to rectify,

its error and salve any injured feel-

ings that may have accrued thereby.

In the July 11 issue we incorrectly

gave American Seating the credit for

supplying new seats to Century's re-

furbishing Midwood theater. Of

course we meant to say Ideal was

supplying the furniture through Joe

Hornstein's distributorship. To both

these splendid equipment companies

our sincerest apologies. To our source

of information, heretofore completely

reliable, a plea for a little more

accuracy. To our readers who catch

us immediately on errors, a bow of

admiration.
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&mpro Adds Three

Reps to Sales Dep't

With the addition of three new rep-
resentatives to its sales staff, Ampro
Corp. of Chicago, manufacturers of
f d 16 mm projectors, is continu-

'L.==a sales expansion program de-

signed to give dealers more intensive

assistance in developing the movie
projection business in their terri-

tory.

Lou H. Walters has been appointed
sales rep. for the South Western divi-

sion. He has had 38 years of ex-
perience in the industry, 10 of which
were spent with the Lears Theater
Supply Co. of St. Louis. He joined

National Theatre Supply Co. in 1926
and was later appointed manager of

this firm's Drive-In Theater Dept. He
became president and manager of

the Cine Supply Co. of St. Louis in

1945, an RCA agency, and remained
there until joining Ampro on June 1.

sHe has been an active member of the

;:SMPE for many years.

George I. Schectman, now Ampro's
,; sales representative for the mid-

{ Western division, was with the Cen-

dtral Camera Co. of Chicago. He is

1 the founder and past director of the

.Chicago School of Photography. He
)is also an active member of the

Biological Photographers' Associa-

htion.

fl
James J. Craven, Ampro's new

[Sales representative for the Central

division, has had over 10 years of

experience in the industry, five of

which were spent with disti'ibutors

and manufacturers of optical equip-

ment. He then became associated

with Motion Picture Engineering
' Corp., a subsidiary of General Pre-
' cision Equipment Corp., where he
' served until his recent transfer to

^
Ampro.

irlLippert Leases Fox State

Fresno, Calif.—Robert L. Lippert,
'' president of the Lippert chain of

" theaters in Northern California and
' Oregon, has obtained the lease on the
' Fox State Theater here for the next
15 years.

^ Lippert plans to remodel the 1,400-

seat house at a cost of $75,000 and

, change the name to the Esquire im-
' mediately upon taking over its oper-

ation Jan. 1. Policy for the house is

t^ 1^ determined at a later date.

New RCA Tele Tube
Harrison, N. J.— RCA has de-

veloped a new, small television cam-
era tube for use in the observation

of dangerous operations in industry

and elsewhere, the tube department
announced. The RCA-5527 Iconos-

cope is said to be relatively inex-

pensive and is designed for use with
compact and low-cost television

equipment.

ABOUT THE TRADE
(Continued from Page 1)

Finke Buys Coinmeter Co.
Chicago—Allan Finke, son of D.

H. Finke of Ticket Register Co., has
purchased the Coinmeter Co. from
Chicago Coin Changer Co. He will

manufacture the Coinmeter line

here.

Flagler Street, Miami, Fla., has been re-

quested of the City Commissioners. . . .

The request is made because it is claimed

the permit was issued illegally in that it

does not provide for a 10-foot setback on

N E Second Avenue, as provided in the

zoning laws. . . . This is a project of the

Paramount theaters. . . . The matter has

been referred to a group of attorneys rep-

resenting the Paramount Enterprises and the

city. ... • Dahlstrom and Weinberger,

Minneapolis theater decorators, are re-

decorating Engler brothers' Hopkins, Hop-

kins, Minn. ... • J. S. Johnson has

started excavation on his new 500-seat

theater in Galesville, Wise.

LAVERN LUTZ has bought the Roxy,

Austin, Minn., from H. L. Stolz-

man, who recently acquired the Castle,

Casselton, N. D. . . . • Pace lifting

job on MACO's Orpheum, Minot, N.
D., includes a log cabin front. . . .

• Reconstruction of the front of the

Broadway, owned by Friedman broth-

ers, is now under way in Albert Lea,

Minn. ... • Perry Beckmann is the

new owner of the May Theater in

Watkins, Minn. ... • The Lyceum,
Minneapolis, legit house, has started

remodeling the interior and re-seating

following CPA aproval of project

which will cost $50,000. . . . House
will open in October with combina-
tion legit-pix policy. ... • The Rhea
Theater, Denver City, Tex., owned and
operated by the Theater Enterprises,

has undergone a facelifting which in-

cluded refurbishing of the house both
inside and out. . . . H. T. Loyd has
been named manager and Marvin Cox
projectionist.

I

AFAYETTE THEATER at Bay City, Mich..

^ managed by Harold Bernstein, reopened

July 24, after being redecorated and in-

stallation of new Heywood-Wakefield

seats. ... • Biltniore Theaters plan to

erect a new theater building in Detroit.

Leo J. Nowicki is taking figures for con-

struction. Theo. Rogvoy is architect. . . .

• The Capitol, Middletown, Conn., has

installed a new marquee. ... • Tagged

the second largest of its type in the world,

a new open-air theater was opened in

Washington, D. C, by Sidney Lust. The

drive-in, located at Beltsville Md., has

room for 1 000 cars.

E.
M. LOEWS Capitol, Pawtucket,

closed its doors July 26 for exten-

uve remodeling. . . . Plans include

new seats, carpeting, refurnishing rest

rooms and new marquee. . . . Re-open-

ing is scheduled for the Vail. . . .

• Jefferson Theater in Port Wayne,
Ind., has placed an order for RCA
sound equipment and a stage loud
speaker. ... • Lowell J. Tjaden,

named Western sales manager of the

Chase Candy Company, Chicago. . . .

• Lion Manufacturing Co., Chicago-

has developed a new coin operated

vending machine for the theater trade.

• Cleveland's Apollo Theater, closed

the past three months, has been re-

opened by Pred Russell. . . . It will be

operated as a colored house.

pDWARDS and Harrie Theaters have re-

*^ cently installed new upholstered seats

in the 1,000- seat Ritz Theater here. . . .

The old seats, which are better than those

used by most small town motion picture

theaters, are to be installed in smaller thea-

ters of the circuit. A modern cooling sys-

tem, of adequate capacity, has also been

installed in the Ritz. ... •In Chicago

—

National Theater Supply Co. reports re-

ceipt of complete Simplex job for the new
Drive-in theater, Springfield, III., new lamp

house and rectifier for Uptown Theater of

the Rubens circuit in Michigan City, Ind.,

theater front and canopy and new marquee

for the Hohman Theater, Hammond, ind.,

of the Bernstein circuit. L. E. Deuterman's

new Atlanta Theater, Atlanta, III., is being

completely equipped by National Theater

Supply Company.

CHARLEY HUGHES of the Fort-a-

c/de Co., Chicago, reports he has

just closed with the Warner Theater
circuit, as well as the Balaban and Katz
circuit, to use Fort-a-cide for their the-

aters. . . . %The contract for the in-

stallation of a modern theater front

for the Jo Theater, St. Joseph, Mo., re-

cently was awarded to the Glaze Con-
struction Co., St. Joseph, by the own-
ers. . . . William R. Scott manages the

theater. . . .

International Seats

Relax ChL Audiences

(Continued from Page 11

ial backs, while the Pantheon was
equipped with 1,400 of that com-
pany's seats, with rubber cushions
and arm rests. Evanston's Valencia
was furnished with 900 of a similar

type from International.

West Side Senate and the Bilt-

more had 1,850 and 1,725 Interna-
tional seats with spring cushions in-

stalled, respectively. The Terminal
Theater reports a recent installation

of 1,600 International seats.

Wilschke in South Survey

A survey specifically focused on
the problems and operating condi-

tions of the smaller Southern the-

aters is being made by E. 0. Wil-
schke, operations supervisor of Altec

Service Corp., now on an extended
swing around the South.

Massena Taken Over
Massena, N. Y.—Orvis, here, has

been taken over by D'Arianzo and
Agresta.

Odeon Preem Aug. 14

Toronto—Odeon Theaters of Can-

ada, Ltd., announced formal opening

of the Fairlawn Theater, Aug. 14.

ni>^
Improved

PROJECTORS

and

AMPLIFIERS

for tlie

"Perfect Show"

Installations Now Being Made

By Your DeVRY Dealer

Sensotion of every show at which they

have been demonstrated — pride of

Projectionists who are operating them

—

marvel of Exhibitors who have bought

them—DeVRY's new "12000 Series"

Theater Projectors and Amplifiers give

you more of what you want to help

achieve the "perfect show" and for

such a moderate investment. Write for

FREE literature and name of authorized

DeVRY Theater Supply Dealer neorest

you.

6 REASONS WHY DeVRY IS YOUR
BEST BUY

Lay your yardstick against the specifications and performance

record of DeVRY's new "12000 Series" Projectors and

Amplifiers. Challenge them for: (1) stamina; (2) depend-

ability; (3) simplicity and serviceability; (4) performance;

(5) low maintenance costs; (6) price. The moderate price

of DeVRY's "12000 Series" equipment makes it possible for

every Exhibitor to enjoy the mony advantages of new against

rebuilt units . . . enables neighborhood and small town ex-

hibitors to buy the same deluxe projection and sound facilities

preferred by the world's larger and finer theaters.

DeVRY corporation, 1111 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, U.S.A.
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Associated To Build

Michigan Drive-ins

(Continued from Page 11

est operator of Drive-ins in Michi-

gan.

Total of four theaters will be

erected in the vicinity of Detroit. It

could not be learned whether any

other Drive-ins would be erected else-

where by Associated at this time.

First house will be a 1,000-car

Drive-In. to be on Gratiot Rd. at

Masonic Blvd., about four miles

Northeast of the city. Construction

cost will be about $150,000. Plans
were disclosed by Alex Schreiber,

general manager of the circuit, to

start construction as soon as build-

ing conditions permit.

At present there are four Drive-

Ins operating in Michigan, including

two in Detroit, one at Flint, and a

16 mm. Drive-In at Walled Lake.

Natco Promotes Yankie
To Educational Director

(Continued from Page 1)

Natco will be in a position to render

increasing personal assistance to the

ever growing number of educational

dealers who handle Natco equipment
throughout the country. Yankie, with
his wide and long experience, will be
available to these Natco educational

dealers to assist them with their

problems, and work with their sales-

men when and where necessary.

In addition to his new duties as

Natco educational director, Yankie
will continue as Southern district

sales manager for Natco.

Ogron Speeds Ohio Equip.

Cleveland—Ben L. Ogron of Ohio
Theater Supply Co. has installed

new AA Motiograph projectors.

Strong IKW lamps, 4-tube rectifiers,

Motiograph base and magazine in

the Lorain High School Theater, Lo-
rain, O., and is equipping Schultz'

Lorain, Lorain; Quilne, Lima; and
Ambassador, Cleveland, with Gulis-

tan Wilton carpets. Other recent
deals include Motiograph Mirropho-
nic sound system and Robin-Imperial
generator in the Detroit Theater, an
Associated Circuit house. He has
also installed all new Motiograph
equipment in several local schools,
including Nathan Hale Junior High.

Fire-Fighting Eye
For Air Cool Units

Chicago—An electric eye method
of detecting fire by the presence of

I smoke, tested recently by the Under-
writer's Laboratories, is being adapted
for use in theater air conditioning

systems. Eye cuts off blowers when
smoke is detected, thus preventing
fumes from being drawn into the

theater.

TESMA ADDS SEVEN COMMITTEEMEN
Lewis, Strauss, Matthews, Williams, Hughes, Mitchell

Named to Program, Steering, Invitations Committees

At a meeting of the Chicago mem-
bers of the TESMA Trade Show gen-
eral committee the following appoint-

ments were made. Charles Lewis, of

RCA Manufacturing Co.. and Dick
Strauss of Adler Silhouette Letter
Co., to the program committee: D.
W. Matthews of Motiograph, Inc.,

and C. J. Williams of the Wenzel
Projector Co., to the transportation
committee; Charles P. Hughes of
the Fort-A-Cide Corp.. to the invita-

tion committee; Jake Mitchell of the
LaVezzi Machine Works, and C. J.

Williams of the Wenzel Projector
Co., to the registration committee.
Roy Boomer, secretary of TESMA,
announced that the following firms

had already made reservations for
exhibit space:
Booth No. 53-No. 54. Adler Silhou-

ette Letter Co.; 37-38, Altec Lansing
Corp.; 66, Alto Mfg. Co.: 70, Amer-
ican Mat Corp.; 6, Architects Plan-
ning Inst.; 78, C. S. Ashcraft Mfg.
Co.; 33, Automatic Devices Co.;
Booth No. 62, Baldor Electric Co.;

61, Ballam Safe Co.; 21, Ballantyne
Co.; 75, Bausch & Lomb Optical
Corp.; 63, Blue Seal Cine Devices;
Booth No. 27, Century Projector

Corp.; 79. Champion Moulding Mfg.
Co.; 73, Control Engineering Corp.;
Booth No. 31-N0.32, Da-Lite Screen

Co.; 67, Dazian's, Inc.; 25-26, DeVry
Corp.;
Booth No. 18, Essannay Electric

Mfg. Co.;
Booth No. 51, Fontaine Mfg. Corp.;

30, Forest Mfg. Co.;

Booth No. 64, General Register
Corp.; 71, GoldE Mfg. Co.;

Booth No. 55-N0.56, Ideal Seating
Co.; 49, Irwin Seating Co.;

Booth No. 34, Kneisely Electric

Co.; 40, Knoxville Scenic Studios;

39, Kollmorgen Optical Co.; 19-20,

Krispy Kist Korn Machine Co.; 7,

Kroehler Mfg. Co.;

Booth No. 22, LaVezzi Machine
Works; 51, Lawrence Metal Pro-
ducts;
Booth No. 36, Maharam Fabrics;

15-16, Manufactures Machine & Too]
Co.; 59-60, Motiograph, Inc.;

Booth No. 35, National Super Serv-
ice Co.; 57-58, Neumade Products
Corp.;
Booth No. 47-No. 48, Owens-Corn-

ing Fiberglas Corp.;
Booth No. 23-No. 24, Radiant Mfg.

Co.; 42-43-44, Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica; 74, R. E. Robin, Inc.;

Booth No. 60, Society for Visual
Education, 68, Star Mfg. Co.; 65,
Strong Electric Corp.;
Booth No. 5, Hanns R. Teichert

Co.; 50, Tele-Radio Corp.; 1-2-3, The-
ater of Today & Tomorrow; 17,

Ticket Register Industries;
Booth No. 54, Vallen, Inc.;

Booth No. 28-No. 29, Wagner Sign
Service; 76-77, Weber Machine Corn.;
80, Wenzel Projector Co.
Ray G. Colvin, president of

TEDPA, whose association meets
jointly with TESMA, visited Chicago
recently to discuss arrangements
for the coming conventions which will

be held at the Shoreham Hotel in

Washington, D. C, on Sept. 24-29.

A record attendance of theater own-
ers, architects, supply dealers and
manufacturers is now assured.

nEUJ THEATERS
Metro Bows in Abilene

Abilene, Tex. — Metro, 525 seat
quonset - type theater, has been
onened here by the I. B. Adelman
Circuit. House contains a parking
area for 100 cars.

To Hail Hale's Palace
Gruver, Tex. — Wright Hale will

open the new 400 seat Palace here
this month. Hale alsn owns and op-
erates the Lyric at Spearman, Tex.
The Palace is the first motion picture
house for this community since the
advent of sound.

Hughes Star Opened
Lucerne, Mo. — Star Theater has

been opened here by Postmaster 0.
T. Hughes and Dr. G. A. Dale. It
has 243 seats. Theater was formerly
known as the Shaffer Road Show, a
portable operation.

Savage Bows in Boonville
Boonville, Ark.—Local owners, Mr.

and Mrs. E. W. Savage opened their
new theater named after them.

Cleveland's Vogue
Cleveland, O. — Warner Brothers'

new 1565 seat de luxe Vogue has
opened on South Moreland Boule-
vard and Warrensville Road. Free
parking space for 300 cars is avail-
able for adults and special bicycle
racks for youngsters.

Ilsey's Major Has Preem
Dallas, Tex. — Phil Ilsey's 1,100-

seat Major has opened at 2830 Sam-
uel Boulevard.

Iris Makes Debut
Cochranton, Pa. — W. L. Dunn

opened his new Iris, the community's
first theater.

Interstate's Sixteenth
Houston, Tex. — The Interstate

Theaters Circuit have opened their
16th house here, the Garden Oaks,
in a new suburb here. House is to be
managed by Emery Borne who comes
here from the Alabama, also an In-
terstate house.

Westrex in World

quipment Coverage

Installations of Westrex Master
sound systems, post-war sound and
motion picture equipment developed
in Western Electric laboratories/®^.!
now being made throughout ^ ^J^

world by the Westrex Corp., interna-

tional motion picture service and
equipment organization.
World-wide need for new appa-

ratus and desire for higher standards

of presentation are reflected in in-

stallations made during recent weeks.
Theaters covered range from the
Lakshmi Talkies in Saharanpur, In-

dia to the Royal in Casablanca. The
Belgian office alone anticipates in-

stallations at the rate of one per
week for at least several months to

come.
Demands for all tvpes of theater

equipment is unusually his-h at Wes-
trex offices throughout the world,
with obsolete apparatus being dis-

carded in what seems to be a general
move to improve quality of showings.

Hourvitch Buys Hoboken
Rialto, Former Burly

Resale of Hoboken's Rialto Thea-
ter is reported by Joseph J. Gari-

baldi, local realtor. House, a former
burlesque stand, was sold to Arman-
ac. Inc., Abram Hourvitch, president,

who produced motion pictures in

France.

Blue Sky Drive-In

Akron, O.—Dale Morrison, Wads-
worth, and John Selby, Cleveland,

who formerly was connected with
the Loew's, Inc., publicity offices in

Cleveland, are owners of the Blue
Sky, new drive-in theater which
opened July 5 on Route 244, between
Barberton and Wadsworth. Blue Sky
has the largest screen of any theater

in the Akron area, has new sound
equipment, and parking space for

500 automobiles.

Heppberger. TSG Associate

C. E. Heppberger of National Cai--

bon's Chicago division has been ap-
pointed associate of the Technical

Specialists Group that offers special

service to the industry in technical

matters pertaining- to all lighting

carbon applications.

Novel NIarquee For
Tex. Drive-in Stand

San Antonio, Tex.—One of the

most novel signs atop a theater is the

one installed at the Trail Drive-in

here. It is a colorful 30 foot by 40
foot sign consisting of 16 colors and

5,000 feet of tubing which requires

the use of 65 transformers. The pic-

ture is framed in aluminum and is

an animated one of a cowboy smok-
ing a cigaret astride a lazy, nodding

pony as he watches a herd of cattle.
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HALT FILM SHIPMENTS TO U. K.
British See MPEA Move Forcing AMee's Hand
'Why Didn't They Freeze?'

Asks U. K. Trade Critically;

Pix Backlog for 6 Months

London (By Cable) — Deci-

sion reached by eight major
U. S. film companies, through
the MPEA, to cut off all film exports

to the U. K., in retaliation for the
imposition by the Labor Government
of a 75 per cent duty on such pix,

may force the hand of Prime Min-
ister Attlee, it was believed in trade

quarters here at the week-end.
Faced with the great outci-y of

the British industry against the 75

per cent duty and with the realiza-

(Continued on Page 6)

Metro in Sectional

Tests of New Films

Sectional surveys of public reac-

tion to completed pix are a new ex-

periment conducted for Metro by the

Motion Picture Research Bureau,
directed by Dr. Leo Handel. For its

initial experiment, "Gre^n Dolphin
Street" was selected in its "rough
cut" form to determine the difference

in public reaction in California, in the

(Continued on Page 6)

Rodgers Heads Metroites

Off for Toronto Meet

William F. Rodgers, Loew's vice-

president and Metro general sales

manager; Edwin W. Aaron, assist-

ant general sales manager; Irving

Helfont, home office assistant; Jay
Eisenberg, liaison between legal and
sales; and M. L. Simons, assistant

to H. M. Richey and editor of the

(Continued on Page 5)

To Ask GO'Day Stay

in Jfackson Park Suit

Chicago— Attorneys representing

defendant film companies and 6&K
in the Jackson Park Theater anti-

trust suit will file a plea for 60 days

stay of injunction in the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals.

PACTS VIOLATED,

SAYS JOHNSTON

TEXT of Eric A. Johnston's statement
' on the British action in imposing a

confiscatory 75 per cent duty on U. S.

film imports which Friday brought in-

dustry decision to halt all American
film shipments to the U.K. for an in-

definite period:

"The British government has just au-

thorized the Imposition of an import tax

which confiscates 75 per cent of the earn-

ings on future imports of the American

film industry in Britain. This tax in effect

strangles American film shipments to Eng-

land.

"If the British do not want American

pictures, that's one thing. If they do, they

shouldn't expect to get a dollar's worth of

films for a quarter. And that is exactly

what the tax will do.

"This tax was Imposed at a time when

the American Industry, conscious of Brit-

ain's doi'ar crisis, had voluntarily suggested

(Continued on Page 8)

Organize UFD for

State RightHeid

Memphis — Organized specifically

to deal directly with owners of State

right product, United Film Distrib-

utors, covering 10 exchange centers,

was effected here by attending dis-

tributors with the election of John
W. Mangham of Atlanta as chair-

man.
Purpose of this group is to dis-

(Continued on Page 8)
•

MPEA Slaps On Ban for Indefinite Period; Johnston
Assails Dalton Confiscatory 75% Duty; Trade Looks
To Anglo-American Talks This Week for a Solution

In an action as drastic as that of the British Labor Govern-
ment which on Thursday imposed what is in effect a confiscatory

75 per cent import duty on American pictures, the Motion Pic-
ture Export Association on Friday
voted to discontinue immediately
shipments of both U. S. features
and shorts to England.

Eric A. Johnston, dual prexy of
the MPEA-MPAA, in announcing the
action following the three-hour meet-
ings of the boards of both industry
associations said that the cessation

(Continued on Page 7)

Exhib. Leaders Hail

New Film Ad Code

Enthusiastic endorsement and im-

mediate expression of approval and
support was evinced by prominent
exhibitor organization leaders fol-

lowing announcement of the cam-
paign to widely publicize the in-

dustry's self-regulatoi-y machinery
strengthening the Advertising Code.

"I think the revised code for mo-
tion picture advertising is a step

forward and will receive the endorse-

ment of the Legion of Decency, Bet-

(Continued on Page 5)

Overseas Film Shipments
Ordered Stayed by Cos.

William Barnett, president of

Massce-Barnett, overseas film ship-

pers, told The Film Daily at the

week-end in Britain, "as of the eve-

ning of Aug. 6, films were not

cleared." ' The action did not affect

newsreels.
Barnett explained that it was ob-

vious that American distributors had
notified their British reps, not to

pick up films that would be affected

(Continued on Page 8)

British Move on Tax Awaited
Top Gov'* Officials Agree on Pix Halt

U. S. Indie Sees Companies
Building British Studios

Ifrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The British govern-

ment action in imposing a confisca-

tory 75 per cent duty on all U. S.

film imports may result in American
companies building theaters and stu-

(Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA's unprece-

dented action shutting off American
films from Great Britain was taken
after consultation with top Govern-
ment officials, it was indicated here

on Friday.
Although officials carefully avoided

any comment on the reported con-

versations, it was learned authorita-

( Continued on Page 6)

Impact—Blumenstock

To offset increasing production and
operating costs, more intensive point
of sale selling of films via closer co-
operation with exhibitors and better
timing of exploitation activities with

(Continued on Page 5)

Film Stock Prices Continue
Downward to New Lows

Continued selling pressure drove
film stock prices down again during
the week's closing session, with
securities of several companies sell-

( Continued on Page 8)

Jft-G-M Records Set
for Global Distrib.

World-wide distribution of M-G-M
phonograph records has been effected

through conclusion of arrangements

between Loew's, Inc. and Electric

and Musical Industries, Ltd., of Lon-

don.

Loew's M-G-M Record Division

continues to manufacture the com-
oany's records in North America,

Central America and affiliated terri-

tories. The London organization,

utilizing Its record factories In 20

countries, will distribute them under

the M-G-M label throughout the

rest of the globe.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 163A 163^ 163^
Bell & Hov^ell 221/8 22 22
Columbia Picfs. vtc. 153/^ 15 15

East. Kodak 46!/8 451/2 451/2

Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18

Loew's, Inc 20 19 191/8

Poramount 24% 223/, 231/3

RKO 117/3 n 1/4 111/2

Republic Pict 51/8 5 5

Republic Pict. Pfd... 11 3/4 11 5/3 113^
20th Century-Fox . 271/2 25% 261/8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 351/2 35 35
Universal Pict 19 I8I/2 183/8

Universal Pict. Pfd.. 81 1/2 79 79
Worner Bros 14% 14 143/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts . . 33/i 3^4 33^
RKO 31/8 27/3 31/8

Sonotone Corp 31/2 3'/2 31/2

Technicolor 13 1234 123^

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pothe 41/4

Net
Chg.

+ 1/4- 1/4- 1

- 1/2

— 1 1/8

— 1/4— 1/8

— 1/4— 1%— %— 1/8— 4— %

— 1/8

+ 1/4- V2

Asked
71/8

51/4

comiDG flno Goinc
LYNN FARNOL, ad-publicity chief for SAM-

UEL GOLDWYN, left yesterday for the Coast.

He returns the middle of the week.

JACK GOLDSTEIN, RKO N. Y. exec is on o

two-week vacation at Lake Tarleton Club, Pike,

N. H.

ROBERT KAUFMAN, 20th Fox publicist, has

cut short his visit in New Haven, Conn., to de-

part for Pike, N. H., where he will spend two

weeks at the Lake Tarleton Club.

FRED KUSER, New England exhibitor, is

coending a two-week vacation at Lake Tarleton

Club, Pike, N. H.

L. SMITH, Columbia Studios publicity chief,

's in San Francisco to work on the opening of

Rita Hayworf'i's "Down to Earth."

MIKE NEWMAN, formerly head of exploita-

t'on in Columbia's western division, is in

Frisco from Los Angeles.

SAUL GOLDMAN, Variety Pictures executive,

left Chicago for New York conferences Friday.

JAMES A. SIXSMITH, Paramount sec.-treas.

for Australia and New Zealand, arrived in New
York over the weekend.

EDWARD L. HYMAN, Paramount Theatres

Service Corp. vice-president, is in Springfield,

Mass., for conferences with Sam Goldstein,

head of Western Mass. Theaters, Inc.

Strickling Heads AMPP
Publicity Committee

IVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Howard Strickling,

M-G-M s:tudio publicity head, has
been elected chairman of the reor-
ganized Studio Publicity Directors
Committee of the AMPP. He suc-
ceeds Perry Lieber of RKO and will

serye a six-month term. Arch Reeye
continues as committee secretary.
The group's new name was selected

as more descriptiye of its functions.
Formerly it was known as Public
Information Committee of the indus-
try, Western division. Reorganiza-
tion intent is to concentrate intense
activity on studio problems due to
increased pressure following war's
end. Committee will work directly
with Y. Frank Freeman, chairman of
the AMPP board. Co-ordinating ac-
tivity will center on the public rela-
tions program set up by the MPAA.

In attendance at a recent meeting
were: Strickling, Harry Brand, Mort
Goodman, Alex Evelove, John Joseph,
Lieber, George Brown, Lou Smith,
William Hebert and Reeve.

Form Cincy MPF Unit;

Moritz, Hunt Head Men

Smith. Shodn Return
Andy W. Smith, .Jr., general sales

manager for 20th-Fox, and Sam
Shain, director of exhibitor and pub-
lic relations for the distribution de-
partment, returned to their de.sks
Friday after attending the North
Central Allied meeting in Minneap-
olis last week. On their return ^-ip,
they stopped off at the Des Moines
branch for conferences with ex-
change personnel.

Cincinnati—Formation of a Motion
Picture Foundation unit in this area
is set with election as national trus-
tee of Allen S. Moritz, Columbia
branch manager. Meeting at the
Netherlands Plaza was attended by
oyer 35 local industryites. Herman H.
Hunt, circuit operator, was elected
permanent area chairman. Ralph
Kinsler was named secretary. Com-
mitteemen include: Moritz, Hunt,
Kinsler, John Krebs, Arthur Man-
heimer, L. J. Bugie, Guthrie Crowe,
Jack R. Keegan, Phil Chakeres,
Charles R. Mitchell, Maurice Chase.

Meeting of the unit has been called
for Sept. 9 at which activity plans
will be completed.

E. T. GOMERSALL, asst. to William Scully,

Universal vice-president and sales chief, re-

turned to New Y'"'' Friday from Detroit.

NAT LEVY, RKO Radio Eastern Division man-

ager, arrives today from Detroit.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR has arrived from the

Coast ond is at the Waldorf-Astoria with her

mother.

JAMES STEWART will take a leave of ab-

sence from his starring role in "Harvey" to act

as Grand Marshal of the National Soap Box

Derby parade in Akron, Ohio, on Aug. 17.

ELMER HOLLANDER, PRC Home Office sales

representative, is in Indianapolis.

HARRY FOSTER, Columbia director, returns

today from the Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake,

N. Y., where he filmed a sports reel on ping

pong.

SAMUEL CUMMINS left yesterday for the

Coast.

MAXWELL HAMILTON, editor of Motion Pic-

ture magazine, flew to Hollywood Sunday for

three weeks. MRS. HAMILTON will join him

on the trip.

Kewanee Licenses Hiked
Kewanee, 111.—Theater license fees

were increased from $60 to $500 by
the City Council which hiked fees

charged tayerns, night clubs and
others, in a moye to raise $50,000 in

additional revenue. Kewanee has
three theaters.

Rep/s Titus in Miami for

Southeastern Exhib. Meet

Walter L. Titus, Jr., Republic
Southern diyision manager, left yes-

terday for Miami, where he will be
present at the Southeastern exhib-

itors convention, in session today
through Thursday.
Before returning to the home office,

Titus will hold a sales meeting in

Atlanta on Friday and Saturday.
Southwestern district sales man-
ager Norman J. Colquhoun and
Southern district sales manager Mer-
ritt Davis will head a group which
includes branch managers Nat Wyse,
Memphis; J. H. Dillon, Charlotte; J.

E. Hobbs, Atlanta; and Leo V.
Seicshnaydre, New Orleans.

Toronto VC to Hold
Preem Benefit of "Girl'

Toronto—Chief Barker J. J. Fitz-
gibbons of the Toronto Variety Club
tent has appointed a committee of
30 members to organize Canadian
premiere, Aug. 27, of "Variety Girl,"
proceeds of which to go to fund for
establishment of Variety's yocational
training school for crippled children.
Gordon Lightstone, Dave Griesdorf,
Jack Arthur and Jack Chisholm are
handling the arrangements for the
premiere.

Cinef^ect^,
THE PRODUCERS'AID

1
Blow-up and Reductions

16MM and 3SMM
Black & White and Color

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19. N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

NEW YORK THEATi^aS
II

I— RADIO CITY MUSIC HAIL —J
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Pictnre

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

OH SCRCeH

mi ikum
DENNIS O'KEEFE

IM PERSON
GEORGE M.

COHAN. Jr.

JOHN & RENE
ARMUT
Extral

JEAN CARROLL

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES'

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!

-cdbL"-'"™;-

i»'vim B'WAY & 45th ST.

BtNG CROSBY

JOAN CAULFIELD

BARRY FITZGERALD

'xt^

iai^R/lMO(/A/r

}JI/W

• •• • • • * • A

-_ * ^^ DORE SCHARY presents ^ ' ".'

> ROBERT ROBERT ROBERT-

YOUNG MITCHUM-RYAN

^^^y AKI RKO RADIO \f PICTURE ^
''^'SCIENTIFICALLY AIR CONDITIONED

-* ^^ SWAT & 49th ST. KOTIMWCU

' wuuinitn
comiKuous

NORTHWEST
OUTPOST

Starring

NELSON EDDY

ILONA MASSEY
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

BRANDT'S 111 ADC B'way &
COOL ULUDl 46th St.
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A HIT

"Hard as nails and beautiful

the west at its Technicolored

best, this Hal Wallis

tion thunders like an

train through its crowded

minutes of running time

explodes in a climax

send audiences rushing out

to tell friends that a picture

worth their time and money is

ondisplay...lt'ssuretomake

business /rtlwsT i/jfe-'^

*August 2nd Issue

of M. P. Herald

(^if^tl^
II
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NEW WEEK-DAY OPENING RECORD
At the Utah, Salt Lake City

ALL-TIME OPENING DAY RECORD
At the Plaza, El Paso

BIGGEST GROSS IN SIX MONTHS
At the Criterion, Oklahoma City

TERRIFIC," EXCLAIMS VARIETY

- ALL RECORDS BROKEN
At Paramount, Frisco, under Paramount operation

Should rapidly become one of the top money-makers.

Absorbing entertainment — excellently produced/'
—S/iowmen's Trac/e Review

Packs topselling features. Should click solidly. -Film Daily

'Will draw heavily . . . Packed with top values.''—Daily Variety

'Most thrilling chase ever filmed. Rip-roaring speed,

punch, momentum and impact." —M. P. Daily

'Strong boxoffice bait, accenting the angles custom-

ers always look for." ^m —The independent

'Corey makes a king-size personal hit."-Ho//ywood Reporter

intfl

HAL WALLIS'

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
Starring

LIZABETH SCOTT • JOHN HODIAK

BURT LANCASTER
With And Introducing

MARY ASTOR -WENDELL COREY
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN • Screenplay by Robert Rossen
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Aim For Combined BO

Impact-

(ConHnued from Page 1)

playdates is essential, Mort Blumen-
stock, Warner vice-president in

charge of advertising and publicity,

to ^ "
""he closing session Friday of a

tv^^^ay meeting of publicity and ad
me^^rom the company's distribution

and theater departments.
In achieving this end, Blumenstock

said, earlier planning of campaigns
is indicated and various media—ads,

publicity, commercial tieups, radio,

outdoor bally and other promotion,

must be co-ordinated to break so that

their combined impact will make
itself felt while a picture is being

shown, thereby giving maximum
stimulation to the box office.

Blumenstock instructed field men
to work closely with bookers so that

actual dating of pix can be made
when the ground is properly seeded.

He cited results obtained on certain

pix by circuits giving every release

well organized campaigns. In theCe

houses, he said, which include War-
ner spots, pix do 25 to 50 per cent

more business than in comparable

indie situations where exhibitors

hardly exert themselves.

Blumenstock outlined specific cam-

paigns for "Life With Father,"

"Deep Valley," "Night Unto Night,"

"Dark Passage," "The Unsuspected."

A meeting of theater zone ad men
was also conducted by Harry Gold-

berg, ad-publicity director of the

Warner Circuit.

Home office publicity executives

who participated included Larry
Golob, Eastern publicity director;

Charles S. Steinberg, assistant to

Golob; Bill Brumberg, manager of

the field force; Abe Kronenberg,
head of the special events depart-

ment; G. E. Blackford, in charge of

newspaper publicity.

Rodgers Heads Metroites

Off for Toronto Meet

(Continued from Page II

Distributor, sales publication, leave

today for Toronto to attend the two-

day Canadian sales meeting which
gets under way tomorrow at the

Royal York Hotel, in Toronto.
Henry L. Nathanson, president of

Regal Films, Ltd., Canadian asso-

ciate of M-G-M and Ted Gould, gen-

eral sales manager, jointly will con-

duct the conference of branch and
district managers, salesmen and
Regal home office executives.

^1 ^ena dSlftkaa

tin a 6 ^oQ^

7

ree

Aug. II

J. Harold Stevens Samuel Bischotf
Lloyd Nolan Jean Parker
Arlene Dahl Wi'liam C. Thomas

Herbert Stelner Mjrris Ebenstein
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PHIL M. DALY
Monday Morning Memos
O • • TO FULLY COMPREHEND the British Labor Government's

move to coniiscate, if permitted, approximately $51,000,000 annual U. S.

film earnings in Britain, get this: That figure approximates the 1943

net of two leading U. S. film companies—Paramount, with $39,139,100.

and RKO, with $12,187,800 After a fashion, the Labor Government

was by way* of taking over two American majors Nationalization,

you may recall, is the Labor Party's avowed goal

T T
e • • THE "UNDERGROUND" REPORTS that Ted Gamble almost

went through with a deal to purchase the 40 per cent stock interest in

Evergreen State Amusement Corp. held by Frank Newman and asso-

ciates Circuit involves 41 bouses in Washington and Oregon with

Fox-West Coast participating in operation Ted decided against the

move after weighing the possibility of being named a punitive exhibitor

if the Government decree forcing divorcement takes effect. . . • Wal-

dorf-Astoria's Ted Saucier returns today fron^ the Coast where he spent

the last handful of weeks huddling with Joseph Fasternack on a script

in which the Park Ave. hostelry will figure, . . O A special study of

the role of public libraries in promoting wider use of non-conmiercial

films is being undertaken by the Public Library Inquiry in co-op with

the Twentieth Century Fund. The. study will also examine the present

methods of distributing and exhibiting non-commercial films and analyze

possible new channels

T T T
• • • CHI. AREA WILL HAVE 5.000 tele sets in operattion by

the 15th, it's estimated by execs, of B & K's WBKB, and that'll be the

signal for a jump in the station's basic hour rate from $200 to $375

"Don't sell television short.". . . • Exhibs. can expect more candy for

their lobby stands, according to the National Confectioners Association

But whether candy bar prices will go back to normal is a ques-

tion, what with high costs of cocoa beans and peanuts However,

Confections, Inc., is reducing the retail price on a popcorn product

from 11 to 10 cents. ... • Century's plans tq put its circuit executives

into theaters for refreshers find a parallel in Alliance's dispatch of

bookers S. J. Papas, Jack Springer and Peter Panagos into the field for

stints as trainee manogers

T
• • • WARNERS INAUGURAL of theatrical television, a develop-

ment forecast by its new association with RCA, could be in a Broadway

house other than the Strand or the Hollywood Former is com-

mitted to a stage show policy, latter will be tenanted for months and

months by "Life With Father.". . . • Mike Todd is reported closing a

deal for pix rights to "The Medium" and "The Telephone," Gian-Carlo

Menotti's chamber operas. ... • Major company ad directors very

much interested in the potentialities of Finch Telecommunications' new
color facsimile device which may be attached to any FM receiver. . . .

• ATO of Indiana suspects there's distrib. monkey-business in sales-

men's alleged claims that there now exists no such thing as predeter-

mined brackets. . .

T T
• • • DOUGLAS LEIGH told Phil M. that he is ready to offer

Coast cinema exploiteers a blimp with travelling spectaculars, similar

to the MGMairship that floated around in these parts from time to

time Leigh picked up the blimp for a mere seven and a half G's

Blimps, like yachts, are a drain on the bankbook, Leigh points

out. ... • Theaters and similar business not in interstate commerce

are not affected by the Taft-Hartley Labor Law^, according to an analysis

prepared by Daniel D. Carmell, counsel for the Chicago Operators'

Union. . . .

Exhib. Leaders Hail

(Continued from Page 1)

ter Films Council, Board of Religious
Organizations, etc. Exhibitors and
all branches of the entire industry
should endorse it," a wire from Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the
MPTOA stated.

Expr-essions of adherence and ap-
proval were received by Charles
Schlaifer, chairman of the Ad Ad-
visory Council, from R. J. O'Donnell,
head of the Interstate Circuit, and
Harry Brandt, ITO president.

Brandt wired: "I want to com-
pliment the board of directors of the
MPA on its adoption of its revised
code. . . . Exhibitors all over Amer-
ica should welcome ithis self-imposed
code ... it will go a long way to-
wards remedying a great deal of the
criticism levelled at the industry.
. . . Please accept my congratula-
tions on a forward-looking move."

"Heartily endorse plan as out-
lined," O'Donnell's wire read: "We
have certainly fought battle for
good taste in advertising. . . . You
can count upon us here in Texas. . . .

Keep up the good work . . . write,
wire or telephone us—we will be
happy to stand shoulder to shoulder
with you."

WB Signs Danny Kaye for

5 Pix in 7 Yrs.; Pact Wife

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Danny Kaye has

promised to deliver five pix within
a seven-year period according to an
announcement made by Jack L. War-
ner, WB veepee in charge of produc-
tion. Warner's also signed Kaye's
wife, Sylvia Fine, to a seven-year
contract as associate producer. Kaye
is expected to get started on his WB
initialler shortly after the first of
the year.

Cincy Arbitration Hearings
Cincinnati — Hearings on the

Twentieth Century and Vogue The-
ater arbitration cases are tentatively
set for the week after Labor Day.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Lombek-Goldstein

London (By Air Mail) — Joseph
Goldstein, whose father, Nathan E.
Goldstein, is owner of the Arcade
Theater, Springfield, Mass., was mar-
ried here to Sonja Lambek of Lon-
don. Mr. and Mrs. Goldstein, and a
son and daughter, attended ithe wed-
ding ceremony.

Woodroife-Headstrom
Des Moines, la. — Isoline Wood-

roffe, secretary in the advertising
department of Tri-States, will be
married on Aug. 22 to Richard Head-
strom, student at Yale University.
The couple will live in New Haven,
Conn.
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Forcing Altlee's Hand

(Continued from Page 1)

tion that the Treasury not only must,

lose the $51,000,000 counted upon
under the Dalton plan but many
millions more in entertainment

taxes when British theaters are

forced to close for lack of U. S.

product, it is felt here that a change
in Government policy is not out of

the question.

That the U. S. industry would re-

taliate, and sharply, was taken for

granted here, and so the MPEA de-

— LOOPHOLE PLUGGED
London (By Cable)—A Board

of Trade spokesman Friday closed

one possible loophole in the 75%
film duty order by ruling that a

picture imported under outright

purchase would pay 300% on the

purchase price.

cision caused no great surprise.

The top general criticism of

the government action is, "Why
didn't they freeze?"

Any plan for putting the 75 per

cent of U. S. film earnings in es-

crow—a suggestion heard in Wash-
ington — would find wide support
here, it is certain. However, Gov-
ernment officials approached earlier

on the possibilities of a U. S. boy-
cott were skeptical and scouted the
idea.

Rank Incommunicado

J. Arthur Rank, regarded as the
British industry's key man, remained
incommunicado Friday, following
conferences with Sir Stafford Cripps
and Hugh Dalton, among other Gov-
ernment leaders, and with J. Cheever
Cowdin, board chairman of Uni-
versal, a company in which Rank is

the largest stockholder.

Cowdin was expected to make a
statement over the week-end.
The British Film Producers Asso-

ciation on Friday called an emerg-
ency Council meeting for Wednes-

British Move on Tax Awaited
Top Gov't Officials Agree on Pix Halt

Metro in Sectional

Tests ot Hew Fiims
(Continued from Page 1)

M^^. WMi-WM^M 'MMm.

tively that Eric A. Johnston and other
MPAA leaders were in communica-
tion with State, Treasury and Com-
merce Department officials. In addi-
tion, it was indicated that Johnston
telephoned U. S. Ambassador Lewis
Douglas in London before the drastic
action was taken. Also believed con-
tacted by MPAA heads was Willard
L. Thorpe, Assistant Secretary of
State, who is now in New York with
the United Nations.
Government officials again empha-

sized that the British tax move came
as a complete surprise. It had been
anticipated here that ithe British
would junk the ad valorem tax in

favor of a freeze on remittances.
In light of the MPAA action, there

is no doubt now that ithe Anglo-
American talks expected to be held
here this week will take up the film

question.

U. K. Tax Modification Expected
There was also a general belief

here that the British may modify the
huge itax. Halting of American pix
to England admittedly will lead to a
violent upheaval in the British film

industry, with the impact felt

throughout the world. The MPAA
s.ep thus was taken only after care-
ful consultation with leaders of this

Government.
Compilation of figures prepared by

the State and Commerce Depart-
ments shows the huge sums which
would have been "confiscated" by the
British government. The figures also

indicate the even higher sums which
the British will lose by its drastic

sideswipe at American films—sums
which are many times greater than
the dollar "savings" expected to be
realized through ithe ad valorem tax.

With the ad valorem tax in

force, less than four per cent of

the total box office receipts from
American films could be remitted
to this country—leaving a whop-

ping 96 per cent in Great Brit-
1

ain. Gross box office receipts

from American films last year
ran about $440,000,000. This
compared with the high figure

of 83 per cent of receipts which
remained in Great Britain be-

fore the imposition of the ad
j

valorem tax.
j

Based on last year's earnings, the

tax bite from the new ad valorem I

tax and the very high British admis-
sions tax would have totaled more
than $200,000,000 a year — a sum
which would be lost to the British

if the American move is carried out.

The admissions tax alone last year
accounted for more than $150,000,000
from American pix. The yield from
the ad valorem tax would have been
about $51,000,000 a year.
With these figures in front of

them, Government officials agreed
chat MPAA could take its drastic
step, perhaps forcing the British into

retreating from their present posi-

tion.

Based on more than 300 American
feature films sent to Britain last

year, the average net remittance per
picture prior to the ad valorem tax
was about $200,000.
With the imposition of the ad

valorem tax, this average return
would drop to only $50,000.
On the basis of the import duty of

about 10 cents per foot of film,

American companies last year paid
about $700,000. The return from the
ad valorem duty would amount to

about $51,000,000, based on last

year's earnings.
Thus the import duty has been in-

creased a staggering 7,300 per cent.

It was expected here that some
MPAA officials will confer this week
with top Government officials. How-
ever, spokesmen said the die was
cast and the next move was up to the
British.

day to fully consider the situation.

Rank will preside.

W. R. Fuller, general secretary of

the CEA, commenting on the MPEA
decision, told THE FiLM Daily:

"We have enough films to

cover six months and give us a
breathing space. After that, we
will have to do the best we can
with the present output of 45

Steve Broidy, Monogram presi-

dent, arrived at Southampton on the

Queen Elizabeth last Wednesday. As
he debarked he was informed he
would have to pay the new levy on
prints of four Monogram pictures in

his baggage. He refused. He will

bring the pictures back with him
when he returns.

British films and old U. S. pic-

tures leading to patrons ceasing
to enter theaters and resulting
in the complete stopping in the
industry."
While hopes were held here that

the Anglo-American conferences in

Washington this week will pave the
way for an eventual solution of the
impasse, the Government attitude
thus far offers little support.

Order Is Water-Tight
The import duty ordered pub-

lished Friday night was quite water-
tight. It reveals duplicate of prints
on which the new impost has been
paid is chargeable at the old rate of
penny a foot and also specialized and
foreign language films of which only
one print circulates. A duplicate
print of a film originally imported
under the old fivepence a foot rate
would pay 300 per cent.

Disney imported pilot (master)
prints "fancy free" at fivepence but
will have to pay the new high rate
on matrices.

Distribs are permitted to deduct a
maximum of 30 per cent from the
gross for costs, charges and ex-

penses.
The Board of Trade will not regis-

ter films until the distrib. produces
evidence that duty has been paid.

(Continued from Page 1)

Middle West, and in New York and
selected cities in the East.
The first "sneak preview" in the

Fast was held at Loew's Prr-jtect
Theater, Flushing. Of the &\}.\z^
on whom the film was sprun^'^^ a
surprise, 323 unsuspecting persons
were interviewed immediately after
the performance by trained investi-
gators.

Following on similar unadvertised
showings of "Green Dolphin Street"
at Long Beach, Calif., and Glendale,
Calif., the preview in Flushing re-
vealed an almost complete uniform-
ity of reaction on the part of the
three audiences. The final tabula-
tions at Flushing showed that 92 per
cent of the persons interviewed con-
sidered the picture either "excellent"
(52 per cent) or "very good" (40 per
cent). The remaining eight per
cent were divided between "good"
(six per cent) and "fair" (two per
cent). Lana Turner, with 56 per
cent, led the players "especially en-
joyed," with Van Heflin the choice
of 54 per cent and Donna Reed of 38
per cent. (Multiple mentions of
players account for percentages
amounting to more than 100 in this
classification.)

These percentages, it is said, were
almost exactly duplicated in the
audience interviews in Long Beach
and Glendale with the exception of
a scene in which Frank Morgan, as a
physician, receives a visit from Van
Heflin, who has a knife-wound in his
arm. Morgan asks whether the
wound was given by a husband. "No,"
says Heflin, "by a brother." "How
dull and uninteresting!" says the doc-
tor. The Long Beach reaction to this
incident was practically null, where-
as at nearby Glendale there was 25
per cent greater approval and at
Flushing a 75 per cent reaction.
Of all the scenes in the picture, the

exciting New Zealand earthquake se-
quences won the first choice of all

three audiences.

Similar previews are to be held
in the near future by M-G-M and the
Motion Picture Research Bureau,
directed by Dr. Handel, in Dallas,
Denver, Chicago, Jacksonville, Port-
land, Maine, Seattle and other cities.

It is believed by Metro that sec-
tional surveys will be of substantial
value in gauging audience receptivity
throughout the nation. Indications so
far are that in the country as a
whole there is a definite mental atti-

tude toward scenes and players that
is broadly American, irrespective of
section.

Alliance Adds Three Houses
Chicago — Alliance Theater Cir-

cuit announced on Friday they have
taken over the Saunders Theater,
Harvard, 111.; Miller Theater, Wood-
stock, 111., and Walworth Theater,
Walworth, Wis., from C. J. Papas
Circuit. This makes 85 theaters in

the Alliance Circuit.
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Halt Film Shipments

To Great Britain

(Continued from Page 1)

of American films will continue "in-

definitely"— an exceedingly elastic

word.
Buj_2S if to add a note of finality

to tl" tting off of British theaters'

futur!^3upply of American films,

Johnston, instead of winging his way
to London as had been deemed likely,

or proceeding to his Washington
headquarters, planed from LaGuardia
Field Friday afternoon to resume his

interrupted Spokane, Wash., vaca-
tion.

The "united front" action by
the eight majors, some of them
with very close British business
ties, reportedly taken only after

close consultation with the State
Department in Washington, was
not wholly unexpected.
(The Film Daily on Friday

pointed out the possibility that the

board would "invoke retaliatory

measures, including the withdrawal
of American pix from the British

market").
Johnsiton, confining himself to a

Jack L. Warner, vice-president in

charge of production, is expected to

depart for England shortly where he
will discuss plans for production by
ABP of six films in the Elstree and
Teddington Studios. In February of

this year, Warner disclosed the com-
pany planned expenditure of $25,-

000,000 for the half dozen pix. The
sum would also apply to re-building,

renovation and repair of production
facilities. Warner is expected to con-

fer with Max Milder, director of WB
operations in the U. K. A few days
ago Samuel Schneider, WB vice-

president, sailed on a seven-week trip

to the U. K. and the continent.

On completion of the six films by
ABP, Warner said at the time, the

company would withdraw from pro-

duction in Great Britain.

formal stinging statement, which he
declined to amplify, called the 75

per cent duty imposed by Chancellor
of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton a

violation of two treaties, charged
that "ithe tax in eff'ect strangles

American film shipments to Eng-
land," noted that a generous and
helpful American offer to block part

of U. S. film earnings had been
ignored, recounted war-time co-op
by the U. S. industry with the Brit-

ish, and warned that the U. K. "niay
have set in motion a chain reaction

which could blast the hope of all

trade revival around the world."
But the real sting was to be found

in .Johnston's curt comment:
"If the British do not want

American pictures, that's one
thing. If they do, they shouldn't
expect to get a dollar's worth of
films for a quarter. And that is

exactly what the tax will do."
Industry observers noted that the

decision to halt British film ship-
ments was reached by the MPEA

REVIEWS Of REUJ MLinS
'Blackmail"

with William Marshall, Adele Mara,
Ricardo Cortez

Republic 67 Mins.

SLICK SHAMUS PIC WITH SOME
SNAPPY DIALOGUE SHOULD SELL AT
MOST STANDS.

William Marshall is a tough N. Y. shamus
who speaks in terse epigrams most of the

time, and as an alarming propensity for

alliteration in his repartee. But don't hold

that against him as he has most of the

attributes of a successful movie dick, i.e.,

the ability to take brutal beatings every so

often, a direct, unfumbling charm with wo-
men, who don't seem to mind a bit when
he utters the rudest brushoffs In their

faces, and a certain manly handsomeness
that makes the female susceptibility more
convincing.

Coming from N. Y. at the behest of

Ricardo Cortez who owns a little shack

somewhere in California, replete with kid-

ney-shaped swimming pool, and hot and cold

running blondes, Marshall soon becomes in-

volved in a complicated, though absorbing

mess of blackmail, murder, and an assort-

ment of misadventure. In customary shamus
fashion, he plods through red herrings until

he cracks the case wide open.

Production -wise the film is mighty slick

and a lot of taste has been used in settings.

Marshall is a good shamus, but some of

the lines he reads make pretty strange

conversation. It's good fun and keeps you

guessing.
CAST: William Marshall, Adele Mara, Ricar-

do Cortez, Grant Withers, Stephanie Bachelor,
Richard Fraser, Roy Barcroft, George J.. Lewis,
Gregory Gov, Tristram Coffin, Eva Novak, Bud
Wolfe.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, William J.

O'Sullivan; Director, Lesley Selander, Screen
Play, Royal K. Cole; Original Story, Robert
Leslie Bellem; Additional Dialogue, Albert De-
Mond; Director of Photography, Reggie Lan-
ning, Musical Director, Mort Glickman; Film

Editor, Tony Martinelli; Sound, Herbert Norsch;
Art Director, Frank Arrigo; Set Decorations,
John McCarthy, Jr. and James Redd; Makeup,
Bob Mark.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

rather than the MPAA, the assumed
significance being that the former
was established to serve as its mem-
ber companies' distribution agency in

countries where state monopolies ex-
ist or normal trade relations are im-
possible.

Non-member companies of the

MPEA, embracing Republic, Mono-
gram, Eagle-Lion and PRO, do not
distribute their own pictures in the

U. K. Monogram, Republic and PRC
pix go via franchise thru Pathe,
Ltd., Eagle-Lion, as is the case with
Universal, goes thru J. Arthur
Rank's GFD.

[

Universal, of course, is a party to

j

the MPEA action. Monogram will

not export to England, it is known.
Eagle-Lion and PRC have referred

their distribution agreements to

counsel for study, with a decision ex-

j

pected by tomorrow or Wednesday.
; Republic's position remains to be de-

fined by Herbert J. Yates, who is on

the Coast.
Meanwhile, there was a pre-

j

vailing belief that the industry

i
had, in effect, told the British

trade to pick up the ball and
carry it from now on. It seemed

(Continued on Page 8)

"High Tide"
With Lee Tracy, Don Castle, Julie Bishop,

Anabel Shaw
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Monogram 70 Mins.
GRIPPING NEWSPAPER DRAMA WITHOUT

USUAL CLICHES HOLDS INTEREST TO THE
END.

Jack Wrather's second production for

the screen is a gripping newspaper story

that holds interest to the end. It has been
given excellent direction by John Rein-
hardt and the screenplay by Robert Pres-

nell Sr., is minus the usual cliches and
drunken reporters.

Lee Tracy turns in his usual splendid

performance as a tough, crusading manag-
ing editor, while Don Castle makes a con-
vincing private investigator. Julie Bishop,

Anabel Shaw, Regis Toomey, Anthony
Warde, Francis Ford and Argentina Brun-
etti are among the capable principals.

Tracy, fearing for his life, calls Castle,

from San Francisco, to Los Angeles, where
Tracy's paper is warring on rackets to in-

crease its circulation. Castle, a former

I
police reporter, turned "private eye," is en-

gaged as Tracy's bodyguard.

Argentina Brunetti, widow of an ex-

ecuted man, threatens Tracy, as does An-
thony Warde, a big shot gambler. Douglas
Walton, Tracy's publisher, is murdered and
in the same attack Tracy is wounded, but
not seriously.

Julie Bishop, Walton's wife, has never

lost her love for Castle, and some suspi-

cion of the Walton murder is aimed at the

investigator. Castle solves the murder in a

surprise ending, which it would not be fair

to divulge.
CAST: Lee Tracy, Don Castle, Julie Bishop,

Anabel Shaw, Regis Toomey, Douglas Walton
Francis Ford, Anthony Worde, Wilson Wood,
Argentina Brunetti, George H. Ryland.
CREDITS: Jack Wrather Production; Producer,

Jack Wrather; Associate Producer, James C. Jor-
dan; Director, John Reinhardt; Author, Rooul
Whitfield, Screenplay, Robert Presnell, Sr.; Ad-
ditional Dialogue, Peter Milne; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp, A.S.C.; Supervising Editor, William
Ziegler; Editor, Stewart S. Frye; Sound, Ferol
Redd Art Director, Lewis H. Creber, Special
Effects, Howard Anderson; Musical Score by
Rudy Schrager; Musical Supervision, David
Chudnow.
DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY:

Good.

New Fiberglas Screen for

Aster Preem of "Mitty"

The Astor Theater on Broadway
has been equipped with a new con-
cave-convex Fiberglas Nu-Screen
for the premiere of "The Secret Life
of Walter Mitty."

Screen provides a larger and
brighter image while eliminating dis-

tortion. Other installations in town
aie the Winter Garden and Park
Avenue Theaters. Screen is also be-
ing used successfully in numerous
other spots throughout the country.

McConnell to Buffalo
Chicago — Attorney Thomas Mc-

Connell leaves Chicago for Buffalo
shortly to take depositions in the
Rivoli Theater anti-trust suit against
Shea Theater circuit and nine film

< distributors. The case is expected
; to come up for hearing at the Fall

term of Federal Judge .John Knight's
court in Buffalo.

"YOUR MUST-SEE LIST...]

A picture with an idea is Eagle-Lion's

Wl
a movie tliat glued you tj your seat

with Joan Leslie, newcomer Richard

Basehart, Louis Hayward and a {ood

cast." -GOOD HOUSEKEEPINi

% tCTURE WORTH SEEINI

h
A fine cast and an unusual story mark

this one. Watch newcomer Richard

Basehart- a wonderful actor who will

go far." -IIBERTT

EAGLE LION FILMS

LOUIS HAYWARD

JOAN LESLIE

RICHARD DASEHART

^"Repeat
,

erformance

VIRGINIA FIELD • TOM CONWAY
BENAY VENUTA • NATALIE SCHAFER

Screenplay by Walter BuUock

Based on a Novel by William O'Forrell

Produced by AUBREY SCHENCK
Directed by ALFRED WERKER

- BRYAN FOY in charge of Production

StS/r*/!)»?:a<53Wy.r-



Organize UFD for

State Right Field

(Continued from Page 1)

tribute identical product from each

exchange and to furnish a group

"buy" to owners of product. Ex-

change operations will be synchron-

ized for film "buys" and services to

the theaters.

First group of pix under this ar-

rangement is an announced series of

six outdoor specials which will fea-

ture Russell Hayden and be pro-

duced by Paul Willett in San An-

tonio. A contract for this series was
finalized by John L. Franconi in Dal-

las. Mangham says that negotiations

are under way for other important

product and that details will be given

shortly.
Additions of other exchange cen-

ters will be made until the system

becomes of full national scope.

Distributors who attended the ses-

sions were: J. Francis White, Jr.,

Charlotte; J. Mangham, Atlanta;

Joy Houck and Ernest Landaiche,

New Orleans and Memphis; John L.

Franconi, Dallas; Carr Scott, Okla-

homa City; Andy Dietz, . St. Louis,

and Julian King, Des Moines, Kansas
City and Omaha.

"Down to Earth" in Key Dates

Key engagements in top situations

across the country have been ar-

ranged for Columbia's "Down To
Earth" following the pattern used

successfully last year with "The

Jolson Story.

$ WATCH IT G«OW! $
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Pathe Fetes llllman
With Film of Career
Frederic Uliman, Jr., retiring RKO

Pathe president, watched a specially

produced "This Is America" based on

episodes in his own career, at a

farewell party thrown in his honor

at the company offices. Film, pub-

licity boys explained, was strictly a

gag and reviews of same should be

held indefinitely.

Harry Michalson, newly named
prexy, was host.

O'Seas Pic Shipments

tayed By Film Cos.

(Continued from Page 1)

by the newly imposed 75 per cent

duty.
Barnett also revealed that he had

received instructions from all com-
panies for whom he held film to stop

shipment.
There are at least 100 backlogged

U. S. pix now in Britain, and free

from the 75 per cent tax. These films

will probably have an aggregate
playing itime of six months extending
into next year, by which time the

crisis may have done a fadeout.

It is still anybody's guess, how-
ever, how many U. S. pix are wait-

ing to be released in Britain. When
asked, "How many of your com-
pany's pictures are waiting to be re-

leased in Britain?" several company
reps, declined to answer. Either the

info was not available, or they felt

such data would somehow be harmful
to the firm.

At any rate. The Film Daily
offers the following info as the best

available on the number of U. S. pix
backlogged in England: United Art-
ists, 16; RKO, 12; Universal, 6;

Eagle-Lion, 4; PRC, 22.

Paramount's spokesman wasn't
sure; other sources indicated about
six; WB's rep. said the info wasn't
available, but according to a London
source, five pix will be released be-

tween now and the New Year; 20th-

Fox declined to comment, but other
sources indicate eight to ten; with
Metro releasing pix in the U. K.
almost on the heels of its releases

here, it's likely that the company
has only about two or three for

future release; Columbia's rep. was
also mum, but it's a safe bet that
eight pix await release; Monogram
spokesman said it was hard to tell

since last reports three months ago
listed 40 pix for future release; it's

quite likely Mono hasabout 20 on the
backlog now.

Hoffberg Adds Six Tifles

Hoffberg Productions, foreign film

distributor, has six more titles for
the '47-'48 season: ''L'Esclave
Blanch," "Dram de Shanghai,"
"Thunder in the Hills," "Secret of

Stamboul," "School for Husbands,"
and "Courageous Mr. Penn." James
Mason, Rex Harrison and Deborah
Kerr are respectively represented in

the last three pix.
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Film Stock Prices Continue
Downward To New Lows

(Continued from Page 1)

ing at their poorest price for the

year.

Losses of more than a point were
sustained by Paramount and 20th-

Fox; Columbia dropped one dollar,

while Loew's, RKO, Universal and
Warners posted minus fractions.

Universal's $4,25 preferred issue

dropped four points to close at 79,

low for the year.
Significant questions raised in

financial circles Friday was how
could American distributors raise the
vast sums required to pay the Brit-

ish import duty in advance and how
would it be possible to estimate a

film's earning power prior to ex-

hibition.

U. S. Indie Sees Companies
Building British Studios

(Continued from Page I)

dios in England, in opinion of a

leading independent producer.
In some quarters in Hollywood, it

is thought the British action may
cause a reduction in number of pic-

tures to be made here as well as a

slash in production costs, but it is

pointed out that home offices will

have to set policies in these matters.
One situdio head said it is likely

exhibitors will be called upon to

share an increased part of their

profits with Hollywood to insure a

steady fiow of pictures from the film

capitol.

Industry Halts Film
Shipments to U. K.

(Continued from Page 7)

obvious, too, that the door had
been left open for a quick heal-

ing of the breach, should the
British change front, end the
tax and su|>stitute the freezing
proposed by the MPAA.
There was substantial reason by

the trade to believe that Anglo-
American economic discussions in

Washington this week will include
the British film situation, and that
the U. S. industry would have the
firm support of the U. S. Govern-
ment in the approach to a solution of
the problem.

The MPEA confined its discussion
Friday wholly to the ban on further
shipments to England and did not
touch upon a possible economy pro-
gram.

Twice during the meeting John-
ston spoke over the trans-Atlantic
telephone with MPAA's London rep.,

Fayette Allport.

H'wood Sees 12 Months
Pic Supply for England
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Although studio rep-

resentatives commended action of
MPEA in immediately discontinuing
shipments of American films to Brit-
ain, because of duty imposition, they
point out that several important
Hollywood - produced pictures were

Anglo-American Pacts

Violated—Jolinston

(Continued from Page 1)

measures of a practical nature to help at once

the drain on British exchange. Our members
desired to meet the British halfway by offering

to block, during the crisis, o substantial share

of the earnings of the American film -'Q.mpanies

in Britain. / intl
"This proposal was submitted tOv^pg/onsible

British Cabinet ministers, prior to the on-
nouncement of the Government's action. It

would have benefitted all and injured none.

"American films are an important part of the

total British economy. Five dollars out of every

six earned by American films remain in Britain

in the form of British taxes, British profits

and British wages.
"No American industry has cooperated more

wholeheartedly and understandingly with the

British in time of trouble than our motion pic-

ture industry. We demonstrated this in numer-
ous ways from the very day war was declared

in 1939 up to the present moment. For three

and a half years after the war began we sup-

plied an undiminished, uninterrupted flow of

entertainment to British civilians and the Brit-

ish Services and cheerfully ag'teed to the

blocking of millions of dollars. .
'

"Instead of following the successful wartime
experience of mutual cooperation, the British

Government has adopted a form of confiscatory

tax on earnings in the guise of customs duty
on new films. This tax reverses the whole
trend of our international agreements with
Britain. We believe It violates both the spirit

and the letter of the Double Taxation Treaty,
the British-American Reciprocal Trade Agree-
ment of 1938 and the present British Loan
Agreement.

"Moreover, the tax deals a severe blow to
those who have held such high hopes of an
early settlement of the world's economic prob-
lems through international agreements and co-
operation. The British may have set in motion
a chain reaction which could blast the hope
of all trade revival around the world. Only a
greater exchange of more and more goods and
services will get Britain out of its crisis. It is

not by confiscatory measures, directed against
a great and friendly industry that Britain will

be helped olong the road to recovery."

Para/s "Variety Girl" Set
For 300 Major Key Runs

Three hundred major key run en-
gagements of "Variety Girl" have
already been booked, Charles M. Rea-
gan, Paramount vice-president and
distribution chief, announced at the
week-end.
Reagan said the picture would be

set in virtually all of the company's
top accounts as the Labor Day at-
traction. Thirty key cities will have
benefit premieres during the holiday
period, with proceeds going to the
charity funds of local "Variety Club
tents.

Foreign Policy in Noriolk

Samuel Cummins, general man-
ager of Pix Theaters, is installing a
new foreign policy for Pix Theater,
Noi'folk, Va., starting Sept. 15.

rushed to England because of freez-
ing of remittances reports.
As a result England has a supply

of American pictures that will last
from nine to 12 momths and will sup-
ply the needs of British fans, who
might otherwise attack the action of
their government in imposing a 75
per cent duty on American pictures.

Republic is studying the situation

and has made no decision as yet on
whether it will join MPEA member
companies in discontinuing immed-
iately shipments of American pix
to Britain.
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2500 Critics of the nation have been asked to

pick the tops on the basis of performance in each

of the following categories:

Best Male Star

Best Female Star

Best Supporting Actor

Best Supporting Actress

Best Juvenile Actor

Best Juvenile Actress

Outstanding Photography

Outstanding Screenplay

"Find" of the Year

The result of this nation-wide newspaper, maga-

zine and radio poll will be published under the

heading of FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES in the

forthcoming issue of
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Get Back to

SHOWMAHSHIP! Come on fellas... Climb on the Bandwagon

...with the Industry's "Top" SHOWMEN!...

Step up your Advertising "tempo" ... with

Bigger Newspaper Ads . . . more Radio time! ...

f
Make a Big "Noise" from your Lobby, Front

"

and SCREEN!... Plaster those highways and^

byways . . . with eye-arresting Lithographs

that ''Harmonize" with your sock campaigif

. . .and build up ''volume" at your Box Offic^

...Get in "tur)e" with the times!... Get Back

To Showmanship!
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HEAR ATTLEE TO COMPROMISE
MPAA to Ask State DepL o£ U. JC Tteaty Break
Dulles Files Briefs With
State, Treas.; Charges
Trade, Loan Pacts Violated

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA today will

formally ask the State Department
for a quick ruling on whether the 75

per cent "confiscatory" tax imposed
by the British government violates

the terms of the Anglo-American
double taxation treaty.

Allen Dulles, of the New York law
firm of Sullivan and Cromwell, and
international trouble shooter for

MPAA, will confer today with Under

(Continued on Page 8)

Myers Warns Against

Boycott of U.K. Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— While blasting the

British "confiscatory" tax, Abram F.

Myers, Allied States general counsel,

yesterday cautioned against jeopar-

dizing a settlement by boycotting

British films in this country.
"Nothing is ever gained by imitat-

ing your adversary's idiocies," Myers
(Continued on Page 8)

Sees Only 4% of U. K.

Take Remitted via Duty

London (By Cable)—Were the U.
S. film industry to accept the 75 per

cent confiscatory duty imposed by
the British Treasury, it would re-

ceive less than four per cent of the

(Continued on Page 6)

Ranh Studios, Labs.
On Iflass Vacation

London (By Cable)—Under a plan

formulated last year, J. Arthur Rank's

production and lab. units, including

all of his British studios, will be

closed the last two weeks in August.

This is the first "mass holiday"

in U.K. film history and is designed

to avoid "crippling" production by

spasmodic vacations by key person-

nel, with resultant loss of production

money all Summer.
Ranks theaters and executive

headquarters staff are not affected

by the "mass holiday."

COWDIN CONFIDENT OF COMPROMISE
Not Too Difficult to End Anglo-American

film Impasse, Says "U" Board Head

London (By Cable) — J. Cheever
Cowdin, board chairman of Univer-
sal, a company in which J. Arthur
Rank is perhaps
the largest single
shareholder, ex-
pressed himself
here as "com-
pletely confident"
that the Anglo-
American film
impasse would be
solved "with
proper reconsid-
eration of t h e
mutual prob-
lems."

Alt the same
time, Cowdin, who
flew here as the
Labor Govern-
ment moved to
confiscate 75 per cent of U. S. film
dollars earned here via an import

COWDIN

duty, warned, "We are not going to
allow the confiscation of our property
any more than you would."
The Universal topper said that he

felt it would not be too difficult to
arrive at a conclusion that would
save necessary and desirable dollars
for the U. K. and permit the U. S.
companies to exist, and also avoid
the "unfortunate and serious" impli-
cations of the Labor Government's
drastic order.
"The British announcement," Cow-

din declared, "has sent a shudder
thru every man and woman em-
ployed in the industry, and may be
followed by deep resentment on the
part of ithe entire American public."

(Declaring that the tax "strikes
at the very roots of trading between
Britain and America," the AP re-
ported Cowdin added: "We cannot
help asking if it is not something

(Continued on Page 7)

Elect Standing Com. Majors Allege Fraud

Of17forMPFinN.Y. I In Indiana Actions

A 17-man standing committee for
the New York Exchange Area of
the Motion Picture Foundation was
elected yesterday at an open Indus-

[

try meeting in the Coral Room of the
Hotel Astor.

Presided over by acting chairman
Max A. Cohen, the group named the
following from the list of nominees:
Max A. Cohen, Gus Eyssell, Harry

,

(Continued on Page 8) I

Fort Wayne, Ind.^Eight percent-
age fraud suits were filed by the
major companies in U. S. District
Court against Peter G., George and
Charles Mailers, and a number of
separate corporations. Suits allege
defendants' properties were owned
and controlled by the Mailers broth-
ers during the period in controversy.

Complaints allege a plan and con-
(Continued on Page 8)

Kahane at Probe Com. Hearing
Sees Studios Hurt as Innocent Bystander

16 of 25 New Griffith

Drive-ins for Oklahoma

Oklahoma City—Griffith Theaters,

Inc. is planning immediate construc-

tion of 25 drive-in theaters in com-
bination with the Griffiths-operated

Theater Enterprises, Dallas. Sixteen
(Continued on Page 6)

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With the House Labor

sub-committee changing focus from
investigation into activities of the
AFM to the jurisdictional dispute
between rival union factions in the

studios, B. B. Kahane, Columbia
vice-president, testifying before the

Committee yesterday, described the

(Continued on Page 7)

Offer Due in 48 Hours,
London Hears; CEA Goes
All-Out for Coin Freeze

BULLETIN!
LONDON (By Cable)—Reports were cur-

rent in trade circles here late yesterday that

the Labor Government within 48 hours

would submit a compromise offer to end
film impasse resulting from the imposition

of a 75 per cent confiscatory tax on U. S.

pix. Confirmation was impossible.

London (By Cable) — Faced with
the knowledge that any interruption
in the flow of new U. S. pix to this
side will force the shuttering of

(Continued on Page 6)

Advises Congress May

Act If Duly Stays

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Possibility of strong

Congressional moves in retaliation
for the British discriminatory tax
on American pix was raised here
over the week-end by Rep. Eugene
Worley, D., Tex. Worley told The
Film Daily "it is well to bear in

mind that despite all the agreements
and negotiations of State Depart-
ment officials, final authority on

(Continued on Page 6)

Kelly On UK Trip For
UA Backlog Bookings

Arthur W. Kelly, UA executive
vice-president and foreign distribu-

tion chief, will fly to England tomor-
row in an effort to obtain desirable
playing time for the backlog of 16
pictures which UA already has in

(Continued on Page 2)

Ace B & K Chicago
Will Sell Popcorn

Chicago—For the first time in its

25 years' history, B & K's Chicago

Theater will sell packaged popcorn.

The company has just completed a

four-unit popping outfit, located at

its West Side warehouse. The popped

corn will be trucked to the ace Loop

theater and sold at the lobby candy

stand.
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Kitab Mahal. lilO Hornby Bd. . Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIEES—Paul Salfar, Filmafrio, 8 Bue Charras.
MONTKEAL—Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis
Xavier St. VANCOUVER-.Tack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. S\n)NEY—Bosvden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave., Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone, TJT 2110, BRUS-
SELS—.lean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN-John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,

Copenliagen-Van Loese. ROME—.Tohn Perdicari, Via
Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO—"Dr.

Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. MEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Ncal. Calle de Paris 12. BUDAPEST

—

Andor Lajta, Filmmuveszeti Evkonyv, Thokoly-ut
75, Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels,
Erstagaten 18 (III).
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Col. Picts.vtc. (21/2%) 161/2 15 16
Eost. Kodok 451/4 447/8 45
Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18
Loew's, Inc 20% 191/8 201/2

Paramount 241/2 227/8 235/8

RKO 26I/4 251/2 261/4

Republic Pict SVs 5 5%
20th Century-Fox . . 27 25% 2634
20th Century-Fox pfd. 35 35 35
20th Century-Fox ppf.104 104 104
Universol Pict 201/4 ISVs I91/4

Universal Pict. pfd... 79 79 79
Worner Bros 14% 14 14%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 3% 31/2 3y8
RKO 31/4 27/8 3

Sonotone Corp 3Vi( 3 'A 3Vi
Technicolor 13 1234 13

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6%
Pathe 41/4

Net
Chg.

+ 1

- 1/2

+ 'i%
+ Vz

+ %
+ Vs

+ %

+ %

+

Asked
7

51/4

Sid Holland Resigns

Akron, O.—Sid Holland, manager
of the Palace, has resigned, to go
into advertising and public rela-
tions work.

MERVIN ASH ft CO.
MEMBEU

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed and wi-
list^ securities available upon requnt.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominc flno Goinc
ANDY SMITH, JR., general sales manager

for 20th-Fox, left yesterday for Atlanta to

confer with Harry Ballance, Southern division

sales manager, and hts staff.

J. DOUGHY, manager of the Apollo Theater,
his wife and daughter have returned from their

vacation in the northern Wisconsin lake

country.

LUCILLE BREMER, CATHY DOWNS, and DON
BARRY will leave Hollywood today for Houston
for the premiere of Eagle-Lion's "Red Stal-

lion."

ANN DVORAK and VICTOR MATURE were
in town yesterday en route to Boston where
they will participate in special promotion
events in connection with RKO's "The Long
Night."

ROY HAINES, WB Western division sales

manager, returns today from Minerva, 0.,

where he attended the funeral of his sister

on Sunday.

SAM LEFKOWITZ, WB Eastern district manager,
left last night for Boston. He returns to New
York at the end of the week.

DOS'S WHITNEY BOLTON here with ALF
KJELLIN, Swedish star, wife and daughter
to meet newspaper critics.

Kelly On U. K. Trip for

UA Backlog Bookings

(Continued from Page 1)

that country, free from the 75 per
cent tax.
Inasmuch as Kelly has been a key

figure in the company's negotiations
for a 15,000,000 loan which was to be
earmarked for participation, it is

assumed with Kelly's departure thait

these discussions have been tempor-
arily halted.

Last week's tax action by the
British government had immediate
repercussions in banking circles here,

with financial institutions exercising
extreme caution in all dealings with
the film industry. It is expected that
the air will have cleared sufficiently

by the time Kelly returns from Eng-
land for loan negotiations to be
continued in a more favorable en-

vironment.

Cleveland Exhibs. Meet
Thursday on City Tax

Cleveland, O.—A board meeting of

the Cleveland Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors Association is called for
Thursday to discuss the proposed
three per cent city amusement tax
proposition. Affiliated circuit oper-
ators have been invited to attend.

RKO's President Comes East
N. Peter Rathvon who, as presi-

dent of RKO and RKO Radio Pic-

tures, headquarters in Hollywood,
reached New York yesterday for
talks with home office executives on
the films that will usher in the 1947-

48 season.

PUBLICITY POSITION WANTED
Personable young lady. Thorough publicity

and exploitation experience in motion pic-

ture, theater and radio fields. Excellent
contacts with fan magazines and news-
papers. Write

—

BOX 113, THE FILM DAILY,
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

JOSEPH SEIDELMAN, prexy of U-I's interna-

tional subsid.; WILLIAM A. SCULLY, U-l vee-

pee and general sales manager, and MAURICE
A. BERGMAN, company's Eastern ad-publicity

chief, and MONROE GREENTHAL, head of the

ad-agency handling U-l product, flew to the

West Coast to huddle on the British tax problem.

SAM T. WHEELER, Film Classics' sales head,

en route to California to set up sales policies

on the company's product, will stop off at Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Kan-
sas City, Portland, Los Angeles and San Fron-

cisco.

SOL M. WURTZEL and his executive assistant,

HOWARD SHEEHAN, took off by motor Sunday
on a 10-week tour of all 20th exchanges in

every major U. S. and Canadian city, first cover-

ing the Coast, including the Pocific North-

west, and Western Canada.

SAM SHAIN, director of exhibitor and public

relations for distribution dept. of 20th-Fox,

left yesterday for Miami to attend the South-
eastern Theater Owners Association meeting.

CURTIS MITCHELL, Paramount's publicity-od

director, is in Virginia on a two-week holiday.

LINDA DARNELL arrived from Geneva, Switz-

erland, yesterday. She leaves for the Coast
via air today.

LILLI PALMER, who just finished her role

in "Ever the Beginning," arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast with her husband,
REX HARRISON. They sail for England this

week-end on the Queen Elizabeth.

JAMES R. FAICHNEY left for Denver yes-

terday to view combat film for inclusion in a
film now under production for the U. S. Air

Forces by Sound Masters, Inc.

PAUL HOLLISTER, Eastern studio rep. and
publicity director of RKO Radio, planed to the

Coast over the week-end accompanied by MRS.
HOLLISTER.

WILLIAM H. CLARK, treasurer of RKO and
RKO Radio, reached Hollywood from New York
yesterday for a vacation.

CHARLES SIMONELLI, U-l special events di-

rector, left New York yesterday for Cincinnati
and Chicago. He will return next week.

Schine Managers Convene
In Gloversville Today

Gloversville—J. Myer and Louis
W. Schine will head the Annual
Division and Group Managers Meet-
ing of the Schine Circuit to be held
here Aug. 12-14. All zone and group
managers from N. Y., Ohio, Ken-
tucky, Delaware and Maryland will

attend to discuss plans for launching
the Fall Season Campaign and a new
Showmanship Drive which is now
being formulated.

Regional meetings for the man-
agers will be held in the field at a
later date when the campaigns will

be formally presented to them.

SEEKS POSITION
Domestic or Foreign Dept. 71/2 years con-
tinental exp. Ad., Exploitation, exch., &
theaters.

Import—Export—Will Travel

Box 160, FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Can.-U. S. Import Relations
Up for Cabinet Huddle

Ottawa—Canada may be forced to

adopt measures to rectify adverse

trade situation in relation to United

States and it has been learned here

that a meeting of the cabinet iSj

scheduled for next week to deal

'

matters aflFecting international t

nomic relations.

Meanwhile spokesmen for the
Federal Finance Department said
Canadian government had not con-
sidered a tax increase against films
imported from U. S. because theaters
needed Hollywood product. Entire
situation is to come before a special
cabinet sitting, however, when de-
cision may be reached to ask U. S. for
a substantial loan to wipe out dis-

count on Canadian dollar at New
York.

Another source said Canada would
be faced with critical foreign ex-
change developments before the end
of this year unless the cabinet con-
trives measures to correct adverse
trade balance with U. S. It is just
possible that coming economic situa-

tion for Canada will parallel that of

Britain which has imposed a high
levy on American film revenue.

Screen Guild to Release
Herald's Six Negro Pix

Screen Guild Prods, will release

six Negro films a year for Herald
Pictures, according to a contract
just signed, Jack Goldberg, Herald
president told The Film Daily yes-

terday.
With 30 exchanges hitting 2,000

locations, this will mark the largest

Negro film booking achieved to date,

Goldberg said. Already being booked,

"Sepia Cinderella" and "Boy, What
a Girl," Herald's big-budget fea-

tures will be shown in white loca-

tions as well as colored since the

Screen Guild set-up calls for booking
in all their theaters.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
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Warns Congress May

Ad If Duty Stays

(Continued from Page 1)

trade matters rests with Congress."
Calling upon the British to modify

their stand, Worley recalled thait

Congress "backtracked" on the re-

cent wool bill 'rather than pull out

support from the efforts of Under
Secretary Will Clayton to work
things out in London. But if this is

to be the British answer, maybe we
had better get tough, too."

Worley hoped to be able to discuss

the matter with State Department
officials, but said yesterday that if

there is no important change in the

British position by the time Congress
reconvenes he may himself offer a

proposal to ban the showing of

British films in this country.

The young Texan, who chaired a

special sub-committee of the House
Postwar Economic Policy Committee
which last year studied the world
pix markets situation, declared that

"this country has never levied any
import duties or other restrictions

on ithe free and complete exhibition

of British-made films or films of

any other country. Hearings of the

committee developed that England
was making a substantial profit from
the distribution of her films in Amer-
ica. If, however, she expects ito

paralyze American profits in Eng-
land then the only natural result

would be for the United States to

ban English-made films in this

country. Clearly such action would
not benefit either party, but under
unusual conditions unusual remedies
must be applied.

16 of 25 New Griffith

Drive-ins for Oklahoma

(Confinued from Page 1)

of the units will be placed in Okla-
homa. Estimated cost of the entire

project is set at $1,500,000 according

to Henry S. Griffing, executive vice-

president of Griffith.

The joint venture will be operated
out of Tulsa. Four drive-ins are
planned for the Tulsa area. In addi-

tion to the Oklahoma sites already
selected other cities named include

Roswell, N. M.; Carlsbad, N. M.;
Hobbs, N. M.; Manhattan, Kan.;
Junction City, Kan.; and Chillicothe,

Mo.
The theaters are expected to be

completed in early 1948.

STORK REPORTS

Lawrence Elliott, weighing in at
six and a half pounds, was born last

week to Sidney and Evelyn Cooper,
at Brooklyn,'s Beth El Hospital.
Daddy is UA salesman in Detroit;
mother is the former Evelyn Pascin
who was a secretary in UA's home
office three years ago. Lawrence is

their first child.

Report Attlee to Compromise
CEA Goes All-Out for Coin Freeze

(Continued from Page 1)

British theaters within a matter of
months, the CEA Executive Com-
mittee, meeting here today, will go
all out for the substitution of a
freezing of U. S. film remittances
for the confiscatory 75 per cent duty
imposed last week by the Brtiish
Treasury.

The MPAA, prior to the action of
the Treasury, had proposed to the
British government that 25 per cent
of the dollars earned here by U. S.

films be blocked during the period of
the present British emergency.

On the eve of the Executive
Committee's meeting, at which a
definite policy will be formu-
lated, CEA officials entertained
strong hopes that Prime Min-
ister Attlee's Labor Government
may "listen to reason."
In Parliament yesterday, when

Lord Winterton asked the president

UK BIZ ESTIMATES
"The Wall St. Journal esti-M

mates that Loew's and 2Qth-Fox
each do approximately $16,000,-rt

000 biz in the U. K. annually,'i

with Warners and Paramount do-
ing around $10,000,000 and $12,-

000.000, and RKO around $8,000,-

000 to $10,000,000.

of the Board of Trade if he was in

position to make a statement re-
garding retaliation by the U. S. in-

dustry, via the imposition of a boy-
cott on further film shipments to
Britain, Sir Stafford Cripps was
absent from the House.

A statement by Herbert Morrison,
for the government, that he was "on
vacation" drew sharp protests from
MP's.

Jack Belcher, Parliamentary sec-
retary to the Board of Trade, was
also absent so the question went un-
answered.

Meanwhile, Tom O'Brien, MP, gen-
eral secretary of the NATKE who
repeatedly has assailed any moves
to curtail the import of U. S. pix
here, had made a bitter attack on the
75 per cent confiscatory duty in an
address at Blackpool. The NATKE
has a membership of 60,000 theater
and studio employes.

O'Brien castigated the imposi-
tion of the duty as manifest in a
lack of courage and honesty.
Further, he said, it displayed a
"callous disregard" for the Brit-
ish pix industry.

(The N. Y. Times quoted O'Brien
as saying that "Even a national
emergency cannot justify the unprec-
edented methods" used by Sir Staf-
ford Cripps, president of the Board
of Trade, and Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer Hugh Dalton. The Times
further said that O'Brien had stated
it would have been more courageous
and honest if the Labor Government
had stopped foreign films alto-

gether instead of permitting full

importation of American films pro-

vided Americans agreed to take five

shillings for every pound sterling

worth of goods.)
As CEA leaders shaped the

policy, B. T. Davis, president of

the exhibitors association repre-
senting 4,500 theaters, declared
that if the 75 per cent duty and
U. S. shipment ban stood, there
would be wholesale closing of

theaters in six months. Dennis
Walls, CEA vice-president, said

The London Times in an editorial

yesterday declared that the govern-
ment's "hasty, drastic action" seems
unlikely to bring an immediate re-

duction in the dollar drain and that
it "appears to jeopardize the pros-
pect of British film exports as a
source of dollar earnings."

succinctly, "The Dalton plan
will not work."
J. Arthur Rank, whose global film

empire may topple unless the situa-
tion is compromised, finally broke
silence, but said simply:
"We expected something like this,"

referring to the MPEA action.

Asked if fear of retaliation had
inspired the U. S. trip from which
he recently returned—a trip which
brought a "gentlemen's agreement"
assuring playing time on the 2,100
theaters controlled by the five major
U. S. circuits—Rank said, "It was
not the main reason for the visit."

Sir Alexander Korda, who re-
cently concluded a U. S. distribution
deal with 20th-Fox, termed the ' re-

taliatory action "a shocking blow to
the British industry" and added, "it

has made a delicate position that is

practically impossible" to meet.
"Some way," he declared, "will have
to be found to alleviate the Amer-
ican ban. I understand the Treasury
attitude, but I am sure a better dol-

lai' saving method can be worked
out."

John and Ray Boulting, pro-
ducers, termed the MPEA action
coupled with the 75 per cent duty
impost "the British film indus-

try's Dunkerque."

Virtually the only optimistic note
came from Michael Balcon who said:

"The American boycott will give

extra stimulation to the British in-

dustry, and the industry will respond
to the needs of the nation just as

every other is doing."

(Action on the British situa-

tion yesterday in New York was
largely restricted to home office

conferences. A proposal to im-
plement the ban on film ship-

ments with similar discontinu-

ance of the dispatch of stills,

publicity and advertising mater-
ials was reported under consid-

eration.)

'A^iriam Friel Dead
Easthamnton, Mass. — William D.

Friel, former manager of the Majes-
tic Theater, died.

Sees4%ofBrltisli

Tal(e Remitted Here

(Continued from Page 1)

money paid by the British public for
Hollywood entertainment, according
to Fayette W. AUport, MPAA ;^-
ish exec. ( )

Allport said the Dalton tax aitns

to reduce dollar remittances from
£17,000,000 to £4,000,000 by the ex-
pedient of confiscating the interven-
ing £13,000,000.

British theaters in recent years
have taken more than £100,000,000
annually from showing U. S. films.

Tax therefore means the U. S. in-

dustry receives less than four per
cent of the amount the public pays,
and then, he noted, the United King-
dom has always retained at leasit 83
per cent or approximately £83,000,-

000 b. o. receipts from U. S. films

which includes more than £36,000,-
000 that the Treasury derives an-
nually from the entertainment tax.

The U. S. industry has never re-

ceived more than 17 per cent or less

than one-fifth of the total earnings
in the United Kingdom. Under the

Dalton tax, it would receive less than
one-twenty-fifth.

The Johnston freezing offer, said

Allport, would have permitted the

United States industry to supply the

best and newest films to the British

public with concurrent reduction in

dollar remittances. The Dalton tax
after a few months necessarily re-

duces the public to a diet of old

films, with little or no saving of dol-

lars in the foreseeable future, Allport !

concluded.

According to a copyrighted Lon-
don cable to the N. Y. Herald Trib-

une, "Treasury officials had inspired

stories that the tax had to be imposed
because blocking of the film earn-
ings would be a contravention of

the sterling controvertibility clause.

These stories were that the loan

makes it mandatory for the British

to free all current sterling trans-

actions for conversion into dollars,

and said that if the British Treasury
were to block the earnings of Amer-
ican film companies to keep them
from converting, it would be a con-

travention of the agreement."

Holden Swiger Stricken

Akron, O. — Holden Swiger, 46,

former manager of theaters in Ak-
ron, Cleveland, and Elyria, died in

Elyria of a heart attack.

REIU POSTS

J. L. LYME, from booker, Columbia, Dallas, to

salesman for south Texas.

ALLEN SHAW, PRC booker, Cleveland.

MILFORD HANEY, treasurer, Blackltone Thea-

ter, Chicago.

VINCENT O'BRIEN, manager, E. M. Loew's

Hartford Drive-ln, Newington, Conn.

DAN FINN, assistant manager, E. M. Loew's

Hartford Drive-ln, Newington, Conn.

LARRY LEBRUN, doormen. Palace, New Britain,

Conn.
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Probe Com. Hears of

Studio Role in Strife

(Continued from Page 1)

problem as a family quarrel with the
in^^ent bystander, the studios, suf-

fer/' \ the traditional fate.

rdl that the producers want is

labor peace," Kahane said, "and the
freedom to operate. They welcome
and will support fully any effort to

bring about an end to this cositly,

senseless, jurisdictional fighting
among unions over who should do
what work in the studios."
"The investigations of this Com-

mittee offer us one further hope. If

this Committee, by invoking public
opinion, by using its good offices, by
seeking legislations, or by any other
means, can succeed in resolving these
continuous jurisdictional problems so
that our studios can operate nor-
mally and our employes can remain
at work, it will have made one of
the great contributions for good in

the history of American labor rela-
tions."

"Only the international unions in-

volved," Kahane pointed out, "can
permanently settle the jurisdictional
dispute and assure peace in ithe in-

dustry."
Chairman Carroll D. Kearns, R.,

Pa., who is presiding, said the com-
mittee would summon AFL council
committee members who handed
down a decision on jurisdictional
strike in 1945. They are Felix H.
Knight, executive of AFL Railway
Workers Union; W. C. Birthright,
Barbers Union, and W. C. Dohei'ty,
head of Letter Carrier Union. They
will be asked to clarify an award
that allegedly handed to lATSE
work of set erection formerly held by
Carpenters Union of the CSU.
Committee counsel Irving McCann

revealed that Representative Fred
A. Hartley, Jr., chairman of House
Labor Committee, who attended the
hearing here last week, has invited
presidents of leading motion picture
firms to appear in Washington Aug.
22, to testify concerning their labor
difficulties. McCann also announced
that local representatives of CSU
had informed him that William "Big
Bill" Hutcheson, International Presi-
dent of AFL Carpenters Union,
would be available to testify at the
hearings on Aug. 25.

Ind. ATO Meets Nov. 18-20
Indianapolis—The Associated The-

ater Owners of Indiana has set its
Fall conclave for the Hotel Antlers
Nov. 18-20.

Cecil B. DeMille
Mort Spring
Ben Hersh

Aug

j*j Stanleigh P. Friedman

12

D. H. Finke
Jane Wyatt
Hal Home
Mary Halsey

HOLLVUJOOD TODflV
By PATTI ALICOATE

HOLLYWOOD
TOOK me an hour to reach Universal-International, but I finally made it,

and just in time for lunch. Pat Patterson and Don McDonald, of publicity

(thinking that the way to my typewriter was through my stomach), wined

and dined me in the Sun Room, just off the main commissary. It was literally

loaded with talent, such as: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Tony Martin, Burt

Lancaster, Dick Haymes, Ella Raines, Sir Cedric Hardwicke—you get the

picture?

VA/ENT back to Pat's office, for a few minutes' chat before we took off

on our tour of the "lot." Had a long talk with Joe, the studio

character, whose claim to fame is sweeping the pepper leaves off the studio

sidewalks. Went first to Stage 6 where "A Double Life" is shooting.

George Cukor was running through a scene with Ronald Colman in which

an auto horn wakes him up. Each horn they tried sounded more like a

Mack Sennett comedy and Colman and the crew would break up each

time it blared forth. He plays an actor in the pic and' will be in New York

in about three weeks to shoot exteriors around the Empire Theater.

KIEXT to the set of "River Lady," where they're using the side-wheeler

originally used in "Showboat." George Sherman, the director, intro-

duced me to Florence Biates, Rod Cameron and Yvonne de Carlo, who were

working with him. Yvonne goes into "Casbah" with Tony Martin, after this,

which will also feature Katherine Dunham and her renowned dancers. Cam-

eron is scheduled to make one more here and wilt, then take off for Brazil,

where he'll star and co-produce.

THEN for a look at "Tap Roots" which features Van Heflin, Ward Bond

and Susan Hayward, with George Marshall on the megaphone. The

scene was a Mississippi swamp and the smell of fresh pines was enough

to send me to the mountains. (Felt like taking off my shoes, puttin' a

little dirt on my face and staying awhile.) Burt Lancaster, who's going to

produce one of his own in October, came by and took us over to see

Zoltan Korda, who's directing "Mortal Coils." Charles Boyer and Ann

BIyth had the day off, but we watched Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Rachel

Kempson rehearsing. (She is English actor Michael Redgrave's wife.)

Everybody there was kidding about the fact that the title was going to

be changed because the people of Brooklyn would think it was Myrtle's

Curls. I assured them that it "ain't so," but I think they'll probably

change it anyway because they've had so many inquiries from electrical

societies that think it's a pic about currents, etc. By the by, guess who's

the goat for all the jokes on this set? You're wrong—it's staid Sir Cedric,

whose chair is always being booby-trapped so that it collapses, or who finds

firecrackers exploding in his dressing room. Understand he's a wonderful

sport though.

QTARTED over to "The Senator Was Indiscreet" company and on the

way passed the Phantom stage where the second unit of "A Double

Life" was shooting audience reaction to the "Othello" sequence. They

-all it that because both the first edition with Lon Chaney and the second,

with Claude Rains, of "The Phantom of the Opera," were shot there. It's

just exactly like a theater, both in front of the curtain and backstage.

piNALLY got to the "Senator" stage just as William Powell started a

hilarious scene as a Senator campaigning for president, speaking before

the American Business Man's Convention, where he fumbles about 30 pages

of notes and ends up under the table screaming "Just one minute, just one

minute, please." George S. Kaufman is directing it and Nunnally Johnson

producing. Understand Gene Fowler came over to the set one day and did

a bit. Ella Raines, Peter Lind Hayes and Arleen Whelan are also in the

cast. Ella, incidentally, is taking flying lessons every Sunday, which is

adding to the ulcer of each exec there. William Desmond—remember?

—

is working in this as an extra.

Cowdin is Confident

Of Tai Compromise

(Continued from Page 1)

which is going to cause a lot of harm
and disunity between our two great
countries.")
Cowdin stated he was optimistic

enough to think these drastic things
we are talking about would not arise.

He emphasized that America has
made voluntary proposals which
would have relieved the dollar strain

immediately, but that the Dalton
duty would not take effect for
months.

("In an interview in the London
Hailv Mail, ,T. Arthur Rank said he
foresaw the possibilitv of compro-
mise, asserting that the Hollywood
ban "sounds very serious—and could
be in time—but it will take several
months for the effects to be felt, and
by then, I am confident we shall

have found some alternative dollar-
saving scheme to suit both sides.")

U. S. distribs. said Cowdin, would
have to keep on deposit with British
f'lis^oms over $50,000,000 long be-
fore they had anv onnortunity of

marketing product. From Holly-
wood's viewpoint, he added, the re-

mittable $16,000,000 was worth noth-
ing at all.

Film Stocks Ralltf Here:
U- K, Theater Shares Weak

Films stocks staged a moderate
rally yesterday, presumably based
on information that the Attlee gov-
ernment would modify its 75 per cent
tax on American motion picture U.
K. earnings.

Loew's made the most substantial

advance with a net gain of 1%
points. All other industry shares
posted fractional gains.

On the London Exchange, cinema
shares were a weak spot as disputes
raged pro and con over the MPEA
decision to cease sending films to

Great Britain. Securities of produc-
tion companies, however, continued
strong in expectation of increased
activity in order to supplant the loss

of U. S. product.

Paramount has reported to the

New York Stock Exchange the

acquisition of an additional 67,500
shares of its common stock, pur-
chased in the open market during
July.
Company holdings now total 447,-

100 shares.

SICK LIST

JOE LEAVITT, owner of the Independent

Screen Room, Cleveland, is home from

a five-week stay at Lakeside Hospital,

where he underwent a serious operation.

MONTY WOOLLEY has left the Albany

Hospital "in good shape" following a 25-day

stay in which he underwent an operation.

CECIL B. DE MILLE entered St. Vin-

cent's Hospital in L. A. yesterday for a

checkup preparatory to his three-month

tour of Great Britain and the U. S.
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MPAA Charges U. K.

Tax Violates Treaties

(Continued from Page II

Secretary of State Robert Lovett,

Department officials said.

The State Depantment already is

in possession of a brief prepared by
Dulles contending that the British

"import duty" violates the double

taxation treaty of 1945. In addition,

the MPAA brief also charges that

the British tax violates the British-

American Reciprocal Trade Agree-

ment and the terms of the $3,750,000,-

000 loan agreement.
A similar brief has been filed -with

the Treasury Department, thus pav-

ing the way for an official U. S. Gov-

ernment protest against the "confis-

catory" tax. It is expected here that

the full weight of the Government
will back up the stand of the Amer-
ican film industry.

MPAA Claims Violation

Iri its brief, MPAA states that the

British "import duty" is a clear

violation of the British-American tax

convention of 1945 (double taxation).

"The label of 'imnort duty' is too

transparent to disguise this tax upon
the British film rentals," the brief

sl'ates.

"If indeed it be not an 'income tax'

because in name it is a duty, cer-

tainly it is of substantially similar

character to an income tax within

the meaning of Article 1 of the con-

vention.
"The convention would be

meaningless if its prohibitions

could be circumvented by impos-
ing an excise, measured by in-

come, upon one act, such as im-
portation, in the chain of events
culminating in the receipt of the

income. No income can be de-

rived from sources within a par-
ticular country unless some act

is done within that country to

produce an income. If that act

could be made the subject of an
excise measure by the income
derived, the convention could be
emasculated and the whole pro-
gram of international income tax
conventions undermined."
The MPAA brief emphasized that

"unless proposals of this type are
promptly challenged and defeated,
little faith may be placed in the
efficacy of the tax conventions."

Unless some compromise is offered
by the British, it is still expected
here that the coming Anglo-Amer-
ican tall<s will include discussion of

the British tax move. These talks

primarily are concerned with possible
liberalization of the loan agreement.
They are separate from the three-
nation parley on coal.

Meanwhile, Government spokes-
men, while not minimizing the seri-

ousness of the British tax move,
appeared confident that some com-
promise will be worked out.

S28 of 465 Features Played by Britain's

Theaters in 1946 Were Hollywood Imports

London (By Cable)—Of the 465 features which played British theaters in

1946, exactly 328 were made-in-Hollywood.

Twenty other pix were imported from other countries.

British studios in 1946 turned out 35 "first features," 72 shorts and pix not

in the "first feature" bracket.

For the final week before the Dalton 75 per cent duty was imposed, U. S.

film imports numbered nine features, 22 shorts.

British feature production for this year" has been estimated at under 50.

Estimates of number of new Hollywood features imported before the duty

and unreleased range from 60 to 125.

(A copyright London cable to the N. Y. Herald-Tribune said Columbia was

reported to be in the best position for features and shorts, with Metro caught

the shortest.)

Elect Standing Com.

Of17forMPFinN.Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

Kalmine, Malcolm Kingsberg, Dave
Levy, Arthur Mayer, Raymond E.

Moon, Walter Reade, Sr., Sam Rinz-

ler, Sam Rosen, Edward N. Rugoflf,

Bert Sanford, Fred J. Schwartz,
Joseph M. Seider, George Skouras,
Solomon Strausberg and Joseph
Vogel.

Prior to the voting, Leonard Gold-

enson. Paramount vice-president and
a member of MPF's national com-
mittee, explained to those assembled
the origin, pui'pose and importance
of MPF.
"A revolution is taking place in the

motion picture industry," Goldenson
said, "that may find many people
who are on the top of the heap today
at the bottom tomorrow. We must
be prepared to take care of the less

fortunate among us."
Cohen announced late yesterday

that he would convene the newly
elected committee within the next
few weeks in order to elect a na-
tional trustee and permanent chair-

man.

High MPAA officials here yester
day discounted reports that Amer-
ican film industry contemplates re-

taliatory action ag-ainst British films

in this country.
One highly-placed MPAA official

Majors Allege 8 Fraud
Actions in Indiana Suits

(Continued from Page 1)

spiracy by the defendants to defraud
via false repoi-ts of admissions deriv-
ing from showing of percentage
films. Theaters involved in the case
are New Grand, Bluff'ton; Family and
Wayne, Fort Wayne; Ritz, Tipton;
Princess and Hines, Portland; Cen-
tennial, Warsaw; Riley and State,

Greenfield; Strand and Valentine,
uefinance, 0.

Plaintiffs seek punitive damages
in addition to damages sustained by
alleged fraud and conspiracy. Com-
plainants are represented by George
S. Dailey and Sargoy & Stein.

emphasized that there is no inten-
tion now of cancelling present agree-
ments with British producers. Pres-
ent "gentleman's agreements" will

be continued at this time, it was
stressed. The question of retaliating
against British films here was not
considered at the emergency meeting
of MPAA last week, it was said.

Myers Warns Against

Boycott of U.K. Films

(Continued from Page 1)

said. "Advocates of a boycott by
American exhibitors should put on
dunce caps and join the Attlee cab-
inet."

Myers said there is "no need" for
retaliatory measures. "Certainly,"
he said, "chances for a friendly
settlement of the controversy should
not be jeopardized by our American
boycott of British films."

The Allied board chairman ex-
pressed confidence that the British
government will back down.
"The British government," he

The UP reported from St. Louis
that insofar as the MPTOA was con-
cerned, there would be no attempt
made to bar British films from Amer-
ican screens, a move feared in Lon-
don.
Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA prexy,

was quoted by the UP as declaring,

"If the British put out any films

worth showing we'll show them in

our theaters."

said, "is not going to sacrifice the
amusement tax and deny motion pic-

ture entertainment to its people dur-
ing their dark days in a vain attempt
to vindicate an action which by now
they know was wrong."
Myers warned, however, that any

attempt by Hollywood to "saddle"
exhibitors with increased rentals to

help make up the loss of British
revenue would be met with stern re-

sistance.

Myers also noted that provisions
of the Export Trade Act may limit

any moves for higher prices on the
part of producers.

British Pix to Continue
To Get U. S. Playdates

Quick survey by The Film Daily
yesterday revealed that none of the
circuits contemplate retaliatory mea-
sures against British product here.

Typical of the individual exhib-
itors' attitude on the subject is Si

Fabian's reminder: "It would be un-
wise and unwarranted for any indi-

vidual exhibitor or circuit to handle
the situation alone. I don't believe in

boycotts."

U. S. Pix Unwanted

Anyway, Says Critic

Frederick Kuh, in a copyrighted
London cable which PM published
here yesterday under the head^ne,
"U. S. Film Boycott of Britain^ )y
Boomerang," noted that" som^ ^of
Britain's foremost experts" had re-

ported the British public "increas-
ingly disappointed with Hollywood
products," and added:
"The U. S. refusal to supply Brit-

ish movie houses, it is suggested,
may enlighten British fans as to

the ease of dispensing with U. S.

films."

(Editor's Note: For the last two
years, U. S. pix have encountered a
concerted critical barrage from cer-
tain London dailies, the Beaverbrook
press being especially vitriolic.)

Kuh also wrote:
"Commenting on the British im-

port duty, Eric Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Association
of America, said that the British
should not expect to get a dollar's
worth of films for 25 cents. The
answer of Britain's most gifted film

critic, Miss C. A. Lejeune, writing
in the London Sunday Observer
yesterday, is 'for too long we have
been paying a dollar for 25 cents
worth of entertainment.'
"To Johnston's further remark, 'if

the British do not want American
pictures, that is one thing,' Miss
Lejeune replies: 'Speaking broadly
and candidly, they don't'."

(Editor's Note: Miss Lejeune's
London dispatches are published in

New York largely in the Sunday
Times.)
The AP in a London cable reported

that "some critics who accuse Holly-
wood of slickness, and some parents
and teachers, who charge U. S. films
with promoting juvenile delinquency
and poor English, were happy over
the ban."

Governors, Mayors
At De Mille Dinner

Pittsburgh—Governors and mayors
throughout the Ohio Valley region
will head the list of guests of honor
along with Cecil B. DeMille at a
gala banquet in Pittsburgh's William
Penn Hotel on Oct. 2.

Affair is one of the special events
scheduled for the two-day civic cele-

bration which will terminate with
the American premiere of DeMille's
Technicolor epic, "Unconquered," on
Oct. 3.

fEflimE TOUCH

TRUDY SMITH, Paramount branch manager's
secretary, Charlotte, replacing Sara Biack,
resigned.

MAZEL TRAINER, inspectress. Paramount,
Denver.

JOAN LINDQUIST, Universal biller, Minneapo-
lis.

MARY ELLEN PICKER, biller. United Artists,

Indianapolis.

G^EVIEVE ARDINGTON, Republic contract

clerk, Indianapolis.
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75 P. C. Tax Lapses Unless Parliament Confirms
Action Before Recess Is

Required; Dalton Denies
Treaty Break; Hints Talks

London (By Cable) —The
, British Treasury's order im-

[
posing a confiscatory 75 per

: cent duty is subject to a confirma-
tory resolution within 28 sitting days

1 of the House of Commons from the

:
making of the order, issued Aug. 7,

Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of the Ex-
: chequer, said in Commons yester-

I day.
If such a resolution is not passed,

1 Dalton confirmed, the tax would
(Continued on Page 4)

Distribs/ Goldman

Review Plea Denied

Philadelphia—The U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals has rejected the

appeal of major distributor defend-

ants for a bill of review in U. S. Dis-

trict Court on basis of newly dis-

covered evidence in the William
Goldman Erlanger anti-trust suit,

(ConHnued on Page 6)

SRO Canada Distribution

Via Facilities of Pioneer

Toronto — The Selznick Releasing

Organization has arranged for the

physical distribution of its product

throughout Canada via the facilities

of Pioneer Films, Ltd. The Canadian
company will also handle ti-ailers for

(Continued on Page 4)

MOB Collections Hit

Record $17 Million

National Foundation for Infan-

tile Paralysis reports an all-time

high figure of $17,987,800 in its

March of Dimes fund raising drive

this year. Theater collections totalled

$1,500,000, four million dollars less

than the amount raised in the 1946

drive.

Total was two million dollars

more than the 1946 figure of $15,-

982,150. It was pointed out by

Basil O'Connor, president, that polio

incidence so far this year is appre-

ciably under last year.

Editorial

Questions for U. K. Press
. . . on the film crisis

By CHESTER B. BAHN

THAT segment of the British national press which for some time past—a matter of

two years or so—has been sharpshooting at the U. S. film industry both in review

space and other columnar discussion of Hollywood, its works and its product, is now
by way of doing a lamentable disservice to the British film industry.

It is hailing the MPEA embargo on the dispatch of further American films to the

United Kingdom, a retaliatory step by the major companies in the wake of Britain's

imposition of a 75 per cent confiscatory duty, as "an opportunity without equal for the

British industry," according to a United Press London story published here yesterday.

Meaning that British producers, as a result of the eventual withdrawal of American
product, will be without competition, and that British playing time will be 100 per cent
at the disposal of British pictures.

Oh yeah?

However, skipping that premise for the moment, writers on the cinema for the

(Continued on Page 6)

ews

Policy on U. S. PIx

Film imports from the United
States are being reviewed by the
Commonwealth Government follow-
ing the drastic profits tax introduced
in the United Kingdom, the Aus-
tralian News and Information Serv-
ice, a government agency, reported
here yesterday.
Prime Minister Joseph B. Chifley

(Continued on Page 6)

TA-NATKE Agreement Up
For Exec. Board Action

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Approval of the tech-

nician exchange agreement reached
by Richard A. Walsh, lA president,

and Tom O'Brien, head of the British
(Continued on Page 6)

BFPA Sec'y Denies

Studios Affected

Warns British Exhibitors

Cannot Continue Without
Flow of Hollywood Films

London (By Cable)—Imme-
diate reopening of negotiations
with the American film indus-
try to prevent the wholesale closure
of theaters and the ultimate extinc-
tion of the British film trade was
urged by the CEA in letters sent yes-
terday to Prime Minister Clement
Attlee, Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hugh Dalton and Sir StaflFord Cripps,
president of the Board of Trade.
The letters, written bv W. R. Ful-

( Continued on Page 5)

London (By Cable) — The acute
state of confusion that has gripped
the British film industry since the
imposition of the confiscatory 75
per cent tax on U. S. film imports
and the subsequent MPEA decision

to halt U. S. film shipments indef-

initely was heightened yesterday not
a little by two developments.
On the eve of today's special meet-

(Continued on Page 4)

E. V. Richards Defines MPF
Meaning to SETO Conclave

Miami, Fla.—Interpreting the ob-
jects of the Motion Picture Founda-
tion as being more than just a charity
organization but as a challenge to

(Continued on Page 5)

Gov^t to Take Stand on U.K. Tax
Hint British Seek Loan Pact Relief

125 in WB Party Off

For "Father" Premiere

More than 125 prominent mag-
azine, newspaper, trade paper, syn-

dicate, fan publication and radio

broadca.sting personalities will board

a special itrain in Grand Central

Terminal tonight at midnight for the

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Quick State Depart-

ment ruling on whether the British

"confiscatory" tax violates the "let-

ter and the spirit" of three Anglo-
American agreements is expected

following a top-level conference be-

tween industry and Government offi-

cials.

The American film industry's case

(Continued on Page 5)

Brit. Tax No Bar to

High Stock Earnings

Rough estimates of the revenue
loss to the American motion picture
industry if the British market is to

be written off entirely reveal that
the major companies can comfort-
ably cover their current stock divi-

dends if they are able to maintain
their 1946 earnings ratio, according

(Continued on Page 3)

Hutcheson Blocked Labor
Peace. Casey Tells Solons

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Pat Casey told the

House Labor Sub-Committee how
William L. Hutcheson, international
president of Carpenters Union had
blocked any compromise between
contending International Alliance

(Continued on Page 3)

17. K. Situation Seen
Bringing Bach B's

IVest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—One result of the

British film situation is that studio

production chiefs are ordering a

tightening of schedules, having

some scripts for forthcoming pic-

tures revamped.

Some observers believe the British

move will cause major studios to

resume production of many "B"

pictures.
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WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wilk, Manager

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone: Granite 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Chief Manning Clagett

6417 Dahlonega Rd. 2122 Decatur PI., NW
Phone: Wisconsin 3271 Phone: Hobart 7627

CHICAGO BUREAU
Joseph Eslcr, Chief C. L. Esler

6241 N. Oakley Ave. Phone: Briargate 7441

STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,

127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart. Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay.
Kitab Mahal. 190 Hornby Rd. , Fort. Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—raul Saffar. Filmafrir, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—Rav Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis
Xavier St. VANCOUVER—Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave.. Punchbmvl, N. S. W. Phone, UY 2110. BRUS-
SETjS—.lean Pierre Meys. 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN—.lohn Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,

Copenhagen -Van Tx)ese. ROME—John Perdicari, Via
Lurlovisi IR. Phone, 427,i8. MONTEVIDEO^Dr.
Walter Schuck, Cerrito 597. MEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Callc de Paris 12. BUDAPEST—
Andor Lajta. Filmmuveszeti Evkonyv. Thokolv-ut
75, Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Geis,
Erstagaten 18 (III).
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Bell & Howell 22 22 22
Columbia Pic vtc... 163/8 163/8 163/8 + Vs
East. Kodak 453/8 45 451/3 + Vs
Gen. Prec. Eq 181/4 I8I/4 I8I/4-4- 1/4

Loew's, Inc 203/4 2OI/4 203^ + 1/4

Poramount 24% 24 241/2 + 7/8

RKO 121/8 115/8 12 + 3/8

Republic Pict S'A 51/3 SVs
Republic Pict. Pfd. IH/g 1134 113,4

20th Century-Fox . . 273/4 265/8 273^ + 1

20th Century-Fox pfd 36 353^ 36 -f 1

Universal Pict 193/8 19 191/8— Vs
Universal Pict. Pfd 81 791/2 81 +2
Warner Bros 15% I43/4 147/5 -|- Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 31/4 31/8 31/4 -I- 1/4

Technicolor 127/8 127/8 127/8— l/g

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Ask'd

Cinecolor (,3/^ 7
Pathe 41/4 51/4

Goldberg Rep. Brazil Mgr.
Eber A. Goldberg has been ap-

pointed general manager for Repub-
lic in Brazil. He replaces Fritz Berg
who has taken a similar post with
Warners.

SEEKS POSITION
Domestic or Foreign Dept. 714 years con-
tinental exp. Ad., Exploitation, exch., &
theaters.

Import—Export—Will Travel

Box 160, FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

cominG nno goihg
RUDY BERGER, Metro's Southern sales man-

ager, leaves tomorrow for Charlotte after
spending seven days in Washington, D. C.

GEORGE WALDMAN, FC New York district

manager, is in Boston on a business trip.

HELEN TAMIRIS, choreographer, is in Hol-
lywood directing dance numbers for U-I's "Up
In Central Park."

JAMES V. O'GARA, Republic Eastern division

manager, is due in Cleveland today, first stop
on a three-week trip. Later he will visit Cin-
cinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit and Pitts-

burgh.

MERIAN C. COOPER, producer of "The
Fugitive," leaves today by air for Hollywood
after conferences with N. Peter Rathvon ond
Ned E. Deplnet on U. S. and British distri-

bution of the pic.

LEONARD GOLDENSON, Paramount vice-
president in charge of theater operations, is

in Miami attending the meeting of tlie

Southeastern MPTO. He returns to his desk
tomorrow.

ROBERT W. COYNE, executive director of

ATA, returns to New York tomorrow from
Miami, where he attended the annual con-
vention of the Southeastern MPTO.
NAT LEVY, RKO Eastern division manager,

returned yesterday from a Detroit business
trip.

ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO vice-president in

charge of domestic distribution, left yester-

day for Miami where he will address the

Southeastern Theater Owners, currently con-
vening there.

TED R. GAMBLE, ATA Board Chairman and
Monarch Theaters president, planed to Seattle

yesterday to attend the funeral of his brother,

Charles.

CLAYTON EASTMAN, New England district

manager for U. A., will return to Boston from
on overnight visit to the home office.

JACK FINBERG, U. A. branch manager In

Cincinnati, is in New York for conferences with
Edward M. Schnitzer eastern and Canadian
sales manager.

DON MOORE, WB Eastern story editor, fias

left for a New England vacation.

SIMPP Appoints Committee
To Study British Situation

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—At a special meet-

ing yesterday SIMPP appointed a
committee to study the British situa-
tion. Committee will consist of at-
torney Gunther Lessing, chairman;
attorney Herbert T. Silverberg, Mar-
vin Ezzell, Daniel O'Shea and Bene-
dict Bogeaus. George Bagnall who
attended MPAA's emergency meet-
ing last Friday gave a report on the
British situation but no details of
the report were disclosed.
Newly appointed committee will

work in conjunction with President
Donald M. Nelson who is convalesc-
ing from a recent illness.

CHARLES REED JONES, special rep for Jules
Levey, is in Boston for opening of "New Or-
leans" at the Paramount and Fenway Theaters
on Thursday.

JOHN K. HILLIARD, chief engineer of Altec
Lansing Corp. is on a tour of Alaska as a

consultant on motion picture theaters and
military electronic problems.

ARTHUR W. KELLY, UA executive vice-

president, who leaves New York for London
by plane today, will also visit France, Den-
mark, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland and other

European countries.

BILL BRUMBERG, manager of Warners field

public relations staff, left last night for

Chicago.

BERN IE EVENS, M-G-M exploiteer for the

St. Louis and Kansas City territory, is spending

his vacation with his parents at upstate Platts-

burg.

JOHN DOERR, chief film booker for Chi-

cago Alliance Theater circuit, leaves this week
for a vacation in northern Wisconsin.

DONALD WOLF, son of Cleveland Warner
zone manager, Nat Wolf, and LOU RATENER,
Warner contact manager, are driving to the

Coast.

FRANK MASEK, NTS Cleveland branch man-
ager, and MRS. MASEK are visiting their son-
in-law and daughter, Lt. Com. John G. and
Mrs. Williams at Middletown, R. I.

BILL BROWN, manager of the Loew Poli-

Bijou, New Haven, and MRS. BROWN are on
vacation at Narragansett Pier, R. I.

ALAN HALE, JR., is here from the Coast to

do press interviews and plug "Spirit of West
Point," the Harry J. Brown-John W. Rogers
picture in which he appeared.

Wilbert To Address
Schine Men Today

Gloversville—Christy Wilbert, ad-
vertising manager of 20th-Fox, will

address district and division man-
agers of the Schine Circuit meeting
here today. Wilbert will reveal his
company's plans for forthcoming
product and will outline details of
the recent industry Ad Code. Fea-
ture of Wilbert's appearance will

be special teaser trailers by Bing
Crosby and Walter Winchell on
"Mother Wore Tights" and "Kiss of
Death." Also emphasized will be
long-range planning and point of
sale penetration to reach widest pos-
sible audience.

Republic Levant Deal
Republic Pictures Int'l has con-

cluded a deal with Abul Fath, Man-
sour & Co. for Middle Eastern dis-

tribution. Territory includes Egypt,
Palestine, Transjordan, Ethiopia,
Aden, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon.

THE BANK OF THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

1B»nk of Atttctrira
NATIONAL SAV^iNc""! ASSOCIATION

MEMBER TEOERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION • MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Medallion Plans to Be
Aired on WNBC Monday

Glendon Allvine will disclose Me^
dallion Pictures production plans on
the Mary Margaret McBride WNBC
radio program, Monday, at 1 p.m.
Allvine, Medallion veepee, will be
interviewed by Homer Croy. He will

announce purchase of "Golden ^' w,"
magazine yarn by Gordon (-^^ ^*it.

Company also reports delivery^ of a
script by Adele BufRngton, "The
Devil's Staircase," to Director
Tommy Atkins. Shooting will start

soon.

Dan Frankel Returns
To Four Continent Post

Daniel Frankel has resigned as
general sales manager of the 16 mm.
division of 20th-Fox Int'l, to return
to his former business as an execu-
tive of the Four Continent Films.
Offices of the latter organization are
maintained in the Paramount Build-
ing.

Charles Gamble Dies
After Heart Attack

Seattle—Charles Gamble, 49, man-
ager of the Vanport Theater, died
here suddenly following a heart at-

tack.

Gamble, brother of Ted R. Gamble,
was formerly the director of the
Hood River and Oregon Theaters for
Gamble Enterprises.

Ambler Hearing Waits
On Pottstown Decision

Norristown, Pa.—The hearing on
the Ambler tax levy involving the
Ambler Theater has been postponed
pending decision in a similar Potts-
town case.

CHICAGO
SANrBANCISCol
PITTSBURGH

I

See your *ravei agent or phone i

LExington 2-7100
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125 in WB Party Off

For 'Father' Premiere

(Continued from Page 1)

;
trip to Skowhegan, Me., to attend

the -"prld premiere of Warners Tech-
ni

f
film version of "Life With

Fac=.^r" at the Lakewood Theater
.
tomorrow night. Another delegation

of about 25 will join the special train

in Boston. In addition, many leading

New England exhibitors are making
the trip individually. Among them
will be C. J. Russell, St., partner in

M. & P. Theaters, who also is on
the Maine Highway Commission. Art
Frank, district manager for Lock-
wood & Gordon circuit; J. B. Carroll,

M. & P. disitrict manager; Harry
Browning, head of M. & P. advertis-

ing department; Carleton Beals,

manager of the Strand Theatei",

Skowhegan, and others.

The special train of WB delegation

will include:

Mort Blumenstock, Harry M. Kal-

mine, Sitanleigh P. Friedman, Jules

Lapidus, Harry Goldberg, Gil Golden,

Laii-y Golob, Jacob Wilk, Ralph W.
Budd, Frank E. Cahill, Jr., W. Stew-

art McDonald.
Alan Hale, Alan Hale, Jr., Howard

Lindsay, l^ussel Crouse, Dorothy
Stickney and Oscar Lindsay will be

among the stage and screen celeb-

rities.

Trade press contingent going in-

clude James M. Jerauld, Boxoffice;

Walter Brooks, Motion Picture Her-

ald; Jack Harrison, Hollywood Re-

porter; Morton Sunshine, The Inde-

pendent Film Journal; James P.

Cunningham, Motion Picture Daily;

Winfield Andrus, news editor. The
Film Daily; Mel Konecoff, The Ex-
hibitor; Barney Stein, Film Bulletin;

Chester Friedman, Boxoffice.

WB Appeal Costs $13,000
Sydney (By Air Mail)—The appeal

by Warners against the refusal of

the Films Commission to grant them
a license to build a first-run theater

in Sydney at a cost of $1,000,000 is

reported to have cost $13,000. Hear-
ing took 111/2 days transcript of evi-

dence and addresses covered 237

typescript pages and 71 exhibits

were tendered. Judge Studdert has

not yet given his decision.

STORK REPORTS

A son, Gradwell, was born to Mr.
and Mrs. William J. Girardi of Fleet-

wood, Monday, at the New Rochelle
Hospital. Mrs. Girardi is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gradwell L.

Sears of Harrison.

IVest Coast Bureau of TH/i FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cecil Barker, assist-

ant to David 0. Selznick, and his

wife, the former Dorothy Harris,
20th-Fox player, are the parents of

a baby girl, Pamela, six pounds, 14

ounces, at the Hollywood Presby-
terian Hospital.

STOCK EARNINGS TO STAY HIGH
(ConHnued from Page 1)

to a survey by Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Beane, security brokers
here.

With grosses only slightly off

from those of last year, it is be-
lieved by many executives that a
concentrated effort directed at satur-
ation promotion of product combined
with a conscientious drive to lower
production costs would result in a
repetition of the 1946 earnings.
Another favorable factor is the

presence in England of at least a six

months supply of American films on
which the 75 per cent levy does not
apply.
The following table indicates po-

tential earnings in the absence of

the British market; it should be
borne in mind that these calculations

are highly tentative inasmuch as

very little specific information as to

the source of revenues on individual

companies is available:

Per Common Share

Est. Loss Eliminating
1946 Earnings British Market

Paramount $5.92 $ .93

Loew's .3.62 l.fiO

RKO ;^.17 1.49
30th Century-Fox 7.90 2.71
Warner Bros 2.62 1.03

Adjusted
1946 EarninRS

$4.99
1.83
1.68
.5.19

1.59

Dividends
Paid Past
12 montlis

$2.15
1.50
1.20
4.00
l.,50

J.-I. Signs Mady Christians
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mady Christians, star

of "I Remember Mama," stage play,

has been signed by Univ.-Int'l to a
two-picture deal. First role will be

in "Letter From An Unknown Wo-
man," to start shooting Aug. 25.

Second stanza will be opposite Ed-
ward G. Robinson in "All My Sons."

Miss Christians will fly to the Coast

Aug. 24.

Carl Fulton Dies

Chicago—Carl H. Fulton, 51, Part-

ner in Fulton - Grossman Theater

Circuit, owning houses in Aurora,

Joliet and Bloomington, 111., is dead.

Fulton also headed Fulco Theater
Equipment Company. His wife,

Hazel, survives. Eddie Grossman, his

partner, returned from a Los An-
geles trip yesterday for the funeral
ceremonies.

Peace, Casey Reveals

(Continued from Page 1)

and Conference of Studio Unions,

which includes his carpenters.

Hutcheson threatened in 1945 to

pull carpenters off all types of the-

ater works, remodeling and new con-

struction, in order to gain jurisdic-

tion over carpenter work in the stu-

dios themselves.

Irving G. McCann, counsel for

committee, read into the record testi-

mony given at NLRB hearings and

also excerpts from a convention

speech made by lA Prexy Richard

Walsh.

Walsh told the 1946 convention of

lATSE how Hutcheson accepted all

concessions made by lATSE but when
he was asked to assign some work,
such as table-making to lATSE set

decorators, the Carpenters Union
chief flatly demanded "we will want
all wood, wood working machines and
any work on wood substitutes."

Walsh charged that Hutcheson re-

jected a proposal to send such dis-

putes back to Hollywood locals for

adjustment.

IM/
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SFPA Sec'y Denies

(Continued from Page 1)

inp of the BFPA, E. W. Wingrove,

secretary, denied that the situation

would adversely affect British stu-

dios.

J. Arthur Rank is president of the

producers' organization.

The second was the adoption by

the ACT executive committee of a

resolution hailing the 75 per cent

levy as giving a big opportunity to

British production.

However, Tom O'Brien, MP, gen-

eral secretary of the NATKE, with

60,000 members employed in theaters

and studios, caustically asserted that

Sir Stafford Cripps and Hugh Dalton,

held responsible for ithe government's

film policy, have shown "callous dis-

regard" for the existence of the

British film industry.

(The Wall St. Journal in a London
dispatch yesterday quoted Wingrove
as saying British studios could step

up production 25 per cent and de-

clared that British producers are con-

sidering a recall of British stars

from Hollywood.)

SRO Canada Distribution

Via Facilities of Pioneer

(Continued from Page 1)

the Selznick product and all acces-

sories.

Negotiations were handled by
Charles Weiner, SRO Canadian
Division sales manager, and George
Oullahan, assistant to Oscar Hanson,
Pioneer president.

Weiner is now in the process of

setting up executive offices here and
expects to have a complete sales or-

ganization with a representative in

each Canadian territory by the end

of the year.

Ohio in License Drive
Columbus, O.—Dr. Clyde Hissong,

state education director and head of

the Ohio Division of Film Censor-
ship, has launched a drive against

distributors and exhibitors of un-

censored films in the state, princip-

ally foreign and 16 mm. films. He
has notified several film distributors

in Ohio and elsewhere by mail to

comply with the state censorship law
or face prosecution.
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Mid-tceefe Memos
• • • INDUSTRY TURMOIL generated by the British tax situa-

tion has no b. o. repercussions on the Main Stem, with the Winter

Garden looking lor a $36,500 first week gross for JAR's "Green For

Danger Today, JAR's "Black Narcissus" starts at the Fulton

And tomorrow brings JAR's "Frieda" to the Park Ave. . . . •

That scheduled Variety Clubs dinner in Washington next month for

George Jessel is off till January; reason is George's heavy 20th-Fox

Production schedule. ... • Metro's Motion Picture Research Bureau

reports after a survey that the public holds GWTW to top the 10 greatest

love stories ever told on the stage or screen By sheer coincidence,

it seems Metro is re-releasing GWTW. . . . • Pincus "Bill" Tell.

ex-Variety mugg, is Montague Salmon's choice as Syd Gross' successor

as the Rivoli's publicist Cou'-d you think of a better monicker for

a p. a. than Tell, at that? . . . • Glenn Allvine, who recently

left the MPAA to launch Medallion Pictures, will discuss the problems

of launching an indie film company on Mary Margaret McBride's NBC
show next Monday

T T
• • • JOHN BALABAN, WiU Hollander, et al, due back from

a personal inspection of conditions in Palestine oa the 20th, will get

a royal welcome home from the Chi. trade. . . . • Corking, that

Newsweek mag. brochure on "Life With Fctther." . . . • Varga,

who gave Esquire the Varga Girl, has been signed by Motion Picture

magazine lo do a series of paintings of Hollywood stars First,

that of Linda Darnell as Amber, breaks in the September issue. . . .

• Film preferences, as assayed by U-l's A. J. O'Keele for a San An-

tonio interviewer East and North, society dramas Midwest

and West, psychological tales, mysteries, comedies, musicals

South and Southwest, western, outdoor and action pix. . . .

T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE B & K's tele stcction, WBKB, will telecast more

football this Fall than any other U. S. station And the games will

be sponsored Important relay link developments are hinted by

the fact that Copt. Bill Eddy, WBKB's director, now commutes between

Chi. and New York via a new twin-engine Cessna five-passenger plane,

with frequent stops at intermediate points. . . . • "The Best Years

of Our Lives" finally ends a 39-week Broadway run at the Astor tonight.

. . . • Viking will publish a novelized version of "My Father's

House," the Levin-Kline Palestine pic. . . . • Lloyd Bocon is set

to direct "Barnstorming," based on the Life of Frank Bacon, not Bob

Golden. . . . • Encyclopaedia Britannica Films will add 15 new
educational pix to its classroom library this Fall. . . . • William

K. Jenkins, prexy of the Georgia Theater Co., was the personal guest

of Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker on that recent Atlanta-N. Y.-Atlanta record-

broking Constellation flight. . . . • Rutgers (RKO) Neilson's return

to Atlantic City's Ambassador for a vacation stay after 20 years recalls

that on the occasion of his first visit he had the bright idea of taking

along the latest Pathe News' crowing rooster of the screen All

thru the night, as wanderers arrived and turned on lights across the

airway, the rooster took it for daylight and crowed loud and long

T T T
• • • AS WAS PERHAPS to be expected, the dailies' wisecrack-

ing columnists are having a field day as a result of the British film

situation Swiftest verbal kick-in-the-pants was probably N. Y. World-

Tele sports writer Joe Williams' "America isn't going to let Great Britain

see any more Hollywood-made movies. If this doesn't save the Empire,

nothing can" As a sorta counter to that, Phil M, noting the N. Y.

Times headline, "Attlee Puts Duty on Meeting Crisis on British Alone

Says Nation Must Stand on Own Feet, Despite 'Generous' Aid
of Others Colls Production Key," is moved to remark that, under
the circumstcmces, Clement can say that again!

75% Tax Lapses Unless

Parliament Confirms

(Continued from Page 1)

lapse, although meanwhile legally in

operation.

Parliament's session, alreaxi^ ,x-

tended once, is scheduled to recess
tonight.
Whether Parliament, with the

Labor party firmly in control, would
skip action on ithe confirmatory reso-
lution was regarded generally as
dubious, although it could give Prime
Minister Clement Attlee an "out"
should he elect to work out a com-
promise with the American film in-

dustry.
Answering Lord Winterton in

Commons yesterday afternoon,
Dalton said he had no comment
to make on the U. S. industry's
retaliatory ending of American
film shipments.

Dalton said, however, that he
did not accept the British duty
imposition as a violation of the
Anglo-American loan agreement,
as charged by the MPAA in a
brief filed here and in Washing-
ton.

Lord Winterton further asked
the Chancellor if he iiould give
an undertaking that before the
introduction of the new Films
(Quota) Act, the matter would
be rediscussed.

Dalton replied that it would
no doubt be one of the matters
on which the U. S. may wish to
express a view. Britain, he noted,
had many matters it wished to
take up at that time.
(The Wall St. Journal in a Lon-

don cable yesterday said that in

British official circles it was stated
"any compromise on the British tax
on American films lies between the
British Treasury and the United
States Treasury. This might be done
by suspending the sterling convert-
ibility clause of the American loan
agreement which would allow block-
ing of 75 per cent of American film

companies' earnings on rental of

films in Britain.)

(The UP quoted "a well informed
Whitehall source" as saying that ithe

U. K. would be willing to consider

a workable alternative to the tax.

"Any alternative, he said, must
save Britain from converting an
equivalent amount of sterling into

dollars— $51,000,000 worth a year
—and violate neither the Anglo-
American loan nor the Bretton
Woods agreement.

"The informant said the gov-
ernment had studied and re-

jected for one reason or another
every alternative plan suggested
before deciding upon the 75 per

cent tax.
"They included the freezing,

voluntary or otherwise, of earn-
ings and imposition of a quota
for film imports.
"At the same time he conceded

frankly the government hoped the
tax would bring home to the Amer-
ican people, industry and Congress
the desperate economic plight of

Britain.")
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CEA Urges Attlee

Reopen Negotiations

(Continued from Page 1)

ler, general secretary of the asso-

cir''-«n of 4,500 British theater oper-

ai ' were authorized and drafted

at an emergency meetinp' of the ex-

ecutive committee here yesterday.

In the letter to the Prime Minister,

Fuller declared that British exhib-

itors cannot continue without the

product of Hollywood and added:

"Is it your deliberate intention

to obliterate the British film in-

dustry? The confiscation of 75

per cent of the earnings in this

country of American film com-

panies, without an alternative

supply being available, could

only lead to the withdrawal of

the American companies from
this market. Without their pro-

duct, we cannot continue.

"You leave the whole trade in

Eric Johnston, MPAA prexy,

warned that the U. K. tax on Amer-
ican films would boon.erang against

the British and was a sharp blow to

expanding trade around the world,

according to a statciuent issued yes-

terday at his home in Spokane, Wash.

the state of chaos awaiting ex-

tinction. Resumption of nego-

tiations with the Americans
would lead not only to the solu-

tion of our difficulties but would
be of great assistance to you in

the wider and more important

matters which confront you."

Fuller warned Attlee that unless

there was a break in the inipasse,

assuring renewal of U. S. pix im-

ports, the domestic industry faced

this situation:

"(A) Under present contracts,

we can continue for about four

to six months normally.

"(B) Probably, with the few

new films available and the

American re-issues, we may be

able to continue for another six

months, by which time cinemas

all over the country will be clos-

ing in dozens.
"(C) British films numbering

about 45 annually cannot fill the

gap, nor can any substantial in-

crease be expected while studio

shortages continue.

"(D) As soon as cinemas start

closing, British studios will also

close, and our stars will leave

en masse for Hollywood as the

only place where they can find

employment."

Gov^t toTake Stand on U.K.Tax
Hint British Seek Loan Pact Relief

(Continued from Page 1)

J. JUSTINIANI, manager of the Azteca,

Houston, Tex., is recovering from a broken

leg received while he was on an inspection

tour of the theater. Accident occurred in

the projection booth.

was taken directly to Under Secre-
tary of State Robert Lovett by
Francis S. Hax'mon, MPAA vice-pres-
ident, and Allen Dulles, MPAA con-
sultant and international trouble
shooter for the industry.
The industry reps, told Lovett that

the British tax, wnich they described
as "confiscatory, " violates both the
letter and the spirit of the loan
agreement, the British - American
Tax Convention of 1945 and the Re-
ciprocal Trade Agreement of 1938.
Although up to now the Depart-

ment has not taken an official posi-
tion on the British tax, it is now ex-
pected that this Government soon
will go on record with its stand.
Harmon and Dulles formally pre-

sented a brief detailing MPAA's
posicion on the British tax with re-

gards to the three agreements. It is

oelieved that most of MPAA's tire

was directed at the tax's violation of

the so-called double taxation treaty.
U. K. Talk Centers on Loan

It was noted here that the British
government has attempted to center
attention on the loan agreement. The
industry, on the other hand, while
stoutly maintaining that the tax also

violates the loan agreement, has con-
centrated its case on the double tax-
ation treaty.
Government officials, here were

diplomatically skeptical of the sug-
gestion by Hugh Dalton, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, that this Govern-
ment may wish to express its views
on the tax. It was thought here that

the shoe may be on the other foot,

with any such "expression" coming
from the British.

Meanwhile, many Government and
industry officials have expressed the
opinion that the British tax is fast

shaping into a skillful diplomatic
maneuver by the British to gain re-

laxation of the loan agreement.
Word from London and Washing-

ton now clearly indicates that the

film question will be brought up
during Anglo-American discussions

on the loan agreement, now expected

to take place within the next two
weeks.

With the imposition of the 75

per cent "confiscatory" tax, the

British hope to get the backing
of the American film industry

to a relaxation of the terms of

the loan agreement.
The British have claimed that a

freeze on American film earnings

would be a violation of the loan

agreement; therefore, the agreement
should be liberalized so that the ad

valorem tax can be junked in favor

of a "legal" freeze.

This, however, is a phony plea

by the British, according to well

informed sources here, since the

freeze proposal was advanced by

MPAA on a voluntary basis and
had the informal backing of the

State Department. In other

words, officials now say, even if

the freeze were a violation of the

loan agreement, it would not

have been protested either by

the American film industry or
the U. S. State Department.
MPAA, however, contends that
the tax violates the "letter and
the spirit" of the loan agree-
ment, the double taxation treaty
and the reciprocal trade agree-
ment. The Department thus far
has admitted that the tax vio-
lates at least the "spirit" of the
three agreements.
Observers here predict that the

British will agree to a freeze, per-
haps lower tnan 75 per cent, but
only after the United States agrees
to a relaxation of the loan agree-
ment. In this move, the British nope
to gain the active backing of the
American film industry, hence the
diplomatic maneuver of the huge tax,

wnich is now believed to be a tem-
porary measure at best. The question
arises, however, of how to relax
terms of the loan agreement. John
Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury,
has stated that any change in the
terms of the loan agreement must be
by Congressional action. Secretary
of State George Marshall, however,
says that some liberalization can be
accomplished without Congressional
approval.

E. V. Ridiards Defines

MPF to SETO l^eet

H'wood Stars To Stall Rank
Fix Until End of Tax Issue
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert,

who has a verbal deal to do one pic-

ture for J. Arthur Rank in England,
disclosed she will not do the picture
until the British situation is settled

to the benefit of U. S. film industry.
Bing Crosby is expected :to follow
suit. Ingrid Bergman expects to

make "Under Capricorn" with Alfred
Hitchcock in England next Summer,
while Joan Fontaine's agi-eement
with Rank may not require her to

start her picture until 1948 or 1949.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s deal for

"Sir Launcelat" calls for a year of

preparation.

(Continued from Page II

the isms opposed to the American
way of life, E. V. Richards of New
Orleans thrilled those attending the
convention of Southeastern Theater
Owners, for the first time giving
them a glimpse of the broad scope of
the ambitions of what is termed a
pioneering effort in charity that
probably would be used as a model
by other organizations. He addressed
one of the largest conventions of
SETO in the luxuriant Variety Club
tent No. 33 at the Alcazar Hotel.
The welcoming address was pre-

sented by Mack Jackson, president,
and other speakers were Mitchell
Wolfson, chairman of the arrange-
ment committee; Danner, city man-
ager, representing the mayor, wel-
comed the delegates to Miami, and
Nat Williams of Tomasville, Ga.,
gave the response to Danner's com-
pliments of the motion picture in-

dustry.
William Jenkins of Atlanta, opened

the meeting and others who spoke
were Leonard Goldenson and Claude
Lee of Paramount, Robert Wilby,
Atlanta, Robert Coyne, of ATA and
H. M. Richey, director of public re-

lations of M-G-M.
Moi'ning sessions of the conven-

tion will be held today and tomor-
row climaxed by a banquet tomor-
row night.

Today's session will be addressed
by distributor reps, including Robert
Mochrie of RKO and Francis S. Har-
mon, of MPAA will be the principal
speaker tomorrow night. Because of

the international situation telegrams
of regret were sent by those who
expected to attend including: Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy; Nicholas
Schenck, Loew's president, and Bar-
ney Balaban, Paramount president.

Quebec Censors Hit

Unsanctioned Shows

Montreal — Unsanctioned film

shows in Quebec Province which do

not have operating approval of the

Provincial Board of Cinema Censors
must cease operations immediately.
As Attorney-General Premier Mau-
rice Duplessis has ordered the law
governing such presentations be
strictly enforced.

Lucien Desbiens, censor board
chairman, declared an injustice ex-

isted in prohibiting children under
16 from entering theaters yet they

were permitted to see shows of ques-

tionable taste elsewhere. Move stems
from complaints attacking moral
tone of pix shown in unsanctioned

spots.

Set "Magic Town" Screening
RKO will hold an advance screen-

ing of Robert Riskin's "Magic Town"
at the Normandie Theater on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 20, at 10:30 a.m.

GREEN

DANGER

Klein Back in Industry

San Francisco — Stew Klein, well

known on Film Row for years, is now
back as manager for Astor Pictures.

THE SCREEN'S UNPARALLELED

ADVENTURE IN SUSPENSE!
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Australia Reviews

Policy on U. S. Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

was informed early of Britain's plan

to tax the profits of U. S. films rather

than impose an import duty on the

entry of films. The present Austral-

ian arrangement is to charge a duty

on the original film. There are no

duties on copies made in Australia.

lA-NATKE Agreement Up
For Exec. Board Action

(Continued from Page 1)

NATKE, is expected by the executive
board of the former organization
which will meet in Boston on Mon-
day.

However there is some possibility

the okay may be deferred until the
general convention of the lA next
year.

Neil Cmninings Stricken

New Orleans—Neil A. Cummings,
51, co-owner of the Ritz Theater in

Hammond, La., died Saturday in a
train en route to Houston, Tex.
Funeral services were held in New'
Orleans, where he resided, on Sun-
day.

$ WATCH IT GROW! $

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

FOX WEST COAST

FOX MIDWEST

WARNER CIRCUIT

M&P THEATRES

-GRIFFITH

ROBB& ROWLEY

have booked

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Questions tor U. JC Press
. . . on the film crisis

(Continued from Page 1)

London Press, such as David Lewin, of the Daily Express, are predicting that U. S. pix

will be back within six months. Says Lewin, with a columnist's authority, "Hollywood is

not going to leave British screens free for British pictures, whatever they say now. I

n;ake this forecast with confidence."

Wanna bet?

BUT to get back without further digression to the opinion expressed in the first para-

graph, that the London scribes are doing the British film industry lamentable dis-

service. Here is why: There is reason to believe that the British public will have much to

do with the Labor Government's future course. If British public opinion appears to favor

the 75 per cent duty, it probably will remain. If public opinion is adverse, it will give

way to some lesser measure, assuring the end of the MPEA embargo. It follows that the

British press lads by hailing "an opportunity without equal for the British industry" and

by assuring that it is the U. S. industry, not the British Government, which will change

front, are lessening the chances of an Attlee move toward a compromise.

And unless there is a compromise effected, none knows it better than the average

British exhibitor that the withdrawal of American films from the British market spells

certain, complete disaster.

Nor is that less true of the well-informed British producer.

The upwards of 4,500 British theaters last year required 465 features to fill pro-

grams, and of this total, 328 were imported from the U. S.

British studio capacity at the present time is not more than 60 features annually;

last year, the studios produced 35 so-called "first"! features. J. Arthur Rank, on sailing

for home after his recent U. S. visit, said his various companies would make a total of

30 features next season, with all aimed for the world market, including the U. S.

PARENTHETICALLY, the Wall St. Journal in a London dispatch yesterday quoted E.

' W. Wingrove, secretary of the British Film Producers Association, of which Rank

is president as saying that "we can increase our production 25 per cent."

Twenty-five per cent of 60 in 15, whether the arithmetic is British or Yankee.

To increase feature output from 30 or 60 to 450—the approximate number of pic-

tures required by British theaters—you require many things. Studio space, which Britain

lacks. Studio equipment, which Britain lacks. A supply of talent akin to Hollywood's,

which Britain lacks. A pool of technicians also comparable to Hollywood's, which Britain

lacks. (Do not overlook the fact, too, that studio employes' working schedules in Britain

have been cut to a 44-hour week.) And finally, money—hard, cold cash, and plenty of it.

—
THE latter highly important fact especially seems to have been overlooked by the British

gentlemen of the press. Suppose the JAR-controlled Odeon and Gaumont-British cir-

cuits cannot find sufficient product to keep operating when new U. S. films are no

longer available—what happens then to JAR's production program? Can it be carried

thru without the earnings of the 600-odd theaters and of the JAR distributing company
which serves them, not alone with British pictures but with American product as well?

If not, where will the necessary pounds come from?

And for how long?

These are basic questions that the London press should explore . . . before it is

too late.

Stevens Cuts 14-Day
Shooting Stint to Six

West Coast Bureau- of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Stevens has

established a record for production
speed. Director, now filming "I Re-
member Mama" for RKO-Radio, took
a troupe to San Francisco for a
scheduled 14-day stay. Stevens com-
pleted all scheduled scenes in six
days instead, winding up with the
second unit in Washington Square in
San Francisco at 10:30 a.m. At 1:30
p.m. same day, Stevens was back at
RKO-Radio studios working with his
first unit which in the interim had
preceded him back by train.

Disney in "Alice" Deal
Walt Disney has acquired the

rights to Lewis Carroll's "Alice in

Wonderland," "Through the Look-
ing Glass" and "Hunting of the
Shark" from Paramount. Also pur-
chased by Disney were the Para
rights to a musical play, entitled
"Alice in Wonderland." Disney has
given the green light on production
of "Alice," to be based on the John
Tenniel illustrations.

Schlaifer Names Solomon
To Mid-West Bally Post

Eddie Solomon has been appointed

exploitation manager for the 20th-

Fox Mid-West area by Charles

Schlaifer, ad publicity chief of the

company. Solomon is en route to

Chicago where he will set up head-

quarters. His territory will include

the Central, Great Lakes and Mid-
West. He was formerly in charge of
the Chicago exploitation department
and will work under general direc-
tion of Rodney Bush, exploitation
manager, and Sid Blumenstock.

Distributor's Goldman
Review Plea is Denied

(Continued from Page 1)

saying ;this evidence had no direct
bearing on the case.
The evidence was Goldman's re-

fusal to accept product offered by
defendants last year, and his not
opening the theater.
Goldman has announced he will

open the house Aug. 30.

«
//REVIEUJ5

"I Know Where
I'm Going"

Prestige-U-I 91 Mins.

ART HOUSE NATURAL BUT ITS FOLK
COLOR CAN SELL THIS TO WIDEI^' ^1-

ENCES. ^^^
Wendy made her mind up when she was

three ... or perhaps it was one, or two.

At any rate, Wendy Hiller at a very early

age decided that money would be her yard-

stick of values. With it she would be

secure. She had her life planned and a

rich wedding fitted into her scheme ideally.

She knew exactly where she was going and
it would take more than an immovable ob-

ject to tamper with her irresistible force.

She is on her way to marry wealthy Com-
mercial Chemical Industries, for that is

the way her true love is identified in this

film, his voice is heard once but his face

remains hidden in the mists of the Hebrides

where his castle home awaits the coming
of his bride. He is, of course, extremely

well heeled, and is just what Wendy chose

for her mate, though her chosen groom was
as old as her father.

The elements, in the form of a fog and

gale, strand Wendy on the final lap of her

nuptial journey and plop her in the amiable

company of the Laird of Kiloran, Roger

Livesey, who tries to woo her away from

her intended as best he knows how. His

pitch reaches responsive ears and Wendy
tries to assert herself and keep within her

well-disciplined groove so well laid out

years ago. She bribes a young boy to take

her out to the island in the gale and is

nearly pulled into a maelstrom. Back to

her starting place once again, she waits

the night for good weather.

Comes dawn and cessation of the gale

and Wendy is wavering. She bids fare-

well and marches off to her fate.

There is considerable charm in the Scot-

tish atmosphere of this film, and a lot of

good folk singing and dancing. The pho-

tography rises to peaks of magnificence

during the ride in a small boat in the storm.

Shots of the maelstrom alone make this

outstanding.

This is an art house natural but its ap-

peal may prove it acceptable to a wider

audience who will be taken with its strange-

ness and the wealth of folk color set down

so faithfully.

CAST: Wendy Hiller, Roger Livesey, Finlay

Currie, Pamela Brown, Valentine Dycli, Petula

Clark, Walter Hudd, George Carney, Capt. Dun-

can Mackechnie, Murdo Morrison, Margot Fitz-

simmons, Nancy Price, Graham Moffett, John

Laurie, Jean Cadell.

CREDITS: Written, produced and directed by

Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger; Photog-

raphy, Erwin Hillier; Editor, John Seabourne;

Recording, C. C. Stevens; Special Effects, Henry
Harris; Assistant Producer, George Busby; Mu-
sic Composed by Allan Gray; Conductor, Walter
Goehr; Special Effects by members of the Glas-

gow Orpheus Choir, Principal, Sir Hugh Robert-

son; Production designed bv Alfred Junge.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.

Korda Re-issues Held
Boston— Old South Theater here

holds over for the second week,
"Henry VIII" and "The Ghost Goes
West." Both are Korda re-issues re-

leased by Film Classics.

San Diego—California and Adams
Theaters here will day and date Film
Classics re-issue of Alexander
Korda's "Henry VHI," starting
Aug. 19.
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WHAT IS THE STORY
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PICTURES OF TOMORROW
EDITION OF THE FILM DAILY
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m DHILV REVIEUIS OF nEUI FEATURES
"Body and Soul"
with Lihi Palmer, John Garfield

UA-Enterprise 104 Mins.

FINE PERFORMANCES, TOP DRAWER
PRODUCTION AND SOME OF THE BEST

PRIZE RING FOOTAGE EVER PHOTO-
GRAPHED MAKE THIS OUTSTANDING.

It's all in the way a story of a prize-

fighter and the women in his life is han-

dled that makes the box office difference.

"Body and Soul" has multiple benefits of

fine performances, top drawer production

and some of the best prize-ring brawl

photography to commend it to the general

audience category.

As a rough, up-from-the-gutter tale of

a guy who is good with the gloves the

script is a realistic, hard-hitting number.

Somewhat on the lengthy side there is

no fading into unconvincing dramatics.

The story, when it is not being given

punctuation via fisticuffs, has the funda-

mental drive of a success story, disillu-

sion, struggle and the ultimate in the

frame technique where it applies to the

fighting game.

The main role is easily essayed by Gar-

field and he does it up in style. Miss

Palmer is genuine and convincing. Anne

Revere's performance is sound artistry. The

supporting gallery includes Hazel Btooks,

William Conrad, Joseph Pevney and Canada

Lee. More than adequately they fill re-

quirements. Directorial handling by Robert;

Rossen eliminated the dull moment and

opened the way for intense reading of the

scenario into compelling action.

To dissect the story to fundamentals the

narrative delineates the passion for the

dollar that pervades the chief character

through all of his pugilistic career, how he

go 'em and how he got rid of 'em.

By virtue of forearm and fist and not

averse to following the dictates of big

dough. Garfield gets to the top where we
find him in the beginning. Canada Lee has

just died of a blood clot on the brain. Gar-

field feels guilty since he defeated Lee

for the title when Lee was a sick man.

His life unreels before him and it is a

sordid past he re-lives. Miss Palmer is his

girl who loves him but not the way Hazel

Brooks does. Former is a designer. Latter

a nitery canary. When the dough comes

pouring in, always in large denomination

cash, delivered by Lloyd Goff, Garfield is

the good time Charley. He has his fair

weather friends. There is continuing con-

flict between Garfield. Miss Revere, his

mother and the friends, real and imagined,

of his forte.

It is slow building to the ring climax

that this structure frames and Garfield, his

title at stake, slops around the ring for 14

rounds of a title match which he was to

have thrown. He decides against the tactic

and knocks his opponent flat although he

stands to be knocked off himself. At peace

with himself after much emotional turmoil,

Garfield returns to the family fold and

Miss Palmer.
CAST: John Garfield, Lilli Palmer, Hazel

Brooks, Anne Revere, William Conrad, Joseph
Pevney, Canada Lee, Lloyd Goff, Art Smith,
James Burke, Virginio Gregg, Peter Virgo, Joe
Devlin, Mary Currier, Milton Kibble, Artie
Dorrell, Cy Ring.

CREDITS: An Enterprise Production; Pro-
ducer, Bob Roberts; Director, Robert Rossen;
Screenplay, Abraham Polansky; Photography,
James Wong Howe; Art Director, Nathan Ju-
ran; Montages, Guenther Fritsch; Film editor,

Francis Lvon; Set decorations, Edward J. Boyle;
Sound, Frank Webster; Musical director, Ru-
dolph Polk.

DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, fine.

"Louisiana"
With Gov. Jimmie Davis, Margaret Lindsay

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram 82 Mins.

RICH AMERICANA, LIFE STORY OF
LOUISIANA'S GOV. JIMMIE DAVIS,

WITH EXCELLENT FAMILY APPEAL.

Here is rich Americana, which should

have excellent family appeal. It is the

story of the life of Jimmie Davis, Governor

of Louisiana, and Davis plays himself. Phil

Karlson handled the direction effectively,

and Producer Lindsley Parsons provided

showmanly values.

The homespun story is told with sim-

plicity and starts with Davis as one of 11

children, offspring of a Louisiana share-

cropper. He works his way through college,

then becomes a teacher in an exclusive

girls' school.

Davis' love of music leads him to John

Gallaudet, a band-leader, who induces him

to sing over a Shreveport radio station.

Davis is a big hit and he is forced to de-

cide whether he is to remain a teacher

01- continue writing and singing hillbilly

songs. He chooses the latter course and

falls in love with and marries Margaret

Lindsay.

Davis becomes police commissioner of

Shreveport, and when he agrees to run

for governor, makes a whirlwind campaign

tour of the state with his hillbilly band. He
literally sings his way into the state capi-

tol. defeating the wealthy machine's can-

didate.

Davis sings several of his song hits,

including "You Are My Sunshine," "There's

A New Moon Over My Shoulder," "It

Makes No Difference Now" "Nobody's

Darling But Mine," and "You Would Be

Satisfied That Way." Freddie Stewart

scores with "Nobody's Darlins."

CAST: Governor Jimmie Dav'S. Margaret
Lindsay, John Gallaudet, Freddie Stewart,

Dottye Brown, Mollie Miller, Ralph Freeto,

Russell Hicks, Lee "Lasses" White. Jo'in Har-
-non, Tristram Coffin, Eddy Waller, Mary
Fried, Joseph Crehan, Charles Lane, Raymond
l-orgav. Ford Pearson, "Sunshine Serenaderi,"

'Charlie Mitchell. Jimmy Thomason, Llovd Ellis.

Looan Cnnger, Gib Thompson. SUm Herbert).

CREDITS: Producer, Lindsay Parsons: Di-

rector, Phil Karlson: Based on original story

bv Steve H=aley; Srreenolnv, Jnck D° Witt-
AHditiopal dialogue Virk I'niaht, Sr'ott Dorl-

'nn: CamToman, WilHam Sickner: Mus'i-al Di-

rector, Edward J. Kay: Ed'tor. A'-e H-^rman:

%p'-nnd unit director. Howard Brothert-on.

DIRECTION: Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY: G-iod

Abraham Baltimore, Pa.
Pioneer Exhibitor, Dead

T-'Imira — Abraham Baltimore. 78.

a nioneer pvhihitor, died here. Balti-
more ODerated houses in New Castle.
Pa., from 1914 to 1925. From 1927-
47. he was the vice-president of the
Moving Picture Theater Managers
Institute. Inc.. here.

Surviving him is a son. David M.
Baltimore, president of the Moving
Picture Theater Managers Institute,

Inc.. and two grandchildren, Joyce
and Shirley Baltimore, both actively
engaged in the motion picture trade.

Harold Sherlock Dead
Melbourne (By Air Mail)—Harold

Sherlock, GUT director, also con-
nected with Amalgamated Theaters
and Geelong Theater Co., is dead
here. He was a partner in Sherlock
& Daniel, accountants.

"Adventure Island"
(In Cinecolor)

With Rory Calhoun, Rhonda Fleming and

Paul Kelly

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount 66V2 Mins.

WELL DIRECTED AND PLAYED NAUTI-
CAL MELODRAMA IN ATTRACTIVE
CINECOLOR.

This latest offering from Pine-Thomas

is in attractive Cinecolor and is marked

by excellent acting by the small cast. Peter

Stewart turned in a good job of directing,

with Jack Greenhaigh responsible for the

photography. Maxwell Shane fashioned the

screenplay, based on the novel, "Ebb Tide,"

by Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Os-

bourne.

Rory Calhoun, fast becoming a big favo-

rite with bobby soxers; Rhonda Fleming

under contract to Selznick, and Paul Kelly

are starred. John Abbott and Alan Napier,

who are featured, make their character

roles register.

Kelly, a sea captain who has lost a ship,

finally is assigned a new boat, the Seaward.

He is told the ship is carrying an expensive

cargo of champagne from California and

he is to take it to Sydney, Australia. Kelly

engages Calhoun as a mate and Abbott as

a cook.

Kelly plans to take the boat to Peru and

sell the cargo there. Calhoun opposes this

plan. Rhonda Fleming is found aboard and

it is learned that her father had captained

the ship. Abbott discovers that the "cham-
pagne" bottles contain nothing but water

and that Rhonda's father had planned to

burn the ship to get the insurance money
The Seaward lands at a little known

island ruled by crazed Napier, who has

led the natives to believe that he is a god.

He kills Kelly and Abbott, and, in turn,

is shot by Calhoun. Calhoun and Rhonda
fall in love and sail away on the Seaward.

CAST: Rorv Calhoun, Rhonda Fleming, Paul
Kelly, John Abbott, Alan Napier.

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and Wil-
liam Thomas; Director, Peter Stewart; Based
on "Ebb Tide," by Robert Louis Stevenson and
Lloyd Osbourne; Screenplay, Maxwell Shane;
Cameramen, Jack Greenhaigh, ASC; Editor,

Howard SmitS; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos'

Color Supervisor, Arthur Phelps; Photographed
in Cinecolor: Music Score bv Darrell Calker.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good

New Dubbing Machine
Cuts Prod. Costs, Time

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A newer, faster

method of dubbing has been invented
by Dr. F. H. Fodor, president of
Audio Pictures. With his new pro-
cess cutting dubbing time from 5

weeks to five hours, Fodor claims
his invention will cut cosits consid-
erably.
Based on the principle of seven

basic lip movements in any language,
machine will function with cue
words which can be modified for any
language. Script writer would base
his dialogue to conform to those cue
words.

"Singapore"
with Fred MacMurray, Ava Gardner

Univ.-lnt'l 79 Mins.

MINOR SCALE DRAMATIC ENTER-
TAINMENT DEPENDS LARGELY ON
NAME-LURE VALUE OF MacM( AY
AND GARDNER. '^^-^

Design in story and production sense fits

the bill for ultimate function of this num-
ber in relation to audience reception. Title-

wise a certain mental picture is created.

As the supplementing tale gets going, a

handful of situations, polished to a new
sheen, render what might be effective

albeit minor scale dramatic entertainment.

Name-lure value of the two chief players

for the marquee do not need further men-
tion here.

Working up his retrospection in a Singa-

pore bar, MacMurray, returned from the

wars, conjures up his romance with Miss

Gardner. That was when he was a "copra"

trader. Read copra as hot pearls which he

handles as a compact sideline. Prior to the

influx of Jap troops he cached his loot in

a hotel room. But nostalgia claims him for

most of the beginning of the plot. It is

only when he encounters Miss Gardner,

who at this late date has married a planter,

that he springs from his lethargy and sets

about his game of cat and mouse with the

local police.

A couple of tourists—Spring Byington

and Porter Hall—are in and out of the

proceedings. MacMurray gets a line on

Miss Gardner learns she has been an am-
nesia case. There is also skullduggery afoot

which MacMurray sidesteps and brings to

conclusion via gunplay. In the brawl. Miss

Gardner snaps out of it. MacMurray re-

linquishes his loot and all is soon right in

the MacMurray-Gardner sphere.

John Brahms' direction holds the story

together and builds up interest.

CAST: Fred MacMurray, Ava Gardner, Ro-
land Culver, Richard Haydn, Spring Byington,
Thomas Gomez, Porter Hall, George Lloyd, May-
lia, Holmes Herbert, Edith Evanson, Frederick

Worlock, Lai Chand Meira, Curt Conway.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Bressler; Director,

John Brahms; Screenplay, Seton I. Miller,

Robert Thoeren; Original Story, Seton I. Miller;

Photography, Maury Gertsman; Art direction,

Bernard Herzbrun, Gabriel Scognamillo; Sound,

Charles Felstead, Jack A. Bolger, Jr.; Orches-
tral arrangements, David Tamkin; Set Decora-
tions, Russell A. Gausman, Oliver Enert; Film

Editor. William Hornbeck; Music, Daniele

Amfitheatrof.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Joseph Ende Joins FC
Joseph Ende, formerly with Price,

Waterhouse & Co., has joined Film
Classics as comptroller, according to

yesterday's announcement by Sam
Wheeler, Company's sales chief.

HKO Sets ion SW Preems
For "Long Niaht" Sept. 11

Dallas—RKO will stage the larg-

est Southwest regional premiere in

the company's history with the open-

ing of "The Long Night" in Dallas

and Oklahoma City on Sept. 11.

Under the direction of Ben _Y.

Cammack, Southwestern district
manager, more than 100 dates have
been set in Texas by Sol Sachs, Dal-

las branch manager, and an impres-
sive number of situations has also

been booked by Ralph Williams,
branch manager in Oklahoma City.

French Pic Opening
"The Murderer Lives At 21,"

French pic, will open at the Studio

65, Aug. 16. Mage Films distributes.

Elliott Enlarges "Scsint"

Chicago—^Clyde Elliott is adding
more footage to "Citizen Saint."
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PROPOSE joinr bdwisorv com,mn on tbh
MPAA Mulls V. K. Gov't f/ew ofJoint Committoe
Acceptance of BFPA Plan
Depends on British Gov't,

U. S. Committee Members
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA acceptance

of the British producers proposal
may depend on the "conditions" of

the offer and whether there is any
assurance that the British govern-
ment will give weight to recommen-
dations of the joint Anglo-American
committee, it was indicated here
yesterday.
Up to late last night MPAA had

not received details of the proposal
from its London office. MPAA Pres-

IContinued on Page 7)

ICC Chief Okays

Express Rate Hike

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A top Interstate

Commerce Commission official has
recommended that the Railway Ex-
press Agency be granted freight rate

increases which will cost the Amer-
(Continued on Page 7)

Schine Meet Expresses
Support of Ad Code

. Gloversville—Schine Circuit divi-

sion and district managers voiced

full support of the newly revised Ad
Code outlined by Christie Wilbert,

20th-Fox ad chief, as part of the

(Continued on Page 8)

Recall Stock Splits

In Assaying Films

Although the recent sell-off left

leading motion picture shares in

what appeared to be a depressed

position, the Wall St. Journal said

yesterday, it should not be forgotten

that splits in the last year or two

have distorted the picture somewhat.

Thus Paramount, split two-for-one

in July, 1946, currently is selling at

the equivalent of 48 for the old

shares; Loew's, split three-for-one

in May, 1945, is at the equivalent

of about 60; and Warner Bros., split

two-for-one last August, is equal

to approximately 29 for the old

stock.

INDIE'S HUNGARY
DEAL PAYS $$
Bookbinder Also Acquires
Part Interest in Circuit

With the Hungarian rights to 14
Hal Roach pictures produced in the
1938-41 period, George Bookbinder,
independent film distributor, was
able to wangle a three-year 60-40
partnership deal with the Orient Cir-

cuit of Hungary plus a three-year
option.

Just back from a four and one-half
months automobile tour of England,
France, Belgium, Holland, Switzer-
land, Italy, Yugoslavia, Hungary,
Austria and Germany, Bookbinder
revealed to The Film Daily that
not only will he receive 60 per cent

as his share in the 53-theater circuit,

but he will be paid off in dollars.

Orient is the circuit operated by
the Social Democratic Party. The
Communist Party, the Small Land-
holders Party and the Peasant Party

(Continued on Page 4)

Lampe Heads Sciiine

Circuit Operation

Gloversville — Six new appoint-

ments were disclosed by J. Myer and
Louis W. Schine at the annual meet-

ing of home office, zone and group

managers of the Schine Circuit here.

It was pointed out wartime expedi-

ency of having a supervisor over a

small group of theatei's, which
(Continued on Page 4)

BFPA Invites U. S. Members With View to End
Film Impasse; Rank, Korda, French to Place Specif-

ic Proposals Before Johnston, Schenck, Balaban

London (By Cable)—Activation of the Joint Standing Ad-
visory Committee of the British and U. S. film industries, con-

ceived by Eric A. Johnston, MPAA prexy, while in London last

November and which came into be-

ing in New York in May, was pro-

posed by the British Film Producers
Association here yesterday as a first

step toward ending the Anglo-Amer-
ican film impasse.

The BFPA at an executive

committee session yesterday, the
largest attended of any in the
association's history, voted to in-

vite the American members of

the Committee, embracing John-
ston, President Nicholas M.

(Continued on Page 8)

Daiton Duty Stays

As Pariiament Quits

London (By Cable) — Parliament,
which recessed yesterday, will have
21 sitting days after it resumes on
Oct. 20 to confirm by resolution the

75 per cent confiscatory tax imposed
on U. S. and other foreign film im-
ports by order of Chancellor of the

Exchequer Hugh Daiton.
Parliament, quitting for the re-

mainder of the Summer and early

Fall, took no action yesterday.
Ending speculation that failure to

act before the recess might doom the

75 per cent levy, parliamentarians
dug into precedents, came up with

(Continued on Page 4)

"Black Narcissus" Is

Condemned by NL of D

"Black Narcissus," J. Arthur Eank
film produced by Powell-Pressburger
and released in this country by U-I,

has been placed in the condemned
classification by the National Legion
of Decency, it was reported yester-

day. Film opened at the Fulton yes-

terday morning on a continuous per-

formance basis.

The statement by the Legion read:

"The character of this film and the

(Continued on Page 6l

Exhibs. Can Change Hollywood
Mochrie Tells SETO of Showmanship Need

Costs, Finances Halt

French Production

Paris (By Cable) — A crisis in

French production looms as a result

of financial difficulties, a survey con-

ducted in various studios in the Pains

area reveals. Marcel Carne's shoot-

ing of "La Fleur de I'Age" has been
(Continued on Page 4)

Miami, Fla.—Exhibitors have the

power to change Hollywood by doing

a better selling job with lower-

bracket pictures, Robert Mochrie,

RKO vice-president and domestic

sales chief, told the second session of

the Southeastern Theater Owners'
annual convention here yesterday.

Mochrie explained that increased

revenues from the distributors' sec-

(Continued on Page 7)

Foreign Biz Except

U. K. Bigger—Gouid

Walter Gould, UA's manager of

foreign distribution, told the indus-

try press yesterday ithat he looks for-

ward to bigger and better grosses.

"Other than England, our business,"

Gould added, "should be better than
last year's."
With such an optimistic attitude,

UA has gone ahead and lined up the

product of several more foreign pro-

ducers for distribution through UA's
(Continued on Page 6)

MPEA Fetes Members of

Czech Technical Mission

Delegates of the Czech Technical

Mission were tendered a luncheon at

the Harvard Club yesterday by Irv-

ing Maas, veepee of the MPEA.
Honored guests were Frantisek

(Continued on Page 8)

NT Fall Biz Drive
To Start on Aug. 31

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAIL)'
Los Angeles— National Theaters'

12th annual Fall drive will start

Aug. 31 and continue through Dec.

20, President Charles P. Skouras has

announced.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Col. Pict. vtc 163/8 163/8 16%
Col. Picts. pfd 793^ 7934 793/4

East. Kodak 45Vs 441/2 45
Gen. Prec. Eq 183/4 I8I/2 183/4

Loew's, Inc 21 20V8 203/4

Paramount 24% 241/4 243/8

RKO 121/8 12 12

Republic Pict 51/4 51/8 SVfi

Republic Pict. pfd. . 11 3/4 113,4 113^
20th Century-Fox . . 28 271/2 27V2
Universal Pict 193/8 19 19
Universal Pict. pfd. . 79 79 79
Warner Bros ISVs 15 15

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 31/4 31/4 31/4

Sonotone Corp 33/8 31/( 314
Technicolor 127/8 12% 12%
Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3%

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6V4
Pathe 43/8

Net
Chg.

— "1/4

— Vs

+ Vi

— 1/4— 1/a— %
+ Vb

Asked
71/8

53/8

"Stranger" Sets Year's
High in 1st Para. Week

"Welcome Stranger" has shattered
every record at the Paramount es-
tablished this year for the week
ended yesterday, the company re-
ports. The first week's gross, which
topped $100,000, was higher by seven
per cent than that racked up in the
fir.S': stanza of "Going My Way"
which played at increased prices.
Admissions totalling 160,00 were
sold the first week of "Stranger."
"Going My Way" attracted 155,000
paying customers.

COminG flRD GOIRG
WINFIELD ANDRUS, news editor of THE

FILM DAILY, arrives in Skowhegan, Me., today.

WALTER GOULD, UA's manager of foreign

distribution, flies to Hollywood tomorrow for a

vacation lasting until Labor Day.

JOHN HARKINS, ad-publicity director for

Robert Riskin Productions, is en route to New
York via stop-offs at key cities for confabs with

exchange managers.

JIMMY STEWART, star of "Magic Town,"
will be in Akron to officiate as grand marshal

of the Internationol Soap Box Derby, skedded for

Aug. 16 and 17.

SYDNEY BOX, producer for Gainsborough Pic-

tures, arrives this morning aboard the liner

Queen Elizabeth, accompanied by MRS. BOX.
Among fellow passengers are: Legit.-producer

J. J. SHUBERT; Trouper CONSTANCE COLLIER;
Band Leader RAY NOBLE and MRS. NOBLE;
Film Star IAN HUNTER and MRS. HUNTER;
Playwright GUY BOLTON and MRS. BOLTON;
MRS. ROBERT SHERWOOD, wife of the play-

wright, and EARL ST. JOHN, JAR's chief pro-

duction advisor.

FREDERIC ULLMAN, JR., ex-prexy of RKO-
Pathe, left yesterday for Hollywood to assume
his new oost as producer under Dore Schary,
RKO production chief.

JACK L. WARNER left London by plane yes-

terday for Rome.

GENE ATKINSON, business agent for Chi-
cago Operator's Union is here fo rconfab at
Int'l headquarters.

AARON STEIN, Picadilly Theater attorney,
is in New York for conferences regarding the
theater's anti-trust suit.

P. J. DEE, president of the Alliance circuit,

is on the Coast for an extended vacation.

RKO Paths Formalizes
Michalson's Election

Formal elections of Harry J.

Michalson as RKO Pathe director and
president, William H. Clark as di-

rector and vice-president, and Jay
B^nafield as vice-president and gen-
eral manager, were announced yes-
terday by Ned E. Depinet. vice-chair-
man of the board, following a board
meeting.
Board also accepted with regret

the resignation of Frederic Ullman,
Jr.. and Walton C. Ament, former
RKO Pathe president and vice-pres-
ident, respectively. Ullman takes a
production job for RKO on the Coast
and Ament goes to the new Warner
newsreel.

Newsreel Appointments
Made by Norman Moray

Lewis Wolfe, formerly with RKO,
has joined Warners to handle home
office bookings of the Warner Pathe
News, it was announced yesterday
by Norman H. Moray, president of
the Warner newsreel organization.
Wolfe will be assisted by Calvin

Leeder, formerly home office field

rep. for the Warner distribution
dept.

Wolfe and Leeder will work under
the supervision of Moray and his
assistant, Charles Baily.

Welles to be Cyrano
For Korda Next Year

London (By Cable)—Orson Welles'
first pic for Sir Alexander Korda,
to be produced here, will be "Cyrano
de Bergerac." It will roll early in
1948.

ALFRED SANTELL, former Republic producer-
director, has arrived in New York from the
Coast to look over the story market for inde-
pendent production.

ROBERT SAXTON, booker for Exhibitor's Ser-
vice, Charlotte, is vacationing at Cherry Grove,
S. C.

CHARLEY SCHOOFF, amusement editor of the
Chicago Shopping News, has returned from a
month's vacation in the North Woods.

NORMAN AYERS, WB Southern division sales

manager, is on a trip to New Orleans and Mem-
phis.

HAROLD RODNER, assistant general monager
of Warner Service Corp., is in Cleveland, re-

turning to New York at the end of the week.

ERROL FLYNN left the Coast yesterday by
plane for Miami and Jamaica to spend four
weeks aboard his yacht. He is accompanied
by his wife, NORA EDDIN6T0N.
MANNING CLAGETT of THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau leaves today for Daytona
Beach, Fla., for a two weeks' stay.

S. J. GREGORY of Alliance circuit, is inspect-

ing tie Alliance Washington theaters.

Barrist, Goodwin Sever
31-Year Partnership

Philadelphia — The 31-year part-
nership of Barrist, Goodwin has been
dissolved. Partnership started in

1916. Initial venture was leasing,

managing and booking theaters. At
one time they handled 25 houses in

three states. Later they published
"Publishing Vine Street" which ulti-

mately became 'The Exhibitor." This
was followed bv organization of an
independent exchange. For the past
17 years they operated as Quality
Premium Distributors on a national
basis. Charles Goodwin will take
over the Quality business, while Dave
Barrist plans a long rest.

Dailey in CO Post With
1st Army Org. Reserve

Lt. Col. Jack F. Dailey, ORG, as-

sistant to G. S. Eyssell, Radio City
Music Hall prexy, has been assigned
Commanding Officer of the Personal
Affairs Section of the 1st Army Or-
ganized Reserve.

Colonel Dailey will report for two-
weeks duty with HQ, 1st Army, New
York, in the Fall. During the war
he served four years with the AAF,
three in North Africa and Italy. He
was also an instructor in public re-

lations at the AAF Special Staff
School in Orlando, Fla.

Cinejl^fect^,
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Little Chance Canada
To Levy Heavy Duty

Ottawa — Informed quarters in

Ottawa said it was "extremely un-
likely" that Canada would follow the
lead of Britain in imposing a 75 per
cent import duty on American pix.

The informant said that so far as
he knew, the matter had not ^ -en
considered here and the fact "^^ ^B.

films were Canada's major soured" of
supply made such a move impractic-
able.

NEW YORK THEATERS
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Rockefeller Center
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Bookbinder's Hungary

Deal Pays Off in $ $

(Continued from Page 1)

also have their own circuits. All of

these circuits rent American product

through MOPEX, as the MPEA is

known in Hungary.
Bookbinder also made a 50-50 deal

with Uvozno Filmsko, the Yugoslav
Film Monopoly for the American
rights to three documentary shorts:

"Youth Railway," "New Earth" and
"Youth & Strength."

Interesting sidelight to the many
negotiations conducted between the

USSR and the countries within its

orbit is that payments are made in

dollars, according to Bookbinder. He
also observed the tremendous popu-
larity of U. S. films in Hungary as

typified by this instance: In Sopron,

a small town near the Austrian bor-

der are two 500-seat theaters, one
owned by the Social Democrat's
Orient Circuit, the other by the Small
Landholder's Kimort Circuit. Each
of the theaters allocates two days a
month for Russian pictures when the
equivalent of 10 cents admission is

charged. About $20 a day was paid

on a flat rental for the use of the

USSR product, and about $14 was
taken in for a certain film. The fol-

lowing day, "Rio Rita" was shown at

much higher admission price, with
a box office take of $200 for the one
day's showing.
There was another instance of the

Russian film "High Life" which was
shown in the Balkans. Strangely
enough, this picture was panned by
USSR critics but applauded by movie
fans outside of Russia.

Dalton Duty Stays
As Parliament Quits

(Continued from Page 1)

the findings that the Summer recess

does not count as "sitting days."
The Commons motion to recess un-

til October 20 was by a vote of 193

to 84. An amendment ito reconvene
Parliament on Sept. 16 was rejected.

House of Lords adjourned until Sept.

9, so that they will return six weeks
before Commons.

Carl H. Fulton Dead
Chicago—Carl H. Fulton, 51, part-

ner in the Fulton and Grossman the-

ater chain, is dead from heart at-

tack. The firm controlled theaters

in Aurora, Joliet and Bloomington,
111. Fulton also was the head of the
Fulton Theater Equipment Co.
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HOLLVUIOOD TODflV
;By PATTI ALICOATEi

HOLLYWOOD
IT'S hot! Feel like I spent the last fortnite in a steam bath. Anyways,

I was down to my last bathing suit when Bill Blowitz, an Enterprise-ing

young man, conned me into thinking I just hadn't lived until I'd seen his

lot and sampled Lucey's smorgasbord. (That's the counter where the elite

of Paramount, RKO and Enterprise meet to eat.) Took his advice and

enjoyed every crumb.

CTOPPED in for a talk with Prof. Charlie Einfeld before lunch. He's got

an American colonial office without a desk—^just a low table—very

homey. He was all hepped up about' playing in the golf finals at the Hill-

crest Country Club. Says he'll be East about Labor Day and will stay till

the mid-October opening of "Arch of Triumph." He squired me over to

David Loew's office where I met Harry "Pop" Sherman. Evidently quite the

athlete in his day. Was champion bicycle rider of the Midwest, and among

others, boxed with Jim Corbett and Mike Gibbons. He always makes it a

point to do a bit in his own pix—ferlnstance—rode a stagecoach in "Ram-

rod."

rNISCOVERED they have already consulted an architect about building a

new studio on their location tract in the valley. They use it mostly

for storage now, but since they lease their space from the Clune estate

(it's on the site of the old Clune studios built in 1916), they're making

plans for a new modern plant, patterned after a Mexican studio that en-

closes just about everything under one roof.

pLIA KAZAN will direct and John Garfield star in "A Streetcar Named
Desire," the Tennessee Williams play that Irene Selznick will bring

to B'way this Fall. Did you know that Garfield and Kazan are looking for a

story property that they can use for a pic to be made while they're both

back East? Latest consideration is Ring Lardner, Jr.'s, story, "The Great

Indoors." Ginger Rogers will start "Wild Calendar" in September, and

Charles Boyer is scheduled to begin "Eugene Aram" some time in October

—

probably after the opening of "Arch of Triumph." Looks like Olivia de
Havilland will be his co-star.

DAN into David Lewis, who's preparing two for production, "Pursuit of

Love," and "Tuesday to Bed," a newspaper story from Francis Sill

Wickware's novel, and heard that Lewis Milestone's next will be "Proud
Destiny," the Literary Guild's October selection.

A GAIN aboard the flying carpet—headed for Monogram, where Lou

Lifton showed me the whys and wherefores of their production. They've
got the only red brick studio that I've seen so far, and the coolest projection
room south of the Tehachapi. They still haven't cast "The Life of Babe
Ruth,

"
but chances are that Jack Carson or Don DeFore will play the title

role. There were no pictures shooting on the lot so we went for a fast

coke and one last look-see of Hollywood after dark. Yipe! TWA out
tomorrow and we've still got acres and acres to cover.

Thermometer, Barometer
Bring Early Closings

The thermometer and barometer
put the whammy on some of the in-

dustry's home offices as they suc-
cumbed to an attack of high mer-
curyitis and shuttered before their

usual deadline.

Air-conditioned offices, comfy all

day long, gazed coolly if enviously as
wilted collars at Paramount, Ascap,
RKO, and AAA, wearily slunk home-
ward, completely stymied by the
town's humidity capers.

Grand Int'l Curtails
U. K. Shorts Delivery

Grand Int'l Pictures has announced
it will curtail shipment of films to

England following present commit-
ments which call for delivery of a
dozen two-reel shorts, in the "Nickel-
odeon Chuckles" series. A contract
called for optional delivery of an
additional 14. Action on the option
will be postponed indefinitely, it was
stated by J. J. Balaber, GI veepee.
The films comprise a series of 26

old Mack Sennett comedies. Sound
and eff'ects have been added.

Lampe Heads Sciiine

Circuit Operation

(Continued from Page 1)

worked out so effectively, will be con-
tinued on an even more extensive
basis.

New appointments include Gus
Lampe, who now assumes cha^'^^'-of

circuit operation; William Kri'^^ 5r,

former head booker, named zone
manager for Eastern New York,
Maryland and Delaware. He will also
be assistant to Lampe. William Eck-
ard, former group manager in Ohio,
becomes zone manager in that state.

Harry Unterfort, Syracuse city the-
aters manager, was assigned man-
agership of the Central New York
zone. George Cameron and Bud
Somers, theater managers in Nor-
walk, 0., and Richmond, Ky., were
promoted to group managerships.
Three-day meeting was held at

ithe Kingsborough Hotel. Yesterday's
session was highlighted by Christie

Wilbert, 20th-Fox ad chief. Balance
of the day was devoted to golf. To-
day Fall season plans will be form-
ulated and regional meeting dates
will be set.

Costs, Finances Halt

French Production

(Continued from Page 1)

cancelled. Technicians and players
engaged in the film held a union
meeting and decided to renounce
their commitments. Carne indicated
he is negotiating to obtain financial
backing to complete the film.

Survey showed local production
behind the 1946 figure. Last year 60
films were made. The number this

year is not expected ito be more than
50. At the Billancourt studios only
one pic is shooting. The Rue Fran-
cois ler Situdios have been idle since
June. At Butte Chaumont it was
learned 3,000,000 francs had been
lost in a month. Pathe ait Joinville

is also idle. Reason for halt is be-
lieved to be high salaries. It was
pointed out producers are using
Italian facilities where costs are
lower by two-thirds.

Bonafield New "TIA" Prod.

Production of the documentary
two-reelers, "This Is America" series

will be handled by Jay Bonafield, vee-

pee and general manager of RKO
Pathe.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Morks-Bemhord
Elsie Leonie Marks is engaged to

Louis Joseph Bernhard, son of Joseph
Bernhard, president of Film Classics.

Brandsky-Stender
Chicago—Gloria Brandsky, secre-

tary at the Fensin Seating Co., and
Ray Stender will be married Sunday
in the Congress Hotel. They will

honeymoon on the Coast.
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Foreign Biz Except

U. K. Bigger—Gould

(Continued from Page 1)

global distribution network. French,
British, Mexican and Argentine pro-
duct will be released by UA on the
producer's home territory as well as

abroad.

Believe-it-or-not angle to the Ar-
gentine set-up is that for years the
producers of that country shied away
from "outsiders" handling their pro-
duct. UA will set a new precedent
there as soon as it begins to dis-

tribute "Mirad Los Lirios Del
Campo," the first of ithe five-picture

deal made with Manuel Pena Rod-
riguez' producing organization, Sur
Cinematographico of Argentina. The
fifth picture is scheduled for delivery
to UA not later than Dec. 31, 1948.

"Black Narcissus" is

Condemned by NL of D

(Continued from Page 1)

attitudes displayed therein create an
impression that constitutes an affront

to religion and religious life. It

ignores the spiritual motivation
which is the foundation and safe-

guard of religious life and it ofi'en-

sively tends to characterize such life

as an escape for the abnormal, the
neurotic and the frustrated."

The Fulton Theater was spec-
ially engaged. Performances are
continuous. The Fulton played to

capacity biz all day with scores of

clergymen in attendance for a first-

hand view.

Rank Will Not Withdraw
"Narcissus," Says Lawrence

Despite Legion of Decency's re-

quest that "Black Narcissus" be
withdrawn from release, the J. Ar-
thur Rank pic will continue to be
shown, Jock Lawrence, JARO vee-
pee, said yesterday.

Explaining his stand, Lawrence
added, "Mr. Rank is a partner in
this film with the producers, Messrs.
Powell and Pressburger, an inde-
pendent company, to whom he has
commitments. He also has commit-
ents to Universal-Int'l and to the
Fulton Theater."
Lawrence also emphasized the

point that after the script had been
submitted to Joseph L Breen, head
of the MPAA's Production Code Ad-
ministration, the producers had com-
plied with the suggestion that cer-
tain changes should be made. Law-
rence added: "The completed film
was shown to Mr. Breen's office in
Hollywood directly it arrived in
this country, and received the seal
of the Production Code Adminis-
tration which is the official approval
of the American industry and the
only official body for this purpose."
JARO veepee also called attention

to the fact that the Breen office re-
quested "absolutely no changes in
the completed film. Also, the New
York Censor Board passed 'Black
Narcissus' without a cut."

i^ MeVKUl Of TH€ REUI FILfflS i>
"The Great Dawn"

("La Grande Aurora")

with Pierino Gamba and Renee Faure

Superfilm 83 Mins.

ITALIAN-MADE STORY OF A PLAIN
KID WHO ALSO IS A GENIUS IS A
NATURAL FOR UNIVERSAL APPEAL.

This fine Italian import may not be a

great film, and' it's proDabiy not colossal in

rne Hollywood sense, but it is unmistakably

superb, many-faceted and revealing with

deceptive simplicity the story of tirst, a

young boy, and second, the development

of a unique talent.

hierino (aamba, star of the film, by now
is an Italian phenomenon, a vest-pocket

Toscanini whose first conductorial appear-

ances wowed a skeptical world.

Probably embroidered somewhat, this
story of his life traces his start back to

early, post-war Italy when the black mar-

ket was the country's most profitable en-

terprise. The village priest discovers perfect

pitch in the young son of an impoverished,

musician and his disinherited wife. The

padre undertakes the child's musical edu-

cation though with no slightest trace of

Svengali and Trilby in the process. The

child first conducts the Poet and Peasant

Overture with his teacher leaping about

the room acting out the entire orcRestra for

the benefit of iiis protegee's cues. But

Pierino is no bespectacled bookworm. He
remains a normal, lovable kid who is amaz-

ingly free of even the slightest trace of

usual screen precocity. In the meanwhile

family trouble is brewing. His father leaves

home to seek his fortune in greener fields.

His mother is forced to go to work. When
Pierino is taken ill, his mother begs her

stern father for assistance which is given

only when sfic agrees to come home to the

family bosom and forget "musical non-

sense."

Don Terenzio, the worldly priest, ex-

quisitely portrayed by Michele Riccardini,

pulls some nimble brainwork and manages

an audition for Pierino. In one of the most

enchantingly beautiful settings ever used

for framing an orchestral concert, Pierino

leads the orchestra of the Teatro dellOpera

of Rome, in the Basilica of Massensio. With
an authority undeniably his own, not aped,

the child paces the orchestra through

measures of Beethoven, Schubert, and Ros-

sini. A tiny figure waving a slim baton,

perched high on a built-up podium, the

pint-sized maestro drew applause from

even the screening room audience. Excit-

ing camera work pulled the most from

the music, while fine attention to values

kept the camera from indulging in too

many closeups of Pierino, playing himself,

and not acting in the least.

Direction is paced with almost mtisical

rhythm. Superimposed titles are hardly nec-

essary but Serve their purpose fine.

CAST: Renee Faure, Rossano Brazzi, Pierino
Gamba, Giovonni Grasso, Michele Riccardini,
Yvonne Samson, Fausto GuerzonI, Loris Gizzi,
Guglielmo Sinay.

CREDITS: A Scolera Film Production, dis-

tributed by Superfilm Distributing Corp.; Di-
rector, G. M. Scotese.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Eubcmks Replaces Bcnre

Atlanta — Appointment of T. H.
Eubanks as comptroller for the
George Theater Co., succeeding Marc
Barre, resigned, is announced by
Prexy William K. Jenkins.

SHORTS
"Madhattan Island"

Paramount 9 Mins.
Fair

Gagged up treatment handled in

interesting style in color. Briefly is

a short tour of the island with ani-

mated inserts backgrounded by local

points of interests. Runs right up
the line from the Battery to Radio
City. Also has trio of bouncing ball

songs for audience participation.

"Heading for Trouble"
RKO 18 Mins.

Up To Par
This time Edgar Kennedy takes

wifie, ma-in-law and brother-in-law
on a vacation in a trailer which he
picked up cheap. Before they get
very far they become involved with
crooks, police and a wild ride down
a mountain road. Generates laughter.

"Inkiat the Circus"
Warners 7 Mins.

Good
Little Inki is billed as a ferocious

wild African at a local circus. The
bone he wears in his hair attracts
two pups who decide to steal it. The
chase leads through various midway
concessions with the Minah bird
thrown in for good measixre. Good
cartoon entertainment.

"As Our Friends"
Paramount 10 Mins.

Plenty Laughable
Again barnyard, zoo and other

critters, including goats and sheep
have their way. This time they are
all complimented on their contribu-
tions to the comfort of man. Much
tribute is paid out. Animals take it

in their stride, some proud, some
apologetic. But only the jackass is

not bamboozled. Practically a laugh
a minute.

"Whistle in the Night"
RKO 18 Mins.

Good
Pictorial survey of the work rail-

roads perform, detailed explanations
and look-sees at inner workings,
handling of trains, reconversion from
big, first-rate wartime performance
and new innovations in passenger
comfort. Well-filmed, studiously nar-
rated, it is a fairly perfect essay on
the subject that should sustain audi-
ence interest all the way. Plenty of
movement.

"The Wee Men"
Paramount 10 Mins.

Worthwhile
Irish "little people" have their field

day here with Patrick delivering the
shoes to the poor on his patron saint's
day, encountering a mean miser and
eventually tricking him into a violent
grave. Everybody rejoices at the
finish for it's Patrick's birthday. Has
neat humorous touches.

"Turkey's 100 Million"
MOT-20th-Fox 18 Mins.

Timely Topic
Here Vol. 13, No. 13 begins its

story in Washington and a little later
the thread is taken up in Istanbul,
from where it goes on to give a lucid,

brief, clear picture of Turkes?- , its

people, problems, ways of Ifise fjin-

dustries, export-import trade, -w^eo-

graphical location in global strategy,
military strength, educational stand-
ards, interior political problems and
the growing tendency for democracy
imitative of the U. S. system. Comes
out at the right time, right on the
nose.

"Cad and Caddy"
Paramount 8 Mins.

Fair
Little Lulu wanders about a golf

course and is pressed into s«rvice as
a caddy. The golfer has a generally
bad time since he is a duffer and
tries to take it out on Lulu. She
eludes him, plays possum. Finally
she gets off with her promised re-
ward—lollipops. In color.

"Ski Belles"

RKO 8 Mins.
Fairly Good

Always substantial diversion, here
again we have those Florida misses
sliding all about the seascapes on
water skis. Camera work is good, re-
freshing. Girls very photogenic.
Snappy job.

"Diamond Gals"
Paramount 10 Mins.

Good
The feminine version of baseball,

the real stuff not the softball variety,
is intelligently and revealingly docu-
mented herein. Camera catches a
great deal of action and narrative
points up the girls adaptness at the
sport. Should garner much audience
interest.

7 Mins.

"Bootle Beetle"
Disney-RKO

Okay
Technicolored Donald Duck as a

bughunter pursues the wary bootle
beetle, catches him, then loses him.
This goes on. Eventually beetle
wins. Good for the youngsters. Ani-
mation up to WD standard.

"Much Ado About Mutton"
Paramount 8 Mins.

Fair

A noveltoon, this is still another
version of the wolf with an appetite
for juicy little lamb chops and how
he fares pretty badly when they give
him the well known works. In color.

"20th Century Vikings"
Paramount 11 Mins.

Interesting

More new kitchen gadgets, cham-
pagne manufacture processes, Swed-
ish shipbuilding; all documented in

smart, attention-holding fashion. No
dull moments in this Popular Science
number.
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iCC Chief Okays

Express Rate Hike

(Continued from Page 1)

' ican film an estimated $250,000 addi-

itionaJ each year.

I mmendation was made by C.

G. «*fsen, director of ICC's bureau
of traffic. Rate increases were re-

quested by the REA last March to

; offset rising costs.

' At a hearing in June, MPAA op-

posed the proposed rate increases as

placing an "unreasonable burden" on

the film industry. The industry is

now spending about $1,000,000 a

year for transportation of positive

. films to distribution centers through-

out the country.

' MPAA and other oarties to the
' case have 20 days in which to file ob-

iections to the rate increases and call

: for oral argument.

MPAA Mulls BFPA Proposal
Acceptance Dependson Com.'s 'Standing'

(Continued from Page 1)

Metro's Canadian Outlet

Assumes Name of M-G-M

Toronto—Announcement was made
in conjunction with the sales con-

ference of Regal Films Corp., for

many years Canadian distributor of

M-G-M films, that name of country-

wide film exchange is being changed
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures

of Canada, Ltd., with headquarters

here.

Convention which concluded last

night was first to be held since 1940

because of war conditions.

Practically the whole sales force

from six branches heard discussioas

by various New York home office

officials including W. F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales

manager; Edward Aaron, Irving Hel-

font, C. F. O'Brien, Jay Eisenberg
and M. L. Simon. In connection with
change in company name it was
brought out that the Canadian out-

let had been wholly owned by Loew's,

Inc., since 1941. Chief spokesman of

Canadian group was Henry L. Na-
thanson who has been Regal presi-

dent many years assisted by Ted
' Gould and Dewey Bloom. Policy of

Canadian company will not undergo
change but new title will reflect

actual connection with New York
home office.

ident Eric Johnston, now vacation-

ing in Spokane, Wash., was given the

general outline of the British sug-

gestion based on reports received by
the wire services and The Film
Datty's London correspondent.
There was no immediate reaction

from Johnston, it was indicated.

0''"her MPAA officials, however, re-

ceived the London reoort "with in-

terest" and indicated the matter
would be ?^iven careful consideration.
It was also pointed out that before
an^j? "acceptance" "-o the British offer

could be p-iven. other American mem-
bers of the ioint fommittpo would
have to be reachf^d. In addition to

Johnston. American members includp
Barney Balaban. Paramount nresi-
dent. and Nicholas M. Schenck.
^resident of Loew's.

Loan Talks to Include Tax
Meanwhile. Secretary of the Trea-

=:urv John Snvder ves''"erdav said
that the Anelo-Amerii^an discussions
on liberali'/ation of the loan agree-
ment will bep^in Mondav and will

take up th° film ouestion.
State Deoai-tment officials also

confirmed The Ftlm Datly's predic-
tion that "^he Britis;h "confiscatorv"
tax on films would be included in the
loan discussions.

Snyder said loan di=cn«sions "'ould

be conducted bv the National A'lvis-

ory Counf>il on intprnational mone-
tary problems whif"h he heads. Other
members include Secretary of Com-
merce Averill Karriman and heads
of the Federal Reserve Systpi-n and
t-he Fvnor'^-Tn-.Tiort Bank. The 12-

man British delegation will be headed
by Sir Wilfred Eady, special assist-

ant to Hugh Dalton. Chancellor of
the Exchequer. Snvder declined to

predict how long the talks would
last.

Although the British government
hac re.jected the contention of the
MPAA that the tax violates the Loan
Agreement, the matter is being
studied by both the State and Trea-

JVEf Biz Holds Firm
Despite Hostilities

Film business in the Netherlands

East Indies was not affected by re-

cent Dutch-Indonesian hostilities, ac-

cording to a Batavia cable from

Charles Core, MPEA managing di-

rector.

Grosses dipped during initial fight-

ing because of a military curfew,

but went back to normal following

the lifting of the ban.

MPEA is confining releases to lo-

cales under NEI rule, pending rec-

ognition of an Indonesian Govern-

ment.

sury Departments. Snyder said that
the matter was under study by
Treasury experts. Under Secretary
of State Robert Lovett also said that
the question was being studied by
the Dept.'s economics division.

U. S. Discuss Weight of Com.
First reaction of U. S. Government

officials to the British producers pro-
posal of a joint meeting was "what
official standing would such a con-
ference have?" It was presumed
here that J. Arthur Rank and other
top British indusitry leaders must
have received some assurance from
the British government that any
recommendations of the joint com-
mittee would have some official

standing. "Otherwise," it was said

here, "the recommendaitions will be
just another alternate plan to be re-

jected by the Bi-itish government."
Prior to the suggestion for a meet-

ing by the British producers. State

Department spokesmen indicated

that the Dept. may rule on whether
the British tax is in violation of the

Loan Agreement, the Double Tax-
ation Treaty and the Reciprocal

Trade Agreement. Inter-Department
conferences between State and Trea-
sury experts are now going on. In-

cluded in the discussions is Eldon
King, top Treasury expert who
helped negotiate the Double Tax-
ation Treaty and who has worked on

many international film agreements.

Some Government officials ex-

plained the British stiff ad valorem
tax as a:

1. British move to "dramatize"
the critical financial condition of

the country.
2. Move to open up discussions

on liberalization of the Loan
agreement with the American
film industry backing the Brit-

ish position.

It was thought certain here that

any British counter offer will entail

some form of a freeze, despite pre-

vious British contentions that this

would violate the Loan Agreement.

Pix Divvies in June 43%
Above Record of 1946

Wr.^'ni,„toi: Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —June dividend pay-

ments by pix companies were 43 per

cent above those for June of 1946,

compared with an increase of only

18 per cent for all corporations, ac-

cording to Department of Commerce.
Publicly reported payments by pix

companies went from $5,570,000 in

June of last year to $7,967,000 two

months ago.
Payments for the second quarter

of this year were only 16 per cent

above those for last year for all

reporting corporations, but the pix

company payments for the same
period were 41.8 per cent better this

year. Second quarter payments by
pix companies this year amounted to

$12,616,000, compared with a 1946

figure of $8,900,000.

Walsh. Hutcheson Called
Before House Labor Com.

Hollywood — Richard Walsh and
William Hutcheson have been sub-

poened to appear before the House
Labor Sub-Committee. Producers
acted under an "appeasement" policy

in dealing with rival AFL unions in

their studios and were forced to do

business with those capable of doing

them most "economic harm," Frank
Freeman, Para, prexy, testified be-

foi-e the sub-committee, under ques-

tioning by Irving G. McCann, com-
mittee counsel.

Freeman admitted that power of

lATSE to cut off income at theater

box offices in every part of the na-

tion was a powerful factor in studio

labor decisions.

"The companies do not have tre-

mendous reserves in dollars to carry

on a long labor fight," Freeman said.

Industry needs money taken m at

Mochrie Tells SETO

Of Exhibs.' Authority

(Continued from Page 1)

ondary offerings would make it pos-
sible for Hollywood to stop putting
large groups of stars in one big pic-

ture and spread them over a larger
portion of the production output.

The RKO executive told his audi-
ence that exhibitors in past years
were rated by film men on the basis
of their showmanship but that this

had now given way to judgment
predicated on the theater owner's
buying ability.

"While buying is important to the
box office," Mochrie said, "to stand
still prevents the progress in at-

tendance which is so vital for our
future."

Francis S. Harmon, MPAA vice-

president, also addressed the session,

treating his listeners to a behind-
the-scenes description of the Asso-
ciation and ithe important work of
the MPEA.
Turning to the public relations

phase of the industry, Harmon ex-

pressed the opinion that the public

undoubtedly formed its impression
through advertising and publicity,

but most significantly through its

contact with the local exhibitor.

Hall Pereira, Paramount Theater
Service Corp. executive, declared that
theater building costs had increased

104 per cent since 1938. He did not
predict any immediate reduction in

costs or radical changes in design,

but advised his audience to utilize

local architects when contemplating
construction because they were more
conversant with local needs.

Other speakers were Robert Bar-
ton, counsel for the Confederacy of

Southern Associations, who ex-

plained the status of the Confed-

eracy's intervention appeal in the

Government industry anti-trust suit,

and William D. Hughes, who spoke

on fire and accident prevention in

theaters.

Today's session will be a closed

one, highlighted by an open forum.

In addition, Oscar Lam of Atlanta

will deliver an address entitled

"Where Do We Go From Here?" and

Mack Jackson will discuss municipal

taxes.

CHARTERED
WESTPORT FILM CORP., New York, capital

of $50,000 in $100 shares subscribed, to produce

motion pictures. Incorporated at Albany by

Tina Lieb, Jerome Gold, Dorothy Hagan.

SPHERE THEATERS CORP., New York, with

capital of 200 shares no par value stock, three

shares subscribed, to operate motion picture

theaters. Incorporated at Albany by Nathan

Tanan, Pauline Shoobs, Rosario Grille.

B. J. ENTERPRISES, INC., Kansas City, to do

a general theater business; 1,000 shares of no

par value stock; incorporators, A. f. Baker,

L. E. Jones and F. H. Jones. Incorporated at

Jefferson City, Mo.

PAGE THEATER CORP., Konsas City, to do a

general theater business; 100 shares of no par

value stock; incorporators, G. S. Baker, f. M.

Jones and )'. T. Britt. Incorporated at Jefferson

theajters from day to day to operate. 1
City, Mo.
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World-Tele Calls On

U. K. to Reconsider

The N. Y. World Telegram yester-

day editorially called upon the Brit-

ish government to reconsider the pro-

posal of the American industry that

part of ithe U. S. pix earnings in

Britain be blocked, a proposal that

was ignored when the Labor Gov-

ernment slapped on a confiscatory

75 per cent ad valorem duty.

"The alternative," noted the World

Telegram, "is a loss of business and

revenue for everybody."

In part, ithe editorial said:

"The British film trade has been
beneficial to all parties, and all par-
ties will lose if it is lost. If the
British tax American films out of
their theaters, they will lose revenue
because they have no satisfactory
substitute. The American producers
need the earnings to rise above grade
B pictures.

"The industry has been one of the
most enthusiastic suppoi'ters of the
reciprocal trade nrogram. It had
hopes that the Geneva Conference
would ease its export difficulties. In-
stead, the British proposal adds to
thpse troubles."

In calling- attention to the im-
nortant dollar-saving factor, the
editorial said: "The producers have
offered what seems to be a fair basis
for compromise. They propose to
blocV a substantial share of their
earnings in American film companies
in Britain, a move which would aid
the British drive against the out-
ward flow of dollars."

H-T Points UD "Far Reachina
Effect on Coat-Ouality Here"
Lengthy editorial analysis of the

British tax move in the Herald Trib-
une pointed up "the sudden crisis in

the film industry as indicative . . .

stands as an extremely instructive
small-scale model of the giant com-
plications implicit in the whole Brit-
ish problem.
"Washington is repbrtedly de-

manding a more precise accounting
from the British as to just how they
have been spending their Americdn
cr-edit. --,— -_ -^-

; "Probably not many Americans
have realized the extent to which
the British market has come to mean
the difference between profit and
loss to Hollywood or the far-reaching
effects on the cost and quality of
their own amusements which might
flow from Hollywood's loss of that
market.

".
. .the American industry has

already sought to meet Britain's
dollar probterh. . through offering to
take a part of its British profits in

sterling or through other devices
and 'there is a doctrinate note about
the British action which encourages
the hope that the issue can ulti-

mately be adjusted without the com-
plete dislocation of both the Amer-
ican and British motion picture in-

dustries."

Propose U. S.-U. K. Meet on Tax
Join* Committee fo Study, Recommend

(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck of Loew's. and Presi-

dent Barney Balaban of Para-

mount, to a meeting with the

British members. President J.

Arthur Rank of the BFPA, Sir

Alexander Korda and Sir Henry

L. French, the BFPA director-

general.
Attendance of the three top Amer-

icans is not imperative inasmuch as

the Committee's setup makes pro-

vision for deputies. However, with
the situation as grave as it is, there

is a strong feeling here that top

level action is in ithe cards.

As envisioned by the BFPA,
the Joint Committee would ex-

Sydney (By Cable)—With the Au-
stralian Commonwealth Government
reviewing its policy on U. S. film im-

ports, Prime Minister Joseph B.

Chififey is scheduled to confer to-

morrow with a rep. of the MPAA, it

was learned yesterday.

plore the possibility of a joint

recommendation to the British

government of a possible alter-

native to the 75 per cent duty
now imposed on U. S. pix im-

ports, a duty that has led U.S.
distribs. to discontinue film ship-

ments here indefinitely.

(The Joint Committee was set up
by the MPAA and the BFPA with
machinery to facilitate co-operation

in matters of common interest and
public responsibility. Its establish-

Reports were current in industry
circles yesterday—without confirma-
tion — that American companies
might elect to call off production in

Britain should the impasse continue
for any length of time.

ment, announced simultaneously in

New York and London on May 12,

was hailed by Johnston and Rank as

a welcome step by both industries

to handle their owm)TGWems.)
Meanwhile, the BFPA execu-

t've committee will explore
every possibility of stepping up
British film production and is

confident that with an improved
Quota (Films) Act, slated for

Parliamentary action in the Fall,

plus government aid on building
and materials, that U. K. studios

could wholly offset the dollar ex-

port and improve the supply of

films to the domestic market in

two to three years.
The committee members at yes-

terday's meeting took the view thait

the main purpose of the 75 per cent
duty was to call a temporary halt to

film imports and to give a breathing
space for detailed consideration of

the best method of reducing the ad-
verse dollar balance.
The committee will advise govern-

ment departments, including the
Treasury and the Board of Trade,

of its readiness to hold discussions
during the next few months.

Sir Henry French said that
the British members of the Joint
Committee would place specific

proposals before the U. S. mem-
bers.
It was stressed that the BFPA

desired to reopen negotiations be-
cause it did not believe it was the
government's intention to impose on
the industry hardships feared bv
many people but that the intention
behind the duty was to allow (time

for reconsideration.
"It was the unanimous view of the

members that the British industry,
faced with an economic situation, was
bound in the interests of the nation,
and that the industry would get busy
as soon as it possibly could," it was
stated.
The official release by Sir Henry

declared that the BFPA never aimed
at British films having a monopoly
on domestic screens but considered

Major company heads for a sec-

ond successive day conferred yester-
day on various aspects of the Anglo-
American film situation.

it desirable that theaters in this and
every country show imported as well
as domestic films.

"Discussion at the meeting clearly

showed British producers realize in

the existing circums'tances the coun-
try cannot afford to meet the heavy
adverse film balance and that it is

the duty of the industries here and
in the U. S. to devise a means of
substantially reducing this sum, at

the same time calling on moviegoers
for as little sacrifice as practicable,"
the release declared.
Every major personality in British

production attended the committee
session, headed by Rank, Korda and
Herbert Wilcox.

MPEA Fetes Members of

Czech Technical Mission

(Continued from Page 1)

Pilat, Vilem Taraba, Frantisek
Rubas, Dr. Jaroslav Boucek. They
return to Prague the end of the week.

Guests expressed appreciation of

co-operation and hospitality accorded
them by both the MPEA and the U.
S. film industry. Their two-month
mission is linked with present effort

of the Czech industry to rehabili-

tate, modernize and expand present
Czech production facilities. Maas
stressed accord, admiration and re-

spect with which the Czech Film
Monopoly agreement with MPEA has
been fulfilled. Further, he empha-
sized Czech populace enthusiasm for

U. S. films. Attending the luncheon
were: Carl E. Milliken, Gerald M.
Mayer, George Borthwick, Joe C.

Goltz, Herbert J. Erlanger, John
McCarthy, Arnold Childhouse, Jack
McCulloxigh, Carl Selan, Frank Al-

ford, Sidney Lieb, Irving Eckstein,

Bernard Mazer.

Meyer to Manage

UA Theater Chain

Stanley Meyer, who recently term-
inated 17 years association with Na-
tional Theaters by resigning aj dis-

trict manager for first-run^^'^'^^C

houses in Los Angeles, hat. „i..,-:en

elected vice-president, director and
general manager of the United Art-
ists Theater Circuit and its subsid-
iaries, it was announced yesterday by
Joseph M. Schenck, board chairman.

Other official changes, made by the
board at a meeting this week, in-

clude the election of George P.

Skouras as director and vice-presi-

dent and of Raymond V. Wemple as
treasurer.

Meyer succeeds William P. Philips
as vice-president of the circuit.

Philips continuing on the board.
Schenck also announced that at a

meeting of the board of Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., George P. Skouras
was elected as executive vice-presi-
dent; Stanley Meyer was elected
vice-president and general manager
and a director.

Meyer was also elected a director
of Skouras Theaters Corp. and Rand-
force Amusement Corp.

Other officers elected by Metro-
politan Playhouses, Inc. were: Ray-
mond V. Wemple, treasurer and A.
H. Frisch as a director.

Schine Meet Expresses
Support of Ad Code

(Continued from Page 1

)

plan of Charles Schlaifer to bring
the program to the attention of every
segment of the industry.
Commenting on changes in the

code Wilbert said: "These changes
were effected to insure beyond all

doubt the good faith of the com-
panies in standing for honesty and
good taste in every arm of the busi-

ness. They were voted by the ad-

vertising director themselves — men
who know at first hand the problems
encountered by exhibitors in taking
the product to the public."

Urging adoption of the code and
its principles, Wilbert went on, "I

bring the whole subject before you
in order to emphasize the fact that

the companies mean business in this

endeavor—that this is a most serious

matter involving public good will

toward motion pictures.

"We believe our system of self-

regulation is workable, and we mean
to keep it so," Wilbert concluded.

Premium Men At Fair

Chicago —^ Theater premium men
are attending the Chicago Gift Fair
at the Palmer House this week.

STORK REPORTS

Charlotte, N. C.—Norman Jackter,

Columbia salesman, is the father of

a seven and three-quarter pound
baby girl.
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SETOA Raps 17. JC.DutyMove^BacksMPEA Stand
Extends Sympathy to CEA,
And Thanks British Exhibs.

For Efforts to End Impost

SETOA RESOLUTION ON U. K. DUTY

Miami, Fla.—Exhibitors from nine

Southern states by overwhelming
vote, adopted a resolution here yes-

terday endorsing the MPEA action

in indefinitely suspending exports of

films to Britain and deploring the at-

titude of the British Labor Govern-
ment in adopting a 75 per cent ad
valorem tax on U. S. pix imports.

The first U. S. exhibitor associa-

tion to meet in convention since the

(Continued on Page 5)

SETOA Presidency

Again to Jackson

Miami, Fla. — Mack Jackson, of

Alexander City, Ala., was re-elected

president of the Southeastern The-

ater Owners at

the closing busi-

ness session yes-

terday of the or-

ganization's cur-
rent convention.

Also re-elected

were J. H.Thomp-
son, Hawkins-
ville, Ga., vice-
president; M. C.

Moore, Jackson-
ville, Fla., vice-

president; Kermit
Stengel, Nash-
ville. Tenn., vice-

president; Wil-
liam R. Griffin,

Cullman, Ala.,
vice-president, and J. H. Harrison,

(Continued on Page 4)

TEXT of the resolution on the British film situation adopted in Miami yester-

day by the South Eastern Theater Owners Association:

"WHEREAS the owners of Great Britain's motion picture houses have, through their

Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, urged their Government to repeal its new
"confiscatory" tax of 75 per cent upon the earnings of American made motion picture

films because in their opinion retention of imports in the face of American producers'

determination to stop sending them to Britain, if it is retained, would mean the closing

of most of the motion picture theaters in Britain; and

"WHEREAS the motion picture for many years has been a most effective instrument

of education toward mutual understanding and cooperation between the two great

English speaking nations of Great Britain and the United States; and

"WHEREAS at the present time motion picture theatres in the United States are

(Continued on Page 8)

Three UA Branches

Get New Managers

Promotion of Kenneth MacKaig
from Los Angeles salesman to UA
branch manager in Denver and the
re-designation of two other exchange
chiefs was announced yesterday by
J. J. Unger, general sales manager.

Effective Aug. 25, Nat Nathanson
will become branch manager in Chi-

(Continued on Page 4)

JACKSON

JficCarthy Earned To
ISew MPAA Intn Post
John G. McCarthy has been ap-

pointed associate manager of the In-

ternational Division of the MPAA.
Previously McCarthy had been a

member of the unit's staff under

the direction of Gerald Mayer. Mc-
Carthy will leave today for Holly-

wood for conferences with studio

execs.

FC Negotiating for

Twin Cities Franchise

Minneapolis—Conferences will get
under way with Joe Wolf within the

next week for the sale of his Film
Classics distribution franchise in the

Twin Cities film area. Representa-
tives of FC have been in Minneapolis
seeking new quarters for distribution

(Continued on Page 8)

St. John, Box Look

End of Tax Impasse

So far as Earl St. John and Sydney
Box are concerned, they will go ahead
with their plans as if the British
government had not stirred up a
hornet's nest with ithe 75 per cent
tax on imported films. As a matter
of fact neither St. John nor Box
knew "what was cooking" for they

(Continued on Page 6)

MPAA Awaits BFPA Cable
On British Proposals; Tax
Put on Loan Talks Agenda

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—MPAA headquarters

here were in a constant state of alert

yesterday as they awaited a cable
from London telling of definite pro-
posals from the British industry for
negotiation—but when the offices

were closed last evening no word had
yet arrived from London. In the
meantime. President Eric Johnston

(Continued on Page 5)

RKO Quarter, Half

Net is Under '46

RKO reports a consolidated net

profit of $2,836,663 for the second
1947 quarter, after deducting all

charges including taxes and sales of

capital assets. Figure is equivalent

to approximately 72 cents per share
(Continued on Page 8)

Schwartz Names Groth
To Head Ohio Division

Emil Groth has been named man-
ager of RKO Theaters' new Ohio
division following the retirement of

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Sol Schwartz,
RKO Theaters vice-president.

Groth will supervise houses in Cin-

(Continued on Page 8)

Tele Hikes Bistro Biz 300%
Survey Reveals Media as ^^Necessary

Beaverbrook's Express
Assails 'U. S. Agitation'

London (By Cable)—Lord Beaver-

brook's Daily Express yesterday in

an editorial headed "Clamor Being
Set Up By Americans This Side of

the Atlantic Against the 75 per cent

Tax on Film Earnings" stated: "It

(Continued on Page 8)

Television is now regarded as a

definite "necessity" in the steadily

increasing competition of the itavern,

bar and restaurant trade. This con-

tention has been established as a re-

sult of a survey taken in the busy
sections of mid-town Manhattan,
pants of New Jersey, and Queens this

week. The poll also reveals that the

bistro owners agree that video has
(Continued on Page 6)

Jackson Pk. Defendants
Get 60 Days for Appeal

Chicago — Federal Appeals Court
has granted 60 days to nine film com-
panies and theater circuits, defend-
ants in the Jackson Park Theater in-

junction case, to prepare an appeal
to the Supreme Court.

High Budget Films
Starting on Schedule

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Despite published re-

ports to contrary, a survey of major

studios shows that as yet there has

been no delay in fixing starting

dates on high budget pictures to be

made in this country. It is ad-

mitted that schedules will be tight-

ened and strong efforts made to

trim costs on more expensive pic-

tures without sacrificing quality.

There is some doubt as to

whether 20th -Fox will make "Es-

cape" in England, although it is

still believed company will carry

out project. Rex Harrison has been

slated to star in it.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Bell & Howell 22 22 22
Col. Picts. vtc 161/2 16% 161/2

Columbia Picts. pfd. 791/4 791/4 791/4 •

East. Kodak 45% 45 45
Gen. Prec. Eq I8I/4 ISVs ISVs -

Loew's, Inc 21 2OI/2 203^
Paramount 24% 243/8 243/8

RKO 121/8 12 12
Republic PIct 51/4 51/8 51/8

20th Century-Fox . . 28 275/8 277/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 36 353/8 35%
20th Cent.-Fox ppf.. 1031/8 103% 1031/8
Universal Pict 193/8 19 I91/4

Warner Bros 15 M'/s 15
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . 35/8 35/8 35/8

RKO 33/8 31/4 31/4

Sonotone Corp 314 3% 3V^
Technicolor 13 13 13

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 63/4

Pathe 43/8

Net
Chg.

+ %— %— %
+ 1/4

+ %
Asked

71/8

5%

Sweden, Norway Plan To
Erect Video Outlets

Copenhagen (Via Air Mail)—Plans
for erection of television transmitters
here and in Stocltholm are in process
of formation, it is reported. Equip-
ment will be purchased in the U. S.
with Sweden supplying dollar ex-
change.

Two B&K Units Re-open
Chicago—B & K's Admiral and

Drake, closed for several weeks, re-
onened following settlement of labor
difficulties.

cominG nno goirg
DR. V. K. ZWORYKIN, vice-president and

technical consultant of RCA Laboratories, leaves

tomorrow aboard the SS Queen Elizabeth to at-

tend engineering conferences In Belgium, France

and Italy. In addition, he plans to visit tech-

nical laboratories in England, Holland and
Switzerland before returning to the U. S. in

the Fall.

ARNOLD C. CHILDHOUSE, general manager
for the Motion Picture Export Association In

Holland, sails tomorrow on the SS Queen Eliza-

beth to return to his headquarters in Amster-
dam after home office conferences for the past

four weeks.

MAURICE JANOV, special assistant to E. L.

Scanlon< vice-president and treasurer of Selz-

nick Int'l, arrives from Hollywood today for a
series of conferences, with SRO heads. He will be
in New York for at least two weeks.

ALF KJELLIN, Swedish film star, arrived in

Hollywood yesterday from New York to begin
his American film career under the guidance
of David 0. Selznick. Kjellin was accompanied
by his wife, Karin, and 4i/^ year-old son, Ole.

MILTON S. KUSELL, SRO's vice-president in

charge of domestic and Canadian sales, leaves

New York today for a visit to all SRO sales

offices in the Eastern territory. He will be
gone a week, or 10 days.

ROBERT M. GILLHAM, SRO's Eastern advertis-
ing and publicity manager, returned to his desk
in New York yesterday after a short visit to

Toronto.

LYNN FARNOL, Samuel Goldwyn's advertising-
publicity director, returned to New York yes-
terday by plane from the Coast.

W. R. WILKERSON, publisher of the Holly-
wood Reporter, returned to the Coast yester-
day by plane from New York.

ELLA RAINES, planed out of Hollywood today
for Panama City, Fla., to join her husband Major
Robin Olds who is stationed there.

Taylor Mills Named Head
Of Dept. in MPAA Int'l

Taylor Mills has been named head
of the selectivity department of the
International Division of MPAA,
President Eric Johnston announced
yesterday. He will vs^ork under Ger-
ald Mayer, chief of the Division.

Mills, who succeeded Stanton Grif-
fis of Paramount Pictures as chief of
the Motion Picture Department of
the OWI, acquired an extensive
knowledge of the film industry in an
earlier post with the Government.
While administrative analyst and
budget examiner in the Bureau of
Budget in the executive office of
the president. Mills spent eight
months studying and writing about
film activities in all military and
civilian branches of the Federal
Government.

FCC Deplores U. K. Duty;
Urges Level U. S. Rentals

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Commenting on Brit-

ish situation, Robert H. Poole, execu-
tive secretary of PCCITO, said, "the
action itaken by England in demand-
ing a tax of 75 per cent of all Amer-
ican distributors' revenue on U. S.
pictures released in England has, in
our opinion, dissipated the urge on
the part of U. S. exhibitors to give
important playing time to British
pictures.

He added, "we do not however, be-
lieve that distribution should impose
on exhibs. of U. S. any increase rfi

film rentals due to any loss of any
foreign revenue.

ANDY SMITH, JR., 20th-Fox sales manager,
is in Chicago for conferences.

VERNICE RESDER, 20th-Fox, Minneapolis, is

vacationing in Michigan.

JACK COHEN, 20th-Fox branch manager, Min-
neapolis, is vacationing in Wisconsin.

WILLIAM SOPER, Minneapolis Para, exchange
booker, is on vacation.

MARGERIE KETCHAN, Columbia, Minneapolis,
is vacationing in Spencer, la.

AL STERN, RKO-Minneapolis office manager
goes to Lake Mille Lac, Minn, for two weeks
vacation.

BONNIE LYNCH, head contract clerk, Minne-
apolis Para, exchange, is vacationing.

JAN GRIPPO, Monogram producer, leaves Hol-
lywood today by plane for two weeks in New
York, where he will line up talent for his agency
and for future film productions. Grippo has
cancelled plans to visit England, due to cur-
rent situation.

CAROL BRANDT, head of Metro's New York
scenario department, flew back to Manhattan
from the West Coast vio American Airlines, yes-
terday.

RACHAEL KEMPSON, wife of Michael Red-
grave, is en route to London from Hollywood,
via New York.

GEORGE MARGOLIN, president of Continental
Motion Pictures Corp., has just returned from a
two-month trip in Italy.

I. E. LOPERT, foreign film distributor, ar-
rived yesterday from a two-month European tour,
aboard the SS America.

H. W. KRAMER, veepee of Sales Builders,
Max Factor subsid., sails today with his wife
and daughter from New Orleans, aboard the
SS Alcoa Clipper, on a Caribbean cruise.

SAM SEIDELMAN, Eagle-Lion foreign chief,
left for Mexico yesterday on the first leg of
a Latin-American tour with a view to set up
E-L branch offices.

Lilli Palmer Denies
"Recall" to U. K. for Pix

Lilli Palmer, British actress, de-
nied here yesterday that she had
been "summoned back" to London in
a move by English studios to step
up production and so counteract the
embargo on American film ship-
ments.

"I have heard absolutely nothing
about such a summons," the actress
said upon her arrival here aboard the
Twentieth Century, accompanied by
her screen-star husband, Rex Harri-
son, and their three-and-a-half year
old son, Carey.
"We are hoping that this situation

will soon blow over," she continued.
"And it looks as ithough very soon it

might."
Miss Palmer and her family are

sailing for England tomorrow to
spend a few months vacation.

Trade Mourns Kriendler,
Host to "21" Notables

Funeral services for John Carl
(Jack) Kriendler, 48, host to the
famous for two decades at his "21"
Club, who died suddenly Wednesday,
will be held at noon today at River-
side Memorial Chapel. Burial will be
in Mt. Lebanon Cemetery.

Austrian-born Kriendler was the
friend of many of filmdom's celeb-
rities who made a bee-line for his
club on each Eastern visit. The film
colony was saddened by his untimely
death which robbed New York's night
life of one of its most colorful charac-

ters.

Lose Fight to Prevent
Drive-ins in Twin Cities

Minneapolis—Hope of halting con-
struction of drive-in theaters in the
Twin Cities territory is fading. Ex-
cavation has been finished and cement
is being poured for the first drive-in
project in this area. None is now
closer to Minneapolis than MV""^!!-
kee. '^ ,-'

The new house is to be located
outside the downtown Loop section
near the airport. Project will cost
$100,000 and will accommodate 1,000
cars, with plans to open the theater
by the end of August.
NCA and local exhibitors who have

been fighting drive-ins in this area
for two years concede that they will

be unable to successfully stymie
opening of this drive-in by Sidney
Bauman.

U-I's Sales Cabinet
In Coast Conferences

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Universal - Interna-

tional sales cabinet will confer en
masse at the studio next week with
W. A. Scully, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, presiding ait the
huddles to set release plans for the
new program.

Arriving for the meetings are: A.
J. O'Keefe, E. T. Gomersall, F. J. A.
McCarthy, C. J. Feldman and Fred
Meyers.

N. J. Blumberg, president, and
Matthew Fox, executive vice-presi-

dent, arrived in Hollywood yester-
day and will also attend the meet-
ings.

Wormser Named Chairm'n
Of MPA Member Drive

Irving Wormser, of Columbia, has
been appointed chairman of the Mo-
tion Picture Associates' 1947 mem-
bership drive by Fred J. Schwartz,
president.

Schwartz stated the MPA is seek-
ing additional members to bolster it

relative to the Motion Picture Foun-
dation. It was pointed out that since
the formative stages of the MPF it

has been proposed ithat MPA become
the administrative agency in this

area.

IF YOU BUY

comACT INURNATIONAl TlCmi]

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

Samples, prices on re-

quest. ^

INTERNATIONAL f
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Soles offices in New Yoric and
Pr'incipat Cifici
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Three UA Branches

Get New Managers

(Continued from Page 1)

cago, succeeding Sid Rose, who has

been on the inactive list due to ill

health. Nathanson, currently bi'anch

manager in Frisco, will be succeeded

by Clarence Olson, Denver branch

manager.
Nathanson started with UA in

1935 as salesman in Chicago, later

became Milwaukee branch manager,
and was appointed Frisco head in

1945. Olson, industry vet., came to

UA as Denver branch manager in

1942.
MacKaig, who distinguished him-

self last year by being chosen a mem-
ber of UA's "Golden Circle" club,

has been Los Angeles salesman for

the company since 1928. His appoint-

ment as Denver branch manager be-

comes effective on Monday.

Stern Enterprises

Operates 6 Projects

Boston—With the leasing of the
Park Theater in Adams, the Louis
Stern Enterprises circuit now has
six projects which it owns or oper-
ates via leases. Circuit was started
by Louis Stern following his dis-

charge from the Navy where he
served four years as storekeeper and
film buyer for over 200 naval sta-
tions.

Prior to the war Stern operated ithe

Kenmore here and the Uptown, Lynn.
Stern owns the Orpheum in Somer-
ville. With Eddie Allen as partner
he acquired a dancehall in Waltham.
He also operates the Palace, Old
Orchard, Me.; Rialto, Everett; Park,
Adams.

Whalen To Bally Autry
Appearance At Garden

David Whalen, rep. for Gene Autry,
is in New York preparing co-opera-
tive exploitation campaigns in con-
nection with the Columbia cowboy's
forthcoming September rodeo ap-
pearance at Madison Square Garden.

Bulk of Whalen's schemes will be
three-way deals involving Autry, the
Garden and theater exhibitors.

:| S^end vJ>l r tkd au |

Jo— «Lj te e ti

Aug 15
Leroy Bickel Harry Akst

Shirley O'Hara Estelle Brady
Rose Marie Signe Hasso

Aug. 16
Sam Gorelick Lucien Littlefield
Nathan Lax Mae Clarke
R. G. Katz S. Barret McCormick

Jack Fuld
Aug. 17

i%

Derwin Abrahams
Maureen O'Hara
Martin F. Bennett
Charles F. Deesen
Monty Woolley
Janet Martin

W. S. McDonald
Charles Judels
Winnie LIghtner

Mary Price
John Hay Whitney

Miliza Korjus
:.t

PHIL M. DALY
T T T

Life u?ttli Wortier Bros.
—SKOWHEGAN, ME.

• • • OF ALL THE UNUSUAL WORLD PREMIERES put on by

the enterprising Warner organization and there have been many,

ranging from the long-distance treks of "Dodge City," "Virginia City"

anl "Knule Rockne—All American" to the in-town Broadway debuts of

"Yankee Doodle Dandy" and "This Is the Army" one of the most

novel and delightful took place last night when the Technicolor edition

of the all-time champion play, "Life With Father," made its formal

public bow at the Lakewood Theater here

T T
• • • COVERAGE OF THE EVENT set sopjelhing of a mark

the special-train press delegation embracing practically every

leading national magazine from Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,

Liberty and American right across the board all 15 fan publications

the AP, INS, UP, NANA and Bell syndicates the industry

papers four radio netvrorks, with no less than half a dozen coast-

to-coast broadcasts emanating from the event and many important

newspapers represented individually by their critics, columnists or

feature writers also not forgetting newsreel units

T T T
• • • ALL OF WHICH ATTESTED TO the fine advance campaign

carried on for the past two months under the general direction of Mort

Blumenstock, Warner vice-president in charge of advertising and pub-

licity a truly grand job of focusing nationwide attention on the

"Life With Father" premiere and incidentally a milUon-doUar

publicity job for Skowhegan, Lakevrood and Maine in general

• • • THE REASONS FOR HOLDING this world premiere in the

Maine woods were both historic and sentimental It was at the

Lakewood Theater up there, just eight years ago to the day and hour,

that "Life With Father" had its first showing as a stage play

In the audience was the dean of story scouts, Warner's Jake Wilk

Even before the third act was over, lake was at the long-distance tele-

phone urging Jack L. Warner in Hollywood to buy this play for picture

J.L. was willing but it took six years of persistent negotiat-

ing—another world's record—before Jake finally induced Howard Lind-

say, Russel Crouse, Oscar Serlin and Mrs. Clarence Day to put their

names on the dotted line

T T
• • • SO LAST NIGHT IN SKOWHEGAN, where they rolled out

the green carpet of the Maine Woods instead of the red carpet of

Broadway and Hollywood, one of the most satisfied spectators was
Jake Wilk But there was plenty for every Wamerite to be satis-

fied and gratified about for it is not often that a motion picture has

its premiere under such all-embracing auspices and more seldom

still that a city declares a holiday, closing up all its stores, in honor of

a film opening

T T T
• • • YOU KNOW THE FAMOUS SAYING "As Maine goes,

so goes the nation" For the information of exhibitors at large, we
wish to report here that last night Maine went big for "Life With
Father"

« « « )» » »

SETOA Presidency

Again to Jadcson

(Continued from Page 1)

Atlanta, secretary; Colonel Thomas
Orr, Albertville, Ala., !treasuri:~-v,.

M. L. Carter of New Orleari ^nd
W. S. Taylor of Laurel, Miss.,''were
also elected vice-presidents.

Elected as directors were the fol-
lowing: from Georgia: Roy E. Mar-
tin, Columbus; Hal Macon, States-
boro; William Karrah, Swainsboro;
Nat Williams, Thomasville; R. B.
Wilby, Atlanta; E. D. Martin, Colum-
bus; William K. Jenkins, Atlanta;
0. C. Lam, Rome; W. W. Mowbray,
Blue Ridge.

Directors named from Alabama in-
cluded T. E. Watson, Montevallo; L.
J. Duncan, Lanett; M. H. Waters,
Birmingham; Foreman Rogers, Tus-
kegee; Mrs. Lucille Cobb, Fayette;
R. M. Kennedy, Birmingham.
From Florida: Fred H. Kent,

Jacksonville; Mitchell Wolfson, Mi-
ami; Lukie Stein, Jacksonville; B. B.
Garner, Lakeland; Louis Gold, Paho-
kee; Carl Floyd, Haines City; Mrs.
F. C. Thompson, Frostproof.

From Tennessee: Walter Morris,
Oak Ridge; Lee CastlebeiTy, Nash-
ville, and Abe Borisky Chattanoog,a.

The convention ended last night
with a gala banquet at which Pres-
ident Mack Jackson presided as
toastmaster. Among the banquet's
principal speakers were Henderson
M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor rela-
tions chief; E. V. Richards, prom-
inent New Orleans circuit operator;
Sam Shain, 20th-Fox exhibitor re-
lations director, and Claude Lee,
Paramount public relations director.

UEDDinC BELLS

Cincy City Council Sets
Sept. 2 for Tax Hearing

Cincinnati — The City Council,
stepping into the field of public ad-
missions taxes, plans to consider a
3 per cent levy to take effect after
Oct. 1. That is the date set for the
state to vacate the admissions tax
field.

A hearing on the proposal is to
take place at the Sept. 2 meeting of
the Council.

The tax has been under discussion
by Council's Finance Committee. The
committee's chairman, Willis D.
Gradison, and Edward N. Waldvogel,
vice-chairman, have indicated that
the ordinance under discussion will
be almost identical with the now-
existing state tax. It has been es-
timated that the tax would provide
an estimated $350,000 a year for the
city.

Pierzinsld-Selinski
Minneapolis— Virginia Pierzinski,

PRC contract clerk, became the bride
of Joseph Selinski in Minneapolis.
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See Anglo-Amer. Tax

m
(Continued from Page 1)

had twice been in contact with his

of^"q here by telephone from Spo-

1^ Wash., where he went for "a
vSmion."
The State Department also claimed

to have no further information from
London. A Dept. official did tell The
Film Daily, however, that it now
appears that the pix matter will

definitely be given a major place on
the agenda for the talk on the British

loan scheduled for next week. It is

now no longer a matter for specula-
tion, he implied, but is a matter of

definite intent.

In the meantime, it was be-
lieved here that the immediate

"In a world fighting the battle for

peace such action on the part of the
British in practically excluding
American films is tragic. I am sure

the British would not like us to tax

75 per cent of the earnings of Brit-

ish insurance companies in America.
No insurance company could long
continue to operate under such a tax.

A way can be found out of our pres-

ent difficulties to conserve British

dollars without strangling trade. The
American motion picture industry is

willing to co-operate in finding such
a solution."—ERIC A. JOHNSTON,
in Spokane, Wash.

signs of support for the Amer-
ican industry in high administra-
tion circles have probably made
it unlikely that Parliament will

ever ratify the 7.5 per cent con-

fiscatory tax announced last

week in London.
It is important for British pres-

tige, however, that some form of

alternate settlement be in discus-

sion at the expiration of the 28-day
period during which Parliament
should ratify the levy, it is said

here. Parliament, which recessed

Wednesday, will reconvene on Oct. 20.

MPAA headquarters in New York
failed to receive any communication
from BFPA yesterday, while home
office conferences on the British situ-

ation, concerned with future econ-

omies among other things were held.

The general attitude prevailing in

New York was one of "watchful
waiting."

London^s First Runs
''Ration'' U. S. Films

London (By Cable)
—

"Rationing"

of American pix on the part of the

West End's de luxe first runs is

already on.

Six of the 13 first runs, exclud-

ing those houses which play French

product, are currently playing British

pix, and two more will open British

films this week.

Single new Hollywood opus to

bow in this week is Warners' "The

Two Mrs. Carrolis."

HOLLVIUOOD TODflV
;By PATTl ALICOATEi

HOLLYWOOD

/COLUMBIA—may be the gem of the ocean to some—CBS to others

—

but to inhabitants of the Hollywoods it's 1438 N. Gower—and to points

East, West, North and South, it's the Columbia Studios. Frank Wolfendon

manfully saw to it that I got my share of news, views and propaganda

while there. Thing 1 was most interested in was that the thermometer was

dropping. (Only kiddin', Mr. Cohn!)

A ND who was the first person I ran into? None other than our old

friend. Gene Autry. He was leaving for Tucson later for locations on

"A Little Spanish Town." Flies his own Beechcraft and rents four DC-3's

for the rest of the company—never did ask about Champion, guess he goes

by Pony Express! Gene was pretty worried about following his shooting

schedule because the adobe hacienda they usually use down there (first

seen in "Arizona" in '39, and given to Tucson as a museum) was prac-

tically destroyed by a windstorm a few days ago.

TIPTOED into the portrait gallery where Ginger Rogers was having some

color stills taken. She just finished "It Had To Be You" with Cornel

Wilde and leaves this week for her Oregon ranch, the "4R"—standing for

Roger's Rogue River Ranch. Don Hartman stopped into see her while we

were there and told us that he's leaving for the blue grass state in a few

weeks to do "The Return of October."

"QIGN OF THE RAM" was shooting on Stage 6—Susan Peters (paralyzed

from the waist down in a hunting accident two years ago) plays a

role that's almost identical to her own life. Alexander Knox is her co-star.

She's got a little motor on her wheel-chair so that she can really tear around

the studio—and usually does! During a scene where the fog comes rolling

in over the Cornish cliffs we almost got lost in the haze—who knows,

might've ended up in front of the camera! Chester Morris came hobbling

by muttering something about 'little monsters'—seems his kids were having

a party and he decided to put on a dance for them, slipped on the hearth-

stone, broke his leg, and will probably be on crutches for quite a while. He

was on his way to the latest Blondie set so we tagged along. Arthur Lake

and Penny Singleton are still the harassed, domestic pair in the 22nd of the

series
—

"Blondie's Anniversary."

/^N TO the "Mating of Millie" where Evelyn Keyes and Glenn Ford

^^ were running through a scene with director Henry Levin. Ford plays

a bus driver in this and a lot of the footage was shot on Wilshire Blvd.

with a regular bus. Seems this caused no end of confusion with people

waiting on corners that didn't realize it wasn't on the regular run—such

language! Glenn told me that he and his wife, Eleanor Powell, are going to

his home in Quebec in Sept. for a gathering of the Ford clan and also to

be re-married on their 5th anniversary. Some fun!

N EXT, for a dash out to McCutcheoh's ranch in the valley where they

were laying out a jousting field for a medieval tournament in

"The Black Arrow." It was the size of a football field with a large pavilion

(for the paying guests) on one side. Janet Blair looked amazingly cool in

her heavy satin costume—later found out she was wearing a bathing suit

underneath. There was so much armor around—on men and horses—that

some fool screamed for a can-open when his zipper stuck. Louis Hayward

and George Macready were making ready to lunge at each other with

16 ft. lances—heard about the new studio that will be built in the valley

—

on the site they've used for location shots for 13 years—such pix as "Lost

Horizon," "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" and "It Happened One Night."

LJAD to fly then—literally and figuratively—so bade a hasty farewell to

Columbia, Hollywood & Vine and Mines Field—N. Y. here I come—

flat-footed, goggle-eyed, and still on the beam—we hope! !

SETOA Raps U.K. Duty,

Backs MPEA Stand

(Continued from Page 1)

imposition of the heavy duty on U. S.

pix and the subsequent MPEA boy-
cott on further film shipments to the
U. K., the SETOA extended to the
British CEA "our sympathy on ithe

situation in which the action of the

SETOA at its final business ses-
sion at Miami yesterday passeidi

resolutions endorsing the Motion Pic-
ture Foundation and the new ad-pub-
licity code promulgated by the MPA.

British government has placed them,
and our thanks for the efforts which
it and its members are expending in

seeking the repeal of such unfair
tax."

The resolution called attention to

the fact that films have played an
effective role in "education toward
mutual understanding and co-opera-
tion" between America and the U. K.,

and noted that U. S. theaters today
are playing British pix on a wider
scale than ever before and have
further embarked on a campaign to
assure them still wider distribution.
The resolution charges that the

Labor Government acted "without

SETOA voted yesterday to send a
delegation to the joint MPTOA-ATA
meeting to be held in Washington,
Sept. 18-19, at which proposed
merger plans will be discussed. Com-
mittee will have full power to act
for SETOA.

consideration of the huge investment
in negative costs by American com-
panies" and contends that the policy

adopted "will cause irrevocable dam-
age to all branches of the motion
picture industry, both in Great Brit-

ain and America."
The policy, the resolution declares,

"conceivably can lead to a pattern of

high tariff revision which will create
unemployment and lower standards
of living in both countries."

R' -
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Video Hikes Tavern

Receipts to 300 P.C.

(Continued from Page 1)

become an important and necessary
part of their business operation, ac-

cording to the business increase since

the time the sets have been installed.

It is pointed out that tele, a short
time ago, was definitely an attraction

for new customers as few spoils were
equipped with the new "device."

However, proprietors were fast re-

alizing that tele was catching on and
with the increase in production and
delivery, it has now become a new
method of competition.

A 25 to 30 per cent business in-

crease has been noted among the
majority of cases in the New York
City area and in some situations has
climbed to 50 per cent beyond the

previous rate. However, this is con-
sidered as "week-end business."

Included in the situations can-
vassed are the following:
The Reeves Restaurant, a spacious

establishment in the midst of the
business world, is the only one of

six taverns in a two-'block area offer-

ing video. It reports an average in-

crease of about 40 customers during
a sport telecast.

The Anchor Inn on 57th St. and
7th Ave., a modern restaurant, has
recently installed a video set but the
owner notes that "its presence has
already been felt." He anticipaites

that the receiver will pay for itself

"within a short time."
The Central Bar & Grill, on 3rd

Ave., well away from the business
area, reports that Friday evenings
is the "big night" and ithat video has
increased week-end receipts "up to

40 per cent." Another East side spot
revealed that bar business has nearly
doubled since tele was installed and
that on one occasion was forced to

"close our doors due to overflow
crowds."
Two Brooklyn itaverns described

the new media as the "finest business
builder for bars since Prohibition
was repealed." The owner of a spot
in Nassau is looking forward with
eagerness to the World Series if it

is played in New York in anticipa-
tion of an overflow business.

Situations in Passaic and Eliza-
beth, N. J., disclose that itheir re-

ceipts have increased up to 300 per
cent, even when business in the same
district was falling off^.

Revealing the emphasis and im-
portance placed on this new form of

entertainment. Beverage Media, a
trade journal, alloitted a generous
amount of space dealing with video

as a drawing card. It cited several

instances where tavern owners used
the art of "showmanship" in an-
nouncing to the public forthcom-
ing tele events.
More and more bar owners, notic-

ing the loss of receipts to other spots
equipped with video are hastening
plans to "catch the boat" while sets
are still rare in the homes. The pro-
prietors of spots sporting tele re-
ceiving sets feel that while initial

costs run a trifle high, the investment
is a sound one and will pay off.

REVIEWS Of nEUi Films
"Life With Father"
with William Powell, Irene Dunne

Warners 118 Mins.

BIG CONTENDER FOR FALL SEASON; EXPLOSIVE, HUMAN COMEDY; POWELL,
DUNNE FINE.

This big contender for Fall box office honors is not only one of the finer examples

of film making in Technicolor but also has rock-ribbed structure upon which rests a

delightfully different insight into the human comedy of another day.

It is a splendid, tender comic souvenir of life in the Day domicile of the 1880's.

The Day family was a collection of humanity living on Madison Ave. when the horse-car

held sway. Chef d'oeuvre of this tribe was Father Day—^Clarence. Not only does

William Powell render this characterization to the hilt, he goes farther, grasps the

sword-handle, draws it, waves it about. By virtue of this action Powell stands to become

a bone of contention when that little guy who also has a sword is due to be relegated

to the right individual.

Just two minutes short of a full two hours in running time, here we have unrolled in

Michael Curtiz' crafty direction a series of explosions. They detonate at intervals which

reveal moot attention to tactic where the audience is concerned in timing their

reactions in blasts of laughter.

Lindsay's and Crouse's tale of the Madison Ave. madcap is a veteran on Broadway

and other boards. Its renown is nationwide. From Oscar Serlin's stage production,

the film version will bring it to the many millions who know of it but have not gotten

around to it. That should, and no doubt will, spell grosses, big grosses, in every situation

alphabetically listed in anybody's gazetteer.

It is apt and shrewd casting of the support that considerably enhances Powell's role.

Irene Dunne as the mother of their four carrot topped sons is admirable, convincing,

fitting. Edmund Gwenn lends the dignity of the clergy to the wry, mercurial proceed-

ings that emanate from Powell. ZaSu Pitts makes "Cousin Cora" register while

Elizabeth Taylor is alternately kittenish, silly, romantic, as she is romantically involved

with Clarence, Jr.—Jimmy Lydon. There is a complete assortment of maidservants

trooping in and out of the Day home. One a day—at the Day's.

In the period Father was supreme. He lorded it over his family, intruded on their

private lives, dictated family policy, had or got his finger in this or that, made
known his feelings and thoughts on various and sundry matters.

But, it seems he was never baptized.

And that period saw the advent of the charge account.

First comes Miss Pitts a-visiting with Miss Taylor. Powell is mightily perturbed,

makes known his feelings but manages to eke certain enjoyment from their stay.

Jimmy Lydon falls for Miss Taylor and between duets manages to embroil the family

in the initial stages of what later turns up to be baptismal crisis.

Powell is adamant in his refusal to be baptized. Further conflict and bewilderment
is created when Powell gives Lydon an old suit to be cut down. When Lydon is wearing
it he is prevented from doing anything Father won't do and this even includes letting

Miss Taylor sit on his lap which she tries inipuisively.

Then Miss Dunne becomes delightfully aware of charge accounts. This after an

involved, nonsensical money argument with Powell and she is off to make weird purchases,

finagle charges and such trivia. Out of this Lydon emerges in a new suit, a trade-in

for a porcelain pug dog. Lydon and his brother, Martin Milner embark on a money
making scheme wherein they sell patent medicine. Miss Dunne falls ill. The boys
spike her tea with their product. She becomes sicker and death looms. Powell off-

handedly promises to be baptized, at her insistance. Next day she is well again and
plans are made for Powell to be baptized at an uptown church where the Days are

unknown.

The last few minutes are hectic, highly spiced with humorous touches. Dogs die from
the patent medicine. Powell has to pay off. Finally, due to Miss Dunne's preparations,

Powell and his family board a carriage. Local cop asks Powell, after giving him the

time of the day, if he's going td the office. "No. dammit! I'm going to be baptized!"
And they ride off up Madison Ave.

CAST: William Powell, Irene Dunne, Elizabeth Taylor, Edmund Gwenn, ZaSu Pitts, Jimmy
Lydon, Emma Dunn, Moroni Olsen, Elizabeth Risdon, Derek Scott, Johnny Calkins, Martin Milner,
Heather Wilde, Monte Blue, Mary Field, Queenie Leonard, Nancy Evans, Clara Blondick, Frank
Elliott.

CREDITS; Producer, Robert Buckner; Director, Michael Curtiz; Screenplay by Donald Ogden
Stewart; From the play by Russel Grouse and Howard Lindsay, from Oscar Serlin's stage
production; Photography, Peverell Marley, William V. Skall; Art director, Robert Haas; Film
editor, George Amy; Sound, C. A. Riggs; Set decorations, George J. Hopkins; Music, Max
Steiner; Orchestral arrangements, Murray Cutter; Musical director, Leo F. Forbstein; Assistant
director, Robert Vreeland.

DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Carolina Carrier Will
Build Pix Warehouse

Charlotte, N. C. — The Carolina
Film Service Co., headed by John
Vickers, announces the erection of a

film warehouse inspecting and ship-

ping building at the corner of Com-
merce and Graham Sts, to be com-
pleted in 90 days.

"Louisiana" Bows Oct. 7

With Shreveport Bally

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — World premiere of

"Louisiana," Monogram biographical
film starring Gov. Jimmie Davis,
has been set for Oct. 7 at the Strand
Theater in Shreveport, with local

Junior Chamber of Commerce in

charge of state-wide campaign on the
opening.

St. John, Box Look lor

End of Tax Impasse

(Continued from Page 1

)

were en route via the liner Queen
Elizabeth when the news broke..- A.nd

now that they have been aph I^i^jd

of the situation, which they de^ d're,

they believe that Anglo-American
differences will be resolved very soon.

As production advisor to JAR, St.

John advises affiliated producers re-

garding showmanship. American-
born, St. John is familiar with U. S.

attitudes although he has spent
about 20 years in the U. K., first

with Paramount's circuit, and then
later as assistant to John Davis,

joint managing director of the Odeon
Circuit. When Davis was upped as

JAR's right bower, St. John was
made production co-ordinator of all

Rank production. St. John goes to

the West Coast next week to huddle
with U-I's production chief William
Goetz on the reciprocal talent deal

that JAR made on his recent trip

here. St. John will also make a first-

hand study of American attitudes re-

garding British films.

Sydney Box is not only the man-
aging director of the Gainsborough
Studios, but he also heads his own

Earl St. John, JAR production ad-

visor, yesterday explained to the

trade press one of the drawbacks to

using American players in British

films: "It's not easy to place an
American player in a British picture

. . . We don't write stories for stars,

we work th'other way 'round. .

The play is the thing."

production outfit at the Riverside

Studios at Islington. He and his wife,

Muriel, wrote and produced "The
Seventh Veil." The same team re-

cently did the screenplay of "The
Smugglers." And though they are

on a half-holiday on their first visit

to the States, the Boxes are putting

in all ithe time they can preparing
the script for "Christopher Colum-
bus," Technicolor history-romance,
budgeted at $1,000,000, and scheduled

:

for the megaphone early next year.

Box revealed that full scale re-

productions of the Nina, Pinta and
Santa Maria are being built in the

Barbadoes under ithe supervision of

Capt. Robert Clark, RNR.
Box supervises 12 features a year,

at an average budget of £175,000 per
film. At the moment three pictures

are in production at the studios; two
are on location; five more in prep-
aration. Because of such a heavy
schedule, he and his wife must re-

turn to England soon, sailing Sept.

3, on the liner Queen Elizabeth. St.

John and his wife will follow a fort-

night later, accompanied by Jock
Lawrence, veepee of JARO, and Bill

Goetz.

Turner in Buffalo

Buffalo—Terry Turner, RKO di-

rector of Exploitation, supervised an-

other Mock Trial here last night in

connection with ithe New England
run of "The Long Night."
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BBC to Up Outlay on

Tele to $8,000,000

London (By Air Mail) — BBC is

spending more than $4,000,000 a

year on television and will shortly

hfl—

e

nding $8,000,000, or about a

fiirQT if the total license revenue, it

is leXmed. British video service is

reported as not only recovering
ground lost during the war, but as

passing the point reached in 1939.

Whereas prior to hostilities the

public was reluctant to buy tele-

vision sets, today there are not
enough sets to meet the demand.
Production, due to shortages of vital

components, is limited to about 2,000

sets per month.
In its initial moves in an extension

of television service to the provinces,

BBC has two transmitters under con-

struction for operation by the end of

next year. One will serve Birming-
ham, with the second site still unde-
cided. New and more compact mobile
equipment is on order by BBC, and
larger studio space is sought.

DilLY =-
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REVIEUIS Of REUJ flimS

"Variety Girl" Benefits

For Tents in 24 Cities

Variety Club Tents in 24 of the

nation's cities have arranged special

benefit premieres of Paramount's
"Variety Girl," proceeds from which
will augment charity funds of the

local tents. Bulk of the benefit show-
ings will be held the week preceding
Labor Day.
The list of charity premieres fol-

lows:
Stanley Theater, Pittsburgh, Aug.

31; Shubert, Cincinnati, Aug. 26;

Michigan, Detroit, Aug. 28; Great
Lakes, Buffalo, Aug. 27; Palace, Al-

bany, Sept. 9; Indiana, Indianapolis,

Aug. 26; Radio City, Minneapolis,

Aug. 28; Des Moines, Des Moines,

Aug. 27; Paramount, Omaha, Aug.
27; Majestic, Dallas, Aug. 27; Keith,

Dayton, Sept. 24; Keith, Baltimore,

Sept. 25; Fox, Atlanta, Aug. 27;

Criterion, Oklahoma City, Aug. 26;

Metropolitan, Boston, Aug. 27; Caro-

lina, Charlotte, Aug. 29; Paramount,
Los Angeles, Sept. 24; Chicago, Chi-

cago, Sept. 26; Majestic, Grand
Rapids, Aug. 27; Imperial, Toronto,

Aug. 27; Paramount, Toledo, Aug. 27

Paramount, New Haven, Aug. 28

Paramount, San Francisco, Aug. 26

Beach, Miami, Aug. 27.

nEUl POSTS

HARRY SPENCER, manager, Allen, Akron, 0.

SAM WEISS, Universal salesman, Clevaland.

JAMES SKILLEN, doorman, Uoew's Poli, Hort-

ford. Conn.

JAMES C. CROCKETT, salesman, Koy Ex-

change, Atlanta.

JACK LEONARD CRAIG, PRC salesman, Oklo-

homo.

EDWARD WILLIAM GAVIN, PRC salesmen,

Milwaukee.

A. J. EDWIN LYNN, PRC assistant booker, Ok-
lahoma City.

EDWARD WILLIAM GAVIN, PRC solesmon,

Milwaukee.

"Stork Bites Man"
with Jackie Cooper, Gene Roberts

Comet-UA 67 Mins.

LIGHTWEIGHT, IMAGINATIVE YARN
OF YOUNG PARENTHOOD: HAS ITS MO-
MENTS.

Fatherhood, particularly the brand new,

young variety is yet again made to serve

as basis for the hectic comedy that tran-

spires herein. In this latter case proper

imagination and fancy has been injected

into the script to lift it into the novelty

bracket.

A stork is assigned to handle a case from

the very outset and is invisible only to the

prospective male parent. In this case he's

Jackie Cooper, recently a soldier. As man-

ager of an apartment house Cooper is given

a hectic time turning down applicants.

House rule is no pets, peddlers, no kids.

Cooper faces a dilemma. The rules also

apply to himself. His problem takes shape

in the realistic form of being a tenant in

the house himself.

The situation builds up with a salesman

for a baby furnishings store intruding in

the proceedings. Emory Parnell, owner

of the house, goes to California for several

months. Miss Roberts' mother, Sarah Selby

comes to be with her daughter while Cooper

takes lessons in parenthood. Warned in

advance by the invisible stork, Cooper owns

up when he is selected Father of the Year.

Parnell throws them all out. Cooper launches

a campaign to embarrass Parnell who soon

finds himself without telephone, laundry,

elevator, heat and maid services. City

officials and the local bank also join in.

Parnell reluctantly gives in. Cooper has

his baby, gets his apartment back, is re-

hired. The stork takes off and menacingly

warns the audience it might unexpectedly

swoop in on any one of them. Yarn as di-

rected by Cyril Endfield generates many

home-spun laughs and is easy to take.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Gene Roberts, Gus
Schilling, Emory Parnell, Stanley Prager, Sarah

Selby, Marjorie Beckett.

CREDITS: Producers, Buddy Rogers, Ralph

Cohen; Director, Cyril Endfield; Associate Pro-

ducer, Harold Greene; Based on an original

story by Louis Pollock; Adapted by Fred Freib-

wager; Photography, Vincent Farrar; Film Edi-

tor, Lynn Harrison; Assistant Director, Holly

Morse; Production manager. Bob Beche.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

SHORTS

Minn. Amusement Co.
Convention Aug. 27-28

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. will hold its annual conven-

tion in Minneapolis Aug. 27-28 at

the Hotel Nicollet, according to

President Harry B. French. Some
110 theater managers and New York
office representatives will attend ithe

two-day convention to discuss pix

and operation problems of MACO.

Dan Fisher to Hollywood
Producer Dan Fisher is leaving

for his Hollywood branch office to

meet with author. Will Gould, and
director, Alfred Green, for a discus-

sion on the filming of his father's

biog., "The Life of Fred Fisher."

While he is out there, he will also

negotiate with Claude Binyon re-

garding production for a play which
is currently in its embryonic stage.

Fisher will premiere the play in Los
Angeles in October and will bring it

East following a road tour.

"Arctic Artisan"
Paramount 11 Mins.

Interesting
A Swedish craftsman shows how

he makes fancy hunting knives from
reindeer horns; Mrs. Buell Mullen
shows off her paintings on stainless
steel; the McGmty Brothers in Flor-
ida collect seashells; engineers take
time off aircraft design to putter
with jet propelled, miniature racing
cars. Definitely Unusual Occupa-
tions, and diverting entertainment.

"Smooth Sailing"

Paramount 20 Mins.
Entertaining

Wherein Alice Tyrell, Paul Lees,
Patty Thomas, Frank Ferguson and
Russell Hicks combine to set the
stage for the pattern item in which
aspiring singers, musicians, dancers
at length get their big chance to do
their stuff, get booked and are a
general success. Lightweight, easy
to take. Technicolor.

FSC Has Three Offices

In Latin-Am. Territory

With departure for Buenos Aires
late this month of Carlos Jiminez,
former UP correspondent, Foreign
Screen Corp., will shortly have in

operation three branches to handle
distribution in Cuba and South Amer-
ica. In addition to Jiminez, H. Alban-
Mestanza, president of FSC, dis-

closed he has appointed Nestor Lao,
FSC rep. in Havana and Alfonso
Merlet to handle FSC product in

Mexico City. He also reported ar-

rangements have been made with Dr.

T. Alvarado Olea for the West coast

of South America territory including

Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia. Headquar-
ters will be in Lima.
FSC is distributing new ABC-

Pathe product, an Andre Algazy
number, "Katia." Also included are

nine Italian, eight British, four
French films in addition to "African
Vengeance," company's solo produc-
tion shot by Alejandro Sux, Argen-
tine explorer-correspondent.

RKO Palace Continues
Summer Pix Repertory

RKO Palace Theater is continuing

its current program of one-day re-

vivals of top attractions, it was an-

nounced yesterday by manager Ray
Connor.

Pix selected for the second week
beginning next Tuesday, include in

sequence "Kitty Foyle," "My Favor-
ite Wife," "Notorious," "The Bells

of St. Mary's," "The Woman in the

Window," "The Spanish Main" and

"Love Affair."

It is expected that ithe Summer
Repertory idea will continue for at

least another fortnight.

6B-Kalee Projectors

In 200 Odeon Spots

London (By Air Mail)—GB-KalfiC
expects to install about 48 of its new
"21" projectors in Canada before
the end of the year, it is disclosed by
E. F. Lyons, managing director, who
recently visited the Dominion. Even-
tually, he said, Odeon of Canada will

use about 200 of the machines.

Lyons said that the Canadian mar-
ket is not a "cheap one" and is out
for quality, not price. "We cannot
compete with American equipment in

Canada or the States," he said, "be-
cause of our much higher prices, but
claim that they have nothing com-
parable to the '21'."

Lyons stated that two of the n^w
projectors have been sent to Toronto
and that 12 more are on the way.
Initial installations are expected to

be made by next month.

Gallup Sees Poll as Boon
To Creative Artists

Declaring ithat it was "nonsense"
to say that audience research repre-
sents a threat to the creative artist

by predetermining attitudes. Dr.
George C. Gallup asserted at a trade
press luncheon yesterday that re-

search is the "greatest boon creative
people have ever had."
"For a few dollars, we can ex-

periment with any idea," Gallup said,

"it is not necessary to risk large
amounts of money on unknowns, and
that is why it is possible to give the
unknown an opportunity."

Gallup introduced a new technique,
known as the Impact method of
testing advertising, which enables an
organization to pre-test its ads.

Parole 5 Convicted
In '44 Pix Shakedown

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Five men sent to

prison in 1944 for "shakedown" of
the film industry amounting to $1,-

000,000 have been paroled. They
were convicted for "conspiring to
interfere with trade or commerce by
violence and coercion."
Department of Justice stated the

prisoners received paroles last week,
which became effective yesterday.
Three were imprisoned in Leaven-
worth, ithe other two in Terre Haute
and Springfield, Mo.

Parolees include: Louis Campagna,
Paul De Lucia, Charles Gioe, Frank
Maritote, Philip D'Andrea. They
served one-third of their sentences
and authorities said their prison rec-

ords were "splendid."

seatile Leads U-I Drive
U-I's Seattle exchange, headed by

L. George deWaide, has forged into

the lead on the basis of the 10th
week sitandings in the company's
current "Nate J. Blumberg—J. Ar-
thur Rank Good Business Sales

Drive," according to reports reach-

ing the home office.

t
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Norwegian Film Tax

Deadlock Unbroken

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—A re-

port from Oslo indicates that there

is no immediate solution in sight for

the Norwegian film tax deadlock as

the country begins its tenth consecu-

tive month without a picture in pro-

duction. The News Journal was
forced to discontinue releases last

week "for economic reasons."
The Government has directed that

600,000 crowns (about $167,000) be

placed at the disposal of the Nor-
wegian film industry but, according
to the newspaper Aftonposten, "the
truth is that seven Norwegian com-
panies have given the State an in-

come of a million crowns while the

producers have taken a dead loss of

the same amount."

Norwegian Industry Gets
Government Monetary Aid

Oslo (Via Air Mail)—A govern-
ment grant of 600,000 Crowns, (about

$120,000) has been given the Nor-
wegian film industry. First produc-
tion is said to be in work. A special

supervisory committee will be ap-

pointed soon.

Seek Harrisburg Vote
Of Sunday Show Issue

Harrisburg, Pa.—Petitions to place

a Sunday movie referendum on Har-
risburg ballots at the coming Novem-
ber elections has already been cir-

culated, it was announced by E. G.

Wollaston, manager of the State The-
ater, chairman of a committee of

local theatermen. Meanwhile, ground-
work for a program designed to de-

feat the proposal is being laid by the
United Churches of Greater Harris-
burg and Dauphin County.

"All theaters will take names of

qualified voters of Harrisburg who
want to sign the petitions," Wallas-
ton said. "However, in full compli-
ance with the laws pertaining to local

option referenda, the actual petitions

will be taken to each signer's legal

voting address for signature."
The unusual method for obtaining

signatures resulted after the ques-
tion was not placed before the voters
in 1945 because the petitions con-
tained, among other things, "signa-
tures that were questionable and
signatures of persons not of voting
age," according- to churchmen.

Siam Airmen to See
M-G-m IGNiNI Product

Loew's Int'l has signed a con-

tract to supply 16mm M-G-M prod-

uct to the Royal Siamese Air force,

it was announced by Morton A.

Spring, veepee.

Company also has commitments
to supply films in narrow gauge to

the U. S. Army overseas, the Brit-

ish, Australian, Peruvian and Chile-

an armies.

SETOA RESOLUTION ON U. K. DUTY
(Continued from Page 1)

piaying British made pictures on a wider scale than at any time in history, and further

have embarked on a campaign to give such pictures an even wider distribution in this

country; but

"WHtREAS the British Government, without consideration of the huge investment in

negative costs by American companies, without consideration of the educational and

entertainment values thereof to the British public thereof, and without consideration

of the blow which this will deal English motion picture theaters and producers who
cannot possibly produce enough quality pictures to fill their theaters, have enacted a

tax measure that can only increase their dollar supply infinitesimaliy, but which will

cause irrevocable damages to all branches of the motion picture industry, both in

Great Britain anci America, and which conceivably can lead to a pattern of high tariff

revision which will create unemployment and lower standards of living in both countries;

"NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we extend to the Cinematograph Ex-

hibitors Association of Great Britain our sympathy on the situation in which the action

of the British Government has placed them, and our thanks for the efforts which it and

its members are expending in seeking the repeal of such unfair tax; and

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, however, that this Association deeply deplores the

action taken by the British Government in imposing such a palpably unfair tax on

American made films and does further endorse the action taken by the member com-
panies of the Motion Picture Export Association under which they have announced their

intentions, by reason of the confiscatory tax applied by the British Government, not to

ship any pictures for distribution in England."

Beaverbrook's Express
Assails 'U. S. Agitation'

(Continued from Page 1

1

rings louder here than in Hollywood.
The Government should not be in-

fluenced by such agitation and propa-
ganda."
"The high earning capacity of

American films was less sternly
penalized than the high earning
capacity of the besit paid citizens of

Great Britain that are being bled to

the extent of 19/6 in a pound," the
editorial declared.

"There should be no surrender.
"Apart from that fact, the dollar

situation is too serious for the Gov-
ernment to sacrifice its authority in

the eyes of its own supporters if it

yielded to the pressure of foreign
interests."

Savini's Yucca Will

Make 6 With Carson

Robert M. Savini, president of

Yucca Pictures Corp., has signed
Sunset Carson to be featured in six

action pictures. The first, "Sunset
Carson Rides Again," has been com-
pleted. Series will be distributed
through Astor franchise exchanges,
the first to be released Oct. 10, and
one every 60 days thereafter.

Savini will leave Aug. 20 on an
extended tour visiting his Western
franchise distributors. Trip will in-

clude Chicago, Denver, Seattle, San
Francisco and two weeks in Holly-
wood where he will check on Carson
production and close some other pro-
duction deals now pending, On the
Coast, Savini will stop at the Knick-
erbocker Hotel.

"Happy" Bell to Launch
Indie Booking Service

Charlotte, N. C—A. W. ("Happy")
Bell, Metro booker, is resigning as
of Sept. 1, and will open on his own
an independent. Queen City Booking
Service. Bell has been with M-G-M
for 10 years.

Schwartz Names Groth
To Head Ohio Division

(Continued from Page 1)

cinnati, Dayton, Cleveland and Co-
lumbus beginning Sept. 4, and will

be assisted by Joseph Alexander,
manager of the Albee in Cincy.

Schwartz also announced the ap-
pointment of William Clark, assist-

ant division manager in Cincinnati,
to the post of division manager for
Iowa and Minnesota, succeeding the
late John Redmond, who died sud-
denly last week. Clark assumes his

new duties on Aug. 22. He will head-
quarter in Minneapolis and be as-
sisted by Robert Whelan of the Or-
pheum Theater there.

Final appointment announced by
Schwartz, also effective Sept. 4, is

the promotion of Ben Domingo, Bos-
ton manager, to the post of division
manager for Boston, Providence and
Lowell.

Industry Toppers Join

Weitman's "Stars" Com.

Robert M. Weitman, chairman of

the producing committee of the 14th
annual "Night of Stars," to be held
at the Madison Square Garden, Nov.
17, yesterday announced that indus-
try leaders have accepted his invita-

tion to serve with him.
Honorary chairmen include: Bar-

ney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg,
Jack Cohn, N. Peter Rathvon and
Maj. Albert Warner. Co-chairmen
are: Marvin H. Schenck, Louis K.
Sidney, Ed Sullivan and Arthur
Knorr.

Proceeds of the benefit perform-
ance go to the United Jewish Appeal.

Alliance in Coast Deal
Chicago—P. J. Dee and S. J. Greg-

ory, president and vice-president,
respectively, of the Alliance Theater
Circuit, are on the Coast making
surveys following a deal just com-
pleted to take over the San Carlos
Hotel, San Jose, Calif. Close to a
million dollars was involved in the
transaction, it was reported.

RKO Quarter, Half

Net is Under '46

(Continued from Page 1)

on 3,924,913 shares of common stock
outstanding at the end of the period.
The figure compares with ^'"isi^et

profit of $3,205,398 for ithe samL ^,.16
period. Amount in 1946 was equiva-
lent to 84 cents per share on 3,818,-
422 shares of common stock.

For the first half of 1947 consoli-
dated net profit of the company was
$5,107,347, equivalent to $1.30 per
share on same number of common
shares listed above. This compares
with $6,881,352 for ithe same period
in 1946, equivalent to $1.80 per com-
mon share of stock on 3,818,422
shares.

"Father" in Two Boston
Spots at Upped Prices I
Boston—WB's "Life With Father"

will open here in two spots on Aug.
20 for an indefinite run. The picture
will be shown at the Esquire The-
ater in uptown Boston and at the
Modern Theater in the shopping sec-
tion.

Prices for both houses will be 90
cents for matinees and $1.25 for
evenings, on a continuous-run policy
without reserved seats. At the Mod-
ern, which has not had a roadshow
engagement for many years, Henry
Kalis, manager, is handling the en-
gagement. At the Esquire, which
has had three successful reserved
seat roadshow engagements within
the past year and a half, including
"Henry V" which ran 35 weeks, "The
Best Years," which played 20 weeks
and "Carnegie Hall," which lasted
seven weeks, the house will be
handled bv Mario Poto, assistant at

the Fenway Theater, under ithe su-
pervision of Arthur Morton, manager
of the Fenway.
The picture is expected to remain

at both houses for at least 10 weeks.
The Esquire has been dark since the
closing of "Carnegie Hall" early in

August. The Modern has been on a
subsequent run policy for some time.

fC Negotiating for

Twin Cities Franchise

(Continued from Page 1)

of its product. The Minneapolis and
Des Moines franchises are among the

few remaining, FC having bought up
90 per cent of its domestic outlets in

the pasit two years.

fmmtt TOUCH
VIRGINIA GESCHWIND, M-G-M inspectress,

Minneapolis.

BETTY JO CARSON, M-G-M inspectress, Minne-
apolis.

MILDRED HOLTEN, M-G-M inspectress, Minne-
apolis.

MARGE OVERMIRE, M-G-M contract clerk, Min-
neapolis.
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u. K. film soLUTion held on govt level

PRC Absorbed by Eagle-Lion/ ThoMnas Resigns
Eagle-Lion Takes Over 31

Exchanges; Thomas to Turn
Indie, Make 10 for E-L

Eagle-Lion has taken over the 31
exchanges and all distribution facili-

ties of Producers Releasing Corp., it

was announced over the week-end by
Robert W. Purcell, chairman of the

board of Pathe Industries.

Simultaneously, Purcell announced
the resignation of Harry Thomas as

PRC president. Under terms of the

Thomas v^nithdrawal, he will inde-

pendently produce a minimum of 10

pictures under the trade-name Mu-
tual Films, to be released by E-L.

(The Purcell announcement con-
(Continued on Page 4)

TICKET TAXES

UNJUST-LEE
Challenges Classification of

Pix as "Non-essential"

SRO's Sales Setup

Now In 4 Divisions

SRO's domesitic sales setup, here-

tofore divided in seven districts, will

be consolidated into four sales divi-

sions effective immediately, it was
announced in New York.
The new sales plan was a result of

recent conferences in Hollywood be-

tween David 0. Selznick, Neil Ag-
new, SRO president, and Milton S.

Kusell, vice-president in charge of

(Continued on Page 5)

Bolivia Cuts Pix Imports

In View of $ Shortage

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Although no official

word was reported here from U. S.

officials in La Paz, Bolivia, great

concern was expressed in both trade

and Government officials over rumors
(Continued on Page 7)

Miami—Singling out of film the-

aters for a state or municipal ad-

missions tax is a "miscarriage of

j u stice which
arises from a
misconception of

the place which
the motion pic-

ture performs in

human affairs,"

Claude Lee, Para-
mount public re-

lations director
told the SETOA
convention here.
Lee spoke at the
conclave's con-
cluding dinner.
"This discrim-

inatory tax bur-
den often results

from the thought-
lessness on the part of well-inten-

(Continued on Page 7)

10 Detroit Theaters

Test Dual Revivals

Detroit— All-out experiment with

a dual bill revival policy as the sal-

vation of indie houses is to be under-

taken by a co-op promotional cam-

(Continued on Page 5)

British Delegation Assured of Having Film Tax
Situation on Loan Parley Agenda; MPAA Receives
BFPA Invite, U. K. Prods. Admit no Definite Proposals

London, New York and Washington were in agreement at the

week-end, not on a solution of the Anglo-American film impasse,

but rather on the fact that the situation was now entirely out
of the industry's hands, resting

strictly with ithe Government.
With this conviction firmly held

—

and it was on both sides of the At-
lantic — all eyes turned today to

Washington where Anglo-American
conversations on liberalization of the

France Looms as Next

To Curb Pix Imports

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Next major trouble

spot looming on the world map for

the American pix industry appears
to be Paris, where the shortage of

dollars is so serious that within the

next month drastic steps to curb im-

ports from the U. S. are expected.

State Department and MPAA offi-

cials admitted Friday that they have
no definite word as to what may be

expected, but that they are greatly

concerned.
Whether France would try to fol-

low in the footsteps of ithe British

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 7)

Eagle-Lion Seehing
50% Wanger Prods.?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—No comment was

available Friday on a report that

Eagle-Lion is making a deal for a

50 per cent interest in Walter Wan-
ger Productions, with Wanger to

make top budget pictures for E-L

release.

Paramount Revives Brown,
Bioff $100,000 Suit

Joint Confab on Duty

low Getting Started

Paramount revived its old $100,000

recovery action against George F.

Brown, convicted former president of

the lATSE, and Willie Bioff, his

former personal representative, in

the New York Federal Court on Fri-

day.
Paramount moved for summary

judgment against both defendants
(Continued on Page 7)

SIMPP Opposes U. K. ^^Freeze

More Ruinous Than Duty, Says Nelson

//

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— With discussion of

British-American financial matters
proceeding here between top officials

of the two governments this week,

little hope was seen for any meeting

between British and American pix

groups within the next 10 days. Al-

though the invitation of the British

CEA was sent here Friday from the

MPAA office in London, it was care-

(Continued on Page 8)

U. K. Clarifies Tax: Each
Print Imported Pays 75%

London (Via Cable) — Regarding
queries of American independent dis-

tributors on the status of additional

prints imported here, the answer is:

(Continued on Page 8)

Hughes Named Ass't to

Jack UA SE District

.John Hughes has been appointed

assistant to Fred M. Jack, Southern

district manager of UA, it was an-

nounced at the week-end by J. J-

Unger, general sales manager.
Hughes joined the company in

19.37. He worked in the contract de-

(Continued on Page 5)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twenty-six U. S. indie

producers, members of the SIMPP,
"while they strenuously oppose the

imposition of the (U. K.) ad valorem

tax upon one selected industry,

nevertheless feel that it will be even

more ruinous for a hastily devised

substitute measure for freezing

funds from American pictures now m
England to be put into effect," Don-

(Continued on Page 7)

Metro Defers British
Production to Spring

London (By Cable)— Metro has

shelved its British production program

until next Spring, it was disclosed

here Friday by Ben Goetz.

Goetz explained that the decision

resulted from the fact that Deborah

Kerr has a date with Doc Stork and

that Spencer Tracy and Greer Gar-

son are committed to Hollywood pix

until that time. Meanwhile, the

studio will be occupied by indie

producers.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 1634 16% 1634 .

Bell & Howell 22% 221/2 22% + %
Bell & Howell Pfd...10634 1063^ 1063^ -f 1 l/g

East. Kodak 45 Vi 447/8 45
Gen. Prec. Eq 18% 18i/a 18%+ Vl
Loew's, Inc 207/8 20% 20% + Vs
Paramount 24% 2434 243/8
RKO 121/8 12 121/8 + 1/8

Republic Pict 5Vs S'/a SVs
Republic Pict. Pfd.. 117/g 117/8 117/8 + lA
20th Century-Fox . . 28 273^ 277/3
Universal Pict 191/2 I91/2 191/2 + 1/4

Warner Bros 15'/8 15 ^5Vs + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 3% 3% 37/g 4. y.
RKO 33/8 31/8 31/s — 1/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3% 3V4
Technicolor 12% 12% 12%— 3/g

Trans-Lux 33^ 334 33^ — i/g

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 67/, 71/,
Pofhe 43/8 53/8

20th-Fox Goes Ahead
With "Escape" in U. K.

London (By Cable) — Twentieth-
Fox definitely will produce "Escape"
in Britain, it was said Friday by Ken
Hargreaves.
Rex Harrison is due here from

New York Wednesday for the pic-
ture, and the pic will go ahead as
fast as possible.

cominG nno Goinc
STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists

and Monogram Is in Oslo, starting a six-week

tour of European capitals. Broidy is accompa-
nied by NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of

Monogram Int'l Corp.

LOU PELEGRINE, Paramount trade press

contact, left over the weekend for a two-week
vacation tour of Eastern Canada.

RODNEY BUSH, 20th-Fox exploitation man-
ager, left over the weekend for San Francisco

to 'hold the first of a series of conferences on
exploitation of "Forever Amber."

C. AUBREY SMITH arrives today from England
on the Mauretania. He completed "An ideal

Husband" for Sir Alexander Korda. Leaves
for the Coast the 21st.

ANDY W. SMITH, JR., 20th-Fox sales chief,

returned at the weekend from Atllinta and
Chicago.

GRETA GARBO is in London.

REX HARRISON with his wife, LILLI PALMER,
led the group of British actors returning home
on the liner Queen Elizabeth which sailed Satur-
day. Others: JOHN and MRS. MILLS, DAVID
FARRAR and MRS. MICHAEL REDGRAVE.

FCC Grants Para. 60-Days
To File New Tele Plans

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount has been

granted another 60-day extension of
the time limit for it to file a plan to

conform to the FCC's television

license limitation, the Commission
announced Friday. Thus the company
has again deferred reaching any de-
cisions on the complicated question
of its relationship with Allen B.
DuMont, Inc., and five other affiliates

seeking television okays from the
FCC.

Licenses have already been issued
DuMont for New York, Washington
and Pittsburgh, with okays already
determined also for Television Pro-
ductions, Inc., in Los Angeles, and
Balaban & Katz in Chicago. This
brings to five the number of video
staitions in which Paramount holds
ma.ior interest—and five is the FCC's
limit.

In the meantime, applications are
pending from the Interstate Circuit
for Dallas, New England Theaters
for Boston and United Detroit The-
aters for Detroit. Paramount is an
important stockholder in each of
these companies.

SAG, IMPPA Sign Pact;
Work 10 Hours Before O.T.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—IMPPA has signed a

one-year pact with SAG, subject to
approval of Guild's board of direc-
tors. It is reported IMPPA members
will get 10 hours a day work before
overtime, out of actors, with min-
imum pay for day players to be $55.
It is also understood special cata-
gories will be established for west-
ern and action series pictures.

AVAILABLE—
GIRL WRITER—With contacts in Un-
explored market for 16 mm. and Slide

Film.

Telephone SChuyler 4-7462
Of Write Box 738

The Film Daily, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.

JOHN R. CLARK, assistant to the president
and general manager of the Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp., returned to Hollywood Saturday,
after spending several weeks in New York.

DAVE WALLERSTEIN and family. Great Stotes

executive, is vacationing in Wisconsin.
M. M. RUBENS, Great States promotion di-

rector, is in Michigan on vacation.
BILL ORNSTEIN, M-G-M trade press contact,

returned to town over the weekend from an up-
state vacation.

CHESTER B. BAHN, editor of THE FILM
DAILY, is vacationing in Quebec, Montreal and
the Laurentians.

HENDERSON M. RICHEY, M-G-M exhibitor

relations chief; ROBERT W. COYNE, executive
director of ATA; SAM SHAIN, 20th-Fox ex-
hibitor relations director, and CLAUDE LEE,
Paramount public relations head, returned from
Miami over the weekend.

HERMAN LANDWEHR, manager of the Capi-
tol Theater, left at the weekend for a fort-

night's vacation in the Pennsylvania mountains.

U. K. Duty May Block
'Unconquered' in London

London (By Cable) — The contro-
versial 75 per cent tax on American
films has given rise to speculation
in industry circles here over whether
the world premiere of Cecil B. De-
Mille's "Unconquered," which has
been set for the Plaza Theater on
Sept. 17, will take place as scheduled.
Inasmuch as Paramount has not

yet registered the film, it is assumed
that a print of the picture has not
reached this country and would,
therefore, be liable to ithe new duty
upon arrival.

Coyness of Paramount executives
here indicates that this is the case
but no official withdrawal has been
announced. Possible modification of

the tax as a result of impending
Anglo-American conferences could
result in green light for premiere as
scheduled.

Paramount officials queried at the
week-end said that a decision regard-
ing the London opening of "Uncon-
quered" awaited word from England
advising the status of prints presum-
ably shipped there before imposition
of the ad valorem levy.

Disney Declares Divvy
Walt Disney Productions' board of

directors last Thursday declared a
quarterly dividend of 37% cents per
share on the six per cent cumulative
convertible preferred stock payable
Oct. 1, 1947 to stockholders of record
Sept. 13, 1947.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in r«4fuir€m«itU of ike

Motion Picture Industry

7S BIaid«a Lum, New York
SIO V. 6d> 9t Lm AmdM

3rd District lA Seeking
Six Hour-Six Day Week
Boston—A meeting of all lATSE

locals in the Third District was held

yesterday in the Hotel Bradford ait

which it is reported negotiations for

new wage-hour pacts for the coming
year were discussed. Sought is a six-^

day week of six hours a day '^ "s^Jead

of the present seven-day w>itK of

seven hours a day. Fred Newcomb,
secretary-treasurer of the Third Dis-

trict, was in charge of the meeting
which was presided over by James J.

Brennan, International vice-presi-
dent.

A general meeting of the lA board
will be held today in the Copley-
Plaza. It is expected Richard A.
Walsh, lA prexy, will be on hand.

NEW YORK THEATERS

B— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY
GRANT LOY TEMPLE

"The BACHELOR ond th? BOBBY-SOXER"
An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

^'^ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents \

!
DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO

I

and the Goldwyn Girls in

I -JhSeen^jC^o^Wdt&i/lliitff I

T£C»A//COL0f?

M^M-ASTOR'm.

^^ ON %CREE.H IN PERSON |
m| wm. holden HENNYYOUNGMAN
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BARRY FITZGERALD
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OOOIS OKN
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Motion Picture Herald acclaims MIRACLE ON 34th STREET a box-

office champion! Winner of Boxoffice Magazine Blue Ribbon Award!
Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmund Gwenn. I WONDER WHO'S KISSING
HER NOW 4th Week Chicago—New York, holdovers, moveovers everywhere!

June Haver, Mark Stevens— Technicolor.

Trade press critics this week will see two of 20th's great new attrac-

tions-MOTHER WORE TIGHTS starring Betty Grable with

Dan Dailey— Technicolor too! . . . and KISS OF DEATH starring

Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy and Coleen Gray. ("This One Was

Written With A Machine Gun," Says Walter Winehell). Read the reviews next week!

The whole industry is looking forward to THE FOXES OF
HARROW Rex Harrison, Maureen O'Hara, NIGHTMARE ALLEY
Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell, Coleen Gray, Helen Walker, DAISY

KENYON Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews, Henry Fonda, THE SNAKE PIT Olivia

de Havilland, Mark Stevens, and FOREVER AMBER Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,

Richard Greene, George Sanders- Technicolor, CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
Tyrone Power, Jean Peters, Cesar Romero— Technicolor and GENTLEMAN'S
AGREEMENT Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield.

EVERY EXHIBITOR CENTURY-FOX

wsr
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Tax Raises Freedom

Issue, Asserts Howe

An issue even more important than
the future of Britain's economy or
the future of the American film in-

dustry has been raised by the British
75 per cent duty arid the refusal of

U. S. producers to ship any more
films to England, declared Quincy
Howe, president of the National
Board of Review.

"It has raised the whole question
of free communication among free
people," Howe said.

Howe continued, "The American
and British governments, the Amer-
ican and British motion picture in-

dustries, must show statesmanship of
the highest order. Iron curtains sep-
arating Easit and West are bad
enough. We cannot afford to have
other curtains go down—on Amer-
ican motion pictures in Great Brit-
ain or on British motion pictures in
the U. S."
Comparing the British tax move

with the kind of taxation usually as-
sociated with luxury items, Richard
Griffith, executive director of the
NBR, stated he did not think they
should be placed in that category.
"Their continued and increasing in-
ternational exchange is a necessity
to a free and peaceful world," Grif-
fith said.

Williamson Australian
Interests to Kerridge?

Sydney (By Air Mail)— Robert
Kerridge, J. Arthur Rank's New Zea-
land theater partner, refused to con-
firm or deny current reports here
that he had acquired the J. C. Wil-
liamson interests in Australia. Ker-
ridge acquired the Williamson N. Z.
holdings some time ago.
Kerridge is expected to return here

shortly, and indicated he may be in
a position to make a statement at
that time.

RKO Takes Swedish
"Torment" for Latins

RKO will distribute the prize-win-
nmg Swedish film, "Torment,"
throughout the Latin-American terri-
tory, Phil Reisman, vice-president
and foreign distribution chief, an-
nounced. Producition includes among
Its stars Alf Kjellin, recently signed
*° j^ co".tract by David 0. Selznick,
and Mai Zetterling, who was simi-
larly pacted by J. Arthur Rank.

retina 6 ^o —^
Aug. 18

Vernon Gray Ruth Goldberg
McGrew F. Willis Gordon E. Youngmon
Robert Weitman Frank C. Hensler

Sid Weiss Shelly Winter
Stanley Brown Brad Toylor

u>M PHIL M. DALY
Monday Morning Report
• • • PHIL M. HEARS that a smart industryite plans to make a

deal—if he can—with the Tucker Automobile Co. to "road show" the new

Tucker car And why not? If the $48,000 "take" for one week

at the New York Museum of Science and Industry is accurate, you'll soon

find agents booking the car at 10 per cent Looks like it would pay

dealers in a metropolitan city to exhibit instead of sell At any rate,

the oracle who remarked, "It's a new show business," can say that

again Remember, what can be done in a museum can be done in a

theater

T T
• • • WITH THE IMPORTANCE of U. S. re-issues in the British

market underscored—to put it mildly!—^by the suspension of Hollywood

film shipments, the attention and patronage attracted by UA's re-issue

of the 1922 "Nanook of the North" is something to mull over UA,

which acquired foreign distribution rights to the pic, made by Robert

J. Flaherty, several months ago Pic went into the de luxe London

Pavilion where it has licked (I) the heat and humidity and (2) the anti-

American slant of the London critics And not only have the re-

viewers piled on the laudatory adjectives, but feature writers have de-

voted considerable attention to the pic Indeed, such a stir has

"Nanook" created thai Prime Minister Clement Attlee phoned Dave Cop-

Ian, UA's managing director, for a print for a private screening!

It's little wonder that UA's foreign department, on the strength of the

London "world premiere," is rushing prints to the four corners of the

globe, not only in English, but in Spanish, Portuguese, etc., etc

P.S. The only thing that's been added to "Nanook" is a commentary ....

T T
• • • PARAMOUNT, with a record advertising and promotional

budget allocated for Cecil B. De Mille's "Unconquered," has a many-

angled campaign, but it was left for D. John Phillips, Para, publicist, to

come up with a nifty promotional gimmick costing just a penny

It's a simple Paramount calling card imprinted with the name, C. Un-

conquered Let anyone not in film biz receive one of the pasteboards

via receptionist or secretary, and it's a hundred to one he's going to

ask aloud, "Who's C. Unconquered?" Which is, of course, the gim-

mick's object By this time, undoubtedly you'll have sensed what

D. John and Para, are up to And all for a penny!

T T T
• • • METRO WILL PLACE the heftiest ad budget in five years

behind "Green Dolphin Street" Pic, produced by Carey Wilson and

directed by Victor Saville, is slated for the same type of presentation

accorded GWTW. ... • Didja know that Marathon's "Close-up" will

be wholly shot in New York, with an October start planned? . . •

• John Vickers' new Carolina Film Service plant in Charlotte, N. C,

will handle physical distribution for SRO in the two Carolinas. . . .

• The ITO of Ohio has come thru with something new in the field of

exhibitor public relations Its recent convention was covered by

a staff reporter of the important Catholic Chronicle of Toledo, which

has a stote-wide circulation Credit the idea to Leo Jones, Upper

Sandusky, O., exhib. ... • In its first 30 key-city openings, which

include Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last week, "Red Stallion,"

Eagle-Lion's outdoor spectacle, set new house records for the past 18

months in 27 situations, and in the other three openings came within a

photo finish of the existing house record

T T
• • • FAMOUS INDUSTRY SAYINGS: "It can't be much of a

picture; they don't seem to be advertising it"

T T T

PRC Absorbed by E-L;

Harry Thomas Resigns

(Continued from Page 1)

firmed the exclusive story in The
Film Daily on Aug. 4 foreshadow-
ing the consolidation move by Pathe
and the resignation of Thomir;^, De-
cision was said then to ha equjeen
made following conferences in "Molly-
wood between E-L prexy Arthur
Krim, production chief Bryan E.
Foy and A. W. Schwalberg, sales

chief.)

Purcell, in his statement, expressed
appreciation for Thomas' contribu-
tion to PRC's progress, adding that
the realignment was prompted by
the rapid expansion of E-L. Hence-
forth, the PRC name will be re-

tained solely as a production trade-
mark for lower-budgeted produc-
tions.

Krim declared in Hollywood: "The
acquisition by Eagle-Lion of its own
system of exchanges marks another
milestone in the progress of the com-
pany. This new step will definitely
mean greater efficiency in the sale
and distribution of our own pictures
and ithose we distribute for the J.

Arthur Rank Organization."

Schwalberg is now reportedly re-
vamping his sales orgatiization vdth
a view toward three sectional divi-

sions. Harold Dunn, formerly PRC's
acting sales chief, will assist Schwal-
berg, with Del Goodman and L. E.
Goldhammer apparently slated for
division manager posts.

In preparation for increased pro-
motion of E-L product, Jerry Pick-
man was made assisitant ad-publicity-
exploitation director to Max E.
Youngstein a fortnight ago, with Leo
Brody taking over Pickman's spot as
publicity manager.

Sam Israel remains as studio pub-
licity chief, Hal Danson heads adver-
tising, and Arthur Jeffrey tops ithe

exploitation department.

Eagle-Lion ad, publicity and ex-
ploitation departments moved to the
12th floor of 1560 Broadway over the
week-end, thereby enabling the com-
pany's contract and sales depart-
ments to consolidate on the build-

ing's 15th deck.

SICK LIST

St. Louis House Collapses

St. Louis—Three linemen and two
women pedestrians were injured this

morning when a wall and part of
the roof of 'the Senate Theater in

Springfield, 111., collapsed falling into

an alley. The cause of the mishap
was not immediately determined. It

is feared two of the injured may not
recover. The theater was not operat-
ing at the (time of the accident.

MRS. PATRICIA A. SLEE, wife of

M-G-M's Chicago Pub. Rep., is in Passa-

vant Hospital there for major surgery.
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10 Detroit Theaters

Test Dual Revivals

(Continued from Page 1)

paign by four small circuits here,

opening Wednesday. Houses include

two to three theaters each from the

Mid; • 't, Broder Brothers, Krass, and
Kr> Circuits—the latter two booked
by General Theater Service.

Opening bill is the combination of
"Kit Carson" and "The Last of the
Mohicans," which recently did well

at the Palms-State Theater, and has
been bought by the 10 houses of the
four circuits for a second run from
PRC.

Deal is unusual in several respects,

including the fact that these circuits

are figuring in the second run setup
for the first time, aside from excep-
tional exploitation of pix which
failed to get the usual first and sec-

ond run bookings. Factors which
made it possible for these indies to

have a crack at the pictures are said

partially an indirect result of chang-
ing industry practice resulting from
the recent anti-trust decree. How-
ever, the reluctance of many subse-
quent-run houses to play re-issues

upon a percentage basis may also

have been a factor in making the
present deal possible.

Pictures will be booked day and
date for a full week, in place of the
normal two to three changes a week
in the houses co-operating. The
campaign will open with an expen-
sive newspaper campaign using large
ads, said to cost around $2,000 up-
wards—one of the biggest campaigns
ever put on here by subsequent-runs.
The PRC combination is to be fol-

lowed by three other combinations
of re-issues from other companies,
which will give the whole idea a
month's workout.

Idea is not new to at least some
members of the group, as the Broders
have experimented with it in their
houses in Los Angeles, where re-

issues have been far more common
than in the Detroit territory. It is

said to be a big success in the Coast
tryout.
Two United Detroit Theaters, the

. Annex and Regent, are playing the
same films day and date, but are not
in the co-op deal, which was cooked
up as strictly an independent deal.

Current example of big box office re-

turns at most of 18 local houses play-
ing "Duel in the Sun" on a first-run

basis partially inspired the re-issue
deal. The trend is one that is

puzzling many observers and even
those actively interested, because of
its obvious disturbance of the long-
prevailing setup of first, second, key,
sub-key and subsequent-runs.

Hughes Named Ass't to

Jack in UA SE District

(Continued from Page 1)

partment and later went to the play-
date division as manager. Last year
he was promoted to sales under Ed-
ward M. Schnitzer, Eastern and
Canadian sales manager. In his new
post Hughes will work out of Dallas.

in nEUI IRDUSTRV POSTS

SAMUEL K. SHERMAN, PRC booker, Atlanta.

WALTER R. HILL, manager. New Center The-
ater, Centervllle, Md.

G. EARL SMITH, acting manager, Ritz, Wil-
mington, Del.

GEORGE RUDLOFF, assistant manager, Queen,
Wilmington, Del.

CHARLES SCHMIDT, assistant manager. Grand,
Wilmington, Del.

FRANK M. MURPHY, manager, Loew's State,

Newark, N. J.

DOUGLAS J. G. JOHNSON, manager ot the

Panama otfife. Western Electric Company
(Caribbean).

LOUIS BERMAN, PRC salesman, Los Angeles.

FORREST M. SWIGER, PRC salesman, Okla-
homa City.

JOSEPH BEAHEN, Columbia booker, Minne-
apolis.

GENE SPATZ, Universal booker, Minneapolis.

RODERIC SHEARER, 20th-Fox contract depart-
ment, Minneapolis.

THURSTON WAYNER, manager, Telenews, Mil-

waukee.

HAROLD S. KNUDSON and T. S. DARIOTIS,
editors of Alliance Circuit's house organ,

Chicago.

CHARLES E. SKINNER, television director, Florez,

Inc., Detroit.

MICHAEL KENNEDY, manager. Colony, Detroit.

JOHN PANEGASSER, projectionist, Marbro, Chi-

cago.

MURRAY B. HOWARD, from manager, Palace,

South Norwalk, Conn., to manager, Art,

Springfield, Mass.

CHUCK MOSSES, publicity manager. Variety

Club, Chicago.

HERBERT HENRY HORSTEMEIER, PRC office

manager, Cleveland.

ROY EGMAN, Alliance city monager, Frank-

fort, Ind.

H. ALLEN SMITH, editorial staff, Florez, Inc.,

Detroit.

AL KLEIN, assistant manager. Circle, Dear-
born, Mich.

HERMAN GARRISH, manager, Rainbo, Detroit.

ARTHUR GRAHAM, manager. Mack Uptown,
Detroit.

PETER TABOR, manager. Cameo, Detroit.

HOWARD WILLS, manager. Ace, Detroit.

JAMES F. SHARKEY, JR., 20th-Fox booker, De-

troit.

EDWARD C. SEGAL, Warner salesman, Boston.

DAVID SAGER, PRC student booker, Philadel-

phia.

LOUIS BERMAN, PRC salesman, Los Angeles.

CHARLES KASELMAN, PRC salesman, Philadel-

phia.

OLIVER WILTON, sales manager, Dalite Screen

Co., Chicago.

HARRY H. UNTERFORT, Syracuse district man-
ager, Schine circuit.

HAROLD L. TEEL, S & M Theaters city mana-
ger, Marshalltown, la.

A. E. PERTL, manager. West Bend Theater,

West Bend, la.

RAYMOND C. LANGFRITT, manager, RKO
Orpheum, Dubuque, la.

JACK M. HALL, operotor. Loop Theater, De-

troit.

ROBERT COURTNEY, manager, Roxy theater,

Delphi, Ind.

DINO TUBEKIS, transferred from Alliance Thea-

ter headquarters to trainee manager, Vin-

cennes, Ind.

ROBERT DUNCAN, Star Theatre, at Edinburg,

Tex.
JAMES BENNETT, manoger. National Theater,

Detroit.

LEE GOLDSMITH, formerly of the Universal

News office in New York, to Cleveland
U. I. office manager.

SRO's Sales Setup

Now In 4 Divisions

(Continued from Page 1)

domestic and Canadian sales.

J. E. Fontaine will manage the
Eastern division which will include
the Boston, Buffalo, Washington,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, and Detroit sales terri-

tories.

Sam Horowitz will be in charge of

the Central division which will com-
prise Chicago, Minneapolis, Des
Moines, Kansas City and St. Louis.

Henry G. Krumm will head Ithe

South and Southwest division which
will include Atlanta, Charlotte, New
Orleans, Memphis, Dallas and Okla-
homa City.

John T. Howard will manage the
Western division which covers Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Denver, Salt
Lake City and Seattle.

In addition to ithe above setup,
Kusell stated that two extra district

managers and 12 additional sales

reps, will be named soon.

Cliiford Hawley is Dead
Philadelphia—Clifford B. Hawley,

former First National Pictures prexy,
and later vice-president of the
Bankers Securities Corp., died at his

home here laite last week. He was 58.

Surviving are his wife, a son and
three daughters.
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ti film DDILV REVIEUJS Of DEUI fEHTURES^
"Frieda'

with David Farrar, Mai Zetterling

U-l 97 Mins.

COMPELLING DRAMA TASTEFULLY,
COMPASSIONATELY TREATED; FINE PER-

FORMANCES.

Concerning itself with the problem of

how to treat the enemy in the course of

war and thereafter, this J. Arthur Rank

number from the Ealing Studios deals out

compelling drama. It is almost too leisurely

as it makes its points. At times it almost

drags the simple point to a degree of dull-

ness.

The production by Michael Balcon is in

fine taste and for realistic backgrounding

of the story the presentation of Henfield

and its inhabitants is lucidly handled.

The case herein concerns a British flyer

who was shot down in Poland. In order to

escape, get back to England, he marries a

German girl, a nurse, bestowing upon her

British citizenship in the process. In due

time he returns to England. His wife is

that in name only. They were married via

the Catholic ceremony. He is a Protestant

and another ceremony is planned.

The England they return to is still in the

throes of war and the townspeople of Hen-
field and David Farrar's immediate fam-

ily make their feelings known. Mai Zet-

terling remains quiet, unobtrusive. In six

months, she is advised, the folk will come
to accept her and the initial enmity will be

forgotten. Flora Robson, Farrar's aunt, is

up for election to Parliament. Her stand

in the matter is that as long as there is a

Germany and Germans there will be war.

She is coolly civil to Miss Zetterling.

The initial prophecy of acceptance in

six months is fulfilled. The war ends. But

trouble in the form of Miss Zetterling's

brother, Albert Lieven, is at the door. A
former member of the Afrika Corps, he

fought for Poland when the opportunity

came. He is from Posnan, it seems, and

was given choice in the matter. But he is

a thoroughdyed Nazi and is exposed. Far-

rar when this comes out is disgusted. Miss

Zetterling attempts to take her life. Miss

Robson, realizing humans cannot be treated

as if they were less human without in-

humanity the ultimate result, warns Far-

rar. He saves the girl.

CAST: David Forrar, Glynis Johns, Mai Zet-
terling, Flora Robson, Albert Levien, Barbara
Everest, Gladys Henson, Ray Jackson, Patrick
Holt, Milton Rosmer, Barry Letts, Garry Marsh,
John Molecey.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; Director,
Basil Dearden; Production design, Michael
Relph; Based on an original story by Ronald
Millar; Screenplay, Ronald Millar, Angus Mc-
Phail; Photography, Gordon Dines; Art director,
Jim Morahan; Film editor, Les Norman; Sound,
Stephen Dalby; Music, John Greenwood; Musical
direction, Ernest Irving.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Kon-Tiki Raft Pictures
Obtained by NBC Tele

"School for Danger"
with Jacqueline Nearne, Harry Ree

English Films 68 Mins.

INTERESTING DOCUMENTARY OFFER-
ING; HAS REALISTIC TREATMENT, AC-
TION.

Handled in extremely skillful fashion,

this British documentary produced by the

RAF proves itself a compelling offering. It

is a blend of action, drama and a revelation

of the seriousness of the French Resistance

movement. Continuity piles on the con-

tributing elements of the organization which
culminated in the Normandy invasion. It

is played by non-professionals. Locales are

generally the real thing.

Scenario deals with the mission of Cat

and Felix, code names of two British agents,

male and female. Sent to contact the un-

derground, they arrive in France by para-

chute after an intensive training program.

On the scene they operate from a small

town, send for supplies, arms, munitions,

explosives. They plan and execute a pro-

gram of sabotage. There are brushes with

the Gestapo and the German military. In

due time their work is recognized. Felix

is recalled to London for a verbal report.

Before he can leave a bomber crew is shot

down in the vicinity. Felix's final job is to

get the men back to England. A Hudson
is sent out. It lands, loads the crew but a

wheel bogs down. Townspeople are re-

cruited in the middle of the night to move
the aircraft. They respond and the ship

takes off. Editing, photography, imagina-

tion and technique are all in class A style.

CAST: Jacqueline Nearne, Harry Ree, E. Baird;

members of the French Resitance.

CREDITS: Produced by the RAF Film Unit;

Director, E. Baird; Music, John Greenwood; Con-
ducted by Muir Mathieson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

NBC has obtained exclusive tele-

vision rights to motion pictures taken
aboard the Kon-Tiki raft as it

drifted for 15 weeks across the Paci-
fic from Peru ito the Tuamotu
Islands. Films will be shown on
NBC's video network as soon as the
Kon-Tiki expedition, headed by Thor
Heyderdahl, returns to the U. S.

SOPEG-Exchange Wage
Talks Off to Nov. 15

Having obtained ithree concessions,
front office SOPEG members em-
ployed in the New York exchanges
of Loew's, 20th-Fox, UA and Co-
lumbia, unanimously agreed through
their 20-man negotiating committee
late Thursday night, to defer wage
and hour talks until Nov. 15.

Management agreed 1) ito en-
force the maintenance shop agree-
ment which means that three out of
every four new employes must join

the union; 2) to give union a week's
notice in the event of a layoff, with
the proviso ithat those employes who
were laid off would be re-hired if

any re-hiring takes place within six

months; 3) to give promoted em-
ployes a ten per cent raise over their

previous salary, or at least the min-
imum in the new classification.

Management also agreed that when
it re-opens negotiations Nov. 15, it

will grant such wage increases and
hour reductions that have been
granted by exchanges in other parts
of the country. If wage increases are
granted, ithey will be retroactive to
Aug. 1, 1947.

Contracts will be signed sometime
this week. Representing the local's

membership of 105, were: Otto Lan-
ger, secretary-treasurer of Local
109, Guild delegate Paul Lubow, and

"Marshal of Cripple
Creek"

with Allan Lane, Bobby Blake

Republic 58 Mins.

STRONGER STORY AND ACCENT ON
ACTION PUT THIS ONE OUT IN FRONT
OF AVERAGE WESTERN.

The story division was given a little ex-

tra attention, it is evident hi this latest de-

tailing of the adventures of "Red Ryder"

and "Little Beaver." It is a well-rounded

plot with plenty of action interspersed in

the unfoldment. As Westerns go, this one
is several cuts above the routine offering.

The accent is on action.

With the demise of the marshal of Crip-

ple Creek, Lane is given the job. Rather,

it is forced on him. At once he is in there

pitching and the task confronting him is

dealing with Trevor Bardette. By the skull-

duggery of Gene Stutenroth, Bardette is

led astray and soon winds up in jail. His

wife and son arrive. Martha Wentworth,
the "Duchess," takes them in. William

Self, Bardette's son, proves a problem child

with inclination for the criminal.

Meanwhile one gold ore-laden wagon
after another is being hi-jacked. Ryder

and young Blake are all over and about

the place. Bardette breaks out of jail, sets

his son straight via some fatherly slapping

around. Later he is killed by Tom London.

Ryder and Blake attack Stutenroth in his

saloon lair and brings him to justice. With
peace and quiet reigning again in Cripple

Creek, Ryder turns in his badge, goes in

for pitching hay. R. G. Springsteen's direc-

tion is to the point, the dull moment is

non-existent.

CAST: Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Martha
Wentworth, Trevor Bardette, Tom London, Roy
Barcroft, Gene Stutenroth, William Self, Helen
Wallace.

CREDITS: Associate producer, Sidney Picker;

Director, R. G. Springsteen; Original screenplay,

Earle Snell; Based on Fred Harmon's comic
strip; Photography, William Bradford; Film edi-

tor, Harold R. Minter; Musical director. Mart
Glickman; Sound, Victor Appel; Art director,

Frank Arrigo; Set decorations, John McCarthy,
Jr., Helen Hansard.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very

U. S. Pix Do Fine Biz

In Finland is Report

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An optimistic report

on the future of American pix in

Finland is given by Nathan D.
Golden, Department of Commerce
film consultant. New censorship
laws have been issued in Finland,
but in general they are not consid-

ered objectionable, Golden's report
said.

American films accounted for 67.9

per cent of the pix shown in Helsinki
during the five-months period end-
ing on Jan. 3, 1947. "It is believed,"

the report said, "that U. S. motion
pictures will continue to be favor-
ably received by Finnish audiences
and to enjoy the greatest popu-
larity.."

the 20-man negotiating committee,
employed at the four exchanges.

Representing management were

:

UA's Harry Buckley, 20th-Fox's
Clarence Hill, Loew's Charles
O'Brien and Columbia's Henry Kauf-
man.

"Children on Trial"
(Documentary)

English Films 61 Mins.

SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY IN ENGLAND.

Hardly to be considered in theirv^ ht of

dramatic entertainment, this is a^QUJ too

real insight into juvenile delinquency' prob-

lems in English slum districts, more suitable

for showing to bodies of official standing or

to students of sociology.

Produced by the Crown Film Unit it

offers case histories of three youngsters.

Two boys and a girl, adolescents, are shown
to be the wayward product of environment.

In one case, a boy, his parents are well

off. He has a decent enough home but

there is little parental love coming from his

father and stepmother. The other fellow,

a plugugly from the slums is very poor, his

mother has little use for him and he is

generally in the streets. This leads to

petty crime and after he is caught the

narrative shows him reluctantly buckling

down to the reform influence of an "ap-

proved school." His early rebellion is

understood by the headmaster. He runs off

home and is disgusted at his reception. He
returns. Given a job to his liking he grows
tc see the light and lastly he is discharged

to take his proper place in society. The
girl's case has similarity.

Documentary treatment is lucid, realistic,

gets down to fundamentals and tackles the

problem at its source. Withal it is not for

general public consumption in the enter-

tainment sense.

CREDITS: Produced by Crown Film Unit; Pro-
ducer, Basil Wright; Written by Jack Lee, Nora
Dawson; Music, Clifton Parker.
DIRECTION, GOOD. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Press, Radio Reps. Back
From "Fathers" Premiere

New England's biggesit world pre-
miere event with ceremonies extend-
ing over three days, wound up Sat-
urday when a special train carrying
over 125 prominent press and radio
reps, arrived back in New York from
Skowhegan, Me., where the first pub-
lic showing of Warners "Life With
Father" took place Thursday night
at the Lakewood Theater.
The outstanding success of the

event was summed up by Governor
Horace A. Hildreth of Maine in bid-

ding the special train goodbye on
Friday when, commenting on the
campaign put on for "Life With
Father," he said "If every line of

business worked as hard and gener-
ated as much enthusiasm and co-
operative participation as the film

people do when putting on a cam-
paign for a new picture, the wheels
of American industry would be kept
humming steadily and it would be a
long step toward achieving the ideal

of permanent national prosperity."

"Mitty" Gives Astor Record

Samuel Goldwyn's Danny Kaye
starrer, "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty," broke all previous house at-

tendance records on its opening day
at the Astor Theater. Previous
record holder was another Kaye opus,
"The Kid From Brooklyn."
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U. K. Film Solution

Held on Gov't Level

(Continued from Page 1)

Loan agreement provisions will get

under way.

W^-Je Washington dispatches for

da^C^ve maintained that the situa-

tion occasioned by the British impo-

sition of a 75 per cent confiscatory

duty and the subsequent suspension

of U. S. film shipments to the U. K.

Afrould play a part in the Washington

discussions this week, it was not until

Friday that London confirmed.

A spokesman for the British Trea-
sury told The Film Daily's staff

correspondent in London that it was
"reasonable" to assume that the sub-

ject will be dealt with.

The United Kingdom delegation

which left for Washington at the

week-end is headed by Sir Wilfred
Eady, customs chief, and includes ex-

perts of the Treasury, Board of

Trade and the Foreign Office.

The delegation, London dispatches

•said, plans to spend only several days
in Washington, a hint that quick

action was anticipated.

It was understood in London that

the delegation will use the 75 per

cent duty slapped on Hollywood films

as a "bargaining weapon" in the dis-

cussions.

The general trade atmosphere in

London at the week-end was wholly
optimistic, dispatches to The Film
Daily said, with the CEA direct

protest of the ad valorem duty con-

sidered giving a far better perspec-

tive of the situation in Britain than
the hazy line adopted by the BFPA.

Meanwhile, in Washington and in

New York it was announced Friday
that the invitation from the BFPA
for a meeting of the Joint Standing
Advisory Committee had been re

ceived from Sir Henry French, direc

tor-general of the producers organi-
zation.

The MPAA press announcement
said:

"Both the invitation and the

statement issued by the Execu-
tive Council of BFPA, indicating

various steps to be taken and the
problems involved which are un-
der consideration by BFPA
members, are being transmitted
to Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Association,
on the West Coast. He will

doubtless wish to canvass his

membership as to their reaction.

Thereafter a meeting of MPAA
directors may be required.

"Members of the board are
scattered in different parts of

the country at the present time
and it is uncertain when the
MPAA directors can be brought
together.

"The fixing of the time, place
and agenda for the proposed
meeting of the Joint British-

American Committee would be
a matter for future considera-
tion."

The significance of the phraseology

SIMPP Opposes U. K.^^Freeze
More Ruinous Than Duty, Says Nelson

//

(Continued from Page 1)

aid M. Nelson, SIMPP president, has
advised both the State Department
and Treasury in Washington.

Thus, the" SIMPP, while aligning
itself with the MPAA in opposition
to the confiscatory 75 per cent duty
imposed by the British Labor Gov-
ernment, opposes the MPAA's pro-
posed alternative, a blocking of a
part of ithe film dollars earned by
American pix in Britain.

Nelson's wire was originally sent
to the Secretary of State, and marked
for the attention of Under Secretary
Robert Lovett. A copy Friday was
dispatched to Secretary of the Trea-
sury John W. Snyder when it was
learned that Snyder, chairman of the
National Advisory Council of Inter-
national Monetary and Financial
Problems, would preside at the
Anglo - American deliberations on
liberalizing the Loan provisions
which start today in Washington.

Gov't Conferences Asked
Nelson noted that he is "the sole

spokesman of the members of the
SIMPP," and asked that a time be
fixed by the Government officials for
a conference on the British situation.

In the wire. Nelson said in part:
"The recent ad valorem tax on

American films imported into Eng-
land has singled out the motion pic-

ture industry from among all other
American industries as the guinea
pig for improving England's bargain-
ing position with the United States
in the forthcoming financial discus-
sion between them and the United
States. It is felt that this is the first

of other similar attacks to follow on
other industries and by other coun-
tries if this one be successful.

"Reports are circulating that cer-

tain segments of this industry have

proposed a freezing of funds in Eng-
land as a substitute for the ad

valorem tax. The SIMPP, of which I

am president, is composed of 26 of
the recognized independent pro-
ducers. Their aggregate product and
investment amount to a very sub-
stantial proportion of the entire in-

dustry.
"They certainly will be ruined

by the impact of the ad valorem
tax as soon as its effect is felt;

however, they are in a position
apart from that of the so-ca'lled

major producers with respect to
the effect that a freezing of
funds in lieu of such tax may
have on their position and their
very existence.
"Because their investment in

American pictures now in Eng-
land has been made on the as-
sumption that the treaty nrohib-
iting the freezing of funds would
be respected, these independent
producers, while they strenu-
ously oppose the imposition of
the ad valorem tax upon one
selected industry, nevertheless
feel that it will be even more
ruinous for a hastily devised
substitute measure for freezing
funds from American pictures
now in England to be put into

effect.

"It is the determination of these
independent producers who can only
look to their Government for protec-

tion to rely on the State Department
in all proceedings and negotiations,
having for their purpose substitution
of any other measures in lieu of the

ad valorem tax."

Paramount Revives Brown,
Bioff $100,000 Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

with the motion returnable at the
end of the month.

The company sued Bioff and Brown
in 1941, charging that during the

period between May, 1936, and Jan-
uary, 1938, Paramount, pursuant ito

a demand by the defendants and
under duress,' paid $100,000 for the
defendants' own use and benefit.

was immediately apparent. Some
observers noted that it was evident

the MPAA had no intention of pick-

ing up the ball, despite the British

effort to return it to the American
"team."

In London, Sir Henry admitted
that the BFPA had no exact- pro-

posals formulated for submission to

the U. S. members of the committee,
but said that if the Americans ac-

cepted, the British members will

have concrete suggestions 1K) offer.

In view of the subject being taken

over by Government experts, how-
ever, it is not expected in London
that ithe Joint Committee will con-

vene.

Bolivia Cuts Pix Imports

In View of $ Shortage

(Continued from Page 1)

that the Bolivian government has

virtually excluded imports of films.

It had not been ascertained Friday

whether a complete ban had been

imposed, or whether the latest step

was simply a further development in

a program of contraction which has

been going on for some months now.
It has been fairly well established

that Bolivian exhibitors have re-

cently had to close up a number of

stands for lack of product. Bolivia

itself is a comparatively small mar-
ket, but State Department officials

are worried that the artificial re-

sitraints on the market there caused
by dollar shortage is symptomatic of

troubles to be expected elsewhere in

Latin America before too long.

"Actually," one official said Friday,

"we have been alerted for months
past to watch for such developments
in almost any country you care to

mention. Imports are being cut down,
and it follows that most countries

will cut out things they can get along
without firsit—and that means films."

Ticket Levies Unjust

Lee TellsJETOA
(Continued from Page 1)

tioned officials who carelessly place

the local theater in the general cate-

gory of amusements which the people

can either take or leave alone with-

out effect upon their well-being," Lee
declared.
"The grossly erroneous classifi-

cations of 'luxury and nonessential'

is a throwback from the early and
less responsible days of a business

which has long since become an in-

dispensable institution of the masses
of the people."

"The Federal Government,
which continued to impose a 20

per cent admission tax, enacted
as a war-time emergency mea-
sure," Lee reminded, "is the same
Government, which, during the

war, occupied the time of many
thousands of able-bodied men
and spent many millions of tax
dollars taking to the fighting

forces in the combat areas the

hundreds of American motion
pictures donated for the pur-

pose by the motion picture in-

dustry. A pretty serious expendi-

ture of valuable manpower and
money for a non-essential.

"The same Government spent

even more money and manpower
maintaining motion picture rec-

reation in every training camp
and military base behind the

combat areas. I am confident

that the Congress will recognize

the fallacy of luxury classifica-

tion when the tax structure is

reviewed in the next session.

"When municipal and state offi-

cials are brought face to face with
the facts they realize that after cred-

iting the educational and informa-
tional by-products of the motion pic-

ture screen as essential, the local

theater peddles to the public
_
no

greater proportion of non-essentials

than do 90 per cent of the mercantile

stores of its community — even if

they insist on considering such avail-

able and economical mass recreation

to be a non-essential, with which
idea I thoroughly disagree.

Urges 'Educational' Program
"It is your problem, as owners of

motion picture theaters," Lee con-

tinued, "to set about the task of

bringing these self-evident facts to

the consciousness of your fellow-

business men and civic leaders from
whom are dravni periodically the

officials of your municipality and
state.

"I am sure that fair minded men
in Government will recognize your
demand for fair treatment. You
should attack the problem as an as-

sociation, and you should attack it as

individuals,"

20th-rox, Anderson Settle

Chicago— Twentieth Century-Fox
has settled its suit here against the

Anderson Theater Circuit involving

alleged unreported percentage re-

ceipts. Settlement negotiations are

continuing between the defendant

and Paramount and RKO, final two
distributors pressing charges.

II
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Joint Confab on Duty

Slow Getting Started

(Continued from Page 1)

fully noted that the invitation itself

stressed that there is no particular

rush about the meeting.

MPAA President Eric Johnston

has read the cable from MPAA's
London office late Friday, by tele-

phone to his Spokane, Wash., home

—

but he reserved comment. Although

it was believed here that Johnston

will support the idea of a top-level

industry meeting, there was no in-

dication that it will he rushed, that

its agenda will be confined to the

present problem or where it might

be held. Neither was there any in-

dication that the MPAA membership
will be polled via ithe wires or mails,

or in a special emergency meeting.
Snyder Hard on U. K. Deal

The center of the controversy has
shifted this week to Washington,
with the important decisions to be
reached on a Governmental, rather
than an industry level. The attitude

of Treasury Secretary John Snyder
will be more important this week
than at any time in the past in

British-American financial negotia-
tions.

The Treasury chieftain is known
not to be leniently disposed toward
the present British government, and
is expected to be far more difficult

for the British to deal with than high
State Department officials. The ex-

tent to which the proposed tax on
pix imports can be used as a bargain-
ing point by the British delegation
depends largely on how stiff Snyder's
back will be this week.

Wash. Post Hits British Prods.
In the meantime, the Washington

Post Friday commented on another
aspect of the British pix situation.

It pointed out editorially that one
feature of the statement by the Brit-

ish producers "suggests an inability

or unwillingness to appreciate the
full extent of the sacrifice demanded
from ithe British people as the price

of emancipating themselves from de-
pendence on foreign aid thinly dis-

guised as loans. That is the sug-
gestion that, with co-operation from
the government, in respect to build-

ings and materials the British mo-
tion picture industry could in the
space of a few years, increase the
home supply of films and expand ex-
ports sufficiently to balance import
of films.

"Even assuming that such is the
case—and we doubt it—any such
program for immediate expansion of
the industry in a fully protected
home market would entail diversion
of labor and materials from more
essential domestic industries that are
seriously handicapped by shortages
of labor, fuel and raw materials for
construction and manufacturing pur-
poses.

"That sort of thing is responsible
in part for Britain's plight. A coun-
try in Britain's position cannot affojd

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VIIRD
Br RALPH W1LK

HOLLYWOOD

II/'ALT DISNEY is touring Alaska in preparation for a feature-length film

' * he is planning on that territory. His idea is to treat Alaska in the

same manner as he treated Latin America in "Saludos Amigos," which

presented a series of animated sketches of South American customs and

animals. ... -^ Ben Hecht will do the screen play of Edmond Rostand's

play, "Cyrano de Bergerac" for Orson Welles. Pic will be released here by

Twentieth-Fox, Sir Alexander Korda producing in England. . . . -^ Latest

biographical purchase has been announced by Twentieth-Fox which has

bought the life of William S. Hart, and assigned it to Sol C. Siegel for

production. . . . -^ Understand Peter Lorre is negotiating to do a series

of pix based on Agatha Christie's French detective, Hercule Poirot. . . .

if New castings in Leo McCarey's "Good Sam" include: Jane Loring,

Richard Ross, Ruth Brennan and Bobby Dolan. ... * U. S. currency,

which has never before been photographed, will be shown on the screen

in Eagle-Lion's, "T-Man," a semi-documentary dealing with the Treasury

dept. ... * Gary Grant and Myrna Loy begin work in "Mr. Blandings

Builds His Dream House" at RKO on Sept. 15. . . . * Florence Bates moves

over to Vanguard for a role in "Portrait of Jennie." ... * Robert Buckner,

who produced "Life With Father" for Warners, will write the screen play

and handle production chores on "Patent Applied For," his first U-l

venture. ... -k Nine H'wood midgets, who have worked on and off in pix,

have banded together within the Screen Extra's Guild and will act as stand-

ins for children. ... * You'll be seeing triple when U-l brings to the

screen "Three For The Money," an unpublished original which they have

just bought for Abbott and Costello. Lou will play triplets. ... * "That's

Life," the Samuel Goldwyn production starring Danny Kaye and Virginia

Mayo has been retitled, "A Song Is Born." ... * Jimmy Lloyd and

Susan Reed are new additions to Columbia's "Glamour Girl," while Willard

Parker gets the male lead in "The Wreck of the Hesperus" at the same

lot. . . . ir Two United Artists producers, Seymour Nebenzal and Charles

R. Rogers, will have the services of Maria Monter in three forthcoming

pictures to be filmed in Technicolor. ... * Miss Montez will appear in

"Queen of Hearts" for Nebenzal following "Atlantis," and is also com-

mitted to Rogers for "The Scarlet Feather," after which she will be active

for Nebenzal again in an as yet untitled picture.

Chi., Cleveland Lose Video

Channel as per FCC Table

Waxhivgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Chicago and Cleve-

land will lose a television channel

each, according ito a new table of as-

signments issued by the FCC as it

proposed to withdraw the present

channel one and take several other

steps designed to minimize interfer-

ence with video from other services.

Brief opposing the changes should

be filed wiith the FCC by Sept. 15,

and it is hoped that oral argument
will not be indicated. The changes
were agreed upon in principle by in-

dustry engineers in a meeting here

in June.
Columbus, 0., also loses a channel,

while San Diego gives up channel
six and receives instead channel 12.

under present conditions to scamp its

basic industries for the sake of ex-
panding industries providing enter-

tainment for the public. It must fore-

go the pleasant things of life in

order to concentrate on production of

goods that sustain life. It is a pain-
ful alternative but one that an
improverished nation cannot reject
without courting economic and polit-

ical disaster."

U. K. Clarifies Tax: Each
Print Imported Pays 75%

(Continued from Page 1)

"Master print or additional print

would pay 75 per cent."

Several indie distribs. asked The
Film Daily what the score was in a

situation where an American film

has been playing in England, and

Sam Weller, in Pickwick Papers,

tells of an English genius who cut

off his son's head to cure him of the

snififles. He must have been an

Attlee ancestor—Abram F. Myers, in

a national Allied bulletin on the

British film situation.

more prints have been requested, but
that neither the master print nor the

negative is in England. Ergo, the

cable above.
Question also arose: "What is

meant by 300 per cent ad valorem
tax?" Best available info: Since U.
S. distribs. can take out only 25 per
cent of the net, according to the
British tax edict, then the British

Treasury gets the other 75 per cent
which is three times as much, or

300 per cent.

France Looms as Next

To Curb Pix Imports

(Continued from Page 1)

is unlikely, especially in view of the
fact that French production suflFered

such a severe setback as a result of
the war. It is doubtful that "'^s'ould

provide more than a handful^^^ fea-
tures for the nation's showmen. At
the same time, Dept. officials said
Friday our understanding with
France does not in any way pre-
clude the right of the French govern-
ment to limit imports when the dollar
situation becomes as serious as it

now is. Any move to block conver-
sion of current earnings—including
filnF royalties — would violate the
terms of the accord with Paris,
however.

MPAA President Eric Johnston is

reported to have discussed the
French situation with British mogul
J. Arthur Rank last month in Lon-
don, pointing out that discriminatory
action by Britain against our films
might establish a pattern to be fol-

lowed by France and other countries.
If that happens, Johnston said, the
British industry will suffer more than
Hollywood, since Hollywood is in

sound enough financial condition to

ride out a long storm whereas the
comparatively new British industry
might face much more difficulty.

Watt Sees Aussie Trade
Gaining via U. K. Tax Levy

67 Out of 110 Houses
In Stochholm Darh

Stockholm (By Air Mail) — Mid-

Summer survey of movie bouses in

Stockholm shows that more than half

—67 out of 110—closed, with the

remaining ones reporting very poor

business.

An overall survey of theaters in

Sweden, however, has shown that

there are now 2,462 movie houses

—an increase of 21 over 1946 and

a jump of 413 from 1939's pre-war

high.

Sydney (By Cable)—The Austral-
ian film industry is much more likely

to be stimulated than checked by the
U. K.'s imposition of heavy tax on
imported films, it was offered by
Harry Watt, British film director.

Watt said he thought the Holly-
wood decision to withhold its films
from the United Kingdom market
meant that Britain would draw its

supplies from its own studios and
from the Dominions. Australia, Watt
believed, was the most advanced of
all the Dominions in film making and
Britain's need of films would be a
great spur to the growinfr industry.

$69,205 111. Fire Loss
Chicago—John H. Craig, state fire

marshal, reports 26 theater fires dur-
ing the past 12 months in Illinois,

with a total loss of $69,205.
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TECHmcoLOR, EBSTmBn nnmED in trust suit

Universal to Proceed With Program as Planned
Savings Must Come from
Increased Efficiency,

Blumberg Tells Toppers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Universal - Interna-

tional will proceed with its produc-
tion program as planned, maintain-
ing ithe top quality of each produc-
tion as announced, Nate J. Blum-
berg, president, said yesterday, at

the conclusion of a series of con-

ferences in which the chief topic was
the problem imposed by the British

tax situation.

"It is obvious that all motion pic-

(Continued on Page 4)

Ohio Mayors to Back

3 Per Cent Tkicet Tax

Youngstown, O. — Three per cent

ticket levies will be recommended to

the city councils of Youngstown,
Warren and Niles by the mayors of

those communities, it was agreed at

a meeting of mayors. Proposed mea-
sures would go into effect on Oct. 1,

(Continued on Page 8)

Weller Named Counsel
For ITO of So. Calif., Ariz.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — ITO of Southern
California and Arizona has appointed
Fred A. Weller, until recently special

attorney in the anti-trust division of

the Department of Justice and acting
chief of local anti-trust office, as its

general counsel. He was assigned
(Continued on Page 8)

21 Countries Signed
For Cannes Festival

Paris (By Cable) — Twenty-one

countries, including the (J. S., Latin

and South America, will participate

in the Cannes Film Festival, second

session, it is reported by the commit-

tee in charge of preparations. Time
limit for applications closed July 31.

It is the second session to be held

this year. Countries include Argen-

tina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Egypt,

Greece, Hungary, India, Mexico,

Yugoslavia, Sweden and Poland.

Editorial

Back to ShowMnanship
. . . you don^t learn it overnight

i==^=== By CHESTER B. BAHN ^=i;;i^==
YOU'VE been reading and hearing a helluva lot about the urgent need for a renaissance

' of good, old-fashioned coat-off-and-sleeves-rolled-up showmanship o' late.

Well, here's another two cents' worth, hardly more original than the rest and,

being honest about it, largely a reflection of what you sense as you swap notes or face-

to-face nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.

First, there's general exhibitor agreement that exploitation, advertising and publicity

should be hypoed generally. And not for the good of the theaterman alone; the producer

and the distributor also have sizeable stakes there. Thus, your average theaterman in

the field is left slightly dizzy when, in the face of repeated distributor) statements that

exhibitors must now lend a couple of hands to offset the varying attendance dip, there

is any rumor of curtailment of such activities by the companies, whether predicated on

the British situation or some other development.

^0

BEARING on the latter, this: Your average exhibitor-is apt to regard upper bracket

percentage terms as covering not only the actual cost of the picture but that of the

pre-selling job done for him. And pre-selling is an elastic term, covering not only the

spadework done months in advance by the distributor but the exploitation effort Im-

mediately preceding the engagement. You cart argue the exhibitor is right or that he is

(Continued on Page 7)

Rodgers Sets Coast

Meet for Aug. 30

M-G-M field sales managers and
William F. Rodgers' home office as-

sistants will meet with the Metro
vice-president and general sales

manager in a period conference at

the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
starting Aug. 30. Meeting will last

six days.
Home office representatives to at-

tend include Edwin W. Aaron and
Edward M. Saunders, assistant gen-

eral sales managers; William B.

Zoellner, head of short subjects, re-

prints and importations, and Hender-

(Continued on Page 7)

Bernstein to London

For Tax Discussions

Sidney Bernstein, in Hollywood for

the past several months setting up

Transatlantic Pictures in association

with Alfred Hitchcock, arrived from

the Coast yesterday en route to

England for discussions in connec-

tion with the British tax situation.

Bernstein flies to London today.

Bernstein has been recog-nized as

an expert on the British film market

since 1942 when he was attached to

the British Embassy in Washington

and helped formulate plans for the

unfreezing of blocked funds to U. S.

(Continued on Page 4)

Patent, Development and
Information Pacts Called
Monopoly in D of J Action

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — In a suit filed in

Federal Court here by the Depart-
ment of Justice against Technicolor,
Inc., (a holding company) Techni-
color Motion Picture Corp., (the op-
erating company) and Eastman Ko-
dak Co., were charged with having
since 1934 "engaged in a combined
conspiracy that enabled Technicolor
to monopolize the manufacture of

three-color release prints of feature
motion pictures."

Suit was filed by William C. Dixon,
chief of the anti-trust West Coast

(Continued on Page 6)

Britisli Loan Confab

tarts; Pix Untoudied

St. Louis Okays Exhibs.' Merger
Local Org. Also Endorses Fox Sales Plan

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—As talks got under

way yesterday concerning possible

revisions of the British loan agree-

ment, industry circles were alerted

for a discussion of the pix situation

one day this week between Sir Wil-

fred Eady, leader of the British dele-

gation, and Joyce O'Hara, assistant

to MPAA President Eric Johnston.
(Continued on Page 7)

MPEA Names Matzner As
Manager in Hungary

Appointment of Karl Matzner as

manager for MPEA in Hungary was
announced yesterday by Irvmg A.

Maas, vice-president and general

manager. Matzner succeeds Dr.

(Continued on Page 4)

8 Majors Name Staups
In Percentage Actions

Toledo, O. — Ellsworth L. Staup,

Paul Staup and Capitol Theaters,

Inc. are named as defendants in

eight percentage fraud suits filed in

Federal Court by Columbia, RKO,
20th-Fox, Warners, Loew's, Para-

(Continued on Page 7)

St. Louis—Rank and file member-

ship of MPTO of St. Louis, East-

ern Missouri and Southern Illinois,

meeting at the Coronado Hotel here

yesterday afternoon, ratified action

of the board of directors of the Mo-

tion Picture Theater Owners of

America in approving the proposed

merger of MPTOA and ATA, provid-

ing the new group will continue to

(Continued on Page 8)

Urges State, Treasury
Depts. Fight Film Tax

The New York Daily News in an

editorial yesterday, urged the Gov-

ernment to condition any requested

changes in the British loan upon the

remission by Britain of the 75 per

cent tax on American film earnings.

The News maintained that the battle

against the confiscatory levy is "right

up the alley of the State and Treasury

Departments."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
RKO
Republic Pict

Republic Pict. Pfd.

20th Century-Fox
Universal Pict

Universal Pict. Pfd..

Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

High

17
45
18%
207/8

24%
12'/8

51/8

113/4

28

1978
80

. 151/4

CURB
33/4

3%
3

1/4

13

4

Low Close

17

441/8

18 1/4

201/2

227/8

11%
5

11%
271/2

18%
80
143/4

MARK
33/4

31/4

31/4

123/4

4

17 +
441/8 —
I81/4 -
203/4 —
23 1/2

-
113/4 _
5 —
11% —
27% —
19 —
80 +
143/4 —
ET
33/4 —
31/4 -h
31/4 -

123/4 -f-

4

Net
Chg.

1/4

%
¥8
1/8

%
%

Cinecolor
Pathe . . .

OVER THE COUNTER
6%
43/8

+ 1/4

71/4

53/4

Willicnn R. Clymer Dead
Columbus — William R. Clymer,

former research director of National
Carbon Co., is dead here.

MERVIN ASH A CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
|

Statistical information on listed and M-
listed securities available upon requcst.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050 1

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominG nno come
DOROTHY DAY, fon magazine contact for

M-G-M, has returned from o month's visit to

the studios.

H. M. RICHEY, M-G-M exhibitor-public rela-

tions head, returned yesterday from Miami and
Detroit.

CHARLES K. STERN, Loew's assistant treasurer,

got back yesterday from a vacation at Swamp-
scott, Mass.

CHARLES DIETZ, M-G-M exploiteer in Detroit,

is vacationing here.

BERNIE EVENS, M-G-M exploiteer with head-
quarters in Kansas City, has returned to his of-

fice after a two weeks' vacation in the East.

WALLACE BEERY, M-G-M star, arrives Thurs-

doy from the Coast by plane and leaves August
27 on the Queen Mary for a visit to England.

MILTON SPERLING, president of U. S. Pic-

tures, is in from Hollywood for conferences at

the Warner home office on release plans for his

forthcoming production, "Ever the Beginning."

A. BRUSSELL and ARTHUR J. GOLDBERG, at-

torneys for the DeLuxe, are due from Chicago

for conferences.

JULES LEVEY arrives in Poris from London to-

day on a two-month survey of the European film

market.

ARTHUR LEAZENBY, manager of the Cinema,
Detroit, is vacationing in Bermuda.

IRVING BERLIN was due from the Coast over

the weekend.

ANDY W. SMITH, JR., 20th-Fox general sales

manager left yesterday to visit the Albany and
Philadelphia branches.

SAM SHAIN, director of 20th-Fox exhibitor

and public relations, has returned from the

Southeastern Theater Owners meeting in Miami.

DENNIS PRICE, British film player ,arrived at

LaGuardia airport yesterday for a two-week visit

and study of U. S. audiences.

JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films, is vacation-
ing at Saratoga Springs, with Mrs. Roberts.

MAURICE BERGMAN, Universal ad-publicity-
exploitation director, has returned to New York
from the Coast.

JOSEPH BERENSON, National Theater Adver-
tising Co. president, and IRVING DAVIS, candy
concessionnaire, have returned to Chicago from
a New York business trip.

URSULA RANK, daughter of JAR, is due in

town en route to London.

Shaindlin Concert Tonight

Jack Shaindlin, musical director
of "The March of Time" and other
short subjects, tonight will conduct
an all-Gershwin concert at the
Candelight Stadium in Bridgeport,
Conn. Shaindlin conducted the back-
ground music for "The Roosevelt
Story," which opens Thursday at the
Globe.

"Liie" S. R. O. on Broadway
Playing to S. R. 0. on Friday and

over the week-end "Life With
Father" smashed all opening week-
end records of the Warner Theater
(formerly the Hollywood). House re-
ported hundreds of turnaways on
Saturday and Sunday.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
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JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, U-l foreign chief,

left the Coast yesterday via TWA. Due here
today.

WILLIAM WISTER HAINES, author of Para-
mount's "The Long Grey Line," is in New York
working on his first play—based on his novel
"Command Decision."

RUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount's Eastern pro-
duction head, is in Hollywood for studio confer-
ences. He will ramain on the Coast a week.

BOB GOODFRIED, PRC's West Coast rep., is

in New York on business.

HAL WALLIS, producer of Paramount's "So
Evil My Love," sails From London on the Eliza-

beth Aug. 27.

JAMES BARTON has arrived in New York for

a month-long visit.

MARGARET ETTINGER has arrived from the
Coast and will be here for the next few weeks.

HOWARD STRICKLING, M-G-M studio public-
ity director, will arrive today from Hollywood.
His assistant, RALPH WHEELRIGHT, accom-
panied by FRANK WHITBECK, studio ad man-
ager, will arrive tomorrow.

JEFFREY BERNERD, Monogram producer, has
cancelled his Aug. 27 sailing for England to

film a large portion of the Maurice Sandoz
novel, "The Maze" there.

C. H. HARRIS, of RKO art dept., Chicago, has
returned from a vacation trip to Memphis, Tenn.

SAM LEVINSON, of the Chicago Theater
Seat Co. has returned from a New York busi-

ness trip.

CLARENCE NASH, voice of Walt Disney's
Donald Duck, is visiting New York from Holly-

wood.

ANN DVORAK, stai of RKO's "The Long
Night," is honeymooning in New York with her

husband, IGOR DEGA.

FREDERIC E. WAKEMAN, author of "The
Hucksters," sailed Saturday on the liner Queen
Elizabeth with his wife.

UTA HAGEN, stage star, sailed Saturday
aboard the S. S. Queen Elizabeth.

BILL McCLURE, RKO Pathe publicity chief,

and LARRY O'REILLY, cameraman-director, left

for Canada Sunday for three weeks' shooting on
This Is America "5,000-Mile Handshake."

Producer MARK HELLINGER left New York
Friday for California following the completion
of two-and-one-half months of "on location"
shooting in New York on "The Naked City."

RED EDINSON of Minneapolis PRC Eagle-Lion
Films is in Milwaukee on business.

EDDIE SOLOMON, Midwest 20th-Fox exploi-

tation manager, due in Chicago to make his

headquarters.

DAVE ARLEN, B&K publicist, has returned
to Chicago from a Coast vacation.

MYLES SEELEY, Chicago theater attorney,
has returned from a Michigan vacation.

GIRL WRITER—With contacts in Un-

explored market for 16 mm. and Slide

Film.

Telephone SChuyler 4-7462

or Write Box 138

The Film Daily, 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.

C7lne^^ect^,
THE PRODUCERS'AID

Main Titles

Sub Titles

Insert Titles

Titles for Superimposition

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19. N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

D. of C. Stays Decision on
MPTO 16MM. Complaint

Washinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Board of Com-

missioners of the District of Colum-
bia yesterday agreed to reserve de-
cision on the complaint of the local

MPTO against the free showing of
commercial films in Washington
parks, alleys, auditoriums, etc. The
MPTO has complained that thgT^ur-
roundings are often unsanitai o nd
also against the commercial as^pects

of the showings. Appearing at a
hearing before the Commissioners
yesterday were Julian Brylawski,
local MPTO head, of Warners; Car-
ter Barron of Loew's, and circuit op-
erators Louis Bemheimer and Fred
Kogod.
The films—which do not include

full-length features— are shown in

16 mm. which turned out yesterday
to put up a staunch defense of the
screenings.

Although no admission is charged
for the screenings, commercial ad-
vertising films are shown. This is

the only showing of such films in

Washington.

Barry Buchanan Quits
UA Effective Sept. 1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Barry Buchanan, di-

rector of public relations for United
Artists, has tendered his resignation
effective Sept. 1. He is leaving UA
to finish editing the encyclopeadia
of show business which he has been
compiling for 11 years.

There is a volume devoted to each
phase of amusement business, in-

cluding motion pictures, radio, tele,

theater.

"Soxer" in 5th Week at Hall

RKO's "The Bachelor and the

Bobby-Soxer" on Thursday starts its

fifth week at the Radio City Music
Hall.
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Bernstein to London

For Tax Discussions

(Continued from Page 1)

film companies. As head of the Gra-
nada Circuit, one of the major British

theater groups, he is an influential

figure in the English industry.

He expects to return ito Hollywood
in about four weeks for the start of

"Rope," initial Transatlantic produc-
tion.

Goldwyn Decries U. K. Tax as

Discriminating Against U. S.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Although avowing
sympathy with the need of the Brit-

ish government to take drastic steps
ito "keep their economy in balance,"
Samuel Goldwyn charged the British

with making a "serious error in

singling out the American film indus-

try as the object of a confiscatory

tax," in a statement issued here.

Goldwyn pointed out that the loss

of revenue was a serious blow to the

industry in this country, "but cer-

tainly no more serious than the
darkening of many theaters and the

loss of the entertainment values of

our films to the British."

The producer called for immediate,
collective action to reach some equit-

able solution with respect to re-

vision of the tax.

MPEA Names Matzner As
Manager in Hungary

(Continued from Page 1

)

Nicholas Palugyay who resigned
from MPEA to rejoin Paramount
International in an important new
position.

Matzner has been active in the
Hungarian industry for 25 years.

Before joining MPEA as sales man-
ager, he was manager in Hungary
for 20th-Fox. He will headquarter in

Budapest.

Mrs. McConnick Dies

Toledo—Mrs. Eva McCormick, 57,

motion picture operator, died in St.

Vincent's Hospital. She was a mem-
ber of Local 228, AFL-Toledo Mo-
tion Picture Machine Operators. A
daughter and sister survive.

STORK REPORTS

Cleveland—Seven pound twin boys
were born to Mrs. Jack Essick at
Lakewood Hospital. Father and
grandfather are affiliated with the
Scoville, Essick & Reif Circuit.

Detroit—Sidney Cooper, UA sales-

man, is the father of a baby boy,
Lawrence Elliott.

Chicago — Sidney Lightfood, Man-
ley Popcorn equipment, is father of
a baby girl, Joan, born at Illinois

Central Hospital.

"'^ PHIL M. DALY
Tuesday's Tele-line
• • • AN UNUSUAL GESTURE for a friendly nature was made
by Carl Beals, manager of the Strand Theater, Skowhegan, Me., in con-

nection with the world premiere of "Life With Father" up in Maine, at-

teTided by a big out-of-town delegation in addition to the thousands who

came to town for the concurrent Skowhegan State Fair Although

the Warner Bros, film version of the famous ploy was presented in the

Lakewood Theater and thereby was opposition to his own house. Heals

devoted his entire marquee to "Life With Father" pennants and o sign

reading, "Strand Theater Welcomes You to Skowhegan," while, the bill-

ing matter pertaining to the Strand's own current attraction was relegated

to a couple of frames in the bockground All of which was a nice

bit of courteous co-operation and display of goodwill and here's

hoping Beals will be rewarded for it when his Strand plays the regular

local engagement of "Life With Father"

T
• • • INCroENTALLY, AMONG THOSE deserving bouquets for

their part in the signal success of the "Life With Father" world premiere

are Ralph W. Budd, personnel director and traffic expert for Warners,

who mapped out and handled all the traffic details of the Skowhegan

trip and Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Warner Theaters sound director, who
worked out the sound, lighting and other technical problems—the Lake-

wood Theater never having presented any screen fare prior to this

occasion

T T
• • • RKO WAITED TILL AFTER business hours yesterday to

treat industry imbibers to some fancy potables at the Balinese Room at

the Sherry Netherland, before taking them over to a sneak preem of

Jimmie Stewart in "Magic Town" at a midlown stand Today, with

the taste of cloves still in our mouth we are beckoned to a fluid luncheon

for Harry Ifichalson, newly elected prexy of RKO Pathe Is this the

company that made the. fine This Is America "I am an Alcoholic"?

T T
• • • SEZ LEE SHUBERT via a recent Lucius Beebe N. Y. Herald-

Tribune interview "Hollywood has bought and in buying has

spoiled every first-class playwright in America and most of those in

England Once a man has written for the films he's good only for the

trash heap He won't ever work again They get away with

such murder and easy money there that they are wholly imfitted for any

honest labor of any sort ever again" Respectfully referred to the

SWG
T T T

• • • BROTHER GILBERT, Babe Ruth's mentor and guiding in-

fluence in Bambino's professional and personal career will be portrayed

as one of most important figures in plot of producer-director Roy Del Ruth's

projected film biography, "The Life of Babe Ruth" Pic will follow

"Red Light" on his independent production schedule for Allied Artists

release Del Ruth will fly to Lowell, Mass., for story conferences with

Brother Gilbert Role will be one of juicest casting plays of year

since Brother Gilbert inspires ond impels much of story's development

with his encouragement of the Babe Brother Gilbert launched the

Babe in professional baseball by introducing him to lack Dunn, man-

ager of the old Baltimore Orioles back in the days when Ruth was a

student and Brother Gilbert a faculty member at St. Mary's Industry

Baltimore home. . . O Add Signs O' the Times: Shell Oil has just issued

own motion picture catalogue. ... • Penologists, psychologists and

jurists ore confabbing with Transfilm, documentarians, to prepar* a

script depicting the seriousness of juvenile delinquency. ... • PRC
has switched the title of "Woman Betrayed" to "Raibroaded" A
reflection of ths fusing of films and rails, perchance?

T

*l

U-l to Proceed with

Program as Pianned

(Continued from Page 1)

ture companies, including' our own,
must effect savings," Blumberg de-
clared. "However, these savings
must come from increased efficif'spcy,

from greater effort of the entii equ3r-
sonnel, both at the studio ix,C~.'m

distribution. We are determined not
to sacrifice the quality nor reduce
the number of productions on our
1947-48 program."

Changes in personnel and realign-
ments of duties as required by the
increased eflSciency plan have now
been practically completed at the
studio, it was said, and the new set-

up started operating yesterday.

As one phase of the program, Wil-
liam Goetz, head of production, re-
vealed that he has postponed his
projected production conferences in
England with J. Arthur Rank, due to
the necessity of co-ordinating and -

following through on the U-I produc- •
tion program. I
With a number of important films

in the finishing stages, the next ten
weeks will see the start of "Letter
from an Unknown Woman," "Up in
Central Park," "Are You With It?"
"All My Sons," "Another Part of
the Forest," "Casbah" and "Brain of
Frankenstein." Program is expected
to keep the Universal City stages
crowded for several months.

Participating in the meetings, pre-
sided over by Blumberg, were Leo
Spitz, Goetz, William Dozier, Rufus
LeMaire and Edward Muhl from the
studio, and Matthew Fox, William A.
Scully and Joseph Seidelman of the
home office.

AdveEtising conferences were held
with John Joseph and Maurice Berg-
man outlining campaigns for U-I
product to be released during the
next four months.
Bergman and Seidelman were in

New York yesterday, while Scully
stayed at the studio for a week of
conferences and screenings with the
studio sales cabinet, including
Charles Feldman, E. T. Gomersall,
Fred Meyers, F. J. A. McCarthy and
A. J. O'Keefe. District Managers
Barney Rose from San Francisco and
Foster Blake of Los Angeles will

also participate in the sessions.

|i

Ernest Cochrane Dead
Detroit— Ernest Cochrane, 67, is

dead here of a heart aittack. He was
a veteran stage electrician, starting
at the Garrick 30 years ago.
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Let'sWake Up RipVanWinkle!
Millions of bushels of food may rot in our fields this harvest time, instead of

being available to the world's markets— because we are short of freight cars.

Here is a way that thousands of cars can be freed for service in a hurry.

AreIE you interested in the price of
food? Does it give you a twinge to
see those pictures of mountains of

wheat piled on the ground and pota-
toes going to rot—when there's a des-
perate world food crisis?

The bottle-neck is our freight-car
shortage. But thousands of cars could
be freed by a single decision—if old-

line railroad managements would act.

Don't Blame the War!

This is hard to believe, but it's true:
we have today only three-fourths as
many freight cars in our country as we
had twenty years ago. This shrunken
fleet is now called on to handle the
greatest peacetime traffic in history.

And the war itself is not to blame
for the shortage—for in no single year
from 1925 to the start of hostilities

did the railroad industry buy as many
cars as it junked. Twenty years is a
long time for even Rip Van Winkle
to sleep

!

What Can Be Done?

There is at least one remedy that can
be applied at once—despite the steel

shortage and other difficulties in car-
building. This remedy requires no new
equipment, no period of time—nothing
but an act of management

:

Lift what appear to be agreements
between railroads that deliberately
slow down freight trains!

Here is an example. There are
eight important routes by which you
can ship "fast" freight from California
to Chicago. These routes vary in length
as much as 4-50 miles. But, curiously,

the time schedule for each of the eight
is exactly 118 hours—and 30 minutes!

Similarly, scheduled freight trains
moving west over the important routes
from Chicago to the Coast areas, de-
spite great differences in terrain and
mileage, take exactly 130 hours—on
the nose!

Is This Free Competition?

Could it be that these schedules are
fixed by agreement? That the trains

Are old-line managements asleep in the dell while many freight

trains creep at a snail's pace—by agreement?

which could be fastest are held back
for the slowest—so that no road can
have even the slightest competitive
advantage?

Railroad men know that, in many
instances, a whole day could be cut off

these schedules between California and
Chicago—if managements would sim-
ply order it. If that were done, on these
roads and on others, it would ease the
national car shortage at once!

There is good reason to believe that
by lifting deliberate freight slow-
downs, on the roads that still practice
them, we could provide more cars this

summer and fall than our shops can
possibly build. And every car is des-

perately needed!

A Call For Action!

The next few weeks will be the critical
ones in our food problem. Our wheat
crop is estimated to exceed any pre-
vious record by 300 million bushels.
It is even now being piled in the fields—for want of cars.

If you feel as strongly about this as
the C&O does, write to your news-
paper and your congressman.

Ask them to stir up Rip Van Winkh—and tell him that time is short. De-
mand that our trains be scheduled not
merely to suit the private deals of the
railroads, but so that we can make the
best use, for the whole public, of our
depleted stock of freight cars I

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Terminal Tower, Cleveland 1, Ohio
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"Mother Wore Tights"
with Betty Grable, Dan Dailey

20th-Fox 107 Mins.

SOLID: GRADE A ENTERTAINMENT
WILL GARNER MONIES WELL SPENT FOR
WHAT WAS SOUGHT.

Knowing how and knowing what con-

stitutes Grade A entertainment iamar
Trotti herewith delivers. Produced by

Trotti, the screenplay is also his work.
Fitting script and contributing details of

production into the whole, Director Walter
Lang gets every last musical, gag, dramatic

note and with the further enhancement of

Technicolor the resulting end product is

very certainly another solid contribution

from 20th-Fox to the end that it will garner

monies well spent for what was sought.

Where the usual show business story

plays finis this one gets going. The treat-

ment is biographical—the story related is

the "that's my mother theme." But with

what a difference. Mariam Young's book had
one of the catchiest titles in recent book
publishing annals. It was a natural for a

film.

"Mother Wore Tights" is also a series

of impacts which get off at the very outset.

It opens with a surprise note, immediately

gets into its stride and from then on you

have a nostalgic historical treatment, clever-

ly done up, of show business from burlesque

to vaudeville; from small time vaudeville

to headliner vaudeville; right up to the

halcyon days of that departed form of

divertissement. The principals retire at the

right time, too.

We see Betty Grable sailing across San

Francisco Bay from Oakland to land a job

in the line at Schneider's. There she meets
Dan Dailey and first thing she's in love

with him but he and his hyper-ego cannot

see it so she goes off to L.A. But she re-

turns for her heart is not in the act with-

out Dailey. Women's wiles being just that,

she gets him to marry her and from then

on it is the success story but with many a

fine note of understanding, family life, re-

sponsibility, fine times, gayety, and of

course two daughters are born. The elder

one, played by Mona Freeman, is the narra-

tor.

Miss Grable manages to raise her off-

spring but Dailey and the road calls. They
go on to greater triumphs. The girls grow
up. After a vacation at a summer hotel in

the Berkshires, one of the comic highlights

of the story as it plays hob with the stuffed

shirts resident in the hostelry. Miss Free-

man gets a case of young love on Robert

Arthur. He's scion of Wall St. bankers. Miss

Freeman and sister Connie Marshall are

then packed off to a finishing school to be-

come model young ladies. Miss Grable and

Dailey, as "Burt & McKinney," hit the

road. The girls are a success at school. It

was just what they needed. A problem looms

after a bit wherein Miss Freeman almost

becomes ashamed of her stage-loving

parents. They are booked to play the school

town. Miss Freeman develops tantrums. Miss

Grable and Dailey give their show, Miss

Freeman's class attends and the show busi-

ness onus Miss Freeman feared does not

make itself apparent. The material at the

time is in perfect taste and everybody is

happy.

Lastly Miss Freeman is the prize music

student at the school and she graduates cum
laude singing the song Miss Grable and

Dailey introduced, "You Do."

Music by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow
includes a balf-dozen tunes that are easy

Technicolor, EK in Trust Suit
D of J Calls Color Pix Mfg. Monopoly

(Continued from Page 1)

office, and James M. McGrath, special
attorney in the case.

In absence of Dr. Herbert T. Kal-
mus, president and general manager
of Technicolor, who is in the East,
no statement was available from
company reps. here. Local Eastman
reps, said any statements probably
would come from itheir Rochester
headquarters.

Technicolor, Eastman Pact
Assistant Attorney General John

F. Sonnett, head of the D of J's anti-
trust division, said Technicolor, Inc.
had "entered into a series of agree-
ments with Eastman whereby pat-
ents, new developments and techno-
logical information relating to color
photography would be reserved for
Technicolor's exclusive use in the
professional field."

"Tie-in clauses between East-
man, Technicolor and Hollywood
picture producers have provided
that movie industry buy all non-
exposed color film from Techni-
color, that they rent cameras
from Technicolor, and that they
hire Technicolor directors for
such pictures," McGrath said-
He added "this was carried out
despite the fact that ordinary
movie cameras use the Mono-
pack process developed by East-
man."
Complaint alleges that Technicolor

restrained use of Monopack process
by other firms until December, 1945,
'at which time defendants learned
that they were under investigation
by the anti-trust division, and
secretly cancelled ithe 'exclusive' fea-
tures of agreement." Dixon declared
that "despite this cancellation, Tech-
nicolor has continued to be the only
film laboratory that makes commer-
cial use of the process." Technicolor
and Easitman assertedly agreed not
to compete with each other in the
processing of color film, and made
agreements with producers that they
would purchase all negatives for
color pictures from Technicolor "at
non- competitive prices," it is

charged.

D of J Lawyers Tried to
Evolve Peaceful Settlement

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— "Free competition"

in color pix is the objective of the
Department of Justice suit, accord-
ing to Attorney General Tom C.

to take tonally, optically. The "You Do"
number has possibilities.

CAST: Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Mono Free-
man, Connie Marshall, Vanessa Brown, Robert
Arthur, Sara Allgood, William Frawley, Ruth
Nelson, Anabel Shaw, Michael Dunne, George
Cleveland, Veda Ann Borg, Sig Ruman, Lee
Patrick, Senor Wences, Maude Eburne, Antonio
Filauri, Frank Orth.
CREDITS; Producer, Lamar Trotti; Director,

Walter Lang; Screenplay, Lamar Trotti; Based on
the book by Mariam Young; Lyrics and Music,
Mack Gordon, Josef Myrow; Dances, Seymour
Felix, Kenny Williams; Musical Direction, Alfred

Newman; Vocal Arrangements, Gene Rose; Pho-
tography, Harry Jackson; Art Direction, Richard

Day, Joseph C. Wright; Set Decorations, Thomas
Little; Film Editor, J. Watson Webb, Jr.; Sound,

Eugene Grossman, Roger Heman.
DIRECTION: Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY: Fine.

Clark and Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral John F. Sonnett, amti-trust
chieftain. Convinced that the grip
over the color process held by Tech-
nicolor amounts to a monopoly. De-
partment of Justice lawyers have
been trying for years to work out
some solution shont of court action
to open the way to competition. It is
believed here that some out-of-court
settlement may yet be worked out,
although no one is willing to go on
the record with such a pronounce-
ment.

It was hoped for a time last year
that speedy development of the Ger-
man Agfa color process would pre-
clude the filing of this suit. It is

reported here that Ansco is still

working on this process but has re-
fused to offer it for commercial use
thus far even though some produc-
ers have shown a definite interest.
Ansco representatives have declared
their desire not to offer itheir process
until they can provide all the raw
stock and laboratory capacity needed—which will probably not be before
they are free of Government control.

Attorney General Clark declared,
"motion pictures in color today rep-
resent from 15 to 20 per cent of all

feature length pictures exhibited in
theaters in the United States. The
capacity of facilities for commercial
color processing and other opera-
tions in the business of professional
color cinematography has been in

adequate to meet the demand for
filming of motion picture productions
in color. The effect of the practices
charged in the complaint has been
to restrict the development of the
art of professional color cinematog-
raphy by others than the defendants,
and to deprive the public of the
benefits of competition in this busi-
ness."

Sonnett stated that, "Technicolor
does over 90 per cent of all the
business in professional color cine-
matography. Since 1934 Technicolor
has produced the positive film prints
for all of the 'Class A' feature
length motion pictures and most of
the short subjects and animated car-
toons produced in color by the mo-
tion picture industry of the United
States.

"In our view, Technicolor was
thereby enabled ito control and mo-
nopolize this business and was pro-
tected against potential competition
from others." Finally, he said, "Our
suit asks that all the illegal arrange-
ments and agreements be cancelled
and ithat the court order such relief

with respect to patents and 'know-
how' as will dissipate the effects of
the unlaAvful practices charged and
permit the establishment of free
competition in ithe industry."

Show "Night Unto Night" Friday-

National tradeshowing of "Night
Unto Night" has been set by War-
ners for Friday. The picture is ten-
tatively scheduled for late September
release.

/>

II

'REVIEWS
"Kiss Of Death"

Starring Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy,

Coleen Gray
with Richard Widmark, Taylor Holmes

Howard Smith, Karl Maiden

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox ^8 Mins.

jequ';
ONE OF THE MOST SUSPEN. -? :ADEN,

GRIPPING DRAMAS TO COME TO SCREEN
IN YEARS. TELLINGLY DIRECTED BY
HENRY HATHAWAY.

'Here is one* of the most suspense-laden,
gripping offerings to come to the screen in

many moons. It has been tellingly and com-
pellingly directed by Henry Hathaway, with
Fred Xohlmar functioning as producer.

The picture introduces a very promising

young actress in the person of Coleen Gray.

Victor Mature is splendid in a serious role,

while Brian Donlevy is convincing as an as-

sistant District Attorney. Richard V/idmark,
making his screen debut, is a standout as a

young maniacal killer.

Taylor Holmes is very effective in the im-

portant role of an underworld lawyer. 'How-
ard Smith, Millard Mitchell, Mildred Dun-
nock, Anthony Ross, Temple Texas, Karl

Maiden and J. Scott Smart are among the

supporting players.

Ben Hecht and Charles Lederer fashioned

a gripping screenplay, based on the original

story by Eleazar Lipsky. Norbert Brodine

furnished effective photography. Victor Ma-
ture and three accomplices rob a jewelry

shop. Mature is caught, but his aides escape.

Brian Donlevy, of the District Attorney's

office, promises to get Mature let off with

a light sentence if he will "squeal" on his

accomplices. Mature refuses and receives a

heavy sentence.

One of Mature's fellow prisoners at Sing

Sing is Richard Widmark. Mature learns that

his wife has committed suicide and that

their two little daughters have been taken

to an orphanage. Three years have elapsed,

and Mature is determined to see his chil-

dren.

Realizing that he has been "double

crossed" by his lawyer, Taylor Holmes, Ma-
ture agrees to make a deal with Donlevy.

Donlevy is particularly interested in convict-

ing Widmark for the murder of a night-club

operator. To gain his parole. Mature gathers

evidence against Widmark. Widmark is tried

but found not guilty.

Mature, who has married Coleen Gray,

fears for her safety and that of his children,

knowing Widmark's brutality. He seeks out

Widmark, is shot down by the latter, but

the police slay Widmark. Mature recovers

and returns to his wife and children.
CAST: Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy, Coleen

Gray, Richard Widmark, Taylor Holmes, Howard
Smith, Karl Maiden, Anthony Ross, Mildred Dun-
nock, Millard Mitchell, Temple Texas, J. Scott
Smart.
CREDITS: Producer, Fred Kohlmar; Director,

Henry Hathaway; Author, Eleazar Lipsky; Screen-
play, Ben Hecht and Charles Lederer; Camera-
man, Norbert Brodine, ASC; Art Directors, Lyie

Wheeler, Leiand Fuller; Editor, J. Watson Webb,
Jr.; Special Photographic Effects, Fred Sersen;

Music, David Buttolph; Musical Conductor, Lionel

Newman; Orchestral Arrangements, Eorle Hagen;
Sound, W. D. Flick and Roger Heman.
DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY: Very

Good.

Anthony Ccmnata Dies
Houston — Anthony Cannata, 77,.

father of Fred Cannata, general man-
ager of the Horwitz Theaters inter-

ests and part owner in* the Uptowrf
died here.
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British Loan Confab

Starts; Pix Untoudied

(Continued from Page 1)

No word had been received at MPAA
headquarters last night from Sir
Wilfred or any member of his dele-
gation., it was said, despite the pro-
noun'C '^nt by Sir Wilfred, upon his
arrivi-TTiere Sunday, that he plans

Z to talk with the MPAA.
The meeting yesterday was a brief

introductory affair lasting less than

London (By Cable)—Registrations
of U. S. films totaled 15 last week,
including 11 features, according to
the Board of Trade report. Figures
compare with 31 pictures registered
the week before. It was pointed out
that the registrations did not mean
the American distributors have
wavered in their determination not
to ship films to Britain, but that
there is often a time lag between
the receipt of films and their regis-
tration with the Board.

one and one half hours. Nearly half
the time was taken up in posing for
photographers, and a major part of
the rest in a lengthy presentation
of the problem by Sir Wilfred.

In the meantime, MPAA has de-
cided to withhold all comment on
ithe invitation from the BFPA for a
meeting between toppers of the
British and American film industries.
This does not mean hostility on the
part of MPAA, but rather that it is

following carefully ithe progress of
the meetings at the Treasury De-

Sir Audrey Smith, British film

factor, termed the imposition in Eng-
j
land of a 75 per cent tax upon Amer-
(ican film revenues, as "ludicrous"
t upon his arrival in New York yester-
day on the Mauretania. "It was an
act of desperation," Sir Aubrey said,
"but it will soon be withdrawn.
Public opinion in England will weigh
against it."

partment and is hopeful that they
will result in some improvement in
the situation.

Although participants in the con-
ference maintained a strict silence
yesterday, The Film Daily was
reliably informed that the pix tax
was referred to only in passing by
Sir Wilfred—and that it was noit

discussed at all by any American.

Wesley Thiel Dies

Detroit—Word has been received
here of the death of Wesley Thiel,
owner of the Gem, Ptagasas, Pigeon,
Mich., after a long illness. Reported
house will be operated by his widow.

FEflimE TOUCH
JULIA DERDERNIAN, Adeline Trela, Eleanor

Peferck, cashiers. Palace, New Britain, Conn.

CAROLINE PHIPPS, cashier, Eastwood, East
Hartford, Conn.

L. MATHEISEN, secretary to Bertram Willough-
by. Ideal Pictures, Chicago.

Back to Showmanship
. . . you don't learn it overnight

(Continued from Page 1)

wrong; what really counts is that that's his slant, and it's well to recognize its ex-
istence.

Exploitation—and the exploiteers who provide it—cost money, and there are those
who say, and sincerely, that it just doesn't make sense to employ exploiteers when the
calibre of the picture points to just a fair return. Could be. There are others, equally
sincere, who say that you have to take the long-range view—that if exploitation keeps
'em coming when the attraction is not-so-good, it pays its way. It's mighty easy, they
add, to get out of the habit of movie-going. Could be, too.

THERE'S another point which the pros present, and it concerns the smart exploiteer's

happy faculty of grabbing space or air time for free, or at modest expense. The op-
portunities are limited only by the exploiteer's savvy and ingenuity. Witness the reveal-

ing tear sheets that flow into home offices and across the editor's desk. And it might be
well to remember that the editorial space snared is space that advertising dollars

can't buy.

From time to time, by the way, you hear someone criticize exploitation stunts as aged,

hoary. Here's a thought to weigh in that connection: The age of the film audience

shows little change over the years. The stunt of yesterday is only ancient to the oldster

of today; to the film audience of today, yesterday's stunt is still new.

Parenthetically, that may explain why today's radio audience laughs uproariously at

gags that were already centuries old when Joe Miller's first folio came off the flatbed

press.

GETTING back to film business, it follows that in this day when the cry is "back to

showmanship!" there's a helluva reserve of that desirable commodity available in

the Industry's veterans.

You don't learn showmanship over night, now do you?

Italian Gov't Gives Prod.

Favorable o-o But Lack $$

ENIC, through which the Italian

government owns and operates a cir-

cuit of 150 first-run theaters, might
branch out into production as soon

as money is available, according to

George Margolin, veteran foreign

film distributor who has jusit re-

turned from an eight-week visit

abroad.
When Margolin used the word

"money" it was tacitly understoodto
mean American money, for aside

from Swiss gold which is rarer than

the proverbial hen's denture, dollars

do most of the italking in Europe as

elsewhere.
Margolin himself is in the midst

of lining up a partnership deal with
Italia Films in Rome for a full scale

Italian production. Aside from that

he acquired the U. S. and Canadian
rights to six new Italian features,

two of which are "Tombolo" and
"Fatalita." All in all. Continental

Motion Picture Corp., which Mar-
golin heads, has 20 Italian films on

release, 12 of which are musicals.

He said that he told the Italian

producers that a monument should be
vealed ithat he told the Italian pro-

ducers that a monument should be

established to "Open City" (released

here by Mayer & Burstyn) for the

missionary work it accomplished in

establishing the entertainment and
artisitic merit of post-Fascist film

makers.

Martin Polcar Dead
Cleveland—Funeral services were

held here for Martin F. Polcar, 87,

who opened ithe American, one of the

first film theaters in Cleveland, in

1912. He retired 27 years ago. Sur-

vivors include his two sons, Martin
F., Jr. and Edward M., and a sister,

Mrs. William Mclntyre. Albert E.

Prak, his son-in-law, and his two
sons are co-owners of the Lyceum
Theater.

U-I Move to Park Ave.
To Utilize 120 Vans

Fleet of 120 large moving vans are

poised for an assault on the present

Universal Pictures premises to move
them to their glossy, new quarters on

Park Ave. and 57th St., H-hour to be

the Labor Day, three-day week-end,

Com. L. F. Hewitt, Universal's chief

engineer told The3 Film Daily.

Pulling the scattei'ed offices in the

RKO building into eight air-condi-

tioned floors presents a gargantuan
problem in logistics, most of which
have been ironed out, Hewitt said.

Job can be done in one week-end,
Hewitt estimated, but if the movers
turn thumbs down on that much of

a speed-up, job will be stretched into

two, with complete departments
functioning in both buildings, and
losing not an hour of working time.

Hewitt sketched an outline of a
set-up of oflfices that will out-Holly-
wood that superlative-breaker itself.

Costing approximately three-quar-
ters of a million dollars, the eight

floors are being done up in some
fancy decorative motifs, Hewitt ex-

plained. Dorothy Draper, hired as

consultant on interior design, did a

super-duper top executives' room,
while W & J Sloane added some
fancy, expensive furniture here and
there to make the offices as slick a
set as ever graced an architect or

advertising agency's surroundings.
The 115,000 square feet of Uni-

versal's new quarters will allow
plenty of stretching room for the

hitherto cramped, growing organiza-
tion. Many added refinements will

be found, among them four de luxe

screening rooms, accommodating 75

each—two 35 mm. and two 16. There
will be two dining rooms for top ex-

ecutive personnel, with a special

kitchen. Acoustical plaster has been
used throughout, making the offices

soundproof.

Rodgers Sets Coast

Meet for Aug, 30

(Continued from Page 1)

son M. Richey, in charge of exhib-
itor and public relations.

Sales managers due include John
P. Byrne, Eastern; John J. Maloney,
Central; Burtus Bishop, Jr., Mid-
western; Rudolph Burger, Southern,
and George A. Hickey, Western.
Rodgers leaves for Chicago on
Thursday to spend several days there
before proceeding to the Coast.
Zoellner, now visiting Coast offices,
will go directly to Los Angeles,
while Aaron, Saunders and Richey
are scheduled to leave the home office
on Aug. 28.

8 Majors Name Staups
In Percentage Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

mount. Universal and United Artists.
Theaters mentioned are the Capitol
and Star in Delphos, 0.

Complaints allege- that books and
records submitted by defendants to
the plaintiffs did not reflect the true
receipts on percentage pictures. Ac-
tual, as well as punitive damages
are sought by each plaintiff.

Attorneys for the plaintifl^s are
Jones, Day, Cockley & Reavis of
Cleveland, and Wells, Kelsey, Fuller,
Cobourn and Harrington of Toledo.
Complaints were signed by Luther
Day, Thomas M. Harman and John
S. Syke. Sargoy and Stein of New
York are also of counsel for plain-
tiffs.

Rose West Dead
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Rose West, 48, wife

of George West, Monogram franchise
owner contact here, died suddenly
yesterday. Surviving, besides West,
are two sisters and a brother. Fun-
eral services will be held tomorrow
in Los Angeles; burial Friday in

Chicago.
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St. Louis MPTO Okays

ATA-MPTOAMerger
(Continued from Page 1)

represent exhibitors regarding trade

practices and preserves local auton-

omy for the regional exhibitor or-

ganization.

The meeting also went on record as

endorsing the new 20th-Fox sales

plan for extending rental relief to

disitressed theaters and also approved

a recftmmendation that producers

and distributors of roadshow pictures

should base any increased admission

charges for such pictures on a pro

rata scale based on the established
admission rates of the theaters that
would be equitable to the producers,
exhibitors and the public. The meet-
ing in another resolution urged pro-
ducers to use fire safety film in all

their future pictures as quickly as
feasible.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH W1LK

Weller Named Counsel
For ITO of So. Calif., Ariz.

(Continued from Page 1)

exclusively to film industry matters,
including Pacific Coast preparation
of the Government case against
Paramount, et al and related inves-

tigations arriving from charges of

restraint and monopoly in exhibition,

distribution and production. He was
also in charge of the case againsit

Technicolor and Eastman Kodak
which the Government has just filed.

"No greater industry faces such
complex legal and economic prob-
lems as the motion picture industry,"
said Weller who declared he wel-
comed the opportunity to serve all

independent theater owners of South-
ern California and Arizona. "Our
object is to help indies meet their

own problems, and, above all, to help
them protect themselves, at a time
when exhibition is being vitally

affected by many changes taking
place in disitribution of motion pic-

tures."

B. & K. Matinees Out
Chicago — Operators Union 110

agreed to eliminating matinees at
the B & K Admiral and Drake The-
aters, except on Saturdays, Sundays
and holidays. The houses were re-

opened last week, after being closed
for the past several weeks.

(UEDDinG BELLS

Boyia-Bradley
Detroit — Pearce Bradley, Avenue

manager, and Bonnie Boyia, actress,
were married here.

Watson-Bowlington
El Paso — Mrs. Donna Watson,

owner of the Mission, was married
to Homer Bowlington.

HOLLYWOOD

DOB HOPE'S next at Para, will be Sorrowful Jones, " the soft-hearted race

track character immortalized by Damon Runyon. Robert Welch, now

associated with Hope on "Paleface," will also produce "S.J."... -^ Director

Billy Wilder, of the same lot, and a camera unit are in Berlin filming back-

grounds for "Foreign Affairs," the Jean Arthur-John Lund starrer. . . .

•^ Alexis Smith gets the femme lead in Warners "Christopher Blake," taken

from Moss Hart's B'way play. . . . -k MGM is negotiating with Lotte Lehmann

to appear in "The Big City" with Richard Hart and Margaret O'Brien. It

would mark the singer's picture debut. . . . if; Victor Maturei goes into

Twentieth-Fox's "Lydia Bailey." . . . -^ Jeraiyn Fairbanks, 5-year-old

daughter of producer Jerry Fairbanks, has a major role in her father's feature-

length film, "Doctor Jim." . . . "Ar Louis Hayward joins Diana Lynn, Zachary

Scott, and Sidney Greenstreet in "Prelude To Night," the pix Arthur Lyons

is making for Producing Artists, Inc. . j . -^ The King Bros, are scouting

all major sporting events in quest of a leading man for their next venture,

"Gun Crazy." Qualifications say he must be athletic as well as handsome. . .

.

^ Reed Hadley, narrator on "The House On 92nd St.", "13 Rue Madeleine,"

etc., has been signed by Monogram for a heavy/ role in "Panhandle." . . .

if MGM's Jack Cummings has announced two more on his '48 schedule:

"The Life of Monty Stratton" and "Neptune's Daughter." . . . if Harry

Sherman has bought the Bret Harte classic, "Tennessee's Partner" and will

bring it to the screen with Joel McCrea and Madeleine Carroll starred. . . .

if Fredric March and Florence Eldridge (Mrs. March) have signed with U-l

to play the leads in "Another Part of The Forest," the Lillian Hellman stage

hit of last season. Producer Jerry Bresler and director Michael Gordon are

in N. Y. now talking production dates with the Marchs. . . .

William G. Sturgess
Dies in Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids, Mich.—William G.

Sturgess, 58, first assisitant chief

barker of the local Variety Club tent,

and co-owner with his son Howard
of the Grand Theater, Grandville,

died in the theater box office Satur-

day night.

Born in Toronto, Sturgess operated

his own theaters in Toronto and
Saginaw, Mich., before coming to

Grand Rapids six years ago. Sur-

vivors include his wife, Jenny; his
sons, Fred and Howard, and a daugh-
ter Irene. Funeral services will be
held today.

Mesher Named Southern
Division Mgr. for FWC

Portland, Ore.—M. M. Mesher has
been named district manager of the
Southern division of Fox West Coast
Theaters, Frank L. Newman, presi-
dent of Evergreen Theaters, an-
nounced over the week-end. William
Thedford, of Los Angeles, will suc-
ceed Mesher as district manager in

Oregon.

Answers Now Due Friday
Leonard Finkelstein and Parkway

Theater Corp. have until Friday to
file answers to the fraud actions
filed by RKO and Loew's, under a
stipulation filed in Federal Court
yesterday. Nathan Steinberg, an-
other defendant, has already
answered the actions.

Schine Asks Permission
To Replace Lost Theater

Buffalo—Counsel for Schine Chain
Theaters, Inc. appeared before Fed-
eral Judge John Knight yesterday
for permission to replace a theater
destroyed by fire in Salisbury, Md.
The motion is expected to be ap-
proved.

Attorney Willard S. McKay told
the Court that a consent order,
drawn up in Washington between
Schine and the Department of Jus-
tice, would arrive here in several
days. Rohert Wright, assistant to
the Attorney-General, and in charge
of the anti-trust suit against Schine,
did not oppose the motion, McKay
told Judge Knight.

Para.'s Softball Team To
Get Championship Award

Paramount's softball team will re-
ceive the championship trophy for
topping its opponents in the Mid-
Town Variety League at a party
tonight in the company's home office

recreation room.
Presentation will be made by

George Bourke, League president,
with Agnes Mengel Grew, president
of the Paramount Pictures Club, ac-
cepting the trophy for the team.

Name U. N. Week Committee
Hartford, Conn. — Theatermen

named hy Mayor Edward N. Allen to
participate in United Nations Week
starting Sept. 14 include: Harry
Needles, Warner city district chief;
George Landers, E. M. Loew's The-
aters; Lou Cohen, Loew's Poll; W.
H. Mortensen, manager, Bushnell.

Ohio Mayors to Back

3 Per Cent Ticket Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

when the state vacates the admission

tax field.

Meeting was called in an effort to

seek uniformity in the vaijequ'- Ma-
honing Valley communities^-jn the

tax rate buit the mayors of Hubbard
and Girard were unable to attend.

Seven Northwestern Ohio cities re-

cently decided to enact a uniform

three per cent levy on amusement
charges.
Warren Council is expected to aot

on the proposal in the near future
while Youngstown and Niles are to

consider the ticket tax early in Sep-
tember. No special machinery will

be required to collect the tax, it was
indicated, since forms are provided
by the Federal Government for list-

ing amusement grosses and such
forms will be available to municipal-
ities for checking receipts.

Question of taxing amusements
within city limits was discussed at

the meeting and it is expected that
several villages in the area will avail

themselves of the opportunity to

raise village funds by the same
method.

SAG Accuses Hutcheson
Of Prolonging Pic Strike

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Testifying before a

Congressional Sub-Committee, Ron-
ald Reagan and Edward Arnold, offi-

cials of SAG, accused William "Big
Bill" Hutcheson, the international

head of the Carpenters Union, of

blocking the settlement of filmdom's
jurisdictional strike.

Samuel Komm Succumbs
St. Louis — Funeral services for

Samuel Komm, 47, owner of seven
theaters in St. Louis and Collins-

\ille. 111., and a partner in three
others and also owner of two houses
under lease to St. Louis Amusement
Company were held here yesterday
afternoon. He died of a heart ail-

ment Sunday. He is survived by his

wife, a son and two daughters.
Burial was in Chesed Shel Emeth
Cemetery.

HEUJ POSTS

JACK KEATING special rep for S.R.O., Cin-

cinnati.

WILLIAM THOMAS, salesman. Notional Theo-
. ter Supply Co., covering Southern Indiana

and Kentucky.

CHRIS KALAFAT, Garrett, Ind., booker, Kalafat

Circuit, Indianapolis.

WALTER SULLIVAN, usher, Loew's Poll, Hart-

ford.

RAY THOMAS, from UA office manager, to

Indianapolis sales organization.

E. K. PEARSON, manager, Roshon exchange.
New York.

STEPHEN BARBER, manager. Colony Theater,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
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RftRK mOVES TO SLASH PBODBCTIOn BUDGETS
E-L World Position is Luring Indie Producers
PRC Acquisition and Rank
Theater Tieups Provide
Bait for Outside Product

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Development of Eagle-

Lion into an important U. S. and
Latin-America distributor plus the
company's valuable link with the
J. Arthur Rank Organization is prov-
ing an attractive lure ito independent
producers seeking an outlet for their

product. Acquisition by E-L of the
PRC facilities provided new impetus
for the movement.
Edward Small is already in the

(Continued on Page 3)

RKO Pathe Will Make

48 Shorts In East

Harry Michalson, speaking at a
luncheon given in his honor at "21"

yesterday told the industry press
that RKO Pathe will make 48 short
subjects in the East this season,

which, together with Disney shorts

and two-reel product made on the
Coast, will give RKO Radio a total

(Continued on Page 8)

Allen Park Conspiracy
Suit Due For Trial Soon

Detroit—Trial of the million dol-

lar conspiracy suit against the major
distributors, Famous Players of Can-
ada, United Detroit Theaters and
others, brought by the Allen Park
Theater, operated by Nicholas

(Continued on Page 3)

Boston Operators
Ask For Strihe Okay
Boston—Joseph Nuzzolo, president

of Local 182 of the Operators Union,

has requested permission of the

lATSE executive board to tal<e a

strilce vote. It was pointed out de-

mands were made to local circuits

July 11 for a cut in the work week
from seven to six days, wage increase

of 30 per cent, double time for Sun-

days, holidays. Strike measure, it was

disclosed, would not affect indie

houses but would embrace 90 Greater

Boston theaters.

Technicolor Officials Decline Contment
On Government Suit; Kalntus Vacationing

Technicolor officials here declined to comment on Governmental allegations

of antitrust law violations involving Eastman Kodak, for the second day, follow-

ing publication of the initial story on the filing of papers on both companies.

George F. Lewis, counsel to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor prexy, said he

conferred with Kalmus. They agreed no comment was to be made at the present.

Kalmus, who is vacationing, is not expected to interrupt it due to developments.

Lewis stated no officers here or on the Coast had been served with papers and

the company was sitting tight pending their receipt.

Thomas J. Hargrave, president of Eastman Kodak, denied the Government's

monopoly charges and said EK is prepared to meet them.

Equip. Exports To U< K. Col. Sales Toppers

Up 50% Over 1946

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sizeable increase in

export of Hollywood features as well

as raw stock and production and ex-
hibition equipment for the first half

of this year is reported by the De-
partment of Commerce. Declared
value of shipments to the United
Kingdom rose by more than 50 per
cent.
Nathan D. Golden, Commerce pix

(Continued on Page 8)

Texas Mayor Wants
City Film Censor

San Antonio— Mayor Alfred Cal-

laghan has indicated he would like a

film censor in this city. Commis-
sioner Raymond South, under whose
jurisdiction a censor would be ap-

pointed, reported he had taken no
action along such lines as yet. It

was indicated budget difficulties were
(Continued on Page 8)

To Meet Here Aug. 25

Columbia division managers, man-
agers of unsupervised branches and
home office executives, will meet with
A. Montague, general sales manager,
at the Hotel Warwick, Aug. 25-27,

it was announced yesterday. Entire
national sales picture will be scanned,
with special emphasis on the hand-
ling of "Down ito Eai-th" and other
product.

Scheduled to attend are: Jack
(Continued on Page 3)

Grainger Off to Final

Republic Sales Sessions

James R. Grainger, Republic ex-

ecutive vice-president in charge of

distribution, left yesterday for sales

meetings in Detroit and Chicago. He
will hold two-day sessions in each
city.

In Detroit, today and tomorrow,
Grainger will huddle with James V.

(Continued on Page 8)

UNITO Provides Film Equality
Screen Time Quota to be Int'l Standard

"Years" Gets Army's Nod
For Overseas Showing

"Best Years of Our Lives" will be

shown in American military zones in

Germany, Austria, Japan and Korea,
following an official Army request to

exhibit the film.

In a wire to Samuel Goldwyn,
Brig. Gen. Robent A. McClure, called

(Continued on Page 3)

Geneva, Switzerland (By Cable)—
Preparatory Commission drawing up
the chai-ter of the United Nations
International Trade Organization,
which will be formed at a confer-

ence to be held in Havana shortly,

has inserted an article submitted by
the U. S. delegation which is de-

signed to give equal access to films

of all nations under conditions of

strictly commercial competition, to

(Continued on Page 8)

Shooting Schedules to be
Cut With Emphasis Put on
Economical Attractions

London (By Cable) — Moving to
meet new conditions arising from the
imposition of the ad valorem tax, the
J. Arthur Rank Organization has
activated a trimmed production policy
which will slash picture budgets and
cut into shooting schedules.
Emphasis in the future will be on

economical box office product with
costly prestige films pushed off the
lists.

Plan originally was formulated be-
(Continued on Page 8)

Eastman Kodak and subsidiaries
reported net earnings for the six

periods ending June 14, 1947, of

$20,299,661. For the same 1946
period earnings were $15,992,956.
Figures include deductions for in-

come taxes and all charges.
Earnings per share of common

(Continued on Page 8)

OHE Greenlights $379,380

For Bldg. of 9 New Houses
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Nine theater pro-

jects estimated at $379,380 were ap-
proved by OHE last week, it was
revealed here yesterday— including

a $150,000 house for Lyric Theaters
in Lexington, Ky.
Turned down in the same week

(Continued on Page 8)

ACT to Press TUC on
Strong U.K. Industry

London (By Cable) — Resolution

urging the Trades Union Congress to

consult with studio unions on the

best methods of developing a strong

film industry for Britain, will be

pressed by the Association of Cine

Technicians at the TUC annual as-

sembly Sept. 1-5. Basing its argu-

ment on cultural and economic rea-

sons, ACT filed its motion prior to

the import duty, but will give it even

stronger backing because of the tax

development.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 17 17 17

Bell & Howell 221/2 221/2 221/2

Col. Picts 171/8 161/4 171/8

East. Kodak 441/2 437/8 437/8

Gen. Prec. Eq 183/8 ISi/s 18%
Loew's, Inc 207/8 2054 205/8

Paramount 237% 231/4 237/8

RKO 117/8 115/8 113^
Republic Pict 5 5 5
20th Century-Fox . . . 275/8 273/8 271/2

Universal Pict 19 183^ 19
Universal Pict. Pfd. . 791/2 78I/2 78I/2

Warner Bros I51/8 147/8 15

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 33/8 31/s 33/8

Sonotone Corp 314 31A 31/)

Technicolor 125/3 121/2 125/8

Trans-Lux 334 33^ 33^
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

Cinecolor 7
Pathe 43/8

Net
Chg.

-' '

1/8

+ 5/8

- 'A- 1/8

- 1/8

+ 3/8

- 11/2

+ 1/4

+ Vs

— i/s

— lA

Asked
71A
53/8

General Aniline Net Down
General Aniline & Film Corp. re-

ported a net profit of $1,677,000 for
the six months ended June 30, equal
to .$2.29 per share on the Class A
common. Net income for the com-
parable 1946 period was $2,482,000,
equal to $3.38 per share.

Call UA Board Meeting
UA's board will hold a special

meeting next Tuesday afternoon in

the home office.

cominc AHD Gomc
KENNETH McKENNA, M-G-M studio exec, is

here from Hollywood at the Waldorf-Astoria.

EDWARD F. LOMBA, 20th-Fox managing di-

rector for South Africa, is in New York for

conferences with home office executives.

EARL ST. JOHN, production adviser to J.

Arthur Rank, and SYDNEY BOX, head of Gains-

borough Studios, emplaned last night for Holly-

wood. They were accompanied by their wives

and JOCK LAWRENCE, vice-president of the

Rank Organization in this country.

NAT SANDERS, president of English Films, re-

turned to New York yesterday from California.

JOHN P. BYRNE, Eastern M-G-M sales man-
ager, is vacationing prior to his departure for

the Coast meeting of sales managers and ex-

ecutive assistants to William F. Rodgers, vice-

president and general sales manager.

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M Southern sales head,

yesterday left Charlotte for Atlanta.

IRENE O'BRIEN, head M-G-M Inspectress at

Indianapolis, is vacationing here with her hus-

band.

RODNEY BUSH, 20th-Fox exploitation man-
ager, left for San Francisco after Chicago meet-

ing.

Jay English Drowns; Was
Odeon Theaters Architect

Toronto—Odeon Theaters of Can-
ada sustained a serious blow when
Jay I. English, permanent staff

architect, was accidentally drowned
in Gull Lake in Muskoka summer re-

sort district when his canoe capsized
in 40 feet of water. In his 46 year
he had been staff architect of Famous
Players before transferring to

Odeon in 1941 and had been super-
vising construction of 19 theaters.

His first postwar creation the Fair-
lawn in Toronto was opened only
last Friday after which he decided
to take a holiday.

Bunin's Three Scripters

Under Guild Agreement

Paris (By Cable)—Edward Eliscu,
Albert E. Lewin and Henry Myers
are among the first screen writers to
work under the new agreement
among scenarists' guilds of the
United States, France and England.
Eliscu, Lewin and Myers are now at
work here on Lou Bunin's color pro-
duction, "Alice in Wonderland." Tri-
national agreement provides for ex-
tension of American, French or Brit-
ish writers' union working standards
to cover visiting writers from the
other two countries.

London Premiere Off

Proposed world premiere of Cecil
B. DeMille's "Unconquered" in Lon-
don, and DeMille's trip to London
to attend the premiere have been
cancelled, Paramount announced yes-
terday.

Warner British Bonus
London (By Cable)—Warners an-

nounced that it will pay an annual
bonus to its entire British staff of
60 for the fiscal year ended July 26.

"Lured" Set for Victoria

UA's "Lured" will have its Broad-
way premiere at the Victoria Theater
on Aug. 28.

BEN KALMENSON, WB Veepee, left for Holly-
wood, after attending Chicago Conferences.

CHARLES REED JONES, special representative
For Jules Levey, has returned from Buffalo where
he worked on the advance campaign for "New
Orleans."

ROSELLEN CALLAHAN, U.A. syndicate planter,

has left for a two-week vacation to the Lauren-
tian Mountains.

Scheduled to sail today on the America are:

CAROLE LANDIS, film star, and JOHN H.

SKIRBALL and WILLIAM SKIRBALL, producers.

GEORGE GUNN, head of the Technicolor, Ltd.,

camera department, sails back to London Friday

on the Mauretania.

TED BALDWIN, SRO promotion head, is in

Canada to set up pre-opening exploitation cam-
paigns for David 0. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun"
in Montreal and Toronto.

Returning from a six weeks' location trip to

France for Warners' "To the Victor," DELMER
DAVES, DENNIS MORGAN, VIVECA LINDFORS,
VICTOR FRANCEN and BOB BURKS are due in

the States next week via plane.

Korda Promotion Plans
Up At 20th-Fox Meeting

Discussions are being held this
week between Charles Schlaifer,
20th-Fox ad - publicity - exploitation
director, Morris Helprin, special U.
S. rep. for Alexander Korda, and
David Golding, Korda's London pub-
licity rep., regarding efficient promo-
tion by the staffs of the two organi-
zations of the Korda product which
Fox will distribute in this country.
Lineup of releases to be included

in the parleys are: "An Ideal Hus-
band," "Anna Karenina," "Bonnie
Prince Charlie," "Cyrano de Berg-
erac," an untitled Gary Grant starrer
and a Carol Reed production.

Golding, who arrived from London
last week, will return Sept. 3.

"Stallion" Set New Highs
In 27 of 30 Key City Runs

Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion" set
new house records for the past 18
nioniths in 27 of last week's 30 key
city openings, it was reported yester-
day. Topping the new records estab-
lished were the Cathay Circle, Los
Angeles, and the Metropolitan, Hous-
ton, where marks 30 per cent above
the best of the last 18 months were
set.

3 New Films, 2 Re-issues
On 20th-Fox Sept. List

Three new productions and two
re-issues will be released in Sep-
tember by 20th-Fox it was announced
yesterday. New pictures include
"Mother Wore Tights," "Kiss of
Death" and "Second Chance," while
the re-issues are "How Green Was
My Valley" and "Swamp Water."

HERE HE IS!
Are you a producer or distributor looking
for an alert, capable, assistant? Here's
a man with ideas and capital seeking
such an association. For more details

BOX 134, THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

SIMPP Heads En Route to

Capitol Talks on U. K. Tax
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Gunther R. Lessing,

Marvin L. Faris and Joseph Alvin
flew to Washington last night as
SIMPP reps, to confer with Under
Secretary of State Robert Lovett re-

garding the British tax situation.

They will be joined by James Mul-
vey and Milton Kramer. ^ -^

SIMPP is protesting the 'rS^er
cent British ad valorem tax ag^mst
American films or any "freeze" of

U. S. film funds. SIMPP's position
is supported by several studio unions
and guilds, including Screen Writers
Guild.

David 0. Selznick and Sam Gold-
wyn have wired their protest to
President Truman.

Auslet Forms Pelican
To Make Shorts in La.

New Orleans— The newly organ-
ized Pelican Picture Corp. will start
work on its first films here on Sept.

1, Jack Auslet, president, said yes- ^
terday. m

Auslet, who is also a distributor ^
for indie pix, said the new company
would produce one and two reel
shorts dealing with New Orleans his-

tory, culture and religion, entertain-
ment and sports.

He said the new company has con-
tracted to release the completed
shorts through the Astor Pictures,
New York.
The initial film on the company's

schedule is a short starring Irving
"Pinky" Vidacovich, local radio star
and musician, in a story built around
a Cajun song he composed, "Arizay."
For the present, the company will

shoot all of its pictures out of doors.

Sandy, Equity Manager
Washington—Bernie Mills, execu-

tive general sales manager of Equity
Film Exchanges, Inc., announces the
appointment of Fred Sandy as local

branch manager.

U0brs.5Smin.$W ^gmW ^S
non-stop Mf %|^F ^^r i<i

premiutn flights extra

Your choice of 16 flights

daily to Los Angeles . . . For
immediate reservations see

your travel agent or call

LExiitffton 2-7100
Ship TWA Airlreigbt-iates cut25%
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E-L World Position

Lures Indie Producers

(Continued from Page 1)

E-L fold. The deal with Walter
Wanger, reportedly off a fortnight

ago, is again in the discussion stage,

and several other independents have
ir'^'^ted an interest in a tie-up.

=^ane bait, now that proper do-

mestic distribution is assured, is the

vast world-wide chain of theaters op-

erated by Rank. Inasmuch as the lat-

ter handles E-L distribution in all

countries outside of the Western
hemisphere, preferred playing time
for the product is a certainty. The
factor is important even though the

market in the United Kingdom re-

mains closed.

But with industry leaders hoping
for a modification of the present 75

per cent tax, possibly in the form of

a "freeze," the E-L position becomes
even stronger. For if such is to be

the case, the company would be able

to obtain a significant portion of its

earnings in Britain by writing off the

dollars earned by Rank pictures

which they distribute in this country
against the blocked pounds that

would accrue in England.

Projectionist Sues Toledo
lA Union for $7,280

Toledo, O.—Local 228, Operators,

is defendant in an action by Sam
Seligman, in the Court of Appeals,

to collect $7,280. Seligman claims
that is the amount it cost him in

salary lost during a period of 170

weeks in which he was prevented by
the union from working at his cus-

tomary occupation.
The Court of Appeals recently en-

joined the union from preventing
Seligman from working as an oper-

ator, maintaining that unions cannot
have closed shops and restrict mem-
bership at the same time. However,
the court failed to fix damages.

"Years" Gets Army's Nod
For Overseas Showing

(ConHnued from Page 1)

the film "one of the greatest ever

made for re-educating the German
people." Though Goldwyn is not a

member of the MPEA, that organiza-

tion has expressed willingness to

distribute the film in the four coun-
tries.

William Nicholas Rites

Fairmont, Minn.—Funeial services

were held here for William L.

Nicholas, 73, pioneer exhibitor and
civic leader. He opened the Opera
House here in 1912.

UlEDDinG BELLS

Foley-Murphy
Minneapolis—R. J. Murphy, Re-

public salesman, will be married to

Gene Lorraine Foley on Aug. 30.

HOLLYWOOD
****•****••**===^= By RALPH WILK =^=^^=

HOLLYWOOD
• • • GEORGE PAL is casing the situation obroad with an at*

to plans ior extensive world-wide distribution of "Tom Thumb," the tint

of the series of high-budget live action-animation features which he will

make for United Artists release The producer is opening a Con-

tinental office in Paris, with Lou Ball set to represent him there. Due

to the the universality of the Tom Thumb story, which is known in all

lands and climes. Pal will particularly emphasize global exploitation

on this forthcoming $2,000,000 production Right now he Is having

the various language versions of the story written ior <Ustributlon as

small paperback books for giveaways in some 22 nations concurrent

with the world-wide release of the picture Pol has organised the

presentation of the entire story of "Tom Thumb," consisting oi 5X)00

sketches arranged as a cyclorama to be used as a master key when

actual production and filming gets under way
T T

• • • UOYD BACON has wound up "Off To Buffalo," Woltw
Morosco production he directed at 20th Century-Fox, and the chances

are about even now as to whether he'll do another picture ior 20th

or whether he will at (his time launch production on his own indie

venture in association with Sam Jaife His own show would be

"The Glittering HilL" romantic history oi Butte, Mont., and the Amwi-

can mining industry The producer-director has also been signed

to direct "Barnstorming" which Producer Robert S. Golden has scheduled

ior his 1948 production slate Starting date for the latter will de-

pend on which of the two pictures under consideration ior immediate

action, "The Glittering Hill" or the 20th assignment, get the gun first,

with the wind-up date correlating to the start oi Golden'* plctvue,

which, incidentally, is about Frank Bacon, the producer-dlrectn's Il-

lustrious actor-father ......

T T
• • • THE CUVIER-PICARD DANCERS, the long-bearded ballet

troupe which Paris takes very seriously, are going to do a couple oi

ballets of their own arranging in Harry Sherman's projected indie ver-

sion of the Carmen story, "Carmen Of The West" Sherman, who
just signed thi| terpsichorean equivalent of the baseball Hou3e of Dorld

nine, admits himself he doesn't know whether Americans will take the

Beaver Ballet seriously but, regardless, Sherman will have them do

their stuff for the cameras this Fall Meanwhile, the producer has

just wound up "They Passed This Way," Sherman production for Biler-

prise

T T T
• • • CATHY CARTER is doing fine Roy Del Ruth, pro-

ducer and director of "It Happened On Fifth Avenue" as; an independeal

for Allied Artists' release, used her in that picture and she reacted so

favorably on both the studio gang and the public in general that Del

Ruth has just assigned her to the role of Melinda, car-hop in an aU-

night drive-in, in "Red Light," his next Roy Del Ruth production for

Allied Artists The producer-director also spotted Naomi Cossldy.

co-ed member of the Stanford University drama department while on a

recent location shooting trip that took him to San Francisco, and con-

ducted a test which landed her in a small but important role for "Rod

Light" Looker has already reported here for vmce ond thesplan

coaching

Col. Sales Toppers

To Meet Here Aug. 25

(Continued from Page 1)

Cohn, executive vice-president; A.
Schneider, vice-president, treasurer;
N. B. Spingold, vice-president; Leo
Jaffee, assistant treasurer; Rube
Jackter, assistant general sales man-
ager; Louis Astor, Louis Weinberg
and Irving Wormser, circuit sales ex-
ecutives; Maurice Grad, short sub-
jects sales manager; George Josephs,
assistant to Montague; Joseph Frei-
berg, sales accounting manager; H.
C. Kaufman, exchange operations
managers; Seth Raisler, contract de-
partment; Vincent Borelli, assistant
to circuit sales execs.; Irving Sher-
man and Sydney Singerman, ex-
change operations assistant man-
agers.

Field representatives include Nat
Cohn, New York division manager;
Jerome Safron, Western division

manager; Sam Galanty, Mid-east di-

vision manager; Carl Shalit, Central
division manager; B. C. Marcus,
Mid-west division manager; I. H.
Rogovin, New England division man-
ager; R. J. Ingram, Southeastern
division manager; J. B. Underwood,
Southwestern division manager;
Harry Weiner, Southern New Jersey
and Eastern Pennsylvania division

manager, and B. J. Lourie, Chicago
branch manager.

Allen Park Conspiracy
Suit Due for Trial Soon

Woll Made RCA Fellow

Camden, N. J. — Harry J. Woll,

RCA Victor advanced development

engineer, has been awarded an RCA
Fellowship under a new graduate

plan established by the RCA board,

Frank M. Folsom, executive vice-

president in charge of the RCA Vic-

tor division, announced.

Para. "Earrings" Screening
Paramount's "Golden Earrings,"

starring Marlene Dietrich and Ray
Milland will be tradeshown in all

branch areas on Aug. 25.

"ChUdren" to 55th St.

"Children of Paradise," French-
made film, returns to the 55th on
Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)

George, has been tentatively set for
next month.

Plaintiff contends it is an inter-

national conspiracy by the connec-
tion of Famous Players as operators
of their only American house, the
Lincoln Park, in another suburb. In-

ternational angle also is alleged be-
cause of operation of Mel in Melvin-
dale by United Detroit Theaters
Failure to get satisfactory run and
clearance by the Allen Park is in-

volved.

Columbia Records Opened
Federal Judge John Bright yes

terday granted the Fifth & Walnut
St. Corp. the right to inspect certain
records of Columbia Pictures, a de
fendant in the theater company's
$2,100,000 anti-trust suit. Other
majors, also defendants in the ac-

tion, had stipulated that Fifth &
Walnut could inspect similar records

[»•>>*>
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ADELE JERGENS • GEORGE MACREADY •WM FRAWLEY

Original screenplay by Edwin Blum, Don Hartman • Songs by Allan Roberts and Doris Fisher

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • A DON HARTMAN PRODUCTION
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AST WEEK the British govern-

ment announced a tax of 75% on all

American film earnings in Great

Britain.

I look at this as the greatest chal-

lenge we have ever had to meet in

our business.

What happens at No. 10 Downing

Street in London affects Main Street,

U.S.A. Not only the producers, but

every one of the 16,500 exhibitors in

America must revamp his thinking

and his way of doing business if he is

to meet the threat of the British tax

and keep his theatre open.

"Of 123 pictures sent into the

foreign market,** DailyVariety pointed

out the other day, "only 19 paid their

negative costs in the domestic market.

All profits came from foreign showing.

And 85% of the foreign market for

American films is in Great Britain.'*

The meaning of that is clear. Pro-

ducers will hereafter have to depend

on the domestic market alone for a

return of their costs and a profit com-

mensurate with the value of their

pictures. This leaves them with two

alternatives: to produce cheap pic-

tures with a minimum of time, money

and talent, or to continue to gamble

fortunes in the attempt to make really

fine films. I believe most of us will

take that gamble, for without first-

rate pictures the entire industry is

doomed, producer and exhibitor alike.

While drastic readjustments must

be made in Hollywood, the exhibitor,

too, must realize that his ability to

stay in business depends directly on

whether or not his policies encourage

the making of good motion pictures.

He must discard his hidebound theo-

ries and ancient prejudices. He must

learn, like any other wise retailer, to

distinguish between quality product

and inferior product. And he must

treat each according to its merit.

^^isiiii# iielieve this message to be of such significance to the entire industni



OUT ON THE BRITISH TAX!
{Reprint from Weekly Variety, August 13, 1947)

A case in point is "The Best Years

of Our Lives." When the judgment of

critics and preview audiences con-

firmed my own opinion that it was

an outstanding picture I decided that

it was time to get away from the old

habit of treating all films alike. 1 was

sure that the American public would

be willing to pay a fair admission price

to see a genuinely fine picture even if

the price was higher than that being

charged for run'of-the-mill films.

Amazingly enough, resistance to

this policy came not from the public,

which flocked to see the picture, but

from the exhibitors. Whether they

represented large circuits or individual

houses, with a few notable exceptions,

they resented this departure from the

conventional method of charging the

same standard price for all pictures,

good and poor.

As a result it was necessary for us

to show "Best Years" in theatres off

the beaten path, to guarantee running

expenses, to bear the burden of the

exploitation campaigns. And yet the

receipts, and the exhihitor^s share,

were far above what they would have

been if we had been content to stick

to out-moded methods of pricing and

selling the picture.

That is only one illustration. But

it proves a point. If exhibitors insist

on charging uniform prices in the

future, they will get uniform pictures.

And uniform pictures will not keep

the theatres filled. Instead they will

actually drive people away. Only ex-

ceptional pictures will keep our thea-

tres open. And for the exceptional

picture it is not only fair—but now an

absolute necessity—to charge a price

which bears some reasonable relation-

ship to the true value and quality of

the entertainment offered.

Only this way can we continue

to produce fine films.

And only by producing fine films

can we survive!

that we have obtained permis§ij|y|y;eprin
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Rank Moves to Slash

Production Budgets

(Continued from Page 1)

fore the Attlee bombshell was set

off, but it has been redrawn, with

new teeth, to go into effect when the

Rank studios resume on Sept. 1

after the annual vacation fortnight.

While the BFPA is still awaiting

a reply from the MPAA to its pro-

posal to activate the Joint Standing

Advisory Committee of the British

and U. S. film industries, evidently

there is no concern over the delayed

reaction. Sir Henry L. French,

BFPA director - general, observed

that he did not anticipate a quick

reply from America.

Industry here, as in the U. S.,

is watching the Washington parleys

in the hope that a solution to the

problem will be reached.

Rank Retrenchment Fails

To Stir Washington
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Reports from Lon-

don that J. Arthur Rank has decided

to trim his sails to fit the home
market were greeted here with ap-

parent indifference, although there

was some speculation that the step

was taken on advice of British rep-

resentatives at the Anglo-American

talks here. In the meantime, MPAA
headquarters here have had no word
from Sir Wilfred Eady, head of the

British-Mission, and there is no def-

inite plan for discussion between the

British and the MPAA.
There was no session of the finan-

cial conference yesterday, but at-

tempts to determine if the day of

idleness was decided upon in order

to give either side a chance to study

proposals laid out by the other were
without result. It was not believed

that any proposals were presented

Monday.
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston

is still at his home in Spokane,

although ready to come to Washing-
ton if the need arises. In the event

the British do signify their desire to

talk with MPAA, it is likely that

Joyce O'Hara, assistant to Johnston,

will "sound them out" first to see

if there is any point in having John-

ston return. O'Hara has been con-

stantly on deck here for the past

week, and in frequent telephone com-
munication with Johnston.

REUI POSTS

MARTIN D. PHELAN, manager home office,

Eastin Pictures Co., Davenport, la.

HUGH P. KILLINGSWORTH, manager, new Hook
Theater, Eutaw, Alo.

RONALD HADINGHAM, sales manager, profes-

sional division. Bell & Howell, Chicago.

HERMAN SPIESS, personnel supervisor. Bell &
Howell.

LEE C. ANDREWS, chief accountant, Lincoln-

wood Plant, B & H.

HAROLD L. TEEL, city manager S&M Theaters,

Qt Marshalitown, la.

Equip. Exports to U. K. Up SO!

Ravf Stock Shipped Increased 120 P.C.

(Continued from Page 1

)

specialist, reported preliminary fig-

ures show film exports reached 417,-

705,659 linear feet valued at $8,010,-

154, compared with figures of 283,-

977,871 and $5,632,208 for the first

half of 1946. At the same time, said
Golden, the value of cameras, pro-
jectors, arc lamps and other equip-
ment exported amounted to $7,764,-

717, an increase of 155 per cent over
the corresponding figure of $3,309,-
467 a year earlier.

Raw stock shipments amounted to

257,270,358 linear feet valued at

$3,748,890 in 1947, 120 million linear
feet more than in the same neriod of
1946, when 137,019,551 linear feet
valued at $1,972,376 were shipped.
Largest gain in exports of this type
of film was the 120 per cent increase
recorded in the 35 mm. positive

classification, with exports of 190,-

865,453 linear feet valued at $2,047,-
278 in January-June 1947 as com-
pared with 85,507,433 linear feet
valued at $757,418 in the first half
of 1946.
Export of 35 mm. and 16 mm. posi-

tive and negative feature film. Golden
noted totalled 160,435,301 linear feet
with a valuation of $4,261,264 this

year, compared with 146,958,320
linear feet valued at $3,659,832 last
year. The largest part of this trade
was in the 35 mm. positive, with ex-
ports of 145,864,387 linear feet
valued at $3,748,568 this year and
138,265,554 linear feet valued at
$3,301,925 in 1946.
Comparative export figures of

American film shipments for the first

six months of 1946 and 1947 to the
United Kingdom, are as follows:

Exposed or developed
motion picture feature

films
Jan.-June 1947

Lin. ft. Dollars
Jan.-June 1946

Lin. ft. Dollars
35 mm. negative films . . .

16 mm. negative films . . .

35 mm. positive films .

16 mm. positive films .

586,978
16,900

7,159,488
89,668

28,129
975

313,597
3,694

485,072
2,000

4,967,303
61,950

20,999
80

200,917
2,872

Substantial increases were re-
corded in the exports of all classes
of equipment in the first six months
of 1947. Camera shipments rose to
8,457 from a total of only 601 in the
first half of 1946, and a total of 17,-

522 projectors of all types were ex-
ported, compared with only 4,406 in
the same period of 1946.

Sound reproducing equipment was
exported to the value of $2,188,533

during January-June 1947, almost

twice the 1946 shipment valued at

$1,103,941. A large gain was also
recorded in exports of recording
equipment during this period, value
rising from $265,160 to $781,331.

K i-Montiis Net Up

To $20,299,661

(Continued from Page 1)

stock were calculated at $1.62 per
share compared with $1.27 per share
in the comparable 1946 period. It

was disclosed by Perley S. Wilcox,
chairman, and Thomas J. Hargrave,
president, company sales in the
Western hemisphere, were 29 per
cent higher in the first half of this

year than in the corresponding 1946
period. Company's common shares
increased last April from 2,500,000

of no par value to 20,000,000 of $10
par value. Five new shares were
issued for each outstanding old
share.

OHE Greenlights $379,380
For Bldg. of 9 New Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

were 28 applications calling for an
outlay of $1,261,939.
A recapitulation of OHE actions

on theaters since the new housing
law went into effect last month shows
117 approvals, calling for $3,235,683,
compared with 258 turndowns, call-
ing for $11,188,226.

UNITOCIiarterWill

Provide Film Equality

(Continued from Page 1)

the theaters of all other nations after

permitting national quotas of screen

time for protection of native films.

Article was inserted with few reser-

vations.

"Temporary reservations" were
submitted bv Great Britain. Czecho-
slovakia and the Netherlands.

It was not claimed for the film

clause that it will prevent action
similar to the recent UK move. It is

designed to deal with trade restric-

tions arising from efforts to pro-
tect domestic industry.

It was agreed that the screen time
quota shall be the international
standard method for protecting do-
mestic industries, and that negotia-
tions for domestic reduction of such
quotas will be conducted in the same
way as negotiations for reductions of
tariffs.

Texas Mayor Wants
City Film Censor

(Continued from Page 1)

involved. In the meantime a commit-
tee has been named to function tem-
porarily.

RKO Patiie Wiii Maiie

48 Sliorts in East

(Continued from Page 1)

of 86 subjects and 127 reels of pro-;

duct.

Recently elected to the pi-^sidency

of RKO Pathe, Michalson^eqUo con-

tinues as short subjects sales man-

ager for RKO Radio said he would

concentrate on an accelerated pro-

gram of short subjects originating

here.

Two new series as yet untitled are

in planning stages and will be dif-

ferent from anything as yet pre-
sented, Michalson claimed.
Michalson revealed that RKO

Pathe is slowly evacuating its Mad-
ison Ave. offices to make way for
the Warner News crew who are now
occupying 70 per cent of office space
there. Writers and the commercial
sales department will remain at the
present offices, Michalson added,
while the remainder of the staff
moves uptown to offices in the new
Park Ave. studio.

Grainger Off to Final
Republic Sales Sessions

(Continued from Page 1) I

O'Gara, Eastern division manager;
Sam Seplowin, Central sales man-
ager, and Irwin H. Pollard, branch
manager, in addition to the entire
local sales force.
On Friday and Saturday Grainger

will be in Chicago where meetings
will be held with Will Baker, Mid-
western district manager; Nat E.
Steinberg, Prairie district manager;
J. J. Houlihan, St. Louis; Jack Frack-
man, Milwaukee; E. H. Brauer, In-
dianapolis, and Robert F. Withers,
Kansas City. Grainger is due back
Aug. 25.

Edward L. Walton, assistant gen-
eral sales manager and Western
division manager, is en route to the
home office. He will stop for confabs
in Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Portland, Minneapolis. Walter Titus,
Jr., Southern division manager, is

also due soon from a swing around
his territory.

Animation Studio Nears
Completion in France

Paris (By Cable)—New animation
studio, France's first, is nearing com-
pletion at Billancourt and will house
the Lou Bunin production "Alice in

Wonderland," when completed.

STORK REPORTS

Baby boy, Peter, eight and a half

pounds, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Phil Reisman, Jr., of RKO Pathe,
Aug. 15, at New Rochelle Hospital.

The Reismans have a daughter and
another son.
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cnnmRKE ehough pixFOROuin HOusES-RnnK
V. K. Move Provides Longer $ Supply iox U. S.
Brit. Cancellation of Loan
Pact Clause Recognizes
Only U. S. Dollar Demands

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaration by Hugh

Dalton, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
that payments between the U. K. and
the U. S. "will not be affected" by
the temporary departure of the Brit-

ish from the convertibility clause of

the Anglo-American loan agreement
was seen here last night as a bene-
ficial development for the American
pix industry.

Cancellation of the convert-

(Continued on Page 8)

State, Treas. Ruling

On U. K. Tax Due Soon

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—There was consider-

able optimism in trade circles here

yesterday that a ruling will come out

shortly from the State or Treasury
Department—or both—terming the

75 per cent ad valorem tax imposed
on American pix two weeks ago by
the UK in violation of existing

(Continued on Page 6)

PCCITO Will Take Stand

On Percentage Pix Today

Salt Lake City—A radical change
in the present system of licensing

percentage pictures will be demanded
b/ the Pacific Coast Conference of

Independent Theater Owners, it was
indicated here yesterday at the quar-

(Continued on Page 6)

Palace Repertory
As Testing Ground

With the repertory program at the

Palace well under way, RKO biggies

have been able to observe which of

their pictures could be profitably re-

issued. Pix that don't draw so well

will be replaced by others. All in all,

about 25 or 30 features will be test-

ed. Palace's program is so flexible

that even those re-issues which have

just played there will be shown again.

House will revert to its regular policy

sometime in October.

[/iVITO Filttt Charter Clause Seen in London
As IVot Damaging to British Pic Quota Law

London (By Cable)—Anxiety along Wardour St. that the film article included

in the proposed UN International Trade Organization charter might affect present

and prospective quota legislatiorl was quieted yesterday by a Board of Trade

spokesman who said that the clause will not be damaging to the Bfritish industry.

Text of the article is expected to be published at the weekend when the first

results of the Geneva conference are revealed. Reports reaching here Indicate

that the British representatives in Switzerland are cagey on the film provision,

which may explain the "temporary reservations" filed by England, along with

some other countries.

(hussel Named E-L

N. Y. Sales Manager

A. W. Schwalberg, Eagle-Lion vice-

president and general sales man-
ager, announced yesterday the ap-

pointments of Seymour Schussel as

district sales manager for the N. Y.

Metropolitan area and Lou Wechsler
to the post of N. Y. branch manager.

In addition, Schwalberg stated,

David Sohmer will serve as the com-
pany's N. Y. sales manager.

Schussel was N. Y. district man-
ager for PRC prior to E-L's absorp-

(Continued on Page 8)

Lantz Delivering 12

For UA '48 Release

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Having expanded his

production activities, Walter Lantz
has 12 completed cartoon stories in

work, all of which will be delivered
to United Artists for release during
the coming year.
With six currently in production,

Lantz will deliver the shorts at the
rate of one per month beginning in

mid-September. The program con-

sists of five Woody Woodpeckers,

(Continued on Page 8)

Holds U. S. Distribs.

Will Take 25% Rather
Than Nothing from U. K.

London (By Cable)—In the event

the 75 per cent ad valorem duty is

retained by Britain, the Rank Or-
ganization, within 18 months can
produce enough pictures for its two
circuits and for the group's overseas
theaters, J. Arthur Rank stated yes-

terday. Pictures, he said, will be
comparable with any made so far and
will not be quickies.

Commenting on the MPEA ban of

exports of U. S. pictures to Britain,

(Continued on Page 6)

Expect Decision Today
On News Fotogs Demands

Definite announcement is expected
today following yesterday's meeting
between newsreel editors and Walter
Lang, business rep. of Local 644 of

the International Photographers of

the Motion Picture Industries. News
(Continued on Page 6)

See No Likelihood of

Capital Labor Confab

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—There is no indica-

tion here that the conference to

which Rep. Fred Hartley, co-author
of the Taft-Hartley Labor Bill, in-

vited studio heads will actually be

(Continued on Page 6)

UA To Step Up U.K.

Output To Offset Tax

London (By Cable) —United Art-

ists producers have their eyes turned

towards British production and will

step up their British programs in a

move to offset the new duty, Arthur
W. Kelly, vice-president in charge

of foreign sales, said yesterday.

Kelly believes the problem of studio

space is not insuperable and that it

(Continued on Page 8)

India Distrib. Changes Due
New States Will Need More Exchanges

Green Demands Discharge

Of Labor Com. Counsel

Washington—AFL President Wil-

liam Green yesterday demanded in

wires sent to Rep. Carroll D. Kearns,

R., Pa., and Speaker of the House

Joe Martin that Irving G. McCann,

counsel for the House Labor Com-
mittee, be discharged. McCann at-

tacked AFL counsel Joseph L. Pad-
(Continued on Page 6)

Bombay (By Air Mail)—Division

of India into the completely inde-

pendent states of India and Pakistan

will necessitate some revisions in

film distribution methods, observers

here point out. Separation which be-

comes effective on April 1, 1948, is

seen as calling for the establishment

of ait least one new exchange center.

While operations in India are not

expected to need extensive altering,

(Continued on Page 6)

RCA Victor Creates

Educat'l Sales Div.

Camden — New educational sales

department has been created by RCA
Victor to spearhead company's ex-

pansion of activities in sales and
manufacture of audio-visual equip-

ment. Department will develop and

sell new, improved products adapted

(Continued on Page 8)

Technicolor Served;

No Kalmus Statement

Technicolor, Inc., has been finally

served with papers charging violations

of Government anti-trust laws,

George F. Lewis, counsel to Dr. Her-

bert T. Kalmus, Technicolor proxy,

told THE FILM DAILY yesterday.

Lewis said Kalmus had no statement

to make regarding the Government

allegations and that the charges were

"nothing new."

mp
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 17 US/g 17
Col. Picts. vtc 181/8 17 171/2

Col. Picts. pfd 757/8 757/8 757/8
East. Kodak 45 445/8 447/8

Gen. Prec. Eq 183/8 18 18
Loew's, Inc 20^4 197/8 20
Paramount 21% 23i'<i 231/8

RKO 117/g 11 5/, 113/4

20th Century-Fox . . . 275/8 265/8 265/8

Universal Pict 19 187/8 19
Worner Bros 15 143^ 1474

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 33^ J3^ 33^
RKO 33/8 31/4 31/4

Sonotone Corp 33/8 3V4 33^
Technicolor 123A I21/2 125/8

Trans-Lux 23/^ 33^ 33^

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 67/8

Pothe 43/8

Net
Chg.

+ "
3/8— 33/8

+ 1— 1/8— 5/8

— 3/4

— Vs

+ Vs

Asked
71/8

53/8

Stahl Heads New Circuit;

Open 1st in Miami Dec. 1

Maurie Stahl, operator of the Rex
and Rivoli Theaters in Rutherford,
N. J., and the Regent Theater in

Kearney, is the prexy of a new syn-
dicate formed with Stillman & Still-

man, New York theatrical attorneys.
A 5 the Normandy Theater Corp.,

syiuliT -> will open the new Nor-
mandy Theater, Miami Beach, on
Dec. 1.

Sorrell Accuses SAG
Of Favoring lATSE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Testifying before the

House Labor sub Committee, Her-
bert K. Sorrell, head of CSU, accused
Screen Actors Guild of favoring
lATSE. SAG tried to put pressure
on arbiters and sell them a bill of
goods favoring the lATSE, Sorrell
said.

Ronald Regan, px'esident of SAG,
earlier testified that his organization
was neutral and willing to support
any arbitration decision. "Had de-
cision been reversed we would have
suppoii;ed reversal," he said.

Gen. Harbord of RCA Dies;

Funeral Rites Tomorrow

Funeral servics for Lt. Gen. James
Guthrie Harbord. honorary chairman
of the RCA board, will be held to-

morrow morning at St. Barthol-
omew's Episcopal Church. Military
services will be held in the Chapel
at Fort Meyer, Va., and bui-ial, with
full military honors, will be held the
same day in Arlington Cemetery.

General Harbord died yesterday at
his home in Rye after a brief illness.

He was 81 years old.

Balaban and Party Return
From European Mission

Chicago—John Balaban, Will Hol-
lander, Irving Kupcinet, Times col-

umnist, and other members of their
PalestiYie mission, returned here,
their starting point, yesterday after
their plane trip abroad.

Balaban will start a campaign
shortly for $12,000,000 for the Chi-
cago .Jewish Welfare Fund. He also
will give various meetings first hand
reports on his European trip.

F. & K. FUe FPC Suit

Halifax — Franklin & Herschorn
have filed suit against Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp. for a share in
the operation of the Oi-pheus Theater
which is now being razed to make
way for a new Paramount. Plain-
tiffs claim Orpheus was operated by
FPC by separate agreement. House
was leased by F. & H. Later FPC
bought the property. F. & H. main-
tain their agreement has no expira-
tion date even if FPC became land-
lords instead of lessees. FPC con-
tends agreement ended when prop-
erty was bought. Case will be heard
in the Fall.

Adioum Loew Meet
Regular monthly meeting of the

board of directors of Loew's, Inc.,

scheduled for yesterday, was ad-
journed yesterday to Sept. 3 for lack
of a quorum.

New lA Unit Formed
Kankakee, 111. — Local B-74 The-

ater Employes Union, lATSE, has
been organized here with Pearl
O'Brien, president, Farlene Grice,
secretary, Doreen White, business
agent.

COfninC and Goinc

SAM WHEELER, Film Classics distribution

chief, is in Hollywood for conferences with

branch managers.

FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters execu-

tive, is making a trip through New England.

SAM LEFKOWITZ, Warner Eostern district

manager, was in Albany yesterday and will be
in Gloversville today. He is due back tomorrow.

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram president and
NORTON V. RITCHEY, are in Paris after having

stopped off in Amsterdam.

FRANK WHITBECK, M-G-M studio ad chief,

and RALPH WHEELWRIGHT, ossistant studio

publicity chief, leave for the Coast tomorrow
following home office discussions concerning
fortlicoming company releases.

BEN BOGEAUS, DOLORES MORAN, JULES
SELTZER were Chicago visitors yesterday.

CLAUDE MORRIS, SRO exploitation manager,
is in Baltimore to set up a campaign for the

opening of "Duel in the Sun." He leaves for

a three weeks' vacation on Monday.

FDR Film Opening Tonight
Draws Many Industry-ites

In addition to many notables, in-

cluding Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and
Mayor O'Dwyer. leading local in-

dustry figures who will attend the

opening of "The Roosevelt Story"
at the Globe tonight include: Si

Fabian, Joe Vogel, Fred Schwartz,
Leo Brecher, Harold Rinzler, Joseph
Seider, Samuel Goodman, Sol

Schwartz, James Mulvey, Walter
Reade, Jr., Jack Hattam, J. J. Joel-

son, Max A. Cohen, David Wein-
stock, William Cronin, Joseph
Becker, John Benas, Fred Lynch,
Oscar Doob, William and Harry
Brandt, Maj. Albert Warner, Harry
M. Warner.

Para. Holding Drive Meetings
Seattle—First of a series of four

West Coast meetings on Paramount's
1947 sales drive was held yesterday
with George Smith, Western division

manager, in attendance. Harold
Wirthwein, assistant West Coast dis-

trict manager and captain of the
drive, conducted the meeting with
Hugh Braly, district manager. Other
sessions are scheduled for Portland,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Columbia Dividends Declared
Directors of Columbia yesterday

declared on its common stock a divi-

dent of 50 cents per share usually
declared at this time, and the same
aditional dividend of 50 cents per
share which was declared las:: year,
payable on Sept. 24, to holders of
record Sept. 9.

N. Y/S ASTOR MOVES
ALL SEATS TO

CENTER SECTION
. . . by installing the greatest

invention since sound . . .

NU-S(REEH
NU-SCREEN CORP.

1501 Broadway

New York 18, N. Y.

Wisconsin 7-9355

Blake Closes Three Deals
For Shorts Production

B. K. Blake will produce a three-
reel featurette for the National
Guard to spur enlistments. Pic will

be directed by George Blake. Produc-,
tion will be done in the East.

;

Blake will also make six black-and-
white shorts for the Westinghouse
Electric Mfg. Corp. and t-vw;,^ ^.jgle

reel films in color for ^, ,.ard /
Brands.

NEW YORK THEATERS

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALl—
Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY
GRANT LOY TEMPLE

"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"
An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

^^ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presenfs \

I

DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO!
I and the Goldwyn Girls in

r£c»fi//coe.oK

EfcjvCOot Aixae BROADV/Air'

ON SCREEN

"COPA-

CABANA"
Groucho
MARX
Carmen

MIRANDA

m pehson
THELMA

CARPENTER
Bxtra!

HANK LADD
Plus others

BING CROSBY

JOANCAULFIELD

BARRY FITZGERALD

'^>^'.

-p/l^/iMOi/A/r .0:1..

• • • • • t

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE-

JACK HALEY • ELLA LOGAN
EXTRA! JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

R O XY 'th A*^- *" \# y^ 50rt St.



THAT OLD M-G-MAGIC!
i

Come one, come alllto the

Biggest Shows this industry has

witnessed since pre-war times!

'SONG OF LOVE": Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert \5C^alker in Big Cast.

'THE UNFINISHED DANCE": Margaret O'Brien and a specialty cast including Cyd
{Technicolor) Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas and others.

'GREEN DOLPHIN STREET": Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard Hart,

in a cast of hundreds.



"Wyoming" gets off to smash World Premie

in Cheyenne followed by 83 day-and-dote engogemen

in Rocky Mountain area!

more Class ''A'' top dates!

ORPHEUM • VOGUE " EL RAY • BELMONT • CULVER

of Fox West Coast Onit, Los Angeles

ARAMOUNT, San Fxancisco • SAENGER, New Orleans » LYRIC, Salt Lake Ci

MAYFAIR, Baltimore • IMPERIAL, Charlotte » FULTON, Pittsburgh • PALACE, Jacksonvl

And many more of the world's finest theatres are now boidcing

mx/m

wp/&m



iure-fire draw. Brimming with action." i(
Hojlvwood Reporter

lenty to cheer about,

ihoroughly entertaining. Superior

vestern." Showmen's Trade Review

iigh budget western packed with

^nts which fill theatres."

Motion Picture Herald

'lenty of action. Should be

satisfactory at box office."mm FxhiMtor

Should reap strong returns."

Variety - New York

|!Top grade western. Good bet. Loaded with

(excitement." Film Daily

Standout western. Commercial valued

suggest top playing time."

Motion Picture Daily
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State, Treas. Ruling

On U. K. Tax Due Soon

(Continued from Page 1)

Anglo-American trade and financial
agreements. Thus far the industry
has maintained that the tax is in

violation, but without any official

agreement from the U. S. Govern-
ment.
Such a ruling would immensely

strengthen the hand of American
reps, in the current talks with the
British financial mission here. At the
same time, it must be borne in mind
that there is little chance the mis-
sion here can offer anything more
than a tentative solution to the pix
problem. (One of the things admin-
istration officials are upset about
here is that the British delegation is

not on a high enough governmental
echelon.)

In the meantime, it seems that the
current talks are exploratory more
than anything else, and that final
decisions will be reserved until the
arrival in London next month of
Treasury Secretary John Snyder.

Expect Decision Today
On News Fotogs Demands

(Continued from Page 1)

cameramen have asked for a 20 per
cent wage hike to cover cost-of-liv-
ing increases as well as a year's ex-
tension on the closed shop.

Father of Paul MacNamara Dead
Mass will be said tomorrow at St.

Joan of Arc Church, Jackson Heights,
for William D. MacNamara, 79,
fa:her of Paul MacNamara, SRO ad-
vertising - publicity director. Burial
will be in Fulton, N. Y. He is also
survived by his wife, Katherine.

Ina B. Ives Dead
Detroit — Funeral services have

been held for Mrs. Ina B. Ives, wife
of the late PRC salesman and the-
ater operator. Interment was in
Oakwood Cemetery, Farmington.

Can Make Enough Pix—Rank
Believes U. S. Distrihs. Will Take 25%

(Continued from Page 1)

Rank observed that he does not think
the decision to block exports will be
permanent and the majors will even-
tually decide that 25 per cent from

In a poll conducted by the paper,
readers of the London Daily Express
placed four American pictures among
those they would pay to see again.
M-G-M's "Gone With the Wind"
topped a list of 10 selections, while
two other Metro films, "Mrs. Min-
iver" and "Random Harvest," placed
fourth and eighth. "Rebecca" was
listed fifth.

the U. K. is better than nothing at
all.

Rank also is convinced that the
U. S. will not adopt any retaliatory
tactics because of the duty, and said
that he is very satisfied with what is

happening to his pictures in America
at this time.

See No Likelihood of

Capital Labor Confab

(Continued from Page 1)

held here tomorrow. Hartley, in

Hollywood for hearings on the studio
labor situation, invited industry top-
pers to meet with him in New York
last Saturday—then came East and
announced the meeting was post-
poned until tomorrow, to be held at
his Congressional office.

Hartley is not in town, his office

knows nothing of any meeting,
MPAA has no word that it is on, and
there is no indication that anyone is

coming in from Hollywood for it.

Fla. City Ordinance to

Up Licenses If Passed

Sanford, Fla.— A pending ordin-
ance befoi'e the City Council will,

if passed, increase occupational
licenses of all theaters. For motion
picture theaters with seating capac-
ity of 200 or less the fee goes from
$50 to $75. Between 200 and 500
seats the rate will be changed from
$75 to $100. More than 500 goes
from $100 to $150. Daily rate for
theatrical players and minstrels in
buildings fitted for such shows has
been increased from $40 to $50.

Hold Komm Rites
St. Louis—Funeral services were

held at the week-end for Samuel
Komm, 47, operator of a string of
theaters in this city and Illinois.

Komm died of a heart ailment. He
is survived by his wife, a son, two
daughters and his brother. Burial
was in Chesed Shel Emeth Cemetery.

Janitors StUl Negotiating
Chicago— Negotiations for a new

wage contract for the Theater Jani-
tors Union are still in process of
negotiation it is reported here by
Tom Burke, business agent.

jPCCITO Will Take Stand
j

On Percentage Pix Today
(Continued from Page 1)

terly meeting of the PCCITO trus-
tees.

A sales plan recently announced
by the association, whereby percent-
age terms start at the break-even
point and at the same time guaran-
teeing a 15 per cent retui'n to the
distrib, will be advocated strongly
despite the fact that a negative re-
action has been received so far from
some of the distribs.

It was pointed out at yesterday's
meeting that one exhib playing "It's

a Wonderful Life" on a 30 per cent
basis took a loss of $64, whereas
under the PCC plan the exhib would
have realized a profit of $9.14.

It was the consensus of the trus-
tees that no theater that grosses less
than $750 a week can afford to play
pictures on percentage, with some
exhibs claiming that a $1,000 a week
theater takes a risk if it agrees to a
percentage engagement. A definite
stand on the percentage situation
will be adopted at today's meeting.

The PCC trustees, who tomorrow
will meet with indie exhibs from four
surrounding States, adopted a reso-
lution recommending that the 10 per
cent excise tax on admissions be
eliminated, leaving a straight 10 per
cent tax.

Hugh Bruen of San Francisco, who
is the PCC rep on the film industry
committee, recommended that thea-
ters give the greatest possible screen
time to the showing of the short
subjects planned by the industry to
sell the industry to the public. The
trustees gave Bruen their support to
the project.

Yesterday's meeting was the first

at which the ITO of Montana, recent-
ly affiliated with the PCCITO, sent
reps. Clarence J. Severson of Wolf
Point, Mont., headed the delegation.
Action on the contemplated law suit

against Ascap and the expansion of
the PCCITO to include other units
are on the agenda for today.

Green Demands Discharge
Of Labor Com. Counsel

(Continued from Page 1)

way with his fists Tuesday in Holly-
wood, during the Committee's hear-
ings on the Hollywood labor situa-
tion.

SPG Extend Producer Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen Publicists Guild

has signed with major producers for
extension of its present contract to
August 16, 1948.

"Suspense" Big in Rio
Word has been received at the

home office of Monogram Interna-
tional that "Suspense" grossed $14,-
000 in its first week in Rio de Janeiro.
Film opened in three spots during
heavy rains.

India Division to

Need Distrib. Ciianges

(Continued from Page 1)

a new headquarters for Pakistan is

believed necessary. New state, to be
composed of Sind, Western Pun'ab,
Baluchistan, Eastern Bengal anfo C-
haps N. W. F. P., will have Ka....ni
in Sind as its capital. Karachi will

also be the principal port of Pakis-
tan.

Labor, presently a film distribu-

tion center, will remain in Pakistan
but is considered too distant from
the new capital and port. Some
observers believe also that the dis-

tributors may have to establish
branch offices in Dacca, the capital

of Eastern Bengal.
It is believed certain that Pakis-

tan will establish its own import
duties and the new state is expected
to set up its own censor authority at

Karachi.
Another problem facing distribu-

tors is that a number of the largest
Indian states have declared their

complete independence from either

India or Pakistan, and others are ex-

pected to make similar declarations,

to co-operate with the new India only
in external affairs and defense. On
the face of this, it would be possible

for each of 562 states to set up their

own import and censor regulations.
- However, it is expected that nego-
tiations by the American Ambas-
sador, in collaboration with Govern-
ment departments, Indian film repre-

sentatives and F. A. Spencer, MPAA
representative here, are expected to

result in some arrangement whereby
all of the states would be treated as

a unit for the purpose of import duty
and film censoring.

Special Release Date
Set by WB on "Father"

"Life With Father" has been set

by Warner Bros, for release Sept.

13 for special engagements only.

Margolin ENIC Rep.
George Margolin, head of Contin-

ental Motion Pictures Corp., has
signed a pact with Ente Nazionale
Industrie Cinematografiche (ENIC)
of Rome, Italy, whereby he becomes
U. S. representative.

Enterprise Changes to "N. M."
Title of "They Passed This Way,"

Enterprise pic, has been changed to

"New Mexico" at the personal re-

quest of Gov. Thomas J. Mabry, of

New Mexico.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Thomas-Aranow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sydelle Thomas,

daughter of Harry and Mrs. Thomas,
was married last Sunday to Samuel
Aranow, actor, known on the screen
as Bobby Stone.
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The result of this nation-wide newspaper, maga-
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U. K. Move Provides

Longer U. S. $ Supply

(Continued from Page 1)

ibility clause means that the
British will not recognize de-

mands for dollars from sources
other than American—and that
the British dollar supply should
be available longer for remit-
tance to this country, it was
pointed out last night at MPAA
headquarters.
In the meantime, Mervin Farris of

SIMPP, Gunther Lessing of Walt
Disney, Milton Kramer of David 0.
Selznick, and James Mulvey of Sam-
uel Goldwyn, were closeted for a
time yesterday afternoon with act-
ing Secretary of State Robert Lovett
and several of his aides. The emerg-
ency in Britain was the subject of

the conversation, and they received
assurance from Lovett that pix
would be discussed fully with the
British—as Treasury Secretary John
Snyder had earlier assured a pres's

conference. The indies will confer
this morning with Snyder.
The independents also registered

with Lovett their opposition to any
alternate plan involving the freez-
ing of funds in England. Such a plan
was advanced last week by MPAA
but the independents will have none
of it. That would hurt them as much
as or more than the 75 per cent tax,

they said, even though the larger

major producers could probably
stand it for a time better than the

tax. The majors, they said, could
work things out by producing in

England for the American market.

Tax Much Harder For Indie

The four executives pointed out to

Lovett that films already made and
now ready for showing in England
were produced on the assurance of

normal profits from U. K. screenings
—and that the sudden imposition of

the tax works a serious hardship on
the independent producer.

Snyder made it plain that the trade
section of current Anglo-American
conference here, headed by Paul
Nitze, assistant chief of ithe State
Department's commercial policy sec-

tion, will explore the question of
entry of American pix into England.
He made no further comment on pix
during his press conference, but de-

nied rumors that the current talks

are "bogging down."

ALONG

REUl POSTS

JOE BEAHEN, Columbia booker, Minneapolis.

JAMES CLEMENS, manager. Circle Theoter,
Nevada, la.

B. M. LAWRENCE, manager, Warners Capitol,

Danbury, Conn., transferred from Warners
Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

JULE WILLIAMSON, RKO salesman, Charlotte,

upped from office manager.

CLAY JESSUP, office manager, RKO, Charlotte.

BILL HARRIS, manager, Warners' Oakland
Square, Chicago.

IRVING MILLS, Monogram salesman, Minne-
apolis, leaving post as assistant to district

mj.iogsr at 20th-Fox.

DONALD BUDD, PRC-Eagle-Lion, Minneapolis.

Nlid-weeh Memos
• • • CREDIT MONTAGUE SALMON, Rivo'.i Theater managing

director, for a stunt that will garner attention to his house He has

concocted a "Hivoli Prize Photograph Salon" which he hopes will spur

competition among members of various metropolitan camera clubs

Photographic "bests" will be placed on exhibit in the Rivoli beginning

Sept. 1 Various prizes have been planned including consolation

ducats for every entrant. ... • Alan Ladd and Dorothy Lamour will

appear on the Army radio show, "Front and Center" this Sunday over

NBC. ... •' Janis Paige will share the Governor of California's box

at the annual Sheriff's Championship Rodeo on Sunday in the Hollywood

Coliseum. ... • Helicopter camera's first practical application to film

work was made by RKO yesterday during shooting of a scene for "Your

Red Wagon." ... • Boxing Managers Guild meeting this weekend is

expected to result in a stand against the Enterprise Pic, "Body and Soul,"

which it feels is "downright detrimental to the best interests of an honor-

able cmd long-lived sport." ... • Elliot Paul has completed English

titles for "Le Diable au Corps," French pic produced by Univ.-International

and Paul Graetz. ... • Dolores Del Rio will be honored as Latin

America's First Lady of Fashion Sept. 8 at the Neiman-Marcus 10th Fall

Fashion Exposition. ... • John D. Stephon, ex-theater man and con-

tributor to N. Y. dailies, has taken over the amusement page of The Irish

Echo. ... • Melvin L. Gold, NSS ad-publicity director, sends word

"Mister Showman," NSS special trailer organ, has been enlarged from

12 to 16 pages in the September number. . . .

Australian Invents New
Monopack Process Camera

Sydney (By Air Mail) — A new
camera expressly designed for the
monopack film process has been in-

vented by J. F. Knox. Apparatus was
developed after five years research
and is said to be the answer to the
trend away from the three-film

process.
An integrally-built automatic shut-

ter located under the matte box auto-
matically synchronizes picture and
sound film replacing the "clapper
brand." This results in a raw stock
saving of 14 per cent on sound takes.
The finder is a non-parallax type
utilizing remote follow focus. Film
transmission is the major change in

the unit and the chief improvement
is believed to be an electro magnet
which reduces film stress to half that
of standard mechanical reciprocal
movement. The Knox camera is

called the Cine Acoustic Mark III,

Electronic Blimpless Color Camera.

Metro's Manila Premiere

Manila (By Air Mail) — A gala
Philippine premiere of M-G-M's "Till

the Clouds Roll By" will be held at
the Ideal Theater in Manila late
this month, under the sponsorship of
the Philippine Army with proceeds
to the Special Army Fund. I. Cohen,
M-G-M manager in the area, has ar-
ranged a full dress Army parade as
part of the advance promotion for
the premiere.

WB Tradeshow Change
National tradeshowing of War-

ners "Dark Passage" has been moved
up from Sept. 15 to Sept. 17.

Wilcox House Wins 1-Day
Clearance by Hub Board

An award filed by ithe Boston arbi-

tration tribunal in the demand of

Charles S. Wilcox, operator of the
Orleans Theater, Orleans, Mass.,
finds that the maximum clearance
which may be granted to the Center
and Hyannis Theaters, Hyannis,
Mass., over the Orleans shall be one
day. This applies on such features
"only as the Center or Hyannis shall
play within 14 days of availability."

The Cincinnati tribunal dismissed
the complaint of the Ames Theater
in Dayton, 0., on the basis ithat sub-
stantial competition does exist be-
'•ween the Ames and the several the-
aters complained of in the Dayton
area.

FC Package Reissues
Booked by Met. Circuits

Two of Film Classics packages
have been booked by major circuits in

metropolitan New York according to
G«orge Waldman, FC's New York
sales manager. Loew's will offer
"Jungle Book" and "The Murder on
Diamond Row" this month. RKO
will feature "The Man Who Could
Work Miracles" and "Things to
Come."

Operator, Son Killed

St. Louis—Paul Renn, projectionist
at the Gem Theater, died following
an automobile accident in which his

two-year-old son was also killed.

His wife and her sister were also
seriously injured.

UAToStepUpU.K.

Output To Offset Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

will 'be possible to arrange individual
deals for space for each picture
planned.

Negotiations on a $5,(|/0 e)0
finance pool project are being .con-

tinued with a group of banks, Kelly
said.

UA releases planned at this time
for filming in Britain include Hunt
Stromberg's "Return of the Native,"
Mary Pickford's "Sorrell and Son,"
and Edward Small's Technicolor pro-
duction of "Lorna Doone." In addi-
tion Kelly is planning personal pro-
duction of "Halfcaste."

RCA Victor Creates
Educational Sales Div.

(Continued from Page 1)

to the field. William H. Knowles' is

general manager of the division. He
was formerly with Jam Handy.
Hari'y E. Erickson will be sales man-
ager. Gordon W. Butler is merchan-
dise manager.

Schussel Named E-L
N. Y. Sales Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the distribution facilities of

that company last week.
Wechsler formerly served as E-L's

special sales representative for New
York.

Lantz Delivering Twelve
For UA 1948 Release

(Continued from Page 1)

four Musical Miniatures and three
Andy Pandas.

Assisting Lantz in the role of

technical supervisor is William Gar-
rity, formerly with Walt Disney.

SRO Personnel Changes
John D. Keating has replaced Ed-

ward Salzberg as SRO sales repre-

sentative in Cincinnati, while Amos
Leonard has succeeded Ellis Shafton>

in St. Louis, Milton S. Kusell, vice-

president in charge of domestic and
Canadian sales, revealed yesterday.
Mervyn Goldstone has been named
booker and sales representative in

Toronto, Kusell said.

^ J^end iulfthda
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James Dent
Albert Rogell

Bert Roach
Forrest Stanley

Louis Brock
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Hans Dreier

Hlller Innes
John Dacey
Bill Pierce

Tom Tully
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BUILDinC COHTROLS SEED OFF in 60 DBVS
ZOth-Fox Reports 26-Week Net oi $8,401,778
Earnings Off $3 Million

From $11,449,449 Earned
In Same Period of 1946

A consolidated net profit of $8,401,-

778 was reported yesterday by 20th-
Fox and its subsidiaries including
National Theaters and Roxy Theater
after all charges, income taxes and
including deductions for dividends
on prior preferred and convertible
preferred stocks. The figure is equiv-

(Continued on Page 4)

American Reps. Admit

U. K. Tax is Disturbing

BULLETIN
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — It was learned
from reliable quarters last night
that Sir Wilfred Eady, leader of

the British delegation here for

the Loan pact parleys, has in-

formed the American group that
he and his associates do not have
the authority to discuss the 75

per cent tax on earnings of U.
S. pix in England.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The question of the

British tax of 75 per cent on earn-
ings of American films was brought
up yesterday during a meeting of

(Continued on Page 5)

St. Paul 5% Tichet
Tax Killed By City

Minneapolis — The St. Paul City

Council yesterday killed the contro-

versial 5 per cent amusement admis-

sions tax with a unanimous vote.

MACO and NCA attorneys Joe Finley

and Stanley Kane presented the

Council with 53,000 signatures to a

petition asking that the ordinance be

defeated. St. Paul theaters all week
had requested patrons to sign the

petition placed in lobbies as being

opposed to the tax levy.

Upon the recommendation of ex-

hibitors the Council tabled the entire

tax proposal for further study, pos-

sibly 6 months to one year. It was

further revealed to the Council that

the city's finances were better off

than had first been realized.

lATSE TO SUBMIT TAFT-HARTLEY DATA
Move Made to Protect Bargaining Rights, as Walsh Argues

Withholding Information Will Not Help Fight the Law

Boston — In a move to protect
lATSE bargaining rights, the gen-
eral executive board in its mid-Sum-
mer session at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel, yesterday unanimously voted
to file in Washington the anti-Com-
munist aflfadavits of its officers,

copies of its by-laws and regula-
tions, and financial reports, in com-
pliance with the Taft-Hartley law.

Announcement was made by Eichard
F. Walsh, lA president.
While expressing the view that the

legislation is unfair and discrimina-
tory, and that it would prove pro-

ductive of dissatisfaction among em-
ployers as well as among workers,
the board voted the move to protect

the rights now enjoyed by the In-

( Continued on Page 7)

TBA To Asl( Probe of PCCiTO Talces Action

Petriiio, Film Pacts

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—It was reported here

on high authority that the Television
Broadcasters Association— or indi-

vidual tele licensees — will shortly

complain formally to the Department
of Justice that Hollywood producers
are in conspiracy with Musicians
Union leader James C. Petrillo to

delay tele development.
Officials of the FM Broadcasting

(Continued on Page 5)

News Camera Union Gets
Closed Shop Extension

Beating deadline set by the Taft-
Hartley law, Local 644 of the Inter-

national photographers of Motion
Picture Industries obtained an agree-

ment from the newsreel companies to

extend the closed shop clause to

(Continued on Page 7)

To Fight Ascap's Fees

Salt Lake City — Action on the

PCCITO's plan for a test case to

determine the legality of Ascap's
collection of fees from exhibitors was
launched here yesterday by the PCC
with the appointment of Eobert
Graham, Seattle attorney, as the As-
sociation's counsel in the pressing
of the case. A separate fund was set

up to handle the ease and Hugh
(Continued on Page 4)

Dunn Named Circuit

Sales Manager of E-L

Harold Dunn, industry veteran in

domestic and foreign distribution,

has been named circuit sales man-
ager of Eagle-Lion, it was announced
yesterday by A. W. Schwalberg, vice-

president. Appointment is effective

(Continued on Page 5)

Ascap Mails License Change
Starts Oct.l, Based on House Capacity

Universal Shifting Ad,
Pressbook Depts. Here

Universal will shift its advertising

and press book departments from the

studio to New York with transfer of

offices to the new Park Ave. building

in September, John Joseph, ad-ex-

ploitation director announced yester-

(Continued on Page 5)

Ascap yesterday began mailing
notices to 17,000 theaters that efi'ec-

tive Oct. 1, a new method of licensing

will be used to calculate charges for

the use of music. Taking its cue
from a practise current abroad,

Ascap will scale license fees accord-

ing to a theater's admission price

and its seating capacity.

Deems Taylor, Ascap prexy, ex-

(Continoed on Page 7)

Prices Expected to Level
Off Automatically After

Gov't Ends Regulations

All restrictions on theater building
are expected to be dropped within
60 days, John Eberson, theater archi-
tect told The Film Daily yesterday.
Eberson said that the remaining
clauses in the original housing bill

which still sharply limited construc-
tion of "amusement or recreational
facilities" were "discriminatory" and
bore no semblance of the original in-

tentions of the "once mighty" hous-
ing bill.

Sixty days, Eberson said, will still

permit many owners and builders to

(Continued on Page 7)

Urge Treasury Com.

On Britisli Probiems

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appointment of a

special sub-committee to deal with
the British on pix problems was
urged upon Secretary of the Trea-
sury John Snyder yesterday by rep-
resentatives of SIMPP. The indies

(Continued on Page 4)

Six French Producers
Form $2,500,000 Pool

France's six leading producing
outfits have pooled together 300,-

000,000 francs (at official rate equiv-
alent to $2,500,000) to bolster sag-
ging production, I. E. Lopert, foreign

(Continued on Page 7)

^'Moonlight" to Preetn
In Paris (s) in I/. S.

UA is booking David L. Loew's

musicolor short, "Moonlight," into all

the Paris communities in the U. S.,

with plans for simultaneous openings

Aug. 31 to celebrate film's world

premiere. Reason for the tieup is

the short is based on Parisian Claude

Debussy's "Clair de Lune." Situa-

tions are being lined up in Texas,

Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennes-

see, Missouri, Idaho and South Caro-

lina.
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Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco, Vlrtudca 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gojtay.
Kltab Mahal, 190 Hornby Rd., Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Baffar, Fllmafrie, 8 Rue Charrai.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmlchael, Room 9, 464 Fianeli
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—
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—

Andor Lajta, Fllmmuveszetl Evkonyr, Thokoly-ut
75. Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels,
Erstaraten 18 (III).
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{Thurs., Aug. 21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Bell & Howell 221/2 22'/4 221/2

Col. Plots, vtc 177/8 171/4 177/a
East. Kodok 453^ 443/4 453/8

Gen. Prec. Eq ISVi I81/4 I8I/2

Loew's, Inc 201/2 20 201/2

Paramount 231/2 23i/a 231/4
RKO 113^ 1154 11%
Republic PIct 5 5 5
20th Century-Fox . . . 263^ 261/8 26%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 34% 34% 34%
20th Century-Fox ppf.lOSl/g 1031/8 1031/8

Universal PIct 19 IS'/g IS'/a
Universal Pict. Pfd... 78 78 78
Warner Bros 15 147/8 15

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 33^ 33/4 33^
RKO 31/4 31/8 31/8

Sonotone Corp 33^ 314 3%
Technicolor laVi 121/2 I21/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 67/8

Pathe 43/8

Net
Chg.

4- %
+ Vz
+ 1/2

+ Vi

+ 1/8— Vs

— 1

- 1/8— 1/2

+ '/s

- i/a

— Vs

Asked
71/8

5?!

Start Record Six At
Para, in September
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —- Six productions will

start shooting at the Paramount stu-
dios next month. It is the largest
group of top grade product to go
into production during the past year.
Included are: "The Long Grey Line,"
"A Foreign Affair," "A Connecticut
Yankee," "Sainted Sisters," "The
Sealed Verdict" and "Hazard."

cominG flno coinc
WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-G-M vice-president

and general sales manager, left yesterday for

the Coast with a stopover In Chicago for several

days.

VAN JOHNSON, M-G-M star, will make a per-

sonal appearance in Harrisburg, Pa., Monday
night.

CAPT. HARRY MILLER, assistant to William
B. Zoellner, M-G-M short subject sales manager
and in charge of reprints and importations, is

vacationing In New Hampshire.

CHARLES DIETZ, M-G-M Detroit exploiteer,

returns to the Auto City over the week-end after

a week's conference here with W. R. Ferguson
on a special test engagement of "Unfinished
Dance" in Detroit shortly.

R. 0. BEMIS, of the Preddy Theater Supply

Co., of San Francisco, will attend the theater

supply convention in Washington next month with

MRS. BEMIS.

See 70% of U. S. Industry

Using Promotional Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—About 70 per cent of

the major manufacturing companies
throughout the country are either

using films to exploit and sell their

products or have indicated they have
made budgetary assignment for ad-
vertising and employe instruction

films, it was disclosed by Jerry Fair-
banks Productions, which recently

completed a full scale survey of the
commercial field.

The commercial division of Fair-
banks at present is at peak produc-
tion with 17 films in the works. As-
signments include product for Stand-
ard Oil, Sherwin Williams, Hawaiian
Pineapple, Eastern Air Lines, Camel
cigarets and John Deere. The sur-
vey was conducted by sales reps, of
Fairbanks under the supervision of
Jack Pegler and B. N. Darling, East-
West sales chiefs, respectively.

Republic Closes Circuit

Deal With Butteriield

Detroit—First big circuit deal for
Republic's 1947-48 product has been
closed with the Butterfield Circuit of
Michigan, operating 128 theaters,
James R. Grainger, executive vice-
president in charge of sales and dis-

tribution, announced here yesterday.
Pact was concluded together with
Sam Seplowin, Central district man-
ager, and Irwin H. Pollard, Detroit
branch manager.

Set Samuelson Talk
Boston — Sidney Samuelson, gen-

eral manager of the Eastern Penn-
sylvania Allied unit, will speak Sept.
9 before the meeting of the Inde-
pendent Exhibitors of New England.

FPC Votes 50 Cent Div.
Montreal— Famous Players Cana-

dian Corp. declared a quarterly divi-

dent of 50 cents a share for the
period ending Sept. 30, payable Sept.
20 to record, Sept. 6.

Young Prod. First Ready
Harold Young Prod, has completed

its first short, "Bannister's Baby
Land," one-reeler in color. Clyde
Elliott is distributing.

STEVE BROIDY, Mono.-Allied Artists prexy,
and NORTON V. RITCHEY, foreign chief, flew
to Switzerland yesterday. On Monday they will

go to Rome.

LUCILLE BALL is here from Hollywood. She's
at the Waldorf.

LOUIS LOSER, Loew's Int'l associate regional

director for Europe, North Africa and the Middle
East, has returned from a five-week tour abroad.

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN, Latin-America
regional director for Loew's Int'l, Is back at

the home office following an inspection tour of

offices in South and Central America.

AXEL MUNSON and his wife, retired AMPRO
Corp. prexy are due back from a three-months
Swedish vacation trip next week.

J. J. SHUBERT and SOPHIE TUCKER were
Chicago visitors.

Report Rank Building
Religious Pix Studio

London (By Cable)—Modern film

studio for production of religious

films is being erected at Elstree by
J. Arthur Rank, it was announced
here. It will be made available to

any religious body. Rank said, for
making films of their own choice.

Production would be on a non-profit

basis, most of them in 16 mm.
Revealing his plans before a meet-

ing of the World's Sunday School
Association, Rank's offer was ac-

cepted and a further proposal for

establishment of oflSces in New York,
London and Geneva was also adopted.
Latter would serve to promote the

use of religious films, it was dis-

closed. Rank offered to establish the
London office. It was revealed by a
spokesman that Mrs. Clifford Heinz
of Pittsburgh offered to underwrite
the New York office.

20th-Fox Sets Trade
Showings of "Kiss"

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Kiss of

Death" will be tradeshown in the
company's exchange centers on the
following dates:

New York, Aug. 25; Albany, At-
lanta, Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indian-
apolis, Kansas City, Memphis, Mil-
waukee, Minneapolis, Oklahoma City,

St. Louis, Washington, Aug. 27;
Denver, Des Moines, New Orleans,
Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Salt Lake City, Aug. 28; Cleveland,

Dallas, New Haven, Aug. 29; Port-

land, San Francisco, Seattle, Sept. 2.

Exhibs/ Attorneys File

Answer to Chi. Trust Suit

Chicago— Attorney Myles Seeley
filed denial of all allegations in the
De Luxe Theater Corp. anti-trust

suit for Loew's, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
RKO, Warners, Universal and United
Artists. Attorneys Edmond Adcock
and Edward Johnston filed similar
denials for Paramount and B & K.
Case will come before Federal Judge
E. R. Shaw this Fall. Brussel and
Goldberg are attorneys for De Luxe
Theater.

Top Metro Ad-Publicity
Men End Confabs Today

M-G-M's top ad-publicity-exploita-
tion executives today will conclude a
series of huddles devoted to mapping
campaigns for special handling of
forthcoming product.
Among the studio toppers atten_d-

ing the meetings, which wer^j^fyre-
sided over by Howard Dietz^jc^u^e-
president in charge of adven-^aing,
publicity and exploitation, were
Howard Strickling, situdio publicity
chief; Frank Whitbeck, ad head, and
Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to
Strickling.
From the home office were Silas

P. Seadler, ad manager; William R.
Ferguson, exploitation head; Herbert
Crooker, publicity manager, and
Tom Gerety.
Ernest Emerling, ad-publicity-ex-

ploitation director for Loew's The-
aters, also attended the confabs.

Many Exhibitors Plan to |

Attend SMPE Convention I

Oyer 50 of the nation's leading
exhibitors and circuit operators have
indicated they will attend the 62rid
Semi-Annual Conventioi;, theater en-
gineering conference and exhibit, of
the Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
Oct. 20-24.

-^

Among those who will attend are
E. V. Richards, Saenger; R.'ll. Mc-
Cullough, National Theaters; L. E.
Pope, Fox Midwest; Nash Weil,
Wilby-Kincey; W. V. Toney, A. H.
Blank Theaters; A. L. Trebow, B &
K: Jake Elder, Interstate; H. S. Wal-
ker and L. C. Pearson, Dominion
Sound; Ed Arthur and Albert Stet-
son, Fanchon & Marco; Harry
Brandt.

Many circuits plan to send groups
of managers to the convention to
give them a better understanding of
technical aspects of theater opera-
tion.

O'Brien Testunonicd Luncheon
Boston — Tom O'Brien, recently

promoted to branch manager of Co-
lumbia, will be tendered a testi-
monial luncheon Sept. 27 in the
Statler, by the Motion Picture Sales-
men's Club. Committee includes : Saul
Simons, Joe Wolf, Harry Goldstein,
Nate Levin.

Cylneffectjh,

1

THE PRODUCERS'AID

Ogticals
Titles, Animation, Inserts

Maps
Song Reels

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19. N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951
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MOTHER WORE TIGHTS

STOOD EM UP FROM 9A.M.

TO MIDNIGHT OPENING DAY!

MORE MONEY AND MORE

PEOPLE FOR A NON-HOLIDAY

DATE THAN ANY OTHER

TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPH IN

THE GREAT BOXOFFICE jp^'

HISTORY OF THE ROXY
"^^
"Sash

AND yin^CENTURY-FOX!

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS" Color by TECHNICOLOR starring BETTY GRABLE with DAN DAILEY and MONA FREEMAN

CONNIE MARSHALL • Vanessa Brown • Robert Arthur • Sara Allgood • William Frawley Ruth Nelson * Anabel

Shaw . Directed by WALTER LANG . Produced by LAMAR TROHI . Screen Play by Lamar Trotti . Based on

the book by Miriam Young • Lyrics and Music by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow I
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PCCITO Takes Action

To Fight Ascap's Fees

(Continued from Page 1)

Bruen of Whittier, Cal., was named
treasurer.

Exhibitors throughout the country
are being invited to participate in

the action and contribute to its

financing. A minimum of $25,000
will be sought.

A committee was named yesterday
to work in co-operation with Graham.
The group consists of Bruen, Leroy
Johnson of Seattle, chairman; Wil-
liam Graeper of Portland; Ben Levin
of San Francisco, and Jack Suck-
stoi-ff of Sidney, Mont. An executive
committee consists of Johnson, Grae-
per and Kobert H. Poole, executive
secretary of the PCC.

Await Reaction on Sales Plan
Further action on the PCC sales

plan is awaiting reaction of the dis-

tribs. to whom the plan has been
sent. Consensus here was that the
PCC plan in ithe long run would re-
turn greater grosses to the distribs.,

increase the number of bookings and,
at the same time, give an incentive
to exhibs. to extend playing, time
and hypo exploitation, while guying
the theater a more even break'^''in

making a profit on percentage pict^>

tures.

A new exhibitor organization, ITO
of Utah and Southern Idaho, was
set up here yesterday. The group
applied for affiliation with the
PCCITO, whose trustees were in ses-
sion here, and the PCC voted unani-
mously to include the new unit into
its membership. The ITO of Montana
joined the PCC last May. The con-
ference now includes exhibitors in

10 states.

The next PCC trustees meeting
will be held in San Francisco next
Spring. The sessions here during the
last three days were attended by
reps, from all 10 states in the PCC
territory.

Urge Com. on U. K. Pix Problems
See Indie Prods.' Credit Affected By Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

Sue on Emboyd Name
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Harris Theater

& Realty Corp., operator of the
Emboyd Theater here, has filed suit
in Allen County Superior Court for
an injunction to prevent the Emboyd
Theater Corp., an Illinois firm, from
using the name Emboyd in its the-
ater activities in Fort Wayne.

CHARTERED
MAJESTIC FILM CORP., New York, with

capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to manufacture films, equip-
ment. Incorporated at Albany by Irving Shapiro,
Martin Mermelstein, Anne Exelbarth.

RAYTONE SCREEN CORP., Brooklyn, with
capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, ot manufacture screens. In-
corporated by Lillian Rosenthal, Harold Cohen,
Isidore H. Levey.

DANAN THEATER CORP., Binghamton, with
capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to operate theaters. Incor-
porated by Winifred C. Kilcoyne, Agnes Donohue,
Hyman Pearlman.

suggested that SIMPP President
Donald Nelson and MPAA head Eric
Johnston serve as joint advisors to
the committee.

Calling for a Treasury ruling that
the British 75 per cent tax is illegal,

the group of four producers told
Snyder the tax "is already having a
serious effect upon the bank credit of
independent producers."
The quartet, which conferred Wed-

nesday with Acting Secretary of
State Robert Lovett, included Gun-
ther R. Lessing, Disney vice-presi-
dent and general counsel; Milton
Kramer for David 0. Selznick; James
A. Mulvey, president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, and Marvin L.
Faris, executive assistant to Nelson.
They made it plain to Snyder that

London (By Cable)—In an official

statement British customs officials

yesterday ruled that pictures pro-
duced in England by U. S. companies
will not be charged import duty,
whether or not they are British with-
in the meaning of the Quota Act.

a freeze on British earnings is as
distasteful to them as the tax, even
though the large major producers
might prefer a freeze. The indies,

they said, do not for the most part
have the resources to permit them to
absorb the loss of the British market.
They urged that negotiations with
the British should in no case be

turned over officially or unofficially

to any one segment of the pix in-

dustry.
The group conferred also with

William McChesney Martin, Jr.,

president of the Export-Import Bank,
and with Assistant Secretary of
Commerce David Bruce, both of
whom served with Snyder and Lovett
on the advisory council now engaged
in talks with the British financial

mission.
Snyder and Lovett also received

wires of protest from two more
Hollywood labor groups demanding
retaliation against the British.

Herbert Aller, business representa-
tive of the International Photog-
raphers Local 659, declared the tax
is "a general tax on American tech-
nicians whose firm belief is that
mutual understanding and harmony
will be completely destroyed if such
tax continues."

Aller urged that "if the problem
is not mutually solved to the benefit

of all concerned, you take whatever
steps are necessary to promulgate
a similar tax against British pictures
as well as establish stringent immi-
gration laws."
SWG President Emmett Lavery,

termed the tax a blow to peace and
better understanding between na-
tions which "would seem to depend
upon the freest possible interchange;
of film among nations and elimina-
tion of as many trade barriers as
possible."

Fairbanks Video Films
Will Be Ready in Oct.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— First two series of

films specially produced for televi-

sion broadcasting will be ready for
distribution in October, it was an-
nounced by Jerry Fairbanks Prod.
Films will be rented to individual
stations. Cost will be determined
by number of receivers in each lo-

cality and stations will have ex-
clusive rights in their areas. Set-up
will provide each station opportunity
to present two showings of each
series. Series will consist of 17 15-
minute programs in each package.

Films will be shipped from the
studios and returned for inspection
following showings. ^Cost is reported
to be less than similar live shows.
Space vdll be allotted at front and
end of each pic for insertion of ad-
vertising.

Set '48 Convention Date
Eldora, la.—Annual convention of

the Allied-Independent Theater Own-
ers of Iowa and Nebraska has been
set for Des Moines next May 10-11,
it was announced here by Leo Wol-
cott, chairman of the board.

"Devil's Envoys" Opens Aug. 29

French pic, "The Devil's Envoys,"
will open Aug. 29 at the Ambassador.
It's a Superfilm release.

L'Anglais Sees Lucrative
Canadian Film Production

Montreal—Quality films, produced'

in English and French simultane-^

ously, can be made profitably in

Canada, Paul L'Anglais, Quebec Pro-

duction Corp. veepee, told the St.

George Kiwanis Club.

Dominion films, L'Anglais said,

would have to be produced bi-

lingually to reach the world market.
At present there are four companies
producing in Canada. A compre-
hensive plan of production is indi-

cated, L'Anglais believed, if film pro-
duction in Canada is to progress.
"Whispering City," Quebec's latest,

will be released in November.

Fox Reports 26-Week

Nelof$8,4(H,778

(Continued from Page 1)

alent ito $2.91 per share on 2,768,263
shares of common stock outsta.^^'-Vg.
Comparable figure for the'^^'^ine
period in 1946 is $11,449,449,' or
$4.33 per share on common stock
then outstanding.

For the second quarter ended June
28, the company's consolidated net
profit after all charges was $2,504,-
175. After deducting dividends on
preferred stock, amount is equivalent
to 84 cents per share on the common.
First quarter 1947 profit was $5,897,-
603. In the second 1946 quarter on
a comparable basis the profit was
$5,207,496, equal to $1.97 per share
of common stock.

Twentieth Century-Fox board of
directors yesterday declared a quar-
terly cash dividend of $1.12 1^ per
share on the outstanding prior pre-
ferred stock of the corporation, pay-
able Sept. 15, 1947 to the stockhold-
ers of record at the close of business
on Sept. 2, 1947.

A quarterly cash dividend of SlVz
cents per share on the outstanding
convertible preferred stock of this
corporation has been declared pay-
able Sept. 30, 1947 to stockholders
of record at the close of business
on Sept. 9, 1947.

A quarterly cash dividend of 75
cents per share on the outstanding
common stock of this corporation has
been declared payable Sept. 30, 1947
to stockholders of record at the
close of business on Sept. 9, 1947.

Kalmenson, Haines Ofi On
Western "Father" Tours

Seek Decision Reconsideration
Toledo—Court of Appeals here has

been asked to reconsider its decision
in the suit brought against Motion
Picture Operators Union, Local 228,
by Sam Seligman, a union member.
Seligman was granted a petition en-
joining the union from interfering
with his employment in Toledo the-
aters. Edward J. Lynch, union at-
torney, contends the Court failed to
act on his motion to dismiss the
case, thus preventing him from sub-
mitting union evidence. Previously
case was dismissed in Common Pleas
Court. Subsequent appeal was made
to a higher court.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
; Hollywood—Ben Kalmenson, War-
ner veepee and general sales man-
ager, is conferring at the studio prior
to making a Western tour to hold
confabs on special engagements of
"Life With Father." He will cover
the Pacific and Southwest territories.
Roy Haines, Western division man-

ager, presently in Chicago, will head
West shortly to hold similar meet-
ings throughout his sales areas.

REO Dismisses Andeison Case
Chicago—REO attorneys here filed

stipulations in Judge Ewlynshaw's
Court dismissing their suit against
Anderson Theater Circuit in the
percentage cases. Auditing other
companies' claims against the cir-

cuit, now being completed and it is

expected they will make early settle-

ment.

fEmmE TOUCH
DOROTHY CHRISTIANSEN, relief cashier, East-

wood, East Hartford, Conn.

MARY CODALA, relief cashier, Loew's Poli,

Hartford.

LILLIAN RESNICK and TERESA LARMANSKI,
candy girls. Palace, New Britain, Conn.
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!BA To Ask Probe of

Petrillo, Film Pacts

(Continued from Page 1)

lAssociation informally raised the

•qu(AC^n of restraint of trade by
Pev=^ and radio networks in a con-

ference at the Dept. yesterday.
Contracts between the AFM and

all the Hollywood studios contain

clauses forbidding the use of any

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Authority for com-

pletion of the Southern route of the

AT&T's cross-continent coaxial cable

was okayed yesterday by the FCC
—pointing the way toward Coast-to-

Coast transmission of television sig-

nals.
Completion of the Augusta to

Atlanta, Ga., section will mean com-
pletion of the entire New York-Los
Angeles route.

Memphis will also be included in

the coaxial cable routes — making
possible "in the near future," the

FCC said, a tele network loop link-

ing New York, Chicago, St. Louis,

Memphis, Jackson, Atlanta, Char-
lotte and Washington.
Commercial television licenses

were asked of the FCC yesterday by
CBS for Chicago, and by the Lacy-
Potter Television Broadcasting Corp.,

Dallas.

film containing music made by AFM
members or showing AFM members
for video.
These contract provisions were re-

vealed last month in Congressional

hearings — and Rep. Carroll D.

Keams, now conducting hearings in

Hollywood for the House Labor Com-
mittee, said then he intended to ex-

plore the matter while there.

Five New Standards Now
Available to Public

Five revised national standards in

the film field are now available to

the public, P. G. Agnew, of the

American Standards revealed. They
include cutting and perforating di-

mensions for 8 mm. negative and raw
stock, 16 mm. silent and sound neg-

ative and positive raw stock. Also

:here is a revised standard for 16-

;ooth 35 mm. projector sprockets

A^hich lengthens life of prints.

Set Cincinnati Variety Toiirney

Cincinnati— Annual Variety Club

jolf tournament, for the benefit of

;he Foundling Fund, will be held at

Summit Hills Country Club, Fort

Mitchell, Ky., on Monday.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Hatcher-Coleman
Ontario, Calif. — Lester Coleman,

issistant to George A. Smith, Para-

nount Western division manager,
vill be married today to Katharine

Hatcher.

"'^PHILM. DALY
Ringing Down the Weeh's Curtain
• • • CLEAR INDICATION that a pioperly informed public will

fall out. stand in line and shell out for top grade, quality product is

evidenced in the returns garnered by "The Best Years of Our Lives."

Reports are just in and they are eye-opening Pie cap-

tured world wide publicity and acclaim via the walkaway when the

honors of the Little Guy With The Gtolden Sword were awarded

Reports are in Here they are In its 38-week Broadway run at

the 1,000-seat Astor on Times Square "Best Years" attracted customers

to the amount of $1,600,000 Payoff came when pic opened in 49

RKO, Skouras and Randforce houses in the local area Record first

day grosses were piled up to the tune of $160,038 and that's moola,

dough, mazuma or even money, in any language even Brook-

lynese

• • • THIS IS THE REAL STUFF and it happened yesterday

morning PLACE: Park Avenue Theater DRAMATIS PERSON-

NAE: Ann Dvorak and her husband, Igor Dega ACTION: Mr. Dega

buys two tickets at the box office to get into the theater to see Mrs. Dega
in E-L's preview of "Out of the Blue." Queried with a big WHY for

the reason her husband bought the ducats instead of "crashing" by

removing her sunglasses. Miss Dvorak said: "Oh, well, it saves bother."

There's no business like show business, it soys somewhere

T T T
• • • BECAUSE OF HER PORTRAYAL of Sister Elizabeth Kenny,

Rosalind Russell has been invited to make a royal command appearance

before the King and Queen of England next Spring with the occa-

sion staged by the British Empire Infantile Paralysis Foundation. . . .

• Victor Records plans an extensive promotional campaign for the Artur

Rubenstein album of melodies from M-G-M's "Song of Love." ... • Bob

Condon, Eagle-Lion publicist, is writing the script for an anti-intolerance

short to be produced by Herald Pictures Canada Lee and Lena Home
are set for top roles. ... • Phil M. tips his skimmer to Helen Tamiris,

bright lassie who did a bang up job directing the British stage version of

"Annie Get Your Gun." Miss Tamiris is now on the Coast handling

the choreography for U-I's screen version of "Up in Central Park."

Dunn Named Circuit

Sales Manager of E-L

(Continued from Page 1)

immediately. Jack Bellman was
named assistant to Dunn.
Formerly Dunn was connected

with Warners in Pittsburgh. He later

went to Tokyo and Singapore. He
was a prisoner of the Japanese and
was repatriated. He spent a year at

the Warner studio and in Cleveland,

joining PRC in March of last year.

Allied Holds Outing
Allied Theater Owners of New

Jersey held its annual Summer out-

ing yesterday at the West End
Casino, West End. More than 100

industryites from the organization's

membership and from company home
offices were in attendance.

WB Buys Chi. Cosmopolitan
Chicago^Federal Theaters, War-

ners subsidiary, purchased the 1,100-

seat Cosmopolitan and nine stores at

7938 S. Halstead St., for $175,000.

The Warners have a long term lease.

Universal Shifting Ad,
Pressbook Depts. Here

(Continued from Page 1)

day. Move is designed to provide
closer liaison with the sales depart-
ment.
The department will operate un-

der the direction of Maurice Berg-
man, Eastern ad-publicity director,

with Joseph making frequent trips

from his studio headquarters to

supervise operations.
A studio unit will be maintained

under the direction of David A. Lip-

ton, co-ordinator of advertising, who
will work closely with the West Coast
office of the Monroe Greenthal
Agency, which handles the U account.

Fensin Buys Simansky Interest

Chicago—E. R. Fensin has brought
interest of Lester Simansky in Fen-
sin Seating Company and will start

seat manufacturing here, as soon as

raw materials become available.

They are also adding a used chair

department.

Ameriun Reps. Admit

U. K. Tax is Disturbing

(Continued from Page 1)

the trade group of the Anglo-Amer-
ican conference now in session here,
it was learned last night. It ap-
peared, however, that little was
accomplished yesterday beyond a flat

statement by American reps, that
they are disturbed about the tax.

Paul Nitze, acting chief of the
State Department's commercial pol-
icy section, is head of the group talk-
ing of trade matters on the operating
level, and it is believed that Carl
Corse of the same division was also
present. Both have discussed the pix
question this week with commercial
policy people—including Townsend,
who is substituting for pix specialist
George Y. Canty, now on vacation.

Further discussion of the pix mat-
ter is looked for, although the Brit-
ish spokesmen made it plain yes-
terday that there is nothing this
mission can do beyond transmitting
to its government the attitude of the
United States Government on the tax.

NT Offers $125,000 Prizes
To Employes in Campaign
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cash awards totaling

some $125,000 are being offered to
National Theaters' employes com-
peting in the Circuit's 12th annual
Fall drive from Aug. 31 to Dec. 20,
Charles P. Skouras, president, an-
nounced. Skouras called on his the-
ater and district managers to come
forth, with new ideas in showman-
ship and pointed out there must be
an increase in film revenue to help
industry offset the heavy British tax.

Results of 5th Charles Skouras
Showmanship campaign were an-
nounced and checks totaling $42,228
distributed to theater managers,
bookers and home office employes.

Postpone Nomikos % Case
Chicago — Van Nomikos Theater

Circuit percentage case instituted by
major distributors has been post-
poned to Sept. 10. Negotiations for
out of court settlement are under
way.

:•: Aug. 22
:•; Samuel Goldwyn W. C. Stober
ii Charles Garrett Larry Golob
* John Coyne

;!: Aug. 23

Xf Max Fleischer Gene Kelly

j,« Gareth Hughes John Nesbitt
*,t Grace Rosenfleld Dan Heiss

Aug. 24

::

j:

Jjt
H. J. Yates, Sr.

Victor Halperin
Mary Howard

Dorothy Comingore
Knox Haddow

Don Douglas
Preston Foster
Tom London

Joan Chandler
Edmund Gwenn

^{^••v*••>•'•'v**v»v*^»
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EnD-Of-THE-SUmmER ROUflDUP on EQUIPfllEnT

RCA Equipment For

Three Frosch Houses

Camden, N. J. — RCA theater

equipment, installed by Frosch The-

ater Supply, Minneapolis, Minn., is

featured in 'three new stands sched-

uled for early Fall opening in Minne-

sota and South Dakota.
Richfield Theater, an 862-seat

house opening about Sept.l in Minne-
apolis, features RCA PG-230A sound
system, BX 80 RCA-Brenkert pro-

jectors and RCA-Brenkert lOA bases.
Owner is the Richfield Amusement

Co.
The 325-seat New Theater, open-

ing about Sept. 1 in Clinton, Minn.,

features Brenkert No. 40 projector,

International's 401-A chairs, Mo-
hawk carpeting and Allen carpet
lining. Manager is Robert Connelly;
Perry Crosier was the architect.

The 632-seat theater, opening
about Nov. 1, in Webster, South
Dakota, features a "crying room"
and a club lounge, fully glass en-

closed.

Owner is Webster Amusement Co.;

manager is H. M. Schenecker; archi-

tect was Perry Crosier.

ABOUT THE TRADE
KAYLINE COMPANY, Chicago, have se-

cured the exclusive distribution of

candy counters for theaters with four sizes,

running from three to six feet in length.

. . . Cases are packed carefully by the fac-

tory and shipped direct to the theaters,

saving time in shipment and any possibility

of breakage enroute. . . . Company is also

ailoM^ing half freight on the shipments from

the factory. ... • E. J. Hudson, presi-

dent of United Detroit Theaters Corpora-

tion, has renewed with Altec Service for

the 21 United houses. F. C. Dickely nego-

tiated for Altec. . . . • According to

F. C. Dickely, district manager of Altec

Service Corp., Detroit, they have super-

vised the following installations in Michi-

gan: Swing Theater, L. E. Hoag, Athens,

M-911 Motiograph; Our Theater, O. W.
Kendall, Muskegon, M-911 Motiograph

(dual); Arcade Theater, M-9-B Motio-

graph; Michigan Theater, Butterfield Cir-

cuit, South Haven, A-30-X Simplex.

SPENCER THEATER, Spencer, la.,

has been closed for an indefinite

period while the house is getting re-

nif^
Improved

PROJECTORS

and

AMPLIFIERS

for the

"Perfect Show"

Installations Now Being Made

By Your OeVRY Dealer

Sensation of every show at which they

have been demonstrated — pride of

Projectionists who are operating them

—

marvel of Exhibitors who have bought

them—DeVRY's new "12000 Series"

Theater Projectors and Amplifiers give

you more of what you want to help

achieve the "perfect show" and for

such a moderate investment. Write for

FREE literature and name of authorized

DeVRY Theater Supply Dealer nearest

you.

6 REASONS WHY DeVRY IS YOUR
BEST BUY

Lay your yardstick against the specifications and performance

record of DeVRY's new "12000 Series" Projectors and

Amplifiers. Challenge them for: (1) stamina; (2) depend-

ability; (3) simplicity and serviceability; (4) performance;

(5) low maintenance costs; (6) price. The moderate price

of DeVRY's "12000 Series" equipment makes it possible for

every Exhibitor to enjoy the many advantages of new against

rebuilt units . . . enables neighborhood and small town ex-

hibitors to buy the same deluxe projection and sound facilities

preferred by the world's larger and finer theaters.

•

DeVRY corporation, 1111 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, U.S.A.

decorated. A new floor will be laid,

new fixtures installed and the entire

theater repainted. ... • Tom Flan'
nery, Whiteway Sign prexy, Chicago,
reports theater sign and marquee or-

ders coming in large volume and the
factory and its staff are rushed to keep
up with the demand, although they
recently moved into their huge new
plant at 1317 Clybourn Ave., the com-
pany is using all space to fill orders
from the trade. . . . Among the
recent jobs are a new marquee for the
B & K Harding Theater, the Century
of this circuit was similarly outfitted,

while the Belpark Theater got a new
marquee with some creative new light-

ing designs that will attract much at-

tention from the trade. . . . Flaherty
and Associates' Kedzie Theater is get-

ting a new marquee and the Lawn The-
ater in Lawndale, III., is getting some
new signs.

pXPANSION by two independent circuits

*" in Detroit, was marked by a transfer

of three houses, and the renaming of one.

. . . David Korman, partner in the Apollo

with his brother, Saul Korman, also an in-

dependent circuit owner, has taken over

the Regal and the Colony from Joseph
Ellul. The latter will devote his entire at-

tention to the Empress, a burlesque house.

. . . Michael Kennedy, who recently re-

placed Walter Tucker as manager of the

Regal, is moving to the Colony to replace

Alvah Keith, and Harry Balk was named
manager at the Regal. . . . David Newman,
independent circuiteer, is taking over the

closed Crane Theater, formerly operated by

Joseph Mangiapane, and installing new
marquee, projection equipment, and seat-

ing, and plans to reopen in about a month
as the Rose Theater, in partnership with

Arnold Wisper, who is general manager of

his circuit. . . . Newman and Saul Korman
were formerly in partnership, but separated

their interests about a year ago. . . .

Ampro Holds Class

For Projectionists

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL TICKtTIr

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seals, etc.

Samples, prices on re-

quest. "^

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Sales offices in New York and
Principal Cities

/idb,

ictu','

An interesting' experiment in train-

ing students to be expert motion pic-

ture projectionists was recently con-

ducted by Ampro Corp. When the
Chicago Board of Education recently

purchased a number of Amprosound
16 mm. projectors, Ampro invited

student projectionists from the vari-

ous schools receiving the units to

their Chicago plant. An informal
class was held in Ampro's projection
room where Ampro representatives
explained the easy procedure of
threading and operation.

Students were then given the op-
portunity to show what they had
learned by operating the projectors
themselves. The groups of students
were also taken through the plant
where they received first-hand in-
formation regarding the manufac-
ture of Ampro sound projectors.
Highly pleased with the results

of this experiment, Ampro is rec-
ommending similar demonstrations
to their visual education dealers
throughout the country. The com-
pany feels that while the advantage
of motion pictures as an educational
medium have been widely heralded,
some teachers still hesitate to use
this medium because of a mistaken
notion that it is difficult to handle.
Actual demonstrations to teachers
and students, Ampro believes, are
the best way to show that advance-
ments in design during the last dec-
ade have greatly simplified the han-
dling and operation of silent and
sound projectors.

Owood's Mcrin Changes Hands
Elwood, Ind.—Herman Booth has

taken over the Main Theater here
from Roy Bales.

Now the Fair

Fairfax, Mo.—D. A. Fraser bought
the Crescent here and has changed
the name to the Fair.

Plane Gadget Used
In Theater Booth

New London, O.—^John O. Guthrie
has rigged up in the projection booth
of his Karolyn Theater a wire re-

corder formerly used in a B-29 on
which he announces coming attrac-

tions and any pertinent announce-
ments of general, local or theater in-

terest. Irony of it is that 13 years
ago when he was manufacturing
sound equipment he and his associ-

ate. Dr. Cunninhman of Cleveland,

worked on the idea of a wire re-

corder. They gave it up as imprac-
ticable.
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lATSE Will Submit

Taft-Hartley Data

(Continued from Page 1)

temational by those of its local

unions whose members are working
in ititorstate commerce and therefore
suFt ^ to the law.

iTi^^evealing the board's decision,

Walsh said that the lA intends "to

fight the act in every legitimate
way possible, and to seek the defeat
of those members of Congress who

William Scanlan, an lATSE inter-

national representative, has been as-

signed to intervene in the dispute

i
between Boston Local 182 and the
theater circuits. Local 182 petitioned

the lA board for permission to take
a strike vote.

were responsible for its enactment."
However, he said, withholding in-

formation called for under the law
will not help legitimate unions in

this fight.

"On the contrary," he argued, "to

ignore the provisions of the law
might further the very objectives of

those who want to destroy us."

Six French Producers
Form $2,500,000 Pool

(G>nHnued from Page 1)

film distributor, told the trade press

yesterday, upon his return from a

tour of Europe.
The new organization. La Co-Pro-

duction, will only partly finance pro-

duction thus assuring at least 12

features a year. In practise, the

idea works something like this: An
independent lines up a story, direc-

tor, players and some backing, then

the group sees to it that the indie

has enough funds to finish the pic-

ture.

Had such a setup existed several

months ago, "The Flower of the

Age" would have been completed. As
it is, the Marcel Carne pic has

already cost 55,000,000 francs, and
there's no prospect that it will ever

be completed since the running time

of what has been shot is only 30

minutes.
Of the 15 features now in produc-

tion, two are being shot in Rome.
Last year at this time, French pro-

ducers had 25 pictures in the works.

For the new season, Lopert ac-

quired five films, among which is

the Italian-made "Shoe-Shine" and

four French pictures including the

re-issue of "Mayerling."

By establishing a chain of out-of-

town theaters, Lopert not only hopes

to have a wider outlet for his foreign

films, but that each theater will

also serve the purpose as a sort of

exchange from which he can make
sales in that area. Lopert's films are

shown at ithe Avenue and 55th St.

Playhouses in New York, the Little

in Washington, the Cinema in De-

troit, the World in Chicago, and
eight West Coast houses of the

Rosener chain. At the moment, he is

dickering with a large chain for the

showing of "A Cage of Night-

ingales."

Chile Railroad Shotvs
16MM. Films En Route

Des Moines — Passengers on the
Santiago - Valparaiso run in Chile

these days, like their counterparts on
the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, are

able to break the monotony of their

trip via movies, full-length features,

too. A special car equipped with

Victor 16 mm. sound projectors, is

attached to the train.

Asrap Mails Notice

Of License Change

(Continued from Page 1)

plained the setup: "We merely ascer-
tain the potential income from a
capacity sale of the theater for a
single performance, and use that as
the amount of the annual license fee.

Since there are usually well over a
thousand performances a year, it is

simple mathematics to estimate that
the Society will receive about one
one-thousandth of each admission
dollar."

Present scale, based on seating
capacities, was adopted in 1934.
Taylor pointed out that such a scale

was effected in the depths of the
depression. And with ever-rising
costs, it was only fair, he added, that
such an inequity be removed through
a revision of the licensing scale.

Building Restrictions

Seen Off in 60 Days

(Continued from Page 1)

realize some profits on huilding
started and then halted due to re-
strictions. Any extension of that time
limit before controls are eliminated
will force the building program to
resume in Winter months, with the
added expense of building in that
season breaking some and adding
hardship to many.
Theater architects are agreed that

Housing Expediter Frank Creedon is

doing all he can with a bad law.
His position requires almost super-
human abilities in judging need
where shadings are sometimes razor-
fine. He still can pass on appeals
made by owners, but the wording of
the housing law is so vague that his
discretion in judgments almost in-

variably must lead to some objection
from builders with rejected appeals.

Eberson predicted that prices
would level themselves automatically
following dropping of controls. He
pointed out that when controls were
relaxed greatly July 1, the expected
black market in supplies failed to
materialize. The also expected rush
to mills, lumber yards, and steel

foundries, was likewise less than
anticipated.

Elimination of controls on build-
ing will benefit capital, labor, and
the industry, Eberson predicted.

HEUI POSTS
BRUCE MILLER, salesman. Screen Guild, Los

Angeles.

LAWRENCE TERRELL, office manager, Pora-
mount, Charlotte.

GENE KISTNER, asistant manager, Woods The-
ater, Chicago.

CLIFFORD DURHAM, to manage two houses,
Marfa, Tex.

McNeill smith, manager Coronet, Evanston,
III.

JACK ERMGART, assistant manager, SRO offices,
Chicago.

BERNARD NAGLE, assistant maintenance man-
ager, B. & K., Chicago.

WILLIAM C. OLELLA, manager. Embassy, Cleve-
land.

ROBERT F. SHAW, copy department, Roy Roy,
Inc., Detroit.

CHESTER OBUCHOWSKI, manager. Crystal Thea-
ter, Detroit.

FRED WOODVINE, doorman, Loew's Poli, Hart-
ford.

HARVEY TROMBLEY, office manoger, Columbia,
Detroit.

GEORGE ROSSMAN, office manager, UA, Detroit.

MAX SHABASON, M-G-M salesman, Pittsburgh.

ROBERT MORRELL, M-G-M salesman, Cincinnati.

EDDIE SOLOMON, Midwest exploitation manager,
20th-Fox, Milwaukee.

News Camera Union Gels
Closed Shop Extension

(Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 31, 1948. Walter Lang, busi-

ness rep., indicated newsreel cam-
eramen would re-open their demands
for a wage increase later this year.



Guardian of her most important *^bath"«..

COSTLY shots like this might be

so much spoiled footage . . .

save for the vigilance and knowl-

edge of the laboratory man.

He makes sure that the dailies

take their all-important bath . . . in-

specting, testing, keeping constant

check as the exposed footage runs

through the developing, fixing, and

washing tanks and driers.

To his skill and watchfulness ... as

film representing "box-office gold"

literally slips through hi's careful fin-

gers . . . motion pictures owe much
of their well-earned reputation for

technical excellence.

This skill is more effective . . . the

burden ofconstant vigilancelessened

. . . when he works with depend-

able film of superior quality. That's

why he always welcomes the family

of Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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Golden State

Circuit Sold

To M. Naify
104 Theatres Involved

In $10,000,000 Deal

San Francisco^ Aug. 21. — In

one of the biggest theatre deals in

years, Michael Naify, owner of

T. and D. Enterprises and partner

in Golden State Theatres, has ac-

quired full ownership of Golden

State in a deal involving $10,000,-

OOO and 104 theatres.

The deal was a complete sur-

prise to theatre men here, who
understood that Robert Lippert
of Lippert Theatres, who has
been expanding his own circuit,

and Milton Reynolds, multi-mil-

lionaire pen manufacturer,
would purchase Golden State in

a bid that was last reported to

be in excess of $15,000,000.

Through the deal Naify acquires the

interests of his two partners, Eugene
(^Continued on page 5)

20th-Fox Net

Is $8,401, 778
Twentieth Century-Fox Corp. and

subsidiaries, including National Thea-

tres and Roxy Theatre, Inc., yester-

day reported a net profit of $8,401,778,

after all charges, for the 26 weeks end-

ed June 28. After deducting divi-

dends on prior preferred and conver-

tible preferred stocks, net amounted

to $2.91 per share on the 2,768,263

shares of common outstanding.

Consolidated net profit for the com-
parable 26 weeks of 1946 was $11,449,-

449, which, after deducting preferred

dividends, amounted to $4.33 a share

on the 2,534,895 shares of common
then outstanding.

For the second quarter, ended June
(Continued on page 6)

lA ' to File

As Anti-Red
Boston, Aug. 21.—The lATSE ex-

ecutive board voted unanimously today
to file in Washington anti-Commun-
ist affidavits of its officers, copies of

its by-laws and regulations, and
financial reports of its affairs, in com-
pliance with the new Taft-Hartley
law.

The board, which is holding a reg-

ular mid-summer session at the Cop-
ley Plaza Hotel, here, all week, hit

{Continued on page 5)

ASCAP ASKS 300%
MUSIC TAX BOOST

Taft Law Sections

In Effect Today
Washington, Aug. 21.

—

Whole new chunks of the
Taft-Hartley law go into ef-

fect at midnight tonight, 60

days after the Senate over-

rode President's Truman's
veto.

U-I to Move Coast

Ad Unit to New York

Hou.vvvoou, .\ug. 21.—Universal-

International will transfer its national

advertising and press book depart-

ments from the studio to New York
for closer coordination with the home
office sales department under the com-

pany's new method of film selling in-

(Continued on page 6)

LET'S GET GOING . . ^n Editorial

By MARTIN Q U I G L E Y-

IN
THE aftermath of the British tax scheme for American motion

pictures there has arisen a crop of anxieties and apprehensions

In executive circles In the American Industry which urgently

calls for serious study and sober reflection.

In the first place, some drastic and radical action should have

been anticipated from a government in which free play Is given to

the Lettish economic notions of such persons as Sir Stafford Cripps.

Next, recent months have given clear evidence of a designed plan

on the part of the British government to use the American film as

a pawn In Its dealings with the United States Treasury Department.

The obviously nurtured and directed press campaign In Britain,

which in no way reflected the thought of the British public, was a

telltale. The British government, for good measure, was encouraged

with the Idea that In any case It would be useful to their purposes

to get rid of the foreign film. Socialist governments, no matter

what they start out to control, eventually get around to control-

Ing, or seeking to control, communications. In the American Indus-

try there should have been more preparation for and less surprise

In the British action.

But post-war Britain has arrived at no settled policies or proce-

dures, economic or otherwise. It has been living desperately under

a patchwork of experiment and expediency. The film tax Is ample

proof of this—a measure which can provide no conceivable benefits

to anyone. It can only be applied at the cost of ruining the British

theatre business. With this law on the books the British production

industry faces early and complete ruination. Politically the measure

Is suicidal, leading as It Inevitably would In the direction of eco-

nomic Isolation—and that for Britain which, In a greater degree

than any other great nation, is dependent for Its existence upon

export trade.

SHOCKING as the character of the measure may be, the great

damage that It could do would be to Britain rather than to the

United States. But the final chapter of this story has not been

written. There is little doubt that the tax scheme will be materially

changed before It becomes substantially effective. The change to

be made, however, should not be on a basis of compromise, expe-

(Continued on page 2)

Wants Sum Equal to One
Capacity Performance;
Dating Licenses Oct. 1

Representing a minimum increase

of 300 per cent over present music
taxes, the nation's theatres will be

asked by the American Society of

Composers, Authors & Publishers

to pay the dollar equivalent of a
capacity performance at evening
adult admission scales for a one
year music performing rights li-

cense, Ascap announced here yes-

terday.

The Society said the new
licenses will be presented to
theatres between Oct. 1 and
Jan. 1, as their present agree-
ments expire.
Under the Ascap plan, a SOO-seat

theatre charging an evening adult ad-
mission price of 40 cents, which now
pays $50 annually to Ascap, will be
required to pay $200.

Ascap's present licensing fees, in-

augurated in 1934, provide for an an-
nual payment of 10 cents per seat for
theatres up to 799-seat capacity ; 15

cents for those from 800 to 1,599 seats,

and 20 cents per seat thereafter.

Thus, theatres like Radio City Mu-
(Confimted on page 6)

SIMPP's Protest

On UK Tax to US

Washington, Aug. 21.^Represen-
tatives of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers today asked
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder to

appoint a special sub-committee of the
National Advisory Council to deal
with the British on the ad valorem
film problem, and suggested that

SIMPP president Donald Nelson and
Motion Picture Association president

(Continued on page 6)

Dunn, Bellman Head

E-L Circuit Sales

Harold Dunn, domestic and foreign

distribution executive, has been named
circuit sales manager of Eagle-Lion
Films by A. W. Schwalberg, vice-

president and general sales manager.
At the same time, Schwalberg also an-

nounced the appointment of Jack Bell-

(Continned on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
BEN KALMENSON, Warner vice-

president and general sales man-
ager, is in Los Angeles before touring

the Pacific and Southwest territories,

while Roy Haines, Western division

sales manager, is in Chicago.

•

Lester Coleman, assistant to Para-

mount's Western division manager
George A. Smith, and Katherine
Hatcher of Ontario, Cal, will be

married this afternoon in Ontario.

Selby Carr of Fox West Coast The-

atres will be the bridgeroom's atten-

dant.

Louis Lober, associate regional di-

rector of Loew's International for

continental Europe, North Africa and

the Middle East, has returned to the

home office after a tour of his terri-

tory.
•

Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to

Howard Strickling, and Frank
Whitbeck, M-G-M studio advertis-

ing chief, will leave here today by

train for the Coast.

•

Harry Miller, assistant to Wil-
liam B. Zoellner, M-G-M short

subject sales manager, is vacationing

in New Hampshire.
•

Ann De Ragon, manager of

Reade's Strand Theatre, Plainfield, N,

J., is touring Canada with her hus-

band and daughter on a vacation.
•

Frank Masek, manager of the

Cleveland office of National Theatre

Supply Co., and Mrs. Masek were in

Middleton, R. L, recently.

•

Francis Winikus, United Artists

advertising manager, will leave here

today for a vacation.

•

Sam Pearlman, manager of Loew's
State here, and Mrs. Pearlman have
become parents of a daughter.

•

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice-

president and general sales manager,
is en route to the Coast from Chicago.

•

Ed Riley of United World Films
has returned to Atlanta from Miami.

LET'S GET GOING . . An Editorial

UK Tax Postpones
U-l Production
Hollywood, Aug. 21.—Despite an

announcement made by Universal-In-
ternational that it would continue to

maintain production in "quality and
quantity" in the face of Britain's tax
levy, S. P. Eagle, producer of "Song
of Norway" for U-I release, today
disclosed that production on the film,

slated to go before the cameras in

January, has been postponed indefi-

nitely.

He said his pact with U-I was
scheduled to expire with completion
of the fihn. Instead, he said, he will

leave the studio in about three weeks
to enter production independently with
John Huston, Warner director.

{Conthmed from page 1)

diency or politics. No sound compromise can be made between

right and wrong—and this tax is wrong in its whole concept.

in the meantime It should be emphatically noted that the Amer-

ican motion picture Industry has lived and can live substantially

within domestic revenues. This especially applies under current

conditions when employment figures are at the highest level In the

nation's history and the employed are receiving maximum incomes.

An attitude of panic In face of the great and expanding home

market Is Inexcusable.

One salutary feature of the British tax explosion Is the oppor-

tunity It affords for the re-ordering of various methods and opera-

tions within the Industry which have gotten out of hand an^ out of

reason. It may gravely be questioned whether the lush Income

from Britain has not been an excuse and an alibi for practices

which never should have been allowed In the first place. The British

market has been a handy excuse In Hollywood for millions that

never should have been spent.

CERTAIN factors In production costs have been definitely out

of control. But this condition does not alone account for the

fantastic rise in production costs that have been more or less cas-

ually accepted. Part of the increased labor cost In production has

been Inevitable, but another part of It, which Includes dizzy com-

plexities In the area of feather-bedding, never should have been

tolerated and probably never would have been except for the easy

Income that was In view.

The biggest single factor inproductlon costs that has been out

of control centers in the outrageous competitive bidding which

has screwed up many individual incomes In Hollywood to absurd

heights, serving no good purpose whatsoever, and not even mate-

rially benefiting the recipients because eighty to ninety percent

of such Incomes become taxable under the income laws. Whether
or not there Is a British market, this condition calls for correction.

A laborer is worth his hire, but these absurd "movie incomes" are

out of step with every principle of sound business management.
Living within the domestic market, or substantially so, is not to

be construed as meaning that the American theatre market is to

be looked to for Increased revenues to offset the loss of foreign

Income. The road to the needed readjustment lies not In that

direction but In the direction of stopping the nonsense Involved in

a scale of production costs that rises In gobs of a million at a time.

Some theatres, through strategical maneuver, are paying less than

their share, but the vast majority, especially the smaller situations,

are paying more.

LUSH revenues, both domestic and foreign, have made for a

joyride all along the line. Showmanship—the aggressive, deter-

mined getting across the subject's merit, first to the trade and then
to the public—has been on the shelf. A strange economy, Indeed,

It Is to spend so much on the making of an entertainment that there

Is little or nothing left to tell the world about It. That policy comes
only from wishful thinking, based on an expectation that revenues
are just going to keep on Increasing automatically. Some companies
and individuals have been enjoying a pleasant momentum so long
they seem to have forgotten what started things going in the first

place.

The British tax explosion can be a boon to the American Industry

If It signals the return of a reign of business sanity. If it does not,
the damage In the long run will be greater than anything the Attlee
government has been able to cook up.

—MARTIN QUIGLEY.

Pascal's New Irish

Film Unit is Set

By PETER BURNUP
London, Aug. 2L—Gabriel Pascal

declared here today that all produc-
tion arrangements of his new Irish

Film Productions, Ltd., have been
finalized and the company incorpo-

rated under Eireatm laws. /I'dUal

of 100,000 pounds ($400,000) lu^ct^en
paid up, he said, with "virtually lim-

itless capital available."

The directors are : Joseph McGrath
and Eustace Shott, controllers of the

Irish Sweepstakes
; John Robinson,

president of the Irish Architectural

Association ; Arthur Cox, lawyer

;

Dan Breen, government representa-

tive, and Pascal. The project is said

to have the "blessing" of the Eireann
government, which promises, it is

stated, to build studios in Dublin. De-
signing and construction, it is be-

lieved, would take two years.

Also Pascal has obtained a 10-

year lease, with an option to pur-
chase studios on the Tirennia shore

near Pisa, Italy. The controlling

company is a subsidiary to the Irish

company with prominent Italian in-

dustrialists as associates. The first

production, "Saint Francis," will start

in December, with Bacceli, well-

known author, doing the scenario and
Gennina directing. It will be made in

Italian and English, with Bernard
Shaw, on his own insistence, doing
the English translation. Pascal is

producing, and Frank Dermody, pro-

ducer for the Dublin Abbey Theatre,

as dialogue director.

The Italian production company will

be known as Oceana Films. Shaw's
"Androcles and the Lion" and "St.

Joan" are next on the schedule, with

Pascal directing.

Pascal admits that distribution is

unsettled, but claimed that several

world-wide ofifers already have been

made.
Arrangements to make a Mary

Pickford-Lester Cowan production

have been postponed, Pascal said.

Shaw has transferred all film rights

of his plays and stories from Pascal

to the Irish company.

Ceiling of Theatre
Falls; 100 Hurt
Meadville, Pa., Aug. 21.—An es-

timated 100 persons were injured, 10

of them seriously, when a huge sec-

tion of the ceiling of the Park The-

atre, here, fell 110 feet to the main
floor of the house, according to po-

lice. They reported that 30 persons

were hospitalized. The chunk of plas-

ter was said to be 100 square feet.

$160,000 for 'Years' in

First Day at RKO
"The Best Years of Our Lives,"

playing 49 RKO theatres in New
York and Brooklyn, grossed $160,038

on its opening day, yesterday, over the

circuit, according to the Goldwyn of-

fice here. The film is playing at $1.20

top in the evening, whereas the sum-
mer price at the Astor, where the film

played 38 weeks to a gross of $1,600,-

000, was $1.50.
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RED
STALLION'
SMASH!

Record high business on sensational Day-and-Date

national openings makes "Big Red' Box-Office Champion!

THEATRE

State

Fox

Washington

Majestic

Regent

Orpheum, El Rey,

Vogue, Belmont,

Culver City

Varsity

Riverside

Fox

Orpheum

Civic

Mayfair

Orpheum

Orpheum

CITY

Altoona, Pa.

Bakersfield, Cal.

Bay City, Mich.

Dallas, Texas

Elmira, N. Y.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Lincoln, Neb.

Milwaukee, Wise.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Oakland, Cal.

Portland, Me.

Portland, Ore.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

CIRCUIT

Wilmer & Vincent

Fox West Coast

Washington Theatre Co.

Interstate

Warner

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

Westland

Standard

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

Independent

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

THEATRE

Orpheum

Worth

Martini

Majestic

California, State,

Loma

Warfield

Warner

Arlington

Fox

U. A., Crest

Empire

Strand

Metropolitan

Palace

Gateway

CITY CIRCUIT

Terre Haute, Ind. Alliance

Ft. Worth, Texas Interstate

Galveston, Texas Interstate

San Antonio, Texas Interstate

San Diego, Cal. Fox West Coast

San Diego, Cal. Fox West Coast

San Francisco, Cal. Fox West Coast

Oklahoma City, Okla. Warner

Santa Barbara, Cal. Fox West Coast

San Bernardino, Calif. Fox West Coast

Long Beach, Cal. Fox West Coast

Fall River, Moss. Yamins

Green Bay, Wise. Standard

Houston, Texas Interstate

Jamestown, N. Y. Warner

Kenosha, Wise. Standard

ASK THE MAN WHO PLAYS IT!

\EAGLE UON HIT!
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Asides and
Interludes

By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
HOLLYWOOD'S long - standing

feud between William Hutche-

son's Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Richard Walsh's lATSE has re-

sounded in the halls of the home for

old carpenters at Lakeland, Florida,

where, according to "lA" Lakeland

secretary Arthur Bowden, Hutcheson

has discontinued motion picture show-

ings at the home for the old gents—

because the projectionists belong to

the lATSE.
V

Laboratory examination of a pair

of broken glasses led to the arrest

Wednesday night of one Robert Far-

rington, ex-night manager of Seattle's

Winter Garden Theatre and, accord-

ing to police, a confession from Far-

rington admitting that he and a

stranger he met in a gin-mill had

staged last week's $400 robbery of the

theatre.

Farrington had claimed that he had

been held up and that during the

robbery his glasses were broken by

a gloved hand. Police laboraticians

shot that alibi when their examination

showed that the glasses were broken

bv a sharp instrument.
V

Iris Barry's Museum of Modern
Art in New York is proud to an-

nounce that "The magnificently

filmed Olympic Games of 1936, held

in Berlin, will be shown on the

screen of the Museum, the week
beginning Monday, August 25."

"To document the Games, Leni

Riefenstahl and her corps of

cameramen registered over a mil-

lion feet of film," says the Muse-
um's announcement.
Miss Riefenstahl, very, very close

friend of (Heil) Hitler—she was
his strictly-personal appointee to

the newsreel job — forbade any
foreign newsreelers, including

Americans, to film the Berlin

Gairtes, and, as we recall the inci-

dent of 11 years ago, she compelled
representatives of the American
reels to sign voluminous contracts,

in Berlin, agreeing to turn over to

her every foot of film made by their

German hirelings. It was Leni, and
her agents, who censored the film

of the events taken by the Germans
on hire to the U. S. reels, and it

was Leni who decided who was to

get what footage, which wasn't
much. Some time later she tried to

commercialize a full feature of the
footage here—unsuccessfully.

V
Uncle Sam's War Assets Adminis-

tration has put up for sale a new lot

of government surplus and a weird
lot it is that accompanies the 50,000

rolls of 35mm. "outdated motion pic-

ture film offered." It includes money
bags (not the Wall Street variety),

Bailey Bridges, ringing equipment
(for Postmen), battery pullers, corner
protectors, forming rolls (oven
baked?;, etc., etc.

V
"Actors Cue.';", theatrical sheet,

nominates this one as the prise press
release of the year :

Lassie, AI-G-M dog star, a

pure blooded Collie, demonstrates
his remarkable acting talent by
playing a thoroughbred Chow in

China 2,000 years ago in the
drama to be heard during the

ABC broadcast of "The Story of

Lassie" Sunday at 3 P.M.

'Showmanship Will

Offset UK Blow'

Los Angeles, Aug. 21.—Develop-

ment and presentation of "new ideas

in showmanship" to offset the effect

of the British film tax through an

increase in revenue was urged upon

National Theatres managers here to-

day by Charles Skouras, circuit pres-

ident. He also announced that cash

prizes aggregating $125,000 are being-

offered to employes in the circuit's

12th annual fall drive.

Speaking at a general meeting at

NT headquarters, Skouras also cau-

tioned the managers to inspect all

phases of their operations in an ef-

fort to avoid unnecessary costs.

George Bowser, NT general man-
ager, announced that Fox Midwest
won the fifth Skouras showmanship
campaign, receiving $19,608 in prizes

;

Evergreen State Amusement Corp.,

Seattle, took second place and $9,-

078 in prizes ; Fox Intermountain,

Denver, third, with $10,214; Northern

California, fourth, $15,596. Southern

California finished fifth and Fox Wis-
consin sixth. Awards, including De-

troit, Philadelphia, NT home office

personnel and "forgotten men," to-

talled $101,954.

'Pallid' Newsreels
Irk la.-Neb. Allied
Eldora, la., Aug. 21. —

"Here's hoping somebody
does something to put some
life into the newsreels," says
the AITO of Iowa-Nebraska's
current bulletin, noting the
take-over of Pathe News by
Warners.
"The reels are a mighty

pallid, dull lot now; certainly

not worth as much, or any
more than they're costing
now."
The newsreels also were

criticized by the ATO of In-

diana recently for advertising
current and coming attrac-
tions of their distributors.

"They should pay us for run-
ning them," said the ATOI.

Lopert Announces

New French Unit

Exhibitors to Attend

SMPE Convention

U.S. Library Will

Register Films
Washington, Aug. 21.—Spokes-

men for the LilDrary of Congress, an-

nouncing the liquidation of its motion

picture unit, as directed by Congress,

said today that the Library would con-

tinue to register films deposited for

copyright. It will also preserve the

65,000 reels now in storage, plus a

limited number to be selected from
future copyright deposits.

Library officials again expressed

concern over the possible loss of its

films through deterioration and re-

iterated that they would introduce

legislation at the next session of Con-
gress to settle the question.

Kenneth Price, Jr.

Killed in Accident
Memphis, Aug. 21.—Kenneth Price,

Jr., of McComb, Miss., brother of

Hollywood director Will Price and
brother-in-law of actress Maureen
O'Hara, was killed yesterday when
his car struck a bridge two miles
South of Magnolia, Miss.

Maurice Livingston, 42
Memphis, Aug. 21.—Maurice Liv-

ingston, 42, owner of a new theatre
in Tuckerman, Ark., died last night
at his home there. Livingston, who
was building a new theatre at Swifton,
Ark., had just returned from a trip

here. He is survived by the widow
and daughter. Funeral services will

be held Saturday.

Film Composer Dies
Hollywood, Aug. 21. — Lucien

Denni, film arranger and composer
and musical director of animated car-

toons, died at his home at Hermoda
Beach, Cal., Tuesday.

New Southern Firm
Jacksonville, N. C, Aug. 21.

—

Capitalized at $100,000, the Ritz Thea-
tre of Jacksonville, Inc., has been or-
ganized here to operate a motion pic-

ture theatre. Principals are H. M.
Loy, William Loy and A. V. Cowell.

More than 50 leading exhibitors, in-

cluding many circuit executives, will

attend the 62nd semi-annual conven-
tion of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers at the Hotel Pennsylvania
here on Oct. 20-24. Featured at the

Society's fall meeting will be a theatre
engineering conference and an educa-
tional-scientific exhibit.

Among those who will attend, ac-
cording to James Frank, Jr., chairman
of the general committee for the con-
vention, are : E. V. Richards, Saenger
Amusement Co., New Orleans ; R. H.
McCullough, National Theatres, Los
Angeles ; L. E. Pope, Fox Midwest,
Kansas City ; Nash Weil, Wilby-Kin-
cey, Atlanta; W. V. Toney, A. H.
Blank Theatres, Des Moines ; A. I.

Trebow, Balaban and Katz, Chicago

;

Jake Elder, Interstate Circuit, Dallas

;

H. S. Walker and L. C. Pearson,
Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd.,

Montreal ; Ed Arthur and Albert Stet-
son, Fanchon and Marco Theatres, St.

Louis, and Harry Brandt, Brandt
Theatres, New York.

M-G-M Product Meet
Ends Here Today
The two-day M-G-M meeting at the

home office on the promotion of new
product, held with advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation executives from
the East and West, will conclude to-

day.

Attending from the studio are How-
ard Strickling, Coast publicity head;
Frank Whitbeck, advertising head,
and Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to
Strickling. From the home office are
Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge
of advertising-publicity

; Silas F. Sead-
ler, advertising manager

; William R.
Ferguson, exploitation head ; Herbert
Crooker, publicity manager, and Tom
Gerety. Sitting in for Loew's Theatres
was Ernest Emerling, in charge of
the circuit's advertising, publicity and
exploitation.

Nuremberg Crimes Film
Washington, Aug. 20.—A rough

cut of the official film of the Nurem-
berg trials has been completed in
Germany, the War Department has
announced. The picture will be
screened for the Military Govern-
ment in Berlin and War Department
officials here before final cutting.

Formation in France of La Co-Pro-
duction, production cooperative com-
posed of six units, was announced
here yesterday by I. E. Lopert, presi-

dent of Lopert Films, who has just

returned from France, where he com-
pleted arrangements to rele' /^ the

films here. '

y^(.+.-

Stating that the primary purpose of

the new organization is to "develop
French production and get outlets

abroad," Lopert said that the move
was made out of desperation brought
on by soaring production costs and a
rapidly decreasing world market. He
asserted that the French industry's

salvation lies in the pooling of re-

sources by top-line studios to insure

sufficient capital for the completion of

pictures now in production and those
in preparation.

Under the new set-up, an indepen-
dent can line up a story, director and
stars, and bring the package to La Co-
Production for mutual financing.

Among those included in the group
are Pathe, Gaumont and Filmsono.

Lopert's deal gives him first call on
all of the new organization's product
for release in the United States, he
said. Lopert now controls or has
booking arrangements with two New
York first-runs, and theatres in Wash-
ington, Detroit, Chicago and eight

West Coast theatres of the Rosener
circuit.

Admission Price
Index Is Down
Washington, Aug. 21.—The gov-

ernment's index of admission prices

dipped sharply during the second
quarter, dropping to the lowest point

since last November.
At the end of June, the index was

63.5 per cent above the 1935-39 base
period. Last November it was 61.1 per

cent above the base, rose to 163.7 per
cent in December, and continued to

rise through the first three months.
The figures are based on reports

from 34 major cities, including first,

second and third run theatres in down-
town and neighborhood sections.

Sharpest drop was in the index of

children's admission prices, which at

the end of June stood at 158.5, the

lowest point since last September
when they were 157.9

The rise in admission prices has
always been small in comparison to

the rise in prices of other items in

the cost of living index, and the pres-

ent drop is distinctly counter to the

trend for most of the index com-
ponents.

Berlin Forms Firm
For Film Interests
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 21.—Irving

Berlin Enterprises has been incorpo-
rated here to deal in a motion picture

business. O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery
and Lawler were counsel.

Irving Berlin disclosed here yester-

day the purpose of the new company
is to bring all of his film interests

"under one roof."

$18,006 for Grable
The Roxy Theatre, here, claims the

opening day's gross of $18,006, on
Wednesday, for "Mother Wore
Tights", established a new record for
a Betty Grable picture at that house.
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Blows Averted in

Coast Studio Tour

Hollywood^ Aug. 21.—Violence

was narrowly averted twice today by
House labor subcommittee chairman
Carroll D. Kearns, who restrained

Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the

Conference of Studio Unions, from
coaa^ to blows with Cappy Duval,

bi^^Rs agent of the lATSE prop-

erc^inan's local. Cause of the fric-

tion arose over Duval's comments to

Kearns concerning studio jobs which
are the subject of the jurisdictional

strife here.

The near-violence developed in the

course of a tour of M-G-M and Eagle-

Lion studios by Kearns on a fact-

finding expedition, accompanied by
representatives of the disputant

unions.

The subcommittee held no hearings

today, but will resume tomorrow.

lA' to File
{Continued from page 1)

Report UA Layoffs
Here; Rep, on Coast
While talk of economies continued

in the industry, an economy layofif

list of between 35 to 50 employes was
understood yesterday to have been

prepared by United Artists here.

Changes reported included shifts in

the personnel department. UA ex-

ecutives were not available for com-
ment.

It is understood that some employes

on the layofif list are members of the

Screen Office and Professional Em-
ployes Guild, which held an emergen-

cy meeting here of its administrative

committee and all chapter chairmen
last night to consider the development.

Expect Republic Layoff
Of 150 at the Coast

Hollywood, Aug. 21.—Personnel
dismissals expected to number ISO

have been ordered by Republic here.

In the main, according to a checkup

at the studio, the cuts consist of a

paring down of studio department

staff, with the publicity department,

for example, laying of¥ three persons.

It follows action by Universal-In-

ternational in laying ofif about 200.

Similar programs are under way at

other studios.

the Taft-Hartley law as unfair and
discriminatory, and declared that it

would prove productive of dissatisfac-

tion among employers as well as

among workers.

In taking action to file, the board
felt that it was necessary in order

to protect the bargaining rights now
enjoyed by the lATSE and by those

of its local union members working
in interstate commerce who are

therefore subject to the law.

International president Richard F.

Walsh denounced the act as a "dras-

tic attempt on the part of the reaction-

ary industrial interests of America
to use Congress to destroy the trade

union movement." He predicted that

the law would result in a reduced
standard of living for the workers of

America.

Emphasizing the board's Belief that

the law will not further good labor-

management relations but will disrupt

them, Walsh said: "We intend to

fight the act in every legitimate way
possible, and to seek the defeat of

those members of Congress who were
responsible for its enactment.'

One reason given for the board's

opposition to the law was its convic-

tion that it helps rather than hin-

ders Communists in their campaign to

subvert the American trade union
movement.

"It is well known," Walsh asserted,

"that the lATSE has been one effec-

tive bulwark against the Communist's
capture of Hollywood studio labor.

Our organization loathes the Com-
munist and everything he stands for."

Walsh also said that since his elec-

tion to the lATSE presidency in 1941,

financial records and by-laws of the

union have been "an open book."
Walsh announced that the petition

of Boston Local No. 182, Motion Pic-

ture Operators, to strike at the ter-

mination of its contract on Aug. 31

had been referred to William Scanlan
of Lynn, Mass., international trustee.

Rank Offers Studio

For Religious Films

London, Aug. 21.—J. Arthur Rank
disclosed last night that a motion pic-

ture studio is being constructed at the

London suburb of Elstree for the pro-

duction of religious films.

Rank told the World's Sunday
School Association conference that the

studio "will belong to me but it will

be available for any religious group of

any denomination to use for making
films of their own choice." He did

not explain in detail on what basis

the studio would operate, but said it

would produce non-profit films, most
of them 16mm., for churches.

The conference adopted a proposal

by Rank to establish offices in New
York, London and Geneva to promote
the use of religious films. He of-

fered to establish the London office,

and an association spokesman said

Mrs. Clifford Heinz of Pittsburgh

volunteered to underwrite the New
York office.

Golden State Sold
(Continued from page 1)

Newsreel Men Get
Contract Extension
The contract of some 100 newsreel

men, represented by the International

Photographers of the Motion Picture

Industry, Locals No. 644 here, No.
666 in Chicago, and No. 659 in Hol-

lywood, has been extended to Aug. 20,

1948, with provision for wage reopen-

ing talks on Jan. 1, 1948. The con-

tract was scheduled to expire Dec. 31,

1947.

By virtue of the extension, the

closed shop feature of the contract will

continue for one year. Under the pro-

visions of the Taft-Hartley act, ef-

fective today, the closed shop would
have been banned had no extension

been granted.

Emniick and Robert A. McNeil. Gold-

en State is the largest independent cir-

cuit in Northern California, operating

its 104 theatres through 41 corpora-

tions.

The deal was closed in the presence

here of Charles Skouras, Los Angeles,

president of 20th-Fox's National

Theatres, and whose Principal Thea-
tres control a large interest in Gold-

en State. The Skouras interest was
said to have had weight in blocking

the sale to Lippert and Reynolds. Also,

the Lippert-Reynolds deal demanded
more concessions than Naify's offer,

with an ultimate object of buying out

all partners and controlling operation

and management.

L. S. Hamm, attorney for Naify, de-

clared that the deal would mean no
change in Golden State's circuit pol-

icy or personnel.

Starr Resigns 'IA' Post
William Starr, president of Motion

Picture Employes Union, Local No.

H-63, lATSE, who is employed here

in the foreign department of Warner
F^.rothers, has resigned his union post.

He will be succeeded temporarily by

Irving Zimmerman, local vice-presi-

dent, who is employed by the Ace
Laboratories.

Tests of Taft Act Expected
Here Soon in Film Industry

As the features of the Taft-Hartley
law go into effect today, unions in the

industry here find themselves in situa-

tions which will soon provide tests

of what the law actually will do.

Such a situation appears in the case

of Motion Picture Home Office Em-
ployes Union, Local No. H-63,
lATSE, which has just sent a re-

quest to Consolidated Film Labora-
tories, of Ft. Lee, N. J., asking that

the firm sit down to collective bar-

gaining sessions for 50 employes. The
local claims a majority.

Under the law, the firm can tell the

union to get certification as collective

bargaining agent from the National

Labor Relations Board. If the union

does not wish to utilize the offices

of the NLRB, and enters a strike

situation, the traditional support of

other TA' locals is hampered by the

provisions of the Taft-Hartley law

prohibiting secondary boycotts. Thus,

if other TA' locals honored Local No.

H-63's picket lines, they would be

leaving themselves open to possible

prosecution for violations of the sec-

ondary boycott provision, and to lia-

bility for breach of contract.

The Screen Office and Professional

Employes Guild's parent, the United

Office and Professional Workers of

America, has already decided not to

use the channels of the NLRB.
SOPEG is not as immediately af-

fected by the law's ban on the closed

NewGroup toImprove
Industry in Mexico
Mexico City, Aug. 21.—Improving

and developing the Mexican film in-

dustry is the announced object of the

National Cinematographic Commis-
sion, just organized by a decree of

President Miguel Aleman. It sup-
plants the Super Cinematographic
Council. The new commission mem-
bers are

:

Antonio Castro Leal, chief censor,

chairman
; Jose L. Campo, manager of

the industry's bank, the Banco Cinema-
tografico ; Manuel Sanchez Cuen, film

banking counsellor ; Celestino Go-
rostiza, stage and screen dramatist

;

Gabriel Figueroa, cameraman
; Jose

Gomez Robleda, author and psychol-
ogist; Adolfo Fernandez Bustamante,
secretary general of the Picture Pro-
duction Workers Union, and Andres
Henstrosa, author.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Sullivan Resigns
Hollywood, Aug. 21.—William J.

O. Sullivan, with Republic in vari-
ous capacities for 17 years, has an-
nounced his resignation, with future
plans to be disclosed later.

shop written into the law, since it has
no closed shop contracts for home
office employes here, but lATSE,
with the exception of its home office

local, H-63, has a majority of closed
sliop contracts.

Several lATSE locals won con-
tract extensions on the eve of the

act's going into effect, and thus pre-

served their closed-shop clauses for

one year. Among them were Inter-

national Photographers' Locals No.
644 here. No. 666 in Chicago and No.
659 in Hollywood.

'lA' Exchange Talks
Under Way Here

Discussions with lATSE officials

on extension of the union's national

contract covering several thousand

exchange employes in various major
cities have been under way with com-
pany executives here for several days.

Negotiations have been slowed down
because of the absence of top lATSE
officials in Boston, where the union's

executive board is in session.

It was understood that agreement

was being sought last night in antici-

pation of the new provisions of the

Tart-Hartley law going into effect.

—RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-gi
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY
GRANT • LOY . TEMPLE

JThe Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer
An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

y SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents ^

I DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO
I

and the Goldwyn Girls Irt

racHAz/coLOf^

BspAOwar
;

*::*Sttli:Str»«t;5i;

ROBERT ROBERT

YOUNGMITCHUMRYAN

SCIENTIFICALLY AIR CONDITIONED^^
,(„,(;,, yfgg^

^*^ OH SCREEN
I

IN PERSON

'Copacabana' caKer
Extra I

HANK LADD

Grouciii)

MARX
Carmen

MIRANDA
Plus Others

BING CROSBY

JOAN CAULFIELD

BARRY FITZGERALD

p/I^^MOC/A^r

BETTV GRABLE . DAN DAILEY

1VI0THER WORE TIGHTS"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE

JACK HALEY . ELLA LOGAN
Extra: JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

ROXY 7th Ave. &
50th St. :
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SIMPP Protest

(Continued from page 1)

Eric Johnston be named as advisers.

Snyder is chairman of the NAC,
top level U. S. financial unit, which
has been carrying on talks here with

the British on relaxing the British

loan agreement.

Unconfirmed reports late today said

the British film tax had come up for

the first time in the talks between
the British delegation and U. S. offi-

cials. A Treasury Department an-

nouncement said that a meeting of

the NAC and British delegation had
heard a "general forecast of the Brit-

ish balance of payments for the re-

mainder of the year and the first half

of 1948." It is hard to see how this

could be discussed without some esti-

mate of film remittances and the gen-

eral tax question.

The Coast delegation which yester-

day took the SIMPP's protest against

the British tax to Acting Secretary

of State Robert A. Lovett, today pro-

tested to Snyder, Export-Import
Bank president William McChesney
Martin, and Assistant Secretary of

Commerce David A. Bruce, all NAC
members.

They told the Government officials

that the tax is already having a seri-

ous effect on the bank credit of inde-

pendent U. S. producers, and asked

Snyder to rule immediately that the

Dalton tax violates all three existing

Anglo-American financial agreements.

They said small U. S. producers do
not have the resources to soften a

blow like the loss of the British mar-
ket.

Any solution to the British prob-

. lem, the SIMPP delegation vvarned,

must not place negotiations in the

hands of any one segment of the in-

dustry, must not dislocate the U. S.

tee were: Gunther R. Leasing, Walt
film industry, and must protect all

equally.

Members of the three-man commit-
Disney vice-president ; Milton Kram-
er, representing David O. Selznick;

and James A. Mulvey, president of

Samuel Goldwyn Productions. Marv-
ing L. Paris, Nelson's assistant, ac-

companied them.

Meanwhile, it was revealed that the

British have withdrawn another $150,-

000,000 of the British loan and plan

withdrawals of $300,000,000 more be-

fore the end of the month, dropping

their balance to a mere $400,000,000

of the original $3,750,000,000. This

will be frozen, under yesterday]s

agreement, -until a final agreement is

reached on relaxing the loan terms.

The British delegation, it was re-

ported, is pressing for further conces-

sions besides the permission to end
free convertibility of sterling into dol-

lars. The main concession desired

now is permission to increase pur-

chases from other countries.

Two Hollywood Unions
Protest Britisii Tax
Washington, Aug. 21.— Two

more Hollywood unions today official-

ly joined the industry protest against

the British 75 per cent ad valorem
tax.

In a telegram to Secretary of State

George C. Marshall, Herbert AUer,
business representative of the Inter-

national Photographers Union, Local

No. 659, asked that Marshall take

steps "to promulgate a similar tax
against British pictures, as well as to

establish stringent immigration laws,"

if the problem is not soon settled to

the benefit of all concerned.

Emmett Lavery, president of the

Screen Writers Guild, wired Acting
Secretary of State Lovett "to use

every effort to effect equitable adjust-

ment of the situation precipitated by
the new British import duty."

Ascap Asks
(Continued from page 1)

sic Hall and the Roxy on Broadway,
which now pay Ascap about $1,200 an-

annually, would be required to pay ap-

proximately $7,500 annually.

Ascap's total revenue from theatres

has averaged around $1,000,000 under
the old rates. Under the new rates,

it is estimated, its theatre collections

will be more than three times that

amount.

The organization discloses that it

began mailing notices of the change to

the first of its 17,000 licensees in ex-
hibition yesterday. The increases will

become effective upon the expiration
of present contracts, most of them
about the first of the year.

It was said that all present contracts

will continue in effect, there being
some which run through next summer.
Additionally, theatres which already
have begun negotiations for renewals
will not be affected in the new
contracts.

An announcement by Deems Taylor,
president, which confirmed Motion
Picture Daily's report yesterday, as-

serted the new rates will be equivalent
to about one-thousandth of the total

admission dollars.

Herman Greenberg, in charge of all

licensing for Ascap, will direct the
theatre fee operation.

Taylor said that the new method of

taxation has been found acceptable in

other countries due, in his opinion, to

its taking into consideration the rela-

tion that ought to exist between the
theatre income and its music costs.

He added:

U-I Ad Unit
(Continued from page 1)

volving a wider time-spread of first-

run key city engagements, John
Joseph, national director of advertis-

ing and publicity announced today.

The change will take effect next
month when the New York office will

move to its new building on Park
Ave.

Maurice Bergman, now Eastern ad-
vertising-publicity director, will head
the department, while Joseph will con-
tinue to make his headquarters here.

The latter will supervise over-all pro-
motional production.
A studio unit will be maintained for

advertising-promotion activities, head-
ed by U-I's present advertising coordi-
nator, David A. Lipton. Chief con-
cern of the studio unit will be activities

preceding and during the course of

production.

"Our income from this large body
of licensees has not kept pace with
the greatly increased income of the
motion picture theatres. The present
scale, based on seating capacities, was
adopted in 1934, in the depths of the
depression, and as to each theatre, our
income has remained static from that
time. Since then all costs have
mounted, particularly theatre admis-
sions. Rising costs affect the compos-
ers, as well as any other profession.
We feel they are entitled to consider-
ation and believe that our licensees
will see that this new method of cal-

culation is designed to correct a mani-
fest inequity."

20th-Fox Net
(Continued from page 1)

28, consolidated net income, after all

charges, was $2,504,175. After de-

ducting dividends on prior preferred

and convertible preferred stock, this

amounted to 84 cents per share on
common stock. Profit for the first

quarter of 1947 was $5,897,603, while
the profit for the second quarter of

1946 on a comparable basis was $5,-

207,496, equal to $1.97 per share of

common stock.

Gross income from sales and rentals

of film and theatre receipts for the 26
weeks ended June 28 was $93,517,-

473.56, compared with gross income of

$91,218,724.66 for the 26 weeks end-
ed June 29, 1946. Net profit before
Federal taxes and minority interests

for the 26 weeks ended Jxuie 28 was
$15,821,760.29, as compared with net

profit of $21,789,477.24 for the 26
weeks ended June 29, 1946. Provision
for Federal income taxes was $6,200,-

000 for the 26 weeks ended June 28,

compared with Federal taxes of $8,-

850,000 for the 26 weeks ended June
29, 1946.

Quarterly Dividend of $1.12'/2

Declared on 2(h;h's Preferred
Board of directors of 20th Century-

Fox yesterday declared a quarterly

cash dividend of $1.12J^ per share on
outstanding prior preferred stock, pay-
able on Sept. 15 to stockholders of

record on Sept. 2.

A quarterly dividend of 37^ cents

per share on outstanding convertible

preferred stock was also declared pay-
able on Sept. 30 to stockholders of

record on Sept. 9, 1947.

Also, a quarterly dividend of 75

cents on common was declared, pay-
able Sept. 30, to stockholders of rec-

ord on Sept. 9.

Dunn, Bellman
(Continued from) page 1)

man to the post of assistant circuit

sales manager.
Dunn joined Warners in 1926 as

Pittsburgh branch manager. In 1931
he shifted to foreign service, becoming
Far Eastern supervisor. In Singapore
he was captured by the Japs until his

repatriation on the 5S Grtpsholm.
Later Dunn spent a year with War-
ners at the studio and in the Cleveland
buying department, resigning in 1944
to go to Florida. In March, 1946, he
joined Producers Releasing as as-

sistant general sales manager.
Bellman entered distribution after

managing the Royal Theatre, New
York. Following a term as general
manager of Pioneer Exchange, he
formed Hollywood Pictures, to dis-

tribute Columbia product. Subse-
quently, Hollywood was sold to Co-
lumbia, Bellman joining the latter

company as New York exchange head.
In 1935 he was named general ex-
change manager for Republic, later

becoming Eastern district manager. In
1945, Bellman joined Producers Re-
leasing as home office sales executive.

Mexico Increases
Film Financing
Mexico City, Aug. 21.—Capital of

the industry's own bank, the Banco
Cinematografico, S.A., Jose L. Campo,
manager, has been raised to $2,000,-
000 by orders of President Miguel
Aleman. The government contrib-
uted to the new capital, which had
been $800,000. The bank was founded
by the industry and the government
in 1938. The increase was made to
expand financing to producers.

Coming
Events
Aug. 25-27—Columbia sales meet-

ing. Hotel Warwick, New York.

Aug. 30^Sept. 4—M-G-M sales con-
ference. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.

Sept. 19-20—American Theati (^g+ s-

sociation and Motion Picture
Owners Association joint mem-
bership meeting, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.

Sept. 24-29^— Theatre Equipment
and Supply Manufacturers and
Theatre Equipment Dealers Pro-
tective Association joint conven-
tion, Shoreham Hotel, Washing-
ton.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Association annual con-
vention, philips Hotel, Kansas
City.

Oct. 20-24—Society of Motion Pic-
ture Engineers' 62nd semi-annual
convention. Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.

FCC Grants Video

Cable Additions

M''ashington, Aug. 21.—Transmis-
sion facilities for television network
programs will be available soon on a

network loop that will run from New
York, Chicago, Atlanta and back to

New York, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission announced today.

Permission has been granted to the

American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., the Commission said, to supple-

ment existing coaxial cable facilities,

including the St. Louis-Memphis
cable which will complete the loop of

New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Mem-
phis, Jackson, Atlanta, Charlotte,

Washington and New York.
A. T. and T. was also granted au-

thority to construct an Augusta-
Atlanta coaxial cable, which will com-
plete the transcontinental cable route

from New York to Los Angeles. The
St. Louis-Memphis route will also be

the first link in the Chicago-New Or-
leans coaxial cable route.

New Section Heads
Named by RMA
Washington, Aug. 21. — Three

new section chairmen have been ap-
pointed to the Radio Manufacturers
Association amplifier and sound
equipment division. They are A. K.
Ward, commercial sound equipment;
Arch V. Samuelson, intercommunica-
tion equipment; H. A. Crossland, re-

cording equipment.
A scheduled meeting in Washington

of the liaison committees of the RMA
and the National Association of
Broadcasters, has been postponed
indefinitely.

Famous Players Dividend
Toronto, Aug. 21.—Famous Play-

ers Canadian Corp. has declared a
record dividend for the third quarter
of 1947 comprising the regular 20
cents per common share plus an extra
payment of 50 cents, both payable
Sept. 20 to stockholders of record on
Sept. 6.
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MOTHER WORE TIGHTS

STOOD 'EM UP FROM 9A.M.

TO MIDNIGHT OPENING DAY!

MORE MONEY AND MORE

PEOPLE FOR A NON-HOLIDAY

DATE THAN ANY OTHER

TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPH IN

THE GREAT BOXOFFICE

HISTORY OF THE ROXY

AND
^^J^/i

CENTURY-FOX!

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS" Color by TECHNICOLOR starring BETTY GRABLE with DAN DAILEY and MONA FREEMAN
CONNIE MARSHALL . Vanessa Brown . Robert Arthur . Sara Allgood . William Frawley . Ruth Nelson Anabel
Shaw . Directed by WALTER LANG . Produced by UMAR TROHI . Screen Play by Lamar Trotti . Based on

the book by Miriam Young . Lyrics and Music by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow
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Decree Provisions Proving" Costly to Distribs.
Unsought Bidding Demand
Take Up Time of Wary Top
Echelon Sales Personnel

Distributor efforts to comply with
those provisions of the N. Y. Statu-

tory Court's decree deemed likely to

be upheld by the U. S. Supreme
Court as law are proving costly in

terms of time, money and effort, a

survey of policy pursued by the

major companies reveals.

Concerned primarily with the

avoidance of treble-damage suits and
violations of the Court's Conclusions

of Law with reference to selling

(Continued on Page 6)

lA Asks Gov't Adion

On U. K. Film Duty

Boston—Labor stepped into the in-

ternational film picture at the week-
end with the passing of a resolution

by the general executive board of

the lATSE in which it called upon
Secretary of State Marshall and
Treasury Secretary Snyder to use

their offices in an effort to bring
about a revision of the recent ad

(Continued on Page 7)

Hungarian Studios to

Deliver 5-7 Shortly

Budapest (Via Air Mail)—Produc-
tion has resumed at the Hunnia Stu-

dios after a lengthy layoff and it is

expected between five and seven films

will be completed shortly. Various
political parties are reported spon-
soring the films.

Raw stock is being supplied by the

(Continued on Page 3)

Propaganda in Films
Forum Topic Auy. 26

Irene Thirer, N. Y. Post film edi-

tor; Eileen Creelman, Sun critic;

Terry Ramsaye, Motion Picture

Herald editor, and John McManus,

PM film editor, will take part in a

radio forum, tomorrow night over

the Mutual network at 9:30 p.m.

Topic: "Is there too much propa-

ganda in movies?"

ReelingBound - - -

THE WASHINGTON SCENE
By MANNING CLAGETT

WASHINGTON
r^UE to some persistent plugging by MPAA's able Dave Palfreyman and THE FILM
'^ DAILY, we are now able to give yoj a final correction on box office receipts and

average admission prices for the past several years.

We present the revised figures because of the importance placed upon them by the

industry and the Government. It's no stretch of the imagination to say that the Gov-

ernment (including Congress) scan industry figures very closely when tax revision

time comes around. Thus, while we don't want to drive the subject into the ground,

we are giving you the figures so the industry can keep better tabs on what is going

on. You will remember that the industry was thrown off in its statistics for the past

(Continued on Page 6)

Eady Returning to Report
On Talks; Johnston Will

Scan Other Area Problems

Mayor To Get Local

Studio Site Reports

Reports on the survey conducted
over the past two months towards
securing adequate sites for possible

studio locations here have been com-
pleted and are now in process of be-

ing screened by Mayor O'Dwyer's
film advisor, Judge Edward C. Ma-
guire.

Though Maguire has recently re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Parkway Denies RKO,

Loew's Fraud Cliarges

Leonard Finkelstein and Parkway
Theaters in Federal Court Friday
denied all charges and asked for a
dismissal of the RKO and Loew's
fraud suits, claiming conspiracies by
RKO and Loew's with other major
distributors to restrain trade in vio-

lation of Sherman anti-trust laws.

Defendants claimed that during

(Continued on Page 8)

Washinqtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sir Wilfred Eady,

head of the British mission for the
Anglo-American talks on British

loan terms, was scheduled to take off

over the week-end to report back to

his government on last week's talks.

He was scheduled to confer first,

however, with MPAA head Eric
Johnston, who flew in from Spokane,
Wash., Friday. Sir Wilfred did talk

briefly Friday with Joyce O'Hara,
Johnston's assistant, and MPEA
lawyer Allen Dulles.

In addition, a meeting on the Brit-

(Continued on Page 7)

See Large Turnout

Prods., IA Sign 1-Year Pact,

Covers Set Erection, Elect.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carrying out AF of L

directive of December 26, 1945,
major producers have signed a one-
year contract with lATSE for 500
members, Local 468, which was or-

ganized after directive was issued
(Continued on Page 8)

Cinema Records Demand
Upheld in Denver Action

Denver—Judge J. Foster Symes,
in U. S. District Court, upheld the
demand of Cinema Amusements, Inc.,

operating the Broadway, for records

of the Denham and Fox Inter-

mountain theaters from Sept. 1, 1944,

(Continued on Page 6)

Fear Aussie $-Pix Problem
Monetary Confab Call Alerts Industry

With the number of reservations

increasing daily, a large turnout of

exhibitors and industry leaders from
Coast to Coast are expected to at-

tend the MPTOA-ATA meeting set

for Washington Sept. 19-20, at the

Hotel Shoreham.
Although the prime attraction is

(Continued on Page 3)

Warner Pathe News Drops
Non-Theatrical Accounts

Non-theatrical accounts receiving

Pathe News service when the news-
reel was under RKO ownership are

understood to have been dropped by
Warner Bros, following the latter's

(Continued on Page 3)

Warner Studio Activity

In High; Four Shooting

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production activities

at the Warner studio will be stepped

up this week with the starting of

four new features and the return of

the "To the Victor" unit from France
(Continued on Page 8)

Sydney (By Cable) — Develop-
ments in Australia and New Zea-

land have alerted U. S. film distrib-

utors, it is learned.

Australia's Prime Minister, Joseph
B. Chiefly, who on Thursday said

that his country, economically tied

to Britain, no longer could import
"anything but essentials" from the

(Continued on Page 6)

SPG-SOPEG Meeting
On Layoffs This Week

Joint sessions were held over the

weekend by leaders of the Screen

Publicists Guild and the Screen Of-

fice and Professional Employes Guild

to set up a combined membership

meeting of the two units on Thurs-

day. Purpose of the meeting is to

plan a series of actions to curtail

personnel layoffs anticipated in ma-

jor film company home offices.

a
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Theater Bldg. STDNET—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, UT 2110. BRUS-
SEJLS—Jean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
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CopenhaEen-Van I,oese. ROME—John Perdicari, Via
Lirdovisi 16. Phone. 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuck. Cerrlto 597. AfEXICO CITY
Dorothy Neal, Hotel Posada del Sol. BUDAPEST

—

Andor Lajta, Fflmmuveszetl Evkonyv, Thokoly-ut
75, Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels
Rrstaeaten 18 (III).
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low
Bell & Howell 221/2 22V8
Columbia Picts. vts. 18 173/4
East. Kodak 453/8 451/4
Gen. Prec. Eq 185/8 IS^/s
Loew's, Inc 201/2 2OI/2

Paramount 233/8 231/4
RKO 115/g ns/s
Republic Pict 5 5
Republic Pict. Pfd.. 11 2/4 11 34
20th Century-Fox... 263/4 26l/a
Universal Pict 183^ I8I/2

Warner Bros ISi/s 15

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 33^ 33^ 33^
RKO 31/8 3 3
Sonotone Corp 33^ 33^ 33^
Technicolor 123/8 12% 1214-
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Loyola Prof. Accuses Prods.
Of Working Against CSU
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Rev. George H.

Dunne, Loyola University professor
of political science, accused motion
picture producers of teaming up
with the lATSE in a "war to the
finish" against the Conference of
Studio Unions Friday in testimony
before House Labor .sub-committee
hearings in Federal Building.

Extend Scenic Artists

Pact for Another Year

United Scenic Artists, Local 829,

AFL, which includes among its mem-
bership designers, scenic artists, art

directors and make-up men, has ex-

tended its agreement with the Asso-
ciation of Scenic Contractors for

another year, it was announced at the

week-end.

Terms of the new contract are un-
changed from the expiring pact. Ac-
tual signing of the agreement for
designers with the League of New
York Theaters will take place to-

morrow, with President Walter Wal-
den and Rudy Karnolt, business
agent signing for the union.

23 Commercial Films in

Work at Pathe in Aug.

RKO Pathe has 23 commercial
films in varying stages of completion,
marking August as a new high in

production, Phillips B. Nichols, com-
mercial manager, announced.

Being shot, cut, or processed at

the Pathe studio now are a two-reeler
for Sparks-Withington, Inc.; a two-
reel recruiting film for the Army;
fifth in a series of two-reelers for
the National Infantile Paralysis
Campaign; an untitled one-reeler for
Fisk Rubber Co., and a two-reel doc-
umentary of the history and work
of the Lederle Division of American
Cyanamid Co.

To Produce Technicolor
Film in East Africa

Copenhagen (Via Air Mail)—Nat
Wachsberger, veepee of Interna-
tional United Prod, and Aage Sten-
toft, Danish businessman, plan a
Technicolor film, "Jungle in Revolt,"
to be filmed in British East Africa.
Expedition, headed by Stentoft, will

ai*rive in Nairobi next month. Film-
ing is expected to require four
months. Half of distribution pro-
ceeds will go to Danish interests.

Donaldson, Segal Named
To E-L New England Posts

Tom Donaldson has been named
district manager for Eagle-Lion in
New England and Hari-y Segal has
been appointed to the post of Boston
branch manager, A. W. Schwalberg,
company distribution chief, an-
nounced at the week-end. Al Fecke
was named sales manager in Boston
and Max Salzberg as New Haven
branch manager.

Mrs. Rose West Succumbs
Chicago—Mrs. Rose West, wife of

George West, St. Louis Monogram
executive, who died in Los Angeles,
was buried here Friday in Western
Star Cemetery with Graveside ser
vices.

John Baker Dead
Chicago—John Baker, 55, theater

attorney associated with defense in
Jackson Park Theater case, is dead
after a short illness.

COfllinG and GOinG

EDWARD L. HYMAN, Paramount Theater
Service Corp. vice-president, accompanied by
his assistant, MAX FELLERMAN will be in De-
troit today. Tomorrow Hyman will attend the
annual business meeting of the Minnesota
Amusement Co. in Minneapolis.

LEO G. CARROLL, featured player in Para-
mount's "So Evil My Love," arrives from
England on the Queen Mary today.

ANN DVORAK and her husband, IGOR DEGA,
returned yesterday to the Coast.

ANDY W. SMITH, JR., returned Friday from
a trip to the 20th-Fox Albany and Philadelphia
exchanges.

DAVID HEMPSTEAD, "Portrait of Jennie"
producer, is here for SRO confabs.

IVAN POCHNA, director of the foreign film
department of the Charles A. Koons Co., will

sail for England on the Queen Mary Aug. 27.

MEYER LEVIN, author of "My Father's House,"
will leave today for England.

SAM WHEELER, Film Classics general sales
manager, left Hollywood yesterday on a swing
around the Denver, Kansas City and St. Louis
territory for "Spirit of West Point" confabs.

PAUL GRAETZ, producer of "Le Dioble au
Corps," flew to Paris Saturday for triple

opening of the pic in three first run spots.

WALLACE BEERY is here from the Coast,
staying at the Waldorf.

DON MOORE, Eastern story editor for Warner
Bros., returns today from a vacation in Con-
necticut.

Silverstone Aims for

Bergman in Bible Pic

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—Murray
Silverstone, 20th-Fox Int'l president,
here for a conference at Fox's Scan-
dinavian offices, told interviewers

His formula for 1948: "Intimate
family stories, with the human
touch."

His ambition: To film the Bible
with Ingrid Bergman.

Dual Stockholm-N. Y.
Bow for WB's "Night"

Stockholm (By Air Mail)—Viveca
Lindfor's first American film, "Night
Unto Night," will be premiered
simultaneously in 'Stockholm and
New York on Sept. 27, WB has
announced here. Ronald Reagan is

co-starred.

Nathanson Dinner Tonight
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Franciscoi — Nat Nathanson,

UA branch manager who is being
transferred to Chicago, will be tend-
ered a testimonial dinner tonight by
the local Tent of the Variety Club.
Nathanson departs for his new post
later in the week.

"Father" Sets Records
Warners reports new box office

records for special engagements of
"Life With Father." Openings in-
cluded Paramount and Esquire, Den-
ver; Capitol, Cincinnati; Warner,
Pittsburgh; Boyd, Philadelphia;
Brand, East Stroudsburg, Pa.

HERE HE IS!
Are you a producer or distributor looking
for an alert, capable, assistant? Here's
a man with Ideas and capital seeking
such an association. For more details

BOX 134, THE FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

"Years" Two-Day Circuit

Take Is Over $300,000

First and second day grosses for
"The Best Years of Our Lives" now
playing at the RKO, Skouras, Rand-
force and Century circuits in the
Metropolitan area, have passed the

$300,000 mark.
First day's business garne|Aic+^by

the Goldwyn pic was $160,oH At
the week-end the second day's take
was reported to be $144,166. Figur-
ing on a combined average daily take
of $150,000 from the 49 houses in the
four circuits playing the film, it is

estimated the total for the week will

be in the neighborhood of $1,050,-

000. In 38 weeks at the Astor on
Broadway, 1,000-seat house, film gar-
nered $1,600,000.

"Crossfire" In 6th Week
RKO's "Crossfire" will be held for

a isixth week at the Rivoli.

NEW YORK THEATERS

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

y SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents \

I

DANNY KAYE. VIRGINIA MAYO
and fhe Goldwyn Girls in

I fleSe&i^/^o^Wett&iAliitif I

rsCf/M/COLOR

ASTOR & 4Sth SltOfety

ON SCREEN

"COPA-

CABANA"
Groucho
MARX
Carmen

MIRANDA

m PERSON
THELMA

CARPENTER
Exfrat

HANK LADD
Plus others

BING CROSBY

JOAN CAUmELD

BARRY FITZGERALD

'^^^,
7D/lR/iMO(//vr z\
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See Large Turnout

For MPTOA-ATA Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

the vote on projected merger of the

two organizations, other lures are

tb "^^Jen forum sessions and the

pi ice of company executives who
will perhaps indicate new policies of

interest to theater owners.

Since the presentation of the new
20th-Fox sales plan at the June con-

vention of the Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, industryites are ap-

proaching similar conclaves with an
air of expectation that they may
serve as sounding boards for other

innovations.

Invitations to the MPTOA-ATA
meetings have been extended to all

company presidents and many top

executives, and a large representa-

tion from that branch of the indus-

try is anticipated.

UN Film Board Compiling
Four International Lists

Four international catalogs of

films on the UN, health, agriculture

and nutrition are being compiled

and will be published in the UN Film
Board on behalf of FAO, ILO,
UNESCO and the UN Department
of Public Information. Preparation

of the lists will be carried out jointly

by the film staffs of UN and
UNESCO.

Initial move in the project was the

mailing to producers of forms on
which they may list information on

any films coming within the pro-

jected catalogue's scope.

Warner Pathe News Drops
Non-Theatrical Accounts

(Continued from Page 1)

take-over of the Pathe newsreel or-

ganization.

Move conforms to the Warner
policy of not supplying product to

non-theatrical sources which are in

competition with regular theaters.

Veterans' hospitals, however,
which had been getting 16 mm.
prints of Pathe News through 21

RKO exchanges, will continue to

receive the Warner Pathe News.

M-G-M Tradeshowing "Women
M-G-M will hold tradeshowing of

"The Women," a reprint, Sept. 22 in

all exchanges excepting Washington,
where it will be shown the next day.

ffv»«v«'»v»v«»vv»v»v»»*»v»v»v»«•»•;•«
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John R. Bray Ruby Keeler

Victor Heerman Louis Weinberg
John Zantt Will Hollander

Van Johnson
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ALONG

Monday Morning Report
• • • WE LEARN ON GOOD AUTHORITY that Technicolor

which is still more than a year behind in making deliveries will

practically triple its capacity within the next 12 months or so. . . .

• Economy-minded producers might grab a few pointers from Hans

Richter who co-scripted, directed and produced "Dreams That

Money Can Buy" a full length feature in a Manhattan loft

for $20.000

T
• • • IN KEEPING with the stature of "Life With Father," the

Warner press book department headed by Sid Rechetnik and under

the supervision of Mort Blumenstock, vice-prexy in charge of advertis-

ing-publicity has put out its most impressive and comprehensive

press book in years for this picture It's a 52-page affair, in large

size, with an ad section of 20 pages giving exhibs. a complete

assortment of effective material for newspaper ads and editorial copy in

all deportments All in all. a swell compendium of showmanship.

T T T
• • • HENRY REEVE, president of the Texas Theater Owners,

Inc., has an explanation for the drop in small town biz that may have

escaped you Br'r Reeve opines that there's a close relationship be-

tween the end of those allotment checks that Uncle Sam obligingly sent

to the folks back home during the war years and what's happened to

small town theater biz AAHien Mom was getting those checks, she

was a faithful box office visitor, seldom if ever missing a show

But when the boys came home and there were no more checks from

Uncle Sam. she became a less frequent caller at the b. o And now

with the cost o' living eating up family war-time savings. Mom's lucky

if she sees a show a month And when she does, she generally is

found paying for the ex-G. I.'s tickets to bootTV
• • • NEW HAVEN'S AMALGAMATED BOOKING SERVICE has

reversed its booking routine Ordinarily, local offices of the distrib-

utors enlisted co-operation of Amalgamated in booking houses handled

by the latter But when it starts its new drive shortly. Amalgamated

will ask for the support of the distributors to get a solid booking for

all of the Amalgamated theaters. ...» Bugs Bunny. WB cartoon

character, has been promoted to master sergeant for his services in the

Marine Corps recruiting campaign. ... • Jackie Robinson, Dodgers'

Negro star first baseman, will appear in a movie dealing with juvenile

delinquency

T

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Dave Jones, advertising manager

of Kerasotes theaters, has been appointed commissioner of the Spring-

field. 111., airport authority Louis Harrison, widely known Chi.

theater owner, is a new vice-prexy of the Levi Memorial Hospital

Dwight Weisl has been signed to continue as narrator for the Warner

Pathe News William Graydon. writing in the Chicago Journal of

Commerce, comes up with the info, that 4,000 American companies will

use pix this year as sales and training aids Barney Girard promises

"the best exploitable cast" in his forthcoming "Jiggs and Maggie in

Society" for Monogram And with Cartoonist George McMonus as

Jiggs in one scene, Arthur Murray, the dance man, and Dale Carnegie

already set. and others to come, Barney could be right Maj. John

Giachelto, USMCR, who manages the Springfield, HI., Hoxy, has been

appointed recruiting officer for the Marine Corps Reserve in that city

• The Academy's revised film section for Compion's Pictured Encyclo-

peadia has so impressed its editors that they're delaying printing until

November to permit enlorgement of the section. . . .

Mayor To Get Local

tudio Site Reports

(Continued from Page 1)

signed his office as Commissioner of

Labor Relations, it is confidently ex-
pected that he will continue as the
city's film co-ordinator, with power
to expedite clearance and other de-
tails for production companies with-
in the Municipal area.

Full report on the survey will be
ready for the Mayor some time next
week and it will determine the course
of the city's subsequent co-operation
with film makers here. Another fact
expected to be brought out by the
survey is whether or not the city

actually needs a film co-ordinatbr.
Negative results will undoubtedly
put New York back where it was
when activity was first stirred up
about pulling the film industry East
and will set the city up for future
attacks on the recurrent problem.

M. Naify Buys Golden
State for $10,000,000

San Francisco — Michael Naify,
owner of T. & D. Enterprises, and a
partner in Golden State Theaters,
has acquired full ownership of

Golden State. Deal involves $10,000,-

000 and covers 104 houses.
Naify acquires interests of his

two partners Eugene Emmick and
Robert A. McNeil. Circuit is the
largest in the Northern California
territory. On hand when the deal
was closed was Charles Skouras,
president of National Theaters. Lat-
ter's Principal Theaters controls a
large interest in Golden State. It was
also disclosed the deal would not en-
tail personnel changes or switch in

policy.

Hungarian Studios to

Deliver 5-7 Pix Shortly

(Continued from Page 1)

Belgian Gevaert company. Presently
in various stages of completion are

"Somewhere in Europe," dealing
with war orphans; "Muse," directed

by Zoltan Kerenyi; "The Story of a

Wagon," dealing with social prob-
lems; "Gentleman's Fun," a folklore

number based on a novel by Zsig-

mund Moricz and "The Song of the

Cornfields," a romance drama by
Ferenc Mora. Last named is directed

by Paul Kertesz.

''Night" Screening Off
National tradeshowing of Warners

"Night Unto Night" for Aug. 27, has
been postponed due to a change in

releasing plans.

UlEDDinG BELLS

Goldstein-Hoffman
Minneapolis—Walter Hoffman, ex-

ploiteer at 20th-Fox, and Marilyn
Goldstein will be married Aug. 31.



They All MITTYS
^'Hilarious entertainment topping even Kaye's previous

UOUf^qp^^encan ^^^ ^^^^ Coldwyn^s usual lavish care, taste and staginglt

NEW YORK
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"Danny Kaye is 100 per cent here. Goldwyn need
Ua i P l|l^ iVi irrO r ^^^ ^^^am of profits. Xheyil be there!"

n^
/r-t * m *T ff *t- *You can mark up another success for Danny Kaye»

f -> ^ ^ Very, very funny from beginning to end:

W OU/ Vn r k DnQt "^^^ ^^^ delight in seven characterizations.

j^acn one a gem*

THE CHICAGO SUN
"It^s Danny Kaye's best vehicle

since *Up In Arms!"

NEW YORK

OAIUV^ NELWS "Danny Kaye's best picture!

H^O 1 1 QkQJ^jtf^
"Danny Kaye gets off his best

- — characterizations to date!"
By HEDDA HOPPER

"Packed with laughs!"

mt^^^OXk^mm "A big, colorful show
*» and a good one!

NEW YORK

)Un "Wildly funny!"
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{ns "Movie of the week. Highly entertaining!*^

I I
/\A r—' "Danny Kaye^s funniest. In every sense out of this world!"

Qlj >ii^i|-^^l%| AW "Meet Walter Mitty and pin a medal on him. Will bet

n Vi^ IKJrLM

I

you come out shouting for more!"

"Better medicine for a box office suffering from

malnutrition of laughs can hardly be imagined!"

MOTION PICTURE "This Kaye-color-Goldwyn combination should be a goldmine

n t IvyVL L) ^^^ the exhibitor, as easy to sell as cotton candy at a circus!"

"The public is flocking to *The Secret Life of Walter

Mitty.* Mr. Goldwyn has a hit on his hands!"

"A dazzling technicolor dish that gives full play to Danny
Kaye*s uncommon talent. Another feather in producer

Samuel Goldwyn^s cap!"

[

W*^ DAILY

"Your money's worth in laughs and lavishness!"

"Surpassing all previous Kaye films, this one

is fine entertainment for every audience!"

SHOWMENS "Top-notch entertainment with every indication

TDAnC DIUIFW °^ scoring heavily at the box office!"
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Fear Development of

Aussie $-Pix Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

U. S., at the week-end called dis-

tributors to a conference tomorrow

to discuss developments in the mone-

tary situation.

Chiefly's statement came as a re-

sult of the end of pound-dollar con-

vertibility agi-eed upon at the Wash-
ington Anglo-American conferences,

and is linked to the "disturbance of

trade" forecast in London by Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton.

Second development occurred in

New Zealand at a meeting of the

British Aid Conference. Here the

New Zealand government was ad-

vised by the Conference to increase

its already high tax on film rentals

from 25 per cent to 40 per cent.

Government was also advised to limit

film earnings remittances to the U.

S. to 300,000 N. Z. pounds per year,

freezing the balance for an unspeci-

fied time.

All Imports to Argentina

Halted by Central Dank
Buenos Aires (By Cable)—All im-

ports to Argentina were halted at

the week-end when the Central Bank
decided "for the time being" to stop

the granting of all exchange per-

mits.

Cinema Records Demand
Upheld in Denver Action

(Continued from Page 1)

to use in a suit for $3,000,000 against

Loew's, RKO, 20th-Fox.

Cinema, whose case was argued by

Thurman Arnold, seeks damages be-

cause of alleged monopoly of first-

run films in Denver.

Damage case is being tried in Del-

aware. Hearing on the motion to

quash the motion to subpoena Denver

records was held here because it is

the headquarters of Fox Intermoun-

tain and the Denham Theater.

BN Plan Held Illegal

Minneapolis — Terming efforts to

place it within the law "subterfuge,"

the Attorney General's office held the

Albert Lea-Minnesota Theater's plan

for Bank Night to be illegal. House
proposed having patrons register and

obtain identification cards. State law

specifies persons paying for partici-

pation in a contest creates a lottery.

STORK REPORTS

.John K. M. McCaffrey, in charge
of M-G-M Book Awards, is the

father of a boy, his third child, born
Friday in Brooklyn Hospital. Name,
Sean; weight, six pounds, 13 ounces.

Omaha—Baby girl was born to

Mrs. Frank Hall, wife of the assist-

ant manager of the- Orpheum, in

Immanuel Hospital.

Reeling Round- --

THE WASHINGTON SCENE
(Continued from Page 1)

several years because tiie Treasury Department included the cabaret tax land others)

as an "admissions" tax.

• •
WHEN THE FILM DAILY pointed out this error, the industry revised its figures down-

ward 10 per cent for the past several years. This paper has been able to get

the more accurate figures going back through last year. Since that time, Oave Palfreyman

has prodded the Treasury into assembling the accurate (minus cabaret tax, etc.)

figuresf going back even further. Thus, instead of the "guess" of a 10 per cent error,

the figures can now be revised accurately. Actually, the 10 per cent estimate is not

far off. Here are the corrected figures, based on collections:

Year Total receipts

1946 $1,560,000,000
1945 1,285,000,000
1944 1,185,000,000
1943 1,170,000,000
1942 1,025,000,000

Average Weekly
Attendance

90,000,000
85,000,000
85,000,000
85,000,000
80,000,000

Average Admissions

Adm. tox Total
cents cents

7.0
6.1

4.9

2.9

2.7

cents

33.3
29.1

26.8
26.5
24.6

40.3
35.2
31.7
29.4
27.3

THAT this revision is important and necessary cannot be denied. On the basis of the

old figures, box office receipts last year, for instance, were originally estimated at

$1,800,000000. This is a neat $240,000,000 above the -revised figures for last year.

As we stressed before (when the difference was less) nearly a quarter of a billion

dollars is quite a wad. The kind of a wad that interests Congress and the Treasury

Department when they start talking about new taxes.

Also on hand (but too lengthy to print at this time) are the monthly figures for

Federal admissions tax collections going back to 1939. At least one interesting point

stands out when the figures are compared. If has long been traditional in the industry

to talk about the Summer slump. This old theory doesn't hold water when collections

dating back to 1939 are compared. With few exceptions, collections during June,

July and August are above the average for each entire year. This is particularly true of

hottest months—July and August. The Summer slump just isn't there.

Apex to Make First Two
Shorts for Protestants

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — First two of seven

films which the Protestant Film Com-
mission will produce will be made
under contract by Jack Chertok's
Apex Film Corp. Budget of $250,000
for the seven has been set.

Shorts of varying length will in-
clude a treatment of the lay approach
to Protestantism, a discussion of
church school problems, a document-
ary on Chinese Christianity, a psy-
chological analysis of prejudice, and
recruiting films for clergymen, mis-
sionaries and church school teachers.
Paul Heard of the Commission is

here to establish a consultative com-
mittee of 20, headed by Dr. Louis
Evans of the Hollywood Presbyterian
Church to co-operate with the AMPP.

Who's First U. S. Exhib?
Para. Wants to Know

Paramount is conducting a nation-
wide search for the country's pioneer
motion picture exhibitor as part of
the promotional campaign for Cecil

B. DeMille's "Unconquered." Ex-
hibitor judged ;to be the oldest living
theaterman will be invited to the
picture's world premiere in Pitts-
burgh on Oct. 3.

Contestants must submit claims in
writing to Adolph Zukor, Paramount
board chairman, at the company's
home office in New York. Zukor
heads the committee of judges which
includes two veterans of theater
business— Walter Reade and Sam
Rinzler.

Tele Receivers to Get
$7-$10 Million Ad Plug

With 10 stations operating in

eight cities and double that number
planned for '47-'48 season, the tele-

vision set manufacturing industry is

expected to spend between seven and
10 million dollars in advertising dur-

ing the coming 12-month period, a

survey shows.

It is expected that before the end

of 1947 fabrication of sets will ex-

ceed the 300,000 mark. A concerted

city by city drive is seen as new out-

lets launch into activity.

While Philco is withholding ad
budget figures, it was disclosed an

appropriation higher than any year
in the company's 20-year history will

be allotted to advertising. Company
spent $1,000,000 in May coincident
with a set dealer meeting. Emerson
plans expenditure of $6,500,000.
Company has 30,000 dealer outlets
and offers video models at $375 and
$450. Barod has announced an ad
budget of $500,000. Company will
deliver first sets sometime this
month. Transvision, Inc. has set a
budget of $100,000 while DuMont,
one of the first producers of home
sets, has set aside a quarter-million
for ad expenditure and plans to hike
the figure in 1948. U. S. Television
Corp., large screen set builders, is

expected to outlay between $150,000
to $200,000. A figure was not avail-
able from RCA and GE but it is ex-
pected their ad budgets will consid-
erably exceed their competitors.

See Decree Provisions

As Cosily To Distribs.

(Continued from Page 1)

methods, distributors are proceeding

with particular caution in the assign-

ment of product in situatiir^**where

exhibitors submit bids.

Excluding occasional "experi-

ments" wherein the distributor vol-

untarily opens a picture to bidding,

'

most of the problems have arisen as

the result of requests from exhib-

itors for the opportunity of play-

ing product usually assigned to a
competitor.

It is this latter situation that has
become the most expensive headache.
Company executives, often in the top

echelon, find themselves spending an
inordinate amount of time deciding

who of two or more bidding exhib-

itors is to be awarded the picture.

There are instances of several hours
being consumed by the distribution

chief of one of the major companies
and his close assistants in deciding
between two bids from exhibitors in

small revenue-producing situations.

The film rental in some cases hardly
compensates for the time spent.

Exhibitor ill-will caused by the

distributor being forced to sell away
from an old customer because of the
higher bid of a competitor has also

been costly. As an example, one dis-

tributor told of a situation where the

higher bid of a new theater owner
on one of the season's most sought-
after productions succeeded in ob-

taining the film over the competing
offer of an exhibitor who had been a
consistent customer for more than 20

years. Several weeks later, the dis-

tributor's salesman, trying to sell

a low-budget pic in the same area,

met with a lack of interest by the
new customer and an aroused old

customer who felt he had been badly
treated on the previous picture and
therefore refused to book the new
one.

It is instances of this kind that are
fraying the nerves of seller and buy-
er alike, and most industry observers
seem to feel that the situation is

likely to grow worse before it im-
proves as the result of either new
Court decisions or the building up of

a completely new set of precedents
by which to be guided.

WB Salesmen To Be
Called Ass't Mgrs.

Disliking the term "salesman,"

Ben Kalmenson, general sales man-
ager and vice-president of Warners,

has designated all field sales reps, as

"Assistant branch managers." It is

Kalmenson's contention that every

man must have the capabilities of a

branch manager.

Westport Int'l Now
Albany—Westport Film Corp. has

changed its corporate name to West-
port International Films, Inc.
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iSwiss Exhibs Back Up

Zurich (By Air Mail)—Swiss ex-

hibitors have backed up distributors

here in— their protests against the

=sale c theaters to M-G-M. Ex-
hibitor move took the form of a con-

stitutional amendment passed at the
-Association's annual meeting which
.prohibits any member from engag-
ng in any transaction which involves,
'or may involve, the infiltration of
foreign capital.

Offenders will be expelled from
membership which is tantamount to
being put out of business, as only
^Association members are supplied
•with film in Switzerland.

M. Eberhardt, Association presi-
I'dent, introduced the amendment.
Stressing that protection from for-
eign invasion can only be attained
by united front of theater owners,
distributors and the Swiss Film
Chamber, Eberhardt also called for
legislative action on the part of the
iSwiss government.
I Oifensive was touched off by the
• purchase of theaters at Geneva and
(Lausanne by M-G-M.

^Fourth Soviet Film in

Work in Czech Studios

Prague (By Air Mail)—Marking
'the fourth Soviet film to be made in

•Czechoslovakia, a Russian unit is

shooting "Tales from Siberia" at
the Barandov Studios. "Frontier
•Road," produced by a Polish com-
pany, was recently completed at the
'• studio.

In a recent deal, 17 new Czech
'films were purchased for exhibition
• in Yugoslavia and, at the same time,
ia scheme was put into operation
t whereby 50 Yugoslav student tech-
• nicians are being trained in Czech
i film studios.
1 Another exchange arrangement
provides for Czech film technicians

: to spend time at studios in Denmark,
-with a group of Danes to come here
i to study Czech technique.

Jowa-Neb. Conclave Next May
Eldora, la.—The 1948 convention

' of the Allied ITO of Iowa and Ne-
braska will be held at Omaha, May
10-11, it is announced by Leo F.

Wolcott, board chairman.

urn POSTS

GLENN ROBERTS, assistant manager, 20th-Fox,
Minneapolis.

JEANNE PHILLIPS, bookers secretary, M-G-M,
Minneapolis.

EDWARD WILLIAM GAVIN, PRC salesman, Mil-

waukee.

DON B. KNIGHT, manager Roosevelt, Des

Moines.

ROBERT W. WILCOX, manager of the Ingersoll,

Des Moines.

DONALD WANDER, service staff captain, Keith's,

Syracuse.

GEORGE MANSFIELD, assistant manager, Loew's

State, Syracuse.

Johnston Tax Views Off to U. K.
MPAA Asks Assurance of Tax Lifting

(Continued from Page 1)

ish film tax was also scheduled be-

tween members of the British dele-

gation and representatives of the

American State and Commerce De-
partments. The session, to be held

Saturday morning, was originally

called for Friday afternoon, but was
deferred at the last minute.

Nathan D. Golden, Department of

Commerce pix consultant, and Carl

Corse, assistant chief of the State

Department's commercial policy divi-

sion, were scheduled to be on hand
as the men most intimately ac-

Washingtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—It was rumored here

late Friday, too, that an alert had
gone out to members of the MPAA
Doard. Although talks on easing of
the British loan terms were sched-
uled to continue on the lower levels,
no further top-level discussions were
scheduled for the immediate future.
Alerting of the MPAA toppers could
mean only that a quick poll might be
attempted to reach agreement on
some proposal to be presented to Sir
Wilfred Eady, head of the mission,
for transmission to his government.
He was scheduled to leave for Lon-
don over the week-end.

quainted with pix problems in the
cwo departments. George Y. Canty,
State Department pix specialist, was
not in Washington.

See Other O Seas Pix Problems
The decision to return to Washing-

ton was apparently made by John-
ston late Thursday night, with no
indication at that time that he would
confer Saturday with Sir Wilfred.
He decided it would be advisable to

return because apart from the Brit-
ish talks, there were signs of serious
trouble elsewhere in the world—for
instance, the complete ban on im-
Dorts by Argentina which followed
the British shut-off on dollar pay-
ments to Argentina.
Johnston was concerned also

Tele Show Cost per Viewer
Less Than 'Live'—Marlowe

Although the initial cost of a film
production designed for television is

greater than a "live" show, the final

cost per viewer is less in the opinion
of Harvey Marlowe, president of
Marlowe Television Associates, Inc.

Pointing out that a show tran-
scribed on film can readily be trans-
ported to other cities for broadcast
and can be used for repeat perform-
ances, Marlowe is now at work on a
series of 13 adventure stories which
are being recorded on 35 mm. film

with sound.
Series is titled "Tom Terriss's

Tales of Mystery," with much of the

background and atmosphere footage
clipped from film taken by Terriss,

a globetrotting photographer, over-

seas.

/

about the picture in France, Aus-
tralia, and elsewhere.

Thursday afternoon, The Film
Daily learned Friday, Secretary of

the Treasury John Snyder suggested
to Sir Wilfred Eady that it would
be well for him to contact Johnston.
Friday morning O'Hara received a
call from Sir Wilfred's secretary,
and he and Dulles went to the Eng-
lishman's hotel.

Sir Wilfred told them he has abso-
lutely no authority to conclude any
agreement to modify or alter the
new tax. On the other hand, he said,

he does have authority to listen to

any counter-proposals the American
Government or industry might make,
and to report to his government.

Ask Assurance of Tax Lifting

Thus Johnston's words to Sir Wil-
fred were assured of swift repe-
tition in London. Johnston was not
immediately available for comment
on his arrival Friday, but it was
known that he planned to tell Sir

Wilfred in very definite terms that

MPAA cannot discuss compromise
measures or alternate plans to aid

the British government until there is

assurance that the tax will be lifted.

Johnston also planned to point out
the danger of boomeranging—that
the British move is already being
studied in other countries as a course
of action. In the event it is imposed
elsewhere, the British industry will

be hurt toy it as much as Hollywood.

Whether he would propose that a
freeze be imposed upon earnings of

American companies could not be
learned. It was known here that

SIMPP representatives in Washing-
ton last week were concerned that

such a proposal would be made. They
are strongly opposed to any such
course.

A Asks Gov't Adion

On U. K. Film Duty

(Continued from Page 1)

valorem tax move of the British gov-
ernment.
A similar appeal is toeing made to

the British National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employes,
(NATKE), and the Association of
Cine-Technicians, (ACT).

It was pointed out the tax mea-
sure is discriminatory and confisca-
tory and will adversely affect lATSE
workers. Additional support is be-
inp- sought from the American Fed-
eration of Labor, with which the lA
is affiliated.

Fair Foundation Formed
To Handle Religious Aids

Tyler, Tex—Fair Foundation Re-
ligious Film Service has been or-
ganized here by R. W. Fair, oil op-
erator, to distribute 16mm. films to
churches of all denominations on a
non-profit basis. Aaron E. Lamb,
formerly with the Fourth Army film
library in San Antonio, has been put
in charge of the venture.
Foundation proposes to under-

write equipment purchases by
churches with funds advanced to be
paid back on an extended time basi^.
Any profits from the venture would
^ into the Foundation's revolving
fund. Fair said he hopes in time to

put at least 1,000 projectors into
Texas churches, and to build up a
film library that will be suitable for
all occasions.

Form Export-Import Co.
Sydney (By Air Mail)—British &

Independent Film Distributors, capi-
talized at $100,000, has been regis-
tered here by Lorraine Webb and A.
K. Dein. Company will deal in film
imports and exports and manufac-
turing equipment.

WARNER BROS. TRADE SCREENING of

II

NIGHT

UNTO NIGHT
//

ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED FOR

AUG. 27th HAS BEEN POSTPONED.

NEW DATE WILL BE ANNOUNCED
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Parkway Denies RKO,

Loew's Fraud Charges

(Continued from Page 1)

the period of the controversy on ex-

hibition of the two companies' films,

all agreements made were illegal

and void because of the alleged con-

spiracies.

Claim was also made by Finkel-

stein and Parkway that the com-
panies discriminated against them
with respect to license terms on ex-

hibition of the companies' pictures.

Warner Studio Activity

In High; Four Shooting

(Continued from Page 1)

to resume shooting on the Burbank
lot.

New films going before the cam-
eras today are "Christopher Blake"

and "April Showers."
Cameras also will start rolling this

week on the next Bette Davis starrer,

"Winter Meeting," and "Johnny
Belinda," starring Jane Wyman and
Lew Ayres.
Three other story properties,

"Sunburst," "Colt .45" and "The Ad-
ventures of Don Juan" are being pre-

pared for early shooting.

Prods., lA Sign 1-Year Pact,

Covers Set Erection. Elect.

(Continued from Page 1)

and covering set erection and elec-

trical running repairmen. It is

thought CSU carpeters may insti-

tute litigation, contending a second
directive gave them set erection

workers.
A few observers believe new con-

tract can ibe invoked to wipe out
strike, but this is believed unlikely.

DRTEBOOK

Sept. 1: Basle Film Week, Sept. 1-15, Switzer-

land.

Sept. 19-20: ATA-MPTOA meet, Washington,
D. C.

Sept. 19-20: ATA-MPTOA joint assembly. Shore-

ham Hotel, Washington.

Sept. 24-29, TESMA-TEDPA Convention, Shore-

ham Hotel, Washington, D. C>

Sept. 30-Oct. 1 : Kansas-Missouri Theater Asso-

ciation convention, Phillips Hotel, Kansas
City.

Oct. 7; Allied ITO of la. -Neb. meet, Omaha.

Oct. 12: Motion Picture Bookers Club donee.

Commodore Hotel.

Oct. 20-24: SMPE convention. Hotel P»nn»ir*-

vanio. New York City.

Oct. 22: Kentucky Association of Theater Own-
ers convention. Brown Hotel, Louisville.

Nov. 18-20: ATO of Indiana Fall convention.

Hotel Antlers, Indianapolis.

Dec. 1-3: Allied States Ass'n annual conven-

tion, Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee.

May 10-11, 1948: Allied ITO of lowa-Nebrosko
convention, Omaha.

Aug. 25: Columbia sales meet. Hotel Warwick,
New York City.

Aug. 27-28.: Minnesota Amusement Co. annual
convention, Hotel Nicolett, Minneapolis.

A;g. 30: M-G-M field sales managers and home
office assistants meet, Ambassador Hotel,

Los Angeles.

i^ RCVKUI Of THC nCUl flLfllS ^ I

"Fun and Fancy Free"
with Dinah Shore, Edgar Bergen

D;sney-RKO 72 Mins.

AGAIN DISNEY DELIVERS ANOTHER
CONTRIBUTION TO THE GAYETY OF
THE NATION.

Walt Disney's latest contribution to the

gayety, delight, and entertainment of the

nation is another film to be loved by chil-

dren, provide mental stimulation to adults

and produce box office figures as well-

rounded as the animated characters that

flutter, caper, parade, emote and glide

through its various scenes. And that goes

not only once but many times.

Again live-action and animation are skill-

fully blended. With Dinah Shore on the

soundtrack the first half of the telling,

along with Cliff Edwards in the guise of

Jiminy Cricket, a rare piece by Sinclair

Lewis, the story of "Bongo," a circus bear,

is narrated. "Bongo" is a frustrated charac-

ter when first seen. Confined to his cage in

the circus train, he is only liberated when
due to perform. His performance in the big

top is a wonderful thing, he rides the mono-
cycle on a tightrope, stands on his head,

also on the rope, juggles countless objects.

Then for the ultimate in finales, he makes

a high dive from hundreds of feet aloft to

land on a wet sponge. But he is not happy

3nd when the chance offers he escapes to

live in the forest. After a hectic introduc-

tion to the sights, sounds, denizens and

weather of the outdoors, he meets up with

Lulubelle, another bear. A performing bear,

he does not know his species get romantic

via the slap. In this manner he almost loses

Lulubelle to a woDper of a mean bear called

Lumpjaw. But with his prowess Bongo bests

Lumojaw after a series of events that only

can transoire in animation. Bongo gets Lulu-

belle and haooiness reigns. This first section

registers all the way.

In part two Bergen takes over via live

action and with the assistance of Luana

Patten, Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer
Snerd. Jiminy Crii-ket lurks on the premises.

It's a party at Bergen's and he tells the

trio a version of Jack and the Beanstalk,

only it is Mickey and the Beanstalk, with

Donald Duck at his best, and also Goofy.

Living in Happy Valley where a singing

harp is responsible for prosperity and plenty,

the boys—Donald, Mickey, Pluto—are seen

facing starvation when the harp is stolen by

the giant that lives upstairs. Donald is going

mad. Mickey sells their cow for beans which
sprout over night and transport their house

ever upward into the domain of a dooey
giant who had stolen the harp. The familiar

tale of the adventures of Jack is woven
cleverly here and at length after many hair-

raising and highly comic situations the boys
restore the harp to Happy Valley.

Frequently the narrative switches from
the adventures of Mickey, et al, to snide

cracks by Charlie. Snerd is his entertain-

in?, dopey self and at the conclusion the

giant, in a supremely cipver touch of anima-
tion plus live action lifts the roof of the

Bergen house, asks Ed?ar if he saw Mickey.
Ber?en faints away. The giant goes off to

Hpllvwood searching hither and yon for

Mickey. On the way he investigates The
Brown Derby. The neon sign on the hat

fascinates him. Hi? puts it on his head and
makes for the hills.

The Technicolor is fine. The music is

gay, lilting, smooth. Loaded with the best

"Little Miss Broadway"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Columbia 70 Mins.

PLEASANT ENTERTAINMENT WITH
ANOTHER EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE BY
JEAN PORTER.

Here is' pleasant entertainment, which has

pert Jean Porter giving another excellent

performance. The picture, which was pro-

duced by Sam Katzman, has been given good

direction by Arthur Dreifuss, who also col-

laborated on the screenplay with Victor Mc-
Leod and Betty Wright.

Jean registers with her song specialty,

"That's Good Enough for Me," while John

Shelton is good as Jean's sweetheart. Ruth

Donnelly is excellent in a character role, and

Doris Colleen, Edward Gargan, Milton Kib-

bee, Vince Barnett, Douglas Wood and

Charles Jordan are among the other prin-

cipals.

At the request of Jean's dying father,

Ruth Donnelly, Gargan, Barnett and Jordan,

petty racketeers, agree to pose as her rela-

tives. Jean is away at school .and when the

new "relatives" learn she is to visit them,

they take over the Long Island home of a

gangster, who is sojourning in Sing Sing.

The convict escapes and complications

ensue, but Jean stands by her new "rela-

tives" and Shelton upholds her position.

CAST: Jean Porter, John Shelton, Ruth Don-
nelly, Doris Colleen, Edward F. Gargan, Vince
Barnett, Douglas Wood, Milton Kibbee, Charles
Jordan, Ben Welden, Kirk Allen, Jack Norman,
Stan Ross, Jack George, Jerry Wald and his or-

chestra.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman; Director,

Arthur Dreifuss; Assistant Producer, Mel Daley;
Screenplay, Dreifuss, Victor McLeod, Betty
Wright; Cameraman, Ira H. Morgan; Art Direc-

tor, Paul Palmentola; Editor, Richard FantI;

Musical Director, MIscha Bakaleinikoff; Music
Supervisor, Paul Mertz; Dance Director, Audrene
Brier; Songs by Allan Roberts, Doris Fisher, Betty
Wright, Victor McLeod, Fred Karger, Walter G.
Samuels, Charles Newman, McElbert Moore.
DIRECTION: Good. PHOTOGRAPHY: Good.

More "Earth" Engagements
Additional key city pre-release en-

gagements for Columbia's "Down to
Earth" have been set in the follow-
ing situations: Sept. 10, Worcester,
New Bedford; Sept. 11, Dayton, Bos-
ton, Nashville, Providence, Rochester,
Indianapolis, Louisville, Syracuse;
Sept. 15, Portland, Me., New Haven,
Bridgeport; Sept. 17, Kansas City;
Sept. 19, Lawton, Okla.; Sept. 25,
Tulsa, Columbus.

DeFuniak Ends Blue Law
DeFuniak Springs, Fla. — Ordin-

ance banning Sunday films has been
rescinded by the City Council, follow-
ig the mandate expressed by a ma-
jority of voters in a recent election.

in imaginative animation, again Disney de-
livers up what is required.
CAST: Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd,

Luana Patten, Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse,
Jiminy Cricket, Anita Gordon, Cliff Edwards,
Billy Gilbert, Clarence Nash, The Kings Men,
The Dinning Sisters, The Starlighters, Dinah
Shore, Edgar Bergen.

CREDITS: Produced by Walt Disney; Live oc-
tion photography, Charles P. Boyle; Live action
director, William Morgan; Process Effects, UB
Iwerks; Sound Supervisor, C. 0. Slyfield; Sound
Records, Harold J. Steck, Robert Cook; Film
Editor, Jack Bachom; Story, Homer Brightman,
Harry Reeves, Ted Sears, Lance Nolley, Eldon
Dedini, Tom Oreb; Musical Director, Charles
Wolcott; Score, Paul Smith, Oliver Wallace,
Eliot Daniel; Songs, Ray Noble, Buddy Kaye,
Bernie Beniamin, William Walsh, Bobby Worth,
George Weiss, Arthur Quenzer.
DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY: Fine.

SHORTS
"Screen Snapshots^^^^%

(Number 1—Series 3. ,

Columbia 9'/2 Mins.
Cowboy-Fare

Featuring Hollywood cowboys,
this reel is a collection of off-stage
glimpses of these top Western stars.

Among them are: Gene Autry, Roy
Rogers, Will Rogers, Tom Mix,
"Buck" Jones, Hoot Gibson, Leo Car-
rillo, Bill "Hopalong Cassidy" Boyd,
William S. Hart, etc. Should do
wonders in houses that go for west-
erns.

i

"Chasing Rainbows"
RKO 8 Mins.

Sport Stuff

Expert anglers, Ed Hunter and
Frank Steele, explore the Frazier
River near Granby, Colorado, one of
the West's finest trout streams. They
demonstrate proper fly-casting, bait-
ing and stalking. Good footage for
sport fans.

"Community Sing"
(Number 1—Series 12)

Columbia „ 10 Mins.
Audience Participation

With "Heartaches" as the featured
tune, Dick Leibert and the Song
Spinners join forces to present some
old favorites. "Mama, Do I Gotta,"
"Linda," "I'm Singing in the Rain"
and "I've Got a Feeling You're Fool-
ing" are the other sing-a-long tunes
in the reel. Should be good audience
participation bait.

"Host to a Ghost"
RKO 17 Mins.

Humorous
The trouble starts when Edgar

Kennedy's brother-in-law decides to

go into the real estate business. He
sells Edgar's house so that Edgar
will buy another from him. They are
forced to move into the Parkhurst
mansion which has the reputation
of being haunted. Edgar and family
soon learn why. Kennedy fans will

knock themselves out at this one.

"The Sea Hound"
Columbia 15 Episodes

Exciting

Captain Silver (Buster Crabbe)
an'd his friends sail the seven seas in

search of adventure. Answering an
S.O.S. they come upon a plot to

cheat the rightful owner out of an
undersea treasure. The odds are
against the captain and his party
most of the time and each chapter
climax poses a moi'e dangerous situa-
tion than the last. Complete with a
sleepy lagoon, a tropical isle, natives,
buried treasure and all the gimmicks
that accompany said situation, the
serial, based on the radio program
and cartoon magazine, should build
up a steady and anxious audience
who are bound to come back for
more.
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GOVERnmEnT tax stuhd EncouRBGES films
Charles Skouras Heads SEC Film Salaries List
tecond Spot to McCarey,
Vith Zanuck and Harry
I^ohn Third and Fourth

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With an income of

'

veil over half a million dollars from
wo companies during- the calendar
'ear 1945, Charles P. Skouras easily

)laced first on the list of individuals

•eceiving—for personal services only
— more than $75,000 from a single

;orporation in 1945 or the fiscal year
mding in June of 1946. The SEC list

vas only partial, however, with no
[eport on Loew's— which means, no

;
(Continued on Page 6)

iee Deaee Hearing

After First of Year

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The U. S. Supreme
Court will not hear the pending ap-

Deal of the N. Y. Statutory Court's

iecree in the industry anti-trast suit

jntil after Jan. 1, 1948, according to

reliable legal sources here.

It was previously thought possible

that the case might be placed on the

-alendar for October or November
argument.

VSO-Camp Shows on Coast Writes Finis to

Its Activities; Last Troupe Tahes Off to Alasha
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—^Fllm capital activities of the USO-Camp Shows ceased here last

night with the departure of the last vaudeville troupe to entertain military per-

sonnel at bases in Alaska. One staff member will remain in the N. Beverly Drive

office.

Working with the Hollywood Victory Committee, film celebrities rolled up a

wartime record of 13,555 playing days featuring 176 personalities on 122 over-

seas tours; 5,947 playing days by 407 personalities on 406 hospital and camp

tours, and 2,056 one-night stands at West Coast installations. Total of 972 units

left East and West Coast HQ. Troupes piled up a total of 5,237,000 miles of

travel furnishing a total of 173,111 man weeks.

Next Move Up to Britain

As Spokesman Emphasizes
Export Ban is to Stand

Jolinston in Confabs Ranic Opposes Duty

On UK Tax Dangers In Initial StalemenI

Sorrell, Hutcheson Move
To Settle Studio Strike

1 West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two conciliatory ges-

tures aimed at settlement of the

studio strike were made at the Con-
gressional probe here yesterday. One
came in a letter from Herbert K.

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA'LV
Washington—With a trouble-shoot-

ing trip abroad in prospect, MPAA
President Eric A. Johnston yesterday

began a round of conferences with

top-level administration figures on

the dangerous and worsening inter-

national trade situation. He lunched

yesterday with Treasury Secretary

Snyder and conferi-ed at some length

(Continued on Page 3)

ATOI Sets Up Screening
Committee to Aid Unit

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank over the week-end issued his

initial statement in opposition to the
ad valorem tax and clarified his ob-
servation that he could supply his

two circuits and theaters abroad with
product, without American films,

within 18 months.
In the latter connection, Rank ex-

plained that he could supply the
houses from production and re-issues,

(Continued on Page 6)

Focus of attention on moves to re-

lieve the ad valorem tax levied in

Britain against film imports, at the
week-end moved from Washington
to London as Sir Wilfred Eady re-

turned to his country with industry

and unofficial, but firm U. S. .Gov-

ernment protests against the 75 per
cent duty.
While meetings held in Washing-

ton were labelled officially as "in-

formal and exploratory," industry
executives were gratified that the

State, Treasury and Commerce De-
(Continued on Page 3)

UK Pix Labor Group

Seeks Produd Confab

Indianapolis— Associated Theater

Owners of Indiana has set up a

screening committee to disseminate

information on new product. Group
is already functioning and will en-

able members whose business pro-

hibits attendance at screenings to re-

ceive first hand information.

SAG Members to Vote
On Indie Wage Scales

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Outlining results of

its investigation into the problems of

the low budget producer, the Screen
Actors Guild in a letter to members
urged immediate voting on the com-
promise agreement reached this year.

(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)—A conference

of all parties interested in the pro-

duction of British films, to deterrnine

ways and means of insuring sufficient

home product to keep theaters open,

is urged upon the government by the

Film Industry Employes Council,

(Continued on Page 6)

Nomikos Lauds Roadshow
Practice on Coast Visit

M'G-M Opening 2nd In
Bogota, Col., Wed.

Bogota, Colombia (By Cable)—The
Cine Metro, newest M-G-M Latin-

American showcase, will have a gala

invitation opening tomorrow. It is

the 37th house operated by Loew's

International Corp. A fifth house is

under construction in Cali. Pic se-

lected for opening night is "Thrill of

a Romance." House will operate on

a day and date policy with the Metro
Teusaquillo.

U.S. Maintaining Top U.K. Prod.
Renfers Quota Notwithstanding, /TO Told

Lippert Denies Purchase
Move for Blumenfeld Chain

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert L. Lippert has

denied reports he is negotiating for

the purchase of Blumenfeld Theaters

in Northern California.

Lippert, president of Lippert The-
(Continued on Page 6)

Geneva (By Cable) — American
producers will continue to produce
top-flight films in England whether
or not a renters quota is included in

Britain's new Quota Act, British dele-

gates to the International Trade Or-
ganization meetings have been as-

sured by American representatives.

Only proviso is the elimination of the

(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Roadshow engage-
ments of such films as "The Best
Years of Our Lives" and "Duel in

the Sun" have proved very success-

ful in Chicago, Van A. Nomikos,
who is visiting here stated. Nomikos

(Continued on Page 6)

^^Reservations'' Out
Of UNITO Charter

Geneva (By Cable) — "Reserva-

tions" voiced by Great Britain and

Czechoslovakia have been withdrawn

and the Geneva draft of the charter

of the International Trade Organiza-

tion of the United Nations was

unanimously adopted by the repre-

sentatives of 17 nations. Clauses af-

fected governed control of film ex-

ports.
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LOXDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Kenter,
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Stuart. Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco. Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay,
KItab Mahal, 190 Homby Bd., Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Fllmafrlc. 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmichael, Room 9. 464 Francis
XaTler St. VANCOUVER—Jack Droy. 411 Lyrir
Theater Bide. STDNET—Bowden Fletcher. 19 Moion
Ave.. Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone, TJT 2110. BRUS-
SELS—.Tean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue de» Paquerett«a.
COPENHAGEN—John Llndberg, Jembanealle No. 3.
Oopenhaeen-Van Loeso. ROME—John Perdlcari, Vis
Ludovlsl 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuclt. Terrlto 597. METXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Hotel Posada del Sol. BUDAPEST—
Andor Lajta, FilmmuTeszetl Evkonyr. Thokolv-ul
75, Budapest. XTV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels
Erstaeaten IS (III).
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low
Am. Seat 16% 163/4

Bell 8i Howell 221/8 221/8
Columbia Picts. vtc. 17% 171/2

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 74 73
East. Kodak 45 'A 445/8
Gen. Prec. Eq I8I/2 18
Loew's, Inc 2OI/2 20
Paramount 2334 23
RKO 1 1

5/a 111/2

Republic Piet 4% 45/3

Republic Pict. Pfd... 113^ llS/g

20th Century-Fox . . . 2b% 26I/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 35 35
Universal Pict 18 18
Warner Bros 15i/a 143/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 334 33^ 1%
RKO 3 2% -

Sonotone Corp 3% 33/^

Technicolor 12% 12%
Trans-Lux 33^ 33^

OVER THE COUNTER

Close
163/4

221/8

171/2

73
4434
18
20
23
111/2

45/8

11%
265/8

35
18

143/4

2%
3%

121/4

33/4

Bid
Cinecolor ii/^

Pathe 4

Net
Chg.

- 'A

-%
- 27/8

- %
- 3/8

- Vl

Asked
7
43/4

Para.'8 "Earrings" Release Set
Paramount's "Golden Earrings"

will be released nationally on Oct. 31.

MERVIN ASH « CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 1

Statlitlcal information on lilted and m- |

lilted securities ovoilobU upon riquMt. 1

Telephone HAnover 2-3050 1

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominc flno Goinc
SUZANNA FOSTER, L. L. MOGUY, French di-

rector, and ABEL GREEN were among the arrivals

yesterdoy on the Queen Mary.

GRANT LEENHOUTS, coordinator for industry

documentary series to be produced by the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, has
arrived in Hollywood to establish headquarters.

B. K. BLAKE left at the week-end for the

Coast to film sequences for a forthcoming pro-

duction.

JEFFREY BERNERD, Allied Artists producer;
will depart Hollywood today en route here for

the opening of "Black Gold,' at Loew's State.

LEO COHEN, foreign pix distributor, plans to

leave for Europe this week.

WENDY HILLER, British actress, arrived on the
Veendam yesterday. She will be seen locally in

"The Heiress," stage play.

FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN, British film actor last

seen in "Great Expectations," will arrive Labor
Day on the Queen Elizabeth for a stage chore.

EDWARD L. HYMAN, vice-president of Para-
mount Theaters Corp., and MAX FELLERMAN,
left for Detroit yesterday. Hyman will proceed to

Minneapolis for the annual meeting of Minne-
sota Amusement Co., while Fellerman is en route
to conferences in Cincinnati with Jack Keegan,
Northio Theaters head.

HERBERT CROOKER is on vacation cruising
his sloop along Nantucket and its environs.

DOROTHY DAY of M-G-M's publicity depart-
ment is vacationing at Montauk Pt.

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M Southern sales man-
ager, is in New Orleans from Atlanta.

ADA SCHERMER, assistant to Bill Ornstein at
M-G-M, is vacationing.

ANDY W. SMITH, JR., general sales manager
for 20th-Fox, left yesterday for conferences with
sales officials and theater groups in the West.

Speakers Set For
KMTA Convention

Kansas City—Speakers set for the
annual convention of the Kansas-
Missouri Theater Association to be
held here Sept. 30-Oct. 1 include Gov.
Carlson, of Kansas: H. M. Ritchie,
Dave Palfreyman, Fred Wehrenberg,
Sam Shain, Tim Evans. Sales man-
agers of the major companies have
also been invited.

A golf tournament vi^ill precede the
convention. It will be held at the
K. C. Country Club. Bob Shelton,
Jack Langhan, Tom Baldwin are on
the tourney committee.

GUI's Civic Goes British

Adelaide (By Air Mail)—Greater
Union Theaters have decided to make
the Civic an all-British product house
beginning Sept. 4. This will make
two UK outlets in this city, the other
being the York.

GUARANTEED ACCURATE LIST OF
APPROXIMATELY 20,000 U. S. HIGH
SCHOOLS HAVING 16M/M SOUND
PROJECTORS. WILL SELL ENTIRE LIST
OR BY STATES AT 5c PER NAME.
C. LAWRENCE WALSH & COMPANY,
801 BRIGHTON ROAD, PITTSBURG 12,
PENNSYLVANIA.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

304 E. 44th ST., NEW YORK 19
CIr 6-6686

Complete Film ond
Disc Recording Facilities

LUCILLE BALL, M-G-M star, opens today at

the Windsor, Bronx, in "Dream Girl."

TERRY TURNER, RKO national exploitation

director, has returned from Dallas and New
Orleans.

TOM CONNORS, of 20th-Fox, has returned
to New York from the Coast.

JOHN EBERSON, theater architect, is in Wash-
ington for a few days.

RICHARD F. WALSH, lATSE president, is on
the Coast.

KEN ENGLUND, screen writer who worked on
"Walter Mitty," leaves for the Coast Wednes-
day.

PAUL HOLLISTER, RKO Radio publicity chief,

returns to home office today from Hollywood.

ROSALIND RUSSELL, RKO star, will spend a
Labor Day week-end in Connecticut.

CHARLES WORAM, general manager of Mex-
ico's Churubusco Studios, is back at his desk
after Hollywood studio confabs with top RKO
execs.

GEORGE FLEITMAN, of Eagle-Lion foreign
sales, is vacationing at the seashore.

HOWARD LeSIEUR, assistant ad-pub director
of UA, has returned from a one-week vacation.

ABE DICKSTEIN, assistant to UA Eastern sales
manager Edward M. Schnitzer, is vacationing
at Virginia Beach.

BENEDICT BOGEAUS and CARL LESERMAN
arri*ed from Hollywood yesterday.

DAVID L. LOEW, Enterprise executive, is here
from Hollywood.

WOLFE COHEN, vice-president of Warner In-
ternational, is on the Coast for studio confer-
ences. He is due back at the home office next
week.

RAYMOND MASSEY, Warner star, has re-
turned to New York from Canada.

JOSEF AUERBACH, prexy of International Op-
tima, left yesterday by plane for a three-week
stay in London and Paris.

C. W. Allen Dead at 48;

Was UA Prairie Manager

Mission, Kan. — C. W. "Ching"
Allen, UA Prairie district manager,
died Sunday at his home of a heart
attack. He was 48.

Allen joined UA in 1942 as man-
ager of the Atlanta branch. Fre-
viously he held various sales posts
with Vitagraph and RKO. He was
promoted to his last post in 1946.
Surviving are his wife, a daughter
and son.

SPACE in modern fireproof building off

Times Square—approx. 8,000 sq. ft.

gross. Sole tenant preferred—UNUSUAL
FEATURES — suitable offices, display

rooms.
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THE MOST COMPLETE
SERVICE OFFERED

PRODUCERS of MOTION
PICTURES—ANYWHERE

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19, N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

Watermann Sees UK Films
"Inevitably Increasing"

Sydney (By Air Mail)—One of the
greatest advantages enjoyed by the
British film industry is its close liai

son with the stage, it was stated by
Don Watermann, one of the owners
of the Watermann Bros, circuit in

South Australia. He recently re

turned from a trip to the U. S. and
England.
"Hollywood product : many

years will hold its markef,''^ Water-
mann said. "It has the greatest pro-

portion of movie brains, equipment
and the biggest investment." He ex-

pressed the opinion that Hollywooc
product will become more interna-
tionalized. Inevitably, he said, Brit
ish producers will increase theii

market.

Rites for Innerarity

To Be Held Today

Bronxville—Funeral services wil
be held here today at the McGrath &
Son Funeral Home for Lewis A. R
Innerarity, 60, who died at his hom«
Saturday of a heart attack. Inner
arity was for 15 years with the ok
Pathe Exchange, first as secretary
treasurer and later as vice-presiden
and general counsel. During tha
period he was active in the founding
of the MPPDA. He also supervisee
contracts. At the time of his deatl'

Innerarity was a member of the law
firm of Coudert Brothers.

In addition to his widow Inneraritj
is survived by a daughter and twc
sisters.

'Tassage" Set for Strand
Warners' "Dai-k Passage" has it;

world premiere at the Strand on Sept
5, following "Deep Valley."

AIRWAYBiLL
fakes your shipment all the way to

151 Destinations

in EUROPE, AFRICA,

NEAR end FAR EAST
Two New York terminals: La Guardia

Field (Hangar 4) and 5 Pearl Street.

Con;u"t yo-r BROKER
or Telephone PLaza 9-7003

AIR
FRANCE
FRENCH NATIONAL UH LINE

.-3 Fifth Ave., New York 22

415 Boylston St., Boston 16
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Government Tax Stand QQ
Encourages Industry

^'^

(Continued from Page 1)

partments emphasized upon the Brit-
ish representatives that the U. S. is

"deeply concerned" over the film tax.

Move was hailed as "the most en-
:ouraging development yet" in the
tax controversy.
The ""lustry also emphasized to

Sir M|^ Bd that the companies will

not reTM. their ban on sending films

to England as long as the tax re-

mains in force. Spokesman said that
the next move is up to Britain and
that they will enter into further dis-

cussion if the Bi'itish Government de-
cides to modify the tax.

While the first phase of the U. S.-

British discussions to relieve the
drain on England's dollar supply is

completed on the policy-making level,

the Treasury Department said that
there will be future "high level"

talks between London and Washing-
ton on the British economic crisis. It

iis felt in some sources that these
italks may supply a solution to the
ad valorem duty impasse.

^"3^.

PHIL M. DALY

Widespread Australian
Censorship Moves Seen

Sydney (By Air Mail)—With many
women's organizations campaigning
for action and making recommenda-
tions to government authorities, a
concerted move is afoot in Australia
to institute rigid film censorship con-
trols and adopt separate classifica-

tions for juvenile audiences. Move-
ment has received impetus in New
South Wales, Queensland, Victoria,

Tasmania and South Australia. A
report indicated children admitted
their delinquency was influenced by
film scenes. One organization is ask-
ing for a regulation to prohibit
screening of adult and children's pix

' together. The Queensland Country
Women's Associations has con-
demned screening of sex and crime
films to youngsters. They have asked
for erection of a special children's

theater.

The Tasmanian Government has
submitted a bill to Parliament seek-
ing to place film censorship on a
more comprehensive basis in line

with legislation being implemented
in other states. Bill would specific-

ally apply to locally produced films

over which Commonwealth censors
have no control.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Kirk-Wood
Indianapolis—Christine Kirk, sec-

retary, ATO of Indiana, and Curtis
Cotton Wood were married recently
in Louisville, Ky.

Raugh-Murphy
Cincinnati—Shirley Raugh, Loew's

biller, and Robert Murphy will be
married Sept. 6.

Tuesday Tattlings
• • • CECIL B. DeMILLE during October and November will visit

1 1 major cities in connection with openings of Paramount's "Unconquered"

Tour starts in Pittsburgh with the world premiere at Loew's Penn

on Oct. 3 and continues with stops at Baltimore, Philadelphia, Wash-

ington, Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco

and Dallas. ... • Another tour, by M-G-M's Van Johnson in

behalf of "The Romance of Rosy Ridge" winds up Thursday at

Lcew's in Memphis Accompanied by Morgan Hudgins of the

M-G-M studio publicity department, Howard Strickling, studio publicity

department head, and Carter Barron, Loew's district manager in Wash-

ington, Johnson appeared at Loew's in Harrisburg following p. a.'s

in St. Louis and Houston

T T T
• • • DESPITE REPORTS TO THE CONTRARY, E. Claude Mills

has not been approached by any exhibitor organization for advice

regarding action on Ascap's Ucense fees hike. . . • Technicolor plant

expansion in Britain is aimed to jump production capacity from the present

five features to 18 annually. . . • Didja know that Sir Alexander Korda's

British Lion studio assets stand at a hefty £1,661,847?. ... • Eddie

Cantor who recently completed his role in RKO's "If You Knew
Susie" on Thursday will be an honor guest at the American Legion

Convention On Sept. 3, in Philadelphia, Cantor will receive the

United Jewish Appeal's Humanitarian Award of the Year

T T T
• • • BOYCOTT-IN-REVERSE was the technic used by one com-

pany in combatting the confiscatory "benefit performances" staged by all

sorts of big shots in China Fr'instance, a mayor of a town decides

he needs some dough, so he tells the local exhibitor that the next day's

take will go for "charitable purposes" After too many of these

benefits, representative of one American outfit saw to it that his firm's

product was somehow unavailable Exhibs. got wise and put the

squeeze on the Government to get after the racketeering politicos. . .

• Syd Gross, assistant to Al Zimbalist, Film Classics' ad-publicity direc-

tor, probably set a record th'other day when he made four national tie-

ups in one hour on behalf of "Spirit of West Point," which stars the

famous Blanchard-Davis team. . . • Allied Artists has set 103 day-date

la.-Neb. bookings for "Black Gold" on the 29th. . . • Add Things to

Think About Dept.: Five nations in the last 12 months have refunded

duties on more than 50 Metro shorts because authorities deemed them

educational Finland leads the list with 20, Egypt and Palestine fol-

low with 13 each South Africa, by the way, has run up a total

of 61 since the war. ... • Didja know that Technicolor is now pro-

ducing cameras in England for export to Hollywood?

iolinston In Confabs

On UK Tax Dangers

(Continued from Page 1)

with Acting Commerce Secretary

Foster.

With both men Johnston discussed

in detail the new British tax on pix,

and possible similar moves in

Australia, New Zealand and else-

where. Not only from the standpoint
of the pix industry alone, but from
the standpoint of the world trade
picture generally, the discrimination
against pix was studied, with John-
ston driving home the fact that other
industries are bound to suffer as
well.

MPAA officials were unwilling to
comment -esterday on the possibility

that Johnston might shortly leave
the country.
The MPAA chieftain, who arrived

here Friday evening from his home
in Spokane, spent most of the week-
end studying the world situation. On
Saturday, however, he is reported to

have been in contact with former
Secretary of State James Byrnes,
now counsel to MPAA.

Also on Saturday, Johnston met
for a time with Sir Wilfred Eady,
head of the British financial mission.

With Johnston were Attorney Allen
Dulles and James Mulvey, president

of Samuel Goldwyn Productions.
Mulvey was present as a representa-

tive of SIMPP.

SAG Members to Vote
On Indie Wage Scales

(Continued from Page 1)

It was stated the producers would
accept the 1947 Basic Agreement
with certain changes.

Heavy Mono. Schedule
^i'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With start of "The

Man from Powder River," starring
Johnny Mack Brown with Raymond
Hatton, Monogram will return to

heavy production, with four pictures

before the cameras. Others now in

work are "The Red Hornet," Jack
Wrather's "The Quest of Willie Hun-
ter," and "Rocky," starring Roddy
McDowall, with Lindsley Parsons
producing.

Flesh Opening in R. L
Providence—The Metropolitan will

re-open Sept. 5 with a stage show
featuring name bands. Vaudeville is

also scheduled for Fays.

Hale Elected UCP Chainnan
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Hale, of New

York and Washington, president of

the National Yeast Co., has been

elected chairman of the board of

United California Prod. Other officers

include: Eugene Franke, president;

Philip Yordan, Robert Cummings.

Fete Box(es) Today
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Board of governors of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences will join the Screen
Writers Guild to entertain Muriel

and Sydney Box, last year's Academy
Award winners for their original

screenplay of "The Seventh Veil,"' at

a reception to be held in the Academy
library today.

Munz Prexy of CT of Mich.
Detroit—Harold R. Munz has been

re-elected president of Co-operative
Theaters of Michigan, for another

i year. Delno A. Ritter is vice-pres-

ident, Fred A. DeLodder, secretary-
t treasurer.

Edgar Moss Dead in Florida
Philadelphia — Word is received

here of the death in Florida of Edgar
Moss, 66, veteran exchange man in

this area, who retired as 20th-Fox
district manager about a year ago
because of ill health. Survivors in-

clude his wife, a step daughter and
two brothers.
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letter than it ever was on the stage! Some-

hing to cheer for

r^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^ herald-tribune

"A honey of a picture! It will have as long a

run as the play - if not longer!"™
KATE CAMERON-N. Y.NEWS

"A round-robin of praise is immediately

in order for all those who assisted in

filming 'Life With Father'. All that the

fabulous play had to offer is beau

tifully realized. Warner Bros, can

be proud of a job well done and
the rest of us thankful!"

THOMAS M. PRYOR-N.
Y. TIMES

^fhe Warner Theatt^ s
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LLIZ.MDtln IMTLUK zasu pitts -MICHAEL CURTIZ ROBEf JKNER
From the Original Play by

HOWARD LINDSAY & RUSSEL CROUSE
from Oscar Stirlin's Stage Production

.V bv Donald Ogden Stewart • Musir by Max Stelner
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UK Pix Labor Group

Seeks Product Confab

(Continued from Page 1)

representing all studio labor unions.

Council demands a substantial in-

crease in British production, and be-

lieves that it can be effected if the

industry concentrates upon medium
price films, without sacrificing qual-

ity. Group feels that more efficient

use of existing studio facilities can
be made, and suggests that full use

be made of American-controlled stu-

dio space.
With one minor exception, it is

argued, not a single film has been
completed at the U. S. owned plants

since the end of the war.
Council also holds that the gov-

ernment should assist the move with
an effective new Quota Act.

WNBT Will Televise Navy
Eleven's Home Contests

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — General Manager

Carlton D. Smith of television sta-

tion WNBW announced that the NBC
television network will televise the
four home football games of the
Navy this Fall.

Games will be transmitted ito

NBC's New York television station

WNBT by Bell System coaxial cable
for integration with the NBC tele-

vision network's coverage of other
leading college football games.

Berlin Gifts "Freedom"
Song to Foundation Com.

Irving Berlin yesterday presented
to the American Heritage Founda-
tion a new song, "The Freedom
Train," as a contribution to the Foun-
dation's program aimed at "raising
the level of citizenship."

Berlin's gift is named for the
special seven-car exhibition unit
which will begin a 33,100 mile tour
from Philadelphia on Sept. 17, carry-
ing more than 100 priceless Amer-
ican documents to more than 300
communities in the 48 states.

Morris Quits SRO
Claude Morris has resigned as ex-

ploitation manager of the Selznick
Releasing Organization. He left yes-
terday for a month's vacation in
New Mexico.

Advertisement

Interstate's Esquire'

Moves All Seats

To Center Section

... by installing NU-SCREEN, the

greatest invention since Sound! Man-
ufactured by Nu- Screen Corporation,

Herman Gluckman, president, 1501

Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. Tele-

phone Wisconsin 7-93.5.5.

* Dallas, Texas.

Chas. Skouras Tops Pix Salaries

McCarey, Zanuck, H. Cofin Next in List

(ConHnued from Page 1)

report on the 1945 earnings of Louis

B. Mayer.
Skouras' income was $568,143.60,

of which $438,143.60 come from Na-
tional Theaters and $130,000 from
Fox West Coast Agency Corp. He is

president of both.

Second high earner among pix

people—and fifth among all— was
Director Thomas Leo McCarey, who
reported earnings of $355,426.61 from
Paramount—the bulk of it on his

contract for "Going My Way."
Eighth among all those reported

—

and third among pix people—was
Twentieth-Fox production chieftain

Darryl F. Zanuck, with $260,000.
Fourth highest pix earner reported

was Harry Cohn, with a drawing of

$223,600 as president of Columbia.
Other pix earnings above $200,000
included Betty Grable with $208,000,

Spyros P. Skouras with $201,600, and
Fred MacMurray with $203,525.65
from Twentieth-Fox, and Olivia de-

Haviland with $206,944.45 from Para-
mount.
Below are other pix salaries reported:

Charles K. Peldman, Famous Artists, $^2,-

425; F. H. Ricketson, Jr., Fox-Intermouiitain,
$97,674.97: William Bendix, Hal Roach,
$150,266.64: John Balaban, Balaban & Katz,
$104,000: Elmer Rhoden, Fox Midvpf-st,

$118,0;J0.50: J. M. Schine, .5102,200.47, and
Gradwell Sears, UA, $153,8.38.65.

Vanguard: Neil Agnew, $1.37 525: Ben
Heeht, $93,333.34: Daniel T. O'Shea, $77,-

166.67: Ginger Rogers, $11';, 159.44; Dore
Schar.v-, $170,803.01: King Vidor, $86,666.67.

Columbia: Ir\ang Briskin, $78,000; Harr.v

Cohn, $223,000: Jack Cohn, $130,000; Al
Hall, $139,083.33; Don Hartman. $129 000:
Rita Hayworth, $117,000: B. B. Kahane,
$76,791.67: A. Montagae, $81,000: A.
Schneider, $92,516.67; N. B. Spingold, $89,-

845.83; Virginia Van Upp, $117,000: Charles
Vidor. $91,666.67.

Twentieth Century-Fox: William A. Bacher,

$78,000; Lloyd Bacon, $165,708 33; Charles

Lippert Denies Purchase
Move for Blumenfeld Chain

(Continued from Page 1)

aters and veepee of Screen Guild

Productions, admitted however,
groundwork for the purchase of

George Mann's Redwood circuit has
been laid. Circuit extends from
San Francisco to the Oregon line.

Warmus Elected
Detroit—Arthur Warmus of Olym-

pia Stadium, was elected president
for the 1947-48 term by Treasurers
and Ticket Sellers Union, Local 757,

lATSE. Other officers are: Lewis B.
Cromwell, HeI^b G. Rindskoff, Paul J.

Oesterle, William G. Fead, Thomas
McGraw, Frank Metzger, George C.

Mathews.

Hold Chicago Meet
Chicago'—National Association of

Photographic Manufacturers held a
one-day convention yesterday at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel.

Roach, Jr. Replaces Doone
West Coast Bureau of I HE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hal Roach, Jr. has

been elected to the board of directors
of AMPP. He replaces Wan-en
Doane.

Boyer, $135,000; Thomas J. Connors, $110,-
luO; John Cromwell, $93,oC0: Irving Cum-
mings, $96,3.33.25: Richard W. Day, $78,000;
Alice Faye. $101. 606. 'J7; B'-y.n Foy, $109.-
010: Mack Gord.n, $77,833.33: Edmund
Goulding, $85,000, Her.ry Hatlnway. $130,-
000; Richard B. Ha,,nies, $143,333.-33 ; Sam-
uel Hoffenstein, ,$-31.R5G, H. B Hr.mbir.-tone,
$87,250; Harry H. Jame;, $121 OOti G7;
George A. Jessel, $110,500: Henry King,
$96,666.66; Walter L;u)g, $131,444,35; Louis
D. Lighton, $156 606.67; Ernst Lubitsch,
$130,000; Fred Mac>iurr:'y. $203,525.66:
Joseph L. Manki,;wi-;z, $18':,000; Caj'men
Miranda, $115,000, WiDian C Michc!, $80,-
508.33; Thomas Mitchell, $152.91 1:.67.
Joseph Moskowitz, $78,500: Alfred Newman.
$93,862.68: Lloyd B. Nolan, $81,891.67;
Maureen O'Hara, $190,666.67: William Perl-
berg, $182,000; Tyrone Power, $110,400;
Otto Preminger, $131,000: Gregory Ratoff,
$150,500: Lew Schreiber, $87,000; George E.
Seaton, $156,000; John M. Stahl. $178,916.-
67: Gene Tierney, $114,916.66, Lamar Trotti,
$149,520.83.

Figures for Paramount
Paramount: Barney Balaban, $156,000:

Edward V. Bracken, $134,041.66: Charles
Braekett, $119,000; Frank Butler, $117,000;
Bing Crosby, $175,000: Robert Cummings,
$110,000; Brian Donlevy, $99,708.31: John
V. Farrow, $132,333.33; Y. Frank Freeman,
$130,000; Henry Ginsberg, $189,583.33;
Paulette Goddard, $90,000; Albert Hackett
and Frances Goodrich, $151,875; Dorothy
Lamour. $112,372; Paul M. Jones, $91,000;
Austin C. Keough, $78,000; Allan W. Ladd.
$107,000; Sidney Lanfield, $108,333,33; Mit-
chell Leisen, $180,202.57; Kenneth Mac-
Gowan, $78,000; George Marshall, $156,000;
Raymond Milland, $185,833.33: Seton I.

Miller, $138,400: Charles M. Reagan, $81,-
735,14; Barbara Stanwyck, $140,000; Betty
Button, $102,583.33; Harry Tugend, $149,-
350: Karl O. Tunberg, $91,000; Billy Wilder,
$100,666.67: Adolph Zukor, $159,400.

In addition. Charles K. Feldman reported
earnings of $105, 166. .50 from Famous Artists
in the year ending June 30, 1945. Steve
Broidy, Monogram, $78,788.38: Bertram
AUenberg and Phil Berg, Berg-AUenberg, Inc..
$117,250.82 and $103,091.03 respectively.

Nomikos Lauds Roadshow
Practice on Coast Visit

(Continued from Page 1)

is president of Allied Theaters of

Illinois.

"High grosses of the new road-
show practice leave us with the hope
and anticipation that productions like

"The Captain From Castile" and
"Forever Amber" will at last bring
the independent exhibitor into his
own as a major factor," Nomikos de-
clared.

"We are also very pleased with
20th-Fox's new sales policy as out-
lined by Andy Smith," Nomikos
added.

Correction
H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Through inadvertence

the Aug. 21 Film Daily stated Sam-
uel Aranow, to whom Sydelle Thomas
was married Aug. 17, is an actor,
known on the screen as Bobby Stone.
This is in error. Bobby Stone is a
brother of Samuel Aranow.

Set Chicago Variety Tourney
Chicago—Variety Club has booked

a golf tournament at the Westward
Ho Country Club on Sept. 19. Com-
mittee in charge includes Lester Si-
mansky, George Topper, Al Ray-
mer, Harold Loeb, Vic Bernstein,
Harry Goldman and Eddie Levine.

Rank Opposes Duty

In Initial Statement

(Continued from Page 1)

provided shortages of materials did
not cause new holdups, with enough
films to put on a program, but, he
added "we certainly could not main-
tain anything like our present pro-
grams."

In his first formal state'' "rit on
the new duty. Rank declar /'Not
only in the interests of the^'ftYm in-

dustry but in the national interest,

because it will not save a dollar for
many months to some, I am against
tax as it stands at present, but I also
appreciate that in time of crisis, for
the world as well as Britain, drastic
measures may be necessary."

Sorrell, Hutcheson Move
To Settle Studio Strike

(Continued from Page 1)

Sorrell, president of CSU, accepting
a suggestion from Congressman Car-
roll Kearns ithat local representatives
of unions and studio management
meet and settle dispute. Second ges-
ture was made by Joseph Cambiano,
general representative of William L.

Hutcheson, head of Carpenters union,
who flatly stated that it was "a mat-
ter of record" that the carpenters
had agreed to arbitrate differences.

Snyder, Stutz, Form New
Exchange, Realart Pict.

Cleveland — Robert Snyder and
Emanuel Stutz have formed S. & S.

Enterprises and will soon open their

own exchange under . the name of

Realart Pictures. Duo have secured
Northern Ohio territory for 1937-42
Universal re-issues. They will also

handle foreign product.

"Bachelor" to 6th Week
RKO's "The Bachelor and the

Bobby-Soxer" will be held for a sixth
week beginning Thursday at the
Music Hall.

U. S. Prods. Will Maintain
Top Production in U. K.

(Continued from Page 1)

recently imposed high ad valorem
duty.

Assurances, it is said, come from
all eight major companies, including
Universal, which has a reciprocal
agreement with J. Arthur Rank.
Americans assume that other pro-

duction conditions will be approx-
imately the same as in other years.

STORK REPORTS
Dallas — E. D. Gaw became the

father of a boy. Weight, seven and
one-half pounds; name: Ernest Hew-
lett Gaw.



RED
STALLION
SMASH!

Record high business on sensational Day-and-Date

national openings makes^Big Red" Box-Office Champion!

CITY - THEATRE CIRCUIT CITY THEATRE CIRCUIT

Memphis, Tenn. Warner Warner Terre Haute, Ind. Orpheum Alliance

Altoona, Pa. State Fabian Ft. Worth, Texas Worth Interstate

Bakersfield, Col. Fox Fox West Coast Santa Barbara, Cal. Arlington Fox West Coast

Bay City, Mich. Washington
Washington

Theatre Co.

Galveston, Texas Martini Interstate

Dallas, Texas Majestic Interstate

San Diego, Cal.

( California )

< Loma > Fox West Coast

Elmira, N. Y. Regent Warner
i State )

Los Angeles, Cal.

Five theatres
\

Orpheum, El Rey, \

Vogue, Belmont, ^ Fox West Coast
San Francisco, Cal. Warfield Fox West Coast

day-and-date Culver City ) Oklahoma City, Okia Warner Warner

Lincoln, Neb. Varsity Westland San Bernardino, Cal. Fox Fox West Coast

Phoenix, Ariz. Fox Fox West Coast Fall River, Mass. Empire Yamins

Milwaukee, Wise. Riverside Standard Long Beach, Cal. U. A. & Crest Standard

Oakland, Cal. Orpheum Fox West Coast Green Boy, Wise. Strand Fox West Coast

Portland, Me. Civic Zeitz Houston, Texas Metropolitan Interstate

Portland, Ore. Mayfair Fox West Coast Jamestown, N. Y. Palace Warner

Kenosha, Wise. Gateway Standard

Fox West Coast

San Antonio, Texas Majestic Interstate

Spokane, Wash. Orpheum Seattle, Wash. Orpheum Fox West Coast

m m . and a hundred more across the country!

ASK THE MAN WHO PLAYED IT!
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DON'T

Qet Rack U
SHOWMANSHIP!

Vqv'

Sure, you can wait until your patrons stay awcty in

droves... or until your Box Office gets lonely for reve-

nue . . . before going into action! . . . But . . . WHY
WAIT? . . . The ShowmanSHIP is moving ahead . . .

and smart shov/men have already booked passage

. . . v/ith increased advertising "sock" ... in the News-

papers ... on the Radio . . . v/ith stepped-up Bill-

Posting campaigns . . . and at point-of-contact . . .

through Lobby, Fronf and SCREEN! . . . That's YOUR

cue to get started . . . with the kind of BALLYHOO

that GETS patrons . . . and Brings Them BACK! . . .

DON'T MiSS THE BOAT! ... Get ABOARD, Now! . .

.

Get Back To Showmanship., .with The PRIZE BABY!

\S\CieenViW\mwi>\(7ieen service

I
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JOHnSTOn, DISTRIBS. DISCUSS WORLD fllBRKET

Republic Sets 27 Features, 20 Outdoor Films
Program Also Includes
Four Serials, Novelty
Feature and Cartoons

Republic's 1947-48 program will

include 27 features, 20 outdoor action
dramas and westerns, and four ser-

ials, supplemented by a novelty fea-

ture and four cartoon shorts, Herbert
J. Yates, president, and James R.
Grainger, executive vice-president in

charge of sales and distribution, re-

vealed yesterday. Announcement fol-

lowed executive conferences at the

studio and home office, and a survey
of sales and exhibitor reaction.

Program will be accented by color,

with 12 of the outdoor films, several

features, the novelty picture and the
(ConHnued on Page 5)

Realarl Closes 2nd

Deal With FC

Harris-Broder Pictures, which re

cently changed its name to Realart
Pictures, Inc., has concluded a new
deal with Film Classics for the dis-

tribution in the U. S., Alaska and
Hawaii of 50 pix to be released at

the rate of 10 a year over a period

of five years.
Deal is in addition to the distribu-

tion arrangement made previously
with PRC which was absorbed into

(Continued on Page 5)

20TH-FOX SALES DRIVE HONORS SMITH
Annual Campaign Planned as Most Intensive Sales and

Billings Effort in the Company's History

Fairbanks Shows First of

Commercial Tele Subjects

What is said to be the first serious
effort of a recognized Hollywood film

producer to produce films specifically

for commercial television was shown
to the press yesterday when the tele-

vision features division of Jerry
Fairbanks, Inc. presented its initial

dramatic television program, "The
(Continued on Page 4)

Danish Film Imports
Ordered Cut to 25%
Copenhagen (By Cable)—Film im-

ports to Denmark will be restricted

to 25 per cent of the present volume

as of Sept. 15, it is learned. Move 's

due to a lack of foreign currency.

Twentieth Century-Fox's Fall sales

drive this year will be known as the
Andy Smith Drive, honoring the com-

pany's general
sales manager, it

was decided after
a poll of division
sales managers.
Campaign, an-
nually the com-
pany's most im-
portant sales ef-
fort, will be held
from Aug. 31
through Dec. 27.

Last year's
sales drive hon-
ored Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th-
Fox president,
but the selection
this year was by

4>
-

SMITH
division sales managers, in accord
ance with Smith's policy of giving

these men full authority and respon-
sibility for operations in the field.

Designation of Smith was unanimous
among Division Sales Managers Ray
Moon, New York; Howard Minsky,
Philadelphia; Harry Ballance, At-
lanta; Jack Lorentz, Chicago; Her-
man Wobber, San Francisco, and
Sydney Samson, Toronto.
During the period of the Smith

Drive, the 20th-Fox distribution staff

plans the most intensive sales and
billings campaign in its history. En-
tire sales force is reported enthusi-

astic about the reception accorded by
exhibitors to the 20th-Fox-Smith
scale plan.

Pictures to be released during the

drive include "Forever Amber" and
"Captain from Castile," already an-
nounced for roadshows on 50-50

terms. Also in release will be Darryl
F. Zanuck's production of "Gentle-

(Continued on Page 3)

Sumner Welles to Be

Called in Film Probe
JVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Former Under Sec-

retary of State Sumner Welles will
be called to testify in connection with
the probe of alleged Red activities
in the pix industry, the House Un-
American Activities Committee said
yesterday.
Chairman J. Parnell Thomas an-

(Continued on Page 3)

$92,124 Judgment in

Snider Fraud Actions

Meet Stresses Danger of

Foreign Nations Following
British Film Tax Move
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The top brass of the

distribution end of the pix industry
gathered here in MPAA headquar-
ters yesterday for a two and one-
half hour session, listening to de-
tailed reports on the forbidding as-
pects of the world pic market. Chief
item on the agenda was the 75 per
cent British ad valorem tax, and the
danger of similar measures being
taken by other members of the
Sterling bloc.

The meeting took no action, and no
(Continued on Page 3)

Skouras to Play Six

Siritzlcy French Pix

Skouras Theaters and Siritzky In-
ternational have concluded a one-
year pact under which the circuit will
show a minimum of six of Siritzky's
French films, it was announced yes-
terday. Skouras will exhibit the pic-

(Continued on Page 4)

Boston—In what are believed to

be the first judgments resulting
from percentage fraud actions filed

by the major companies in various
parts of the country, judgments
aggregating $92,124.99 were entered
in Federal Court here yesterday in

favor of eight plaintiff distributors

(Continued on Page 4)

UK Tax Halts Aussie Prod.;
JAR Plans Off; Cancel Equipment Orders

Schwalberg Appoints
Minsky District Mgr.

A. W. Schwalberg has appointed

Joe Minsky, veteran sales executive

recently associated with Interna-

tional Pictures, to the post of district

manager for the Philadelphia, Pitts-

( Continued on Page 5)

Sydney (By Cable)—Work on the
Pagewood Studios has been ordered
stopped and more than £100,000
worth of equipment orders placed
abroad by Cinesound have been can-
celled as a result of Britain's 75
per cent ad valorem duty, Norman
B. Rydge, chairman of Greater Union
Theaters and Cinesound Productions
announced. Rydge said that the Brit-

( Continued on Page 5)

RKO New York Sales Drive
To Honor Len Gruenberg

RKO's New York exchange, headed
by Phil Hodes, will honor Len S.

Gruenberg, new Metropolitan district

manager, with a special welcoming
drive between Sept. 5 and Dec. 18.

Drive is to be a combination dating,
sales and billings campaign.

To Protest Ascap Rate
At Mich. Exhih. Meet
Detroit—^Mass meeting of exhibi-

tors has been called by Allied Thea-
ters of Michigan for next Tuesday to

cover both city and State theaters,

in protest against Ascap's charges

made to exhibitors. Objective ot the

meeting will be to formulate a pro-

gram to take legal steps to combat
Ascap fees.

David Newman, general counsel of

Cooperative Theaters of Michigan

will address group. Supporting action

from other State exhibitor groups is

anticipated.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Bell & Howell 21 'A 21 Va 211/2— %
Columbia Riots, vtc. 173^ 173/8 173^ + 1/4

East. Kodak 45 44% 45 -|- V4
do pfd 190 190 190 — 3
Gen. Prec. Eq ISVi 18 183/8 + s/j

Loew's, I no 203/8 20 203/8 + 3/g

Paramount 231A 227/8 23
RKO 115/8 111/2 111/2
Republic Pict 43^ 45/3 43/4 + l/g

Republic Pict. Pfd... 11 1/4 111/8 llVs — 1/2

20th Century-Fox . . . 267/8 265/8 26%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 35 35 35
Universal Pict 177/8 173^ I77/3 — l/g

Warner Bros 147/o 141/2 HVi — 1/4

N. Y. CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 33,4 33^ 334
RKO 3 27/8 3 -f 1/8

Sonotone Corp 31/2 33^ 334
Technicolor I21/4 121^ 121/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 63^ 7
Pothe 4 43/4

FARLEY GRANGER, Samuel Goldwyn contract

player, is in from the Coast.

JOAN DAVIS has returned to Hollywood.

RAY MILLAND is in Paris to shoot additional

background shots for Paramount's "The Sealed

Verdict."

SAM LEFKOWITZ, Warner's Eastern division

manager, returns at the end of the week from

a trip to Buffalo and Binghamton.

ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eagle-Lion exploitation

manager, returned from Texas where he super-

vised the premiere of "Red Stallion."

WALLACE BEERY, HENRY and MRS. KOSTER,
MRS. NATALIE KALMUS will sail today on the

Queen Mary.

HOWARD STRICKLING departed for Holly-

wood yesterday via TWA.
PHIL BOURNES, actor signed by Warners,

flew via TWA to the Coast yesterday.

Moss Services Tomorrow
Philadelphia—Funeral services for

Edgar Moss, formerly district man-
ager for 20th-Fox here, will be held

here tomorrovsr at 11 a.m. at the

Oliver H. Bair Funeral Parlors.

W. C. Gehring, assistant general

sales manager, and Sam Shain, di-

rector of exhibitor and public rela-
tions, will represent the office dis-

tribution department, at the services.

RKO Sets 200 Dates for

"Long Night" Premieres

Dallas—Over 200 dates have been
booked for RKO's "The Long Night"
for its Dallas and Oklahoma City

premiere on Sept. 12 including the-

aters in the Interstate, Robb & Row-
ley, Jefferson Amusement, Griffith-

Dent, Ralph Talbot and other cir-

cuits.

Full co-operation in .the advance
campaign prepared under Terry
Turner, RKO exploitation director,

has been assured by the Texas State
and Quality networks, as well as the
Oklahoma network with a total of 82
stations lined up.

UCLA Submits Proposal
For End of H'wood Strike

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It is understood that

the University of California at Los
Angeles' Institute of Industrial Rela-
tions, which has conducted an impar-
tial survey of the studio strike, has
privately submitted a settlement
program to House Sub-Committee
which is holding a hearing here. It

is expected that Pat Casey will also
submit a peace proposal to the Sub-
Committee.

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, president of 20th-

Fox International, is slated to return from
Europe the first week in September.

CLARENCE NASH, the voice of Donald Duck,

is en route to Hollywood via TWA.
RICHARD WIDMARK on Monday flew to Hol-

lywood. So did EARL CARROLL.

GEORGE and MRS. SKOURAS and their chil-

dren flew to St. Louis yesterday via TWA.
ARTHUR SILVERSTONE, assistant managing

director for 20th-Fox in Great Britain, arrived

from London on the Queen Mary on Monday.

REX HARRISON is on a short visit to France,

following his arrival in England last week.

CHARLES SCHLAIFER, director of advertising

and publicity for 20th-Fox, returned to his desk

after a short vacation.

Warners Plans New Bldgs.

In Omaha and Jacksonville

New exchange buildings in Omaha
and Jacksonville are planned by
Warners, with construction work on
both projects scheduled to get under
way in about a month. Omaha build-

ing is to replace the present offices,

while Jacksonville will be a new War-
ner exchange center.

Work on the new Warner building

in Minneapolis is nearly completed
with the sales force scheduled to

move in about the latter part of
September. Herman Goldberg, pur-
chasing agent and supervisor of ex-
change maintenance, leaves tomor-
row for Minneapolis to supervise
finishing touches.

Mayor to Get Studio

Survey Report Today

New York Film Co-ordinator Ed-
ward C. Maguire's first report based
on a survey taken over a period of

two months by an industry-Muni-
cipal committee looking for possible

studio sites here, will be in Mayor
O'Dwyer's hands today. The Film
Daily learned yesterday.

Reports from the indu.. j and
recommmendations of city officials

who formed part of the delegated
group, have been in Maguire's hands
for several weeks of careful sifting,

checking, and final shaping for pre-
sentation before the Mayor.

O'Dwyer is known to be sympa-
thetic to the entire program. It was
at his request that the survey was
begun. Though none of the recom-
mendations made are known as yet,
and none of the sites examined have
been revealed, it is confidently ex-
pected the Mayor will have an im-
portant statement to make when he
has finished the report.

Judge Maguire has been in almost
daily conferences with the Mayor for
the last several weeks and it is likely
O'Dwyer is acquainted with a good
portion of the survey already.

It is expected that the Mayor will
go through the report rapidly since
he is anxious to get the program
started. Word from Maguire's office

indicated only an official nod is

needed to start things humming.

Schnitzer Holding 2-Day
Product Conferences

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Testifying before

the House Sub-Committee Edward J.

Mannix, M-G-M executive, said that
the AFL executive council at its

meeting in Miami, Florida, early in

1946, reaffirmed the December 1945
directive and there was no question
in anyone's mind that the directive
gave set erection work to the lATSE.

Hammid Joins AFP
Alexander Hammid has joined the

staff of directors of Affiliated Film
Producers, Inc. Hammid produced
"Hymn of the Nations," Toscanini
pic.

SPACE
in modern fireproof building off Times
Square—approx. 8,000 sq. ft. gross.

Sole tenant preferred.

UNUSUAL FEATURES
Suitable offices, display rooms.

Box 148 FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway N. Y. C, 18, N. Y.

A two-day series of conferences
between Clayton Eastman and Mark
N. Silver, Pennsylvania-Washington
and New England district heads, re-

spectively, and Edward M. Schnitzer,
Eastern and Canadian sales manager,
are being held here. Discussions cen-
ter around current and forthcoming
product. Both men return to their
posts tomorrow.

Staud, Llermakers Named
To New Kodak Positions

Rochester, N. Y.—Appointments of
Cyril J. Staud as new director of
Kodak research laboratory, and Dr.
John A. Llermakers as assistant di-

rector and head of the photographic
theory department, were announced
yesterday by Dr. C. E. K. Mees, who
will continue to serve as Kodak vice-
president in charge of research.

B & H Opens Int'l Div.
Chicago—Bell & Howell Company

are changing their export division

setup to an international division,

which will handle overseas sales and
distribution of other equipment man-
ufacturers in addition to Bell &
Howell lines. E. L. Schimmel, ex-
port manager, will be in charge of
the new department.

YOUR FILM DAILY
DELIVERED TO YOU IN

LOS ANGELES AND
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Johnston, Distribs.

Discuss World Market

(Continued from Page 1)

additional confab has been definitely

scheduled. MPAA head Eric John-
ston reported on his conversations of
Satuir=^with the head of the Brit-
ish fii..arcial mission here last week,
and with Secretary of the Treasury
John Snyder and Under Secretary of
Commerce Foster, Monday. He said
he intends to continue working with
Government officials here for the
time being, on the theory that the
stronger the support from the admin-
istration, the less need there is for

a trouble-shooting trip abroad.

SIMPP, Major Leaders Attend
The meeting was not confined

strictly to MPAA members, with
James Mulvey of Sam Goldwyn Pro-
ductions, Marvin Faris of SIMPP,
Gradwell Sears of UA, and James
Grainger of Republic on hand. Rep-
resenting the majors were: Jack
Cohn, Columbia; Nicholas Schenck,
Loew's; Barney Balaban, Para-
mount; Net Depinet, RKO; Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox; John J. O'Con-
nor and Charles Prutzman, Univer-
sal, and Major Albert Warner, War-
ners.

On hand for MPAA were, besides

Johnston, Joyce O'Hara, Francis
Harmon, George Bostwick, Gerald

Mayer and Edward Cheyfitz. From
the law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell,
working with MPAA on the interna-

tional situation, were Allen Dulles

and Edward S. Cohen.
O'Hara said that the crowd "dis-

cussed the world situation generally

and in its application to motion pic-

tures." The discussion, he said,

dwelt upon Latin American nations

as well as members of the Sterling

bloc—but not in detail upon other

European nations.
O'Hara said there was no agree-

ment on an alternative plan to offer

the British, but he said there is a
strong feeling that "there must be
some better way." No plan has yet

been put forth, however, to which
indies can agree as well as the

majors.
No decision has been reached, he

insisted, on the question of how to

act in the event New Zealand and
Australia follow in the course of

Britain. New Zealand has already

threatened to increase the film hire

tax from 25 to 40 per cent and then

impose a ceiling on remittances at

300,000 pounds per year, and Aus-
tralia is contemplating equally dras-

tic action.

(It is known, however, that there

Yeshiva University
Receives $70,000

Almost $70,000 has been raised

within the film industry for Yeshiva

University scholarships it is revealed

in a report by Jacob Salzman to

George J. Schaefer, chairman of the

industry committee for the univer-

sity.

Routing Round'- -

THE WASHINGTON SCENE
By ANDREW H. OLDER

WASHINGTON
npHE Saturday meeting on the British film tax by representatives of two Government
' departments with a quartet of British financial experts from the delegation here for

talks on the loan terms was seen here as a signal victory for the film industry. A frequent

complaint here has been that the Government is not willing to take over the problems
of a single industry and try to negotiate in behalf of a single industry.

The Saturday meeting does not mean that the Government has abandoned that policy

—

but it does imply a genuine recognition of the seriousness of the British tax and it

promises that the administration will do whatever it can to aid the industry.

Interesting also is the fact that on Thursday Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder

suggested to Sir Wilfred Eady, head of the British mission, that he meet with Eric A.

Johnston. This correspondent had ascertained earlier from a member of the British

delegation that Sir Wilfred had decided not to contact MPAA on the theory that it was
not protocol for a Government to approach an industry. Synder's suggestion, of course,

put the whole matter in a new light.

The Saturday meeting involved no negotiation and no specific proposals by the Govern-

ment group. But it cannot fail to have impressed the British Government.

Possibility of even stronger help from the United States Government is seen in the

event the legal experts at State and Treasury determine the British tax to be in violation

of existing British-American financial agreements.

If the United States Government does hold it to be an illegal tax, the British said

they would want a written opinion to present for the appraisal of British Government

counsel. All of which does not offer any promise that the question of legality will be

solved very soon—at least, to the satisfaction of both parties.

The American representatives did not expect the British to do anything more than

listen politely and discuss the matter without in any way offering any concessions.

And that is what happened. The Americans were pleased, however, by the "apparently

sincere willingness to accept some alternative," as one member of the American group

put it.

The British dollar situation is so serious, however, that no "reasonable alternative" has

been proposed and there is no alternate measure for the British to accept.

20th-Fox Fall Sales

Drive Honors Smith

(Continued from Page 1)

man's Agreement," which has its

world premiere at the Mayfair The-
ater in November.

Others to be released during the
drive are "Mother Wore Tights," cur-
rent at the Roxy; "Kiss of Death,"
"Foxes of Harrow," "Nightmare
Alley" and "Daisy Kenyon." Cur-
rently in release and available dur-
ing the drive are "Miracle on 34th
Street," "I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now," "The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir" and "Moss Rose."

''Brute," "Narcissus" Hold Over
Mark Hellinger's "Brute Force"

becomes the first film m uhe history
of the Criterion Theater to play more
than six* weeks when it started a
seventh session in that house.
Marking the beginning of a third

week is U's release of the J. Arthur
Rank Technicolor production, "Black
Narcissus," at the Fulton 'Theater.

M-G-M Shorts Release

Three M-G-M shorts will be re-

leased within the next 10 days. They
include "The Amazing Dr. Nordill,"
"Glimpses of New Scotland" and
"Football Thrills, No. 10."

Sumner Welles to Be

Called in Film Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced that Welles has been sub-

poenaed to explain the entry into

this country in 1938 of Hans Eisler,

brother of Gerhart Eisler and a
Hollywood composer in his own right.

(The committee has charged that
Gerhart Eisler is Moscow's number
one political agent in this country,
and that his brother is a Commu-
nist.)

Thomas' announcement served as

new reassurance that the probe,
scheduled to enliven Washington
Sept. 24, will go on as scheduled.

He said he has also called former
Ambassador George Messersmith
and several officials of the foreign
service and the immigration and
naturalization service to testify in

connection with the Hollywood probe.

is strong sentiment within MPAA
for an embargo as complete as that

imposed upon the U. K. in the event
these "down-under" lands decide to

follow the British example.)

"Ruth" Holds on Coast
West Coast tSiircan of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — Second weeks for

Paramount's "Dear Ruth" are com-
monplace in this area. Picture has
held over in every situation where
it has opened in Los Angeles terri-

tory. Holdovers include the Fox, San
Diego; West Coast, Long Beach;
Palms, Phoenix and State, Tucson.
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Skouras to Play Six

Siritzky French Pix

(Continued from Page 1

)

tures second-run, with Siritzky con-

trolling first-runs.

Included in the agreement are "The
Welldigger's Daughter" and "The
Queen's Necklace," and the follow-

ing films not yet exhibited in the U.
S.: "Nais," "Volpone," "Marius,"
"Fanny," "Caesar" and "Farre-
bique."

Skouras made a previous deal with
Superfilm to play three of the lat-

ter's releases circuitwise. One is the

French film, "Carmen," the other are

two Italian films, "King's Jester" and
"Before Him All Eome Trembled."

Fairbanks Shows First of

Commercial Tele Subjects

(Continued from Page 1)

Case of the Missing Bullets," first

in the "Public Prosecutor" series,

starring John Howard.
With 17 minutes running time,

film is fixed for beginning and end
commercials to total a 20 minute
show. Blank spaces are left to allow
insertion of commercials.
With technique adapted especially

for television, film resembles in

technique more the dramatic radio
show than the usual feature film.

Economy of sets, and a mass produc-
tion of the entire series will allow
for low production costs, compara-
tively.

First in the series was produced at
a much higher cost than will even-
tually be reached, though recognized
Hollywood actors have contributed
their talent at greatly reduced fees
to start the series going, company
spokesmen said.

Films are provided to advertisers
similar to open-end radio transcrip-
tions and make possible network
operations by simultaneous release in
all existing television cities. Films
will be provided as weekly features
starting Nov. 1. Two other series are
in preparation — a family comedy
series and a five-time-a-week child-
ren's show.

Photog Ass'n Hits Equip. Taxes
Chicago—National Association of

Photographic Manufacturers meeting
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel went
on record against equipment excise
taxes and a committee will work dur-
ing the next session of Congress to
secure passage of the Reed bill

through Senate; House passed the
bill before adjournment.

Thornton HeadslftPAA
British Info. Dept.

LonJon (By Cable)—A. Roland
Thornton, editor of the London Daily

Graphic has joined the MPAA here

as head of the public information

division and adviser on Sritish

activities..

HOLLYWOOD
* * * * * * * * *

= By RALPH WILK =
* * * *

HOLLYWOOD
• • • THOUGH HE IS BUSY preparing "Red Light" to roll as his

next Roy Del Ruth Production for Allied Artists release, Producer-Director

Del Ruth is also finding time to do a little spadework on. "The Life of

Babe Ruth." baseball biography which will follow "Red Light" If

his plans go through the picture will constitute a Hall of Fame for base-

ball greats, including men who have been out of the game for years,

because Del Ruth wants to round up as many present day and old-time

players as possible to appear in sequence? representing games in which

they actually look part Sports scribes will not be forgotten, either,

because Del Ruth is going to use a number of them in his press box

scenes Meanwhile, the Babe himself is due to come to Hollywood

immediately after Del Ruth finishes "Red Light." for conferences with

the producer-director. The Bambino will act as technical advisor on his

celluloid biography Del Ruth, who always was a baseball fan,

attended many of the games he will depict So his knowledge is

first-hand

T T T
• • • NO ONE IN HOLLYWOOD is facing a tougher casting prob-

lem right now than Sam Wood, who is currently selecting his cast for

"Purgatory Street," his next Interwood Production which William Cameron

Menzies will produce for Universal-International release Wood not

only must locate a matronly actress with "dark, piercing eyes," but must

also find four other players with dark piercing eyes—and all closely

resembling each other! The quintet will play a five-member family and

the script says they must look alike to a remarkable degree Wood
has tested Barbara O'NeilL who was the mother in "Gone With The

Wind," and Elsie Dighton, Gotham stage actress, for the part of the

matriarch of thiq peculiar brood, and his decision will depend on his

finding four other players all resembling either of these actresses

Meanwhile, Wood has had camera crews pick up some of the pre-produc-

tion atmosphere footage and plans to get filming activity under way as

soon as his casting is completed

T T
• • • MOST ENVIED SPECLRLTY PLAYERS in town during the

current fierce heat wave are the dancers working for Director Thorpe in

"On An Island With You," Joe Pasternak Production which Thorpe is

directing at MGM Hoofers are currently executing South Sea Island

hula dances for Thorpe's cameras and declare the brief grass skirts are

the best answer yet to the temperature. Thorpe is using 40 dancers and
an extra mob, representing sailors and islanders, of 200 on a huge island

village set on MGM's back lot Harry Sherman, a producer who
never leaves important details to others, winged out for New York for

personal contacts with some lop opera and concert artists whom he wants
for stellar roles in his projected giddyap edition of the well-known opera
gal, "Carmen Of The West" Sherman has found most top singers
very interested in the idea of doing a buckskin version of Carmen despite
the highly unorthodox approach to the story. His picture will present
several of the greatest names in serious music as cowhands, dance-hall
girls, desert rats, and the other dramatic personnae of the epic Western

Sherman was accompanied East by his daughter, Teddi Sherman,
who is fast becoming one of the industry's ace writers

Double ''Carnival" Preem
Simultaneous world premiere of

"The Hal Roach Comedy Carnival"
will be held tomorrow in the Towne,
Milwaukee, and the Century, Port-
land, Ore. Show opens in San Fran-
cisco Friday.

UA Board Meeting PostF>oned

United Artists board meeting
scheduled for yesterday was post-
poned until early next week.

Set Carriers. Service Meet
Kansas City—National Film Serv-

ice and National Film Carriers will
hold their annual convention here
Sept. 28-Oct. 1.

Paramount Hearing Postponed
Motion for summary judgment in

the $100,000 Paramount suit against
Bioff and Browne, due for hearing to-
day in Federal Court, was adjourned
until Sept. 23.

$92,124 Judgment in

Snider Fraud Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

against Ralph E. Snider and various
operating corporations in the Snider
Theater Circuit.

Eight judgments were a ved by
U. S. Judge Arthur D. Hea^^j, as the
result of actions brought in January,
1946, which alleged that the defend-
ants had participated in a plan de-
signed to defraud the plaintiffs "by
intentionally furnishing to the plain-

tiffs false and inaccurate statements
of receipts" from percentage pic-

tures.

Judgment is directed for the entire

amount awarded in each action

against Snider personally, and in

varying other amounts against one
or more of the defendant exhibiting
corporations. Largest award was
$28,861.90 obtained by 20th-Fox,
while RKO was awarded $25,191.36;
Loew's, $23,060.69; Columbia, $6,-

721.33; United Artists, $5,902.97;
Paramount, $1,349.53; Universal,

$975, and Warners, $62.21.

Theaters involved include the Em-
pire and Strand, Portland, Me.; Bijou
and Casino, Ware, Mass.; Winthrop
and State, Winthrop, Mass.; Com-
munity Playhouse, Dedham, Mass.;
Bijou and Empire, Providence; Pal-
ace, Edgewood, R. I., and Park Au-
burn, R. I.

Jacob J. Kaplan and Robert W.
Meserve of the Boston law firm of

Nutter, McClennen & Fish repre-
sented the distributors.

FCC Rejects Fabian Bid
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—FCC yesterday pro-

posed to deny application of the Van
Curler Broadcasting Corp. for a
radio station in Albany, N. Y. Ma-
jority of the Van Curler stock is held

by S. H. Fabian, New York circuit

operator, his son Edward, his

brother-in-law Samuel Rosen and
Louis R. Golding, long-time Fabian
lieutenant in Albany now residing in

New York.
Application was rejected in favoi

of another received from a corpora-
tion made up exclusively of residents

of the Albany area.

City Spot Playing "Henry V"
Minneapolis — Auditorium in St.

Paul will offer a film for the first

time in its history when "Henry V"
opens a four-day engagement soon.

Booking is causing speculation
among exhibitors. House, city op-

erated, will compete with regular
film spots.

Jj^vv**•'>>WW#o^.*

Aug. 27 jj

M. S. Bergerman Kay York J.j

Lester Elton R. E. Messer *.

Frank Heath J. C. G. Connift *.

J.:
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Republic Sets 27 Pix,

20 Outdoor Features

(Continued from Page 1)

cartoons being produced in the com-
pany's trucolor. Process, according
to Yate=: has been improved since it

was a^^^nced a little more than a
year aj, qp Grainger said that field re-

ports indicate excellent exhibitor ac-

ceptance of Trucolor in the Roy
Rogers releases.

Titles and themes were chosen on
the basis of showmanship as well as
entertainment values, Yates stated,

with emphasis placed upon stories

and production talent. Top star
names will be used in nine deluxe
productions, he said.

Latter group include "Wake of the
Red Witch," from Garland Roark's
best-selling novel and Literary Guild
selection; "Eagles in Exile"; "Cross-
winds," from the Ladies' Home Jour-
nal novelette by Martha Cheavens,;
"Sea of Darkness," "Last of the
Westerners," "Untamed," "End of

the Rainbow," by Ernest Lehman
and Geza Herczeg; "Don Careless"
and "In Old Los Angeles." John
Wayne will have leading roles in

"Wake of the Red Witch" and
"Eagles in Exile."

Two specials, "The Red Pony" and
"Macbeth" are scheduled. Former,
from the John Steinbeck story, is to

be made as a Charles K. Feldman-
Lewis Milestone production in Tech-
nicolor, starring Myrna Loy, Robert
Mitchum, Louis Calhern and Peter
Miles. Orson Welles and his Mercury
Players will appear in Welles' pro-
duction of "Macbeth."
Assured by .circuit operators and

independent exhibitors that they are
ready to support "B" pictures, 16
pictures are scheduled by Republic
in a Varietur Group. Titles include
"Down Tahiti Way," "Daredevils of
the Sky," "Slippy McGee," "Singa-
pore Sal," "Campus Honeymoon,"
"Thunder in the Forest," "Strange
Escapade," "Woman in the Dark,"
"South Sea Susie," "The Castaway,"
"Crooked Cargo," "Betrayal," "Heart
of Virginia," "Secret Service Investi-

gator," "Contraband," and "Flight
trom Fury."

Six Trucolor Premiere Productions,
starring Roy Rogers, are titled

"Grand Canyon Serenade," "Under
California Stars," "Chimes of Cata-
lina," "Eyes of Texas," "Heart of
Ramona" and "Westerner and the
Lady."

Six All Star Productions, starring
Monte Hale and Adrian Booth, also

in Trucolor, are titled "Colorado
Thorobreds," "Sundown in Santa
Fe," "Son of God's Country," "The
Overland Trail," "Under Mexican
Skies" and "The Gay Gaucho."
Bob Clampett will produce four

Trucolor cartoons, the first titled,

"It's a Grand Old Nag." Novelty fea-

ture, "Bill and Coo," produced by
Ken Murray, features a cast of birds
performing like humans.

Eight Famous Western subjects,

starring Allan "Rocky" Lane, will

include "The Wild Frontier," "Okla-
homa Badlands," "Ghost Town Raid-

PHIL M. DALY
T T

Thursday Memos
• • • FIRST PRODUCTIONS in a series oi audio-visual shorts

produced by the McGraw-Hill Book Co. were screened recently

Series is designed for correlation with specific textbooks Phil M.

sat in on a trio last week First came "According to Plan—Introduc-

tion to Engineering Drawing" This was followed by the first chap-

ter, "Orthographic Projection" Shows how a gimmick is drawn

for eventual translation into a blueprint and via the blueprint to (he

lathes, drillpresses, etc Also shown was "Maintaining Schoolroom

Discipline," a number designed to be shown to student teachers

In Phil M.'s schooldays the capers cut in the first half of this

number would warrant a whack with the flat side of a ruler here

via the modem, understanding method situations arising in the class-

room tending to create disturbance and bad humor all 'round are met

with intelligence, humor to make for the right atmosphere These

films are a fine forward step in the educational process

T T
• • • ODDS AND ENDS: lames Sauter has been named national

chairman of the American Heritage Foundation public relations and

special events divisions Formerly chairman of the United Theatrical

Wo* Activities Committee, Sauter is chairman of Mayor O'Dwyer's en-

tertainment committee, and a director of USO-Camp Shows, the American

Theater Wing and the American National Theater and Academy. . .

• Myrna Loy is being hailed as film star of the week Currently

co-starring in RKO's "Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer," in its fifth Music

Hall week. Miss Loy is also co-starring in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best

Years of Our Lives" in some 263 Metropolitan theaters and, starting

on Thursday will appear on the Capitol Theater screen as co-star of

"Song of the Thin Man." ... • Winner of the Publix Great States

Theaters contest for (he best campaign on Warner's two-reeler, "Men of

Tomorrow," is George F. Mahoney, Jr., manager of the Rialto, Joliet, 111.

T T T

Britisit Pi( Tax Ends

Australian Production

(Continued from Page 1)

ish tax applies to Australian as well
as American film imports.

"It seems that Empire preference
has gone overboard," Rydge de-
clared, in revealing that J. Arthur
Rank's plans for production in

Australia have had to be put off.

Production of "Eureka Express,"
being directed by Harry Watts of
England, has been halted, it is

learned.

Schwalberg Appoints
Minsky District Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

burgh, Washington territory.

Individual bi-anch lineup in the
territory includes Fred Rohrs, Wash-
ington branch manager: Harry Bor-
man, Philadelphia branch manager;
James Randel, Pittsburgh branch
manager, and John Bomnir, Pitts-
burgh sales manager. The new per-
sonnel is expected here shortly for a
series of home office conferences on
sales policy on forthcoming product.

New Altec Assignments
For Pierce and Evans

Two alumni of "Operation Altec,"
the memorable hush-hush Mark I

Navy anti-aircraft trainer project
centered at Lexington, Mass., during
the war, are getting new assign-
ments in Altec Service. Ralph E.
("Red") Pierce, now in the Boston
office, goes to Philadelphia as branch
manager, and Frank Evans, now
Philadelphia branch manager, is as-

signed to the same berth in the Cin-

cinnati Altec office as of Sept. 2.

Realart Closes Seconci
Deal with Film Classics

(Continued from Page 1)

Eagle-Lion. Film Classics deal was
negotiated and signed by Joe Bern-
hard and Budd Rogers, latter veepee
of Realart.

20th-Fox World Preeming
Three in Next Quarter

Next three months will see world
premieres of a trio of top bracket
20th-Fox product. A September open-
ing is scheduled in New Orleans for
"The Foxes of Harrow," at the Saen-
ger. "Nightmare Alley" will bow in

Dallas in October. "Gentleman's
Agreement" is scheduled to open
locally at the Mayfair in November.

ers," "The Denver Kid," "Desper-
adoes of Dodge City," "Marshal of
Amarillo," "Carson City Raiders"
and "Cimarron Trails."

Serials scheduled include "G-Men
Never Forget," "Dangers of the
Canadian Mounted," "Dick Tracy
Returns" and "Adventures of Frank
and Jesse James."

IRVING CHIDNOFF
"Porfraitiere to the Industry," 550 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
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ik fILfll DIIILV REVIEWS Of M\U fEflTURES^
"Magic Town"

With James itewart, Jane Wyman
RKO 103 Mins.

NOVEL STORY IDEA: STRONG NAME,
THEME EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN IN-

DICATED,

Buttressed by the able and capable per-

formances of James Stewart and Jane Wy-
man, who are name attractions in anybody's

theater, the story content of this William

A. Wellman Production is inclined frequently

to show weakness in its reinforcement along

script lines and as a result is given to

tottering at intervals.

It is a novel idea that is injected at the

outset. As the narrative line is paid out

the result tends to drag. In the assist

category in the player lineup there are

Kent Smith, Ned Sparks, Wallace Ford and

Regis Toomey. Familiar faces all of them,

they lend to the exploitation and publicity

campaign which is strongly indicated.

Sparks, rarely seen these days, has solid

comedy lines and situations which he renders

with cigar-in-mouth to wry humorous effect.

Film has a potent exploitation angle in

that it concerns itself with polls of public

opinion, poll takers, and the like. A shrewd

showman will readily recognize this and

carry the motif down the field in telling

his patrons.

Closmg down his big town office, Stewart

goes to Grandview. He has discovered

through a wartime buddy, Kent Smith, that

the town has been right in every important

issue in the past half-century and is a

mathematical oddity in that its opinions

scale precisely with polls of nationwide

scope. It is a poll takers' haven and Stewart,

Sparks and Donald Meek go into business

to deliver what clients require. They pose

as insurance men. Suspected by Jane Wy-
man and her mother who operate the town
daily, the boys run counter to the females'

ideas of progress. A civic center is Miss Wy-
man's obsession. Stewart wants the place to

remain its complacent self and be his private

poll preserve. In order to ingratiate himself

with the townspeople Stewart coaches the

highschool basketball team, leads them to

their first victory in many years. Later he

discovers the secret of the town to be the

Town Meeting Hall. After completing his

first secret poll he is discovered by Miss
Wyman giving out the results. There is a

romance in an embryonic stage at this point

which is promptly halted when Miss Wyman
exposes Stewart next day. In big headlines

she announces Stewart's game to the world.
The world promptly moves in and the town
goes poll-opinion-crazy. This mania proves

ruinous. The boom rapidly dissipates. Stewart
runs off but learning of Miss Wyman's
plight he returns to his love. People are
once again made to talk to each other. By
a ruse, Stewart and Miss Wyman reunite

the townsfolk and the almost dead spirit

of the place is pumped up once more to

the point where everybody promises to lend
assistance to the struggle back to normalcy.
William A. Wellman directed.
CAST: James Stewart, Jane Wyman, Kent

Smith, Ned Sparks, Regis Toomey, Wallace Ford,
Ann Doran, Donald Meek, E. J. Ballentine, Ann
Shoemaker, Mickey Kuhn, Howard Freeman,
Harry Holman, Mary Currier, Mickey Roth, Frank
Fcnton, George Irving, Julia Dean, Frank Dorien,
Robert Dudley.

CREDITS: Written and produced by Robert
Riskin; Director, William A. Wellman; Based on
Q story by Robert Riskin, Joseph Krumgold;
Musical Score, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C.
Bakaleinakoff; Photography, Joseph F. Biroc;
Set Decorations George Sawley; Film Editors,

"Shoe-Shine"
(All Italian Cast)

Lopert Films 93 Mins.

SHOULD BE LONG TIME TENANT IN

ARl'-fORtlGN SPOTS: MASTERFUL JOB
iHROUGHOUT.
Long time tenancy in the art house and

foreign film spot is indicated for this Italian

import which comes here already festooned

with honors captured at the Cannes Film

festival last summer and interesting laurels

accorded it in the international press. With
paucity of equipment the producer has

rurned in a skilled production. It is no
glamor show. Rather it is a keen, penetrating

study of Roman youngsters adritt in the city,

generally left to their own devices. Replete
with thorough understanding of the nature

of the problems of the juvenile mind and
handled with powerful realism the story is

lucidly unfolded and borne to the very last

thread of tragedy. To attain this moment
of despair it hits notes of sardonic humor
and poignant emotion.

Two shoeshine boys are apprehended for

participating in black market activities. Both
have a boyish passion for a riding horse
which they acquire by diverting their illicit

takings. Arrested they are separated in the
Regina Coeli prison where the authorities
attempt to worm information leading to

the adults involved. This picture of a foul

prison is not pretty. By a ruse information
is obtained. Following trial both boys are
found guilty. Sentences vary. A plan to break
from prison is launched. Money is involved
and one boy learns his one-time friend plans
to sell the horse to finance the break.
He informs after the fact and this results
in the accidental death later of his one
time pal. The deed is indelibly inscrfbed in
the boy's mind.

Story is performed with complete natural-
ness and delivers an unrelenting emotional
impact.
CAST: Rinaldo Smordoni, Franco Intcrlenghi,

Annielo Mele, Bruno Ortensi, Paclfico Astrologo,
Frencesco De Nicola, Anna Pedoni, Irene Smor-
doni.

CREDITS: Producer, Paolo W. Tamburello;
Director, Vittoria De Sica; Scenario, Sergio
Amidei, Adolfo Franci, C. G. Viola, Cesare
Zavottini; Photography, Anchise Brizzi; Music,
Allesandro Cicognini; Sets, Ivo Batteli; Subtitles
in English by Herman G. Weinberg.
DIRECTION: Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY: Fairly

Good.

Obscene Sound Pix Probe
Hartford—State Police Comm. Ed-

ward J. Hickey has reported that he
was taking personal charge of the
investigation of what he called "the
rottenest and boldest violation ever
to come to the attention of the state
police." State-wide investigation is
under way to find the person or
persons responsible for the market-
ing of what state police described as
the first talking obscene motion pic-
tures that ever came to their atten-
tion.

Time Extension Granted
Paramount Pictures and Television

Productions, were granted an exten-
sion until Sept. 3 to file answers to
the cross claims of Arthur Levey
and Scophony Corp. of America, Inc.,
according to papers filed in Federal
Court yesterday.

Sherman Todd, Richard Wray; Montage, William
Hornbeck; Sound, John Tribby, Terry Kellum.
DIRECTION: Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY: Good.

"The Pretender"
with Albert Dekker, Catherine Craig

Republic 69 Mins.

TAUT MELODRAMA WITH MOUNTING
TENSION GUARANTEED TO PULL WIDE
PATRONAGE FROM WHODUNIT'
ADDICTS.

Milking the trust fund of an unattached

heiress, Catherine Craig, Broker Albert Dek-
ker eventually finds himself behind

the eignt-ball with only one way out

of his peculations. He must marry the

gal and have full control of the dough he

had been slicing chunks from. But rich gal

considers him as an uncle rather than a

lover and tells him that she plans to marry

another.

Dekker arranges with Alan Carney, play-

ing a big-shot gangster, to cause an "acci-

dent" to happen to the girl's intended, thus

to have her fall into his (Dekker's) arms on

the rebound. However, the plans to bump
off the gal's suitor are easily dropped when
Catherine decides to marry Dekker instead.

But the order through the big-shot to his

gunman to rub out the man who was court-

ing the heiress is still in effect and must
be called off by Carney himself. Carney is

killed before he can order his man off and

Dekker finds himself in the uneasy position

of having to dodge a trap he had instigated

himself.

Progressive paranoia sets in, with Dekker
suspecting everyone of being after him. He
won't eat and he even shaves off his mus-
tache and affects dark glasses to escape the

killer.

Mounting tension is well handled and

direction never lets up the pace. Excellent

musical effects add an eery touch to the

heightening tension as Dekker runs himself

into innumerable deadends. Stirring per-

formance is given by Dekker, and the rest

of the cast capably provide the right back-

ground to his self-imposed fears.

CAST: Albert Dekker, Catherine Craig, Charles
Drake, Alan Carney, Linda Stirling, Tom Ken-
nedy, Selmer Jackson, Charles Middleton, Ernie
Adams, Ben Welden, John Bagnl, Stanley Ross,
Forrest Taylor, Greta Clement, Peggy Wynne,
Eula Guy, Cay Forrester, Peter Michael, Michael
Mark, Dorothy Scott.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, W. Lee Wil-
der; Screen Play, Don Martin; Additional Dia-
logue, Doris Miller; Photography, John Alton;
Musical Director, Paul Dessau; Supervising Ed-
itor, John F. Link; Film Editor, Asa Boyd Clark;
Sound, Herbert Norsch; Production Manager,
George Moskov; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos.

O'Sullivon Quits Yates
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William J. O'Sullivan

has resigned from Herbert J. Yates
Enterprises. He will announce future
plans in a few days. Originally in
charge of stock market operations
for Setay Corp., O'Sullivan became
assistant to Herbert J. Yates, Jr.
He was general manager of the
Biograph Studios in New York,
later transferring to Republic. In
the war years he was executive pro-
ducer at the Republic studio.

AVetts Movies Formed
South Bend, Ind.— AVetts Movies,

Inc., has been formed here to dis-
tribute 16 mm. non-theatrical films,
including the output of Planet Pic-
tures. Officers include Chauncey
Gensichen, president; Mrs. Doris
Gensichen, vice-president, and Violet
Reynolds, secretary-treasurer.

"Golden Earrings"
with Marlene Dietrich, Ray Milland

Para. 95 Mins

ADEQUATE: THIS ONE STANDS U?
OKAY.

Basically this is a pursu" \rn. Th2
Gestapo is after Ray Millar*. id Bruc;
Lester. British Army officers, they ar^

prowling pre-war Germany seeking a scien-
tist friendly to England who has a gas
foi-mula to give them.

Before the chase gets very warm, MillanJ
is in the toils of Miss Dietrich. She's an
itinerant gypsy given to making fish stews,
spitting in rivers and once she focusses her

lamps on Milland he becomes her man.
Milland, at first shies from her advances.
Ti.'en, realizing concealment and Gestapo-
eluding possibilities of his predicament, he
permits her to dye him gypsy color, adorn
!iim with the title. She outfits him in proper
costume and Ihey tour the German back-
rc£:ds, telling fortunes, spitting thrice in

rivers. They approach Freiburg where a

rendezvous with Lester is planned. Prior !o

l.'^is Milland brawls with Gypsy King Murvyn
Vye, knocks his tooth out, is adopted. Les-
ter shows up soon after. He plans to go it

aione. He does not get very far before he
is mortally wounded. Milland avenges his

death, kills two Gestapomen. Then with
Miss Dietrich and Vye he goes to Reinho'd
Schunzel's house. When the police let cer-
tain information fall Milland gets his for-

mula from Schunzel. It is a neat ruse, this.

in the beginning Milland is en route to

Paris. A fellow air passenger is Quentir
Reynolds. Milland relates his story to the
curious Reynolds. Last seen Milland is back
on the spot where he left Miss Dietrich to

re! urn to England. She's there. He dons his

earrings, spits in the creek, and last seei
they are riding off to the gypsy life to-

gether.

Script deals out a few hot spots, action,

gags. Miss Dietrich is plenty comical as ar.

on.riipotent seeress. When she's in the go
in% there's always something clever or risque

afoot.

Pic will stand up well. A preview audience
responded right on cue to the proceedings
which slant with marked accent to the love

game played by the two principals. No
glamor girl this time. Miss Dietrich is a

seething number out to land Milland. Gypsy
love being all of that she draws him bac.<

3c:oss half a continent at war's end. It'5

!..>( up to the usual Mitchell Leisen stand-
ard or Frank Butler's previous fine scripr

work.

CAST: Ray Milland, Marlene Dietrich, Murvyn
Vye, Dennis Hoey, Quentin Reynolds, Reinhold
Schunzel, Ivan Triesault.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Tugend; Director,
Mitchell Leisen; Screenplay by Abraham Polon-
sky, Frank Butler, Helen Deutsch; Based on a
novel by Yolanda Foldes; Photography, Daniel
L. Fapp; Art direction, Hans Dreier, John Mee-
han; Set decoration, Sam Comer, Grace Gregory;
Music score, Victor Young; Edited by Alma Mc-
crorie; Music associate, Phil Boutelje; Sound,
Don McKay, Walter Oberst.

DIRECTION, Good; PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Clark Film Into Local Office

Albany—^Clark Film Distributors,
Inc., chartered under Delaware laws,
has certified to the Secretary of
State that it will maintain its prin-
cipal office in this state at 160 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y. James P.
Clark is president of the corpora-
tion.
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1945 Film Sales Led

Non-Manufacturing

Net sales of nine companies en-

gaged in the produc:ion and distribu-

tion of motion pictures in 1945 led

all non-manufacturing groups, ac-

cording to an SEC survey of profit

and operations of American industry.

The 1945 figures showed net sales

from films amounting to $836,326,000

compared to $800,566,000 in 1944

while net profit after income taxes

was $63,389,000, or 7.6 per cent of

sales in 1945, against $59,982,000, or

7.5 per cent of sales, in the previous

year.
Companies included m the survey

were Columbia, Loew's, Monogram,
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Univer-

sal, Walt Disney and Warners.

"Rosy Ridge" Biz Soars

At Johnson Appearances

Attendance at theaters playing

M-G-M's "The Romance of Rosy

Ridge" was boosted from 200 to 400

per cent during the days of Van
Johnson's personal appearances in

St. Louis, Houston and Harrisburg.

M-G-M star winds up his four-city

tour tomorrow with an appearance

at Loew's Theater in Memphis.
Ticket sales at Loew's in St. Louis

had to be stopped three times, with

the day's business reported triple an

average take. In Houston business

soared to more than double normal,

while, despite record heat in Harris-

burg, attendance was 400 per cent

above average.
Johnson received front page pub-

licity in each city he visited plus

radio and newspaper interviews, as

Loew and M-G-M promotion forces

combined their forces in each of the

towns.

Glenn Bulow Rites Held
East Jordan, Mich.—Funeral serv-

ices were held yesterday for Glenn
Bulow, owner of the Star Theater,

Brooklyn, Mich., who died in Jackson
of a heart attack. Survivors include

his wife and a daughter.

Warner Termer for Ayres
n>st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners has signed

Lew Ayres to a long-term contract,

Jack L. Warner, executive producer,
announced. Initial assignment will

be a co-starring lead opposite Jane
Wyman in "Johnny Belinda."

UlEDDinC BELLS

Ford-Berg

Atlanta—Eugene Walter Berg, son
of L. J. Berg, Altec Service inspec-
tor, has been married to Tharon
Pearl Ford.

Windsor-Cushing
Las Vegas — Georgette Windsor,

film actress, was married to Harry
C. Gushing III.

REVIEWS Of nEUJ HLms
"Out of the Blue"
with George Brent, Virginia Mayo,

Carole Landis, Ann Dvorak

E;;gle Lion 84 Mins.

IT'S A LOT OF FUN AND SHOULD
STACK UP PLENTY BIG GROSSES: VERY
WELL DONE.

Rowdy comedy a good deal on the screw-

ball side occupies most of the running time

of this number. It is a good job, replete

with top caliber performances, a good stor/

ic'oa, first class attention to production de-

tail It has every indication for potentially

stacking up high grosses. Audiences jie in

for a welcome surprise when they view

Ann Dvorak delivering herself of a sock

ccmedy role that will garner plenty of

laughter, give much enjoyment and raise

her to a new spot in their esteem. She

c.-rries the burden of the lighter aspect of

tnc tale and strews it joyfully all over the

place.

The other leads are in fine fettle, too.

Brent, Virginia Mayo, Carole Landis, Turhan

Bey and the well-selected support more

than ably fit the bill. Leigh Jason's direction

get: all the laughs, all the time.

Yarn is set in and about an apartmen*'

hci:se in Greenwich Village where Brent is

being henpecked by his wife. Miss Landis.

Next door, and with an adjourning terrace,

lives Turhan Bey, an artist. Two floors above

live Julia Dean and Elizabeth Patterson, a

pair of old maids constantly spying on the

activity below. Terrace life being what it

is Brent and Miss Landis become perturbed

when Turban Bey's dog buries bones in

Miss Landis' zinnia bed. She wants ouster

proceedings launched against Bey who has

aiso scandalized the terrace folk with strings

of beauties parading in and out of his apart-

ment. Brent goes into this. Virginia Mayo
comes a-calling on Bey. She wants to mate
her dog with Bey's. She stays to pose for

him. Miss Landis goes visiting out of town.

Brent becomes involved with Miss Dvorak

in a nearby cafe. He takes her home for

a drink. It is quite an innocent party but

Misr Dvorak gets a load on and decides to

stay the night. She claims a weak heart, -s

constantly collapsing—passing out. Th-;

Mayo-Bey romance develops. In order to

avoid a dispossess proceeding Bey sends his

d(,g away. Trying to get rid of Miss Dvorak,

Bicnt manhandles her. She passes out. Ho
pi.'Ces her on Bey's terrace. The old maids

spot the supposed corpse, call the cops.

Meanwhile Miss Dvorak comes to tells Bey
of her predicament. He hides her. A re-

venge plot is cooked up against Brent.

From about that point on it is touch and
go for laughs. Until this point they ha'O
br-en registering wtih increasing frequency,

new they storm the proceedings.

Following hectic business in which Brent
has a bad time, the worm finally turns.

Bient asserts himself. Miss Dvorak who has
been missing for days, goes home. Miss
M;yo and Bey get into their romantic stride

It's a lot of fun.

CAST: Virginia Mayo, George Brent, Turhan
Bev, Ann Dvorak, Carole Landis, Hadda Brooks,
Alton E. Horfon, Charlie Smith, Julia Dean,
Elizabeth Patterson, Richard Lane.

CREDITS: Bryan Foy in charge of production;
Produced by Isadore G. Goldsmith: Director,
Leigh Jason; Screenplay, Walter Bullock, Vera
Casparv, Edward Eliscu; Based on a story by
Vera Caspary; Photograohy, Jackson Rose: Edi-
toriol supervision, Alfred DeGaetano: Editor,
Norman Colbert; Art direction, Edward C.
lewell: Set decorations. Armor Marlowe; Sound,
Leon Becker; Music. Carmen Dragon; Musical di-
rectror, Irving Friedman.
DIRECTION, Fine; PHOTOGRAPHY, First Rate.

SHORTS
"Carnival of Sports"

Warners 10 Mins.
Travel-film

A Technicolor trip to Venezuela
where varied sports top the list of

national pastimes. Baseball, polo,

swimming, bolsa, fishing, pearl div-

ing-, wild boar hunting and bull fight-

ing are but a few sports captured by
the camera on this trip. Interesting
to general audiences.

"Branding Irons"

Warners 10 Mins.
Unusual

A historical survey of branding
irons and the ranches for which they
have stood. The narrator comments
on different ibrands and weaves a tale
of adventure about a few outstanding-
ones. Done in Technicolor, this should
appeal to sports and adventure fans.

"Glamour Town"
Warners 7 Mins.

Hollywoodata

The Technicolor camera moves up
and down the streets of Hollywood
taking in such sights as: the Holly-
wood Bowl, Grauman's Chinese The-
ater, Hollywood and Vine, the stu-
dios, open air markets, drive-in res-
taurants, golf courses, and public
schools. A colorful panorama of the
star-studded town.

"Pest in the House"
Warners 7 Mins.

Funny
Bellhop Daffy Duck is assigned to

conduct a guest to peace and quiet.
This sets off a series of events, one
noisier than the other. Good for lots

of laughs in any audience.

Lowman on TBA Board
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vice-

president in charge of television, has
been elected a director of the Tele-
vision Broadcasters Association, it is

announced. Board approved the ac-
tive membership application of the
Detroit News on behalf of its tele-
vision station, WWJ-TV.

Chi. Court Extends Majors' Time
Chicago—An extension of time has

been granted major film companies
for examination of books in the Pic-
cadilly Theater and Chicago film ex-
changes case. It is reported the anti-
trust case has been settled out of
court.

"Venus" to U-I Lot
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Artists Alliance, Mary

Pickford - Lester Cowan Producing
Co., have closed a deal for the pro-
duction of "One Touch of Venus" at
the Universal - International studios.
Shooting begins in January. U-I will
release.

B'way Shows at Home

In 5 Years—Cantor

Telecasting of Broadway hit shows
to homes throughout ithe country
may be a reality within five years,
in the opinion of Eddie Cantor, stage-
screen-radio comedian. i

Speaking to the indusi, jjress in

his Waldorf-Astoria suite yesterday,
Cantor foresaw the possibility of "a
fellow in Minnesota calling up the
operator and asking for 'Annie Get
Your Gun' to be piped in." He did
not feel that motion pictures would
be adversely affected because people
are basically "gregarious."
The comedian, who is producer and

star of RKO's recently completed "If
You Knew Susie," said that he was
preparing his radio show for tele-

vision, "whenever it may come," by
going on the air without scripts be-
ginning with the Sept. 25 broadcast.
He has also just completed half a
dozen tele spot commercials for
Pabst Beer which will be used during
the Fall broadcasts of football games
sponsored by the Pabst Company.
Asked to comment upon the Brit-

ish tax situation. Cantor expressed
confidence that an agreement would
be reached modifying the 75 per cent
levy in favor of a freezing arrange-
ment. '

UA Plans to Release
Three in September

National release of three films in

September has been announced by
UA. Trio includes "Lured," "Heaven
Only Knows" and "Christmas Eve."

Chi. Stagehands Sign 2-Yr. Pact

Chicago—Stagehands union signed
a two-year contract yesterday with
film and legitimate theaters. They
will receive a five per cent wage in-

crease retroactive to Sept. 1, 1946;

new contract starts Monday and
gives them a two and one-half per

cent additional increase and another
two and one-half per cent increase

for the second year. Hundred and
fifteen dollars is the basic weekly
wage now.

Paradise Reopens Oct. 10

Detroit—Paradise, operated by the

Cohen Circuit, will re-open Oct. 10

with first-run colored films and stage
shows.

SICK LIST

Is

MRS. MARCELLO GIROSI, wife of the

president of Superfilm Distributing Corp.

!i3s contracted infantile paralysis, accordin,'

to a cable received from Rome. The Girosis

v»tre supposed to return to New York on

the S. S. Saturnia which sailed yesterday

fiom Naples.

RAY CARSKY, B & K warehouse man-

ager, is seriously ill of a heart attack at

Augustana Hospital.
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joHnsTon conTinuEsjflDv Tflx Discussions

Eastern Film Labor Pact Signed With O^Dwryer
Recommendations of Film
Co-Ordinator Revealed
At City Hall Ceremonies

Five-year peace agreement was
signed yesterday by Mayor O'Dwyer
and all 12 unions engaged in film

production here, with a guarantee
that there would be no jurisdictional

strikes among the unions for that

;

period, with all signers pledged to

[ settle any disagreements by arbitra-

tion—the ai^bitrator to be appointed
by the Mayor.
Move marked the most dramatic

and positive step yet effected in the

Mayor's all-out campaign to attract
motion picture production to the city.

Signing took place at City Hall
(Continued on Page 41

Upturn Continues But

Biz Still Below 1946

Decline in boxoffice receipts that
manifested itself earlier in the year
has been arrested by an upturn that

began in June and continued through
July and August, Barney Balaban,

1 Paramount president, told The Film
i Daily yesterday.

Balaban pointed out, however, that
;! although the appearance of the usual

(Continued on Page 6)

Island Sues Liggett for

Injunction and Damages
Island Theater Circuit Corp. yes-

terday filed suit in N. Y. Supreme
Court seeking an injunction and an

• accounting of damages, naming Jules
E. Liggett, EfFe Weissberger, Norma

(Continued on Page 4)

Brit. Prods. Get U. S.

Production Space
London (By Cable) — American

owned production facilities here have

been made available to British pro-

ducers, it was disclosed by the

MPAA here. Statement was in reply

to a request by studio employes to

insure use of U. S. controlled studio

space to bolster home production in

view of the forthcoming ban on film

exports to Britain.

Board of Trade Sees Geneva UISITO Film Article

Signed Prior to ]\ovetnher NIeetings in Havanii
London (By Cable)—Motion picture article of the proposed charter of the

United Nations International Trade Organization will be signed by all countries

participating at the Geneva talks without reference to the November meeting in

Havana, it is anticipated by a Board of Trade official.

Spokesman said that the article outlaws a renters quota in future quota acts

and will not otherwise prejudice prospective British quota legislation. An
escape clause, it was pointed out, protects preferential British quotas in Aus-

tralia and British colonies.

Myers Asks Gov't Curb

Of Ascap Rate Control

IVashinyton Biireuii of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Attorney Gen-

eral should move to curb the arbi-
trary power of Ascap in the same
way he recently promised to stamp
out price-fixing and inflationary price
increases — "through criminal prose-
cution under the Sherman Act"—
Allied States general counsel Abram
F. Myers said yesterday. "Another
civil proceeding — long drawn-out

(Continued on Page 6)

N. J. Allied Reaffirms
Its Stand Against Bingo

Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey, i-eaffirming its previously ex-
pressed unofficial stand, has passed
a resolution urging the state's con-
stitutional convention to reject the
inclusion of "gambling" in the cur-
rent revision of the State's chief
document.

Resolution, aimed at forestalling

(Continued on Page 5)

Drive-Ins Polled on

Fire Hazard Problem

Alleged Drive-In theater hazards
which were brought up at initial

hearings on the proposed revision of

the New York State Building Code
for places of public assembly will be
brought into sharper focus when the
Board of Standards and Appeals fin-

ishes its survey of State Drive-ins
to determine exact methods of pre-
venting fire hazards or to effect other
changes suggested towards ensuring

(Continued on Page 5)

Macgowan Heads UCLA's
Theater Arts Department
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM PAILY
Hollywood — Kenneth Macgowan,

former Paramount producer, has
been appointed chairman of UCLA's
new department of Theater Arts to

be started this Fall.

On the teaching staff will be: John
Ross Winnie, assistant professor of
theater arts; Paramount's Edith
Head will teach costume design; Dis-

(Continued on Page 6)

Telephones Mission Head
His Willingness to Meet
Further With U. K. Reps.

IVashiiuitoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA President

Eric A. Johnston yesterday told Sir
Wilfred Eady, over trans-Atlantic
telephone, that he will be willing to
meet with the British again in an
effort to find some acceptable alter-
native to the 75 per cent tax plan. A
London meeting—with Johnston rep-
resenting MPAA members—looms as
a distinct possibility, but probably
not before the end of September.
Johnston and Sir Wilfred, who

headed the British financial mission
(Continued on Page 5)

U. S. Pix Quota Set By Dutch
Plan Minimum of 28 Wks., Up to 32 Wks.

Altec Officers Re-elected;

A. A. Ward Promoted

Promotion of A. A. Ward, Altec
Lansing vice-pre-sident, to vice-pres-
ident in charge of manufacturing of
the parent company, Altec Service,
was made at a board of director's
meeting here last week. Officers re-
elected were G. L. Carrington, pres-

(Continued on Page 4)

Amsterdam (By Cable) — With
Dutch Government controls on show-
ing of foreign films expiring Sept. 1,

the advisory committee of the Bio-
scoop Bond has indicated it would
advise its members to show Amer-
ican films on a minimum basis of

28 weeks and a maximum of 32 weeks
per year.
The Bioscoop committee urged that

(Continued on Page 4)

Carver Urges Full

Director Authority

Detroit — Low quality of current
film product is challenged by Sam
Carver, president of the Independent
Theater Owners of Michigan, who
claims that 65 per cent of recent re-
leases have been "panned" by news-
paper critics. Cai^ver presented fig-

ures purporting to show that 135 pic-

tures were released by the majors
(Continued on Page 4)

British Tax All Industry
Concern, Says Wehrenberg

Pointing out that the British tax
action against American film rev-
enues "is an all-industry concern,"
Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA president,
urges exhibitors in his current Bulle-
tin to members to "stand solidly be-

( Continued on Page 41

BOT Expects to Avert
Fr. Ban of U. K. Pix
London (By Cable)—A decision to

bar British films from France because

of the ad valorem tax recently placed

on films entering this country is ex-

pected to be averted. Sir Henry

French, director general of the Brit-

ish Film Producers Association, said

after contacting the Board of Trade.

Sir Henry indicated that "prospects

of adjustment" are high.

mmtU
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
;*'!' S^sat. 167/8 167/8 167/8
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 173^ 1734 1734
East. Kodak 447/3 441/2 447/8
ao pfd 190 190 190
Gen. Prec. Eq 18 18 18
Loew's- Inc 20 Vi 20 '/8 201/8
Paramount 231/4 23 231/4
RKO Ill/-, iiy 1,3/8
Republic PIct 43^ 43^ 434
20th Century-Fox 27 263^ 27
20th Cent. -Fox ppf. 104 104 104
Universal Pict ISVs 177/8 177/8
Warner Bros. 143^ 141/ 141/

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . 33/4 33^ 33/4

V^°, y 3 27/8 27/8
Sonotone Corp 31/2 33/g 31/,
Technicolor 1234 121/4 l23^
Trans-Lux 4 37/8 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor
65/fl

pothe ::: 334

Net
Chg.

+ '/8

-'
'/a

— 1/4

+ 1/4- Vs

+ " %
+ 7/8

— Vs

+ '/a

+ V2

+ \k

Asked
7

41/4

Snyder Resigns from FC
Cleveland—Albeit Dezel will .su-

pervise sales at the Film Classics and
Screen Guild branch until a new
manager is named to succeed Robert
Snyder, resigned.

Clark Licensed for Chi.
ChicaKo—Clark Film Distributors,

handling Selznick film distribution,
has secured an Illinois permit to do
business here. Jay Baron will be
Chicago mana^-er.

cominG flRD GoinG
CHICK EVANS, UA Chicago publicity director

is in Salt Lake City for "Carnegie Hall" pre-

miere.

DENNIS MORGAN, VIVECA LINDFORS, VIC-

TOR FRANCEN, DR. and MRS. DELMAR DAVES,
are Chicago visitors, before returning to Holly-

wood from overseas.

BEN LOURIE, Columbia Chicago manager is

in New York for conferences.

RICHARD OWEN, Southwest field representa-

tive for Eagle Lion, is in New York City con-

ferring with Max Youngstein, ad and pub. chief,

on the forthcoming campaign for "Out of the

Blue."

ANTHONY M. A. VAN TETERING, president

of the Netherlands Substandardfilm Association,

will visit the U. S. during September and

October.

ELLIOTT NUGENT, director of U. S. Pictures-

Warner's "Ever the Beginning," has arrived from

the Coast.

HENRY KOSTER, director of Samuel Goldwyn's
"The Bishop's Wife," sailed for Europe yester-

day. .

KEN ENGLUND co-author of the screenplay

of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Secret Life of Walter

Mitty," has returned to Hollywood.

WILLIAM B. LEVY, Walt Disney Productions

world wide sales supervisor, returns from Europe

Monday aboard the Queen Elizabeth.

EDWIN W. AARON, M-G-M assistant sales

manoger, and JOHN P. BYRNE, Eastern sales

head, will leave today for sales confabs on the

Coast beginning Sunday.

SI SEADLER, M-G-M ad monager, and ERNEST
EMERLING, Loew's Theaters ad chief, fly to

the Coast tomorrow for a look-see at new
product.

HOWARD STRICKLING, M-G-M studio pub-

licity topper, left for Memphis yesterday to at-

tend the Van Johnson p. a. at Loew's Theater.

Toronto VC Premiere of

"Variety" is Big Success

Toronto—Surprise feature of bene-

fit premiere of "Variety Girl" by
Toronto Tent 28 of Variety Clubs of

America last night at Imperial The-
ater was presentation of a new en-

closed automoibile by General Motors
of Canada to local itent with which
to provide free movies for shut-ins

at institutions for crippled children,

old patients and disabled war vet-

srans.
Theater- donated by Famous Play-

ers for occasion was filled to capacity
and seat sale represented $15,000
additional for tent fund. Billy De
Wolfe who starred in film, topped
the long list of celebrities produced
by Jack Arthur of Famous Players.

British Tax All Industry

Concern, Says Wehrenberg

(Continued from Page 1)

hind the suspension move by the

American distributor."

It is Wehi-enberg's contention that

the best solution to the problem is a

compromise which would iron out the

difficulties on a "live-and-let-live

basis."

GPE Votes 25c Dividend
General Precision Equipment Corp.

has declared a dividend of 25 cents
per share on capital stock, payable
Sept. 25 to stockholders of record
Sept. 9.

Frank Goff Died in Omaha
Omaha—Prank E. Goff, pioneer ex-

hibitor, died in a local hospital at the
age of 100. Goff operated the first

nickelodeon in Omaha and built the
first two outdoor theaters more than
40 years ago.

File Suit on "Annoyance"
,

Toledo—Suit has been filed against
the Telegraph Drive-In Theater by
residents living nearby who claim
sound emitted by films is proving an
annoyance.

Shepard Ascap Minn. Rep.
Chicago — Stanley Shepard was

named Ascap representative for the
Minneapolis territory.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY —
LIVE WIRES

Branch Managers, Salesmen and Bookers.
Exchanges in the Middle West. Major
Experience . . . Top Salaries. Contact
Me Week-ends.

ALBERT DEZEL
2310 Cass Ave. — RA 6983 — Detroit

All Conferences Treated Confidential.

Wilcox Starting "Spring"
London (By Cable) — "Spring in

Park Lane," re-teaming Anna Neagle
and Michael Wilding, co-stars of

"The Courtneys of Curzon Street,"

will be placed in production at

Metro's Elstree studio immediately.
Herbert Wilcox, producer, announced.
Story is by Alice Duer Miller.

Saunders, Richey Stay Here
Home office business pressure, it is

reported, is detaining Edward M.
Saunders, M-G-M assistant general
sales manager, and H. M. Richey, in

charge of exhibitoi -public relations,

from attending the company's six-

day field meet scheduled to get under
way Sunday on the Coast.

Reiss Heads NEW Division
Hopewell, N. J.—Harold R. Reiss

has joined New Entertainment Work-
shop as director of a new electronic
division, Albert E. Sindlinger, pres-
ident of NEW, announced. Reiss has
just completed six years active Navy
duty, retiring with the rank of com-
mander.
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Epstein to Manage Jolson

Louis Epstein, who has been on
Columbia's executive staff, leaves the
company today to take over per-
sonal management of Al Jolson in

California.

Studio for Des Plains

Des Plaines, 111.—Hasler Films Co.
\

is planning a new studio hntoifor ithe

production of business t .educa-
tional films.

NEW YORK THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL —J
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

^^ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents \
!
DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO

and the Goldwyn Girls in •

& 4Sth ittmMj '

_ recHw/cocoR

BING CROSBY

JOANCAUUIELO

BARRY FITZGERALD

7D/iR^MO(/A/r ,;:;:.

* . -^ ^^ . tWAT & 49lh $t.

nnui ma
CDIinKUOU]

HDOUUWa

ON SCREEN

ClARK DEBORAH

GABLE-KERR
in M-G-M's

'The HUCKSTERS'

IH PERSON

MAX Be and

SIAPSIE MAXIE

ROSENBIOOM

Sammy Fidler
and Orch.

Plus OTHERS

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS"
4 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE-

JACK HALEY • ELLA LOGAN
EXTRA! JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

^^y^ 50th St.



THE DANCE OF THE DOLLARS
IN CHARLESTON!
All the marvelous things the trade press said about M-G-M's

Technicolor Wonder Show "THE UNFINISHED DANCE"
came true in the first test engagement at Charleston, W. Va.

The eye-filling spectacle, the gorgeous girls, the pulsating

drama, the marvelous music—all the brilliant show^manship of

a Great attraction packed the folks in and started the dance

of the dollars to the box-offices of the nation!

M-G-M presents "THE UNFINISHED DANCE" • MARGARET O'BRIEN • Cyd Charisse • Karin

Booth • And Introducing Danny Thomas • A Henry Koster Production • Photographed in Tech-

nicolor • Screen Play by Myles Connolly • Based on "La Mort Du Cygne" by Paul Morand • Directed

by HENRY KOSTER • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK • A Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Carver Urges Full

Director Authority

(Continued from Page 1)

from April 1 to July 1, with 85 of

them in high rental brackets or per-

centage classifications. Of these 85,

52 were "panned," Carver claims.

Carver made six direct suggestions
to meet the situation.

1. "Eliminate some of these high
priced stars who have lost or are los-

ing their value at the box office.

2. "Engage story writers or scen-

ario men who know the pulse of the

theater going public. (I suggested a
few months ago that each studio

should engage an experienced ex-

hibitor who knows story supervision.)

3. "Put complete authority and re-

sponsibility in the hands of a gopd
reliable director who can cast a pic-

ture, without front office interfer-

ence.

4. "Groom new stars—new faces
who have youthful freshness and
dramatic ability. Don't hire girls for

their beautiful shapes or legs.

5. "Select outstanding stories or

novels, even if they are 25 to 50

years old.

6. "Eric Johnston, as MPAA head,
should become watchful of the stu-

dios and the type of pictures pro-
duced."

Island Sues Liggett for

Injunction and Damages
(Continued from Page 1)

Fallenberg and the Liggett-Stiefel

Booking Corp.
Action charges Liggett, a former

director and manager of Island, with
a breach of fiduciary duty and with
diversion of corporate opportunities
in purchasing the Samuel Stiefel

Booking Agency for himself rather
than for Island. Island's attorneys
are William Gold and Robert Konove.

Wagner on GAFC Committee
Dr. Gary R. Wagner, a member of

the board of directors of General
Aniline & Film Corp., has been
elected a member of the executive
committee. He will co-ordinate com-
pany's research and development ac-
tivities.

REUI POSTS «»»4

BILL TALLEY, manager, Kay Film Exchange,
Atlanta.

PHILIP McNAMEE, manager. Paradise, Detroit.

WILLIAM GRAHAM, manager, Kum-C, Detroit.

WILLIAM BRADLEY, assistant manager. Palmer
Park, Highland Park, Mich.

SIDNEY COOPER, saleman, UA, Detroit.

JACK LOTHAMER, salesman, UA, Detroit.

TOM McCORMICK, salesman. Selected Pictures,
Denver.

DICK CONLEY, city manager. Fox Intermountain,
La Junta, Colo.

KEITH MAY, city manager. Fox Intermountain,
Canon City, Colo.

WILLIAM WILLIFORD, publicity director, Loew
Theaters, Baltimore.

NORMAN LINZ, salesman, Eagle-Lion, Indi-
anapolis.

Film Labor, O'Dwyer Sign Pact U.$.PixS(reenQuola
Ban Jurisdictional Strikes for 5 Years

where the Mayor made public for the
first time the results of the two-
month survey conducted by industry
representatives in co-operation with
ihe city's Director of Labor Rela-
tions and Film Co-ordinator, Judge
Edward C. Maguire. Labor agree-
ment forms a vital part of the film
report as it offers the first definite

statement with an eff'ective modus
operandi.

After signing the five year peace
pact with the 12 operating film
unions in New York City, Mayor
O'Dwyer commented: ". . . The New
York City unions whose members for
more than 20 years have done all the
work required in motion picture pro-
Juction, have signed ... an outstand-
ing contribution to stabilization in

.hat industry, and aiso to the efforts

of the City to bring a greater portion
of the industry here. Under the
igreement peace and order are guar-
anteed in the industry . . . for five

years. We will continue to work to
oring business to New York and to
nake the people of the country rea-
lize New York City's advantages."

Report, culmination of intensive
research into the potentialities of
New York City as a movie production
site, was pushed through by the
efforts of former Commissioner of
Commerce George Sanders, and later
by Judge Maguire who participated
in many confei'ences with delegates
from the major film companies here.

Following recommendations were
included in the co-ordinator's report:

1. That the City distribute to all

motion picture producers an analysis
of all local laws, rules and regula-
Jons applying to the industry.

2. That the Mayor designate a rep-
resentative to conduct hearings with
representatives of the industry and
make recommendations to streamline
che legal requirements of the various
City departments and agencies.

Sec. 2 refers to the duties of
Film Co-ordinator which are cur-
rently being handled by Judge
Maguire, though on an unofficial
basis. Wording of this section
into the report makes official his
status and duties.

Sec. 3 calls for a co-ordinator to
be appointed to handle application
permits and expedite clearance while
Hearings are in progress. (This ob-
t/iously applies to the duties of Film
Co-ordinator as being served now by
Judge Maguire.)

Sec. 4: The co-ordinator is to be
responsible for aiding the companies
to secure studios and other such
facilities as they may require.

Maguire's report emphasized that
conditions in New York are "stabil-
ized and not subject to jurisdictional
disputes," and added that labor costs
in New York are lower than in
Hollywood.
Report revealed that Maguire

had had many conferences with real
estate men and other business inter-

Continued from Page 1)

ests where he learned that "studio
facilities available here are not fully

used," and that "further adequate
facilities, without capital investment
by the (film) industry could readily

be made available." It went on to

say "private capital, too, is ready and
willing to construct the most modern
studios ... on receipt of reasonable
firm commitments from the indus-

try."
Twelve unions who signed the

agreement yesterday are: District

Council of N. Y. C. and Vicinity,

United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America; United
Scenic Artists Local 829 of the
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators,
and Paperhangers of America; Tenth
District — State of New York —
lATSE; Motion Picture Studio Me-
chanics Local 52, lATSE; Motion
Picture Film Editors, Local 771,

lATSE; Motion Picture Machine Op-
erators Union, Local 306, lATSE;
Motion Picture Assistant Directors
Union, Local 161, lATSE; Interna-
tional Photographers, of the Motion
Picture Industries, Local 644; Ward-
robe Attendants Union Local 764;
Laboratory Technicians Local 702;
Theatrical Drivers and Chauffeurs
Local 817; Associated Musicians of
Greater New York, Local 802; Screen
Actors Guild.

Devonshire-King Deal for

Central Area Franchise

Boston—Devonshire Film Co. has
closed a deal with King Enterprises
for the franchise for the Des Moines,
Omaha and Kansas City territories.

King will release "Storm in a Tea-
cup," "Under the Red Ro^be" and
"Dark Journey."

Set By Dutch Gov't

(Continued from Page 1)

the suggested new quota system be
given a trial for at least six months.

Observers of the problemtoi^re see
the Bioscoop move of i ng 32
weeks playing time as a conciliatory

gesture to American producers and
distributors by establishing a min-
imum for the first time. Earlier this

month the Government lifted all con-
trols. Only request from officialdom

was to the effect that films of dubious
moral tone be withheld. It was also

expected at the time that the dis-

tributor faction of Bioscoop would
raise objections.

Altec Officers Re-elected;

A. A. Ward Promoted

I

(Continued from Page 1)

ident; H. M. Bessey, vice-president
and secretary; P. F. Thomas, trea-

surer; and R. J. Belmont, assistant
secretary-treasurer.

New Detroit Ad Firm
Detroit—Irwin R. Lachman is es-

tablishing the Lachman Advertising
Co. to handle interior advertising in

theaters. Company will be located
in the Capitol Theater Building,
Detroit.

Burkette Buys Out Bauer
Moore Haven, Fla.—Jack Burkette

has purchased interests of Harry
Bauer of Fort Myers in the Rex The-
ater chain and becomes sole owner
of theaters in Moore Haven, Seb-
ring and the Harlem in Clewiston.

Father of Mullin Dead
Boston — James P. Mullin, 8

father of Martin J. Mullin, M & P
head, died at his home in New Jersey.

IRVING CHIDNOFF
"Portraitiere to the Industry," 550 Fiftli Avenue, N. Y. C.
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Drive-Ins Polled on

Fire Hazard Problem

(Cont-inued from Page 1)

greater safety, John Coggeshall of
the St--^^ Labor Board told The
Film Iy yesterday.

State Drive-ins are being polled to
get a consensus of Drive-In problems
With Section 11 of the proposed
building code dealing with limitation
in combustible construction of open
air places of public assembly with
capacity of 1-200 persons, opinions
are being sought from Drive-In op-
erators on ways to conform to the
letter of the law without effef'tmg

too many costly alterations in future
construction. Law does not affect

those Drive-Tns now in operation.
With approval of the new code, how-
ever, theaters must secure new cer-

tificates of compliance two years
after the law goes into effect.

Industry representatives present
at hearings held early this Summer
in New York. Buffalo, Syracuse, find

Albany, pointed out, among other
thina-s, that Sec. 11 would reonire
many structural alterations in exist-

ing th<^aters. It was also n^ted that
exhibi*-ors w^'ild be snbiected to

hardships in filling renuirements of
expensive structural alterations.

It is expected that findings will be
ready for submission to the Board of
Standards and Appeals within a
month when positive action will be
taken on making the revised code
State law. The present code does not
apply to 16 N. Y. State cities, in-

cluding the Metropolitan area, which
have their own local codes written
by the various Bureaus of Buildings.

Proceeds of "Varietv Girl'
^ Preem for VC Boys Club

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Proceeds from the

premiere of "Variety Girl" at the
Paramount Downtown Oct. 8 will be
handed over to the Heart Committee
of Variety Club Tent No. 25 for es-
tablishment of a boys' club in East
Los Angeles, district with heavy
prevalence of juvenile delinquency.

'Unconquered' Scenes on Canvas
Simeon Shimin, Russian artist, has

been commissioned by Cui-tis Mit-
chell, Paramount ad-publicity direc-
tor, to paint six large canvasses of
the major scenes in Cecil B. DeMille's
Technicolor production, "Uncon-
quered." Mitchell will use reproduc-
tions of the paintings in advertising
and in theater lobbies.

lUEDDinG BELLS

Sachson-Zuckerman
Engagement of -Janet Carol Sach-

son, daughter of Arthur Sachson,
vice-president and general sales man-
ager of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
to Marvin Zuckerman, is announced.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T>ED SKELTON'S next at MGM will be "Spy for Both Sides," an original

by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank in which he will play a Civil War
spy doing double duty. . . . if Dennis O'Keefe and Randolph Scott will

co-produce and star in "Draw Sabres," an action story dealing with the

hectic exploits of members of a U. S. cavalry regiment during the Indian

Wars of the 1870's. An original screenplay, written by O'Keefe and

William Hanneman, it will probably be released through Eagle-Lion. . . .

^ Two new Warner foreign acquisitions will debut shortly; Britisher Robert

Douglas in "Christopher Blake" and French actress, Joanee Wayne, in "To

the Victor." ... -^ Dan Duryea and Ann BIythe are the latest entrants in

the U-l cast of "Another Part of the Forest." ... -^ Edward Donohue has

signed as associate producer with Independent Artists for "The Velvet

Touch," the Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nichols indie producing co. "T.V.T."

will star Miss Russell, Leo Genn and Sidney Greenstreet. ... -^ Shelia

Ryan and Buster Crabbe will co-star with Richard Denning in Para.'s "Cagec!

Fury," a circus story to be produced by Pine and Thomas. ... -^ Cameron

Mitchell goes into "fHomecoming" at MGM next. ... -^ Howard Da Silva

has signed with Decca Records to do an album of Jewish short-short

stories, recited in English with a musical background of woodwinds and

strings. . . . -yir Warners will team Joyce Reynolds and Bob Hutton to-

gether for the fourth time in "It's Time to Sing," with Jerry Wald pro-

ducing and Frederick De Cordova directing. ... -^ Same studio has inked

Lew Ayres to co-star with Jane Wyman in "Johnny Belinda," the stage hit

of a few seasons back.

• * *
TTAL WALLIS has three stories in preparation at Para, for Fall and Winter

production: "House of Mist," "Sorry, Wrong Number" and "Be Still,

My Love." ... -At Albert Sharpe, the Finian of "Finian's Rainbow," has

been signed by RKO to a seven-year contract. "The Boy With the Green

Hair" will be his first American picture. ... -^ George Macready's next

at Columbia is "Coroner Creek." ... -^ Iris Adrian is the latest to join

the Para. "Paleface" cast. ... if Same studio has set Betty Hutton in

"The Sainted Sisters" which George Marshall will direct. Joan Caulfield

may co-star and Barry Fitzgerald and William Demarest are expected to

appear. ... -^ Harry Sherman has signed Jan Peerce for "Carmen of the

West," which he will make independently when he finishes his Enterprise

commitments. His daughter, Teddi, who adapted this Western version of the

eld classic, will direct. ... yir Joan Lorring has joined Leo McCarey's

Rainbow Production, "Good Sam," in a top femme supporting role. . . .

if- "Until Proven Guilty," a love story set against the background of a spec-

tacular murder trial, has been added to Jerry Wald's Warner production

schedule. . . . if Janis Paige, of that lot, will play the second lead in

"Winter Meeting" the next Bette Davis pic. ... if Elizabeth Taylor, now

visiting in England, has been assigned the title role in M-G-M's forthcoming

"An Introduction To Sally." She just finished "Cynthia." ... if Louis

Calhern and Seymour Nebenzal have made a verbal contract to do "Look

Homeward Angel" next year with Calhern in the leading spot. . . .

if Harry Warren and Ralph Blane, who wrote the scores of such hits as

"42nd St." and "Gold Diggers" series, have contracted with Michael Curtiz

Productions to write the tunes for the as yet untitled Doris Day musical

which George Amy is producing. ... if Marsha Hunt, William Lundigan,

Charles Winniger and Gene Lockhart will have the top roles in Republic's

"End of the Rainbow," which goes into production next month with Allan

Dwan directing and producting. ... if Charles Coburn has joined Barbara

Stanwyck, Van Heflin, Richard Hart and Keenan Wynn in M-G-M's "B.F.'s

Daughter." . . .

Worners Set Show Dotes
Warners has set tradeshowings of

"The Unsuspected," initial release

from the new Michael Curtiz Produc-

tions company, for Sept. 17. "Dark
Passage" will be shown at all ex-
changes on Sept. 2, instead of

Sept. 17.

Complete Video Pix
Harry A. Kapit, president of Gen-

eral Film Prod., has completed the
eighth in a series of television film

programs to be used by Tex McCrary
and Jinx Falkenburg for the Bristol-

Myers show. A weather report series

is also under way for the BVD ac-

count.

ohnston Continues

Eady Tax Discussions

(Continued from Page 1)

here last week, actually "continued
the discussion" on ways and means
of easing the British dollar shortage
without striking at Hollywood, which
-hey began last Saturday before the
Britisher took off for London.
Johnston again expressed his

strong hope that the British will
"leave the door open" for the de-
velopment of some alternate plan.

That, according to MPAA, is "the
key" to the whole discussion as it
now stands.
The call made it plain that theMPAA board members in session

here Tuesday had approved John-
ston's course thus far in meeting the
British tax situation and had author-
ized him to continue in direct nego-
aation if he so chooses. At the same
time, the fact that Johnston made
no specific proposal during the call
subscantiated earlier reports that no
specific alternative has yet been
agreed upon by industry toppers.
Treasury Secretary John Snyder

said yesterday the British mission
nad last week given him and other
members of the national advisory
board a fill-in on the "back-ground"
af the pix tax move. When asked if
he and his associates had done much
more than "listen," he snapped that
"no action was taken," and offered
no further comment. Initiative for
further top-level discussion of the
Biiiish difficulties, he said, will
"most definitely" have to come from
the British.

In the event Johnston does go to
London — and MPAA officials said
yesterday that is not a certainty-
it is not certain that further discus-
sions will be with Sir Wilfred Eady.
They might very well be with Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer Hugh Dal-
ton or other Cabinet level Britishers.

N. J. Allied Reaffirms
Its Stand Against Bingo

(Continued from Page 1)

the appearance of bingo and other
games of chance that would "cause
suffering" among families and an in-
crease in "juvenile delinquency,"
maintains that any move to permit
gambling is "a matter for new legis-
lation" and not the prerogative of
-he current convention.
ATONJ will use all means at its

disposal, including the radio, press
and theater screens, to aid in its

fight against the proposal, the reso-
lution concludes.

^[c*••*••••>•••••-,*
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Upturn Continues Bui
j

Myers Asks Gov't Ascap Curb

Biz still Below 1M6 '*"'®*' ^*®*- ^*'"* '*" ^"""*''°' ^^''°"

(Continued from Page 1)

seasonal increase in patronage was
encouraging, receipts were still run-

ning below those of last year. Para-
mount topper would not venture a

prediction as to the course of any
future trend.

Macgowan Heads UCLA
Theater Arts Department

(Continued from Page 1)

ney's William Shull, animation; U-Fs
Charles Van Enger, Jr., film editing;

Cagney Production's Wiard Ihnen,

stage design; and Samuel A. Soren-

son, veteran of U. S. Navy produc-

tion, will supervise movie workshops.

Others on the faculty: Ralph Frued,

Walden Boyle, Estelle Karchmer,
Jack Morrison, Dr. William Melnitz,

David Sievers, Mrs. Patricia Hunger-
land and Guy Edward Hearn. Lee
Simonson has been engaged as the-

ater consultant to help plan per-

manent theater buildings for the de-

partment.
Four-year curriculum will not only

provide a two-year academic base,

but also offer specialization in stage

and screen. Radio major will be

offered a semester or two later. Some
of the courses to be given will cover

acting, writing, all phases of produc-

tion as well as actual practice in

workshop and laboratory.

Students will learn how to make
films of all kinds, ranging from en-

tertainment to documentary. De-
partment will aid the University in

producing visual aid films.

Eventually, the department hopes
to build a $250,000 playhouse adapt-

able to central and conventional

staging. In the meantime, Royce
Hall, a 100-seater will be used.

CHARTERED

Fire Damage Suit

Chicago — Attorney Milton Lass
has filed a suit brought by C. J.

Drobney lessee of ithe Gage Park,
against James & Steinger, owners,
for failure to re-build the theater
after a fire. Plaintiff demands re-

turn of the leasehold monies de-

posited for same.

Schlesinger Leaves W-K
Charlotte, N. C.—Herb Schlesin-

ger, booker for Wilby-Kincey, has
resigned and will move to New Or-
leans, joining the Independent Book-
ing Office.

STORK REPORTS

(Continued

and ineffectual—will serve no good
purpose."

Exhibitors, he said, are preparing
all over the country "to give this

once reasonable and now vicious
monopoly a battle of heroic propor-
tions."

In a lengthy statement on reaction
to the 300 per cent rate increases
demanded by Ascap, Myers declared
"it is unthinkable that Congress will

continue ito repose (copyright) au-
thority in a body which has shown
that it is no longer worthy of its

confidence."
Primary sources af help, he

said, must be the Department of

Justice and Congress, but in the
meantime exhibitors must do all

they can to protect themselves
from a combination which "has
demonstrated that under its

present management it is in-

capable of exercising its great
powers moderately and in the
public interest.

"Protests coming to this office indi-

cate widespread interest in the pro-
posal to seek an amendment to the

i

Copyright Law which will make im-
possible further arbitrary actions by
Ascap.

"Allied has outlined a measure
which would require Ascap to deal
with the powerful and highly con-
centrated motion picture producers
instead of with the weak and widely
scattered exhibitors. But the indica-

tions are now that the aroused and
indignant exhibitors do not regard
that measure as "sufficiently dras-
tic."

Myers said angrily that, "the bur-

den upon and obstruction to inter-

state commerce could not be more
direct and effective if Ascap threw
a cordon of thugs around the the-
aters and demanded the payment of

an aribitrary and extortionate trib-

ute as the condition to permitting
the films to complete their interstate
journey.

"In all the history of the Sher-
man Act, it is doubtful if ever be-
fore the Attorney General was con-
fronted by so flagrant a case—where
interests controlling rights without
which a great industry cannot func-
tion, have by concerted action and
agreement put into effect such stag-
gering rate increases by a single
arbitrary act.

See Criminal Prosecution Possible
"This office recognizes that the De-

partment of Justice may be some-
what embarrassed by the improvi-
dent and ineffectual consent decree

from Page 1)

I

entered against Ascap several years

ago, but since that proceeding did

not involve any such extortionate ac-

tion as Ascap has now taken, we be-

lieve that a court would ibe slow to

hold that the former decree barred a

criminal prosecution based on the

present flagrant abuse of power.
"Allied leaders have read with

satisfaction the Attorney General's

recent declaration of his determina-
tion to stamp out price-fixing and in-

flationary price increases by means
of criminal prosecutions under the

Sherman Act. We strongly feel that

Ascap's action in trebling its rates

calls for just that sort of treatment.
Another civil proceeding, long drawn
out and ineffectual, will sei-ve no
good purpose. We believe that Ascap
will abandon its mad course only

when its officers and members feel

on the backs of their necks the hot
breath of a United States Marshal
armed with a warrant of arrest.

"Under the Copyright Law as

it now stands, the cards are

stacked in favor of Ascap in any
direct contest with the exhib-
itors. Except for that, the ex-

hibitors might all refuse to take
out licenses at the new rates and
force Ascap to bring thousands
of suits all over the United
States. Without that statute

Ascap could recover, at most,
only the reasonable value of the
performing rights exercised by
the theater owners.
"Despite Judge Norbye's recent

decision in the Bei'ger cases, Ascap's
present outrageous action might well
lead the courts to hold that the copy-
right owners did not come in with
clean hands and thus deny them any
recovery whatever. But under the
Copyright Law, if the issue should
go against the exhibitors, the copy-
right owners would sue for the
minimum statutory damages of

$250, which provision, Ascap claims
applies to infringements by exhib-
itors.

"Considering the large number of

copyright owners included in Ascap's
membership, and the number of "pro-

ceedings which each might bring,

the risk would be too great for ex-
hibitors to incur.

"This illustrates why it is so neces-
sary for the exhibitors in the pres-
ent crisis to 'call a cop'—why it is

imperative that the Attorney General
now, and the Congress as soon as
possible, intervene in this situation
and block Ascap's threatened extor-
tion and so neutralize its power that
it can never again renew the effort."

Albany — WESTPORT FILM CORPORATION,
New York, changed corporate name to WEST-
PORT INTERNATIONAL FILM, INC.

TELECAST FILMS, INC., New York, capital of

200 shares no par value stock, three. 'Hqres sub-
scribed, to distribute motion pictuF^tor.ievision,

etc. \

AMERIMEX PICTURE COMPANY, INC.,
Queens, capital of 100 shares no par value stock,

three shares subscribed, to deal in motion pic-

tures.

ROCHESTER EMBASSY CORPORATION, Roch-
ester, capital of 200 s'hares no par value stock,

three shares subscribed, to furnish amusement.

OLEAN THEATRES, INC., Buffalo, capital, 200
shares no par value stock, three shares sub-
scribed, to operate motion picture theaters.

REGIZNAD CORPORATION, New York, N. Y.,

capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to deal in motion picture
films.

SOLO PICTURES CORPORATION, New York,
capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to deal in radio and tele-

vision sketches, motion pictures.

Dover, Del. — VITAVISIO INTERNATIONAL,
INC., deal in motion pictures. Capital, 2,000
shares no par value.

SPRINGFIELD DRIVE-IN THEATER CORP., op-
erate drive-in theaters. Capital, $150,000.

RKO RADIO PICTURES OF JAMAICA, LTD.,
deal in motion pictures. Capital, $10,000.

TOOEY PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York, cap-
ital 200 shares no par value stock, to produce
motion pictures.

CIVIC AMUSEMENT CO., McLean, HI., to op-
erate theaters, by Wesley Richards and Sheldon
B. Leach.

ANDERSON ENTERPRISES CO., St. Charles,

111., to operate amusement places, by Chester
Anderson and Jack Hatch.

Fight Tele Permit Decision

Harrisburg, Pa. — Formal excep-

tions were filed in Dauphin County

Court this week to the court's de-

cision that amusement permits must

be obtained to operate television de-

vices in licensed establishments by

the Philadelphia Retail Liquor Deal-

ers Association. Counsel for the

group filed the exception.

Carson Day at Wisconsin Fair
Milwaukee — Jack Carson Home-

coming Day was celebrated at the
Wisconsin State Fair with the War-
ner star as guest of honor. Festiv-

ities started immediately after Car-
son arrived from Hollywood, and
continued through the next day.

Parsippany, N. J.—Mrs. G. G. But-

'Torment' Cast in Another
Stockholm (By Air Mail)—Svensk

tef,^feTrE.'zVwalters\''ATtec'serv-|^i^'^^"'iustri announced the comple-

ice comptroller, has a new son. Gar-
I

tion, for September release, of "A
let Gould Buttel, Jr.

j

Woman Without a Soul," produced
i and acted by the same staff that

Dallas—E. D. Gaw, Altec Service turned out "Torment" four years
inspector, is passing out cigars to ago. The star, Alf Kjellin, is now
celebrate the birth of a son, Ernest

; in Hollywood to begin work under a
Hewlett. ' two-year Selznick contract.

New Century Field Reps
In a reorganization of Century

Theatei-s' real estate and insurance

department, James F. Reilly and
Joseph G. Wickham have been added
to the staff as field reps., while
former field rep. Martin J. Tracey
has resigned, it was announced yes-
terday by Comptroller Martin H.
Newman.

Brisbane Exhih, Seeks
End of Giveaway Evil

Brisbane (By Air Mail)—An exhib-

itor move to wipe out free gifts at-

tendance stimulators in the Valley

section of the city has been started

by "Snip" Thompson, who recently

took over the Rex Theater. Thomp-
son has called a meeting of exhibs.

to discuss the matter.

It is pointed out that the Em-
bassy Theater during an 18-year

period has spent some $50,000, plus

an annual $3,250 gift to charity, com-
pulsory where free gifts are part

of entertainment. Gifts have ranged

from parcels of groceries to diamond

rings valued as high as $100.
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2500 Critics of the nation have been

asked to elect THE TEN BEST DIREC-

TORS of the Year.

The ballots

are in

and

counted.

The result of this nation-wide newspaper,

magazine and radio poll is being sent to

this same 2500 for national release on

September 10th. Millions of readers and

listeners will read and hear the result on

that date.

See

I

PICTURES ofTOMORROW
AND DIRECTORS NUMBER

of

THE FILM D A I L Y (Sept. 10th)
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ik film DRILV REVIEWS OF DEUI fEflTURES i>
"The Hal Roach
Comedy Carnival"

with Walter Abel, Marie Wilson,

Frances Rafferty

UA 112 Mins.

HIGHLY SALEABLE FARE: SHOULD
PROVE ITSELF A B.O. STIMULANT: CINE-

COLOR.

This is double scoop comedy offering in

Cinecolor that will give full measure or

light entertainment for all segments of the

audience. For the youngsters there is a

lengthened yarn recalling Hal Roach's "Our

Gang" comedies. In this Frances Rafferty is

a new teacher who almost falls afoul of

plans the pupils have prepared for her first

day in class.

She proves herself a match for their

would be deviltries, turns the tables, at

length not only wins the potential delin-

quents over to her side but also induces the

superintendent to let her stay on. Script for

this part is full of the stuff that kids go

for. One youngster has a homemade rocket

car; others machinate with red ants, frogs,

bubble gum. Miss Rafferty proves herself an

all round athlete, joins the baseball, foot-

ball teams, bests the school bully in boxing.

She takes a smart blow from the culprit

when momentarily diverted.

Second part offers Walter Abel, Margot

Grahame, Marie Wilson and Sheldon Leon-

ard in the familiar triangle comedy treat-

ment wherein an innocent husband becomes
awkwardly ensnared with a curvaceous

blonde when his wife leaves him. Novelty

here is a dog that talks, but only at the

right time. Abel's family life is pretty well

busted up by wife Margot Grahame who has

to keep up with Mrs. "Belmont." He meets

Miss Wilson. The dog complicates matters

so she goes home with him to change
clothes. Clothing promptly disappears via

connivance of the mutt. Miss Wilson next

day gets a new dress from Abel and is sent

along. She meets boy friend Leonard. He
rips the garment. For the rest of the footage

she's in her black undies. On her they look

good. In court the story of the talking dog
as related by Abel makes him out a mental

case. His wife, suing for divorce, decides to

drop it and take care of him. They go off

to a Maine vacation. Says the dog respon-

sible for the happy settlement of the do-
mestic upheaval: "Don't be silly . . . you
know a dog can't talk." He has said plenty,

already.

CAST: Frances Rafferty, Larry Olsen, Eilene
Janssen, Walter Abel, Margot Grahame, Marie
Wilson, Donald Meek, Sheldon Leonard, Howard
Petrie, Nana Bryant, Donald McBride, Lucien
Littlefield, Al Bridge, Dorothy Christie.

CREDITS: Producers, Bebe Daniels, Robert
McGowan; Directors, Bernard Carr, Harve Fos-
ter; Screenplays, Dorothy Reed, Jack Jevne,
Arnold Belgard; Original stories, Robert F.

McGowan, Hal Roach, Jr.; Photography, Jerome
Pycha, Jr.; Musical director, Heinz Roemhold;
Film editor, Bert Jxirdan. Executive producer,
Hal Roach, Jr.

DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Deny Building Permit '

Sydney (By Air Mail) — District
Court has )-efused Warners permis-
sion to build a fir.st-run theater here.
Refusal was based on shortage of
building- materials for housing.

B. & K. To Add Popcorn
Chicago—All Loop houses in the

B. & K. circuit will sell popcorn as
soon as equipment is available.

"Joe Palooka in the

Knockout"
with Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood,

Morris Carnovsky.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Mono. 72 Mins.

"PALOOKA" WHODUNIT SUSTAINS
CONTINUOUS INTEREST, IS WELL
PLAYED.

This newest "Joe Palooka" offering holds

interest to the end and has one of the best

supporting casts ever assembled for a mod-
est-budget production. Reginald LeBorg pro-

vided excellent direction. Producer Hal E.

Chester showmanly values. Bernard Burton

functioned as associate producer.

Morris Carnovsky, Trudy Marshall, Billy

House, Marc Lawrence, Donald MacBride,

Benny Baker, Danny Morton and Whitford

Kane are among the new supporting play-

ers who give the picture much value. Of
course, the work of the star, Leon Errol,

Joe Kirkwood in the title role, Elyse Knox
and the other cast regulars is not to be

discounted.

Kirkwood, heavyweight champion of the

world, knocks out his opponent, who dies

shortly afterward. He believes his blows

caused death, is appealed to by Trudy Mar-
shall, the dead fighter's sweetheart, who is

certain gamblers were responsible.

Trudy, nitery singer, gets work in a club

operated by Marc Lawrence and Morris

Carnovsky. She uncovers evidence disclos-

ing that Carnovsky is the head of the

gambling ring that sought her sweetheart's

death.

CAST: Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Morris Car-
novsky, Elyse Knox, Billy House, Trudy Mar-
shall, Marc Lawrence, Whitford Kane, Benny
Baker, Donald MacBride, Danny Morton, Vince
Barnett, Suni Chorre, Eddie Gribbon, Sarah Pad-
den, Clarence Muse, James Flavin, Chester Clute,
Charles Smith, Jay Norris, Michael Mark, Jack
Roper, Ray Walker, Cathy Carter, Sam Hayes,
The Malone Sisters.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal E. Chester; Associate
Producer, Bernard Burton; Director, Reginald
LeBorg; Original Screenplay, Nedrich Young;
based on the comic strip by Ham Fisher; Cam-
eraman, William Sickner; Musical director, Ed-
ward Kay; Dialogue director, G. Joseph Dell;
Art Director, David Milton; Supervising Editor,
Otho Lovering; Editor, Warren Ames.

DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY: Good.

RKO Wm Re-Release 6

RKO will re-release six George
O'Brien outdoor action pix, three of
which will be available Oct. 3. Initial
trio are "Gun Law," "Bor-der G Man,"
"Pain-ted Desert." To be released
later are "Renegade Ranger," "Law-
less Valley" and "Trouble in Sun-
down."

VC Sets Golf-Dance Date
Philadelphia — Local Tent of the

Variety Club will hold its annual
golf tournament and dinner-dance
Sept. 19, at the Cedarbrook Country
Club. Oscar Neufeld is handling
reservations at the Bellevue Strat-
ford Hotel.

Cinemart Plans Caribbean Shorts

Palmer Williams will head an ex-
pedition to the Caribbean area to
film a series of Kodachrome shorts
for Cinemart, Inc., Andre H. Carbe,
production chief, it has been an-
nounced. Expedition will leave about
Nov. 1.

"The Murderer Lives

at No. 21"
with Pierre Fresnay, Suzy Delair

Mage Films 83 Mins.

SHOULD MAKE THE GRADE WHERE
FRENCH FILMS ATTRACT CUSTOM.

This French import has a neat, different

plot. It is a Gallic whodunit, with plenty of

clever situations, spicy dialogue, and touches

of the raciness that is accepted and sought

by patrons of foreign product. Generally the

tone is light, gay and revolves around the

romantic sparring of Fresnay and his girl.

Mile. Delair. She's a rather leggy blonde,

easy to take.

The Paris police force is in quandary over

the lethal antics of "Monsieur Durand." He
goes about killing people whom he thinks are

not fit to live. After the crime he leaves his

calling card. It bears no address.

Fresnay, a detective, with Mile. Delair

constantly at his elbow trying to get into

the act, gets a line on the probable hideout

of "Durand." It's a pension. He engages a

room posing as a minister. The establish-

ment has an assortment of bizarre charac-

ters. Next day a female novelist is done
in on the premises. An arrest is made. It

proves a mistake. Miss 'Delair pops on the

scene. Various clues are chased down and
at length the situation assumes focus in

Fresnay's mind. He stages a party. His pur-

pose is indicated. Three killers, all of them
a "Durand," take him out for disposal. Be-

ing glib, Gallic and a cop to boot, Fresnay

diverts them from their deadly game long

enough for Miss Delair to hurry the gen-

darmes to his rescue. It is a frothy menta'
exercise, this one. There are subtitles.
CAST: Pierre Fresnay, Suzy Delair, Jean Tis-

sier, Pierre Larguey, Noel Roquevert, Odette
Talazac, Maximilienne, Jean Despeaux, Huguette
Vivier.

CREDITS: Director, H. G. Clouzot; Adaotation
by Clouzot, S. A. Steeman; based on a nove'

by Steeman; Photography, Armand Thirard'
Music, Mourlce Yvain; Art direction, Andre
Andreieu.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY, Aver-

age.

Col. Mergina Play Dept.
With the denavture of John Gass-

ner Sept. 13 as play editor, Columbia
will merge that department with the
Eastern story department under
-lanet Wood. Thomas G. Ratcliffe.

Jr., assistant to Gassner, will remain
as Miss Wood's assistant.

Chi. VC Cancels Golf Tourney
Chicago — Variety Club has can-

celled its September 19 golf tourna-
ment at Westward Ho Country Club.
It wants members to concentrate on
"Variety Girl" premiere at the Chi-
cago Theater, Sept. 25.

Plan "Bowery Follies"

Terry Donoghue and David Gould,
former film fiacks, plan to produce
a pic based on "Sammy's Bowery
Follies," lower East side bistro. Pair
expect to begin shooting locally next
month.

Set Re-Zoning Hearing
Fort Lee—Public hearing has been

held Wednesday on re-zoning part of
Lewis St. to permit a Long Island
film company to enter the production
field. Lewis St. was hub of film
activity 25 years ago.

"Gas House Kids in

Hollywood"
with Carl Switzer, Benny Bartiett,

Rudy Wissler, Tommy Bond
FRC-Eagle Lion /itoi'aZ Mins.

STRICTLY HOKUM, THIS \ IS FOR
THE LESSER PLAYING TIME.

Substantial portions of reliable hokum are

strewn in this number. Situations are prop-

erly hopped up and fabricated with the

end in view that the audience, aware be-

forehand of what they are in for, won't be

disappointed. Heaved into the script are

such trivia as a peregrinating skeleton, slid-

ing panels, a haunted house, squealing girls,

a mad professor, disappearing and reappear-

ing corpses. Add to this a film detective

who's a crook.

The quartet of Gas House Kids come to

the film capital as a delegation from "Lance
Carter" Fan Club No. 32. They pick up the

screwy professor on their way. He is lugging

"Joseph," his dead colleague's cadaver with

him for experimental purposes. He induces

the boys to stay at his home where they

are entertained by his young daughter and
her friends. Next day they set out to see

-heir idol. They contact him at the studio.

He is induced to investigate the straying

bodies where they are staying. He also has

two gangster henchmen prowling the place

'

for buried treasure.

Plot generates plenty of fourth rate ac-

tivity along gruesome and straining-for-a-

laugh lines to its ultimate end when the

dough is found and the crooks taken. Past

nerformances of the quartet should guide

the exhibitor contemplating this one.
CAST: Carl Switzer, Rudv Wissler, Benny

Bartiett, Tommy Bond, James Burke, Jan Bryant,
Wichaol Whalen, Douglas Fowley.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Berwitz; Director,

':dward Cahn; Original screenplay, Robert E.

Kent; Photography, James Brown; Art director,

F. Paul Svlos; Film editor, Don Haves.

DIRECTION, Mediocre. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

IFB Get Canadian Pix
Chicago—International Film Bu-

reau here has acquired U. S. 16 mm.
distribution rights to six color films

from the National Film Board of

Canada. Subjects include: "Great
Lakes," "Eskimo Summer," "Eskimo
Arts and Crafts," "Fur Country,
Montreal," "Vegetable Insects."

Drive-In Called "Itinerant"

Golden Valley, Minn.—This village

must classify a Drive-In theater as

an itinerant moving picture exhibi-

tion and accordingly pay a license fee
covering this type of entertainment,
a I'ecent decision by the State's At-
torney set forth.

Completes JAR Footage
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Cliflf

Hornby, J. Arthur Rank photog-
rapher, has completed shooting 22,-

000 feet of scenery footage. Portion
will be edited into shorts while the
balance is to be stored in vaults for
future use in films with Australian
locales.

"Passage" Showings Sept. 15

Warners' "Dark Passage," star-

ring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall, has been set for national
tradeshowing on Sept. 15. Picture is

scheduled for early October release.
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OnETHIRD flUSSIE FREEZE fOR 18 RIOS. OFFERED
Reels Discount Tele^s Nei^s Coverage Claims
Not Much New Thus Far
As the Stations Depend on
Films, Film Techniques

Claim of Paul Alley, producer of

the NBC television newsreel, that
television will probably force the the-

ater reels to alter their present dis-

tribution setup towards a more
localized presentation policy is dis-

counted by newsreel companies.
Alley holds that with television in

a position to score news beats on
many major events, newsreels will

be driven to expanding their staffs

(Continued on Page 8)

Ascap Set to Tallc

10-Yr. Exhib. Pads

Ascap is ready to negotiate a ten-

year contract with exhibitors author-
itative source revealed to THE Film
Daily yesterday. Deal would be
along similar lines as previous pacts
Ascap made with broadcasters,
hotels and wire companies, providing
for renewal of contract on same

(Contmued on Page 4)

WoUaston Files for Nov.
Vote on Sunday Shows

Harrisburg—Sunday performance
issue here "will be up to the voters
now," it was stated by E. G. WoUas-
ton, manager of Fabian's State, after
filing a petition with the City Council
seeking local referendum vote on the

(Continued on Page 8)

Sets l/p Bahy Sitter

Service for Patrons
Dorchester, Mass. — Adams Baby

Sitter Service has been licensed here.

Robert Ames, World War II vet, son

of Mrs. Mildred Ames, operator of

the Adams Theater, is behind the

idea. He rounds up high school girls,

selects, interviews and enrolls them.

They get the regular rate—40 cents

an hour When a client desires to

park baby to see a movie, Ames
sends a girl, and does not collect a

service fee.

Century Circuit Launches Shopping Service
For Ladies Who Can't Shop While They Relax

To the ever-increasing file on "Don't Overlook Any Possibility" add this one.

Now the ladies in the audience, who come in to rest their weary tootsies and

enjoy the cool comfort of air conditioning while their favorite film unreels, are

also able to eliminate that awkward "Oh, miggawd, I forgot." Phrase is usually

uttered on their return home from shopping tours.

Five houses in the Century Circuit have inaugurated a new service. During

matinee shows a trailer is put on asking the distaff side if they have forgotten

anything they meant to buy. This is followed by a three-minute break. An
attendant is handily about, buys their stuff, holds it until they leave. The show

goes on.

Production Influx

Seen in Local Area

Industry was given a much-
needed hypo yesterday when publi-
cation was made of the five-year pact
signed by Mayor O'Dwyer and the 12
local unions to assure the city that
jurisdictional strikes would be out-
lawed for that period. It also set in

motion a wave of interest in film
circles, preparing for the expected
influx of production to the city now

(Continued on Page 3)

Arbitrary Powers of lA
Prexy Told Solon Com.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — 'Testifying before

House Labor Sub-Committee here,
John R. Martin, business representa-
tive of Film Technicians Local 683,
ousted by lATSE, said his union was
thrown out of studios in a "bloodless
purge" for seeking local autonomy

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Spending $12

Million on 8 Films

Chifley's Flat $2 Million

Proposal Is Countered
By Major Film Companies

A counter proposal to freeze a
third of U. S. film earnings in Aus-
tralia, for a 16 months period after
Sept. 1, has been agreed upon by the
major companies and was forwarded
to Canberra yesterday, it is learned.

Counter offer followed a meeting
of industry foreign department top-
pers, it is said, and is in answer to

the proposal advanced in Australia
earlier this week by Prime Minister
Joseph B. Chifley. Latter suggested

(Continued on Page 3)

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount will spend

$12,000,000 on eight pictures to go
into production through December,
Henry Ginsberg, studio head, an-
nounced yesterday. Program is de-

scribed as the most impressive group
of productions to go before the
Paramount cameras within any simi-

lar period.
Fall production schedule includes

(Continued on Page 8)

RCA Has Multiple Video
Antenna for Receivers

RCA Victor engineers have dem-
onstrated a master antenna system
for television installations in apart-
ment houses and other multiple
dwellings that is ready for commer-
cial use, it is reported by the Engi-

(Continued on Page 3)

June Tax Collections Soared
7947 Receipts $10'A Million Ahead of '46

75% Tax is Little Aid

To British $ Problem

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While on Capitol Hill

there was a call for administration
action, the seriousness of the British

dollar shortage, as emphasized this

week by the new austerity regula-
(Continued on Page 6)

Austrian Leaves RKO Tele;

Joins Advertising Agency

With the resignation from RKO
on Sept. 10 of Ralph B. Austrian,

RKO's television activities will be
operated as a department of RKO

(Continued on Page 8)

Bond Seeks $50,500 for

Alleged Contract Breach

Charles Anson Bond, head of An-
son Bond Productions, yesterday filed

suit in Federal Court claiming breach
of contract on the part of William
B. Flinn. Bond seeks $50,500 dam-
ages alleged to be due him from
the production of three religious
films.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Treasury this

morning reported that the admissions

tax collections in July, based on June

business, was a shade short of one
million dollars better than the total

for July, 1946 — $34,972,435, com-
pared with $33,980,404. This figure

was far better than the June collec-

tion of $27,829,982 and well above
(Contmued on Page 4)

U. S. Wittfis Shooting

Of First Gerntan Pic

Washington — Shooting of "Be-

tween Yesterday and Tomorrow,"

first U. S. licensed feature in Ger-

many is now complete, and the film

is in the cutting room in Munich,

the Army revealed yesterday. At the

same time, the Army said a rough

cut of a documentary on the Nurem-

berg war crime trials is ready for

screening here and in Berlin before

final cutting.

A total of 34 U. S. features and

documentaries are now being dubbed

into German at the Tempelhof Studios

in Berlin and the Bavaria Studios, in

Munich, it was reported.
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Bid Asked
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Rodgers, Metro Chi. Staff

To Attend Studio Confabs

Chicago — William F. Rodgers,

M-G-M vee-pee, will meet Buitus

Bishop, Jack Byrne, J. J. Maloney,

Rudy Berger, and Eddie Aaron here

today and all will travel by train

to Hollywood for studio conferences.

cominG flno Goinc
BERNARD G. KRANZE, assistant general man-

ager of the JAR division of U-l, is in Nash-
ville.

HARRY A. SEED, Midwest district manager
for Warners, is here for home office confer-
ences. He returns to Chicago over the week-
end.

ROY HAINES, Warner Western division sales

manager, is back from a tour of the Midwest
and Prairie areas.

M. G. POLLER, assistant to Robert Mochrie,

RKO veepee and general sales manager, will re-

turn from vacation Tuesday.

DAVID L. LOEW, Enterprise executive, is en

route to the Coast following discussions with

UA officials here.

B. W. AARON, assistant M-G-M general sales

manager, and JOHN P. BYRNE, Eastern sales

manager, left for the Coast yesterday.

SPG-SOPEG Take Stand
Against Economy Wave

Combined emergency meeting of

the membership of the Screen Pub-
licists Guild and Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
114 and 109, respectively, of
UOPWA, was held at the Hotel
Diplomat last night. Recommenda-
tions, brought in hy a joint strategy
committee, for a course of action
regarding the current economy dis-

missals taking place in several home
offices were adopted by the member-
ship.

The two unions will hold a press
conference early next week when
they will state the stand they have
taken.

Operators' Strike Unlikely
Since lATSE headquarters has not

authorized Local 306 to §trike, there's
a strong likelihood that the members
of the Moving Picture Machine Oper-
ators' Union will not walk out in the
theaters operated by Loew's and
RKO. Skouras and Randforce cii'-

cuits have signed with the local.

Operators will meetj nevertheless, to
decide whether they should vi^alk out
in those theaters where management
has not come to any agreement with
ihe union.

Branon Promotes Three
Charlotte—Branch manager R. F.

Branon announces three new promo-
tions in the RKO exchange here.
Jules Williamson has been upped
from office manager to salesman;
Clay Booker from head booker to
office manager, and Jack Webb from
booker to head booker.

Army Cites Selig

Denver—Robert W. Selig, assist-
ant to the president of Fox Inter-
mountain Theaters, has been cited
by the U. S. Army for his "meritor-
ious service on behalf of Army re-
cruiting. Selig was active boosting
enlistments via publicity work.

Hickson Resigns Stromberg
H est Coast Bureau of J lit hll.M DAILY
Hollywood—Daniel C. Hickson has

resigned as general manager for
Hunt Strom'berg Productions and will

go East to re-enter banking circles.

IRVING BERLIN arrived on the Coast yester-

day by plane to resume work on M-G-M's
"Easter Parade."

HOWARD STRICKLING, M-G-M studio pub-
licity head, arrived on the Coast yesterday after

10 days in New York conferring with Howard
Dietz and home office executives.

HERB CROOKER, M-G-M publicity manager,
returns Tuesday from a vacation, as does ROSS
DOYLE, DOROTHY DAY and ADA SCHERMER, of

the publicity department.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M re-

prints and importations as well as short sub-

ject sales, is in Los Angeles after completing a

tour of the company's Coast exchanges.

J. J. COHN, M-G-M studio executive, is due

from Hollywood accompanied by his wife on

September 15.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, executive vice-president

of Republic in charge of sales and distribution,

left yesterday on a sales trip to Los Angeles,

San Francisco,' Seattle, Portland and Minneap-

olis. He will meet EDWARD L. WALTON, as-

sistant general soles manager in Los Angeles.

Walton will leave for the West Coast on

Monday.

Les Kaufman to Head U-I

Studio Publicity Dept.

John L. (Les) Kaufman has been

named director of studio publicity

at U-I, it was announced yesterday

by John Joseph, national director of

advertising and publicity, to take

effect Sept. 15. Kaufman vi^ill re-

place J. W. (Pete) Dailey, who joined

the company in 1942 as national

newspaper contact, and whose resig-

nation will become effective Sept. 13.

Dailey was appointed head of the

publicity dept. in February, 1944.

Kaufman, who was assigned direc-

tor of promotion and radio activi-

ties for U-I for the past year, form-
erly was pub.-ad. head for Inter-

national Pict., and was chief of Re-
public studio publicity dept. for three
years. Before that he was ad.-pub.

director for six years for Fanchon
and Marco Theaters in St. Louis.

$150,000 Gross Seen for

"Henry V" Summer Spots

Summer resort bookings of "Henry
V," begun in July and ending on
Labor Day, will gross about $150,000,
United Artists reported yesterday.
Some 70 engagements of the picture
were held in the resort ^areas.

V V INC.
THE PRODUCERS'AID

complete trailer
<;ervice

art — titles
dialogue— sound
all languages

1600 BROADWAY .

N.Y. I9.N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

Hold Rites for Moss
In Philadelphia

Philadelphia — Funeral services

were held at the Oliver Bair Funeral
Parlor yesterday morning for Edgar
Moss, former district manager for

20th-Fox, who died of a heart ail-

ment in Florida.

Among the honorary pal) ers

were : Spyros Skouras, Andrt .v W.
Smith, Jr., Wm. C. Gehring, Clarence
Hill, Myer Adelman, Ben Amster-
dam, A. J. Belair, Jack Beresin,
Frank Beuhler, A. R. Boyd, Jas. P.
Clark, Wm. J. Clark, Albert M.
Cohen, Alfred J. Davis, George Dem-
bow, Sam Diamond, Herbert Effinger,
A. M. Ellis, Martin B. Ellis, Jay
Emanuel, Nat Fleisher, Wm. Gold-
man, Jack H. Greenberg, Wm. I.

Greenfield, I. D. Levy, Leon Levy,
Mort Lewis, John Nolan, J. J.

O'Leary John Roberts, Ted Schlan-
ger, Earle Sweigert, Jos. Varbalow,
Sam Varbalow, Frank C. Walker,
George F. Wielland, Lester H. Wur-
tele, Charles Zagrans.

H. M. Bennett Retires;

Cine-Kodak Sales Head

Rochester — Harold M. Bennett,
Cine-Kodak sales manager, will re-
tire today after 40 years in the pho-
tographic field, 22 of which have been
with Eastman Kodak.

Bennett entered the field in 1907
making stereoscopic views in the
Orient. He travelled in Hawaii and
Japan. In 1908 he sold Hawkeye
Cameras for EK in the Midwest.
Later he was agent for various Ger-
man and British manufacturers. He
was a correspondent in 1927 in the
Cine-Kodak division and became head
of the unit in 1934. His son, Reo
Bennett, is employed in market re-

search at the EK office.

Silverman, Hartman Upped
Herman Silverman has been pro-

moted to assistant to Metropolitan
district manager Len Gruenberg at

the RKO exchange. He was formerly
office manager. Silverman has been
with the company since 1925. Wil-
liam Hartman, a former ibooker, will

fill Silverman's vacated post.

IF YOU BUY
STADIUM, AMUSEMENT PARK OR

CONMCr INTERNATIONAL TICKHI]

>^ Your needs supplied ef- ^
|^\ ficiently with Roll, Machine ^
i^i^r* Folded, Reserve Seats, etc. *^
{n:'^ Samples, prices on re-

quest.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Sales offices in New york ond
Principal Cities
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Production Influx

Seen in Local Area

(Continued from Page 1)

that clearance and operational dif-

ficulties are solved.

Charles Ross, lighting specialist,

pioneer in Eastern production, has
ad(^=^ new equipment to his line,

SOI* 9JE it unique in the East, com-
pany spokesmen revealed. Firm
handled lighting for the feature
"Carnegie Hall" last year, scoring a
notable success with the difficult job.

Since that time equipment has been
added to prepare for the expected
spurt in Eastern production which
is just now beginning to assume
shape.

Following the trend towards in-

creasing schedules towards an ex-
panded program of Eastern produce
tion, Ross has in stock, ready for the
demands of the most ambitious pro-
ducers, Baby camera dollies with
gearheads and blimps; Baby camera
cranes, from 16 feet to lens height,
claimed to be the first in New York;
complete line of Mole Richardson
arc equipment, newly styled, and
Mole Richardson studio-type mike
booms.

Favorable reaction was heard from
all branches of the industry to the
new city film program and the step-

up in production is being felt right
down the line. Eastern production
is in for a radical change since the
early attempts last year, and com-
panies like Ross, who were enthusi-
asts of the plans then are expecting
big things now from the local scene.

RCA Has Multiple Video
Antenna for Receivers

(Continued from Page 1)

neering Committee of the Television
Broadcasters Association.

The new system, known as RCA
Television FM-AM Antennaplex,
serves a large number of receivers
through a single master antenna.
Auxiliary terminals provide for
standard reception, short wave and
FM.

Toddy to Remodel Exchange
Atlanta—Georgia Remodeling Co.

and C. L. Moddy have been awarded
contracts to remodel the offices and
vaults of the Toddy Pictures Co. ex-
change here at a cost of $8,200.
Additional office space and enlarged
inspection rooms are being installed
to accommodate the new 16 mm. dis-

tribution department.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Peake-Tinkey
Eufala, Ala.—James Russell Tin-

key, EK technical rep., and Julia
Ann Peake have become engaged.
They plan to be married in Decem-
ber,

">^ PHIL M. DALY
Heffernan On Eyes and Filtns

• • • HAROLD HEFFERNAN, NANA's Hollywood correspondent,

over the week-end will take a shot at that old bugaboo that motion pic-

tures harm the eyes Heiiernan's nearly 10,000,000 readers of 56

daily papers subscribing to his colunm will learn that viewing a motion

picture is healthy eye exercise "Dormancy," he claims "is impos-

sible because of the rapid stop-go requirements of the projector

plus action of the story itself" The NANA correspondent points out

thai pioneer film execs, such as Harry and Jack Warner, Louis B. Mayer,

Henry Ginsberg, Darryl F. Zanuck, Samuel Goldwyn and others, credit

fine eyesight to the requirements of their jobs which call for seeing

hundreds of thousands of feet of film footage each year Quoting

Margaret D. Corbett, head of the Bates-Corbelt eye-training system.

Heffernan claims that eyesight can be improved by consistent film

viewing, with the near-sighted able to stretch vision by starting down
front in a theater and gradually working back as improvement is noted

The far-sighted can practice the reverse with similar advantageous

results, it is claimed

T
• • • CHANCES ARE the new Ascap scales will be subject to

negotiation As a spokesman put it, "Ascap would like to get

together with representatives of the various exhibitor organizations to

talk things over We've arbitrated these things before No

reason we can't do so again."

T
• • • PHILADELPHIA'S FELLOWSHIP COMMISSION, set up to

promote racial and religious understanding and to combat prejudice and

intolerance, sent a jumbo postal card to over 10,000 key individuals and

organizations in the city boosting RKO's "Crossfire" Boost was

arranged by Everett C. Callow, Warner Theaters Philadelphia director of

advertising-publicity, in advance of yesterday's opening at the Aldine

Theater. ... • Chicago meeting of the National Association of Dancing

Masters awarded M-G-M star Margaret O'Brien a special plaque for her

efforts in "The Unfinished Dance." . . .

T T T
• • • TRADE PRESS REPS braved Legionnaire hijinx, Macy's

bargain-hunters, and each other's company yesterday to assemble on

Macy's roof for an Indian-style clambake given by 15 members of the

Black Gold Cheyenne Indian troupe to bally on Allied Artists pic called,

strangely enough, "Black Gold." Apologizing to the palefaces for

the absence of firewater, Arnold Stolz who set up tha cute exploitation

stunt, offered instead some exotic Indian dishes that were reminiscent

of a lost culture Recognizable in the victuals were maize (all right,

corn) meat, and the piece de resistance. Redskin knishes, which were

greeted by the scribes with enthusiasm Tribal dances were offered

by the troop who are living in tepees on Macy's fifth floor Pic opens

soon at Loew's State Certificates of Chiefdom, j.g., were presented

at the entrance to the tepee by m.c. chief Yellow Eyes, and Coolidge-

style war bonnets covered a multitude of blemishes in trade paper writers'

scalps How!

T T
• • • THIS AND THAT: Cecil B. DeMille's tour in connection with

openings of "Unconquered" will not include Philadelphia and Washing-

ton, according to Paramount Trip will embrace Pittsburgh, Baltimore,

Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco, Dallas,

Atlanta and Cleveland. ... • Metropolitan Motion Picture Theaters

Association boasts an Army citation in recognition of the group's co-

operation in making lobbies available on Army Day Aword waa

received by Gen. Rodney Smith, representing MMPTA, from Maj. Joseph

Sherry on behalf of the Army

1/3 Australia Freeze

For 18 Months Offered

(Continued from Page 1)

that a flat $2,000,000 of the approx-
imately $6,000,000 taken from the
country each year by U. S. com-
panies, be frozen in the Common-
wealth.

In a meeting at Canberra, Chifley
outlined his offer and described the
problem as "imperative and urgent."
Earlier he had said that Australia
no longer could import anything but
essentials from the U. S. as a result

of the pound-dollar convertability
agreed upon at the recent Anglo-
British financial meetings in Wash-
ington.

Australia's plan calls for the trim-
ming of imports so as to save $10,-

000,000 in the financial year ending
June 30, 1948. Also slated for im-
mediate curtailment are tobacco and
heavy newsprint imports from the
U. S.

Chi. Underwriters' Labs.
Make Fire Prevention Pic

Chicago—Underwriters Laborator-
ies have produced a new one-minute
short, "What to Do ^to Avoid Fires,"
in connection with Fire Prevention
Week, starting Oct. 5. Various or-

ganizations, including theaters, will

make use of these shorts.

FCC Okays Two Tele Stations

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The FCC yesterday

okayed new television stations for
New Haven, Conn., and Wilmington,
Del. The New Haven operation will

be on Channel 6, and the licensee is

the Elm City Broadcasting Company,
while the Wilmington operation will

be on Channel 7 by WDEL, Inc.

Form Editorial Research Unit
Curtis Hoxter, Kathleen Mason

and Frederick Weiss, formerly with
the State Department's "Voice of

America" documentary broadcasts,
have formed their own organization,
Editorial Research Affiliates. Offices

are at 17 E. 48th St.

. Ljree ttnad ^o—
:•: Aug. 29
J{ Hanah Kass Mack Liftman

Vi R. M. Savini R. A. McGuire
«« George Montgomery
:•: Aug. 30
«'! Joan Blondell Julie Bishop

f. Ed E. HInchy Raymond Massey
Aug. 31

Hugh hiarman John Garrick
Frank Marsales Phil Charig
Silas E. Seadler Jean Barclay
Fredric March Frances Kann

Richard Basehart
Sept. 1
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Richard Arlen
Meriam Seegor

Betty BIythe
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June Tax 'Take' Soars

With $34,972,435

(Continued from Page 1)

the May collection of $31,266,930.

These figures reveal that 1947 ad-

missions tax collections are continu-

ing well above the 1946 tally—about

10 and one half million dollars better

in the first seven months of the year.

Collections on theater tickets from

the Third New York (Broadway) col-

lection district nearly doubled the

comparatively low June total, reg-

istering $7,345,049 in July, compared
with only $3,956,629 in June. Other
high figures reported include $2,-

069,688 from the Sixth California

district; $1,425,523 from the First

California; $1,405,974 from the First

Illinois; $1,422,908 from Massachu-
setts; $1,372,173 from Michigan and
$1,063,789 from the First Pennsyl-
vania.

Other collections by districts fol-

low:
Alabama, $211,225.49; Arizona,

$106,452.59; Arkansas, $226,558.71;

Colorado, $229,521.42; Connecticut,

$275,565.64; Delaware, $132,832.16;

Florida, $917,074.01; Georgia, $492,-

952.44; Hawaii, $154,858.40; , Idaho,

$100,501.37; 8th Illinois, $311,344.82;

Indiana, $604,458.04; Iowa, $416,615.-

95; Kansas, $181,697.13; Kentucky,
$281,491.20; Louisiana, $456,514.83;

Maine, $99,450.52; Maryland, $670,-

885.32; Minnesota, $571,622.74.

Also Mississippi, $110,955; 1st

Missouri, $545,701.94; 6th Missouri,

$338,910.20; Montana, $86,420.44;

Nebraska, $230,245.19; Nevada, $46.-

342.65; New Hampshire, $59,682.41;

1st New Jersey, $297,542.25; 5th New
Jersey, $490,793.20; New Mexico,

$57,397.53; 1st New York, $996,807.-

63; 2nd New York, $158,643.77; 14th

New York, $743,837.01; 21st New
York $216,543.50; 28th New York,

$396,431.08; North Carolina, $385,-

502.13; North Dakota, $80,778.38;

1st Ohio, $346,078.16; 10th Ohio,

$144,701.44; 11th Ohio, $176,019.70;
18th Ohio, $689,521.77.
Also Oklahoma, $482,521.90; Ore-

gon, $242,451.31; 12th Pennsylvania,
$303,273.44; 23rd Pennsylvania,
$595,504.62; Rhode Island, $151,081.-

91; South Carolina, $160,762.92;
South Dakota, $96,254.03; Tennessee,
$458,-599.01; 1st Texas, $391,041.08;
2nd Texas, $875,483.48; Utah, $143,-

532.28; Vermont, $50,726.30; Vir-
ginia, $519,980.81; Washington,
$546,763.57; West Virginia, $210,-
460.94; Wisconsin, $557,595.37; Wy-
oming, $40,826.18.

SICK LIST

U. A. BROWN is recovering from a ma-
jor operation in a North Platte, Neb., hos-

pital. Brown is an exhibitor in Arnold, Neb.

SAM LEFKO, RKO salesman in Philadel-

phia, will return to his office early next

month after a long illness.

Telling About Tele
U NEW high for Tele receivers was reached in July, according to the

^^ Radio Manufacturers Association, which claim that over 10,000 sets

were manufactured during that month. Total production since January has

exceeded 56,000 Understand the sale of sets in N. Y. has almost

doubled recently with the possibility of the World Series being ployed

entirely in this area. ... 9 A recent survey shows that thirty-two

national advertisers and forty-three local or regional accounts were using

the medium during July, with retailers being the highest percentage of

sponsors, and foods and beverages running a close second. ... • The

T.B.A. has sent an urgent telegram to A. B. Chandler, Commissioner of

Baseball, requesting that television be accorded equal rights with other

services in covering the World Series games this year. It has been re-

ported that Col. Larry MacPhail of the N. Y. Yankees thought that tele

coverage might hurt the box-office. ... • Construction hos been started

on a new 552-foot antenna tower at the transmitter of Philco tele station

WPTZ, Philadelphia, which will quadruple the area served by the station

and enfold about 4,000,000 people in its telecasting radius. ... • All

phases of aviation will be covered in WCBS-TV's "Let's Go Flying," which

debuts Sept. 14 from Teterboro (N. J.) airport. Betty Jane Williams, nation-

ally known pilot-instructor will conduct the classes which will include

plane assembly, and the fundamentals of piloting, with fliers and instruc-

tors being invited to participate. ... • WNBT, which covered Gov.

Thomas E. Dewey's welcoming address to the American Legion Conven-

tion yesterday at Madison Square Garden, will televise the address oi

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower at the 71st Regiment Armory today, the

Legion Parade up Fifth Ave. Saturday and other major convention

events That station's feature film Sunday will be "Hangmen Also

Die" with Brian Donlevy. ... • Some of those appearing in the

"Celebrity Night" show at Madison Square Garden Saturday night,

covered by WCBS-TV, will be: Eddie Cantor, Milton Berle, Lena Home,

Lew Parker, Jackie Miles, Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Max Baer, Max Rosen-

bloom, Gus Van, Kitty Kallen and Mel Torme

Hartley Asks Report on
McCann-Padway Incident

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— House Labor Com-

mittee Chairman Fred Hartley has

demanded from Rep. Carroll D.

Kearns, R., Pa., a full report on the

attack by committee counsel Irving

McCann on AFL general counsel

Joseph Padway during a recent

hearing in Los Angeles on the Holly-

wood labor situation, the New Jersey

Congressman said yesterday. AFL
President William Green has de-

manded that McCann be ousted from
his committee post.
Although Hartley is not anxious

to move on the matter, it is appar-
ent that the AFL does not intend to
let it rest. This week Green has pub-
licly declared that the condition of
Padway's health is quite serious, and
that the consequences of McCann's
action could easily have been far
more serious than they seem to have
been.

In the meantime. Hartley has pub-
licly apologized for McCann's ref-
erence to William C. Doherty, pres-
ident of the AFL National Associa-
tion of Letter Carriers and one of
the AFL leaders who tried last Win-
ter to find a solution to the studio
dispute, as "a former letter carrier
with more brains in his feet than in
his head."

Prov. Building Measure
Asks for Parking Space

Providence, R. I.—City Planning
Commission has proposed a new or-

dinance whereby all new theaters
erected in this city would be re-
quired to offer patrons off-street park-
ing facilities. Measure would require
one parking space for every five

seats. It also applies to churches and
dwellings.

Specifically the ordinance as pro-
posed would require space within 500
feet of the structure, paving, and
where the project borders on a resi-

dential district, shielding from flood-
lights would be mandatory. An
answer to overcrowded parking con-
ditions, the measure would apply
only to new construction after pas-
sage.

Ascap Set to Talk

1 0-Yr. Exhib. Pads

"Devil's Envoys" Opening
"The Devil's Envoys," (Les Visi-

teurs du Soir), French film released
in this country by Superfllms, will
have its American premiere at the
Ambassador today. Film features
Arletty of the recent "Children of
Paradise."

(Continued from Page 1)

terms and arbitration in the event
Ascap wants to increase its rates.

Society's spokesman also said that
his organization would welcome an
invitation from ATA and MP' '

^. to

present Ascap's case before '(g ho'-^ at
the Sept. 19-20 convention at the
Shoreham in Washington.
MPTOA toppers, it is learned, will

huddle, Sept. 18, eve of the conven-
tion with ATA at the Shoreham in

Washington. Though the merger will

occupy prime attention, next topic
on the agenda will be a discussion
on the best means of combatting
Ascap's new license hike.

E. C. Mills, who was formerly as-
sociated with Ascap, has ibeen invited
to attend the ATA-MPTOA confab.
As of last night, he had not yet in-

dicated whether he would accept the
invitation.

Altschuler's Father Dead
Jacob Altschuler, father of Rich-

ard W. Altschuler, president of Re-
public International, died at Mt.
Sinai Hospital. Active in music cir-
cles, Altschuler was the organizer
of the State Symphony Orchestra.

Ambitious 16MM. Plans
Shaping in Scotland

Glasgow (By Air Mail)—Follow-
ing a Summer in which plans and
equipment have been shaped up for
the Fall season, the Highlands and
Islands Film Guild is preparing sev-
eral 16 mm. units for production in

the Far North. Schedules call for
filming of entertainment and educa-
tional subjects.
With several newcomers in the

field, firms handling marketing and
servicing are also expanding and
groundwork for an ambitious Au-
tumn season has been prepared. It

is also revealed considerable increase
in release of exhibition and produc-
tion equipment has been made to

stimulate commercial firms, trade
and technical organizations, enter-
tainment groups, clubs and circuits.

Eumitz Signed by WB
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Kurnitz has

been signed by Jack L. Warner, ex-
ecutive producer of Warner Bros.,

to a long-term producer-writer con-
tract.

Set ChL SMPE Meet
Chicago—Local chapter of the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers
will hold its first Fall meeting Sept.
11 at the Engineers Club.

STORK REPORTS

A daughter, Virginia Paula, was
'born recently to Charles B. and Mrs.
Moss, at Doctors Hospital. Moss is

managing director of the Loew's
Criterion Theater.

Miami—Joe Hornstein became a
grandpa yesterday when his son Hal
and his wife became the parents of

a seven-pound baby girl, at Jack-
son Memorial Hospital.
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By the touch of his pencil^

Cinderella is transformed • • •

EVEN before she speaks or moves

. . . she has put across the char-

acter she plays—thanks to the crea-

tive pencil of the costume designer.

With it he has touched fabrics and

fashions . . . transformed Cinderella

. . . given eloquent expression to the

role she portrays.

Through artistry such as this, the

costume designer has done much to

heighten the color, the realism, the

drama of the "movie."

And his important contribution

has been—and continues to be—all

the more effective because of faithful

photographic reproduction of the

costumes he creates . . . through the

industry's extensive use of the large

and versatile family of Eastman

motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD



75% Tax is Little Aid

To British $ Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

tions, was the subject of frequent

discussion here in trade circles yes-

terday — but there was continued

agreement that discrimination
against the pix industry was not the

proper solution. The comparatively
small advantage in dollar exchange
gained by the 75 per cent ad valorem
tax is in no wise sufficient to justify

the establishment of a discriminatory

principle which might spread else-

where against not only pix but other

products as well.

The pix industry is still not ready
to propose an alternative so far as

pix are concerned, MPAA officials

said yesterday, it is felt that whether
or not an alternative is proposed, the

tax as it now stands is an unfair

device.

State Dept. Stand Lacking

Rep. George Bender, R., 0., told

The Film Daily he "can see little

hope for the development of world
trade freedom — or even the trade

freedom for half the world envisaged

by the Truman administration — so

long as discriminatory moves such as

this are permitted.

"I can't understand," he continued,

"why the State Department has not
already lodged a stiff protest with
the British on the grounds that the
spirit of the Loan Agreement is

breached here, regardless of whether
the letter of the agreement is."

(Bender pointed out that he had been
one of those voting against the loan.)

In the meantime, the trade here is

watching and waiting for word from
the Far East — Australia and New
Zealand particularly—indicating just

what will finally happen in those
countries. No definite word had been
received here by last night.

"Redmen" to Rialto

Columbia's "Last of the Redmen,"
in color, will have its New York pre-
miere at the Rialto following the
current run of "The Corpse Came
C.O.D."

World Playing Prestige

Chicago—World Playhouse, which
has been showing Russian films, has
contracted for a series of Prestige
Pictures. First opens next Saturday.

Reissues In Loop House
Chicago — "Marked Woman" and

"Dust Be My Destiny," Warner re-
issues, are playing at the RKO Pal-
ace Theater in the Loop, as a result
of product shortage.

fEmmE TOUCH
MRS. ANN CRAFT, secretary, ATO of Indiana.

GILDA BUENO, assistant export manager, For-
eign Screen Corp., New York.

ROSEMARIE lOPPOLO, prints and accessories.
Foreign Screen Corp., New York.
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HOLLYWOOD

• • HARRY SHERMAN didn't lose any sleep over the British

per cent tax whack at

•
75 per cent tax whack at aU. Instead of fretting and pulling in

his lines at the spectacle of the shrinking world morket, the producer

started lining up an aggressive selling campaign aimed at accomplishing

a greater domestic market attendance penetration for his future produc-

tions Next to roll for Sherman will be "Tennessee's Partner," based

on the Bret Harte yarn, which he will produce for Enterprise. Also in

preparation is "Carmen of the West," Sherman's projected independent

The producer figures to more than offset the British tax bite by

combining even higher quality screen entertainment with intensified

exploitation methods aimed at bringing in the customers who haven't

seen a movie in years Sherman was once an exhibitor himself and

he knows the showman's slant. The producer plans on sending out ex-

ploitation men for personal contact and tie-ups in the territory with

industry groups and other organizations

ir i? i^

• • • MOST ACTIVE batch of casting rumors right now sprint)

from announcements that Roy Del Ruth will make "The Life of Babe

Ruth" as an independent Roy Del Ruth Production for Allied Artists

Corporation release The rumor mill has had several players and

even a couple of baseball figures being lined up for the role of the

Bambino but as a matter of fact Del Ruth has been too busy preparincj

to roll "Red Light" to even give a thought to casting the part. No player

has been discussed for the movie King of Swat Except that it won't

be the Babe himself, although he will come out for conferences with

Del Ruth and to act as technical adviser on the picture. ... • Lloyd

Bacon is back from Catalina and sporting a suntan. While there he found

time for a gab-fest with the one-time top ranking star Charles Farrell

who runs the Toyan Bay Club ...... Bacon's next stint will be a megging

assignment for 20th Century-Fox, after which he has already lined up

"The Glittering Hill," his forthcoming independent in association with

Sam Jaffe, and "Barnstorming," the film biography of his actor-father,

Frank Bacon, which he will direct as a Robert S. Golden Production for

United Artists release

ik -i^ -k

• • • BOTH THE EUROPEAN PRODUCTION SCENE and the world

film market will get a first-hand inspection by Henry Koster, who with

Mrs. Koster is now heading for England to be guests of David Niven,

after which the couple go to the continent Koster confidentially

expects to come across several technological advances on the European

screen because he figures the dire necessity growing out of the Nazis'

confiscation of all equipment resulted in the enforced development of

new photographic and projection methods. ... • John Stahl and

William Bacher have been teamed up agcrin as a director-producer duo

by Darryl Zanuck after a brief breather following the recent completion

of their "The Foxes of Harrow" at 20th Century-Fox Their next will

be "The Walls of Jericho," and Stahl has already started testing 20th's

stock players for supporting roles. ... • Boris Morros and William

LeBaron are not wasting any time in their preparations for "The Woman
of a Hundred Faces," based on a short novel by Thomas Mann, Max-
imilian llyin, and Louis Bromfield and which Morros and LeBctron will

produce as a Federal Films Production for UA release They have
llyin working on the screenplay now and they have financed their

$1,500,000 budget and are all set to go right into casting as soon as the

script is completed Several world-famous art models will be used in

"The Woman of a Hundred Faces," vvhich is woven around a model

whom every man saw in a different light

H H a )»!»)>

Double Reissue Bills

En Detroit Going Big

Detroit — First week of the new
double bill re-issue policy at 10 sec-

ond-run local houses—on a percent-
age basis—has proved a bonanza,
with several houses revealing grosses
double normal. The Brod<\r Mid-
West, Krim, and Krass c! 'y.s are
participating in the de€ ",'^ using
co-operative newspaper display
space. Big grosses came on the days
big ads were run. Opening bill was
"Kit Carson" and "The Last of the
Mohicans." Policy will be continued
indefinitely.

MPRB Trying Rough Cuts
In Audience Research

With M-G-M's "Green Dolphin
Street" serving as the initial guinea
pig, the Motion Picture Research
Bureau is testing a new development
in audience research by utilizing

"rough cuts" of the picture in sneak
preview engagements from Coast to

Coast.
Advantage of obtaining audience

reaction before the picture is in

final form is that changes to con-
form to consensus opinion will prove
less costly.

"Green Dolphin" previews have
already been held in California and
New Yoi'k and screenings have been
set for Dallas, Denver, Chicago,
Jacksonville, Portland, Me., and
Seattle under the supervision of Dr.
Leo Handel, director of the Bureau.

Commonwealth Starts Building

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Work has
been started on Commonwealth Film
Laboratories' new $500,000 studios
at Turella. First buildings are ex-
pected to be completed by Christmas.
Studio will be used by Common-
wealth and be available for rentals
by other producers.

Armgart. Tod Make Moves
Chicago—Jack Armgart resigns as

circuit sales manager for UA local

exchange. He joins Selznick Chicago
sales organization. Ted Tod resigns
as Selznick Chicago publicity direc-
tor.

Continuous Aussie
Ealing Production

Sydney (By Air Mail) — Ealing

Studios will maintain a continuous

production unit in Australia, Eric

Williams, executive in charge of

production, revealed. Williams said

that he has instructions from London
that technical and other shortages

are not to hamper the unit.

Shorts as well as features will be

produced continuously for the Rank
interests, with production head<
quartered at the GUT Studios at

Pagewood. Plant is now being mod-
ernized and enlarged.
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XEW THEATERS

Rushing Dixie Completion
Miami, Fla. — Work on the new

Dixie Theater here is being rushed
all possible and it is expected the
building will be ready for occupancy
by OctJO. This will be operated by
the Bk QflBernstein Theater chain.
One 01' "re announcements made by
the management is that there will be
a 10-cent price of admission for
children, day or night.

Move Mich. Stands
Detroit—The new Fife Lake The-

ater at Fife Lake has been opened
bv Roy Kroning. House will be
booked by Mutual Theaters.
The new Arcade at Leslie was

opened July 29 by Robert E. Brown.
Another new house will be opened

around Labor Day at Manton.

From. Fox to Swan
Mediapolis, la.— Mrs. Lily John-

son and I. R. Glesne will open their
new Swan Theater this month. House
was originally named the Fox but
changed to Mrs. Johnson's maiden
name Swan. The house seats 450.

Heller Buys Two
Northfield, Minn. — Operator of

seven other small town houses, S. A.
(Sim) Heller purchased both the
Grand and West here. E. 0. Olson,
former Deer River school superin-
tendent, will manage both theaters.

EdRay Bows
Macclenny, Fla.— EdRay Theater

has been completed and opened to
the public and claimed to be one of
the finest small-town theaters in the
state. It is owned by Ray H. Dinkins
and E. W. Crockett.

iFrom Evenson to Phillips

Soldier, la. — Two hundred-seat
Soldier Theater has been sold by
Conrad Evenson to Paul Phillips, for-
merly projectionist in the Iowa Thea-
ter, Onawa.

New Owners Change Name
Marmarth, N. D.—Palace has been

purchased by F. C. Hubbert from
Charles Erickson. House will be re-
named the Lynn.

Showcase Opens in Wamego
Wamego, Kas.—A. E. Garansson

opened his new showcase of the
same name. 610-seat6r costs $100,-
000.

Auto-Vue Now Open
Lewiston, Idaho— Auto Vue The-

ater here has been opened by Mrs.
Mary Pulver.

Motor-In Opens
Sutton, Mass.—Motor-In, the new

drive-in, has been opened here.

Circuit Takes Dolton
Dolton, 111. — Three hundred-seat

Dolton has been taken over by the
Lockwood Circuit of Chicago.

i^ R6VI6UJ OF TH( HEUI FILmS i^
"The Devil's Envoys"

with Arletty, Alain Cuny, Jules Berry

Superfilm 105 Mins.

SHOULD HAVE LENGTHY STAY IN
FOREIGN FILM SITUATIONS: CLASS A
PRODUCTION

Produced and directed by the French

talents that were responsible for "Children

of Paradise," this latest major caliber im-

port, directed by Marcel Came and written

by Jacques Prevert and Pierre Laroche is a

subtle, strange evaluation of moral values

and a moving dissertation on the struggle

between the forces of good and evil

Definitely indicated for the discerning

audience patronizing the house given to

showing foreign films, it should enjoy a

lengthy stay.

Originally titled "Les Visiteurs du Soir,"

the plot derives from a medieval legend

wherein the Devil sends two of his cohorts

to recruit more souls for his domain. Posing

as a pair of minstrels, the two arrive at the

chateau of a nobleman who is celebrating

the pending nuptials of his daughter. The
pair, actually a man and woman who were
once lovers, give a performance, work their

sorcery and become involved with the girl

and her fiance. Arletty, the she-devil in

the case, also sets her cap for the girl's

father, an old man, living on memories of

his dead wife.

The power of love being all-consuming

and beyond the sphere of the Devil, Alain

Cuny develops a profound attachment for

the girl. Meanwhile Arletty has seduced the

fiance and uncovered her disguise to the

parent.

In the guise of a lost nobleman, the Devil

appears one night to check on results. He
finds the original purpose of the two di-

verted and proceeds to bedevil everyone
and everything. Cuny is caught in flagrante

delicto with the girl. Arletty must answer,

too.

From their all-consuming passion, Cuny
and Marie Dea, the girl, evolve rebellious

and beat the Devil at his game. He causes

them to turn to stone and in a rage goes

off to Hell with himself.

Arletty's performance is a rare thing.

Yarn is on the slow moving side for the

most part. Production is first rate in ail

details. Also, this is one of the best Eng-

lish subtitling jobs in many moons.
CAST: Arletty, Jules Berry, Marie Dea, Alain

Cuny, Ledoux, Marcel Herrand, Gabriel Gabrio,
Pierre Labry.
CREDITS: Producer, Andre Paulve; Director,

Marcel Carne; Senario and dialogue, Jacques
Prevert, Pierre Laroche; Photography, Roger Hu-
bert; Sets, George Wakhevitch; Sound, Jacques
Lebreton; Music, Maurice Thiriet; Played by
La Societe Des Concerts du Conservatoire, con-
ducted by Charles Munch.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very Good.

Favorite Has Contest
Contest with $4,000 in prize money

is being launched by Favorite Films
Corp., with awards going to ex-
change with highest percentage of
collections and billings during a play
date drive. End of contest will be
announced later.

M-G-M Readies GWTW Reissue
M-G-M will re-present "Gone With

the Wind" at the Criterion Theater
on Broadway and in about 50 other
Loew houses throughout the coun-
try beginning tomorrow.

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
"Well Oiled"

U-I 7 Mins.
Plenty Laughable

Herein Woody Woodpecker, in

Technicolor, runs out of gas. He
swipes some from a parked car that
proves to be the police. A chase en-
sues. Woody hides in a gas station,

utilizes the various appurtenances,
duels with a grease gun and finally

gets slopped up himself.

"Let's Go Latin"

U-I 10 Mins.
Okay

This one offers Chito Izar making
with the vocals while a bevy of Latin-
American hip tossers do just that.
Izar's songs are familiar and the
audience is given opportunity to
participate.

U-I

"Lights of Broadway"
10 Mins.

Okay
Another in the "Answer Man"

series. It is revealed there are 360,-

000 light bulbs on Broadway, Old
Faithful, in Yellowstone Park erupts
15,000 gallons of water every 65
minutes, the most difficult dive is a
full twist and the speed of outboard
motorboats.

"Brooklyn, U. S. A."
U-I 10 Mins.

Worthwhile
The Borough of the Bums as it

sees itself via the narration of Ted
De Corsia. Accent is authentic. It

is a pictorial tour taking the spec-
tator hither and yon; sightseeing the
shopping district, points of interest,
and at length to Ebbet's Field.

"Play and Plenty"

U-I 9 Mins.
Okay

Interestingly developed survey of
Florida revealing the various knoAvn
and sometimes unknown industries
of the state. Pointed up is the con-
trast 'between Winter vacationland
and agricultural productions, phos-
phates, cattle, etc.

U-I
"Here's Your Answer"

10 Mins.
Diverting

Half dozen questions answered
here include rate of descent for para-
troopers, do Eskimos dance, have
fun; how are whales killed, the odds
against twin, triplet and multiple
births.

Arbitrary Powers of lA
Prexy Told Solon Com.

(Continued from Page 1)

from the International, headed by
Richard F. Walsh. He said the local

and its members, 1,800 film proces-
sors, were replaced by a local which
he called 683 y2, whose officers were
arbitrarily appointed by Walsh's as-

sistant, Roy M. Brewer.

Martin telling of the power used
by lATSE union chief Walsh, said

international president could "scrap"
union constitutions, and had punish-
ment power to file charges against
members he did not like, and to ap-
point a "packed" trial board which
would try them. His union was
ousted, Martin said, for voting to

honor a CSU picket line. Later, how-
ever, he said, Local 683 members
were ousted from independent stu-

dios on orders from Roy Brewer.
Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy,

charged major producers with con-

spiring with lATSE and declared

that industry's overall policy is set

by major companies' home office offi-

cials. He also charged that lA's "dic-

tatorship" prevents labor peace in

Hollywood.
He said MPAA head Eric Johnston

has some progressive labor ideas,

but has not made much progress as

far as studio labor problems are con-

cerned.

Republic Meet Today
Republic directors meeting, post-

poned yesterday, will be held today.

Jameson Building New
Unit In Denver

Denver—Earl Jameson, owner of

Exhibitors Film Delivery, as well as

a shipping and inspection center in

Kansas City, has started construc-
tion of a $80,000 12-volt shipping
and inspection building on film row
here.

Twain Works to Solkow
. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Irving Salkow has
secured rights to Mark Twain's
papers, letters and unpublished ma-
terial. He reports there are from
six to eight hundred unpublished
pieces of material.

Waterman Bros. Add Two
Adelaide, S. A. (By Air Mail)—

The Waterman Bros. Circuit has
added two new houses, the Berri and
Barmera, 700 and 800 seats respec-
tively. Houses will operate three
nights weekly.

Radio Engineers Slate
Slate of nominations of the Insti-

tution of Radio Engineers lists B. E.
Shakelford, for president, R. I.

Smith-Rose, vice-president. Elec-
tion returns will he final Oct. 24.

Natco Receives Navy Order
Chicago—Natco Company has re-

ported the receipt of a U. S. Navy
order for 752 Model 391, special

Navy 16 mm. projectors for delivery
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Reels Discount Tele's

News Coverage Claims

(Continued from Page 1)

in a drive for local markets. N€w_s-

reel companies deny that they will

be forced to alter their system at

present, but admit that they will

evolve with any innovations pre-

sented. They offer their experience

a3 proof that they can meet compe-
tition, and even offer a few twists of

their own.
Tele Scoops Newsreels

However, despite shrugging off the

television attempts, when confronted
with the verity that tele can, and
has, scooped the newsreels by days
on certain events, the newsreel men
admit that they are benefitted by
the entrance into their field of a prod.

Chief drawback to television re-

mains so far, its dependence upon
films, with live shows appearing on
but a fraction of the daily schedule.

Tele men speak in terms of films

rather than on-the-spot pickups when
discussing special events. They have
found the edited version, delivered

shortly after the actual event, far

more successful than a hurried direct

transmission.
Newsreel companies say that tele-

vision newscasts offer negligible

competition to their specialty and,

far from presenting innovations, are
instead using motion picture news-
reel technique—and staffs, recruited
straight from the established news-
reel companies.

Motion picture men are under-
standably comfortable in their still

firm hold on visual audiences as tele-

vision, despite its fumbling toward
adapting itself to audio-visual news
presentation, still remains a small-
time affair when compared with the
number of newsreel viewers in the-
aters.

Slant on Theater Tele

Both motion picture and television

men view large-screen theater tele-

vision non-committally, claiming that
the process isn't perfected enough to

offer any basis of working the system

REPORTS BIG 16MM FACT FILM DEMAND
Dr. Switz Sees Widespread Use of Information and

Factual Films an Aid to U. S. Foreign Policy

Chicago—Use of 16 mm. films in

the entertainment field is just a

broadening of an existing market,

but the use of factual, informative

and educational films represents a

completely new development abroad,

Theodore M. Switz, vice-president of

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
stated on his return here from a

lengthy trip to the Far East.
"Demand for such films comes not

only from schools, but also from
church groups, clubs, trade unions

and educational centers. At the pres-

ent stage there is more interest from
pioneers than from large-scale effec-

tive demand, principally because the

number of sound projectors overseas

is still very small," Dr. Switz said.

"Problem of making cultural films

for use abroad is complicated," Dr.

Switz added.
"The showing of American factual,

informational and educational films

abroad is a definite contribution to

our country's foreign policy," Dr.

Switz said.

WoUaston Files for Nov.
Vote on Sunday Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

Sunday question in November elec-

tions.

Wollaston said no further cam-

paign action will be taken by those

favoi'ing Sunday shows. The issue

was kept from the ballot at the last

election due to faulty signatures on

petitions.

The petition signed 'by 9,170 resi-

dents contained 278 pages. It re-

quires only 4,858 signatures or qual-

ified voters, or 20 per cent of the vote
received by the leading candidate at

the last election.

Austrian Leaves RKO Tele;

Joins Advertising Agency

(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe, it was announced yesterday.

Austrian, who has served as presi-

dent of RKO Television Corp., will

become veepee in charge of tele-

vision for Foote, Cone & Belding.

Formerly an assistant vice-pres-

ident of RCA Manufacturing, Aus-
trian served on the War Production
Board planning committee, before
becoming vice-president and then
president of RKO Television. He has
been active in TBA and is a Fellow
of the SMPE, a member of its tele-

vision committee and has just been
nominated treasurer. He is also a
senior memher of the Institute of

Radio Engineers.

Para. Spending $12

Million on 8 Films

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Canadian"; "The Long Grey
Line," with Alan Ladd; "Sainted
Sisters," with Betty Hutton; "The
Sealed Verdict," with Ra--- " '^lalland

and Florence Marley; "i^ (,c^^^^Sn
Affair," with Jean Arthur, a Bing
Crosby starred version of "A (Con-

necticut Yankee," in Technicolor; i

"Hazard" and "Sorrowful Jones,"
starring Bob Hope.

Exhibs., Govt. Agree to Ban
NSW Building for 3 Yrs.

REUI POSTS

TED HAMMER, office manager, Eagle-Lion, In-

dianapolis.

JOHN BAMISTER, maintenance man. Loew's Poll

Palace, Hartford, Conn.

JOSEPH CUSITOS, JAMES ROGGINS, RICHARD
THOMPSON, ushers. Palace, New Britain,

Conn.

MAC WOODS, manager. State and Riolto, Semi-
nole, Okla.

FLOYD BARTON, manager, Brauntex, New Braufl-

fels, Tex.

PETE KEMPF, manager, Rialto and Rib, Refugio,
Tex.

ELBERT STANFORD, manager. Plaza, State and
and Ritz, Gainesville, Tex.

MARCINE LITTLE, manager. Will Rogers, Okla-
homa City.

HENRY BRENNER, manager, Haltnorth, Cleve-
land.

WALTER R. HILL, manager. New Center, Cen-
treville, Md.

G. EARL SMITH, monager, WB Ritz, Wilmington,
Del.

GEORGE RUDLOFF, assistant manager, WB
Queen, Wilmington, Del.

into theatrical presentations. Both
admit, however, that in a few years
it will very definitely be part of ex-

hibition, though innumerable bugs
will have to be ironed out both in

the exhibition end, where franchises

will come into the picture, and pos-

sibly, the union end, where some
form of working system must be
evolved.
Motion picture men are beginning

to perk up their ears when they read
figures like some just released on
the grovd:h of television in the last

seven months. More than $17,000,000
was spent by the public on video re-

ceivers in that period. RCA reports
over 43,000 sets sold and installed

by the industry since November,
1946, when RCA television retail

sales started. Average retail price

was $400.
Eighteen American manufacturers

are now engaged, or have plans to

build and sell television home re-

ceivers.

In addition to the 11 tele stations

now in operation, many new stations

are expected to go on the air before
the end of 1947. These will be in

Baltimore, with two stations; Chi-

cago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Rich-
mond and Toledo, among others. By
the end of 1948 other stations are
expected to be in operation in Minne-
apolis, Boston, Miami, Milwaukee,
Philadelphia, Albuquerque and Buf-
falo.

15,000 Sets Installed
Not to be shrugged off lightly are

the some 15,000 sets already installed

and educating an audience of spot-

news appreciators in. saloons

throughout the nation.

With 30 impressive a set of figures,

motion picture men are understand-

ably on the lookout for any break
that could set tele up as competition
for the movie-going public's time.
The consensus is that the time isn't

as yet ripe for anything revolution-
ary to happen, though none are so
confident that they will make any
downright prognostication.

The situation is one of watchfui
waiting. Both tele and motion pic-

tures are now practically one and
the same, considering the prepond-
erance of films in tele broadcasts.
They have much to learn from each
other, and their interests now appear
to be nearly identical.

If it is believed that the film in-

dustry is sleeping while tele creeps
up, that's nonsense. Both are pro-
gressing and observing each other
until that time in the future when
they may be forced to meet on the
same plane.

Sydney (By Air Mail)—There will

be no new theater construction in

New South Wales for three years it

was learned here following an agree-
ment reached between exhibitors and
the government.
Where a project is under way and

the materials have been acquired,
work will be allowed to proceed to
completion. Exceptions for which
permits will be issued will be for
repairs found absolutely necessary
to preserve the property. Also,
where a theater has been ordered to
make repairs fcy government author-
ity.

The move, generally acceptable to
exhibitors and circuit operators, will
assist in conserving materials sorely
needed for housing.

Gross Moving in Cleveland
Cleveland—Frank Gross, head of

the independent theater circuit which
bears his name, has moved from the
Film Bldg. to the first floor of the
United Artist Bldg. on E. 23rd St.

He owns and operates the Broadvue,
New Y, Grand and Maple Heights,
Cleveland; also the Stillwell and Bed-
ford Theaters, Bedford.

FSC Acquires Two
Rights for Latin American dis-

tribution have been acquired by For-
eign Screen Corp. for "Talk About
Jacqueline," British pic, and "Boc-
caccio," Italian-made film, produced
by Venus-Rome.

Hoppen a Theater Broker
Denver — Paul Hoppen, one-time

operator of the Plaza, has opened a
theater brokerage office.

Cagney Begins "Valiant"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With the last sequence

of "The Time of Your Life" com-
pleted, Cagney Productions has al-

ready launched filming activity on
"Only The Valiant." It was stated
by William Cagney that he has
alerted virtually the entire cast of
the completed film for "Valiant."

Brazil Conferees See
M-G-M 16MM. Product

Nightly 16 mm. shows are being

presented for delegates to the In-

ter-American Defense Conference in

Petropolis, Brazil, by the narrow

gauge representatives of M-G-M. The
screenings, first a good-will gesture

and also a demonstration of the tech-

nical advances in that type of ex-

hibition were arranged by Richard

Brenner, M-G-M Brazilian manager,

and Annibal Maya, 16 mm. chief In

the territory.
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Indian Independence Disrupts Film Industry
Moslem-Hindu Conflicts

Close Theaters, Halts

New Production Plans

Bombay (By Air Mail) — Com-
munal riots, with their attendant cur-
fews, arrests, murders and punitive
fines, have resulted in an almost
complete stoppage of Indian produc-
tion and are seriously disrupting dis-

tribution and exhibition in this coun-
try. Situation is so bad that even
the producers considered solvent so

far are closing down, while others
are settling with their creditors or

planning to liquidate.

Theaters, unable to operate after

(Continued on Page 4)

French Reveal Dollars

Being Drained Fast

Was-I,l,uit„ii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — French dollar ex-

change is now being dished out of

the bottom of the barrel, the French
Embassy here said Friday, while
MPAA headquarters pointed out that
American pix companies are still tak-

(Continued on Page 6)

Film Co. Dividends
Ahead of Last Year

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Publicly reported

cash dividend payments by pix com-
panies during the month of July con-
tinued to run far ahead of the 1946
figures, according to an accounting

(Continued on Page 4)

Granada, Lungford
Sign for Ad Pix

London (By Air Mail)—Granada

Theaters and Langford & Co. have

signed a contract calling for exhibi-

tions of advertising films in Gran-

ada houses. Contract extends to most

of the theaters operated by Sidney

Bernstein, including those recently

acquired by J. G. and R. B. Wain-
wright. One ad film per week will

be shown. Heretofore the two cir-

cuits did not play this type film.

Alliefl Exhihs. SeeU 60-Day Ascap Extensions
In Move to Gain Time for Fight on New Rates

Wired suggestion of Abram F. Myers, Allied States general council, that mem-
bers of Allied units take advantage of the 60-day temporary licenses offered in

the Ascap notice of cancellation evidently has been acted upon.

More than 200 exhibitor members of Allied Theaters of Illinois, according to

an Ascap spokesman, last week took advantage of the offer and applied for

the 60-day permits at existing rates. At the same tinrie 10 Illinois Allied mem-
bers waived the two-months respite and have signed at the new schedule which

takes affect on the expiration of present contracts on Oct. 1.

Myers' communication to units urged exhibitors to ask for the 60-day respite

to afford time to organize a fight against the new Ascap rates without exposing

exhibitors to penalty.

Century Showmanship

Meeting on Sept. 30

Century Circuit will hold its first

Showmanship Convention at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel on Sept. 30.

All home office officials, district and
theater managers will attend the
all-day session.

Theme will be "Back to Showman-
ship," with emphasis placed on the

(Continued on Page 6)

NYC Amusement Tax Seen
To Finance Housing

Possibility of a New York City
amusement tax reared its head again
at the week-end as a potential solu-

tion to the estimated $1,770,000
deficit that may be created by six

proposed publijc housing projects.

Board of Estimate at the week-end
gave its unanimous approval to the

(Continued on Page 4)

Urges Greater Exhib.

Spending for Pix Ads

End of cui-tailed theater advertis-

ing expenditures, and their restora-

tion to pre-cut levels, is an industry

essential, according to Al Zimbalist,

ad-publicity-exploitation director for

Film Classics.

Zimbalist's comment was occa-

sioned by recent exhibitor criticism

of reported trimming in budgets by
(Continued on Page 7)

Theater Building Dollar

Volume is Off Sharply

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Dollar volume of

new theater construction started in

1947 has fallen off sharply from the

corresponding figure for 1946, ac-

cording to figures released by the
Department of Commerce. Total for

the first eight months of this year
(Continued on Page 4)

Distribs. Sight on Drive-ins
See Substantial Rentals from Auto Parks

Ohio and Washington Top
Commerce Depts. Lists of

28 States' Collections

McCoy Named E-L Mgr.
For Southeastern Dist.

Ralph L. McCoy has been named
Eagle-Lion district manager for the

Southeastern district, comprising At-
lanta, Charlotte and Memphis, A. W.
Schwalberg, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, announced Fri-

(Continued on Page 7)

Formal recognition that Drive-In

theaters not only are here to stay

but can be counted upon for a sub-

stantial slice of annual income will

be part of the new season's distribu-

tion policy by practically all major
companies, The Film Daily learns.

Up until recently, a number of

distributors had remained aloof with
respect to Drive-ins, either with-

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With the states of

Ohio and Washington leading the
list, 28 states collected an estimated
$14,216,000 in taxes on admissions
and other amusements exclusive of
parimutuel and licensing levies dur-
ing the 1947 fiscal year, the Depart-
ment of Commerce reported at the
week-end. The three per cent admis-
sions levy in the Buckeye State ac-

(Continued on Page 4)

DJ Experts 'Watching'

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Major efforts of

three Department of Justice anti-

trust experts are being concentrated
on the preparation of briefs and
arguments to present to the Supreme
Court in three pending pix cases

(Continued on Page 6)

Legion's Gone; Broadway,
Bistros Glad, Showbiz Sad

With the week-end exodus of the

200,000 or so Legionnaires, Broad-
way business is back to normal. And
'businessmen are glad of it. Bistros

and hostels did a land office business,

(Continued on Page 6)

Watchman In Debut;
Thieves Miss Cash

Providence — It was Thomas Di

Raimo's first night as watchman at

E. M. Loew's Drive-In on the Provi-

dence-Pawtucket Line, but he had

seen enough movies to know what

to do when bandits sneaked behind

him. He came up swinging, floored

two before two more overpowered

him.

David J. Cummings, manager,

checked the safe to find $60 in

change still safe. Also still safely

tucked away was $75—in the pockets

of his trousers hanging on the wall.
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Columbia Picts. vtc.

.

Columbia Picts. pfd..

East. Kodak •.

Gen. Prec. Eq

Loew's, Inc

Paramount

RKO
Republic Pict

Republic Pict. Pfd.. .

20th Century-Fox . .

.

Universal Pict

Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. . .

.

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

High

16%
21

171/4

•74

44

181/2

203/4

231/8

11%
43/4

111/4

271/4

181/8

143/4

CURB
3%
3

35/8

123/4

Low Close

167/8 16%
21 21

171/4 171/4

74 74

43% 44

183/8 183/8

20% 203/4

221/2 23%
115/8 11%
4% 43/4

111/4 111/4

27 27

18 18

141/2 145/8

MARKET
33/4 37/8

2% 3

31/2 3%
123/4 123/4

Net
Chg.

- %
- Vz
-

Vz

- 1

- %
- %
- Vz

+ %
+ %

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinccolor 6% 6%
Pathe 43/8 53/8

MERVIN ASH « CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on lilted and da-
listed securities available upon re<|ii«st.

Telephone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominc nno Goinc
BEN KALMENSON, Warner veepee and gen-

eral sales manager, returned at the week-end
from a trip to the Coast.

RODNEY BUSH, 20th-Fox exploitation man-
ager, will return today from a two-week Coast
trip.

GEORGE GENERALIS and DICK DUBE, of the

20th-Fox publicity staff, left over the week-end
for San Francisco.

JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films, returns to

his desk today from a two-weeks vacation.

LOU PELEGRINE, Paromount trade press con-

tact, returns today from a Canadian vacation.

JEROME J. COHEN, film industry insurance

man, is en route to South America on a busi-

ness-pleasure jaunt.

STEVE BROIDY, Allied Artists president, and

NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of Monogram
International, are in Rome for confabs on plans

to make a film there.

WILLARD PARKER, Columbia player, arrived

from the Coast yesterday.

JAMES A. SIXSMITH, Paramount's secretary-

treasurer for Australia and New Zealand, left

for the Coast Saturday, en route to Australia

after a three-week stay at the home office.

Operators' Strike Meeting
Cancelled; Peace Likely

Local 306's mass meeting sched-

uled for yesterday at the Manhattan
Center was called off in the face of

continuing negotiations between the
union and the representatives of

RKO, Loew's, WB, Paramount, Uni-
versal and Trans-Lux circuits, as
well as the Roxy and Music Hall.

Meet had originally been set for
a voice vote on whether the mem-
bers of the Moving Picture Machine
Operators' Union should walk out
from those theaters where no new
agreement had been arrived at.

So far six-year agreements in-

cluding 15 per cent wage hike and
biennial wage-re-opening clause have
been signed with Randforce and
Skouras circuits, ITO theaters, Joel-

son and Studio.

MacKaig UA Denver Chief

Denver—Kenneth R. MacKaig has
been named manager of the UA
branch here. He was formerly a
salesman in the Los Angeles office.

MacKaig is the second Golden Circle
winner in the UA sales force to be-
come a branch head. Golden Circle
awards are designed to create a" pool
of future company executives.

Adler Prexy of 812

Chicago — Clyde Adler has been
elected president of the recently or-
ganized Studio Mechanics Union,
Local 812. Other officers are Lester
B. Hamilton, secretary - treasurer,
and Jerry J. Brie, business agent.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

304 E. 44th ST., NEW YORK 19
CIr 6-6686

Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

RITA HAYWORTH, Columbia star, returned
from Europe on the Queen Elizabeth. During her

trip Miss Hayworth visited Holland, Belgium,
Fronce, Switzerland, Itoly, Germany, Czecho-
slovakia and England.

F. C. HENRY, Paramount International divi-

sion manager for the Far East, returned over

the week-end from a survey trip of his territory.

LINDA SALZBERGER, assistant to Paul Acker-
man, Paramount International director of adver-
tising-publicity, is on vacation in Leominster,
Mass.

HAL WALLIS and his wife, LOUISE FAZENDA
returned from Europe on the Queen Elizabeth.

JOHN FARROW and his production staff are
in from the Coast to shoot scenes for Para-
mount's "The Long Grey Line" at West Point.

ALAN LADD, star of the film, and his wife,

SUE CAROL are due from Hollywood tomorrow.

GLORIA GRAHAME, RKO player, is due to

visit New York this week.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., is due in town on
Sept. 11.

EDDIE CANTOR leaves for St. Louis and Chi-
cago on Friday.

STEVE BRENER, Walter Reade publicity chief,

left for Montauk Point over the week-end for a
week's vacation at a Dude Ranch.

Initial Ampa Fall Lunch
Will Honor 16MM. Industry

Opening meeting of the Fall sea-
son of Ampa luncheons, Sept. 17, at
the Town Hall Luncheon Club, will

be a salute to the 16 mm. branch of
the industry.
Dave Bader, past president, has

been selected by Arnold' Stoltz, pres-
ident, to be chairman of the opening
program. Phil Williams, vice-pres-
ident, will work with Bader. Stoltz
will shortly announce other members
of the committee.

SHIP ALL

THE WAY

on|airwaybill
fo 757 destinations in

EUROPE, AFRICA

NEAR and FAR EAST

Tv^o New York terminals: La Guardia

Field (Hangar 4) and 5 Pearl Street.

Consult your BROKER cf Telephone PL 9-7CCC

AIR
FRANCE

FRENCH NATIONAL AIRLINE

683 Fifth Ave., New York 22

'/Jj
415 Boylston St., Boston 15

Sensational Development
Invented in U. K. for 16MM.

Republic Declares Dividend
Board of directors of Republic Pic-

tures voted a regular quarterly divi-

dent of 25 cents per share on the
company's preferred stock, payable
Oct. 1, to stockholders of record
Sept. 10.

Paramount Drive Started

. , Paramount's 1947 sales drive
opened Sunday and terminates Nov.
29. Sales personnel are competing
for the largest prizes ever awarded
by Paramount in a sales competition.

NEW YORK THEATERS

1— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
—

Rockefeller Center

CARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

x^ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents \

I

DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO
j

I

and the Goldwyn Girls in ,

&̂£^:c o L

p^r£Cf//V/COCOK

BROADWAY ;iSJ^\
i 4S)h 5ltM»^ 'ASTOR

London (By Air Mail)—Revolu-
tionary development in the mechan-
ical engineering field of the 16 mm.
sound head and projector system was
privately demonstrated here last

week. Demonstration models have
been constructed by the Mile^^hir-
craf t, Ltd. and it is expected th p.-ew

development will be marketed within

six months.

Called the Harper Sound System,
a 16 mm. film with a 35 mm. sound
track passes through the exciter sys-
tem in the same manner as 3-5 mm.
film. This is due to printing of suc-
cessive images on alternate frames
and the projector movement is so
geared that at each operation of the
shutter two frames pass the gate
instead of one, missing each inter-
mediate image. Film is then re-
versed and run again in order to
project the frames that missed the
first time. Process is said to lengthen
life of prints considerably.

an SCREEN

GABLE-KERR
in M-G-M's

'The HUCKSTERS'

%H PERSON

MAX BAER and

SIAPSIE MAXIE

Sammy Fidler
and Orch.

Plus OTHERS
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Ohio, Washington Led

n Adm. Tax Receipts

(Continued from Page 1)

counted for $3,051,000, while a total

collection of $3,004,000 was reported
from Washington. In the latter state

the rates vary from city to city

—

with the cities taxing admissions un-
der authority of a state law.
Kentucky's 20 per cent tax brought

a yield of $1,587,000, while brokerage
taxes and other miscellaneous levies

in New York State yielded a total

of $1,507,000. The 20 per cent tax
in Mississippi brought in a total of

$900,000.
Other states, and the amounts rea-

lized from admissions and amuse-
ments levies, follow: Alabama, $150,-

000; California, $256,000; Delaware,
$87,000; Florida, $572,000; Illinois,

$650,000; Indiana, $38,000; Louis-
iana, $91,000; Maryland, $300,000;^

Massachusetts, $53,000; Michigan,'

$72,000; Minnesota, $35,000; Mon-
tana, $43,000; New Hampshire, $365,-

000; New Jersey, $114,000; Okla-
homa, $179,000; Pennsylvania, $90,-

000; Ehode Island, $12,000; South
Carolina, $368,000; Tennessee, $450,-
000; Texas, $178,000 and Virginia,

$8,000.
Figures for Connecticut and Ne-

braska were not available.

NYC Amusement Tax Seen
To Finance Housing

'Continued from Page 1)

N. Y. City Housing Authority to go
ahead with the construction of the
"white collar" unit in which rentals
will be limited to $12.50 a room, and
suggested that any deficit that may
arise be paid for out of special taxes,
which must first be voted by the City
Council and the Board of Estimate.

It was proposed that the deficit

be paid out of one or more of the
following "special" levies: amuse-
ments, telephones, patent medicines,
tobacco, vending machines, and occu-
pancy tax on commercial premises.

Altec Lansing In Lease Deal
M'csf Coast a urea n of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A deal has been con-

cluded between Altec Lansing and
Northern Electric Co., Ltd., by which
the latter becomes exclusive agent
for the manufacture, sale and lease
in Canada and Newfoundland for all

Altec Lansing products.

ALONG

Tuesday's Tele-lines
• • • PROTESTANT MOTION PICTURE COUNCIL of the

Protestant Film Commission for the first time in the history of its

reviewing service has decided that no picture "adequately meets the

Council's standard for the designation" of picture-of-the-month

Council considers the decision "an indictment of current movies and a

challenge to movie-makers. ... • Harold Russell, of Samuel Goldwyn's

"The Best Years of Our Lives," will make a personal appearance at the

Essaness' Oriental Theater, Chicago, starting Thursday. ... • Maurice

A. Bergman, U-I Eastern advertising-publicity director, will address

Schine Chain Theaters managers at their regional meeting in Syracuse

tomorrow A guest spot on Louella O. Parson's ABC network pro-

gram Sunday has been set for William Powell Commentator and

star will discuss Warner's "Life With Father. ... • Vincent Trotta,

National Screen Service art director, is in Atlantic City judging his 13th

consecutive. Miss America Beauty Pageant

T T T
• • • AFTER BEING SQUIRTED 22 times by celebrating Legion-

naires Terry Lysiak, cashier at the Victoria Theater decided

it was time for retaliatory action So with Maurice Maurer's okay,

she equipped herself with a water pistol and squirted every Legion-

naire that approached her window Invariably, the funster took the

table-turning with a laugh. ... • Maurier also tells about the "lost

bracelet" gag which UA publicists pulled in connection with "Lured"

Forty bracelets, carrying the Victoria's address were deliberately

lost And up to Friday almost 30 were returned. ... • Report that

he had resigned as a UA director is wrong, Herbert Jacoby to!d Phil M.

"Was away on vacation in Nova Scotia," he explained

Hempstead Lauds, Thanks
O'Dwyer for "Jennie" Aid

Bolstering Mayor O'Dwyer's re-

cent move to facilitate and induce

film production here, David Hemp-
stead, who produced "Portrait of

Jennie" in the New York area, on
Friday told the Mayor his under-
standing of problems and assistance

in effecting their solution were singu-

lar in the 16 years of his experience

in the industry.
"It would be difficult to place a

proper value upon the production
assets which you, your great city
and the members of your staff and
commission made possible for us. To
have reproduced such landmarks as
The Cloisters, the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, Central Park and the vistas of
the Hudson backed up by the tower-
ing architecture of New York would
have been impossible from both an
artistic and financial point of view,"
Hempstead told the Mayor.
"To be in New York is always a

pleasure. To make a motion picture
here is an experience which I sin-
cerely hope I may some day repeat,"
Hempstead said.

Mew B & L Vice-Prexies
Rochester—Ivan L. Nixon and Ben

A. Ramaker have been elected vice-
presidents of Bausch & Lomb Optical
Co.

Film Co. Dividends
Ahead of Last Year

(Continued from Page 1)

released by the Department of Com-
merce. These figures, the Depart-
ment explained, account for about 60

per cent of all cash dividends paid.

Total for pix companies was $4,-

521,000, compared with only $3,182,-
000 a year earlier. July payments
did not keep pace with the $7,967,-
000 paid out in June—but the three-
month total for May, June and July
rose to $12,676,000, which is $60,000
better than the total for April, May
and June. Three month total for
the period ending in July, 1946, was
$9,826,000.

Theater Building Dollar
Volume is Off Sharply

(Continued from Page 1)

is estimated at $55,000,000 for all
social and recreational buildings

—

which is the nearest thing to a
breakdown showing theater construc-
tion alone provided by the Depart-
ment.
Eight-month total last year was

$79,000,000—the 12-month total for
1946 reached $121,000,000.

Total for August of last year was
$14,000,00, while the August figure
for this year was only $8,000,000.
July, 1947, tally was also $8,000,000.

Indian Independence

Disrupts Pic industry

(Continued from Page 1)

dark, are not drawing enough at-

tendance at their daytime shows to

pay expenses. Only exceptio^jii., ap-

pears to be in Madras Prorei'ce,

where theaters and production com-

panies continue to operate under nor-

mal schedules.

Observers here believe that the

setback is so serious that production
will be resumed only when the riots

are fully quelled. In the meantime
normal financial channels have been
closed.

Distribution of imported features
is suffering along with domestic pro-

duct and a planned expansion of 16
mm. theaters into theaterless areas
is stymied for the time being be-
cause of a shortage of food in those
districts.

Meanwhile new taxes have been
imposed in many provinces. For in-

stance, the entertainment tax in

Madras has been jumped a third to

50 per cent more than former rates.

In addition the India government has
raised income and other tax rates and
has levied a new business profits tax
of 16-2/3 per cent on what is left

after the payment of income levies

and dividends.

Legion's Gone; Broadway,
Bistros Glad, Showbiz Sad

(Continued from Page 1)

but Broadway theaters were more
hindered than helped by the influx of
fun-seeking vets. Several legit

houses, for example, had to postpone
the curtain raising by half an hour
because many patrons could not get
to the shows on time.
Many New Yorkers who normally

attend Broadway film houses stayed
away because of the New Year's Eve
atmosphere in town.

Premiere For Short
Topeka—A special midnight pre-

view of "King of the Carnival" will

usher in the world premiere of the

film at the Jayhawk Theater, Thurs-
day. Film was shot at the Topeka
Fair Grounds last year. Government
dignitaries are expected to attend.

Film is a Warner featurette in Tech-
nicolor.

Joyce Sells Parkway
Iowa Park, Tex.—Albert Reed and

Leroy Daniel have purchased the
Parkway Theater here from Mrs. J.

B. Joyce.

ii J^end vJ>liftkda

7 ^^ o J.:ree tin as
Sept. 2

David Rollins Ernest Hickson
Larry Weiner



St. Louis Goes

with the biggest Paramount opening

since "Blue Skies." And that ain't hay!

Paramount's

"Fabulous Five"—

Welcome Stranger,

Dear Ruth,

Perils of Pauline,

Desert Fury

and Variety Girl

become:

Paramount's
Sensational

Six

tf

ALAN DOROTHY

LADD • LAMOUR
ROBERT LLOYD

PRESTON ' NOLAN

:--.. with

DICK ERDMAN . ALLEN JENKINS

Producid tiy ROBERT FELLOWS • Dinctid by TAY GARNETT

Screen Play by John Monks, Jr.

KEEP AMERICA
UNCONQUERED
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DJ Experts 'Wakhing'

NY Decree Observance

(Continued from Page 1)

this Winter, with Department at-

torneys admitting that they have
relatively little time to do much more
now than "watch" the movements of

the majors to observe the New York
decree.

Court action to enforce the decree

terms is something to which the De-
partment would resort only in the

event of "pretty flagrant" violation,

where remedial action would be def-

initely worth while, a Department
spokesman remarked.
"On the other hand," he added, "the

fact that we are not taking action

on a number of things now does not

necessarily mean that we agree with
the companies in all their determina-
tions."

What it apparently does mean is

that the funds of the anti-trust

division of the Department— cut last

year by the Attorney General be-

fore they ever went to Congress

—

would not permit any expensive and
time-consuming court moves. All

efforts are being channeled into the

three arguments, with Robert L.

Wright, now vacationing, concentrat-

ing his ett'ort on preparation of the

Government material to present to

the Supreme Court in the New York
case against the majors; Philip_ Mar-
cus working on the Schine cas'e and
Milton Kallis on the Griffith case.

Assignment of a single lawyer to

these cases is indicative of the

pinched condition of the division bud-

get. Batteries of high-priced lawyers
are preparing defendant cases.

Sues on "Spellbound" Music

Emanuel Lackow on Friday filed

ouit in Federal Court claiming that
the music of his song, "Silver Cara-
vans," was infringed m "Spellbound"
and "Spellbound Concerto," by Mik-
los Rozsa. Seeking an injunction, ac-

counting of profits and attorney fees,

Lackow named Ascap, United Artists,

Vanguard, David 0. Selznick, SRO,
Selznick-International, Loew's, Chap-
pel & Co., Bulova Corp., Biow Co.

and Rozsa as defendants.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Coporol-Manders
St. Louis—Gloria Caporal, daugh-

ter of .John Caporal, president of

Wellston Amusement Co., and a
neice of Charles, George and Spyros
Skouras, was married to William
Manders, Detroit attorney.

Emery-Clinger
Chicago—Claire Emery, secretary

in the M-G-M office here, has been
married to Vernon dinger. They
will live in Colorado.

Goldstein-Hoffman
Minneapolis — Waltei' Hoffman,

20th-Fox field exploiteer, was mar-
ried here to Marilyn Goldstein.

HOLLVUIOOD-VIIIE VDRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

LJARRY JOE BROWN and Casey Robinson have formed a new indie produc-

ing company to mai<e "Rain Before Seven" for Columbia release^ Henry

Fonda, Vincent Price and Peter Lorre have been signed for the male leads.

Most likely contenders for femme honors are Rita Hayworth and Ida Lupino.

... -^ Audie Murphy, whose claim to fame is national recognition as the

most decorated G.I. of World War II, will make his screen debut in Para.'s

"The Long Grey Line," as a West Point cadet. . . . -^ That studio has

revived a 1914 Somerset Maugham play, "Land of Promise," to be remade

this fall and titled "The Canadian." ... -^ Robert Alda's next at Warners

will be "April Showers" with Jack Carson and Ann Sothern. ... -jlr Same

studio has cast John Hoyt and Cecil Kellaway in "Christopher Blake." . . .

^ Mack Gray, long time friend and manager of George Raft, will play a

bookie in his employ in RKO's "Race Street." . . . if Bill Williams and

Barbara Hale (Mr. & Mrs.) will continue at RKO with the help of some

newly lifted options. . . . '^Elaine Riley replaces Dorinda Clifton as the

femme lead in the Hopalong Cassidy Westerns at UA. . . -^ Coleen Gray

will co-star with John Payne and George Montgomery in "The Ballad of

Furnace Creek," which Fred Kohlmar is producing at Twentieth-Fox.

(Continued from Page 1)

holding their product from them ot

giving them only very old pictures.

Now, however, it is planned to make
new pictures available to the Drive-
in spots, with clearances worked out
so as to maintain harmony with reg-
ular theaters.

One factor in bringing about the
change of attitude toward the Drive-
in spots is the fact that these opera-
tions are reported able and willing
to pay good prices for product. A
good film attraction, it is pointed
out, draws big crowds to the open-
air spots, thereby resulting in big
business for the refreshment and
other concessions.
Summer competition for theaters

by families going on auto trips, now
that cars are increasing in number,
can be largely offset by catching
these crowds in open-air Drive-ins,
sales executives figure. Also sig-

nificant in pointing to future expan-
sion of the Drive-In field is the fact
that this type of theater will be dis-

cussed at the next convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
in October.

Walsh, Sorrell Exchange
Views Before Probe Com.

It est Coast Bureau of IHH FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard F. Walsh,

lATSE International President, tes-

tified before a House Labor sub-
committee that there "seemed to be
a communist element in battle out
here" referring to the studio strike.

Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy, ac-
cused an unnamed producer of offer-

ing Walsh a $56,000 "jackpot -deal" to
compromise his union, and Walsh de-
fied the subcommittee to prove he
was ever paid off by anyone. Walsh
accused CSU of spending $10,000 to
unseat him.

Century Showmanship

(Continued from Page 1)

necessity for all Century personnel to

become actively aware that the
"gravy business" of the war years is

over.
Meeting will be opened by Fred

J. Schwartz, Century vice-president.

He will be followed by J. R. Springer,
general theater manager; Martin H.
Newman, Leslie R. Schwartz, Sam
Goodman, Leonard Satz, Robert Ul-
man, Edward Schreiber. They will

discuss phases of showmanship with
which they are connected in the cir-

cuit's operation. Top industry figures
have also been invited to speak.

License is Issued to

Golden Valley Stand

Minneapolis— The Golden Valley
city council issued a license last

week to Gordie Greene and Jack
Wright to build a theater in the Min-
neapolis suburb, thus climaxing a

bitter fight in which Greene's appli-

cation was opposed by members of

the council and others, mainly on the
grounds the site for the house was
not centrally located. Charges of a
"frameup" and "petty politics" en-
tered the controversy at early village
and council meetings. Two other
applications had been filed. Greene's
new theater will be named "The Vil-
lage" and will have 1,000 seats.

Hold Ballenger Rites
Washiugton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Funeral services

were held here Saturday for William
F. Ballenger, manager of the Grand,
Pittsburgh, who died of a cerebral
hemorrhage. Ballenger entered the
film business in 1910 with the Gen-
eral Film Co. He took over manage-
ment of the Grand in 1938. Surviving
are his widow, a daughter and three
sisters.

rench Reveal Dollars

em
(Continued from Page 1)

ing dollars out of the United King-

dom without hinderance.

Only about $30,000,000 of the

quarter billion borrowed
Ijreic'-^^

French from the World BauiP^Jast

Spring is left today, the Embassy
said following receipt of reports from
Paris of new curbs on spending of

dollars. Nor did the Embassy know
of any immediate plan to seek a

new loan to restore even temporarily
a dollar balance.
The State Department said it has

no plan to help France prior to the
implementation of the Marshall plan.

In the meantime, no word of any
shutdown on Hollywood imports or

remittances has been received at

MPAA headquarters here. Likewise,
there has been no word of any dif-

ficulty in withdrawing dollar bal-

ances from the U. K., and so long-

as this situation continues MPAA is

apparently in no rush to demand con-
cessions from the British govern-
ment.

Because of the backlog of films in

London now, the embargo on further
shipments can stand for several
months with no serious shortage of

American product resulting. The
question of taxing re-issues is one
which has not yet been settled, al-

though the British trade seems to

feel that a re-issue will be subject

to the 75 per cent ad valorem tax for

each new print made.

Radio Response Shows
Keen Polish Audiences

A 20-minute radio broadcast ovei'

Radio Polsky in the nature of an
interview with Dan LaRoche, MPEA
publicity chief in Poland, drew 3,949

letters from listeners in Lodz, large
Polish city, local office of MPEA re-

ports.

Interest is an indication of wide-
spread popularity of U. S. films.

LaRoche gave verbal previews of 15

MPEA films set for forthcoming re-

lease in the country.

Enthusiasm evidenced resulted in

an invitation to LaRoche by i-adio

officials to conduct a series of pro-

grams indefinitely. Program goes on
the air at 9 p.m. Sunday, peak listen-

ing period.

Greenthal Named Ad
Rep. for Eagle Lion
Monroe Greenthal Co. has been

named advertising representative for

Eagle Lion, Max E. Youngstein, di-

rector of advertising-publicity-exploi-

tation for the film company, an-

nounced. Greenthal Agency will han-

dle local and national campaigns in

newspapers, national and fan maga-
zines and radio.
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Urges Greater Exhib.

Spending for Pix Ads

(Continued from Page 1)

distributors, theater operators main-
taining that still greater outlay is

necessary to "keep 'em coming" in a
period, when grosses are claimed to
be .rr^ning

^^*S?,

.JIL here are any advertising cuts
as was stated recently by Ed Schrei
ber, advertising- head of Century
Theaters, it was done so, I am sure,

to improve the sales of motion pic-

tures on a national scale rather than
to hurt picture possibilities," said
Zimbalist. "For example, new selling

methods must be applied to the cur-
rent conditions throughout the coun-
try. During the past war years, ad-
vertising was slanted to reach the
greatest number of people wherever
they were gathered simply because
transient trade was curbed. Conse-
quently, advertising media has
changed to conform to both new sell-

ing methods and the taste of audi-
ences.
"However, by the same token, ex-

hibitors will have to restore their
advertising budgets which have in

some cases been curtailed to meet
their own conditions in the past. Film
Classics, like any other company in

the industry, is gearing itself along
these lines simply because selling-

methods have changed along with
conditions. As far as I can see, there
have been no advertising cuts, rather
improvements.

"Because of the lack of available
facilities in the past and the lack of
man-power during the war years,
great inroads have been made in the
theater services in various sections
of the country, as well as in exploi-
tation methods used. In some in-

stances, exploitation has been dis-

carded. The type of exploitation to-

day for theatei-s must be analyzed
and tuned to today's times.
"House programs and window

cards are one avenue that is neces-
sary in isolated communities but in-

telligent application of exploitation
is necessary to restore and keep the
theaters' prominence in each com-
munity throughout the country. In-
roads are being made successfully by
tap - rooms, television, dance - halls,

etc., simply because these showmen
know the value of direct contact and
exploitation and are taking advan-
tage of it through every advertising
and promotional medium available."

Arthur Rose Dead
t', rst Lritist Uiirrini uf I III; III.M DAILY
Hollywood — Arthur Rose, 6.5,

M-G-M unit manager, is dead. He
had been with the company since its

inception.

STORK REPORTS
.Jersey City—A girl was born to

Ben and Mrs. Wertheim at the Mar-
garet Hague Maternity Hospital.
Wertheim is with the 20th-Fox press-
book depai-tment.

Releases this month total 27, iiiclud-

i/ig tivo reissues and one picture released

for special engagements, a survey re-

veals. Pictures, by companies, including
release dates and running times are
listed beloiv.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Black Gold (6), 92 mills.

COLUMBIA
Bulldog- Drummond Strikes Back (4), 6.5

mills.

When a Girl's Bc;aitif\il (2,=>i.

EAGLE-LION
Green for Danirer (19). 91 mins.
Out of the Blue (-20), 84 miiis:

M-G-M
The Arnelo Affair, 87 mills.

Song- of the Thin Man. 86 mins.
The Unfinished Dance, 100 mins.

MONOGRAM
High Tide. 72 mins.
Toe Palooka in the Knockout (20i. 72 mins.
Prairie E.xpress i 27 1

.

RKO-RADIO
I'nder the Tonto Rim. 61 mins.
''even Ke.vs to Baldpate. 68 mins.
The Long- Nig-ht. 97 mins.
Masrie Town. 103 mins.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Molher Wore Tig^hts. 107 mins.
Kiss of Death. 99 mins.
'Second Chance. 62 mins.
How Gi-cen Was My Vallc.v (reissue), 118

mins.
<\vamp Water (reissue), -90 mins.

UNITED ARTISTS
l.ured. 102 mins.
Heaven Onl.v Knows. .98 mins.
Christmas Eve. 90 mins.

UNIVERSAL
^ometliins; in the Wind. 89 mins.
^insrapore, 79 mins.

WARNER BROTHERS
Deep Valle.v (li, 104 mins.
Life With Father (1.^, spcci.-i] cnffag-enients)

,

lis mins.

'ii(f»X^

WITH THRILLS!

HUMPHREY

AT HIS SENSATIONAL
BEST. . .fighting. .. dpring /

McCoy Named E-L Mgr.
For Southeastern Dist.

(Continued from Page 1)

day. McCoy is a former Warner dis-
trict manager in the territory.

Branch managers also named for
the district are Grover Parsons, At-
lanta; Harold Keeter, Charlotte, and
Leonard Shea, Memphis.

Correction

E. Z. Walters, Altec comptroller,
IS the grandfather of Garret Gould
Buttel, -Jr., not the father, as it was
inadvertently reported in the Stork
Reports section of The Film Daily
for Aug. 28.

Richord WHORF • SMney FOx|

Henry HUH • Henry O'MEUt'

0. P. HEGGIE

, THEY PLAY ROUGH
AND FOR KEEPS...
paying off in lead

and murder*.

RESTON FOSTER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
CHARLES COBURN

W^TCH T+iAT Sun
scxacAT
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TO U

FOR PROTECTION
OF EXHIBITOR INTERESTS against unfair trade

practices, unjust taxation, censorship, unreasonable

government regulation and many other threats to ex-

hibition as a free business enterprise and

TO IMPROVE
the public standing of the industry to its lasting benefit

• • •

The Directors of the American Theatres Association

and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

invite all exhibitors regardless of size or affiliation to

attend a joint convention where a consolidation of these

two national organizations will be considered, and

where vital industry problems will be studied.

SEPTEMBER 19-20
SHOREHAM HOTEL

WASHINGTON, D. C.

FOR RESERVATIONS ADDRESS: HARDIE MEAKIN, RKOKEITH THEATRE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

'jreiV
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frBRT FREEZE, PBRT TIIX, SEEH UK fORmULB
Indies May Retract U- K. Freeze Opposition
^New Move Will Present
(British With a United
Industry Move for Freeze

By MANNING CLAGETT
' Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Independent pro-
ducers soon are expected to withdraw
their objections to a freeze on Amer-

'ican earnings in Great Britain, thus
presenting for the first time a united
industry front favoring this means
of easing the U. K.'s financial plight,

,it was reported here yesterday.
Meanwhile, reports reached Gov-

( Continued on Page 7)

^Trim U. S. Imports,

(1. K. to Sterling Bloc

London (By Cable)—Other nations
in the British sterling area will be
asked this month to cut imports from
the United States to "bare essen-
tials," a government source indi-

cated. Plea, it was said, will be made
at an informal conference of sterling

area countries, among sterling Gov-
ernment representatives attending
|he International Bank and Monetary

(Continued on Page 7)

'^alaban to Present UJA
ward to Cantor Tonight

Philadelphia—With Barney Bala-
lan making the presentation, Eddie
"antor tonight will receive the 1947
JA Humanitarian Award in recog-
ition of his outstanding service to

jwhe 1,500,000 Jewish sui-vivors over-
seas. Philadelphia was selected as

K (Continued on Page 6)

l1

Sweep Bacher's Coin
For Pascal Irish Co.

Dublin (By Cable)—Gabriel Pas-

cal has registered Irish Productions,

Ltd., here to produce George Bernard

Shaw's "Androcles and the Lion"

and "Saint Joan" in Eire.

Pascal is being backed in the new
producing venture by Joseph Mc-
Grath, the man behind the Irish

Sweepstakes.

PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM OUTLINED
MPAA Advertising-Publicity Directors Committee to Com^bat

"Baseless, Careless or Selfish" Criticism of Films

In a move to combat in a sustained
and positive fashion the effects of
hostile or careless criticism of the in-

dustry, the
MPAA Advertis-
ing and Publicity
Directors Com-
mittee has devel-

oped a compre-
hensive publicity

and public rela-

tions program, it

is announced by
Charles Schlaifer,

chairman of the
group.
The result of

many months ef-

fort by the com-
mittee, program,
Schlaifer said, is rrui aiccp
now in concrete

i<-"i-AircK

outline. It is designed to aggres-
sively supplement the activity of the

MPAA in correcting wrong impres-
sions published, through lack of fac-

tual information in some cases,

through an habitual practice of

harrying Hollywood in others, and
through purposely hostile or inspired
moves, in a few instances. Program
was undertaken, Schlaifer observed,
as a result of recurring crises in-

volving public good-will toward the
industry.
Program, it is emphasized, is not a

drive, but a continuing undertaking,
with the object of reminding con-
stantly not only of the quality levels

achieved by Hollywood productions,
but the attainments and acceptance
of films as an adult institution of

society within one generation,
Attention will be called to the in-

dustry's status as a self regulating
and policing institution, standing for
freedom of expression for all com-

( Continued on Page 3)

U.K. Tax Hits Hardest

At Color PIx—Levy

American Technicolor films in

British vaults prior to the imposition
of the 75 per cent levy were espec-
ially hard hit by the edict, William
B. Levy, general manager for Walt
Disney Productions, told the industry
press at an interview yesterday.
Levy pointed out that if a single

(Continued on Page 7)

Mkh. TO Take Action

Toward ASCAP Suit

BOT Spokesman Concedes
Agreeable Alternative

Could Change 75% Duty

London— (By Cable)—First clean-

cut admission by a British Govern-
ment spokesman that its position on
the 75 per cent ad valorem duty im-
posed on U. S. film imports was not
adamant came yesterday when a
high Board of Trade official told The
Film Daily that:
"The British Government has

never said that it intended to stick

to the tax through thick and thin. A
(Continued on Page 8)

(lift, Ex-CEA Head,

Offers 3-Point Plan

One-third duty, one-third "freeze"
and one-third remittance was the
nutshell alternative to the 75 per
cent ad valorem impost suggested
yesterday by Sir Sidney Clift, of

Birmingham, one of Britain's leading
independent exhibitors and former

(Continued on Page 8)

MacNamara Elected V.-P.

Of SRO, Vanguard Films

Detroit — Mass meeting attended
by representatives of 300 Michigan
theater owners that was held yester-
day in the Fox Theater Building to

protest ASCAP fees, also appoint-
ed a committee consisting of Lew
Wisper, Alex Schreiber, Elliott

Cohen, Ray Branch, Joseph P. Uvick,

(Continued on Page 6)

British Mull 120 Pix a Year
BOT Approaches BFPA for Conferences

Aussie Gov't Weighing
Pix Dollar Cut Up to 40%

Canberra (By Wireless) — Aus-
tralia is considering means to reduce
dollars expended on American films

up to 40 per cent. Prime Minister

Joseph B. Chifley said yesterday in

(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)—The Board of

Trade, headed by Sir Stafford Cripps,

made its initial move yesterday to fill

the eventual void that the end of

U. S. film shipments to this country
will leave.

The Board approached the British

Film Producers Association, headed
by J. Arthur Rank, for conferences

(Continued on Page 6)

IVcst Coast Bnrcan of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The board of direc-

tors of the Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization has elected Paul Mac-
Namara to the post of vice-president

of the company in charge of public

(Continued on Page 6)

FPC Eastern Parley
In Quebec Sept. 18-20

Toronto—While the Western Ca-

nadian partners have been meeting

with Famous Players officials in an

annual conference at Banff, Alberta,

during the first three days of Sep-

tember, arrangements are being

made for the Eastern conference at

Quebec City Sept. 18-20.

The Western meeting is under

the direction of Larry Bearg, West-

ern division manager, while that at

Quebec will be attended by President

J. J. Fitzgibbons and a delegation of

Toronto head office executives.
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Yates to Purchase All
H. Goetz Stock, is Rumor

_
Herbert J. Yates, Republic Produc-

tions prexy, will very shortly con-
clude a deal purchasing all the com-
pany stock now being held by Harry
Goetz, it was reliably reported yes-
terday. This buy will not include the
holdings of Benjamin Goetz. Deal is

expected to be closed sometime this
week.

cominG nno Goinc
TED BALDWIN, SRO Eastern promotion chief,

left by train yesterday for Chicago to arrange
advance tieups for the forthcoming reissue of

"Intermezzo."

EDDIE JANIS, manager of the film syn-

chronization department of Broadcast Music,

Inc., returned to his Hollywood office yesterday.

A. C. LYLES, publicity rep for the Pine-

Thomas organization, has flown bock to Holly-

wood.

ALAN LADD will arrive in New York by train

today on his way to West Point to start work
in his starring role in "The Long Grey Line."

With him will be his wife, SUE CAROL.

GEORGE ELMO, Paramount int'l manager for

Panama, arrived in New York yesterday, for

business sessions with A. L. Pratchett, division

manager for Latin America.

WALTER GOULD, UA foreign manager, re-

turned from a two weeks' vacation.

CHESTER B. BAHN, editor of THE FILM
DAILY, returned to his desk yesterday from a
Canadian vacation.

Wallis Winds "Love"; May
Make Another in U. K.

Since JAR's studios were scheduled
to close for two weeks, starting Aug.
16, in order to give all personnel a
vacation at the same time. Producer
Hal Wallis speeded up production on
"So Evil My Love" at the Denham
Studios, to such a point that he com-
pleted the film way ahead of sched-
ule and under the budget.

Quite likely, Wallis told The Film
Daily, that he would return to Eng-
land in the Spring to make another
picture. He has not made up his
mind what it will be or who will be
in it.

The producer returned here on
Labor Day aboard the liner Queen
Elizabeth, accompanied by his wife.
Comedienne Louise Fazenda. They
plan to go to Hollywood tomorrow.

Clark to Take E-L Space
Chicago—Clark Film Service is ex-

pected to move into the present
Eagle-Lion exchange headquarters
when the new Universal building is

completed this Fall. Columbia is

scheduled to move into the present
U-I quarters, with Eagle-Lion tak-
ing over the space now occupied by
Columbia.

Kolar Rites Held
St. Louis— Funeral services were

held yesterday for William Kolar,
member of the lATSE Treasurers
and Ticket Sellers Local 774. Sur-
vivors include his AAdfe, a sister and
a brother.

Ernest Brinkman Dead
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Ernest P.

Brinkman, 59, founder of the Brink-
man Sign Co., now the Brinkman
Corp., is dead. Surviving are his wife
and a daughter.

LIMITED BUDGET?
Don't let that prevent you from doing
good promotion for your 16 MM films.

CALL SCHUYLER 4-7462

HERBERT CROOKER, ROSS DOYLE, DOROTHY
DAY, MIKE DiLISIO and SID GOLDSTEIN, ail of

the M-G-M publicity department returned yes-
terday from vacations.

IRVING HELFONT, home office assistont to
George A. Hickey, Western M-G-M sales man-
ager, is vacationing.

GEORGE MAURER, assistant to Jay Gove,
M-G-M sales development head, is vacationing.

JAY EISENBERG, liaison between M-G-M
sales and legal departments, has returned from
the White Mountains.

LUCILLE BALL, planes to the Coast Friday
after appearing on the rood for 10 weeks in

"Dream Girl."

MILTON SPERLING, president of United
States Pictures, returned to the Coast over the
week-end from New York conferences at the
Warner Bros, home office.

Sailing today for London on the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth are the Secretary of the Treasury
JOHN W. SNYDER and SYDNEY BOX and MRS.
BOX.

ROBERT M. MOSCOW, production manager
for Sack Amusement Enterprises, Dallas, is in

New York on company business.

HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN, general manoger of
Western Candy Distributing System, Los An-
geles, is on a trip to company branches in

Seattle, Spokane and Portland.

HAROLD MIRISCH, vice-president of Allied
Artists, is coming East for conferences with
Edward Morey, vice-president headquartering in

New York.

DORIS DAY, is in New York from the Coast
after finishing one of the top roles in "Romance
in High C."

DICK WALSH has returned to the Coast from
New York.

Establish Cutural Guild
For U. S. Films in Japan

American Motion Picture Art Guild
has been established in Tokyo for
dissemination of cultural informa-
tion concerning U. S. films, accord-
ing to word received at the local
office of the Motion Picture Export
Association. Membership comprises
prominent figures in government,
education, science and journalism.
Unit is a voluntary, non-profit or-
ganization. Support of Manichi Shim-
bun, Japan's largest newspaper, has
been enlisted.

The Guild will work closely with
Charles Mayer, MPEA chief in Japan
who has arranged special screenings.
Months ago Mayer organized the
Committee on the Appreciation of
American Movies. He also set up
teams_ of lecturers who have been
speaking in schools, colleges and
municipal meeting places.

Kirsch Defends Exhibs.

From Conspiracy Charge

Chicago — Jack Kirsch, National
Allied president, replied through
yesterday's Chicago Sun, to a Sun
Reader, who claimed a conspiracy
existed in order to withhold film

product from the Chicago theater-
goers. Kirsch listed the picture.'^

shown here, both new and re-issues
He further stated that the evJiibitoi

does not control the distril'ireiin oi

films and cannot always ob-^.'ii the

reels he wants.

Many independent theater ownerip
refuse to show films at higher prices
Kirsch said, because they have the

patrons' interest at heart.

Mrs. Harris, Mother of

John H., Died Yesterday

Pittsburgh—Mrs. Eleanor M. Har
ris, mother of John H. Harris, passet
away yesterday. She was the widov
of the late Senator John P. Harris
who opened the world's first all

motion picture theater, and foundei
of the Harris Amusement Companies,
operating motion picture theater;
throughout Pennsylvania and OhiO|

She was the only woman to hole

honorary membership in Varietj
Club Canteen and Camp O'Conijell
Her husband died in 1926.

Gelding Off for London
David Golding, Morris Helprin';,

special rep. in London for Sir Alex
ander Korda's productions, leaves to

day for England aboard the Queeif
Elizabeth. Golding has been hertl^

for several weeks discussing advert;
tising and publicity plans for Lonj-
don Films product to be released bjl
Twentieth Century-Fox in this counA
try. Conferences have been held witli

Charles Schlaifer, director of adver
tising publicity exploitation and radi<
for 20th-Fox and his staff.

LOS ANGELES
llObTa.SSmtn.$W^^^% MS

I
premium flvlits extra

I
Your choice of 16 flights

I
daily to Los Angeles For

I
immediate reservations see

I
your travel agent or call

LExinffton 2-7100
Ship TWA Airfreight—rates cut25%

z
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Goodman Heads E-L

iWest (oast Division

Representing a major step in the
expansion of Eagle-Lion's national
sales organization, Del Goodman has
been appointed West Coast division
manager it was announced yester-
day 1^ 4;. W. Schwalberg, vice-pres-
iden^L. a| general sales manager.
Simmtaneously, Schwalberg an-

nounced the appointments of Sam
Milner and Beverly Miller to serve
as district managers in Goodman's
division.

Milner will head the Portland,
Seattle and San Francisco territory,
with headquarters in San Francisco;
while Miller is chief for the Salt
Lake City, Denver and Kansas City
area, headquartering in K. C.

Division manager Goodman is a
veteran sales executive who has been
in the industry since 1914 when he
joined Pathe. He served at various
times with UA, 20th-Fox and Para-
mount.
Goodman will base his operations

in Los Angeles.

'Aussie Gov't Weighing
ix Dollar Cut Up to 40%

I

(Continued from Page 1)

['Ms report to the Federal Cabinet on
steps being mulled to reduce imports
from the U. S. with the object of

•effecting cuts wherever practicable.
'' Chifley's statement was part of a
'general examination of sterling im-

I
ports and proposals aimed to make

^substantial reductions in the volume

f of dollar-absorbing imports from the
^'U. S. and Canada.

Wo Official Confirmation
^On Aussie Cut of U. S. Pix

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Conflicting reports

peached here yesterday that the Aus-
cralian government has cut Ameri-
:;an film remittances by 30 per cent
The State Department and MPAA,

:tiowever, received no official con-
firmation of the reported action by
ibhe Australian Government, al-

|:hough some such move has been
expected since imposition by the
British of the 75 per cent tax on
ilms.
The Dept. received a report that a

!0 per cent cut in expenditures for
\.merican films was discussed by the
\ustralian cabinet. There was no

Indication whether this was a freeze
)r a 30 per cent tax.

Major U. S. com,panies already
lave 'proposed that the Australian

I'^TOverment freeze one-third of U. S.
ilm earnings in that country for an
Smonth period.

*^i^*^*..*.•......•....•.M.t...•.'•.JX

ti
^ ZIo

Sept. 3
Mary Doran Steve Winston

Major William A. Halpern
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PHIL M. DALY
Jflid-tveeh Memos
• • • IN GIVING ONE oi the evening dailies the double-o the

other day, Phil M noted in particular the abundance oi "name brand"

advertising Nationally marketed products once again are being

heavily plugged, with emphasis upon the manufacturer's brand

Back, too, are those full pages employed! by chain groceries to herald

their offerings to shopping housewives Could it be that these manu-

facturers and retail outlets believe that the honeymoon is over, so to

speak, and thai it's now essential to indulge in competitive advertising?

It could And if you want to know to what extent, just com-

pare the advertising copy in today's dailies with that found in the

dailies two years back Times change The wisa change with

'em

T T T
• • • THE GOLDWYN VIEWPOINT: "The fihn industry has never

asked Government subsidy or intervention on its behalf But where

vital national interests are involved, it becomes important that our Gov-

ernment assume a full measure of responsibility; it must exert its power

to see that American films have a fair opportunity to be shown in all

countries—always taking into consideration, of course, economic needs

While we in Hollywood look to the State Department and the

Department of Commerce for guidance and leadership, we must also do

a job on our own The film industry must see that the domestic

market is made as self-sufficient as possible"—From "World Challenge to

Hollywood," by Samuel Goldwyn, in the N. Y. Times Sunday Magazine.

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Burton Astor, son of Columbia's

circuit sales exec, Louis Astor, has just received his diploma from the

Wharton School of the University oi Pennsylvania • Laurence W.
Beilenson, the SAG's general counsel, has just been decorated with the

Special Breast Order of Yun Hui (cloudy banners) by the Chinese Gov-

ernment As a lieutenant colonel of infantry, Beilenson served 26

months in the Chinese Theater • Anthony Quinn arrives from

the Coast next week to start rehearsals on "Gentlemen from Athens,"

Broadway-headed stage ploy. • E. C. Rhoden, president oi Fox

Midwest, Mrs. Rhoden, and Senn Lawler, his assistant, were among the

members oi the Kansas City Saddle and Sirloin Club party to participate

in Sante Fe's jubilee commemorating the 235th anniversary oi its re-

capture by the Spanish from the Indians • Mox Weinberg oi

Metro's shorts department is represented in the September issue of Go
magazine by an, amusing article, "Sneezy Days Are Here Again." . . .

• Ronald Colman's trek to New York is not only to shoot local sequences

for "Double Life" but to confer with lolm L. Sinn, executive vice-president

of the. Fred Ziv Co., producer of the Colman-starring platter series,

"Favorite Story."

T T
• • • DICK PITTS, the Charlotte (N. C.) Observer's cinema editor

and movie critic, gave the first of a series of talks on theater manners

from Station WBT the other eve Among the pointers emphasized

by Pitts was the art of being quiet in a theater, and to drive home the

point he munched popcorn If you know anything about radio

sound effects, you can imagine what came out o{ the receivers in

Charlotte homes And that, observed Pitts, was just a slight idea

of the noise built up by a score of young Americans munching and

crunching away as they watch the villun get his'n. ... • Claude

Cady, pioneer Lansing, Mich, exhib., has been named first chairman of

the new Lonsing Historical Society

T T T

MPAA Pub. Relations

Program Outlined

(Continued from Page 1)

munication media and for self re-
sponsibility.

Hollywood's record in depicting
the free way of life to the world, in
conveying wholesome messages to
moviegoers, in helping the develop-
ment of the arts and sciences and
promoting education, in direct and
large scale participation in humani-
tarian causes and in war service,
will be cited.

Committee points to the huge con-
tributions of Federal and local taxes
paid by the industry, its personnel
and the theaters, to the 250,000 or
more persons engaged in motion pic-
ture work, to the estimated $52,000,-
000 annually spent for advertising
alone, and to the industry's integral
status in general in American
economy.

"As members of an important
committee of the Motion' Picture As-
sociation who are in direct contact
with the public, we ibelieve strongly,"
Schlaifer said, "that so far flung an
institution of American life deserves
better than to be a lone whipping
boy for self-appointed critics of all

varieties, including the sheerly flip-

pant and the oddly malevolent. Some-
times this attitude suggests an al-

most psychopathic hysteria, as if

Hollywood and the picture making-
business held a monopoly on all

human frailty.

"We intend to try to challenge this
attitude whenever it seems to us to

be baseless, careless or selfish, tak-
ing criticism where we deserve it but
insisting upon sanity and fairness, in
the American way. The movie is too
much a part of all our lives to be
lightly treated."

Advertising - publicity directors
committee includes: Chairman
Schlaifer, 20th-Fox; Ben Serkowich,
Columbia; Howard Dietz and Si
Seadler, M-G-M; Curtis Mitchell and
Stanley Shuford, Paramount; S. Bar-
ret McCormick, RKO; Paul Lazarus,
Jr., United Artists; Maurice Berg-
man and Hank Linet, Universal-In-
ternational; Mort Blumenstock and
Gil Golden, Warners.
Announcement followed the recent

adoption by the MPAA board of a
revised code governing motion pic-
ture advertising prepared by the Ad-
vertising Advisory Council, which is

now the subject of a campaign in-
tended to promote its observance in
all outlying segments of the industry.

CHARTERED
PICTORIAL RESEARCH, INC., Concord. N. H.,

has certified to the N. Y. Secretary of State
that it will maintain its principal office at
10 E. 40th St., New; York.

. MAVEAN AMUSEMENT CO., Kansas City,

1,800 shares of no par value common and 600
shares of $50 par preferred stock, by J. Roselli,

A. Roselli, S. V. Scott, R. S. Ribison and M.
Roselli.
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"POUNDS AT YOUR SOLAR PLEXUS

UNTIL YOU CAN SCARCELY BREATHE!"
— P/M

"TENSION THAT BECOMES
ALMOST UNBEARABLE!"

— N. y. Journal-American

"HIGH VOLTAGE! HITS AUDIENCE WITH

ACTION, EMOTION AND SUSPENSE!"
— N.Y.Post

"A PIP! TENSE AND MOST g
SATISFYING ENTERTAINMENT!"

— N.Y. Times

"FIRST RATE ! WITH ONE OF THE

MOST SINISTERLY, MENACING

PERSONALITIES EVER UNCOVERED!"
— N.Y. World-Telegram

"A SAVAGE, EXCITING MELODRAMA
WITH TREMENDOUS IMPACT!"

— N. Y. Herald Tribune

^

•^Ai

Starring VICTOR MATURE, BRIAN DONLEVY, COLEEN GRAY with Richard Widm
Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY- Produced by FRED KOHLMAR . Screen Play by Ben Hecht and Char
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—LEE MORTIMER, N. Y. Mirror
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British Mull 120

Pictures a Year

(Continued from Page 1)

on increasing British film production
with a view to mobilizing domestic
resources to step up output to

approximately 120 films annually.

That would represent roughly a

100 per cent increase. In the trade,

the potential increase deemed pos-

sible has been placed at 25 per cent.

A total of 120 features would fall

far short of the requirements of

British exhibition; indeed, it would
be less than half the number of

pictures now played annually.

The scope of the conversations

would be sufficiently broad to con-

sider if there is sufficient manpower
available, how best to utilize the ex-

isting stages, whether further build-

ing or improvization is possible, and
whether timber and materials can be

safeguarded.
The object, the Board of Trade in-

dicated, is to develop an "all-out"

plan for getting the absolute max-
imum production from available re-

sources.

MacNamara Elected V.-P.

Of SRO, Vanguard Films

(Continued from Page 1)

relations, David 0. Selznick an-

nounced yesterday. He will serve in

a similar capacity for Vanguard
Films, Inc., Selznick's principal pro-

duction unit.

The announcement stated that

MacNamara had been elected to iden-

tical posts in both companies in order

that he might "co-ordinate and have
full charge of all publicity, adver-

tising, exploitation and public rela-

tions of the Selznick enterprises in

their activities throughout the

world."

MacNamara, who will continue to

make his headquarters in Hollywood,
has been associated with the Selznick

Studios as advertising and publicity

director for the past two years.

Prior to that time he was for many
years with the Hearst Magazine
Company in New York.
The new vice-president said that

he will announce, within a few days,

the publicity, advertising and exploi-

tation heads for SRO in New York
and abroad as well as for Vanguard
and the Selznick Studio.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

\A/ITH "The Time of Your Life" in the cutting room, William Cagney is

lining up the cast for his next indie production, "Only the Valiant,"

from the Charles Marquis Warren novel. He is trying to reassemble the

entire personnel from the completed pix for this second venture. They in-

clude: James Cagney, Bill Bendix, Wayne Morris, James Barton, Jeanne

Cagney, Paul Draper, Gale Page, Broderick Crawford and Ward Bond. . . .

^John Paxton and Adrian Scott, the writer-producer team of RKO's "Cross-

fire," will work together on "The Great Man's Whiskers." Paxton wrote the

screenplay from a one-act play by Scott, who will direct the picture, to be

produced for RKO by both men jointly^ At the moment they are preparing

"The Boy With the Green Hair." ... -^ Michael Curtiz Prods has taken

over the title "The 49ers" from Warner Bros., and will use it on the

Clarence Budington Kelland novel, "Sugarfoot," to be made by Curtiz for

Warner release. Doris Day and James Mitchell, of the B'way hit "Briga-

doon," will have the leads. ... "A: Jeffrey Lynn has signed with Columbia

to co-star with Janet Blair in the musical, "Let's Fall in Love," which Irving

Star will produce. ... -^ Robert D. Andrews will write the adaptation and

screenplay of Stephen Crane's Civil War classic, "The Red Badge of Courage"

for Michel Kraike and Monte Brice, who recently acquired the screen rights.

... -^ Brian Aherne's next at Allied Artists is "Smart Woman" with Con-

stance Bennett and Barry Sullivan. ... -^ Last in this year's series of

Hopalong Cassidys with William Boyd, went into production last week at

General Service Studios. Title is "Strange Gamble." Sharing top billing with

Boyd are Andy Clyde and Rand Brooks ... "^ Novelist and radio writer,

Millard Lampell, has been signed by Milton Sperling, of United States Pic-

tures. His first screen assignment will be the adaptation of the Dan Totheroh

play, "Distant Drums." . . . ~^ Monogram expects to have five before

the cameras this month. ... -^^ Howard Da Sylva goes into "The Sealed

Verdict" at Para. next. The pix, taken from a serial now running in Cos-

mopolitan, will star Ray Milland and newly-signed European actress, Florence

Marly. . . . ^ Judy Garland, who was supposed to be out of "Easter

Parade" at M-G-M because of her illness, returns to work the first of next

month and will star in the pix. ... -^ When Gene Autry finishes "A Little

Spanish Town," the last of eight musicals he contracted to make for

Columbia, he plans to star in "Quentin Durward," the Sir Walter Scott

novel. . . . ^ New title for Twentieth Century-Fox's "Spoonhandle" is

"Deep Water" according to word from the studio. . . . Henry King will direct

the film, with Samuel G. Engel producing.

Balaban to Present UJA
Award to Cantor Tonight

(Continued from Page 1)

the city for the presentation because
of its exemplary record in the 1946
Allied Jewish Appeal when this com-
rnunity set the standard for the en-
tire country and because of the ex-
traordinary showing in the 1947 cam-
paign.

The presentation will be broad-
cast on all radio stations either at
the time of the presentation from
the ballroom of the Bellevue Strat-
ford Hotel or later in the evening,
depending on established schedules.

In addition to Cantor and Balaban,
those participating in the evening's
program will include Rabbi David H.
Wice, spiritual leader of Rodeph
Shalom Congregation; Ned E. Dep-
iuet; Leonard B. Geis, co-chairman
of the 1947 Allied Jewish Appeal;
Leon C. Sunstein, honorary presi-
dent. Allied Jewish Appeal; Samuel
H. Daroff, president of the Allied
Jewish Appeal; Harry Brandt; Peter
Colwin, director of National Trade
and Industry Division; United Jew-

Michigan TO Take Action
Toward ASCAP Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

Paul Broder, Sam Carver and Davis
Newman to tackle the problem.

Committee will devise means to
raise funds toward the objective of
starting suit at Federal Court here.
Total of about $25,000 is the goal
with all theaters in the state called
upon to participate on a seating
capacity basis.

Second mass meeting will be held
September 10 when the committee
will report on the financial solution
decided upon and also retention of
legal counsel for projected suit.

ish Appeal, and Sam Shain, repre-
senting Spyros P. Skouras.

Walter H. Annenberg is chairman
of the committee of sponsors. Serv-
ing with him as associate chairmen
are Ellis A. Gimbel, Albert M. Green-
field, Leo H. Heimerdinger and Leon
C. Sunstein. J. M. Korn is chair-
man of the committee on arrange-
ments.

Studios Relying On

Published Stories

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Studios' increasing re-

liance upon best-sellers and other

books for screen material is pointed

up by the fact that no less t}i=n 75

current and past best-sell^^^'^V'ind

published tomes are in proces's of
being made into pix at the present
time, according to a survey of the
MPAA's department of studio and
public service.

"This represents an increase of 34
per cent over the number of such
books a year ago and 25 per cent over
the number three years ago," Mrs.
Alice Evans Field, department direc-

tor, said. "The list includes nearly
all the best-selling novels that have
been published during the past couple
of years."
The books being transformed into

film include Robert Nathan's "The
Bishop's Wife" and "Portrait of
Jennie," Erich Marie Remarque's
"Arch of Triumph," Sinclair Lewis'
"Cass Timberlane," Laura Z. Hob-
son's "Gentleman's Agreement,"
Elizabeth Goudge's "Green Dolphin
Street," A. S. M. Hutchinson's "If
Winter Comes," Harry Leon Wilson's
"Merton of the Movies," James Hil-
ton's "So Well Remembered," and
other books by Robert Louis Steven-
son, Alexandre Dumas, Agatha
Christe, James Fenimore Cooper and
Philip Wylie.

Thirty-nine of the pictures based
upon books are still in production.
In addition to novels and other books,
16 plays, including Shakespeare's
"Macbeth" and two plays by Eugene
O'Neill, "Mourning Becomes Electra"
and "Ah, Wilderness," are being
made into feature-length pictures.

Son of Alfred Waldron
Lost in Fishing Accident

Miami — Alfred Waldron, Fox
Movietone cameraman for more than
20 years, lost his five-year-old son
Richard in a fishing accident on La-
bor Day when the cabin cruiser ex-
ploded. Waldron was blown 30 feet
over the side, but his two boys were
still in the boat. Swimming through
flames, the cameraman who used to
be a stunt man in the silent days,
boarded the boat and grabbed Rich-
ard in one arm and seven-year-old
Alfred in the other, and jumped into
Biscayne Bay. Richard slipped from
his hand. When other boats arrived
to find the child, it was too late. The
father and Alfred Junior were taken
to University Hospital.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Friedman-Mack
Cincinnati— Mrs. Frances Meyer

Friedman, daughter of Lester Meyer,
New York theatrical producer, was
married recently to Dr. James R.
Mack Cincinnati surgeon.
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Undies May Retrad

Freeze Opposition

(Continued from Page 1)

ernment departments here that the

British will junk the 75 per cent

tax in favor of a freeze plan, "per-

haps" on 50 per cent of American
renjj-dnces.

"Vv —.e the indies were reported to

have reached no final decision, it was
learned in Government circles that
SIMPP and other indies will soon
agree to back the majors and unite
the industry behind a freeze sub-
stitute for the 75 per cent tax.
Up to now the indies have opposed

any freeze plan because of their
tougher financial position. It has
been reported that indies have been
finding it increasingly difficult to

obtain loans from banks because of
the potential loss of the British mar-
ket.

Despite their objections to a
freeze plan, the indies have about
decided to go along with the majors
and unite the entire industry be-
cause of the move's psychological
value. Since the majors represent
about 95 per cent of American screen
time in Great Britain, the indies
could have been isolated in their op-
position to any freeze plan.

Attach Value to Indie Move
It has been agreed, however, that

withdrawal of the indies' objections
to any freeze plan would be of con-
siderable value in future talks with
the British, it was said.

Majors and indies, of course, have
been united in their firm opposition
to the 75 per cent tax, but have
been apart in their views on the
freeze proposals advanced by MPEA.
Government officials indicated that

the British may back down on their
previously adamant position on the
75 per cent tax. Even though a
freeze would violate terms of the
Loan Agreement, it is believed that
this can be straightened out with
little difficulty if the British switch
their position.

Secretary of the Treasury John
Snyder leaves today on the Queen
Elizabeth for London where he will

continue financial talks with top
British officials. Although the film
impasse will be discussed, Snyder or
other U. S. officials will not be
armed with any counter proposals
from the U. S. film industry, it was
indicated here. MPEA will make no
new proposals to the British. The
U. S. film industry is in no hurry
to rush forward with counter pro-

posals after every British teaser is

thrown this way.
Meanwhile, too, no fast ruling

from the State, Treasury or Com-
merce Departments on whether the

75 per cent tax violates Anglo-Amer-
ican trade and financial agreements
is expected. Little in the way of

action on this side of the Atlantic is

expected at least before the end of

this month.

ITO Calls Ohio Exhib. Meeting
Local Ticket Tax Lavfs to be Scrutinized

Columbus, 0.—A state-wide meet-

ing of theater owners has been called

by the ITO of Ohio for the purpose of

outlining means to have local amuse-
ment tax ordinances drawn so that

they are broad enough to include all

other lines of amusements, includ-
ing school and charitable events. At
the same time, the ITO will advance
arguments for keeping local levies

from exceeding three per cent, the
amount collected under the state law
which expires at the end of this

month.
Session will be held Friday at -the

Deshler-Wallick Hotel, according to

a notice from ITO Secretary P. J.

Wood, who pointed out that so many
towns have proposed local ordinances
that he and the ITO attorney find

it impossible to cover all scheduled
hearings.

According to Wood, local admis-
sion tax ordinances are threatened
in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton,
Akron, Springfield, Mansfield, Fos-
toria, Youngstown, Warren, Niles,

Ironton, Sandusky, Newark, Tiffin,

Findlay, Delaware, Carey, Willard,
Martins Ferry, Bucyrus, Columbus,
Gallon and Zanesville.

All those brought to ITO attention
contemplate a three per cent rate,

but the organization fears that some
smaller municipalties will endeavor
to bring tax rates upward as high
as 10 per cent.

Newark Tax Measure Vetoed;
Other Ohio Towns Pass Bills

Newark, 0. — Branding the mea-
sure "illegal legislation," Mayor
James E. Neighbor has vetoed this
city's three per cent admissions tax,
passed Aug. 18 by the City Council.
Mayor Neighbor suggested that the
Council wait for the Ohio Chamber
of Commerce to complete its study
of the amusement tax program in
the state, and to accept the Cham-
ber's recommendations for "adequate
legislation."

Findlay, 0.—City Auditor E. H.
Struble estimates that $10,000 an-
nually will be added to the general
fund as a result of the three per cent
tax on admissions passed by the
City Council.

Cambridge, O.—City Council has
approved a three per cent amuse-
ment tax eff"ective Oct. 1 when the
state relinquishes the field.

Bluflfton, O.—A three per cent ad-
missions tax has been approved by
the City Council.

Jackson, 0.—City Council is con-
sidering a five per cent tax on
amusements, excepting religious, ed-
ucational and charitable benefits.
Ordinance was given a first reading
in Council and carried over for fur-
ther study.

UA Board Meets Today
A meeting of UA's board will be

held at the home office today.

Trim U. S. imports,

U. K. to Steriing Bio(

(Continued from Page 1

)

Fund conference which opens Sept.

11.

Move followed by a day the an-

nouncement by John Strachey, Min-

ister of Food, that food purchases

from the U. S. have been suspended,

for the time being at least. In his

announcement speech at Dundee,

Scotland, Strachey said one reason

for the suspension was Britain's in-

ability to export to the U. S. be-

cause of "her high tariff system."

"I am afraid it is not much use

for American exporters, American

film magnates and the rest to com-

plain to us that we are ruining their

ti-ade," he observed. "We have not

stopped buying in order to injure

them. On the contrary, we would
like very much to go on buying films

and petrol and canned goods. But we
just cannot afford them.

"In the long run, there is only one

way in which we could afford_ them
again, and that is for America to

buy more things from Bx-itain."

Countries in the sterling area in-

clude Eire, Iraq, Iceland and the

British dominions, colonies and pos-

sessions, exclusive of Canada and
Newfoundland.

U.K. Tax Hits Hardest

At Coior Pix—Levy

(Continued from Page 1)

black and white print arrived prior

to the Aug. 7 deadline, duplicates

could be made in England and would
not be subject to the tax. However,
inasmuch as the Technicolor matrices

can only be made from the negative
which is retained in the U. S., the
color product is "discriminated"
against, since any additionally im-
ported prints subject the entire pro-
ceeds to the tax.

The Walt Disney executive, who
has just returned from a visit to
England and the continent, declared
that the general feeling among trade
circles in Britain regarding the tax
was that it was no longer a matter
over which the trade could exert
significant influence, but rather a
problem that would have to be settled

in high government levels.

Levy expressed the fear that Brit-

ish producers, in an effort to turn out

films at an unprecedented pace to

fill the exhibitors' product needs,

may produce "a batch of cheap films

that would be harmful to the entire

industry."
Turning to Disney's future plans,

Levy said that work was proceeding

at top speed on "Alice in Wonder-
land," with the greatest budget in

the company's history.

Ligiit Sto(i( Deais

in Juiy by Execs.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— July stock dealings

by executives of major film com-
panies were extremely slight, accord-
ing to SEC figures released this

morning. Largest single transaction
reported was the exercise of options
for 3,000 shares of Monogram dollar

common by Samuel Broidy. This
raised Broidy's holding of the stock
to 15,799 shares, and he retained
2,000 options.
Two thousand shares of Para-

mount dollar common, equally di-

vided between the T. G. Latouche
trust and the N. Griffis trust were
disposed of by Stanton Griffis, now
Ambassador to Poland. Griffis re-

tained 9,000 shares in his own name,
5,000 each for the two trusts named
above, 6,000 in the F. K. Griffis Trust
and 2,800 in the W. E. Griffis trust.

Maurice Newton picked up an ad-
ditional 115 shares of the Paramount
common, now holding 18,620 in his

own name and 18,380 in trust.

A late report from January and
February reveals Robert Atkins buy-
ing 300 shares of dollar par common
in Translux in each of those months,
holding 700 shares at the end of

February.
Through an error, Lehman Broth-

ers sold 500 shares of Twentieth-Fox
$1.50 cumulative preferred belong-
ing to Robert Lehman, then recov-
ered 100 shares, leaving 400 in Rob-
ert Lehman's account. He also holds
2,500 shares of common.
A gift of 100 shares of Loew's

common by Nicholas M. Schenck was
reported, Schenck retaining 61,727
shares. Howard Dietz was reported
acquiring 15 shares, while Loew's,
Inc., was reported picking up one
share of $25 common in Loew's Bos-
ton Theaters—now holding 122,768
shares of that stock.

Fischer Rites Today
St. Louis— Funeral services for

Albert Louis Fischer will be held to-

day at St. Engelbert's Catholic
Church. Burial of the veteran mem-
ber of Local 6, lATSE, will be in

Calvary Cemetery. He had been a
stagehand at the Melba Theater for

the past 10 years.

Hagan Rites in Richmond
Richmond, Va.—Funeral rites will

be held here today for James Hagan,
dramatist, actor, director and man-
ager, who died Monday of heart

disease in Cincinnati where he was
visiting.

WATC+lTHflT^UN,'
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Clift. Ex-CEA Head,

Offers 3-Point Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

president of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Association.

Clift, who is one of the most vocal
critics of his government's "confis-

catory" tax, arrived here Monday
accompanied by Lady Clift and their

daughter.
Though he is not sure v^rhether the

British Treasury v^fill maintain its

stand in the face of irate exhibitors

at home and angrier producers
abroad, Clift feels that his alterna-

tive proposal v^fould not only achieve

almost the same purpose that his

government has in mind, but would
also save the face of those who
championed the "boomerang" tax.

But even if the British govern-
ment remains adamant in its posi-

tion, Clift suggested that American
distributors continue to send their

pictures to the United Kingdom.
"American executives should see

their customers through," Clift

added. He said he well understood
and sympathized with the attitude

of the American industry. And he

also admired the fairness of Eric

Johnston's proposals.

What irritated Sir Sidney more
than anything else was the defec-

tion of Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of

the Exchequer. Clift asserted that

Dalton had promised to consult the

British film industry before direct-

ing any precipitous measures against
American films. "Dalton did not

keep his word," Clift said.

The veteran exhibitor — he has
been in the film business since 1912

—

was also critical of those back home
who seldom attend the cinema, yet

exercise an undue influence in gov-
ernment circles. These same people,

though, Clift explained, are very
proud of British pictures.

Clift pointed out that it would not
be long before he would have to shut
down his 36 provincial theaters. "You
can't very well operate with 20 pic-

tures a year," he explained. "It

would take at least 10 years for J.

Arthur Rank to build the necessary
studio space . . . building materials
are needed for housing . . . and then
after I have let my people go . . .

where will they go? . . . into the
mines and factories? . . . what will

the people do for entertainment?
. . . during the war the government

Deny French Planning
To Ban V. K. Films

Paris (By Cable)—No steps to

ban imports of British films have

been taken by the French National

Movie Theater Center, a spokesman
said. Commenting on British news-

paper reports which held that the

French would ban English pix,

spokesman said: "We have no

knowledge of any such move and

there have been no discussions on

these lines."

105 Safe Days in

City Safety Drive
Des Moines—Theater co-operation

is believed largely responsible for the

interest shown in this city's safety

drive which has resulted in a new
record of 105 days without an auto

fatality. Tri-States theaters in the

downtown area each burn a light

over the marquee, with a sign read-

ing, "Keep the light burning—Save

a life."

Azcarraga Sees Films

80% of Tele Programs

With the exception of special
events, films are expected to provide
about 80 per cent of television enter-
tainment in Latin American coun-
tries, it was stated yesterday by
Emilio Azcarraga, president of XER
and Radio Programmes des Mexico.
Azcarraga also has film interests.

Television will also stir a great
interest in foreign film product,
Azcarraga believes. He said sound-
track dubbing will eventually be-
come a big industry outmoding
translated subtitles. Many Latin
American broadcasters are eager to
start television broadcasting, he dis-
closed, but they are holding these
plans in abeyance because there are
few receivers. They believe in cre-
ating an audience before they launch
program activity. Azcarraga said
he believes video will eclipse the
radio industry.

It was also revealed by Azcarraga
that a campaign is afoot by BBC to
sell their progi-ams in South Amer-
ica. The British have constantly
found the American broadcasting in-

dustry a subject for criticism, it was
revealed by Azcarraga. British in-

terests, he reported, are also urging
state controlled broadcasting.

asked the exhibitors to keep the the-
aters open as long as possible be-
cause of the film as a morale-building
factor . . . and will the workers' out-
put increase if films decrease? ... a
man can't keep working day after
day without some relaxation, with-
out some entertainment . .

."

The Clifts are staying at the
Sherry-Netherland until Sept. 14
when they go to the West Coast for
three weeks and then back to New
York until Oct. 4 They sail aboard
the Queen Elizabeth Oct. 18. Sir
Sidney was recently knighted for his
achievements in and service to the
British industry.

U.K. Newsman Says British
Apprehensive Over Duty

Britons are apprehensive of the
effect of the ad valorem tariff on
American films, William Courtenay,
correspondent of the London Daily
Graphic, said yesterday in a radio
interview with Bill Berns over WOR.

Pointing out that U. S. films are
one of the most important avenues
for escape for the man on the street
in England, Courtenay said, "We're

Part Freeze, Part Tax,

Seen As U. K. Formula

(Continued from Page 1)

satisfactory alternative has never
been excluded."

This admission, added to other
straws in the wind noted here,
strengthened the belief in trade cir-

cles yesterday that a formula pro-
viding for part "freeze," pdrt tax,

may eventuate.
However, there is a feeling in trade

quarters that there will be no de-
velopments here prior to the arrival
of Secretary of the Treasury John
W. Snyder.
Meanwhile, on the Geneva (ITO)

Charter, the Board of Trade said
flatly yesterday that it has no inten-
tions of swallowing Article 19 of the
draft, which would bar distributors
quotas, unless there is an undertak-
ing from American film companies
that they will continue production in

Britain.

(British delegates to the ITO meet-
ings were assured by American rep-
resentatives that all major U. S. film
companies plan to continue produc-
tion of top flight films in England
whether or not a distributors quota
is included in the new Quota Act.
Only proviso reported in a Geneva
dispatch in THE FILM DAILY of
Aug. 26 was the elimination of the
75 per cent ad valorem tax.)

The British Government, it was
said, is awaiting such an assurance
from the majors through Washing-
ton.

If it is forthcoming, it will accept
Article 19 and go ahead with the
new Films Act (quota bill) with tht
distributors quota excluded.

In its present form, Article 19 stip
ulates that the method of protecting
national film industries shall be by
screen quotas only.

The British delegation at Geneva
resei'ved its decision on Article 19.

Sam Soltz Dead in Baltimore

Baltimore— Funeral services for
Sam Soltz, manager of the Howard
Theater, were held yesterday. He
died Saturday in his sleep. Survivors
includie his wife, a brother and two
sisters.

very fond of movies and movie stars
from Hollywood. We feel if we were
to lose those pictures, we would lose
a great deal of entertainment."
Berns asked Courtenay what are

the British going to do for a stock-
pile of pictures. Said the British
newsman:

"It will take the next six months
until we feel the loss of American
films. Something interesting may
happen. Lots of old early movies and
lots of old silent films from early
days, will see a revival, which might
not have come for many years. These
pictures would have become museum
pieces, but instead might be revived
as entertainment pieces. People may
go to see something that used to
bring tears to their eyes, and now
they will laugh at it and it will be
just as entertaining."

«REVIEWS //

"Dark Passage"
with Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall

Warners 106 Mins.

ANOTHER BOGART AND BACALL
CLICK: SET YOUR CONTROLS FOR
HEAVY BIZ.

It is already established that Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall are box office.

After their first solid smash t'l^jreif^'''
lished themselves. In "Dark Passat D>hey
render again and the film gives every Indica-

tion of boosting the pair's stock still higher.

The plot here is replete with angles,

subplot and many details. From the very

beginning the spectator must concentrate

sharply to follow its ramifications. What
ensues in the way of drama rewards strict

attention as a gripping story evolves and
ends on a note of triumph.

Like the recent few Jerry Wald produc-

tions, this one leans to the semi-documen-
tary in its treatment. It is set in San Fran-

cisco, generally, and location shots being

the real thing give the plot striking cre-

dence.

At the beginning the storytelling tech-

nique borrows from "The Lady in the Lake."

Bogart in this part of the footage is the

camera and it is the lens that gives the

impression of him. The stunt is abandoned
after a while since it is made to serve as

an introduction to the basic theme.

Escaping from San Quentin in a waste

barrel Bogart meets up with Miss Bscall on

a highway. She takes him to her apart-

ment, supplies him with clothes, money. He
encounters a taxicab driver, Tom D'Andrea.

Through D'Andrea he locates a plastic sur-

geon. He has his visage made over and

plans to stay at Rory Mallinson's house. He
undergoes the facial job, returns to find

Mallinson murdered. Bogart returns to Miss

Bacall's place, remains there until the

bandages can be removed.

From that point things start to add up.

He learns a few angles concerning the

murder of his wife and friend. Seems he

was sent up for the former. He has a time

eluding the police and a cheap crook who
is trying his hand at blackmail. Bogart beats

him at his game, causes him to be acci-

dentally killed. Before this happens, how-
ever, he learns Agnes Moorehead is the

criminal party but cannot prove his case

even after he confronts her with his new
face and the facts. Miss Moorehead kills

herself.

Bogart aware of the hopelessness of his

situation now that the only person who can

acquit him is dead, calls Miss Bacall, tells

her he will meet her in South America.

Later this is a reality.

It mi?ht seem there is something unusu:il

transpiring here with the seemingly guilty

party making off at the conclusion scot-

free. A little concentration on the story

elements reveals Bogart was quite guiltless

and since there is little sense sitting out a

lifetime rap in the jug, Bogart, who is no

killer, certainly does not belong there.

Delmer Daves directed. The film should

prove a highly saleable offering and has

fine (Kissibilities.

CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Bruce
Bennett, Agnes Moorehead, Tom D'Andrea, Clif-

ton Young, Douglas Kennedy, Rory Mallinson,
j

Housely Stevenson.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wold; Director,

Delmer Daves; Screenplay, Delmer Daves; Based
on the novel by David Goodis; Photography, Sid

Hickox; Art director, David Weisbart; Sound,
Dolph Thomas; Set decorations, William Kuehl;
Orchestral arrangements, Leonid Raab; Music,
Franz Waxman; Musical director, Leo F. Forb-

stein.

DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.
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Set JIT. y. Production Working Committee Today

! Company Representatives
To Sit With Maguire at

;Confabs With Dept. Heads

Twelve industry representatives

j. will meet this afternoon with New
:
York City Film Co-ordinator Judge

:
Edward C. Maguire, for the first time

; since publication of the co-ordinator's
report on the local film scene which

:
was given official blessing by Mayor

; William O'Dwyer and the film unions
who agreed to five years of jurisdic-

Ltional peace.
.1 First topic to be discussed will be
! formation of a permanent working

I ii committee which will sit in confer-
!!:ence with Maguire when he is con-

It ferring with the various Municipal

i i
commissioners and department heads

> ; on laws relating to expediting clear-

(Continued on Page 5)

Hutcheson Calls Coast

Heads in Peace Parley

i'Vesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Hutcheson,

rAFL vice-president and president of

jthe Carpenters Union, has asked
heads of warring Hollywood unions

; to meet with him in Chicago in an
attempt to settle the lengthy dispute,

lit was learned yesterday. The meet-
ing, expected to be held within the

(Continued on Page 4)

Keep Kids from Theaters,

Providence Urges Parents

Providence, R. I.—City health offi-

'cials here have urged parents to

keep children out of theaters and
'other public places for at least the
'next four weeks in a move to pre-
vent the spread of polio. Action came

(Continued on Page 8)

Oregon Houses Closed
As Polio increases

Portland— In this year's first re-

ported instances of theaters forced

to close because of polio, houses in

Ontario, Oregon and Malheur Coun-

ties yesterday were ordered shut-

tered indefinitely because of an in-

crease in infantile paralysis cases.

Withdrawal of Federal Gov't from Tichet Taa?

Field on Agenda for State Governors Confab
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Senator Herbert O'Connor (D., Md.) said yesterday that pro-

posals for elimination of overlapping Federal and State taxes, including the

admissions tax, will be proposed to a conference of State Governors in Chicago

this month.

The Maryland Senator said that the possible Federal withdrawal from the

admission tax field would be discussed at the meeting, scheduled for Sept. 26

and 27. "The tax conflict between Federal and State Governments should be

avoided," O'Connor said, "and present efforts to reach this end have every hope

of success."

The Senate will be represented at the conference by a subcommittee of the

Senate Executive Expenditures Committee, headed by Senator John Bricker

(R., Ohio). O'Connor is a member of the subcommittee.

Proposal Would Involve
Long-Term Inv<*stments;

Favors Freeze Objections

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Anglo-

American film impasse may be
broken by a compromise plan
revolving around a long-term invest-

ment in Great Britain of a large
portion of U. S. film earnings, in-

formed sources here indicated yes-

terday.
In effect a "freeze" version, since

(Continued on Page 5)

UA Board Orders 25%

Cut in Overhead Costs

UA's world-wide overhead must be
cut 25 per cent was the board's direc-

tive to Prexy Grad Sears at yester-

day's meeting in the home office, com-
pany spokesman announced last

night.

Announcement also revealed that
Arthur W. Kelly, exec, veepee, was
negotiating with "an outstanding

(Continued on Page 4)

Defendants Ask Ouster
Of E-U. U-W Charges

Defendants in the Empire-Univer-
sal, Ltd. and United World Pictures
of Canada action for performance of

a distribution contract, yesterday
filed a general denial of the charges
and asked that the suit be dismissed.

In addition. General Cinema Fi-

(Contimied on Page 4)

Labor Control Move

Might Hit British

London (By Cable) — British film

leaders admittedly were concerned
yesterday over the British Trades
Union Congress, meeting in South-
port, which voted to support govern-
ment control of labor, under which
proposal the Labor Government
would have the right to fine and im-
prison workers who refuse to take

(Continued on Page 6)

Calls on Indie Exhibs.

To Observe New Ad Code

Syracuse — Enlistment of unaffili-

ated circuits in the MPAA's cam-
paign, via the revised Advertising

Code, for "honest and respectable

advertising," was termed "a neces-

sity" here yesterday by Maurice A.

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Toppers Cold

To ATA-MPTOA's Bid

Jack Kirsch, National Allied pres-

ident, and Abram F. Myers, Allied

general counsel, have rejected invi-

tations to attend the forthcoming
joint ATA-MPTOA parley set for

Washington, Sept. 19-20, it was
learned yesterday.
Although the reasons for refusal

were not divulged, it is understood
(Continued on Page 5)

Name Heritage Film Committee
28 IndustryLeaders to Supervise Program

St. Petersburg Tax Hike
Approved Despite Protest

St. Petersburg, Fla.—Despite pro-

tests by Attorney Henry S. Baynard,
representing theaters, an ordinance

boosting occupational taxes was ap-

proved on first reading by the City

Council. Baynard pointed out that

taxes on the Florida Theater will be
(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Twenty-eight indus-

try leaders have been named to com-
prise the Motion Picture Committee
for The American Heritage Founda-
tion, it was learned here last night.

Represented are executives in the

pi-oduction, distribution and exhibi-

tion of both theatrical and non-the-

atrical films.

Roster of toppers, who will super-
(Continued on Page 6) '

SEC Orders Probe of

Thomascolor Data

Philadelphia — "Stop-order" pro-

ceedings have been instituted by the

Securities and Exchange Commission
against the .$10,000,000 registration

of Thomascolor, Inc., stock. Firm is

(Continued on Page 6)

Johnston Remains in

Hospital After Attack
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Washington—MPAA President Eric

Johnston remained in Emergency

Hospital today after receiving spe-

cial treatment for an attack of acute

bursitis. Johnston first entered the

hospital over the week-end follow-

ing a re-occurrence of the painful

ailment. The MPAA head was re-

ported doing well after receiving

treatment that was described as "not

an operation." The convalescent pe-

riod may last several weeks, it was

said.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 17 17 17 + Vg
Bell & Howell 21 5/g aiS/g 21 S/g _ %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 18 177/g 18 -f V4
East. Kodak 441/3 431/4 4334 — '/r

Gen. Prec. Eq. . 183/8 18 ISVi
Loew's, Inc 21 203/4 21 + Vs
Paramount 23 221/4 221/4 — 1/2

RKO 113/8 11 V4 1 1 1/4 — %
Republic Pict 5 5 5 + Vf
Republic Pict. pfd... 11% IIV2 11'/2

20th Century-Fox . . 271/2 2714 271/2
Universal Pict 18 171/8 17l/e — 1 %
Universal Pict. pfd. 77 77 77
Warner Bros. I41/2 I43/3 143/g — l/g

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . 37/3 33/4 1%
RKO 3 27/8 3
Sonotone Corp.

, 31/2 33/8 31/2 -f Vs
Technicolor . 133/8 13 133/8 + 1/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 6% 73^
Pathe 33/4 434

Beiersdorf to Head E-L

Southwestern District

Herman Beiersdorf, former Eagle-
Lion special sales rep., has been ap-
pointed district manager for the com-
pany's Southwestern district, A. W.
Schwalberg, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, announced yes-
terday.
Schwalberg also designated the

following branch managers to serve
under Beiersdorf in the territory:
("lair Hilgers, Dallas; Claude York,
Oklahoma City, and George Pabst,
New Orleans.

cominc flno Goinc
NAT SAUNDERS, president of English Films,

Inc., planes out today for California on a 10-day

trip covering West Coost exchanges.

MARY HATCHER, Paramount star, is in Tam-
pa, Flo., for the premiere tonight of "Variety
Girl" in which she plays her first major role.

HERMAN M. LEVY, MPTOA general counsel, is

in New York today from New Haven.

STEVE FITZGIBBON and MICKEY ANDEL-
MAN of Devonshire Films have returned to

Boston.

LUCILLE BALL will return to Hollywood to-

morrow from New York.

LEW MELAMED, UA radio manager, has re-

turned from a week's vacation at Mt. Kisco.

A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal-lnt'l assistant gen-
eral sales manager, returned to New York yes-

terday from St. Louis.

STANTON KRAMER, ALAN LADD, SUE
CAROL, are Chicago visitors.

GLENDA FARRELL flew to the Coast yesterday

via TWA.

10 Foreign Features
Headed for Broadway

A group of 10 foreign language
films has been acquired by Distin-
guished Films and will have Broad-
way premieres during the next 10

months, it was announced yester-

day. List includes seven French pro-
ductions, one Italian, one Belgian
and one Hungarian. All will be pro-
vided with English subtitles.

First release, to play Broadway
late this month, is the Italian "Re-
venge." French films on the program
include "Midnight in Paris," "One
Night of Love," "Mr. Alibi," "The
Wicked Dutchess," "One Doesn't Die
Like That," "The Wrath of God" and
"Savage Brigade." Hungarian offer-

ing is "Fatal Spring," and the Bel-
gian importation, "Le Coque Mag-
nifique."

Eastman Kodak N. Y.

Branch Post to Zornow

IRVING ASHER, M-G-M producer, accom-
panied by his wife, the former LAURA LA
PLANTE, has arrived in New York from London,

and is a guest ot the Waldorf-Astoria.

HAL WALLIS, producer, Jiccompanied by his

wife, LOUISE FAZENDA, are scheduled to leave

for L. A. tomorrow.

H. ALBAN-MESTANZA and his wife, ELIANE,
will return today from a short holiday in

Massachusetts.

JOHN DROMEY, Great States Booking super-

visor, returned to Chicago from his Atlanta trip

yesterday.

Appointment of Gerald B. Zornow
as assistant manager of Eastman
Kodak's New York branch was an-
nounced yesterday by James E. Mc-
Ghee, general sales manager.
Zornow, with Kodak since 1937,

worked in a company store in Cincin-
nati, and later for the Kodak exhibit
at the 1939 World's Fair. Seeing
service in the Marines as a photo-
reproduction procurement and supply
officer, Zornow returned to Kodak in
1945 as a salesman in the Chicago
area. He transferred to the New
York branch in 1946.

Loew's Sets 37 '/2c Div.

Directors of Loew's at a meeting-
yesterday declared a quarterly divi-
dend of 37% cents per share on the
common stock payable Sept. 30, to
stockholders of record Sept. 13.

LEADING
THE MIDWEST IN

PERSONALIZED DISTRIBUTION
ILLINOIS-INOIANA-WISCONSIN-MISSOURI

SAUL GOLDMAN'S
VARIETY PICTURES
1325 S. WABASH CHICAGO 5, ILL.

11 Top Eastern Grid
Games Via NBC's Tele

Eleven of the East's outstanding
college football games, including six

top Ivy League contests, will be
televised this Fall over the NBC
Tele network under sponsorship of

American Tobacco Co., it was an-
nounced yesterday by Reynold R.
Kraft, sales manager for NBC Tele-

vision.

Three Army games—including its

contest against the 1947 Rose Bowl
victors, Illinois—and three Navy con-

tests will be on the NBC Television
college schedule for the Fall season.
The gridiron year will get under way
Saturday, Sept. 27, with the Army-
Villanova game from West Point.
Other college teams to be seen dur-
ing the season include Pennsylvania,
Columbia, Princeton, Yale, Dart-
mouth, Cornell, Illinois, Georgia
Tech and Penn State. Climax of the
year will be the traditional Thanks-
giving clash between Penn and Cor-
nell.

Special engineering facilities will

make possible pickups from West
Point, Princeton, Baltimore and Phil-
adelphia. The Army-Illinois game
will be the only contest originating
in New York City. NBC Television's
station WNBT in New York and
Schenectady station WRGB will

carry 10 games, and NBC's Wash-
ington station WNBW will carry
eight.

N. Y. Palace Back to

First Runs Sept. 16

With the Summertime experiment
in repertory films over, the Palace
Theater reverts to first-run show-
ings, Sept. 16 with "The Long
Night," an authoritative source re-
vealed to The Film Daily last night.

Emerling on West Coast 9
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ernest Emerling, di-

rector of advertising and publicity

for Loew's Theaters is here taking

part in conferences with Howard
Strickling, M-G-M studio publicity

director, Silas Seadler, M-G-M ad-

vertising head and other M-j^"pf ex-

ecutives. The coming seaso^C^- pro-

ductions will be discussed.

NEW YORK THEATERS

E-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALl-
Rockefeller Center

GARY MYRNA SHIRLEY

GRANT LOY TEMPLE
"The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER"

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

I

DANNfKAYf- VIRGInTa MAYO
j

I

and the Goldwyn Girls in ,

m TECH/V/COCOR ,jj.

IPIlTOTISfl'W.

1st N.Y. Showing!

'BLACK
GOLD'

IN CINECOLOR

%H PERSON
EO SULLIVAN
HARVEST MOON

DANCE WINNERS

MONICA LEWIS
Extra!

PaulWINCHELL

BING CROSBY

JOANCAUmELD

BARRY FIHGERALD

jD/iR/!iMO(//vr ,o:i;

SCICNTIFICALU AIR CONDITIONED* nrau ma
conimunis

raFonuwa

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS"
4 20t/i Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE-

JACK HALEY • ELLA LOGAN
EXTRA! JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

ROX Y '*> Ave. &^^= *^ ^^ 50»h St.



PULSE OF THE
PUBLIC BEATS

100% FOR
M-G-M's "GREEN

DOLPHIN STREET"!
There has never been an audience

reaction as emphatic as the one just

given '*Green Dolphin Street'' at the

Prospect Theatre, Flushing, N. Y. This

Previevv^, v^hich topped even the thun-

derous ovation accorded this picture in

California, confirms industry opinion

that M-G-M has for showmen the Big-

gest Attraction in^l5 years!

SEE!
EARTHQUAKE
TIDAL WAVE!
SHIPWRECK!
TRIBAL WARS

<(

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET

LANA TURNER
VAN DONNA RICHARD

HEFLIN • REED • HART
FRANK MORGAN • EDMUND GWENN
DAME MAY WHITTY • REGINALD OWEN

GLADYS COOPER
Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson

Based on the Novel by Elizabeth Goudge

Directed by VICTOR SAVILLE

Produced by CAREY WILSON

»»
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Hukheson Calls Coast

Heads in Peace Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

next week, will be held at Chicago's
Drake Hotel.
The meeting was requested by Rep.

Carroll Kearns, chairman of the sub-
committee which has conducted an
extensive hearing into Hollywood
labor troubles. The confab is ex-

pected to include Richard Walsh,
lATSE prexy, and Herbert Sorrell,

CSU president.
Kearns said that he may also con-

fer with union heads in New York
and that there might be more ses-

sions here following those meetings.
Meanwhile union officials said that

the next move in the union contro-
versy might develop next month at
the San Francisco convention of the
AFL. Efforts of the Congressional
sub-committee and the Catholic
Archdiocese to settle the jurisdic-

tional dispute failed recently and
union men fear that if the AFL does
not take decisive steps to settle the
matter, it may aggravate additional
legislation to regulate union affairs.

Pat Casey called on the movie in-

dustry to throw the 1945 jurisdic-

tional "directive" and its authors

—

three AFL vice-presidents—"down
sewer and start from scratch." Casey
said AFL council and "wise men"
were responsible for movie studios'
jurisdictional trouble.

Herbert Sorrell took stand briefly

in final session of probe committee
to identify Willie Bioff, as man who
offered him a $56,000 bribe 10 years
ago. Sorrell, who told about bribe
some days ago, was brought to stand
at request of movie producers' at-

torneys, who asked that it be made
clear that it was not a producer who
offered alleged bribe.

UA Board Orders 25% Cut
In World-Wide Overhead

(Continued from Page 1)

British industrialist" for the pro-
duction of films in the United King-
dom. UA films produced in England,
it was emphasized, will not be quota
pictures but will be for world-wide
distribution.

Kelly is scheduled to return here
soon, at which time he will make a
personal report on the British situa-

tion.

Board adjourned until Sept. 12.

Tliurselay's Tele-lines
• • • THE QUESTION BEFORE THE HOUSE: Are 20th-Fox and

RCA about to announce the conclusion of a deal looking to joint research

in the field of large-screen television, the arrangements paralleling one

al.eady in effect between RCA and Warners?

T T T
• • • LOOKS LIKE our British cousins are about to undertake a

campaign on this side to- defend Britain's 75 per cent ad valorem duty

on American films Opening gun could be the appearance before

the San Antonio Lions Club of Maj. Leslie Dufton, British consul general,

with headquarters in Houston Major Dufton told the Lions that the

duty was "an economic necessity." ... •If Bryan Foy wants a help-

ing hand in the preparation and filming of "The Spiritualist," which PRC

recently announced as a Crane Wilbur pic, he should contact loe Lee,

long the publicity brains behind the tours of the late foe of fake mediums,

Harry Houdini What Lee knows about that racket would provide

enough material for a half dozen box office exploitation pix. ... • Ann

Carver, child actress who clicked so solidly in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls,"

is being paged by WSYR, Syracuse, for a return to the home town '.o

participate in the silver jubilee of Col. Harry Wilder's station Which

sorta recalls that Phil M. is a WSYR veteran himself.

T T
• • • "CASTING" NOTE: Don Merseieau, associate publisher and

general manager of THE FILM DAILY, has a brand new full length cast

on that leg, fractured last January It stays for six weeks

"Doctor's orders." ... • RKO is dating legit, shows for its Empire,

Syracuse Kay Francis opens there in "The State of the Union" on

Oct. 8 Empire in its early years was a K & E stand. ... • Frank

Sparrow, manager of the Winter Haven (Fla.) Ritz and Grand, is the new
president of the town's Retail Merchants Association. ... • James A.

FitzPatrick is in town to shoot his first travel subject in the metropolis

Although James A. has produced more than 250 subjects, somehow
New York heretofore escaped filming. ... • Even an exhib. with a

bubble gum problem on his hands should get a chuckle out of Stevan

Dohanos' cover for the Sept. 6 issue of Satevepost which hit the stonds

yesterday. TV
• • • IT ALWAYS MAKES PHIL M. feel good when an up-and-

coming company steps out promotion-wise And today Phil M.

again has that certain feeling, thanks to the initiative manifested last

night by Film Cassics If you were at the Polo Grounds to see the

Eastern All-Stars and the New York Giants clash on the gridiron for the

benefit of the Herald-Tribune's Fresh Air Fund—or, for that matter, if

you were gazing skywards in Father Manhattan's domain—you'll not

need to be told that Phil M. is referring to that Douglas Leigh blimp
which cruised majestically a'.oft while its traveling lights heralded FC's

"Spirit of West Point" The stunt was a natural inasmuch as the

pic, FC's first new release of the 1946-47 season, stars Glenn Davis and
Doc Blonchard, the Army's famed touchdovra duo, who donned football

uniforms for the last time to play with the Collegians A company
that moves into the big time in an advertising way may be counted upon
to get there period.

T T
• • • IF THE DAILIES in your town break out with a rash of

Hollywood art depicting stars and starlets with pussy cats, it doesn't

necessarily mean that Hollywood's gone to the cats, rather than the
dogs It just means that the studios have climbed aboard the

American Feline Society's National Cat Week band wagon Inci-

dentally, the AFS says that two companies are preparing cat shorts to

tie in and that the newsreels are co-operating, too. . . ,

T T T

Calls On Indies to

Observe New Ad Code

(Continued from Page 1)

Bergman, speaking before a regional
meeting of Schine Chain Theaters
managers at the Hotel Syracuse.

Bergman, a member of th'x of^AA
advertising and publicity d^-ectors

committee, and Eastern ad-publicity
head for U-I, placed special emphasis
on the revised code as he discussed
the new industry public relations pro-

gram, and the role in it of the the-

aters.

Parallel with the need for more
: ballyhoo in selling the motion picture

j

to the public is the need for better

:
public relations in selling the theater

! and the industry in the community,
Bergman said.

Discussing the necessity for a bet-

ter balance between ballyhoo and
public relations in the industry, he
pointed out that the industry is now
minded to look to the theaters for
the primary job. Circuits particu-
larly are in a position to consolidate
public relations, the ad exec, added.

In appealing to theatermen to re-

capture the old industry ideas of
showmenship, Bergman posed four
questions to the managers: have they
done many things in the way of
ballyhoo and promotion to make their

theater more interesting than the
grocery store, the department store
or the bowling alley; have they done
anything to let their patrons know
that the theater is trying to make
them more comfortable; have they
handled their advertising in such a
way that they have actually tried

to sell pictures for all they're worth;
and have they tried to make the
atmosphere of their theater inviting
to the patrons?

ii

Defendants Ask Ouster
Of E-U, U-W Charges

(Continued from Page 1)

nance Corp., in its answer to the
Federal Court case, sought a dismis-
sal on the ground that it is not sub-
ject to jurisdiction because it is a
foreign corporation.
Empire-Universal and United World

of Canada seek specific performance
of an alleged distribution pact cover-
ing the J. Arthur Rank product in

Canada and Newfoundland. Plain-
tiffs also ask damages of $1,000,-
000 from Rank.
Defendants also include the J. Ar-

thur Rank Organization, United
World, Universal, Universal Inter-
national, William Goetz, Leo Spitz
and Eagle-Lion.
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Set N. Y. Production

lWorl(ing Com. Today

(Continued from Page 1)

nance problems, and also to advise the
co-ordinator on the best way to carry
out his, powers of co-ordination. Very
jcloseJii g,operation between city and
indurr' ^ 'is assured by the formation
of the advisory group.

,!' Monday, Maguire will hold pre-
liminary meetings with several city
commissioners and department heads
to clarify the various points of the
report on the local film industry and
also to brief them on activity assist-
'ing current productions here.
' Meeting with Maguire will be dele-
gates from Universal, RKO, UA,
Columbia, 20th-Fox, M-G-M, Repub-
lic, Monogram, Paramount, and the
Eric Johnston office.

,Rites for Rose to

Be Held Here Today

Funeral services for Arthur A.
•Rose will be held today at the Park
West Memorial Chapel. Rose, unit
.production manager at the M-G-M
studios, died Aug. 26 in Hollywood.
He was a veteran at the Culver City
,'studios and had been with M-G-M
since the company was formed in
1924. He was 65.

Interment will take place at Hun-
•garian Union Fields Cemetery in
Brooklyn. Surviving are two sisters
and two brothers. Rose was a mem-
ber of the Hollywood Masonic Lodge
and an honorary member of Father
|Flanagan's Boys Town.

Mrs. Carroll Reappointed
Harrisburg, Pa. — Mrs. Edna R.

Carroll, of Philadelphia, was re-
appointed this week by Gov. James
H. Duff as a member and chairman
af the Pennsylvania State Board of
Motion Picture Censors. The Post
pays an annual salary of $5,500. One
vacancy on the Board remains to be
filled.

STORK REPORTS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Edward T. Cheyfitz,

assistant to MPAA President Eric
A.. Johnston, yesterday became a
father for the second time when a
30n was born to Mrs. (Julie) Chey-
fitz at Columbia Hospital. The couple
also have a six-year-old son.

Laredo, Tex. — A baby girl was
>arn here at the Mercy Hospital to
Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Garcia. Father
;
3 assistant manager of the Azteca
Films exchange at San Antonio.

' New Britain, Conn.—Lester Mar-
:'COski, manager of the Music Box
Theater has named his new daughter
Teresa.

_
Vancouver— Larry Strick, Colum-

Dia booker, is the father of a new
oaby boy.

See Investment Plan for U. S.

Plan Long-Term Deals in British Bonds
(Continued from Page 1)

part of earnings would not be imme-
diately remittable in dollars, the "in-
vestment" plan would avoid many
objections to a freeze and would be
acceptable to the U. S. Government,
It was said here.
Authoritative sources believe that

an investment plan would not be in
violation of the terms of the British
Loan Agreement and would repre-
sent a compromise acceptable to the
British Government and the Amer-
ican film industry.

It is also thought certain here
that any final solution to the present
stalemate will be negotiated between
the British Government and a repre-
sentative of the Amei'ican pix in-

dustry—probably MPAA President
lilric Johnston. Previously, it had
been thought that any compromise
plan would be worked out between
cop officials of both the U. S. and
British Governments.

Propose British Bond Investment

Details of how the earnings would
be "invested" would be worked out
between the British Government and
the American industry. One plan
discussed here was that a portion of
American earnings, ranging upwards
of 25 per cent and probably at least

50 per cent, would be invested in

British bonds. The "investment"
necessarily would be on a long-term
basis, perhaps five to 10 years. Any
compromise worked out would have
an important bearing on Marshall
Plan discussions.

The present 75 per cent tax has
had no immediate effect on dollars
paid for American films, which con-
ceivably could influence any deci-

sion on British needs under the Mar-
shall Plan. It is thought unlikely
that the British would allow Amer-
ican earnings to be used to purchase
theaters in the U. K. or similar in-

vestments, although many U. S. com-
panies would favor this plan.

An investment plan apparently
would meet many objections voiced
by indies toward a freeze on earn-
ings. Indies have been hit hard by
the British situation and have found
it difficult to obtain loans from banks
because of the threatened loss of the
important British market. If an in-

vestment plan were agreed upon, it

is thoug-ht that the indies could bor-
row on the British bonds or perhaps
on some other investment made with
a portion of their earnings. In addi-
tion, of course, some of the earnings
would be remittable to this country,
as in the case of the majors, under
the reported compromise plan.

No Gov't Report on Tax Seen

Meanwhile, it appeared doubtful
that the various government depart-
ments concerned soon will rule on
whether the British tax is in viola-

tion of various Anglo-American trade
and financial agreements. Although
the State, Commerce and Treasury
Departments are studying the ques-
tion, it is likely that no specific rul-

ing that the agreements have been
violated will be forthcoming. Even
if any such ruling is made, however.

it is doubtful that this government
will crack down on the British.
Any clear-cut freeze, such as that

proposed by MPEA is thought here
to be in clear violation of tne terms
of the Loan Agreement. The British
have pointed tnis out and if a freeze
went into effect, at least a token
objection probably would be made
by the U. S. Government, since many
other industries would want similar
treatment. An "investment" plan,
however, probably would not violate
the loan agreement and if negoti-
ated by the British Government and
the American industry, would avoid
the difficulties involved in agreements
on a strictly Governmental level.

No. U. K. Savings from Tax
It is now believed here in informed

quarters that the British Govern-
ment would have invoked an import
quota if the immediate plan was to
save dollars and pay for only those
imported films which the British
could afford. Under the 75 per cent
tax, however, there will be no dollar
savings for months to come, but the
door is open for a compromise. The
British Government still recognized
that British theaters had to be
furnished films and most of these
would come from the United States.
An investment plan would continue
the flow of American pix, but which
would mean that less dollars would
be paid out immediately.
An investment plan, broadly

termed a freeze version, would mean
that the American film industry
could unite behind a single plan.

U. S. Offers Compromise
Plan to Aussie Gov't

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Industry officials

yesterday confirmed that the major
American film companies have of-

fered a compromise proposal to the
Australian government under which
a portion of their earnings will re-

main in that country. In effect, the
American proposal is a "freeze" ver-
sion although officials declined to
comment on details of the plan.

It was thought here that repre-
sentatives of the American industry
were armed with flexible proposals,
as in the case of the MPEA pro-
posals made to the British govern-
ment by MPEA. Under the Amer-
ican industry plan, upwards of 30
per cent of earnings would remain in

Australia.

Two Rank Publicity Aces
Quit; Others May Follow
London (By Cable) — Margaret

Marshall, Twin Cities publicity top-
per, and Fred Pullin, news editor of

the J. Arthur Rank press room, have
resigned. Other departures from the
Rank publicity fold would not sur-

prise Wardour St.

Set Frudenfeld Testimonial

Cincinnati—Variety Club tomor-
row will tender a farewell stag party
for Col. Arthur Frudenfeld at the
Netherland Plaza Hotel.

Allied Toppers Cold

(Continued from Page 1)

that letters from the two Allied
leaders were cordial in tone but firm
in their decision not to attend the
confab.
Trueman T. Rembusch, ATO of

Indiana head, has also made known
his decision not to attend, but other
regional leaders of the Allied organ-
ization have not yet been heard
from.
A significant number of exhibitors,

on the other hand, who are members
of Allied groups, have already made
reservations for the forthcoming
meetings. More than 500 theater
owners, representing every state in
the nation, are expected to be pres-
ent.

Si H. Fabian, ATA president;
Robert W. Coyne, executive director,
and Herman M. Levy, MPTOA gen-
eral counsel, will meet today to dis-
cuss convention plans.

Cantor Cites U. S. Notables
As UJA Honors Comedian

Philadelphia — President Truman,
General Eisenhower, Thomas J. Wat-
son, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Nelson
Rockefeller and Spyros Skouras were
cited by Eddie Cantor as examples
of those who "prove once again the
oigness of the American heart," as
che celebrated comedian and human-
itarian accepted an illuminated scroll
from the hands of Barney Balaban
at last night's dinner of the Motion
Picture Division of the United Jew-
ish Appeal, held in this city's Belle-
vue Stratford Hotel.
Acting on behalf of Henry Mor-

genthau, Jr., General Chairman of
Che UJA, Balaban hailed Cantor as
"an inspiration not only to the Jew-
ish people, but to the American peo-
ple as a whole."

Highlight of Cantor's reply was:
"I would like to share it (the illum-
inated scroll) with the men and wo-
men of America, Christians and Jews
alike, who were willing to share their
good fortune and economic blessing
with those for whom even hope was
fading."
UJA's goal of $170,000,000 for the

relief and rehabilitation of homeless
European Jews is still many millions
short of the national quota.

B & K Pays $3.50 Quarterly

Chicago—B & K paid a $3.50 quar-
terly dividend yesterday, making a

$14 yearly dividend rate.

WATCtilHATSuNl
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Labor Control Move

Might Hit Britisii

(Continued from Page 1)

jobs to which they are directed in

the national interest.

Wi;h the industry here already
apprehensive over the U. S. com-
panies' action in banning exports of

American films as a result of the ad
valorem tax, officials in all branches
of the industry wondered if they

would be further hampered by hav-
ing their highly specialized man-
power drafted into other lines con-

sidered more essential to the coun-

try's future.

Possibility of the TUC action has

been known for some time and Tom
O'Brien, M. P., and general secre-

tary of the National Association of

Theatrical and Kine Employes, has

for some time been pointing out to

government officials the special posi-

tion of the union's members in their

contribution to the maintenance of

public morale. NATKE, incidentally,

is a member of TUC.
O'Brien last week asked George

Isaacs, Minister for Labor and Na-
tional Service, to receive a NATKE
delegation so that the claimed special

position may be taken into consid-

eration in any measures that the

government may eventually take.

O'Brien pointed out to Isaacs that

as, during the war, the entertain-

ment industry was praised by the

government of the day for its great
value to the war effort, so, today,

it will be necessary, especially in

the wider interest of increasing pro-
duction that a virile entertainment
industry should continue to give to

the harassed people of Britain some
essential relief from the increasing
anxieties.

St. Peterburg Tax Hike
Approved Despite Protest

(Continued from Page 1)

increased from $150 to $750 under
the measure, on the La Plaza from
$150 to $500, and on smaller houses
from $75 to $300.

This, he claims, is unfair when
compared with taxes on theaters in

other parts of the state. He cited

the $180 annual tax paid by the
largest theater in Palm Beach and
the Miami tax levy of $750 against
its biggest film theater.

Fabian's—St. George''

Moves All Seats

To Center Section

. . . by installing XU-SCREEN, the

greatest invention since SOUND 1

.Manufactured by Xu- Screen Corpora-
tion, Herman Gluckman, president,

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Teleplione Wisconsin 7-9355.

Staten Island, N. Y.
Advertisement

Briefs Filed by Both Sides in Connection
With Appeal from Decision in Goldman Suit

Philadelphia—Briefs from both sides have been filed in the U. S. Circuit Court

in connection with the defendants' appeal from the District Court decision in

the William Goldman-Erlanger Theater anti-trust action.

Defendants in the action last month were denied a petition to reopen the case

in order to submit new evidence and the appeal action now will be continued.

In their petition, majors argued that the Erianger Theater was still dark although

first-run product of several of the distributors was available to it.

Goldman stated that he planned to reopen the Erianger in late August, but

the house has not as yet been opened.

Name Heritage Film Committee
28 IndustryLeaders to Supervise Program

(Continued from Page 1)

vise the role to be played by motion
pictures in implementing the pro-
gram of the Foundation, includes the
iOllowing:

Nate Blumberg, president, Univer-
sal - International; Steve Broidy,
president, Monogram; James R.

executive vice-president,
Pictures; Arthur Krim,
Eagle-Lion; N. Peter

president, RKO Radio;
Skouras, president, 20th

Oentury-Fox; Maj. Albert Warner,
Warner Brothers; Fred Wehrenberg,

Gramger,
Republic
president,
Rathvon,
.:>pyros P

The Freedom Train, special seven-
car exhibition unit carrying 100
priceless American historical docu-
ments, will make its first appearance
in Philadelphia on Sept. 17, and then
visit more than 60 cities in 11 New
England and Middle Atlantic states
on the initial leg of its projected
33,100-mile tour.

president MPTOA; Si H. Fabian,
president, ATA; Ted R. Gamble,
chairman of the board, ATA.
Jack Kirsch, president, National

Allied; Eric A. Johnston, president,
MPAA.

Also, Tom Connors, president, Na-
tional Distributors Committee; Don-
ald M. Nelson, president SIMPP;
Ronald Reagan, president. Screen
Actors Guild; Jean Hersholt, presi-
dent, Academy; Horace 0. Jones,
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Associa-
tion; M. D. Clofine chairman, news-
reel committee; L. L. Ryder, presi-
dent, SMPE; C. R. Reagan, Film
Council of America; C. Scott
Fletcher, president, Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films; Carl H. Milam,
executive secretary, American Li-
brary Association; R. E. Tidwell,
president. National University Ex-
tension Association, Rutgers Univer-
sity; William F. Kruse, president,
Allied Non-Theatrical Film Associa-
tion; Bernard A. Cousino, president.
National Association of Visual Edu-
cation Dealers; Sam Rose, chairman.
Visual Equipment Manufacturers
Council; Herman Robbins, National
Screen Service; J. K. Bingham, pres-
ident, Educational Film Library As-
sociation.

Film will play a dominant part in
heralding the arrival of the Founda-
tion's Freedom Train in more than
.300 cities throughout the country.

Theater committees, comprised of

active exhibitors in the various com-
munities, will secure the co-opera-
tion of houses in their areas in show-
ing a one-reel documentary and a
two-minute trailer for a period ol

one week prior to the Train's appear-
ance. This week will be known as
the Week of Rededication.
The documentary, entitled "The

American Heritage,' was producea
by Dore Schary, narrated by Joseph
Gotten, with the dialogue and story
by Ted Geisel. Film dramatically
depicts the meaning of America's
heritage of Freedom.

Accessories will also be provided
to the theaters, including valances,
22 X 28's, 40 x 60's, lobby stills, one
sheets and six sheets. In addition a
16 mm. documentary will be avail-
able for non-theatrical exhibition
through established outlets such as
schools, clubs, churches, union halls,

etc.

All prints will be provided without
charge and exhibition everywhere
will be set up on a non-profit basis.

National director for the Founda-
tion is J. Edward Shugrue on loan
from the ATA for whom he was pub-
lic relations chief. Richard Condon
is the Foundation's publicity director.

SEC Orders Probe of

Thomascolor Data

(Continued from Page II ,

located in Los Angeles, was organ-
ized to develop a new color process
for television and films.

Statement issued by the SEC said
it "had reasonable cause to believe
the registration statement filed by
Thomascolor under the Act of 1933
includes untrue statements of mater-
ial facts and omits material facts
necessary to make the statements
therein not misleading."
A public hearing will be held at

SEC headquarters Sept. 16. It was
indicated the agency would investi-
gate the "adequacy" and "accuracy"
of 56 statements in the registration.
This includes statements regarding
control of the registrant, Richard
Thomas, and the methods by which
such control was obtained.

Thomascolor's claim to be a new,
rapid means of producing natural
colors in pictures would also be in-
vestigated. Thomascolor filed SEC

«REVIEWS »
• •tilThe Tawny Pipit

with Bernard Miles, Rosamund John,

Nial McGinnis

Prestige-U.-I. 81 Mins.

CLASS A JAR NUMBER SHOULD PROVE
MONEY MAKER IN RIGHT SP*^^- HAS
UNUSUAL HUMOR, STORY. IX of

In the nature of story this British num-

jer produced by JAR at Two Cities is most

jnusual. A great deal of interest is stirred

nto the script when a pair of rare birds

—

.awny pipits—come to nest in England. It

s an ornithological event of tremendous in-

terest. England being a country of keen

lature lovers, bird observers and the like, a

;mall town near where the feathered folk

ire nesting becomes a center of pilgrimage.

On the surface that does not sound like

boy meets girl or such like reliable screen

story trivia. But with shrewd, tasteful and

knowing handling it evolves a warm, hu-

•nan gently humorous tale. As the narrative

proceeds from initial discovery to action

.Tiany fine characterizations are brought

forth and rendered with sound conviction.

It is done in the sepia process. Much of the

story was shot outdoors and the pleasant

rural landscapes caught by the camera are

in themselves a treat.

The Prestige group being a special selec-

tion of British product, this latest on that

:ist is definitely for the house that has

jhowed previous numbers to good results,

rilm stands to garner much critical acclaim

from the lay press. It should be good for

iong time tenancy. It is one of those rare

things to be simply identified as unusual.

That element alone can lure a wide audi-

ence.

Scenario is set in wartime England. The

arrangement of the plot details the work of

Land Girls, arrival of reps from the Royal

Ornithological Society, shrewd bucolics who
suspect visitors, the discoverers of the birds

—here the boy and girl stuff—local agri-

cultural problems. Also such clever injec-

tions as a celebration honoring a Russian

girl sniper, diverting military maneuvers so

as not be disturb the birds, an attempt foy

small time crooks to steal their rare eggs

and perhaps a half-dozen other factors.

They are all worked over for fine effect.

While the film delivers itself of simple

humor it is also a telling portrait cf a peo-

ple shown in a fine new light. For the

most part the chief players are relatively

unknown here. That is another good thing.

New faces, new talents are always highly

saleable.

CAST: Bernard Miles, Rosamund John, Nial:

McGinnis, Jean Gillie, George Carney, Lucie
Mannheim, Christopher Steele, Brefni O'Rorkc,
Wylie Watson.

CREDITS: A Two Cities film; Producer, Bern
ard Miles; Directors, Charles Saunders, Bernard
Miles; Screenplay, Bernard Miles, Charles Saun-
ders; Photography, Eric Cross; Art director, A
Vetchinsky; Film editor, Douglas Myers; Sound,
Charles Testo, Desmond Dew; Technical ad-
visers, Julian Huxley, James Fisher, Eric How
king; Music, Noel Newton-Wood; Played by the.

London Symphony, directed by Muir Mothieson.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, First Rate.

registration last July 9. At that time
the company said it would offer stock
to the public through officers and em-
ployes at $10 a share. Proceeds were
to be used to finance a three-year or-
ganization program at an expendi-
ture of $9,300,688. Offering was the
company's initial public financing
venture.



T„ E TEN

B EST

D IRECTORS
The critics of the nation's press

and radio have elected THE TEN

BEST DIRECTORS of 1946-47.

The result of this nation-wide

newspaper, magazine, wire serv-

ice and radio poll is being sent to

the 2,500 critics and commenta-

tors eligible to vote for simultan-

eous press and radio release on

September 10. Millions of read-

ers and listeners in the U. S. and

abroad will read and hear the re-

sult on that date.

See

PICTURES ofTOMORROW
AND DIRECTORS NUMBER

of

THE FILM DAILY (Sept. 10)
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83 Hours in 11 Days

Gives NBC Tele Mark

Shattering' all previous television

records, NBC presented more than
83 hours of television programs dur-
ing the 11-day period from Aug. 22
through Labor Day.
During this period, NBC Television

also set a week-long record when its

station WNBT was on the air 60
hours from Tuesday, Aug. 26,

through Labor Day.
Four days' coverage of the Amer-

ican Legion's 29th annual convention
accounted for approximately 30 hours
of telecasting. In addition to cover-
age of the Legion activities, NBC
Television also covered N. Y. Giants

Supplementing the work of the
NBC Television mobile crews during
the coverage of the American Legion
Convention, NBC's newsreel camera-
men ground out more than 10,000
feet of film of the activities in five

days. New records in the speedy
processing and presentation of film

were set by the newsreel men, who
worked under the direction of Paul
Alley.

baseball games from the Polo
Grounds, the Davis Cup finals

matches from Forest Hills, L. L; box-
ing bouts from Madison Square Gar-
den, and trotting races from Old
Westbury, L. L
A record number of television cam-

eras and crew members was used to
make these pickups possible. Eight
field cameras — including one two-
camera chain flown up from NBC's
Washington television station—were
employed for the 11-day period.
On most of the important pro-

grams televised during the period,
the NBC Television network brought
the proceedings to viewers in four
cities along the Eastern seaboard.
These were NBC's own New York
station WNBT here and Washington
station WNBW, as well as Philadel-
phia's station WPTZ and Schenec-
tady's station WRGB.

Yankee Footballers Sold
For Tele Over WABD

Television coverage for the eight-
game home schedule of the New
York Yankees, professional football
team, beginning tomoi'row, will be
sponsored over WABD, Du Mont out-
let, by Spring Mills Inc., manufac-
turer of cotton fabrics for men's and
women's clothing.
The Yankee sale was announced

by John McNeil, general manager of
the Du Mont outlet. Aside from the
first game, the remaining seven will

be played on Sunday afternoons.

lUEDDinG BELLS

Taylor-Baker
Indianapolis—Norma Taylor, 20th-

Fox bookers .stenographer, will be
married Sept. 9 to Thomas Baker.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WTLK

AT&T's Albany Cable

Under Construdlon

HOLLYWOOD

"^A/HITE NIGHT," originally contemplated by USP as a Joan Crawford

vehicle, will be produced instead independently by Anita Loos and

Joseph Than, who wrote it. Rights to the story have reverted to Miss Loos

and Than, in an out-of-court settlement of their suit against USP. Re-

portedly, both UA and RKO are interested in a distribution deal. . . .

jc Mario Lanza has been signed to a contract by M-G-M, following his

sensational debut at Hollywood Bowl. The young tenor will report to the

Culver City studio following concert engagements. ... -^ "White House

Girl," screen story by Karl Tunberg, will follow "Up in Central Park" on

Deanna Durbin's schedule. Tunberg will produce and William Seiter will

direct. ... -jf Billy Daniels, Paramount dance director who recently com-

pleted his first directorial assignment on the Technicolor Musical Parade

Featurette "Samba-Mania," has been given the reins on another Featurette,

"Footlight Rhythm," backstage story scheduled for an immediate start. .

it; Joan Crawford's next Burbank vehicle will be either a musical, tentatively

titled "Born to Sing," or a melodrama, "Until Proven Guilty," based on a

Broadway play of several seasons ago. ... -j^ Gerald Rogers, New York

character actor, was set yesterday by Columbia to play the role of the

Cornish station-master in "The Sign of the Ram," the Susan Peters-Alexander

Knox co-starrer which John Sturges is directing. . . . -^ Janet Martin,

now being seen in "The Trespasser," will have the femme lead in the

next Al Peerce picture at Republic. . . . -^ Joan Barton, actress-singer

who last appeared for Columbia in one of the top roles in "Cigarette Girl,"

was signed yesterday by that studio for the lead in "Mary Lou," musical to

be produced by Sam Katzman when he completes "Glamour Girl." . . .

if Ubaldo Arata, who photographed the Italian film, "Open City," has been

engaged by Edward Small as cinematographer for "Cagliostro," which Small

will produce and Gregory Ratoff will direct in Italy next month. . . .-^ Robert

Walker has been assigned the role of Spike, ace newspaperman in "State of

the Union," the Liberty Films production to be released by M-G-M.
^ Betty Grable and Cornel Wilde now scheduled to appear in Ernst Lubitsch's

production at Twentieth-Fox, "Lady in Ermine." Rex Harrison previously

had been announced for the film. . . . -^ Philip Morris was signed by
Columbia yesterday to play the police chief in "Rose of Santa Rosa."

* Paramount has borrowed Donna Reed from Metro to replace Joan Caul-
field in "The long Gray Line." ... * H. C. Potter has been signed by
RKO Radio to direct Cary Grant and Myrna Loy in "Mr. Blandings Builds
His Dream House." Camera work starts on Sept. 15. . . . -^ Joseph Buloff,

who played the traveling salesman in the original cast of "Oklahoma," got
in yesterday from New York to start work in Warners' "To the Victor."
^Warners is making its first use of a helicopter for filming location
shots at Fort Bragg in connection with "Johnny Belinda," Jane Wyman-
Lew Ayres starrer The camera-equipped helicopter will fly over the
towns of Fort Bragg and Mendocino for introductory shots and later will be
used out over the Pacific Ocean to photograph the incoming fishing fleet

Another link in AT&T's expand-
ing coaxial cable network was re-

vealed yesterday with the announce-
ment that construction work,'^, been
started on the cable betwt^^-. New
York and Albany. A joint effort of

the New York Telephone Co., New
Jersey Bell and the long lines de-

partment of AT&T, the new section

is designed to supplement facilities

between New York, Albany, Buffalo,

Cleveland and Chicago.

Potentially the cable is seen also

as a link in an eventual television

network, as the coaxial wire can be
adapted for television transmission
by the addition of proper equipment.
Cost of the 154 mile cable is es-

timated at about $4 million, to be
shared by the three companies. Con-
struction for telephone use is sched-
uled to be completed this Spring.

AT&T now has more than 4,000
route miles of coaxial cable in oper-
ation, a spokesman said yesterday,
and at present is installing cable at

the rate of 3,000 miles per year.

NBC Tele's Truman Pix

In Clean Newsreel Beat

Films of President Truman's ar-
rival in Rio de Janeiro Monday and
his speech the following day were
shown last night on NBC's tele-

vision station WNBT, beating the
newsreels by at least a week if they
can meet the deadline of their next
edition, due Tuesday.

Films were flown to this country
immediately following the Presi-
dent's speech at the Quitandinha
Hotel, Petropolis. After arriving in

Washington they were rushed to

New York for processing and then
edited under the direction of Paul
Alley, NBC director of tele film pro-
grams, who also provided narration.

E-L Hikes Ad Budget
$350,000 on "Red Stallion'

National advertising - promotion
budget for Eagle-Lion's "Red Stal-
lion" has been increased to $350,000
as a result of skyrocketing box office

returns from the film's initial 300
key engagements, it was announced
yesterday by Max E. Youngstein, ad-
publicity-exploitation director.

Budgets will also be increased ma-
terially on "Out of the Blue" and
"Love From a Stranger," Young-
stein said, emphasizing that the
greater portion of the allotments
have been earmarked for local co-
operative campaigns in newspapers
and for trade paper advertising.

Keep Kids from Theaters,
Providence Urges Parents

(Continued from Page I)

as health authorities ordered the
city's public, parochial and private
schools to remain closed until
Sept. 29.

J

Other towns and cities in Rhode
Island failed to follow the action
of Providence authorities and schools
will open on schedule within the next
week, in most of them.

j

The appeal to the parents to keep
children out of crowded places re-

i

suited from an almost 300 per cent '•

increase in polio cases over last I

year but was described as a "strictly
!

preventative move." There is no
epidemic according to health author- '

ities.

To Trim Aussie Taxes
Canberra (By Wireless)—Aboli-

tion of the wartime company levy
is expected to be included among
substantial tax cuts to be recom-
mended when the Federal Parlia-
mentary Labor Party meets shortly
to discuss the 1947-48 budget. War-
time tax represents about five per
cent of the Australian company tax.

I
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20TH-fOX SETS $25,000,000 BBflK CREDIT
Byrnes, P£x Tops To Defend Freedom oi Screen
'Appeal Will be Embodied
In Reply to Red Probe;

!See House Move as Threat

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL Y
Washington — With the move

'' tagged as a major effort to protect
freedom of the screen, James F.
Byrnes, former Secretary of State
and now special counsel to MPAA,
will leave next week for Hollywood
to confer with industry toppers in

mapping a case before the House
Committee on Un-American Activi-

ties, it wag announced yesterday.
MPAA head Eric Johnston was

scheduled to join the top-level con-
fab but will be forced to remain in

(Continued on Page 7)

Aussie Negotiations

Continuing—Mayer
'

' With a "break" in the Australian
' 'film situation believed imminent, for-

eign managers of the international
'j companies met at the MPAA head-
quarters here yesterday to canvass
latest developments in the exchange
of cables between Mayer and Neil
McM'Ackland, of the Film Distrib-

utors Association of Australia.
Also receiving attention of the

(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Sales Execs, to

J
End Coast Policy Talks

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M sales execu-

tives, meeting at the Ambassador
i Hotel here this week, will conclude
their policy discussions tomorrow,
following which toppers will disperse

to their individual headquarters.
Group, under the direction of Wil-

(Continued on Page 2)

^'^Castile" as Rivoli
Christmas Roadshow
Christmas Day opening at the

Rivoli has been set by 20th-Fox for

its Technicolor production of "The
Captain from Castile." Under terms

of a deal set by Andy Smith, Jr.,

20th general sales manager, and

Stanley Meyer, UA Circuit veepee,

pic will have an extended run at

increased roadshow prices.

'OUTLAW'OPENSAT BROADWAYSEPT.U
Film Starts an Indefmite Run on 24-hour Schedule;

Action by Fielding to Prevent Showing is Likely

New York City will see "The Out-
law" 320 days late when the contro-
versial film opens at the Broadway
next Thursday for an indefinite run
on a 24-hour round-the-clock sched-
ule.

On Sept. 27, 1946, United Artists
announced that "The Outlaw" would
play day and date at Harry Brandt's

Republic and Gotham Theaters and
at Arthur Mayer's Rialto Theater,
starting Oct. 26, 1946.

When License Commissioner Ben-
jamin Fielding announced that he
would revoke the license of any the-

ater that played the Howard Hughes'
film, Brandt and Mayer told UA they

(Continued on Page 5)

Joiinston Turns Down

Advisory Com. Meet

London (By Cable)—Eric A. John-
ston, president of the MPAA, and a
member of the Joint Standing Ad-
visory Committee of the British and
U. S. film industries, has formally
advised the British Film Producers
Assn. that he does not think the
present time would be opportune for
convening the Committee to seek a

(Continued on Page 7)

N. J. Federation Meets
On Continuance Sept. 22

The Federation of New Jersey
Theater Owners will meet at the
Stacy-Trent Hotel in Trenton on
Sept. 22 with the prime purpose to

determine whether the organization
is to continue as a permanent body.
Meeting had been previously set

for the following week but date was
moved up in order to enable the or-

(Continued on Page 6)

Britisti Seei( More

Producers, Directors

London (By Cable)—British pro-
ducers, faced with the problem of
markedly increasing studio output in

the face of limited manpower as a
result of the Anglo-American film

impasse, will seek to import a larger
number of both producers and direc-

tors, it was learned yesterday.
The British Film Producers As-

( Continued on Page 7)

Cincy 3% Tax May be
Subject for ITO Parley

Cincinnati—This city's three per
cent amusement tax bill, passed by
the City Council earlier -this week,
is expected to be among the tax mea-
sures discussed today at a state-wide
exhibitor meeting called by the ITO
of Ohio in Columbus.
Measure is in opposition to at

(Continued on Page 7)

Seeks Majority Consent of

Prior Preferred Holders in

Statement Filed With SEC

Ascap Seeks Joint Meeting
tAPlOA, ATA, Allied Would Name Reps.

Hollywood Output Said
Enriched by Fact Films

status of American films is being
improved as an art medium and be-

ing greatly enriched in its entertain-

ment value because of the rapidly

disappearing borderline between fact

and fiction in Hollywood movies,
(Continued on Page 5)

A joint committee of MPTOA, ATA
and National Allied representatives

to confer with Ascap on the new fees

to be collected by the music licens-

ing oi-ganization, was suggested yes-

terday by an Ascap spokesman.
Pointing out that if Ascap began

negotiations with MPTOA or ATA,
Allied would assert that neither of

the exhibitor group represented
(Continued on Page 6)

Twentieth Century-Fox has con-
cluded a credit agreement of $25,-

000,000 with a group of banks headed
by the Chase National Bank, it will

be disclosed in a proxy statement to

be filed in Philadelphia with the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission.
Of this amount, the company yester-

day borrowed $5,000,000 for working
capital purposes. Additional borrow-
ings may be made from time to time
as needed.

In addition to Chase, participating
(Continued on Page 7)

Name Committee of 5

To Sit witi) Maguire

New York City Film Co-ordinator
Edward C. Maguire and 10 industry
representatives huddled for three

hours yesterday at the co-ordinator's

office at 70 Pine St. to mark the first

business meeting of the city-industry
(Continued on Page 5)

Polio Upswing Presents

Juve Attendance Problem

Showmen throughout the nation

have been alerted to juvenile attend-

ance problems stemming from the

seasonal peak incidence of infantile

(Continued on Page 2)

AFL Heads Hopeful
For Steps to Peace

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — AFL leaders here

yesterday were optimistic that "real

steps" towards settlement of the

Hollywood jurisdictional strike may

be taken at the forthcoming Chicago

meeting of heads of warring unions.

The meeting reportedly was called

by William L. Hutcheson, first vee-

pee of the AFL and boss of the

carpenters, at the request of Rep.

Carroll Kearns, chairman of the

House sub-Committee. The AFL ou^•

look here is in sharp contrast to the

apathy shown in the past toward

the Hollywood dispute. The meet-

ing will be held next Sunday.
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NEW YORK STOCK

Am. Seat
Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts. vtc.

East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq

Loew's, Inc

Parcmount
RKO
Republic PIct

Republic Pict. pfd..

20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

Universal Pict

Universal Pict. pfd..

Warner Bros

High
17
22
173/8

431/2

18

203/4

221/2

113/8

4%
111/2

271/2

36
171/4

771/2

141/2

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg.
17 17

211/2 211/2.- i/s

171/2 171/2'— "
427/8 427/8 —
17% 17% —
201/2 203/4 —
213/4 21% —
11 11 —
47/8 47/8 ..

"1/2 111/2 ..

263/4 26% —
36 36 +
163^ 17 —
771/2 771/2 -f
14 14 —

1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 33^ 33^ 3% — i/s

RKO 27/g 27/8 27/8 — 1/8

Sonolone Corp S'/s SVi 31/2

Technicolor 13 127/8 13 — %
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid Asked

Cinecolor 6I/2 7%
Pothe 33/4 43/4

Krugman In SRO Sales
Post in Philly-D. C.-Pitts.

Polio Upswing Presents

Juve Attendance Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

paralysis which for the next 10 days
will be on the upswing.

Total SO far is 3,797 cases reported
since the first of the year. In August
602 new cases were reported. These
figures compare with national epi-

demic figures of 1946 when the totals

for the same periods were 12,434

and 1,780. Last year peak incidence

located in the Minnesota area.

A report by the U. S. Public
Health Service for current incidence

of the disease showed the Wilming-
ton, Delaware area to be the hardest
hit up to the present time with 99
cases. Idaho authorities reported 79
new cases.

In Delaware school openings have
been postponed a week. Rhode Island
reported 78 new cases and New Jer-
sey 62 far the- month of August
bringing the year's total in the latter

state to 94. Rhode Island school re-

openings have been postponed until

Sept. 29. Lock Haven, Pa., authori-
ties clamped a 15-day quarantine on
the city of 11,000. Locality has eight
new cases.

Appointment of Sol Krugman as
SRO district sales manager for the
Philadelphia -Washington-Pittsburgh
sales territories, is announced by
Milton S. Kusell, vice-president in

charge of domestic and Canadian
sales. Krugman, formerly a Sam-
uel Goldwyn special sales rep., suc-
ceeds E. J. Fontaine, who recently be-
came Eastern division manager.

Solons to Check State

Dept.'s Info Program

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A Congressional

group leaves today for Europe where
they will conduct an on-the-spot in-

vestigation of the efi'ectiveness of the
State Department's cultural and in-

formational program, including pix
activities. The Senate-House group
will visit 20 countries in 33 days in a
"quickie" trip.

Some members admitted that be-
cause of the short time allotted for
so many countries, the group could
give only surface attention to the
Dept.'s once-vast pix program over-
seas, now cut to the bone by the
Congressional economy drive. The
The special committee is composed
of five Senators and six Representa-
tives.

UA Takes Lead in Reducing
Layoffs in Home Offices

United Artists is the first com-
pany, so far, to reduce the number
of employes slated for severance in

economy moves in the wake of the
Anglo-American film situation, ac-

cording to an announcement made at

yesterday's joint press conference of

the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild and the Screen Pub-
licists Guild, held at -the latter's

headquarters.
It was said by SOPEG that UA

pink slips will be less than half of
the original figure of 40; SPG re-

ported seven laid off at UA.
Contrary to scare rumors circulat-

ing in the trade of widespread lay-

offs, figures produced at the press
conference yesterday showed that
SOPEG members affected totalled

about 60 in three companies—UA,
Metro and Paramount — largely in

the contract departments, a few in

editorial and accounting depart-
ments. SPG's score sheet shows 16
layoffs in two companies, UA and
20th-Fox.

Reports that a segment of SOPEG
and SPG was seeking affiliation with
the lATSE were denied. Union reps,

insisted that the willingness of five

lA locals to confer with the two CIO
locals on the need for a united stand
against further layoffs was misin-
terpreted as a move toward consoli-
dation.

The lA locals that have promised
to meet with Locals 109 and 114 are:
Motion Picture Film Editors, Local
771; Moving Picture Machine Oper-
ators Union, Local 306; Motion Pic-
ture Laboratory Technicians, Local
702; Film Exchange Employes
Union, Local B-51; and Motion Pic-
ture Home Office Employes Union,
Local H-63.

Col. Levinson N. Y. Bound
On WB Television Project

Col. Nathan Levinson, head of the
sound and technical department at
Warners Studio, arrives in New York
this week-end from the Coast for
consultations in connection with the
television experiments being under-
taken by Warners in association with
RCA Victor.
While in the East, Col. Levinson

will visit the RCA Victor plant in
Camden, N. J., to inspect new tele-
vision equipment under construction
there for the Warner studio tests.

D of J Studies Ascap
Proposals for Decree
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Ascap's proposals

for a consent decree in the D of J's
cartel suit were before the Depart-
ment yesterday but officials said
they would have nothing to say un-
til it was decided whether the pro-
posals would be accepted.

Bela Black of Danubia
Dies in N. H.; Rites Sunday

Bela Black, president of Danubia
Pictures, Inc., importers of Hun-
garian Films, died suddenly yester-
day morning of a heart attack while
vacationing at the Balsams, Dixville
Notch, N. H. Black, who was 71, and
a veteran of the industry, is survived
by his niece, Mrs. Joseph Bernhard,
wife of the president of Film Clas-
sics.

Funeral services will be held 11
a.m. Sunday at the Riverside Me-
morial Chapel, 76th St. and Amster-
dam Ave.

"Devil's Delight" First

Grant Film for Korda

London (By Cable)—Gary Grant's
first picture for Sir Alexander Korda
will be "The Devil's Delight." Carol
Reed will direct the picture from a
story and script by Alan Melville.
Grant, who is in England now con-
ferring with Korda, will return to
America shortly and then go back to
London in January. Production will
get under way at the London Films'
studio in February.

"The Devil's Delight" will be dis-
tributed in this country by 20th-Fox.

COminC and GOinc

BERT GRANET, RKO producer, arrived from
Europe yesterday following the completion of

special scenes in France and Germany for "Berlin
Express."

MORRIE ROIZMAN, senior film editor of

The March of Time, leaves Sunday for a month's
study of MOT's film editing problems ip tj^n-
don and Paris. of .

SAM WANAMAKER has returned t5 .^ew
York from the Coast.

JOSEPH BULOFF, Broadway actor, has ar-

rived on the Coast for a role in Werners' "To
the Victor."

JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern and Canadian
division sales manager, and SAM LEFKOWITZ,
Eastern district manager, return today from
Boston.

SID KAIN, Warners field public relations man
working out of New York, left yesterday for

Lexington, Ky., in connection with opening of

"Life With Father."

ANNA KLINE, Toledo correspondent of THE
FILM DAILY is in town.

CHARLES BRACKETT, Paramount producer,
enplaned yesterday for Europe where he will

join the production unit of "A Foreign Affair."

Producer HAL WALLIS leaves for Hollywood
today, accompanied by his wife and son.

FRANK FAYLEN, Paramount player, left New
York yesterday for Kansas City en route to

Hollywood.

WESLEY RUGGLES flew to the Coast yesterday.

HARRY WARNER and wife left Chicago for

Hollywood after visit with James Coston, Warner
zone manager.

Metro Sales Execs, to

End Coast Policy Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

liam F. Rodgers, vice-president and
general sales chief, concentrated
their talks upon product set for Fall

release. Pictures viewed included
"Green Dolphin Street," "Desire Me,"
"Good News," "Summer Holiday,"
"Birds and the Bees," "Cass Timber-
lane," "If Winter Comes" and "This
Time for Keeps."

Accompanying Rodgers on his re-

turn to New York will be E. W.
Aaron, assistant general sales man-
ager; William B. Zoellner, short sub-
jects, reprints and importations
head; and John P. Byrne, Eastern
sales manager.

Division managers Rudolph Ber-
ger, Burtus Bishop, Jr., and John J.

Maloney depart for their respective
operation bases in New Orleans,
Chicago and Pittsburgh.

Silas Seadler, M-G-M ad chief,

emplanes for New York over the
week-end, while Ernest Emerling,
Loew's Theaters ad head, remains
here for several days before head-
ing East.
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'Outlaw" Will Open

At Broadway Sept. 11

(Continued from Page 1)

would have to pass up the oppor-

tunity to show "The Outlaw."

TW51 days before last year's

schi^-jd opening, Justice Carroll

Walter denied UA's motion for an
injunction compelling Brandt and
Mayer to exhibit the film.

Five days before last Christmas,

'Dr. Ward C. Bowen, acting director
' of the Motion Picture Division of the
New York State Education Depart-
ment denied Comm. Fielding's appeal
to revoke the state's license on "The
Outlaw."
Appealing the case to the Board of

Regents, Fielding was again denied
his appeal for revocation of the
license to exhibit Hughes' opus.
On April 3 of this year, New York

Supreme Court Justice Bernard
Shientag dismissed the Hughes Tool
Co. complaint against License Com-
missioner Benjamin Fielding and
Police Commissioner Arthur W. Wal-
lander. The court opined that the
?nal decision on the showing of
'The Outlaw" in New York City re-
nained with the courts after a viola-
;ion had been made, and prosecution
lad been instituted.

Still pending is an anti-trust suit

begun against MPAA by the Hughes
Tool Co., in March 1946.
Fielding was not available for

;omment last night. Neither was
Harry Gold or Alec Moss, sales and
id-publicity heads, respectively, of
Hughes Productions.

1947-48 M. P. Almanac
Published by Quigley

Nineteenth edition of Quigley Pub-
ications' International Motion Pic-
ture Almanac is published this week.
Book, featuring biographies of some
L1,000 film people, includes 1,050
)ages, and was compiled under the
general editorship of Terry Ram-
>aye, editor of Motion Picture Her-
»ld.

,
Other material in the book includes

I listing of motion picture corpora-
;ions, structure, organization, per-
sonnel and financial statements,
jraphs showing theaters grosses
|rom 1942, and other information.

^^^mi^^/i

HOLLVlUOOD-VinE VRRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
lOSE FERRER will play fhe Dauphin in "Joan of Lorraine," M-G-M has

announced, appearing opposite Ingrid Bergman. Maxwell Anderson has

written the scenario which Richard Fleming will direct. Fleming and Miss

Bergman are producing the pic in association with Walter Wanger for Metro

release. . . . if Peggy Cummins leaves H'wood today for her native Eng-

land to appear opposite Rex Harrison in Twentieth-Fox's film version of the

John Galsworthy play, "Escape." William Perlberg, the producer, and

director Joseph Mankiewicz are already there preparing the script. . . .

ic New Warner starlet, Mary Stuart, has been set for a role in "April

Showers," backstage musical starring Jack Carson and Ann Sothern. . . .

ic. British musical director, Muir Mathieson, signed with Para, to handle

the music on "So Evil My Love," which stars Ray Milland, Ann Todd and

Geraldine Fitzgerald. He's been in charge of music on such pix as "The

Ghost Goes West," "Henry V," "Seventh Veil" and "Brief Encounter."

ir ^ -k

X/ICTOR MATURE will have one of the leading roles in 20th Century-

Fox's "Ballad of Furnace Creek." ... -^ Sally Eilers and Barbara Reed

were signed yesterday by Columbia for top featured roles in "Coroner

Creek." ... :^ "I Surrender Dear" is the new title for the Columbia

musical headlining Gene Krupa and his orchestra, which was previously

titled "Glamour Girl." . . . -^ And the new title for 20th-Fox's "The

Flapper Age" is "The Flaming Age." . . . ic Jerry! Hoffman has joined

Independent Artists, Inc., the Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nicholas company, as

advertising and publicity director. ... -^ Maury Nunes, exec, producer of

Longride Pictures, has signed Howard Bretherton to direct two for Screen

Guild Productions release. ... -^ Pat Dane returned to pix at Monogram

yesterday in "A Palooka Named Joe" featuring Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood

and Elyse Knox.

Hollywood Output Said
Enriched by Fact Films

(Continued from Page 1)

Hans Richter, director of the City
College Institute of Film Techniques,
said at an interview at City College.

Citing such instances as "Cross-
fire" and "Gentleman's Agreement,"
Richter, one of the pioneers in the
development of the experimental
film, pointed out that the trend to-

ward realism has developed rapidly
in the past few years. Hollywood,
he observed, has discovered that the
most ingenious scenery cannot suc-
cessfully compete with real life loca-
tions such as the Third Ave. Elevated
in "Lost Weekend," the main street
of Stamford in "Boomerang" and the
Columbus Cii'cle house in "The House
on 92nd St."

Trend, Richter said, is not limited
to backgrounds and settings. Acting,
direction and script-writing have all

been influenced by the desire for
closely following the patterns of real
human behaviour.

Piccadilly Settlement
Conferences Continue

Chicago—Out of court settlement
of the long fought Schoenstadt-Pic-
cadilly Theater $6,750,000 anti-trust
suit loomed as a possibility here yes-
terday with reports current in in-

dustry circles that all defendants ex-
cept Paramount and B & K have
already reached an agreement.

Negotiations with the last two
named are reportedly continuing,
with hopes high that they will join

other litigants in a unanimous solu-

tion.

Name Committee of 5

To Sit with Maguire

(Continued from Page 1)

group, during which time a com-

mittee of five was appointed to sit

with Maguire at conferences with

city commissioners and department

heads.

First meeting scheduled for the
newly named advisory committee
will be Monday when the group will

discuss clearance difficulties with
several commissioners.

Members of the committee include
William D. Kelly, M-G-M; Hal Hode,
Columbia; Maj. Leslie Thompson,
RKO; Tom Mead and Gilbert Kur-
land, both of Universal.

Besides those named to the com-
mittee, also sitting in on the session
and constituting the remainder of
the general advisory group, were Joe
Moskowitz, 20th-Fox; Frank Phelps,
Warners; Edward Dowden, Loew's;
Roy Hilton, UA, and Milton McCul-
lough, MPAA.
Imminent meeting of Mayor

O'Dwyer, Co-ordinator Maguire and
the heads of all the major film com-
panies was discussed and it is ex-
pected that discussions will begin
within 10 days.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Schultz-Eing
Las Vegas, Nev.—Julian H. King,

Jr., son of the head of King Enter-
prises of Des Moines, was married
here to Arlene Schultz of Pasadena,
Calif.

Pols-Liguori

Vincent Liguori of RKO Theaters
publicity department, will be married
to Elaine Pols tomorrow evening at
the Bancroft Hotel. The couple will

then leave on a two-week honeymoon
trip to Canada.

Still In A Huddle
Negotiations between major cir-

cuits and Local 306 of the Moving
Picture Machine Operators Union are
still going on. Of the bigger circuits,

Skouras and Randforce have already
signed up with Local 306.

Film Rights Dissolved
Albany—Film Rights, Inc. and F.

R. I. Corp. have filed certificates of

voluntary dissolution with the Sec-
retary of State.

I



Aussie Negotiations

Continuing—Mayer

(Continued from Page 1)

foi-eign managers was the Danish

film situation. The Danish govern-

ment last week ordered that film im-

ports be reduced to 25 per cent, effec-

tive Sept. 15, as a result of the lack

of foreign cui-rency.

It was also reported the Danish
government, in word received from
Copenhagen, was considering limit-

ing remittances to 50 per cent of

1946. Fayette Allport, London
MPAA rep., it was disclosed, will go

to the Danish capital and investigate

the move, reporting his findings early

next week.
Reportedly, the Australian gov-

ernment is considering a proposal by

the majors that a third of U. S. film

earnings down under be frozen for a

16 month period from Sept. 1, the

American proposal coming as a

counter to the earlier proposal by
Prime Minister Joseph B. Chifley

that a flat $2,000,000 of U. S. pix

earnings be frozen in the Common-
weath.
At the close of yesterday's meet-

ing, Mayer commented:
"Our industry is the only one to

date where negotiations are con-

tinuing with the Australian govern-

ment in an effort to avoid either a

limitation on imports or a tax on

remittances."

Turnbull Says Chifley Will

Reduce U. S. $$ One-Third
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—At a luncheon tend-

ered him by Charles P. Skouras,

Ernest Turnbull, managing director

of Hoyt's theaters, said, Prime Min-

ister J. P. Chifley had announced

that remittances from Australia to

United States would be reduced

33-1/3 per cent, but it is not known
as yet whether a tax or "freeze"

would be imposed.
Turnbull disclosed that Ingrid

Bergman is Hollywood's biggest box

office star in Australia. No new the-

ater construction is expected to be

permitted for several years.

Rites for Mrs. Nusbavim
Funeral services for Mrs. Adolph

Nusbaum, wife of the owner of the

National Theater, Newark, N. J., will

be held at 10:30 this morning at the

Temple B'nai Abraham in Newark.
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T T T
Ringing Dotvn the Weeh's Curtain

• • • THE PROPOSAL by Ernest Bevin, Britain's Foreign Secre-

tary, that the U. S. redistribute the gold stored at Fort Knox—gold which

cost Uncle Sam $12,500,000,000 and which is held in trust as the nation's

monetory and banking reserve—was a pea out of the same pod that

yielded Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton's 75 per cent ad

valorem duty on U. S. fihn imports While the Foreign Secretary did

not specifically state how the U. S. was to redistribute the Fort Knox gold

cache, American film distribs. should have little difficulty in reading

Bevin's mind in the light ol Eric Johnston's crisp comment on the Dalton

75% ad valorem tax: "They shouldn't expect to get a dollar's worth

of films for a quarter."

T T
• • • THAT NEW YORK CONVENTION may be a matter of Ameri-

can Legion history, but to the friends of Bill "Metro" Ferguson yesterday

come fragrant reminders of the conclave in the guise of thick wedges of

Wisconsin cheese Seems as how Russell Leddy, manager of the

Orpheum Theater at Beaver Dam, Wise, thoughtfully sent Metro's ex-

ploitation chief a 50-pound hunk of prime cheddar thru the local Ameri-

can Legion commander who attended the convention as a Wisconsin

delegate Not one to hoard life's good things. Bill elected to split

with his pals "Sorry but Leddy forgot the 'ham and rye' " noted

Bill Phil M. assures that the "ham and rye" was not missed last

night The cheddar blended perfectly with hot apple pie.

T T
• • • ONCE YOU'RE IDENTIFIED with THE FILM DAILY, it would

seem the association persists At any rale, phone rang in the edi-

torial room yesterday afternoon, and the voice at the other end asked

to speak with FD reporter Bill Omsfein And it's been some 15

years since Bill, now an able Metro publicist, was a staffer here. . . .

• Chalk this as a postscript to yesterday's item about the American

Feline Society's coming National Cat Week Uncle Elizabeth, the

curious cat in RKO's "I Remember Mama," preeming on Broadway this

Christmas, will espouse the event, set for Nov. 2-8. ... • Remember

the furore kicked up last Spring when merchants in Newburyport, Mass.,

experimented with a price reduction campaign? Well, here's a

footnote to that, too Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our

Lives," ploying at the advanced scale of $1.20, rolled up a gross of

$2,128 in three days at the Newburyport Strand A new mark, of

course Pointing up Newburyport's retreat from price cutting to

ready acceptance of a S1.20 scale for "Best Years" is the fact that

Goldwyn's "The Kid from Brooklyn" playing four days at the same

house grossed $1,452 At a lower scale, of course.

T T
• • • MAYOR WILUAM O'DWYER probably doesn't know it

yet, but he plays a bit part in Eagle-Lion's factual drama, "T-Man"

On location in New York, one scene called for star Dennis O'Keefe to

stand on the City Hall steps and ask a stranger for a match As the

cameras, which were hidden in commonplace-looking trucks, began
rolling, O'Keefe approached the first man leaving the building

"Got a match, mister?" he asked "Sure," replied the helpful passer-

by, whom O'Keefe recognized as the mayor The actor thanked

him for the light and both went separate ways And that's how
New York's O'Dwyer broke into pictures. ... • Didja know that

the New York State Youth Commission documentary, "Children in

Trouble," was given screen time by 844 state theaters, playing to

3,833,102 persons? The Commission reports that several communi-

ties already have indicated the film's exhibition has not only brought the

delinquency problem into clear focus but has stimulated coordinated

action with respect to children's problems,

T

ASCAP Seeks Joint

Meet with Exiiibitors

lo

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied, or vice versa, spokesman sug-
gested: "Let each organization ap-,

point a committee, and then let all

the committees of the vario>, beex-
ti

hibitor organizations confe^ .vfeith
jf

Ascap. In a joint meeting of this na-
[j.

ture, we could arrive at some satis
factory arrangement."
Spokesman seconded E. C. Mills'L

complaint that there is no unity
[p

eimong exhibitor groups. "It would,
[jj

be so much simpler to deal with the
whole industry as a unit," he said,

"as in the case of the broadcasters
and hotel operators."
Meanwhile, exhibitor organiza

tions are meeting with their respec
tive legal advisers to seek redress
from Ascap's new scale of license
fees.

Nil

Kirsch Denies Any Allied
Members Signed with Ascap

Chicago — No members of Allied
Theaters of Illinois have signed with
Ascap at the new schedule. Jack
Kirsch, Allied president, said yes-
terday in commenting on a story in

The Film Daily of Sept. 2 to thefHi

effect that 10 Allied members had
signed.

Kirsch, it is learned, has written to

the Ascap ofllice in Chicago, seeking
a blanket 60-day extension of cur
rent rates for all Allied members.

N«J. Federation Meets
On Continuance Sept. 22

k1

(Continued from Page 1)

ganization to take more immediate^
action upon problems currently fac-'

ing the state's theater owners.
Current consensus of opinion

favors the extension of group's life

inasmuch as it is felt that there is a

definite need for an association that
includes affiliated theaters in its

membership. Sole exhibitor organi
zation in N. J. at present is th(

Allied unit, which is restricted tc|

independent owners.

If the Federation is voted infc

permanency, it is expected that
militant stand against the me'
Ascap levies will be taken at the
Sept. 22 meeting.

.a,^

V-

' fee tinai
Sept. 5

Sam Sax
Doris Kenyon
Jerry Safron
Clive Adams

Rose Eidenlsberg
Sept. 6

Otto Kruger
Josepli Vitale

John Ridgely

Sept.

Memo Kennedy
Roy Barcroft

Jack Beutel

Mario Palmer
Ted Baldwin
Amos Hiatt

Dorothy Gulliver

Donald Keith
Rowland V. Lee

7

Arthur W. Kelly

Roscoe Karns

II

i
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lohnston Turns Down

yYisory Com. Meet

(ConHnued from Page 1)

possible solution to the impasse
-aused by Britain's imposition of a
J5 per cent duty on U. S. pix and
.h'^Dibsequent indefinite suspension
)f ^^her film shipments from the
J. S. by MPEA member companies.
The Johnston reply to a proposal

from the BFPA, made last month,
wrought an expression of agreement
from Sir Henry L. French, the asso-
nation's director-general.
"Everybody would agree there

ivere very good reasons for not
lurrying in the matter," Sir Henry
jommented.
American members of the com-

mittee in addition to Johnston are
Nicholas M. Schenck and Barney Ba-
aban. British representatives em-
Drace J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Korda and Sir Henry.

Johnston's polite refusal of the
British invitation created no sur-

prise here, and in fact had been an-
ticipated in view of the fact that the
•natter since had moved up to gov-
jrnmental level.

iHarris Funeral Tomorrow
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Funeral services

ivill be held tomorrow at St. Philips

Dhurch, Ci'afton, for Mrs. Eleanor
*;-Iarris, part owner and founder of

':he Harris Amusement Companies,
A-ho died at her home, Tuesday.

STORKS
A son, Richard F., was born to Mr.

and Mrs. Fred N. Polangin Wednes-
day at Doctor's Hospital in New
York. Polangin is Eastern publicity
director for Enterprise Studios.

Edward Ryan became the proud
father of twins when his wife Ellen,
gave birth to two girls at the Phy-
sicians Hospital yesterday.. Daddy
is the assistant make-up man at
Barnes Printing Co.

Byrnes, Pic Heads to

Urge Screen Freedom
(Continued from Page 1)

Washington because of illness. Ac-
companied by Joyce O'Hara, chief
assistant to Johnston, and Edward T.
Cheyfitz, Byrnes will arrive in Holly-
wood on Wednesday to begin a series
of conferences with industry leaders.

Industry officials left little doubt
that the House Committee's Red
probe is considered a potential threat
to freedom of the screen.
MPAA here recalled Johnston's

statement, when the Byrnes appoint-
ment was announced last June, that
Byrnes would join the MPAA head
in "resisting any effort to undermine
freedom of the screen." At the time
of the announcement, Byrnes was
called an "outstanding champion of
freedom of expression."
With the House probe still sched-

uled to begin on Sept. 24, the industry
is determined to present a strong
case for Hollywood and take the
offensive as much as possible. While
a general outline of the industry case
already has been discussed, details
of the presentation before the com-
mittee will be filled in during the
Hollywood confab.

In line with MPAA's determination
to present the true facts about Holly-
wood, Byrnes will concentrate his
efforts on taking the offensive in the
probe, rather than answering vague
charges. Johnston has called on the
House Committee to give Hollywoor'
a "fair trial before it is convicted."

In addition to the problems posed
by the forthcoming House investiga
ion, Byrnes is also expected to dis

uss a wide range of industry que?
tions with Hollywood leaders. The
British question also will be dis
"ussed and it is thought here tha
Byrnes may adv'se on concrete suf
gestions for ending the present im-
passe. It is also expected that Byrnes
mil outline his views on development
of a set of practices for the industry

MPAA reiterated that Byrnes wil'

make no personal appearance before
.he House Committee.

In addition to his MPAA jot
Byrnes also will represent 20th-Fo:
n its appeal from the equity decisioi
jefore the Supreme Court.

files Test of Ticket Tax
Crestview, Fla.—Neil Robinson has

filed suit to test the validity of the
amusement tax passed here recently.

Fox Sets $25,

In Banl( Credit

(Continued from Page 1)

banks include Bankers Trust Co.,

Bank of America, Manufacturers
Trust Co., Chemical Bank & Trust
Co., and the Commercial National
Bank & Trust Co.
The statement is directed to prior

preferred stockholders whose major-
ity consent is required under the
credit agreement in excess of

$5,000,000.
Loan will bear interest at the rate

of one and one-half per cent per
annum until September, 1949; one
and one-third per cent until Septem-
ber, 1D50, and thereafter two per
cent.

Company directors fixed Sept. 15
as record date for determination of

prior preferred stockholders to be
solicited for consent or dissent. At
the close of business Sept. 3 there
were 89,388 shares of prior preferred
stock outstanding. No stockholders
meeting will be held. Holders of
stock have been asked to express
consent in writing before Oct. 24.

Cincy 3% Tax Maybe
Subject for ITO Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

lease one phase of local taxation be-
ing fought by ITO, in that it ex-
cepts amusements put on for the
benefit of religious, educational or
charitable institutions, as well a.=

service organizations, police and firf

department benefits. Bill, however,
does specify that all of the receipts
from such performances must be
turned over to the beneficiary.

Highlights of the tax bill are:
provision that prices be printed on
tickets, with a $100 fine for violation;

monthly reports to the City Trea-
surer in duplicate; a requirement
that amusement places be licensed
by the treasurer at a $1.00 annual
fee; a 10 per cent assessment for
failure to file a return, or refusal to
give the Treasurer access to account
books and business papers, and pro-
vision for fines ranging from $25 to

$500, and not more than 60 days im-
prisonment, for failure to comply
with the ordinance. Law is slated to
go into effect on Oct. 1.

British Seek Additional
Film Producers, Directors

(Continued from Page 1)

sociation, which this week was ap-
proached by the Board of Trade with
a view to stepping up studio output
from the present 60 to 120 features
annually, will seek joint meetings
with the Association of Cinema Tech-
nicians and the Ministry of Labor on
a proposed new agreement to that
end.

At the present time, no more than
10 foreign directors and producers
may be admitted yearly.

Bert Diener Rites Held
Cleveland—Funeral services were

held here for Bert Diener, veteran
theater manager, who died of a heart
attack.

Says MEL KONECOFF
rn 'The Exhibitor"

UE"
HIS

WORLD. By all means
See this picture, even if

you must be overgener-
ous with your baby sitter.

This is a comedy that's

really funny. Therefore,
leave your tight girdles at

horne (this applies only to

the women, naturally).
George Brent's new role,

as a Caspar Milquetoast, is

a pleasant change from the

usual stifF-shirted and stuffy,

lover, , while Ann Dvorak,
as the inebriated other
woman, walks off with the

picture. She is really a

sparkling comedienne. Not
even Flame, the talented
dog, can steal any of the
scenes from the glamorous
Ann. We'd like to see Brent
and Dvorak in more of

these comedy roles.

"Turhan Bey, Carole
Landis, and Virginia Mayo
also help make this one of

the best comedy films seen

in a long time. We would
like to thank E-L for a dif-

ferent and entertaining
picture."

eeoRot vitoiNiA

BRENT • MAYO
ruftHAN ANN CABOLE

BEY • DVORAK • LANDIS
in VERA CASPARY'S

• RICHARD LANE • CHARLIE SMITH
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Loewtowns which play

Columbia Pictures have a hit in store

-

Rita Hayworth and Larry (Jolson) Parks

in DOWN TO EARTH. This Technicolor

musical has been cleaning up in early

dates, opens at Radio City Music Hall

as next attraction ... Oh, that Hayworth

in Technicolor!

% from LOEW-DOWN, Loew's

Theatres' House Organ,

dated August 26. HAYWORTH •PARKS
^\i..

J/VU

Down to EcutK
u'itn

Original screenplay by Edwin Blum. Don Harlman • Songs by Allan Roberts and Doris fisher

Directed by ALEXANOER HALL • A DON HARTMAN PRODUCIION

MARC PLAII- ROLAND CULVER -JAMES GLEASON- EDWARD EVEREII HORION

ADELE JERGENS • GEORGE MACREADY • WILLIAM FRAWLEI
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Victor Unveils New^ 16mm Sound Projector
ABOUT THE
TRADE

DOB O'DONNELL, General Manager of the
^ Interstate Circuit praised the Nu-Screen
installation at his ultra-modern Esquire The-
ater, Dallas, Texas, in a telegram to Herman
Gluckman, President of the Nu-Screen Corp.

here. . . Latest im-

f~ provements in design,

construction and
equipment were in-

troduced to the mo-
viegoers of Dallas. .

.

Among these modern
features are Nu-
Screen, the concave-

convex Fiberglas

screen which elimi-

nates distortion and
provides an illusion

of depth to the pro-

jected image; Bodi-

form seats cushioned

with foam rubber;

new Altec-Lansing

"Voice of the The-
ater" speakers with

Century sound system; and Electro-Aire

air conditioning. . . In his telegram to the

Nu-Screen Corporation, O'Donnell stated:
".

. . my new Nu-Screen was a tremendous
success. It contributed greatly to the splen-

did evening. 1 am delighted with it and
will contact you shortly on other installa-

I tions". . • Jack Watts has resigned from
'National Theater Supply Co. with which he
i has been associated in Cleveland and Cin-

vcinnati for seven years to join Ohio Theater

Supply Company, operated by Ben L. Ogron,

in the capacity as salesman and engineer. . .

• Fensin Seating Co., Chicago, installed

1800 new seats in the Alhambra theater in

Milwaukee. . . • New air conditioning

; equipment is being installed in the Van

(Continued on Page 4)

O'DONNELL

IVetv Camera Dolly
From B-I7 Turret

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — An efficient and

unique camera doily, redesigned from
a converted B-17 ball-turret by For-

mer Air Corps Sgt. Dale Tholen
with simultaneous and independent
control over vertical, circular, and
lateral movement, has been purchased

by Producer George Pal for use in

both stop-action and standard pho-

tography.

New "Lite-Weight" Model
More Compact But Retains
Big Machine Features

Lite-Weight 16 mm. sound motion
picture projector has hit the home,
school, and business market with the
announcement by Victor Animato-
graph Corp., Davenport, la., that
their new projector, the Victor "Lite-
Weight" is now in the hands of all

distributors and dealers throughout
the United States and Canada.
The Victor "Lite-Weight" is 52 per

(Continued on Page 6)

Altec Service Sets

X-Counlry Contracts

Sound Servicing agreements have
been signed with Altec Service by
the following theaters:

California: New Rialto, San Fran-
cisco; Hub, Leimert, Los Angeles;
Irvington, Irvington; U. S. Naval
Training Station, Terminal Island;
Moulin Rouge, Oakland; El Rey, Al-
hambra; Grove, Lemon Grove; Riv-
iera, San Diego; Park, Gardens; U.

(Continued on Page 8)

Ampro Sells Coinometer
To Ticket Register Ind.

Chicago — Ampro Corp. has sold
the Coinometer change machine to
D. H. Finke, president of Ticket Reg-
ister Industries. This complete prop-

(Continued on Page 4)

Convicts Hear Pix
But Dichs Hear Cons
The underworld will have cause to

rejoice and despair through the cour-

tesy of Altec Lansing and Service,

respectively.

With installation of Altec Lansing

"Voice of the Theater" speakers in

two Illinois penitentiaries, resident

cons will be able to enjoy Altec's

famed tone fidelity as mouthed by

their favorite actors and actresses.

On the other hand, with the FBI using

Altec Service for their projection

booths in Washington, criminal con-

versations picked up by sound cam-

era sleuths will be heard with a

clarity that will give Hoover's boys

some pleasant moments but will

cause the recorded hoods some sad

reflections on the progress of science.

Pacific Names Bayles!

To iiypo Candy Sales

Dan E. Bayless has been appoint-

ed Manager of Merchandising and
Sales Promotion of the Pacific Candy
Service Corp. of Los Angeles by
Herbert A. Ebenstein, President.

Pacific operates refreshment de-

partments in theaters located in

Southern California. The company is

associated with Northwest Automa-
tic Candy Corp. which operates in

the Northwest with branches in Port-
land, Seattle, and Spokane, and with

(Continued on Page 7)

Canada Nabe Building Spurts
Many New Units Planned for Dominion

Chicago Used Chair
Buys 25.000 Century Seats

Chicago—Sam Levinsohn, owner of
the Chicago Used Chair Mart has
completed a deal with the Century
circuit for 25,000 used chairs, which
Century are supplanting with new
chairs for their houses.
Levinsohn reports the demand

for used chairs from the smaller
houses is strong and among recent

(Continued on Page 6)

St. John. N. B.—More activity is

being shown in suburban theater

projects in Canada than ever before.

Near Rothesay, G. M. Hoyt, manager
of Monogram-Eagle Lion film ex-

change, is completing a new theater

to seat about 450. It is to be built

of wood and stucco and may also

contain a lunch bar, with bowling
alleys and dance space in the base-

ment.
Lancaster Theaters have arranged

to enlarge, modernize and re-equip
(Continued on Page 5)

Record Attendance is

Predicted for Annual
Meeting, Sept. 25-28

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Final arrangements

for the Annual National Trade Show
and Conventions of the Theater
Equipment & Supply Manufacturers
Ass'n and the Theater Equipment
Dealers Protective Ass'n were com-
pleted this past week at a meeting
of the officers of the two associa-
tions here.
Trade Show and Conventions will

be opened with a luncheon on Thurs-

(Continued on Page 7)

DeVry Instalialions

Speeded in Tlieaters

Chicago—^Sharp upswing in DeVry
equipment installations is noted by
the following reports of recent the-
ater installations.

New DeVry projectors, amplifiers,
and in car speakers were installed
by United Theater Supply, Tampa,

(Continued on Page 6)

Winters Named Director

Of RCA Victor Distribution

Harold M. Winters, former East
Central regional manager for RCA
Victor, has been appointed director
of the company's distribution de-
partment, it was announced by Frank
M. Folsom, executive vice-president
in charge of the RCA Victor Division,
Radio Corp. of America. His head-
quarters will be in Camden, N. J.

Associated with RCA Victor since
(Continued on Page 6)

New Cincy Drive-tn
Has Bicycle Space

Cincinnati—Newest outdoor the-

ater in this vicinity, the Park-in is

equipped with a screen 36'/2 by 50
feet, reputedly the largest screen

in this section. Space for 750 cars

and benches in front for bicyclists

and hikers with individual speakers

are features of the new drive-in

which also boasts refreshment serv-

ing as an extra feature.

f
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In two Sections—Section II

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre-
hensively covering the equipment industry, pub-
lished every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and Gen-
eral Manager; Chester B. Babn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Introduce New B & H

16MM. Movie Lenses

Rochester, N. Y.—A new series of
coated Baltar lenses, the first to be
developed by Bausch & Lomb Optical
Company for professional 16 mm.
motion picture photography, is being
completed and will be shipped this
week.

Designed by the late Dr. Wilbur
B. Rayton, former head of the optical

firm's scientific bureau, and Miss
Lena Hudson, Bausch & Lomb scien-
tist, the lenses are made in 15, 17.5
20 and 25 mm. focal lengths. Com-
parable in every way to the longer
focus Baltars used by Hollywood
cameramen, the new series will be
used for professional movies in this
country and abroad, and for special
U. S. Government technical photo-
graphic work.

Utilizing some new, high index
glasses, each lens was independently
designed for its individual field of
view, and required two years to de-
velop.

Like their big brothers, the new-
comers to the Baltar family are high
speed lenses, with a relative aper-
ture of f:2.3. Pictures produced by
these lenses are not only equal in
sharpness, but exhibit the same in-
definable characteristics of excellence
as the longer focus Baltars.

Kroehler Air-Expresses
Theater Furniture

Kroehler Mfg. Co. of Naperville,
111., world's largest furniture manu-
facturer, recently rushed a furniture
shipment via Air Express to the Din-
woody Furniture Co. in Salt Lake
City. This furniture was used to
furnish the lobby of the new Capitol
Theater whose opening took place
during the Mormon Centennial cele-
bration.

Hall Improving Fla.

Drive-in For December

West Palm Beach, Fla C. N.
Hall, owner of the new Drive-In
Theater on Southern Boulevard, is

improving the property and has
.space now for 400 automobiles. The
plant represents an investment of
approximately $60,000. It is expected
the theater will be ready by Decem-
ber,

Second Half of fJniquB '^Siamese*' Theater
Is Opened in Toronto By The Allen Chain

Toronto—Unique in theater construction in Canada, the second half of the

Hollywood Theater has been opened in Toronto by the Allen chain to form

what is called the Hollywood Dual Auditorium for the presentation of one

screen bill in the two sections at alternate hours. The secondary theater seats

745 compared with the more than 1,000 seating capacsity oi the first Hollywood.

One lobby serves the neighboring theaters and entry is gained to what has

been called the North Hollywood by the cross aisle, with seats to right and

left. The new auditorium opens at 5 P.M. from Monday to Friday while the

original theater takes care of the matinees. Both theaters tre open on

Saturday and holiday afternoons, it was announced by the manageress, Violet

Turner. Patrons have the choice of either feature of the double bill which

alternates in the two houses.

nEUJ THEATERS
Ycrfenoff Opens Drive-In
Columbus, O.—Leo Yafenoff , Acad-

emy Theater Corp., has just opened
a Drive-in theater on U. S. highway
40 right outside Columbus.

Shock's Marion Drive-In
Marion, O—Horace 'Shock's new

Marion Drive-in was scheduled to
open last month. He also owns the
Lima and Gloria Drive-ins at Lima,
0.

Sky High to Open
Youngstown, O.—Milton A. Moo-

ney's new Sky High Drive-In just
north of here is nearing completion
and expects to open soon.

McTague Makes Progress
Denison, la.—Construction of the

new McTague Theater building is

making fine progress. Structure is

already under roof and it should be
ready for opening by October 1st.

Anderson Stote Bows
Sauk Rapids, Minn.—Byron An-

derson has just opened the State,
second house in the St. Cloud sub-
urbs. Meanwhile, Leo Ross is mak-
ing improvements on the opposition
Rapid.

Connelly's Theater to Bow Soon
Clinton, Minn—New 400-seater

owned by Robert Connelly is ready-
ing an opening for early September.

Twillery Opens
Knoxville, Tenn.—^Mrs. Wooten

will open her new Tillery Theater,
seating 500, this month.

'

Livinaston's Doors Swing Open
Columbus, O.—Livingston Theater,

1573 E. Livingston Ave., opened its
doors. The 1.000-seat theater is part
of a new 8400,000 business center,
and was built by F. W. Rowland and
Associates, of the Main Theater,
Inc.

A & B's Trail Drive-In
Fort Stockton, Tex.—A & B The-

aters have onened their new 500 seat
Trail Drive-In here, located just out-
side of the city limits on the old
Spanish trail.

Ex G-I Opens Mortex
Marlin, Tex.—A survivor of the

Bataan death march, Sam Palasota
has opened the Martex Theater here.
House has a seating capacity of 300.

Colonial Drive-In Bows
Gladewater, Tex.—^Colonial Drive-

In has been opened between the road
from Gladewater to Longview by W.
W. Morrow. Theater has a 750-car
capacity.

Airway In Biz
Houston, Tex.—Theo Routt of the

J. G. Long circuit announced the
opening here of the group's latest
house, the 650-seat Airway.

Springfield Gets Drive-In
Springfield, Mo.—Sam Taft open-

ed the 750-car Springfield Drive-In
here.

American Legion Thea. to Bow
Corsica, S. D.—New theater is be-

ing opened here by Post No. 274 of
the American Legion. Dr. M. H.
Versteeg, a dentist, vdll manage the
house.

Le Brun Ooens Kent
South Whitley, Ind.—Kent, new

350-seat $60,000 theater, was opened
here under the ownership of Don
LeBrun.

O'Reilley's Richfield to Bow
Richfield, Minn.—Don O'Reilley's

new 1,000 seat Richfield is due to
open early this month. Cost will
his $150,000, originally planned at
$80,000.

Kansas Drive-In Bows
Kansas City, Kan—Second open-

airer, Kansas Drive-In, opened in
the

_
Kansas-Missouri metroplitan

district by a group of local film in-
terests under the managership of
Rube Finkelstein.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE "MIRACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AMD DISINFECTANT
For Hotpital — Clean Rest Roemi

ASK YOUR DEALER

Wider Scope Seen

In New Dolly Design

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new camera dolly

which will completely outmode the
velocilator is now in construction at
Selznick Studios, under the super-
vision of its inventor, Morris Rose?

;

head grip on David 0. SelznicR^
"Portrait of Jennie."

This dolly, an improvement on
Rosen's all-angle, trackless dolly in-

vented recently and used for the
first time in Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Paradine Case," will be seven inches
lower than present dollies and will

open up a new, unexplored range-
field for cameramen.
The new camera mount is hand-

driven and can move forward, side-

ways and backward in one operation.
Number of camera set-ups is cut to

a minimum for the Rosen super-
dolly will run on masonite witlaout
track and can follow practically in

the footsteps of the actors.

Wellman Forms Circuit

In Girard, Ohio

Girard, O.—Peter Wellman, the-
aterman here, has incorporated four
small theaters which he owns as
PM Theaters, Inc. These include
the Fox and Home, both in Youngs-
town; the Palace, Hubbard; and the
Palace theater building in Campbell.
Wellman leases the Campbell the-
ater to another operator. This firm
was incorporated for $100,000 but
all of the stock, 250 shares no par,
are held by Wellman and his fam-
ily, he said.

Ampro Ships Equipment
To Their India Reps.

Chicago—Ampro Corp. are ship-

ping one hundred thousand dollars
worth of equipment, including pro-
jectors, screens and other theater
items to their representatives in In-
dia. Exporters are finding the lack
of dollars for payment for exports
is becoming a serious handicap in

overseas shipments.

•^ IF YOU BUY %^^
111 STADIUM. AMUSEMENT PARK OR ^ '

|>\ comACT mERNATIONAL TICKH!]

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

' Samples, prices on re-
^', quest.

INTERNATIONAL
,

TICKET CO.
52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Sales offices in New York and
Prineipol Cities



The brilliant arc.between two "National"

High Intensity projector carbons is

brighter — per unit of area — than the heart

of a V-2 rocket blast.

This powerful man-made sunlight is har-

nessed in your projection booth. It is snow

white, perfect for bringing out detail and full

rich color on your screen. And yet, compared

to other operating costs, the expense of

"National" projector carbons is negligible.

When "National" projector carbons are

used as the light source, you give your patrons

the kind of vivid, easy-to-see pictures they

really enjoy. You'll find that "National" pro-

jector carbons have a definite effect upon

your box office.

For Perfection

in Photography

and Projection,

Use the

Carbon Arc /

1 l.f Urm "Nul'ioijjl" h a rcy^islercd trade-mark uf -2

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Vniot! Carbide and Carbon Corporation

[IH3
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • NEW YORK PITTSBURGH • SAN FRANCISCO



EQUIPMENT NEWS

First G. B. Ampros

In Plant Production

First Ampro "Imperial" 16mm.
silent projectors is now in produc-
tion in Great Britain by Kelvin,

Bottomley & Baird, Ltd. in their

Basingstoke plant. Ampro recently

announced the formation of a new
British distributing company, "Sim-
plex-Ampro Ltd." London, to direct

the sale of Ampro projectors in

Great Britain, Ireland and continen-
tal markets.

Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird re-

ports that the first Ampro projec-

tors coming off their production line

were subjected to many tests and
their operation was found to be ex-

cellent. While these first projectors
contained a number of American
component parts, later projectors

will use 100% British components.
In addition to the "Imperial"

model, Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird
will soon start manufacturing Am-
pro's "Premier-20", a 16mm. sound-
on-film projector. Messrs. Henry
Hughes & Sons Ltd., an associated
company at Barkingside, London
are undertaking the optics on these
units.

State Changes Hands
Hastings, Neb.—C. P. Knudsen has

sold the State here to G. H. Downey
and A. L. Stevens.
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ABOUT THE TRADE
(Continued from Page 11

Croix Tiieater, Melbourne, Fia., thus com-

pleting the remodeling program started a

year ago. . . Pickens C. Talley is man-

ager. . . • Tom Grasso of the Strand Thea-

ter, Sound View, Conn., has installed a new
candy and soda stand at the theater. . .

p. E. MIESSE, vice president of the
'^ General Scientific Corp., Chicago,

says the company has acquired larger

quarters at 5151 West 65th Street

where they will have 35,000 square feet

of space, for the expansion of the

business of the company. , . The com-
pany has recently developed a special

series of photograph lenses, also a large

number of focal length lenses with
speed of fl for cine cameras, also a
special series of lenses completed cor-

rected for color work. When the

company moves to new location, this

fall, they will add about fifty more lens

experts to their staff. . . • Recent
equipment purchases in the Omaha
area include: C. W. Coryell, Rock
Theater, Bassett, Neb., and Commercial
Club, Elmwood, Neb., booth and sound
equipment; ]. B. Liske, Niobrara, Nio-
brara, Neb., and Guy Griffith, Cass,

Plattsmouth, Neb., and Jack McCarthy,
Louisville, Neb., sound; Epstein Cir-

cuit, Corby, Omaha, booth equipment;
Royal, Dunlap, la., sound; Ernest

When w^ say—^"Service Around
The Clock"—we mean just that.

Your National branch is as

close as your telephone— ready

and waiting to serve you — at

any hour of the day or night.

iQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

FOR EVERY THEATRE NEED

For more than twenty years

Nationar Theatre' Supply has

built its business on Service to

the Exhibitor.

NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY

,f.51„,(„»gt„4„ ^I^M&/i

Grunderman, Talmadge, Talmadge,
Neb., sound; Community, Elmwood,
Neb., booth, sound and seats; and L.

T. Rademacher, Edgemore, S, D., new
sound and projection. . . 9 A new
sound system and a larger screen and
new projectors recently were installed

in the 250-seat Colonial Theater, Table
Grove, 111., owned by M. W. Hughes. .

,

• The 200-seat Riada Theater, Adair,

Iowa, has been fitted with modern up-
holstered seats as part of the extensive

remodeling and improvement program
outlined by its owner, A. O, Ludwig,
Other improvements for the house have
been the lengthening of the structure,

new air-conditioning system, new
screen and arc lighting equipment in

the projectors. . .

* * *

GENERAL DETROIT CORP., manufac-

turers of fire extinguishers and other

equipment have moved their Chicago of-

fices to 435 North LaSalle Street and G. M.
Rutledge of the company reports they have

added heavy duty unit to their line, that is

particularly well adapted for theater use.

Theaters can secure a lot of data from this

company on their protection problems

against fire, by dropping a line, to the at-

tention of Mr. Rutledge. . . • The All

Industry Air Conditioning exposition which

is planned for Cleveland, Jan. 26-29 will

have a greater number of exhibitors than

in any years previously. There will be 203
spaces for exhibits. . . O M. Goodwin,
executive president, will be in charge of

the Continental Electric booth at the Tesma
convention and will have a complete line

of Tetron tubes and other electronic equip-

ment of interest to the theater supplies

distributor. . . • The Motiograph ex-

hibit will be another busy place during the

Tesma meeting, as Fred Thor and Doug-
lass Matthews will be on hand, and Jack
Behike will assist in telling the boys all

about that quality line of Motiograph pro-

jectors and accessories. . . • The Walton,
Selma, Ala., has installed 400 new up-
holstered spring seats and sold its old ones

to the West End Baptist Church. The the-

ater is also in process of installing a men's
lounge, Manager Ralph Curry said. . .

• Frank Porozinski has just completed
installation of complete new Motiograph
equipment in his Cleveland Garfield Theater
including projectors, ball bearing dual chan-
nel sound, bases, magazines and accessories.

Contract was sold and installed by Ben L.

Ogron of the Ohio Theater Supply Com-
pany. . .

* * *

CQUARE MANUFACTURING CO.,
*^ Chicago, has been organized by
Max and Paul Rosenbaum of th'e

United Beverage Co., to manufacture
and distribute the twin theater vend-
ing machines to vend root beer and
coca cola. United Beverage Co. has
the drink vending machine concession
in many of the leading Chicago the-
aters and are servicing Balaban and
Katz circuit exclusively. . , % In
Chicago, Herman Fowler Company,
translucent screen mfrs. are getting
ready for fall campaign. . , a new cata-
log is being made up according to
Herman J. Fowler of that company and
he plans a trade advertising campaign,
to back the sales drive. . .

Nabe, Drive-ins Set

For Mempliis Area

Memphis—Three new theaters,
one a new neighborhood and two
drive-ins are in course of construc-
tion here. The drive-ins are sched-
uled to be finished in time for n^:
summer attendance, and the ntJe'

nabe will be finished in time for an
early December opening according
to the owners.
The nabe will be a 600-seater on

which work is scheduled to start im-
mediately, to serve the Raleigh
neighborhood, on the outskirts of
the city. It is being built by Scott
Jordon and Cliff Peck, who stated
that construction costs have not
been fully estimated.
The two new drive-ins thaters are

planned by Bernard Woolner, who
has been operating the present
drive-in on Lamar Avenue. They
will be located in northeast and
southeast Memphis, a mile from the

_

city limits. Each new drive-in will
|

be completely modern in every re-
spect, according to the owner, an3
will have a 700 car capacity apiece,
and the present drive-in will be en-
larged to a 750 car drive-in and re-

modeled during the winter season.

The new ones, and the old one
after remodeling, will be of Colonial
architecture emphasizing the South-
ern motif. A playground for children,

restaurant to serve cars, and a
service station for cars will be part
of the accommodations offered pat-

rons.
Woolner also operates a Drive-in

in North Little Rock and the new
Esquire theater at Cape Girardeau,
Mo.

Ampro Sells Coinmeter
To Ticket Register Ind.

(Continued from Page 1)

erty has been transferred to new
factory quarters at 418 S. Wells St.,

Chicago, where the new improved
No. 711 Coinometer model is now in

full production.
New innovations in the Coinometer

include many part changes which are
now fabricated from stainless steel

including the coin tray receptacle.
The Coinometer Corp. has been

formed to market this machine with
headquarters at 30 E. Adams St.,

Chicago. Exclusive distributorships
are now being set up throughout the
world with theater equipment, res-t

taurant and bank supply dealers.

Bang Buys Fla. Stand
Ft. Myers, Fla.—Roy L. Bang of

Orlando and Daytona Beach has
bought the Lee Theater from Dr
C. J. Zimmerman, Sam Johnston anc
Sidney Dayis. Only the lease an*
equipment were disposed of. The
building belongs to the Lee estate
Bang will operate the theater; ht
has had two theaters in Dayton
Beach.

Shennadoah's New Page
Shenadoah, la Gala ceremonie

opened the 750 seat Page here.
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Victor Animatograph

To Build New Plant

Construction of a new $1,500,000
modern factory and office building
will start as soon as planning is

completed and materials are pro-
'_3d according to an announcement
^ased recently by Samuel G. Rose,

president of the Victor Animatograph
Corp., Davenport, la., manufacturers
of 16 mm. motion picture equipment.
The new project will be of the most

modern type of construction through-
out the 150,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
All installations and fixtures will be
of the latest design and the ample
floor space will permit the addition
of a large amount of modern machin-
ery to be used in the manufacture of
Victor precision equipment. A large
cafeteria, playground, ample parking
lot and trackage facilities will all

be important features of the project
when completed.
Modern plant will house the entire

Victor manufacturing facilities that
are now located in several buildings.
The factory portion of the building

. will be one story which will permit
. the most modern production-line
methods. The office section will be

: two stories.

,| Architectural plans, which are now
I. being completed, will provide for
additional expansion in the future.

.
The new modern plant became a

1 necessity with the tremendous ex-
. pansion of the Victor organization
that has taken place in the past sev-

? eral years.

.Young Sells Vance
Chipley, Fla.—D. B. Young has

sold the Vance Theater which he
owned and operated, and has gone
into the mill and elevator business.
He sold his theater to the Moffitt
Theaters of Montgomery, Ala.

i" Green, Miner Buy Two
|, Chicago—Ralph Green and George
ii' Miner have bought the Orpheum and
;' Grand theaters in Menominee, Wis.,
who will modernize them.

5 Fowler Sells MoKan
Arcadia, Kans.—Paul Fowler has

sold his MoKan Theater here to Ray
:
Atkins and moved to Texas.

Canada Nabe Building Spurts
Many New Units Planned for Dominion

I
Hi-Ho Added to Holdings

'^- San Antonio, Tex.—Gidney Talley,
circuit operator, has added the Hi-Ho
Theater here to his holdings. New
local house seats 715.

Add Dakota Property
Devils Lake, N. D.—Welworth, op-

erators of the Lake and Hollywood
•• here has purchased additional prop-
i erties for future expansion of pres-
^ ent activities.

••^ Bruhn Buys Royle
f..

Lohrville, la.—A. 0. Bruhn has

I

bought the Royle from William
\ Laughlin.

Creel Sells Emerald
! Biwabik, Minn.—James Creel has

sold the Emerald to Reino Kinnunen.

Syndicate Buys Palace
In Waterloo/ Iowa

Waterloo, la.—A syndicate of four
men have purchased the Palace the-
ater building and equipment for an
$80,000, it was disclose. The trans-
action was announced by David Cut-
ler of Waterloo who did not dis-

close the identities of his associates.
Cutler said that $60,000 was paid

for the building and $20,000 for the
theater equipment. The Cedar Rap-
ids law firm of Spangler and Hines
represented the WieboJd estate which
owned the building.
The syndicate will continue to op-

erate the theater for at least six

months with the present manager.
Jack Maynard, continuing in that
capacity.

Extensive remodeling is planned
by the new owners during the 1948
building season but it has not been
determined whether they will re-

model the building into a modern
theater or convert it for use by re-

tail stores.

RCA Announces
Sound Engineers Manual

Camden, N. J.—A new manual
on the engineering and installation

of sound systems, the most compre-
hensive volume of its kind ever pub-
lished, has just been announced by
the Sound Products Section, Radio
Corporation of America.
Designed for use by architects,

building engineers and the construc-
tion industry generally, the new
"Architects Manual of Engineered
Sound Systems" is a complete guide
to the installation of sound systems
in industrial plants, stores, hotels,

auditoriums, schools, hospitals,

churches, and institutions of every
kind.
The manual is divided into two

parts. The first part defines and dis-

cusses the principal components of

engineered sound systems and de-

scribes the engineering specifications

used in installing the equipment. The
second part is a work-a-day guide,

including complete and detailed

specifications on sound systems for
the seven principal^ types of build-

ings in which sound is most com-
monly used. These specifications are
complete enough to be used as work-
ing templates in making actual in-

stallations.

Circuit Adds Two
Decatur, Tex -Theater Enterpri-

ses has purchased the interest in the
Majestic and Ritz theaters here own-
ed by Mrs. Ruby Gibson, widow of

B. C. Gibson, recently killed in an
automobile wreck near Waco.
The circuit will operate the houses

in partnership with Walter Penn,
who with Gibseon bought the houses
last spring from H. S. Usry.

Park-In Bows
Springfield, Mo—Theater Enter-

prises opened the new Park-In here.

(Continued from Page 1)

the Gaiety, in Fairville, involving use
of an adjoining lot. Partners are,
L. C. Sprague, who is manager; T. J.

O'Rourke and J. G. Armstrong, the
last named being secretary-treasurer
of FPC-Spencer chain.
W. R. Golding, lessee and manager

of the Community, West St. John,
for many years, has bought a lot

about 200 yards from the Community
for erection of a new theater to seat
about 500, and may operate both or
give up his lease on the Community.
Jilast St. John is being looked over
for its first theater, and with Frank-
lin & Herschorn chain and A. A.
.fielding mentioned in this connec-
tion. Sites at or near the junction ol

Beaconsfield and West St. John, have
been surveyed by several parties,

but nothing definite decided on.

Grand Bay being considered for its

nrst theater and ditto for Renforth-
i'orryburn. Fairville being studiea
for a second theater. In St. John
proper, Famous Players are now
erecting their new Paramount, seat-

mg about 1,400, and it will ibe com-
pleted, according to current plans in

December. Diagonally opposite,

Odeon has a site for a 1,200-seater

out demolition of che buildings on the

site has been relayed because ol

tenants' leases. The FP Capitol wili

oe modernized after the Paramount
iS opened.

Jones Sells Princess

Bunceton, Mc—The 280-seat Prin-

cess Theater was sold recently by
A. L. Jones to James F. Doyle, who
at one time was a booker for the

Dickinson _Operating Company, Inc.,

of Mission, Kans. Doyle plans to in-

stall new equipment.

Canton Voters Nix

Civic Auditorium

Canton, O.—An eight-year long
civic campaign for a new municipal
auditorium was defeated at a spe-
cial election, in Canton, 0., Aug. 26,
when voters by a nearly two-to-one
margin turned down a proposed $2,-

850,000 bond issue for the project.
The plans called for a large audi-

torium seating 6,000, a smaller the-
ater, and a small assembly room.
Basement was to be an exhibition
hall. The old auditorium for public
gatherings was closed in 1940. The
defeat came as a surprise, because
the project had been indorsed by the
Postwar Planning Council, civic and
labor groups, and most of the city's

industrial, business, labor, and civic

leaders.

B & H Sprocket Guards
Add Life To Old Film

Chicago—Even defective film has
no chance to jump off the sprockets
of 16 mm. Filmo projectors, now
equipped with newly-designed
sprocket guards, according to an an-
nouncement by Bell & Howell.
New guard was engineered to ac-

commodate the difference in film

curvature when a torn perforation,

as compared with a perfect perfora-
tion, passes over the sprocket.
With Bell & Howell's exclusive

Safe-lock Sprockets and guards, it

is claimed, the film is either properly
seated on the sprockets, with the
teeth engaging the perforations cor-
rectly, or, in the event of incorrect
threading, it is held entirely clear of
the sprocket teeth by the guard. In
the latter case, no damage to the
film can possibly result, even though
the machine is started.

SENSATION OF the INDUSTRY!

DeVRY'S NEW "12000 SERIES"

Projectors and Amplifiers

See them in acHon and judge for yourself

—DeVRY's new "12000 Series" theater

projectors and amplifiers that give both

Exhibitor and Projectionist more of what

they want for less money than any other

theater projector on the market.

For exclusive features ... For new

perfection in projection and sound — see

your authorized DeVRY Theater Supply

Dealer — or write DeVry Corporation,

1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago 14.

for the Perfect Show ^om &^ ^
Indoors or Out *^ S«^^^ DeVry

I
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Victor Shows New

16MM. Sound Proj.

(Continued from Page 1)

cent lighter and 69 per cent smaller,

yet retains most of the features of

the Victor line.

Projector is housed in a stream-
lined single unit aluminum case, with
demountable speaker fitting snugly
inside the projector case for carry-
ing purposes.
Ease of operation, economical price

and exceptional portahility establish

the "Lite-Weight" as the first 16 mm.
sound projector within the easy reach
of millions of home owners, while its

versatility makes possible the show-
ing of home movies as well as pro-

viding entertainment and education
through the use of the thousands of

free, rental, or purchase sound
movies that are available in 16 mm.
It is expected that this equipment
will largely replace silent projectors

which are in existence in many homes
today.
Mechanically speaking, "Lite-

Weight" retains the famous Victor
refinements. It contains both the

clutch-controlled rewind, the unique
Instantilt, reverse operation, has the
advantage of still picture projection,

and either sound or silent film can
be shown at their respective speeds.

The "Lite- Weighc" incorporates

the exclusive safety film trip, the

180-degree swing-out lens, exclusive
framing screw adjustment, spira-

draft lamphouse, and the duo-tlexo

pawls.

Chicago Used Chair
Buys 25,000 Century Seats

(Continued from Page 1)

shipments from his factory here are
to Hollywood theater, Morgantown,
Ky., the New Theater, Sikeston, Mo.,
and the New theater, Lake City,

Tenn. Another shipment of 3U0
chairs is going forward to Puerto
Rico, this week.

Joy-Stix to Puc

Fort Worth, Tex.—W. A. Hanna,
employed here at the Consolidated
Vultee aircraft plant, has purchased
the Pix Theater, formerly owned
and operated by L. C. Dennis. Han-
na will operate the Pix as well as
hold down his job at the aircraft

plant. Dennis will devote .his time to

the operation of his two houses at
Gainesville, the Rio and Dennis.

Show for Joplin

Joplin, Mo.—Jim Nutz, a new-
comer to the business recently open-
ed the 6.50-seat Show which is to

operate on a low admission scale,

following other theaters here. The
booth equipment was purchased from
the War Assets Administration.

Winthrop Changes Hands
Winthrop, la.— W. T. Reinhold

sold the Wintrop Theater here to
Patrick Reilly and Steve Ogburn.

THEATER DEALS
Hossel Leases El Rancho

Culver, Ind.—El Rancho Theater
here has been leased to Everet B.

Hossel by Roy E. Hanson. Hossel
was a former operator of the house.

Shave Takes Plaza
Evant, Tex. — Glynn Shave has

purchased the Plaza Theater here
from F. W. McGilvery for an undis-
closed amount.

New Owner for Avon
Wortham, Tex.—Truett Fulcher is

the new owner and operator of the
Avon Theater having completed a
purchase deal with W. L. Schilling.

Midtown Is Sold
Chicago, 111, — Midtown Theater,

720 W. 47th St., was sold by S. Izzo

to Joseph Venneciano.

Corporation Buys
Emmetsburg, la.—A. J. Swanton,

owner of the Iowa here since 1920,
has sold the house to the Theater
Corp. of Des Moines.

Victory Changes Hands
Knobnoster, Mo.—Victory Theater,

430-seater, has been sold by E. B.
Kaiser to R. F. Ramsey of Holden.

Meeker Adds Star
Miller, Mo. — Star Theater, 125

seats, has been sold by Byron Elliott

to Charles A. Meeker, who also owns
the Roxy in Everton, and the Hardin
in Hardin. Hardin, formerly the
Lantz, was purchased recently by
Meeker from Glenn Lantz.

Another for Creek
West Tampa, Fla.—Royal Theater

here has been taken over by N. E.
Creek. Creek also operates the
Casino in Ybor City, a suburb of
Tampa.

Rio Sold to DeBow
Wall Lake, la.—L. G. Ballard has

sold the Rio Theater here to R. C.

DeBow of Fayette.

Two Houses Sold to Pair
Decatur, Tex.—Majestic and Ritz

Theaters, owned and operated here
by H. S. Usry, has been purchased by
Walter Penn and B. C. Gibson, both
salesmen for Columbia for many
years.

L. R. Kincaid held a minority in-
terest along with Usry in the two
houses. Usry will retain ownership
of the buildings housing the two
theaters.

Meyer Takes Over Olympia
Cambridge, Mass.—Julius Meyer

of 27 State St., Boston, has taken
over the Olympia here, formerly
leased and operated by the Wall
Brothers. T. A. Brooks is the owner.
Meyer will close the theater for
renovations.

Stehmon Buys Interest
Winchester, IlL — Paul Stehman

has purchased the interest of J. J.

Overton in the Lyric Theater here.

Gibbon Bought
Gibbon, Minn. — Frank Toussaint

has purcnased the Gibbon here.

Wliite Sells Pike
Hot Springs, Ark—Kay White has

sold tlie b5o-seat Pike tiieater to A.
iij. Crowder, Jr.

Pickens Buys Rex
Carlisle, Ark,—The 250-seat Rex

theater recently was sold by Elbert
Ciaussen to Henry Pickens, who also
owns and operates the 35U-seat Lyle
cheater here. Pickens has entirely
reraoaeled the Rex and installed new
projection and sound equipment, etc.,

and an air-condicioning system.

Lyric to Dorsett

Bowen, 111—The 234-seat Lyric
Theater has been sold by Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Feild to Floyd E. Dorsett,
local used car dealer and former
grocery operator. The Dorsett fam-
ily also recently purchased the build-
ing which houses the Lyric and the
Worrell & Jones Home Furnishings
store. Dorsett took over the manage-
ment of the Lyric on August 27th.

Anthon Star Sold
Anthon, la.—Walter D. Rasmus-

sen of Council Bluffs has purchased
the Star theater at Anthon from
Tom Sandberg who built the house
in 1946.

Texan Changes Hands
Sanger, Tex.—Jim Willingham,

owner and operator of the Texan
Theater here has sold the house to
William D. Baker.

Rio is Bought
Del Rio, Tex.—The Robb & Row-

ley Circuit has purchased the Rio
Theater here formerly owned and
operated by C. A. Richter.

Hurst Sells Plaza
Denton, Tex.-^W. S. Hurst has sold

his Plaza Theater to R. B. Dicus.
The new owner has given the house
a complete remodeling job.

Hopper Buys Victory

Malakoff, Tex.—A. A. Hopper has
purchased the Victory Theater here
from W. L. Dowling .Hopper owns
and operates the Ruby at Wells, Tex.

Velma's First Theater
Velma, Okla.—C. A. Hammond re-

cently opened the town's first the-
ater, the Velma.

Skidmore Bought
Skidmore, Mo. — Forrest White

bought the Skidmore here. New
owner has theaters in Elmo and
Burlington Junction.

DeVry Installations

peeded In Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

Fla., at the Bradenton Drive-In, Bra-

denton, Fla.

Thousand-seat Toronto Drivfr

has been equipped with projectors,

amplifiers, and in car speakers, su-
pervised by Sheldon Theater Sup-
ply, Dayton, Ohio.
The Roxy Theater, 400-seater in

Concord, N. C. has received installa-
tion of projectors and sound equip-
ment by Theater Equipment Co.,
Charlotte. Cankton Theater, Sunset,
La., has received new DeVry projec-
tors and sound equipment for the
275-seat house. New Era Theater in

Harvey, 111. also has received new
DeVry equipment.
Samar Theater Equipment Co..

Chicago, has installed new DeVry
equipment in the Illiopolis, 111. Crisp
Theater and Donk's Theater, in

Gainesville, Mo. and Hudgins, Va.,
respectively, received new installa-

tions of DeVry amplification and
sound equipment.

Winters Named Director

Of RCA Victor Distribution

(Continued from Page 1)

1926, Winters is well-known in sales
and distribution fields throughout the
country. He has served as sales
manager in the Minneapolis terri-

tory, and as district manager in Kan-
sas City and later in Cleveland.
He has also served as assistant to

the president of RCA Victor Argen-
tina, S.A. in Buenos Aires. Since
1944, he has been regional manager
for RCA Victor with headquarters in

Cleveland. He is a member of the
board of directors of the RCA Victor
Distributing Corp. in Chicago.

Altec Lansing Boosts
Sales Cross Country

Altec Lansing's "Voice of the The-
ater" loudspeaker systems have been
purchased by the following theaters:
Camp Tamiment, Tamiment, Pa.:
New, Cumberland, Ky.; Hippodrome
Richmond, Va.; Speedway, Speed-
way, Ind.; Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City, Calif.; Fox Tower, Pasadena,
Calif.; Finger Lakes Drive-In, Au-
burn, N. Y.; Carlton, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; Illinois State Penitentiaries at
Joliet and Menard, 111.; Graeie
Square, N. Y.; Lido, Riverside, Calif.;

Rialto, Spokane, Wash.; Universal
Pictures, N. Y.; Strand, Kingsbury,
Tenn.; Globe, Shaw, Miss.; Regent,
Cedar Falls, la.; Park, Tampa, Fla.;
New, St. Martinsville, La.; White
Sulphur Springs, Co., White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.; Rialto, El Dorado,
Ark.; U. S. Submarine Base, New
London, Conn.; Roxy, Detroit, Mich.;
Twin City Drive-In, Denison High-
way near Sherman, Tex.; State, E.
Lansing, Mich.; Riviera, St. Paul,
Nebr.; Terrace Drive-In, Big Springs,
Tex.; United Artists, Pendleton, Ore.
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TESMA-TEDPA Clinch

Final Meet Plans

(Continued from Page 1)

day, Sept. 25, at which time James
Russell Young, chairman of the

j

Washington Board of Commissioners,
' 'rV welcome the delegates. Regular
^ness sessions will be held on

Tnursday, Sept. 25 and Friday,
Sept. 26.

Open forum, under the sponsorship
of TESMA, on Saturday, Sept. 27,
will be the feature of that day's ac-
itivities. Several prominent speakers
on theater construction, prefabri-
cated theaters, the carpet industry,
television, drive-in theaters, etc., will
address the assembly, which is open
'to everyone in the theatrical indus-
-try, prior to this open forum. A. E.
Williford will act as moderator. Ar-
rangements have been made for the
entertainment of the ladies. There
will be sightseeing tours, luncheons,
ietc, to entertain them while the male
"members of the family are occupied
with business meetings, etc.

' Activities will be concluded on Sun-
I
day, Sept. 28th, with a cocktail party
and banquet, featuring professional
entertainment and dinner dancing
and without speeches. Roy Boomer,
|Secretary of TESMA, states that all

exhibition space has Iseen completely
sold out and to quote him, "We are
just waiting for the bell." Hotel room
preservations in Washington, indicate
Fthat the largest crowd in TESMA-
rTEDPA history will attend.

New RCA Data Guide
On Industrial Tubes

Harrison, N. J.—A "Quick Selec-
tion Guide" offering technical data on
more than 200 RCA transmitting and
'industrial tubes is now available
from RCA distributors according to
in announcement from the RCA Tube

) Department.
I In abridged folder form, the Guide

j

presents dimensions, ratings and

I

jther essential information of es-
i.pecial interest to broadcast stations,
laboratories, electronic - equipment
manufacturers and other users of
:hese types of tubes. Tube types
covered include RCA power tubes,
.:hyratrons, voltage regulators, recti-

i-iiers, ignitrons, phototubes, cathode-
ray tubes, and special tubes.

Timmins Gets Victory

j
Timmins, Ont.—Famous Players

Canadian Corp. opened Victory, its

nrst post-war theater here. The-
iter seats 1,130.

20th Century's Century

;
Sudbury, Ont.—Century has been

jpened here by 20th Century The-
iters. It replaces the Grand.

Ijational Auto Theater

Columbus, O.—National Auto The-
iter, 2750 West Broad St., had its

jrand opening.

Popcorn Convention
Set For CM, Nov. 18
Chicago—The convention and ex-

position of the National Popcorn

iVIfrs. Association has been set for

Nov. 18-20 at the Sherman Hotel.

Secretary Al Villiesse reports de-

mand for exhibition space the best

in the history of the association.

No Photo Equipment

Bargains at WAA
Prompted by continuing requests

from may civilian sources for pho-
tographic equipment and supplies,
the Signal Corps announced recently
that the only material of this char-
acter declared surplus has been
equipment non-standard for Army
use, outdated supplies, or equipment
beyond economical repair.

This material has been turned over
to the War Assets Administration
for disposal and it is not anticipated
at this time that any of the present
limited Signal Corps stocks will be
declared surplus.
At the end of the war all outstand-

ing contracts for photographic
equipment were cancelled in ac-

cordance with over-all War Depart-
ment policy. Since no large stocks

of photographic equipment had been
accumulated only sufficient material
for a greatly reduced Army re-

mained.
The need for photographic ma-

chines and supplies for the Army
is continuous. Educational work, ex-

perimental programs, hospital re-

conditioning programs, clinical lab-

oratories, the National Guard, the

Organized Reserve, and the ROTC
require photographic material and
the Signal Corps is endeavoring to

furnish this equipment from present
stocks augmented by limited pro-
curement.

Standard Theaters Signs
RCA Service Contract

RCA Service contracts for 15 the-

aters of the Standard Theaters group,

with headquarters in Milwaukee,
have been recently concluded, accord-
ing to C. E. Johnson, manager of

RCA's theater service division.

Agreements, which provide for

regularly scheduled service, emer-
gency coverage, and replacement
parts, cover theaters located in Mil-

waukee, Kenosha, Green Bay, Osh-
kosh, Delavan, and Lake Geneva.

Negotiations were handled for the
theater circuit by L. F. Gran, and for
RCA by H. J. Mayer, Chicago district

service manager; M. F. Bennett, New
York district equipment sales man-
ager; and D. W. McMillin, RCA serv-
ice representative headquartered in

Milwaukee.

Sage Opens in Van Horn
Van Horn, Tex.—^^Sage Theater,

350 seat, has been opened here by
Parker and Longdon.

New Columbus Nabe

Shows Innovations

Columbus, O.—The 1056-seat Liv-

ingston theater, third new neighbor-
hood house to be opened here in the

postwar period, is the fifth member
of the F. W. Rowlands circuit. Others
include the Main, Parsons, Colum-
bia and Hollywood. Designed in ul-

tra-modem style by the local archi-

tectural firm of Alcox and Stritzel

and constructed by N. J. Mulligan,
the Livingston is part of a $400,000
center in the Driving Park area. A
large outdoor goods store and a de
luxe drugstore are other elements
of the center.

In process of construction since
May, 1946, the new center was built
slowly because of the desire of the
owners to get specified high-grade
materials and equipment, many of
which have been in short sunply. The
theater is topped by a modern-style
pylon, placed atop the green neon
theater sign and the waterfall-style
marquee. Boxoffice, candy bar and
popcorn machine are all set flush
with the right lobby wall so that
there are no obstructions in the path
of patrons. Show windows for the
outdoor store and display cases for
the theater are set flush with the op-
posite lobbv wall.
The auditorium indirect lighting

system is in pastel coral, green, blue
and vellow. Light louvers at the head
of the aisles are an ultra-modern
touch. Latest style Kroehler push-
back seats are installed and carnet-
ing is in gold and maroon. The
house has RCA sound, new model
Brenkert projectors, a Goldberg re-

wind case and a compact air condi-
tioning nlant and gas furnace. These
two units are installed on the the-
ater's mezzanine which also houses
soundproof offices and the 56-seat
cry room. Booth and offices am air-

conditioned and soundproofed. Hear-
inar aids are available. The theater
has two parking lots with space for
200 cars.

The Livingston was built by Liv-
insrston Enternrises Inc. of which
F. W. Rowlands is nresident. N. J.

Mulligan, vice nresident and Ray
T?owlands, secretarv and treasurer.
These three and Dr. H. F. Sachs
and Fred A. Brunner fonn the cor-
poration's board of directors. Frank
T^elley. former alternate manap-er to

F. A. Brunner at the Main, is hmise
manager. The staff includes Mrs.
Lois Jenkins, cashier: T. J. -TacksOn.

doorman; Jerome McDonald, aUer-
nate doorman; Mrs. Reaina Bol-
linp'er, candv saleswoman and Nancy
Bollinger, alternate candv girl.

Other two new theaters opened
here this year are the Esquire and
University of the Academy circuit.

New Owner For Erie Bldq.

Frie, Pa.—Public Auditorium
Buildine has chaneed handc; for the

fourth time in 18 months. New own-
ers are Philip and Hannah Krieger.
according- to paners filed. Property
is valued at $140,000.

Paclfk Names Bayless

To Hypo Candy Sales

(Continued from Page 1)

Pacific Automatic Candy Corp. of
San Francisco which covers North-
ern California.

Bayless will work on merchandis-
ing and sales promotion under the
supervision of Tony McLean who is

in charge of this department for the
entire West Coast.
An entirely new conception of mer-

chandising and exploitation will be
introduced by Bayless which will
tieup with the general exploitation
of the theater with current attrac-
tions and seasonal promotions, as
part of the program.
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$ Million Showcase

Bows in Alaska

Comparable with the finest the-

aters on the continent, Alaska's new,
million dollar 985-seat Fourth Ave.
Theater, recently opened, has set a

new standard of excellence for the
territory and given Alaskan exhibi-

tion a much-needed shot in the arm.
Begun more than five years ago,

delays in building caused by restric-

tions brought about by the war,

shortages of materials, and problems
of labor and transportation, were
finally ironed out when the modern
theater opened its doors to the pub-
lic this Summer.
Equipment includes Motiograph

WE sound, with Altec Lansing sneak-
ers; Shearcn Heavy Duty Bases.
Motioeraoh Suprex projection lamps,

and Robin Imperial Steady-Power
generator. The "AA" Motiograph
projector mechanism was flown to

Alaska to meet the opening deadline.

Lobby furniture, drapes, and car-

peting were all custom designed for

the theater and are effectively beau-
tiful in setting off the general lux-

uriance of the house.
Design is modern throughout,

though not severely so. Theater was
designed by B. Marcus Priteca.

Seattle architect. Interior murals
were done by Tony Heinsbergen, In-

ternationally known artist and dec-

orator.

New Glen Process For
Instant 16, 35MM. Dubbing

New process, whereby both 16 and
35 mm. sound tracks may be dubbed
simultaneously, has been perfected

and will be used for the first time by
Producer Jerry Thomas on "Check
Your Guns," a PRC outdoor musical
action film.

Process is an invention of Glen
Glenn, who has devoted several years
to its perfection. Glenn believes that

by his new process, 35 mm. quality
will be given to the narrower film,

and in addition a cost saving will be
effected by elimination of a second
dubbing session.

Altec to Coast

Fox West Coast Agency Corp. has
contracted with Altec Service for
the Ritz and Fox Theaters in Han-
ford, Calif.; the Fox and Hyde The-
aters in Visalia, Calif.; and the Ne-
vada in Reno.

Airport Pix in Mex.
Mexico City—A new use for pix

will be innovated in the near future

with the installation of a small pic-

ture salon in this capital's Central

Airport. Shorts will be shown in it to

entertain travelers waiting for planes.

This airport will be the first to have

such a service. Rafael Norma, Mexi-
can architectural specialist in the

construction of movie houses, will

oversee the work.

Modern Guelph Theater Slated For Fall Bow
To Have Push-Bach Chairs, Bar, Fireproofing

Guelph, Ont.—Guelph's newest theater is expected to be ready for use some

time this fall and work is being rushed to complete it.

According to reports the city's fourth theater will be one of the most modern
in Canada. It is to have the new type of seats, which recline, and are adjustable

so that it is not necessary to stand to allow other movie-goers to enter and leave

the row.

It is further stated that the building will be completely fireproof and that

smoking is to be permitted. A so-called bar—actually a dry canteen—is said to

be included in the plans.

Guelph has three other theaters, but it is expected that the oldest of these

will be closed when the new building is ready for use.

Oliver Theater Supply

Adds Ohio Installations

Cleveland—M. H. Fritchle, man-
ager of the Oliver Theater Supply
Co. announced completion of the fol-

lowing installations: RCA sound and
complete Brenkert projection and in-

car speakers at the North Canton
Drive-In being built by Automobile
Theatres Inc. of Cleveland; RCA
sound, in-car speakers and Brenkert
lamps in the Ski-Hi Drive-In near
Youngstown; complete RCA instal-

lation in the Pairview Drive-In now
nearing completion in Fairview, just
west of Cleveland; RCA sound in the
Majestic and Dayton Theaters of

Agron and the Regent, Youngstown.
George Manos, extensive circuit

owner in the Ohio area has put new
RCA sound in his Manos Theater,
Toronto; and the Manas Theater,
Newton Palls. In the Roxy Theater.
Minerva he installed RCA sound and
Brenkert lamps and Brenkert pro-
jectors in the Manos Theater, Lison
and the Ritz Theater, Newcomers-
town. The new West Theater, Bar-
berton, opedated by J. Gerbetz anS
Vincent Lauter has RCA sound.

Chi. Merchandising Meet
For December is Sellout

Chicago—The National Automatic
Merchandising Association reports
all space has been sold for their con-
vention, to be held in December in

Chicago at the Palmer House. The-
ater people plan to have exhibits at
the meetiner, according to the man-
agement. They are planning a vear
book for the trade to be issued af-
ter the convention. The public re-
lations department is being expand-
ed with the addition of Peggy Row-
lette. who will edit the various pub-
lications of the association. How-
ard T. Olsen has been named mem-
bership director of the organization,
^succeeding Paul Steichen, who joined
the Paul P. Beicb Candy Company
of Bloomington. Ills. The member-
=;hip drive will be intensified, before
t-he annual meeting in December.

''iirf Drive-In Opens
Port Arthur. Tex.—Surf Drive In

has been opened here bv Underwood
<% Ezell of Dallas. The duo also
have drive in theaters at Pharr,
Houston, San Antonio. Dallas, Port
Worth, and Waco. There is also a
bottle warming service offered
mothers.

Kanaga Named Veepee
Of RCA Victor Distrib.

Lawrence W. Kanaga, who has
been engaged in sales and merchan-
dising activities for the past 13
years, has been appointed vice presi-
dent of the RCA Victor Distributing
Corp. and General Manager of the
Company's Detroit branch, it was
announced by Walter M. Norton,
president of the distributing organi-
zation. Kanaga's Detroit headquart-
ers will be at 1930 East Jefferson
Street.

New Officers Elp»cted

By Continental Electric

Chicago—At the last annual meet-
ing of the stockholders of Contin-
ental Electric Co., Geneva, the fol-
lowing officers were elected:

Milton Ritzenberg, president and
treasurer; MacDonald Goodwin, vice-
president and secretary; Jane E. De-
Vleshower, assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer.

Directors of the company are Ritz-
enberg. Joseph Rosenbaum, and H.
A. Mcllvaine.

Continental has increased its en-
gineering staff and is carrying on an
expanded program in improving thy-
ratrons and rectifiers for arc lamp
applications. Company is now mak-
ing sterilamps which will be applied
to air purification in theaters.

Maple Adds Stand
Cleveland—Frank Gross, heading

the Maple Amusement Co., has pur-
chased the Maple Heights Theater
and building with two stores and a
six-room apartment from Mrs. Jean
G. Barck for a reported $80,000.
Gross also owns and operates the
Broadvue Grand, New Y theaters in
Cleveland and the Bedford and Still-
well Theaters in Bedford. Eugene
Frank, formerly of the Embassy, has
been named manager.

Form Super Sound Co.
Detroit—Super Sound Co. has been

formed by Robert C. Servis, Leonard
Y. Sanborn and Harvey H. Hubbs to
operate the 16 mm. film library and
projection service.

Tennings Back to Altec

Frank H. Jennings, electrical en-
gineer with Altec Service for many
years before the war, has returned
to Altec's New York district as a
service engineer.

Altec Service Sets

X-Country Contracts

(Continued from Page 1)

S. Naval Hospital, Corona; Lincoln,

Yountville.
Washington: Autoview, Realart,

Tacoma; Uptown, Townsend, E6'
Townsend; U. S. Naval Radio ife'

Pt. Blakely.
Texas: Iris, Yank, North Austin

and iSouth Austin Drive In, Austin;
Jackson Tent Theaters in Falfur-
ries, Kingsville and Robstown;
Rock, Round Rock.
Oklahoma: Odom Drive In, Home,

Knob Hills, Oklahoma City; Sky-
train, Midwest City; Hornbeck,
Shawnee; Alamo, Marlow; Coxy,
Stroud.

Missouri: Casino, Boonville; Os-
age, Stover; Royal, King City.

Ohio: Crown, Cleveland; Clinton,

Port Clinton; Twilite Drive In, New
Philadelphia; Goodale, Columbus.
New York: Oralyn, Union Hall,

Gouverneur; Rialto, Potsdam;
Albermac, Pawling; Hostess House,
Peekskill; Grand Hotel, High-
mount; Kallet Drive In, Utica;
Lyric, Bolivar; Liberty, Liberty;

Rialto, Monticello; Hotel Sagamore,
Bolton, Ind.; Savoy No. 2, Bronx.

Illinois: Stadium, Evanston;
Glencoe, Glencoe; Teatre del Lego,
Wilmette, Wilmette; Lawndale,
Ideal, Arcadia, Rita, Gaelic, Road,
Chicago; Phil-Eron, Btoomington,
111.

New Jersey: Alvin, Guttenburg;
Florence, Florence; Elm, Camden;
Greenwood, Trenton.
Delaware: Shore, Milford; Ever-

ett, Middletown; Crest, Wilming-
ton.

Minnesota: Sanborn, Sanborn; La-
dum. Elbow Lake; Lab, Cloquet.

Tennessee: Roxy, Gainseboro;

Time, Decaturville; Madison, Mem-
phis; Strand, Cookeville.

Maryland: Naval Academy Audi-
torium, Annapolis.

Massachusetts: Orpheum, Fox-
boro; Gem, Fitchburg.

Virginia: State, Redford; Beach,
Bayne, Virginia Beach.

Maine: Anchor, Kennebunk; Op-
era House, Bijou, Park, Strand,

Bangor; Fryeburg, Fryeburg.
Pennsylvania: Triangle, Pitts-

burg; Couderaport, Couderaport;
Temple, Kane.
Oregon: Alta, Rivoli, Pendleton.
Kansas: Southwest, Johnson;

Chief, Coldwater.
Indiana: Muncie Drive In, Mun-

cie; Theatair Drive In, Jefferson-

ville.

North Carolina: Norlina, Norlina;
Capitol, Snow Hill.

Alabama: Garver, Prichard.
Kentucky: Skyway Drive In,

Louisville, Ky.
Nebraska: Silver Hill, Oghkoah;

Post, Sidney.

Merkel Buys Fox
Nora Springs, la.—Norman Mer-

kel of Mason City, has purchased
the Pox theater here from Rollo
Clough. Merkel formerly was with
Warners west coast studios for a

year before employed by the Radio
City theater at Minneapolis.
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$1 ,500,000 TOP film BUDGET SAID PLUnHED
ATA'MPTOA to Tackle Wide Trade Problems
Merger, Admission Taxes,
Ascap, Export Problems &
Screen Freedom on Agenda

Admission taxes, ASCAP, freedom
of the screen, public relations, road
show exhibition policy, and the im-
plications of film exports to domes-
tic distribution will be among the
imany industry problems included in

the business agenda of the approach-
ing ATA-MPTOA merger convention

(Continued on Page 5)

Info Treaty Draft

Altered; Includes PIx

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Embodying major

suggestions made by MPAA Presi-

dent Eric Johnston, a draft of a sug-
gested international agreement on
freedom of information prepared un-
der the direction of Richard J. Fin-
negan, publisher of the Chicago
Times, was made public on Friday
by Assistant Secretary of State Wil-
liam Benton.

In every major definition, motion
(Continued on Page 5)

Rodgers Assistants Call

Five Regional Huddles

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M field sales

managers will hold two-day regional
meetings with their assistants, dis-

trict and branch managers starting
Thursday, it was decided following

(Continued on Page 8)

FTC Hearings Against
Ad Film Cos. Today

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Washington—A "pre-trial" confer-

ence on restraint of trade charges

against four commercial advertising

film firms will be held before the

Federal Trade Commission beginning

this morning. The four firms in-

volved in the FTC complaint are Ray-

Bell Films, Inc., of St. Paul, Minn.;

Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,

Colo.; United Film Ad Service, Inc.,

Kansas City, Mo., and Motion Picture

Advertising Co., Inc., New Orleans,

La. The sessions will be held in

room 332 of the FTC.

Top MPAA Representatives Expected in England
Within Ttvo NtonthSf British Treasury Confirnts
London (By Cable)—Top echelon representatives of the MPAA will come to

England "well within two months" for talks on the impasse occasioned by

Britain's ad valorem tax and the 'MPEA decision to suspend exports to this

country, a Treasury spokesman confirmed at the week-end. American delegation

is expected to be headed by Eric A. Johnston, president of 'MPAA and MPEA.

Sidney Sees Director

Key Man In Cost Cuts

The film director can be a great
factor in cutting production costs,

M-G-M's George Sidney, who re-

cently finished the company's top-
budgeter "Cass Timberlane," told

The Film Daily at an interview
Friday.

Pointing out that "Cass" had been
completed in six days under the 55-

day shooting schedule, Sidney as-
serted that the economy resulted
from taking care to shoot only what
was needed and eliminating the un-

(Continued on Page 4)

Union Congress Okays
ATC Production Confabs

London (By Cable) — British
Trades Union Congress, meeting in

Southport, at the week-end unani-
mously adopted the Associated Cine
Technicians' resolution calling for
consultations with film trade unions
on both short and long term plans to

aid British film production. Find-
ings of the meetings called for in the
resolution will be placed before the
government.

George H. Elvin, general secretary
(Continued on Page 6)

Aussie Investment

Proposed by Majors

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Majors have pro-

posed that upwards of 30 per cent of

American film earnings be invested
in Australia as a means of easing
that country's financial plight, it was
learned over the week-end.
Informed circles said that the

majors have made this proposal to

the Austi-alian government rather
than a flat freeze plan.

Negotiations are now going on be-
tween representatives of the Amer-

(Continued on Page 3)

Pascal Backer to Build

$6,000,000 Eire Studio

London (By Cable)—Gabriel Pas-
cal's Eire backer, Joseph McGrath,
is putting up the equivalent of $6,-

000,000 to build an eight-stage studio

outside of Dublin, Pascal said Fri-

day. Plant is scheduled to be ready
by the middle of next year.

Meanwhile Pascal plans to film

"St. Francis" and "Androcles" at

Pisa, Italy, from scripts to be sup-
plied by George Bernard Shaw.

Objections on the part of Shaw,
(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Tele at NAB Parley
Four Major Broadcasters Co-op wiffi RCA

Ohio ITO Urges 3% Limit

On City Admissions Taxes

Columbus, O.—Renewed efforts to

induce Ohio city lawmakers to limit

new municipal admissions taxes to

three per cent and to broaden the

base of such taxes were pledged by
75 Ohio theatermen and women at-

( Continued on Page 8)

RCA will raise the curtain on its

latest improvement in large-screen

monochrome theater television next
week at the NAB Atlantic City con-

vention via a co-operative effort on
the part of four major broadcasters

that may mark the passing of an-

other audio-video milestone, it was
learned over the week-end.

In tele circles, there was a feel-

(Continued on Page 6)

Foreign Market Blamed
For Single Film Ceiling
Contemplated by Cos.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Production budget

ceiling of $1,500,000 per picture may
be set by most film companies, top
industry sources here indicated over
the week-end.

Piecemeal announcements hinting
at the budget ceiling may be made
soon by company execs, unless there
is some sudden change for the better
in the foreign situation — an event
little expected by the most optimistic
observers.
Prodded to some extent by banks,

the industry's production schedules
(Continued on Page 8)

SRO Will Release

RKO's "Blanding'

Initial picture, other than those
produced by David O. Selznick, to be
released by SRO will be "Mr. Bland-
ing Builds His Dream House," to be
made by RKO co-starring Gary
Grant, Myrna Loy and Melvyn Doug-
las, it was announced at the week-
end by N. Peter Rathvon and Dore

(Continued on Page 4)

Fields, 20th Pub. Mgr.,

Quits; to Form Own Org.

Jules Fields, 20th-Fox publicity
manager, resigned his post with the
company Friday. He was formerly
with the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
as assistant to the publicity direc-

tor. In 1930 he was assigned to man-
(Continued on Page 4)

'^Dolphin* Roadshows
In 7 Keys IVov. 13

The trend toward higher admission

prices for top product continues with

M-G-M's "Green Dolphin Street" set

to open November 13 in seven situa-

tions at advanced prices.

"Green Dolphin Street" is set for

houses in Meriden, Conn., Houston,

Texas, Atlanta, Georgia, Buffalo,

N. Y., Cleveland, Ohio, Kansas City,

Mo., and Evansville, Ind.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High

Am. Seat U'/g
Bell 8, Howell 213/8
East. Kodak 43
Gen. Prec. Eq 175/8
Loew's, Inc 20%
Paramount 22
RKO Ill/g

Republic Pict 47/8
Republic Pict. pfd. . llVi
20th Century-Fox . . 261/8
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. . 35'/,
20th Cent.-Fox ppf. 101 1/2

Universal Pict 17
Universal Pict. pfd. . 761/2
Warner Bros. 141/0

Low Close

17

21%
425/8

173/8

20'/8

215/8

10%
45/8

111/2

253/8

351/8

1011/2

163/8

75
14

171/8

213/8

43
175/8

207/8

213/4

11

45/8

111/2

255/8

351/8

1011/2

16%
75
141/8

Net
Chg.

+ 1/8

— 1/8

+ Vs

+ "Va

- 1/4

—
Vi- 1/2,- 13/8- Vb- 21/2

+ Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 334 334 33^
R*<0 - 2% 23/4 2%
Sonotone Corp 33/4 35/3 33^
Technicolor 13 123^ 123^

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

S'""olor 63/8 71/8
Poflie 334 43^

+ '/4— 1/4

Reynolds Narrates Short
Quentin Reynolds did the narration

for "Assignment: Tel Aviv," docu-
mentary made by Paul V. Falken-
berg for the United Palestine Appeal.
Lazar Dunner directed. Harold E.
Steinberg wrote the script. After a
six-week run in New York, the
Kodachrome short will be available
in 16 mm. prints.

cominc fliiD Goinc
WILLIAM WYLER and MRS. WYLER (MAR-

GARET TALLICHET) arrive tomorrow abroad the

Queen Mary en route to Hollywood.

NAT NATHANSON, is in Chicago from San
Francisco to take over UA district management.

RUD LOHRENZ, leaves Chicago for Kewanee,
III., to assume manager's post for Wanee thea-
ter.

STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists

and Monogram, and NORTON V. RITCHEY, head
of Monogram Int'l, left Paris for Switzerland
over the week-end.

MURRAY ORR, UA Western manager is ex-

pected in New York for management change.

BERT GRANET, RKO producer, flew to the

West Coast via New York after a seven-week
location assignment in Germany.

A. W. SCHWALBERG, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager of Eagle-Lion Films, returns

today to his desk at the home office, following

week-end sales meetings in Chicago.

DOLORES DEL RIO will be in Dallas today to

receive an award as Latin-America's first lady

of fashion at a Fashion Exposition.

A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal-lnt'l assistant gen-
eral sales manager left yesterday for Pittsburgh,

where he will be joined by FRED MEYERS, East-

ern division manager, who has been in Buffalo.

O'Keefe will also visit Philadelphia.

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN is in Chicago for a p.a.

engagement at the Chicago Theater.

GIL LAMB sails for London shortly to play

the Casino Theater.

HAROLD RUSSELL is in Chicago for p.a.'s at

the Oriental Theater.

M. L. SIMONS, assistant to H. M. Richey at

M-G-M, returns tomorrow from a midwestern
trip.

I KENNETH MacKENNA of M-G-M's story de-
partment at the studio will arrive here a week
from today. He will spend a month in the East.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, M-G-M star, is due back
from England within the next week.

PEGGY CUMMINS, 20th-Fox star, left Satur-

day by air for England.

WILLIAM W. BRUMBERG, manager of the

Warners field public relations staff, returns to

New York today from Cincinnati, where he spoke
at the Schine Circuit convention.

EDDIE CANTOR and Mrs. CANTOR flew to

St. Louis at the week-end via TWA.
CHARLES COBURN and HOWARD DA SYLVA

flew via TWA to Hollywood yesterday.

HOWARD BAY, art director, is here from the

Coast.

Sir CEDRIC HARDWICKE arrived over the

week-end from the Coast to take over the di-

rectorial duties for the forthcoming Broadway
production "An Inspector Called."

LEONID KINSKY is due from the Coast today

to confer with Mark Marvin concerning a fea-

tured role in his new Broadway comedy,"'Serene
is the Afternoon."

STEPHEN WIEDEMANN, former South African

manager for Western Electric (Near East), has

returned to the home office for conferences and
a new assignment.

MARY VAUGHN, head inspectress for

M-G-M's St. Louis exchange, is in town with her

sister.

ARTHUR STEAGALL, Oriental theater man-
ager has returned to Chicago from his Eastern

vacation trip.

Fielding, Moss Chary of

Comment on "Outlaw"

License Commissioner Benjamin
Fielding was taken by surprise when
UA announced that Howard Hughes'
"The Outlaw" would open Thursday
at the Broadway Theater, an authori-
tative source revealed last Friday.

Fielding was said to be in Sara-
toga Springs attending the state CIO
convention. His office at the week-
end refused to comment on the
License Commissioner's plans re-

garding "The Outlaw."
Also chary of comment when The

Film Daily queried him was Alec
Moss, ad-publicity chief of Hughes
Productions. Besides indicating that
the ad campaign on "The Outlaw"
would begin today, Moss added: "We
anticipate no trouble . . . anything or
nothing is likely to happen . . . we're
taking nothing for granted . . . UA
wants to make some money, so they
decided to play a film which has
been taking in the shekels every-
where . . . have a nice week-end."
Moss said that the same version

will be shown that was shown to and
okayed by the censor board of New
York State.

RCA to Pay 1st PTd Div.

RCA's board Friday declared a
dividend of 87/2 cents per share on
the outstanding shares of $3.50
cumulative first preferred, for the
period from July 1 to Sept. 30. The
dividend is payable Oct. 1, to hold-
ers of record at the close of busi-
ness Sept. 15.

Kelly Refuses Elaboration
Of U. K. Production Plans

London (By Cable) — Arthur W.
Kelly, United Artists' executive vice-
president, on Friday refused to elab-
orate last week's statement by the
UA board to the effect that the com-
pany seeks an "outstanding British
industrialist" for the production of
UA releases here.
He observed, however, that the an-

nouncement was in line with his mid-
August statement that the UA pro-
ducers have their eyes turned to-
wards British production in a move
to offset the ad valorem duty. Kelly
at that time said that the company's
producers will step up their British
programs, and was of the opinion
that it will be possible to arrange
for studio space on individual picture
deals. A $5,000,000 finance pool pro-
ject was being negotiated with a
group of English banks.

Kelly said at the week-end that
no agreement had been reached for
UA playing time on J. Arthur Rank's
Odeon Circuit.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

(n requMram^nt* of the

Motion Picture industry

7S Muden Lu«, N«w York
51« IT. 6di 9l Lm AnfaUs

Associates Set Services
For Gross and Peppiatt

Philadelphia — Memorial services

for Sam Gross and C. E. Peppiatt,

former district and division man-
agers of 20th-Fox, has been sej^jjy

the Motion Picture Associat( R^'irf

Philadelphia for Sept. 22, in %e
Green Room of the Broadwood Hotel.

Widows of the two men will be pre-
sented with plaques.

George Brown Arrives
For Para. Conferences

George Brown, Paramount studio
publicity director, arrived in New
York from Hollywood Saturday for
home office conferences. m ,

NEW YORK THEATERS
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By U. I Film Exhibit

Berlin (By Air Mail)—A compre-
h'^^^ive film and photo exhibit at the
C ^1 Bristol on the Kurfuersten-
dc.-im detailing developments in the
Hollywood industry during the war
years is bringing Berliners up to

date on who is who, what is what
and programs in store for them in

forthcoming releases to be distrib-

uted by the German branch of the
Motion Picture Export Association.
The exhibit is the idea of Dr. S.

H. Fuehr, MPEA Berlin publicity

chief. It occupies 1,800 square feet.

Berliners to the tune of over 1,000

a day have been visiting the display
which will run until the end of this

month. Expenses are defrayed by the

sale of star photo postcards, alman-
acs and a herald.

Exhibit was recently opened by
Marian F. Jordan and Harold Smith,
general manager and home office rep.,

respectively, for MPEA in Germany.
Press from the four occupation zones
was invited. Eric Pommer, film sec-

tion chief of AMG's Information Con-
trol Division, spoke on the necessity

of such an exhibit as a means of re-

introducing Hollywood personalities

to the German public. The event was
recorded in "Welt im Film," news-
reel, and broadcast over British and
American radio outlets. The press

reacted very favorably to the show
with the Russian zone newspaper
showing a great deal of unexpected
enthusiasm. Dr. Fuehr keeps inter-

est alive with spot plugs on the radio.

Displays show star stills, fashion

shots, Academy Award material.

There is a refreshment service. High-
light of the exhibit is a small theater
where newsreels, shorts and trailers

for current releases are run continu-

ously.

WB To Release "Bad Men/
"Each Dawn I Die"

"Bad Men of Missouri" and "Each
Dawn I Die" will be re-released by
Warners on Oct. 4.

Eureka-Machaty Global Deal

Eureka Prod, has completed an ar-

rangement with Gustave Machaty
for the world-wide release of "Ecs-
tasy." Machaty produced and directed
the film.

STORKS
Murray Kaplan, assistant to Ben

Shectman, head of Eagle-Lion Films'
contract dept., has a new daughter,
born at the .Jewish Memorial Hos-
pital. The baby, who will be named
Rhona, weighed six pounds. The
child is the Kaplans' second. Mrs.
Kaplan, the former Mildred Greller,
was, prior to her marriage, a mem-
ber of Warners' New York booking
department.

8 OUT OF 10 lOWANS FILM FANS
30 Per Cent of Those Patronizing Theaters

Go Once Weekly, Opinion Poll Shows

Des Moines, la.— Approximately
eight out of 10 lowans—79 per cent
specifically—rate as film fans, with
30 per cent attending movie theaters
once a week, 24 per cent occasionally,
18 per cent once monthly, 17 per cent
twice monthly, and the remainder
either twice a week or every two
months, according to a poll just com-
pleted by the Des Moines Register
and Tribune.

The Iowa Poll, long a Register and
Tribune feature, is taken weekly on
different subjects to determine state

opinion.

lowans living in towns under 2,500
show the greatest tendency to at-

tend the movies once a week while
the farm residents are more likely

to attend only occasionally.

lowans in the 21 to 30 age group
are the most ardent movie fans with
four out of ten in this group attend-
ing once a week while only two out
of ten in the 40 and over age group
voted so.

A total of 65 per cent voted that
they felt the motion picture industry
is trying to turn out better pictures
while 23 per cent claimed it wasn't
and 12 per cent had no opinion on
the subject.

The Iowa movie-goers were also

asked how they felt about scenes in

the movies which show men and
women drinking liquor and smoking.
On the question of men drinking,

a total of 19 per cent claimed it was
all right, 40 per cent said it was
sometimes overdone, 39 per cent said
it should be left out and two per cent
had no opinion.
On the question of women drink-

ing scenes, 16 per cent claimed it was
0. K., 30 per cent said it was some-
times overdone, 52 per cent claimed
it should be left out and two per cent
had no opinion.

On the question of men smoking
in the scenes, 53 per cent said it was
0. K., 31 per cent said it was over-
done sometimes, 13 per cent said it

should be left out and three per cent
had no opinion while on women smok-

See 20th-RCA Revealing
Video Research Program

Princeton, N. J.—Plans for exten-
sive co-operative research in large-
screen television for theaters are ex-
pected to be announced shortly by
RCA and 20th-Fox. Arrangement is

described as "similar in many re-

spects" to the joint setup entered in-

to between RCA and Warners last

Spring.

Chi. Operators Scale
Said Country's Highest

Chicago — The Chicago operators
union new hourly wage scale now
effective is $3,575, making it the
highest in the country.

ing the count showed 31 per cent
said it was all right, 26 per cent
said it was overdone, 40 per cent
would prefer it left out and three per
cent had no opinion.
The poll also showed that Iowa

women are greater movie fans than
men with 81 per cent of the women
and 76 per cent men attending the
motion picture houses. Both men and
women agreed that "The Jolson
Story" is their favorite movie and
that Greer Garson and Bing Crosby
their favorite stars.

Listed after "The Jolson Story"
were "The Best Years of Our Lives,"
"The Yearling," "The Egg and I,"

"The Sea of Grass," "The Bells of St.

Mary," "The Razor's Edge," "The
Farmer's Daughter," "It's a Won-
derful Life," and "Blue Skies."

Favorite women stars after Gar-
son were in the order of preference,
Claudette Colbert, Betty Grable, In-
grid Bergman, Bette Davis, Shirley
Temple, Margaret O'Brien, Hedy
Lamarr, Barbara Stanwyck, and
Lana Turner; while the men stars
following Crosby were: Spencer
Tracy, Clark Gable, Gregory Peck,
Van Johnson, Gary Cooper, Gene
Autry, Roy Rogers, Jimmy Stewart,
and Wallace Beery.

Aussie Investment

Proposed by Majors

(Continued from Page 1

)

ican industry and the Australian

government in an effort to agree on
what form the investments will be
made. It is thought here that the

Australian government informally
has agreed to an investment plan.
Details, however, are still in nego-
tiation.

Previously, it had been reported
here that an "investment" plan has
been under consideration as a means
of breaking the Anglo-American
film deadlock. Revelation that the
Australians have been offered an in-

vestment proposal strengthened the
belief here that a similar plan may
end the British-American impasse.

Industry leaders apparently have
come to the conclusion that some
form of investment plan would be
preferable to an out-and-out freeze.
The investment principle may be ac-
ceptable to the Australian govern-
ment as well as to independent com-
panies in this country who have been
opposed to a freeze.

Flynn Joins FitzPatrick

Chicago — Jack Flynn, former
M-G-M Western manager, has joined
FitzPatrick Travel Service in charge
of a new office in the Metropolitan
Bldg. New office opens on Oct. 1.

FLY
//

United's Luxury Flight over
neiAf, direct route

It's Tops! Leave New York 1 p.m.

(E.D.S.T.) Arrive Los Angeles 8:10

p.m. (P.S.T.) Magnificent DC-6
Mainliner 300!

UNITED
AIR LINES

Airlines Terminal, 80 E. 42nd St. Of

Pennsylvania Hotel or 1 Wall St.

Call Murray Hill 2-7300

or an authorized travel agent

the Main Line Airway
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Sidney Sees Director

Key Man in Cost Cuts

(Continued from Page 1)

necessary. In addition, Sidney be-

lieves in careful editing of the script

before the cameras begin rolling.

"During the war," the director

stated, "anything you did was all

right, including excessive amounts
of shooting and lavish sets beyond
what was needed. But the situation

has changed as it did in every in-

dustry following the war's end."

Sidney expressed the opinion that

Hollywood should concern itself pri-

marily with pictures that spell en-

tertainment, leaving preachments of

social significance to the document-
ary field. "There's nothing better

than an honest love story to make
people leave the theater with a happy
feeling inside themselves and toward
one another," he said.

The director, who has been vaca-

tioning here with his wife, the

former Lillian Burns, leaves for the

Coast today, with a stopover in Chi-

cago en route.

Fields, 20th Pub. Mgr..

Quits; to Form Own Org.

(Continued from Page 1)

agement of theaters. Later he joined

the Hal Home Organization handling
exploitation in Chicago and St. Louis.

In 1943 he was named assistant ex-

ploitation manager at 20th-Fox, and
in 1944 was appointed publicity

manager.
Following a brief vacation, Fields,

it was indicated, will form his own
organization. Announcement of a
replacement to the vacated post is

expected to be disclosed next week by
Charles Schlaifer, director of adver-

tising and publicity.

Pascal Backer to Build

$6,000,000 Eire Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

Pascal said, have killed the deal
under which he was to have made a
Shaw production in Hollywood in

association with Artists Alliance, the
Mary Pickford-Lester Cowan com-
pany.

Poora. Club to Elect

Election of officers for the 1947-

1948 term will be held by the Para-
mount Pictures Club at its annual
meeting in the company's home office

recreation quarters tomorrow night.

:| Lj tee tinc}5 ^o k
%

S Sept. 8

Howard Dietz John Farmer
May McAvoy Wm. C. Gehring
Dovid Horsley Gloria Gray
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">^PHIL M. DALY
Coming: The Pictures of Tomorrow
• • • UP FROM THE BARNES PRESS to the editor's desk at the

week-end came some of the most interesting and most important, industry-

wise and industry-wide, page proofs that Phil M. has been privileged to

peruse in many and mony a week Not to keep you in suspense, the

page proofs cover features of the 1947 edition of THE FILM DAILY'S

Pictures of Tomorrow and Directors' Number, publication of which is

just 48 hours away You'll get it as the second section of Your

Favorite Industry Newspaper on Wednesday.

T T
• • • IF THERE EVER WAS A TIME when the individual theater

operator and manager keenly wanted to know just what product was

coming up—what company can be counted upon to deliver what pic-

tures, in the trade's own jargon—this is it And for reasons which

require no Ph.D. to comprehend The Pictures of Tomorrow and

Directors' Number has the answer to that one A multiple answer,

at that Forthcoming product of all companies is classified for ready

reference purposes Want to know what comedies are current and

on the way? Plus their casts, credits and synopses? THE FILM

DAILY will tell you Wednesday And so, loo, with Musicals, Musical

Comedies, Comedy Dromas, Mysteries, Melodramas, Action Films,

Musical Westerns, Westerns, Dramas No need to tell YOU what this

means to Mr. Exhibitor, is there?

T T T
• • • THEN THERE ARE the results of two FILM DAILY polls,

THE TEN BEST DIRECTORS OF 1946-47, and FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES

OF 1946-47 The two polls annually cms-vrei the exceedingly per-

tinent questions: Who are the outstanding directors of the film year?

Who are the top stars, supporting players, juvenile actbrs and

actresses, cinematographers, screen writers and "finds" of the year, on

the basis of performance and achievement? The answers come

from those best qualified to bestow the several honors—the noition's

eminent critics and reviewers for press and radio—who apply a single

yardstick, that of premier screen performance and achievement

In prestige-conscious Hollywood, the critics' accolades will be duly noted,

discussed and remembered.

T T T
• • • IN THE NUMBER also will be found THE FILM DAILY'S

1947 CRITICS' FORUM, a medium through which the nation's film critics

and commentators annually indulge in a cinematic stock-faking, vital in

equal measure to production, distribution and exhibition Weighed
in the balance by the participants in the 1947 FORUM—and it may
interest you to know that invitations to speak out in meeting went to no

less than 2,500—are such matters as the quality of American product,

advertising and publicity techniques and newsreels; "Freedom of the

Screen," and the screen's use for "information" and "message" films

If the critics and commentators are candid in their criticism and

advice—and they are!—theirs is an honest candor, arising from a desire

to be of service to an industry in whose welfare, further progress and
sustained prosperity they, too, have a stake.

• • • THAT WILL GIVE YOU some idea of why THE FILM DAILY
for Wednesday will be priced at $1 per copy And why it will be

worth many times that to those who will eagerly read it and then

carefully preserve it for future reference "Some idea" is used

advisedly, for there is many another feature, including by-line articles

by the MPAA's Eric A. Johnston, the Academy's Jean Hersholt, John

Eberson, distinguished architect, and Leon Shamroy, president of the

American Society of Cinematographers So take Phil M's tip: Don't

miss the 1947 Pictures of Tomorrow and Directors' Number.

ill Release

s "Blanding

(Continued from Page 1)

Schary, on behalf of RKO R,R^m
and by Daniel T. O'Shea and ^1
Agnew, on behalf of the Selznick en-
terprises.

"Mr. Blanding" is owned 60 per
cent by Selznick and 40 per cent by
RKO. This is apart from distribu-
tion terms which were not revealed.
Picturization of the best-seller novel
and Book of the Month Club selection
by Eric Hodgins, will be under the
supervision of Schary, with H. C.
Potter directing. Production will be
started almost immediately.

O'Shea, in making the announce-
ment, stated that there will be fur-
ther announcements concerning joint
ventures with RKO and with other
producers. RKO and Selznick are
joint owners of other pictures to be
produced by the former, but "Mr.
Blanding" will be the first not dis-
tributed by the company.

Others include "Notorious," "The
Spiral Staircase," "Till the End of
Time," "The Farmer's Daughter"
and "The Bachelor and the Bobby
Soxer." Both Selznick and Schary
expressed their conviction that
"Blanding" will equal the gross of
the current "Bachelor."

"Blanding" will be the fifth SRO
release. First was "Duel in the Sun,"
which has rolled up the second larg-
est gross in industry history, while
the second will be a re-issue of
"Intermezzo," to be followed by "The
Paradine Case" and "Portrait of
Jennie," both in the final production
stages at the Selznick Studio.

B 6r K, Operators Settle Dispute

Chicago—Operators Union, at its

monthly meeting, approved settle-

ment of the B & K Drake and Ad-
miral Theaters - operators dispute.
The hou^s will eliminate weekday
matinees and run them on Satur-
days, Sundays and holidays. Eugene
Atkinson, Operators business agent,
returns from a Boston meeting of the
intei-national executive committee.

FEmmE TOUCH
DOLORES SCHWENDT, telephone operator, 20th-

Fox, St. Louis.

JUNE GRZEIKA, secretary to Peter Perakos,
New Britain, Conn.

SHIRLEY WARi), Quality Premium Distributors
telephone operator, Philadelphia, Pa.

MARY JANE McDOWELL, Worner booking dept.,

Washkngton, D. C.

LIDWINE PHILLIPS, Warner booking dept.,

Washington, D. C.

MARY RUDDICK and JUNE MclVER, condy girls,

Paradise, Vancouver.

IRMA PAHL, cashier. Strand, Vancouver.

BETTY HOWELL, cashier. Vogue, Vancouver.

TERRY McBRIDE, stenographer, RKO, Vancouver.

GAY JOHNSTONE, cashier. Paradise, Vancouver.

PHILLIS BAIRD, secretary, Paramount, Van-
couver.

MARY WALLACE, contract clerk, Worners, Van-
couver.

MILDRED GRIFFIN, Eagle-Lion, Charlotte.
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ATA-MPTOA To Tackle

Wide Trade Problems

(Continued from Page 1)

set ^'NT the Shoreham Hotel in the
na^=^-s capital, Sept. 19-20, it was
announced at the weekend by Her-
man Levy, MPTOA general coun-
sel, and Rohert W. Coyne, ATA ex-
ecutive director.
Levy and Coyne would not reveal

the specific context of the program
but indicated that all of the signi-
ficant problems afi'ecting exhibitors
today would be discussed. It was
emphasized that treatment of ques-
tions of interest to theater owners
would be from a dispassionate point
of view angled to study and solution,
rather than by way of "futile and
intemperate resolutions of condem-
nation."
Advance reservations indicate that

the meeting will be the largest busi-
ness gathering in the industry's his-

toid, the announcement stated, add-
ing that the co-operation of the trade
press had been an important factor
jin spreading the organizations' in-

vitation to the entire field of ex-
hibition.

Four company presidents have al-

ready signified their intention to be
present, and a majority of the re-
n^^ining chief executives have com-
mitted themselves if their business
'schedule permits. Also expected are
top trade press figures, district and
sales managers, a group of Holly-
wood stars and representatives of
allied industries.

Registration Starts Sept. 18
Schedule for convention activities

was completed in Washington last
week at a meeting called by A. Julian
Brylawski, convention chairman, and
attended by Sidney Lust, Frank
Boucher, Gene Ford, Hardie Meakin,
Harry Bachman, Morton Gerber,
Carter Barron, Jack Foxe, Mrs. Sid-
ney Liast, Mrs. Bernard Lust, Bill

Hoyle and Henry Feifcer.
Registration will begin Thursday,

Sept. 18, and a pre-convention meet-
ng of the respective Board of Di-
rectors of ATA and MPTOA will be
^leld that night.

Initial business session will com-
neiTce Friday morning, coiitinuing in

'-.he afternoon. Herman Robbins and
jeorge Dembow of National Screen
Service will host a cocktail party
n the late afternoon, following which
;here will be a dinner dance and en-
;ertainment in the Shoreham's Blue
iloom.

Prior to the resumption of busi-

War Dept. iVctesreel

May Include Austria
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Anglo-American

newsreel "Welt im Film," now con-

fined to Germany, may be revised to

include an Austrian part, the War
Department here revealed over the

week-end. Possible ways to expand

the newsreel were discussed at a

loint Anglo-American meeting in

Munich.

I

HOLLVUIOOD-VmE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
PNTERPRISE STUDIOS concluded negotiations over the week-end with

Stanley Kramer, president of Screen Plays, Inc., providing for the mak-

ing of Ws initial pic, Ring Lardner's comedy-satire, "So This Is New York,"

starring radio's Henry Morgan. Kramer will be the producer, with his com-

pany functioning as a corporate entity in concert with Enterprise. Filming

will get under way Sept. 29. . . . "A' Bitirt Lancaster will postpone his own

production, "Kiss the Blood Off My Hands," which he will make for U-l

release, in order to do the role of Chris ini the screen version of Arthur

Miller's B'way hit, "All My Sons." His co-stars are Edward G. Robinson and

Mady Christians. ... -^^ The Abbott and Costelio comedy, "The Noose

Hangs High," which was to start shooting at Eagle-Lion has been postponed

because of a knee injury which has confined Costelio to bed for two months.

... ^ "The Time Has Come," an original by Graham Baker and Teddi

Sherman, has been purchased by Triumph Pictures, Inc. The writing team is

now preparing "Tennessee's Partner" for Harry Sherman. . . . ^ Anne

Nagel will do a p.a. tour with the Doc Blanchard-Glenn Davis pic, "The Spirit

of West Point."

if ii ii

\A/HEN Paulette Goddard returns from England late this month she will

begin work in Para.'s "Hazard" opposite Macdonald Carey. . . .

if Lucille Bremer has befen borrowed by Producing Artists from M-G-M for

"Prelude To Night." ... -j^ After a week's thorough search of Southern

California for a pair of cuckoos it was found that they were non-existent

in Hollywood. Script of Jerry Fairbanks newest Speaking of Animals short,

"Home, Sweet Home," calls for the birds, which will be flown from a N. Y.

zoo. ... -jf Russell Hayden and Jennifer Wolt have been signed by Screen

Giuild Prods to ct)-star in "Code of the North" and "Law of the Mounties."

... -^ Joseph Walker has been borrowed by RKO from Columbia to

photograph "The Velvet Touch," the Independent Artists production starring

Rosalind Russell. ... -jiir Latest Para, castings are Bill Roberts into "Foot-

light Rhythm," a musical parade featurette, John Michael into "The Long

Grey Line," William Bendix into "A Connecticut Yankee," John (Skins,)

Miller into "The Paleface" and Mickey Knox into the Hal Wallis production,

"Rendezvous at OlOQ." ... -jf RKO currently has nine before the cameras

and expects to have 12 in operation before the end of the month.

"Repeat Performance"
For All Odeon Houses

London (By Cable)—Eagle.-Lion's

"Repeat Performance" has been
booked into the entire Odeon Cir-

cuit, opening with a group of simul-

taneous premieres on Sept. 15. Plans
call for a Hellywood-type premiere,
with Carole Landis, now en route to

England, to be a guest of Odeon offi-

cials at the London opening.

ness Saturday, the local MPTOA will

host a Hunt Club Breakfast. In

the afternoon, newly elected officers

of what it is expected will then be
the Theater Owners of America will

make their first official appearance.
A President's supper dance has been
set for Saturday night, featuring
cocktails and dancing through the

courtesy of Charles L. O'Reilly, pres-

ident, and Benjamin Sherman, execu-
tive vice-president, the Sanitary
Automatic Candy Co. and Affiliates.

Special Events Arranged
The Ladies' Committee has ar-

ranged sightseeing tours of Wash-
ington and Mount Vernon for Fri-

day and a luncheon-fashion show for

Saturday.
For those remaining over Sunday,

Milton M. Gettinger
Backing "Bedfellows"

Miltqn M. Gettinger, attorney, and
specialist in independent fikn finan-

cing, is the leading backier of the
Broadway play, "Strange Bedfel-
lows," by Florence Ryerson and Co-
lin Clements which Philip A. Wax-
man plans to introduce in mid-No-
vember. Gettinger plans to arrange
independent film production of the
property subsequent to the Broad-
way run.
Benno Schneider, who will stage

"Strange Bedfellows," has been di-

recting pictures for Twentieth-Fpx
and Pai-amount for the last sev-

en years, and Morton Haack, who
will design the costumes, will be do-

ing his first stage job since leaving

his post as assistant to Edith Head,
chief designer for Paramount.

there is the President's Gold Cup
Regatta on the Potomac and an ex-

hibition football game in Baltimore
between the Washington Redskins
and the Green Bay Packers for the

benefit of the Baltimore and Wash-
ington Variety Club Welfare Funds.
Those wishing tickets are urged to

contact A. Julian Brylawski at the

Earle Theater Building in Washing-
ton promptly.

Info Treaty Draft

Altered; Includes Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

picture personnel are included in the
final draft released by Benton.
Among other things, correspondents
defined so as to include pix person-
nel—would be guaranteed the right
to enter other countries and to travel
freely therein. Their "copy," no^
defined to include pix, could be sent
in and out without censorship except
that required for military security.

In releasing the draft, Benton said
"the free flow of news and informa-
tion among nations and peoples was
never more necessary than it is today
and never faced with a greater array
of deliberately erected barriers."

Benton declared that the draft
would help make it possible for film,

radio and news agencies to "seek and
disseminate accurate information
everywhere."

Under the proposed treaty, "infor-
mation" agencies include motion pic-
ture producing companies and tele-

vision stations, "correspondents" now
include newsreel cameramen and
television reporters; "copy" also
now includes pix.

In an early draft sent to him,
Johnston expressed general approval
of the document. The MPAA head,
however, made specific suggestions
which would more cleariy define the
pix industry's role in freedom of in-

formation. The final draft shows that
Johnston's suggestions were carried
out.

Pollak in Austrian
MPEA Publicity Post

Vienna (By Air Mail)—Franz Pol-
lak, Austrian film publicist, has been
appointed publicity manager of the
Motion Picture Export Association
branch here. Pollak will work under
the supervision of Wolfgang Wolf,
MPEA manager for Austria.

Pollak has been identified with mo-
tion picture public relations for many
years. In the period embracing 1934-
38 he was connected with the local

Warner office in a publicity-e^loita-
tion capacity.

For long term LEASE to top

tenant only—for Home Office or

Showrooms; about 5,000 square

feet. immediate possession 4

stories—entire building,

GRAND CENTRAL AREA

No, 1.39 East 43rd St., opposite

Chrysler Building, $9,000 net

annual rental, as is.

Adjoining No, 137, owned by us.

about 5,000 sq, ft, additional

(now monthly tenants) available,

if desired,

L. N. ROSENBAUM & SON
565 Fifth Ave., New York 17
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RCA Theater Tele to

Be Sliown NAB Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

ing at the week-end that the demon-
stration was designed, in part, as a

more-or-less gentle hint to the film

industry to get going on theatrical

tele.

Participating in the demonstra-
tions, which will be held Saturday
through Tuesday, Sept. 13-16, will

be NBC (WNBT), ABC, WFIL-TV
and WPTZ, as well as RCA. Screen
will measure seven by 10 feet, and is

said to be similar to the one used at

the Franklin Institute in Philadel-

phia last Spring.

15 Hours of Programs

Programs, totaling some 15 hours

of air time, will originate in Atlantic

City, New York and Philadelphia, the

major portion of which will be spe-

cifically planned for the confab at-

tendees.
Physical setup of the demonstra-

tions involves some highly intricate

planning and testing and up to last

week-end RCA was reported to be

conducting final tests to and from
Atlantic City. Company is said to

be laying out some $15,000 in the

over-all plan, although RCA execs,

are said to feel the impression it will

create will provide ample justifi-

cation in view of the current stage

of theater tele development. Ar-

rangements for the demonstrations

are as follows:

RCA has installed a special high-

frequency 7,000 mg relay link to

Atlantic City from Philadelphia.

Programs will emanate from the

WFIL-TV transmitter on the Phil-

adelphia Enquirer building, and from
the WPTZ transmitter in Wyndmoor,
just outside Philadelphia. (WNBT
programs will be re-transmitted

over the Philco station to Atlantic

City.) Video signals will be beamed
from these points to a i-eceiving link

atop the Hotel Claridge in the con-

vention city from which point it will

be fed to the RCA large-screen pro-

jector in the main ballroom.

Pickup Regular Shows

Four-day demonstrations for NAB
delegate* will include pickups of

regular WNBT and WPTZ shows,
including a United Nations session

from Flushing Meadow in New York,
horse racing from Garden State Pai'k

outside of Camden, N. .J. via ABC-
WFIL-TV and a specially produced
water carnival from the Brighton
Hotel pool by ABC.

Latter will also air a special news-
reel of arrival of convention dele-

gates and the NAB golf tourney on
Sunday, filmed in the Coast city, and
flown to Philadelphia for airing the

same night over WFIL-TV.
Telecasts will be so arranged by

the four broadcasters so that dele-

gates will get a variety of top-notch
programs in lieu of the "usual" dem-
onstrations they've seen heretofore
at industry gatherings. Broadcasters
are working on the assumption that
the phrase "television is here" is an
accepted fact and has been filed away

Telling About Tele
nCC'S proposal to recall television band no. 1 met with its first protest

at the week-end, indicating that the Commission may be forced to

hold a hearing on the matter. The Fred M. Link Radio Corp., New York

manufacturing firm, charged that the Commission proposal would mean

an "immedate hardship" on the industry. ... • N. Y. tele packaging

agency. Video Associates, Inc., is preeming a new comedy series,

"RJ.D. Manhattan" on WRGB. ... • WCBS-TV expects to "go places"

with its new mobile pick-up technique of regular programs which include;

a flying school course coming directly from an airport, a cooking program

which brings the audience into the octual kitchen of a restaurant, on

audience participation program entitled "Party Line," which will come

from the main offices of an industrial organization, and the "This Is

New York" series which rooms the city in search of new and colorful

places. ... • first of RCA Victor's new lorge-screen tele receivers

providing pictures almost as large as a newspaper page and 50 lamberts

in brightness—or about five times as bright as the overage motion

picture, is announced. This type of receiver is sold to be particularly

desirable at the moment, to meet the growing demands of clubs and

auditoriums for sets.

T T
•^PEKING session of the United Nations General Assembly at Flushing

^^ Sept. 16, will be covered by WNBT. It's the first Assembly meeting

of the year and important deliberations on Palestine and Greece ore

among the topics slated for discussion. ... • Hi Gardner, columnist

and publicity man, will face the fighting females of "Leave It To The

Girls" (WNBT) next program. ... • Francis H. Hoge, Jr., v.p. in charge

of sales for U. S. Television Corp., asserts that the progress rate of tele-

vision far surpasses that of radio in its embryo and even if video's pace

slackens in time, it should within a decade top present-day radio ten

times in advertising revenue and sets sold U. S. Television has

reduced its installation charge more than ten per cent. ... • Five

consecutive days of the National Amateur Tennis Championships will

highlight the sports coverage of NBC's television stotion WNBT this

week. Among those defending titles will be Jock Kramer, Jack Brom-

wich, Ted Schroeder. Dinny Pails, Frank Parker, Gradner Mulloy and

William Talbert. ... • The FCC has granted two additional construc-

tion permits for new commercial stotions. Chonnel No. 6 goes to the

Elm City Broadcasting Co. in New Haven, and Channel No. 7 has been

given to WDEL, Inc., of Wilmington, Del.

T T
DAMBERGER BROADECASTING SERVICE has placed new orders for

tele transmitters for use in New York City and Washington, D. C.

The N. Y. outlet will be known as WOR-TV and Washington as WOIC.
... • Western Union is trying to speed up their microwave tele relay

service now in the experimental stages which will link Midwestern and
Eastern cities. The company expects to be able to offer the system at

reasonable rates, either on a leased basis to individual telecasters or to

networks, or as a common relay service to stations desiring it.

Louier Leaves AA-Mono.
Phil Laufer, for the last eight

months Eastern trade contact for
Allied Artists and Monogram, re-
siged, effective at the week-end.
Laufer, who left Universal-Int'l
home oflSce publicity staff to join
AA-Monogram, vdll announce his
future plans shortly.

as such but here, in effect, is what
television is capable of doing. For
example, ABC and NBC has provided
for tele shows Saturday and Sunday
night to coincide with their aflfiliates

meetings, and press parties, while
other shows will be aimed at the
industry in general.

WFIL-TV Goes Commercial
WFIL-TV's participation in the

i

Marco Montedoro is Dead
Marco Montedoro, costume de-

signer of many Radio City Music
Hall shows, died Friday in the office
of the Music Hall's stage director,
Leon LeonidofF, of an acute coronary
attack.

Rites for Mrs. Levin
San Francisco—Funeral services

were held for Mrs. Sadie L. Levin,
wife of Samuel H. Levin, pioneer
San Francisco theater owner.

occur simultaneously with the sta-
tion's official debut as a commercial
outlet, the second in the city of
Brotherly Love. WFIL-TV studios

.„ ,. n-. -, -
<. .- .Hii^^^^ ^°^ ^^ ^®^<^y ^°^ regular pro-

Atiantic City demonstrations will I grammmg, however, until late Fall.

Union Congress Okays

ACT Production Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

of ACT, and a member of the^Film
Industry Employes Council, iin(pJ-^o-

ducing the motion, charged it k^i)ii-

sense to suggest that the ad valorem
duty will cripple the industry, even
if the U. S. film boycott is main-
tained.

Elvin said that Americans are
using the UN to maintain their

domination of the motion picture.

He claimed film unions welcomed
government action in imposing the

new film import tax.

Despite his success in furthering
the ACT motion, Elvin was defeated
for a place on the TUC general
council, with Tom O'Brien, M. P.,

general secretary of the National
Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employes, re-elected to the Council
by a record vote of 5,207,000, com
pared with Elvin's 1,404,000.

Silverstone Returning
From European Survey

Murray Silverstone, president of

20th-Fox Int'l and Inter-America
Corp., will return to New York from
a European trip tomorrow aboard
the Queen Mary. Silverstone has
been abroad since the first week in

July. While in Europe, he visited

company exchanges in England,
France, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain
and Italy.

French Awards on Coast
Hollywood — Statuettes awarded

Bette Davis and Gary Cooper by the

French Motion Picture Academy for

outstanding performances in U. S.

films shown in France during the
past year, were scheduled to arrive

over the weekend. Charles Boyer
has been designated by the French
Government to make the presenta-
tions. Miss Davis appeared in War
ners' "Deception," while Cooper was
in Warners' "Saratoga Trunk."

House Pix Prohe Com,
Holds Bach Subpoenas
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Strategy of the

House Committee on Un-American

Activities apparently is to wait until

the last minute before subpoenaing

witnesses for its much-touted Holly-

wood probe, it was indicated here

over the week-end.
Although the hearing is scheduled

to open in less than three weeks, no

subpoenas have been issued as yet,

Committee staffers indicated. There

were hints that a flock of subpoenas

were ready but will not be served

until shortly before the hearing starts

on September 24.

Congressional sources said that be-

cause of the decision of the industry

to fight back for a change, the com-
mittee will hold back its "case"

against Hollywood as long as pos-

sible.



get back to

showmanship!
Just roll up your sleeves . . . and go to work . .

.

on The PRIZE BABY's old-fashioned recipe . .

.

for Bigger Box Office Receipts! . . . That Show-

manlike combination ... of Bill Posting, Heralds

and Window Cards . . . away from your theatre

. . . and ACCESSORIES and TRAILERS ... at

point-oi-contact! . . . Add NEWSPAPER and

RADIO ... to this sure-fire concoction . . . and

you'll whip up a batch of DOUGH ... at your

BOX OFFICE . . . that could only result from . !.

getting back to SHOWMANSHIP!
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Rodgers' Aides Call

Five Regional Meets

(Continued from Page 1)

a week's conference here by the sales

heads with William F. Rodgers, vice-

president and general sales manager;
Edwin W. Aaron, assistant general

sales manager; William B. Zoellner,

head of short subject sales and re-

prints and importations; and studio

executives.
All visiting sales executives left

for their respective headquarters

Saturday. The Eastern group, com-
prising Rodgers, Aaron, Zoellner and

John P. Byrne, Eastern sales man-
ager, will arrive in New York to-

morrow.
Byrne will hold his meetings at

the Astor Hotel and these will be

attended by Herman Ripps, his field

assistant with headquarters in Al-

bany; Paul J. Richrath, home office

assistant; John J. Bowen, metro-

politan New York district manager;
Robert Lynch, Philadelphia district

manager; Ben Abner, New Jersey

manager; Ralph Pielow, New York;

Jack Goldberg, Albany; Louis For-

mato, Philadelphia; Benn H. Rosen-

wald, Boston; Jack B. Mundstuck,

Buffalo; and Harry Rosenblatt, New
Haven.
John J. Maloney, Central sales

manager with headquarters in Pitts-

burgh, will convene his forces at

the Statler Hotel in Cleveland, and
they will include Frank C. Hensler,

field assistant and headquartering in

Detroit; Edwin M. Booth, Cincinnati;

Jack Sogg, Cleveland; Frank J. Dow-
ney, Detroit; Foster B. Gauker, In-

dianapolis; Albert L. Adler, Kansas
City; Saal Gottlieb, Pittsburgh; and
Herbert Bennin, St. Louis.

Burtus Bishop, Jr., Midwestern
sales manager, will corral his men
at the Blackstone in Chicago. He will

have on hand Ralph W. Maw, his as-

sistant from Minneapolis; Walter E.

Banford, Chicago district manager;
William J. Devaney, Chicago branch
manager; Dexter C. Kennedy, Des
Moines; John G. Kempgen, Milwau-
kee; Wm. H. Workman, Minneapolis;
Gerald E. McGlynn, Omaha.
Rudolph Berger, Southern sales

chief with headquarters in New Or-
leans, will hold his sessions at the

Roosevelt Hotel in that city. He will

have present John S. Allen, his field

assistant from Dallas; Charles E.

Kessnich, Atlanta manager; Jacques
C. ReVille, Charlotte; LeRoy Bickel,

Dallas; Louis C. Ingram, Memphis;
C. James Briant, New Orleans;
Charles D. Lyne, Oklahoma City; and
Jerome Adams, Washington.

George A. Hickey, Western sales

manager, will gather the seven men

HEUJ POSTS

CHARLES SCHMIDT, assistant manager, WB
Grand, Wilmington, Del.

FRANK M. MURPHY, manager, Loew's Stote,

STEPHAN JUSTUS, salesman, Eagle-Lion, Los

Angeles.

JERRY WEISFELDT, office manager, 20th-Fox,

Minneapolis.

GLEN ROBERTS, assistant district manager,
20th-Fox, Minneapolis.
Newark, N. J.

HARRY H. UNTERFORT, Schine zone manager,
Syracuse.

VERNON NELSON, treasurer, RKO Brandeis,

Omaha.

ROBERT BERTRAM, booker. Paramount, Omaha.

MAX McCOY, salesman, U-l, Omaha.

HERMAN J. FIELDMAN, manager. Legion, Sioux

Center, la.

CHARTERED

Czech Film Minister

Hits Press, Gov't

Prague (By Air Mail) — Critical

journalistic preference for films from
the West and Czech Parlimentary
disagreement with Communist man-
agement responsible for the national-
ized industry operating at a loss was
bitterly assailed by V. Kopecky,
Minister of Information and film

chief, in a speech delivered at Mari-
anske Lazne before film workers
celebrating the second anniversary
of the nationalization of the indus-
try.

Kopecky also directed his attack
against the Sokol organization for

its attempts to get theaters de-
nationalized. He stated he would call

upon the masses and the Revolu-
tionary Trade Movement for assist-

ance if the attacks succeeded.
It was pointed out prior to the

war that Sokol operated several the-

aters where there was no private
ownership. They paid rentals and
taxes but did not operate on a purely
commercial basis. Sokol members
volunteered for jobs.

It has been disclosed in the presi
that Kopecky's threats involved call

ing out people who constitute tht

very heart of the Sokol organization

B & J ENTERPRISES, INC., Kansas City, and
PAGE THEATER CORP., Kansas City, articles

filed with Secretary of State in Des Moines;

George Baker, president-treasurer; J. H. Jones,

vice-president and secretory.

under his supervision at the St.

Francis Hotel in San Francisco, and
they will include Sam J. Gardner,
field assistant with headquarters in

S. F.; Henry A. Friedel, Denver man-
ager; Thomas J. Aspell, Jr., Los
Angeles; Louis Amacher, Portland;
Carl P. Nedley, Salt Lake City;
Langdon C. Wingham, San Fran-
cisco; and Samuel Davis, Seattle.

Conclusions reached by the sales
managers attending the meeting here
with home office and studio execu-
tives will be broadcast to the man-
agers who, on their return to local
quarters, will hold sessions with their
sales staffs.

This is the first time a sales meet-
ing of this importance has been held
on the Coast by M-G-M in more than
1.5 years. It marks the beginning of
a new season with such pictures as
"The Unfinished Dance" to be re-
leased in September, and "Song of
Love" in October.

Roy Brewer Decries

Efforts to Smear lA

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Congressional Sub-

committee probe into the film strike

was branded by Roy M. Brewer, in-

ternational representative of lATSE
as "an endeavor publicly and un-

justifiably to pillory the lATSE. At-

tempt to smear the lATSE before

this Committee failed miserably,"

Brewer declared.
"It was proved beyond a doubt

that under administration of inter-

national President Richard F. Walsh,
since his election in 1941, the lATSE
has been a clean, fair, vigorous and
democratic organization," Brewer
said.

Walsh Doubts Success of
Hutcheson Peace Meet
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After a meeting Fri-

day with representatives of lATSE
Locals, Richard Walsh expressed
doubt that conferences to end the
studio strike would be successful,

but said he would make a "sincere
effort" at the Chicago meeting with
President William C. Hutcheson of
Carpenters Union to end trouble.

Ohio ITO Urges 3% Limit

On City Admissions Taxes

(Continued from Page 1)

tending a state-wide meeting called

here Friday by the ITO of Ohio.
Some opposition to the mandatory
pass-on feature of the proposed
model ordinance suggested by ITO
officials was voiced at the meeting.
Number of exhibitors were in

favor of absorbing municipal taxes,
just as the present state tax, which
expires Sept. 30, is absorbed in most
situations. No overall strategy was
approved however, each theater
owner was urged to contact city
councilmen in an effort to give the
lawmakers the theaters' position on
any new taxes.

Local theatermen attending the
meeting plan to be present at the
city Council meeting today at
which time an admissions tax ordin-
ance is expected to be introduced.
No action on the ordinance is ex-
pected until after the November elec-
tion.

Mayor James A. Rhodes has talked
informally of a five per cent tax as
necessary to city financing. This
rate is estimated to produce $255,000
per year.

Depositions Taken in

Rivoli Trust Case

Monday, September 8, 194'3

Chicago — Edward Raftery, UA
counsel, and Morris Ruffman, War-
ners counsel, are here for depositions
in the Rivoli anti-trust case. Depo-
sitions were taken Friday from
Harry Seeds, Warners district man-
ager, and Max Roth, former Warners
Buffalo exchange manager.
Attorney Thomas McConnell rep-

resents Rivoli Theater and says he
will go to Buffalo Wednesday to take
depositions. Case is scheduled for
November hearing before Federal
Judge John Knight, Buffalo.

Cos. Plan $1,500,000

Production Budget t
(Continued from Page 1)

are being geared for the domesti
market—a market which itse|^'jj,bj

no means stable. V^'-
Banks have made it increasmgljI/O:

clear that loans will be based oi^
earnings from domestic markets
rather than from abroad. This phas'

of course, is particularly vital to th

indies, since their profits have bee
mostly from the foreign markets
particularly Great Britain.

Even though panic has not hi

wiser heads in the industry, this fac
stands clear, according to one well
informed source here:

"As far as American film pro-
duction is concerned, costs will

be geared to the U. S. market.
Schedules and costs right down
the line will be trimmed with a
domestic market in mind. This
does not mean that the foreign
market will be given up as a
lost cause. On the contrary,
every effort of course will be
made to keep the foreign market
open and continue the flow of
American films. The important
point is that the cost of a pic-

ture will be based on domestic
returns."
Industry sources still point t(

private surveys indicating that ther^

is a trend nationally towards lowerec
attendance. Box office figures, baset
on Federal tax returns, still shov
that receipts are ahead of last year'
record-breaking totals. The catch
however, is that attendance is slipJii

ping and total box office take is kepjM
high by longer runs in key houses^'

'

This simply means, industry spokes
men say, that the industry soon wil
be caught in a squeeze from tw<
directions—gradual loss of foreig^i

returns and diminishing domesti<
earnings. Unless the situation under
goes a miraculous change this mean;
lower production budgets and th(

figure most often discussed as a ceil

ing, according to well - informec
sources, is $1,500,000.

Collectors Meet Wednesday
Initial Fall mieeting of the Cinems

Stamp Collectors will be held Sept
10 at the Hotel Astor's Hunting
Room. Another meeting is sched
uled for Sept. 24.

I

\''

at

f(

UJEDDinC BELLS

Fishon-Mintz
Betty Fishon, secretary to UA

publicist Al Taimarin, married Lee
Mintz yesterday at Paradise Man-
sion, the Bronx. The couple entrain
today for a fortnight's honeymoon
in Miami.

Ketcham-Holvorsen
Minneapolis — Columbia's assist

ant cashier Marjorie Ketcham wilJ
be married Oct. 5 to Robert Halvor-|
sen.
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EEfl UjnnTS U. K. BCTIOn TO ERD imPBSSE
Police Dept to Clear Neur York Filming Permits
do Permit Necessary for

»aylight Shooting Sans
iilectrical Equipment

City commissioners, industry rep-
esentatives, and Film Co-ordinator
]dward C. Maguire, in the second
lusiness meeting of the City-Indus-
ry film group yesterday agreed that
vhere scenes were shot in daylight,
vithout the use of electrical equip-
aent, no permit will be necessary,

'olice Department will arrange
:learance.

Meeting aimed at unmuddling
dearance problems in New York film

I

(Conl-inued on Page 5)

iDverseas Equipment

Market Said Good

THERE ARE CRITICS, AND CRITICS
MPEA Reps, in Germany and Poland 3mploy Own

Strategy to Meet Attacks on U. S. Pix

'' Back from a two and a half month
'Latin American survey of National
-'Theatre Supply distributorships, Ar-

thur F. Baldwin,

NTS export man-
ager, said that
'the overall pic-

-.ure indicates a

'fjood potential
market for the-

iter equipment."
Finding a need

for more and
arger theaters,

', Baldwin revealed
that a surpris-
ingly large
amount of mod-
; r n construction
is under way,
with latest archi-

tectural advances BALDWIN
being planned to accommodate the

(Continued on Page 5)

Yates Purchase of All

Goetz Stoch is Heard
Herbert J. Yates, Republic Pic-

tures president, is reported to have

concluded the purchase of the entire

Republic stock holdings from Harry

M. Goetz. This deal does not in-

clude any interests held by Ben

Goetr.

There are critics, and critics, and
even in Stuttgart, Germany, they
can get to be pretty ornery. Also,
there is criticism. There is the con-
structive kind, which generally adds
up, makes sense or aims for the bet-
terment of the materia critica. There
is the other kind, too, with which
we are concerned here that stems
from purely hostile sentiment stem-

ming from within. When this latter

is exposed to the vox populi it is

made to look ridiculous and thereby
hangs a tale of what is wrong with
the Military Government boys who
set up the staff's and operate the

various newspapers in Germany.
In Stuttgart film critics of two

newspapers agreed on one thing—to

(Continued on Page 4)

Council Tomorrow Slated
To Make First Move, with
Cripps Conference Asked

Volk Counter Doulits I Try Again for Studio

Legaiily of License SIriice's End Od. 20

Minneapolis—Sidney and William
Volk, operating the Camden, Falls
and Niles Theaters here, at the week-
end filed a complaint in District
Court against eight major distrib-

utors asking that the Count de-
termine the validity or invalidity of
licensing contracts, and for an in-

( Continued on Page 4)

Reach Settlement Pact
In Piccadilly Trust Case

Chicago—Paramount and Balaban
& Katz, holdouts in an earlier at-

tempt to settle the Piccadilly Theater
anti-trust case, have come to an
agreement with the Piccadilly inter-

ests and attorneys today will ^o be-

fore Judge Philip Sullivan to seek
(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago — Another meeting of

AFL union toppers will be held in

Los Angeles on Oct. 20, following

the failure of the past week-end
session to settle differences and end
the Hollywood jurisdictional dis-

pute. Meeting, called by Rep. Carroll

Kearns, evidently was unsuccessful,

(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable) — Dis-

satisfied and alarmed by the
"do nothing" policy at present
adopted by Prime Minister Attlee's

Labor Government, the Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors Association Gen-
eral Council, meeting here tomor-
row, is expected to take steps to

"build a bonfire" under the Board of
Trade in an effort to speed an end
to the Anglo-American film im-
passe.

It was learned on excellent author-

(Continued on Page 7)

Labor Direction in U. K.

Will Not Affect Studios

London (By Cable)—Government
direction of labor will affect British

film production less than other sides

of the industry, according to a

Board of Trade spokesman. Letter

said, "There is no reason to think

that production will not be allowed
(Continued on Page 5)

Mi(ti. Exiiibs. Enroll

For War on Ascap

Detroit — Total of 110 written

pledges already have been secured
from theater owners, many of them
reported two or more theaters for

the fight which the Michigan exhib-

itors group is waging against Ascap
(Continued on Page 6)

Stocks Suffer Decline
With Pix Hitting New Lows

Mull Production In Australia
Rank's Nix Seen as U. S. Opportunity

Hamrick Named to Head
Foundation in Portland

Portland—John Hamrick of Ham-
rick-Evergreen Theaters was named
chairman of the area Motion Pic-

ture Foundation oi-ganizatioa, at a

luncheon meeting hosted by Frank
(Continued on Page 8)

Sydney (By Cable)—With J. Ar-

thur Rank's Australian production

plans given a knockout blow because

of the British 75 per cent ad valorem
tax, American companies are mull-

ing proposals to jump into the breach

and develop Aussie production them-
selves.

Line of thought was started some
days ago when Prime Minister

(Continued on Page 8)

Film stocks suffered with other

securities in a declining market yes-

terday, with two companies selling

at their worst prices for the year.

Universal and 20th-Fox both hit

(Continued on Page 4)

Cut Visitor Privileges

For. Studio Efficiency
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Faced with necessity

of improving studio efficiency, major

studios have adopted the strictest

rules ever set up regulating studio

visits. Studios involved will not ap-

ply the restrictions to persons en-

tering studios on legitimate business

or on working press assignments, but

will be forced to extend them to

small groups and individuals merely

seeking visitor privileges.

Oui Tomorrow: Pictures of Tomorrow and Directors^ Number
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Theater Bide. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher. 19 Moxon
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, UY 2110 BRTTS-
§Sn?.";s!,^??,J''*"'''

'^^^y'- 110 Rue des Paquerettcs.COPENHAGEN—John Lindberg, Jembanealle No 3
Copenhagen-Van Locse. ROME—.lohn Perdlrarl Via
Ludovlsl 16. Phone. 42758. MOVTEVTDECV—T>r
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat H'/s UVh W/g
East. Kodak 43 42% 43
do pfd 193 190 193
Loew's, Inc 201/2 20 20ya — %
Paramount 217/g 21 21 — 3A
RKO 107/g 103/4 103/4— 1/4

Republic Pict 4% 4% 4%
20th Century-Fox 251/2 25 25'/8 — Vi
20th Cent-Fox pfd. 351/8 35 35 — 1/3

Universal Pict 161/4 ISS/g 155/8 — 11/4
Universal Pict. pfd. 74 74 74 1

Warner Bros 14 137/3 137/8— %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

RKO 27/3 23/4 23/4 _ 1/8

Sonotonc Corp 33/3 3% 35/3 — Vs
Technicolor 123^ 121/2 I21/2 — l^
Trans-Lux 37/3 37/3 37/3

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor 63/3 71/3
Po'he 334 434

Nomikos Hearing Sept. 30
Chicago — Hearing in the Van

Nomikos circuit percentage case,
filed by Paramount, has been set
for Sept. 30.

MERVIN ASH « CO.
MEMBERS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Statistical information on listed and HH-
listed securitiet available upon requsst.

Telephone HAnover 2-30S0 1

61 BROADWAY NEW YORK

cominc flno goihg
DAVID SARNOFF, RCA proxy, will speak Fri-

day before Education Society meeting at

Stevens Hotel, Chicago.

BURGESS MEREDITH arrived here yesterday
from Europe aboard the S.S. Mauretania.

ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO Radio vice-president
in charge of domestic distribution, flew to

Hollywood yesterday for a week of conferences
with Dore Schary.

JULES LAPIDUS WB Eastern and Canadian
division soles manager left last night for con-
ferences in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Indianapolis, returning to New York next week.

NORMAN AYERS, WB Southern division sales

head, will spend the entire week in the South
and Southwest.

WALTER L. TITUS, Jr., Republic Southern
division manager, left yesterday for Atlanta,
first stopover on a swing through the South.

JAMES STEWART and LELAND HAYWARD
flew to the Coast yesterday via TWA.

CLARENCE (DUCKY) NASH left for Chicago
yesterday to appear on three national network
programs.

LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales pro-

motion manager, will attend the MPTOA-ATA
convention in Washington, Sept. 19-20.

DONALD BUKA left New York for Hollywood
yesterday.

Metro's WILLIAM F. RODGERS, EDWIN W.
AARON, WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, and JOHN P.

BYRNE, return to New York tomorrow from the
Coast.

SILAS F. SEADLER Metro advertising man-
ager, got back yesterday from the Coast.
ERNEST EMERLING, head of Loew's advertising
and publicity, will return the end of the week.

ANGELA LANSBURY is in town from the

Coast.

MIKE L. SIMONS, assistant to H. M. RICHEY,
returns today from Cleveland.

Queen Mary Arriving
Today with Pix Folk

Director William Wyler returns
today with his wife actress Mar-
garet Tallichet aboard the S. S.

Queen Mary after a three-month
motor tour through Europe. Other
fellow passengers from the film col-

ony slated to arrive are: Merle Obe-
ron and her husband Lucien Ballard,
Robert Ryan, Robert Coote, Gary
Grant.
Also returning on the same ship

are: Murray ^Silverstone, president
of 20th-Fox Int'l, and his family;
producer William Perlberg and his
wife, and producer Jules Levey.

Youngstein, Pickman
Off for Capital Talks

Max E. Youngstein, director of
advertising, publicity and exploita-
tion for Eagle-Lion, leaves today
for Washington for a series of con-
ferences with Treasury Department
officials on the new Eagle-Lion re-
lea.S€, "T-Men." Accompanying
Youngstein are Jerry Pickman, as-
sistant director of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation, and Bob Con-
don of the publicity staff.

Foundation Meeting Tonight
Cincinnati — Herman Hunt, area

chairman of the Motion Picture
Foundation, has scheduled a meeting
of the group tonight at the Nether-
land Plaza Hotel.

DONNA REED is vacationing in the East.

GEORGE SIDNEY, left yesterday for the Coast
after a vacation in the East, with a several day
stopover In Chicago.

LIZABETH SCOTT will come to New York
from the Coast.

HAROLD MIRISCH, vice-president of Allied
Artists, arrives in town Wednesday for confer-
ences with Eastern execs.

COL. FRANK E. CAHILL, Jr. Warner Circuit's

director of sound, is back from vacation.

WILL O'BRIEN, manager of the Peoples thea-
ter, Chicago, has returned from his vacation
in the north woods.

BERNARD R. GOODMAN, WB supervisor of

exchanges, left last night for a tour Including
the Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and In-

dianapolis exchanges.

DANE CLARK, returned to the studio yester-

day from the East after appepring in three Sum-
mer stage productions and making some per-
sonals.

THOMAS MITCHELL has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

DON AMECHE has arrived from the Coast
with MRS. AMECHE. They are at the Waldorf.

DONALD NELSON, SIMPP president, and
MARVIN FARIS, assistant to Nelson, are here
from the Coast.

BERT LAHR, who has been quite ill, his wife
and a nurse, arrived by plane from the Coast
over the week-end.

JAMES GREGORY, Alliance circuit director has
returned to Chicago from an inspection of the
Indiana houses of the circuit.

EDWARD C. RAFTERY, UA general counsel,
has returned to New York City after Chicago
conferences.

SAUL GOLDMAN, Variety Pictures proxy, has
returned to Chicago from a Toledo and Cleve-
land business trip.

UA to Spend $250,000
On "Love" Advertising

UA has earmarked $250,000 for
advertising on Triangle Productions'
initial release, "Sleep My Love," the
company announced yesterday.
Promotion campaign for the pic-

ture will be discussed in detail this
week by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., UA
ad-publicity director, Sam Dembow,
Jr., and Joseph Curtis. Latter pair
have just returned from Coast con-
ferences with Triangle executives
Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and
Ralph Cohn.
Dembow is sales rep. for Triangle,

while Curtis is account executive
for Weiss and Geller, the producing
company's ad agency.

Lab Terms to be Re'roactive

Detroit — Unable to reach agree-
ment on wage clauses of a new con-
tract, Jam Handy Organization and
Laboratory Technicians Local 737,
lATSE, agreed to extend the old pact
beyond the Aug. 31 expiration date.
Terms of the final agreement will be
retroactive to Sept. 1.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

304 E. 44fh ST., NEW YORK 19
CIr 6t6686

j Complete Film and
i.Disc Recording Facilities

Kelliher In Move for

Improved Clearance

Chicago—Seymour Simon, theater
attorney, has been retained by D.
F. Kelliher, owner of the Sprague
theater, Elkhorn, Wise, to seek bet-
ter clearance for his house against
Gran circuit, Geneva theater Gen-
eva, Wise, and the Delavar ^?Bater,
Delavan, Wise. These hoii?,^!/ play
seven days ahead of the Sprague the-
ater and Kelliher wants day and
date schedules. Notices are being
served on Fox, RKO, Warners, Col-
umbia and Universal exchanges in
Milwaukee.

Andy Smith to Midwest
For Visits at 6 Branches

Andy W. Smith, Jr., general sale.3

manager for 20th-Fox, left last night
for a business trip to the Kansas
City, St. Louis and Omaha ex-
changes. While in Kansas City,
Smith will address the Pox Mid-West
Theaters convention at the invita-
tion of Elmer C. Rhoden, president
of the circuit. Next week, Smith
will visit the Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Indianapolis branches.

Milton Feld is Dead;
Services Tomorrow
H^est Coast Bureau of THH FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held tomorrow for Milton H. Feld,
54, who died Sunday. He had been
associate producer with 20th-Fox and
executive producer with Universal
and more recently planning to pro-
duce "The Noose Hangs High" with
Abbott and Costello independently.
He was a partner in Monarch Circuit
in Indiana, which was sold recently
to Ted Gamble.

AIR
FRANCE

fakes your
shipment all the v/ay

to 151 destinations in

EUROPE, AFRICA, NEAR and
FAR EAST on

# AIRWAYBILL
Two New York terminals: La Guardia

Field (Hangar 4) and 5 Pearl Street.

Consult your BROKER or Telephone
PLaza 9-7O0O

FRENCH NATIONAL AIRLINE
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TRADE SHOWINGS OFf WARNER BROS.
fil fc^SwBiHB ^^Mm^mI h^^^^^-^ I^^'K^i^ ^ '^?> mr- '^k^

starring JOAN CLAUDE AUDREY CONSTANCE

CAULFIELD • RAINS -TOTTER • BENNETT- HATFIELD • iiili
• A MICHAEL CURTIZ PRODUCTION

HURD

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA presents ^^m/^

"POWER BEHIND THE NATION"
produced by WARNER BROS.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. Uth, 1947

CITY PLACE OF SHOWING ADDRESS TIME

Albany Warner Screening Room 79 N. Pearl St. 12:30 P.M.

Atlanta RKO Screening Room 195 Luckie St., N. W. 2:30 P.M.

Boston Uptown Thea. Huntington Ave. 10:30A.M.

Buffalo Motion Oper. Screen. Rm. 498 Pearl St. 2:00 P.M.

Charlotte 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 308 S. Church St. 10:00A.M.

Chicago Warner Screening Room 1307 So. Wabash Ave. 1:30 P.M.

Cincinnati RKO Screening Room Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th 2:00 P.M.

Cleveland Warner Screening Room 2300 Payne Ave. 2:00 P.M.

Dallas 20th Cetitury-Fox Sc. Rm. 1803 Wood St. 10:00A.M.

Denver Paramount Sc. Room 2100 Stout St. 2:00 P.M.

Des Moines 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 1300 High St. 12:45 P.M.

Detroit Film Exchange Bldg. 2310 Cass Ave. 2:00 P.M.

Indianapolis Paramount Sc. Room 116 W. Michigan St. 1 :00 P.M.

Kansas City 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 1720 Wyandotte St. 1:30 P.M.

Los Angeles Warner Screening Room 2025 S. Vermont Ave. 2:00 P.M.

Memphis 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 151 Vance Ave. 10:00 A.M.

Milwaukee Warner Th. Sc. Rm. 212 W. Wisconsin Ave. 2:00 P.M.

Minneapolis 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 1015 Currie Ave. N. 2:00 P.M.

New Haven Warner Th. Proj. Rm. 70 College St. 2:00 P.M.

New Orleans 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 200 S. Liberty St. 2:30 P.M.

New York Home Office 321 W. 44th St. 2:30 P.M.

Oklahoma 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 10 North Lee St. 1:30 P.M.

Omaha 20th Centuxy-Fox Sc. Rm. 1502 Davenport St. 1:00 P.M.

Philadelphia Warner Screening Room 230 No. 13th St. 2:30 P.M.

Pittsburgh 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 1715 Blvd. of Allies 1:30 P.M.

Portland Jewel Box Sc. Room 1947 N.W. Kearney St. 2:00 P.M.

Salt Lake 20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 216 East 1st South 2:00 P.M.

San Francisco Republic Sc. Room 221 Golden Gate Ave. 1:30 P.M.

Seattle Jewel Box Sc. Room 2318 Second Ave. 10:30A.M.

St. Louis S'renco Sc. Room 3143 Olive St. 1 :00 P.M.

Washington Earle Th. Bldg. 13th & E Sts. N.W. 10:30A.M.

^BW|(J(p|P^|^'»^P^*'^WBt^^SW!i^^|w'
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There Are Critics,

And Tliere Are Critics

(Continued from Page 1)

give "Random Harvest" the "busi-

ness." They operate under free press

rules. When the film was shown it

was received enthusiastically by
Stuttgarters.
This irked John Scott, film officer

attached to the Motion Picture Ex-
port Association branch. It was his

determination that freedom of the
press carried with it responsibility

and understanding.
At the Planie Theater where the

film opened, Scott showed a slide on
which the audience was asked to in-

dicate their reaction to the picture.

Facilities for collecting the opinions

—written on the backs on ticket

stubs—were provided.
At the end of a four-week run the

vote stood at 35,825 patrons who en-

joyed the picture against 1,035 who
did not. The exhibitor also reported
sellout business the first two weeks
and held strong for an additional
fortnight. Results of the poll were
publicized and brought to the specific

attention of the critics in an effort to

revise their strategy.

Dan La Roche, MPEA publicity

chief in Poland, encountered a prob-
lem of similar nature. Generally the
Polish press has found the selected

distribution of MPEA product to be
praiseworthy. In one or two instan-
ces a pair of critics found fault and
based their reasoning on political

rather than artistic deductions. La
Roche in his weekly bulletin pub-
lished for the guidance of press and
exhibitors, gives heavy play to these
dissident voices and mounts his

heaviest charge from the favorable
side. He offers this consensus of
opinion and the result has been
highly appreciated by editors who
"now watch out that their critics

don't compromise their papers by
erring on too lonely paths."

Stocks Suffer Decline
With Pix Hitting New Lows

(Continued from Page 1)

new low ground wdth respective
losses of 1% and % points. Loew's
and Paramount each dropped % of

a dollar while RKO and Warners
posted declines of Vi.

Ampa's 16 MM. Date Changed
Salute to the 16 MM. industry

scheduled for Sept. 17 at Town Hall,

has been changed to Sept. 19, Arnold
Stoltz, Ampa president, announced.
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Tuesd€iy's Tidinffs

• • • STRAWS IN THE WIND DEP'T.: From British trade sources,

usually well posted, comes the word that His Majesty's Board of Trade

is more concerned with the quota situation than the impasse occasioned

by the imposition of that 75 per cent ad valorem duty on U. S. film

imports Which sorta reminds one, does it not, that it was the trading

ability oi the Englishman that made Britain great?

• • • WHAT'S THIS about companies shutting down exchange

screening rooms as an economy move? ... • Leonard L. Levinson,

president of Impossible Pictures, evidently takes that cognomen seriously

At any rate, while in the Twin Cities for the opening of partner

David Flexer's new drive-in, Levinson sold a hundred dollar bills at a

dime a-piece at the main intersections of St. Paul and Minneapolis

Levinson explains he was curious as to what city has the more cautious

people Could it be "Impossible" that Leonard was indifferent to the

press breaks the stunt won? ... • One man's guess being as good as

another's, as they say, Jimmie Fidler in his Sunday night broadcast

offered this one: The British Labor Government slapped on that

75% duty, not to help the British financial situation but because Clement

Attlee's boys don't want the bountiful American way of life on U.K.

screens giving Britons ideas.

T T
• • • RKO PRODUCER BERT GRANET was telling Phil M. how
several members in the cast of "Berlin Express" were rigged up as

officers of the low and then joined the real cops in an honest-to-goodness

redd on a gang of Berlin black marketeers Granel said that this

scene and others like it give "Express" a feeling of reality Most oi

these scenes were shot in the British, American and Russian zones in

Germany, and some scenes were shot in France Because of inade-

quate studio facilities on the Continent, Granet decided to film the

interiors in Hollywood.

T T
• • • TO THE STAGGERING TOTAL OF FILM "FIRSTS" add

this one Artkino's newest opus to play these shores, "Russian

Ballerina," arrives with this to attract customers It is the first Soviet

pic to be dubbed in English in Russia Heretofore the dubbing

business was farmed out to British and U. S. sources And here's

another surprise and if it is not a surprise at least you can term it

unusual "Russian Ballerina" also has subtitles in English

Providing an assist, no doubt.

• • • ALONG WITH PRESSING the cause of Eastern production,

Hizzoner, Mayor William O'Dwyer, will do well to follow thru on the

suggestion by Prexy Hamilton Hoge of U. S. Television Manufacturing

Co. that New York be pushed as THE television city It's olwoys

wisest to lock the barn door before Old Dobbin has disappeared down
the road with the hoss thief New York, for an infinite variety of

reasons, should be television's "Hollywood" Now's the time to

assure that. . . .• There should be industry interest in the concise

photographic encyclopedia. Camera Digest, which Whit Hillyer has just

edited for Paul, Richmond & Co. ... • Speaking of Eastern production.

Herald Pictures is using the streets of Harlem for authentic backgrounds

and locations for "Miracle in Harlem," which went into production

yesterday at Filmcraft's Bronx plant. ... • Who said business is bad?

It looks like a $53,000 week for Goldwyn's "Walter Mitty" at the

Astor That would be 15% more than Labor Day week "If

you've got the picture, etc." ... • Bigger than the lifting of the British

tax on American films (if such be the case soon), according to a breath-

less U.A. press agent, is the lifting of the 17-year-old NBC ban on the

airing of the "Body and Soul" lyrics. Hmmm sounds very Enterprise-

ing to say the least

Yolk Counter Doubts

Legality of License

(Continued from Page 1)

junction restraining the distributors
from enforcing the contracts and
from bringing or threatenin doL take
any legal action against tise]^hib-
itors to enforce their asserted right;
to an accounting, audit or damages
Move followed the filing on Friday

in the same court of percentage
fraud suits by Paramount, Loew's,
Warners and RKO, against the
Volks. Latter complaints allege that
the exhibitor defendants submitted
false reports of receipts on per-
centage pictures. Actual as well as
punitive damages are sought in each
complaint.

Satenstein Sees N. Y. Prod.
Facilities Okay for Films

Despite the fact that New York
doesn't have Hollywood's sunshine,
its technicians, its studios, its stars
or its long record for having
turned out successful films, it still

could be a fine place to make movies
in the opinion of Frank Satenstein,
president of Marathon Pictures, who
planed in from the Coast to prepare
Eastern filming for "Close-Up," sec-
ond production of the newly formed
company.

Satenstein contends that no one as
yet has given the East a fair test.

"Of course you can expect trouble
when you go to make a single pic-
ture," says Satenstein, "but I be-
lieve that a producer with plans to
form a permanent organization in

New York will get co-operation that
will more than make up for any
initial handicaps."

Associated with Satenstein in

Marathon are Robert L. Joseph, son
of Lazarus Joseph, controller of the
City of New York; Peter Mayer and
Max Wilk, both of well known the-
atrical families, and Harry Brandt,
chairman of the board of directors.

Roy J. Pomeroy Dead
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held yesterday for Roy J. Pomeroy,
55, who died of a heart attack. He
had handled special camera effects
on "Ten Commandments," "Peter
Pan" and other Paramount pictures
and was one of the first directors of
early day talking pictures.

Underprivileged Kids
To See Free Movies

Cincinnati—Free movies for 50 un-
derpriviliged children each day has

been arranged by Willard Gervers

and Arthur Fine at their Empire and

Uptown Theaters. Kids will be ad-

mitted without charge when accom-
panied by an adult, under an ar-

rangement completed by Marion

Dowers.
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Overseas Equipment

Market Said Good

(Continued from Page 1)

latest designs in theater equipment.
Much equipment needs replace-

mer.^^^ldwin found, and houses do
not'^R enough seating capacity to
meet~Ehe entertainment demands of
che population.
Baldwin pointed out that a wide-

spread expansion program is being
impeded by exchange controls and re-

strictions and it is difficult to get
dollar allocations in foreign coun-
tries to import equipment.

Heinz Financing Aids
Religious Film Agency

Substantial donation was made to

the World Council of Christian Edu-
cation by Mrs. Clifford S. Heinz, of

i Pittsburgh, to help establish a de-
partment of visual aids for the pro-

' motion and distribution of religious
^ films and slides, Forrest L. Knapp,
organization's general secretary re-

i vealed.

New department of the council
' will require full-time officials in New

,'- York, London, and Geneva. J. Ar-

f
thur Rank, chairman of the Coun-

f
oil's Committee on Visual Aids, was

;
the angel for the expenses of the

: London office, Knapp said.

Plans are being made for the new
department to evaluate impartially
all pictures as produced and to

). make ratings available to Christian
churches throughout the world.

Ascop Annual Meeting
JCalledforOct. 10

American Society of Composers,
. Authors and Publishers will hold its

annual meeting in New York on
Oct. 10.

Montedoro Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services for Marco Monte-

doro, Radio City Music Hall scenic

designer who died Friday, will be
held tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at the

Stephen Merritt Funeral Parlor. Ob-
sequies are being rendered by the
Motion Picture United Scenic Art-
ists, Local 829.

Honorary pallbearers will include
Walter Walden, Rudy Karnold,

. George Everett, Arthur Romano,
John Wenger, G. S. Eyssell, Leon
Leonidoff and Russell Markert.

SICK LIST

MRS. C. V. STEWART, owner of the

Mayfair Theater, Shenandoah, la., has left

an Omaha hospital following a critical ill-

ness and is up and around again.

JOE DE LORENZO, Connecticut district

manager for Daly Theater Corp., was taken

to Lawrence Memorial Hospital, New Lon-

don, as a result of injuries sustained in an

auto smashup at Old Saybrook.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
JAY RICHARD KENNEDY. Producer. Born, Chicago, III., July 23, 1904. Edu-

cated, Chicago grammar school. Rose from longshoreman, bricklayer and

general roustabout to one of tha country's most respected financial experts in

less than twenty years. Stepped out of the role of invest-

ment counsel into the role of producer. Switch was made
in connection with Columbia's forthcoming Dick Powell

starrer, "To the Ends of the Earth" which he wrote as

original story and screenplay and on which he functioned

as associate producer. Before this was even completed he

announced plans which shook even blase Hollywood to

make a film, with the cooperation of the Roosevelt fam-

ily, based upon the late President's credo, "there is noth-

ing to fear but fear itself." Currently he is completing

the editing of "To the Ends of the Earth," preparing for

his Roosevelt picture, conducting his investment business

on New York's Madison Avenue, and conferring with

officials of the American Prison Association concerning

another future film project which will deal with our

penological institutions throughout the nation. Is also

creater of "The Man Called X" successful weekly radio

opus which stars Herbert Marshall and is sponsored by Frigidaire. Weight, 158

pounds. Hair, black. Eyes, blue.

10 Theater Engineering
Sessions Set by SMPE
Ten sessions on theater engineer-

ing are on the program of the 62nd

Semi-Annual Convention of the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers to

be held Oct. 20-24 at the Hotel Penn-

sylvania.

Sessions are being arranged so

that a small group of experts will

deliver formal presentations cover-

ing various aspects of each subject,

with two-thirds of the time devoted

to forum participation from the

floor.

With special public address facili-

ties provided so that members and
guests may easily participate in dis-

cussions asking the experts for ad-
ditional information and exchanging
ideas with one another, theater own-
ers, architects, and others inter-

ested in theater construction, mod-
ernization, equipping, and operation

will be able to benefit practically

from the open discussions.
Conference opens Monday, Oct. 20

with a clinic on Physical Construc-
tion, including conventional, pre-fab,

and drive-in theaters. Another ses-

sion will be devoted to Auditorium
design.

Tuesday's sessions will include

floor covering, theater television.

Wednesday will cover lighting;
Thursday, acoustics; Friday after-

noon. Safety and maintenance, wind-
ing up with an evening session on
Ventilating, Air Conditioning and
Promotional Display.

Feld Heads E-L District

William Feld, veteran industry

sales executive, has been appointed
Eagle-Lion district manager for the

St. Louis-Omaha-Des Moines area,

A. W. Schwalberg, company vice-

president and general sales chief,

announced yesterday. Serving under
Feld as branch managers will be
William Sherman in St. Louis, Sol

Reif in Omaha, and F. J. Lee in Des
Moines.

Labor Direction in U. K.

Will Not Affect Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

to recruit labor to make up the nor-

mal wastage."

Board of Trade spokesman, how-

ever, was unable to give any assur-

ance that distributors and exhibitors

would not be affected when the gov-

ernment puts through its measures

to control workers.
Tom O'Brien, M. P. and general

secretary of the National Associates
of Theatrical and Kine Employes,
still hopes to present the workers'
case before George Isaacs, Minister
of Labor, although he had not re-

ceived a reply from Isaacs to a
proposal that the Minister receive an
NATKE delegation.

See Settlement Near in

Boston Operators Pact

Boston—Some headway has been
made in negotiations between op-
erators of Greater Boston area cir-

cuit houses and Operators Union,
Local 182 lATSE, according to Jos-
eph Nuzzolo, president of the Local,
and a settlement may be reached
in the near future.

Projectionists seek a wage in-

crease, shorter hours and extra pay
for Sundays and holidays. Con-
tracts affecting some 90 area houses
expired on Sept. 1. Independent
houses are not affected by the ne-
gotiations.

Lazaro Izaguirre Dead
San Antonio, Tex. — Lazaro Iza-

guirre, husband of the owner of the

Rex Theater, Mission, Tex., died

from injuries received in an auto-

mobile accident.

Floyd Scott Dead
Milwaukee — Floyd Scott, veteran

showman and manager of the David-
son, is dead here. He was 60. Scott
formerly was a press agent with the

Orpheum Circuit.

Police Dept. to Clear

N. Y. Filming Permits

(Continued from Page 1)

production was held by Co-ordinator
Maguire, industry representatives,
and five Municipal officials who will
be responsible for working out a
simple formula for subsequent local
production. Held at the Municipal
Bldg., meeting was attended by Com-
missioner John M. Cannella, Depart-
ment of Water Supply, Gas, and
Electricity; Chief Engineer Nicholas
Kelly of the same department; Dep-
uty Chief Inspector James McElroy;
Acting Captain Daniel Sweeney of
the Police Department's Bureau of
Planning and Operations, and Assist-
ant Corporation Counsel Bernard
Friedlander.

Plan to work out a simple permit
to eliminate the so-called "street
fare" permit was discussed. With
existing regulations scenes shot in
New York require approval of the
Police Department, Department of
Water Supply, Gas, and Electricity,
the Borough President, and the
Building Department. Streamlining
proposal will call for a simple permit
to be approved by the Police De-
partment and the Department of
Water Supply, Gas, and Electricity.
Permit will be issued by one indi-
vidual, possibly the traffic division of
the Police Department.

Maguire and the committee will
hold another meeting soon with
Commissioner Cannella and other
city department heads to work out
this new permit.

A set of simple rules and regula-
tions governing the making of mo-
tion pictures in New York City will
be issued shortly by Maguire as a
primer for local industry. The man-
ual will also contain the names of
Department representatives who are
to be contacted.

Industry members at the meeting
were William D. Kelly, M-G-M; Ed-
ward C. Dowden, Loew's Theaters;
Gilbert Kurland, Universal; Douglas
Travers and Harold Lewis, RKO
Pathe; Hal Hode, Columbia; Thomas
Murtha, lATSE; Sol Scoppa, repre-
senting Local 52, lATSE, Motion Pic-
ture Studio Mechanics.

CHARTERED
COLUMBIA FILMS OF SIAM, LTD., Wilming-

ton, Del.; capital, $2,000.

DARNELL THEATERS, INC., Wilmington, Del.;

capital, S100,000.

THEATRICAL INVESTORS, INC., New York;
to operate theaters; capital, $50,000 in $500
shares; by Bernard Glassberg, Theodore Green,
Belle Nigro.

STEREO PICTURES CORP., New York; capital

$25,000 in 10 cent shares; to make three di-

mension and steroscopic stills and motion pic-

tures; Ralph Dick, Henry W. Barley, Julian E.

Beaty, Jr., directors.

PARAS-COURT, INC., New York; to operate
theaters; capital, 100 no par shares; by Mildred
Lebon, Theresa Powers, Adolph Lund.

GAMMA FILMS OF AMERICA, INC., New
York, 100 shares of no par value stock; to dis-

tribute films; by Mortimer N. Felsinger, Law-
rence C. Gibbs, Leonard Kaufman.

hv^M
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"Robin Hood of Texas"

with Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts

Republic 71 Mins.

AUTRY'S TALENTS WORKED EXPERT-
LY INTO A WHODUNIT GANGSTER
YARN: FILM STANDS UP VERY WELL
MUSICALLY.

Final Gene Autry western opus under the

trademark of this company is a sound dis-

play of his talents worked into a whodunit-
gangster yarn. Film stands up very well
in the musical sense. Story values, produc-
tion and photography are also up to the
standard of the series. Lesley Selander's
know how directorial hand is in evidence
constantly.

Plotwise Autry becomes involved in a

bank robbery through the gullibility of one
of his pals. The boys play and sing on a

Texas city street while the crooks stickup
the local bank, make off in a car with their

loot. Autry and company give chase. The
crooks elude them. Cops come upon the
scene and bring in the would be heroes.
They are soon released and go to look up
a ranch inheritance which they convert to a

dude establishment.

In no time flat the crooks come a-calling.

So do the cops. The money is hidden on
the premises. There is a good deal of
prowling about the house at night. A couple
of gangsters are knocked off. A blonde,
Adele Mara, plays up to Autry to Lynne
Roberts' consternation. At about this time
the ruckus resolves itself and with the
crooks showing their hands they are soon
taken in by the law with the considerable
aid of Autry.

Sterling Holloway delivers a good comedy
performance as a hypochondriac. The girls

are easy on the optics. There are many
splendid chase scenes. It all adds up to what
the customers want.

CAST: Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts, Sterling
Holloway, Adele Mara, James Cardwell, John
Kellogg, Ray Walker, Michael Branden, Paul
Bryar, Dorothy Vaughn, Alan Bridge, Stanley
Andrews, The Cass County Boys.

CREDITS: Associate producer, Sidney Picker,
Director, Lesley Selander; Original screenplay,
John K. Butler, Earle Snell; Musical director,
Morton Scott; Film editor, Harry Keller; Or-
chestrations, Nathan Scott; Sound, Fred Stahl;
Art director, Paul Youngblood; Set decorations,
John McCarthy, Jr., Charles Thompson.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

White-Shafer Take Over
4 Shard-Kinzler Houses

Cincinnati— Maurice White and
Nicholas G. Shafer have leased three
theaters and aiTanged a manage-
ment contract for a fourth, in an
agreement with Mrs. Lily M. Shard
and Ralph Kinsler. White and his
associates operated 24 houses in
Ohio and Kentucky, prior to the new
acquisitions.

Theaters taken over are the Monte
Vista and Ridge, Pleasant Ridge;
Shard, Lockland, and the Emery,
Reading.

Change Testimonial Date
Boston—Date of the testimonial

luncheon honoring Tom O'Brien, re-
cently promoted to Columbia branch
manager, has been shifted to Sept.
22 at the Hotel Statler, Motion Pic-
ture Salesmen's Club, sponsor of the
event, announced.

"Along the Oregon
Trail"

with Monte Hale, Adrian Booth

Republic 64 Mins.

SHOULD DRAW GOOD OUTDOOR AC-
TION TRADE: WELL DONE ALL ALONG
THE LINE.

The wealth of incident and story elements
in this Trucolor western should give suffi-

cient satisfaction to devotees of the outdoor
opus and also provide basically sound dra-
matic entertainment for the general audi-

ence. Throughout the yarn is well set up
along production lines. The performances
measure up convincingly and favorably from
leads to support. R. G. Springsteen's direc-

tion slants the accent to the action side.

There's plenty of it, too. He also cteverly

knitted a romantic element and a few mu-
sical interludes which are rendered capably.

Hale, a protege of Kit Carson, tags Roy
Barcroft at the outset. Barcroft is an out-
law who soon escapes jail and vows ven-
geance. Meanwhile Hale has hired out to

assist in opening up the Oregon country.
En route he bests Barcroft again when the
latter is raiding a wagon train. He rescues
Adrian Booth, brings her to Fort Bridger.

Will Wright receives a load of rifles for dis-

tribution to Shoshone Indians. Clayton
Moore has other ideas. He plans to swipe
the guns, equip an army and set up an
empire with Barcroft as military chieftain.

It does not pan out, however, and soon Hale
is on to the dirty game. This results in

some mean gunplay, meaner fisticuffs and
all 'round skullduggery which comes to a
head when Moore takes the fort. Hale and
his side counterattack, blast their way in.

Moore is killed. Hale and Miss Booth make
it look like romance. Max Terhune has a
number of good comic moments with his

ventriloquism routine.
CAST: Monte Hale, Adrian Booth, Clayton

Moore, Roy Barcroft, Max Terhune, Will Wright,
Wade Crosby, LeRoy Mason, Tom London, For-
rest Taylor, Foy Willing, Riders of the Purple
Sage.

CREDITS: Associate producer, Melville Tucker;
Director, R. G. Springsteen; Original screen-
play, Earle Snell; Photography, Alfred S. Keller;
Musical director, Mort Glickman; Film editor,
Arthur Roberts; Sound, Earl Grain; Art director,
Fred Ritter; Set Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr.,
Helen Hansard.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Eddie Cantor to Spark
Chicago JRF Drive

Chicago — Eddie Cantor is here
thru tomorrow to help spark the
Jewish Relief Pxmd drive for $12,-
000,000, under the direction of
Chairman John Balaban. Series of
country club rallies will be held start-
ing Monday when a film, made dur-
ing the recent overseas jaunt of
Chicago business executives, and as-
sembled by Will Hollander, B & K
advertising director, will be shown.
Twentieth-Fox and Paramount over-
seas newsreel men took the film for
this release.

"Charter" Through FON
Films of the Nations, a non-profit

distribution agency, is handling non-
theatrical distribution of "The Peo-
ple's Charter," initial production of
the Film and Visual Information
Division of the United Nations De-
partment of Public Information.

"Caravan"
with Stewart Granger, Jean Kent,

Anne Crawford
Eagle-Lion 84 Mins.

A LESSER JAR NUMBER: HAS GRANGER
NAME: NEEDS BEAUCOUP SELLING, EX-
PLOITATION.

Played in the manner of gaslight melo-
drama when the villain still pursued her and
the righteous hero is at length vindicated of

the jewel theft and gets the girl he left

behind, this J. Arthur Rank Production does
not compare favorably with his more recent

fare.

The direction credited to Arthur Crab-
tree is wholly of another day. The villain

steps out of the room and mutters to him-
self. The hero speaks his lines as though
he had just finished an ineffective course
in how to be an actor. This also applies to

the rest of the cast. They never rise above
maudlin amateurishness. Basic fiction is a

far-fetched affair concerning jewel thievery
in Spain, gypsies and a lost love that is re-

gained the hard way. Stewart Granger is

quit of Jean Kent, his gypsy bride, when she
dies saving his life.

Otherwise, if the shortcomings in the
fabrication of this number can be over-
looked the story stacks up as an action af-
fair with skullduggery rampant. It has been
given good production. Where the audience
is not too discriminating it is quite possible
some customers might be ensnared.
A number of opportunities for clever ex-

ploitation along pictorial lines are apparent.
Book following of Lady Eleanor Smith,
whose literary output has been consistently
slanted toward the gypsy life, could be con-
sidered a potential audience.

Script offers Granger as a novelist in 19th
Century England who befriends a visiting

Spaniard. He draws an assignment to de-
liver jewels to Granada. He meets Jean
Kent, a cafe dancer. Later he is ambushed,
the jewels stolen and be hides out rather
than give himself up. Anne Crawford, his
girl back home, marries Dennis Price, think-
ing Granger dead. Meanwhile via the gypsy
rite, Granger takes Miss Kent as his bride.
The principals' paths meet years later and
Price is revealed the culprit. Miss Kent is

accidentally killed. Price gets his in a
quicksand morass. Miss Crawford and
Granger go back to London where they are
both free to wed.
CAST: Stewart Granger, Jean Kent, Anne

Crowford, Dennis Price, Robert Helpmann,
Gerard Hinze, Enid Stamp Taylor, David Home,
John Salew, Arthur Golllet.

CREDITS: Producer, Harold Huth; Director,
Arthur Crabtree; Screenplay, Roland Pertwee;
From the novel by Lady Eleanor Smith; Execu-
trve producer, Maurice Ostrer; Photography,
Stephen Dade; Film editor, Charles Knott; Art
direction, John Bryan; Sound, 8. C. Sewell;
Music, Walford Hyden; Musical direction, Louis
Levy.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Mi(h. Exhibs. Enroll

For War on Ascap

(Continued from Page 1)

according to Sam Carver, 'president
of the Independent Theater 'doi^ers
of Michigan, who is on the Iggj^Ving
committee. Carver has sent out let-
ters to 320 independents in the state
asking for such support, to be
climaxed by a mass meeting here.

Liberty-Para. Deal Closing
Waits on Tax Ruling

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The ability of the

major companies to make pictures
more cheaply and profitably than in-

dependents because of permanent
personnel and better marketing ar-
rangements is the reason advanced
by Frank Capra for the abandonment
of Liberty Films and independent
production.
The producer, who is now directing

"State of the Union" for distribution
by M-G-M, disclosed that the pre-
viously announced sale of Liberty
to Paramount via an exchange of
stock would not be technically
"closed" until the Federal Govern-
ment agreed that the action repre-
sented a tax-free reorganization of
the company's affairs.

Unless the Bureau of Internal
Revenue recognizes the deal in this
light, Capra said, the transaction will
be called off^.

Bergman Joins Film Classics

Cleveland — Edwin R. Bergman
has resigned from Eagle-Lion to join
Film Classics as branch manager.
Move is effective Sept. 15.

(UEDDinC BELLS

Institute Celebrates Anniversary
Elmira, N. Y. — Moving Picture

Theater Manager Institute, Inc.,
chartered by the Board of Regents
as a home study school in theater
management, is this year celebrating
its 20th anniversary.

Carleton, Guy Heeled
Sydney (By Air Mail) _ C. E.

Carleton and H. F. Guy were elected
by the Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association to represent the group
on the Film Industry Board

Anderson-Luyster
El Paso, Tex.—James K. Luyster,

treasurer and assistant manager of
Interstate's Ellanay Theater, was
married to Helen Anderson.

Murphy-Tsaintis
Detroit—Margaret Murphy, former

manager of the Metro Theater Serv-
ice, was married recently to Alex
Tsaintis.

Speace-Harr
Detroit— Frank Harr, Universal

booker, was married recently to
Marilyn Speace.

Joel-Friedlich
Mrs. Elaine Joel, daughter of

Herbert R. Ebenstein, general man-
ager of Western Candy Distributing
System, was married at the week-end
to Dr. Allen Friedlich.

Newman-Schoenstadt
Chicago—Ben Schoenstadt, son of

Ruben Schoenstadt, well known the-
ater executive, was married to

Gloria Newman.
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CEA Wants Britain

Action to End Empasse

(Continued from Pago 1)

ity yesterday that the Council will

vote^l^ a resolution calling on Sir

Sta-yf^ Cripps, president of the

Boara-of Trade, for an immediate
interview that the CEA may press

the exhibitors' case for adjustment
of the 75 per cent ad valorem duty
imposed on U. S. film imports by
Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh
iDalton.

This move by the Council repre-

sents a change in CEA strategy, the

resolution to Sir Stafford contrast-

s
ing with the all-out blast fired in the

, recent protest to the Prime Min-
. ister himself.

; It is the CEA belief—and it is

••widely shared in British trade cir-

tcles as well as American—that the

Board of Trade's president is the

:real stumbling block to Government
reconsideration of the Dalton con-

ifiscatory duty, and the resort in-

I
stead to a freezing plan acceptable

.to the U. S. film industry.

(Reports were current in New
York yesterday that an impor-
tant industry statement on the

British situation might be re-

leased momentarily. Presum-
ably, it would not be a counter
proposal but a statistically-sup-

i
ported presentation of the Amer-
ican position.)

To many a Briton, Cripps is the

personification of austerity, and he
is known to feel that even today
Britain has not gone far enough
along the road to austerity. Ad-
mittedly, it will take considerable

pressure to change his viewpoint on
the 75 per cent impost.

Those who should know say that

Sir Stafford is convinced that there

will be no real hardship for British

exhibitors as a result of the cutting

off of this country's supply of Holly-

wood films. He is pictured as be-

lieving that the theaters can just as

well play pictures two to four weeks
as a single week, and he is said to

refuse to accept seriously the ex-

hibitor contentions that houses
eventually will be forced to close.

Indeed, there is reason to believe

in trade circles that even should

that eventuality take place Sir Staf-

ford would not be disposed to weep
—it would be in line with his very
austere concept of life, said second
to none in all Britain.

Meanwhile, there is a feeling

that if, as and when the impasse
is ended the acceptable formula
emerging may be identical with

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEUJS Try Again tor studio

Striice's End Od. 20

FGmmE TOUCH

'MIRIAM BROWN, cashier, Eastwood Theater,

East Hartford, Conn.

PAULINE SANBORN, relief cashier, Colonial

Theater, Hartford, Conn.

JLORRAINE FRIJON, candy girl, E. M. Loew's,
Hartford, Conn.

IEILEEN BRESNAHAN, second booker, 20th-Fox,
Detroit.

"Treasure House"
RKO 15 Mins.

A Sure Seller

Established by a bequest from an
Englishman, the Smithsonian insti-

tute reigns as the world's foremost
museum. A storehouse of knowl-
edge of everything from amoebas to

whales, to the layman it is a land
of curiosities, but to the scientist it

is a powerful collection of obscure
but important information that may
affect generations to come. The
This Is America series has put to-

gether a tremendously interesting
reel which, because of its vastly dif-

ferent subjects, should prove a seller

on any program.

"Mickey's Delayed Date"
RKO 7 Mins.

Right for Any Bill

When Mickey Mouse is late for a
date, Minnie telephones him only to
find he's asleep. Giving him a fifteen

minute dead-line she hangs up. Pol-
lowing Mickey through his quarter-
hour antics is a barrel of laughs and
right for any bill.

"The Mild West"
Para. 7 Mins.

New Twist

A cartoon satire of the wild and
woolly West, this suddenly swings
into an audience singing spree. A
complete new twist in presenting a
plea to sing, it is loaded with laughs
and should go over.

"Blondes Away"
RKO 17 Mins.

Lots of Fun
While on a trip with his wife,

Leon Errol is faced by a blonde he
previously has taken out who threat-
ens to tell all if Leon doesn't shell

out. Complexities arise when both
Leon and a house detective, who is

helping him, turn up with a bogus
wife to present to the gold-digger.
Lots of fun for Errol fans.

"Popeye and the Pirates"

Para. 8 Mins.
Rates with Top Popeyes

Popeye and Olive are enjoying a
sail on the briny when intercepted
by Captain Kidd (who's really Bluto
with a French accent) and his boys.
The Kidd uses all his tricks to woo
and win the fair damsel but Popeye
stokes up on spinach and sends the
heavies to Davy Jones' locker. Best
Popeye to come out lately.

"Television Turmoil"
RKO 18 Mins.

Should please
When Edgar Kennedy decides to

save money with a self-assembled
television set you know there's go-

ing to be trouble. Why pay $450
when I can get it for $60, says
Edgar, and that's where the com-
plexities start. Mother, brother and
wife add to his misery which should
please any fun -loving Kennedy audi-

ence.

"Reading and Riding"

RKO 8 Mins.
Very Good

There is a school for boys in South-
ern Arizona where they combine
reading with riding in one of the
world's finest climates. Sixty boys
from the sixth to twelfth grades are
put through a course of rigorous
studies as well as outdoor activities
which prepare them for the life in
the wide open spaces. Sports fans
will go for it.

"Unusual Occupations Featuring

Film Tot Fairyland"

Para. 12 Mins.
Good Variety

Combining three sequences, this

footage has a varied appeal. First,

shows Mrs. Edith Taylor of Florida

who arranges ocean plants into col-

orful patterns; second, shows daisy
farmer, Dalio Ivani, who dips the
flowers in special dye to show that
nature can be improved upon; and
thirdly, is the shop that screen star

Gail Patrick runs for children of
other stars, where they are pictured
buying and trying the clothes. Good
variety color reel.

the proposal made on his arrival
in New York last week by Sir
Sidney Clift, former CEA presi-
dent. Sir Sidney urged a three-
way split between duty, "freeze"
and remitted earnings. Accord-
ing to advices reaching here,
from New York, this formula is

finding American favor.

Outline of Pic Industry's
Interest in U. K. to Gov't
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Detailed figures re-

vealing the American film industry's
tremendous financial stake in Great
Britain and the U. K.'s extensive
benefits derived therefrom, have been
submitted to this Government, an
authoritative source said yesterday.
Whether this cryptic statement

meant that MPAA has submitted a
further brief to the Treasury or State
Departments could not be ascer-
tained.
Top Treasury Dept. spokesmen

would only say that the British tax
on films was still "under study" and
this Government has taken no official

position in the matter.
The Treasury Department has

under advisement an MPAA request
for a ruling on the tax's possible
violation of the Double Taxation
Treaty and the British Loan Agree-
ment.
The State Dept. is studying pos-

sible violation of the Reciprocal
Trade Agreement, with the Com-
merce Dept. interested generally
in the whole matter.

One source, however, close to the
Treasury Dept., said that MPAA has
detailed the entire film relationship

between this country and Great Bri-
tain, pointed up the benefits to the
British film industry. MPAA spokes-
men here, however, disclaimed any
knowledge of such a brief. Whether
this "brief" has just been sent to

the Treasury Dept., however, also

could not be confirmed.

(Continued from Page 1)

except that an agreement by the
union leaders to meet at the scene
of the trouble was seen as a possible
improvement of conciliatory spirit.

Following what Representative
Kearns termed "one of the most
affable meetings I ever hoped for,"

spokesmen on both sides of the craft
dispute admitted that the situation
remained in status quo but said that
they expected the Los Angeles meet-
ing to be more pro<Juctive.
Agreement to meet in Los Angeles

immediately after the AFL conven-
tion in San Francisco had the effect

of eliminating any hope that yester-
day's Fall meeting of the AFL ex-
ecutive council will take any de-
cisive action in the Hollywood case.
At the week-end conference were,

in addition to Representative Kearns

:

Richard F. Walsh, lATSE president
and his attorney, M. M. Levy; W. L.
Hutcheson, president of the carpen-
ters union; L. P. Lindeloff of the
painters international; Obert Byron,
sheet metal workers president; Har-
vey Brown, machinists' president;
William Maloney, operating engi-
neers' president; and Scott Milne,
secretary of the electrical workers'
union.

Richard Walsh, lATSE prexy, and
Attorney M. Levy left for New York
after the week-end meeting. Walsh
suggested that the labor men at-
tending conference meet in Holly-
wood October 20th to make a first

hand survey of the situation.

"Power Behind Nation"
Tradeshowing Sept. 17

"Power Behind the Nation," two-
reel featurette produced by War-
ners and to be distributed under
MPAA auspices, will be given a spe-
cial national tradeshowing for ex-
hibitors on Sept. 17.

GUT Profits Increased

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Profits of
the GUT-associated companies, Spen-
cers, Wests, Greater J. D. Williams
and Amalgamated Pictures, showed
an overall increase of $26,000 last
year, it is reported. Spencers and
Williams increased their dividends
one half per cent, and the others,
declared one per cent increases.

Pantages*

Moves All Seats

To Center Section

. . . by installing NU-SCREEN, the

greatest invention since SOUND!
Manufactured by Nu-Screen Corpoi--

ation, Herman Gluckman, president,

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Telephone Wisconsin 7-9355.

* Hollywood.
Advertisement
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GENE POST, manager, SRO, Des Moines.

BiiUCE EWALT, manager, Fulton, Cuba, 111.

HERMAN J. FELDMAN, manager. Legion Thea-

ter, Sioux Center, la.

DAVID BENNETT, assistant manager, Texas

Grand, El Paso, Tex.

KEN GUGGENHEIM, Warner contact dept., Wash-
ington, D. C.

NORBERT MURRAY, Twentieth-Fox booking

dept., Boston, Mass.

PAUL GRUBB, sectional manager, Meiselman

Theaters, Asheville, N. C.

TOM GROGAN, manager. Strand, Thompsonville.

JOSEPH McGUINN, assistant manager, Berwyn,

Chicago.

FRANK ARENA, assistfht manager, Loew's State,

Cleveland.

GRAHAM GILES, manager, Pickwick, Chicago.

ROBERT LITTLE, manager, National Auto Thea-

ter, Columbus, 0.

FRANK KELLEY, manager, Livingston, Colum-

bus, 0.

WILLIAM GREEN, assistant manager, Loew's

Broad, Columbus, 0.

NBC Lensman Took Only
Films of Truman Accident

Only motion pictures of President

Truman in his car following the

near-accident in Brazil Saturday

were photographed by Harry Walsh,

NBC television department camera-

man and will be televised over

WNBT as soon as they arrive from
Walsh. While the cameraman was
able to shoot only 10 feet of film, the

exclusive marks the second achieve-

ment accomplished by the NBC cam-
eraman during the President's trip

to Brazil.

Pictures of the signing of the In-

ter-American defense Agreement
were aired last Thursday night, less

than 2.3 hours after they were pho-

tographed in Rio, 5,000 miles away.
Walsh is the first television camera-
man ever to accompany a Presiden-

tial trip outside the U. S.

Telefilm 16 MM. BUlings Up
IVesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Indicative of the

boom in 16 mm. is the report to

stockholders issued by Joseph A.

Thomas, president of Telefilm, Inc.,

that August billings were four times
greater than August of 1946. Every
department of Telefilm's 16 mm.
plant on Holljrwood Blvd. is working
to full capacity with night shifts.

fA Plan to Organize
Baseball in Discard
Detroit — Plans to organize base-

ball players of the major leagues has

been dropped, according to Jerry

Bric, business agent of Local 38,

lATSE, in Detroit. President Rich-

ard F. Walsh of the lATSE stated

that Bric was "acting on his own"
when the movement was started j

year ago. Bric states the movement
is being given up largely because the

club owners have given the players

pensions, welfare funds and other

conditions that the union sought to

effect.

Mull Production In Australia
Rank's Nix Seen as U. 5. Opportunity

(Continued from Page 1)

Joseph B. Chifley revealed that about
a third of American film company
earnings in this country would have
to stay here, either frozen or for

investment in Australian enter-
prises. That Chifley had made a pro-

posal along those lines was indicated
late last week by a government
spokesman who said that the Prime
Minister had suggested that about
$2,000,000 of an anticipated $6,000,-

000 to be earned here this year by
U. S. distributors might be used to

further production of films in Aus-
tralia.

American companies, however,
have not made any decision on the
disposal of their frozen revenues.
Final decision is expected to follow
a definite agreement between the
companies and the Aussie govern-
ment on the amount of earnings to

be held in this country.
Veteran producers in Australia

argue that films can be produced
here at less cost than in other coun-
tries. While most pictures made in

this country are low cost, they re-
turn production costs from showings
in Australian theaters alone. Addi-
tion of the U. S. market, it is fur-
ther argued, w^ould allow tremendous
increases in budgets, when neces-
sary, with profits on an even greater
scale.

(Pending the negotiation of a
final settlement, the U. S. dis-

tribs. and the Australian gov-
ernment have agreed to a freez-
ing of a third of U. S. film earn-
ings down under from Sept. 1,

it was learned yesterday).
Meanwhile a number of producers

are going ahead with plans to make
films in this country, despite the an-
nounced end of activities on the part
of Rank through his partner here,
Norman B. Rydge, head of Greater
Union Theaters and Cinesound Stu-
dios.

Rydge, in cancelling orders for

£100,000 in equipment for Cinesound,
said "There can be little future for
our production industry until the

opportunity of obtaining reasonable
revenue from England again be-

comes possible." This argument,
however, is not adhered to by other
producers.
Harry Watt, who is producing

"Eureka Stockade" for England's
Ealing Studios, plans to go through
with the production. Watt makes
light of the possible effect of the

British tax on imported films, argu-
ing that films could be substantially

produced in Australia and "finished

off in London as British-made films."

Such a move, he said, would lighten
demands on already overcrowded
studios in Britain.
Another viewpoint was expressed

by A. K. McCreadie, chief of Em-
bassy Films, who stated that "Only
companies with non-Aussie capital

will stop producing films and erect-

ing new studios. Any Aussie film

screened overseas is an additional

market and revenue for us, no matter
how heavily it is taxed." With a

feature, "Always Another Dawn," in

production in co-operation with the

Royal Australian Navy, Embassy
has started casting its next film

which will deal with the Australian
turf.

Roy Darling of Endeavour Films,
which is producing "Intimate
Stranger," also did not agree that

the British tax would cripple Aus-
tralian production. Claiming that it

is possible to make good films

cheaply enough here to get costs

back in Australia, he said that En-
deavour intends to continue produc-
tion.

Arthur Collins Productions, it is

announced, will go ahead with "Our
Daily Bread," tentative title for a
film on the life of William Farrar.

Johnny Walker Prods.
Finishes "Yesteryears"
Johnny Walker has completed

production on "World Events of

Yesteryear," which traces the his-

tory of the U. S. from the Gay Nine-
ties through the present, all in
newsreels. Narration is by Kenny
Delmar and Sam Taub. The film,

first effort of Johnny Walker Prods.,
was completed in New York, with
Monroe Gold assisting Walker and
Sonny Barkas executive assistant.

All American Opens Branches
Chicago — All American News is

now handling release of its product
through its new exchanges in De-
troit, Cincinnati and Cleveland, it is

announced. Product formerly went
through Dezel offices in those cities.

Finegan Secretary of Federation

Cleveland—William Finegan, busi-
ness agent for lATSE Local 27, has
been named secretary of the Cleve-
land Federation of Labor.

Reach Settlement Pact
In Piccadilly Trust Case

(Continued from Page 1)

a dismissal of the action, Myles
Seeley, attorney for the distributors,

said yesterday.
Out of court agreement is said to

call for improved clearance for the
house, with defendants to pay Picca-
dilly's attorney fees but no other
financial settlement.

Somerville in Regional Post

Camden, N. J.—H. V. Somerville
has been named manager of the RCA
Victor East-Central region, Harold
M. Winters, director of the distribu-
tion department, announced. Somer-
ville will headquarter in Cleveland.

Houlihan to Cleveland
Cleveland—John J. Houlihan, man-

ager of Republic's St. Louis branch,
has been named acting manager of
the Republic office here. He relieves
Norman Levin who requested a leave
of absence because of his health.

Sept. 17: Ampa Fall season luncheons start.

Town Hall Luncheon Club, New York City.

Sept. 18-20: FPC Eastern parley, Quebec City.

Sept. 19: Variety Club annual golf t^Qy^iment
and dinner-dance, Cedorbrook Cg( ,^rClub,
Philadelphia. ^e]V

Sept. 19-20: ATA-MPTOA joint assembly. Shore-
ham Hotel, Washington.

Sept. 22: Federation of New Jersey Theater
Owners meet, Stacy-Trent Hotel, Trenton.

Sept. 25-28: Theater Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers' Association-Theater Equip-
ment Dealers Protective Association Con-
vention, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C

Sept. 30: Century Circuit holds Showmanship
convention, Waldorf-Asforio Hotel, New
York City.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1 : Kansas-Missouri Theater Asso-
ciation convention, Phillips Hotel, Kansas
City.

Oct. 7: Allied ITO of la.-Neb. meet, Omaha.

Oct. 12: Motion Picture Bookers Club dance,
Commodore Hotel.

Oct. 20-24: SMPE convention. Hotel Pinaiyi-
vania. New York City.

Oct. 22: Kentucky Association of Theater Own-
ers convention. Brown Hotel, Louisville.

Oct. 26: Variety Club banquet, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 18-20: ATO of Indiana Fall convention.
Hotel Antlers, Indianapolis.

Dec. 1-3: Allied States Ass'n annual conven-
tion, Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee.

May 10-11, 1948: Allied ITO of Iowa-Nebraska
convention, Omaha.

Aug. 25: Columbia sales meet. Hotel Warwick,
New York City.

Aug. 27-28: Minnesota Amusement Co. annual
convention. Hotel Nicolett, Minneopolis.

Aug. 30: M-G-M field sales managers and home
office assistants meet. Ambassador Hotel,

Los Angeles.

Hamrick Named to Head
Foundation in Portland

(Continued from Page 1

)

L. Newman, Sr., president of Ever-
green State Theaters.
James McNabb, business agent of

the Motion Picture Operators, was
elected vice-chairman, with James
A. Hone, secretary of the ITO, made
secretary-treasurer, and B. F. Shear-
er, trustee. Foundation purpose and
proposed scope was outlined by Ted
Gamble.

Confectioners Attempt
Intervention in FTC Case

Chicago—National Candy Whole-
salers Association's petition to the
Federal Trade Commission in an at-
tempt to intervene in FTC's case
against the Automatic Canteen Com-
pany is opposed by Canteen. The
case against Canteen is based on re-
port that company received prices
from candy manufacturers 10 to 25
per cent lower than wholesalers paid.
Theaters are watching the case close-
ly-

Heller Debentures Sold
Chicago—Walter E. Heller and Co.

have sold thini Harris Hall and Co.,

$5,000,000 of 278 per cent sinking
fund debentures and $2,000,000 of

BV2 per cent sinking fund subordin-
ated debentures. The Heller company
is an important factor in film financ-
ing.
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CRITICS VOTE UIVLER VEflR'S BEST DIRECTOR

march^ de HaviUand Top 1946-1947 FFF Lists
RusselL Baxter. Jarman
°^Aad Powell Honored
In Poll of Film Critics

j

By WINFIELD ANDRUS
iNews Editor, THE FILM Daily

Top motion picture perform-
'ances of the 1946-47 season

were delivered by Fredric
.March as Stephenson in Samuel
Goldwyn's RKO Radio release, "The
Best Years of Our Lives," and
Olivia de Havilland as Josephine
Norris in Paramount's "To Each
His Own."

Selections represent the views of

461 critics of newspapers, maga-
(Continued on Page 12)

Wehrenberg Deplores

IKirsch's Meet Stand

Simultaneously with an announce-
ment from MPTOA President Fred
Wehrenberg expressing the hope
that National Allied leaders Jack
Kirsch and Abram F. Myers might
reconsider their rejection of invita-

tions to attend the forthcoming
ATA-MPTOA merger convention,

Kirsch told The Film Daily here
yesterday that his attitude was
based on the conviction that no ex-

hibitor organization which includes

affiliated theater owners among its

(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox, RCA's Tele

Program Centers in East

East and West Coast research into

large screen television, for use by
the motion picture industry, was as-

sured yesterday with the inking of

a pact between 20th Century-Fox
and the RCA Victor division of RCA,
under which the co-operative project

will be centered at the film com-

(Continued on Page 6)

'Joan' Distribution Rights

Are Acquired By RKO

Sierra Pictures Company's Tech-
nicolor production, "Joan," based on
the Maxwell Anderson stage play
"Joan of Lorraine," will be distrib-

uted by RKO, it was announced yes-

( Continued on Page 6)

THE TEN BEST
DIRECTORS
OF 1946-1947

I Votes

WILLIAM WYLER 345
For "The Best Years of Our Lives" (RKO-Goldwyn)

II

CLARENCE BROWN 275
For "The Yearling" (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

III

FRANK CAPRA 244
For "It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO-Liberty)

IV
LAURENCE OLIVIER 241
For "Henry V" (UA-Two Cities)

\
ALFRED E. GREEN 238
For "The Jolson Story" (Columbia)

VI
ALFRED HITCHCOCK 206
For "Notorious" (RKO Radio)

VII
ROBERT SIODMAK 179
For "The Killers" (Universal-International)

VIII
VICTOR SAVILLE 165
For "The Green Years" (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

IX
MITCHELL LEISEN 155
For "To Each His Own" (Paramount)

X
ELIA KAZAN 150
For "Boomerang" (20th Century-Fox)

Tops "Ten Best" List in

Annual FILM DAILY Poll;

Brown in Second Position

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor, The Film Daily
William Wyler's sensitive,

sympathetic direction of the
"Oscar"-bedecked Samuel Gold-
wyn production of "The Best Years
of Our Lives" today won another
honor — a crowning one — with the
bestowal upon him of the accolade
of No. 1 director of the 1946-47 mo-
tion picture year.

Rolling up 345 votes, the veteran
(Continued on Page 12)

Ascap Reps, to Meet

With Exhibs. Friday

Representatives of the MPTOA,
ATA and the Metropolitan MPTO
—and possibly those of the ITOA of
New York, national Allied and the
Pacific Coast Conference—will meet
with Ascap execs., including Herman
Greenberg, the Society's sales man-
ager, on Friday for exploratory dis-

cussions of the current controversy
regarding the licensing of theaters
by Ascap, it was announced yester-

day.
Simultaneously, it was disclosed

(Continued on Page 6)

Major British Circuits

To Support CEA Move
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur

Rank, representing Odeon and Gau-
mont-British circuits, and Sir Philip

Allan Warter, representing Associ-

ated British Cinemas, will join the

CEA delegation which will wait upon
Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the

Board of Trade, in an effort to obtain

Labor Government reconsideration

(Continued on Page 3)

Delay in Treasury
Ruling Halts Wyler Prod.

The U. S. Treasury is unwittingly

delaying William Wyler's production

schedule, the twice-Oscared pro-

ducer-director intimated to the in-

dustry press aboard the S.S. Queen
Mary yesterday upon his arrival

(Continued on Page 6)

Fox the Critics^ Forum of 1947, See Today's Second Section
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Bell & Howell 211/8 211/8 211/8
Bell & Howell pfd.. IO5V4 IO51/4 IO51/4
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 161/2 I6I/2 I6I/2

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 721/2 721/2 721/2
East. Kodak 427/8 421/2 4234
Loew's, Inc 2OI/2 20 201/8
Paramount 211/8 205/8 21 %
RKO 11 107/8 11
Republic Pict 4^4 434 43^
20th Century-Fox ... 251/4 251/8 251/4
20th Cent-Fox pfd.. . 35 35 35
20th Cent. -Fox ppf.. .101 101 101
Universe! Pict 16 I51/4 16
Universol Pict. pfd... 73 73 73
Warner Bros 137/8 135/8 135/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 35^ 31/2 1%
RKO 27/8 23/4 27/8
Sonotone Corp 33/4 35/3 334
Technicolor I21/2 I21/4 I21/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinccolor gl^

Net
Chg.

+ Vs- 11/2

1V7—
1/4

+ %
+ 1/4— i/r

-f Va

-
Vz

+ %- 1- 1/4

+ Vs

+ Vi

Asked
61/2

Bell Named Publicity
Manager for 20th-Fox

Appointment of Ulric Bell as pub-
licity manager for 20th-Fox was an-
nounced yesterday by Charles
Schlaifer, director of advertising-
publicity - exploitation - radio. Bell
joined the company in January after
a long journalistic career,

cominc nno Goinc
JAMES F. BYRNES, former Secretary of State,

and top MPAA officials left Washington early

today by plane for Hollywood where they will

confer with industry leaders in mapping a case
before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities. Accompanying were Joyce O'Hara and
Edward T. Cheyfifz.

BURTUS BISHOP, M-G-M division manager,
returns to Chicago from a West Coast confer-
ence. /

DAVE BLUM, ad-pub chief of Loew's Int'l,

returns to New York, accompanied by MRS.
BLUM, on Sept. 19, after having spent the Sum-
mer visiting all the Latin-American countries.

RICHARD F. WALSH, lATSE proxy, returned
to New York yesterday from his Western trek.

MOREY GOLDSTEIN, Monogram and Allied
Artists general sales manager, left yesterday
for a business trip to Boston.

WILLIAM ERBB sails from Southampton today
aboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth for New York.

VIRGINIA FIELD, who recently returned to
New York after visiting her family in London,
will leave here tomorrow by plane for Holly-
wood.

Ch. Skouras to Rep. NT,
FWC at ATA-MPTOA Meet
West toast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Charles P. Skouras,

president of both National Theaters
and Fox West Coast, will represent
the two circuits in Washington, at
the two-day meeting on proposed
merger of ATA and MPTOA. Skour-
as will be accompanied by Thornton
Sargent, NT public relations direc-
tor, and Ernest Turnbull, managing
director of Hoyts Theaters, Ltd.,
Australia, who will go along as an
observer at sessions.

Trio will be joined in nation's cap-
ital by reps, from company's other
divisions, including: Elmer Rhoden,
president of Midwest, Kansas City;
Frank "Ric" Ricketson, president
Fox Inter-Mountain, Denver; Harold
Fitzgerald, president Fox Wiscon-
sin, Milwaukee, and Frank L. New-
man, Sr., president Evergreen, Se-
attle.

Nelson, Faris, Mulvey
Meet on SIMPP Problems

Donald Nelson, SIMPP president;
his assistant, Marvin L. Faris; James
A. Mulvey, president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, and Gradwell
Sears, UA president, met for several
hours yesterday in a discussion of
problems affecting SIMPP members.
The British tax situation was pre-

sumably the chief subject of con-
versation, but none of those present
would comment at the meeting's end.
The talks will continue.

Sorrell Calls for Peace
Parley in Chicago Friday

West Coast Bureau of 'LHE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—At the instigation

of Herbert K. Sorrell, head of CSU,
a second labor peace meeting will be
held in Chicago Friday or next Mon-
day. William Hutcheson and L. P.
Lindelof will attend, as well as Ed-
ward G. Mannix of M-G-M. Meet-
ing will be held even though Richard
Walsh, lA prexy, does not attend.

NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux veepee, leaves
for Boston tonight and returns to New York on
Friday.

GENE KELLY, M-G-M star, will leave for the
Coast today by plane.

SAM LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district manager
for Warners, was in New Haven yesterday.

GEORGE SIDNEY, M-G-M director who had
planned to depart for the Coast Monday,, has
postponed his leaving until today.

GEORGE MAURER, assistant to Jay Gove of
M-G-M's sales department, returned yesterdoy
from an upstate vacation.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR and her mother, who re-
turned yesterday from the England aboard the
Queen Mary, leave for the Coast Sept. 21.

CAREY WILSON, producer of M-G-M's "Green
Dolphin Street," arrived by plane from the
Coast last night.

RAY MILLAND will sail from England on the
S.S. Queen Elizabeth tomorrow, en route to
Hollywood.

RUDOLPH WEISS, head of the Warner Thea-
ters real estate department, ond MILES H.
ALBEN of the circuit's home office executive
staff ' left last night for Cleveland. They re-
turn to New York at the end of the week.

DAVID LEWIS, Loew's International regional
director of Europe, North Africa and the Middle
East, leaves today by TWA for Paris and an
inspection tour of M-G-M offices in his territory.

KENNETH MacKENNA, M-G-M studio story
department executive, will arrive from Holly-
wood with his wife Sept. 15.

William Benton to Quit
Post in State Dep't

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William Benton will

soon resign as Assistant Secretary
of State for public affairs, it was
learned yesterday.
Benton left yesterday for Chicago

for a meeting of the U. S. national
commission for UNESCO, where a
film program will be discussed. He is

expected to announce his resigna-
tion shortly thereafter.

Eric Johnston "Improved"
But Stays in Hospital

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — MPAA President

Eric A. Johnston was reported "im-
proved" yesterday but still in con-
siderable pain from an attack of
acute bursitis. The MPAA head may
remain in Emergency Hospital for
more than a week, with the con-
valescent period expected to last
several weeks.

SWG Asks Royalties Based
On Box Office Gross

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—By a vote of 205 to

136, members of Screen Writers
Guild ratified a recommendation of
its economic program committee to
the effect that organization f^-ors
in principle, royalty payments(^dorled
on box office gross. ^"^

At meeting, President Emmett
Lavery, who had appointed commit-
tee, left his chair to voice his oppo-
sition to committee's proposal and
this led to report he had resigned
his office. However, this was offi-

cially denied.

One possibility discussed by com-
mittee is to require all producers to
allocate 1 per cent of gross receipts
from every motion picture made to
Guild. But it is expected it will
take committee and Guild's board of
directors several months to formu-
late a plan. .

U. S. Pix Into Bulgaria
Via MPEA-Filmsko Pact

Sofia (By Cable) — Government
ratification of the film distribution
deal negotiated between Filmsko
Delo, state owned Bulgarian monop-
oly, and the Motion Picture Export
Association culminated last night
with the initial showing of "So
Proudly We Hail" at the Modern
Theater.

Film is first U. S. pic in the coun-
try since 1940. Pact opens 300 Bul-
garian houses to American product.
Under terms of an interim agree-
ment 20 pix will be distributed within
the next six months. Jean Birkhahn
is MPEA rep. here.

Box Signs March to Play
Columbus Next Spring

London (By Cable)—Sydney Box,
back from a trip to New York and
Hollywood, announced yesterday that
he has signed Fredric March to play
the title role in "Christopher Colum-
bus," which he will produce here next
Spring for J. Arthur Rank. Techni-
color pic will have Florence Eldridge
(Mrs. March) in the supporting role.

Box said that he had discussed a
$2,000,000 pix deal with James
Mason but that the star is making
no contracts until pending David
Rose litigation is decided.

THE BANK OF THE

MOTJON PICTURE INDUSTRY

Mnnk of Atntvitu
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Stanley Hand Heads

Sales (or Nu-Screen

Stanley W. Hand, industry vet-

eran, associated during the last 10

ye^l^ with Altec Service Corp., has
been appointed
general sales
manager in
charge of national
distribution of
Nu-Sereen Ck)rp.,

headed by Her-
man Gluckman, it

was learned yes-
terday.

Hand entered
film biz via World
Film, for which
he served as New
England division

manager, later
filling important
sales posts for

HAND Pathe, First Na-
tional and Warners before joining
ERPI as Eastern sales manager.
Ten years ago, Hand switched to

Altec Service Corp. as staff rep. and
later became advertising and pub-
licity manager. More recently, he
has been staff consultant for Altec.

Major British Circuits

To Support CEA Action

(Continued from Page 1)

of the 75 per cent ad valorem duty
imposed on U. S. and other foreign
film imports.

This was disclosed yesterday as a
CEA General Council committee
okayed the strategy to be adopted by
the national exhibitor association at
today's Council session. The Film
Daily yesterday reported exclusively
that the CEA would take immediate
steps to spur the Attlee Government
into action, if possible, looking to
the end of the Anglo-American film
impasse.

Meanwhile, the CEA committee
yesterday determined to defer con-
sideration of the impending quota
legislation for a month.
Meanwhile, too, U. S. Secretary

of the Treasury John Snyder opened
general talks on the British dollar
crisis yesterday afternoon with
Prime Minister Attlee, Foreign Min-
ister Ernest Bevin, Chancellor of the
Exchequer Hugh Dalton and Cripps.

Republic Has Until Oct. 1

St. Louis — Republic has been
granted until Oct. 1 to plead in

$600,000 anti-trust damage suit filed

by Martin W. D'Arcy, one-time op-
erator of the Shubert Theaters.
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^^ PHIL M. DALY

Tfje Director and The Picture

• • • BY WAY OF EXAMPLE: Suppose it's a pop number by Irving

Berlin An automobile body by Fisher A novel by Ernest

Hemingway A ballet by George Balanchine A painting by

Diego Rivera A drama by Eugene O'Neill A design, thea-

trical or otherwise, by Norman Bel Geddes A column, by Walter

Winchell A report by elder statesman Barney Baruch In every

instance, the particular creation would receive unusual attention because

of its creator's reputation Admit that premise, and Phil M. will move

on without further ado to matters more cinematic Specifically, to

film directors Yes, and other film talent, too.

T T T
• • • CREATION of a film production is entrusted essentially to

the director He is the master of a picture's fate —the captain

of its soul—from the initial grinding of the cameras until the last foot

and frame has been filmed That is his job as any studio solon will

attest It's such an important job and one toward which all pro-

ducers are so sensitive—in their eagerness to see it properly filled that

you can fairly hear their sighs of relief on the crests of Hollywood's hills

when their choice of the good, available directors signs on dotted

line It's film-success insurance that quality will prevail.

T T
O • • NOW, IT IS NOT EXACTLY a trade secret that Mr. Film

Salesman likes this policy of film insurance And just why is no

mystery, either It means that when he storms the moats of sales

resistance erected by ih& cagey exhibitors on his beat he has what it

takes to get those contracts It means the selling job is eased no end

if he can shout triumphantly that this production's a Wyler A Brown

A Capra An Olivier A Green Or this one's a

Hitchcock A Siodmak A Saville A Leisen A Kazan.

T T T
• • • THE SALESMAN KNOWS that you can write on a postage

stamp with a shaving brush the names of theater operators who wouldn't

grab a reasonable opportunity to book attractions bearing these outstand-

ing directorial names That such names—and Phil M. on this occa-

sion has arbitrarily restricted mention to the TEN BEST DIRECTORS OF
1946-47 as selected by the nation's critics and commentators in THE FILM

DAILY'S annual poll—mean so much to showmen is that they mean so

much to John Q. Public, his Missus and the kids.

T
O • • WHY? WELL, JOHN Q., TOO, likes film insurance

That's doubly true today when the soaring cost of living makes

him count pennies When he's apprised that an ace director, like

any of the foregoing or those 49 directors constituting the 1946-47 poll's

Honor Roll, has guided the making of a given picture, that fact is an

influential one in guiding his choice of screen entertainment There

is the promise of quality entertainment far more likely to be fulfilled than

not Yes, Dr. George Gallup doesn't need to probe that question any

more than one to determine whether high-in-favor film players are a

factor in John Q's movie-going decisions Promise of money's worth

is what exacts the box office dollar!

• • • "THE HOPE of every big company is its men," a top exec.

once observed True And equally true is this: The big

hope of every picture is its director and its players.

112 Shorts for CoL

With 24 in Color

A program of 112 short subjects
and three serials, with 24 of the
shorts to be in color, was announced

for Columbia's
1947-48 schedule
yesterday by
Maurice Grad,
short subject
sales manager.
Program, includ-

ing 28 two-reel-
ers and 84 single
reels, represents
an increase of
four two-reelers
and 36 one-reel-
ers over the num-
ber released in

1946-47. Only 10
of past season's
shorts releases
were in color.GRAD

Schedule announced includes: eight
two-reel Three Stooges Comedies; 10
two-reel All-Star Comedies; 10 two-
reel Assorted Comedies; eight Color
Rhapsodies; eight Color Phantasies;
eight Color Favorites (re-issues); 12
Thrills of Music; 12 Screen Snap-
shots; 12 Sportreels; 12 Community
Sings; and 12 Film Novelties, a new
series.

Serials scheduled are "The Sea
Hound," "Brick Bradford" and "Tex
Granger."

St. Louis Appeal Move
Under Court Consideration

U 4€ <i » )» )»

St. Paul, Minn. — U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals has taken under
submission the appeal of St. Louis
Amusement Co., Fanchon & Marco
Service Corp. and the operators of
the Ambassador, Missouri, St. Louis
and Shubert Theaters, St. Louis,
from the District Court dismissal of
their $285,000 anti-trust suit against
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, War-
ners and the American Arbitration
Association.

Trust action was dismissed when
the District Court held that the func-
tioning of the arbitration system
under the N. Y. consent decree did
not violate the anti-trust laws.

New York MPF Will Elect

Chairman, Trustee Friday

Organization of the New York
area by the Motion Picture Founda-
tion will be completed at a meeting
on Friday, it was announced yester-
day by Max A. Cohen, president of
Cinema Circuit, and the chairman of
the local temporary committee.
The full committee of 17 mem-

bers will convene Friday morning in

Cohen's offices to elect both a na-
tional trustee and the permanent
area chairman.

Jerry Mayer Critically 111

a est Coast Uurciin of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jerry G. Mayer, 56,

M-G-M studio manager, is critically

ill at his home. He has been associ-

ated with his brother Louis B. Mayer
in theater and film enterprises for

28 years.
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Gary Cooper

Paulette Goddard
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Cecil B. DeMille's

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
with

Howard Da Silva • Boris Karloff

Cecil Kellaway Ward Bond

Produced and Directed by

Cecil B. DeMiile

Screenplay by Charles Bennett, Fredric M. Frank and Jesse

.Lasky, Jr. • Based on the Novel by Neil H, Swanson
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Before cities grew out of our l^dorff

and atomic power challeng-ed us, the

cradle of our nation was the forest.

At the forks of the mighty Ohio,

where today stands a colossus of

steel whose furnaces bring forth

bone and sinew for a continent, a

lonely outpost once guarded the

frontier. It was called Fort Pitt and

around it stretched a vast wilderness

where men came, facing untold

dangers, to weave the pattern of an

îf^emie/^
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Ceci
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»born flag . . . often at the price of

their own lives.

These are the UNCONQUERED
who back through time and to the

end of time are the living fortress of

America's freedom.

* * * *

Inspired by these valiant people,

Cecil B. DeMille has made his first

production in three years. Its dra-

matic grandeur depicts the fierce

defense of Fort Pitt by men and

women of almost super-human

courage in one of the most heroic

battles of all time.

It is a story that sweeps through

exciting days of history to moments

of tenderness. Countless thrills, thou-

sands of players mass a wealth of

entertainment into one gigantic

Technicolor production.

Because the picture is so great, we

confidently predict that the screen

event of 1947 will be

DE MILLE'S

The Great American Adventure

i
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As(ap Reps, to Meet

Witli Exiiibs. Friday

(Continued from Page 1)

by E. C. Mills, former general man-
ager of Ascap, that he had accepted
the invitation to attend the merger
convention of the ATA-MPTOA in

Washington on Sept. 19.

Invitations to participate in the
conference Friday were sent yester-
day by Si H. Fabian, ATA president,

to Jack Kirsch, national Allied pres-
ident; Robert Poole of the FCC and
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy. (Kirsch
in NevF York yesterday before the
receipt of the Fabian invitation had
indicated Allied might not be adverse
to acting in association with other
exhib. groups on certain issues, in-

cluding Ascap.)

Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA presi-

dent, and Herman Levy, general
counsel, will act for that association

Friday. ATA will be represented by
Fabian, Ted Gamble, board chair-

man, and Bob Coyne, executive direc-

tor. Fred Schwartz will represent
the Metropolitan group. Greenberg
was instrumental in bringing out the

meeting, it was said.

The discussions will revolve around
the entire subject of Ascap as re-

lated to motion picture theater oper-

ation and with particular reference

to the newly announced Ascap the-

ater licensing rates. Fabian pointed

out that the ATA and the MPTOA
have been working in close concert

on all problems since the decision to

attempt a merger of the two organi-

zations and that the Ascap problem
will have a prominent place on the

agenda of the joint convention of

the two associations in Washington.
MPTOA leaders and ATA board
members, stated Fabian, "feel that a

free discussion of this problem with
Ascap officials on a business basis is

a sensible preliminary to any action

to be recommended to exhibitors.

This is a most serious problem and
one which has aroused exhibitors

throughout the country, as has no
issue since the decision in the New
York case."

Douglas Takes Ireton's

WB Spot in Dominion

Mort Blumenstock, WB vice-presi-

dent in charge of advertising and
publicity, announces the appointment
of Paul F. Douglas, formerly with
UA, as field public relations rep. fox

the Canadian territory.

Douglas, who fills the vacancy
created by the recent resignation of

Glenn Ireton, is now in New York
conferring with Blumenstock, Brum-
berg and Eastern publicity director

Larry Golob. He leaves for Toronto
at the end of the week to take up
his new duties.

Peter Fitzpatrick is Dead
Chicago—Peter Fitzpatrick, for-

mer executive of Western Electric is

dead. Wife, three sons and two
daughters survive.

ACT Asks BFPA for Joint Council Meeting
To Discuss British Production Speed Up

London (By Cable)—The British Film Producers Association, headed by

J. Arthur Rank, is being pressed by the Association of Cine Technicians for a

meeting of the Joint Production Council established under the recent studio

agreement to discuss stepping up British production.

Minister of Labor George Isaacs has assured Tom O'Brien, M.P., NATKE
general secretary, by letter that studio and entertainment workers will not be

diverted from the industry to other fields of labor when the Government puts

through its measures to control workers.

Delay in Treasury
Ruling Halts Wyler Prod.

(Continued from Page 1)

here with his wife, actress Margaret
Tallichet, from a three-month motor
tour of England and the Continent.

So far the Government has not
recognized the sale of Liberty Films
to Paramount as a tax-free deal.

Wyler, in partnership with George
Stevens, Frank Capra and Sam Bris-
kin, exchanged Liberty stock for a
reported $5,000,000 worth of Para-
mount stock.

Until the situation is clarified, he
can't go ahead with his production
plans, Wyler explained. He is still

uncertain, he added, whether he
would make "Sister Carrie" as his

next picture. Chances are, he said,

that he would work on something
else.

Wyler found some story material
in Britain, France, Italy and Switzer-
land, but he was mum about titles,

and just as vague about possibility

of filming any of these stories over
there.

He said he was very much im-
pressed by the popularity abroad of

"Best Years." Fans over there,

Wyler said, were resentful about the
three to four year delay in the show-
ing of new productions, citing

"GWTW" as an instance. The epic
has not yet reached the Continent.

Wyler suggested that it would be
a good idea for movie-makers to visit

Europe occasionally. "The world
doesn't revolve around Hollywood,"
the director remarked.

Jules Levey Plans Return
To Europe for Pix Deals

Production problems required his

premature return to the States, Pro-
ducer Jules Levey told the trade
press yesterday upon his return
aboard the liner S.S. Queen Mary.
He intends to visit Europe in five or
six weeks.

His plans do not include England
as a source of future revenue, Levey
said. Conditions for production are
"pretty good" in Holland, "fair" in

Italy, and "it's impossible to make
pictures today in France," Levey re-

ported.

Levey plans to make some picture
deals with European biggies whose
business interests include Italy,

France and England.

Amory With Greenthal
Charles M. Amory has joined Mon-

roe Greenthal Co. as account execu-
tive on Eagle-Lion, Pathe Industries
and subsidiaries.

20th-Fox, RCA's Tele
Program Centers in East

(Continued from Page 1)

pany's Movietone Newsreel Studios.
Move follows the conclusion in

July of a pact under which Warners
and RCA will work together to de-
velop large screen video at the War-
ner Burbank plant.

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox pres-
ident, and Frank M. Folsom, execu-
tive vice-president in charge of the
RCA Victor division, made yester-
day's joint announcement, hailing the
program as of vital interest and im-
portance to the industry. Earl I.

Sponable, technical director of 20th-
Fox, and a veteran of early develop-
ments in sound on film recording,
will supervise the research project,
while RCA will furnish technical and
research information and will pro-
vide engineering personnel, experi-
enced with television and theater
equipment.
The research program was de-

scribed by Sponable as an "unknown
field" insofar as large screen utiliza-

tion was involved. He disclosed set-

ting up experimental equipment will

take some months. Full scale ac-
tivity, Sponable said, would be
launched after the first of the new
year.

Contract for the project was nego-
tiated by Sponable and by Barton
Kreuzer, manager of RCA film re-

cording activities. Delivery of the
first elements of the large-screen
equipment developed by RCA Engi-
neering Products department in

Camden will begin in early Fall, it

was announced.
RCA-20th Fox deal is said to in-

volve "little cash outlay" on both
parts, but rather the outright pur-
chase of equipment by the film com-
pany which in turn, will be provided
with top RCA "know how" and en-
gineering facilities, etc. 20th-Fox
offers the theater facilities, thereby
cutting down on any additional ex-
pense that might necessarily arise in

a research program of this nature,
such as the construction of new
buildings, etc.

'Joan' Distribution Rights
Are Acquired By RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

terday by N. Peter Rathvon, RKO
board chairman.

Film, to be produced by Walter
Wanger and directed by Victor
Fleming with Ingrid Bergman in the
starring role, had been previously
earmarked for release via M-G-M.

Shooting will begin at the Hal
Roach Studios in Culver City on
Sept. 16.

Welirenberg Deplores

Kirscli's Meet Stand

(Continued from Page 1)

members can properly discuss "trade

policies." (dor^

.
Wehrenberg, in a statemenrirom

St. Louis, declared that he was "not

conversant with the reasons of re-

fusal, but it appears to me that they

cannot be important enough to re-

fuse to sit down with brothers in

business to discuss industry prob-

lems as threatening and devastating

as the proposed Ascap increases.

"AUied's constant policy," Wehren-
berg cojitinued, "of refusing to ac-

cept sincere bids for united exhib-

itor action whether they be for the

Open Forum, the Statutory Court
Action, or now Ascap, retards

greatly the one goal sought by prac-
tically all exhibitors in the coun-
try: a united front in those indus-
try matters where a united front
can be helpful and where there is

no logical objection to such a front."
Kirsch, not aware of the Wehren-

berg appeal at the time, said that
he did not expect that Allied would
have any "observers" at the conven-
tion. He intimated that he favored
joint action with other exhibitor or-
ganizations in fighting threats such
as Ascap or theater tax legislation,

but insisted that groups which in-

cluded the affiliated theaters pre-
cluded an unbiased discussion of
questions of the greatest importance
to the independent exhibitor.
The Allied prexy is here with Wil-

liam L. Ainsworth, Allied regional
leader from Milwaukee, to discuss
plans for the organization's national
convention set for Dec. 1-3 in the
latter city.

Poole Declines Invite;

Praises ATA-MPTOA Work
West Coast Bm-eau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Responding to an in-

vitation from Si Fabian, President
of ATA, to attend joint ATA-
MPTOA convention in Washington,
Robert H. Poole, executive secretary
of PCCITO, replied in part, "While
great amount of work requiring im-
mediate attention makes it impos-
sible for me to attend, I want you
and executive heads of both ATA
and MPTOA to know that PCCITO,
and therefore myself, feel that ex-
hibitor organizations of United
States could take correlative con-
structive action on all matters af-
fecting all theaters alike, exclusive
of unfair trade practices."

STORKS
Herman ''Chuibby" Center, film in-

dustry representative of New Era
Letter Service, became a papa Mon-
day with the birth of a son, Joseph,
to Mrs. Center, at Beth-El Hospital,
Brooklyn.
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FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES
OF 1946-1947

WJPON these distinguished artists, screen writers and cineniatographers, the nation's eminent critics and
reviewers for both press and radio have conferred the year's greatest industry honor—election to THE

FILM DAILY'S Filmdom's Famous Fives of 1946-47. This annual poll is distinctive and unique, not alone

because it constitutes a medium for a free choice by those best qualified to bestow the year's honors, but

because the single yardstick applied by participants Coast-to-Coast and Border-to-Border is that of outstand-

ing screen performance and achievement.

W

THE FIVE TOP MALE STARS
1.

2.

Fredric March 3.
As Stephenson in RKO-Gold-
vvyn's "The Best Years of Our
Lives."

Laurence Olivier 4.
In the title role of UA-Two
Cities' "Henry V."

5. Rex Harrison
As the King in 20th-Fox's

"Anna and the King of Siam."

Larry Parks
As Al Jolson in Columbia's

"The Jolson Story."

James Stewart
As George Bailey in RKO-Lib-
erty's "It's a Wonderful Life."

THE FIVE TOP FEMININE STARS
I. Olivia Be HavUland 3. Ingrid Bergman

.Vs Josephine Norris in Para-

mount's "To Each His Own."

Z. Celia Johnson
As Laura Jesson in Universal-

Rank's "Brief Encounter."

5. Jane Wyman
As Ma Baxter in

"The Yearling."

As Alicia in RKO's
ous.

4. Loretta Young

Notoii-

As Katrin in RKO's "The
Farmer's Daughter."

M-G-M's

THE FIVE TOP SUPPORTING ACTORS
1.

13.

Harold Russell 4.
As Homer Parris in RKO-
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of

Our Lives."

Clifton Webb 5.
As Elliott Templeton in 20tli-

Fox's "The Razor's Edge."

Charles Cobnrn
As Alexander Gow in M-G-M's
"The Green Years."

Claude Rains
As Alexander Hollenius iii

Warner's "Deception."

Claude Rains
As Alex Sebastian in RKO's
"Notorious" and

Lee J. Cobb
as Chief Robinson in 20th -Fox's

"Boomerang" (tied).

THE FIVE TOP SUPPORTING ACTRESSES
1. Anne Baxter

As Sophie in 20th-Fox's "The
Razor's Edge."

3. Marjorie Main
As Ma Kettle in Universal

-

International's "The Egg and

3. Ethel Barrymore
As Mrs. Morley in RKO's "The

; Farmer's Daughter."

4. Gale Sondergaard
As Lady Thiang in 20th-Fox's

"A.ina and the King of Siam."

3. Maria Ouspenskaya
As Madame GoronoH in Re-

public's "I've Always Loved

You."

THE FIVE TOP JUVENILE ACTORS
1.

2.

3.

4.

Claude Jarman, Jr.
As Jody in M-G-M's "The
Yearling."

Scotty Beckett
As Al Jolson (as a youth) in

Columbia's "The Jolson Story."

5. Lon McCallister
As Nathe in UA-Lesser's

Red House.'

Bean Stockwell
As Robert Shannon (as a child)

in M-G-M's "The Green Years."

Bobby Briscoll
As Johnny in RKO-Disney's
"The Song of the South."

'The

THE FIVE TOP JUVENILE ACTRESSES
1. Jane Powell 3. Allene Roberts

As Christine Evans in M-G-M's As Meg in UA-Lesser's "The
"Holiday in Mexico." Red House."

3. Elizabeth Taylor 4. Ann Carter
As Kathie in M-G-M's "The ;\s Beatrice in Warners' "The
Courage of Lassie." Two Mrs. Carrolls."

5. Luana Patten
As Ginny in RKO-Disney's
"The Song Gf the South."

1.

2.

3.

OUTSTANDING
"TheYearling"
(Technicolor)—Charles Rosher,
Leonard Smith, Arthur Arling

fM G-M).

"Buel in the Sun"
(Technicolor)—Lee G a r m e s.

Hal Rosson, Ray Rennahan,
Charles P. Boyle, Allen Davey
(David O. Selznick).

"Henry V"
(Technicolor)—Robert Krasner

CUA-Two Cities).

PHOTOGRAPHY
4. "The Killers"

Woody Bredell (Universal).

5. "The Best Years of
Our Lives"
Gregg Toland, (RKO-Goldwyn)
and

"Stairway to
Heaven"
(Technicolor)—Jack Cardiff
(I'niversal-Rank) (Tied).

OUTSTANDING SCREENPLAYS
1. "The Best Years of

Our Lives"
Robert E. Sherwood (RKO-
Goldwn).

2. "It's a Wonderful
Life"
Frances Goodrich, Albert Hack-
ett. Frank Capra (RKO-Lib
ertv).

3. "The Killers"
Anthony Veiller (Universal).

4. "The Yearling"
Paul Osbori (M-G-M).

5. "The Jolston Story"
Stephen Longstreet (Colum-
bia).

«
THE FIVE "FINDS" OF THE YEAR

1. Larry Parks 3. Celia Johnson
Columbia.

2. Claude Jarman, Jr.

M-G M.

British.

4. Burt Lancaster
3. Lilli Palmer

British.

»
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461 Critics Elected ^^Ten Best'' Directors
]\ewspapers, Magazines^ Radio Commentators, Syndicate Writers Represented

(Continued from Page II

director, already the recipient of

the Academy's directorial "Oscar," as

well as the New York Film Critics'

palm, led his nearest rival, Clarence

Brown, by a matter of 70 ballots to

head the Ten Best Directors in the

annual country-wide poll of news-

paper, magazine and press service

film reviewers and radio film com-
mentators conducted by The Film
Daily.

Brown, runner up with 275 ballots,

drew his critical support for his bril-

liant handling- of Metro's great "The
Yearling," the screen adaptation of

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings' poignant

novel making unusual demands upon
its director.

"The Best Years of Our Lives,"

concerned with the problem of the

returned veteran, is an RKO Radio

release, thus far presented on an
advanced admissions policy; it will

go into genei'al release next season.

Capra Noses Out Olivier

"It's a Wonderful Life," his first

picture since he doffed his colonel's

eagles and returned to mufti, earned

244 votes for Frank Capra, enabling

him to nose out Britain's newest

Thespian knight, Sir Laurence

Olivier, for the third niche. The
Capra fantasy, produced by Liberty,

also reached the screen as a RKO
Radio release.

A matter of only three ballots

separated Capra and Sir Laurence
whose incisive and inspired direction

of "Henry V" found well-desei-ved

critical recognition on this side. Pro-

duced by J. Arthur Rank's Two
Cities, "Henry V" is distributed in

the U. S. by United Artists, a road-

show policy prevailing for its Amer-
ican exhibition.

As closely as Sir Laurence pressed
Capra, so in turn, was he as closely

pressed by Alfred E. Green, whose
2.S8 critics' and commentators' votes
rewarding the directorial excellence
of Columbia's "The Jolson Story"
placed him fifth.

Hitchcock Again Honored

Filling the sixth niche is Alfred
Hitchcock, with 206 votes polled for
his adroit weaving of RKO's "Notor-
ious." No stranger to the annual
Ten Best Directors, the distinguished
British director was No. 1 with
"Spellbound" a year ago.

Robert Siodmak, another found
among those chosen in 1946 — the
picture was "Spiral Staircase"—cap-
tured seventh place this time with

(Continued on Column 4)

MARCH, DE HAVILLAND TOP FFF LISTS
"The Yearling" Camera Work heads Photograph Selections,

"Years" Is Best Screenplay and Parks Heads "Finds"

(Continued from Page 1)

zines, syndicates, news services and
radio stations, in the sixth annual
poll by The Film Daily, to estab-
lish FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES
on the basis of perfoi-mance and
achievement. Symposium established

new highs in the number of com-
mentators participating, and in the
interest evidenced by critical Amer-
ica.

Second spot in the best perform-
ances by male stars classification

went to Laurence Olivier for his title

role in "Henry V," produced in Eng-
land by J. Arthur Rank's Two Cities

Films and released in this country
by United Artists. In the best per-

formances by feminine star group,
another British player, Celia John-
son, won second place for her Laura
Jesson role in Rank's "Brief

,
En-

counter," released here by Universal-
International.

Third among the male stars was
Larry Parks as Al Jolson in Colum-
bia's "The Jolson Story," while In-

grid Bergman as Alicia in RKO Ra-
dio's "Notorious," was third among
the feminine stars. Miss Bergman,
incidentally, tied for first spot in

the last poll, and was second in the
two previous performance elections.

James Stewart as George Bailey
in Liberty Films' "It's a Wonderful
Life," released by RKO Radio, was
fourth in the male star perform-
ances, while Loretta Young as Katrin
in RKO's "The Farmer's Daughter,"
was fourth among the women stars.

Fifth spots were won by England's
Rex Harrison as the King in 20th-
Fox's "Anna and the King of Siam"
and Jane Wyman as Ma Baxter in

M-€-M's "The Yearling."

Russell Tops Supporting Actors

Harold Russell, armless war vet-
°ran, took top honors among the
supporting actors for his portrayal
of Homer Parrish in "The Best Years
of Our Lives." In second spot was
Clifton Webb as Elliott Templeton
in 20th-Fox's "The Razor's Edge,"
followed by Charles Coburn as Alex-
ander Gow in M-G-M's "The Green
Years." Claude Rains took fourth
Dosition as Alexander Hollenius in
Warners' "Deception," and also won
substantial critical favor for his Alex
Sebastian in RKO's "Notorious."
Final place was ^yon by Lee J. Cobb
as Chief Robinson in 20th-Fox's
"Boomerang."

Baxter Heads Supporting Actresses

Heading the list of supporting ac-
tresses was Anne Baxter as Sophie

in "The Razor's Edge," with Mar-
jorie Main as Ma Kettle in Universal-
International's "The Egg and I," as
runner up. Ethel Barrymore as Mrs.
Morley in RKO's "The" Farmer's
Daughter" was third, followed by
Gale Sondergaard as Lady Thiang
in "Anna and the King of Siam,"
and Maria Ouspenskaya as Madame
Goronoff in Republic's "I've Always
Loved You."

Jarman, Jr.'s, Jody Stint Tops

Claude Jarman, Jr.'s, Jody in "The
Yearling" ran away with top honors
in the juvenile actor performances
test. Scotty Beckett, who played Al
Jolson as a youth in "The Jolson
Story," was second and the three
other places went to Deai Stock-
well as Robert Shannon (as a youth)
in ^The Gi-een Years," Bobby Dris-
coll as Johnny in Walt Disney's
RKO release, "The Song of the
South," and Lon McCallister as
Nathe in "The Red House," United
Artists release produced by Sol
Lesser.

Powell Heads Girls

Among juvenile actresses, Jane
Powell as Christine Evans in
M-G-M's "Holiday in Mexico" was
tops,,with the other spots filled in by
Elizabeth Taylor as Kathie in
"Courage of Lassie," another M-G-M
production; Allene Roberts as Meg
in "The Red House," Ann Carter as
Beatrice in Warners' "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls," and Luana Patten as
Ginny in "The Song of the South."

Top Camera Jobs

Voted the top photography of the
season was theTechnicolor camera
work of Charles Rosher, Leonard
Smith and Arthur Arling on "The
Yearling." Running second and third
were two more Technicolor produc-
tions, David 0. Selznick's "Duel in

the Sun," photographed by Lee
Garmes. Hal Rosson, Ray Rennahan.
Charles P. Boyle and Allen Davey.
and "Henry V," with Robert Kras-
ner given camera credit. Fourth
spot went to Woody Bredell for Uni-
versal's "The Killers." while "The
Best Years of Our Lives," photo-
e-ranhed by Gregg Toland, and
Rank's Universal - International re-
lease, "Stairway to Heaven," were

(Continued from Column 1)

the 179 votes accruing from his

spine-tingling direction of I/!^oy>''»i'-i

sal's "The Killers." \^'>
|

To Victor Saville, his selection by|
the critics this year was in the na-|
ture of an encore, made possible byf
overlapping incident to a change iri I

the 12-month eligibility period. Thus
his finely etched "The Green Years,";
made for Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer;
with 165 ballots in the current poll
emerged as No. 8. In the preceding
year's poll, Sayville was tied with
John Cromwell, accounting for the
sixth and seventh 1945-46 niches.

.
Polling 155 votes, the result of his

extremely able direction of Para-
mount's "To Each His Own," Mitchell
Leisen captured ninth place, with the
10th going to Elia Kazan who re-
ceived 150 votes for the pace and
suspense imparted to Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox's "Boomerang."

The long-prevailing rules for the
poll included a provision requiring
that the critics in voting for individ-
ual directors specify the picture or
pictures upon which the choice was
made. There were five directors who,
in the voting, received ballots for
work on more than one picture.
Again, under the rules, the ballots in

such instances are not cumulative,
the tally being by individual pictures.

49 Directors in Honor Roll

Forty-nine directors qualified for
the 1946-47 Honor Roll.

tied for fifth. Latter was photo-
graphed in Technicolor by Jack
Cardiff.

Sherwood's "Best Years" Best

Robert S. Sherwood's screenplay
for "The Best Years of Our Lives"
was named tops in that classification,

while Frances Goodrich, Albert Hack-
ett, and Frank Capra scored a sec-

ond for "It's a Wonderful Life."
Other places were taken by Anthony
Veiller for "The Killers," Paul Os-
born for "The Yearling" and Stephen
Longstreet for "The Jolson Story."

"Finds" Include Parks

Selected as the "Find" of 1946-47
was Larry Parks who is under con-
tract to Columbia. Claude Jarman,
Jr., of the M-G-M fold was second
selection, followed by Celia Johnson
of England; Burt Lancaster, who re-

cently formed his own production
company, and Lilli Palmer, also of

Britain.
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THE COVER
The off scene stills used in making

the cover of this issue were furnished

THE FILM DAILY by: M-G-M.

RKO, Paramount, United Artists,

20th Century-Fox, ^Varners, Columbia,

Republic and Monogram Pictures.

Our appreciation.

Designed and executed h\

"HAP" HADLEY

• * • •
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LoomNG towurd lomoiiiioiij

By ERIC JOHNSTON
President, Motion Picture Association

1 BELIEVE that significant advances in

the motion pictuie "world of tomorrow"
will be in the field of \ isual education—in
an increasingly wide employment of the film

as a tool for teaching

in school classrooms

and in organized ed-

ucational groups
outside of schools.

The motion pic-

ture will never sup-

plant the traditional

teaching team of
text and teacher;
nor is the primary
function of the thea-

trical motion picture
— to entertain — in

any way going to be
impaired by its

wider use in educa-
tion.

But each will help the other. Education
has discovered that Hollywood's rich store-

house of the dramatic art is like a fabulous
mine which produces not one precious

metal, but two. It has discovered that the

entertainment film—the full-length feature

photoplay and the short subject—often con-

tain highly important residual educational
values. And I am confident that a wider
use of motion pictures as teaching tools will

increase the stature and popularity of the

screen.

^ -A ^

TEACHING FILMS had been used for a

long time when I came into the Asso-

ciation, but in .September 1946 we de-

termined to point up our educational ac-

tivities in more positive fashion.

We established in the Association a full-

scale Department of Educational Services,

adequately and competently staffed, to meet
this broad objective: To serve as a con-

necting link between the needs of educa-

tion and the facilities of the motion pic-

ture industry. We have extended invita-

tions to national groups of specialists in

education, for instance, to tell us what they

need in the way f)f teaching films, and we
work with them to try to obtain it.

One of the important projects in the edu-

cational j^rogram is the library of teaching
films under the supervision of Teaching
Film Custodians, Inc., an Association-spon-
sored, non-profit distributing organization.

This library today contains some 600 titles

and it is constantly growing. These films

are a\ailable at modest rentals to schools,

and to non-school groups which have estab-

lished educational programs, through more
than 500 film libraries maintained at state

universities, colleges, city and county boards
of education, the Y.M.C.A., and, in some
cities, public libraries.

Nearly 20,000 prints of these 600 titles

are in circulation, and many schools, by
long-term leases, have their own film libra-

ries—an ideal circumstance, because teachers
are thereby able to use a particular film at

the precise moment it is most useful as sup-
plementary to the text and course of study.

-^ ^ -^

THE STORY of the teaching film is an
amazing one, in my opinion, and well

illustrated by the accomplishments in the

field of English literature.

The Association made available to teach-

ers of English a long list of feature-length

photoplays based on classic books. State

university libraries submitted this list to

many hundreds of English teachers through-
out the country to express their preferences.

Among features thus suggested were
"Huckleberry Finn," "Jane Eyre," "The
House of Seven Gables," and "David Cop-
perfield"—to name only four out of a num-
ber finally chosen.

But the significance of the project lay

in the fact that the films selected met a list

of rigid requirements on the part of the

English teachers and then lent themselves to

cutting to classroom length without losing

either the required facets or destroying the

"sparkle" necessary to hold interest.

The English teachers, naturally, wanted
only films which told the complete stories

of the books on which they were based;

which did not involve adaptations from the

original texts; which included all the prin-

cipal characters, and which accurately visu-

alized the setting of familiar quotations.

I believe it is a striking tribute to Holly-

wood that so manv films met these tests and

a second striking tribute lies in the fact that
they were cut to the pattern desired without
losing their educational values.

Such "excerpted" films from full-length

photoplays—covering a wide variety of sub-
jects in addition to English, of course-
constitute only a portion of the teaching
film library. The rest of it is composed of
short subjects, made originally for regular
theater audiences, but entirely suitable to

classroom use without changing them in

any way.

What happened was this: these short sub-
jects, which had been produced for enter-

tainment, put on caps and gowns and
turned teacher in the classrooms. Specific

cases in point are "The Story of Dr. Carver,"
and "The Man Who Changed the World,"
which tells the story of the invention of the
spinning jenny.

Through the Association, the motion pic-

ture industry also has been generous in sup-

porting research and development in the
teaching film field.

Anything over and above actual handling
and distribution costs which accrues from
rental fees for TEC pictures is "plowed
back" in the field of education research. In
addition, direct appropriations have been
made by the Association for research into

education film production techniques; into

testing the usefulness of the teaching film,

and into experimentations with new types

of teaching films. Leading American educa-
tors are lending magnificent contributions

to these Association efforts.

lir iV 1^

VE MERELY SKETCHED some of the

things we are doing and planning to as-

sist education. I think they are substantial

contributions. I think, too, they are con-

crete expressions of the motion picture in-

dustry's recognition of its social responsibil-

ities in our democracy.

Democracy needs an informed, enlight-

ened, alert citizenry. It cannot survive with-

out such a citizenry. What we do, therefore,

to help education will help democracy. And
what helps democracy helps our industry,

which owes its growth to the freedoms which
it has enjoyed under our democratic form
of government.

Wednesday. Se|nemher 10, 1947 A Section of THE FILM DAILY—Pictures of Tomorrow and Directors' Number
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TEN BEST DIRECTORS
OF 1946-47

SELECTED by the motion picture critics, editors and commentators of the

nation's newspapers, magazines, wire services, syndicates and radio stations

in a poll conducted by THE FILM DAILY.

WILLIAM WYLER
For "The Best Years of Our Lives"

(RKO-Goldtvyn)
345 Votes

CLARENCE BROWN
For "The Yearling"

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

275 Votes

FRANK CAPRA
For "It's a Wonderful Life"

(RKO-Liberty)

244 Votes

LAURENCE OLIVIER
For "Henry V"
(VA-Tivo Cities)

241 Votes

ALFRED E. GREEN ALFRED HITCHCOCK
For "The Jolson Story'

(Columbia)

238 Votes

For "Notorious"

(RKO)
206 Votes

ROBERT SIODMAK
For "The Killers'

(Universal-Int 'I)

179 Votes

VICTOR SAVILLE
For "The Green Years"

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

165 Votes

MITCHELL LEISEN
For "To Each His Own"

(Paramount)

155 Votss

ELIA KAZAN
For "Boomerang"

(Tiventieth Century-Fox)

150 Votes

m
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A

DIRECTORS' HONOR
ROLL OF 1946-47

SUPPLEMENT to the Ten Best D/recUns of 1946-47, comprising 49 distinguished

directors the excellence of whose indicated pictures brought them ballot recogni-

tion jrom the nation s critics and comwctU<ilors rn THE EILM DAILY 's annual poll.

COMPTON BENNETT, "The Seventh V<:,r'

CURTIS BERNHARDT, "A Stolen Lih.

FRANK BORZAGE, "That's My t/.an'

MICHAEL CURTIZ, "Night and Day'

DELMER DAVES, "The (led House'

ROY DEL RUTH, "it Happened or

f'tith Avenue"

ANCRt DE TOTH, "Ramto-

WSLLIAM DIETERLE, 'The SearcA/ng vv-,,rj

ALAN DWAN, "Rendezvous With Annie," o;k

"Notthwesi Qutpost"

JOHN FARROW, "Two Years Before the Most,

"CaHiornia" and "Blaze of Noon"

JOHN FORD, "tviy Darlittcf Clementine

EDMUND GOULDING, "The Raxo/s Edge'

HENRY HATHAWAY, "J3 Rue Madeleine'

BEN HECHT, "Specter of the Rose"

STUART HEISLER, "Smcshup, the Story of a

Woman"

LOUIS KING, "Smuky

FRITZ LANG, "Cloak and Dagger'

DAVID LEAN, "Brief Encounter"

MICHEL LEISEN, "Suddenly It's Spring"

HENRY LEVIN, "The Guilt of Janet Ames"

JOSEPH H. LEWIS, "So Dark the Night"

ARTHUR LUBIN, "New Orleans" and
"A Night in Paradise"

GEORGE MARSHALL, "Monsieur Bsa::caire"

DUDLEY NICHOLS, "Sister Kenny"

H. C. POTitR, "The Farmer's Daughter"

IRVING RAPPER, "Deception"

CAROL REED, "Odd Man Out"

ROBERT RCS5EN, "Johnny OX/oc*"

KING VIDOR, "Duel in the Sun"

RICHARD WALLACE, "Framed"

RAOUL WALSH, "Pursued" .

ALFRED WERKER, "Repeat Performance"

*£AN RENOIR, "The Diary of a Chambermaid'
and "Woman on the Beach" ;

JOHN CROMWELL, "Anna and the King
of Siam"

WALT DISNEY, "Song of the South"

PETER GODFREY, "The Two Mrs. Carrolls"

VINCENT SHERMAN, "Nora Pretitiss"

JEAN NEGULESCO, "Nobody Lives Forever"
and "Humoresque"

DOUGLAS SIRK, "A Scandal in Paris"

ARTHUR CRABTREE, "Madonna and the
Seven Moons"

MICHAEL POWELL and
EMERIC PRESSBURGER, "Stairway to Heaven"

IRVING PiCHEL, "Temptation"

LLOYD BACON, "V/-ake Up and Dream"

GEORGE SEATON, "Miracle on 34th Street"

CHARLES CHAPLIN, "Monsieur Verdoux"

ROBERTO ROSL!NE, "Open City"

ERNEST LUBITSCH, "Cluny Brown"

VINCENT MiNELLI, "Undercurrent"

NORMAN TAUROG, "Beginning or the End" I
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FILMDOM^S FAMOUS FIVES OF 1946-47
BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE STAR

FREDRIC MARCH ^

THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES"
(RKO-GOLDWYN)

LARRY PARKS
in

"THE JOLSON STORY"
(COLUMBIA)

LAUREi^E OLIVIER
in

"HENRY V"
(U.A.-TWO CITIES)

REX HARRISON
in

JAMES STEWART
in

"ANNA AND
THE KING OF SIAM'

(20th CENTURY-FOX)
"IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE"

(RKO-LIBERTY)

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE STAR

OLIVIA §K HAvILLAND CELIA JOHNSON
in in

'TO EACH HIS OWN"
(PARAMOUNT)

"BRIEF
ENCOUNTER"
(UNIVERSAL-

RANK)

.v^^sSSBt^gtl^

INGRID BERGMAN
in

"NOTORIOUS"
(RKO)

LORETTA YOUNG
in

"THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER"
(RKO)

JANE WYMAN
in

"THE YEARLING"
(M-G-M)



FILMDOM^S FAMOUS FIVES OF 1946-47

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A SUPPORTING ACTOR

HAROLD
RUSSELL

in

"THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES"
(RKO-GOLDWYN)

CLAUDE RAINS
in

"DECEPTION"
(WARNERS)

and

"NOTORIOUS"
(RKO RADIO)

CLIFTON
WEBB

\f

"THE RAZOR'S EDGE"
(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX)

CHARLES COBURN
in

"THE GREEN YEARS"
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAVER)

LEO
J.
COBB

in

"BOOMERANG"
(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX)

ANN

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A SUPPORTING ACTRESS

TER
in

"THE RAZOR'S EDGE"
(TWENTIETH CEXTURY-FOX)

'«^ mmM
MARJORIE MAIN

in

'THE EGG AND I"

(UNIVERSAL)

ETHEL BARRYMORE
in

"THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER"
(RKO RADIO)

MARIA OU^FENSKAYA GALE SONISERGAARD
in in

"I'VE ALWAYS
LOVED YOU"

(REPUBLIC)

"ANNA AND
THE KING OF SIAM"

(TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX)

Lk



FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES OF 1946-47

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A JUVENILE ACTOR

"!?- *»

JARMAN.

"THE YEARLING"
( METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

DEAN :i:wELL
in

"THE GREEN YEARS"
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

SCOTTY BECKETT
m

"THE JOLSON STORY'
(COLUMBIA)

DRISCOLL
m

"THE SONG
OF THE SOUTH'

(RKO-DISNEY)

ION McCALLISTER
in

"THE RED HOUSE"
(UA-LESSER)

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A JUVENILE ACTRESS

ELIZAB

POWELL

"HOLIDAY IN MEXICO"
( METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

TAYLOR ALL
in in

"THE COURAGE
OF LASSIE"

( METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

"THE RED HOUSE'

(UA-LESSER)

ARTER LUANA PATTEN

"THE TWO
MRS. CARROLLS'

(WARNERS)

"THE SONG
OF THE SOUTH'

(RKO-DISNEY)



FILMDOM^S FAMOUS FIVES OF 1946-47

OUTSTANDING CINEMATOGRAPHERS

CHARLES ROSHER, LEONARD SMITH and ARTHUR ARLING
for Metro's "The Yearling"

LEE GARMES, HAL ROSSON, RAY RENNAHAN, CHARLES P. BOYLE
and ALLEN DAVEY for SeBznick's "Duel in the Sun"

ROBERT KRASNER for Two Cities' "Henry V"
Distributed in the U. S. by United Artists

V/OODY BREDELL for Universal's "The Killers"

*GREGG TOLAND for Goldwyn's "The Best Years

of Our Lives," Distributed by RKO Radio

*JACK CARDIFF for J. Arthur Rank's "Stairway to

Heaven," Distributed in the U. S. by Universal

Tied.

OUTSTANDING SCREENPLAYS

"THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"
Written for Samuel Goldwyn by Robert E. Sherwood

"IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE"
Written for Liberty Films by Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett

"THE KILLERS"
Written for Universal by Anthony Veiller

"THE YEARLING"
Written for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by Paul Osborn

"THE JOLSON STORY"
Written for Columbia by Stephen Longstreet

FINDS OF THE YEAR

Larry Parks
Columbia's Al Jolson

Claude Jarman, Jr.

Metro's Jody

Celia Johnson
J. Arthur Rank's
Laura Jesson

Burt Lancaster
Universal Int'l's The Swede

Lilli Palmer
United States Pictures' Ginn



IHE ACADEMY'S ROLE - lOi
by JEAX HERSHOLT

President

The increasing vigor of the

Academy ot Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences is concrete evidence of the Altai role

that this orsjanization will play in the "to-

morrow of the in-

chistry."

Not in its previ-

ous nineteen years

has the Academy en-

joyed the solidarity

ol membership and
perception of action

which is its present

identification.

With an enroll-

ment now number-
ing more than sev-

enteen hundred
from every branch
of motion picture

production and with
an exchange of international ideas, long
fostered by Academy executives and now
becoming a reality, the Academy is no
longer a national organization but has

emerged as a world-wide factor in the mo-
tion picture industry.

In August of 1948 Hollywood will be

host to an International Film Congress be-

ing staged under the sponsorship of the

Academy. This exposition, the first of its

kind to be held in the United States, will

encompass a greater sphere than previous

festivals held at Brussels, Locarno, Venice,

Paris and Cannes. It is from those exposi-

tions, in which the Academy has actively

participated, that a pattern of inspirational

programming will be created to show all

the peoples everywhere the American wa\
of film production.

i^ i^ i^
^T^HE ACADEMY, working in association

with the Motion Picture Producers As-

sociation, is offering increased guidance in

the field of education. This continuation

of cooperation with colleges and other edu-

cational institutions in many parts of the

world has been a strong factor in the pub-
lic relations work of the Academy. The
organization is also working with the Asso-

ciation in furthering its international pro-

gram involving the exchange of docu-
mentary films for educational purposes.

1^ lir 1^
TN THE RECENT PAST the Academy

has broadened its activities in many di-

rcdions. With the acc|uisition of the

Academy building on the edge of Beverly
Hills which houses the library with its

more than 3,000 volumes, the film archives

and executive offices atop the motion pic-

ture theater, a more comprehensive pro-

gram has been activated. The theater itself

is a perfection of sound and projection. It

represents the highest quality of equip-

ment which was installed by the Research
Council to make certain that the full pro-

gram of screenings provided Academy
membership and friends with the peak of

technical skill. Studio previews are regu-

larly scheduled here each evening of the

week with Sunday nights being devoted to

the very popular Screen Masterpieces show-
ings. It is at these presentations of well-

remembered old-time films that the Acad-
emy serves the industry. Stars, directors,

technicians and other skilled craftsmen of

Hollywood attend to sttidy camera tech-

nique, acting skill and to re-live the dramas
that enthralled the world's audiences in

bygone times.

Here too, foreign importations of impor-

tance are shown to provide Hollywood
with a quick study of international film

trends. Forums are held to probe these pro-

ductions and thus instruction and enter-

tainment are combined in the Academy's
everlasting search for knowledge in all

things pertaining to motion pictures.

i^ ^ ^
npHE ANNUAL AWARDS have become

the motion picture industry's largest

single instrument for bringing the full im-

pact of Hollywood made films to the rest

of the world. In the coming era of interna-

tional competition, these presentations will

highlight the best product, the outstanding
stars and the technical advancements of our
film art. The Academy through its inem-
bership has paid tribute to films made else-

where and has bestowed "Oscars" on mo-
tion pictures and performers who ply their

trade away from our shores. These awards
have fostered international good will and
have become a decisive factor in global

public relations.

Therefore the Academy's "role of tomor-
row" is a promising one, looining larger in

both the domestic and international picture

than at any time in the past.

In addition to its established services to

the American film industry our forces are

bringing a better understanding between
peoples of all lands and fostering interna-

tional good will.

Viedne.sday, September 10, 1947 A Section of THE FILM DAILY—Pictures of Tomorrow and Directors' Number 23
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An authoritative compilation of company

product available to exhibitors Tomorrow.

Classified as to the type, with credits, casts,

story synopses and release dates.



Blondie in the Dongh
COLUMBIA

CAST: Penny Singleton, Arthur

Lake, Larry Simms, Marjorie Kent,

Jerome Cowan, Hugh Herbert, Clar-

ence Kolb, Danny Mummert, William

Forrest.

CREDITS: Director, Abbv Berlin.

Synopsis: Dagwood Bumstead (Ar-

thur Lake), promised a bonus for his

work on the blueprints for a radio

station, buys a new stove for Blondie

(Penny Singleton) on credit. However,

he loses the raise when, playing golf

with his boss, Mr. Radcliffe (Jerome

Cowan) and their prospective client,

|. T. Thorpe (Clarence Kolb), he

makes such a mess of the game that

Thorpe cancels the deal. When Dag-

wood tells Blondie, she decides to sell

her cookies to pay for the stove and
also persuades Dagwood to become a

radio engineer on the side via cor-

respondence courses. At the grocery

store, Blondie meets Llewellyn Sim-

mons (Hugh Herbert), an old eccen-

tric who loves to bake and who eventu-

ally becomes Blondie's partner. Un-
known to her, though, he is also presi-

dent of the Premiere Biscuit Co.,

whose radio advertising contract

Thorpe is anxious to keep. In a rush

to complete his new station, Thorpe
gives Radcliffe the contract providing

Dagwood is fired. One night, Blondie
and Simmons are reading over the

ads they have written for "Blondie's

Cookies" when Llewellyn accidentally

pushes a button on the outlandish
radio set Dagwood has constructed,

causing Blondie's voice to be broad-
cast. Ironically, it cuts right into the
Premiere commercial, and Robert
Dixon (William Forrest), vice-presi-

dent of Premiere, blames Thorpe and
states he will not renew Premiere's
contract with him. F. C. C. detectives

arrest Blondie and Dagwood, but the
charges are dropped when they see

the Premiere president is responsible.

Llewellyn is so enamoured with
Blondie's cookies that he asks for per-
mission to use the recipe, which she
grants only upon Radclilfe's agreement
to rehire Dagwood at an increased

salary and Premiere's agreement to

renew their contract with Thorpe.

Blondie's Xight Out
COLUMBIA

CAST: Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms, Jerome Cowan.

CREDITS: Producer, Wallace Mac-
Donald; Director, Abby Berlin.

Synopsis: Dagwood is ordered by his

boss, G. B. Radcliffe, to act as a

"dummy" and buy some land for him.
However, when Dagwood buys the
wrong piece of land, a worthless
swamp, he is relegated to the position

of office bov. In this menial task.

he is ordered one day to pick up some
plans from Mr. Dickson on his way
to the office. As usual, Dagwood for-

gets but Blondie has Ted, an ex-All

.American football star and a friend

of Alvin's, pick up the papers and de-

liver them to Dagwood at the office.

However, while at Dickson's, Ted be-

comes embroiled in a fight with the

fiancee of Alice, Dickson's daughter,

and knocks him into the swimming
pool. Instead of being angered, Dick-

son is enthusiastic for he did not like

his prospective son-in-law. He tells

Radcliffe his admiration for Bum-
stead's fistic prowess, not knowing it

was Ted, and Dagwood is once again

the office hero. However, Dickson
has his eye on Dagwood as a pros-

pective son-in-law and Radcliffe, anx-
ious to cinch the deal, tells him Dag-
wood is single. When Dickson and
his daughter and Ted and Blondie ar-

rive at the office simultaneously, the

mess is straightened out, but Dickson
thinks they tried to deceive him and
calls the deal off. A phone call from
his real estate man further demolishes
the deal when Dickson discovers the

land he wanted to build on has al-

ready been purchased. By coinci-

dence, it happens to be the land that

Dagwood bought mistakenly. The two
crooks who sold Dagwood the land,

unaware of its potential value, find

out that Dickson wants it and almost
succeed in buying it back from Dag-
wood, who was not present when Dick-

son revealed the land's value. Thus,
unaware of all that has happened, Dag-
wood is about to sign back the land
when Radcliffe, Dickson, Ted, Alice,

et al., arrive. Dickson purchases the

land, the deal goes through and Dag-
wood is given a bonus.

City Slicker
REPUBLIC

Synopsis: A meek little man is

hounded by his nagging wife because
he, above all else, insists on believing
that if he listens to a certain radio
program — Dunninger, The Mind
Reader—he might attract some of Dun-
ninger's vibrations. His wishes are
granted and he becomes a mental giant
by reading his wife's evil thoughts of

him, by talking the boss into giving
him a raise, by warning the president
of his bank of an impending robbery
and naming the teller as the inside
man. Then he gets tired of it all be-
cause he realizes he can't make his

wife happy. He buys a ticket for San
Francisco . . . and meets his wife doing
the same thing. Suddenly he finds he
can't read minds any longer but all

is well because they come to under-
standing and live happily from then
on.

Dear Ruth
PARAMOUNT •

CAST: Joan Caulfield, WilUam Hol-

den, Edward Arnold, Mary Philips,

Mona Freeman, Billy De Wolfe, Ken-

ny O'Morrison, Virginia Welles, Ma-
rietta Canty.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Di-

rector, William Russell; Screenplay,

Arthur Sheekman; from the play by
Norman Krasna; Cameraman, Ernest

Laszlo.

Synopsis: Lt. Seacroft calls at the

Wilkins home directly on his return
from overseas looking for Ruth, who,
hearing about the call later, admits
she does not know him. Her kid sis-

ter, Miriam, spills everything by ad-

mitting she has been writing to Bill

using Ruth's name. Because Bill is

leaving in two days, they all decide
to carry on the game, but Ruth's
suitor, Albert, is decidedly unhappy.
Billy finally prevails on Ruth to marry
him and the Judge performs the cere-

mony.

Dream Girl
PARAMOUNT

CAST: Betty Hutton, Macdonald
Carey, Virginia Field, Patric Knowles,
Peggy Wood, Walter Abel, John Ab-
bott, Carolyn Butler.

CREDITS: Producer, P. J. Wolison;
Director, Mitchell Leisen; Screenplay,
Arthur Sheekman; from play by Elmer
Rice; Cameraman, Daniel Fapp.

Synopsis: Sleeping or waking, pretty
Georgina .Allerton (Betty Hutton) car-

ries on an active dream life. She al-

ways feels as though she "just missed
the bus" and her daydreams are far

more real than what she considers her
humdrum, ordinary life. In the com-
edy-fantasy story of her dual existence,
she meets a brash young newspaper-
man (Macdonald Carey) who wakes
her up, saves her from a dangerous
emotional entanglement and marries
her.

The Emperor Waltz
(TECHNICOLOR)

P.\RAMOUNT

CAST: Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine,

Roland Culver, Lucille Watson, Rich-

ard Haydn, Sig Ruman, Alma Ma-
crorie, John Goldsworthy, Bert PrivaL
Robereta Jondy, Gerald Mohr, Harry
Allen, Paul de Corday.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Brack-

ett; Director, Billy Wilder; Screen-

play, Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder;

Cameraman, George Barnes.

Synopsis: Set in Vienna of 1901, with
all its music and color, this is the love
story of an American phonograph
salesman (Bing Crosby) and a countess

(Joan Fontaine), who are brought to-

gether through the romance of theiii

dogs. Emperor Franz Jo.sef (Richard
Haydn), at first opposed to the match
finally recognizes that the Americar
and the lady must take the "one
chance in a million" for happiness:

together.

Foreign Affairs

PARAMOUNT

CAST: Jean Arthur, John Lund.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Brack-

ett; Director, Billy Wilder; Screenplay,

Billy Wilder, Robert Harari.

Synopsis: This is the story of a

United States Congresswoman in Ber-

lin investigating the morale of the

.\merican Troops.

Fnn and Fancy Free

RKO RADIO

CAST: Edgar Bergen, Dinah Shore,

Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd,

Luana Patten, Cliff Edwards, Billy

Gilbert, Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse,

Jimmy Cricket.

Synopsis: A Walt Disney-animation
live action feature production with

color by Technicolor. The cricket

sings a song as he walks through a

library den. He is chased by a cat and.

as he runs into Lu'ana's bedroom he

bumps into a doll and a bear and
knocks themover. He starts up a Dinah
Shore record to cheer them up and
we go into the "Bongo" sequence with

narration and songs by Dinah Shore.

"Bongo" is the story of three bears:

Bongo, a circus bear who runs away
to tiie Forest—Lulubelle, the girl bear

he meets in the forest and Lumpjaw.
the gorilla-like bear whom all the

other bears in the forest fear. When
this story is completed, the cricket

leaves the now more cheerful doll and
discovers an invitation to a party at

Edgar Bergen's house. He arrives

to find Bergen entertaining Luana,
Charlie and Mortimer with his

Ophelia act. Bergen then tells the

"Mickey and the Beanstalk" story.

When the giant lifts the roof at the

end of the story, the cricket rushes

from the house and watches the giant

as he strides across Hollywood.

Gas House Kids in

Hollywood
PRC

CAST: Carl Alfalfa Switzer, Nebby
Bartlett, Rudy Wissler, Tommy Bond,

James Burke, Jan Bryant, Michael

Whalen, Douglas Fow'.ey, Frank Orth,

Lyle Latell, Milton Parsons, Kenneth

Ferrill.
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CREDITS: In charge of production,

Ben Stoloff; Producer, Sam Baerwitz;

Director, Edward Cahn; Original

Screenplay, Robert E. Kent.

Synopsis: The Gas House Kids, on
their wav to Hollywood, come to the

help of an eccentric old professor,

Milton Parsons, who invites them to

stay at his home in Hollywood. The
professor explains that he has in-

vented a machine which will communi-
cate with the after-world, .\fter much
confusion and many misunderstand-
ings, the kids discover that the pro-
fessor and his cohorts are guiltv of a

murder, which thev committed in their

attempts to drive everyone awav from
the house so that they could unearth
a treasure which reputedly was hidden
in he house. The crooks are appre-
hended, and the kids help unearth
the treasure, which is restored to its

rightful owners.

Hal Roach Comedy
Carnival

ITMTED ARTISTS-HAL ROACH

FEATURING: Walter Abel, Marie
Wilson, Frances Rafferty, Gerald Per-

reau, Donald Meek, Barbara Bates,
Larry Olsen, Sheldon Leonard, Don-
ald MacBride, Eilene Janssen, Dale
Belding.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; As-
sociate Producers, Bebe Daniels, Rob-
bert McGowan; Directors, Bernard
Carr, Harve Foster.

Synopsis: The picture is in two
parts. The first concerns a bunch of
school-kids, whose teacher has mar-
ried and left the school. For the ex-
pected ogre of a new teacher they.
led by Curley (Larry Olsen). prepare
a series of tricks and tortures for her.
.She turns out to be the beauteous
Mildred Johnson (Frances Rafferty').

who turns the tricks back on the kids
because she has been unconsciously
warned beforehand by Curley. Curler
is ostracized by the other bovs and
.girls, but. after a display of athletic
ability by Mildred, he' is brought
back, penitent, to the fold. The sec-
ond part is of a talking dog who causes
Milo Terkel ("Walter Abel) to turn
from a mousy husband into a bo.ssv
one. His wife, Emily Terkel (Margot
Grahame) finally takes the case to
court after Milo has had an hilarious
affair with Gorgeous Gilmore (Marie
Wilson, and the judges dismisses the
case when the dog refuses to say a
word.

Her Husband's Affairs

COLUMBIA

CAST: Lucille Ball, Franchot Tone,
Edward Everett Horton, Mikhail Ra-
sumny. Gene Lockhart, Nana Bryant,
Jonathan Hale, Paul Stanton, Mabel
Paige.

CREDITS: Producer, Raphael Ha-
kim; Director, S. Sylvan Simon.

Synopsis: Franchot Tone, advertising
account executive, has to land the
Tappel Hat account to finance a de-
layed honeymoon to Bermuda. His

wife, Lucille Ball, tricks the mayor
into endorsing the hat, and his boss,
Edward Everett Horton. gives him a
.'S5,000 bonus. Mikhail Rasumny. a
delightfully mad inventor, delays the
trip again when he tells Tone he has
concocted a miracle cream to do awav
with shaving. Tone and Horton in-

terest Gene Lockhart, president of a

shaving cream company, in their prod-
uct, and, at a huge demonstration, the
whiskers on bearded human "guinea
pigs" vanish. But the next morning,
the beards are longer than ever. Lu-
cille saves the day by saying the prod-
uct can be used to grow hair for bald
men. Tone objects to his i\'ife's intru-
sion into his business and they sepa-
rate. Rasumny warns Tone the cream
is a by-product of an embalming fluid
and of an unpredictable nature, as

Lucille discovers when the governor
of the state (Jonathan Hale) applies
it to grow hair, and, instead, his head
turns to glass. The furious governor
calls the militia and orders Tone and
the inventor arrested. The police ar-

rive on the scene and find Tone alone,
standing next to the ruin of what
was Rasumny's laboratory. Upon find-
ing a body inside, one Rasumny had
been experimenting with, they arrest
Tone for the professor's murder. From
It is cell window. Tone talks to the in-

\ en tor who raves over a new discovery,
the "forever flou'er." Tone tells Ra-
sumny to disappear, planning to use
the murder trial to publicize the
flower. Lucille, however, unaware of
Tone's plans, tries to save him by testi-

fying that he is a mental case. Visit-
ing his cell later, she discovers his
scheme and sets out to find the pro-
fessor. After following many clues,

she is able to produce the "corpse" in
court. As the reporters are recording
the story of the "forever flower." the
"stone" sample turns to dust. The
trial over, the two finally start on their

long-delayed honeymoon.

It Had to Be You
COLUMBIA

CAST: Ginger Rogers, Cornel Wilde,
Ron Randell, Percy Waram, Spring
Byington, Charles Evans, Billy Bevan,
Nancy Saunders, Doug Coppin, Carol
Nugent, Jerry Hunter.

Credits: Producer and Co-director,

Don Hartman; Co-director, Rudy
Mate.

Synopsis: Three times, wealthy and
socially prominent Ginger Rogers has
left a different suitor at the altar and.
when she becomes enga<|ed for a fourth
time, to Ron Dandell, Randell's father.

Thurston Hall, is worried because of

Ginger's past experiences. To quiet

Hall's fears and to make sure herself.

Ginger goes to the country to decide.

.\fter some thought, she entrains for

New York, prepared for the marriage.
En route, however, she dreams that an
Indian disrupts the wedding and awak-
ens horrified to find that the Indian.
Cornel Wilde, actually exists. Wilde
explains he is a figure from her dream,
there only because she dreamed him
up from her subconscious. Upon their

arrival in New York, Wilde swaps his

Indian regalia for a business suit and
shows up at Ginger's house to the

utter embarrassment of Ginger and
arousing the ire of her fiancee. .\

number of embarrassing incidents fol-
low and Wilde tells her that she is in
love with his real life counterpart, not
Randell. Ginger, however, disregards
him, and everything is rushing towards
the wedding when she meets, to her
surprise, the Indian's real life counter-
part (also 'Wilde) in the person of a
young fireman. Before she can collect
her senses, a merry-go-round of dates
result in her falling in love. .As young
couples often do, however, they fight
and part, and once again Ginger
marches down the aisle, this time to
the waiting Randell. The Indian
warns her, but she does not heed his
advice. .A.t the last moment, the sub-
conscious Wilde takes matters into his
own hands and. just as the preacher is

about to ask the final question. Ginger
makes a rapid departure over the
shoulder of her fireman as the Indian
\anishes in mid-air.

Jiggs and Maggie in
Society

MONOGRAM

STARRING: Joe Yule, Renie Riano.

FEATURING: Dale Carnegie, Arthur
Murray, George McManus.

CREDITS: Producer, Barney Gerard;
Director, Eddie Cline; Screenplay,
Barney Gerard and Eddie Cline.

Synopsis: A suave con-man informs
Renie Riano that he has traced her
family tree, and can get her into the
Social Register if she can teach her
uncouth husband, Joe Yule, some eti-

quette. Dale Carnegie is hired to teach
him how to win friends, while Renie
employs Arthur Murray for dance in-

structions for a big society ball she
puts on at the con-man's suggestion.
Dinty Moore and his friends arrange
a big corned beef and cabbage feed
at the party, and are blamed for jewel
thefts committed by Renie's supposed
society advisor. George McManus'
cartoon-drawing at the dance reveals

the crooks.

Life With Father

(TECHNICOLOR)

WARNER BROS.

CAST: Irene Dunne, William Pow-
ell, Elizabeth Taylor, Edmund Gwenn,
ZaSu Pitts, Jimmy Lydon, Emma Dunn,
Moroni Olsen, Elizabeth Risdon, Derek
Scott, Johnny Calkins, Martin Mibier,

Heather Wilde, Monte Blue, Mary
Field, Queenie Leonard, Nancy Evans,

Clara Blandick, Frank Elliott.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Buckner;
Director, Michael Curtis; Screenplay,
Donald Ogden Stewart; From the play

by Howard Lindsay and Russel

Crouse; Cameramen, Peverell Marley,
William V. Skall.

Synopsis: The chronicle of a New
York family, in the 1880's, ruled by a

inercurial but lovable father whose
red-headed wife somehow always man-
ages to get her way nevertheless—
e\en inito finally inducing him to

undergo a belated baptism.

* COMEDY *

Mad Wednesday
l^NMEI) ARTISrS

FEATURING: Harold Lloyd, Raymond
Walburn, Edgar Kennedy, Frances
Ramsden, Arline Judge.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Pres-

ton Sturges.

Synopsis: When Harold Diddlebock
.(Harold Lloyd) scores a winning touch-

down in the big game, E. J.
Waggle-

berry (Raymond Walburn), advertis-

ing tycoon, gives him a job. Years go
by and Harold is fired, but given

.152,000 pay. He gives an engagement
ring to Miss Otis (Frances Ramsden)
and then proceeds to get gloriously

drunk. In his drunkenness he bets

on horses, which win, and with the

enormous proceeds Harold buys a cir-

cus. A lion breaks loose and Harold
snares him finally on a window ledge

far above the city streets. He decides

10 put on a free circus for kids, an
idea hated by circus people who bid
in fabulously for the circus. Harold
eventually sells to Ringling Brothers
and comes out of his hangover to dis-

cover that he has married Miss Otis

and is a rich man.

The Mating of Millie

COLUMBIA

CAST: Evelyn Keyes, Glenn Ford,

Willard Parker, Ron Randell, 'Vir-

ginia Hunter, "Virginia Brissac, Jimmy
Hunt.

CREDITS: Producer, Casey Robin-

son; Director, Heniy Levin.

Synopsis: Evelyn Keyes, assistant per-

sonnel director of a swanky Wilshire

Boulevard store, is considered a prude

by her associates. One night, Jimmy
Hunt, a young boy living in the apart-

ment below her, commences to cry

loudly. With the aid of Willard Parker,

who lives in the house, Evelyn breaks

into the apartment and takes the weep-

ing child to sleep with her. The next

day it is discovered that the child's

mother has been killed and Evelyn

is heartbroken when the child is taken

to an orphanage. Her efforts to in-

duce Ron Randell, president of the

orphanage, to let her adopt the boy

prove futile, even after she invents a

fiancee in Alaska. Randell claims she

must be married to adopt Jimmy. She

tries to dazzle Glenn Ford, a bus

driver, into a convenient marriage,

just for the period of adoption, but he

rebels. Instead, he offers to help her

snare Randell; and, when their com-

bined efforts prove successful. Ford

finds himself jealous. Willard Parker,

too, falls for the rejuvenated Evelyn,

further arousing the ire of Ford. Both
Parker and Randell bite at the bait

and are astonished when their pro-

posals are refused, for Evelyn sees that

Ford, alone, is for her. On a visit to

the foundling home, she finds Jimmy
gone and is heartbroken. She returns

to her apartment to find Ford and
Jimmy waiting for her, with Glenn
proposing that they make the adojs-

tion legal by visiting a preacher.
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* CONiEDY *

Meet Me at Danfn
20th CENTURY-FOX

CAST: WilUam Eythe. Hazel Court,

Margaret Rutherford, Stanley Hallo-

way, Basil Sydney, Beatrice Camp-
bell, George Thorpe, Irene Browne.

CREDITS: Producer, Marcel Hell-

man in England; Director, Thornton

Freeland; Screenplay, Lesley Storm,

James Seymour.

Syuopiis: William Eythe, a profes-

sional Parisian duellist, is hired to in-

sult anl battle with a politician. Seek-

ing an excuse for the duel, he accuses

his potential adversary of molesting

Hazel Court. The affair becomes the

talk of Paris, with everyone seeking

the identity of the mysterious "Mad-
ame X" involved in the escapade.

Eventually, Hazel is revealed as the

daughter of a prominent newspaper
publisher, and things arrange them-
selves so that Eythe is to fight a duel

with her father. Eythe allows himself

to be slightly wounded during the

fracas, and with everyone's code of

honor satisfied, marries the beautiful

Hazel.

Merton of the Movies
M-G-M

CAST: Red Skelton, Virginia O'Brien,

Gloria Grahame, Leon Ames, Alan
Mowbray, Charles D. Brown, Hugo
Hass, Harry Hoyden, Tom Trout,

Douglas Fowley, Dick Wessell.

CREDITS: Producer, Albert Lewis;
Director, Robert Ahon; Screenplay,

George Wells, Lou Breslow; Based
on the novel by Harry Leon Wilson
and play by George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly; Cameraman, Paul C.

Vogel.

Synopsis: Movie-struck Merton Gill

(Red Skelton), usher in a small town
theater of 1915, dreams of becoming
a cinema star. He stumbles across

thieves robbing the theater and tries

to capture them by imitating the
screen technique of his idol, fading
star Lawrence Rupert (Leon Ames).
Merton knocks himself out but the
thieves are captured. Rupert seeing
the item in the newspaper feels that
necessary publicity can be obtained
and invites Merton to Hollywood.
There Merton's every move is photo-
graphed and as soon as the publicity
pictures are taken, Rupert completely
ignores Merton who finds himself
stranded. His efforts to obtain work
are unsuccessful. He is further dis-

illusioned when he discovers that
Beulah Baxter (Gloria Grahame),
reigning screen siren, does not perform
her own dangerous stunts but are done
by her double, Phyllis Montague (Vir-
ginia O'Brien) who movie-wise and
tvnical tries to straighten out Merton's
idealistic beliefs about movies. Merton
finally gets a small role in a drama
but is thrown off the set because of
his amateur over-acting. He refuses
comedy parts which Phyllis manages
to get for him, believing himself a
great dramatic actor. Phyllis is signed
lo appear with Rupert in "Souls on

Fire" and when Rupert disappears

on one of his binges, she induces the

producer to let Merton play the lead.

.\s usual Merton plays with over-em-

phasis and the play is changed to

"Soles on Fire." He is a hit but greatly

humiliated. Finally Phyllis proves to

him that comedy is equally as im-

portant as drama and he is happy.
He crowns his success by announcing
his engagement to Phyllis.

]\ew Girl in Town
EAGLE-LION

CREDITS: Producer Aubrey Schenck;

Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Screen-

play, Margaret Buell Wilder, Philip

MacDonald; from the novel by Au-
brey Wisberg.

The ]\oose Hangs High
EAGLE-LION

CAST: Bud Abbott and Lou Cos-

tello.

CREDITS: Producer, Milton H. Feld;

Director, Charles Barton; Screenplay,

Edward Ullman and Clyde Brickman;

Original Story, Charles Grayson and
Albert T. Herman.

The Paleface
(TECHNICOLOR)

PARAMOUNT

CAST: Bob Hope, Jane Russell.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Welch;
Director, Norman Z. McLeod; Screen-

play, Edmund Hartman, Frank Tash-

lin.

Synopsis: A satire on the old West.

The Pittsburgh Escapade
RKO R.\DIO

CAST: Melvyn Douglas, Barbara
Bel Geddes.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Jack

J. Gross; Producer, Richard Berger;

Story, Lesser Samuels, Christopher

Isherwood; Screenplay, Lionel Houser.

Synopsis: A romantic comedy of the

turn of the Century.

Road to Rio
PARAMOUNT

CAST: Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Dorothy Lamour, Gale Sonaergaard,
Frank Faylen, Joe Vitale, George
Meeker, Andrews Sisters.

CREDITS: Producer, Daniel Dare;

Director, Norman Z. McLeod; Screen-

play, Edmund Beloin, Jack Rose;

Cameraman, Ernest Laszlo.

Synopsis: Hope and Crosby are a

couple of musicians whose luck re-

duces them to carnival shows in tank
towns. To escape one carnival owner,
they stow away on the "Queen of

Brazil," but end up as members of

the ship's orchestra as result of Dor-
othy Lamour's help. They form their

own orchestra in Rio de Janeiro, be-

come entangled in a plot to marry
Dorothy off to a worthless far-removed
cousin, with Bing finally winning Dor-
othy himself. It's a typical Crosby-

Hope-Lamour "Road" funfest of mirth

and music.

The Senator Was
Indiscreet
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
INTER-JOHN PROD.

CAST: WiUiam Powell, Ella Raines,

Arleen Whelan, Peter Lind Hayes,

Ray Collins, Allen Jenkins, Hans Con-

ried, Whitner Bissell, Milton Parsons,

Charles D. Brown, Francis Pierlot,

Oliver Blake, Cynthia Corley.

CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally John-

son; Director, George S. Kaufman;
Screenplay, Charles MacArthur.

Synopsis: William Powell, a Senator,

decides to run for President. He is

aided by press agent Peter Lind Hayes,

wlio, in turn, is ridiculed by Ella

Raines, a newspaperwoman. Ray Col-

lins, party leader, finally orders the

Senator to withdraw, but he refuses,

and threatens to publish his diary if

he is prevented from running. But
the diary is stolen by Arleen Whelan,
Hayes' girl friend. Hayes, after long
consideration, finally gives the diary
to Ella whose publication of it forces

the Senator to retire to an unimpor-
tant official's position on a small far-

away island.

Two Guys From Texas
(TECHNICOLOR)

WARNER BROS.

CAST: Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson,
Dorothy Malone, Penny Edwards,
Forrest Tucker, Fred Clark, Gerald
Mohr, John Alvin, Andrew Tombes,
Monte Blue, Philharmonica Trio.

CREDITS: Producer, Alex Gottlieb;

Director, David Butler; Screenplay,
I. A. L. Diamond, Allen Boretz; Cam-
eramen, Arthur Edeson, William V.
Skall.

Synopsis: The adventures of a male
vaudeville team who became stranded
in Texas and winds up on a dude
ranch owned and operated by a prettv
girl.

Wallflower
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hut-

ton, Janis Paige, Edward Arnold,
Barmara Brown, Jerome Cowan, Don
McGuire, Arm Shoemaker, Lotte Stein,

Angela Greene, Walter Sande.

CREDITS: Producer, Alex GottUeb;
Director, Frederick DeCordova; Screen-

Play, Phoebe and Henry Ephron; From
the play by Reginald Denham and
Mary Orr; Cameraman, Carl Freund.

Synopsis: Romantic comedy about a

shrinking violet and her childhood
boy friend, complicated on the girl's

return from college with her unin-
hibited step-sister, but winding up
with the right girl getting the boy.

Welcome Stranger
PARAMOUNT

CAST: Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzger-

ald, Joan Caullield, Elizabeth Patter-

son, Frank Faylen, Wanda Hendrix,

Bob Shayne, Charles Dingle, Lorry

Young.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel;

Director, Elliot Nugent; Screenploy,

Frank Butler, Arthur Sheekman.

Synopsis: Two doctors (Crosby and
Fitzgerald) have a series of petty dis-

agreements when Crosby is sent to a

small New England community to re-

lieve Fitzgerald, who is planning a

long-awaited vacation. Crosby saves

Fitzgerald's life by performing an
emergency appendicitis operation and
they become staunch friends, working
together for construction of a much
needed hospital. Love interest is sup-

plied by Joan Caulfield, a school
teacher who doubles as an emergency
nurse during the operation. Hospital
finally is built, despite many obstacles

and Fitzgerald's life-long dream is

realized.

Where There's Life
PARAMOUNT

CAST: Bob Hope, Signe Hasso,

William Bendix, George Coulouris,

Victor Varconi, Dennis Hoey, Leo
Mostovoy, William Edmunds, Emll

Romeau, Vera Marshe, Eddie John-

son, George Zucco, Emo Verebes,

Fred Nurney, Crane Whitley.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones;

Director, Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay,

Allen Boretz, Mel Shavelson; Cam-
eraman, Charles Lang.

Synopsis: Barovia's king is downed
by an assassin's bullet. Search for the

rightful successor to the throne leads

to America and Bob Hope. But it's

not as easy as that. For the dread
Mordia group made up of Fascist

scoundrels— is at work attempting to

keep the Barovians and Hope apart.

Hope, it might be added, is a con-

siderably baiifled young man who has

a time accustoming his once common-
place existence to the hectic routine

of dire plots, dead bodies, chases and
the determination of a handsome and
patriotic woman soldier.

The Wistful Widow of
Wagon Gap
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.

Marjorie Main, George Cleveland,

Patricia Alphin, William Ching, Gor-

don Jones.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Arthur;

Director, Charles Barton.

Synopsis: Abbott and Costello come
to a western town and Costello fires

a gun in the air and ostensibly kills

a man. He is saved from hanging by

an old law which requires a murderer
to assume responsibility for the debts

and dependents of his victim. The
latter are Marjorie Main and her six

children. Costello becomes immune to

shooting since no one wants to assume

these debts. He is elected sheriff, and
flashes a picture of his "family" in-

stead of a gun. Abbott starts a rumor
that Marjorie will become rich so that

she will become desirable to otheirs

thus making it possible for Abbott and
Costello to get away. The scheme back-

fires when she actually becomes rich

and Abbott and Costello are out of

the money.
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rhe Birds and the Bees
M-G-M
CAST: leanette MacDonald, Jose

Iturbi, Jane Powell, Ann Todd, Mary
Eleanore Donahue, Edward Arnold,

Harry Davenport.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak;

Director, Fred Wilcox.

Synopsis: Louise Morgan (Jeanette

MacDonald), crack business executive

and divorced, has the entire responsi-

bility of raising her three daughters,

Tess (Jane Powell), Ilka (Ann Todd)
and Alix (Mary Eleanore Donahue).
They are devoted to their father who,
while an ace newspaper man and war
correspondent, left much to be desired

as a husband, but Louise not wishing
to disillusion the girls blames their

separation on his work. Louise has a

nervous breakdown and is forced to

take a sea voyage. On board the boat
she meets world renown pianist, Jose
Iturbi. They fall in love and are
quietly married. During her absence
the girls, deciding their mother's ill

health is due to longing for her ex-
husband, take matters in their own
hands, visit their father's boss. Nelson
(Edward Arnold), and induce him to
call their father home from his Afri-
can assignment. Louise does not let

Iturbi cable the girls of their marriage,
dreading the effect on the girls. When
she arrives home the girls are aglow
with excitement over the surprise they
have in store for her. Louise persuades
Iturbi to win the girls' love before tell-

ing them the. news which he sets out
to do, but fails. Louise finds out her
ex-husband is on the way home and
she and Iturbi beg Nelson to keep him
in Africa. Nelson, realizing their love,
agrees. The girls find out about Lou-
ise's marriage. Tess and Ilka, broken-
hearted, leave home, but are brought
back by Nelson. They are brought to
their senses and everything is patched
up.

A Connecticut Yankee
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Bing Crosby, William Ben-

dix, Virginia Field.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows;
Director, Toy Garnett; Songs and
Score, Richard Rogers, Lorenz Hart;
Screenplay, Ed Beloin.

Synopsis: A new musical version of
the Mark Twain classic, "A Connecti-
cut Yankee at King Arthur's Court."
The "modern" part of the story will
be placed about 1890, the time of
Twain's original. Crosby will play the
shrewd Yankee suddenly transferred to
580 A.D., the King Arthur period,
where he runs into adventure and
romance.

Down to Eartii
(TECHNICOLOR)
f:OLtJMBIA

CAST: Rita Hayworth, Larry Parks,

Marc Plait, Roland Culver, James
Gleason, Edward Everett Horton,

Adele Jergens, George Macready and
William Frawley.

CREDITS: Producer, Don Hartman;
Director, Alexander Hall.

Synopsis: When the muse of the

tlance, Terpsichore, learns that down
on earth a pool mortal, Larry Parks,

is planning to produce a musical show,
burlesquing the nine muses, she is en-

raged. She prevails on Mr. Jordan
(Roland Culver), a sort of heavenly
traffic manager, to permit her to visit

earth to assist in the show, and Jordan
sends heavenly messenger 7013 (Hor-
ton) to accompany her. No sooner does
she arrive on earth than she gets top
billing in the show and proceeds to

rearrange it according to the way she
thinks it should be. The result is a

resounding flop when it opens out-of-

town. What Rita doesn't know, how-
ever, is that Parks is in debt to gang-
ster-gambler Macready and will be
murdered if the show fails.- Finally her
love for Parks wins out and aided by
his partner (Piatt) and her manager
(Gleason) she helps make the show the
hit of the season. Jordan, however,
insists her work is done and that she
return to heaven. When she demurs,
protesting her love for Parks, Jordan
takes her a few years into the future
and shows her one day she and Parks
will be reunited forever in heaven.

Fiesta
(TECHNICOLOR)
M G-M

CAST: Esther Williams, Akim Ta-

miroff, Ricardo Montalban, John Car-

roll, Mary Astor, Cyd Charisse, For-

tunio Bonanova, Hugo Haas, Jean

Van, Joey Preston, Frank Puglia, Los
Bocheros, Alan Napier.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cum-
mlngs; Director, Richard Thorpe;

Original Screenplay, George Bruce,

Lester Cole; Cameraman, Sidney

Wagner, Charles Rosher, Wilfrid M.
Cline.

Synopsis: Matador Morales (Fortun-

io Bonanova), father of twins, Maria
(Esther Williams) and Mario (Ricardo
Montalban) insists his son keep up
family tradition and become a bull-

fighter. But it is Maria, not Mario,
who has inherited the father's love of

bullfighting. Mario takes after his

mother (Mary Astor), a passionate mu-
sician. After finishing preliminary
training, Mario is about to show his

skill before one of Mexico's greatest

matadors, after which he will engage
in a series of fights preliininary to

making his major apearance at Guad-
alajara. Maria is engaged to Pepe
Ortega who, as a birthday present to

Mario, announces Contreras (Hugo
Haas) having played some of Mario's

composition is coming to see him per-

sonally. This does not fit in with

plans of elder Morales who is worried
because Mario seems more interested

in music than preparing for the big

test. Contreras arrives and is sent away
l)y Morales. Mario shows himself to

be a perfectionist in the ring and wins
praises of the famed matador but
when he learns that his father sent

Contreras away he is very much dis-

illusioned and rushes away from home
and takes up with a band of musicians.
His family search for him in vain.

Maria knowing how bitterly disap-
pointed her father will be if Mario
does not fight dons her brother's cos-

tume and fights under his name in

a series of bullfights prior to the big
one at Guadalajara, hoping all the
time that Mario will show up. She
is a success and decides to fight at

Guadalajara but before she does she
marries Pepe. Mario learns someone
is fighting under his name and goes
to Guadalajara where he recognizes
his sister. She sees him: the bull
catches her off guard and knocks her
down. Mario leaps into the ring and
saves her. His family are full of pride
and happiness. Elder Morales is finally

convinced Mario had better follow his
music. Mario and his sweetheart, Con-
chita (Cyd Charisse) decide to get
married.

Good IVews
M-G M
CAST: June Allyson, Peter Lawford,

Joan McCracken, Pat Marshall, Loren
Tindall, Mel Torme, Ray McDonald,
Robert Stickland, Donald McBride,
Marilyn Buferd, Mary Stuart, Janet

Winkler.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed;

Director, Charles Walters; Screenplay,

Adolph Green, Betty Comden.

Synopsis: Following summer vaca-

tion, Connie (June Allyson), Tommy
Marlow (Peter Lawford), Babe Doo-
little (Joan McCracken) and Beef
(Loren Tindall) have a glorious get-

together. But a bomb bursts in the
happy group with the arrival of Pat
McClellan (Patricia Marshall), femme
fatale. She vamps the boys, especially

Tommy who is really smitten. Connie
is heartbroken because she has always
worshipped Tommy. The only one
who withstands Pat is Beef who can't

see anyone but Babe who has a yen
for Bobby Turner (Ray McDonald).
Bobby has something Beef lacks—per-
mission to stay out later than 10

o'clock. Tommy flunks French and
Connie coaches him. Pat ignores Tom-
my and he takes Connie to the big
prom but Pat decides it's Tommy she
wants and takes him. She keeps him
in a whirl and they become engaged.
He flunks French again and is barred
from playing the big game. Connie
coaches him again and he finds out
he really loves her not Pat, but she
won't have him. He passes his exam
and is allowed to play. But he is a

flop. Connie relents and asks Babe to

straighten things out for her. She hints

to Pat that Beef is really the man with
the money and that's all Pat has to

hear. She breaks her engagement to

Tommy and gives Beef the rush. He
falls for her. Babe is glad because it's

Bobby she wants and gets. Everything
ends on a note of joy.

Hollywood Barn Dance
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS

CAST: Ernest Tubb, Lori Talbot,

Helen Boyce, Earl Hodgins, Frank
McGlynn, Philip Arnold, Larry Reed,

Red Herron, Anne Kundi, Betty Mudge,
Cy Rino, Frank Bristow, Albin Robel-

ing, Dotti Hackett, Pat Combs, Jack

Guthrie, Philharmonic Trio.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Schwarz;

Original Story, B. B. Ray; Screenplay,

Dorothea Knox Martin.

Synopsis: A group of farm boys, de-

termined to form their own band de-

spite parental opposition, find re-

hearsal refuge in the local church

which is accidentally destroyed by fire

during a practice session. Blamed for

the destruction they go on the road

in a jalopy to "earn enough money to

rebuild the church. They encounter

and engage a manager-agent who in-

volves them in a series of setbacks be-

cause of his affinity for gambling. How-
ever, all ends well when the troupe

finally reaches Hollywood and sensa-

tionally scores on the Hollywood Barn
Dance radio show.

I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Xow
(TECHNICOLOR)
20th CENTURY-FOX

CAST: June Haver, Mark Stevena,

Martha Stewart, Reginald Gardiner,

Lenore Aubert, William Frawley.

CREDITS: Producer, George Jessel;

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Original Screen-

play, Lewis R. Foster; Music, Lyrics,

Joseph E. Howard, Will M. Hough,

Frank R. Adams; Special Lyrics, Mu-

sic, George Jessel, Charles Hender-

son.

Synopsis: A nostalgic and heart-

warming story of the life of Joe E.

Howard, famous composer of the title

song of the film, "Hello, Ma Baby,"

"Goodbye My Lady Love" and count-

less others. Mark Stevens as Howard
goes from a job as a demonstrator of

pipe organs to the big time, aided by

his childhood sweetheart, June Haver.

On the road to success, he stops off

to dally with Martha Stewart and Le-

nore Aubert, famous vaudeville stars,

who want to help him in his career.

After many ups and downs, during

which he breaks witli June over her

penchant for' exaggerating, he returns

to her for a happy future in show
business.
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* MUSICAL *

The Kissing Bandit
M-G-M

CAST: Kathryn Grayson, Frank
Sinatra, J. Carrol Nalsh, Sono Osato,

Mildred Natwick, Billy Gilbert, Carle-

ton Young.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak;

Director, Laslo Eenedek; Screenplay,
IsobeL John Haraing.

Synopsis: In the romantic long ago
when California was a colony of Spain
even as today there were three classes

of men—ricli, poor and bandits. Ri-
cardo (Frank Sinatra) is a bandit but
not a very happy one. His late father
was the much feared Kissing Bandit
who robbed men and kissed women.
Because Chico (J. Carrol Naish), his

father's faithful lieutenant, wants to

reform the gang, Ricardo comes west
from Boston where he has lived since
a young child. But Ricardo is shy and
unassuming and a disapointment to
the bloodthirsty gang. It's a terrific

shock to them that he not only cannot
ride, does not drink but is also timid of
women. They are all for sending him
home but Chico persuades them to
permit Ricardo to stay-they can do
the robbing—Ricardo can be taught to
do the kissing. That will make it

seem like old times. They decide to
rob the stage coach carrying the Gov-
ernor's beautiful daughter, Theresa
("Kathryn Grayson). Everything goes
through in grand style but Ricardo
cannot go through with his part for
he has fallen in love at first sight
ivith Theresa who is very much dis-
appointed because she has always
dreamed of being kissed by the Kissing
Bandit. Safely at home she begins to
doubt her charms. When Count Bel-
monte (Carleton Young) and General
Torro (Billv Gilbert) en route to visit
the Governor to collect taxes stop at
an mn, they are overpowered by Ri-
cardo and Chico who dress up in their
clothes, pose as tax collectors and are
royally recei\'ed by everybody includ-mg the Governor and his daughter
By the time the real count and general
arrive, Ricardo has won the heart of
Theresa, Chico has been ensnared by
the Governor's sister (Mildred Nat-
wick) and the Governor himself is too
tond of both men to allow them to be
hanged. He orders the tax collectors
to return to Spain and appoints Ri-
cardo and Chico to their posts.

Land of the Sky Blue
Waters
(CINECOLOR)
.ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Gale Storm.

Synopsis: An outdoor romance with
the music of Charles Wakefield Cad-
man.

Let's Fall in Love
COLUMBI.A

CAST: Janet Blair.

CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr.

Synopsis: John Kilgallon, movie di-
rector noted as a taskmaster, drives
Rosita, star of his latest film, to col-
lapse from sheer exhaustion. When a

doctor jjrescribes a 6-month rest for

her, J. B. Durham, the company's
president, fires John, des^aite the inter-

cession of Doug, his best friend, who
was responsible for hiring him. The
film is shelved but Kilgallen, desirous

of re-obtaining his job, accidentally

meets Mary O'Leary (Janet Blair) and
decides that she is the girl to place

Rosita, enabling the film to be com-
pleted. He takes Mary to his home
and there has Anita and Armando,
two South American friends, teach

Mary the language, customs, etc., of
Brazil, planning to introduce her as a

Brazilian millionairess. After inten-

sive work, Mary passes a rigorous test

and, also, falls in love with John. He
introduces her to Doug as Chiquita
Olanda, a Brazilian millionairess who
wants nothing to do with films. How-
ever, Doug "convinces" her to submit
to a screen test only after she succeeds
in forcing Doug to let John direct

the test. The test is a success and
Durham, himself, wants her to take

Rosita's place and finish the film.

However, as John has instructed, she
refuses to sign without John as di-

rector. Doug takes her out on a

whirl of dates to sign her, for Durham
will not rehire Kilgallen. The con-
tinual dating arouses John's jealousy,

but his desire is achieved when Dur-
ham finally agrees to rehire him. The
film is proceeding excellently when,
at a party, the pseudo-senorita slips

and her true identity is discovered.

Doug and Durham, angry at the con-
spiracy, fire John and insist that Mary
finish the film without her. However,
with a new director, her performance
is lackadaisical and, finally, Doug,
fathoming the reason, convinces Dur-
ham that John must be rehired to

insure the picture's success. Once
again, John takes up the directorial

reins and, this time, realizing the jeal-

ousy caused him by her dating Doug,
drops his professional attitude and
tells Mary that he loves her.

Mother Wore Tights
(TECHNICOLOR)

20th CENTURY-FOX

CAST: Betty Grable, Dan Dailey,

Vanessa Brown, Connie Marshall,

Mona Freeman, William Frawley,

Sara Allgood.

CREDITS: Producer, Lamar TrofU;

Director, Waher Lang; Screenplay,

Lamar Trotti; Music, Lyrics, Mack
Gordon, Josel Myrow; Based on the

book by Miriam Young.

Synopsis: Landing a job in \aude-
ville, Betty Grable teams up with Dan
Dailey for a try at the five-a-day. The
couple are married, and proceed to

combine show business with domestic-

ity by bringing up two daughters over

the years while they troupe back and
forth across the country. Highlighted
by a top score, and lilting production
numbers, the film makes out a fine

case for the phrase "there's no business

like show business" especiallv ^vhen
"mother wore tights."

My Wild Irish Rose

(TECHNICOLOR)

^VAR^'ER BROS.

CAST: Dennis Morgan, Arlene Dahl,

Andrea King, Alan Hale, George
Tobias, George O'Brine, Sara All-

good, Ben Blue, William Frawley.

CREDITS: Producer, William Jacobs;

Director, David Butler; Screenplay,

Peter Milne; Based on book by Rita

Olcott; Cameramen, Arthur Edeson,

WilUam V. Skall.

Synopsis: Musical romance based on
the life of the noted Irish singer-com-

poser, Chauncey Olcott.

On an Island With You
M-G-M

CAST: Esther Williams, Peter Law-
lord, Jimmy Durante, Cyd Charisse,

Ricardo Montalban, Xaviar Cugot,

Dick Simmons, Marie Windwor, Tico

Rico.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak;

Director, Richard Thorpe.

Synopsis: The story of the making
of a motion picture within a picture.

Rosalind Rennolds (Esther 'Williams),

star of the movie companv, believes

herself in love •with her leading man,
Ricardo Monte (Ricardo Montalban).
Yvonne (Cvd Charisse). dancer, also

secretly loves Ricardo. Assistant direc-

tor Buckley (Jimmy Durante) intro-

duces Lt. Larry Kingslee (Peter Law-
ford) of the U. S. Navy to the cast and
Larry has eves only for Rosalind whom
he met during the war when she was
entertaining troops. She refuses to

dance with him. Bucklev attempts to

discourage Larrv in his pursuit of

Rosalind. A scene calls for Rosalind
to enter a plane with Larry, substitut-

ing for Ricardo, at the controls. Larr\
is to flv the plane off the field, circle

it once and return but instead he
keeps right on flving out to sea, much
to the distress of everybody including
Rosalind and lands on a small island
where he was stationed during the
ivar. He takes Rosalind to an aban-
doned shack to get the dance she re-

fused him after which he promises
to fly her back. When they return to
the plane, several essential parts are
missing, stolen bv the natives. Larrv
sets out for the village to recover them
but Rosalind is hurt and thev are
forced to spend the night at -the shack.
The next morning he sets out for the
village without Rosalind. In his ab-
sence she is picked up by a Navy plane
and taken back. Larry is imprisoned.
Rosalind, realizing that it is Larry not
Ricardo whom she loves, pleads his
case with the Commander and he is

freed. Ricardo in the meantime dis-
covers his love for Yvonne. All ends
hapily for the two couples and Buck-
ley who gets a raise for the big "pub-
licitv" stunt he pulled.

Onward
ALLIED .ARTISTS

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Nas-
Bour; Original Story, Haven McClure.

Synopsis: The inspiring musical
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story of how British school teacher Ar-
thur Sullivan conceived his renowned !

hymn, "Onward, Christian Soldiers

Perils of Pauline

(TECHNICOLOR)

PARAMOUNT

CAST: Betty Hutton, John Lund,
Constance Collier, Billy DeWolfe, Bill

Demarest, Frank Faylen.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel;

Director, George Marshall; Screen-

play, Frank Butler, P. J. Wollson;

Cameraman, Ray Rennahan.

Synopsis: The life, times and love

of Pearl White, queen of serials when
movies were young, are dramatized in

"Perils of Pauline" with Betty Hutton
in the biographical role. Her tempes-
tuous love for the stage actor, played
by John Lund, is almost ^vrecked on
the rocks of professional jealousy be-

fore the happy ending is reached, with
the aid of fellow thespians portrayed
by Constance Collier, Billy De Wolfe
and Bill Demarest.

The Pirate

M-G-M

CAST: Judy Garland, Gene Kelly,

Walter Slezok, Gladys Cooper.

oREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed;

Director, Vincente Minnelli; Music,

Cole Porter; Screenplay, Frances
;

Goodrich, Albert Hackett; Based on
play by C. N. Behrman.

Synopsis: Locale is a tiny romance-
shrouded island in the Caribbean and
time early in the 19th century. Manu-
ela Alva (Judy Garland), young and
beautiful and the most envied girl,

has just been betrothed to middle-

aged! fat and bald Don Pedro Vargas,

the new mavor and wealthiest man on
the island, whom she has never met.

Her dream idol has always been a

handsome and dashing man, like the

fabled pirate, Macoco. Meeting the

boat bringing her trousseau from Paris,

she sees a group of actors headed by
handsome, dashing Serafin (Gene
Kelly) who spies Manuela and it is love

at first sight with him. He begs her
to attend their show but she refuses.

But later she changes her mind and
attends. During his magician routine

he puts her in a trance and under his

prodding confesses she loves him.
Later, at home, while preparing for

her wedding, she hears music. Serafin

and his troupe have followed her. Don
Pedro threatens to have him hanged
if he does not leave. Serafin recog-

nizes Pedro as the cutthroat who once
held him prisoner aboard his ship and
confronts him with this information.
Serafin agrees to keep quiet if he can
remain in town. Don Pedro agrees.

Taking advantage of Manuela's glori-

fication of Macoco Serafin tells her he
is Macoco and she is completely in-

fatuated with him, but not so Don
Pedro who decides let Serafin play the

role to the finish \\'hile he gets the Vice-

roy and the militia. Serafin and Manu-
ela quarrel when she discovers that

she has been duped and she knocks
him out. cold. Don Pedro returns with
the militia and Serafin must die. In
a last performance granted him on the
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caffold he takes out his magic mirror
nd Maniiela, playing along with him
)retends he has put her into a trance.

>he confesses her love for Macoco and
latred for Don Pedro who in a rage

houts he is Macoco, not Serafin. The
use worked and Don Pedro- is hanged
nstead of Serafin.

Romance in High C
^tTECHNICOLOR)

I WARNER BROS.-MICHAEL

CURTIZ PRODUCTIONS

CAST: Jack Carson, Doris Day, Jan's

Paige, Don De Fore, Oscar Levant,

S. Z. Sakall, Yves Montand.

CREDITS: Associaled Producer, Alex
Gottlieb; Director, Michael Curtiz;

Camerocman, Woody Bredell.

1 Synopsis: Musical comedy with land
and sea local spanning North and
louth .America.

Rose of Santa Rosa
COLUMBIA

CREDITS: Produced by Colbert

Clark. Directed by Ray Nazarro.

I .,. .... .„ . .

.

fvealthy New Mexican landowner,
quarrels with his father when the

latter insists he marry Dolores, a girl

he has never seen. Ramon would
;much rather sing in a night club with
, his four friends who make up a screw-

ball quartette. His father, however,
soon puts the boys out of business, and
Ramon and his buddies head for the
town where the Dolores lives, deter-

mined to trick the father into calling
oft the wedding and letting Ramon
^n back into the night club field. Their
|j1i'1 is to have the homeliest of the

quartette pose as Ramon, be refused
bv the girl, thus leaving the way open
foi the return to singing. However, on
arriving in town Ramon meets a beau-
tiful girl who says she is "Rose of

Santa Rosa," and he immediately falls

in love. The girl is Dolores, but
neither is aware of the other's iden-
tii\. Ramon's romance is proceeding
famouslv when he inadvertently ca.shes

la check in his own name and is ar-

rested for forgery. Disillusioned Do-
ilores offers to marry the homley friend,
pust to get money for her family. In
;the end however, everything is straight-
.ened out, Ramon is permitted to con-
tinue his singing career, and, of course,
marries the girl.

The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty

(TECHNICOLOR)

RKO RADIO-GOLDWYN

(
CAST: Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo,

', Boris Karloff, Fay Bainter, Ann Ruth-

erford, Thurston Hall, Florence Bates,

Konslantin Shayne.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Gold-

wyn; Director, Norman Z. McLeod;
Story, James Thurber.

Synopsis: Bossed by his domineering
mother (Fay Bainter) and browbeaten
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bv his pompous employer (inurston
Hall), timid Walter Mitty (Danny
Kaye) leads a life no self-respecting

dog would stand for, A proofreader
for a pulp magazine group, Walter
has learned to escape his humdrum
existence through extravagant day-

dreams in which he envisions himself

as a series of resourceful heroes. Plans

for Walter's wedding to Ann Ruther-
ford, daughter of Mrs. Mitty's old

friend, Mrs, Griswold (Florence Bates)

are in full swing although Walter isn't

too enthusiastic. Through all of Wal-
ter's dreams appears the same blonde
Ijeauty so he is astonished while go-

ing to work on the train to see the

girl come to life and site beside him.
She introduces as Rosalind Van Hoorn
(Virginia Mayo) tells him she is in

grave danger, and pleads for his help.

Unable to resist, Walter suddenly finds

himself up to his neck in an adventure

wilder than any imagined or published.

He finds himself in possession of a

little black book which a gang of in-

ternational criminals are detennined to

obtain at any cost. They include a

sinister psychiatrist (Boris Karlolf)

who tries to push Walter out of a sky-

scraper windo\v. .\fter a niunber of

liighlv imaginative sequences in which
Walter figures as the hero, he is about

to be married to Ann when he sud-

denly realizes that Virginia is in dan-

ger. Dashing from the church, he

stages an exciting rescue, clears up the

mvstery of the book and. with a sudden

burst of courage, defies his mother,

forces his boss to make him an editor

and marries Virginia.

Summer Holiday

(TECHNICOLOR)

M-G M

CAST: Mickey Rooney, Gloria de

Haven, Walter Huston, Frank Mor-

gan, Butch Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell,

Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle,

Mchael Kirby, Shirley Johns, Hal

Hackett, Ann Francis, John Alexan-

der, Virginia Brlssac, Howard Free-

man, Alice MacKenzie, Ruth Brady.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed:

Director, Rouben Mamoulian; Adap-

tation, Irving Brecher, Jean Holloway;

from Screenplay by Frances Good-

rich, Albert Hackett; Based on Eu-

gene O'Neill's play, "Ah, Wilder-

ness"; Cameraman, Charles Schoen-

baum; Musical Director, Lennie Hay-

ton.

Synopsis: The year is 1906; locale,

small Connecticut town of Danville.

The Miller family consists of father,

Nat Miller (Walter Huston), owner

and editor of the town's newspaper;

mother, Essie Miller (.Selena Royle),

and son, Richard (Mickey Rooney).

Old maid aunt, Lily (Agnes Moore-

head), and cousin, Sid (Frank Morgan),

easy-going addict to bottled spirits also

live with the Millers. Richard is con-

fronted with two major problems—one

is the valedictory he feels he must de-

liver at the forthcoming high school

graduation and the other is his abid-

ing love for \vinsome Muriel Macom-
ber (Gloria DeHaven), daughter of the

town's leading merchant, Macomber

(John .\lexander). During a sylvan in-

terlude with Muriel, Richard is caught
kissing her by her father. His family,
shocked, will not permit him to leave

the house. He is deeply hurt when
he gets a note from Muriel renouncing
her love, which he does not know has
been penned at the direction of her
father. Richard vows to get even with
everybody. The Fourth of July breaks
superbly for everybody but him. He
decides to join a party with some
"swell girls" at a nearby hotel. .\unt
Lily has promised to marry Sid if he
ivill keep away from the bottle but
he wins the annual beer-drinking con-
test and staggers home much to Lily's

disgust. Richard slips away to keep
a rendezvous with Belle (Marilyn Max-
well). Frightened at the thought of

becoming involved with her, he finally

sets away and reels sophomoricallv
home. .As a disciplinary measure he
is confined to his room by his father.

Darkness falls, Muriel steals into the

Miller garden and calls to Richard. .-\t

first he refuses to answer but relents

and meets her in the park where thev

are reunited. Back on the Miller front

porch, there is another reconciliation—

that of Sid and Lily.

This Time for Keeps
M-G-M

CAST: Esther Williams, Johnnie

Johnston, Jimmy Durante, Mary Stu-

art, Dick Simmons, Lauritz Melchior,

Jose Iturbi, Xavier Cugat and Orches-

tra, Sharon McManus.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak;

Director, Richard Thorpe.

Synopsis: On opening night of a

spectacular new aquacade show, Leo-

nora Cambaretti (Esther Williains).

beautiful and talented star, is visited

back stage by handsome Dick fonnson
(Johnnie Johnston), who greets her

as an old friend, but she doesn't re-

member him until he kisses her. Then
she recalls she had kissed him moirhs
before when she heard him smg while

entertaining wounded soldiers ai an

armv hospital. Now that the war
was over he wanted to know her bet-

ter. Instead of telling her he is the

son of Hans Harold (Lauri'z Mfl-

chior), famous Metropolitan Ope^a

star, he leads her to believe he is broke

and in need of a job. He also neglected

to tell her he is virtually engaged to

Frances Fitzsimmons (Mary Siuari),

wealthy society girl and childhood

friend. Nora persuades Xavier Cugat

to give Dick a singing job with his

band, much to the annoyance of Ferdi

Farro (Jimmy Ditrante), her faithful

bodyguard-pianist, and Gordon Coome
(Dicic Dimmons), owner of the aqua-

cade, both of whom are in love wiih

her. Dick proposes to Nora but since

it is a tradition of the CambrUettis

that no member of the family can

marry without Grandma's consent, ihev

both go to Mackinac Island where

Grandma lives. She gives her consent.

All is well until Nora gets a call from

Ferdi telling her he has seen a New
York paper announcing Dick's engage-

ment to Frances. Dick's father and

Frances' mother are responsible for

this, both being anxious to save him

from an unfortunate marriage to a

"show girl." Nora will not gi\'e Dick
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a chance to explain. Several months
later Dick's father is firmly convinced
that his son will remain unhappy un-
less he can have Nora, so he swallows
his pride, visits Ferdi who tells him
Nora is vacationing with her grand-
mother at Mackinac Island. Ferdi and"
Harold go to see Nora and persuade
her to forgive Dick. The lovers' cjuar-

rel is patched up and all ends well.

Two Rlondes and a
Redhead
COLUMBIA

CAST: Jean Porter, Jimmy Lloyd,

June Preisser, Judy Clark, Rick Val-

lin, Douglas Wood, Charles Smith,

Regina Wallace, Tony Pastor and His

Orchestra.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman.-

Director, Arthur Dreiiuss.

Synopsis: Jean Porter, a socialite

craving excitement, joins the chorus

of a Broadway show instead of enroll-

ing in the exclusive girl's school that

her parents designated. When the

show closes, Jean brings home two
chorus girls, Judy Clark and June
Preisser, introducing them to her pa-

rents, Doug Wood and Regina Wal-
lace, as schoolmates. Jean, engaged
to local millionaire Rick Vallin, pro-

moted romances between her two girl

friends and two members of the local

social circle, Charles Smith. and John
Meredith. Meanwhile, Jimmy Lloyd,

heir to millions, is pursuing Jean; but,

knowing her dislike for stuffy suitors,

he hides his identity by pretending to

be a chauffeur. Just as true love is

running smooth, Dian Fauntelle, a

blackmailer, discovers the background
of Judy and June and also the fact

that Jean was in a Broadway chorus,

and threatens Judge .\bbott that she

will expose his daughter unless he

pays a handsome sum. At a lavish

garden party, Jean renounces Rick

and announces her engagement to Jim-

my, along with the fact that she was

in a Broadway chorus. Charles and

John forgive Judy and June for con-

cealing their background and Jean's

parents give their blessings to her en-

gagement, forgiving her for the past.

Variety Girl

PARAMOUNT

CAST: Mary Hatcher, Olga San

Juan, De Forest Kelley, Frank Fer-

guson, Stars on Paramount roster.

CREDITS: Producer, Daniel Dare;

Director, George Marshall; Camera-

man, Lionel Lindon.

Synopsis: An "inside" Hollywood

stoi-y, suggested by the history of the

Variety Clubs of .America, this all-star

romantic musical comedy relates the

amusing adventures of Catherine

(Mary Hatcher) and Amber (Olga

San Juan) when they crash the Para-

mount studio, meet many stars. .At

the climactic Variety Club convention's

musical show, both girls land minor

screen contracts.
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Are Yon With It

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Donald O'Connor.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Arthur.

Synopsis: Fired from his statistical

job in an insurance company, Wilbur

Haskins bursts out of his rut and joins

a carnival, where his memory for facts

and data earns him the reputation of

a wizard. He is followed by his fian-

cee, who also works in the insurance

company. She helps him trap an in-

surance embezzler with the carnival,

thus paving the way for an honorable

return to the ordered life Wilbur's

soul really craves.

If You Knew Snsie

RKO RADIO

CAST: Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis,

Al!yn Joslyn, Charles Dingle, Bobby
DriscolL

CREDITS: Producer, Eddie Cantor;

Director, Gordon M. Douglas; Or-

iginal Screenplay, Warren Wilson.

Oscar Brodney.

Sytiopsis: Sam and Susie Parker
(Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis), two
patriotic ex-vaudevillians, save their
hard-earned dollars to realize the
dream of a lifetime—a return to the
old New England homestead. They
plan to raise their children, Marjorie
^Peggy Lynch), and Junior (Bobby
Driscoll), in this inspiring atmosphere
of tradition and culture, so different
from the nomadic life of the show
business in which they've been reared.
Sam wins the admiration of the com-
munity when he successfully portrays
Paul Revere in the annual re-enact-
ment of the famous ride, but loses it

again when he plans to turn the old
mansion into a night club. Discour-
aged by the action of the clannish
neighbors, the Parkers plan to dispose
of their cherished property and re-
turn to show business. While the auc-
tioneers are selling their prized an-
tiques, workmen uncover a rusty hid-
den box hidden behind an ancient
highboy. The kids recover the box
and.find;--^ contains a letter from
George VVashington and other patriots
expressing their eternal gratitude to
Sam's great-great grandfather, Jona-
than Parker, for financing a ship that
successfully runs the British blockade
and brought much needed guns and
ammunition to the Continental cause.
They go to Washington to get the
document authenticated and are given

the run-around until they meet Mike
Garrett (Allyn Joslyn), a glib news-

paperman who sublets them his pent-

house. Mike's boss, an important news-

paper publisher, proceeds to make
the Parkers famous. It is found that

the government owes them billions of

dollars. Sam becomes a national hero

when he cancels the claim, refuses

the billions and burns the document
rather than financially ruin his coun-

try. They are welcomed to the old

homestead with open arms.

Linda, Be Good
PRC

CAST: Elyse Knox, Marie Wilson,

John Hubbard, Sir Lancelot.

CREDITS: A Cameo Productions

Film; Producer, Matty Kemp; Direc-

tor, Frank MacDonald; Original

Screenplay, Dick Hyland, Howard
Harris.

Synopsis: A comedy of errors, in

which a Caspar Milquetoastish sort

of guy, inveigled onto a date to meet
a couple of burlesque queens, discovers

that one of the girls is his wife, who
has taken a job in the chorus just for

laughs. She figured that her husband
was out of town, and that she would
never be discovered. While the date
is going on, with neither of the couple
admitting recognition of the other,

the cops arrive to raid the show. Now
comes the wife's brains—she not only
gets out of the police jam, but ar-

ranges matters so that her husband
looks like a hero, and as a result ,his

boss promotes him to a vice-presidency

in his firm.

Something in the Wind
UNIVERS.\L-INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Deanna Durbin. John Dall,

Donald O'Connor, Charles Winninger,

Margaret Wycherly, Helena Carter.

Jean Adair, Jan Peerce.

CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Sis-

from; Director, Irving Pichel; Screen-

play, Harry Kurnitz, William Bows;

Music Composed-Directed by Johnny

Green; Lyrics, Leo Robin.

Synopsis: Deanna Durbin, disc

jockey, is mistaken for her aunt and

namesake, Jean Adair, by John Dall,

wealthy young heir, who plans to

marry socialite Helena Carter. Urged

by his grandmother, Margaret Wycher-

ly, he and his cousin, Donald O'Con-

nor, kidnap Deanna and take her to

their home, hoping to buy her silence

about her supposed indiscretions with

their grandfather. Their uncle, Charles

Winninger, wants her to hold out for

a million dollars, hoping for a cut

for himself. John, urged by Donald,

who is in love with Helena, romances

Deanna. Deanna and John fall in

love but Grandma makes Deanna

promise to give up John. In time.

Grandma realizes Deanna's good in-

tentions, gives the young couple her

blessing, and sponsors a big television

show with Deanna as the star.

Sweet Genevieve

COLUMBIA

CAST: Jean Porter, Jimmy Lydon,

Gloria Marlen, Ralph Hodges, Lucien

Littleiield, Tom Batten, Kirk Zllen, AI

Donahue and his Orchestra.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman;

Director, Arthur Dreifuss.

Synopsis: Gloria Marlen, Franklin's

ace basketball player, is suspended a

few days before the big game with
Center City which Franklin must win
if the school is to get a new gym-
nasium. Jean Porter replaces Gloria
on the team and soon becomes the
school's most popular girl, attracting

the attention of Jimmy Lydon, Gloria's

boy friend, which infuriates Gloria.

.\nother problem confronts Jean when
she mistakenly gets the idea that her
father, Lucien Littlefield, is being
blackmailed by Virginia Belmont, sec-

retary to the school's principal. Two
racketeers arrive in town and interest

the pupils in betting on horse races,

letting them win a few bets as bait

for a big kill. Even Jimmy and Jean
bet; Jimmy to pay the band for the
Gloria for her father. The bookies,
school dance and Jean to "pay off"

planning a big kill, bet a fortune
against Franklin and, using Gloria as a
pawn, frame Jean, who is made to

appear as having accepted a bribe to

throw the game. Jean is suspended
from the team. The various crises,

however, are resolved aind Franklin
goes on to win the game.

Up in Central Park
(TECHNICOLOR)

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Deanna Durbin, Dick

Haymes, Vincent Price.

CREDITS: Writer-Producer, Karl

Tunberg; Director, William Seiter.
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Synopsis: Deanna Durbin and Dick

Haymes, a pair of young lovers, seem

lost to each other when they become

embroiled on opposite sides of a po-

litical scandal involving the girr.*

father. After separation and heart

ache, the real villains are punished

and young love wins out.

When A Girl's Beautiful

COLUMBIA

CAST: Adele Jergens, Stephen

Dunne, Marc Piatt, Patricia White

Steven Geray, Jack Leonard, Doris

Houck, Nancy Saunders, Peggy Coll.'

CREDITS: Producer, Wallace Mac-

Donald; Director, Frank McDonald.

Synopsis: Stephen Dunne, Perfume
King, launches a nationwide search for

a "Temptation Girl" to serve as trade-

mark for his Temptation Perfume.

-\dele Jergens, his fiancee, has the in-

side track, but they have a lovers' quar-

rel and part. The news of the break

reaches Mona Barrie, owner of the

Cordova Model Agency, who is horri-

fied, for the choice of Adele, a Cor-

dova model, would have been a tre-

mendous boost for the agency. Mona
tells the Stafford-Shayne Advertising

Agency, who handle Dunne's account,

the bad news, and Stafford orders Marc
Piatt to rectify the situation. He visits

Dunne who tells him to have a new
girl ready within 24 hours—or else.

Marc returns to the model agency and,

after deciding that none of the models

would do, tells Steven Geray, a pho-

tographer, to make a composite photo

of a number of girls, using the best

attributes of each. Dunne, when he

views the finished picture, is enthused

and asks to ineet the girl. In a des-

perate stab to fool Dunne, Marc Piatt's

girl, Patricia White, is made over to

look as much like the photograph as

possible. Dunne is fooled and starts

dating Patricia, arousing the ire of

Piatt. .A.dele, too, is jealous, for she

is still in love with Dunne. She gets

Geray drunk and he gives away the

plot, admitting that Patricia is a fake-

,\t a large party thrown by Dunne,

Adele reveals the whole scheme, which

infuriates Dunne. However, the as-

semblage agrees it's the smartest pro-

motional stunt of the year, assuaging

the ire of the Perfume King. He and

Adele are reunited, Johnny and Pa-

tricia make up and Patricia is named
the "Temptation Girl."

Wednesday, September 10, 1947
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pictures of today and tomorrow

to continue to bring the biggest

boxoffice return to Mr, Rowberry
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MOTHER WORE TIGHTS Color

by TECHNICOLOR starring BETTY

GRABLE with DAN DAILEY and

MONA FREEMAN • CONNIE MAR-
SHALL • Vanessa Brown • Robert

Arthur • Sara Allgood • William

FrawleyRuth Nelson 'Anabel Shaw
Directed by WALTER LANG • Pro-

duced by LAMAR TROTTI • Screen

Play by Lamar Trotti • Based on the book

by Miriam Young • Lyrics ond Music by

Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow

'F YOU llICi

RED MiAT THIS IS ITJ

1

KISS OF DEATH starring VICTOR MATURE • BRIAN

DONLEVY • COLEEN GRAY with Richard Widmark

Taylor Holmes • Howard Smith • Karl Maiden

Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY • Produced by

FRED KOHLMAR • Screen Play by Ben Hecht and Charles

Lederer • Based on a Story by Eleazar Lipsky

fffSSdF
'mm

THE FOXES OF HARROW starring REX HARRISON
MAUREEN O'HARA with RICHARD HAYDN • VICTOR
McLAGLEN • VANESSA BROWN • PATRICIA MEDINA
GENE LOCKHART • Charles Irwin • Hugo Haas • Dennis Hoey

Roy Roberts • Directed by JOHN M. STAHL • Produced by

WILLIAM A. BACHER • Screen Play by Wanda Tuchock • Based

on the Novel by Frank Yerby

TYRONE POWER in NIGHTMARE ALLEY with

JOAN BLONDELL • COLEEN GRAY • HELEN

WALKER • Taylor Holmes • Mike Mazurki

Ion Keith • Directed by EDMUND GOULDING
Produced by GEORGE JESSEL • Screen Play by

Jules Furthman • Based on the Novel by William Lindsay

Gresham • Director of Photography— Lee Garmes, A. S. C.



JOAN CRAWFORD • DANA ANDREWS • HENRY
FONDA in DAISY KENYON with Ruth Warrick

Peggy Ann Garner • Martha Stewart • Connie

Marshall • Nicholas Joy • Robert Karnes • Produ-

ced and Directed by OTTO PREMINGER • Screen Play

by David Hertz • Based on the Novel by Elizabeth Janeway

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and MARK STEVENS in

THE SNAKE PIT • Directed by ANATOLE LITVAK

Produced by ROBERT BASSLER • From the Novel by

Mary Jane Ward

Darryl F. Zanuck presents CAPTAIN
FROM CASTILE • Color by TECHNICOLOR

Starring TYRONE POWER with JEAN

PETERS • CESAR ROMERO -JOHN SUHON
LEE J. COBB • Antonio Moreno • Thomas

Gomez • Alan Mowbray • Barbara

Lawrence • George Zucco • Roy

Roberts • Marc Lawrence • Directed

by HENRY KING • Produced by LAMAR

TROTTI • Screen Play by Lamar Trotti • From the

Novel by Samuel Shellabarger

Dorryl F. Zanuck presents GREGORY PECK
DOROTHY McGUIRE • JOHN GARFIELD in Louro

Z. Hobson's GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT
Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Screen Play

by MOSS HART • Directed by ELIA KAZAN

iLjlmj
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DarrylF. Zanuck presents FOREVER AMBER . Color by TECHNICOLOR
starring LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE • RICHARD GREENE and

GEORGE SANDERS with GLENN LANGAN • RICHARD HAYDN • JESSICA

TANDY • ANNE REVERE • John Russell • Jane Ball • Robert Coote • Leo G.

Carroll • Natalie Draper • Directed by OTTO PREMINGER • Produced by

WILLIAM PERLBERG • From the Novel by KATHLEEN WINSOR • Screen

Play by Philip Dunne and Ring Lardner, Jr. • Adaptation by Jerome Cady
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SUMMER LIGHTNING GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING
Technicolor Technicolor

CALL NORTHSIDE 777

SPOONHANDLE

WALLS OF JERICHO

THE IRON CURTAIN

THE FLAPPER AGE
Technicolor
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4ii Ideal Husband
20TH CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Pauletle Goddard, Michael

Wilding, Diana Wynyard, Hugh Wil-
liams, Glynis Johns, Constance Col-

lier, Sir Aubrey Smith.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Alex-
ander Korda in England, based on the
play by Oscar Wilde.

Synopsis: The famous Oscar Wilde
comedy of manners trips its witty and
fascinating way to tfie screen. It is

the story of Paulette Goddard, a mys-
terious and charming society woman,
who seeks to further her interests by
blackmailing Hugh Williams into sup-
porting a fake government deal in the
House of Commons. After a series

of contretemps, Paulette is finally

stripped of her power through revela-

tion of her blackmailing attempts.
Williams gains greater fame in the
house where he is mentioned for a

cabinet post. Paulette is seen em-
barked on a new and exciting intrigue
with another representative of London
society.

The Bachelor and the
Bohby-Soxer
RKO RADIO
CAST: Cary Grant, Myma Loy,

Shirley Temple, Rudy Vallee, Johnny
Sands, Joe. White.

CREDITS: Producer, Dore Schary;
Director, Irving Reis; Screenplay, Sid-

ney Sheldon.

Synopsis: An altercation in a night
club brings a handsome artist, Richard

toJugent (Cary Grant) before Judge
Plargaret Turner (Myrna Loy) in her
iHonor's court one morning. She dis-

misses the case after reprimanding him.
From court, Dick goes to Sunset High
School, lectures on art there, and in-

flames the easily detonated emotions
of Susan Turner (Shirley Temple),
Margaret's younger sister. Infatuated
with the handsome artist, Susan fakes

an interview and relates her infatua-
tion to Margaret who is horrified. The
latter sedate fiance Assistant District

Attorney Tom Chamberlain (Rudy
Vallee) is equally horrified. Susan
sneaks ofi" that night, is admitted to

nick's apartment by an impression-
elevator boy and when Dick comes
home late that night he rushes Susan

• home where he is threatened with
legal action by Judge Margaret and
Tom. The pixy humor of the court
psychiatrist, a friend and relative,

helps hatch a plot whereby the artist

is "sentenced" to be Susan's boy-friend
and escort for as long as it takes to

cure the infatuation. Dick escorts

the adoring bobby-soxer to basketball

games, jitterbug dances, etc., and be-

gins to enjoy it. Climax comes when
Nugent takes Judge Margaret out in-

stead of Susan which ends in a ro-

mance for them while Susan proceeds

to go on to her next "crush."

Wednesday, September 10, 1947

The Bishop's Wife
RKO RADIO GOLDWYN
CAST: Cary Grant, Loretta Young,

David Niven, Monty Wooley, Else
Lanchester, Dame May Whilty, Sara
Haden.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Gold-
wyn; Director, Henry Koster; Screen-
play, Robert E. Sherwood.
Synopsis: Imagine a Bishop (David

Niven) so busy collecting funds he
neglects his beautiful wife (Loretta
Young). And being visited by an
Angel (Cary Grant) who takes a

great interest in all the Bishop's af-

fairs, including his wife. This is the
premise of one of the warmest, fun-
niest and most delightful stories ever

screened.

Christmas Eve
UNITED ARTISTS - BENEDICT
BORGEAUS
FEATURING—George Raft, George

Brent, Randolph ScotL Joan Blondell,

Virginia Field, Dolores Moran, Ann
Harding.
CREDITS: Producer, Benedict Bo-

geaus; Director, Edwin L. Marin;
Screenplay, Laurence Stallings:
Adapted from original stories by
Laurence Stallings, Richard H. Lan-
dau.

Synopsis: In New York, Aunt Ma-
tilda (Ann Harding) is in danger of

being declared senile and incompetent
by her scheming nephew, Philip Hast-
ings (Reginald Denny), but she gets

a stay until Christmas Eve from Judge
Alston (Clarence Kolb) on the prom-
ise that she will have her three wards
—Michael (George Brent), Mario
(George Raft) and Jonathan (Ran-
dolph Scott) at her house that eve.

Michael has passed bad checks. Mario
is in South America, on the lam from
United States marshals, and Jonathan
is a poverty-stricken cow-puncher in

the West. Eventually, all three find

their way to Aunt Matilda's on Christ-

mas Eve; Philip is banished; Aunt
Matilda's fortune is left in her own
hands.

Crime Crushers
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Leo Gorcey. FEATUR-

ING: Huntz, Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy

Benedict, David Gorcey.
CREDITS: Producer, Jan Grippo;

Screenplay, Edmond Seward.

Synopsis: Leo Gorcey and the Bow-
ery Boys assist the neighborhood
priest in clearing up juvenile delin-

quency, and trap racketeer higher-ups.

Driftwood
REPUBLIC
CAST: Ruth Warrick, Walter Bren-

nan. Dean Jagger, Charlotte Green-

wood, Natalie Wood, Jerome Cowan,
H. B. Warner, Margaret Hamilton.

CREDITS: Director, Allan Dwan;
Original screenplay, Mary Loos, Rich-

ard Sale; Cameraman, John Alton.

Synopsis: Natalie Wood, with her
newly found collie, wander into Pan'-

bucket and are adopted by Doctor
Dean Jagger. Jagger, in love with
Ruth Warrick, local schoolteacher,

can't marry her because his salary is

too small. He is interested in spotted
fever. Mayor Jerome Cowan builds a

park instead of tire badly needed hos-
pital. During a heated argument,
spotted fever germs escape and the
whole town rushes for previously re-

fused injections. Wood, overlooked
in the excitement, comes down with
the fever. Jagger discovers that the

dog had been used for spotted fever

experiments. His serum saves Wood's
life. The Field Institute, holding the

experiments, give the doc a $5,000
grant to continue his work. With this

he can marry Warrick and legally

adopt Wood.

The Gay Deceivers
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Joe Kirkwood, Gale

Storm, Charlie Ruggles.

CREDITS: Producer, Waller Mirisch;

Based on Novel by L A. R. Wylie;
Screenplay, Paul Osborne.

Synopsis: A family of cheaters, who
live by their wits and are broke, fall

in with a little old woman. They
take advantage of her hospitality and
become her heirs. They decide to

make themselves seem respectable, and
go to work, but in the process a refor-

mation results.

Give My Begards to

Broadway
20TH CENTURY FOX
CAST: Dan Dailey, Nancy Guild,

Charles Winninger, Fay Bainter,

Charlie Ruggles, Barbara Lawrence,
Jane Nigh, Charles RusselL Sig Ru-

man.

CREDITS: Producer, Walter Moros-

co; Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screenplay,

Samuel Hoifenstein, Elizabeth Rein-

hardt; Based on a story by John
Klempner.

Synopsis: Charles Winninger, an old

vaudeville juggler now working for

an appliance company, still feels the

urge to go back on the stage. Towards
thisc end he has been training his

son Dan Dailey and two daughters,

so that when the time comes they can
return to the five-a-day. As his daugh-
ters fall in love and marry, Winninger
still pins his hopes on doing a "dou-
ble" with his son. In the meantime,
Dan, who works for an electrical com-
pany, has been smitten with the

charms of Nancy Guild whose father

coaches the company ball team. Dan
is more interested in Nancy and play-

ing baseball than traipising around
the country with his father. When
all of Winninger's plans fall through,
due to the lack of bookings, one last

hope in the shape of a vaudeville im-
presario arrives to offer Winninger a

sixteen-week booking out west. Leav-
ing to do a solo, Winninger stops to

watch his son star in a local ball

game, and realizes that he'd much
prefer to stay at home with his fam-
ily and leave trouping to the newcom-
ers.

Good Sam
RKO RADIO

CAST: Gary Cooper, Ann Sheri-

dan.

CREDITS: Producer-director, Leo
McCarey: Screenplay, Ken Englund,
Leo McCarey.

Sy7iopsis: This is the story of a

young department store worker in a

small city who decides to become a

Good Samaritan and do a good turn
for everyone. This leads him into

all kinds of unexpected difficulties

and almost results in losing the big

romance of his life. It is the girl

who straighters out things for him
in the end.

The Bncksters
M-G-M

CAST: Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr.

Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Men-
jou, Ava Gardner, Keenan Wynn, Ed-

ward Arnold, Aubrey Mather, Rich-

ard Gaines. Frank Albertson, Douglas
Fowley, Clinton Sundberg, Gloria

Holden, Connie Gilchrist, Kathryn
Card, Lillian Bronson, Vera Marshe,
Ralph Bunker, Virginia Dale, Jimmy
Conlin.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Horn-

blow, Jr.; Director, Jack Conway;
Based on the novel by Frederic Wake-
man; Screenplay, Luther Davis;
Adaptation, Edward Chodorov, George
Wells; Cameraman, Harold Rosson.

Synopsis: Vic Norman (Clark Gable),

handsome, intelligent and fast talk-

ing gogetter, is in New York, down
to his last fifty bucks and out of a
job. Out of circulation three years

while serving in the Army, he decides

to return to the advertising field in

which he was employed before the

war—back to being one of the "huck-
sters with station wagons," as he puts

it. He decides to start at the top and
so visits the Kimberly Advertising

Agency where Kimberly (Adolph Men-
jou), remembering Vic's reputation as

a super salesman thinks he might be

just the man to handle the Beau tee

Soap account. Evan Llewelyn Evans
(Sydney Greenstreet), truculent, bom-
bastic manufacturer of Beautee Soap
hasn't been too pleased with recent
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work of the agency and Kinibeiiy is

rapidly developing stomach ulcers

since it is this account which keeps
his own organization going. As a

starter Vic offers to get Mrs. Kay Dor-
rance (Deborah Kerr), society widow,
to endorse Beau tee Soap. He suc-

ceeds, getting more than he bargains
for because Kay proves to be young,
beautiful and extremely desirable.

Much to everyone's surprise Evan
Evans who runs his business in a

tyrannical fashion takes to Vic. He
is especially impressed by a new com-
mercial Vic has whipped up, the theme
of which is simply a repetition of the
words "Love That Soap." During a

visit to a night club, Vic with Kay and
Mr. and Mrs. Kimberly (Gloria Hold-
en) run into Jean Ogilvie (Ava Gard-
ner), a singer, and a very old friend
of Vic's. Suddenly Evans decides he
should have a new radio program
featuring Buddy Hare (Keenan Wynn),
old time comic who is washed up.
Evans orders Vic to California to

sign Hare and if he succeeds, there

will be a contract waiting for him
when he gets back. Vic goes but not
too enthusiastically because he as

had a misunderstanding with Kay,
u'ho mistakes his intentions. On the

train Vic encounters Hare's agent (Ed-

(vard .\rnold) and signs an option with
him for Hare's services. He also meets
Jean again who tries to win him back.

Kay meantwhile swallows her pride
and flies out to Vic who has been in

Hollywood for some time, whipping
up a radio program for Hare. They
make up and Kav returns to New
Vork. Finally the show is completed
and Vic flies back to New Vork.
E\ans calls a meeting of his staff

and delivers a long speech in which
he makes it appear he is displeased

and then announces his decision—the
program is good. Suddenly Vic can
take no more. Before working for

a tyrant, he'll take poverty. Much
to Kimberly's horror he walks over
to Evans, upsets a carafe of water
over his head to demonstrate his point

that he thinks he is all wet. 'Then
he walks out of the office, self-assured

as always. Outside Kay Dorrance is

waiting for him.

I Remember Mama
RKO R.\DIO

CAST: Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel

Geddes, Oscar Homolka, Rudy Vallee,

Philip Dom, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Edgar Bergen, June Hedin.

CREDITS: Producer, Harriet Par-

sons; Director, George Stevens;

Author, Kath Forbes; Screenplay,
DeWitl Bodeen.
Synopsis: Based on the popular

novel "Mama's Bank Account" and the
Broadway stage hit that ran two
years. The story of a wonderful
mother who could cure a blistered toe

... or an aching heart . . . and the

laughter, love, tears and tempests of

her turbulent family A story that

appeals to all ages and people by rea-

son of its true, homely touches which
will strike a responsive chord in the

heart of all who see it.

Indian Summer
RKO RADIO
CAST: Alexander Knox, Ann Soth-

ern, George Tobias, Sharyn Mofiett,

Florence Bates.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Kraike;
Director, Boris Ingster; Screenplay,
Boris Ingster, Alexander Knox.

Synopsis: Judge Thomas Bailey (Al-
exander Knox) of the Massachusetts
Probate Court would be a happy man
if her wife and daughter would leave
him alone. Both women are ambi-
tions socially and extravagant and
their insistence that the Judge resign
from the job he loves and accept a
plushy and lucrative post with a hig
trust company is driving him crazy.
Sticking to the letter of the law, Bailey
hands down a decision depriving a

war-widow (Myrna Dell) of her child
and awarding its custody to its wealthy
grandfather, and starts for Washing-
ton on business. Enroute he is taken
ill and a kindly physician advises him
to run away from it all. He spends
three days fishing with the doctor,
forgetting to wire his family and
when he starts for him finds news-
papers headlining his "mysterious dis-

appearance." He decides to continue
a wandering trip across country tak-
ing odd jobs here and there and
really enjoying life for the first time.
His wanderings take him to Cali-

fornia where he meets a pretty road-
side cafe owner (.\nn Sothern).
Through an argument with a truck
driver (George Tobias) he is induced
to take a job as cook and soon is on
friendly terms with .Ann. her Mexican
helper (Florence Bates) and small
adopted daughter (Sharyn Moffett).

When Tom falls in love with .Ann he
decides to return to Boston, divorce
his wife and come back and marrv the
cafe owner. Back home he finds that

his wife has mellowed and that he
has become a grandfather. With his

fling at romance and adventure over,

he goes back to his family and job.

Jinx Jockey
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Leo Gorcey. FEATUR-

ING: Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy

Benedict, David Gorcey.
CREDITS: Producer, Ian Grippo;

Original Story, Leo Gorcey.

Synopsis: The Bowery Bovs in a fast

moving racetrack comedy, uith Leo
Gorcey as a jockey who finds himself
continually jinxed.

Killer Dill
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS
CAST: Stuart Erwin, Anne Gvrynne,

Frank Albertson, Mike Mazurki, Mil-

bum Stone, Dorothy Granger, An-
thony Warde, Ben Welden, Will Or-

lean, Stanley Ross, Shirley Hunter.
Charles Knight, Stanley Andrevws,

Julie Mitchum.
CREDITS: Producer, Max M. King;

Original Story, Alan Friedman;
Screenplay, John O'Dea.

Synopsis: The background of the

story is set during the prohibition days
when beer barons and murderous
mobsters ruled the roose. A meek
lingerie salesinan in his efforts to

prove to his girl friend that he is a

tough he-man becomes involved with
two rival mobs. He is credited with
killing the leader of one of the gangs

and becomes Public Enemy Number
Twenty-One, an unwilling and fright-

ened gang leader. How he is absolved

from the charge of murder and wins

the girl makes for plenty of laughs

and action.

Magic Town
RKO R.ADIO

CAST: James Stewart, Jane Wyman,
Kent Smith, Ned Sporks, 'Wallace
Ford, Donald Meek.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Riskin;
Director, William A. Wellman.

Synopsis: Rip Smith (James Stewart)
goes broke trying to run his own Opin-
ion Poll organization in competition
with the big established firms. Just as

he is about to close up his office for

good, he receives a letter from a former
Army pal, Hoopendecker (Kent Smith),
who has been sampling public opinion
for Rip in the small town of Grand-
view. The results tally exactly with a

nationwide poll just made by one of

the country's largest organizations. Rip
checks the record and finds that for

years Grandview has paralelled the

country's percentages in every poll; it

is a poll taker's dream for by sampling
Grandview opinion he can get an ac-

curate "National" figure at a tiny frac-

tion of the usual cost. With renewed
enthusiasm. Rip and his aides, Ike

Sloan (Ned Sparks) and Mr. Twiddle
(Donald Meek), plan to cash in on
this gold mine They head for Grand-
view where they pose as insurance

agents At a town council meeting
Rip finds that Mary (Jane Wyman)
and her mother (Ann Shoemaker) who
a strong argument to modernize the

runs the town newspaper, is putting up
communitv and bring in new indus-

tries Aware that such a change would
wreck Grandview's peculiar value to

him. Rip makes an impassioned plea

for the town to remain just as it is.

This arouses Mary's enmity but he
regains some standing with her kid

brother who learns that Rip is a for-

mer basketball star and induces him
to coach the high school team which
he does with much success. Quietly,

Rip coinpletes his first poll ancl sends

Ike to New York with the results. It

scores an immediate hit, and contracts

come rolling in. Mary, who has fallen

in love with Rip, accidentally hears

him phoning Ike and realizes what has

been going on. Burning with anger,

she exposes his scheme in her paper

and, overnight, Grandview becomes a

national sensation. The influx of the

curious and new business ruins every-

thing and when Grandview hysteri-

cally and self-consciously takes a poll

of its own, it turns out 100 per cent

wrong. Again there is an overnight

change and the town finds itself the

laughing stock of the country. The
new arrivals pack up and leave and
Grandview becomes a ghost town. Rip.

who went to New York when his busi-

ness blew up, returns to tell Mary he

loves her. Sadlv, they discuss the situ-

ation and decide to print a final edi-

tion of the paper in which they remind
the townfolk of their former price

in the communitv. Rip. with the kids

behind him, and Mary jolt the resi-

dents out of their gloom and induce

them to bring Grandview back to its

past glory.

Man About Town
RKO RADIO

CAST: Maurice Chevalier, Fran-

cois Perier, Marcelle Derrien.

COMEDY DRAMA

CREDITS: Producer-director, Rene
Clair; Author, Rene Clair.

Synopsis: A daring and entirely dif-

ferent treatment with Chevalier, him-
self, explaining the action on the
screen in English, with French dialogue
held to a minimum. Chevalier ap-
pears in a straight dramatic role, that

of a veteran movie producer who acts

as match-maker between his lovely

young ward and the boy of her choice
thus forgetting his own dreams of ro-

mance.

A Miracle Can Happen
UNITED ARTISTS

FEATURING: Paulelte Goddard,
Fred MacMurray, James Stewart,

Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton.
Burgess Meredith, Harry James.

CREDITS: Producers, Benedit Bo-

geaus. Burgess Meredith; Director,

King Vidor; Adapted from original

stories by John O'Hara, Arch Oboler
and Lou Breslow; Screenplay, Laur-

ence Stallings.

Synopsis: Oliver Pease (Burgess

Meredith) is a .'i>25-a-week want-ad
clerk on a newspaper who has told

his bride, Martha (Paulette Goddard),
that he is the Roving Reporter and
makes .'S50 a week. She tells him to

insist on more money and he barges

in on the editor and gets the reporter

job and starts on the assignment.

Questions to Al (Fred MacMurray),
Floyd (William Demarest), Slim (James
Stewart), Lank (Henry Fonda), Rev-
erend Dunne (Charles Laughton) re-

veal the "great influence a child has

had on your life." The editor is

charmed by the human interest stories

turned in by Oliver and Martha tells

01i\er they are going to have a baby-

Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House
RKO RADIO

CAST: Gary Grant, Myrna Loy.

CREDITS: Producers, Norman Pa-

nama, Melvin Frank; Author, Eric

Hodgins; Screenplay, Norman Pana-
ma, Melvin Frank.

Synopsis: Based on the Book-of-the-

Minth novel of the same name. It's

wife who decided to build a cute home
about an advertising man and his

in the country and their howlingly

funny misadventures. It will ring

home with a bang in this area of

housing shortages.

Monsieur Yerdoux
UNITED ARTISTS-CHARLES

CHAPLIN

FEATURING: Charles Chaplin.

Marilyn Nash. Martha Raye.

CREDITS: Producer-Director-Screen-

play, Charles Chaplin; Associate Di-

rectors, Robert Florey, Wheeler Dry-

den.
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Synopsis: Monsieur Verdoux, a dis-

missed bank clerk with a crippled wife
and young child, takes to marrying
and then murdering rich women. He
plays the roles of antique dealer, sailor

and business man, meanwhile dabbling
in stocks with the money gained by
insurance policies left in his behalf.

While rich he befriends The Girl
(Marilyn Nash), who, when Monsieur
Verdou.x is the victim of the stock

market crash and sorrowing over the
ideath of his wife and son, befriends
|him. He is caught by relatives of a

victim and goes to his death on the

guillotine declaring that his deeds
were far less penalizable than being
a munitions manufacturer, engaged in

mj';« murder.

The Old Gray Mayor
MONOGRAM

STARRING: Freddie Stewart, June

Preisser and the Teen-Agers.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Will

Jason; Original Story, Monte Collins;

Screenplay, Hal Collins; Assoc. Pro-

ducer, Maurice Duke.

Synopsis: Freddie Stewart, June Preis-

ser and other students of San Juan

Junior College want to erect a m^emo-

rial in honor of those San Juanites

who gave their life in the war. They

plan to acquire a dilapidated old ware-

house, and make it into a youth cen-

ter. However, the grouchy old mayor

of the town has his own designs on

the property, and through blackmail

persuades one of the councilmen to

bid for the warehouse during a pub-

lic auction, without revealing that the

mayor wants it for himself. The Teen-

-\gers learn of the mayor's plan, and

finally force him to gi\e up the prop-

erty for their center.

Release: November 1, 1947.

A Palooka Named Joe
MONOGRAM

STARRING: Leon Errol. FEATUR-
ING: Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal E. Chester;

Original Story, Ralph Lewis, B. D.

Shamberg.

Synopsis: Joe Kirkwood, in the title

role, injures his optic nerve in defend-
ing his world championship title, al-

most goes blind and is ordered by a

Viennese physician not to fight for 10

vears lest he go permanently blind.

Palooka retires to marry his girl, Elyse
Knox, but decides to wait until he
goes on a tour. Meanwhile, Manager
Leon Errol signs another fighter, who
in reality is being run by racketeers.

Kirkwood risks his eyesight to beat
Errol's new fighter and to save the

manager from scandal. The racketeers

are rounded up.

Slave Girl

LXn'ERSAL INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Yvonne De Carlo, George
Brent, Broderick Crawford, Albert
Dekker, Lois Collier, Andy Devine,
Carl Esmond, Arthur Treacher.

CREDITS: Producers: Michael Fes-

sier, Ernest Pagano; Director, Charles
Lamont; Screenplay, Michael Fessier,

Ernest Pagano.

Synopsis: Lumpy, the camel, tells

the story—George Brent, a gay blade
of the early 1800's, is sent to Tripoli

with a chest of gold to buy the free-

dom of 10 American seamen held by
Albert Dekker, the Pasha. He loses

the gold and his heart to Yvonne De
Carlo, in love with the Pasha's brother,

Carl Esmond, who plots the Pasha's

overthrow. But she finds the Pasha's

Ijrother willing to trade her for mili-

tarv help, so she succumbs to Brent,

who, with the help of Broderick Craw-
ford, his bodyguard, and the rest of

the seamen, rescues her, and brings

the oold back to America.

The Tenderfoot

ALLIED ARTISTS

STARRING: Eddie Albert,

Storm and Gilbert Roland.

Gale

CREDITS: Producers, Maurice and

Frank King; Director, Kurt Neumann;

Screenplay, Richard Sale and Mary

Loos.

COMEDY DRAMA

Synopsis: Eddie Albert is an Eastern

gunsmith who goes 'West in the 1880's,

and unwittingly outshoots and out-

maneuvers all the badmen of the 'West,

including villainous Gilbert Roland.

He rescues Gale Storm, and woos and

\sins her.

That Guy Palooka
MONOGRAM

STARRING: Leon ErroL FEATUR-

ING: Joe Kirkwood, Morris Carnov-

sky, Elyse Knox.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal E. Chester;

Associate Producer, Bernard 'W. Bur-

ton; Director, Reginald Le Borg; Or-

iginal Screenplay, Nedrick Young.

Synopsis: Joe Kirkwood, as Palooka,

kayoes a ring opponent, who dies after

the bout. Palooka wants to quit the

ring because he feels he is responsible

for the death, but goes on a hunt for

the criminals when he learns that the

dead pugilist was actually murdered.

Manager Leon Errol and girl friend,

Elyse Knox, assist Palooka in his search,

which leads nowhere as possible wit-

nesses are mysteriously slain. Death

faces the champ when the criminals

plot his murder before a champion-

ship bout.

Release: September 20, 1947.

GEORGE JESSEL
PRODUCTIONS

for

20th Century-Fox

Current Release

"I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW"
(Technicolor Musical)

"The Master Showmanship of Georgie Jessel

is Shown Throughout the Picture."

Abel Green . . . Variety

•

Now Completing

Tyrone Power

in

"NIGHTMARE ALLEY"
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Blackmail
REPUBLIC
CAST: V^ilUam Marshall, Adele

Mara, Ricardo Cortez, Grant Withers,

Stephanie Bachelor, Richard Frazer,

Roy Barcroft, George I. Lewis.

CREDITS: Associate producer, Wil-

liam J. O'SuUivan; Director, Lesley

Selander: Screenplay, Royal K. Cole;

Original Story, Robert L. Bellem;
Cameraman, Reggie Lanning.
Synopsis: Private detective William

Marshall is liired by wealthy radio net-

work owner Ricardo Cortez to halt

blackmail attempts against him for

$50,000 for negatives of him and
Stephanie Bachelor, night club singer.

Cortez explains the he is engaged to

Adele Mara who he is grooming for

stardom. Bachelor teams with night-
club employee, George J. Lewis in

blackmailing Cortez. Bachelor is killed.

After Lewis demands $100,000 he, too,

is killed. When Cortez receives a call

to pay the money, Marshall tells him
to do just that. Cortez's chauffeur
carries the money, .'\fter he leaves.

Marshall, Cortez and Police Inspector
Grant Withers go to the chauffeur's

j

apartment and find Mara waiting there.
I They trap her into a confession. Rich-
ard Fraser, the chauffeur, walks in

with the money and is killed.

Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back
COLUMBIA
CAST: Ron Randell, Gloria Henry,

Pat O'Moore, Anabel Shaw, Terry
Kilbum, Holmes Herbert, Wilton Graff,

Matthew Boulton.

CREDITS: Producers, Louis B. Ap-
pleton, Bernard Small; Director, Frank
McDonald.
Synopsis: Scotland Yard Inspector

Carl Harbord visits Wilton Graff, a

London solicitor, and requests his aid
in halting fraudulent inheritance
claims. During the conversation. Glo-

I ria Henry arrives to claim the £75,000
Cosgrove estate, but is told that an-
other claimant, Anabel Shaw, has al-

ready appeared. Later, Harbord is

seen by Ron Randell (Bulldog Drum-
mond) talking to Anabel and they
leave together. Suspecting something,
Randell Visits Harbord's apartment
and finds him murdered and Gloria
hiding in the closet. She protests that
she is innocent, and Randell, believ-

ing her, takes her to his apartment
where she convinces him she is the
real heiress. He arranges a meeting
between the two girls and, in the en-
suing argument, Anabel is the victor,

but Gloria insists that Anabel's easy
recollection of detail proves she has
been briefed for fjuestions. At Graft's

office, Randell meets Matthew Boulton
who was willed only one shilling from
the estate. He identifies Anabel as

the rightful heiress. Gloria, however,
claims that Boulton and Anabel are
plotting against her and assures Ran-
[|ell that her old governess, Elspeth
Dudgeon, could positively identify her.

but she does not know her ivhere-

abouts. Randell discovers the nurse's

address and, after notifying Scotland
Yard to be present, takes both girls

to see her. She identifies Gloria as

the rightful heiress, but Randell tricks

her into admitting that she has been
forced to lie. Anabel is the real heir-

ess and Graff is disclosed as the mur-
derer and perpretator of the entire

fraud. The solicitor planned to dou-
blecross the rightful heiress and split

the inheritance with Gloria. He was
formed to murder Harbord when the

inspector unearthed the plot.

Bury Me Dead
PRC
CAST: Cathy O'Donnell, June Lock-

hart, Hugh Beaumont, Mark Daniels,

Greg McClure, Milton Parsons, Vir-

ginia Farmer, Sonia Darren, Cliff

Clark.

CREDITS: In charge of production,

Ben Stoloff; Producer, Charles F.

Riesner; Director, Bernard Vorhaus;
Screenplay, Karen de Wolf, Dwight
V. Babcock; Based on a radio story

by Irene Winston.
Synopsis: June Lockhart, supposed-

ly dead, returns hom the day of her
funeral, to confront her husband,
Mark Daniels, and to learn that the

scheming blonde who lias been trying

to win Daniels away, Sonia Darren,
was murdered in mistake for Miss
Lockhart. After many complications.

Miss Lockhart's foster-sister. Cathy
O'Donnell and professional prizefight-

er Greg McClure discover evidence
pointing to attorney Hugh Beaumont
as the murderer of Miss Darren. Beau-
mont, who has trapped Miss Lockhart
and is about to kill her, is stopped in

the nick of time by police, who cap-

ture him. Miss Lockhart and Daniels

realize that there has never been any
real misunderstandings between them,
and they are happily reunited.

The Case oi' the Bahy
Sitter
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS
CAST: Tom Neal, Allen Jenkins,

Pamela Blake, Virginia Sale. George
Meeker, Rebel Randall, Keith Rich-

ards, Lona Andre, Crane Whitley,

Eddie Kane, Mickey Simpson, Bill

Kennedy, Tom Kennedy, Phil Arnold,

Polly Vann.
CREDITS: Producers, Maury Nunes,

Carl Hittleman; Screenplay, Carl Hit-

tleman, Ande Lamb.
Synopsis: A pair of jewel thieves

operating under the guise of a Duke
and a Duchess, hire the Ace Detective
.Agency to "baby-sit" with an infant

who they are using to cover up their

nefarious activities. Rival gang mem-
bers dope the detective sitter and
make off with a valuable diamond.
How the rival thieves cross, double-
cross and fight to obtain possession of

the diamond, and the efforts of the

police and agency to bring them to

justice, make for exciting happenings
and builds the plot to a clever climax.

Charlie Chau in the
Chinese Mystery
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Roland Winters as

Chan. Featuring: Manlon Moreland,
Victor Sen Young.
CREDITS: Producer, James S. Bur-

keft; Screenplay, Scott Darling.
Synopsis: Roland \Vinters is seen as

the famous Oriental detective for the

first time, following the death of Sid-

ney Toler. Chan finds himself in-

volved with the mysterious death of a

Chinese princess who is murdered
while she waits to see him at his

home.

Corkscreiv Alley
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Richard Basehart.

CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey
Schenck; Original Screenplay, Arnold
B. Armstrong, Audrey Ashley.

The Crimson Key
20TH CENTl'RY-FOX
CAST: Kent Taylor, Doris Dowling,

Dennis Hoey, Louise Currie, Ivan
Triesault, Arthur Space, Vera Marshe,
Edwin Rand, Bemadene Hayes.

CREDITS: Sol M. Wurlzel Produc-
tion; Director, Eugene Forde; Asso-
ciate producer, Howard Sheehan.
Synopsis: Kent Taylor, private eye,

is hired to investigate a certain "Doc-
tor Swann." When his quarry is mur-
dered, Taylor continues his search to

check on a mysterious "key" which is

at the bottom of the sinister doings.

The search narrows down to Doris

Dowling, who had been treated by Dr.

Swann for alcolohism, and was being
blackmailed by him. When she tries

to accuse her husband, Dennis Hoey,
Taylor forces her to admit that she was
the killer. The police arrive, and ar-

rest her for the murder.

Devil Ship
COLUMBtA
CAST: Richard Lane, Louise Camp-

bell, Damian O'Flynn, Myrna Liles,

Pat Gleason, Joey Ray, Charles Acton,

William Bishop.

CREDITS: Producer, Martin Mooney;
Director, Lew Landers.
Synopsis: Richard Lane, skipper of

the Devil Ship, loses his contract to

carry prisoners to .\lcatraz when a

guard discovers saws attached to the

stern of the vessel, but there, unknown
to Lane, by the ship's engineer, a tool

of gang leader Damian O'Flynn. Lane,
with the help of his friend William
Bishop, gets some fishing contracts,

but is forced to sail with a motley
crew because of the ship's reputation.

He makes a record catch and, on the

homeward trip, saves the life of Bish-

op, whose ship got caught in a storm.

In the meantime, O'Flynn has ar-

ranged the escape of his gang mem-
bers from Alcatraz and, using Lane's

engineer as a tool, sneaks them aboard
the Devil Ship to get them out of the

country. The crooks plan to take
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over the ship but Lane, warned of the
plot by the engineer whom O'Flynn
has double-crossed, manages to over-
come tiie thugs in a hard-fought bat-
tle. Bishop, co-captain on the trip as

the result of a friendly gesture by
Lane, is mortally wounded but lives

long enough to tell the authorities
what has happened and, thus, absolve
Lane of any of the blame.

Dragnet
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS I

CAST: Henry Wilcoxon, Mary Brian, I
Douglas Dumbrille. Virginia Dale, l

Douglas Blackley, Tom Fadden, Don
Harvey, Maxine Semon, Paul Newlan,
Ralph Dunn, Bert Conway, Alan
Nixon.

CREDITS: Producer, Maurice Conn; 1

Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay,
'

Barbara Worth, Harry Essex.
Synopsis: Inspector Geoffrey James

of Scotland Yard in America on a
secret mission looks up his old pal
Lieutenant Ricco of the New York
liomicide bureau and finds the latter

stumped by a mysterious murder on
a nearby beach. James offers his aid
and the two men discover fluorescein

dye on the dead man's clothes. Later
James finds a Mae West life preserver
in a beachcomber's shack near the

.scene of the crime and also a mys-
terious and beautiful blonde who
searches the beachcomber's abode. Dis-

covery of fluorescein dye on the Mae
West preserver leads to a check up
of planes flying over the area and with
the aid of Anne Hogan, an airline

stewardess, James picks up a clue. A
stolen jewel is pawned by the beach-

comber but a mysterious Mr. Farring-

ton gets to him before the police.

Farrington kills the beautiful blonde
after she tries to murder Irim and is

about to shoot James when one f

Ricco's men fires a shot that saves

James, The inspector and the stew-

ardess profess their love.

Follow Me Quietly
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Don Castle, Claire

Trevor, Lloyd Nolan.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Wrather;

Director, Anthony Mann; Story by
Frances Rosenwald and Anthony
Mann.
Synopsis: Don Castle, a serious-

minded police officer, finds himselT

liaffled by a series of crimes committed

by a murdered who calls himself "The
fudge." Castle collects evidence left

by the criminal from successive

crimes. The murderer is caught after

a suspenseful chase.

Green for Danger
EAGLE-LION-J. Arthur Rank
CAST: Sally Gray, Trevor Howard,

Rosamund John, presenting Alostair

Sim as Inspector Cockrill; Leo Genn,

Megs Jenkins, Judy Campbell, Moore
Marriott.

CREDITS: Producer, Frank Launder

and Sidney Gilliat; Director, Sidney
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Gilliat; Screenplay, Sidney Gilliat and
Claude Guemey; From the novel by
Christiana Brand.

Synopsis: When Postman Moore
Marriott is brought into a little Eng-
lish village hospital after being
wounded by German buzz-bombs, it

appears that his injuries are merely
superficial. However, next morning,
while surgeon Leo Genn is operating

I on Marriott, he dies on the operating
table. Suspicion is directed to the
anaesthetist, Trevor Howard, because
some years before another patient of
his had died on the operating table,

and Scotland Yard Inspector .-Mastair

Sim arrives to look into the matter.
Judy Campbell, head nurse, who is

obviously in love with the debonair
Genn, says that she knows that Mar-
riott did not die a natural death, but
was murdered. However, before she
can reveal the identity of the mur-
derer. Miss Campbell is also killed.

Sim declares that everyone in the op-
erating room at the time of Mar-
riott's death is under suspicion. This
includes Genn, Howard and Nurses
Sally Gray, Rosamund John and Megs
Jenkins. To force the killer to identi-
fy himself, Sim fakes the necessity of
an operation on Nurse Sally Gray,
after she has been mysteriously at-

tacked. He orders all his suspects to

be present in the operating room.
During the preliminaries of adminis-
tering the anaesthetic. Miss Gray
starts sinking. Sim rips off her anaes-
thetic mask and reveals that the killer

has committed the murder of Marriott
by repainting the two anaesthetic cyl-

inders so that when the anaesthetist
thought he was administering oxy-
gen, he was actually administering poi-
sonous nitrous oxide. Suddenly Nurse
Rosamund John hysterically breaks
away from the group, followed by
Genn, who pursues her with a hypo-
dermic syringe in his hand. Sim
wrenches the syringe out of Genu's
hand as he is about to inject it into
Miss John's arm. .A.s Miss John sinks
dying to the floor, Genn reveals that
he had seen her take poison, and had
tried to administei the antidote.
Cockrill reveals that Miss John had
been psychopathic ever since her
mother had been killed by buzz-bombs,
and she had blamed Marriott, a mem-
ber of the rescue squad, for not having
rescued her mother in time.

The Hat Box Mystery
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS

CAST: Tom Neal; Pamela Blake,
Allen Jenkins, 'Virginia Sale, Ed
Keane, Leonard Penn, William Ruhl,
Zonn Murray, Olga Andre, Tom Ken-
nedy, Ernest Adams, Jack Cheatham.

CREDITS: Producers, Maury Nunes,
Carl Hittleman; Original story, Maury
Nunes, Carl Hittleman; Screenplay,
Don Martin.

Synopsis: While her detective boss
is out of town on another case the

I secretary of his agency becomes in-

volved in a "Hat Box" murder case
and is arrested for the slaying of a

prominent woman by firing a gun
concealed in a hat box. Her boss re-

turn to town, persuades the district

attorney there is more to the case and
together with the girl and his assis-

tant they manage to trap the gang
responsible for plotting the death of
I he socialite.

Hideout
REPUBLIC
Synopsis: Two groups of jewel

thieves come to Hilltop, the first,

headed by Phillip
J. Fogarty and the

other, two of his former associates,
Beauchamp and Evans. The latter
group is in search of the recently
stolen rubies that Fogarty has in his
possession. George Browning, the lo-
cal city attorney, who is running for
mayor, becomes interested in Hannah
Kelley, Fogarty's assistant. He sus-
pects Fogarty of the robbery when the
latter returns from Chicago loaded
with new money. Fogarty decides to
do away with Browning. He calls

Chicago and informs a friend that
Hannah and Browning are on their
way out. He tells Hannah to take
Browning with her. Beauchamp and
Evans intercept them but Browning
jumps one and Hannah the other.
In the rumpus, Hannah's ear-ring is

broken and out pops two rubies. The
mate and the flower in her hair dis-

close the other rubies. Browning, with
the evidence in his hand, exposes
Fogarty and is now sure of winning
the election.

High Tide
MONOGR.\M
STARRING: Don Castle, Lee Tracy,

Julie Bishop, Anabel Shaw.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack 'Wrather;
Director, John Reinhordt; Screenplay,
Robert Presnell, Sr.

Synopsis: A newspaper publisher is

murdered, and suspicion points to

newspaperman Don Castle; the pub-
lisher's wife, Julie Bishop, who was
once Castle's sweetheart; secretary An-
able Shaw, now in love with Castle;

and a mobster whom editor Lee Tracy
has fought in his newspaper. Just
before he dies from an auto accident,
in which he is involved with Castle,

Tracy confesses to the crime, com-
mitted so that he might gain control
of the newspaper.

Released: Sept. 13, 1917.

I Love Trouble
COLUMBIA
CAST: Franchot Tone, Janet Blair,

Janis Carter, Adele Jergens, Glenda
Farrell, Steven Geray, Tom Powers,
Lynn Merrick, John Ireland, Donald
Curtis, Eduardo Cianelli.

CREDITS: Producer-director, S. Syl-

van Simon; Assistant to the Producer,
Earl McEvoy; Screenplay, Roy Hug-
gins from his novel "The Double
Take."
Synopsis: Franchot Tone, private

detective, is hired by Tom Powers to

investigate his wife, Lynn Merrick's
l)ackgr()und. He discovers that, un-
der her maiden name (Janie Joy),
she had danced in a night club run
by Steven Geray, who has Tone way-
laid in a dark alley in an unsuccessful
attempt to halt the investigation. Tone
discovers that Miss Merrick originally

came to Los Angeles with Sid Tomack
who first insists he knows nothing but
later changes his mind. However, he
is murdered before he can talk. Janet
Blair, who claims to be Janie Joy's

sister, visits the detective, expressing
anxiety to locate her sister, though
Tone does not believe her. Tone is

constantly followed by a limousine,
who.se driver offers him a bribe to

c|Liit the case. He checks the license

and finds the car is owned by Eduardo
Cianelli, who. along with his wife.

Janis Carter, claims to be unaware of
their chauffeur's activities. Tone be-
comes more confused when Janet sees
Lynn's picture and says it is not her
sister. Tone is once again slugged
and taken to a remote gambling house
by Geray's men, but manages to es-

cape through the efforts of Adele Jer-
gens, a showgirl. .\n attempt is made
to frame Tone when Lynn Merrick's
body is foimd with his initialed pen
beside it, but, with the aid of his

secretary, Glenda Farrell, he escapes
from the police and returns home to

find Janis Carter waiting for him. Dur-
ing their conversation, Geray arrives

and identifies Carter as the real Janie
Joy whose past Tone has been in-

vestigating. Geray reveals that Lynn
Merrick had been married to him and
had absconded with .140,000 of his

money. As a disguise, she assumed
Carter's name and background before
her marriage to Powers, who had
hired Tone to establish his wife's sor-

did past and frighten her into leaving
him. However, Powers was forced to

commit murder to get rid of her.

I Wouldn't Be in
Your Shoes
MONOGRAM
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Mirisch;

from story by William Irish: Screen-
play, Steve Fisher.
Synopsis: .An out-of-work vaudeville

dancer becomes implicated in a mur-
der through a chain of circumstantial
evidence, and is tried and convicted.
His wife, partly responsible for the

implication, is instrumental in clear-

ing him as he faces the gallows.

Key Witness
COLUMBIA
CAST: John Beal, Trudy Marshall,

Jimmy Lloyd, He'en Mowery, Wilton
Grafi, Barbara Reed, Charles Trow-
bridge, Harry Hayden, William
Newell.
CREDITS: Producer, Rudolph Flo-

thow; Director, D. Ross Lederman.
Synopsis: Milton Higby (John Beal),

a struggling architect and inventor,
goes to the races while his wife,

.Martha (Barbara Reed) is away, and
accidentally bets .|20 on the winning
daily double. He throws a party for

his friend Larry (Jimmy Lloyd) and
two girls, Sally Guthrie (Helen Mow-
ery) and Marge Andrews (Trudy
Marshall), with the money. He gets

drunk and falls asleep at Sally's. Jim
Guthrie (Douglas Fowley), Sally's es-

tranged husband, returns and shoots,

Sally, and Milton awakens to find

Sally's body, and runs away, fearing
he'll be accused. He becomes a tramp
and travels with Smiley (William
Newell) avoiding the police. Coming
across the body of a man named .Arnold

Ballin, he changes identification pa-
pers. A car knocks him down, and
John Ballin (Buddy Gorman) reading
of the accident in the papers, believes

Higby is his lost son, Arnold. Higby
keeps the pretense and is financed by
his "father" in a new business, manu-
facturing his inventions. Meanwhile,
Marge and Larry are married and
Marge comes across one of Higby's
inventions while shopping. Larry,
thinking the Balling Co. has stolen

Higby's idea, investigates and Higby's
identity is disclosed. Arnold Ballin

forgives him but the police then in-

dict him for the murder of Sally.

\V'hen Sally's husband confesses, Higby

* MYSTERY *
is convicted of .Arnold Ballin's mur-
der and is about to be executed when
Smiley arrives and clears him.

The Lone Wolf in London
COLUMBIA
CAST: Gerald Mohr, Nancy Saun-

ders, Eric Blore, Evelyn Ankers, Rich-
ard Eraser, Queenie Leonard, Alan
Napier, Denis Green, Frederic Wor-
lock.

CREDITS: Producer, Ted Richmond;
Director, Leslie Goodwins.
Synopsis: The Eyes of the Nile, two

fabulous diamonds, are stolen from
Scotland Yard, and Inspector Broome
(John Warlock) and Inspector Garvey
(Denis Green) immediately question
Michael Lanyard (Gerald Mohr), the
Lone Wolf, to no avail. Lanyard and
his valet, Claudious (Eric Blore) are
hired by .Ann Kelmscott (Nancy Saun-
ders) and her father. Sir John (Ver-

non Steele), who says he must raise

10,000 pounds on his jewel collection

to pay off a blackmailer. Also in the
Kelmscott house are Lily (Queenie
Leonard), a maid who works nights s

dresser to the musical comedy star,

Iris Chatham (Evelyn Ankers), Ro-
bards (Tom Stevenson), the butler, the
jealous ex-husband of Iris, and Ann's
fiancee, David Wool ton (Richard
Eraser). That night, Lanyard takes

Iris out, arousing the jealousy of her
manager, Monty Beresford (Alan Na-
pier). The next day. Lanyard talks to

Chinese gem merchant Bruce Tang
(Paul Fung) who agrees to advance
10,000 pounds while holding the Kelm-
scott collection in pawn. Sir John
gives Robards the jewels to deliver

to Lanyard, and, before he leaves,

Robards steal's the Eyes of the Nile

from the safe. En route to London
David and Robards quarrel, and Ro-
bards reaches London mortally wound-
ed. Lanyard searches Robard's car

and finds the jewel collection but the

case containing the Nile diamonds is

empty. Scotland Yard arrives and
once again Lanyard is under suspi-

cion of theft and murder, especially

since Sir John denies hiring Lanyard
to pawn his gem collection. Lanyard
discovers Iris is about to leave the

coinitry and catches her boarding the

Clipper. Just then, Claudious arrives

with Queenie. who is wearing the

mink coat Iris gave her for safe keep-

ing. The stolen diamonds are found
in the coat's lining, and Monty then

tells that Iris killed Robards, stole the

diamonds from Scotland Yard, sold

them to Sir John and then black-

mailed him for 10,000 pounds.

Love From a Stranger
E.AGLE-LION

CAST: Sylvia Sidney, John Hodiak,

Ann Richards, John Howard, Una
O'Connor.

CREDITS: Producer, James Geller;

Director, Richard Whorf; Screenplay,

Gina Kaus and Philip MacDonald;
From the play by Frank Vosper;
based on the story by Agatha
Christie.

Sytiopsis: Sylvia Sidney, who has just

won a 40,000-pound sweepstakes prize

in the England of 1900, is waiting for

the return hom of her fiance. John
Howard, who has been abroad for sev-

eral years. Before Hoivard's arrival,
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Editors, Motion Picture Critics

and Commentators who voted in

the Famous Five Film Daily poll.
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hovve\er, she meets John Hodiak, a

mvsterious stranger who sweeps her

off her feet, and she marries Hodiak.
Hodiak takes his bride to a lonel\

cottage, and engages in mysterious ex-

periments in solitude. Later, Miss

Sidney's firm friend, tlie local doctor,

Philip Tonge, an ardent reader of

crime books, recognizes Hodiak's por-

trait, which is identified in a magazine
as that of a South .American wife-

killer, who has escaped and is believed

to be hiding in England. Hodiak.

learning that he is suspected, goes

violentty insane and is about to kill

Miss Sidney, when the arrival of

Howard with Scotland Yard detectives

blocks his plan. As Hodiak tries to

escape, he is crushed to death under
the flying hoofs of a pair of horses.

Miss Sidney and Howard are freed

from the menace which has ruined

their happiness.

Lured
UNITED .ARTISTS - Hunt Strom-

berg

FEATURING: Lucille Ball, George
Sanders, Charles Cobum, Boris Kar-

loff. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Alan
Mowbray, Joseph Calleia, George
Zucco.

CREDITS: Producer, James Nasser;

Exec. producer. Hunt Stromberg;

Director, Douglas Sirk; Screenplay,

Leo Rosten.
Synopsis: Sandra Carpenter (Lucille

Ball) sides with the men of Scotland

Yard in an effort to track down a mur-
derer who lures pretty girls to their

death by means of advertisements in

the personal columns of the London
newspapers. She offers herself as bait,

answering the ads. Each murder is

tipped off to the police by means of

a rhymed warning from the murderer.
She encounters a series of mysterious

people before falling in love with

Robert Fleming (George Sanders),

who is labelled the murderer bv cir-

cumstances and Inspector Temple
(Charles Coburn). Fleming says that

she has trapped him by admissions of

love and is led off to prison. She
then traps the real murderer.

Mystery in Mexico
RKO R-\DIO
CREDITS: Producer, Sid Rogell;

Screenplay, Laurence Kimble; Orig-

inal story, Muriel Ray Bolton.

Synopsis: Unfolds a stor\ of an

-American night-club singer in a Mexi-
can setting of music and mystery.

Out of the Blue
E.AGLE-LIOX
CAST: George Brent, Virginia Mayo,

Turhan Bey. Carole Landis, Ann
Dvorak.

CREDITS: Producer, Isadore Gold-

smith; Director, Leigh Jason; Screen-

play, WaUer Bullock; Novel, Vera
Caspary.
Synopsis: George Brent's wife. Carole

Landis, has gone on vacation, leaving

George alone in their Greenwich \'il-

lage penthouse apartment, which is

^eparated from the apartment of

painter Turhan Bey and his dog.

Rabelais Brent innocently is picked

up bv .Ann Dvorak, a drunk who fol-

lows him home. A'irginia Mayo, a

debutante, has agreed to pose for

Turhan Bey, just as Brent, realizing

that his wife is due home, tries to get

Miss Dvorak out of the place. Miss

Dvorak faints, and Brent, terrified,
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thinks she is dead. He carries her
body over the railing and leaves it

on Bey's terrace. Spinster sisters Eliza-

beth Patterson and Julia Dean spot
the body, through binoculars, and call

the police. However, when the police
arrive. .Miss Dvorak, who has mean-
while regained consciousness, has been
hidden in a closet by Bey. To revenge
himself on Brent, Bey paints a life-

sized dummy to resemble Miss Dvorak
and asks Brent to help him dispose
of the "body," Brent agrees. While
they are gone. Miss Dvorak again col-

lapses, and Beg later carries her across

to Brent's terrace. Just as Brent is

going crazy, his wife returns, and finds

Miss Dvorak. However, for the first

time in his life, he shows some spunk,
and blurts out the whole story, de-

manding to know what his wife is go-

ing to do about it. Delighted, she
says nothing, and as Brent and Miss
Landis go into a clinch, so do Miss
Mavo and Bev.

The Paradine Case
SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL

PICTURE
FEATURING: Gregry Peck, Ann

Todd, Chares Laughlon, Charles Co-
bum, Ethel Borrymore, Joan Tetzel,

Leo G. Carroll and introducing Louis

Jourdan and Valli.

CREDITS: Produced by David O.
Selznick; Directed by Alfred Hitch-

cock; Screenplay by James Bridie;

Cameraman, Lee Garmes.
Symopsis: "The Paradine Case" is a

storv of a beautiful and fascinating

woman of questionable past who mar-
ries a wealthy English nobleman. .A

few vears after the marriage, the Eng-
lish Lord, Colonel Paradine. dies of

poisoning and Mrs. Paradine is ar-

rested and accused of his murder. Sir

Simon Flacjuer, the Paradine family's

solicitor, retains .Anthony Keane, the

greatest barrister in England, to de-

fend Mrs. Paradine. Keane is hap-
pily married, but he falls insanely in

love with his client Mrs. Paradine. To
pro\e her innocence to himself he
personally investigates the crime and
discovers that the crime could have
been committed by the dead Colonel's

manservant. As the trial unfolds,

Keane's eloquence and his ability to

destroy any fact, shifts the blame
from Mrs. Paradine. However, he

also has to contend with Judge Hor-
field, who sternly sees that e\ery prem-

ise is substantiated to the letter of

the law. It appears certain, however,

that Keane, driven by his mad love,

will free Mrs. Paradine and wreck

his own home and career. It also

appears certain that he will shift the

blame for the crime to someone else

and that someone else is the Paradine

manservant. The denouement of this

great production is dramatic and logi-

cal.

Philo Vance's Secret
Mission
PRC
CAST: Alan Curtis, Sheila Ryan.

Tala Birell, Frank Jenks, Frank Fen-

Ion, James Be'l, Paul Maxey, Ken-

neth Farrell, Toni Todd.

CREDITS: Producer, Howard
Welsch; Director, Reginald LeBorg;

Original Screenplay, Lawrence Ed-

mun Taylor.
Synopsis: Philo Vance CAlan Cur-

tis) is hirod by a publishing firm as

technical ad\ isor on a series of crime

stories. During the course of his re-

search, Curtis uncovers clues leading
to the solution of a seven-year old
killing, and reveals it as an insurance
murder committed by the partner of
the publisher who had hired him.
Curtis also reveals that the partner had
also murdered the published to pre-
vent him from giving additional in-

formation to Curtis.

Port Said
COLUMBIA
CREDITS: Producer, Martin Mooney.

Synopsis: .An .American air condi-
tioning engineer arrives in Port Said
to investigate the mysterious cancella-
tion his firm has received from a local

theatre. The theatre manager of-

fers as his reason a series of warning
notes he has received, threatening him
with death if he books a certain popu-
lar magician. Without the magician's
act. the theatre can't afford to pay tor

the new unit. When the manager is

himself murdered, the engineer de-

cides to attempt to unravel the case,

partly to revenge the theatre man
but mostly because he has met the
magician's daughter and fallen in love

with her. After several attempts are

made on his life and the life of the

girl, the engineer unravels the mystery
and proves the first cousin of the girl

is guilty. The daughter of a Nazi
collaborationist, she has attempted to

keep the act out of Port Said to pro-

tect herself. Because of a marked re-

semblance between the two girls, the

murderess realizes she will be un-
masked and arrested if people in the

city sire inhabits see the act and recog-

nize the resemblance. With the mys-
tery solved, the act is able to play

and the way is cleared for the engineer

to pursue his romance.

The Pretender
REPUBLIC
CAST: Albert Dekker, Catherine

Craic, Charles Drake, Alan Carney,
Linda Stirling, Tom Kennedy, Se!mer
Jackson.

CREDITS: Producer-director, W. Lee
Wilder; Screenplay, Don Martin;

Cameraman, John Alton.
Synopsis: .Albert Dekker. broker and

trustee of Catherine Craig's family

estate, steals from it and then pro-

poses marriage to Catherine. She re-

fuses—she's in love with another man.
Dekker, in desperation, hires a killer

to take care of Catherine's fiance. The
killer is supposed to locate the man
through the newspapers since even

Dekker doesn't know his name. Cath-

erine, meanwhile, breaks off her en-

gagement and decides to marry Dek-

ker. When the news leaks into the

papers. Dekker tries to get in touch

with his hired killer and call the

whole thing off but he can't find

him. In mortal fear of losing his own
life, now that he is Catherine's fiance.

Dekker's mind finally cracks and he is

killed when he drives his car off a cliff.

Railroaded
PRC

CAS''': John Ireland, Sheila Ryan,

Hugh Beaumont, Jane Randolph.
CREDITS: In Charge of Production,

B-n Stolofi; Producer, Charles F.

Riesnerr Director, Anthony Mann;
Screenplay, John C. Higgins; Original

Story, Gertrude 'Walker.
Synopsis: Police lieutenant Hugh

Beaumont captures a killer, who, be-

* MYSTERY *
fore he himself dies, incriminated Ed
Kelley, kid brother of Beaumont's girl

friend. Sheila Ryan. Beaumont is

convinced that notorious gunman John
Ireland is somehow implicated in the

killing. After much brilliant detec-

tive work, Beaumont uncovers evidence

to prove his point, and Ireland is

found guilty of the murder. Kelly is

released and Beaumont and Miss Ryan
leave the court arm in arm.

Second Chance
20TH CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Kent Taylor, Louise Currie,

Dennis Hoey, Larry Blake, Ann Doron.

John Eldredge, Paul Guilfoyle, Wil-

liam Newell.
CREDITS: Sol M. Wurizel Produc-

tion, Associate Producer, Howard
Sheenon; Director, James S. Tinling;

Original Story, Lou Breslow, John

Patrick; Screenplay, Arnold Belgard.

Synopsis: Louis Currie and Kent

Taylor, finding themselves in the of-

fice of a jewel merchant, confess to

each other that they are professional

jewel thieves. Pooling their resources

they decide to work together in steal-

ing the famous Malibar diamond in

conjunction with Taylor's gang.

Though they still are suspicious of

each other, they are beginning to fall

in love. When the Malibar "snatch"

is about to take place, Louise is dis-

covered to be an agent for an insur-

ance company and reveals the gang's

plans to the police. During the rob-

bery Taylor succeeds in aiding the

police after finding that his love for

Louise is too strong to destroy their

relationship. Taylor is sent to prison,

but Louise promises to wait for him
until he is free again.

The Secret of
Dr. Paranoides
MONOGRAM
CAST: J. Carrol Naish.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Nds-

sour; Original Story, Haven McClure.

Synopsis: A scientist invents a

formula which makes living beings

grow to enormous size, and this is ac-

cidently fed to an ape in the labora-

tory. It breaks out of its bounds and

reaches the amazing height of a five-

story building, running riot through

Los Angeles. »

T-Man
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Dennis O'Keefe.

CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey

Schenck; Director, Anthony Mann;

Screenplay, John C. Higgins; Original

Story, Henry Blankfort.

The Velvet Touch
RKO R.ADIO-Independents Artists

CAST: Rosalind Russell, Sydney

Greenstreet.

CREDITS: Director, Jack Gage; Or-

iginal Story, William Mercer, Annabel

Ross; Screenplay, Walter Reilly.

Synopsis: A sophisticated New York

actress involved in the sequences of

a murder.

The Window
RKO RADIO
CREDITS: Producer, Frederick Ull-

man, Jr.; Story, Cornell Woolrich;
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Screenplay, Mel Dinelli.

Synopsis: The suspense story of a

small boy who witnesses a murder

and becomes the target for the killer

anxious to blot out the only witness

to the crime.

The Woman from
Tangier
COLUMBIA
CREDITS: Producer, Martin Mooney.

Synopsis: Captain Graves, skipper of

the North Empress, steals 50,000

pounds of the company's money from

his own ship's safe and murders his

first mate, Rankin, telling the police

that he was certain of Rankin's guilt

and was forced to shoot him in self-

defense. However, Nylon, an unem-

ployed night club singer and the

ship's only passenger, realizes that

Graves is the guilty one. At the Tan-

gier .\irport. a plane crashes and

Rocheau, local police chief, and Shap-

ley, young American adventurer, find

its pilot was murdered before the

crash. They scour Tangier for the

plane's other occupant who murdered

the pilot and then bailed out, for

they figure he was Rankin's accom-

plice in the robbery. The search

leads them nowhere, but Moreles, the

object of the investigation, accidental-

Iv meets Nylon, whom he had known

previously, and uses her as a contact

between him and Graves. Moreles is

anxious to carry out the plan he and

Graves had formulated to get the

treasure out of Tangiers. However,

Graves, aware that Moreles is wanted

for murder, tells Moreles that he is no

good to him with the police on his

trail and plans to keep the entire

amount himself. Moreles enters Graves'

hotel room with designs of murder

but, in the ensuing struggle, is him-

self killed by Graves, who tells the

police it was self-protection, denying

he knew the victim. Shapley, now
aware of Graves' guilt, sets a trap.

Nylon, anxious to see Graves get his

due, informs Shapley that the ship's

safe contains a strong bo.x identical

to the one in which the money was

stolen. Using this, Shapley tells Graves

the loot has been recovered and pro-

duces the duplicate box as proof.

Graves, failing to see how the police

found the money, sneaks off to the

spot where he had buried the loot to

check. Upon his arrival, however,

he is apprehended by the police, who
had trailed him there. Rocheau ar-

rests Graves for the theft and the

murders of Rankin and Moreles, and
Xylon and Shapley discuss wedding
plans for the future.

We extend greetings from

the members of —

lATSE
Operators Union 110

Our members service both the

film and Television industry

in the Chicago territory.

Gene Atkinson—Business Agent

Clarence Jalas—Secretary-Treasurer

James Gorman—President

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
James Nasser, President
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Adventure Island
(CINECOLOR)

PARAMOUNT-PINE-THOMAS
PRODUCTION

CAST; Rory CaUioun, Rhonda Flem-

ing, Paul Kelly, John Abbott, Alan

Napier.

CREDITS: Producers, WiUiam Pine,

William Thomas; Director, Peter Stew-

art; Screenplay, Maxwell Shane;

Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh.

Synopsis: Adapted from Robert
Louis Stevenson's immortal "Ebb
Tide," and filmed in color, "Adven-
ture Island" deals with two beach rats

(Paul Kelly and John Abbott), who
team up with a victim of circumstances

(Rorv Calhoun). They steal a ship

and cargo and become entangled in

action aplenty on an unmapped island

ruled by a mad man (John Napier).

."Vboard ship is Faith Wishart, ship

owner, who supplies moments of ac-

tion and romance.

The Big Clock
PARAMOUNT

CAST: Ray Milland, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Charles Laughfon, George
Macready, Rita Johnson, Don Tobin,

Elsa Lanchester, Lloyd Corrigan, Har-

old Vermilyea, Richard Webb, Henry
Morgan, Tad Van Brunt, Lucille Bark-

ley, Elaine Riley, Robert Watson,
James Burke.

CREDITS: Producer, Richard Mai-

baum; Director, John Farrow; Screen-

play, Jonathan Latimer; From the

novel by Kenneth Fearing; Camera-
man, John Seitz.

Synopsis: On the eve of a seven-year

delayeci honeymoon, George Stroud,

editor of a magazine in the Janoth
group, has a few drinks too many
with Pauline York, girl friend of

Janoth. who comes to her apartment
as George is leaving and kills her.

Janoth does not identify Stroud, and
so puts him in charge of a vast man-
hunt to find the man who was with
Paulirte. Janoth intends to have this

man killecl. Stroud seeks desperately

to find a way to pin the murder where
it belongs. The great suspense tale

hits its climax as a room by room
search of the huge Janoth building
threatens to trap Stroud, who has
been joined by his wife in iiis fight to

avoid Janoth's trap.

Big Town After Dark
PARAMOUNT-PINE-THOMAS
PRODUCTION

CAST: Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,

Anne Gillis, Richard Travis, Douglas
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Blackley, Vince Barnetf, Charles Arnt,

Joseph Sawyer, William Haade, Dick

Keane, John Holland, Dorothy Christy.

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine,

William Thomas; Director, William

Thomas; Screenplay, Whitman Cham-
bers; Cameraman, Ellis Carter.

Synopsis: Lorelei Kilbourne decides

to leave her post as police reporter on
the Illustrated Press. Managing Editor

Steve Wilson hires Susan Peabody,
Publislier Peabody 's niece, to fill

Lorelei's vacancy. Susan becomes in-

volved in gangster activities and plots

a .^50,000 swindle against her uncle.

The plot is uncovered by Steve and
Lorelei after exciting gunfights with

the hoodlums headed by Chuck LaRue
and his thugs.

Big Town Scandal

PARAMOUNT-PINE-THOMAS
PRODUCTION

CAST: Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,

Stanley Clemente, Charles Arnt, Vince

Bamett, Joseph Allen, Jr., Darryl Hick-

man, Sumner Gefchell, Michael Bran-

don. Dick Keane, Rudy Wissler, Carl

Switzer, Roland du Pree, Donna de
Mario, John Phillips, Reg Billado.

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine,

William Thomas; Director, William

Thomas; Original Screenplay, Milton

Raison; Production Manager, L. B.

"Doc" Merman.

Synopsis: Five boys caught stealing

basketball equipment are paroled in

the care of a newspaper, which pro-

vides recreation centers for the young-

sters to keep them on the straight and
narrow. One of the kids, Tommy, gets

involved with racketeers, who give

him a "cut" for allowing stolen furs

to be cached in the boys' club head-

quarters. The backslider, captain of

the kids" champion basketball team, is

prevailed upon by the gangsters to

throvv games. Tlie other boys dis-

cover the "hot" furs and one of them
is killed trying to return them. This

turns them against Tommy, who re-

gains their favor when he is shot for

doublecrossing the gangsters and win-

ning the big game. The police nab
the villains and Tommy's sweetheart

promises to wait until he's paid his

debt to society.

Brute Force
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Cast: Burt Lancaster, Hume Cronyn,

Charles Bockford, Yvonne De Carlo,

Ann Blyth, Ella Raines, Anita Colby,

Sam Levine, Howaid Duff, Art Smith.

Roman Bohnen, John Hoyt, Richard
Gaines, Frank Pugiia, Jeif Corey,
Vince Bamett.

CREDITS: Producer, Mark HelUnger;
Director, Jules Dassin; Screenplay,

Richard Brooks; Original Story, Rob-

ert Patterson; Cameraman, William
Daniels.

Synopsis: Burt Lancaster and his

three cell mates plan to break out of

prison. He is in love with Ann Blyth

who doesn't know he is in jail and
won't consent to an operation to save

her life without him. He visualizes

her when looking at the pretty calen-

dar girl in their cell. The others see

their own girls—Ella Raines, Yvonne
De Carlo, and Anita Colby. Hume
Cronyn, the cruel, ambitious guard
captain foments trouble among the

convicts for his own ends. When the

great break comes, Cronyn is tipped
off and meets cons with machine guns
but goes to his death with them.
"They never escape."

Call Northside 777
20TH CENTURY-FOX

CAST: Henry Fonda, Richard Conte,

Lloyd Nolan. Frances Dee, Leopoldine

Konstantine.

CREDITS: Producer, Otto Lang; Di-

rector, Louis King; Screenplay, Quen-
tin Reynolds.

Synopsis: The story of a famous
Chicago crime case, in which a man is

sent to prison on circumstantial evi-

dence which finally proves to be false.

The accused's mother and a newspaper
reporter follow the trail of eviden e,

now cold after ten years of jileace,

and eventually prove the man inno-

cent. The picture will be made in the

realistic technique pioneered by "The
House on 92nd Street." '13 Rue Made-
leine" and "Boomerang."

Exposed
REPUBLIC

CAST: Adele Mara, Robert Scott,

Adrian Booth, Robert Armstrong,

William Haade, Bob Steele, Harry
Shannon, Charles Evans.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Wil-

liam I. O'Sullivan; Director, George
Blair; Screenplay, Royal K. Cole,

Charles Moran; Original Story.
Charles Moran; Cameraman, William

Bradford.

Synopsis: .Adele Mara, a private de-

tective, is hired by a wealthy colonel

to investigate Robert Scott, his step-

son. The colonel is killed as Mara
arrives. Those under suspicion are

Scott: his sister, .Adrian Booth; Charles

Evans, the family lawyer; Harry Shan-
non^ the butler; and Bob Steele,

Scott's bodyguard. After a series of

attempts to throw suspicion on vari-

ous other members of the family,

Mara finally discovers that Evans has
been embezzling the colonel's funds
and killed him to keep from being
exposed.

The Fabulous Texan
REPl'BLIC

CAST: William Elliott, Catherine
McLeod, John Carroll, Andy Devine,

Albert Dekker.

CREDITS: Producer, J. E. Grainger;
Director, Edward L. Ludwig.

Synopsis: William Elliott and John
Carroll return after the Civil War to

find Texas overrun by carpet-baggers.

Under the command of Albert Dek-
ker, a police network is set up and
they rule with an iron fist. Carroll's

father is maliciously murdered. Car-

roll revenges the murder but becomes
an outlaw. Catherine McLeod, in love

with Carroll, wants to travel with
him. However, Carroll has turned to

robbing banks and stagecoaches, and
refuses to risk her life. Meanwhile,
Elliott has become a special govern-

ment marshal but is too late to help

his best friend. Dekker, knowing that

while Carroll is at large his organiza-

tion can't possibly faction properly.

is constantly on Carroll's trail. Finally,

the two meet in a trap that Dekker
sets and both are killed. McLeod
marries Elliott who goes on to rid

Texas of the carpet-baggers.

The Flame
REPUBLIC

CAST: John Carroll, Vera Ralston,

Robert Paige, Broderick Crawford,

Henry Trovers, Blanche Yurka, Con-

stance Dowling, Hattie McDaniel.

CREDITS: Associate Producer-Direc-

tor, John H. Auer; Screenplay, Law-
rence Kimble; Story, Robert T. Shan-

non; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning.

Syiiopsis: John Carroll squanders his

share of the family fortune and plots

to gain possession of his half-brother's,

Robert Paige, after Paige is hurt in

a plane crash and given a few months
to live. Carroll's girl friend, Vera
Ralston, gets in as Paige's nurse and
plans to marry Paige and when he

dies, shares the fortune with Carroll.

The plan becomes confused when
blackmailer Broderick Crawford cuts

himself in, Ralston finds Paige is a

fine gentleman and falls in love with

him. Carroll sees he can't regain

Ralston's love or the money, shoots it

out with Crawford. Both, are killed,

leaving the way clear for Paige and
Ralston to be happy as he continues

to improve under her careful nursing.
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Written by VERA CASPARY

who gave you the

suspenseful time of your

life with "LAURA"—

now gives you the

Best Time of Your Life

<^^«^
/^.

EAGLE-LION FILMS presents

GEORGE BRENT-VIRGINIA MAYO

TURHAN BEY- ANN DVORAK- CAROLE LANOIS
in VERA CASPARY'S

with Elizabeth Patterson • Julia Dean • Richard Lane • Charlie Smith • Produced by Isadore G. Goldsmith • Directed by Leigh Jason

BRYAN FOY in Charge of Production



The Gangster
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARBING: Barry Sullivan. Belita

and John Lorring. FEATURING: Akim
Tamiroff, Henry Morgan, lohn Ireland,

Sheldon Leonard.
CREDITS: Producers, Maurice and

Frank King; Director, Gordon Wiles;

Original Screenplay by Daniel Fuchs
from his novel, "Low Company."
Synopsis: Barry Sullivan comes out

of the gutter to become a racket over-

lord uith his partner. Akim Tamiroff.
Their racket uses soda stores as

"fronts". Sullivan spends his money
lavishly on his girl friend. Belita.

Sheldon Leonard's mob muscle in

and frighten Tamiroff into revealing
his list of "fronts". Belita sells out
to the new mob. who shoot Sullivan
down when they think he's responsible
for the death of Tamiroff. actually

murdered by a frustrated loan seeker.

Release date: Nov. 22, 1947.

The Highwayman
ALLIED ARTISTS
CREDITS: Producer, James S. Bur-

kett; Screenplay, Jack DeWift and
Renault Duncan.

Synopsis: Filmization of Alfred
Noyes' classic narrative poem about a

rebel in the American Revolution,
and of a landlord's black-eyed daugh-
ter who sacrificed her life—in vain—
to save him from King George's red-
coats.

The Hunted
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Preston Foster, Belita.

CAST: Pierre Watkin. Larry Blake,
Russell Hicks.

CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dun-
lap; Associate Producer, Glenn Cook;
Director, Jack Bemhard; Original
Screenplay, Steve Fisher.

Synopsis: Belita goes back to her
policeman boyfriend, Preston Foster,
when she is paroled after he had her
imprisoned for a jewel-theft of which
she declares she is innocent. Foster
finally gets her an ice-show job, con-
vinced that she is innocent; though her
defense attorney, Pierre Watkin, claims
she is guilty. Watkin is killed, and
Foster is shot by Belita when he tries
to arrest her for the crime. He re-
signs from the force to help her be-
cause of his love for her. Larry Blake,
a thief, confesses to Watkin's murder,
and reveals the latter's previous thefts.
Belita is cleared, and marries Foster.

I Cover Big Town
PARAMOUNT-Pine-Thomas Pro-

duction

CAST: Philip Reed, HiUary Brooke,
Robert Lowery, Robert Shayne, Louis
Jean Heydt, Mono Barrie, Frank Wil-
cox, Leonard Perm, Vince Bametl.

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine,

William Thomas; Director, William
Thomas; Original Screenplay, Whit-
man Chambers; Cameraman, Jack
Greenhalgh.

Synopsis: Lorelei Kilbourne (Hillary
Brooke) is assigned to the police beat
by Illustrated Press's managing editor
Steve Wilson (Philip Reed). They
become involved in a murder when
the two answer a pHslfce call. Lorelei
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solves the complicated story and proves
she is capable of handling the tough
assignment. A spectacular jail break
highlights the film's action.

Jungle Flight
PARAMOUNT-Pine-Thomas Pro-

duction

CAST: Robert Lowery, Ann Savage.
Barton MacLone, Robert Kent, Doug-
las Fowley.

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine,

William Thomas; Production Mana-
ger, L. B. "Doc" Merman; Director.

Peter Stewart; Original Story, David
Lang; Screenplay, Whitman Cham-
bers.

Synopsis: Kelly Jordan (Robert Low-
ery) and Andy Melton (Robert Kent)
are flying commercially for a mine in

a Latin country, saving money to re-

turn to Texas and open their own
air line. .\ndy cracks up and is killed.

Kelly meets and falls in love with
Laurey Robert (Ann Savage). Her
former husband, Hammond, a murd-
erer (Douglas Fowley) shows up at the
mine, owned by Case Hagin (Barton
MacLane). Hammond is arrested and
when native police take him to jail in

a plane he gains control and causes a

crash. Kelly goes to the rescue for an
action-packed ending.

Kiss of Death
20TH CENTURV-FOX
CAST: Victor Mature, Brian Don-

levy, Coleen Gray, Richard Widmark,
Taylor Holmes. Howard Smith, Karl

Maiden.
CREDITS: Producer, Fred Kohhnar;

Director, Henry Hathaway; Screen-

play, Ben Hecht, Charles Lederer;

Based on a story by Eleazar Lipsky.

Synopsis: Victor Mature, New York
mobster, is captured when he and his

gang hold up a jewelry store. He is

sent up to Sing Sing, when he refuses

to squeal on his pals to district at-

torney Brian Donlevy. When he learns

that his wife is dead, because his

"pals" reneged on their promise to

help her, he tells the D.A. he's ready
to talk. Donlevy arranged for him to

help get the goods on Richard Wid-
mark, another mobster. Mature is

released on parole and marries Coleen
Gray, who formerly helped take care

of his children. When Widmark
beats the rap in court, he comes gun-
ning for Mature. In an action finish.

Mature and Widmark shoot it out,

with the latter coming out the loser.

Last of the Badmen
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Barry Sullivan.

CREDITS: Producers, Maurice and
Frank King.

Synopsis: Legend of Tom Horn, last

of the Badmen, brought to the screen

in an adventurous picturization based

on his true life story.

Letter From an Unknown
Woman
UNIVERS.AL-INTERNATIONAL-
RAMPART PRODUCTION
CAST: Joan Fontaine. Louis Jour-

dan.
CREDITS: Producer. John House-

man; Director. Max Opuls.

The Man From Colorado
COLUMBIA
CAST: Glenn Ford, VTilliom Holden.

Ellen Drew, Edgar Buchanan, Jerome
Courtland, Ray Collins, Jim Bannon.
Craig Reynolds, James Bush, James
Millican.

CREDITS: Producer, Jules Schermer;
Director, Henry Levin.

Synopsis: A troop of Union cavalry,
under Glenn Ford's command, corner
a band of ragged Confederates, and
Ford, despite the fact that he sees
them raise a white flag, orders his
men to massacre them. Back at camp,
despite the ending of hostilities, Ford,
the strict disciplinarian, arrests James
Millican, sergeant of the guard, for
being drunk, and orders him held for

courtmartial. Ford and William Hold-
en, his best friend, arrive home and
Ford is appointed Federal Judge of
Colorado, designating Holden as his
aide. Meanwhile, Millican escapes
from camp and Ford, Holden and Ed-
gar Buchanan, Ford's uncle, set out
in pursuit. On the way they en-
counter the lone survivor of the Con-
federate troop, who accuses Ford of
murder. When Ford shoots the man
in cold blood, Holden and Buchanan
see that war has made him mentally
ill and he has become an uncon-
trollable killer. A stage coach robbery
occurs and Ford sets out after Milli-

can, suspected of the crime. He cor-

ners him but Millican escapes and re-

cruits a band of disgruntled miners
from the town to prey on the mining
company, which has been tyrannical
in its operations. In robbing the com-
pany's safe, Millican kills a guard and
drops his gun during the hasty re-

treat. The weapon carries the same
initials as those of Holden's brother,
Jerome Courtland, who is accused of
the murder. Holden sets out to find

Millican and clear his brother; but,
on his return, he finds Ford has al-

ready hung Jerome. Holden swears
vengeance and Ford, aware of his

enmity, lays a trap for Holden which
fails. In an insane lust to find

Holden, Ford sets the whole town on
fire to smoke him out. They meet
and Ford is about to shoot him when
Millican wounds Ford, who turns to

run and is consumed in flames as a
building falls.

mortal Coils
UNIVERS.AL-INTERNATIONAL-

/oltan Korda Production

CAST: Charles Boyer, Ann Blyth,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Jessica Tandy,
Rachel Kempson, Nigel Bruce, Mildred
Natwick. Valerie Cardew. Hugh
French.

CREDITS: Director. Zolton Korda;
Original Story - Screenplay, Aldous
Huxley.

Synopsis: Charles Boyer, an English
squire, marries Ann Blyth, immedi-
ately upon the death of his invalided

wife, Rachel Kempson. The marriage
infuriates Jessica Tandy, an unmar-
ried family friend who has secretly

been in love with Boyer. Una O'Con-
nor, Rachel's nurse, is also resentful

because Boyer had accused her of be-

ing the cause of his former wife's

death, in that she failed to follow

out some specific instructions of the

doctor. Sir Cedric Hardwicke. The
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nurse goes to the police, explains the

mysterious circumstances surrounding
the death, and in the subsequent au-

topsy, poisoning is found as the cause

of death. With his immediate mar-
riage to Ann Blyth, all the evidence
is against Boyer and he is convicted
of murder. Just before his execution,
however, Jessica Tandy admits the

murder, leaving Boyer and Ann Blyth
their chance for happiness together.

]\ight Has a Thousand
Eyes
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Edward G. Robinson, Gail

Russell, John Lund, William Demarest,

Virginia Bruce.

CREDITS: Producer. Endre Bohem;
Director, John Farrow; Screenplay.

Jonathan Lotimore; Cameraman, John
Seitz.

Synopsis: In this exciting suspense
drama, Triton (Edward G. Robinson)
an ex-vaudeville mental wizard, pre-

dicts that Jean (Gail Russell) will die

at a certain hour just as he had previ-

ously accurately forecast the deaths
of her parents, two of his oldest and
best friends. Elliott (John Lund), her
fiance, suspects a blackmail and mur-
der plot and notifies police although
Triton contends that he will do all

possible to prevent the tragedy. .As

the deadline for death approaches, the

drama builds to a pulse-pounding cli-

max and a surprising, albeit logical,

conclusion.

Portrait of Jennie
SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL

PICTURE
FEATURING: Jennifer Jones, Joseph

Cotien, Ethel Barrymore, Lillian Gish,

David Wayne, Albert Sharpe, Cecil

Kelloway, Joseph Buloff.

CREDITS: Producer. David Hemp-
stead; Director, William Dieterle;

Screenplay, Paul Osborn; Based on
the novel of same name by Robert

Nathan; Cameraman, Joseph August.

Synopsis: "Portrait of Jennie "

is a

tender love story, a skillful mixture
of fantasy and realism, and concerns
an impoverished but talented artist,

Eben .Adams (Joseph Cotten) and the

strange effect a chance meeting in

Central Park with Jennie Appleton
(Jennifer Jones) has on his career

and future. To Eben, Jennie is a live

and charming creature but his friends

believe that she is a creation of his

imagination. A dismal failure before

his meeting with Jennie, Eben, with
the kind help of Mrs. Spinney (Ethel

Barrymore), an art dealer, Gus (David
Wayne), a taxi-driver and Moore
(Albert Sharpe), a tavern proprietor,

and with Jennie as an inspiration,

finds the artistic genius inherent in

him. .Although Jennie disappears mys-
teriously from his life and reappears
at ages incongruous with the time

passed. Eben is fascinated by her.

Their strange love is climaxed by a

portrait which he paints of her and
which is sold later to the Metropolitan
Museum and assures his fame as an
artist. Storv ends on a highly dra-
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MELODRAMA

matic note that does not destroy the
fantasy of -their relationship but ac-

centuates the philosophy of true lo\e

betueen man and woman.

Pride of Kentucky
REPUBLIC

Synopsis: Jimmy Easter, famous jock-

ey, loses his nerve when his best

friend is killed in a spill Jimmy
accidentally caused. Whit Galtry, for

whom Jimmy rode, loses his stables

and horses but retains "Pride Of Ken-
tucky." a filly belonging to his daugh-
ter Bobby. Whit enters "Pride" in

the Beverly Handicap but the horse
becomes ill. Dan Lockwood, a rival

owner, offers Whit the use of his

stables. Bobby asks Jimmy to train

"The Pride." Later, she asks him to

ride "The Pride." Jimmy, believing
she is returning his love, decides to

fight his weakness. Before the race,

Dan Lockwood announces his en-
gagement to Bobby. Jimmy disgusted,
gets drunk. Galtry accuses Dan of
deliberately upsetting Jiminy. Dan
proves himself by personally reviving

Jiinmy. He wins and admits that
racing is really his love—first, last

and always.

Ride the Pink Horse
UNTVERS.^L-INTERNATIONAL

CAST: Robert Montgomery, Wanda

Hendrix, Thomas Gomez, Art Smith,

Fred Clark, Andrea King, Richard

Gaines, Rita Conde, Iris Flores.

CREDITS: Producer, Joan Harrison;

Director, Robert Montgomery; Screen-

play, Ben Hecht, Charles Lederer.

Synopsis: Robert Montgomery, a

tough, embittered war veteran, comes
to a New Mexico town to extract ven-
geanceand blackmail from Fred Clark,

a master crook whom he formerly
served. He is befriended by Wanda
Hendrix, an Indian girl, and Thomas
Gomez, proprietor of the ancient mer-
ry-go-round with the pink horse. Art
Smith, a G-man, after Clark for. war
frauds, and Andrea King, Clark's moll,

try to make an ally of Montgomery.
Montgomery gives the . G-man the

necessary evidence to convict Clark,

and gives himself up to him as well.

River Lady
(TECHNICOLOR)
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATION.AL,
CAST: Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Dur-

yea. Rod Cameron, Helena Carter,

Florence Bates.

CREDITS: Producer, Leonard Gold-

stein; Director, George Sherman:
From the novel by Houston Branch.

Synopsis: Sequin, beautiful owner of

a river boat gambling casino, tries to

persuade the swaggering raftsman Dan
to get off the river. He is in love

with her but she dissuades him. He
inarries, and becomes involved with

other women because of his unrequited
love for Sequin. The picture comes
to exciting and surprising climax.
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Saigon
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake,

Douglas Dick, Wally Cassell, Morris

Carnovsky, Luis van Rooten, Luther

Adler.

CREDITS: Producer, P. J. Wolfson;

Director, Leslie Fenton; Photographer,

lohn Seitz.

Synopsis: Taut adventure tale with

a Far East background reflects the

drama in the lives of three flyer pals,

all from the China war zone, who as

their first civilian task upon being
honorably discharged from the service,

embark on a mysterious, and as it

turns out, sinister private mission to

Saigon from Shanghai. ^Vith them in

the excitement is a young woman, not
informative about herself or her past.

Secret Reyond the Door
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATION.AL
CAST: Joan Bennett, Michael Red-

grave, Anne Revere, Barbara O'Neill,

Natalie Schaefer, Risa Rey, Mark
Dennis.

CREDITS: Presented by Diana Pro-

ductions; Producer-Director, Fritz Lang.

Synopsis: Joan Bennett, heiress, mar-
ries Michael Redgrave, who brings her
to his New England ancestral home
where she learns he is a widower un-
der the cominance of his older sister

Anne Revere. He also collects rooms
in which murders have been com-
mitted. One of these rooms he re-

fuses to show her. When she finally

connives to enter it, sue finds it an
exact duplicate of her own and real-

izes that her husband is planning to

murder her. But she dissixades him
through psychoanalysis, proving to him
that his tortured mind results from
his sisters having locked him in his

room as a child.

Seven Keys to Raldpate
RKO RADIO

CAST: Phillip Terry, Jacqueline

White, Eduardo CianneUi, Margaret
Lindsay, Arthur Shields, Jason Ro-

bards.

CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;
Director, Lew Landers; Novel, Earl

Derr Biggers from dramatization by
George M. Cohan.

Synopsis: A lonely inn on a stormy
night. Seven mysterious characters

each with a different purpose. There
is murder at the inn over a division

of loot from a big jewel robbery.
Romance also intrudes between Mary
Jordan (Jacqueline White) in search
of adventure and Kenneth MaGee
(Phillip Terry) a mystery writer in

search of color. The latter two are

trapped by the crooks but are saved
when an eccentric hermit calls the po-
lice just in the nick of time.

The Trespasser
REPUBLIC

CAST: Dale Evans, Warren Doug-
las, Janet Martin, Douglas Fowley,
Adele Mara, Gregory Gay, Grant
Withers, William BakewelL

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Wil-
liam J. O'SulIivan; Director, George
Blair; Screenplay, Jerry Gruskin;
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Original Story, Jerry Sacklejn, Erwin
Gelsey; Cameraman, John Alton.

Synopsis: Janet Martin gets a job
as a newspaper woman and discovers,

accidentally, that a rare book bought
by a Mr. Bliss is actually a forgery.

She, \Varren Douglas and Douglas
Fowley try to track down the ring
which is operating through William
Bakewell, literary editor and brother
of Dale Evans. Evans is Fowley 's fi-

ancee. Bakewell is killed and E\ans
blames it on Fowley. This makes the
chase even more intense. Finally,

after several attempts are made on
Fowley's life, he, Douglas and Grant
Withers (a detective) catch up with
the girls in Gregory Gay's book store

as the girls confront Gay with the
forgery. After a gun-battle. Gay is

captured, Fowley is again in Evan's
good graces, and everyone is happy.

The Upturned Glass
UNiVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL-

J. Arthur Rank

CAST: James Mason, Rosamund
John, Pamela Kellino, Ann Stephens,

Breini O'Rourke and Henry Oscar.

CREDITS: Produced by Sydney Box,

James Mason; Director, Laurence
Huntington; Original Story, John P.

Monaghan; Screenplay, Pamela Kel-

lino, John P. Monaghan.

Synopsis: Renowned for his great

skill as a brain surgeon. Mason is

called upon to perform a major cere-

bral operation on a young child whose
life hangs on the success of the un-
dertaking. Meeting Miss John as the
child's mother, he senses an instant

attraction to her and falls in love

with her, surpassing his previous tri-

umphs to make the operation a suc-

cess. They see each other in clandes-

tine meetings and their secret is at

last found out by Miss Kellino, her
sister-in-law whose evil design is to de-

stroy Miss John's love for the doctor.

Kellino succeeds in driving Miss John
to suicide. Vowing vengeance, Mason
kills Kellino, ending his successful and
promising future when punishment is

inevitable for his crime.

Wyoming
REPUBLIC
CAST: William Elliott, Vera Rol-

ston, John Carroll, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Albert Dekker, Virginia Grey,

Mme. Maria Ouspenskoya, Grant
Withers.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Joseph

Kane; Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard,

Herald Geraghty; Cameraman, John

Alton.

Sytiopsis: William Elliott brings his

wife to "Wyoming" where she dies in

childbirth. Elliott decides to build a

cattle empire for his daughter. Vera
Ralston. She is taken to Europe for

her education by life-long friend Mme.
Maria Ouspenskaya. When they re-

turn, Elliott is in the middle of a

range war against homesteaders who
want the land Elliott has always con-

sidered his own. John Carroll, Elli-

ott's foreman, sides with them. Ral-

ston, in love with Carroll, goes with
him. At the last minute. Elliott,

realizing he is losing his daughter,

calls the war ,off and all tliree are

happily reunited.
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Captain From Castile
20TH-CE\TURY-FOX
CAST: Tyrone Power, Jean Peters,

Cesar Romero, John Sutton, Lee J.

Cobb, Antonio Moreno, Thomas Go-
mez, Alan Mowbray, Barbara Law-
rence.

CREDITS: Darryl F. Zanuck presen-

tation; Producer, Lamar Trotti; Direc-

tor, Henry King; Screenplay, Lamar
Trotti; From the novel by Samuel
Shellobarger.
Synopsis: A rich and lavish produc-

tion of the Samuel Shellabarger novel

opens when Tyrone Pouer. son of a

wealthy Spanish grandee, has a falling

out with John Sutton, an influential

nobleman. Forced to flee from Spain,

he joins the forces of Hernando Cor-
tez (Cesar Romero), who is exploring
the New World. Accompanying him
is Catana Perez (Jean Peters), a tavern
girl, who has fallen in love with him.
In the New World, he marries Catana,
and both of them take part in the ad-
ventures and discoveries which bring
about the conquest of Mexico and the
opening of North America to settle-

ment. Power is accused of stealing
Cortez' gold, and after proving his in-

nocence, meets Sutton again. Sutton
is killed, and Power, his conscience
clear, leads the vanguard of Cortez'
conquistadors into the kingdom of
Montezuma.

Desperate
RKO RADIO
CAST: Steve Brody, Audrey Long,

Raymond Burr, Douglas Fowley, Ja-

son Robards.
CREDITS: Producer, Michel Kraike;

Director, Anthony Mann; Screenplay,
Harry Essex.
Synopsis: Steve Randall, newly mar-

ried and just starting his own trucking
business, is called out on a night job
only to discover that it's the robberv
of a fur warehouse. He succeeds in

bringing police to the scene by flash-

ing his headlights. In the gunfight
that follows, the robbers escape but
force Steve (Steve Brody) to go with
them. Under threats that they will

torture and disfigure his young wife,

Anne (.Audrev Long), Steve agrees to

go to the police and confess that he
fired the shots which killed the police-

man On the way to the station he
succeeds in escaping He telephones
his wife to lioard the next outgoing
train on which he joins her, hoping
to get her to a safe hideout and then
tell the true story to the police. When
Anne reveals she is going to have a

baby, they decide to go to the farm
of her aunt and uncle in the Midwest.
Once there, Steve goes to the nearest

police station and tells his story. Of-
ficer Ferrari insiruds Steve to forget

the entire matter. It is his plan to

use Steve as bait to bring the crooks

out of hiding. The plan works anil

when the crooks finalh catch up with
Ste\e they are ambushed bv the detec-

tive and shot to death in a thrilling

gun battle.

Dick Tracy vs. The
Gruesome Gang
RKO RADIO
CAST: Ralph Byrd, Boris Karloff,

Anne Gwynne, June Clayworth, Lyle

Latell.

CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;
Executive Producer, Sid Rogell; Di-

rector, Jack Rffwlins; Screenplay, Jef-

ferson While, Eric Taylor.
Synopsis: Gruesome (Boris Karloff),

a criminal, is picked up bv the police

as a drunk after inhaling gas in a

friend's laboratorv. Dick Tracy (Ralph
Byrd) and Pat Patton (Lyle Latell).

Tracy's assistant, are called. While
Pat has his back turned, the "corpse"
revives, slugs Pat and returns to his

friends. The fact that he was believed

dead convinces Gruesome of the pos-

sibilities of gas. He and a gang, headed
by a discredited doctor, use it to rob
a bank. The robbery is witnessed by
Tess Trueheart (.Anne Gwynne), who
calls the police, but the bandits escape
before Tracy arrives on the scene.

Back at headquarters the police chem-
ist finds that the gas used in the rob-

bery is a completely new discovery.

He gets Tracy to interview a specialist

and Tracy learns that the specialist

has been missing for 12 hours. The
detective learns where the specialist is

imprisoned and through a clever mas-
querade, kills Gruesome and rounds
up the rest of the gang.

Green Grass of Wyoming
(TECHNICOLOR)
20TH CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Peggy Cummins, Charles Co-

burn, Lloyd Nolan, Burl Ives, Robert

Arthur.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Bassler;

Director, Louis King; Screenplay,

Martin Berkeley; Based on the novel

by Mary O'Hara.
Synopsis: Peggy Cummins, daughter

of Charles Coburn, is in love with Rob-
ert .Arthur who lives on an adjoining

ranch. Robert is the owner of Crown
Jewel, a horse he intends to race in the

trotting stakes. In the meantime, Co-

burn is enraged at Robert's father,

Lloyd Nolan, because Nolan's stallion,

Thunderhead, has been stealing Co-

burn's mares. Eventually, Thunder-
head even steals Crown Jewel from the

corral, with Robert finally catching

up with the pair in the hills. Crown
Jewel goes through a siege of illness

after her escapade, and by the follow-

ing Spring is mended again. At the

Fair grounds, Robert is not anxious

to race against Coburn. since he hates

to beat him because of Peggy and the

regard she has for her father. Coburn
wins tlie first heat, and Robert wins

the second. During the third. Crown
Jevvel. at first in the lead, pulls up
and is out of the contest. Coburn
^vins, but Robert is happy, since the

reason for Crown Jewel's faltering in

the stretch is that he is carrying Thun-
derhead' foal, a future champion of

the turf.

The Man From Texas
EAGLE-LION
CAST: James Craig, Lynn Bari,

Johnnie Johnston, Una Merkel, Sara
Allgood, Wally Ford, Harry Daven-
port, Victor Cutler, Reed Hadley.
CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Fields;

Director, Leigh Jason; Screenplay,

Joseph Fields, Jerome Chodorov; Stage

Play, E. B. Ginty.

Sxnopis: James Craig, the El Paso

Kid. and Lynn Bari have been mar-

ried for eight years in the Texas of

18.50. However, having been married
by a justice of the peace, they want
very much to be re-married in a re-

ligious ceremony. But every time they

gather with their friends for the cere-

mony, something happens to interrupt

it. like a posse coming for Craig and
his pal, the singing troubadour, John-
nie Johnston. Craig plans to go
straight and attempts to borrow money
from Harry Dayenport, the local

banker, to finance a business. Every-
thing goes smoothly, until later, when
Craig needs more money to expand,
and he plans another robbery, which
he promises will take place some dis-

tance away, not to sully his new repu-
tation for honesty. The robbery is

successfid, but the tender-hearted
Craig turns all the money over to Una
Merkel. a jjenniless widovy, who needs
it. Later, Craig is arrested after his

betrayal to the law by an ex-partner,

but while being taken to prison foils

an attempted holdup of the coach in

which he is being taken. He calmly
allows himself to be taken to prison,

although he could easily have escaped.
.As a result of this action, the news-
papers start a campaign for his re-

lease, and the governor lowers his

sentence to a year and a day. On
Craig's release, he returns home to

find all his friends waiting with a

minister, who marries him to Miss
Bari in the religious ceremony which
they have both wanted for so long.

Mystery Island
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Roddy McDowell.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Par-

sons; Based on Jules Verne novel.
Synopsis: Jules Verne fictioir classic,

brought to the screen for the first

time, concerns the adventures of five

castaways on a Pacific isle.

rVorth of Nome
(CINECOLOR)
ALLIED ARTISTS

CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dun-

lap; Based on a story by Jack Lon-

don.
Synopsis: A saga of the rampaging

North where ruthless men and reck-

less women revert to almost primitive

savagery in their fierce struggle for

Alaska's fabulous wealth.

Panamint City
(CINECOLOR)
ALLIED ARTISTS
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Nas-

sour; Original Story, Charles King.
Synopsis: Outdoor saga of the fabu-

lous silver town of Panamint City at

the turn of the century.

Panhandle
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Rod Cameron, Cathy

Downs.
CREDITS: Producers, John C. Cham-

pion, Blake Edwards; Screenplay,

John C. Champion, Blake Edwards.
Synopsis: Rod Cameron comes out

of hiding in Mexico to enter the Pan-
handle after the Civil War, when the

area is dominated by outlaws, to

avenge the murder of his brother. He
finds romance in his search for the

murderer, and clears the Panhandle
of desperadoes in tracking down his

man.

Prince Valiant
EAGLE-LION
CREDITS: Producer, Leonard Pick-

er; Based on the cartoon strip by
Harold Foster.

The Quest of Willie
Hunter
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Don Castle, Peggy

Knudsen.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack 'Wrather;

Director, Jack Bemhard; Screenplay.

Richard Wormser.
Synopsis: A wealthy yacht owner

takes his wife, beautiful secretary and
partner on an adventurous cruise to

a small island aboard his 130-ft. yacht.

Don Castle, ex-sailor, takes passage

on the yacht to seek revenge on a

trader on the island, who was respon-

sible for the death of his Marine
brother during the war. Romance,
mystery and suspense lead up to the

surprise climax on the island.

Sixteen Fathoms Deep
MONOGRAM
CREDITS: Producers, Irving Allen-

James Burkett; Director, Irving Allen.

Synopsis: .Adventure story to be
filmed at Florida's Tarpon Springs,

with its famous sponge-diving colony.

Filnr to be in .Ansco-color.

Summer Lightning
(TECHNICOLOR)
20TH CENTURY-FOX
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* ACTIO]\ *

CAST: Lon McCallister. June Hover,

Walter Brenncm, Anne Revere, Rob-

ert Karnes, Natalie Wood, Henry
Hull, Tom TuUy.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Moros-

co; Director, F. Hugh Herbert; Screen-

play, F. Hugh Herbert; From the novel

by George Agnew Chamberlain.
Sxnopsis: Lon McCallister, a farm

boy, is left alone with his stepmother
and half-brother when his father takes

off for parts unknown. Taking a job

with a neighboring farmer, Lon be-

comes the owner of a pair of recalci-

trant mules, the price of which he is

paying off at $5.00 per week. He also

falls in love with June Haver, the

daughter of his employer. With the

help of friend, Walter Brennan, Lon.
who is the only one who can handle
the mules, gets a job hauling logs,

which will permit himy to pay off the
debt sooner. But his stepbrother and
June's father are in cahoots to get

the mules back from him. They al-

most succeed in getting them away,
but Lon with the help of the mules
defeats his enemies, and also wins the
fair June as his future bride.

Tarzan and the
Mermaids
RKO RADIO LESSER
CAST: Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda

Joyce, Linda Christian, John Laurenz.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Di-

rector, Robert Florey.

Synopsis: The most ambitious and

spectacular of all "Tarzans" to date,

with three score jungle "mermaids" in

eye-filling swimming and diving scenes

that will heighten the adult appeal of

this popular series. The story, filmed

largely in Mexico, in and around Aca-

pulco. relates Tarzan'-s breath-taking

rescue of a beautiful girl from a mythi-

cal hidden kingdom on the African

Wild Harvest
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour,

Robert Preston, Lloyd Nolon, Dick

Erdman, Allen Jenkins, Will Wright,

Griff Harnett, Anthony Caruso, Karen

Marsh, Bill Meader, Waller Sande,

Bob Kortman, Frank Scully, Gaylor

Pendleton.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows;

Director, Tay Garnett; Original Story,

Houston Branch; Screenplay, John

Monks, Jr.; Cameraman, Johnny Seitz.

Synopsis: In an action-crammed saga

of the wheat harvest from Texas to

Canada, Joe Madigan (Alan Ladd),

leader of a combine crew, constantly

clashes with pleasure-seeking Jim Davis

(Bob Preston), his long-time friend

and co-worker. They meet ruthless

and ambitious Fay Rankin (Dorothy

Lamour), who falls in love with Madi-

gan but marries Davis. In a whirl-

wind climax, the combine crew is

chased by irate farmers. Madigan and

Davis fight to a showdown—and Fay

loses both men.

w

1

-T

VICTOR YOUNG

Conductor

Composer

'Iŵ

AUBREY SCHENCK
Eagle-Lion Films
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MusledMcst^^
Black Hills
PRC

CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates,

Shirley Patterson, Terry Frost, Andy
" Parker and the Plainsmen.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas;

Director, Ray Taylor; Original Screen-

play, Joseph Poland.

Synopsis: Eddie Dean and his side-

kick, Roscoe Ates, uncover the gang

which has murdered a rancher and has

stolen the gold which he disco\ered.

Check Your Guns
PRC

CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates.

George Chesebro, Nancy Gates, Andy

Parker and the Plainsmen.

CREDITS: Producer, Jeny Thomas.

Synopsis: Eddie Dean and his side-

kick, Roscoe Ates, discover that the

pleasant little town of Red Gap is

being run without benefit of laiv and

order. After several lawless killings,

they round up the gang which is re-

sponsible, and bring them to justice.

Eddie Dean Westerns
(FOUR)

PRC

CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas.

The Fighting Kansan
PRC

CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas.

The Gay Ranchero
(TRUCOLOR)
REPUBLIC
CAST: Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee,

Andy Devine, Bob Nolan and the

Sons oi the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ed-

ward J. White; Director, William Wit-

ney.

Synopsis: Roy Rogers, lighting yoiuig

sheriff, is called in when commercial

airplanes belonging to Jane Frazee

disappear while on their regular runs.

Roy, with the aid of Frazee's right-

hand man. Andy De\ine, disco\ers that

a gang is tr\ing to ruin the airline

and a health resort run 1)\ llie Sons
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of the Pioneers in order to buv them

cheaplv. Rov sets a trap for the gang

and succeeds in recovering the planes

and destroving the gang.

Las Vegas Lady
PRC

CREDITS: Producer. Ruth Harbert.

On the Old Spanish Trail

(TRUCOLOR)

REPUBLIC

CAST: Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar,

Jane Frazee, Andy Devine, Estelita

Rodnguez, Charles McGraw, Fred

Graham, the Sons of the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ed-

ward J. White; Director, William Wit-

ney; Screenplay, Sloan Nibley; Orig-

inal Story, Gerald Geraghty; Camera-

man, Jack Marto.

Synopsis: Roy Rogers is told that

the note he co-signed for the "Pio-

neers" can't be paid. He visits them

at their show and finds a series of

robberies have given the show a bad

name resulting in a poor showing at

the box-office. Tito Guizar follows the

show because he wants to be near

Jane Frazee. the star. He is suspected

of the crimes while the real criminals,

the business agent Charles McGraw

and his right hand man Fred Graham,

the show's gun and knife artist, plan

more crimes. Rogers, with the aid

of Constable .\ndy Devine, foils their

plans and captures the crooks. The

reward pays off the note and the show's

name is cleared.

Robinhood of Texas
REPUBLIC

CAST: Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts,

Sterling Holloway, Adele Mara, James

Cardwell, John Kellogg, Ray Walker.

Cass County Boys.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sid-

ney P cker; Director, Lesley Selander;

Original Screenplay, John K. Butler.

Earle Snell; Cameraman, William

Brad'oid.

Synopsis: Gene Aiitrv and the Cass

CouniN Boys, in need of spare change,

take a singing job outside a store that

is opposite a bank. When the Ijank

is robbed, thev are lield as accom-

plices. They receive a telegram which

the police believe to be a code mes-

sage. They're released and followed

to a ranclr that Gene turns into a

dude ranch. One of the real robbers

double-crosses his pals and hides away

at the ranch which brings the police

and the rest of the gang into direct

contact. .\utry, finding himself in-

\ol\ed. even deeper than before

finallv shoots it out with the robbers,

captures the leader and the loot and

clears himself with the police.

Shadow Valley
I'RC

CAST: Eddie Dean. Roscoe Ates.

Jennifer Holt, George Chesebro. Andy

Parker and the Plainsmen.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas;

Director, Ray Taylor; Original Screen-

play, Arthur Sherman.

Synopsis: Eddie Dean and his side-

kick, Roscoe Ates, capture the killer

of Rancher Bob Woodward and save

the ranch for his daughter, Jennifer

Holt.

Springtime in the
Sierras

(TRUCOLOR)

REPL'BLIC

CAST: Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee.

Andy Devine, Stephanie Bachelor, Hal

Landon, Harry V. Cheshire, Sons of

the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ed-

ward J. White; Original Screenplay.

A. Sloan Nibley; Cameraman, Jack

Marta.

Synopsis: Roy Rogers, on delivering

a herd of horses to the Lazy W Ranch,

finds it has been taken over by Ste-

phanie Bachelor and her crew. While

there, Rogers learns from the old game

warden that illegal slaughtering has

been going on. Rogers' boyhood sweet-

heart, Jane Frazee, fears her brother

is mixed up with the gang. Rogers,

with the aid of .\ndy Devine, investi-

gates and discovers that Bachelor and

her crew are the culprits. Frazee's

brother, Hal Landon, tips off Bachelor

and almost causes Rogers' death. The

Sons of the Pioneers rescue Rogcvs

who. in turn, rounds up the gang.

The Strawberry Roan
(CINECOLOR)

COLUMBIA

CAST: Gene Autry, Gloria Henry,

Jock Holt, Dxk Jones, Pat Buttram,

John McGuire, Eddie Parker, Jach

Ingram, Eddie Wa'.ier, Ted Mapes.

CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schaef-

er; Director, John EngUsb.

Synopsis: Dick Jones begs his stern

father. Jack Holt, to give him a wild

horse they just captured, a magnificent

roan stallion, Champion. When the

roan promptly throws the boy, crip-

pling him, Holt orders the colt killed

hut his foreman. Gene .Autry, aided

l)v Bailey's daughter, Gloria Henry,

lets the roan escape. The horse is

cornered on a high cliff and leaps

rather than be captured again. All

are satisfied that the animal is dead

except Gene who finds him badly in-

jured but alive at the cliff's bottom.

Finding Dick in a wheel chair with no

will to live, for his only interest lies

in the stallion. Gene nurses the horse

back to health, planning to gentle the

stallion for Dick to ride him. How-

ever, Holt discovers the stallion still

lives and Gene is forced to take the

horse to another hideaway. To com-

plicate matters, Gloria's mare. Sweet-

heart, follows Champion. Holt, furi-

ous, charges .\utry with rustling and

the sheriff posts a reward for Gene.

During their flight. Sweetheart, with

foal by Champion, is chased by wolves

and jumps into an icy lake. Gene,

sneaking to the ranch for medicine, is

seen bv Holt who organizes a posse.

Gloria and Dick find Gene first and

urge him to surrender, especially since

the mare's colt is already born and

the roan broken in; but Gene refuses

and. giving Dick the roan, leaves. The

boy mounts the horse and rides him

beautifully. Just then. Holt and the

posse sight Dick on the roan and,

thinking Dick is Autry, shoot and

wound him. Gene, hearing the shot,

returns to find the boy only slightly

hurt. Holt admits he has been a fool

and asks .\utry to return as his fore-

man, and also to give Dick the colt,

which is its father's image, for by

the time the colt is big enough to ride.

Dick will be well again.
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Albuquerque
(CINECOLOR)
PARAMOUNT-CLARION PRO-
DUCTION
CAST: Randolph Scott, Barbara

Britton George "Gabby" Hayes, Rus-

sell Hayden, Catherine Craig, Lon

Chaney, George Cleveland, Karo^yn

Grimes, Russell Simpson, Barna.d

Nedell, Jody Gilbert, Dan White, Say-

lor Vincent.

CREDITS: Director, Ray Enright;

Screenplay, Gene Lewis; From novel

by Luke Short; Cameraman, Fred

Jackmon, Ir.

Synopsis: John Armin (George Cleve-

land) operates an ore freight line in

1878. Cole Armin (Randolph Scott)

arrives in Albuquerque to find his

uncle a crook who has held up a stage

and robbed Celia Wallace (Catherine

Craig) of SIO.OOO which was to help

her brother, Ted (Russell Hayden),
start a freight business. ,\rmin is out

to crush the young up-and-coming
rival company. Cole recovers the

mone) and becomes a partner of Ted's.

Cole, Ted and their head driver, Juke,

a bewhiskered cowpoke (George "Gab-

by" Hayes), get a contract for hauling
ore from a mine located ujj a steep

mountain. Armin tries everything in

his power to stop this, and almost does,

with the aid of his hoodlums, headed
by Murkil (Lon Chaney). Cole and
his followers go through killings and
fist fights before they make good and
wipe out Armin and his gang. Mean-
while. Letty Tyler (Barljara Britton),

imported to be planted in the ^Vallace

office to supply Armin with the Wal-
lace operations, has a change of heart

and goes to the good side. Cole and
Celia fall in love. .So do Ted and
Lett\.

Along the Oregon Trail
(TRUCOLOR)
REPIBLIC
CAST: Monte Hale, Adrian Booh,

Clayton Moore, Roy Barcroit, Max
Terhune.

Credits: Associate Producer, Mel-

ville Tucker; Director, R. G. Spring-

steen; Original Screenplay, Earle

Snell; Cameraman, Alfred S. Keller.

Syuapsis: Monte Hale and Kit Car-

son plan to lead an expedition, headed
by John Freemont. to California. This
is under government authorization.

Clayton Moore plans to set up his own
empire in the western territory and
wants to stop Hale's expedition.

.Adrian Booth comes west ' to marry
Moore. In a series of gun battles.

plots and counter-plots. Hale finally

is able to destroy Moore's gang and
his plans and wins Booth for himself.

Buckaroo from Poi;vder
River
f;OLUMBIA
CAST: Charles Starrelt, Smiley
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Burnette, Eve Miller, Paul Campbeil.
Doug Coppin, Forrest Taylor, Casey
McGregor, Frank McCarroU.
CREDITS: Producer, Colbert Clark;

Director, Ray Nazarro.
Synopsis: Forrest Taylor and his

two sons, Paul Campbell ai",d Casey
McGregor, send for Frank McCarroll,
a profe^sionad killer, to kill his step-

son, Do. g Coppin, who rebels against

joining them in robberies. Charles
Starrett overhears McCarroll reading
the offer from Taylor, gets the letter

and presents himself to Tucker as

the killer in question. He is taken

in by the family and convinces every-

one but Campbell that he is the killer.

To convince even Campbell, he stages

a phony killing of Copjain, in reality

just getting him out of the way. Eve
Miller, Coppin's girl, hides him in her
house, and, while there, he tells Star-

rett that his family. plans to float a

number of territorial bonds which
they have printed themselves, Starrett

and Coppin steal all the bonds and the

printing presses from Tucker's house,

but Starrett is discovered by Paul

Campbell and kills him to escape. Mc-
Carroll, the bona fide killer, arrives,

and, in an attempt to murder his im-

personator, is killed himself. Tucker
and his son are killed and Starrett

rides off leaving Doug and Eve free

to marry.

Duel in the Sun
(TECHNICOLOR)
SELZNICK IN lERNATION.AL
PICTURE
FEATURING: Jennifer Jones, Greg-

ory Peck, Joseph Gotten, Lionel Barry-

more. Herbert Marshall, Lillian Gish,

Walter Huston, Charles Bickford, Tilly

Losch, Otto Kruger, Harry Carey, Sid-

ney Blackmer, Scott McKay, Butterfly

McQueen.
CREDITS: Producer, David O. Selz-

nick; Director, King Vidor; Screen-

play, David O. Sehnick; Cameramen,
Lee Garmes, Hal Rosson, Ray Renna-

han.
Synopsis: "Duel in the Sun" is the

story of Spanish Bit. a cattle empire

in southwest Texas in the 1880's. Sen-

:itor McCanles, whose ruthlessness has

built this powerful domain, watches

belligerently as the railroads approach

the West. His wife, Laura Belle,

gently reared in New Orleans, had
married him because he represented

security. But she had never forgotten

her girlhood romance with her dis-

tant cousin, Scott Chavez, a reckless

young Southern aristocrat. Senator

and Mrs, McCanles seem hopelessly

at odds with each otiier. Laura Belle

is a frustrated, brandy-sipping woman
who is repelled by the harsh frontier

life. Their two .sons, Jesse and Lewt,

are extensions of the differences be-

tween them. Jesse, the elder, as a

Harvard graduate lawyer, reflects the

gentility of his mother. Lewt, on the

other hand, has all the flashing reck-

lessness of the Senator without his

desire foi lasling puwer. Into this

home of conflict comes the half-breed

daugliter of Ljura Belle's former fiance,

Scott Chavez. Pearl Chavez is the

sensuous fiery daughter of her dancing
Indian mother. But she has the desire

to be an aristocrat like her father.

Both of the brothers fall in love with

her. She is strangely attracted to

Lewt, however. When Jesse is ordered

off the ranch because he sides with

the oncoming railroaders, she tries to

get Lewt to marry her, but he can't

see being "tied down," In a rage,

because of his coolness, she imme-
diatelv turns her attention to the

ranchforeman, Sam Pierce, Lewt kills

Pierce and as a result he becomes an

outlaw. He .shoots his brother when
Jesse tries to be kind to Pearl. The
infuriated countryside is joined by

airother hunter as Pearl rides out to

seek Lewt.

Gun La^v
PRC
CAST: "Lash" La Rue, Al "Fuzzy"

St. John.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas.

Citunfighters
(CINECOLOR)
COLUMBIA
CAST: Randolph Scott, Barbara

« Britton, Dorothy Hart, Bruce Cabot.

Charley Grapewin, Steven Geray,
Forrest Tucker, Charles Kemper,
Grant Withers.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Joe

Brown; Director, George Waggner;
Screenplay, Alan Le May; Adapted
from Zane Grey's novel, "Twin Som-
breros."

Synopsis: Randolph Scott lays aside

his guns forever when he is forced to

shoot his best friend in a duel. He
plans to join another friend, who works
at In.skip Ranch, but finds that buddv
murdered iqaon his arrival. He car-

ries the body to a neighboring rancli

and is accused of tbe murder by Grift

Barnett, owner of the ranch, who or-

ders Deputy Sheriff Grant Withers,

in Barnett's pay, to arrest Scott, hint-

ing that he musn't reach jail alive.

Dorothy Hart, Barnett's daughter, feels

sympathetic towards Scott, and noti-

fies Charley Grapewin, Inskip's owner,
of the frame-up. He arrives in time

to prevent a hanging and Scott is freed

by Sheriff Charles Kemper for lack

of evidence. Scott, now working for

Grapewin, discovers that Barbara Brit-

ton, Hart's sister, is implicated in the

murder. Barbara, in love with Bruce
Cabot, her father's foreman, knows
that Cabot committed the murder and
makes a play for Scott to throw him
ofi: the trail, but he is already attracted

to Dorothy. John Miles, who also

vvorks at Inskip, is shot when he sur-

prises a gang of rustlers, and Scott

realizes tliat his friend was murdered
for the same reason. Cabot, worried
at Scott's investigations, murders Grape-
win and tries to run Scott out of town.

Scott forgets his oath and, taking

Grapewin's guns, sets out to avenge
the murders. Meanwhile, Cabot con-

fesses to Barbara that he killed Scott's

friend for the friend recognized her

father in a cattle raid. When Barbara
discovers that her father is trying to

squeeze out all the smaller ranchers,

she becomes conscience-stricken and
tells the whole story to Scott and Hart.

In a final showdown battle, Scott kills

Cabot, sends Grift Barnett off to jail

and he and Dorothy set out for Cali-

fornia.

Moppy's Holiday
UNITED .\R I ISTS

FEATURING: William Boyd, Andy
Clyde, Rand Brooks, Mary Ware.
CREDITS: Producer, Lewis Rachmil;

Director, George Archainbaud; Screen-

play, J. Benton Cheney, Bennett

Cohen, Ande Lamb; Based on char-

acters created by Clarence E. Mul-

ford; Original Story, Ellen Corby,

Cecile Kramer.
Synopsis: Main need of a holiday

after a cattle-punching season at their

Bar-20 Ranch, Hopalong Cassidy (Wil-

liam Boyd), California (.Andy Clyde)

and Lucky (Rand Brooks) ride into

Mesa City in search of relaxation. A
trio of gangsters blows the town's safe,

and California's suitcase of clothes

becomes switched with the suitcase

containing the stolen money. Califor-

nia is jailed, but Hopalong sets a

trap and the robbers are caught.

"Lash" La Rue Westerns
(TWO)
PRC
CAST: "Lash" La Rue, Al "Fuzzy"

St. John.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas.

Last Days of Boot Hill
COLUMBIA
CAST: Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur-

nette, Virginia Hunter, Paul Campbell,

Mary Newton, Bill Free.

CREDITS: Producer, Colbert Clark;

Director, Ray Nazarro.

Synopsis: In Sunset Pass, a grave is

marked with the name of the Durango

Kid, who is still very much alive under

the name of Steve Duncan (Charles

Starrett). .Along with Smiley (Smiley

Burnette), he is trying to locate flOO,-

000 in gold coins stolen from the gov-

ernment and hidden by the late For-

rest Brent. Brent's widow (Mary New-

ton) and her brother. Reed Brokaw

(Bill Free), arrive to take over the

Brent ranch. At the same time Paula

(Virginia Hunter), Brent's daughter

by a first marriage, arrives in town

with her sweetheart, Frank Raeburn

(Paul Campbell), to make a claim that
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her father's estate belongs rightfullv

to her. Paula and Frank try to make
a settlement with Mrs. Brent, whose
reply is an attempt to kill Paula.
Only the sudden arrivals of Steve

Duncan saves Paula. With Smiley's

assistance, Steve discovers the govern-
ment's gold hidden on the ranch;

and Mrs. Brent is given a long jail

term. Paula receives title to the ranch
and she and Frank decide to marrv
and settle there.

The Last Roimd-lJp
' COLUMBIA

CAST: Gene Autry, Jean Heather,
Ralph Morgan, Carol Thurston, Mark
Daniels, Bobby Blake, Russ 'Vincent,

George Fisher.

CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schae-
ier; Director, John English.
Synopsis: When Mesa City announces
lans to build an aqueduct from the

river bordering an Indian reservation,

the Indians, and ranchers in the ad-

joining valley, protest realizing their

land will be useless without water.
Gene Autry, friend of the Indians
and a cattle rancher, forces the city

officials to guarantee the Indians bet-

ter land if the cattlemen will sell the
water rights. The ranchers favor the
deal for the money will enable them
to pay off money borrowed from Ralph
Morgan and his son, Mark Daniels,
who are opposed to this, for they hope
to starve out the debtors and acquire
the lands as the notes come due. Jean
Heather, young school teacher, mis-
understands Gene's motives and per-
suades her father, a rancher, not to

sell his water rights, defeating the
entire project. The Indians, too. are
hesitant but Gene finally wins them
o\er. Mark Daniels, seeking to dis-

rLipt relations between the Indians
and the aqueduct officials, arranges an
incident in which several Indians are
injured" and Gene is made to appear

the guilty one. As a result. Gene's
friendship with Russ Vincent, a young,
educated Indian is broken. Mean-
while, Jean, realizing Autry's motives
are honest, persuades her father to

sell, but Morgan attaches his proprety.
G€ne and the other ranchers determine
to pool their cattle, drive them to

market and sell them to save Jean's
father and themselves from financial

ruin. Vincent, believing Gene an
enemy, leads his tribe in a raid on the
cattle, during which his son is killed.

The cattle are successfully brought to

market and Morgan paid, but the tribe

threatens Gene for the murder of

Vincent's son. Vincent, however, learns
the truth and, after rescuing .\utrY,

heads for a showdown with Morgan.
Before Gene arrives, Vincent is killed,

but the killer is brought to justice

and the aqueduct goes ihrough.

Marshal of Cripple Creek
REPUBLIC
CAST: Allan Lane, Bobby Blake,

Martha Wentworfh, Trevor Bardette.

Tom London, Roy Barcroit, Gene
Stutenroth.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sid-

ney Picker; Director, R. G. Spring-

steen; Screenplay, Earle Snell; Based
on Fred Harmon's famous NEA comic
strip; Cameraman, William Bradford.
Synopsis: Trevor li:irdelte brings his

family to town to make his fortune

quickly. He's drawn into a holdup
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and sentenced to prison, .\llan Lane.
Red Ryder, and .Martha Wentworth,
The Duchess, try to make Bardette's
wife and son comfortable. Lane figur-

ing to give the youngster a job. How-
ever, the lad is sure his father's scheme
is the right one . . . make money fast.

Gene Stutenroth, head of the gang,
wants to get rid of Lane so he sends
word to Bardette that Lane is abusing
the kid. Bardette breaks jail and finds
out the truth— that his son has taken
up with the gang. He beats some
sense into the kid's head. In another
robbery of an ore wagon Bardette
comes to aid Lane and is killed while
Lane cleans up the gang.

Montana
E.\GLE-LION

CREDITS: Producer, Bryan Foy;
Original Screenplay, Earl Rett.

Northwest Stampede
(CINECOLOR)
EAGLE LION
CAST: Joan Leslie, James Craig,

Jack Oakie, Chill Wills.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Da-
vid Hersh; Producer-Director, Albert

S. Rogell; Screenplay, Art Arthur and
Lillie Hayward; Suggested by "Sat-

urday Evening Post" piece, "Wild
Horse Round-Up," by Jean Muir.

Red Stallion
(CINECOLOR)
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Ted Donaldson, Robert Paige,

Noreen Nash, Jane Darwell, Guy
Kibbee.

CREDITS: Producer, Ben Stoloff; Di-

rector, Lesley Selander; Original

Screenplay, Robert Kent.
Synopsis: Ted Donaldson, learning

that his grandmother's ranch is going
to be sold for debts, sadly decides to

raise cash by selling his pet red stal-

lion, which he has raised from birth.

The racehorse owner he approaches
turns down the horse through his

trainer, Noreen Nash, but to sooth the
blow, tells Ted that whenever the

stallion can beat his prize racehorse,

he will buy the animal for f25,000.
Secretly, Ted brings the stallion to

the track every night, to train him for

the race. The week before the race,

the stallion is badly mauled by a

bear, but in spite of his wounds beats

the racehorse. Grandma, Jane Dar-
well, sells the racehorse owner the

idea of paying the .125,000, but in

addition, letting Ted retain a half

interest in the horse, so that the boy
may keep his pet in addition to getting

the money he needs.

Relentless
(TECHNICOLOR)
COLUMBIA
CAST: Robert Young, Marguerite

Chapman, Willard Parker, Akim To-

miroff. Barton MacLane, Mike Ma-
zurki, Robert Barrat, Clem Evans.

CREDITS: Producer, Eugene B. Rod-

ney; Director, George Sherman;
Screenplay, Winston Miller; Based on

a story by Kenneth Perkins.

Synopsis: Frank Fenton and Barton

.MacLane murder two old desert pros-

pectors who have just struck it rich.

They steal the map to the claim, each

taking half of the paper and planning

to meet after tliev escape. Suspicion

points at Robert Young who had just
arrived in town with a mare about
to drop a foal by Volcano, a great

thoroughbred racehorse. He has only
one interest—to get the mare into the
sunshine and long grass by the time
she foals. He is befriended by Mar-
guerite Chapman, who drives a covered
wagon general store through the coun-
tryside. Unaware of the murders.
Young sets out and runs into a snow-
storm during which his mare foals,

and the mare is barely on her feet

when Fenton comes along and steals

her. Young follows and kills Fenton
when the mare dies in the snow. He
is found by MacLane who has been
trailing Fenton to murder him and
get the other half of the map. Mac-
Lane tells him he has killed one of a
dangerous clan and advises him to

clear out, promising to take the body
into town and tell the Sheriff the real

story. Young leaves and meets Mar-
guerite, who hides him when Sheriff'

Willard Parker informs her Young
is wanted for murder. Realizing Mac-
Lane has double-crossed him. Young
sets out to prove his innocence, leav-

ing the colt with Marguerite. After
months of searching, he is cornered
and wounded by a posse, but makes his

way into Akim Tamiroffi's saloon,

bribing Tamiroff to hide him by pre-

tending to know the mine's location.

Tamiroff and his henchman, Mike Ma-
zurki, slug Young and set out to find

the mine themselves. Marguerite
rescues Young and sets him on the

trail of MacLane, whom he corners

at the mine. However, Tamiroff is

also there and shoots MacLane and
is about to murder Young when the

sheriff arrives and Young is cleared

by MacLane's deathbed confession.

Return of the Radmen
RKO RADIO
CAST: Randolph Scott, Anne Jef-

freys, Robert Ryan, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Jacquehne White.

CREDITS: Executive Producer. Jack

J. Gross; Producer, Nat Holt; Director,

Ray Enright; Screenplay, Jack Natte-

lord, Luci Ward.
Synopsis: A story of the great Okla-

homa "Land Rush" with all the

"sooners" (original inhabitants) hav-
ing to evacuate the Territory and take

their place with the "boomers" (out-

siders). Pettit (George Hayes) pre-

pares to close up his bank, assisted

by his daughter, Madge (Jacqueline
White), pretty widow of one of the

Territory's short-lived peace officers.

Vance Cordell (Randolph Scott) plans
to take part in the rush, strike a claim
in the city of Guthrie, then marry
Madge ancl go to California to live.

Badmen from all over the territory

swoop down and rob Pettit's bank.
Tlie rest of the story is takeir up with
the efforts of Vance and the better

element to roust the bad men who are

robbing and looting at random. .'Vt

long last the way is clear for Vance
and Madge to get married and head
for California.

Return of the Lash
PRC
CAST: "Lash" LaRue, Al "Fuzzy"

St. John, George Chesebro.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Thomas.
Synopsis: "Lash" LaRue. who has

* WESTERIM *

been summoned by his old sidekick,

Al "Fuzzy" St. John, to help clean up
the town which has been taken over

by badmen, arrives and uncovers evi-

dence to convict George Chesebro and
his henchmen of robbery, murder and
about every other crime in the book.
After cleaning up the town, "Lash"
LaRue and Al "Fuzzy" St. John set

off for more adventures.

Riders of the Lone Star
COLUMBIA
CAST: Charles Sfarrett. Smiley Bur-

nette, Virginia Hunter, Steve DarrelL
Edmund Cobb, Mark Dennis, Lane
Bradford, Ted Mapes, George Chese-
bro.

CREDITS: Producer, Colbert Clark;

Director, Derwin Abrahams.
Synopsis: Charles Starrett, the Du-

rango Kid, is a Texas Ranger investi-

gating events at the Golden Rock mine
owned by Virginia Hunter. His side-

kick. Smiley Burnette, accidentally

falls down a mine shaft and lands on
a corpse, and, while the two men
examine' the corpse, a masked rider,

firing a rifle from the hip, shoots at

them. Legend has it that Dusty Mor-
ton, a noted outlaw of a decade be-

fore, handled his rifle this way. Later,

Charles and Smiley meet Mark Dennis,

14-year-old son of Diisty Morton, who
is iDeing cared for by George Chesebro,

who hides the fact that his father

was an outlaw. Meanwhile, the out-

laws launch a full attack upon the

mine which is dispersed only upon
the arrival of Starrett. As the bandits

flee, one of them drops a torn slip of

paper showing that they are after

,|50,000 worth of loot hidden some-
where in the mine by Morton. The
other half of the torn paper is given

Dennis by Chesebro, who tells him his

father wanted him to have it. Upon
reading the paper, the lad leaves for

the mine but is tied up by gunmen
who steal the paper. Starrett finds

the youngster who tells him where the

money is hidden. The rest of the

party arrive at the mine just as Star

rett chases the outlaws and finds the

hidden cache. Suddenly, the mys-
terious masked rider appears and
shoots Chesebro, who. with his dying

breath, confesses that he is Dusty

Morton and the masked figure imper-

sonating him is revealed as a saloon-

keeper who once belonged to the

Morton gang. The money is returned

to Wells-Fargo, the gang rounded up
and Dennis receives the reward monev
for his education.

Rustlers of Devil's
Canyon
REPUBLIC
CAST: Allan Lane, Bobby Blake.

Martha Wentworth, Peggy Stewart,

Arthur Space, Emmett Lynn, Roy Bar-

croff, Tom London, Harry Carr.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sid-

ney Picker; Director, R. G. Spring-

steen; Screenplay, Earle Snell; Based
on Fred Harmon's NEA comic strip;

Cameraman, William Bradford.

Sy7ropsis: After the Spanish-Ameri-

can War, .Mian Lane, Red Rvder, le
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turns home and finds that cattle rust-

lers are raiding the ranches. The
doctor, Arthur Space, is the head of

the ring and gathers information

through his position. Nesters come
West and decide to settle in the very

place the rustlers are hiding out.

Space sees a chance to turn the nesters

and ranchers against each other. Harry
Cam", one of the nesters, is beaten up
by a man in Red Ryder's outfit who is

actually a rustler. Martha Wentworth,
The Duchess, has her barns burned and
the nesters are accused. Doc is called

to treat Lane's burned hand. He
later returns with a henchman and
fires into a dummy rigged up by Lane.
The sheriff's posse arrives in time to

Smoky River Serenade
COLUMBIA
CAST: Paul Campbell, Ruth Terry.

Billy Williams, Virginia Himter, Paul
£. Burns, The Hoosier Hotshots, Rus-

sell Hicks, Emmet Vogon.
CREDITS: Producer, Colbert Clark;

Director, Derwin Abrahams.
Synopsis: The Hoosier Hotshots,

along with their friend, Paul Camp-
bell, arrive at the Smoky River Ranch
where they plan to run a beauty con-

test to help Paul E. Burns pay off some
debts. Russell Hicks, intent on buying
the ranch to complete his monopoly
of the area, sends his niece, Ruth Ter-
ry, to Smoky River to convince Burns
to sell. Upon her arrival, Ruth learns

Burns won't sell because his son is

buried there. Influenced by this and
her attraction for Campbell, she casts

her lot with the ranch gang and works
hard promoting the beauty contest.

The Hotshots are in trouble when
the money to buy the prize is eaten
by goats, but their former agent, Em-
met Vogan, agrees to help them out
if they will sign a new three-year con-

tract with him. The boys agree but
are forced to "fix" things so that Vir-

ginia Hunter, Emmett's girl, will win
the contest. Emmett promises that

Virginia will not complain about the

nonexistent prize. Overhearing Em-
mett and Virginia discussing the deal,

Ruth thinks it's a conspiracy to do
her out of the "Miss Golden West"
title. She thinks Campbell is involved
•ind wires her uncle to join her at the

ranch. Hicks arrives and has Virginia

kidnapped as the contest starts, and
the Hoosiers take off in hot pursuit.

Campbell stalls the contest and the

Hotshots return with Virginia. Ruth
manages to ruin Virginia's appearance
and feels triumphant until Virginia

tells her that if someone else wins the

contest. Burns will lose the ranch.

Ruth, using Virginia's costume, enters

and wins the contest. She and Camp-
bell are reunited and the monev pavs

off the debt.

Stations West
RKO RADIO
CAST: Dick Powell.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sparks;

Director, Sidney Laniield; Author,

Luke Short; Screenplay, Winston Mil-

ler.

Synopsis: Based on the "Saturday
Evening Post" serial, "Mission in

Mufti." It will be a large scale out-

door drama with Dick Powell as an

Army intelligence officer who poses as

a rugged civilian to smash a sinister

bandit gang terrorizing Wyoming in

the "Seventies." This is a fast-paced

story of mystery and adventure and
will be filmed on a large scale in pic-

turesque locations in .'\rizona.

Stranger From Ponca
City
COLUMBIA
CAST: Charles Starrett, Smiley Bur

nette, Virginia Hunter, Paul Campbell,
Forrest Taylor, Jim Diehl, Ted Mapes.
Jacques O'Mohoney.
CREDITS: Producer, Colbert Clark;

Director, Derwin Abrahams.
Synopsis: Steve Larkin ' (Charles

Starrett, the Durango Kid) arrives in

the town of Red Mound and is told

by Smiley Burnette, local cafe owner,
of the feud existing between the law-

abiding North Side and the law-break-

ing South Side of the town. He also

informs Larkin that some mysterious

gang has been rustling cattle in the

vicinity. When Larkin states he has

come to Red Mound to buy the Atkins

place, Smiley tells him that the place

has a reputation of being haunted and
unseen marksmen shoot at prospective

buyers. Undaunted, Steve gives the

real estate agent, Terry Saunders (Vir-

gina Hunter) a $500 deposit and she

goes to the county recorder's office,

run by Grant Carmody (Forrest Tay-
lor), to record the sale. Flip Dugan
(Jim Diehl) warns her that she may
be harmed if she sells the place, but,

just then, the "Durango Kid" arrives

and forces Carmody to record the sale

at gunpoint. Dugan signals some gun-
men, there is a gun battle, and Steve,

with the aid of Deputy Marshal Tug
Carter (Paul Campbell), TeiTy's fian-

ce, escapes. Later, Steve and Tug
surprise some rustlers branding a stolen

calf. The outlaws escape but Steve

finds half of a broken spur which he
keeps for evidence. During the house-

warming party Steve lives at the At-

kins Ranch, Flip decides the time is

ripe for rustling a herd of cattle over

the border and slips away from the

party to gather his men. Steve, how-
ever, sees him leave and, with Carter,

Smiley and a group of other ranchers,

surprises Dugan as he is starting a

big drive. A gun fight ensues and the

gang is routed and Dugan captured.

Steve matches the , broken spur with

Dugan's spurs, clinching the gunman's
responsibility for the reign of terror.

Thunder Mountain
RKO RADIO
CAST: Tim Holt, Martha Hyer.

Richard Martin, Steve Brodie, Vir-

ginia Owen.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;

Director, Lew Landers; Screenplay.

Norman Houston.
Synopsis: Based on an original by

Zane Grey this tells the story of a

young rancher who returns home after

attending agricultural college (Tim
Holt). He is accompanied by his pal,

Chito (Richard Martin). Trimble

Carson, who runs the local pub, does

not welcome their return as he wants

to seize the ranch because he has in-

side information that it is desired as

a dam site. Ellen Jorth (Martha Hyer)

has been drawn toward her young

neighbor but they quarrel when Hay-
den (Tim Holt) accuses her of having
led him into a trap where her brothers
could shoot at him, there having been
a feud between the two families. Chito
and Ginger (Virginia Owen) a dance
hall girl who has been fired by Carson
find some of the bullets and by a

clever ijrick obtain Carson's gun and
prove they were fired by him. With
the feud settled and Hayden in full

possession of his ranch, the Jorths and
the Haydens settle down to .working
their ranches together in peace, with
Hayden pairing off with Ellen and
Chito with Ginger.

Under Colorado Skies
(TRUCOLOR)
REPUBLIC
CAST: Monte Hale, Adrian Booth,

Foy Willings and the Riders of the

Purple Sage.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Mel-

vin Tucker; Director, R. G. Spring-

steen.

Synopsis: Monte Hale, while work-
ing in a bank during his vacation from
medical school, is found holding the

smoking gun of bank robbers that

was used to kill the bank president.

Hale recognizes one of the robbers as

Jeff, brother of Monte's sweetheart,

Adrian Booth, and tries to protect her
from family disgrace. The same rob-

bers attack a stagecoach on which
.\drian is riding. She is seriously

wounded and with no doctor avail-

able, Monte uses his knowledge of

surgery to save her life. One of the

gang is wounded and since it is known
.Vlonte attended Adrian, they kidnap
Hale. He uses his new position to

trap the robbers and clear his own
name.

Under tiie Tonto Rim
RKO RADIO
CAST: Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Rich-

ard Martin, Richard Powers, Carol

Forman.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;

Director, Lew Landers; From novel

by Zone Grey.
Synopsis: Young Brad Canfield (Tim

Holt) is proud of the Arizona .'tage

line he has started, but his pride is

replaced by a yearning for revenge

when the Tonto gang swoops down
on one of his coaches, murders the

driver and kidnaps the girl passenger,

Lucy Dennison (Nan Leslie), Brad
and his Irish-Mexican partner, Chito
(Richard Martin), learn that the Ari-

zona Rangers have been chasing the

gang for years but have never found
their hiding place or identity of the

leader. By clever sleuthing, they find

that Dennison (Richard Powers) is

the undercover leader who is killed

while trying to escape from their hide-

out with the credit going to Brad and
Cinco.

The Vigilantes Return
(CINECOLOR)
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Jon Hall, Margaret Lindsay,

Paul Drew, Andy Devine, Robert

Wilcox, Jack Lambert, Jonathan Hale,

Arthur Hohl, Wallace Scott, Lane
Chandler, Joan Fulton.

CREDITS: Producer, Howard Welsch:
Director, Ray Taylor; Original Screen-
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play, Roy Chanslor; Cameraman, Vir-

gil Miller.

Synopsis: Jon Hall, government mar-
shal, comes to Bannack, Montana, to

restore law and order. Ostensibly join-

ing forces with Robert Wilcox, leader

of the outlaws. Hall is framed on a

murder charge. He escapes from jail

with the assistance of Andy Devine
and Margaret Lindsay, Wilcox's part-

ner. Margaret is cool to Hall because
he once walked out on her but she

still loves him. Jonathan Hale lines

up with Hall to organize the Vigilan-

tes, but Hale's granddaughter, Paula
Drew, tips off Wilcox, her lover. She
is killed in the ensuing gun battle.

Then the Vigilantes wipe out the ban-
dits and Hall kills Wilcox. Margaret
forces a marriage proposal from Hall
in public.

Whispering Smith
(TECHNICOLOR)
PARAMOUNT-GENERAL PRO-
DUCTION OFFICE
CAST: Alan Ladd, Robert Preston.

Brenda Marshall, Donald Crisp; Wil-

liam Demarest, Fay Holden, John

Eldredge, I. Farrell MacDonald, Don
Barclay, Murvyn Vye, Robert Wood,
Robert Kortman, Will Wright.

CREDITS: Director, Leslie Fenton;

Screenplay, Frank Butler. Karl Kamb;
Cameraman, Ray Rennahan.
Synopsis: Combining an action-

packed Technicolor outdoor drama
with a powerful romantic tiriangle,

this tells the story of Whispering Smith

(Alan Ladd), two-gun detective for

an 1890 railroad in the Western moun-
tains, his long-time friend, Murra>
Sinclair (Robert Preston), railroader

turned outlaw, and Sinclair's wife,

Marian (Brenda Marshall). Although
Smith secretly loves Marian, he makes
a desperate but futile attempt to re-

deem his friend. At the climax, the

two men shoot it out.

The Wild Frontier
REPUBLIC
CAST: Allan "Rocky" Lane, Jack

Holt, Eddy Waller, Pierre Watkin.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Gor-

don Kay; Director, Philip Ford; Screen-

play. Albert DeMond.
Synopsis: "Rocky" Lane accompanies

his father, an old lawman, to a fron-

tier cattle town, Calyton City, to clean

up the bad element that has been

running rampant. They find the local

gunsmith and saddle-maker, pretend-

ing to be on the side of law and jus-

tice, is really the gang leader. Sheriff

Lane is killed when he discovers this

fact and "Rocky" picks up the badge

in order to revenge his father's killing.

Often interfered with by his younger

and hot-headed brother, "Rocky" final-

ly catches the real leader red-handed.

Wild Horse Mesa
RKO RADIO
CAST: Tim Holt. Nan Leslie, Rich-

ard Martin.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sid

Rogell; Producer. Herman Schlom;

Director. Lew Landers; Screenplay.

Norman Houston; Author, Zane Grey.
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M^mn
Adventures of Casanova
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Arfuro de Cordova, Noreen

Nash, Lucille Bremer, John Sutton,

Turhan Bey, George Tobias, Lloyd
Corrigan, Fritz Lieber.

CREDITS: Producer, Leonard Pick-

er; Director, Roberto Gavaldon; Or-
iginal Screenplay, Crane Wilbur and
Karen de Woli,
Synopsis: Arturo de Cordova, who

plays Casanova, the great lover-war-

rior, is an 18th century Sicilian patriot.

He and his best friend, Turhan Bey,

lead other patriots against the forces

of the Emperor of Austria's governor
in Sicily. Bey is in love with the gov-

ernor's daughter, Noreen Nash, and in

arranging for the two to meet in se-

cret, de Cordova meets and falls in

love with Miss Nash's lady-in-waiting,

Lucille Bremer, de Cordova and Bey
are captured by the governor's forces,

and are condemned to be put to death
immediately after the end of a festival

which is taking place. However, de
Cordova manages to escape from
prison, and rouses the patriot forces

to rescue Bey. The governor flees,

leaving his daughter to marry Bey and
clearing the way for the marriage of

Miss Bremer and de Cordova.

Alias A Gentleman
M-G-M
CAST: Wallace Beery, Tom Drake,

Dorothy Patrick, Gladys George, Leon
Ames, Warner Anderson, John Qual-
en, Sheldon Leonard, Travis Bardette,

Jefi Corey.
CREDITS: Producer, Nat Perrin; Di-

rector, Harry Beaumont; Original
Screenplay, William R. Lipman.
Synopsis: Big Jim Breeden (Wallace

Beery) during his spare time at the

State Prison where he is winding up
studies to be a gentleman. With a

a ten-year stretch for bank robbery,
"legitimate" bankroll awaDaig hm,
the result of a lucky investment, }r.n

has taken to culture. During his

stretch he meets up with Jig Johnson
(Travis Bardette) whom he hates an.l

Johnny Lorgan (Tom Drake) a young-
ster with whom he has struck up a

friendship. When Jim is released he
goes immediately to the Park Avenue
penthouse he has been planning and
amazes everybody with his knowledge
of furnishings and clothing. Only
Charlie Lopen, a detective, and Mat
Henley (Leon Ames), Jim's former
partner in crime, doubt his new wealth
is honest or that he is really going
straight. He refuses to join Henley
on a new job and to get even with Jim.
Henley plants a pretty ex-actress, Elea-

nor Carter (Dorothy Patrick), to pose
as Jim's daughter, Nora, whom he
hasn't seen since childhood. Jim
lavishes everything on her. Johnny,
when he is freed from prison, visits

Jim and falls in love with Nora but
[im frowns on the attachment.
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Ashamed of her deception, Nora wants
to quit and run away with Johnny
but Jim intercepts her. She confesses

her hoax which is a terrible blow to

Jim. Henley's henchmen kidnap Nora
and Johnny', demanding $200,000 for

their return. Jim goes to the bank
to get the money, but Henley had
really planned this as a signal for his

men to rob the bank. The police pick

up Jim as he leaves the bank, but he
escapes, goes to Henley's night club and
pulling a gun on Henlev forces a safe

exit for Nora. Henley's gang jump
Jim and Johnny and in a free-for-all

Jim is wounded but finally cleared

of suspicion. Nora and Johnny are

married and im becomes engaged to

Madge (Gladys George).

Angel with an Anklet
PRC
CREDITS: Producer, Stoloii.

Another Part of the
Forest
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Ann Blyth.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Bresler;

Director, Michael Gordon; From the

Broadway ploy by Lillian Hellman.
Synopsis: "The dramatic conflict in

the Hubbard family in the South of

the 1880's which led to its eventual

disintegration.

Arch of Triumph
UNITED ARTISTS-ENTERPRISE
FEATURING: Ingrid Bergman,

Charles Boyer. Charles Laughton.
Louis Calhern, Ruth Warrick, Kath-

erine Emery.
CREDITS: Producer, David Lewis;

Director, Lewis Milestone; Original
Story, Erich Maria Remarque.
Synopsis: Ravic (Charles Boyer), an

Austrian surgeon without passport,

meets Joan Madou (Ingrid Bergman)
in Paris in 1938. They fall in love

but Ravic is deported when it is dis-

covered that he is a credentialless

alien. On his return to Paris, Ravic
finds Joan going with the wealthy

playboy, Alex (Stephen Bekassy). She
is in love with Ravic but Alex repre-

sents security. Ravic murders Haake
(Charles Laughton), Gestapo agent

who had tortured him, and after France

and England march against Germany
in protection of Paland, Ravic returns

to Paris to hear that Alex has acci-

dentally shot Joan. Navic hurries to

her to find that she has gone to his

hotel room. He is too late, and faces

the ]5olice knowing that he has lost

his freedom as well as the woman
he loved and who loved him.

The Arnelo Affair
M G M
CAST: John Hodiak, George Mur-

phy, Frances Gifiord, Dean Stockwell.

Eve Arden, Warner Anderson, Lowell

Gilmore, Michael Branden, Ruth Brady.
Ruby Dondridge, Joan Woodbury.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Bresler;

Director, Arch Oboler; Screenplay,
Arch Oboler; Based on a Story by
Jane Burr; Cameraman, Charles
Salerno.
Synopsis: Ted Parkson (George Mur-

phy) thoroughly obsessed with his law
practice, finds little time for his wife,

Ann (Frances Gilford), and his son,
Ricky (Dean Stockwell). .Ann very

bored longs for excitement and ro-

mance. When Ted brings home hand-
some Tony Arnelo (John Hodiak).
night club owner, Ann, flattered by
his teentions, falls for him and visits

his apartment the next day. He gives

her an odd-shaped key to the apart-
ment wliich she uses the following
day, encountering Claire Lorrison (Joan
Woodbury), one of Tony's former girl

friends. Tony returns home and hears
Claire giving Ann the lowdown on
him. He is furious, viciously slaps

Claire and in a panic, Ann flees but
slie drops her compact. Later, at home,
.4nn sees a newspaper announcing the

murder of Claire. She is badly fright-

ened because the only clue to the mur-
derer is a compact initialed "A"—her
compact. Ted takes Ann to Arnelo's

night club to celebrate their 12th an-
niversary. Conversation finally gets

around to the murder. .\nn faints

when Ted announces he would even
turn his own wife over to the police

if she were a murderess. Ted be-

comes suspicious and does a little in-

vestigating only to find out about Ann
and Tony. He believes Ann mur-
dered Claire. He confronts Arnelo
who admits his love for Ann. As a

way out of her predicament Ann swal-

low an overdose of sleeping pills. Ted
does some more investigating and
,\nn, really murdered Claire. With
the help of the police, Tony is shot

comes to the conclusion that Tony, not

down. Ted returns home and finds

that Ann has been rescued from death.

"Everything is all right," he assures

her.

Babe Ruth
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Major League Ballplay-

ers.

CREDITS: Producer, Roy Del Ruth;
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Screenplay,
Bob Considine.
Synopsis: The spectacular baseball

career of the national pastime's great-

est figure. Babe Ruth, brought to the

screen.

Berlin Express
RKO RADIO
CAST: Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan.

Paul Lukas, Charles Cobum, Robert
Coote.

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Granei;
Director, Jacques Toumeur; Screen-

play, Harold Mediord, Bert Granet.

Synopsis: Timely dynamic drama of

British and American Secret Agents
fighting it out with undercover opera-

tives of hostile powers. Startling, life-

true, it was filmed entirely in Europe,
most of the footage being taken jn

.\merican occupied Germany. It thus
gives eye-witness realism to the silent,

relentless struggle for the stricken

state. It also gives the amazing low-

down on the German underground
and its amazingly efficient organiza-

tion. Right out of the headlines and
in advance of tomorrow's news. It

will be one of the most discussed pic-

tures e\er made.

Beyond All Boubt
RKO RADIO
Synopsis: Appeared as a short story

in Collier's Magazine authored by
Billy Rose.

The Big Flight
MONOGRAM
FEATURING: Preston Foster as

narrator and World War H combat
pilots.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Cari

Krueger; Screenplay. David Friedkuu
Synopsis: A documentary feature of

the great air battles of World War II,

and depicting combat fliers in their

present-day civilian activities.

The Black Arrow
COLUMBIA
CAST: Louis Hoyword, Janet Blcdr.

George Macready, Edgar Buchonoa
Rhys Williams.

CREDITS: Producer. Edward Small:

Director, Gordon Douglas.
Synopsis: Returning from England's

War of the Roses in the 15th Century,

Louis Hayward finds that his father

a member of the nobility, has been

murdered. His uncle, George Ma-
creary, accuses another nobleman, a

political foe of Hayward's father, ol

the crime, and announces he has caused

all the lands of the offending knighl

to be confiscated. Several small inci-

dents around his castle cause Hay-

ward to doubt the story, and when
finally Janet Blair, daughter of fhe

accused man, is brought there as

Macready's ward, Hayward is con-

vinced by her that her father is inno-

cent and Macready guilty. In at-

tempting to establish the latter's guilt,

Haywarcl arouses his enimity and that

of the powerful Duke of Gloucester.

He becomes an outlaw, joining the

band headed by Miss Blair's father,

and returns to his castle in disgtiise,

only to prevent a marriage Macready

is trying to force Miss Blair into. Cap-

tured, along with Miss Blair's father,

he is condemned to death, but -calls

on the Duke of Gloucester to grant

him his knightly right of vindication

through trial by combat. Meeting Ma-

creadv on the field of battle, he van-
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quishes him, causing the vindication

of himself as well as that of Miss

Blair's father. AVith his honor cleared,

the way is opened for his marriage to

Miss Blair.

Black Bart,
Highwayman
(TECHNICOLOR)
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Yvonne De Carlo, Dan

Duryea, Jefirey Lynn, Percy Kilbride,

Frank Lovejoy, John Maclntyre, Lloyd

Gough, Ray Walker, Soledad Jiminez,

Ed Waller, Everett Shields, Bert David-

son, Anne O'Neal, Chief Many Trea-

ties, Nina Compana, Douglas Fowley,
Rovrland Chamberlain, Russ Conway.
CREDITS: Producer, Leonard Gold-

stein; Director, George Sherman.
Synopsis: Dan Duryea, as Black Bart,

is a highwayman who operates in the

West. He goes to California to get in

on the Wells Fargo gold shipments,

then just starting. When holding up
a coach he meets Yvonne De Carlo,

who plays the tempestuous dancer,

Lola Montez. They fall in love and
he promises to go straight after just

one job. Ironically enough, he and
his buddy, Jeffrey Lynn, are killed in

this final hold-up.

Black Gold
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Anthony Qulnn with

Katherine DeMille, Ducky Louie and
Elyse Knox. CAST: Kane Richmond,
Raymond Hatton.

CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bemerd:
Director, Phil Karlson; Screenplay,

Agnes Christine Johnston: Original

Story, Caryl Coleman.
Synopsis: Anthony Quinn, an Indian

and a great lover of horses with am-
bitions some day to enter one in the

Kentucky Derby. He and his faithful

spouse, Katherine DeMille, adopt a

Chinese orphan boy. Ducky Louie,

whose father was killed while being

smuggled into the United States.

Quinn leases his land to an oil-man

to get enough money to breed his

horse with a famous racing stallion.

The Indian becomes rich when oil is

discovered, and names the colt "Black

Gold." An accident leads to Quinn's

death before he can see his adopted

son ride "Black Gold" to a Derby vic-

tory.

Release Date: Sept. 6. 1947.

Black Narcissus
(TECHNICOLOR)
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL-

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Deborah Kerr, Sabu, David

FarroT, Flora Robson, Esmond Knight,

Jean Simmons, Kathleen Byron.

CREDITS: Writer-Producer-Director,

Michael Powell, Emeric Pressburger.

Adapted from Novel by Rumer God-
den. A production oi the Archers.

Synopsis: Five heroic Protestant-

Anglican nuns led by Deborah Kerr

as the head, attempt to establish a

mission in the Himalayas among the

picturesque natives. Their vicissitudes

are heightened by the apparent un-

friendliness of Farrar as the local

British agent who has opposed the in-

vitation extended to them by the na-

tive chieftain. The climate is also a

problem and the restlessness of some
of the less hardy in the group increases.
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llieir fortitude finally disappears and
they beat a hasty retreat several

months later, but not before they have
gained the admiration of Farrar.

Blonde Savage
PRC
CAST: Leif Erickson, Gale Sher-

wood, Veda Ann Borg, Douglass Dum-
brille, Frank Jenks.

CREDIT: An Ensign Production;

Producer, Lionel J. Toll; Director, S.

K. Seely; Original Screenplay, Gor-
don Bache.

Synopsis: Aviators Leif Erickson and
Frank Jenks are hired to locate a vil-

lage in Africa in which warrior na-

tives are harassing the diamond miners.
While on their search for the hidden
hideout, Erickson discovers that a mys-
terious white girl. Gale Sherwood, is

the leader of the warriors. He un-
covers evidence to prove that Miss

Sherwood is the daughter of the part-

ner of the man who has hired them,
who was murdered by his partner

many years before. Erickson brings

the culprit to justice, and makes his

plans to bring the girl back to civili-

zation, where they can be married.

The Boy with Green Hair
RKO RADIO
CAST: Albert Shorpe.
CREDITS: Producer, Adrian Scott;

Director, Joe Losey.

Synopsis: Based on a short story in

"This Week" magazine, the theme is

deep-rooted in the heart of every man
and woman today.

The Burning Cross
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS
CAST: Hank Daniels, Virginia Pot-

ton, Raymond Bond, Betty Roadman,
Dick Rich, Joel Fluellen, Walden
Boyle, Alexander Pope, John Fostini.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Wal-
ter Colmes; Associate Producer, Sel-

vyn Levinson; Original Screenplay.

Aubrey Wisberg.

Synopsis: Johnny Larrimer (Hank
Daniels), a veteran of World War II,

returns to his home town in the South

to find a former friend has his job

and also his girl, Doris (Virginia Pat-

ton), is engaged to this same fellow.

Unable to find a job he listens to or-

ganizers of the Ku Klux Klan and
finally joins the organization when
one of its leaders get him a job in a

strike-bound plant. When the Klan

starts a series of raids, attacks on indi-

viduals, and destroys a florist's shop

Johnny begins to feel that it isn't all

he expected it to be. Finally, the

Klan tars and feathers a labor picket

and kidnaps Tony, Johnny's former

friend and the fiance of Doris, be-

cause he recognized some of the night

raiders. When Tony makes a break

for it, Lud, a Klan leader, shoots him
in the back of the head. Johnny tries

to resign from the Klan and spills to

Doris the fact that the band are going

to ride against Charlie, a Negro farmer

with a fine little family. Doris tips

off the authorities but a Klan hench-

man in the police delays action and

Charlie and his family are burned to

death. The Klan decides Johnny is

a traitor and are going to lynch him
when a state investigator traces the

car he was kidnapped in and a squad

of state polite arrixe in time to sa\e
him. After Johnny gives a detailed

statement of Klan depredations he is

reconciled with Doris with hope of a

happy life in the ofiBng.

The Captain was a Lady
RKO RADIO
CREDITS: WiUiam Pereira; Screen-

play, Sheridan Gibney; Author, Neil

Paterson.
Synopsis: The story of a young Scot-

tish girl who becomes captain of a

British clipper, and her romance with
a violent hard-drinking Yankee skipper.

The Captive Heart
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL -

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Michael Redgrave, Mervyn

Johns, Gordon Jackson, Jinmiy Han-
ley, Rachel Kempson, Basil Radford,
Jack Warner, Guy Middleton and Jane
Barrett with Margot Fitzsimons, Derek
Bond, Karel Stepanek, Frederick
Richter and Frederick Schiller.

CREDITS: An Ealing Studios Pro-

duciion; Producer, Michael Balcon;
Director, Basil Dearden; Screenplay,
Angus McPhail, Guy Morgan; Orig-
inal Story, Patrick Kirwan; Associate
Producer, ^chael Relph; Camera-
man, Douglas Slocombe.
Synopsis: This is the penetrating

story of a group of men captured in the
Battle of France in 1940. It is the story
of their life in a Prisoner-of-War camp,
and the story of the lives of their loved
ones during those empty years and of
how the two lives joined and became
one again after homecoming and vic-

tory. From the hopelessness of the
first months we see their lives behind
barbed wire take on a pattern of de-
velopment until finally a full system of

living is achieved. The picture has
documentary value in the fact that the
prison scenes were taken in Marlag
Milag Nord, a prison camp in Ger-
many. The reactions of the men and
the psychological stages of their con-
finement and release are traced dramat-
ically through the film.

Caravan
EAGLE-LION-J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Stewart Granger, Anne

Crawford, Jean Kent, Dennis Price.

CREDITS: Producer, Harold Huth;
Executive Producer, Maurice Ostrer;

Director, Arthur Crabtree; Screenplay,

Roland Pertwee; From the novel by
Lady Eleanor Smith.

Synopsis: In Victorian England, Stew-
art Granger undertakes a mission to

Spain for his friend, Gerard Hinze.
Granger's rival for the love of .Anne
Crawford, Dennis Price, sends hench-
men after Granger to kill him, but
they are foiled by Jean Kent, Spanish
gypsy dancer who falls in love with
Granger. When Miss Crawford receives

false news of Granger's death, she mar-
ries Price, and Granger, hearing of

this, marries Miss Kent. Later, Miss

Crawford learns that Granger is still

alive, and with Hinze sets out foi

Spain to find him. Price follows, and
in trying to kill Granger, kills Miss

Kent instead. While attempting to es-

cape. Price falls into a quicksand bog
and dies. Miss Crawford and Grangei
return to England together, to begin

their lives anew.

* DRAMA *

Career in Manhattan
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Richard Basehart.
CREDITS: Producer, Ben Stoloff;

Original Screenplay, Aben Kandel,

Cass Timlierlane
MG-M
CAST: Spencer Tracy. Lana Tur-

.
ner, Zachary Scott, Tom Drake, Cam-
eron Mitchell, Albert Dekker, Mary
Astor, John Alexander, Margaret
Lindsay, Selena Royle, John Litel,

Hose Hobart, Frank Wilcox, Josephine
Hutchinson, Jessie Grayson, Pat Clark,

Warner Anderson, Clinton Sundberg.
Howard Freeman.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Horn-

blow, Jr.; Director, George Sidney;
Novel by Sinclair Lewis.
Synopsis: Judge Cass Timberlane

(Spencer Tracy) while presiding over
a Grand Republic, Minn, court and
listening to dull monotonous testi-

mony, suddenly is intrigued by the
vibrant, compelling voice of Jinny
Marshland (Lana Turner), a witness
in a civil suit. Cass finds himself re-

sponding to the unspoken challenge in

the voice. Court is adjourned and dur-
ing conversation with Brad Criley
(Zachary Scott) a bailiff enters and
hands Cass a notebook in which some-
one has scribbled a caricature of Cass
with a holier-than-thou judicial expres-

sion. Jinny, owner of the lost book,
meets Cass when she is directed to his

chambers for it. That afternoon Cass
goes for a walk on the "other side of

the tracks" where he knows Jinny lives

and finds her playing sandlot baseball.

After umpiring the game he takes her
to dinner. Cass neglects his own circle

of friends to be with Jinny. They are

married but she is unhappy because
she can't stand Cass's friends. Jinny's

baby is stillborn. Despite all attempts
by Cass to cheer her up. Jinny's dis-

pleasure with Grand Republic grows.

She turns to Bradd for comfort. Cass

discovers the attachment and tells

Bradd off. Bradd leaves for New York.

Cass decides to take Jinny on a vaca-

tion to New York to cheer her up and
perhaps go into private practice there.

Jinny takes up with Bradd again once
in New York. Because of an important
impending trial Cass has to go back to

Grand Republic but Jinny refuses to

accompany him. Instead she stays on
with Bradd. Jinny is taken ill in New
York and when Cass learns of this he

rushes to her bedside and brings her

home to Grand Republic. She recovers

and offers Cass a divorce but he in-

duces her to change her mind, and
come back to him.

Catch Me Before I KUl
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Tom Conway.
CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey Schenck;

Screenplay, Crone Wilbur; From an
article in Woman's Home Companion
by Albert Deutsch.

Clemmy
EAGLE-LION
CAST: Lois Butler.

CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey Schenck:
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Director, Arthur Lubin; Screenplay.

Agnes Christine Johnson and Muriel

Roy Bo!ton; Novel, Peggy Goodin.

Crime Doctor's Gamble
COLUMBIA
CAST: Wamer Baxter, Steven Ge-

ray, Roger Dann and Micheline Che-

riel.

CREDITS: Producer, Rudolph Flo-

thow; Director. William Castle.

Synopsis: Visiting^ Paris, the Crime
Doctor (Warner Baxter) finds himself

in the middle of a busman's holiday

when he is called on to unravel a

French murder mystery. Roger Dann
is accused of murdering his father in

a drunken rage because the father op-
posed his marriage to pretty Micheline
Cheriel. Dann frankly admits he was
so drunk at the time he can't remem-
ber whether or not he committed the

crime, and to make matters blacker for

him, he has recently been released from
a mental institution. His lawyer, Steven

Geray advises him to plead guilty on
grounds of insanity, but Baxter obstin-

ately believes in the boy's innocence.
Suspicion points alternately to Miss
Cheriel, her father and an artist as the
guilty parties. It isn't until after the

murder of the latter two that, through
a clever ruse, Baxter is able to pin the

guilt on Geray, who committed the

crimes to cover an art hoax he had
perpetrated.

Crossfire
RKO RADIO
CAST: Robert Young, Robert Mit-

chum, Robert Ryan, Gloria Grahome,
Sam Levene, George Cooper, Steve
Brodie, William Phipps, Jacqueline
White, Richard Benedict.

CREDITS: Producer, Adrian Scott;

Director, Edward. Dmylryk; Screen-

play, John Paxton.

Synopsis: Joseph Samuels (Sam
Leven), an ex-GI, is murdered. Detec-
tive Captain Finlay (Robert Young),
learns from Miss Lewis (Mario Dwyer),
a friend of Samuels, that three uniden-
tified soldiers were with the victim at

a hotel bar the previous evening. Mont-
gomery (Robert Ryan), recently dis-

charged from the Army, enters Samuels'
room on a flimsy pretext while Miss
Lewis is being questioned. She identi-

fies him as one of the trio. When he
names Corporal Arthur Mitchell
(George Cooper) as one of the trio, an
order goes out to bring the latter in.

He is not at his hotel, but police pick

up his friend. Sergeant Keeley (Robert
Mitchum), who reveals that Mitchell's

wife (Jacqueline White), is on her way
to town. Keeley ridicules the detective's

suspicion of Mitchell but is surprised
when he learns that Mitchell's wallet
was found in the dead man's apart-

ment. Certain of Mitchell's innocence,
Keeley manages to keep Mitchell from
the police and hides him in the bal-

cony of an all-night movie. Though
he can't remember what time it was,

Mitchell recollects leaving Samuels'
apartment and meeting a girl named
Ginny ^Gloria Grahame) in a cheap
bar. She gave him the key to her apart-

ment and advised him to go there and
sleep off his jag. When Monty learns

that another soldier, Floyd (Steve

Brodie), has revealed his hideaway, he
kills Floyd thus removing the only wit-
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ness to the first crime. Mitchell gives

himself up and is allowed to corrobor-

ate his alibi through Mary. Finley

is now convinced that Samuels' murder
is inspired by blind hatred, and with
the aid of LeRoy and Keeley, lays an
ingenious tray into which Monty falls,

incriminating himself beyond all

doubt. He is killed trying to escape.

Cry Wolf
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Errol Flynn, Barbara Stan-
wyck, Geraldine Brooks, Richard
Basehart, Jerome Cowan, John Ridge-
ly, Patricia White, Rory Mallinson,
Helene Thimig, Paul Stanton, Berry
Bernard.

CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke;
Director, Peter Godfrey; Screenplay,
Catherine Turney; From the novel by
Marjorie Carleton; Cameraman, Carl
Guthrie.

Synopsis: Story of the melodramatic
events encountered by a young widow
when she arrives at a mysteriously
guarded estate to claim her share in the
will of her late husband and meets
with resistance from his brother, who
falls in love with her; later develop-
ments revealing that the husband did
not die but was rendered violent
through an accident and ultimately
dies.

Cynthia
M-G M
CAST: Elizabeth Taylor, George

Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor,
Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett, Carol
Brannan, Anna Q. Nilsson, Morris
Ankrum, Kathleen Howord, Shirley
Johns, Barbara Challis, Harlan Briggs,
Will Wright.

CREDITS: Producer, Edwin H.
Knopf; Director, Robert Z. Leonard;
Screenplay, Harold Buchman, Charles
Kaufman; Based on the play, "The
Rich Full Life," by Vina Dehnar; Cam-
eraman, Charles Schoenbaum.
Synopsis: Always a frail child, Cyn-

thia (Elizabeth Taylor) daughter of
Louise and Larry Bishop (Mary Astor
and George Murphy), at sixteen is still

in frail health. Even when she is feel-

ing well, she is treated as an invalid
and thus misses many a good time. She
is discouraged. Refusing at first, she
sings during a rehearsal for the annual
school operetta and is a hit and selected

for the leading role. Her fellow stu-

dents look upon her with new interest,

especially Ricky Latham (Jimmy
Lydon) who has returned to school

after being in the Navy. But Cynthia
is unable to appear in the operetta be-

cause she is taken ill again. Later

Ricky invites her to a dance, but afraid

her father won't let her go, her mother
conspires to get him out of the house
the night of the dance so that Cynthia

can go with Ricky. It works. But her

father returns before she gets home and

when she does arrive he is very upset.

H puts her to bed and watches over

her for the rest of the night. The next

morning he is late for work and after

an argument with the boss, quits. He
returns home and during a heated dis-

cussion with his wife, Cynthia breaks

in to say that she is feeling fine, has a

date with Ricky and does not want to

be late. Then it is realized that she is

in perfect health and should be per-

mitted to go about with her friends.

Everybody is happy even her father

who finally gets his job back.

Daisy Kenyon
20th CENTURY-FOX

CAST: Joan Crawford, Dana An-
drews, Henry Fonda, Ruth Warrick,

Peggy Ann Gamer, Martha Stewart,

Connie Marshall, Nicholas Joy.

CREDITS: Producer-Director. Otto

Preminger; Screenplay. David Hertz;

Based on the novel by Elizabeth Jane-

way.
Synopsis: Adapted from the Elizabeth

Janeway best-seller, we find Dana An-
drews, a lawyer, in love with Joan
Crawford, a magazine illustrator. He
is married, and Joan tells him that

their romance must not continue. Into

the picture comes Henry Fonda, a vet-

eran who has just returned from Ger-
many. He finds in Joan a release from
his distraught emotions, which are a

result of the war and the death of his

wife in an automobile accident. When
Dana leaves for the West Coast on a

case, Joan and Fonda marry. In the

meantime, Dana's wife, Ruth Warrick,
wants a divorce with the stipulation,

that she will get it in Nevada if Dana
releases their two children to her.

Otherwise, she will name Joan as co-

respondent. Joan tells Dana that the

children need him, and he must fight

the divorce. In court, Joan is put
through all the details of her romance
with Dana. Finally Dana stops the ex-

amination, and agrees to a Nevada
divorce. Believing that Joan is in love

with him he asks Fonda to bow out.

But Joan now knows that she could
never love him, and returns to Fonda.

The Dark Passage
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Lauren

BacaU, Agnes Moorehead, Bruce Ben-

nett, Tom D'Andrea, Clilton Young,
Douglas Kennedy, Rory Mallinson,

Houseley Stevenson.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald;
Director, Delmer Daves; Screenplay,

Delmer Daves; From a novel by David
Gocdis; Cameraman, Sid Hickox.
Synopsis: Story of an innocent man's

escape from the penitentiary after three

vears' imprisonment; his efforts to

solve the mystery of his wife's murder,
for which he was convicted, and the re-

sultant chain of events that altered

both his life and his face.

Deep Valley
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Ida Lupino, Done Clark,

Wayne Morris, Fay Bainter, Henry
Hull, WiUard Robertson.

CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke;

Director, Jean Negulesco; Screenplay,

Salka Viertel, Stephen Morehouse
Avery; From the novel by Dan Tot-

heroh; Cameraman, Ted McCord.
Synopsis: Romantic drama of a mis-

treated farm girl and an escaped con-

vict with whom she enjoys a short

happiness before he is tracked down by

the law.

Desert Fury
PARAMOUNT-HAL WALLIS
PRODUCTION
CAST: John Hodiak, Lisabeth Scott,

^ DRAMA ^

Burt Lancaster, Mary Astor, Wendell
Corey, James Flavin, Kristine Miller,

Jane Novak.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal WalUs;

Director, Lewis Allen; Screenplay,

Robert Rossen.

Synopsis: Paula, rebellious daughter
of Fritzi Haller, boss of the desert

town of Chuckawalla, refuses to heed
her mother's orders and the warning
of Tom Hanson, young deputy sheriff,

who loves her, and runs off with Eddie
Bendix, big-time gambler. She barely

escapes the fate of his first wife, killed

in a mysterious automobile accident,

when .she flees from Eddie after he
shoots his pal, Johnny, and witnesses

Eddie's own tragic end as his car

crashes through a bridge.

Desire Me
M-G-M
CAST: Greer Garson, Robert Mit-

chum, Richard Hart, Florence Bates,

Morris Ankrum, George Zucco, Max
Willenz, David Hoffman.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Horn-

blow, Jr.; Director, George Cukor;

Consultant, Harry Homer; Screenplay,

Zoe Akins, Sonya Levien; Adaptation,

Casey Robinson; From a novel by
Leonard Frank; Musical Score, Her-

bert Stothart; Cameraman, Joseph

Ruttenberg.

Synopsis: Dr. Andre Leclair (Cecil

Humphreys), psychiatrist, persuades

Marise Aubert (Greer Garson) to re-

view her life from the day she married
Paul Aubert (Robert Mitchum). She
had gone to him for help explaining

that although she desperately loved

her husband she could not live with

him because of memories of the war
and the intrusion of a stranger into

their lives. They had been married a

year and were very happy when war
broke out. Marise promised Paul noth-

ing would change during his absence.

She keeps her word even after official

news of Paul's death, although she re-

fuses to believe he is dead until Jean

Renaud (Richard Hart) comes to the

cottage where she lives. Jean had been

in a prison camp with Paul and had

listened to Paul talk of his life and

home until every detail of the life

Paul and Marise was imprinted in his

mind. Marise had become an obsession

with him, having fallen in love with

her. When he and Paul escaped he

left Paul to die when a Nazi bullet

felled him and made his way alone to

Marise. Despite herself Marise is drawn

to him not only because of his sup-

posed friendship for Paul but an inner

urge to answer the need of this lonely

and desperate man. She permits him

to stay. The village priest (George

Zacco) is suspicious of Jean but Marise

overrides his objections. Jean inter-

cepts a letter to Marise from Paul tell-

ing of his safety and ultimate return

home. Frantic, Jean persuades Marise

to go away with him but Paul arrives

before they leave. Marise is heartsick

not because she doesn't love Paul but

she realizes his faith in her has been

shattered. Paul discovers Jean for what

he really is and in a fight along the

fogbound coast of Brittany, Jean goes
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to his death o\er the cliffs. Paul is

ready to forget everything but Marise

cannot forgive herself. Unburdening
her heart to the doctor she finds cour-

age to face Paul who is waiting at home
for her.

Dick Tracy Meets
Karloff
RKO RADIO
CAST: Ralph Byrd. Boris Karloff,

Anne Gwynne, Lyle Latell, Tony Bar-

rett, June Clayworth.

CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom;

Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay,

Eric Taylor, Robert Kent; From the

cartoon strip by Chester Gould.
Synopsis: Pits detective ace of the

comic strips against the top horror-man

of films.

A Double Life
UNIVERS.\L-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Ronald Colman, Sogne Has-

so, Edmond O'Brien, Phillip Loeb, Ray
Collins, Tony Ross, Millard Mitchell,

John Drew Colt.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Kanin;

Director, George Cukor.
Synopsis: Ronald Colman, an out-

standing Broadway actor, is greatly in-

fluenced by his stage roles. While play-

ing Othello in which he kills Desde-

mona, played by Signe Hasso, he be-

comes obsessed with the role until he

kills a waitress in the same manner.

Through the efforts of Edmond
O'Brien, press agent for the theater,

the murder is pinned on Colman. He
commits suicide, stabbing himself dur-

ing the play.

Escape Me Xever
\VARXER BROS.
CAST: Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino,

Eleanor Parker, Gig Young, Reginald

Denny, Isobel Elsom, Albert Basser-

man, Ludwig Stossel, Milada Mla-

dova, George Zoritsch, Helen Thimig,

Frank Puglia, Frank Reicher.

CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke;

Director, Peter Godfrey; Screenplay,

Thames Williamson, Lenore Coffee;

From the novel and play by Mar-

garet Kennedy; Cameraman, Sol Po-

lito.

Synopsis: Four-Cornered romance of

struggling musicians, with Venice and

London as backgrounds.

Ever the Beginning
WARNER BRO.S.-UNITED STATES
PICTURES
CAST: Lilli Palmer, Sam Wana-

maker, Akim Tamiroff, Alan Hale,

Hugo Hans, Gale Robbins, Stella Ad-

ler, Benny Baker, Sumner Getchell,

Ian Wolfe, Sidney Blackmer, J. Far-

rell MacDonald, James Gleason, John

Banner, Tom Dillon, Sidney Tomak.

CREDITS: Director, Elliott Nugent;

Screenplay, Allen Boretz; From a play

by Lucille Prumbs and Sarah 6.

Smith; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.

Synopsis: The story of an immigrant
girl and others of foreign origin who
find opportunity, inspiration and ro-

mance in the U. S. .\.

The Exile
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Doug'as Fairbanks, Jr., Ma-

ria Montez, Paule Croset, Robert
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Coote, Nigel Bruce, Henry Doniell,

Otto Waldis, William Trenk, Eldon

Gorst, Michele Haley.

CREDITS: Producer, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr.; Director, Max Opuls.

Synopsis: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is

Charles II. King of England, in exile

in cognito in Holland during the rule

of Oliver Cromwell. In Holland, he is

befriended by peasant girl Paule Cro-

set. He also meets Maria Montez, em-
issary of King Louis XIV. She gives

him a valuable music box which he
sells to pay off hte mortgage on Paule's

farm. He is pursued by the Round-
heads, and with the help of his Cava-

liers and his own dashing athletic

feats, he escapes at just the moment
when he is told that he has been re-

called to the throne.

Fighting Father Dunne
RKO RADIO
CAST: Pat O'Brien, Myma Dell,

Darryl Hickman, Una O'Connor, Ar-

thur Shields, Charles Kemper, Ruth
Donnelly, Don Gift.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Jack

J. Gross; Producer, Phil L. Ryan; Di-

rector, Ted Tetzlaff; Screenplay, Mar-
tin Rackin, Frank Davis.

Synopsis: Father Peter Dunne (Pat

O'Brien), Pastor of a St. Louis church,
distressed at the conditions under
which scores of the city's newsboys
live, begs permission from the Arch-
bishop to start a home which will keep
them off the streets and out of trouble.

With only his persuasive ways and a

sublime faith as capital, he takes over

a ramshackle old house. His first

guests are Jimmy (Dunn Gift), Tony
(Billy Cummings) and Chip (Billy

Gray), from whom he habitually buys

his newspapers. The three boys help

him clean and fit up the house for

occupancy. When three other boys are

arrested for stealing a pony and cart,

Father Dunne assumes responsibility

for them and persuades the ownei
(Arthur Shields) not to file a com-
plaint. Soon, with the help of a kindly

neighbor (Una O'Connor) and some
local merchants. Father Dunne has a

steadily growing "family" and all the

equipment needed to care for them.

A real problem arises in circulation

gang fights which results in one of the

boys coming under the domination of

his father, an ex-convict. This boy.

Matt (Darryl Hickman) is involved in

a robbery and seeks haven from the

police with Father Dunne. .A.bout to

give himself up. Matt, hysterical with

fear, shoots an officer and is sentenced

to be hanged. Father Dunne works

desperately to have his sentence com-

muted but with no success. He stays

with the boy until the last. Depressed

at his failure to save Matt, Father

Dunne considers giving up his work

but receives new inspiration in the

plea from a small boy who seeks his

aid.

F«»re'/er Amber
(TECHNICOLOR)
20th-CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,

Richard Greene, George Sanders,

Glenn Langan, Richard Haydn, Jes-

sica Tandy, Anne Revere.

CREDITS: Darryl F. Zanuck presen-

tation; Producer, William Perlberg;

Director, Otto Preminger; From the

novel by Kathleen Winsor; Screen-

play, Philip Dunne, Ring Lardner, Jr.;

Adaptation, Jerome Cady.
Synopsis: The film version of the

Kathleen Winsor best-seller begins

when Amber St. Clare (Lina Darnell)

is discovered in a tavern by several

cavaliers of the court of Charles II.

Among these are Bruce Carlton (Cornel

Wilde) and Lord Almsbury (Richard
Greene). Qutting her job, she follows

them to London and there embarks on
a career as an actress. Living in the

grand manner, Amber falls into debt
and is thrown into prison. Meanwhile,
Bruce has gone to sea and Almsbury
has left London. Amber escapes from
prison and finally is taken under the
protection of Captain Rex Morgan
(Glenn Langan). When Bruce returns
he fights a duel with Morgan, and
mortally wounds him. Disgusted with
Amber, Bruce leaves again and Amber
takes up with the Earl of Radclyffe
(Richard Haydn), eventually marry-
ing him. During the height of the

plague she again finds Carlton, and
nurses him through the dread illness.

When Bruce leaves ag^in, Amber,
through her husband, the Earl, meets
King Charles II (George Sanders) at

court. Radclyffe perishes in the great

London fire. While at court, where
she is Charles' favorite. Amber meets
Bruce again, who this time is married.
-\mber plots to make Bruce suspicious

of his wife's relations with the King.
But Charles gets to the bottom of the

plot, and casts off .4mber. In the mean-
time. Amber sees Bruce sail for Amer-
ica knowing that he will never return.

She remains in England, dispirited and
heartsick, realizing that her gay career

is at an end.

The Foxes of Harrow
20th-CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Rex Harrison, Maureen

O'Hara, Richard Haydn, Vanessa
Brown, Victor McLaglen, Patricia Me-
dina, Gene Lockhart, Charles Irwin,

Hugo Haas, Dennis Hoey.
CREDITS: Producer, William A.

Bacher; Director, John M. Stahl;

Screenplay, Wanda Tuchock; Based
on the novel by Frank Yerby.

Synopsis: Gambler Stephen Fox (Rex
Harrison) arrives in New Orleans pen-

niless, and starts to build the fortune

which is to make him eventually the

master of Harrow, richest plantation in

Louisiana. After wooing and winning
the proud Odalie (Maureen O'Hara)
for his bride, he finds that their rela-

tionship is a cold and unnatural one.

Struggling between his love for his

wife, and the need for companionship
which she refuses to give him, Harrison

takes up with the beautiful Desiree

(Patricia Medina). In the meantime,
Odalie has borne him a crippled son

who soon dies, and their estrangement

is complete. When a banking panic

threatens Stephen's fortune, Odalie

pitches in to save his crops and planta-

tion. Her efforts in his behalf break

down the barrier between them, and
they prepare to start a new and happy
life together.

Frieda
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: David Farrar, Glynis Johns,

* DRAMA *

Flora Robson, Albert Lieven and Mai
Zetterling.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon;

Director, Basil Dearden; Screenplay,

Angus MacPhail, Ronald Miller. Pre-

sented by Ealing Studios.

Synopsis: Farrar as an English soldier

brings his German bride, Miss Zetter-

ling, home to his small English village

before the end of World War II. There
is deep resentment among the local

people and even his family against Miss
Zetterling and to further upset Farrar,

Miss Zetterling, whom he has married
in a Protestant church after she aided

his escape from a German prison camp,
is a Catholic and does not consider the

marriage valid. She wishes to delay

the Catholic ceremony when she

notices the hostility of the village and
realizes that Farrar has married her
out of gratitude. The situation changes
in six months and after a near tragedy,

the village takes Miss Zetterling to its

bosom and falling in love with her,

Farrar goes through the ceremony to

really make her his bride.

The Fugitive
RKO RADIO
CAST: Henry Fonda, Dolores Del

Rio, Pedro Armandariz, J. Carrol

Naish, Leo Carrillo, Ward Bond, Rob-
ert Armstrong, John Qualen,
CREDITS: Producers, John Ford,

Merian C. Cooper; Director, John

Ford; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols.

Synopsis: A powerfully told drama
of a man hunted because of what he
believed . . . helped only by a woman
scorned . . . betrayed for a handful of

silver. Made entirely in Mexico, it

offers a deep, emotional theme with

an iniusual, exotic setting.

The GaUant Blade
COLUMBIA

;

Synopsis: France, exhausted aftql

thirty years of war with all of Europ^,
is staggering back to recovery in 1648,

but the recovery is threatened by tfve

personal ambition of Marshal Turenne,
military advisor to the Queen, who, is

determined to prolong the war artd

gain more personal fame and fortune.

Opposed to his plans are General

Conde and his aide, Lt. Piccard, who
have led the victorious French armies

and now desire only peace and pros-

perity for France. Turenne arranges

a plot which will discredit the two,

and enlists the aid of Nanon de

Lartigues, a beautiful French girl who
has served him as a spy in the paSt,

to assist him. Nanon, however, falls

in love with Piccard and does her

best to aid him in thwarting the

Marshall. Conde is captured, and
through trickery by Turenne, it is

made apparent to Piccard that Nanon
assisted in his capture. The truth,

however, is brought to him in time

for the pair, assisted by a strong patri-

otic underground movement, to free

Conde and cause the arrest of Tu-
renne. War is finally averted and
Piccard and Nanon are free to marry.

Gentleman's Agreement
20th-CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Gregory Peck. Dorothy Mc-
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Guire, John Garfield, Celeste Holm.
Anne Revere, Dean Stockwell, Jane
Wyott, Albert Dekker, Kathleen Lock-
hart, June Havoc, Nicholos Joy.

CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F.

Zanuck; Director, Elia Kazan; Screen-

play, Moss Hart.

Synopsis: The Number One best-

seller of the nation, and the most
talked about book of the decade opens
when Gregory Peck as Phil Green, the

magazine writer, is assigned to do a

series of articles on anti-semitism. He
hits upon an angle which will focus at-

tention on the question by deciding

to live the series and write it under
the title, "I Was a Jew for Six Months."
Though his fiancee, Kathy (Dorothy
McGuire), is one of the few who know
that he isn't Jewish, she in turn, tries

vainly to conceal some of the preju-

dices which Green discovers as he meets
the various forms of anti-semitism he
writes about in his articles. Though
his series is a tremendous success he is

still estranged from Kathy, until he
learns that she has defied the conven-
tions of her anti-semitic friends by
renting her house to David Goldman
(John Garfield) in a restricted neigh-

borhood. Realizing that Kathy is as

much concerned with the question of

anti-semitism as he is. Green returns to

her full of hope for the future.

Girls Camp
PRO

CREDITS: Producer, Ben Siolofi.

Golden Earrings
PAR.\MOUNT
CAST: Hay Milland. Marlene Die-

trich, Murvyn Vye; Bruce Lester, Den-
is Hoey, Reinhold Schunzel, Quentin
Reynold, Ivan Triesault.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Tug-
end; Director, Mitchel Leisen; Screen-
play, Frank Butler: Cameraman,
Danny Fopp.

Synopsis: Colonel Ralph Denistoun,
uncovering important information of

a Nazi poison gas formula, makes a

perilous escape through Germany to

France, aided by Lydia "wise woman"
of a gypsy tribe. Lydia recognizes the

man she loves in the dignified, aloof

British officer. Disguised as a mem-
ber of the moving Gypsy band, it isn't

long before the Colonel is considerably

humanized by his unconventional
rescuer and their adventures. When
the w.ir comes to an end, the Colonel

and Lydia meet again—for always.

Great Expectations
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATION.AL-

J.
ARTHUR RANK

CAST: John Mills, Valerie Hobson.
Bernard Miles, Francis L. Sullivan,

Finlay Currie, Martita Hunt, Anthony
Wager, Jean Simmons.
CREDITS: Executive Producer. An-

thony Havelock-AUan; Producer. Ron-

ald Neame; Director, David Lean:
Screenplay. Rona'.d Neame. David
Lean.

Synopsis: Dickens' story is faithfully

followed. John Mills, a blacksmith's

apprentice, is told by Francis L. Sulli-

van, a lawyer, that he is to be a man
of great expectations througli an un-

known benefactor. He is given an in-

come and lives like a gentleman. He
falls in love with the ward of the
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woman he believes his benefactor. Then
everything changes when he learns that

his backer is really an ex-convict,

whom he befriended as a boy. Grate-
ful for all he has had, he attempts to

aid the convict to escape. He fails,

the convict dies, and he returns to his

blacksmithy. But there he finds the

girl he had loved, now jilted by an-

other who has learned she is actually

the daughter of the convict, and who
now realizes she and Mills were meant
for each other.

Green Dolphin Street
M-G-M
CAST: Land Turner, Von Heflin.

Donna Reed, Richard Hart, Frank
Morgan, Edmund Gwenn, Gladys
Cooper, Reginald Owen, Dome May
Whitty, Linda Christian.

CREDITS: Producer, Carey Wilson;
Director, Victor Saville; Screenplay,
Samson Raphaelson; From the novel
by Elizabeth Goudge.
Synopsis: Marianne Patourel (Lana

Turner), fiery brilliant beyond her
years, and her sister Marguerite (Donna
Reed), tiny with a spiritual loveliness,

daughters of Octavius and Sophie
Patourel (Edmund Gwenn and Gladys
Cooper) both fall seriously in love

with William Ozanne (Richard Hart)
when he visits the island of St. Pierre
where they live. But it is Marguerite
who captures his heart. William joins

the Royal Navy and goes to China. A
sordid escapade there causes him to

miss his ship. By chance he spots in

the Chinese port the Green Dolphin,
a clipper, whose Captain O'Hara
(Reginald Owen) he and Marianne had
met back on the Channel Island.

O'Hara agrees to take him to New
Zealand where he will be outside the

English law and punishment for skip-

ping ship. In Wellington, William
meets another fugitive from England,
Timothy Haslam (Van Heflin). Wil-
liam joins him in his lumber business.

In a drunken moment William writes

Marguerite's father asking for her
hand but in his fogged condition he
mentions Marianne's name. She is

elated by the letter while Marguerite
is crushed. Marianne arrives in Wel-
lington. William is furious at his mis-

take but marries her anyway. They
are bitterly unhappy because William
longs for Marguerite. Marianne's
amazing energy and business sense

make them prosper but their business

is devastated by a violent earthquake.

A baby girl is born to Marianne and
William. In a native uprising, William,

Marianne and daughter are captured

but are led out of the camp by Tim-
othy who reveals his love for Marianne.

On a neighboring island, William and
Marianne prosper again but she de-

cides it is time to go home to St.

Pierre. There, she learns for the first

time that William has been in love

with Marguerite throughout the years.

She otfers them their happiness but

..Marguerite refuses, saying she is go-

ing through with her plans to become

a nun. William also refuses, realizing

suddenly that it is Marianne he has

always loved.

The Harder They Fall
RKO RADIO
CAST: Joseph Gotten, Robert

Mitchum.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Ed-
ward Dmytryk; Original Screenplay,
Budd Schulberg.
Synopsis: A hard-hitting drama of

the fight racket. Here is a big-time
prize ring theme with plenty of heart

interest. It tells how a boxing press

agent joins hands with gangsters to

promote the fight career of a gigantic,

ijut simple. South American for a finan-

cial killing. Woven throughout is the

romance of the press agent and his

girl, and how their love is affected by
his schemes.

Heaven Only Knows
UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURING: Robert Cummings,

Brian Donlevy, Jorja Curtright, Mar-
jorie Reynolds, Stuart Erwin, Edgar
Kennedy.
CREDITS: Producer, Seymour Ne-

benzal; Director, Albert S. Rogell;

Original Story, Aubrey Wisberg;
Treatment, Ernest Haycox.
Synopsis: An error in Heaven's Book

of Life shows that Duke Byron (Brian

Donlevy) is clattering around earth

without a soul and that he should have
been married three years ago to Dru-
silla Wainwright (Jorja Curtright) in

Montana. The angel Michael (Robert

Cummings) is dispatched earthwards

to adjust matters. With the aid of a

few minor miracles he stifles Drusilla's

hatred for Duke, a gambling house pro-

prietor, who eventually (aided by a

miracle ( kills his rival. Bill Plumber
(Bill Goodwin) and makes Drusilla fall

in love with Duke. Then Michael goes

back to Heaven in a specially sent

stage-coach.

Hide Out
PRC
CREDITS: Producer, Ben Stoloii.

High Wall
M-G-M
CAST: Robert Taylor, Audrey Tot-

ter, Herbert Marshall, Warner An-

derson.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Lord;

Director, Curtis Bernhardt; Screenplay,

Lester Cole, Sydney Bohem.

Synopsis: Steve Kenet (Robert Tay-
lor) is arrested, charged with the mur-
der of his wife and then committed to

a psychopathic hospital for observation

under the direct charge of Dr. .A.nn

Lorrison (.\udrey Totter). Ann in

tracing Steve's history learns that as a

bomber pilot in the war he was seri-

ously injured and operated upon for a

brain injury. Also, after the war, his

wife could not adjust herself to his

salary as a research chemist and he

took a job flying freight in Burma
where he suffered a second accident

after which he was warned of "fainting

spells and loss of memory." Two
months pass and Steve is much im-

proved but cannot recall events lead-

ing to the murder of hi wife, and be-

cause he is afraid to remember he will

not undergo a memory test. Steve is

visited by Henry Cronner, eccentric

elevator man at the apartment house

where Willard VVhitcombe (Herbert

Marshall) lives. Whitcombe had em-

ployed Steve's wife. Cronner implies

he knows who killed his wife but won't

give Steve information unless he is paid

a large sum which Steve promises to

give him when released for trial. Now

^ DRAMA ^

Steve is anxious to remember and un-
dergoes the test. He recalls arriving

from Burma, finding his wife at Whit-
combe's apartment, her confession of

love for Whitcombe and his (Steve's)

threat to kill her after which he lost

consciousness. When he awoke he
found his wife's dead body in the

room. This leads him to believe he did

not kill her. Escaping from the hos-

pital he visits Whitcombe's apartment
but can find nothing there to help him.
Whitcombe learns of this and visits

Steve, telling him he murdered his

wife and also Cronner who was the

only one who knew it. Now there was
no one to help Steve in his claim. Steve

attempting to strangle Whitcombe is

placed in the isolation ward. He traps

Ann into the room, admits his love for

her and forces her to help him escape

again. They go to Whitcombe's apart-

ment and force a confession from him.

I Know Where I'm Going
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL-

J.
ARTHUR RANK

CAST: Wendy Hiller, Roger Live-

sey, George Carney, Walter Hudd.
Pamela Brown. Duncan MacKechnie,

Finlay Currie, Murdo Morrison, Mar-

got Fitzsimons, Nancy Price. Graham
Moffett, John Laurie, Valentine DyalL
Petula Clark, Jean Cadell.

CREDITS: A Production of the

Archers; Producer - Writer - Director,

Michael Powell, Emeric Pressburger;

Cameraman, Erwin Hillier; Assistant

Producer, George Busby.

Synopsis: Joan Webster is the kind

of girl who knows what she wants.

Through circumstance and environ-

ment she believes that money is the

yardstick by which happiness can be

measured. She leaves her native Mid-

lands to marry the wealthy tenant of

a tiny Hebridean Island. But even

money cannot control the weather and

she finds herself stormbound at a

small port in sight of her destination.

She meets Torquil Macneil, the laird,

of Kiloran, who has leased the island

to her fiance. Through him she finds

contentment and happiness in which

money is not of supreme importance.

They fall in love. She refuses to ad-

mit at first, that the pattern of her

life has changed. Until the last mo-
ment she struggles against her love.

But at the end she realizes that she

cannot leave Torquil and decides to

marry him.

I Walk Alone
PARAMOUNT- HALL WALLIS
PRODUCTION
CAST: Lizabeth Scott, Burt LancasV

er. Kirk Douglas, Wendell Corey.

Kristine Miller.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal WalUs;
Director, Byron Haskin; Screenplay,

Charles Schnee; Cameraman. Leo

Tover.

Synopsis: In this taut drama of clas-

ing emotions and wills, Frankie Madi-

son returns from prison to find Noll

Turner, his prohibition days partner,

has frozen him out of the prosperous

Regent night club and is discarding

the club's canary, Kay Lawrence, for
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a more profitable alliance with the

rich divorcee, Mrs. Richardson. When
Noll tries to pin the frame-up murder
of Dave, the bookkeeper, on him
Frankie and Kay join hands and hearts

to bring the doublccrosser to justice.

If WiiBter Comes
M-G-M
CAST: Waller Pidgeon, Deborah

Kerr, Angela Lansbury, Janet Leigh,

Hugh French, John Abbott, Reginald
Owen, Binnie Barnes, Rhys Williams,

Virginia Keiley, Rene Ray.
CREDITS: Producer, Pondro S. Ber-

man; Director, Victor Saville; Based
on novel by A. S. M. Hutchinson.

Synopsis: Mark Sabre (Walter Pid-

geon), idealist, finds himself out of

step with the villagers of Penny Green
in the England of 1939. He is con-

stantly in trouble because he cannot

judge or condemn anyone. The op-

posite is true of his wife, Mable (An-

gela Lansbury), who cannot under-

stand him. Mark's tolerance is looked

upon with suspicion by even his busi-

ness associates. Especially dubious is

the head of the firm where he works,

Fortune (Reginald Owen), who likes

Twynning (John Abbott), a fellow

worker of Mark's, and elevates him to

partnership. But Mark's brilliance

goes unrewarded. He is lonely and
blames his unhappiness on his own
shortcomings. To further complicate
matters Nona Tybar (Deborah Kerr)

with whom he had been passionately

in love but who had married wealthy
playboy Lord Tony Tybar (Hugh
French) returns to Penny Green. She
realizes she is still in love with Mark.
Among Mark's friends are Mrs. Perch
and her son, Freddie. War breaks out
and Tony and Freddie enlist. Mark
is barred from the army because of

an old heart ailment. At Mark's sug-

gestion Effie Bright (Janet Leigh)
comes to live with Mrs. Perch during
Freddie's absence. There is a lot of

talk about Mark's and Effie's innocent
friendship. Freddie is killed and to

comfort Mrs. Perch before she dies,

Mark spends the night at her home.
Effie is also there and so when she is

going to have a baby suspicion falls

on Mark. His wife leaves him, sues
for divorce and names Effie as corre-

spondent. Because of the trouble she
has caused Mark, Effie kills herself

and baby but leaves a note blaming
her plight on Twyning's son, Harold,
who is killed in battle before Mark
can expose him. He decides to leave

matters rest and go away from Penny
Green to find Nona who has been
widowed by the war with whom he
hopes to find new life and happiness
he never before has had.

Ivanhoe
(TECHNICOLOR)
RKO RADIO J. ARTHUR RANK
Synopsis: Sir Walter Scott's widely

read classic wil Ibe made in England,
with its broad-scale sweep, thunderous
spectacle, romance, danger and cour-

age.

Joan of Lorraine
\IG-M

CAST: Ingrid Bergman.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wang-

er; Director, Victor Fleming: Screen-
e play. Maxwell Anderson.

Johnny Frenchman
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Francoise Rosay, Patricia

Roc, Tom Walls, Ralph Michael and
Paul Dupuis.
CREDITS: An Ealing Studios Pro-

duction: Producer, Michael Balcon;
Director, Charles Frend.

Synopsis: This is the story of the

age old conflict between the English
and French fisherfolk, which is rugged,
as simple and as satisfying as the land-

scapes of these two countries. Lanec
Florrie, the leader of the Breton fisher-

folk, and her crews poach repeatedly
on the Trevannick fishing grounds.
Yan, her son, has his own boat and
is always in the forefront of poaching
expedition. Cornish leader, Nat Pom-
eroy, is the leader of the folk at Tre-
vannick. Nat's daughter, Sue, the

belle of the village is engaged to Bob
Tremayne, the favorite of Nat. Sue
and Yan meet and fall in love, much
to the objections of their parents. They
finally run off and marry in spite of

the objections. Yan, it is finally learned,

has been doing secret navy work and
helps to bring a large proportion of

the people of Lanec and a number of

English soldiers to England for safety.

Both Florrie and Nat become recon-

ciled to the marriage of their children

and this results in the old conflict

ceasing between the English and French
fisherfolk.

Keeper of the Bees
COLUMBIA
CAST: Michael Duane, Gloria

Henry, Harry Davenport, Jane Dar-

well, Jo Ann Marlowe, J. Farrell

MacDonald, VTill Wright, Frances Rob-
inson, George Meader.
CREDITS: Producer, John Haggott:

IMrector, John Sturges.

Synopsis: Harry Davenport, local

keeper of the bees, meets Michael
Duane, an embittered young artist,

who refuses Davenport's offer to stay

with him and settle down. However,
the old bee-keeper suffers a heart at-

tack, and Duane takes over the duties

of caring for the bees. Jo Ann Mar-
lowe, a 12-year-old girl, who lives at

the nearby orphan asylum, develops

a crush on Duane, who in turn falls

in love with Gloria Henry, the assist-

ant to Jane Darwell, mean superinten-

dent of the orphanage. In a burst of

confidence, Michael tells Jo Ann that

he has been married but is now di-

vorced, and asks her to keep the se-

cret. Gradually acclimating himself

to the simple existence, Michael com-
mences to paint again and sends sev-

eral canvases to New York, where they

are greeted with acclaim. Because of

this, Frances Robinson, his ex-wife,

seeks a reconciliation and phones him.

Jane Darwell receives the call by acci-

dent and speaks to Marcia who refers

to herself as Michael's wife. Jane
spreads the report that Gloria is go-

ing with a married man. Gloria is

furious with Michael, who in turn

accuses Jo Ann of violating his con-

fidence. Jo Ann. to vindicate herself,

pretends to let a swarm of bees loose

on Jane Darwell, forcing her to con-

fess how she came to learn about
Michael's ex-wife. Michael's paint-
ings sell, and he and Gloria decide to

marry and adopt Jo Ann.

Kenny
M-G-M
CAST: Cathy O'DonnelL
CREDITS: Producer, Aubrey

Schenck; Screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr.;

From the novel by Louis Bromfield.

Killer McCoy
M-G-M
CAST: Mickey Rooney, Brian Don-

levy, James Dunn, Ann Blyth, Gloria
Holden, Sam Levene, Tom Tully,

Mickey Knox, James Bell, Walter
Sande, David Clarke.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Zimbalist;

Director, Roy Rowland: Screenplay,
Cyril Hume.
Synopsis: Tommy McCoy (Mickey

Rooney) is a tough kid living in the

slums of New York with his mother
(Gloria Holden) and father (James
Dunn), a ne'er-do-well. Tommy helps

his mother by singing at occasional

stag shows. It is at such a show that

Tommy suddenly finds himself in the

ring as a boxer and while never hav-
ing had any experience along this line,

he wins the bout in less than a round.
Referee Johnny Martin (Mickey Knox),
lightweight champ, noting "Tommy's
promise as a fighter, hires him as a

singer with his vaudeville show, but
on the side begins teaching Tommy
the fundamentals of boxing. Several

years later Martin, defeated, retires

and Tommy launches his own career.

He's a sensation and ready for his big

debut in Madison Square Garden. At
the last moment his opponent is in-

jured, and Martin, trying to launch
a comeback, is named substitute. Tom-
my, at first, refuses to fight Martin but
is forced into it. Martin dies after

being floored by Tommy's soft punch.
Sickened, Tommy declares he'll never

fight again, but unable to find work,

he is forced to return to the ring

under Jim Cain (Brian Donlevy).

While training. Tommy meets Cain's

daughter, Sheila (Ann Blyth), and they

fall in love. Tommy realizes Cain

will never approve. Sheila does not

know what business her father is in.

One of Cain's rivals has bet heavily

on Tommy's opponent and to protect

his interest kidnaps Cain and Sheila,

warning Tommy that both will be

killed unless he loses the fight. Cain

and Sheila escape and get to the Gar-

den to see Tommy taking a whipping,

but when Tommy spies them he sud-

denly comes to life and knocks out his

foe. Tommy and Sheila get Cain's

blessing.

The Lady From
Shanghai
COLUMBIA
CAST: Rita Hayworth, Orson Welles,

Everett Sloan, Glenn Anders, Ted de
Corsia, Erskine Sanford, Gus Schil-

ling, Carl Frank, Louis Merrill, Evelyn
Willis and Harry Sherman.
CREDITS: Producer-screenplay, Or-

son Welles.

Synopsis: When Orson Welles, happy-

go-lucky Irish adventurer, meets Rita

Hayworth, he is so enchanted by her

* DRAMA i^

loveliness that he gives in to her urg-
ings that he ship on as a sailor on
the yacht of her husband, crippled Ev-
erett Sloan. He soon discovers, how-
ever, that Sloan, one of the most
brilliant criminal lawyers in America,
is a bitter man who takes sadistic

pleasure in torturing his wife, men-
tally. The situation is not improved
when Hayworth and Welles fall in
love with each other, and when Glenn
Anders, Sloan's partner, joins the party
in Cuba, Welles realizes he is playing
with dynamite. Shortly after their

ship makes San Francisco, Anders comes
to Welles with the proposition that he
sign a confession admitting the murder
of Anders, who will then disappear,
permitting his wife to collect his in-

surance. Since no body will ever be
discovered the plot seems safe and
Welles agrees. However, Ted de Cor-
sia, an employee of Sloan's, learns of

the plot and steals the confession
from Welles. Welles comes upon him
later, as he is dying from a bullet

wound, and de Corsia gasps that An-
ders is on his way to Sloan's office to

murder him. Recovering the confes-

sion, Welles speeds to the office to

try to prevent the murder. However,
as he arrives, he sees that Anders has
been pushed from the window and is

dead. Finding him with a confession
the police arrest Welles, and Bannister,

the famous trial attorney, acts as his

defense. While they are alone, Sloan
gloats that he has committed the mur-
der and is now enjoying losing his

case as Welles' defense. Welles, how-
ever, escapes from the courtroom and
hides in the Chinese Theater. There,
in the Mirror Room, Hayworth finds

him. He suspects she is anxious to kill

him and not innocent of the first

murder when he discovers the mur-
der gun in her bag. She denies her
guilt, when Sloan discovers them and
tries to kill them both. Hayworth,
although mortally wounded, kills

Sloan, and then, through an uncon-
scious movement toward Welles, re-

veals she is guilty of the earlier crime,

too, one which would have ridded her
of an annoying husband and unwel-
come suitor (Anders), if successful.

She dies shortly, and Welles returns

to the courtroom to clear himself.

A Lady Surrenders
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL-

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Starring Margart Lockwood,

Stewart Granger, Tom Walls, and
Patricia Roc with Reginald Purdell,

Dorothy Brambell, Joan Rees, Jose-

phine Middleton, Bryan Herbert, Beo-

trice Varley, Moira Lister, Vincent

Holmon, Walter Hudd.

CREDITS: A Gainsborough Pro-

duction: Prodi;cer, Harold Huth; Di-

rector, Leslie Arliss; In Charge of

Production, Maurice Ostrer; From a
short story by Rodney Ackland; Ad-
ditional Dialogue, Leslie Arliss;

Screenplay. Doreen Montgomery.

Synopsis: Lissa Campbell arrives at

the hotel in Cornwall for a final fling

at life. She has been turned down
because of a weak heart by the WAAF
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and told she has only a short time to

live. She realizes her career as a con-

cert pianist is ruined. She meets Kit

at the hotel and it is not long before

they fall in love. Lissa worries about
Kit's bitter attitude towards life, un-
aware that he is going blind. Judy,
Kit's childhood girl friend, fights Lissa

for him. She knows of Kit's affliction

but does not want him cured as she

fears she will lose him. Lissa promises

to leave Cornwall if Judy will con-

vince Kit to have the operation to

save his sight. Judy agrees and Lissa

leaves for a tour of the battlefronts.

She finally gives her last big concert

at famed Albert Hall. Feeling hurt
that she has not heard from Kit, she
is happily surprised when he arrives

and they once again confess their love

for each other. Judy realizing Kit and
Lissa are meant for each other, cour-
ageously steps out of their lives.

Last of the Redmen
(COLOR)
COLUMBIA
CAST: Jon Hall, Michael O'Shea,

Evelyn Ankers, Julie Bishop, Buster
Crabbe, Rick Va'.lin, Buzz Henry, Guy
Hedlund.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman;

Director, George Sherman; Screen-
play, Herbert Dalmas, George H.
Plympton adapted from James Feni-
more Cooper's "The Lost Of the Mohi-
cans."

Synopsis: In August, 1757, during
the French-Indian War, General Mont-
calm and a large force of French and
Iroquois troops were moving from the
North to attack the British-held terri-

tory at Lake George. The English had
to learn whether Montcalm would at-

tack Fort William Henry or bypass
it and attack Fort Edward. At Fort
Edward, Gen. Webb (Frederic Wor-
lock) receives two conflicting reports-
one, from a renegade Iroquois, Magna
(Buster Crabbe), who states Mont-
calm's army is to the South; the other
from Hawk-Eye, a white scout (Michael
O'Shea), and Uncas (Rick Vallin),
last of the Mohican tribe, who claim
the opposite. Webb dispatches his
troojDs to the South believing Magna,
despite the fact that Uncas and Hawk-
Eye claim Magua hates Gen. Munro,
Fort Henry's commander who had
him flogged for drunkenness. Believ-
ing it safe, a party including Munro's
daughters, Cora (Julie Bishop) and
Alice (Evelyn Ankers), their 14-year-
old brother, Davey (Buzz Henry), and
Major Heyward (Jon Hall), a British
officer, sets out for Fort Henry. En
route, they are attacked by Iroquois,
and Magua disappears, but Hawk-Eye
and Uncas arrive to save them. The
Iroquois, led by Magua, return and
capture all except Hawk-Eye and Un-
cas. Magua offers them freedom if

Cora will become his squaw; but,
when they refuse, some of the Indians
leave with the sisters. That night,
Hawk-Eye and Uncas rescue Heyward
and Davey, and the four of them res-
cue the sisters. The party then meets
the remnants of the Fort Henry gar-
rison and, knowing the large Iroquois
force will soon attack, Uncas rides
for aid. He kills Magua, who inter-

cepts him, but is badly wounded. The
battle is going against the defender
when the British cavalry, guided by
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Uncas, arrives and routs the Iroquois.

Alice is killed and Uncas dies from
his wounds, but the Indians have
been conquered.

Lewis and Clark
(TECHNICOLOR)
RKO RADIO
CREDITS: Producer, Stephen Ames;

Screenplay, Ernest Pascal.

Synopsis: The adventures of Meri-
weather Lewis and William Clark and
the story of their daring exploitations

of the unknown American wilderness.

The Long Grey Line
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Alan Ladd, Joan Caulfield.

CREDITS: Robert Fellows; Screen-
play, Millioan Wister Haines.

Synopsis: Story of World War II

veteran at West Point.

The Long IVight
RKO RADIO
CAST: Henry Fonda, Barbara Bel

Geddes, Vincent Price, Ann Dvorak,
Moroni Olson, Elisha Cook, Jr.

CREDITS: Producers, Robert and
Raymond Hakim, Anatole Litvak; Di-

rector, Anatole Litvak; Screenplay,
John Wexley; From Jacques Viot

original.

Synopsis: in a dingy rooming house
in a Pennsylvania steel town, Joe
Adams (Henry Fonda) shoots Maxi-
milian the Great (Vincent Price) dur-
ing a heated quarrel. Barricading him-
self in his room, Joe defies the police

to come and get him, and as he awaits
their onslaught, his thoughts go back
to the beginning of it all, his first

meeting with Jo Ann (Barbara Bel
Geddes) many months before. Like
himself, Jo Ann is an orphan, and
the two find that they have much in

common. Joe proposes, but Jo Ann
is evasive. That evening Joe follows

her to The Jungle, a cheap cabaret
where Maximilian, with glib patter,

performs as a second-rate magician.
It is apparent that Jo Ann and the

performer are well acquainted and
Joe is too busy watching them to pay
much attention to Charlene (Ann
Dvorak) the magician's assistant, who
makes a play for him. Maximilian
leaves town but his shadow hangs
over Joe's relationship with Jo Ann
and he sees Charlene several times.

When the magician returns he warns
Joe to stay away from Jo Ann claim-

ing that he is her father. The girl

denies this and confesses how she has

been betrayed by his glittering prom-
ises of life on the road. She agrees

to marry Joe and gives him an Aztec

brooch as a pledge. Joe visits Char-
lene to tell her of his approaching
marriage and spies an identical brooch
which Charlene tells him is Maxi-
milian's mark of conquest. Raging,

he returns to his room, where Maxi-
milian seeks him out, armed with a

revolver. The two quarrel over Jo
Ann until Joe, goaded beyond all

endurance, grabs the gun and kills his

rival. All other methods failing, the

officers decide to use tear gas, but Jo
Ann dodges by them, goes up to the

room and pleads through the door

for Joe to surrender, telling him he'll

get a fair trial but otherwise he's sure

to be killed. Suddenly convinced that

Jo Ann really loves him, he gives him-
self up.

The Lost Moment
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Robert Cummings, Susan

Hotyward, Agnes Moorehead, John
Archer, Joan Loring, Frank Puglia.

Eduardo Cianelli, Minerva Urecal,

William Edmunds.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wong-

er; Director, Martin Gabel; Screen-
play, Leonardo Bercovicei; From the
novel "The Aspern Papers" by Henry
James.

Synopsis: Robert Cummings, a pub-
lisher, goes to Italy to search for let-

ters left by Jeffrey Ashton, America's
greatest poet, who disappeared in

1833. His search leads him to the

home of Agnes Moorehead, 105 years

old, recipient of the letters, and her
niece, Susan Hayward. The latter

has hallucinations and at times be-

lieves herself to be her aunt. Believing
Cummings to be someone else, she falls

in love with him. The letters are finally

uncovered when she attempts to choke
her aged aunt, who admits she mur-
dered Ashton. But then the house
burns down, destroying the aunt and
the letters as well. Cummings carries

Susan to safety and to the beginning
of a new life.

Louisiana
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Governor Jimmie Davis,

Margaret Lindsley. CAST: John Gal-
laudet, Freddie Stewart and Dottye
Brown.
CREDITS: Producr, Lindsley Par-

sons: Director, Phil Karlson; Screen-
play, Jack DeWitt; Additional Dia-
logue, Vick Knight, Scott Darling;
Based on an Original by Steve Hea-
ley.

Synopsis: Governor Jimmie Davis of

Louisiana plays himself in the musical
drama which depicts his rise to the

governorship from his poor background
as music-loving son of a Louisiana
sharecropper. He becomes a college

professor after working his way through
school, but when he meets a band
leader is convinced that ballad-singing

is his forte. He goes on the air and
begins his political career as a court
clerk; then becomes police commis-
sioner and fights racketeers who later

try to thwart his successful campaign
for the governorship. Davis sings many
of his famous songs in the drama,
filmed principally in Louisiana.

Release: October 6, 1947.

Love at First Sight
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hut-

ton, Ernest Truex, Cecil Kellaway.
CREDITS: Producer, Alex Gott-

lieb; Director, Frederick DeCordova:
Cameraman. Karl Freund.

Synopsis: Love story with New York
background.

The Magic Bow
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Stewart Granger, Phyllis

Calvert, Jean Kent, Dennis Price, Cecil

Parker, Marie Lohr, Felix Aylmer,

* DRAMA ir

Frank Vellier and Henry Edwards.
CREDITS: A Gainsborough Picture:

Producer, R. J. Minney; Director.

Bernard Knowles; From the novel by
Manuel Komroii; Screenplay, Roland
Pertwee; Additional Dialogue, Nor-

man Ginsburg. Maurice Oslrer. ex-

excutive producer.

Synopsis: Nicolo Paganini travels

from the squalor of an Italian village

to the magnificence of the Vatican.

His violent romance with Jeanne, an
aristocratic French girl, whose hand
in marriage has been promised to one
of Napoleon's favorite lieutenants is

temporarily handicapped by the Em-
peror's desire for the marriage. Mean-
while, Paganini becomes a successful

and world renowned violinist. He is

constantly accompanied by Germi, his

manager, and Bianchi, his childhood
sweetheart. But he still loves Jeanne
despite their separation. Paganini is

wounded in a duel over Jeanne and
discontinues his playing until he is

requested to play at the Vatican, and
is therein knighted by the Pope. Jeanne
is at the Vatican with her fiance and
tells him that she loves only Pag[anini.

He releases her and she is finally re-

united with her lover.

Manacled Lady
PRC
CREDITS: Producer. Ben Slolofi.

Mary Hagen
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Ronald Reagan. Shirley

Temple, Dorothy Peterson, Charles

Kemper, Rory Calhoun. Jean Porter.

Nella Walker. Winifred Harris. Ruth
Robinson, Lois Maxwell.
CREDITS: Producer, Alex GottUeb;

Director, Peter Godfrey; Screenplay.

Charles Hoffman; From the novel b^f

Edith Roberts; Cameraman. Kail

Freund.

Synopsis: The story of the effect of

small-town gossip on the life of a

young girl.

Memory of Love
RKO RADIO
CAST: Dana Andrews. Merle Ober-

on, Ethel Barrymore. Hoagy Car-

michael. Artur Rubinstein. Eugene
Ormandy, Jacqueline White.

CREDITS: Ex. Producer. Jock I.

Gross; Producer, Harriet Parsons; K-
rector, John Cromwell; Original Story.

Dick Irving Hyland.

Sy7iopsis: After attending a San

Francisco symphony orchestra pro-

gram, Catherine Mallory (Merle Obe-

ron), attractive, intelligent leader of

a smart Bay City society set, goes with

friends to the Chez Mamie, a crowded

little night spot. Chief attraction is

Chick's Swing Six, led by Chicak Mor-

gan (Hoagy Carmichael). Featured

in the band is his pal and room-

mate, grim, good-looking Dan Evans

(Dana Andrews), a brilliant composer

and pianist. Cathy is attracted to Dan
whom she senses is desperately trying

to hide a sensitive soul under a mask
of bitterness. She learns to her sur-

prise that Dan is completely blind as
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the result of an injury which occurred

>oon after lie got out of the service-

thereby ruining a potentially brilliant

career. Realizing that her wealth and
position are a barrier, Cathy begins

a definite line of action after talking

things over with her caustic but un-

derstanding Aunt Willey (Ethel Bar-

rymore). Completely changing her

identity, she moves to a small apart-

ment and pretends to be a poor piano

student, blind like Dan, and seeking

to learn from him. While accepting

his lessons, Cathy is not only able to

enjoy Dan's friendship but manages
bv her love to inspire him to finish

his concerto. Before it is completed,

Cathy has not only arranged for a

noted specialist to operate on Dan's

eves, but has so enthused famed pian-

ist Artur Rubinstein over the con-

certo that he agrees to feature it in his

coneert. The operation successful.

Dan, able to see again, completely for-

gets Cathy in the new-found triumphs

when he is assigned to write the score

^ for a new play in New York, .\cting

on Chick's advice, Cathy goes to New
York to fight to regain Dan's affections.

To do so she drops her masquerade
and changes back to the wealthy pat-

ron of music she really is. Not recog-

nizing her, Dan falls in love all over

again with this new and glamorous
creature. However, while his concerto

' is being performed at Carnegie Hall.

Dan realizes that the little blind pian-

ist he left back in .San Francisco was
his real inspiration. He leaves the

Hall and boards a train for San Fran-
cisco leaving word of his intentions.

Cathy happily boards a plane and
meets Dan when he arrives on the

West Coast when he realizes he has

loved the same girl all the time.

Miracle of the Bells
RKO RADIO
CAST: Fred MacMurray, Frank Sina-

tra, 'Valli.

CREDITS: Producers, Jesse L. Lasky.
Walter MacEwen; Director, Irving

Pichel; Arthur, Russell lanney; Screen-

play, Ben Hecht, Quentin Reynolds.
li Synopsis: Based on the best selling

novel of the same name about a lovely

talented girl from a small town in

Pennsylvania who finds screen fame
through the interest of a brilliant

motion picture press agent. When she

flies at the heigh th of her success, he
arranges an elaborate funeral from the

small church in her home town.

Through various circumstances, a mi-
racle appears to have happened and
the whole attitude of the town and
lis people changes overnight. The
story is a message of faith and hope
and a lesson in tolerance.

I Mortgage on Life
I RKO RADIO
' CREDITS: Producer - Screenplay,

Herman J. Mankiewicz; Story, Vicki

Baum.
Sxnopsis: A story about music and

musicians but is not a musical.

Mourning Becomes
Electra
RKO RADIO
CAST: Rosalind Russe)!, Raymond

Massey, Eatina Paxinou, Michael Red-

grave, Leo Genn, Kirk Douglas, Henry
Hull, Nancy Coleman.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Dudley
Nichols; Ass. Producer. Edward Dona-
hoe; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols.

Synopsis: Based on the Theater
Guild stage success by Eugene O'Neill,

this is the story of the Mannon family,

shipping tycoons of a small Massachu-
setts town. The ending of the Civil

War brings to a climax the smoulder-
ing hatred Christine Mannon (Katina

Paxinou) has for her husband. Gen-
eral Ezra Mannon (Raymond Massey).

Christine's son, Orin (Michael Red-
grave), devoted to his mother and
serving on the Union front as the

General's aide, has no suspicion of this,

but his sister, Lavinia (Rosalind Rus
sell), has, and it is Lavinia who dis-

covers Christine's clandestine meetings
with Captain Adam Brant (Leo Genn')

of the clipper, 'Tlying Cloud," and
is infuriated the more so because she

had believed Adam to be in love

with her. Shrewd old Seth Beckwith
(Henry Hull), the Mannon gardener,

learns Adam's secret: Adam, too, is

a Mannon, the son of Ezra's uncle,

David, and a pretty nursemaid. Driven
from the family because of the scandal,

David had gone West and died in

poverty, and Adam is seeking revenge.

Lavinia uses this information to trv

to force Christine to give .^dam up,
but without success. Lavinia's at-

tempts to tell her adored father of the

situation are also blocked by Christine.

Back from the front, too, comes Peter

Niles (Kork Douglas), Lavinia's boy-

hood sweetheart. He begs her to mar-
ry him but she refuses because of her

father's need of her. The latter is

poisoned by his wife but lives long
emugh to tell Lavinia. Orin comes
bome and the revengeful La\inia works
on the bov to turn his mother-love
into hate. She and Orin follow Chris-

tine to a secret meeting with Adam on
his ship and after Christine leaves.

Orin kills -\dam. Later, Orin tells

Christine what he has done, hoping
she will once more turn to him, but,

instead, his mother, grief-stricken,

commits suicide. Shocked into despair

hv this unexpected tragedy, Orin be-

comes melancholy and Lavinia takes

him on a long trip to the South Seas

for his health. Upon returning home,
he kills himself, leaving a long confes-

sion of the family's tragic history and
Lavinia is left to live alone with her
bitter memories.

My Own TrueLove
PARAMOUNT
CAST: Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn

Douglas, Wanda Hendrix, Philip

Friend, Phyllis Morris.

CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Di-

rector, Compton Bennett; Screenplay,

Leonore Coffee, Arthur Kober; Cam-
eraman, Charles Long.

Synopsis: A young member of the

Women's A.T.S. fixes up her widower
father with a blind date in the hope
that it will take his mind off his son,

reported missing in action. A ro-

mance starts to blossom. Then the

son returns, minus a leg, and the father

begins to think that he is losing his

new-found girl to his embittered son.

Eventually everything turns out all

right, but not before the father has

had some emotional crises. Locale of

story is post-war London.

The Naked City
UNIVERSAL-INTERN ATION.'^L
MARK HELLINGER PRODUC-
TION.

CAST: Barry Fitzgerald, Howard
Duff, Dorothy Hart, Don Taylor, Ann
Sargent, Ted DeCorsia, John Mc-
Quade, Tony Rivers, House Jameson.
CREDITS: Producer, Jules Buck; Di-

rector; Jules Dassin.

Synopsis: A murder is committed in

New York City. Barry Fitzgerald, a po-

lice lieutenant in charge of one of the

city's Homicide Squads, organizes his

forces for the solution of the crime.

Through the painstaking research and
endless investigation of every possible

lead, no matter how seemingly remote,

the case is finally cracked, and the

Homicide Squad remains alerted for

whatever is to come next.

Mcholas Nickleby
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

J. ARTHUR RANK
CAST: Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Derek

Bond, Sally Ann Howes, Bernard
Miles, Fay Compton, Dame Sybil

Thomdike.
CREDITS: Producer, Michael Bal-

con. Director, Cavalcanti; Screen-

play, John Dighton; An Ealing Studios

production.

Synopsis: Motion picture version of

Charles Dickens' immortal classic deal-

ing with the abuses in some of Eng-
land's schools in the 19th Century
and some of the evils of the poor laws.

Might Unto Night
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Ronald Reagan, Viveca
Lindfors, Broderick Crawford, Rose-

mary De Camp, Osa Massen, Art

Baker, Craig Stevens. Erskine San-
ford, Ann Burr, Johnny McGovern,
Lillian Yarbo, Ross Ford, Irving Bacon,

Almira Sessions, Dick Elliott, Lois

Austin.

CREDITS: Producer, Owen Crump;
Director, Don Siegel; Screenplay,

Kathryn Scola; From the novel by
Philip Wylie; Cameraman, Peverell

Marley.

Synopsis: Miami Beach love story of

a biochemist, on leave of absence to

regin his health, and a young widow
who has become mentally unbalanced
by a frightening experience. Through
love and sympathy, they solve their

mutual problems.

Nightmare AEley
20TH CENTURY-FOX

CAST: Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell,

Coleen Gray, Helen Malker, Ian

Keilh, Mike Masurki, Taylor Holmes,

Julia Dean.
CREDITS: Producer, George Jessel;

Director, Edmund Goulding; Screen-

play, Jules Furthman; Based on the

novel by William Lindsay Gresham;
Director of Photography, Lee Garmes,
A.S.C.

Synopsis: A dramatic story of carni-

val life and the spiritualism rackets,

Tyrone Power, a carnival employee,

seeks to further his ambitions by steal-

ing the secret of a mind-reading art

from Joan Blondell, who is running
a palm-reading tent in a carnival. He
gets the act, but in the meantime, is

forced into a wedding with Coleen

^ DRAMA *

Gray. They take their act into the

big-time and prove tremendously suc-

cessful. Realizing that his stunt can

be turned into big money, Power
makes an alliance with Helen Walker,

a psychiatrist, who has a file of secret

information on all of her rich patients.

With this background material. Power
proceeds to put his act on a psychic

basis to mulct her wealthy clientele.

Discovered in the swindle. Power flees

and winds up sick and broken in the

most sordid job at a carnival. There,

Coleen, who had left him, finds him
and they look ahead to a brighter fu

ture.

Out of the Past
RKO RADIO
CAST: Robert Mitchum, Jane Greer.

Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming, Steve

Brodie.

CREDITS: Producer, Warren DuH;
Director, Jacques Tourneur; Story-

Screenplay, Geoffrey Homes.

Synopsis: When alluring Kathie

Moffatt (Jane Greer) puts a bullet into

her admirer, big-shot gambler, Whii

Sterling (Kirk Douglas), and runs off

with $40,000 of his money, Whit asks

private detective Jeff Bailey (Robert

Mitchum) to find Kathie and bring her

back. Leaving his partner, Jack Fisher

(Steve Brodie), in New York, Jeff

overtakes Kathie in Acapuco, Mexico.

Kathie denies taking the money and.

falling for her charm, Jeff double-

crosses Whit and tells him that Kathie

got away to South America. Instead,

feffi and Kathie take a boat to San

Francisco and are tracked to a moun-

tain cabin by his partner. Kathie

shoots the latter, tells Jeff she is tired

of being a fugitive, and disappears.

Disgusted at having been taken for

a sucker, Jeff changes his name and

opens a small gas station. Later he

again takes up with Kathie and the

pair are killed while escaping from

the police.

Pacific Adventure
C;OLUMBIA

CAST: Ron Randell, Muriel Stein-

beck, John Tate, Joy Nichols, Nan
Taylor, Alec Kellaway, John Dease,

Joe Valli.

CREDITS: Director, Kpn G. Hall.

Synopsis: The life story of Sir

Charles Kingford Smith, famed Aus-

tralian aviator, who received the Mili-

tary Cross from King George V for his

air exploits in World War I. In Aus-

tralia, Smithy (Ron Randell) struggled

to earn sufficient money to finance his

dreams of a Pacific flight. He. meets

Charles Ulm (John Tate) and converts

him to the same idea. By breaking

the round-.\ustralia air record, he re-

ceives a government grant of money

and hastens to .\merica to prepare

for his conquest of the Pacific. There

he meets Kay Sutton (Joe Nichols)

who, when financial troubles beset

him, saves the dav bv introducing him

to Capt. G. Allan Hancock (Alec Kel-

lawav), an .'\merican financier. With

Hancock's aid, Smithy, Ulm and two

.\merican crew members make their
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historic Pacific fliglit in the "South-

ern Cross." Success follows success

and Smithy meets, falls in love with

and Marie Mary Powell (Muriel Stein-

beck). He forms Australia National

.\irways and business prospers until

one of the company's planes is lost and

the public turns against him, forcing

him to barnstorm around the country

in the old 'Southern Cross." Still bat-

tling government lethargy, Smithy is

determined to establish an airmail

service to New Zealand and decides

on a final flight from England to

Australia, hoping the publicity will

bring him financial backing. Despite

the warning of doctors, he takes off.

but no trace is ever found of Smithy

or the machine.

The Pearl
RKO RADIO
CAST: Pedro Armendariz, Maria

E'ena Marques.
CREDITS: Producer, Oscar Dacing-

ers; Director, Emilio Fernandez;

Author, John Steinbeck; Screenplay.

E. Fernandez, Jackson Wagner.

Synopsis: This is the profoundly

touching story of a humble Mexican
fisherman who finds a pearl of vast

worth, only to have the jewel bring

tragedy to him and those he loves. A
drama of deeply human appeal, it was

filmed entirely in Mexico and intro-

duces two of Mexico's greatest stars.

Pirates of Monterey
(TECHNICOLOR)
UXIVERSAL-INTERN.4TIONAL
CAST: Maria Montez, Rod Cam-

eron, ^£khail Rasumny, Philip Reed,
Gilbert Roland, Tamara Shayne, Gale
Sondergaard, Robert Warwick.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Malvern;

Director, Alfred Werker; Executive

Producer, Joseph Gershenson; Cam-
eraman, Hal Mohr.

Synopsis: Maria Montez and her

duenna are en route to California in

1840. So is Rod Cameron and Mik-

hail Rasumny. The latter two are

[^ringing rifles for the garrison at Mon-
terey to defend itself against the Span-

ish Royalist uprising. Cameron sus-

pects that Maria is a Royalist and h's

suspicions are heightened when he ar-

rives at Monterey . But she is affianced

to his best friend, Phillip Reed. .As

time passes. Rod and Maria fall in

love and when Cameron leaves she

follows. Subsequently they are both

captured by Royalists and taken to

a pirate ship from which they are

rescued by the garrison of Monterey,

1

Possessed
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Joan Crawford, Van Heflin,

Raymond Massey, Geraldine Brooks,

Stanley Ridges, Moroni Olsen, John

Ridgely, Erskine Sanford, Gerald Per-

reau, Isabel Withers, Lisa Golm,

Douglas Kennedy, Monte Blue, Don
McGuire, Rory Mallinson, Clifton

Young, Griff Barnett.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald;
Director, Curtis Bernhardt; Screen-

play, Silvia Richards, Ronald Mac-

Dougall; From a story by Rita Wei-
• man; Cameraman, Joseph Valentine.

Synopsis: The story of a woman
obsessed with love for a man who does

Wednesday. September 10, 1947

not reciprocate, with the result that

she is gradually driven into an unbal-

anced state of mind.

The Prince of Thieves
(CINECOLOR)
COLUMBIA
CAST: Jon Ha".l, Patricia Morison,

Adele Jergens, Alan Mowbray, Mi-

chael Duane, H. B. Warner, LoweU
Gilmore.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman;

Director, Howard Bretherton; Asso-

ciate Director, Derwin Abrahams.

Synopsis: Sir Allan Claire (Michael

Duane) and his sister, Lady Marian

(Patricia Morison) are attacked as they

are riding to Nottingham Castle, where

Sir .\llan intends to claim his be-

trothed. Lady Christabel (.Adele Jer-

gens). They are saved by Robin Hood
(Jon Hall) who tells Sir -Allan that

Lady Christabel is being forced by

her father, Lord Fitz-Alwin (Lewis

Russell), into marriage with Baron

Tristam (Gavin Muir). Robin Hood
offers Sir .Allan his aid and, despite

a trap planned by Lord Fitz-Alwin

and the Baron, they break into the

castle and rescue Lady Christabel and

her hand-maiden, Maude (Robin Ray-

mond). Almost immediately, the Ba-

ron recaptures Christabel, and his

nephew. Sir Phillip (Lowell Gilmore),

kidnaps Lady Marian, Robin Hood's

betrothed. Robin Hood and Sir Allan

gather forces and plan an attack on

Nottingham Castle to rescue their

fiancees, but the Baron, via messenger,

informs Robin that Lady Marian

will be harmed unless he surrenders.

Robin Hood agrees to give himself

up, but, instead of the Baron's mes-

sengers bringing him in bound, it is

his own men. Little John (Walter

Sande), and Will Scarlet (Syd Saylor)

in disguise. .As Robin Hood is about

to mount the gallows, his men storm

the castle and rush to the Abbey to

forestall the double wedding of the

Baron to Lady Christabel and his

nephew to Lady Marian. In battle,

Robin Hood slays both the Baron and

Sir Phillip, and Friar Tuck (Alan

Mowbray) performs a triple wedding

of Robin Hood and Lady Marian, Al-

lan and Lady Christabel, and Maude
and Little John. As the ceremony

ends, a messenger announces the re-

turn of King Richard to England, and

Robin Hood, Sir .Allan and Little John

ride off to join their King.

Race Street
RKO RADIO
CAST: George Raft, William Ben-

"^ dix.

CREDITS: Producer, Nat Holt; Ex-

ecutive Producer, Jack J. Gross; Di-

rector, Edwin L. Marin; Author, Mau-

rice Davis.

Synopsis: A rugged, hard-boiled

melodrama of a former newspaperman

who turns handicapper for a racing

sheet and gets snarled between rival

bnokmaking racketeers.

Rachael
RKO RADIO
CAST: Loretta Young, William

Holden.
CREDITS: Producer, Richard Berg-

er; Exec. Producer, Jack J. Gross; Di-

rector, Norman Foster; Author, How-
ard Fast; Screenplay, Waldo Salt.

Synopsis: Based on a historical novel,

this is the story of the Northwest

Territory, shortly after the American
Revolution. A beautiful bondswoman
is bought by a widowed backwoods

pioneer. Although they are married,

she is treated as a servant by her hus-

band and his son. The ensuing drama,

thrilling and vast as the wilderness in

which it is laid, results in a sweeping

production.

Red Light
ALLIED ARTISTS

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Roy
Del Ruth.

Synopsis: John Torno, who built a

big trucking business the hard way,

has warm affection for his younger

brother, an .Army chaplain, just back

from overseas. John had made many
enemies in building his organization,

including an ex-employee who swears

revenge. The former chaplain is found

dying, but before he succumbs in-

forms his brother that a Bible will

reveal the guilty party. A search is

made for the Bible.

The Return of October
COLUMBIA
CREDITS: Producer, Don Hartman.

Synopsis: Terry Ramsey and her

Uncle Willie own a horse which they

believe capable of winning the Ken-

tucky Derby, but do not have suffi-

cient money to enter the horse. Just

before Uncle Willie suffers a fatal

heart attack, he sends Terry to live

with her rich Aunt Martha, believing

that the track was not the proper en-

vironment for a young lady. During
her enforced stay with her tyrannical

aunt, Terry goes to a horse auction

and there spies a horse with an old

battered hat on his head and a piece

of straw in his mouth. She gets an

obsession that the horse, October, is

a reincarnation of Uncle Willie, for

the equine resembles Uncle Willie and
she remembers him saying that if he

ever came back, he'd like to take the

form of a horse. During the auction,

she bids for the horse against young
Professor Basset, who wants the animal

for psychological experiments. She

outbids him but, upon finding she

cannot pay, makes a bargain whereby

Basset keeps the animal until she gets

the money. The college president

disapproves of horse racing but Basset,

learning of Terry's delusion, promises

that the paper he is doing on Terry's

case will discredit horse racing and he

is given permission te keep the horse

and let Terry exercise him. Eventu-

ally, Terry confides her belief that the

horse is Uncle Willie and Basset pub-

lishes the paper proving Terry is in-

sane, realizing too late that he loves

her. Meantime, Aunt Martha dies,

leaving everything to Terry. Her
other relatives contest the will, using

Basset's paper to prove Terry insane,

but Basset defends Terry in court,

insisting his paper was a tissue of

lies. October eventually wins the

Derby and Terry and Ba.sset are

reconciled.

Riff.Raff
RKO RADIO
CAST: Pat O'Brien, Walter Slezak,

^ DRAMA *

Anne Jeffreys, Percy Kilbride, Jerome

Cowan, George Givot, Jason Robards.

CREDITS: Ex. Producer, Jack J.

Gross; Producer, Nat Holt; Director,

Ted Tetzlaff; Original Screeneplay.

Martin Rackin.
Synopsis: Dan Hammer (Pat

O'Brien) enjoys a unique position in

the turbulent life of Panama City.

When he is approached for protection

by a man who has stolen a valuable

oil map, he runs into his most exciting

assignment. The man is murdered

and a large oil company commissions

Hammer to find the map. -Also on the

prowl is Milinar, a foreign agent

(Walter Slezak) who is prone to use

force in advancing his schemes. Max-

ine (Anne Jeffreys) is a beautiful en-

tertainer who fails in love with Dan

while still engaged to an oil company

executive (Jerome Cowan). Hammer

runs into all sorts of danger and re-

ceivs a terrific beating at the hands of

rowdies hired by Milinar. In a final

free-for-all, the latter obtains the map

from Hammer but is outwitted by

Hammer's faithful cab driver, Pop

(Percy Kilbride), who delivers him

into the hands of the police. Hammer

collects the commission for finding

the map and prepares to settle down

to a quieter mode of living with

Maxine.

The Road to Carmiehael's
RKO RADIO
CREDITS: Saturday Evening Post

serial by Richard Wormser.

The R«»»*e
(TECHNICOLOR)
RKO K/\D10
CREDITS: Producer, Frank Ross;

Novel by Lloyd C. Douglas.

Rocky
MONOGRAM
STARRING: Roddy McDowalL

CREDITS: Producer. Lindsley Par-

sons: Associate Producer, Roddy Mc-

Dowall; Director, Phil Korlson, Or-

iginal Story, George Sayre; Screen-

play, Jack DeWitt.

Synopsis: An adolescent romance,

and a boy's devotion to his dog ac-

cused of sheep killing.

The Romance of Rosy
Ridge
M G-M ,^ ^
CAST: Van Johnson, Thomas Mitch-

ell Janet Leigh, Marshall Thompson,

Selena Royle, Charles Dingle, Dean

Stockwell, Guy Kibbee, EUsabeth Ris-

don, Jim Davis. Russell Simpson, O.

Z Whitehead, James Bell, Joyce Ar-

linq, William Bishop, Paul Langton.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cummings;

Director, Roy Rowland; Screenplay,

Lester Cole; Based on story by Mac-

ICmlay Kantor; Cameraman, Sidney

Wagner.
, , „. .,

Synopsis: It is 1865 and the Civil

War has now become past history.

But bitterness between the gray and

blue factions is stronger than ever,

each blaming the other for destruction.

Gill McBeaii (Thomas Mitchell) after

fighting with the Confederate Army
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has returned to his impoverished lioiue

in Missouri, but his son, Ben (Marshall
Thompson), who also went to war has

I
not been heard from. The family—
Gill's wife, Sairy (Selena Royle):

daughter, Lissy Anne
( Janet Leigh).

and son, Andrew (Dean Stockwell).

have not given up hope for him. Rosy
Ridge has been ravaged by barn burn-
ing night raiders and Gill's barn is

burned. That evening while the fam-
ily is eating dinner—after the fire has

been put out—they hear melodious
sounds of harmonica playing—Ben's
favorite tune and they rush out hop-
ing to see him but instead find Henry
Carson (Van Johnson). All take' to

him but Gill who can't make out
\ihether Henry's britches are blue or
gray. This was the way in which it

was determined whether a man was
friend or foe. Henry announces he
wants to stay with the McBeans until

the barn is rebuilt and the crops
planted. Everyone is overwhelmed
except Gill who is still suspicious.

Henry thinks everybody should patch
up differences and forget the war. A
big party is staged for this purpose
but a fight breaks out and sides are
taken. Then it is discovered Henry
fought against the Confederates. Gill

refuses to allow him to return to the
McBean home. Henry decides to go
back to school teaching and Lissy Ann
leaves home to be with him. Gill

follows and during an argument with
Henry five hooded raiders arrive on
another barn-burning mission. They
are beaten down. Back at the Mc-
Beans Henry tells the family he fought
in the Union Army with Ben and
promised Ben when he was dying to

help get the McBean farm in working
order if he (Henry) survived. Every-
thing is straightened out and Henrv
and Lissy Ann get married.

Ronghshod
RKO RADIO
CAST: Robert Sterling, Claude Jar-

man, Jr., Gloria Grahame, Myrna Dell,

Queenie Smith.

CREDITS: Producer, Richard H. Ber-

ger; Executive Producer, Jack J. Gross:
Director, Mark Robson; Screenplay,
Peter 'Viertel, B. Nablo, Geoffrey
Homes.

Synopsis: When Clay Phillips (Rob-
ert Sterling), owner of a stock ranch
in northern California, learns that

Lednov (John Ireland) and two other
convicts are in the neighborhood. He
realizes it means life or death for him.
Lednov has sworn to kill Clay for

trailing him to Mexico and bringing
him back to pay the penalty for shoot-
ing Clay's best friend. Clay, who with
his 16-year-old brother, Steve (Claude
Jarman, Jr.), is in Aspen preparing to

drive a band of blooded mares over
Sonera Pass, reasons that Lednov will

tr\ to ambush him either on the trail

or at the ranch. 'With Steve handling
the supply wagon and Clay on horse-

back, the brothers start for home. Sev-

eral miles out of town, the brothers
find four girls stranded beside their

wrecked surrey. They are Mary Wells
(filoria Grahame), who operates a

dance hall in Aspen; Helen (Myrna
Dell) and the other two girls who work
for her. On reaching the Wyatt ranch,

it is revealed that one of the girls is

the runaway daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Wyatt (Whitford Kane and Queenie
Smith) and she is welcomed home.
Clay falls in love with Mary but is

adverse to marriage because of her
"past". In a dramatic game of hide
and seek in a forest. Steve is wounded
and Clay kills the convicts. The latter

has changed his mind about Mar\
and eagerh seeks her out to propose
marriage.

Shaggy
PARAMOUNT-PINE THOMAS
PRODUCTION
CAST: Brenda Joyce, George Nokes,

Robert Shayne, Jody Gilbert, Ralph
Sanford, Alex Frazer, Ian MacDonald,
Dan 'White, Shaggy (himself).

CREDITS: Producers, William Pine,

William Thomas; Director, Robert Tan-
sey; Screenplay, Maxwell Shane;
Cameraman, ElUs Carter.
Synopsis: Ranch Owner Bob Calvin

(Robert Shayne) brings home a new
\vife (Brenda Joyce) and mother for

his son, Robbie (George Nokes). The
mother can't stand Robbie's pets, which
causes 'friction. The son's dog (Shaggy)
is accused of killing sheep. The father
fires at the supposed killer and the dog
takes to the mountains, with Robbie
right behind him. The mother goes
in search of the boy. The real killer.

a mountain lion, stalks them. They
are saved by Shaggy and the father.

Sign of the Ram
COLUMBIA
CAST: Susan Peters, Marguerite

Chapman, Alexander Knox, Ron Ran-
dell, Doris Lloyd, Peggy Ann Gamer,
Dame May 'Whitty, Allene Roberts,

Phyllis Thaxter, Ross Ford.

CREDITS: Producer, Irving Cum-
mings; Director, John Sturges.
Synopsis: Phyllis Thaxter arrives in

Cornwall, England, to become the sec-

retary of authoress Susan Peters, con-

fined to a wheelchair. The entire

household revolves around Susan, who
outwardly appears sweet and lovable.

Her husband, Alexander Knox, is en-

tirely devoted to her. Knox has three

(hilclren by an earlier marriage; Al-

lene Roberts, a shy girl of 19; Ross
Ford, a young man beginning law prac-

tice, and Peggy Ann Garner, a 16-year-

old girl. Ross and Allene feel in-

debted to Susan for she received her
crippling injury when she rescued
them from certain death in the sea.

Susan, though devoted to the family,

has inwardly become a benevolent

tyrant in an effort to keep the family

intact and its members within easy

reach. Diana Douglas, adopted daugh-
ter of a local minister, loves Ross and
senses Susan's selfishness, as does Ron
Randell who wants to marry Allene,

and Dame May Whitty, the village gos-

sip, who caters to Susan's whims.
Subtly, Susan, through underhand
methods, tries to break up the engage-

ments of Ron and Allene and Diana
and Ross, but fails, when both children

leave home to get married. Peggv
Ann tries to comfort Susan, blaming
everything on Phyllis, and Susan for-

mulates the idea that her secretary,

too, is trying to disrupt her household,
stealing Alexander from her. Peggv
Ann attempts to poison Phyllis, but

the attempt is discovered in time, and
Knox is finally alienated by Susan's

selfishness. Afraid of being left alone,

Susan, deleated by her own possessive-

ness. wheels her chair over the edge
of the cliff into the sea.

Silver River
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan,

Thomas Mitchell, Bruce Bennett, Tom
D'Andrea, Barton MacLane, Monte
Blue, Jonathan Hale, Alan Bridge,

Arthur Space.
CREDITS: Producer, Owen Crump;

Director, Raoul Walsh; Original

Screenplay, Stephen Longstreet: Cam-
eraman, Sid Hickox.
Synopsis: A story of the silver-mining

boom in Nevada following the Civil

War.

Simon Rolivar
RKO RADIO
Synopsis: Soldier, statesman and

prophet who foresaw the trend of the

struggle for democracy in South and
Central .\merica. Bolivar is known
to history as the George Washington of

South America.

Singapore
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Fred MacMurray, Ava Gard-

ner, Roland Culver, Richard Haydn,
Spring Byington, Thomas Gomez,
Porter Hall, George Lloyd.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Bresler;

Director, John Brahm.
Synopsis: In Singapore, Fred Mac-

Murray and Ava Gardner are about
to be married when the Japs attack.

She is seriously injured. He, believ-

ing her dead, leaves Singapore. After

the war he returns to find some pearls

he had left in a hotel room. He finds

her a victim of amnesia and married
to Roland Culver. She is kidnaped
by Thomas Gomez and George Lloyd
who are seeking the pearls. When
MacMurray finds them, there is a

fight and she receives a blow on the

head, restoring her memory. She
thereupon convinces her husband of

her love for MacMurray and leaves

for the U.S. .A. with him!

Smart Woman
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Barry Sullivan, Con-

stance Bennett, Brian Aheme.
CREDITS: Producers, Hal E. Ches-

ter and Constance Bennett; Original

Story, Edwin V. Westrate and Leon
Gutterman; Screenplay, Horace Jack-

son, Jack De Witt and Adela Rogers
St. Johns.
Synopsis: The intriguing story of a

brilliant and successful woman crim-
inal lawyer who falls in love with the

special prosecutor, appointed by the

Grand Jury to investigate political cor-

ruption involving some of her clients

and racketeer ex-husband. The drama
reaches its climax in the courtroom,
where Miss Bennett must make her

choice between love and exposing cor-

ruption, or defending her client in the

most important case of her career.

The Snake Pit
20TH CENTURY-FOX
CAST: Olivia De Havilland, Mark

Stevens, Celeste Holm, Minna Gom-
bell, Leo Genn.

CREDITS: Co-producers, Anatole

Litvak, Robert Bassler; Director, Ana-

^ DRAMA *

tole Litvak; Based on the novel by
Mary Jane Ward.
Synopsis: The story of a woman in

a mental institution who finally re-

gains her sanity through modern psy-

chiatric and psychological methods,
based on the famous best-seller by
Mary Jane Ward. Olivia de Havilland,
winner of last year's .Acadamy Award,
stars in the film.

So Evil My Love
PARAMOUNT-HAL WALLIS PRO-
DUCTION
CAST: Ann Todd, Ray Milland,

Geraldine Fitzgerald, Moira Lister,

Martha Hunt, Raymond Huntley, Leo
G. Carroll, Roderick Lovell, Finlay
Currie.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal B. Wallis;

. Director, Lewis Allen: Screenplay.

Leonard Spigelgass; Cameraman, Max
Greene.
Synopsis: Olivia Harwood (Ann

Todd) a missionary's widow, returns

from Jamaica in the year 1886. She
meets Mark Bellis (Ray Milland), a

penniless artist, whose police record of

murder and larceny is unknown to

her. Mark insinuates himself into her

household and her heart. Under his

influence she attempts to blackmail

her school friend, Susan Courtney
(Geraldine Fitzgerald). Later, Susan's

husband, Henry (Raymond Huntley),

becomes aware of the blackmail plot.

He engages Jarvis (Leo G. Carroll), a

private detective, who digs out the

truth of Mark's shady background.

Olivia struggles with Henry and he

suffers a heart attack. She introduces

a dose of poison into his medicine

which Susan innocently has him take.

Susan is accused of her husband's mur-
der. The truth about Mark's record

and his current philanderings are re-

vealed to Olivia. She arranges a ren-

devous, kills Mark and then goes to

the police.

So Well Remembered
RKO RADIO
CAST: John Mills, Martha Scott,

Patricia Roc, Trevor Howard, Richard

Carlson, Frederick Leister.

CREDITS: Producer, Adrian Scott;

Director, Edward Dmytryk; Screen-

play, John Paxton; Novel by Jomes
Hiltcn.

Synopsis: In the small English town
of Browdley, the toivn council is argu-

ing over the application of Olivia

Channing (Martha Scott) for the post

of librarian. There is opposition be-

cause her father, John Channing
(Frederick Leister), a former mill own-
er, has just been released from jail

after serving a long term for having

victimized his workers in a crooked

financial deal. George Boswell (John
Mills) the youngest councillor, editor

of the town's newspaper, and cham-
pion of better living conditions for

mill workers, backs Olivia and she

is appointed. A romance develops

and they are married. There develops

a conflict of ideals between Olivia and
George. The latter is interested main-

ly in his own community while she

entertains ambitions for him to enter

Parliament through her London con-
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nections. On the eve of election he

backs out, spurred on by his close

friend, Dr. Whiteside (Trevor Howard).

When Olivia and George lose their

young son, they separate and Olivia re-

marries while George becomes Mayor

of Browdley. Years later. World War
II is almost over. Whiteside's adopted

daughter Julie (Patricia Roc) is a

hospital nurse. George, taking his

turn on air raid patrol, meets a young
RAF officer over-celebrating his leave.

He takes him home and finds he is

Charles Winslow (Richard Carlson),
^

Olivia's son by her second marriage

and learns that Olivia has returned to

Browdley to re-open the Channing
mill. Julie and Charles fall in love.

Charles is disfigured in a plane crash

and his mother insists on keeping him
away from the world and completely

monopolizing him. George manages
to see Charles in Olivia's absence and
persuades him to leave immediately

and marry Julie. In a dramatic
scene, George strips Olivia of her pre-

tense and she leaves, a thoroughly

beaten woman.

The SoH of Rusty
COLUMBIA
CAST: Ted Donaldson, Stephen

Dunne, Tom Powers, Ann Doran,

Thurston Hall, Matt WilHs, Rudy

tRobles.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace Mac-

Donald; Director, Lew Landers.

Synopsis: Ted Donaldson and his

friends are training Rusty to become
a police dog when Stephen Dunne ar-

; rives in town with his dog. Barb, and
presents an extremely anti-social ex-

. terior. Puzzled by Dunne's attitude,

the boys investigate and discover that

he had been in a military prison. They
tell every one about his prison record

and, as a result, one night Dunne is

bady beaten by Matt Willis. A few
days later, Rusty is accidentally in-

jured while Dunne is blowing up tree

stumps on his land and the angry
townspeople bring him to trial, with
Ted's father, Tom Powers, the city

prosecutor, trying the case. Dunne
convinces Ted, however, that he did
not mean to hurt Rusty, so Ted per-

suades lawyer Thurston Hall to de-

fend Dunne. Hall, after testifying

that Dunne was placed in a military

prison for hitting an officer during a

drunken spree staged after his fiancee

had jilted him, wins the court struggle

and Dunne is acquitted of all charae*

Son;$ of Love
M-G-M
CAST: Katharine Hepburn, Paul

Henreid, Robert Walker, Henry Dan-
iel!, Leo G. Carroll, Else lanssen. Gigi

Perreau, "Tinker" Furlong, Ann Car-

ter, lanine Perreau, Jimmie Hunt,

Anthony Sydes, Eilene Janssen, Ro-

man Bohnen, Ludwig Stossel, Tala
Birely, Kurt Katch, Henry Stephenson,
Konstantin Shayne.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Clar-

ence Bro-wn; Screenplay, Ivan Tors,

Irmgard Von Cube, Allen Vincent,

Robert Ardrey; From the play by
Bernard Schubert and Mario Silva;

Cameraman, Harry Stradling.

Synopsis: Brilliant Clara Wieck
(Katharine Hepburn) at the climax of

her triumphant European tour sits

at the piano at the Royal Opera House
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in Dresden for a command perform-
ance before the King of Saxony. She
chooses for her encore "Traumerei,"
by the then unknown Robert Schu-
mann (Paul Henreid), and thus pro-

claims her love for him in defiance

of her father (Leo G. Carroll). Wieck
refuses to sanction the marriage and
since Clara is not of age, the lovers

take their case to court and are

granted permission to marry. The
Schumanns are parents of seven chil-

dren. Robert does his composing in

between music lessons which he gives

to support the family. Clara has given

up her concert playing. A penniless

composer from Hamburg, Johannes
Brahms (Robert Walker) becomes
Schumann's pupil, and a member of

the household. He worships Clara.

His love is expressed in his own blos-

soming jvorks and so concealed from
his benefactors, or so he believes.

Clara realizes the burden of the fam-
ily and responsibility of the household
is wearing down her husband, who is

rapidly becoming ill from incessant

working on his opera "Faust." To
help matters, Clara signs for a con-

cert over Schumann's objections. De-
spite her valiant efforts to point at-

tention to her husband whose talent

she interprets, it is she, an artiste,

who wins acclaim. Brahms decides

to take a hand in matters and asks

Franz Liszt (Henry Daniell) to help

put over Schumann's opera. Through
his influence in the music world, Liszt

arranges with Reinecke (Konstantin

Shayne), important figure in the musi-
cal world, to have Schumann conduct
his opera at Leipzig. On the great

night Schumann is again the vigor-

ous, brilliant musician confident in his

own genius, but suddenly he loses

control of himself and collapses. His

mind completely gone, he dies within

a short time. Claia refuses Brahms'
off^er of marriage, returns to the con-

cert stage and through her genius the

true worth of Schumann is finally

realized by the world.

Song of My Heart
ALLIED ARTISTS
FEATURING: Frank Sundstrom, Au-

drey Long, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mik-

hail Rasumny and Gale Sherwood.
CREDITS: Producers, Nat W. Fin-

ston, J. Theodore Reed; Director, Ben-

jamin Glazer; Original Screenplay,

Benjamin Glazer.

Synopsis: The story of Tschaikow-
sky is told to skeptical Americans in

the Officers' Club of the Persian Gulf

Command by a Russian Lieutenant.

The Russian's father, Mikhail Rasum-
ny, had been the composer's valet.

Tschaikowsky, played by Sundstrom,

divorces Gale Sherwood and falls in

love with a great princess, Audrey
Long, who finances the publication of

the composer's music. Tschaikowsky

goes to America for a successful con-

cert tour after the Grand Duke, Sir

Cedric Hardwicke, stops his daughter's

love affair. When Hardwicke relents,

it is too late for the couple, as Tschai-

kowsky dies of cholera from con-

taminated water.

Song of the Thin Man
M-G-M
CAST: William Powell, Myma Loy,

Keenan Wynn. Dean Stockwell, Philip

Reed, Patricia Morison, Leon Ames,

Gloria Grahame, Jayne Meadows.
Ralph Morgan, Bess Flowers, Don
Taylor, Warner Anderson, Bruce Cow-
ling, Connie Gilchrist, Henry Nemo,
William Bishop, Marie Windsor.
CREDITS: Producer, Nat Perrin; Di-

rector, Edward Buzzell; Screenplay,

Steve Fisher, Nat Perrin; Additional

Dialogue, James O'Hanlon, Harry
Crane; Story by Stanley Roberts;

Based on characters created by
Dashiell Hammett.

Synopsis: Nick Charles (William
Powell) accompanied by his wife Nora
(Myrna Loy) senses trouble in the air

at a brilliant social turnout on the
gambling ship S. S. Fortune when he
sees gangster Al Amboy (William
Bishop) in a threatening conversation
with bandleader Tommy Drake (Phil-

ip Reed). Nick is further surprised
when he notices David J. Thayar
(Ralph Morgan), an aristocrat, carry-

ing a gun and observes the ill-feeling

between Thayar and Phil Brant
(Bruce Cowling), owner of the ship,
over the affections of Thayar's daugh-
ter, Janet (Jayne Meadows). Nick
and Nora leave before Drake socks

Buddy Hollis (Don Taylor) his clarin-

etist and they also miss the row be-

tween Drake and Fran Page (Gloria

Grahame), vocalist and Hollis' ex-girl

friend. Nor do they witness Drake
and Brant having words when Drake
announces he is breaking his contract

and Mitchell Talbin (Leon Ames)
refusing to advance Drake money to

settle a gambling debt with Amboy.
The following morning Nick and Nora
read that Drake has been killed in

Brant's office. Brant, who has eloped
with Janet, is sought by the police.

The newlyweds arrive at Nick's apart-

ment and Brant is shot at before Nick
turns him over to the law. Nick and
Nora begin a crazy whirl of adven-
ture to find the murderer. Nick and
the ever faithful Asta sneak on board
the gambling ship in search for clues

and find a receipt written by Drake
and signed by Amboy but it is lost in

a fight between Nick, the police and
one of Amboy's henchmen. Hollis has

disappeared and Nick and Nora, aided
by Clinker Krause (Kennan Wynn),
begin a search for him; go on a

hilarious tour of late hour jam spots

and meet up with Fran who clams up
at the mention of Hollis. Nick finds

out that one of Amboy's henchmen
had stolen Thayar's gun. While they

are at the Thayar apartment Janet
gets a mysterious call, and they follow

her to Fran's apartment where they

find the singer stabbed to death. Hol-
lis is located at a rest home in Pough-
keepsie. Nora gets Hollis to talk, and
he confesses the murder but believing

she has trapped him, he produces

the murder gun and fires at her. Nick
comas to her rescue but doesn't be-

lieve Hollis did the killing. To trap

the killer, Nick brings Hollis back
for reopening of the gambling ship.

All suspects are there and in a wild

finish Nick reveals Talbin killed Drake
and planted the gun on Hollis.

The Swordsman
(TECHNICOLOR)
COLUMBIA
CAST: Larry Parks, Ellen Drew,

George Macready, Edgar Buchanan,

Ray Collins, Marc Piatt, Michael

Dunne, Robert Shayne, Holmes Her-

bert, William Bevan, Nedrick Young,

* DRAMA *

Lumsden Hare, Tom Stevenson, Harry
Allen.

CREDITS: Producer, Burt Kelly; Di-

rector, Joseph H. Lewis.

Synopsis: A bitter feud rages be-

tween two of Scotland's most famous
clans during the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, and one that seems destined to

end in the obliteration of one or the

other of the families. Larry Parks,

son of the MacArdens, meets and falls

in love with Ellen Drew, daughter of

the other clan, the Glowans. It seems
that the love of these two will be
enough to end the feud, but when one
of the Glowans is killed trying to

harm Parks, George Macready, Ellen's

brother, claims Parks waylaid the man
and murdered him. Macready and
several of his clansmen set out to

ambush Parks, and finally do succeed

in capturing him. Parks' clan, headed
by Ray Collins and Edgar Buchanan,
however, manage to capture Ned
Young, another of the Glowans, and
a swap of prisoners is arranged. Hot
words pass at the exchange, and it is

agreed a pitch battle between the two
families will be fought. Parks, how-
ever, manages to convince both sides

that fighting is futile, and a peace is

arranged. Macready trys to upset the

peace through treachery, but Ellen

exposes him. Seeing that most of the

trouble was caused by his wicked son,

Macready, Holmes Herbert, head of

the Glowan clan, orders him to be

hanged. Peace is finally restored and
Parks and Ellen are free to marry.

Tap Roots
(TECHNICOLOR)
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
CAST: Van HeJlin, Susan Hayward,

Boris Karloff, Ward Bond, Whitfield

Connor, Richard Long, Julie London,

Arthur Shields, Sandra Rogers. Grifl

Bamett.

CREDITS: Producer, Waher Wan-
ger; Director, George Marshall;

Screenplay, Alan LeMay; From novel

by James Street.

Synopsis: A group of people in Mis-

sissippi, just before the Civil War, is

opposed to secession. Van Heflin, cru-

sading newspaper editor, joins them.

Whitfield Connor, who had been in

love with Susan Hayward, daughter

of the leader of the group, is forced

to lead the southern army's fight

against them. He is killed, and Susan

and Van Heflin find happiness, though

much of what they love has been de-

stroyed in the fighting.

Tenth Avenue Angel
M G-M
CAST: Margaret O'Brien, Angela

Lansbury, George Murphy, Phyllis

Thaxler, Warner Anderson, Rhys

Williams, Barry Nelson, Connie Gil-

christ, Tom Trout, Dickie Tyler, Henry

Bloir, Charles Cane, Richard Lane.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Wheel-

wright; Director, Roy Rowland;
Screenplay, Harry Ruskin, Eleanore

Griffin; Based upon a story by Angna

Enters and sketch by Craig Rice;

Cameraman, Roberter Surtees,

Synopsis: Flavia Mills (Margaret

O'Brien) lives on New York's Tenth
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«sss

' Avenue with her father and mother
' (Phyllis Thaxter and Warner Ander-
son) and Aunt Susan (Angela Lans-
bury) who is awaiting the return of

her boy friend, Steve (George Murphy).
Flavia has been told Steve is on a

world cruise but actually he is serv-

ing a prison term. Home again, Steve

is disillusioned and refuses to marry
Susan. During festivities of a block

party, someone steals a box containing

Blind Mac's money and a suspicion

falls on Flavia when she returns home
with a box full of bills. She insists

a mouse gave the money to her for

her mother had told her mice turn

into money. She had caught a mouse,
hidden it in a box in her secret hiding

,
place on the Avenue but was unaware
the boys who stole the money had re-

placed Flavia's box with the one con-

taining the money. Flavia's faith in

her mother is broken. Even the news
of a baby sister or brother fails to

cheer her up. Steve promises Flavia's

father he will get money to pay for

the expected baby and turns to the

I gang he once protected and they

agree to cut him in on their next job.

Steve is visited by the parole officer

and Flavia overhears their conversa-

tion. Her faith is shaken once more
—her idol, Steve, has been in prison.

She rushes out of the house and her

mother, trying to restrain her, falls

down the stairs. She is desperately
' ill. Recalling a story her mother told

her about cows kneeling in homage
to the Little Christ Child on Christ-

mas Eve to receive his blessing, she

decides she must find a kneeling cow
to intercede for her mother. Running

. to the freight yards she meets Steve,

tells him about her mother and the

, kneeling cow. Steve persuades a

I watchman to open one of the cattle

cars and as Christmas bells peal out,

the creaky door of the car is pushed
back, revealing a frightened kneeling

cow. Flavia's miracle has come true.

And she prays. They go home to

find the mother recovering. In the

ensuing happiness Susan and Steve

are reconciled.

, They Won't Believe Me
RKO RADIO
CAST: Robert Young, Susan Hay-

ward, Jane Greer, Rita Johnson, Tom
Powers.
CREDITS: Producer, Joan Harrison;

Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay.

Jonathan Latimer; Original Story,

Gordon McDonell.
Synopsis: On trial for murder, Larry

Ballentine (Robert Young) is put on
the stand to tell his story—the story

of a man of great charm who likes

I
a soft and easy life and has an in-

curable weakness for women. Married
to a wealthy wife, Gretta (Rita John-

j son), Larry plays at being a Wall Street

I
broker. He meets and falls for a

'- pretty magazine writer, Janice (Jane

Greer) and his wife buys him a part-

nership in a West Coast brokerage to

get him away. .At business he falls

for Verna (Susan Heyward) and their

i car is overturned as they are eloping.

Larry makes it appear that the dead
woman is his wife and almost suc-

ceeds before being discovered.

This Happy Breed
(TECHNICOLOR)*
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL-

J. Arthur Rank

Wednesday. Septemlber 10, 1947

CAST: Celia Johnson, Robert New-
ton, John Mills, Stanley Holloway,
Kay Walsh, Amy Venness, Alison
Leggatt, Eileen Erskine. John Blythe,

Guy Vemey, Merle Tottenham, Betty

Fleetwood.

CREDITS: A Noel Coward-Cine-
guild Production for Two Cities Films:

Producer, Noel Coward; Associate

Producer, Anthony Havelock-Allan:
Cameraman, Ronald Neame: Director.

David Lean.
Synopsis: This film is the Cavalcade

of the life of a typical British middle
class family. Spaced between the two
world wars, we follow the lives, the
trials, the tribulations, the tragedies
and the happy moments of the family
and the immediate neighbors of the
Frank Gibbonses. The romance of
his wayward daughter, the death of
his son, fanaticisms of his sister and
his sincere love for his wife and family
depict the human ways of a recogniz-

able family. The lives and loves of

this family are conceived in the in-

imitable Noel Coward sensitive style.

The picture emerges as a deeply mov-
ing record of the spirit that makes
England a great nation.

To the Ends of the Earth
COLUMBIA
CAST: Dick Powell, Signe Hasso,

Ludwig Donath, Gloria Chinn (May-
lio), Vladimir Sokoloff, John Hoyt,
Edgar Barrier, Peter Chong.
CREDITS: Producer, Sidney Buch-

man; Director, Robert Stevenson;
Screenplay, Jay Richard Kennedy.
Synopsis: Dick Powell, agent for a

U. S. law enforcement agency engaged
in a bitter struggle against an inter-

national ring of criminals, leaves for

China to see if he can pick up the lost

trail and trap the leader. Arriving in

the foreign country, he is contacted by
the liead of Chinese intelligence, who
offers him the assistance of his govern-
ment. While in the Oriental country,

Powell meets several shady characters

who are definitely tied-in with the

ring, but as he is on the verge of get-

ting information from them concern-
ing the leader, they either are mur-
dered or commit suicide. One of the

people he meets, and becomes particu-

larly interested in, is Signe Hasso, an
American widow who is escorting a

Chinese orphan (Maylia). When the

trail cools in China, Powell leaves for

Egypt, where he gains more valuable

information concerning the ring. How-
ever, the identity of the leader still

eludes him, although some evidence

which is turned up seems to implicate

Miss Hasso. From Egypt the chase

moves to Havana, where the net seems

to be closing in. On arriving in the

Cuban capital, the first person Powell

meets is Miss Hasso, who now seems

definitely part of the criminals. In

order to finally trap the guilty parties,

PoAvell arranges for a trick voyage to

the United States, and it is during
this that Miss Hasso is cleared and the

real culprits unmasked.

The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Walter

Huston, Bruce Bennett, Tim Holt, Bar-

ton MacLane.
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blcmke;

Director, John Huston; Screenplay,

John Huston; From the novel by B.

Traven; Cameraman, Ted McCord.
Synopsis: A story of gold-mining in

Mexico.

Turning Point
ALLIED ARTISTS
STARRING: Don Castle.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Wrather;
Original Story, Robert Kent.
Synopsis: Dramatic, true-story ad-

venture of an oil man in the East

Texas oil fields.

Tycoon
RKO R.\DIO
CAST: John Wayne, Laraine Doy,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Anthony Quinn,

James Gleason, Judith Anderson,
Paul Fox.

CREDITS: Producer, Stephen Ames;
Director, Richard Wallace; Screen-

play, Borden Chase, John Twist.

Synopsis:' Johnny Munroe (John
Wayne) and his partner. Pop Matthews
(James Gleason), head an American
construction firm driving a tunnel

through an obstructing arm of the

Andes in a certain South American
Republic. They were given the con-

tract by Frederick Alexander (Sir Ced-
ric Hardwicke), a local tycoon who
owns e\erything and everyone there-

abouts and is building a railroad

through the mountains. The latter

refuses to spend extra money to in-

sure safety precautions. Business ne-

gotiations are at this impasse when
Johnny complicates them further by
falling in love with Maura Alexander
(Laraine Day) the tycoon's daughter.

There are many secret meetings be-

fore the affair comes out in the open.

Johnny raises money to build a bridge

and thereby defeat Alexander's plans.

In a whirlwind finish he is seemingly

whipped when the bridge he builds is

wrecked by a flood, but Alexander is

the one who gives in and finallv ac-

cepts Johnnv as his son-in-laiv.

Unconqnered
(TECHNICOLOR)
PARAMOUNT-Cecil B. DeMille

Productions

CAST: Gary Cooper, Paulette God-

dard, Howard da Silva, Cecil Kella-

way. Ward Bond, Virginia Campbell,

Katherine De Mille, Mike Mazurki,

Porter HalL Frank Hagney. Mathew
Boulton, Dione Wadelow, Mary Field,

Sanders Clark, Jeff York, Julio Faye,

Boris Karlolf, Robert Warwick, Marc
Lawrence, Chief Thundercloud, Rich-

ard Gaines. Alan Napier, George Kir-

by, Leonard Corey, Davison Clark,

Frank R. Wilcox, Griff Bornett, Govin

Muir, Victor Vorconi, Henry Wilcoxon,

Lloyd Bridges, John Mylong, Jerry

James, John Mil]on, Oliver Thomdike,

Virginia Gray, Clarence Muse, Willo

Pearl Curtis, Jock Pennick, Poul E.

Bums. Raymond Hotton, Nan Sunder-

land, C. Aubrey Smith, Frank Moron,

Olof Hytten, Alex Harford.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Cecil

B. De Mille; Screenplay, Charles Ben-

nett, Jesse Losky, Jr., Frederick Frank;

Cameraman, Roy Rennahan.

Synopsis: The sweeping force of

man's fight with the wilderness and

Indian savageries provide background

of heroic dimensions for thi.s epic and
tvpicallv DeMillean narrative high-

lightiui; the love of two men for a

ic DRAMA i^

slave girl. The era is 1763 and the

locale's Pittsburgh, in its days as a

heroic fort spearheading the crimson
fight of civilization to move west.

Bursting with action and the deeds of

brave men—in Technicolor.

The Unfaithful
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Ann Sheridan, Lew Ayres,

achary Scott, Eve Arden, Jerome
Cowan, Steven Geroy, John Hoyt.

Peggy Knudsen, Morta Mitrovich,

Douglas Kennedy, Claire Meade,
Frances Morris, Jane Horker.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wold;
Director, Vincent Sherman; Original

Screenplay, David Goodis, James
Gunn; Cameraman, Ernest Holler.

Synopsis: Postwar story of a wife

who was unfaithful during her hus-

band's absence overseas.

The Unfinished Dance
(TECHNICOLOR)
M-G-M
CAST: Morgoret O'Brien, Cyd Cho-

risse, Kotharine Booth, Danny Thomas,

Connie ComelL
CREDITS: Producer, Joe Postemok;

Director, Henry Koster; Script, Myles

Connelly; Original Story, "La Mort

de Cygne," by Poul Morond.

Synopsis: Little Meg Merlin (Mar-

garet O'Brien), talented pupil of the

Ballet School of the Metropolitan

Opera Company, idolizes the premiere

ballerina. Mile. Bouchet (Cyd Cha-

risse). When a new ballerina, Karine

(Katharine Booth) is brought into the

company Meg misinterprets her pres-

sence, thinking she is to replace Bou-

chet and her one idea is to discredit

and embarrass the newcomer. Meg is

struck with an idea. During a spec-

tacular sequence in Karine's number
she will pull the light switch and

plunge the stage in total darkness,

thus causing Karine embarrassment.

When the time is right she yanks the

switch but the lever she pulls is not

the one that controls the lights. It is

used instead to electrically operate

a trapdoor on the stage. Karine

crashes through the opening. Her
spine is injured and she will never

dance again. Meg keeps her secret but

has a time of it keeping her friend

Josie Devore (Connie Cornell) from

talking because she knows all about

the plan. Bouchet is restored to her

position as premiere ballerina but

proves herself a selfish, unworthy and

temperamental idol. She finally de-

cides to leave the ballet and get mar-

ried. Meg becomes ill from remorse

and the fact that her "crime" was

quite useless. Karine, unable to dance,

accepts a position with the school as

ballet supervisor. She singles out

Meg for special attention, recognizing

her ability to dance and the two be-

come fast friends. Meg's many at-

tempts to blurt out the truth meet

with failure. Believing Josie has told

Karine the story, Meg runs away. She

is found by Paneros (Danny Thomas)

a friend, and she tells him the truth

about the accident. Intending to set

things right for Meg, Paneros tells

Karine the storv—the first word she
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has had about the ^\hole incident.

She decides she is through with Meg.
Paneros decides to take Meg away to

forget her dancing. However, Karine,

realizing the great possibilities of Meg
as a ballet dancer, relents and decides

to go on teaching her. Bouchet, hear-

ing the story of the accident, decides

to drop all marriage plans and stay

on as the ballerina.

The Unsuspected
WARNER BROS.-Michael Curtiz

Productions

CAST: Joan Caulfield, Claude Rains,

Audrey Trotter, Constance Bennett,

Hurd Hatfield, Michael North, Fred
Clark, Jack Lambert, Kenneth Britten,

Guy Bellas, Horry Lewis.

CREDITS: Associate Producer,
Charles Hoffman; Director, Michael
Curtiz; Screenplay, Ranald MacDoug-
all; From a novel by Charlotte Arm-
strong; Cameraman, Woody Bredell.

Synopsis: Suspense story, with mur-
der background.

Virtuous
M-G-M
CAST: Van Johnson, June AUyson,

Butch Jenkins, Hume Cronyn, Arlene
Dahl.

CREDITS: Producer, William H.

Wright; Director, Norman Taurog;
Screenplay, Albert Beich.

Synopsis: Martha Terryton (June
Allyson) prim young school teacher,
winner of a contest "to choose an il-

lustrator" for a new book by Uncle
Bumps, popular author of children's
stories, arrives in New York to find
that Gregory Rawlings (Van Johnson),
a happy-go-lucky carefree young man,
is really Uncle Bumps. At the mo-
ment he is on the rebound from a
shattered romance, his girl, Tillie
Smith (Arlene Dahl), having jilted

him to marry a Hawaiian pineapple
king. Publisher John McGrath (Hume
Cronyn), sick over Rawling's complete
lack of responsibility, becomes worse
when he learns that Martha is staying
with her cousin Helen Oldfield, the
city's leading crusador to protect chil-

dren's morals, who once had an author
of nursery rhymes run out of town
when it was discovered he was a chain
smoker. Martha tells McGrath that
since Rawlings is not a father he can't
know anything about children, but
McGrath, thinking quickly, tells her
she's wrong; that Rawlings is a widow-
er and driven to drink because of his
little boy who is very much of a prob-
lem child. Martha promises to help
straighten Rawlings out. McGrath
persuades Rawlings to go through with
the plan and they borrow Danny
(Butch Jenkins), the most recalcitrant
boy in the Brindley Orphanage. They
bribe Danny to call Rawlings "daddy."
Martha takes both Rawlings and Dan-
ny in hand and Martha and Rawlings
falls in love. Tillie comes back to

town, divorced, and is a threat to the
new romance. Martha tells Rawlings
she is going to visit the orphanage,
where Danny has been returned, and
Rawlings, panic stricken and fearing
Martha will learn the truth, rushes
to the home but gets there too late.

Martha has learned the truth. She
goes back to her home town to marry
a former suitor and they plan to

adopt Danny. But Rawlings can't

live without Martha nnrl follows her

with Danny. After some excitement
they win her over to their side.

The Voice of the Turtle
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Eleanor Parker, Ronald Rea-

gan, Eve Arden, Wayne Morris, Kent
Smith, John Emery, John Holland.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Hoff-

man; Director, Irving Rapper; Screen-
play, John Van Druten; From the stage

play by John Van Druten; Camera-
man, Sol Polito.

Synopsis: The unconventional love
affair of an unemployed young actress

and an Anny sergeant on weekend
leave.

Whiplash
WARNER BROS.
CAST: Dane Clark, Alexis Smith,

Zachary Scott, Jeffrey Lynn, Douglas
Kennedy, Ransom Sherman, S. Z.

Sakall, Alan Hale, Eve Arden, Fred
Steele, Robert Lowell.

CREDITS: Producer, William Jacobs;
Director, Lew Seiler; Screenplay,
Laurice Geraghty, Harriet Frank, Jr.;

From a story by Kenneth Earl; Cam-
eraman, Peverell Marley.

Synopsis: Prizefighter story, about a
painter who turns boxer after falling

in love with wife of a fight promoter
and embarks on a ring career under
the scheming management of the lat-

ter.

Whispering City
PRC
CAST: Helmut Dantine, Paul Lukas,

Mary Anderson, Mimi d'Estee, John
Pratt, Lucie Poitras, Joy Lofleur.

CREDITS: Producer, George Mar-
ton; Direclor, Fedor Ozep; Executive

Producer, Paul L'Anglais; Screen-

play, Rian James, Leonard Lee: Ad-
ditional Dialogue, Gina Kaus, Hugh
Kemp, Sydney B<inks; Original Story,

George Zuckermcm, Michael Lennox.

Synopsis: Paul Lukas, wealthy and
influential lawyer of Quebec, patron
of the arts, is helping young composer
Helmut Dantine to present his Quebec
Concerto. When newspaper reporter
Mary Anderson covers the dying mo-
ments of once-popular actress Joy La-
fleur, the aged actress mumbles a few
words which indicate that Lukas was
responsible for the drowning of her
lover many years before. Dantine's
neurotic wife, Mimi d'Estee, acciden-

tally takes an overdose of sleeping

powders and dies. Lukas persuades
Dantine, who had been drunk the
night before and does not remember
what he did, that he had killed his

wife. Lukas agrees to clear Dantine
of suspicion of the alleged murder
(which Dantine believes he committed)
if Dantine will kill Miss Anderson to

remove her from Lukas' trail. Dantine
reluctantly agrees, and meets Miss An-
derson under an assumed name. How-
ever, instead of killing her, he falls in

love with her, and they realize that

they must trap Lukas into revealing

himself as the killer. The evening of
the presentation of the Concerto, Miss
Anderson is home, listening to the

music on the radio, when Lukas enters,

about to kill her. However, Dantine
arrives with police just in time to

save her, while Lukas plunges out of

a window to his death on the rocky

pavement below.

The White Tower
RKO RADIO

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Edward
Dmytryk; Novel by James Ramsey
Ullman; Screenplay, Paul Jorrico,

John Paxton.

Synopsis: Tense drama of mountain-
eering will be shot amid the breath-
taking heights of the Swiss Alps.

The Woman in White
WARNER BROS.

CAST: Alexis Smith, Eleanor Parker,

Sydney Greenstreet, Gig Young, Ag-
nes Moorehead, John Abbott, John
Emery, Emma Dunn, Curt Bois.

CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke;
Director, Peter Godfrey; Screenplay,

Stephen Morehous Avery; From the

novel by Wilkie Collins; Cameraman,
Carl Guthrie,

Synopsis: Drama in eerie English
setting, with action revolving around
a young girl's fortune and the efforts

of plotters to deprive her of the
money. Eleanor Parker plays a dou-
ble-identity role.

The Wreck of the
Hesperus
COLUMBIA
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace Mac-

Donald.

Synopsis: Captain John MacReady,
barred from the sea when ship owners
of New England in 1830 say his ship
foundered because of poor seaman-
ship, takes to the life of a salvage

captain. MacReady has always claimed

^ DRAMA i^

his ship was wrecked bv those who
wanted the salvage, but could never
prove it. Meanwhile his salvage busi-

ness has prospered, and he is obstinate

in his opposition to a proposed light-

house on a dangerous set of reefs.

However, unknown to MacReady, the

man who started him in the salvage

business is really a wrecker who profits

from the salvage John gets, and is re-

sponsible for wrecking John's ship.

When the ship of Angus MacReady,
John's brother, is lost, with all aboard,

John becomes bitter and denounces
his partner for the dirty business they

are in. Fearing betrayal, the partner
arranges for John's arrest on a

trumped-up charge, and he is saved
only through the intervention of his

girl friend Deborah with the governor
of the state. The partner is exposed,
the lighthouse erected and John and
Deborah marry.

Your Red Wagon
RKO RADIO
CAST: Cathy O'Donnell, Farley

Granger, Howard Da Silva, Jay C.

Flippen, Helen Craig.

CREDITS: Producer, John House-
man; Director, Nicholas Ray; Author.

Edward Anderson; Screenplay, Nich-

olas Ray.
Synopsis: An unusual and engross-

ing drama that reveals in searching

detail the psychology of hunted out-

laws as they battle desperately against

hopeless odds.

FRANK WISBAR

DIRECTOR
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My Thanks to the Newspaper Critics of

the Nation Who Voted Me Otie of the

Best Juvenile Actresses of the Year

ALLENE ROBERT
"THE RED HOUSE"

(Sol Lesser—United Artists)

CHfiRLES BflRTOn
Director

THE WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP"

"TIME OF THEIR LIVES"

BUCK PRIVATES COME BACK"

In Production

'THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH"

AROLD ARLEN
COMPOSER

"BLOOMER GIRL"

In Preparation

"CASBAH"*

•LYRICS—LEO ROBIN
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flflY RELEflSES 1^

A resume of feature releases since Jan, 1, 1947^ arranged hy distributors.
Also included are serials and short subjects scheduled for 1947-48 release.

Allied Artists
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

It Happened on Fifth Avenue, Apr.

19.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Black Gold, Sept. 6; The Gangster,

Nov. 22, The Hunted; Song of My
Heart; The Tenderfoot; Last of the

Badmen; The Highwayman; Smart
Woman; Red Light; Follow Me
Quietly; Turning Point; North of

Nome; Land of the Sky Blue Waters;

Babe Ruth; Panamint City; Onward.

Columhia Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Blondies Big Moment; Lone Wolf
in Mexico; The Jolson Story; Blind

Spot; Cigarette Girl; Dead Reckon-
ing; Mr. District Attorney; The Thir-

teenth Hour; Millie's Daughter; John-
ny O'clock; King of the Wild Horses;

Blnndie's Holiday; The Guilt of Janet

Ames; Framed; For the Love of FLusty;

Bulldog Drummond at Bay; The Mil-

lerson Case; Little Miss Broadway;
Sport of Kings; The Corpse Came
C. O. D.; Over the Santa Fe Trail;

Swing the Western Way; South of the

Chisholm Trail; The Lone Hand
Texan; West of Dodge City; Law of

the Canyon; Prairie Raiders.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Stranger from Ponca City; Keeper

of the Bees; Pacific Adventure; Gun-
fighters; The Son of Rust; Riders of

the Lone Star; Smoky River Serenade;

Last of the Redmen; Bulldog Drum-
mond Strikes Back; When a Girl's

Beautiful; Wreck of the Hesperus;

Down to Earth; Sweet Genevieve; Key
Witness; Blondie in the Dough; Her
Husband's Affairs; To the Ends of the-

Earth; Two Blondes and a Redhead;

The Lone Wolf in London; The Prince

of Thieves; The Last Roundup; The
Crime Doctor's Gamble; Devil Ship;

I Love Trouble; Port Said; The
Swordsman; Rose of Santa Rosa; Last

Days of Boot Hill; It Had to Be You;

Black Arrow; Lady from Shanghai;

Relentless; The Man from Colorado;

The Mating of Mille; The Sign of

the Ram; Buckaroo from Powder
River. The Return of October; The
Strawberry Roan; Blondie's Night Out;

^ The Gallant Blade; The Woman from

Tangier; Let's Fall in Love; Streets of

Montmarte; Adventures of Silverado;

I Shoot the News; Boston Blackie's

Greatest Danger; Mary Lou; A Little

Spanish Town; Wild Fury; I Surrender

Dear.

SERIALS:
The Sea Hound; Brick Bradford;

Tex Granger.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Three Stooges, 8 2-reelers.

.Assorted Comedies, 10 2-reelers.

All-Star Comedies, 10 2-reelers.

Color Rhapsmlics, 8 l-reelers.
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Color Phantasies, 8 l-reelers.

Color Favorites (reissues), 8 l-reelers.

Community Sings, 12 l-reelers.

Thrills of Music, 12 l-reelers.

Screen Snapshots. 12 l-reelers.

World of Sports, 12 l-reelers.

Film Novelties, 12 l-reelers.

Eagle-Lion Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

It's a Joke, Son, Jan. 25; Bedelia,

Feb. 1; Lost Honeymoon, Mar. 29;

Repeat Performance, May 30.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Caravan, July 26; Red Stallion, Aug.
16; Adventuress; Green for Danger;
Out of the Blue; Love from a Stran-

ger; Adventures of Casanova; Man
from Texas; Clemmy; Career in Man-
hattan; Corkscrew Alley; Northwest
Stampede; New Girl in Town; Catch
Me Before I Kill; Kenny; Prince

Valiant; Montana; T-Man; The Noose
Hangs High.

M-G-M
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Gallant Bess, Jan.; Mighty McGurk,
Jan.; Lady in the Lake, Jan.; Till the

Clouds Roll By, Jan.; Love Laughs at

.\ndy Hardy, Feb.; My Brother Talks

to Horses, Feb.; Boomtown, (reissue)

Feb.; The Beginning or the End, Mar.;

It Happened in Brooklyn, Apr.; Little

Mr. Jim, .\pr.; Sea of Grass, Apr.;

The Yearling, May; High Barbaree,

May; Undercover Maisie, May; Dark
Delusion, June; Living in a Big Way,
June.
FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Fiesta, July; Cynthia, July; The
Hucksters, Aug.; The Romance of

Rosy Ridge, Aug.; Alias a Gentleman;

The Arnelo Affair; The Birds and
the Bees; Cass Timberlane; Desire Me;

Good News; Green Dolphin Street; If

\Vinter C-mes; Merton of the Movies;

The Pirate; Song of Love; Song of

the Thin Man; Summer Holidtiy;

Tenth Avenue .Angel; This Time for

Keeps; The Unfinished Dance; The
Kissing Bandit; Killer McCoy; On an

Island With You; Virtuous; Joan of

Lorraine.

SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Two-Reel Specials, four.

News of the Day, 104 issues.

M-G-M Tech.iicolor Cartoons, 16 1-

reelers.

John Nesbit Passing Parades, 6 l-reel-

ers.

Gold Medal Reprint Cartoons, 6 I-reel-

ers.

Pete Smith Specialties, 10 I-reelers.

FitzPatrick Traveltalks (Technicolor).

6 l-reelers.

monogram Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Ginger, Jan. 4; Riding the California

Trail, Jan. 11; Raiders of the South,

Jan. 18; Vacation Days, Jan. 25; Rain-
bow Over the Rockies, Feb. 8; Valley
of Fear, Feb. 15; Fall Guy, Mar. 15;

The Guilty, Mar. 22; Trailing Danger,
Mar. 29; Six Gun Serenade, Apr. 5;

Violence, Apr. 12; Land of the Lawless,
.Apr. 26; Queen of the Yukon, re-issue,

May 3; Hard Boiled Mahoney, May 10;

Sarge Goes to College, May 17; The
Law Comes to Gunsight, May 24;

Song of the Wasteland, May 31; Wolf
Call, re-issue, June 7; High Conquest,

June 21; Code of the Saddle, June 28;

Kilroy Was Here, June 28 .

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

High Tide, Sept. 13; That Guy Pa-

looka, Sept. 20; Louisian, Oct. 6; The
Old Gray Mayor, Nov. I; The Quest
of Willie Hunter; The Big Flight;

Mysterious Island; Sixteen Fathoms
Deep; I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes;

The Gay Deceivers; A Palooka Named
Joe; Jiggs anl Maggie in Society; High
Tide; Crime Crushers; Jinx Jockey;
Rocky; Panhandle; Charlie Chan in

the Chinese Mystery; The Secret of

Dr. Parazoides.

PRC Pictures
FEATURES: January to June. 1947:

Born to Speed, Jan. 12; Wild Coun-
try, Jan. 17; Law of the Lash, Feb. 28;

Devil on Wheels, Mar. 2; Range Be-

yond the Blue, Mar. 17; Untamed
Fury, Mar. 22; Kit Carson, Mar. 22;

Last of the Mohicans (re-issue). Mar.

22; Three on a Ticket, .Apr. 5; West
to Glory, Apr. 12; Philo Vance's Gam-
ble, Apr. 12; The Big Fix, Apr. 19;

Frontier Fighters, Apr. 26; Thunder-
cap Outlaws, Apr. 26; Raiders of Red
Rock, Apr. 26; Shootin' Irons, .Apr.

26; Panhandle Trail, Apr. 26; Code of

the Plains, Apr. 26; Border Feud, May
10; Too Many Winners, May 24; Killer

at Large, May 31; Stepchild, June 7;

Philo Vance Returns, May 14; Corsi-

can Brothers (re-issue), June 21; South

of Pago Pago (re-issue), June 21;

Heartaches, June 28; Pioneer Justice,

June 28.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Gashouse Kids Go West, July 26;

Ghost Town Renegades, July 26; Bury
Me Dead; Gashouse Kids in Holly-

wood; Railroaded; Black Hills; Shad-

ow Valley; Return of the Lash; Philo

Vance's Secret Mission; Check Your
Guns; Blonde Savage; Linda; Be Good;
Hide Out; Mancled Lady; Girls Camp;
Angel with an Anklet; Las Vegas Lady;

Gun Law; Whispering City; 4 Eddie

Dean Westerns; 2 "Lash" LaRue West-

Paramount Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Cross My Heart, Jan. 10; The Per-

fect Marriage, Jan. 24; Ladies' Man,
Feb. 7; California, Feb. 21; Easy Come,
Easy Go, Mar. 7; Suddenly, It's Spring,

Mar. 21; Seven Were Saved, Mar. 28;

My Favorite Brunette, Apr. 4; Fear in

the Night, Apr. 18; The Imperfect
Lady, Apr. 25; Blaze of Noon, May 2;

Big Town, May 23; Calcutta, May 30;

Danger Street, June 20; The Trouble
With Women, June 27.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Perils of Pauline, July 4; Dear Ruth,

July 18; I Cover Big Town, July 25;

Desert Fury, Aug. 15; Jungle Flight,

Aug. 22; Variety Girl, Aug. 29; Ad-
venture Island, Oct. 10; Big Town
After Dark; Shaggy; Welcome Stran-

ger; Where There's Life; Whispering
Smith; Wild Harvest; Golden Ear-

rings; Saigon; Dream Girl; The Em-
peror Waltz; The Big Clock; Night
Has a Thousand Eyes; My Own True
Love; So Evil My Love; I Walk Alone;

Road to Rio; Albuquerque; Big Town
Scandal; Foreign Affairs; A Connecti-

cut Yankee; The Long Grey Line; The
Pale Face; Unconquered.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Paramount News, 104 issues.

Musical Parades, 6 2-reelers.

Noveltoons, 8 l-reelers.

Popeye, 8 l-reelers.

Screen Songs, 8 l-reelers.

Popular Science, 6 l-reelers.

Unusual Occupations, 6 l-reelers.

Speaking of Animals, 6 l-reelers.

Pacemakers, 6 l-reelers.

Grantland Rice Sportlights, 10 l-reel-

ers.

RKO Radio Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

The Locket; San Quentin; Vacation in

Reno; Song of the South; Best Years

of Our Lives; Code of the West; It's

a Wonderful Life; Trail Street; Honey-
moon; The Farmer's Daughter; Tarzan

and the Huntress; The Devil Thumbs
a Ride; Born to Kill; A Likely Story;

Banjo; Woman on the Beach.

FEATURES: After July I, 1947:

Desperate; Dick Tracy vs. the Grue-

some Gang; The Bachelor and the

Bobby Soxer; Tarzan an dthe Mer
maids; The Bishop's Wife; Indian

Summer; I Remember Mama; Magic

Town; Good Sam; Man About Town;

Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House; Fun and Fancy Free; If You

Knew Susie; The Secret Life of Walter

Mitty; Berlin Express; Crossfire; Fight-

ing Father Dunne; The Fugitive; The
Harder They Fall; The Long Night;

Memory of Love; Miracle of the Bells;

Mourning Becomes Electra; Out of

the Past; The Pearl; Race Street;

Rachael; Riffraff; Roughshod; So Well

Remembered; They Won't Believe

Me; Tycoon; Your Red Wagon; Seven

Keys to Baldpate; The Velvet Touch;

The Window; Return of the Badmen;
Stations West; Thunder Mountain;

Under the Ton to Rim; Beyond All

Doubt; The Boy With Green Hair;

The Captain Was a Lady; Lewis and
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FRANK McDonald
Director

"Hit Parade of 1947"*

(Republic)

"When a Girl's Beautiful"
(Columbia)

"Linda Be Good"
(Ccrmeo)

"Bulldog Dmmmond Strikes Back"
(Columbia)

In Production

In a Spanish Town
(Tentative Title)

(A Gene Autry Production for Columbia in Cinecolor)

Management
"Also Producer Hallam Cooley

ik tv

T> ik

JACK BERNHARD
Director

"THE HUNTED"

^ ^
i:^ i^

^

i:^ ik

I wish to thank the Newspaper Critics and

Commentators who voted me one of the best

Juvenile Actors for My Performance in

"THE GREEN YEARS"
in the Film Daily Famous Five Poll

SCOTTY BECKETT

*

EDUHRD LUDlillG

Director

Current Release

THE FABULOUS TEXAN

• •
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"Clark; Dick Tracy Meets KarlofF; The
Road to Carmichael's; The "White
ITower; Wild Horse Mesa; The Won-
Iderful Adventures of Bambi (re-issue);

IThe Robe; The Harder They Fall;

Ivanhoe; Simon Bolivar; The Pitts-

burgh Escapade; Mortgage on Life;

iMystery in Mexico.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Disney Cartoons (Technicolor). 18

l-reelers.

Disney Cartoons (reissues), 6 l-reelers.

Edgar Kennedy Comedies, 6 2-reelers.

Leon Errol Comedies, 6 2-reelers.

This Is America, 13 l-reelers.

Sportscopes, 13 l-reelers.

Flicker Flashbacks, 7 l-reelers.

My Pal, 4 2-reelers.

Westerns (reissues), 4 2-reelers.

Jamboree (reissues), 7 l-reelers.

Football Highlights of 1947, 1 2-reeler.

Republic Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:
Calendar Girl; Angel and the Bad-

man; Hit Parade of 1947; That's My
Man; Northwest Outpost; The Pil-

grim Lady; The Magnificent Rogue;
Yankee Fakir; Spoilers of the North;
Winter Wonderland; Web of Danger;
That's My Gal; Apache Rose; Bells of
San Angelo; Trail to San Antone;
Twilight on the Rio Grande; Saddle
Pals; Vigilantes of Boomtown; Home-
steaders of Paradise Valley; Oregon
Trail Scouts; Last Frontier Uprising.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:
Rustlers of Devil's Canyon, July 1;

The Trespasser, July 3; Springtime in

I

the Sierras, July 15; Robinhood of

j

Texas, July 15; Blackmail, July 24;
ji Wyoming, Aug. I; Marshall of Cripple
_ Creek, Aug. 15; The Pretender, Aug.
j"I6; Along the Oregon Trail, Aug. 18;

The Flame, Aug. 27; Exposed, Sept.

=F8; Driftwood, Sept. 20; On the Old
Spanish Trail, Sept. 30; The City

i
Slicker, Oct. 1; The Fabulous Texan.

j

Oct. 11; Pride of Kentucky, Oct. 24:
Hideout, Nov. 17; The Gay Ranchero;
Under Colorado Skies; Moon Over
Mexicali; The Wild Frontier; Marshal
of Amarillo.

SERIALS:
Son of Zorro; Jesse James Rides

Again; Jungle Girl (reissue): The
Black Widow; G-Men Never Forget,
Sept. 19; Dangers of the Canadian
Mounted.

^Screen Guild Productions
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:
Queen of the Amazon, Jan. 15;

Rustler's Valley (reissue). Mar. 15;

Bells of San Fernando, Apr. 5; Texas
Trail (reissue), Apr. 12; Buffalo Bill
Rides .-^gain, Apr. 19; Partners of the
Plains (reissue), Apr. 26; Scared to

Death, May 3; Cassidy of Bar 20 (re-

issue). May 10; Shoot to Kill, May
17; Bush Pilot, June 7; Heart of Ari-
zona (reissue), June 14.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:
The Hat Box Mystery, July 12; Bar

20 Justice (reissue), July 19; Holly-
wood Barn Dance; The Case of the
Baby Sitter, July 26; Killer Dill, Aug.
2; Dragnet, ' Aug. 16; The Burning
Cross, Sept. 1

.

Selznick R^leasintf
Organization

FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Duel in the Sun.
FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Intermezzo (reissues); The Paradine
Case; Portrait of Jennie.
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20th Century-Fox
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:
The Razor's Edge, Jan.; 13 Rue

Madeleine, Jan.; The Shocking Mi%s
Pilgrim, Jan.; Les Miserables (reissue),

Jan.; Stanley and Livingstone (reissue),

Jan.; Boomerang, Feb.; The Brasher
Doubloon, Feb.; Strange Journey, Feb.;
Alexander's Ragtime Band (reissue).

Mar.; Backlash (reissue), Mar.; The
Late George Apley, Apr.; Carnival in

Costa Rica, Apr.; San Demetrio, Apr.;
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir, May; The
Homestretch, May; Jewels of Branden-
burg, May; Moss Rose, June; Miracle
on 34th Street, June; Western Union
(reissue), June.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Meet Me at Dawn, July; The Crim-
son Key, July; I Wonder Who's Kiss-

ing Her Now, Aug.; Mother Wore
Tights, Sept.; Kiss of Death, Sept.;

Second Chance, Sept.; The Foxes of

Harrow, Oct.; Nightmare Alley, Oct.;

Daisy Kenyon, Nov.; Forever Amber,
Nov.'; Call Northside 777, Dec; The
Snake Pit, Dec; An Ideal Husband;
Gentleman's Agreement; Captain from
Castile; Give My Regard to Broad-
way; Summer Lightning; Green Grass

of Wyoming.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Movietone News Shorts, 22 l-reelers

(including the Adventure Series,

Sports Series, Lew Lehr's Dribble
Puss Parade).

March of Time, 14 2-reelers.

Terrytoons, 20 l-reelers.

United Artists
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Fool's Gold, Jan. 31; The Red House,
Feb. 7; The Fabulous Dorseys, Feb.

21; The Private Affairs of Bel Ami,
Mar. 7; Fun on a Weekend, Mar. 14;

The Macomber Affair, Mar. 21; Un-
expected Guest, Mar. 28; Carnegie

Hall, Apr. 4; New Orleans, Apr. 18;

Ramrod, May 2; Adventures of Don
Coyote, May 9; Dishonored Lady, May
30; Copacabana, June 14; Stork Bites

Man, June 21.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

The Other Love, July 26; Hal Roach
Comedy Carnival; Dangerous Venture;

Here Comes Trouble; Arch of Tri-

umph; Lured; Christmas Eve; Hoppy's
Holiday; A Miracle Can Happen;
Stampede; Heaven Only Knows; The
Marauders; Mad Wednesdays; Mon-
sieur Verdoux; Who Killed Doc Robin:
Atlantis; Vendetta; Body and Soul;

Intrigue; Silent Conflict; The Dead
Don't Dream.
Probably for 1948 release: War

Party; The Stray Lamb; A Lion is in

the Streets; Texas, Heaven and Brook-
lyn; Joe Macbeth; Bad Guy; Bullhead;
Champagne for Everybody; Make Way
for the Bridge; Babes in Toyland;
Carmen from Kenosha; Immortal Be-

loved; One Touch of Venus; Babylon
Revisited; The Beckoning Fair One;
Sorrel and Son; The President's Hus-
band; Free Press; Sun Yat Sen; Life

of Rudolph Valentino; Wild Calendar;
The Pitfall: Wide Open Town; Mr.
Wilmer (Hal Roach Comedy Carni-
val): Cradle 'n' All (Hal Roach Com-
edy Carnival); The Glicket Cart (Hal
Roach Comedy Carnival); Tom Thumb
(feature cartoon); Rip Van Winkle
(feature cartoon); Miracle in the Rain;
Early Autumn; Lulu Belle; The
Queen's Necklace; The Wall Between;
Show Me a Land; I Heard Them
Sing; It Comes Naturally; Harness
Bull; Illusion in Java; Crazy to Dance;

Alarum and Exciirsion; The Li
Prince (cartoon); King Arthur and
the Knights of the Round Table (fea-

ture cartoon); The Bat; The Traitors;
Hold It Please; Judge Landis and
Twenty-Five Years of Baseball; Dream
of Butterfly; The Scarlet Feather.

tJniviersal-International
Pictures

FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

The Wicked Lady, Jan.; Swell Guy,
Jan.; I'll Be Yours, Jan.; Song of
Scheherazade, Mar.; Smash-Up, The
Story of a Woman, Mar.; Michigan
Kid, Mar.; Stairway to Heaven, Mar.;
Buck Privates Come Home, Apr.; Time
Out of Mind, May; The Web, June;
Ivy, June; Odd Man Out, June; The
Egg anl I; Brief Encounter; The Over-
landers; The Years Between.
FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

The Vigilantes Return, July; Great
Expectations, July; Brute Force, Aug.;
Slave Girl, Aug.; Something in the

Wind; Singapore; Secret Beyond the
Door; The Lost Moment; The Wistful
Widow of Wagon Gap; Pirates of

Monterey; Black Narcissus; Frieda;

Ride a Pink Horse; The Senator Was
Indiscreet; The Exile; Black Bart,

Highwayman; The Naked City; The
Upturned Glass; A Double Life; Tap
Roots; Mortal Coils; River Lady; Let-

ter from an Unknown Woman; Up in

Central Park; Another Part of the
Forest; Are You With It; The Captive
Heart; This Hapy Breed; I Know
Where I'm Going; Nicholas Nickleby;
The Magic Bow; A Lady Surrenders;

Johnny Frenchman.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Universal Newsreel, 104 issues.

Special Featurettes, 2 2-reeIers.

Technicolor Cartunes, 8 l-reelers.

Sing and Be Happy, 8 l-reelers.

Variety Views, 8 l-reelers.

Answer Man, 8 l-reelers.

Juvenile Jury, 8 l-reelers.

Name Band Musicals, 12 2-reelers.

Warner Bros.
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

The Time, the Place and the Girl;

The Man I Love; Nora Prentiss; Pur-
sued; That Way With Women; Stal-

lion Road; Love and Learn; The Two
Mrs. Carrols; Cheyenne; The Sea
Hawk (reissue); The Sea Wolf (re-

issue).

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

The Unfaithful, July 5; Possessed,

July 26; Cry Wolf, Aug. 16; Deep Val-
ley, Sept. 1; Night Unto Night; The
Unsuspected; My Wild Irish Rose;
Life With Father; Dark Passage; Voice
of the Turtle; Wallflower; Two Guys
from Texas; Romance in High C;
Ever the Beginning; Love at First

Sight; Mary Hagen; The Treasure of
the Sierra Madre; Silver River; The
Woman in White; Escape Me Ever;
Whiplash.
SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Technicolor Specials, 8 2-reelers.

Classics of the Screen, 6 2-reelers.

Blue Ribbon Hit Parade (Techni-
color), 14 l-reelers.

Joe McDoakes Comedies, 6 l-reelers.

The Sports Parade (Technicolor), 6
l-reelers.

Melody Masters Bands, 10 I-reelers.

Merrie Melodies and Looney Tunes
(Technicolor), 26 l-reelers.

Adventure Specials (Technicolor), 6
l-reelers.

Memories of Melody Lane.
Warner Pathe News, 104 issues.

"OEGRO CAST

RELEASES
All American IVews

FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

It Happened in Harlem; Romance on

the Beat; Midnight Menace; Chicago

After Dark; Lucky Gamblers.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Hi-De-Ho; Stars on Parade; Big

Timers.

SHORT SUBJECTS SERIES:

All American News Newsreel, 52 issues.

All American Digests, 12 2-reelers.

Astor Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Beware; Tall and Terrific; That Man
of Mine; Swanee Showboat.

FEATURES: From July 1, 1947:

Reet Petite and Gone, Sept. 5.

SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Miscellaneous Shorts, five 3-reelers.

Miscellaneous Shorts, three 2-reelers.

Miscellaneous Shorts, three l-reelers.

Herald Pictures
FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Boy! What a Girl, Apr.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Sepia Cinderella, July; Miracle in

Harlem; Holiday in Harlem; God

Favors His Own; Satan's Agent.

Sach Amusentent
Enterprises

FEATURES: January to June, 1947:

Murder With Music, Feb. 15; Dirty

Gertie From Harlem, Apr. 20; Junction

88, June 1.

FEATURES: After July 1, 1947:

Go Down, Death, July 15; Jesus and

the Devil; Another Woman's Husband;

Harlem Hell-Cat; Yaller Girl.

SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Bob Howard's House Party, one 2-

reeler.

Assorted Musicals, 12 l-reelers.

Murder in Swingtime (Reissue) 1-

reeler.

Piano Reflections, one I-reeler.

Toddy Pictures
FEATURES: After January 1, 1947:

What a Guy: Mantan Runs for

Mayor; Return of Mandy's Husband;

Going to Glory.

SHORT SUBJECT SERIES:

Eddie Green Series, four 2-reelers.

Pigmeat Markham, four 2-reelers.

Buck and Bubbles, four 2-reelers.
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BERneRDBJflY
Director

BUFFALO BILL RIDES AGAIN"
(Starring Richard Arlen and Jennifer Holt)

"HOLLYWOOD BARN DANCE"

JACK SCHWARZ PRODUCTIONS
For

SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTIONS, INC.

* *

©

(llflSlER PHOlOGRePHERS

Quantity

Reproductions

of Quality
(not stills)

J
Sam Stern

President

322 W. 48th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Circle 5-4037
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My Sincere Thanks to the Newspaper
Critics Who Voted Me the Best Juvenile Actor

Of the Year For My Performance in

"THE YEARLING"
And the "Find" of the Year.

CLAUDE JARMAN, JR.
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ik mi CRITICS FORym ^

A report on sottte intportant phases of the Avnerican motion picture

industry hy the nation^s press revieu^ers and radioes film commentators

By CHESTER B. BAHX
Editor, The Film Daily

OLLYWOOD'S weakness as it is con-

fronted with increasing competition

from British studios is to be found in the

types of stories it selects for transfer to the

screen.

Such is the verdict returned today by an

impressive jury of critics, reviewers, col-

umnists and commentators participating in

The Film Daily's 1947 Critics' Forum, the

annual motion picture industry stock-

taking event which provides Hollywood

with not only an accurate cross section of

journalistic and radio opinion but with

many a constructive idea and suggestion.

The Forum, noting that the increasing

number of foreign pictures—the vast ma-

jority British—finding American playing

time inevitably suggests comparisons, in-

vited leading newspaper, magazine and

news service writers and radio conductors

of film programs to rate the good and bad

jjoints of American and British star and

supporting performances, story selection,

screen treatment, dialogue and technique.

While the critics rate both American and

British feature pictures almost on par inso-

far as performances, screen treatment and

dialogue are concerned, they give the Brit-

ish a considerable edge on the basis of story

selection.

However, in the mater of screen tech-

nique the reverse is true, and the critics

canvassed give Hollywood studios a decisive

edge.

The break-down follows:

Star Performance: U. S.-Good, 222; Bad,

40. British-Good, 229; Bad, 24.

Supporting Performance; U. S.—Good,

228; Bad, 26. British-Good, 216; Bad, 38.

Story Selection: U. S.-Good, 97; Bad,

131. British-Good, 201; Bad, 53.
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Screen Treatment: U. S.—Good, 174;

Bad, 76. British-Good, 163; Bad, 72.

Dialogue: U. S.-Good, 182; Bad, 66.

British-Good, 150; Bad, 86.

Technique: U. S.-Good, 224; Bad, 24.

British-Good, 141; Bad, 87.

In referring this question and the other

issues to the nation's critics through the

medium of the 1947 Forum, the motivating

desire again was to provide a sounding-

board for the journalistic and radio men-

tors of the screen's mass audience which

weekly pays approximately 100,000,000 ad-

missions to some 18,000 U. S. theaters.

Forum experience through the years has

well established that the critics both lead

and reflect the thinking of a considerable

segment of American public opinion.

The 1947 Forum posed other pertinent,

timely questions of industry and public

import. With a digest of the critical find-

ings, they follow on the succeeding pages.

An Appreeiation
A GAIN through the medium of THE^ FILM DAILY'S CRITICS' FORUM,

those who write professionally of and on

the motion picture for the printed page,

and those who comment professionally

upon it from the country's radio stations

have joined in a cinematic stock-taking,

vital in equal measure to production, dis-

tribution and exhibition.

If the critics and commentators are candid

in their criticism and advice—and they are

—theirs is an honest candor, arising from

a desire to be of service to an industry In

whose welfare, further progress and sus-

tained prosperity they have a stake.

Few will quarrel with the statement that

the vast majority of the able men and

women whose news and critical "beat" is

the motion picture reflect as well as lead

a considerable segment of American public

opinion. Which is all the more reason that

the industry, whether agreeing or not, will

note carefully and with open mind what

the critics and commentators have to say,

and that it will register deep appreciation

for the friendly interest manifested."

In expressing its own "Thank you"

THE FILM DAILY is reminded that its

close identification with the country's press

through the media of polls and Forums

spans more than a quarter century—21

years, to be specific. The mutuality of

interest that has accrued is an asset of

which THE FILM DAILY is justly proud.

During the period now approaching

three decades, the nation's critics, reviewers,

columnists and commentators of the Fourth

Estate, and more lately of radio as well,

have been picking the Ten Best Pictures

of the year, the Ten Best Directors of the

year, and Filmdom's Famous Fives of the

year. They have figuratively convened

around the table, too, to analyze and ap-

praise the industry's progress through the

instrumentality of the annual Forums.

They have, in short, functioned, and are

functioning, as ex-officio members of THE
FILM DAILY'S staff . . . they are members

of our editorial "family."

For this unstinted professional co-opera-

tion, loyalty and confidence, we of THE
FILM DAILY are greatful.
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Have American Pictures Improved?
Hollywood producers are getting care-

less about the type of stories they buy

for pictures. A great deal of money has

been spent for trash.

KATE CAMERON
New York, N. Y., Daily News

•

All possible exceptions noted, "Boom-
erang", "Clementine", "The Best Years",

"Monsieur Verdoux", "13 Rue Madelaine",

"The Jolson Story", and "Smoky" leaves

1946-47 American films at their lowest

ebb of routine stories, mere spectacular

effects, repetitions ad nauseau, and con-

sistent simplification for adolescents of ail

ages.

ARCHER WINSTON
New York, N. Y., New York Post

•

American films in general have shown
lack of artistic honesty, poor direction,

stereotyped casting, indifferent acting and

hackneyed story writing. Small wonder
that we face some real competition from

the British who are beating us on all these

counts.

RUSSEL RHODES
New York, N. Y., The Journal of

Commerce
o

It's about time the powers that be in

moviedom get over their delusions of

grandeur as regards their mission to pre-

sent super-colossal musicals as their con-

tribution to world culture. Today's

movies, as often as not, are a waste of

the literate movie-goer's time, and the

production cost is shocking in a vvorld

where there is so much hunger, and so

much need for channeling the world's

efforts toward reconstruction, physical or

spiritual. I have no objection to movies

that are pure entertainment, but so few

are.

LILLIAN SUPOVE
New York, N. Y., Radio Station WNYC

•

Same old formulas ... by and large

. . . with notable exceptions like "Boom-

erang" and one or two others.

LEO MISHKIN
New York, N. Y., Morning Telegraph

•

This question must be answered from

an over-all point of view. And I believe

that the American pictures have remained

stagnant. There has been a definite lack

of progress in Hollywood as concerns new

an<l vital story material. Typical is the

treatment of the Atomic Bomb. The pic-

ture made was made specifically for an

adolescent audience. If the movie had

received the treatment it deserved it

would not be billed as the last half of a

poor double feature. There was no need

to dress up and enhance the chain reac-

tion pile. Stark realism would have been

so much more effective.

ALLAN T. ZAGHARY
New York, N. Y., Radio Station

WNYC
•

Although there has unquestionably been

improvement in some of the technique

of making pictures, with some interest-

ing experimentation, American pictures

have still failed miserably to reflect more

closely honest and intelligent stories and
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characterizations. In this, they lag con-
siderably behind the stage and many
foreign films.

WESLEY FIRST
Erie Pa., The Erie Dispatch

Slipped backward is really understat-

ing it. After some 15 years of review-
ing I at last know what it means to get
tired of seeing pictures.

LEO MILLER
Bridgeport, Conn., Herald

•

On the whole, have not noticed any
great improvement.

JOHN H. THOMPSON
Torrington, Conn., The Register

•

"The Show must go on!" . . . but
why keep using the same actors and

actresses in the same type roles? I en-

joy Bette Davis . . . but she should have

shakes its psychoneurotic heeby-jeebies,

it can safely out-Rank J. Arthur.

STERLING BEMIS
Des Moines, Iowa, Register and Tribune

•

1 think that the new methods used in

"Lady in the Lake" and the excellent

screenplays of "Boomerang," "Anna
And The King of Siam," and "The Jolson

Story" indicate an improvement in pro-

ducing standards.

ELAINE EDWARDS
Kenosha, Wisconsin, Kenosha

Evening News
•

Too many murder stories which have

a bad influence on children who demand
as a general rule such pictures that now
are fed to them almost every hour of the

day and night.

DON HOWARD SHORT
San Diego, Calif., Union & Tribune Sun

THE QIJESTI®]^
As y«tu see it, have Americmn pictures in the

Isist 12 months intproved? Failed to improve?
Or slipped has^htvard?

THE CRITICS WINB
Of the 372 critics who answered this query, 159, or nearly

45 per cent claimed that Hollywood's output failed to improve
during the year under survey. On the other hand, 137, or

nearly 37 per cent felt that the U. S. cinema did improve
during the period. Seventy-five of the critics felt that the

American motion picture slipped backward.
Commentators conceded in many instances that films con-

tinue to improve in photography, color and other techniques

but emphasize that American films lack story value, or depart

too often from reality.

something different, her portrayals are

now boring, of course it isn't her fault,

and she isn't the only one who is

"stuck" with one line! All in all, I

just think we should have more screen

players!

BYRON KEARBEY, JR.

Poplar Bluff, Mo., Radio Sta. KWOC

On the whole, however the best of

the past year rate with the best pic-

tures of any recent year since 1940.

The bulk of the studio output has

failed to reach the point that I believe

the average picture could.

JOHN WYANT, JR.

Bellefontaine, Ohio, The Examiner

Recent releases show vast improvement.

There is a particularly notable increase

in realism and a healthy reaction to new
techniques such as Louis de Rochemont's

documentary trail-blazing "Boomerang,"

and Robert Montgomery's "Lady in the

Lake." Jean Renoir's direction of "Wom-
an on the Beach" is up to the finest Con-

tinental tradition. Bing Crosby's "Wel-

come Stranger" is in the top drawer of

entertainment. "Ghost and Mrs. Muir"

is virtually flawless story-telling; and

"Miracle on 34th Street" will stand the

tests for fine comedy. Once Hollywood

Such pictures as "Boomerang" show
that the industry is definitely attempting
to improve the quality of pictures, as far

as realism and meaningful stories are

concerned. Also the independent pro-

ducers are coming up with a number of

fine films, such as "Pursued," "It's a

Wonderful Life," and others of that fine

calibre of acting and direction.

VIRGINIA COLWELL
Jacksonville, ML, Radio Station WLDS

The story content of the average film

is more realistic. The players are more
like people the average citizen knows
personally and they do not smack so

much of the impossible as earlier films

used to do.

DARLINE GORDON
Clinton, Iowa, Radio Station KROS

•

Occasionally a good picture comes out

. . . but in general it seems to me that

the movies, as entertainment, aren't com-
ing up to heights attained some years

back (before the war). Perhaps there

was a freshness in theme and presenta-

tion then that is missing for the movie-

goer of today.

MAX W. VAWTER
Leadville, Colo., The Herald Democrat

•

Stories of movies seem to be a set

formula with a very few exceptions

among them are "Anna and the King of

Siam," "Best Years." Now that the mrw
is over looks like only psycholi^ol

thrillers and girl meets i>oy «ritii a few
biographies tossed in are all Hollywood

can dish out.

LESLIE D. POLK
Williston, N. D., Williston Daily Herald

•

Just about the same as always . . .

except for the pleasant appearance of

"glow" pictures such as "It's a Wonder-
ful Life" and "Miracle on 34th Street,"

and more of the interesting newsreel

technique such as in "Boomerang."

ELEANOR P. NICHOLSON
New Orleans, La., The Times-Picaymie

•

There seems to be a definite tread

toward improvement over the last few

years, but I can't say there has been

any progress over last year when a notice-

able gain was made through the treating

of serious subjects on an adult level.

PAT TAYLOR
Hays, Kansas, Hays Daily News

•

The majority of them have become

more elaborate—if that is a sign of im-

provement. An over-run of musicals—
but they have not been too boring—plots

remain too "fairy-talish"

—

as story d-
ways ends happily

—

not actually troe-to-

life.

JOYCE L. DAVIS
Winchester, Va., Winchester Eve. Star

•

They're getting better topics (raois

timely—autobiographies and such.)

CONNIE STATES
Dubois, Pa., Radio Station WCED

•

Too many pictures are not suitable l»

be seen by children and teenagers. Too

many movies have slipped morally.

BETTY HARLER
Galesburg, III., Radio Station WGIL

•

The abundance of westerns and gfaie

B mysteries have more than offset the

rare highlights like "Best Years," *Tlw

Farmer's Daughter." The pure standard

of American films has been made more

clear by the excellence of British pro-

ductions. American pictures have been

characterized by outstanding acting raHnr

than by good stories and good directing.

DOMINIC PEPP
Watertown N. Y., Watertown Daily Times

•

Technically Hollywood films contiaoe

to advance. But so far as general choice

of story material is concerned, Hollywood

is still gauging the American public by

adolescent standards. We need more

adult films, mentally as well as emotion-

ally exciting; better and more »»ied

story material. Also, Hollywood wonM
do well to diminish its glamour treatment

of human experience.

MARK WEINBAUM
New York, N. Y., Russian Oafly

•

Never saw so many disappointing mo-

vies. Hard to tel! the difference todqr

between class "A" and class "B" pic-

tures. Story trouble seems to bo the

weak point.

PAUL KOSENE
Perth Amboy, N. J.

Perth Amboy Evening Kews
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It seems to me that there has been
^bout the usual large number of poor

'pictures and the usual small number of

good ones.

LESLIE A. SLOPER
Boston, Mass.

The Christian Science Monitor
•

An industry as full of new ideas and
fresh approaches as the motion picture

business can never slip backward. Amer-
ican pictures may slow up and not pro-

duce as many improvements per year . . .

but progress is as sure as taxes in such

a competitive field.

ALICE BUCHANAN

IDes Moines, Iowa, Radio Station KSO
•

'More emphasis on entertainment is

ceded. Too many "sermons" and un-

adulterated bunk in last 12 months.

P. WALTER HANAN
r, Binghamton, N. Y., The Binghamton Press

•

The deterioration of the American mo-
vie is realized when one compares the

product of today with the films of 10

and even 15 years ago. "The Informer,"

"Top Hat," "Naughty Marietta," "The
Lady Vanishes," etc., are so far superior

to present product that it is readily seen
• why the small intelligent portion of film

audiences is flocking to foreign cinema.

The average American motion picture to-

day features a plot that has already been
employed a dozen or more times, is gross-

ly miscast, and exploited far beyond its

true value (e.g. "Duel in the Sun").

tASHBY J. MITCHELL
Union City, N. J., Hudson Dispatch

Aside from the few standouts, I think

movies have been inexcusably bad. There's

been much talk about improvement after

the low level of the late war years, it

hasn't shown up yet ... at least in

places like Cedar Rapids where pictures

are a little behind in release.

NADINE SUBOTNIK
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Cedar Rapids Gazette

•

They may have slipped backwards a

bit except in photography.

JOHN G. THOMAS
Wilson, N. C, Daily Times

•

They've improved because they've had

to improve—at resent prices, people

won't go to just any old movie—story

treatments are better—and some acting

—

American technique has always been ex-

cellent.

JAMES S. BRADSHAW
Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor News

•

Too much film being wasted on weak
stories, especially those in which big

stars appear.

FRED HANEY
Durham, N. C, Morning Herald

•

The average run of pictures seems to

have slipped backward with a few bril-

rliant exceptions to the rule, too many of

the large film companies are taking suc-

: cessful stories or themes and making them
over and over again . . . instead of look-

ing for provocative new material.

GRACE WILSON
Omaha, Nebr., Radio Station KOWH

•

Probably one reason I feel American

pictures have failed to improve is the fact

that foreign films recently imported have

shown such decided improvement over

earlier foreign imports, that American flms

seem to have stood still in the past 12

months, I feel the fade-outs in American
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films ... as they seem to be doing at long

last . . . should be the logical ending for

the circumstantial buildup rather than the

always happy one.

BOBBIE H. FORSTER
North Little Rock, Ark.,

Radio Station KXLR
•

Should we say there are "sighs" of im-

provement? There does seem to be a ten-

dency to make people and settings more
as they are in real life, which, it seems to

me, is a fine thing for the result is far

more engrossing entertainment. No, I

can't say they've come right out and im-

proved, but the future a brighter in so

many respects than it was.

RICHARD L. COE
Washington, D. C, The
Washington Post

•

With, of course, several exceptions, the

present pictures fail to teach anything,

and in some cases they even fail to en-

tertain. Too many are glamourized ver-

sions of nothing. Seeing the old pictures

of several years back brings this more to

light.

MARJORIE CHRISTENSEN
Fremont, Nebraska, Radio Station KORN

•

Infantile plots, stupid motivation, over-

emphasis on glamour, unreality marred the

movies of 1946-47.

JEANNE ROCKWEL
Ann Arbor Mich., Ann Arbor News

•

Improvement was only slight but spe-

cial mention should be made for such ex-

cellent pictures as "Strange Love of Mar-
tha Ivers", "The Yearling", "The Killers".

What I've seen of British films far sur-

passes the general run of American prod-

ucts—in historical works especially. Per-

haps American films strive too hard for

realism and miss being natural. Many
American actors go about their business

with the feeling that they know it all

and can do anything they please without

any effort. Seldom do they really strive

to put in a good performance.

DEAN GLADFELTER
York, Pa., The Gazette and Daily

•

So long as psychological pictures are

made, plus varieties of crime and gang-

ster films such as have flooded the in-

dustry in the past years, American pic-

tures will never improve. The motion pic-

ture industry should retain higher stand-

ards and ideals for the American pub-

lic's entertainment and this will improve

not only the motion picture industry but

also the thinking of the American pub-

lic—especially of youth.

EMMA BURNETTE CONACE
Nyack, N. Y., The Jouranl-News

•

Improved camera work and better plots,

especially of the American type, warrant

the comment.
DOROTHY RAYMER
Miami, Florida, Miami Daily News

•

Improved because more movies are of

"best seller" books, leading Broadway pro-

ductions, etc. . . .raising the quality of

the pictures.

PAUL B. PATRICK
Mason City, Iowa, Radio Station KGLO

•

American pictures have grown increas-

ingly artificial, even less than ever con-

nected with real life as the average per-

son knows it. This I attribute to the

fact that the industry is beginning to de-

velop a "veteran class" of leaders, peo-

ple who have lived in Hollywood so long

and so luxuriously that they actually be-

lieve, for instance, that a woman never

wears a hat more than once and that every

car is new and polished.

BRADFORD F. SWAN
Providence, R. I., Providence JouranI

•

Too many superficial biographies which
would have been better left undone; too

few works of a serious nature, of a con-

structive approach to working for peace

and a better understanding of peoples in

other countries; too few outstanding films

and too many just mediocre bits.

EILEEN J. MARTINSON
New Bedford, Mass., The Standard-

Times
•

Improved to a very limited extent. Most
of the pictures turned out by Hollywood

were far below the par of past produc-

tions. However such pictures as "It's a

Wonderful Life", "Best Years of Our
Lives" etc., were far better than a lot of

releases of the past few years. Pictures

have improved in many respects. Actual-

ity and realistic scenes have been de-

manded by the public and 'Hollywood is

answering their call, as is the case with

"Boomerang". However, British films are

becoming a definite threat to our own.

"Stairway to Heaven" tops anything (ex-

cepting "Best Years of Our Lives") to

come out of Hollywood all year long.

JAY SEYMOUR
Paterson, N. J., Radio Station WPAT

•

There is a tendency to stay closer to

the source stories.

RAY McBRIDE
Milwaukee, Wis., Milwaukee Journal

e

A very special group seems to be push-

ing American movies forward with greater

emphasis on every point, but this group

so far is small. Some of the largest com-
panies are guilty of quickie productions

that leave a bad taste.

MARTHA McHATTON
Indianapolis, Ind., Indianapolis News

•

Lack of good story material and ill

treatment of plays and novels. Also the

insistence that the average filmgoer has

the intelligence of a child of 12. They

ain't that stupid.

DICK PITTS
Charlotte, N. C, The Charlotte

Observer
•

The lush war box office figures were

still apparent during the last 12 months and

profits seem to make Hollywood careless.

The British, on the other hand, were on

the upgrade and gave us three great films

and a few fair pictures
—

"Odd Man Out",

"Brief Encounter", and "Stairway to Heav-

en". Hollywood needs new story ideas, less

type-casting and wider horizons. I say the

public can learn to appreciate better pic-

tures if better pictures are made, but the

light touch is usually lacking when the

movies have something to say. If there

was less emphasis on stars and more on

better stories, mystery films would not be

the only entertaining, realistic and elo-

quent products put out. Pictures don't

need a message to hit the high grade

either. They only need to be made with

intelligence and thoughtful care because

they are going to be seen by people not

machines.

LEONORE BUSHMAN
Philadelphia, Pa.

With the war over, the American mo-
tion picture industry has a splendid op-
portunity to present films dealing with

the problems of peace, reconstruction and
rehabilitation. Films dealing with these

themes in an intelligent manner would
be valuable for the foreign markets as

well as in this nation. Hollywood has

chosen, however, to practically limit

all its films dealing with the post-war
world to the transparent theme of sol-

diers returning to errant but ever-loving

wives. Why don't films present the

facts? The labor picture, the social scene
the vast problems of a nation in the

throes of historic change are ignored or

treated ridiculously, as witness "The Be-

ginning or the End." Only in "The Best

Years" has a phase of post-war life been

handled admirably.

EVERETT JOHANNES
Alameda, Calif., Alameda Times Star

•

They have improved, however, in my
own opinion, more improvement should be

and probably is forthcoming. A fine and

prime example of improvement is the

unique photography in "The Lady in he

Lake". More of the same should be re-

leased.

RAYMOND G. ULBRICH
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Radio Station

WSOO
•

Picture material got pretty bad during

the war, people would pay to see anything.

The situation hasn't improved but the pub-

lic, thank gawd, is becoming more dis-

criminating and tightfisted about that 60

cents. Hollywood is going to have to put

out better fare or they will find them-

selves gaping at rows of empty seats

while families sit home and listen to such

noble radio efforts as Theatre Guild of

the Air. The current revivals
—

"The West-
erner", "No Time For Comedy"—indicate

the films were better six or seven years

ago. Austin moviegoers are still mad about

the extra charge for "Duel in the Sun"

when they could have seen "The West-
erner" a far better picture, for half the

price.

NANCY PHILIPS
Austin, Texas, Austin American-

Statesman
•

American pictures seemed to be get-

ting deeper into ruts of musical biogra-

phies and daffy comedies that don't quite

come off.

CHARLES M. MACKO
Philadelphia, Pa., Wall Street Journal

•

Very little improvement. As sorry as

I am to admit it, British films have gone

way ahead both in technic and public

reaction.

JOHN D. CHEQUER
Mount Vernon, N. Y., The Daily Argus

•

The trend has been away from psychia-

tric and into simple genuine stories. Di-

rectors returned from war have improved

films greatly.

KAYE NITMER
Harrisburg, Pa., Radio Station WKBO

This is one of those "yes," and then

again "no" arguments. Where there has

been improvement, it has been marked.

Where there has been mediocrity, it has

semed mode mediocre if such is possible.

This country is capable of producing fine

motion pictures. I could name fifty that I

wish I had never seen in the first olace
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and i could name a dozen off-hand, that

I could see again. The motion picture

• has one prime function: To entertain. If

it fails on that count, no other standard

will hold up.

W. HARLEY RUDKJN
Springfield, Mass., The Daily News

•

With one or two exceptions, the run-

of-mill American product has failed to

improve.

HELEN EAGER
Boston, Mass., Boston Traveler

•

At times, Hollywood comes out with

a very good picture, for the most part,

pictures in the last 12 months have been

just averaged.

JAMES H. NASH
Massena, N. Y., Radio Station WMSA

•

It may not be to the specific credit of

the industry that pictures have improved.

Nevertheless, they have done so, particu-

larly in content. This may have resulted

from the post-war era which allowed for

an increased variety of treatments of an

increased variety of situations, settings,

and events. More talent has become avail-

able also, with the termination of camp
shows and service careers, not in acting

but in the supplementary branches of the

industry, music departments, lighting and

other technical departments, etc.

ELLEN CRILLY
Rapid City, So. Dakota, Radio Station

KOTA
•

They are improving, thank goodness.

We have had several fine musicals! Night

and Day, The Jolson Story, Till the Clouds

Roll By I, good dramas, (Notorious, Hu-

moresque. Undercurrent), and a number

of delightful comedies (Suddenly It's

Spring).

JEANETTE KEYSER
Mobile, Ala., The Mobile Press

Register

•

I would say they have failed to improve.

No noticeable change in either direction

is apparent to me. They have failed to

improve as they have failed to alter to any

estimable degree. The psychological film

nd the documentary "technique", both

ibf which might be regarded as recent de-

velopments, have been used and over-used

both, usually, to their least advantage.

JACK O'BRIEN
Iowa City, Iowa, Daily lowan

•

It seems to me that many of the studios

are marking time; that the number of out-

standing films in the last few months

have been at a minimum.

GRACE LEONE BARNETT
Freeeport, Illinois, The Journal-Standard

There is a tendency to ask too much
credulity, as for example, Catherine Mc-
Leod's suddenly playing a concerto in "I've

Always Loved You" after not having

touched a piano for six years. Also the

ridiculous sequence in the same picture

where Catherine McLeod and Philip Dorn

are playing the same concerto note for

note while he is in Carnegie Hall and

she is in Pennsylvania. When her hus-

band commands her to stop, Philip Dorn

stops at the same moment and tells Car-

negie Hall audience that he can not play

] any more. That's just one example.

MALCOLM MILLER
Knoxville, Tenn., The Knoxville Journal
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Pictures will not improve until the pub-
lic starts picking out the good ones and
letting the bad ones go.-

GIL ROWLAND
Greenville, S. C, The Piedmont

•

lack realism except for films like "13

Rue Madelaine", "Best Years of Our Live",

can't seem to stick to a good story when
have one, must change and glamorize as

in "Egg and I".

MIDGE MOSSBERG
'Ventura, Calif., Star-Free Press

A

For a large part of the year, the CON-
TENT of most pictures seemed to have

slipped away from contact with human
beings. Too many abnormal people were
impersonated by stars; too much phoney
psychiatry, too many people poisoning

other people, too many women drunks.

But as the year ends, there is a little up-

trend in wholesomeness: "The Yearling",

"Miracle on 34th Street", "Farmer's

Daughter", "It Happened on Fifth Ave-
nue", etc. . . . Technically, things seem
to be about the same. Robert Montgomery
deserves special mention for his fine job

as director of "Lady in the Lake". Some-
thing new.

RICHARD E. OSGOOD
Detroit 14, Mich., Radio Station WXYZ

•

There are still too many film produc-

tions that add up to "a waste of celluloid",

but still some of the finer screen pro-

ductions indicate a definite improvement.

There is not room to list all of these here,

but a few that I have in mind are "The
Yearling", "The Best Years of Our Lives",

"It's 3 Wonderful Life".

THOMAS M. MALIA
Harrisburg, Pa., The Patriot

•

Improvement very slight. Some few

very excellent and good pictures were
produced, but the preponderance of the

Hollywood products are poor, not adult

entertainment.

BERNARD MOSES
Columbia, S. C, Radio Station WCOS

Same old rehash of familiar plots for the

most part, not original in treatment and

utterly lacking (in the majority) of any

taint of sincerity or realism.

THERESA LOEB
Oakland, Calif., Oakland Tribune

e

The 1946-47 picture crop suffered, it

seems to me, a drouth of intelligent se-

lection of stories. Many of the better

ones did not get as good a treatment as

they could. Percentage wise it was the

poorest year for "box office" hits.

ERECK FAGIN
Provo, Utah, Radio Station KOVO

e

I think the American public has found

a relief in the last 12 months from the

flood of war pictures and stories connect-

ed with the war which have flooded the

screens of the country. Such pictures as

"The Yearling", "It's a Wonderful Life",

"The Best Years of Our Lives", have in-

spired in us again the goodness of the

American way of life.

LA VERLE MORLEY
Eureka, Calif., Radio Station KIEM

•

The majority of pictures seem run-of-

the-mill or slightly worse rather than most

of them being excellent.

FRANCES JOHNSON
Salt Lake, Utah, Salt Lake Telegram

The good ones are better and the bad

ones worse.

SAM WOOLFORD
San Antonio, Texas, San Antonio Light

•

Finally getting away from war stories,

which people are sick of—Let's have more
like "The Egg And I", "Margie", "With-
out Reservations", and so on—Good old-

fashioned entertainment.

BEA VERNON
Reading, Pa., Radio Station WRAW

•

Almost nothing is coming out of Holly-

wood that even tries to consider present-

day conditions and their effect on you

and me. The pictures that are produced

on an elaborate scale are mostly feeble

efforts to imitate the financial successes

of a year or two ago. Worst of all is the

effort to pretend that a stock western,

filmed with two name stars and in techni-

color is a real screen event.

HARRY WARNER, JR.

Hagerstown, Md., The Morning Herald
•

Far too many films are being made on

the time-worn idea of boy meets girl and

they live happily ever after. Musicals have

been extremely scarce—Films like "The
Jolson Story", "Farmer's Daughter", "The
Yearling" are the cream of the crop.

GEORGE HUNTER
Springfield, Missouri, Radio Station

KTTS •

The motion picture industry has dealt

with postwar problems as least as effi-

ciently as most industries, and in many
cases, more efficiently. The widespread

criticism of Hollywood's "Commercial-

ism" is, in my opinion, unwarranted to

a large degree. Motion picture produc-

ing is essentially a business, despite its

art form; no one criticizes Henry Ford

for making automobiles "just to make
money"; he does not force upon the pub-

lic models which they are unwilling to ac-

cept. Why, then, should the film industry

confine itself to "artistic successes" for

which the public is not yet ready?

NAT LUND
Seattle, Wash., Seattle Times

•

With a few exceptions, like "Best Years

of Our Lives", "The Yearling", "Lady in

the Lake", "Miracle On 34th Street", and

"Boomerang", I feel American pictures

have slipped badly. I have talked to many
fans, too, and they feel the same way. The
unfortunate part about it is that they are

even skeptical about really good films,

even after a columnist goes all out to urge

theatergoers not to miss a particular pic-

ture.

DICK McCRONE
Harrisburg, Pa., Evening News

•

I might say they have improved to some

extent. But there's just one thing needed.

Hollywood must improve upon drama. The
dramatic stars, the real ones, that is, are

growing older year by year and are be-

coming tiresome to the public. New ones

must be found. How about an all-out cam-

paign for dramatic talent similar to the

one staged for "Gone With the Wind".

Also, younger talent in the field of com-

edy. Certainly there are some young come-

dians somewhere.

PHYLLIS WENTZ
Lima, Ohio, The Lima News

o

Some of the stories have improved,

technique and production have, but the

acting is sad.

DOROTHY E. FRANKE
Grand Rapids, Mich., Station WJEF

Studios copying each other. One studio

makes a successful film along certain

lines and every other studio copies same.

Also far too many westerns being shown
as Class A movies for which top prices

are being charged. (Seems that the legiti-

mate stage hasn't come up with anything

outstanding this past year which Holly-

wood can copy.) Such productions as

"Duel in the Sun", "California", "Canyon
Passage", etc., are nothing more than

westerns glorified thru the use of techni-

color. That cowboy- Indian routine is okay

in a second-rate theater where the price

range is lower than at the top rate houses.

The screen is lacking in original material.

LEA BORKON
Joilet, Illinois, Herald-News

•

I think that, on the whole, the quality

of motion pictures has improved in the

last twelve months but there is still room
for further improvement. 1 think the gen-

eral level of stories, acting, direction and

filming in the last three years has been
very low. Plots were flimsy and loosely

thrown together for the most part, though

there were some few excellent ones. The
characters were often over-drawn and un-

believable.

EVELYN K. HICKS
Bristol, Va., Bristol Herald & Bristol

News-Bulletin
•

There is a question as to improvement
as a whole is concerned, although quite a

few exceptionally good pictures have been
released in the past year while other big

build-ups have been very disappointing.

J. G. HUNT
Augusta, Ga., Radio Station WRDW

•

I started to check opposite "slipped

backward" and perhaps that would have

been more accurate. Certainly Hollywood

if not actually retrograding has lost ground

to British films for all-around artistry.

ARTHUR B. WATERS
Philadelphia, Pa., Gazette-Democrat

•

Same old complaint—too many cycle

features.

HAZEL KIRK
Newark, Ohio, Newark Advocate

•

There seems to be the same ratio of a

few outstanding pictures shining brightly

from the great mass of mediocre ones.

MILDRED STOCKARD
Houston, Texas, Houston Chroriicle

•

200 monotonous-psycho cases over-

worked.

MARGARET SAUTER
Portsmouth, Ohio, The Portsmouth

Times
•

The British, with their realistic pro-

ductions, have forged far ahead of our

films.

JIMMY ROBINSON
Albany, Ga., The Albany Herald

•

The emergence of a few splendid pic-

tures, and the growing artists stature of

a few directors, technicians and actors

is the main hope, although some prize

stinkers might lead to an opposite con-

clusion.

HARRY REASONER
Minneapolis, Minn., Minneapolis Daily

Times
•

On the whole I believe pictures have

kept along about an even course in com-
parison with other years. I have seen some
of the best, some that I have recommend-
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Irving Reis Directed

'THE BACHELOR AI\D THE BOBBY SOXER"

In Preparation

"ALL MY SONS"

For Chester Erskine
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ed heartily as worth the time and expense

of my friends and readers. Others have

been as poor as the poorest in the past.

The general run are average.

HAROLD HUNT
Portland, Oregon, Oregon-Journal

•

While entertainment features of newer
films is a little more on the reiaxtion

type it is still a long way from my ideal

—

amusement in its entirety!

HARRY J. OLBERG, JR.

Petaluma, Calif., Petaluma Argus-

Courier •

With the advent of such pictures as

"Anna and the King of Siam", "Best Years
of Our Lives", "The Jolson Story", "To
Each His Own", and "The Macomber Af-
fair", one can note some faint glimpse
of hope that maturity may sneak up on
Hollywood, despite its frantic efforts to

remain adolescent. I would qualify my rat-

ing by saying that it is given to a limited

number of pictures, but it seems to me that

there were more of the mature type of

films in the past years than we've had in

a long time. With more of the sort of

competition our films are getting from
England, France and Italy, I look forward
to even greater achievement.

FREDA HALWE
Port Arthur, Texas, The Port Arthur
News •

American films seem to be relying on
sensationalism and are, in my opinion, no
better and no worse than usual. The plots

are typed and juvenile and are quite often
insulting to an audience's intelligence; as

an example I offer "Suddenly It's Spring",

a boring comedy consisting of a variety

of facial grimaces. The only two that have
seemed really above the average to me
have been "Anna and the King of Siam"
and "Specter of the Rose", an interesting

experiment. For sensationalism, there is no
better example than "Duel in the Sun",
which was flashy, colorful and completely
lacking in good acting, good plot, good
directly, etc.

S. LEE JOHNSON
Hammond, Indiana, The Hammond
Times •

Too many shoddy stories which out-

number the few really good plots which
have been brought to the screen in recent
months.

CLARENCE H. WITTER
Watertown, Wisconsin,

Watertown Daily Times
•

Getting too long and drawn out . , .

stories used are too gory . . . looks like

nothing but unhappiness and freaks left

for screenplays.

BETTY GOSE
Watertown, Wisconsin,, Watertown
Daily Times

•

American pictures have stuck to a

tried and true formula which has meant
that they are at a standstill English pic-

tures . . . have come to the front mak-
ing Hollywood efforts seem infantile.

ROY McCarthy
East St. Louis, III., Radio Station

WTMV •

Stories (plots) are antique, treatment
is trite, pictures that would ordinarily be
class Z, like "Tarzan and the Huntress",
are so much better than the touted top

releases that critics like myself find that

we overplay them. The bid for teen-ager
support is obnoxious and keeps adult au-

diences away.

ANNE M. MclLLHENNEY
Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo Courier-Express
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They have improved, failed to improve

and slipped backward at one and the same
time. The obvious retrograde action has

been in screen stories, which more and
more adopt a dollar day pattern. Example:

"My Brothers Talks to Horses"; rather

than be content with a simple, fresh, new
bit of whimsy the writers threw in a

stilted love yarn, race track touts, minor
tragedy and mugging actors so that the

childish heart of Butch Jenkins was almost

buried. The same is true of others. On the

other hand, screen plays that accept a

single theme and pursue it, such as "The
Yearling" or "The Killers" show marked
improvement. As a glittering generality I

would say acting quality, direction and
phoography have improved, but dialogue is

several points below even past efforts.

STUART AWBREY
Hutchinson, Kansas, News-'Herald

•

Slightly. Some pictures such as "Boom-
erang", "The Yearling", "Best Years of

Our Lives" and "Anna" are doing their

best to overcome the damaging influence

of many movies which would be better

off gathering dust on the shelves.

JOHN D. JENKS
Lexington, Ky., The Lexington Herald

•

Intelligent people all working together

to provide the highest quality of motion
pictures for pleasure and education are a

guarantee that the American films will

improve year by year. The variety in plots

has been excellent this year, as well as

photography, directing and acting all mak-
ing great strides forward.

DOROTHY SHERMER
Atlantic City, N. J., Press Union

Newspapers
•

Please don't make me be specific, but

I've seen exactly five pictures in 8 months
that I consider of merit since your 1946

Best Ten.

W. E. J. MARTIN
Buffalo, New York, The Courier

Express
•

Bad endings to many pictures, i.e.:
—

"I'll

Always Love You", "Dead Reckoning".

Poor dialogue—bad scripts in general

—

unnecessary changes in novels bought.

Could improve with more use of the un-

usual in stories, photography, etc., more

emphasis on realism.

MARGARET SAVAGE
Altoona, Pa., Altoona Mirror

•

It seems to me they're in a psycholog-

ical rut. There have been few distinguished

pictures in these categories in the past

year.

CORBIN PATRICK
Indianapolis, Indiana, Indianapolis Star

•

That is, the best pictures of the past

year were better than the best of the

year before. Generally, no reel improve-

ment since the middle and late '30's.

EDWIN HOWARD
Memphis, Tenn., The Memphis Press-

Scimitar
•

Perhaps lack of improvement in Amer-
ican pictures is emphasized by the high

quality of pictures from abroad, particu-

larly those made in England which have

been shown here.

DOROTHY WINGERT
Elizabeth, N. J., Elizabeth Daily Journal

e

Moderately better; could be improved

further by better story selection; too many

pictures screened that merely make one
want to sleep; instead of following routine

stories depicting Hollywood life, or so-

ciety life, the public I think, would like

action stories that more nearly meet the

average theater goer on his or her own
level of life experience.

T. R. HUGHES
Reading, Pa., Reading Times

•

In choosing the ten best films of the

past year, I realized how disappointing

American product had been. There was
a lack of enterprise and originality, a ten-

dency to stand pat and follow tire old

formulas, apparently because during the

wartime boom practically any sort of film

could and did make money and no effort

at finding outstanding subject matter was
considered necessary. But the time for

outworn stencils has certainly passed, and

the first rate pictures coming to us from

England are pointing the way. The mind
as well as the eye can do with a little

stimulus.

•

ELINOR HUGHES
Boston, Mass., Boston Herald

•

Can't notice much change in improve-

ment—as pictures are usually keyed to the

times.

LOUISE SHADDUCT
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, The Press

•

The general average is lower and first

grade movies are increasingly rare.

Newark, N. J., Newark News
ALAN GREY BRANIGAN

•

The improvement has not been very

marked, but there have been some at-

tempts to get out of the rut. Some of the

English films have kicked up a striving

for fresh approaches, while the psychol-

ogy films have helped some to shake off

the sadistic-crime cycle. MGM (with the

whole thing handed to them on a plat-

ter, and not by Robert Montgomery)
messed up a chance to get the first-person

subjective film started by using a cheap

objective story for the technique ("Lady

in the Lake"), "The Guilt of Janet Ames"
showed some promise, while "Duel in the

Sun" erred on the brutal side. There was
warmth and promise in "The Yearling"

and "The Best Years of Our Lives."

CLIFF BRADT
Albany, N. Y., The Knickerbocker News

•

I am of the opinion that for the most

part movies have stayed about the same.

As per usual there were the class A pic-

tures that you wanted to see and after

leaving the theater you were glad that

you had seen them, but take away those

class A and what did you have left. The
usual class C and D that an adult with

common sense certainly couldn't well feel

that he had sat through an evening of

entertainment. As for the kids, there just

aren't enough pictures for children to see.

Why isn't Hollywood taking the time to

produce more kids films, instead of the

racketeer, and cowboy-Indian angle . . .

I'm no Hollywood producer, but someone's

slipping . . .

MERVYN L. AMOLS
Huntington, West Virginia, Radio

Station WSAZ
•

Pictures have improved technically, as to

sound, photographically, etc. But the story

materials seem to be the weak fly in an

otherwise strong ointment.

GEORGE BROWNING
Baltimore, Md., Radio Station WITH

Despite specific advances—notably in

music—pictures released showed little

gain from an entertainnment standpoint.

Main fault seems to have been lack of

good screen plays.

FRED CHILDRESS
Youngstown, Ohio, The Vindicator

•

There have been some outstanding films

—that reveal adult thought and not con-

cerned so much with the money angle.

My main grief is selection of trite stories

featuring good actors.

THOLA NETT TABOR
Syracuse, New York, Syracuse Post

Standard

•

There definitely is some improvement but

motion pictures, speaking generally, still

aren't up to the standard they once had.

More care should be taken all around

—

choice of a story; selection of cast, pro-

ducer, director, etc. When before the

cameras, there should be no attempt made
to rush the production—take time and put

forth the effort. Movies, as a result, will

do much better.

WALTER R. SEARER
Lewistown, Pa., The Sentinel

•

Product released definitely of inferior

quality.

MARGARET J. GARLICK
Paterson, N. J., Paterson Sunday Eagle

e

There have been, perhaps, a half dozen

really outstanding pictures in the year

—

despite the fact that Hollywood's tech-

nical craftsmanship potentially is greater

than ever. The bulk of the product has

been routine, tailored for average au-

diences. 1 don't blame the producers—

I

blame no-discriminating audiences.

W. I. CHRISTIE
Honolulu, Hawaii, Star-Bulletin

It seems that a pretty general opinion

of the motion picture industry as a whole

is aything but complimentary. My per-

sonal opinion is that money in the past

five years has come too easily. Studios

have been hounded by reduced star play-

er lists because of military service, short-

age of film, etc. Most backward step tak-

en by greedy studio executives has been

the release of too many old films, films

that in memory only had a revered spot in

the minds of those who had viewed them
years ago, but, according to present day

standards were below par, naturally. This

has caused not only resentment but disil-

lusionment and a gradual drifting away

from the films as steady entertainment.

VIRGIL D. LANGDON
Tacoma, Washington, Tacoma News
Tribune & Ledger

•

It seems to me that in general there

has been some improvement 'tho this is

slight. The motion picture producers seem

obsessed with the necessity of many times

radically otherwise fine stories to appeal

to their thoughts on what makes good

pictures. This is what I believe they call

"producer's license".

HEROLD L. KOOSER
Ames, Iowa, Radio Station WO!

•

The old time touch seems to vanished

more or less. We need pictures with more

punch, like "Suddenly It's Spring".

WIL N. SPEEGLE
Eureka, Calif., Humboldt Times
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Casts seem stronger and better bal-

anced.

J. WILIS SAYRE
Seattle, Was., Post- Independent

•

I think the better films, those in the

A bracket, have improved; the B and C
films, with a few exceptions, continue

about the same.

EDITH THAYER
Lewiston, Maine, Lewiston Daily News

•

The overall picture of films in the past

12 months has been discouraging. Believe

the fault lies in slip-shod stories and a

hangover from the lush days when the

public jammed theaters no matter the

merit of the product. Producers, I feel,

are now aware that the days of "any-
thing goes" are over and more attention

is being paid to quality, the foundation

of which is good stories.

HERBERT L LARSON
Portland, Oregon, The Oregonian

•

t American pictures during the past

f twelve months have failed to improve.

They are mostly centered around the same
theme

—
"woman loves man". Furthermore,

they are very unrealistic as in true life

there is not always a happy ending.

MISS PAT LOPER
Beatrice, Nebraska, Beatrice Daily Sun

•

When they stop trying to present mes-
sages, beliefs and opinions, and present a

good, straight story, such as "The Best

Years of Our Lives", they definitely are

moving forward.

TOM R. GILLIAM, JR.

Fort Wayne, Indiana, The Journal-

Gazette
•

Notable lack of original story material.

Vast improvement in photography and
technical production. Too much over-em-
phasis of sex for an entertainment medium
that reaches children as well as adults.

ROSEMARY HAWARD
Kansas City, Mo., Radio Station WHB

•

The trash of wartime is over, Hollywood
definitely is coming up with great produc-
tions.

HOWARD PEARSON
Salt Lake City, Utah, The Desert
News

•

Only "Improvement" I've noticed was
the unusual camera work in "Lady in the

Lake".

EDWARD E. JAFFEE
Lynn, Mass., Daily Evening Item

•

"The Yearling" offers best proof of this

improvement in all-the-family pictures.

"Johnny O'Clock" and "Notorious" for

strictly adult entertainment.

[
KENNETH P. WILLIAMS

I

Meadville, Pa., Tribune Newspapers

As you see, I've answered this question

"Yes" and "No". They have improved as

to entertainment, but they are getting

more and more Immoral. The hero and
heroine think nothing of going to bed
together In the most casual fashion. (It's

all Implied, of course, but quite explicitly.)

Everyone drinks throughout a picture,

—

every action Is accompanied by drinking.

No one can enter a room without someone
offering them a drink. This is only en-

couraging young people to do likewise,

prone as they are to think that everything

that their favorite stars do on the screen

Is "the thing." The scenes of torture.

murder and general rough stuff are brutal-

izing influences for everyone. The whole
tone of pictures within the last few years

Is that of decadence. Combined with the

slimy communist propaganda slipped in at

every turn, the movies are rapidly becom-
ing first-class media for corruption.

MISS LEAH BODINE DRAKE
Evansville, Indiana, Evansville Courier

•

To me, the motion picture industry is

still striving for too much sensationalism,

rather than down-to-earth-human-interest
entertainment. It seems to me that every

ham actor or actress wants to emote in-

stead of doing the role best suited for

them.

GEORGE STUMP, JR.

Kansas City, Mo., Radio Station KCXN
•

Indeed so—better directing and much
better photography.

JEANNE RUALING
Dayton, Ohio, Radio Station WING

.•

Most pictures have been cut and dried

with the same old formats. With very few
exceptions, the plots have been short of

ridiculous.

BERTON SONIS
Charleston, W. Va., Radio Station

WCHS
•

With the end of the war—there has

been a different type—lighter type of

picture cycle.

HARRY JORDAN
Seattle, Wash., Radio Station KEVR

•

As long as a motion picture such as

"The Jolson Story" can hold your interest

for 128 minutes, and then make you want
to revisit the theatre time and again, that

must be a sure sign that American pic-

tures have improved.

NAOMI CADDEL
Lubbock, Texas, The Avalanche-Journal

•

To often after a film formula has proven

successful, producers try the same for-

mula. Consequently all films for a matter

of months have a faint relationship in plot.

Hollywood has the money and talent to

play the field, but continues the same
tripe. I consider films like "Spectre of

the Rose", "Henry V", "Boomerang",
"Stairway to Heaven", and "Co.onel Blimp"

films which show a real advancement for

the industry.

CHARLES STUART PERRY
St. Albans, Vermont, Radio Station WWSR

•

They are tending to improve and to

make stories seem more real, people, more
real.

KAY ALLEN
Memphis, Tenn., Radio tation WMPS

•

The industry has continued to coast

along on the wartime theory tnat anything

in film will do business. There have been
several wonderful productions, but the

quality of over all product reached a new
all time low in 1946-7.

HARRY MARTIN
Memphis, Tenn., The Commercial Appeal

•

American films have spent too much
time and effort on purely entertainment

films, e.g., moving educational vehicles or

perhaps controversial issues.

ALAN B. HOUGHTON
Beloit, Kansas, Beloit Daily Call.

•

I think our "best" films are as good as

ever though there is a lack of genuine

inspiration highlighted perhaps by the in-

flux of superior foreign films. Yet if we
sent only our best films abroad movie-
goers over there, soaked in the general
run of home product, might feel that

American films wer superior to theirs. We
seldom see poor foreign films.

PAUL B. HOWLAND
Providence, R. I.,

Providence Sunday Journal.

Too many B pictures with top stars.

The general public goes to see pictures

because of the stars . . . and are dis-

appointed with the plot.

J. D. JOHNSON
Aberdeen, Washington,
Radio Station KXRO

•

They have "failed to improve" because
there was a tremendous number of "poor"
pictures released. Since the percentage
of poor pictures was greater than in pre-

vious years, they apparently made little

progress in their story departments.

CHUCK GAY
Dayton, Ohio, The Dayton Daily News.

•

This comment does not ignore the fact

that Hollywood has provided several films

that will meet the best of past years.

Product, in the bulk, has been ordinary

and repetitious.

LOUIS MACE
Springfield, Mass., The Union

•

Although Hollywood has put out some
few outstanding movies during the past

year, compared to practically none during

the war, the percentage of good movies

is not nearly so high as it was eight or

ten years ago.

DAVID STEPHENS
Dallas, Texas, Daily Times Herald.

•

The best ones are all around greater.

J. ALLEN THOMAS
Enid, Oklahoma, Enid Morning News.

Most pictures I have seen have a cer-

tain psychological twist which is usually

overemphasized and exaggerated.

MARCIA ANNE FRYE
Elkhart, Indiana, Elkhart Truth.

•

We're getting some relief from phony

heroics and giddy, sticky histrionics about

the war; were getting convincing stories

which are more worthy of being remem-
bered. If Hollywood would sacrifice a

few horse operas which even the horses

should resent and make more Jolson stories

and Green Year stories and lots more
comedies, we'd all be better off.

ALLEN COWPERTHWAITE
Helena, Montana, Independent-Record

•

Tendency to fall into a "rut" seemed
unusually great—similar story lines and

themes tending to make even some out-

standing films seem like mere "copies"

of earlier pictures. Hollywood seems to

be growing less original In its selection

of screenplays. For example: so-called

"psychological" yarns, greatly overdone

and few of them well done.

JACK R. BELL
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

The Kalamazoo Gazette

e

They need good originals—the field

ought to be opened up and developed. A
rough estimate should be made of the

proportion of comedies, mysteries, his-

torical dramas, etc., with a minimum fixed

for comedies so that every studio would

have to produce some. The male audience

wants them.

GLADYS HANTON
Fort Myers, Florida, The News-Press

•

Hollywood is still sticking to the "for-

mula" that produced results for ten years

but no longer seems to apply.

AL WEITSCHAT
Detroit, Mich., Detroit News

•

There are some fine films coming from

Hollywood but not enough of them con-

sidering the superior talents of actors,

actresses and directors.

DOROTHY F. HAINLIN
Portland, Maine, Portland Press Herald

•

Plots show very little improvement.

Need more return to Historical events for

Picturization.

AL WILLIAMS
Scranton, Pa., The Scranton Tribune

•

The post war ideas of producers and

directors apparently are paying off.

KENNETH MILLS
McKeesport, Pa., The Daily News

•

With few exceptions Hollywood seems

to be facing a drouth of good story mate-

rial.

GEORGE H. JACKSON
Los Angeles, Calif., L. A. Herald & Express

•

As a movie reviewer for more tfcan a

dozen years, I view with growing weari-

ness the new product. Few of the new-

comers have much to interest or intrigue

other than the day-by-day moronic film

goers. The screen is becoming jejune; a

renaissance in celluloid is mightly needed

now!
STERLING SORENSEN
Madison, Wis., Capital Times

•

We seem now to be producing cleaner,

better pictures with a purpose.

ROY CLIFFORD HURD
Wilmington, Del., Sunday Star

•

For every outstanding production like

"The Yearling" or "Boomerang", there's a

half dozen that are strictly class B. Will

the industry ever learn to replace quantity

with quality?

HENRY DECKER
Frederick, Md., The News-Post

•

American pictures in the last 12 months

have been terrible. I would say that

they have slipped backward, but they were

terrible in the preceding twelve months.

There is too much emphasis on commer-

cial exploitation and not enough emphasis

on art. They should be a combination of

arts and not a combination of poorly tail-

ored stories and poorer acting techniques.

PAUL C. PHILLIPS
Rock Springs, Wyoming,
Rock Springs Daily Rocket

•

Few of the pictures have been able to

reach the standards of those produced be-

fore and during the war. The acting has

improved but the plots are as of nothing.

JOHN T. ALLEN, JR.

Cortland, New York, The Standard
•

In my opinion, American pictures have

placed more importance on spectacular

coloring and setting, and have neglected to

produce pictures with a real story and

REAL acting. Most pictures lack a good

plot.

MARIE K. MURPHY
Lowell, Mass., Radio Station WLLH
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Advertising-Publicity Techniques
I would see, first of all, that the re-

leases were written with more clartiy,

accuracy in names, etc., and, above all,

with some regard to careful English com-
position. As regards advertisements, these

tend too much to the sensational, stress-

ing the lurid and questionable. They are

frequently misleading on the story of the

film and often brag about the quality, as

if to TELL the public, rather than ASK
(for opinion.

RUSSELL RHODES
New York, N. Y., The Journal of

I

Commerce
•

Drastic elimination of vulgarian, over-

statement, and inaccuracy to the point

of flagrant misrepresentation. If the dust-

jaclcet of a Bobbsey Twins book distinctly

implied the contents were a sexy triangle,

there would be a point of extremely dubi-

ous ethics involved. At any rate, mo-

tion picture advertising is a side from

perfume copy and society page captions,

the most offensive text now extant.

JOHN MAYNARD
New York, N. Y., N. Y. Journal

American
•

I would plug, for my staff's benefit,

the ancient motto: "Honesty is The Best

Policy". I would take my failures grace-

fully while trying to overcome the pub-

lic's long established skepticism. For suc-

cess this unique policy would have to be

as original in detail as it would be gen-

erally unprecedented. It would be risky

but worth a patient trial.

ARCHER WINSTEN
New York, N. Y., New York Post

• .

Eliminate adjectives in trailers and ad-

vertising. Use more of straight, literate

"Trade paper variety" analysis.

SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL

New York,( N. Y., Radio Station WNYC
•

Honest ads—lots of films would appeal

to the RIGHT audiences if ads weren't

sensationally misleading. I'd advertise in

ALL mediums.

IRENE THIRER
New York, New York, Post

•

It goes without saying that a free

screen is a healthy screen. All censorship,

including the Breen office. Legion of De-

cency, etc. should be removed.

LEO MISHKIN
New York, N. Y., Morning Telegraph

•

Advertise the actual content of the film.

CECELIA AGER
PM, New York
•

If the movies are ever to fulfill their

potentialities they must demand for them-

selves the same rights as other mediums

of mass education and enlightenment.

LILIAN SUPOVE
New York, N. Y., Radio Station WNYC

•

I should discontinue sensational ad-

vertising which makes sex appeal the chief

factor for nearly every film, whether or

not sex is the main subject matter of

the picture. Most of the advertising

flagrantly violates the spirit of the code.

LESLIE A. SLOPER
Boston, Mass.

The Christian Science Monitor.
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One thing I would try to do would be
to give the prospective theater-patron

a true idea of what the picture was about,
instead of trying to overwhelm him with
superlatives and "must-sees," I would
keep comparative values in mind and not
overplay some angle on a film. (E.g.

"Open City" was ballyhooed as sexy; ap-
parently that was the only angle for sell-

ing the general public. The Italian movie
was a great disappointment to those who
just went lustfully.)

MAX W. VAWTER
Leadville, Colorado,

The Herald Democrat

is not "the most thrilling production to

ever come out of Hollywood.

ALICE BUCHANAN
Pes Moines, Iowa, Radio Station KSO

•

I would quit building the public up for

a big letdown, which would breed costly

ill will, just to make a success of one pic-

ture at the box office I would use more

reserve, and even if I though I had the

picture of all time, I wouldn't say so

with all trumpets going full blast, but in-

stead would advertise conservatively and

let the public be pleasantly surprised. My
nomination for most overpublicized medi-

THE QUESTION
If you were an advertising-puhlicity director

for a motion picture contpany, u^hat changes if

any in present film advertising and publicity
would you immediately institute?

THE CRITICS FI]VD

Critics avow that, if placed at the head of a film company
ad-publicity department, they would sell their pictures with
accuracy, honesty and truth, using less sensationalism and
stop over-selling, over-billing and ballyhooing. Emphasis on
sex would be toned down, while adjectives and superlatives

would be virtually eliminated.

Stories would arrive in advance of release dates, stills would
be captioned, advertising would be placed on a zone basis,

rather than nationally, and press books would be improved.

Not a few of the critics call for a new advertising-publicity

approach to the selling of motion pictures, claiming that the

high pressure methods to which they object keep some people

away from theaters, rather than attract them.

(It should be noted that since this question was referred to

the critics, the Motion Picture Association has adopted a

stronger Advertising Code and its Advertising Advisory Coun-
cil has inaugurated a campaign designed to make the Code
application industry-wide.)

I would try to sell a picture on its merit

rather that the "sex content" of its story

or stars. If I were laying out an adver-

tising campaign for a picture, I'd break it

down to spend equal shares in magazines,

newspapers and radio. Use of transcribed

spots and cuttings from the pictures work

well on radio stations, in addition to press

books studios should prepare radio trans-

cribed advertising as well. Too many press

books have hundreds of useless stories in

them not good for paper columns or com-

mentators. More reviews, less style talk

and biographies of the stars.

DARLINE GORDON
Clinton, Iowa, Radio Station KROS

Too much ballyhoo for a mediocre film

has made the public skeptical. Tone down

the advance publicity to the point that

no misrepresentation is involved as to

type of film. The movie-going public is

gullible but may gradually become the

'stay-at-home public' if fooled too often.

Outrageous superlatives should be thrown

in the "hell-box", for even grade-school

youngsters know that B pictures No. 569

ocre picture of the year
—

"Duel in the

Sun."

PAT TAYLOR
Hays, Kansas, Hays Daily News

•

None 1 think. The stuff they're using

now (and have been) gets the customers,

of course, there are those who pick and

choose their movies, but thy're few and

far btween and publicity aimed at them

would probably be a waste of money.

ELEANOR P. NICHOLSON
New Orleans, La,, The Times Picayune

•

My favorite gripe is misleading adver-

tising, picking out a sexy or melodrama-

tic angle to play up even when there's

no basis for it in the picture. The pub-

lic is not as gullible, in the long run, as

film companies believe. In film ballyhoo,

as anything else, honesty is still the best

policy—at least that's the way I see it.

NADINE SUBOTNIK
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Cedar Rapids Gazette

o

Stop deliberately misleading the public

as to content of plots. The American pub-

lic was deluded on "Colonel Blimp," "Jour-

ney Together," and to some extent on
"Temptation," "Two Mrs. Carrolls," and
"The Farmer's Daughter." The latter

film is entirely different from the bucolic

romance most of the public seems to ex-

pect. And 99 out of 100 people viewing

the ads of "My Darling Clementine" which
show Victure Mature ogling Linda Darnell

would expect to find that Linda played

Clementine. Instead she enacts the minor
role of a Mexican hoyden. Bill revivals

as revivals in big letters. It's getting so

that 5 minutes after a picture starts you
hear people all over the theater exclaim-

ing "Oh, I SAW this one!"

ASHBY J. MITCHELL
Union City, N. J., Hudson Dispatch

•

I certainly wouldn't say that every pic-

ture is the most outstanding ever madeJ
this "line" gets tiresome and certainly

no one believes it after several pix have
been thus identified.

JOYCE L DAVIS
Winchester, Va.,

Winchester Evening Star

•

I wouldn't advertise a punk movie just

because it cost a fortune or two to pro-
duce.

LESLIE D. POLK
Williston, N. Dakota
Williston Daily Herald

•

Stop building up very minor an^^es in

films. And if a film hasn't much sex in it,

why play up the little there is, and so
give a deliberately false impression.

JAMES S. BRADSHAW
Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor News

•

Let the advertising fit the picture! Film
patrons are thoroughly disgusted by ad-
vertising which promises shocks and love

thrills for every film that comes to town
from "Duel in the Sun" to "Lassie Comes
Home". There are other drawing points

that will bring customers into a theatre

besides, "lurid love stories," Let's have
a little more honest advertising.

GRACE WILSON
Omaha, Nebraska, Radio Station KOWH

•

There is a tendency on publicists to

overplay their hand on the ballyhoo of

a new release. Frequently pictures are

"forced" upon the public through reams

of publicity and as a consequence the

paying theatregoer becomes wary, sus-

picious of future releases. Perhaps the

extensive ballyhoo of one particular pic-

ture pays dividends but, from a long range

viewpoint, it is detrimental to the stead';

theatre trade. Publicity men could we.?

tell the straight fact. Just rumble the

ballyhoo drum—don't beat it to pieces.

The radio has brought the public closer

to film stars than any other medium. Why
not feed "canned" stuff from stars in

publicizing new pictures. A direct talk

to the listener not a review of the picture.

DOMINIC PEPP

Watertown, N. Y., Watertown Daily Times
•

I would lessen the use of superlative,

as now employed they mean nothing. Ditto

such words as "socko", "dynamite", etc.

JEANNE ROCKWELL
Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor News
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I would cease over-selling pictures

—

excessive advertising instills the thought
of an inferior picture being rammed down
the throat of a gullible public.

EMMA BURNETTE CONACE
Nyack, N. Y., The Journal-News

I would temper the use of adjectives
tremendously. I would stick to the truth
in my statements as to the plot; too many
pictures bear little or no relation to the
advance conception conveyed in the ad-
vertising, and the public is fully aware
of this fact. They are getting to be
cynical and skeptical of lavish claims. Un-
derstatement, plus sincerity and a repu-
tation for integrity, might win them back
into the fold.

BRADFORD F. SWAN
Providence, R. 1., Providence Journal

I'd tell the public what they are going
to see . . . not what will get them in

the theater and then "hang it all" after

that.

MARJORIE CHRISTENSEN
Fremont, Nebraska, Radio Station KO'RN

•

Stop use of "best", "greatest", etc.,

It's never true and frightens the public

away.

P. WALTER HANAN
Birmingham, N. Y., Birmingham Press

•

I would stick to more the truth, and
not be so misleading. Some advertising

is too sexy.

LILLIAN LARSSEN
Modesto, Calif., The Modesto Bee

•

I would eliminate the trash that they
are currently turning out. See such and
such a picture because this is the great-

est, most stupendous, costliest, most won-
derful, absolutely the most sensational

picture ever made. That kind of publicity

is ridiculous. Hollywood Can tell the folks

it's a good picture, if it is good and not

go overboard about every film that is re-

leased. The public is waking up to the
fact that not every picture is greater than
the next one.

JAY SEYMOUR
Paterson, N. J., Radio Station WPAT

•

See that ads carry out true theme of

picture—for example, one of "Blaze of

Noon" harped on inconsequential romance
of pilot's wife with his brother, omitting
reference to story of development of air-

mail. Too much emphasis on sensational

end use of phrases of dynamic nature
which make readers laugh at their idiocy.

EILEEN J. MARTINSON
New Bedford, Mass., The Standard-Times

•

I may be partial, but more radio adv.

would do wonders.

PAUL B. PATRICK
Mason City, Iowa, Radio Station KGLO

•

I surely would make an effort to give

pictures applicable titles—not misinform

the public by giving some sex-appeal-

ing name to a perfectly fine picture. Many
times patrons stay away because the ad-

vertising indicates an undesirable picture.

MADGE A. MILLIKIN
Adrian, Mich., Adrian Telegram

•

I would do away with all advertising

save simple public announcements with-

out comment of forthcoming films.

CARLTON McKINNEY
San Francisco, Calif, S. F. Chronicle

I would do away with the lurid baiting

of gullible customers that constitutes most
present-day newspaper advertising and
attempt to advertise the picture for what
it is.

JOHN HOBART
San Francisco, Calif., Chronicle

•

Current film advertising is the "sen-
sational" type; is misleading as to the

type of entertainment a film actually is.

Much of it is standardized—the same
adjectives (stupendous, collossal, etc.)

are used over and over again. Advertising

should attempt to portray to the public

the type of show they would actually

see. The same applies to "teasers". They
often give false impressions.

LOWELL CLARK
McAlester, Okla., Radio Station KTMC

I don't know for sure, but I'd certainly

try hard to think of some different "catch-
lines" other than "Hit of Hits", "Sensa-
tion of the Season", etc.. They've been
used for over a "century" it seems. There
must be some new method.

NORMAN LAWRENCE
Natchez, Miss., Radio Station WMIS

•

Cut out the rot aimed to take the at-

tention of uneducated film goers. Tell

them nothing untrue; nothing that mis-

represents the actual film story and de-
pend on its merits to attract them not

on false filth.

ANNA C. RICKETSON
New Bedford, Mass., New Bedford

Standard-Times

•

I would save the really high-powered
adjectives for a few pictures that would
like up to their publicity. As it is, the

"greatest drama ever filmed" comes out

about every two weeks, or even oftener.

GORDON J. HART
Flemington, N. J., Hunterdon County

Democrat
•

I would see that the truth is told. Too
many people stay at home from pictures

because the trailer went out of tis way
to make it look sexy, whereas it was
perhaps a decent picture. There are

people to whom the Hollywood brand of

sex is repellent. Many, many of them.

LAYAH RIGGS
Decature, Illinois, Herald-Review

•

I'd check the mailing lists to bring

them up to date and not have publicity

going to newspapers addressed to editors

and critics who have been gone 5 years

or more—and I'd trim the amount of

mailed publicity so that it might get to

be a delight rather than a bore.

ERNESTINE GORMAN
Oklahoma City, Okla., Daily Oklahoman

•

Would suggest that advertising be held

up somewhat. In some cases the public,

especially in small cities and towns,

wearies of reading about certain Grade

A movies before they are even released

and long before they reach the local

theater.

ELISABETH RAMON
Barre, Vermont, Barre Daily Times

•

Even though slightly pornographic stills

on posters do wonders for the B.O., they

are definitely not helping the nationwide

fight against juvenile delinquency. Dia-

mond-bedecked mobsters, holding a gun

in one hand and a blonde in the other,

give the youngsters in this country quite
the wrong idea. Let's have some truth
in pix advertising. Let's play up the story

... the quality of acting ... the actual
entertainment appeal.

PAUL WILSON
Longview, Texas, Radio Station KFRO

•

More short stories or sketches for local

newspapers.

MARILYN CONOVER ROOF
Kenton, Ohio, Kenton News and

Republican
•

First of all, I'd forget sex and 1 cer-

tainly wouldn't mis-sell my product. They
seem to concentrate on only one phase,

one word and one idea in advertising a

picture, or all pictures. I would insist too

that my advertising and publicity men
saw all the pictures they work on and

make less use of the press book, which

should be a guide instead of a clipping

manual. Ads, as they now stand, drive a

great many intelligent people away from

the movies. As more people are "bitten",

they will distrust ads as much as the

others do. As for publicity, I would insist

on more personal contact and less mimeo-

graphed hand-outs. Publicity men seldom

work with the press, at least few do in

this town. A critic and editor is either

the victim of high pressure or cold shoul-

ers. There are very few in-between guys

that you want to cooperate with because

they are aware of their business and your

needs.

LEONORE BUSHMAN
Philap'elphia, Pa., Philadelphia Daily

News

Keep away from sex and sensational

angles.

W. F. DAGON
Springfield, Illinois, Illinois State

Journal & Register

•

I would be looking towards the day

that fimi advertising would be used on

home television receivers, and tone it

down some, although keeping plenty of

photogenic glamour.

DON HART
Bridgeton, N. J., Radio Station WSNJ

•

Probably none, advertising trends be-

ing the way they are and clients being

the same.

J. H. McEWAN, JR.

Morehead City, N. C, Twin City

Daily Times
•

1 believe sex is publicized too much

in recent months. Would do away with

this angle as much as possible.

JAMES H. NASH
Massena, N. Y., Radio Station WMSA

•

I would take myself a little less seri-

ously. Radio has found it pays now and

then to kid the sponsor and the public

likes it. Film publicists can find many a

new angle in less "colossal" approaches.

And then appeals will have better reader-

ship and listenership.

EDWIN D. OGBORNE
New Castle, Indiana, Radio Station

WCTW

I would resolve to obliviore the "ma-

cabre", the bizarre in picture advertis-

ing. It is too often sickening.

M. LEONARD MATT
Philadelphia, Pa., Radio Station WDAS

Get away from display ads showing the
usual clinch between featured players. I

think solid type ads written amusingly
would be a pleasant change.

CHARLES M. MACKO
Philadelphia, Pa., Wall Street Journal

•

The public knows that all the stuff

Hollywood produces isn't what they say

it is . . . great and ect. Why say it? Cut
out the phony critics opinion ... If it's

good not needed ... If not good why put
it on the market.

DON PIERCE
Washington, N. C, Radio Station WRRF

•

Eliminate colossal, stupendous, etc. from
vocabulary. Sell pix on basis theme and
be honest. Public regards movie adver-

tising as silly.

ARTHUR F. SPAETH
Cleveland, Ohio, The News

•

I would forget about out-moded mats

and canned publicity stories except for

smaller weekly and daily newspapers. For

the metropolitan papers, I would con-

centrate on localized news, special stories.

I would go into a town or contact branch

exchange offices to "cover" an entire

newspaper field. I don't know how it is

in other cities, but I frequently suggest

that coverage could be made during the

newspaper shortage with radio columns,

record pages, book pages, editorial pages,

news stories as well as features and the

amusement columns. Too much emphasis

is placed on "art" and that which comes

out of Hollywood, to a great extent, is

not good newspaper material. Scenes are

too dark, too cluttered or too inane to

use.

MARTHA McHATTON
Indianapolis, Indiana, Indianapolis News

•

Stop playing up sensational sex angles

on innocuous, and often pleasant and

amusing pictures.

HELEN EAGER
Boston, Mass., Boston Traveler

•

I would check this terrible, pyramidic

over-selling. The buying public is so

glutted with superlatives; promises of

sensationalism, that the point of satiety

has long since been over-reached. Try

simplicity and honesty for a change. Tell

the buying public what it can expect.

Maybe the more flashy competitors will

out-sell you for a short time, but in the

long run, the appeal to common sense

will pay big dividends. And, psychologi-

cally, this is the time to do it.

W. HARLEY RUDKIN
Springfield, Mass., The Daily News

•

I would drop all salacious advertising.

It's disgusting! I feel, as a movie fan,

that most movie-goers are interested in

films for entertainment and not in Rus-

sell's Bosom or Turner's navel.

KAYE NITMER
Harrisburg, Pa., Radio Station WKBO

I'd make a plea for more simplicity

and intelligence in the selling of pictures

—and for a bit of old-fashioned showman-

ship. But, what the hell, I'm not a di-

rector and probably never will be.

DICK PITTS
Charlotte, N. C, The Charlotte Observer

•

Publicity handouts seldom can be used

as is because of the over use of stereo-

typed descriptive adjectives and adverbs.
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The fewer "action-packed-s" and "colos-

sals" the better.

RAYMOND H. GAILEY
Portland, Maine, Portland Sunday
Telegram

•

We have been having entirely too

much "huckster" stuff. American movie

goers get fed up with such phrases as

"This is the year of the Yearling", "If

you were Nora Prentiss would you keep
your mouth shut", etc. I believe such

slogans scare off many moviegoers.

JEANETTE KEYSER
Mobile, Ala., The Mobile Press Register

I would concentrate ad campaigns for

areas of the U. S. instead of for New
York. Premieres as campaign is far better

before film is shown.

HINTON BARDBURY
Jay, Fla., Jacksonville Journal

•

Use less hoopla. There is a growing

tendency to suspect those films that are

over-promoted.

JOHN D. CHEQUER
Mount Vernon, N. Y., The Daily Argus

•

For a truly good picture, such as "Cae-

sar and Cleopatra", I would make my ads

more dignified—cut out all the sexy

queen hoopla and the magnificent spec-

tacle drivel—and really slant the ad to

the sort of people who would like the

picture.

JANICE ERSELCUK
Lafayette, Indiana, Journal and Courier

•

Avoid salacious and cheap play upon

sex advertising. Raise the general stand-

ard of advertising approach to a higher

level of intelligence. Some of the in-

coherent babbling baliyhooing current and

recent productions is absolutely ridiculous.

BERNARD MOSES
Columbia, S. C, Radio Station WCOS

•

I would stick to facts, cut out all this

baloney about how John Garfield practices

for hours in order to play the violin in

"Humoresque". Press books hinder rather

than help with their utterly ridiculous re-

views and interviews filled with all man-
ner of misinformation. As for plain old

advertising the teasers would insult the

intelligence of a two-year-old. Good ex-

ample of bad advertising is the sensa-

tional angle of the three letter word

"sex" played up in the fine film "Open
City". "Sex" drew the kind of audience

who wouldn't appreciate the film and

kept those away who would. As you see,

I'm pretty bitter about this.

NANCY PHILIPS

Austin, Texas, Austin

American-Statesman
•

Make better mats, so theater managers

can write their own ads. Keep the ex-

ploitation men out of the field.

GIL ROWLAND
Greenville, S. C, The Piedmont

•

I should at least try to appeal to nor-

mal intelligence instead of to morbid

curiosity and sex emotions. Much film

advertising is as extravagant as the ges-

tures and ham acting in flicker flash-

backs.

MALCOLM MILLER
Knoxville, Tenn., The Knoxville Journal

•

Cut down heavy ballyhoo on inferior

pictures. Stop trying to build them up

as world beaters. It's misleading to the
public and unfair to theater-goers.

HAMILTON M. WOOOLE
Syracuse, N. Y., Radio Station WOLF

•

I would not advertise a picture too much
that is only fair. This is a terrific let-

down to the public and box-office alike.

MICHAEL ZANDAU
Springfield, Mass., Springfield Free Press

•

I would stop buying space in newspapers
and asking for free plugs on the air.

Radio commentators may be getting a

bit tired of it. When buying time on

radio, I would use different language.

Those sensational superlatives look okay

in big print with exclamation points; but

on the air, they sound like just so much
hooey. People don't talk that way to each

other; and in radio, people talk to people.

RICHARD E. OSGOOD
Detroit, Mich., Radio Station WXYZ

•

Dignify it a bit if it is to be worthy
of an industry that claims itself as the

geratest medium of expression in art

form.

J. L. JACOBS
Hanford, Calif., The Hanford Sentinel

•

I probably wouldn't make any. With
the material at hand, both in point of

player and story, there isn't much left

for the advertising-publicity director to

do other than stress sex.

WOOD SOANES
Oakland, Calif., Oakland Tribune

•

I would cut out the misleading "sexy"

comments about films such as "Open City,"

"Stairway to Heaven," etc. Misleading ads

of all kinds in the film industry are the

most objectionable to critic and theater

patron alike.

THERESA LOEB
Oakland, Calif., Oakland Tribune

•

Eliminate stereotyped phrasing and tell

what the picture's about.

SAM WOOLFORD
San Antonio, Texas, San Antonio Light

•

In advertising stars, try and stress not

only the glamour and luscious lines, but

the ability of the girls, even if it means

telling how they really had to buck

breaks in getting where they are.

LAURA MAY SPENCE
Everett, Washington, Everett Daily

Herald

Feature pictures are advertised entirely

too long before they are released.

LOUIS A. ECKL
Florence, Ala., Florence Times &

Tri-Cities Daily

Streamline style of advertising. It's con-

stantly the same—strictly "colossal", and

the public is getting wise.

JIMMY STARR
Los Angeles, Calif., Los Angeles

Herald & Express
•

Honesty and sincerity in relating the

values of a film. Less sensationalism such

as colossal, etc. Less of such items as

"Greatest love story ever told". Less refer-

ences to sex in selling the picture. In

short, HONEST advertising and publicity

as it relates to a particular film.

LOWELL REDELINGS
Hollywood, Calif., Hollywood

Citizen-News

On the whole I think they are doing a

fine job . . . but .unfortunately too many
pictures not worth seeing are being boost-

ed too much . . . causing great disappoint-

ment on the part of patrons of theaters

who go there expecting much more than

they get. 1 can't suggest a remedy for

this situation, however.

LA VERLE MORLEY
Eureka, Calif., Radio Station KIEM

•

I would certainly put an end to insipid

publicity and the idea that trivial doings

of the film personalities all call for "stop

the presses" treatment.

BRECK FAGIN
Provo, Utah, Radio Station KOVO

•

Would use larger newspaper ads and
would include names of screen writers

along with stars, etc. Would use more
white space in ads and would not crowd
them.

QUIMBY MELTON, JR.

Griffin, Ga., Griffin Daily News
•

Above all, publicity and advertising that

gives the public an honest idea of the

subject-matter of the picture. And no

concealing in six-point type at the bottom
of a large ad the fact that a picture is

a revival.
'

HARRY WARNER, JR.

Hagerstown, Md., The Morning 'Herald
•

I would attempt to divert some of it

from the stereotyped pattern followed

so very long. Publicity specifically, qual-

ity, not quantity. There's still a paper

shortage, you know.

PAUL M. BRUUN
Miami Beach, Fla., Morning Star-Sun

•

More attention should be paid to pre-

views—they are one of the best drawing

cards—^they should give a more accurate

impression.

J. FRANK McDERMOND, JR.

Attica, Indiana, Ledger-Tribune
•

Chiefly I would quit hailing each pic-

ture as the greatest that has ever been

made. I would stress the story, if pos-

sible, rather than the stars.

A .R. DUNLAP
St. Petersburg, Fla. Evening Independent

•

I would certainly not misrepresent any

film just to create a little bigger box of-

fice, for eventually movie-goers will shun

all much-publicized productions.

JOSEPH P. HAMILTON
Bowling Green, Ky., Radio Station WLBJ

•

Trailers for bad pix give false impres-

sion that picture is better than actually

is. False advertising.

MANNY MARGET
Moorhead, Minn., Radio Station KVOX

Sounds strange, but I'd go back to

"boxcar" type of advertising. Bigger and

blacker type.

HERB KRONE
Lancaster, Pa., New Era

e

Don't show misleading scenes which are

not indicative of the trend of the story

—in the "Prevues of coming attractions".

KAY FERNE MORRIS
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Radio

Station WKIP

I'd stop saying how damn colossal they

all are and try telling the truth. Some

individual, some day will write some pub-
licity admitting "This movie isn't so hot,

but we've got so much dough in it, we
are trying to get some of it back". He
will immediately be unanimously elected

to the Hall of Fame
GORDON SMITH
St. Johnsburg, Vermont, Caledonian-

Record
•

The policy of advertising all movies

IColossal" "super" "magnificent" etc.

whether of the best or poorest quality.

The public resents such misrepresenta-

tion. Eliminate superfluous adjectives.

SARAH V. CHADWICK
Brazil, Indian, The Daily Times

•

Increase radio advertising. And if pos-

sible—more guest appearances and pre-

mieres of pictures outside Hollywood. In

other words—try to reach more of the

general public—personally and via radio.

PHILAMENE HEMPEN
San Diego, Calif., Radio Station RFMB

Stop sensationalism in advertising and

overbilling of feature pictures which do

not live up to ballyhoo.

WILLIAM H. BOWES
Long Branch, N. J., The Daily Record

•

Cut out the high sounding phrases

which are typical of the advertising used

on the big budget flops. I believe that

many films are over-advertised to such

a degree that the average audience is

avoiding them. One thing sure holds true

in Hollywood. The worst picture . . . the

more outrageous the advertising.

JEAN L. KRIEGER
Warren, Ohio, Radio Station WRRN

•

It is perhaps natural to plug every pic-

ture to the limit, resulting in extravagance

of statement, and overemphasis of sex

and cheesecake. In many instances such

advertising is misleading, appealing to mass

box office, rather than to the actual

merits of the production.

E. B. MILLER
Plainview, Texas, Plainview Evening

Herald
•

Bring it down to earth. It's better than

the picture it advertises.

L. E. WOOD
Waterloo, Iowa, Waterloo Daily Courier

1 would make the impression of a story's

nature and plot given by the advertising

conform at least vaguely to the actual

picture. Specific and horrible examples to

the contarry: Boomerang, Anna and the

King of Siam, Caesar and Cleopatra.

HARRY REASONER
Minneapolis, Minn., Minneapolis

Daily Times

I would spend a little less on publicity

and a little more on making good pic-

tures. If the pictures are good—the word

travels.

DARRAGH ALDRICH
Minneapolis, 'Minn., Radio

Station MCCO
•

Stop trying to kid the public in ads

that a picture is something it isn't. Pub-

lic may be slow in catching on that cer-

tain companies' ads are misleading, but

catch on they will.

GERTRUDE LAWATSCH
Harrisburg, Pa., Harrisburg Telegraph
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Cut out the superlatives . . . they lack

conviction!

LESLY RICE
Honolulu, T. H., Radio Station KGMB

•

Film publicity is excellent. The prin-

cipal trouble with film advertising is the

misleading copy used in newspapers, which

makes every picture, no matter how good

or bad, sound like a sex carnival, and

makes them all sound identical.

WILLIAM LEONARD
Chicago, Illinois, Chicago Journal oi

Commecre

Drastically reduced written handout

material. I would condense them into

two or three brightly written paragraphs,

most handouts today go into the waste

basket.

CLYDE R. BERGWIN
Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily Times

•

Stop extravagant claims and shush

phony sex emphasis.

JEAN WORTH
Menominee, Mich., Herald-Leader

•

Toning down press books on movies

which always label everything from a

"B" film to a first class production as

the "best" thing turned out by a studio.

BEA J. PEPAN
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin, The

Milwaukee Journal

Maybe I think it depends on the mes-

sage, the story and the film.

EMERY WISTER
Charlotte, N. C, Charlotte News

Put some honesty into the copy. Any
product worthy of the investments of a

motion picture producer should have suf-

ficient quality to merit a degree of sin-

cerity. My opinion is that the public re-

sents misleading advertising.

IDA BELLE HICKS
Ft. Worth, Texas, Ft. Worth

Star-Telegram
•

A more realistic view-point might be

appreciated by the public, even to the

extent of giving attendance a boost. Some
people get sick of too much "most glam-

orous," "most romantic," etc.

EMILY R. JERGER
Thomasville, Ga., Times-Enterprise

•

Do away with flat, uninteresting lay-

outs of faces and names thrown on screens

of small town theaters under the heading

of "coming soon". They usually look like

they were made up when photography was
in its infancy.

DOROTHY COOHRAN
Manhattan, Kansas, Tribune-News

•

Don't crowd so much type and mat mat-

ter together, the jumble is confusing and

eye-disturbing. Too much sensationalism

and shady connotation in every ad leads

the reader after a length of time to doubt

the truth of all ads. Few persons fall for

the sensational stuff after they've bitten

a few hundred times. A truthful ad (with

no sex or psychological perversion implied)

would be so refreshing it would be good

to see once in a while.

JOHN D. JENKS
Lexington, Ky., The Lexington Herald

On publicity, I'd hit 'em more with

prepared reviews, or material for reviews,

for newspaper publication. In the short

items most papers use there's not much

Vf iV

M^ cAppreciation

To the Editors, Motion Picture Critics and
Commentators Who Voted Me One of the

Best Juvenile Actresses of the Year.

ANN CARTER
'THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS'

"SONG OF LOVE"

slack to play around with, and the public

isn't much interested in who produced

the film, or who directed it, much less

in whether Dorothy Lamour got sun-

burned whiie making it. Yet that's what

most of the stuff a newspaper gets to

work with

E. F. MONTGOMERY
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, Examiner-

Enterprise
•

Prohibit fraudulent ballyhood relative

to forthcoming films . . . Most advertis-

ing-publicity during past 12 months

zigged when it should have zagged.

JOHN FRANCIS CLAFFEY
Beverly, Mass., Beverly Evening Times

•

I wouldn't use the 'killer-diller' shots

in advance publicity as sometimes it sets

a false pattern for a picture and turns

away as many people as it might other-

wise attract.

MADELINE J. KEATLEY
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Times-Leader

Evening News
•

I'd do the thing that never will hap-

pen in the advertising world—that is

tell the public whether or not the picture

is really good or whether it stinks!

BILL EDWARDS
Birmingham, Ala., Birmingham Post

•

I get pictures (stills) and stories after

pictures have been released. Since most

of us do cols, well in advance this some-

times catches us with old stuff. Also

copy is erroneous and the goo about

everything being lovey-dovey when the

truth is the opposite makes us look with

a jaundiced eye on all such copy. Also

the Hollywood publicists view everything

through the Hollywood papers' eyes. Cast-

ing producers, trade news and such is

important out there, means nothing to us

in Buffalo.

ANNE M. MclLHENNEY
Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo Courier-Express

•

I'm no expert on advertising. For pub-

licity, though I'd suggest more all-embrac-

ing stories of what the industry is doing,

by comparisons or contrasts. Thus he'd get

cumulative publicity that would make
readers familiar with titles and players.

W. E. J. MARTIN
'Buffalo, N. Y., The Courier Express

•

Quit building a picture up as some-

thing it isn't—misleading the public to

believe that a heavy drama is really a

rollicking comedy, etc.

CORBIN PATRICK
Indianapolis, Indiana, Indianapolis Star

•

I would cease intimating that each and

every picture tells a torrid, passionate ro-

mance. Some do and some don't. So it

is untruthful in the first place to say

that all do. It has been my observation

that the advertising is frequently more

salacious than the picture and I suspect

the advertising is responsible to a greater

extent than the films for the current

agitation for film censorship. So, in the

second play, although it may birng the

customers in, this salacious advertising

could very well prove disastrous to the

screen.

HERBERT L. MONK
St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Globe-

Democrat
•

Play down sex angle more. Stop treat-

ing public as children—with more appeal

^ sV

JACK SCHWARZ
1

Productions

In Production "THE ENCHANTED VALLEY"

In Cinecolor
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. made on the basis of fine acting, fine

! direction and stories rather than on the

I
star's big names. Exaggeration of slight

incidents in film for ads.

MARGARET SAVAGE
j Altoona, Pa., Altoona Mirror

•

I should at once and for keeps stop

. lying to the public about the nature of

my product. I should insist that advertis-

ing be keyed to the different require-

ments not only of individual films but,

and very positively, of different com-

munities. I should stop trying to sell a

picture in Boston as though Boston were

Brooklyn or some sleepy small town in

the midwest, and I should send repre-

.
sentatives to the various key cities and

[ towns to study their likes and dislikes,

the type of audiences that go to the key

theaters and the individual rather than the

machine-made, formula type of advertis-

ing. Finally, I should do more on a local

and less on a national basis, leaving the

theater managers to write their own copy

according to their own audiences' tastes

they have studied.

ELINOR HUGHES
Boston, Mass., Boston Herald

•

I'd lay off the deliberately suggestive

ads used as "sex-bait" for pictures that

aren't necessarily sexy at all.

DAVID WAYNE WRIGHT
Lynchburg, Va., The Lynchburg Advance

•

Hard to suggest anything; I think most

advertising and publicity men are doing

a magnificent job, sometimes with rather

indifferent pictures.

T. R. HUGHES
Reading, Pa., Reading Times

•

Newspaper layouts (ads) are too bally-

hooey with the makeup the same for win-

ners and stinkers.

SHELDON CLARK WINTERMUTE
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Record

•

Discontinue using superlatives: dis-

continue sex in ads.

MARGARET J. GARLICK
Paterson, N. J., Paterson Sunday Eagle

•

I'd get out a press book for the press

(MGM is best) instead of a colossal card-

board brochure that is worthless. I'd also

I quit sending promotion men around the

I

country trying to rope editors into two-

bit promotion gags in newspapers (like

most of the so called contests). A good

film should be able to stand up alone. I'd

also improve the stills for newspaper pro-

duction by getting good newspaper pic-

ture editors who know what is worth

trying to reproduce, instead of guys who
don't know a press picture from page 8

in the seed catalogue.

CLIP BRADT
Albany, N. Y., The Knickerbocker News

•

Advertising techniques of the film in-

dustry have become ineffective by their

attempts at the sensational etc. Film ad-

vertisements must revert to the truth

concerning movies before many people

will believe them.

MARK R. GRAY
Indianapolis, Ind., Indianapolis

Commercial
•

"Punch publicity"—i.e., simple ads with

a catch line or phrase to remember.

Martha Ivers: "Whisper Her Name" etc.

OEWARD B. BRITTAIN
Rock Hill, S. C, The Evening Herald
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Do away with all this business of de-

scribing every film as the MOST gigantic,

stupendous, super-colossal, ad nauseau.

LOUISE SHADDUCT
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, The Press

•

I would make positively sure the pub-

licity was distributed to the press and

radio before a production hits town. In

this way audience can become acquainted

and interested. For radio—the background

music and color and sidelines concerning

the stars.

WARREN EDWARDS
Butler, Pa., Radio Station WISR

•

Place more emphasis on picture, less

on the studio which made it. No one gives

a damn who makes a picture as long as

it's good. If it's bad, why tie the com-

pany's name to it? Pressbook publicity is

absolutely unusable because of the super-

latives attached to it.

FRED CHILDRESS
Youngstown, Ohio, The Vindicator

•

Build human interest and family ap-

peal more in publicity—less publicity on

stars. KENNETH A. WEBER
Erie, Pa., Radio Station WLEU

•

Nooe, if I wanted to keep my job.

Would decrease emphasis on sex and

maybe if I wanted to be honest with

movie-goers, would make advertisement

have at least a little something in com-

mon with what picture is about.

C. W. AYDELOTTE
Los Angeles, Calif., Rodgers &

McDonald Publications

•

I think the greatest need of the in-

dustry is a change of pace in advertis-

ing appeal — the love-hate-sex-thrill-

motifs. 1 believe there are millions who

would attend motion pictures if some

sales appeal were directed at the liter-

ary, cultivated, genteel mentality. A good

third of the movies rate such appeal. It

should be recalled that department story

advertising was couched in emotional

rhetoric until the 1920's when it was

generally reformed. Most retail advertising

has the tone of truth and reality, largely

understatement. Since motion picture

theaters and department stores appeal to

exactly the same wide public, why

shouldn't the wider appeals be made for

the theaters?

JOHN ROSENFIELD
Dallas, Texas, Dallas Morning News

•

Play down sex angles in "sexless" films.

False, "come-on" advertising.

DICK F. TURPIN
Burbank, Calif., Burbank Evening

Review
•

I suppose that it would be to change

from the appeal of the sensational "sexy"

material which is used at the slightest

provocation.

HEROLD L. KOOSER
Ames, Iowa, Radio Station WO'I

•

I'd back the principal characters on

every press still.

SAYRE
Seattle, Wash., Post-Intelligencer

•

Cut out the hair raising and misleading

heads—viz-—"Killing is Thrilling" — and

the like.

THOLA NETT TABOR
Syracuse, New York, Syracuse Post

Standard

Advertise a movie according to its

standing. That is, not over-advertise a

picture so that the public will be disap-

pointed and take the opinion that it

wasn't the film it was advertised to be.

I think this was true of "Sister Kenny".

PAT LAPER
Beatrice, Nebraska, Beatrice Daily Sun

•

Stop this drivel about purple passion.

In the publicity for every movie, regard-

less of its theme or content, the roman-

tic angle is done to death. It may be a

documentary film about the making of

concrete but some wild-eyed publicity

'director will advertise it as a passionate

love story.

NANCY GIBBONS
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Radio Station WMT

•

I would not "play up" pictures as

falsely as some have been. Pictures such

as "The Outlaw" and "Duel in the Sun",

which I have not seen, but which so

much criticism has been expressed, are

probably like the general run of pictures

which do not "shock " the average movie-

goer but are played up to such an extent

that attention is falsely called to them.

JEAN HOLLAND
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Ft. Lauderdale

Daily News
•

I'd try to realize that there are many

things besides sex in which the public

is interested. I would refuse to permit

my writers to apply cliches to pictures in

order to make them fit into a "trend",

instead of finding out what they are

really about and capitalizing on what they

really have to offer the public.

AMY H. CROUGHTON
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Times

Union
«

I would tone down somewhat on the

praise angle. Too much boosting just

brings fans to the movie with big chips

on their shoulders and a show-me attitude.

EDITH THAYER
Lewiston, Maine, Lewiston Daily Sun

•

In the publicity, less space to the do-

ings and personalities of directors and

studio executives in the material sent

to daily newspapers. What is top stuff for

the trade papers doesn't interest film pat-

rons at all.

J. WILLIS SAYRE
Seattle, Wash., Post- Intelligencer

•

In the first place, I would not send

out so much material—it takes hours a

day to go through it. In the second place,

I should cut down on sending so many

photographs and stills—they can't pos-

sibly be used in most papers. In the third

place, I should strive for accuracy and

truth, colorfully presented, rather than

such obvious third rate phoney stories.

MAJORY ADAMS
Boston, Mass., Boston Globe

•

Less Sex and Gore in words and pic-

tures. A good story needs only an honest

statement if it's worth—Music could be

publicized more. •

KAY STANLEY
Jacksonville, Fla., Radio Station WMBR

•

A little less Hollywood and I would

cooperate with the paper shortage by

sending iut shorter stories.

R. B. KENNEDY
Whittier, Calif., The Whittier News

Eliminate extravagant statements that

do not represent the true status of pic-

tures and stars.

WILL N. SPEEGLE
Eureka, Calif., Humboldt Times

•

[ would try to regain the public's con-

fidence by exploiting a film on its merits

and not on some catch phrase having no

relation to story.

GEORGE H. JACKSON
Los Angeles, Calif., Los Angeles

Herald & Express
•

As to trailers: I think trailers with ac-

tion shots do many pictures an injustice.

I have been unduly prejudiced against

many good pictures by frantically paced

trailers that took my breath away. If the

picture is something more than a mere

wild west show, I suggest trailers with

closeups of players, calmly telling the

audience about the picture would be more

appealing than a succession of cut-ins.

EDWARD D. BROWN
Newburyport, Mass., Newburyport

Daily News

I would not deviate from the present

policy and methods.

KENNETH MILLS
McKeesport, Pa., The Daily News

•

Feature more actual series of leading

men and women from pictures in ads and

not sketches.

AL WILLIAMS
Scranton, Pa., The Scranton Tribune

•

I'd make sure that every player, with

his role, got prominent billing. People

want to know who plays the part, even,

sometimes, a walk-on. I'd want this on

the screen, on bill posters (exceptionally

in theater foyers) and in the newspapers.

ALLEN COWPERTHWAITE
Helena, Montana, Independent-Record

•

Make the publicity more sincere. The

public can't possibly believe that every

picture turned out is the, "most colosal,

stupendous, gigantic spectacle ever pro-

duced."
TED LE BERTHON
;Pittsburgh,Pa., Pittsburgh Courier

•

I'd quit "pointing" advertising to sell

every type of picture to every audience.

After all, people have their likes and dis-

likes concerning the categories of enter-

tainment. Giving the sex hypo to all pic-

tures, even dignified dramas, is down-

right, misrepresentation. The superlative

have been worn out. Maybe it's time for

a little honesty.

AL WEITSCHAT
Detroit, Mich., Detroit News

•

Trailers could be improved—or elim-

inated. I believe they keep away as many

customers as they draw, if not more. The

public uses them to decide what NOT to

see. If an ad was so crowded with pictures,

stars' names, titles, and descriptions that

the names of supporting players are too

small to read, I'd cut out something else

and get these names in legibly. Lots of

us like to watch, and are fans of minor

players.

GLADYS HANTON
Fort Myers, Florida, The News-Press

•

Drop spot radio announcements about

films. At local theaters, concentrate on

home-town newspaper advertising. Also,

I would urge small theaters to eliminate

film advertisements for local merchants.
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They are obnoxious in the extreme, though

no doubt profitable to theaters.

AUSTIN ADKINSON
Fulton, Kentucky, Daily Leader

•

The best job now being done in the

motion picture industry is done by the

publicity departments, and I could not

suggest an improvement.

JACK RILEY
Raleigh, N. C, The News and Observer

•

I would demand that ad writers see the

movies they are writing about so that the

advertising would contain a figment of

truth. In my opinion, playing up sex keeps

a lot of persons from seeing a good movie

while those particularly attracted by the

ads (many of whom attend the movies
regularly, anyway) are mad when the

movie fails to produce—they don't deduce
that censorship would not permit the ad-

vertised display, anyway. Questions to

prospects leave writers open for a good
deal of ridicule, also. For instance, "Smash-
Up" was advertised here with a large

placard asking "Would you dare to judge

her?", and the answer obviously is "Yes."

No doubt, the ad writers know what they

are doing, but if they are right, it's a

pretty sad commentary on the intelli-

gence of the American public.

DAVID STEPHENS
Dallas, Texas, Daily Times Herald

•

More factual press books for critics.

MYLES STANDISH
St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Post-Dispatch

•

I'm sure that I would make the adver-

tising coincide with the true story of the

picture more than it does now. "Nora
Prentiss" should be a good example of

that. You prepare yourself to see a pic-

ture of a scheming, wicked witch; instead

you find that she has qualities that few
modern women posses—:the ability to prove

that Wordsworth was not wrong when he
said, "He spake of love, such love as

spirits feel in worlds whose course is

equable and pure."

NAOMI CADDEL
Lubbock, Texas, The Avalanche-Journal

•

I think the industry does itself great

harm by advertising crime plays with a

figure of a man with a gun. One metro-
politan newspaper recently ran "ads," all

on different films, yet each had the

"killer" played up in the advertising. One
also gets weary of the gal in the bath-
suit, the sweater girl, and "he-man"
stuff. Why not play up more of the writ-

ers, directors, ideas, technicalities of mak-
ing pictures and the ideas that stars might
have about important subjects today.

MAE SAUNDERS
Bakersfield, Calif., The Californian

•

I would omit such words as "stupen-

dous," "Colossal," etc. and word ads with

simple one and two syllable words. I be-

lieve they'd attract more attention and be
more nearly believed by the reading pub-
lic.

OLIVE THOMPSON
Emporia, Kansas, The Emporia Gazette

•

Tone it down, or tear it down and start

all over, the "adjective habit" is about

exhausted, and has exhausted about ev-

erybody.

KAY ALLEN
Memphis, Tenn., Radio Station WMPS

•

Sex is a wonderful thing . . . but . . .

and furthermore it's a little disappointing
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to listen to all the furor and find nothing
when you lay out your four bits.

NAN ERDMAN
Memphis, Tenn., Radio Station WMPS

•

Make the film play, not the star or

groomed personality, the thing. Make more
of the directors, especially noting their

former important achievements. Try to

persuade title-makers to dream up better,

but not bigger, titles and, most of all,

see that titles fit their particular pic-

tures. LOUISE MACE
Springfield, Mass., The Union

•

I would propose that all motion pic-

tures, where possible, be titled similar to

"Smash Up, the Story of a Woman"—

a

forceful beginning followed with a some-
what revealing sub-title. Only the sub-
title should be more intriguing than that

in the example. This is only an idea that

would have to be proven sound in several

motion pictures of the future.

RAY L. HATCHER
Alexandria, Va., The Alexandria Gazette

•

Less canned publicity, more facts.

R. L. VICKERY
Paris, Texas, Paris News

•

I'd quiet it down, give it more class

and dignity.

HAROLD V. COHEN
Pittsburgh, Pa., Post Gazette

e

Stop kidding the public; aim for more
conservatism—more truth in advertising.

A. ALFRED MARCELLO
Worcester, Mass., Worcester Telegram

•

Stop the policy of overadvertising pic-

tures, discontinue use of superlative ad-

jectives.

SARAH V. CHADWiCK
Brazil, Indiana, Daily Times

•

Cut out the flamboyant words when a

picture is all-the-family tiffe, say so,

when it's not the kind for kids, say that,

too.

KENNETH P. WILLIAMS
Meadville, Pa., Tribune Newspapers

•

First of all I would see that films were
given clever and logical titles. Some of

the best films have been given such

asinine titles they are passed up by a great

many fans because they suggest nothing

in particular. Title writers should remem-
ber that the fans have not seen a pre-

view of the film and therefore cannot

guess the meaning of a subtle title no

matter how clever it may be. Another
thing; We've had so many "tomorrow"
titles I'm not sure whether tomorrow is

forever, last week or next month. How
about a little originality and a dash or

two of logic for a change?

LOUISE MERRILL
Asheville, No. Carolina, Asheville

Citizen-Times
•

More pre-selling by the company.

DEL McKAY
Roseburg, Oregon, Radio Station KRNR

•

Avoid use of superlatives and try to be

a little more honest. Public resents mis-

representation.

REX J. BALLARD
Davenport, Iowa, Daily Times

•

If I were an advertising publicity di-

rector, I doubt I would make the following

change, but as one who digs into the old

sugar bowl for the right price of a ticket,

I am getting tired of being "taken in by

high falutin advertising to see a low
falutin picture. Also, "In Glorious Tech-
nicolor" does not save a poor picture.

BYRON LEE McCALL
Prescott, Arizona, Radio Station KYCA

•

Would initiate a regular and consistent

advertising program month in and month
out.

FRANK GROSJEAN
Shreveport, La., Shreveport Journal

I was gone from this desk for four

years and on return only one movie com-
pany had instituted a new idea. This was
Ernie Emerling's "Movie Memo," the most
widely read piece in the movie business.

It is apparent that as soon as a publicity

writer submits a clever story they move
him over to their story department. . . .

I would send an experienced man to

every large newspaper in the country,

with a form to be completed and seri-

ously considered when it was sent back

to the main office.

CHUCK GAY
Dayton, Ohio, The Dayton Daily News

•

Allot more time to radio spots and tie-in

contests.

BEU VERNON
Reading, Pa., Radio Station WRAW

•

I would eliminate sensational advertis-

ing for films. It is my opinion that it

drives many away and disappoints those

it attracts because they expect more than

they get. In my opinion advertising should

be typical of the picture and should not

pick out parts of the story that have a

very small part in the plot. In other words

I would eliminate misleading publicity and

advertisements.

MARY JEAN MULLENS
Framingham, Mass., Framingham News

•

I would take some of the sex out of

ads, and throw away the old wornout

phrases that are over-worked now. Every

picture in "A" classification can't be the

"picture of the year." Also I'm tired of

reading in ads that "never before has

the screen presented such and so . . .

and never will again" stuff. They do it

every day. Let's give the movie-going pub-

lic the benefit of the doubt and admi't

they may have some brains.

PHIL VOGEL
Charleston, W. Va., Radio Station WGKV

•

Discontinue over-emphasis on poor pic-

tures. It is being said, increasingly, by

film patrons; "0
. . . we won't go to

that picture — They've advertised it so

much we know it can't be THAT good!"

FLOYD LOGAN
Ft. Wayne, Indiana, The News-Sentinel

•

There'd be less of this sensational type

advertising, which represents a picture

as daring or shocking when it is nothing

of the kind. A little exaggeratibn is O.K.

but not the type which is really misrepre-

sentation.

VIRGINIA COLWELL
Jacksonville, III., Radio Station WLDS

•

I would play down the sex angle and

other sensationalism— I think that most

current Jidvertising leads the public to

expect somsthinE; entirely different than

what is bein.f^ offered. In publicizing the

stars individually copy writers should be

more honest. I know of many fans who
don't believe the canned publicity they

read.

ELAINE EDWARDS
Kenosha, Wis., Kenosha Evening News

Cut out the infantile catch phrases

based on low grade sex appeal and the

phrases that endeavor to excite the reader

in his lower level psychological responses.

Tell the simple, plain, honest facts about
a production and the people involved in

making and performing in it.

W. E. OLIVER
Los Angeles, Calif., Herald and Express

•

Stop the ballyhoo about "This is the

Greatest Picture Ever Filmed." The public

isn't quite the fool it seems to be. Tone
the adv. down and give them a few real

Facts as teasers.

0. C. BELDEN
Wichita, Kans., Wichita Beacon

•

Drop the superlatives.

CHET SKREEN
Tacoma, Wash., Tacoma Times

•

Remember the admen's own slogan:

"Truth In Advertising."

DONALD KIRKLEY
Baltimore, Md., The Sun and Sunday Sun

•

What does it matter? Advertising-pub-

licity directors know better, but they at-

tempt to follow dictates of their employ-
ers, employing clairvoyance and little of

the knowledge of advertising-publicity

collected by experience.

FREDRIK K. SCHULEE
Lorain, 0., The Journal
•

Many theater goers leave disappointed

because of build ups, mostly in advertising.

Themes seem to come in cycles. One week
three local theaters were playing psycho-

films the same days.

FRED L GILLES
Chelsea, Mass., Chelsea Evening Record

•

Too much emphasis on lurid sex themes.

Should be more pictures of the "Miracle
of 34th St." variety or "The Best Years
of Our Lives." Stories of a wholesome
character are sorely needed.

ALBAN A. DUBE
' Fall River, Mass., The Fall River

Herald News
•

Yes, they have improved, but the pic-

ture industry still has a long way to go.

During and shortly after the war, pic-

tures were in general trivial. They had no
depth, and they had little individuality.

But now they are getting back on the

right track. New camera technique and
sound production have much to do with
this. "Duel in the Sun," "Boomerang,"
"Humoresque" are the types of movies we
look forward to.

O. C. BELDEN
Wichita, Kans., Wichita Beacon

•

Foreign product has outstripped U. S.

in intelligence and sincerity.

CHET SKREEN
Tacoma, Wash., Tacoma Times

•

Impression I get is that Hollywood prod-
uct is afraid to take a chance on new
things, shies from stories that make sharp
point, relies on shiny finish rather than

content. There are outstanding excep-
tions, of course, such as "The Best Years
of Our Lives" and "To Each His Own."
W. E. OLIVER
Los Angeles, Calif., Herald and Express

•

Censorship code is biggest stumbling

block in the path of original and honest
motion pictures.

CHET SKREEN
Tacoma, Wash., Tacoma Times
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Are Newsreels Good, Bad, or Poor?
The same objections obtain in motion

picture censorship as in the Press. It all

j

boils down to "who shall say what the

! public shall see or read.

MARJORIE L TURNER
Syracuse, N. Y., Syracuse Herald-Journal

I

It is obvious that the motion picture

I; industry should be allowed the same

freedom and independence afforded the

American press. I see no reason why the

films should be limited any more than

the newspapers and so forth. Of course,

ail these will be confined to better tastes

and the like.

JOHN T. ALLEN, JR.

Cortland, N. Y., The Standard

I believe movies should be given only

the restraints and rights of other educa-

tional and entertainment media. Let the

public be the principal censor.

JOHN WYANT, JR.

Belle Fontaine, Ohio, The Examiner

The film industry should weed out ob-
* jectionable pictures so there would be no

need of censors.

DON HOWARD SHORT
San Diego, Calif., Union and Tribune-Sun

By all means, the motion picture should

enjoy exactly the same freedoms and

responsibilities which newspapers, books

and periodicals do. I have yet to see in-

dication that the minute amount of public

good accomplished by censorship in the

past is worthy of extension of that cen-

sorship in the present. Let the industry

police itself.

WESLEY FIRST '

Erie, Pa., The Erie Dispatch

Most certainly the screen, still the

most powerful educational medium we
know, must be free to express itself.

LEO MILLER
Bridgeport, Conn., Herald

Do Not Believe in freedom of press or

movies being curtailed in any way—do

wish, though, that films and papers would

do more with their precious freedom, they

waste it on frivolities.

ANNE SMITT
Lawton, Okla., Radio Station KSWO

Movie censorship, I think is designed

to keep entertainment in good taste.

Judging from some of the stuff put out

by those Hollywood fellows, they need

MORE censorship (maybe some news-

papers need that type of censorship, too!).

EILEEN CAMERON SPRAKER
Waynesboro, Va., Waynesboro News-

Virginian
•

Too much censorship has spoiled too

many potentially good pictures.

E. M. JACKSON
Connersville, Ind., Connersville News-

Examiner
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Censorship is a way of saying "good
taste" with muscles. Certainly the League
of Dencency is a very bad influence on
intelligent movies.

RICHARD L. COE
Washington, D. C, The Washington Post

Censorship is perhaps the number one
reason for the slow advance of motion

pictures as cultural and intelligent medium
of entertainment. I do not mean that all

censorship should be dropped. But there

is a need for an occasional "damn" in a

movie script and it is almost impossible

to bring the great plays, books and bi-

ographies to the screen, since life on the

screen nowadays is whitewashed prac-

tically to the stage of idiocy. A spade in

iication of magazines and books, where
such extended freedom has been long

enjoyed. At present such standards are

not used in production of the "average"

movie. If such freedom is to be granted,

the accompanying responsibilties must be

accepted by producers and directors. There
is no reason why this cannot be worked
out except, perhaps, that certain unco-

operative, selfish members of the industry

might choose to take advantage of the

liberties and not accept the responsibility

of making and releasing decent picture

fare. The industry, itself, might develop

a check on this possibility.

ELLEN CRILLY
Rapid City, S. Dak., Radio Station KOTA

Rigid censorship restrictions are prob-

THE QUESTION
Would you say that post'tvar American news-

reels are: Good? Fair? Or poor?

THE CRITICS FIND
Two hundred and 15 critics (52 per cent) feel that the post-

war newsreel is only fair. Rating the reels as "good" were 158
of the commentators, while 36 said they were poor.
There were calls for longer newsreels, allowing better

coverage of events. Demands for more feature story type shots

were countered by complaints that the reels use too much of

this type of matter.

some cases must be called a spade. Also,

I reiterate my opinion that the policy of

making all movies palatable to the tastes

of children as well as adults is foolish.

Some pictures, dealing with adult themes,

should be done without senseless censor-

ship, and let the children stay at home.

EVERETT JOHANNES
Alameda, Calif., Alamada Times Star

Yes, but I do not believe that press

freedom means freedom to print salacious

material and I do not believe that the mo-

tion picture should use the media in that

way either. People who see motion pic-

tures have no way of eliminating the part

of a picture they do not wish to see as

they could if they were reading a book.

Tfiey can not pre-censor papers that come

into their homes either.

MARY JEAN MULLENS
Framingham Mass., Framingham News

I believe the film industry should be

granted a "probational period" of freedom

to demonstrate that it can care for itself.

If it is proved otherwise, then the critics

of censorship will be definitely quited.

THOMAS M. MALIA
Harrisburg, Pa., The Patriot

The Commission's recommendation pre-

supposes that such a system of handling,

or not handling, censorship will be based

on standards equal to those used in pub-

ably more responsible than any other

single element for the fact that the gen-

eral run of American films present a

childishly naive and unreal aspect of life.

Most characters depicted upon the screen,

including the so-called "biographies" of

people who were actually supposed to

have existed, are quite preposterous.

PEOPLE just don't behave that WAY and
those who warrant having their life stories

retold just couldn't have lived such anemic
and stereotyped lives.

JACK O.BRIEN
Iowa City, Iowa, Daily lowan

Free screen is as important as a free

press. The American motion picture in-

dustry should not let itself be intimidated

by pressure groups of any kind, official

or unofficial.

E. B. RADCLIFFE
Cincinnati, Ohio, Cincinnati Enquirer

I agree that motion pictures should

have the same constitutional safeguards

as the press, but the motion picture in-

dustry must tighten up its own censorship

if it is to be worthy of such a safeguard.

There is entirely too much drinking, pro-

miscuous love-making and crime being

filmed today. I'm no prude about these

things, but for its own good, Hollywood

should cut this sort of material out.

DICK McCRONE
Harrisburg, Pa., Evening News

Picture industry needs to be constantly

on alert to safeguard its freedom, par-

ticularly from such utterly un-American

outfits as the House un-American com-
mittee. Those babies and others, like them,

if they have their way, will bring on a

degree of control that will out-Nazi the

Nazis.

R. M. SHEPERDSON

Peoria, Illinois, Journal

Many motion pictures are boring or in

bad taste; few are deliberately vicious or

subversive. Any medium of public informa-

tion—radio, the press, or films—should be

subject to as few safeguards as are con-

sistent with decency and the American

system.

NAT LUND
Seattle, Wash., Seattle Times

There should be some censorship of

movies, but that should be done by the

individual producer, director and writer.

The reason film censorship boards in local

communities have taken such an active

role in the past year is because Hollywood

itself has gone "hog-wild" on tossing

products to the public which tend to

glamorize murder, clandestine affairs

(along the romance elements). It may do

well at the box office but eventually this

practice will catch up with the studios

and they'll find a thousand and one cen-

sors for each picture. If they could practice

self-policing there would be no need for

censor boards.

LEA BORKON
Joliet, III., Herald-News

ir

Louis Loeffler

Film Editor

20th CENTURY-fOX

J\
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C. ROS
It Can Be Done!

VvhGn the news got around that Federal Films (Boris

Morros and Bill LeBaron) decided to produce

"Carnegie Hall" and make it in its entirety in New
York — the heads started shaking and the tongues

awagging.

"It can't be done." That was what people thought

and said. "It's impossible to get lighting equipment

enough for such a big job" came from the mouths

of others. "There isn't that much lighting equip-

ment anywhere about town available" said others.

But that job of getting equipment for the Big job

was turned over to Charles Ross whose company went

right to work and within two weeks from the day

they started there was enough* lighting equipment

in Carnegie Hall to please everyone. The picture

came thru on schedule.

Lighting equipment is the specialty of Charles Ross

and this Carnegie Hall job is just proof of the fact

that it "can be done" ...

It WAS done and well done! ^ Th.r. i, .nou.hf^ I here is enough
lighting equipment

in New York to do

Ry four such produc-

tions at one time.

CHARLES ROSS INC
333 WEST 52nd STREET NEW YORK

(Sole Eastern Distributor of Mole Richardson Equipment)
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Was Press Freedom Committee Rig
^n

If American film producing corporations

are to continue as world leaders, they

desperately need the freedom to ap-

proach the serious problems of life. They
cannot hope to function greatly while

kowtowing to the whims, fancies and be-

liefs of all the pressure and censor groups

this varied country of ours is capable of

spawning.

ARCHER WINSTEN
New York, N. Y., N. Y. Post

•

I most certainly agree that tkese safe-

guards should be applied to movies.
Whether or not this will help make better

pix is a debateable point. Still, Hollywood
should be given the benefit of every con-

ceivable doubt. True, they have their own
code of censorship, but it seems as though
everybody else censors them too. News-
papers and magazines censor themselves

via good ta$te. Movies can too. Also, the

ultimate censor is the poor guy who plunks
his money down on the line. If something
does not appeal to him, he doesn't fork

over the shekels. Perhaps if censorship

were removed Hollywood might take the

jump and make pix with son^e adult sense
to them.

ALLAN T. ZACHARY
New York, N. Y., Radio Station WNYC

•

Censorship is bad in any connection.
It does not square with our democratic
system. BUT—the film industry must prove
its right to freedom from censorship. Prin-

cipally, this means eliminating the sensa-
tionalism of gore, sex and brutality for its

own sake. Make pictures realistic, yes

—

but Hollywood could tqke a lesson from
reputable newspapers which report the

seamy side of life, without glamor or undue
emphasis.

LOYAL FRISBIE
Bartow, Fla., The Polk County Democrat

•

I believe wholeheartedly in freedom of

speech and of the press and the theater

is no exception. I do not think, however,
that propaganda films should be foisted

upon an unsuspecting public without its

knowledge and consent. I have seen a

few films which could have been propa-

ganda, though not so labelled, and may
have been misleading or had an undue in-

fluence on a portion of those who saw
them.

EVELYN K. HICKS
Bristol, Va., Bristol Herald Courier &

News-Bulletin

I believe the public should be the judge
of what is good, acceptable or bad in pic-

tures. This country must maintain its

Freedom of the Press ... if it goes, the
good Lord help us!

DOROTHY HORSFALL
Jacksonville, Fla., Radio Station WPDQ

•

As a newspaper editor of some 20 years,

I'm "agin" anybody who trys to suppress

anything.

FRED D. MOON
Atlanta. Ga., The Atlanta Journal

•

As Voltaire said: "I don't agree with
what you say, but I will defend with my
life your right to say it."

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR
Tampa, Fla., Tampa Morning Tribune
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Yes, if it means more mature treatment
of film subjects and story.

JUDGE J. MAY
Jacksonville, Fla., Florida Times-Union

•

Movie industry should vigilantly demand
safeguards of freedom from all.

WALTER MONFRIED
Milwaukee, Wis., Milwaukee Journal

•

Great care should be taken against too

great censorship. On the other hand, pro-

ducers and directors should be aware of

their great responsibility in presenting pic-

tures that are true reflections of the
American scene and not distortions, in

preparing films for foreign distribution. I

think they sometimes fail to realize their

importance fro.Ti an educational standpoint.

MILDRED STOCKARD
Houston, Texas, Houston Chronicle

tures. ; have three children, two daughters
and a son, grown and married, who grew up
on stage, screen and reading fare without
being ruined. And I'm certain my grand-
children vjiW have like opportunities. I

blame parents, not the movies, for the

bad effects too often resulting. Frankly,

I don't know the answer.

HAROLD HUNT
Portland, Oregon, Oregon Journal

•

Movies are currently censored worse
than radio and should be as free as the

press to express opinions.

JIMMY ROBINSON
Albany, Ga., The Albany Herald

The above "yes" is somewhat limited

in that we believe that in so far as mo-
tion pictures have a profound influence

on juveniles that certain pictures should

TME QUESTIOIV
The CofWMiisslati ®»t Freedcsni of the Press has

f®r the extension ®# the 'press' ConstitU'
tmnml sm^e^mmrds to the iumt^di^n ^leture. In view
of the f&ct that professional proponents of film
censorship have been ummsually active during
the past year, do ngou endorse the Ce>miniission's
recontvnendation?

THE CRITICS FIIVD
More than 85 per cent (280) of the 327 critics answering

this question endorse the Commission's recommendation. Only
47 voted against the proposal.

Not a few of the commentators believed that some sort of

double standard, with some films made exclusively for adults,

should be established. It was contended by a number of

critics that the motion picture industry should earn its right

before expecting freedom of expression.

There is far too much unintelligent

censorship of films.

MAURICE BLAND
Newark, N. J., Newark Star-Ledger

I very definitely believe that all further

trends of censorship often amounting to

muzzling, should be vigorously curbed.

ARTHUR B. WATERS
Philadelphia, Pa., Gazette-Democrat

Any mode of expression—press, radio

or motion picture MUCT be free in a

FREE COUNTRY.
W. R. BEAUMONT
Luftkin, Texas, Daily News

I think films should be censored be-

cause of the great numbers of children in

the formative periods who view them.

CAROL WINTER
Burlington, N. C, Radio Station WBBB

My own personal reaction to film cen-

sorship is against it in its present state.

I'd like to see the screen capable of giv-

ing the public the best, without restric-

tions, but realize this cannot be under

present conditions of unrestricted juvenile

attendance at such theaters as show pic-

be denied them just as certain foods or

too much candy is denied. Other than

that there should be no censorship. Let

the industry develop an integrity of its

own.

THOMAS D. BORDEAUX
Meridian, Miss., Meridian Star

There is no question the movies are

entitled to the same freedom of thought

and action as that enjoyed by the press.

Films don't have this freedom primarily

because they have failed to exercise the

same responsibility as an average news-
paper. In as much as Hollywood probably

will continue to produce such morally of-

fensive shockers as "Johnny O'Clock" the

industry should establish some sort of

double standard, for adult consumption
and for juveniles.

STUART AWBREY
Hutchinson, Kansas, News-Herald

Yes, if, as I understand you, the ob-

ject is to prevent blue noses from raising

cain over somebody's lifting a beaker of

the best. I want no organization, board or

anyone selecting my standards of decency
for me.

FREDA HALWE
Port Arthur, Texas, Port Arthur News

Yes, but, liberty and freedom does not

give one free rein to foist anything vulgar

or immoral on the American public. The
film industry has a definite ethical, moral

responsibility and must assume it.

LIONEL F. BAXTER
Birmingham, Ala., Radio Station WAPl

•

For goodness sake give back censorship

to the people—they're adults and intelli-

gent.

GLENN C. NAYES
Macon, Ga., Radio Station WBML

•

I would say the movies should have some

freedom if exhibitors could be relied upon

to see that adult audiences only see adult

films. Too much freedom in the movies,

of course, would be objectionable; though

too little is cramping some style.

BILL COLLINS, JR.

Lawrence, Mass., Lawrence Sunday Sun

«

I believe in intelligent, broad-minded

censorship of movies at the source, but

not by puritanical local censors, such as

Binford of Memphis.
EDWIN HOWARD
Memphis, Tenn., The Memphis Press-

Scimitar
•

Films are as much an expression of

thought and ideas as is the medium of

press or radio and as such should not be

shackled by abridgment of the funda-

mental freedom of expression.

CLARENCE H. WITTER
Watertown, Wisconsin, Watertown

Daily Timtes

•

I think that the film industry should be

guaranteed a certain set of "rights" to

guard them from unnecessary meddling

by religious groups and biased inter-

ference.

S. LEE JOHNSON
Hammond, Indiana, Hammond Times

•

The motion picture to remain a force

for good must remain entirely unfettered

by nonsensical censorship and must, if

necessary, fight its case through the courts.

A typical example of this is Howard
Hughes' fight on "The Outlaw." Let's

hope he wins wherever and whenever he

chooses to resort to the courts. Life isn't

exactly a "bowl of cherries" and if the

films must be bound by the views of a

very small minority they may as well give

up the ship and be satisfied with smaller

and smaller financial returns as the public

will find truthful entertainment in other

fields.

VIRGIL D. LANGDON
Tacoma, Washington, Tacoma News

Tribune & Ledger

•

It would be good but American movie

makers have not proven worthy of this

distinction. There are many good books

and stories on the market but the studios

choose "Forever Amber," "Duel in the

Sun" and other such risque novels in or-

der to cash in on the sensational values.

Even with censoring "Duel in the Sun,"

to give but one example, it is not fit to

be seen by the nation's children. Obvi-

ously makers of motion pictures woul^

abuse this right if it was given to them.

Until studio heads use more common sense,
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intelligence and good judgment, I'm

against such a move.

WALTER R. SEARER
Lewiston, Pa., The Sentinel

•

i believe that censorship should come
from within the film industry and be
guided by public opinion . . . not enforced
by moralists.

DOROTHEA WINGERT
Elizabeth, N. J., Elizabeth Daily Journal

•

With the feeling that the press is to a

certain extent censored, surely a greater
censorship of the motion pictures would
reach dictatorship. The only censorship
required should be concerned with moral
standards or treasonable propaganda.

MAY MURRAY
Winona, Minnesota, The Republican-

Herald
•

As one of our greatest means of mold-
ing mass opinion, the movies should be
safeguarded at all times from those forces
which would attempt to control their

freedom of expression.

HARRIET S. JEANES
Rock Island, III., The Argus

•

I see no connection between freedom
of the press and license of the screen.
From what I can gather, "The Outlaw" and
"Duel in the Sun"—plus unjustifiably

—

sexy advertising — have done much to

bolster the opinion that the screen needs
strict controls.

W. 1. CHRISTIE
Honolulu, Hawaii, Star-Bulletin

•

Radio, press and pictures can only do
a proper job if they are free from censor-
ship. The only censorship in all three fields

should be done by that industry as a
whole. It's up to the specific industry to

tell what is good and what is harmful.
HAL BYER
Olbany, Orgeon, Radio Station KWIL

•

Every media for public information
should be entirely free of all censorship.

JACK WOOLRIDGE
Corsicana, Texas, Corsicana Daily Sun

•

Motion pictures are as entitled to com-
plete freedom of expression as any other
agency of information or entertainment.

BOB MURPHY
Minneapolis, Minn., Minneapolis Star

•

The most dangerous and worrisome cen-
sorship is Hollywood's own self-censorship.

JIM STERNER
Mexico, Mo. Ledger
•

Conformity to certain moral patterns
set up by one group is bad. Rather good
taste is essential,. Main criticism of

American movies is lack of maturity in

treatment, no lack of morals.

E. HARTLY JACO
Austin, Texas, The Daily Texan

•

It is high time Hollywood came to life

in this matter of censorship. Political cen-
sorship is in America, undemocratic and
unconstitutional. The motion picture is

the only major American industry that
tolerates its continued existence. The
Supreme Court is the place to destroy
this dragon once and for all.

HARRY MARTIN
Memphis, Tenn., The Commercial Appeal

•

American movies have not grown up
enough to show the people that they are
worthy of the freedom constitutionally

guaranteed the nation's press. They should
not receive such a guarantee as long as
they continue to produce the silly babble
they have put out in the recent past.

PAUL C. PHILLIPS
Rock Springs, Wyoming, Rock Springs

Daily Rocket
•

One inroad on freedom of any media

—

be it press, radio, motion pictures, tele-
vision, or other—is the opening wedge
that may tear apart our constitutional and
traditional rights of freedom.

TOM R. GILLIAM, JR.

Ft. Wayne, Indiana, The Journal-
Gazette

•

I believe the press' constitutional safe-

guards should be extended to motion pic-

tures to the same extent that magazines
are protected. Since all art is propaganda,
it is reasonable to believe that motion pic-

tures can influence. If that influence is

morally correct ALL the time — motion
pictures should be free to do their best.

MARGARET PAQUIN
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Radio

Station WSOO
•

The cinema, like the press, must be
free and untrammeled if it is to function
for the greatest good. The portentous
shadow of petty film censorship must not

be permitted to strangle, obstruct and
distort the true picture of life as viewed
through the camera's eye or to mar the
fidelity or integrity of the writer's cre-

ation.

LARRY JONAS
Phoenix, Arizona, Radio Station KPHO

•

Pure propaganda will never be popular

as entertainment must prevail and art es-

sentially must survive. To censor pic-

tures unduly would lead to censorship of

ideas which is important pictorially as it

is in speech. Hollywood's own poor taste

has indicated from time to time, the

need for cleaner pictures and there can

be no doubt that young people need pro-

tection from the pornographic in pictures

as well as in books. Sometimes it is hard

to draw the line. The smug and prudish

can be stifling. Pictures are much more
suggestive to many minds than the printed

word and lower intellects can be moved
more easily by pictures. The industry must
accept its responsibilities.

MAE SAUNDERS
Bakersfield, Calif., The Californian

•

Very definitely YES, being against all

forms of censorship.

CHUCK GAY
Dayton, Ohio, The Dayton Daily News

•

The American public will censor the

movie industry of its own accord. Cer-

tain locales stand a little more "goff"

than others. Some are very "puritanic"

—

some will receive a movie on its merits,

others will give it the cold shoulder and

no amount of central censoring will satisfy

the whole.

MARVIN N. BROYLES
San Antonio, Texas, Radio Station KCO'R

•

This answer would be "yes" but for

the fear of abuse of press constitutional

safeguards. There are too many propa-

ganda "barbs" in stage plays and there is

always that possibility in uncensored films.

E. B. MILLER
Plainview, Texas, Plainview Evening

Herald

I am unalterably opposed to censorship
by pressure groups or local busybodies,
and I am positively and always in favor

of safeguarding what liberties of ex-
pression we have, in films or in the press.

ELINOR HUGHES
Boston, Mass., Boston Herald

•

Reasons for censorship vary. The mor-
ality of a film is the only possible reason
for censorship, however.

MARK R. GRAY
Indianapolis, Indiana, Indianapolis

Commercial

•

If censorship is right, then absolute

monarchy is the correct form of govern-
ment. Personally, I think all members of

censorship boards should be prosecuted
for conspiracy against the people. Public

education should be able to make a people
that will accept what is good for them
and make it poor business to produce
something that is not.

CLIF BRADT
Albany, N. Y., The Knickerbocker News

•

Only on general basis that such a

freedom should exist. To date the motion
picture has not earned nor merited much
freedom.

C. W. AYDELOTTE
Los Angeles, Calif., Rodgers &

McDonald Publications

•

Should be extended but, like news-
papers, subject to good taste, censored

by industry advisers and subject to libel

and other laws.

QUIMBY MELTON, JR.

Griffin, Ga., Griffin Daily News
•

Maybe with wider latitude motion pic-

tures would grow-up and accept some of

its social responsibilities.

PHIL VOGEL
Charleston, W. Va., Radio Station WGKV

•

The answer here should be obvious to

anyone. Freedom of motion pictures is

just as essential as freedom of the Press

or freedom of Speech.

JEAN L. KRIEGER
Warren, Ohio, Radio Station WRRN

•

Although censors have concerned them-
selves entirely with moral issues, it could

happen that they'd begin to expand into

political analysis of pix.

GERTRUDE LAWATSCH
Harrisburg, Pa., Harrisburg Telegraph

•

The movie like the press in a free na-

tion can have no censorship.

M. LEONARD MATT
Philadelphia, Pa., Radio Station WDAS

•

The motion picture industry should be
free of censorship restraint except that

imposed by the public in supporting or re-

jecting its product through the box office.

RAYMOND H. GAILEY
Portland, Maine, Portland Sunday
Telegram

•

I am in favor of any project that will

curb the powers of the various pressure

groups that masquerade as censors and

in favor of any medicine that will stif-

fen the backbone of the film industry to

resist meddlers.

WOOD SOANES
Oakluand, Calif., Oakland Tribune

A free screen is paramount if the mo-
tion picture medium is to reflect a true
picture of life. Censorship will further

restrict the screen. Censorship's motives
should stem from the source—from the
production end of the film industry. The
production code is of much help in this

respect; yet the code badly needs revision

to make it conform with today's manner
of living.

LOWELL REDELINGS
Hollywood, Calif., Hollywood Citizen-

News
•

Censorship in Hollywood is obvious and
unnecessary. It results in noticeable dis-

tortion of truth. As Hollywood presents

life in the U. S. A., no glimmer of reality

can be seen.

JEANNE ROCKWELL
Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor News

•

No. An immoral or otherwise harmful

film can exert a far more powerful in-

fluence for evil than similar material in

printed form.

GORDON J. HART
Flemington, N. J. Hunterdon County

Democrat
•

No, and I am a member of the working
press and jealous of censorship — but

some people need it.

LAYAH RIGGS
Decatur, Illinois, Herald-Review

•

Film censorship is both hypocritical and

goody-goody. It doesn't credit the pro-

ducer with any sense of taste or propriety,

though obviously some are lacking just

that. Nevertheless, the public should con-

demn.

J. H. McEWEN, JR.

Morehead City, N. C, Twin City

Daily Times

•

At present the motion picture seems to

have more freedom than it dares to use.

ERNESTINE GORMAN
Oklahoma City, Okla., Daily Oklahoman

•

But I am not altogether sure that

Hollywood does not need some instruction

on the way to use this freedom.

AMY H. CROUGHTON
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Times-Union

•

Absolutely — the motion picture should

be safeguarded as is the press— I am
heartily in favor of censorship being

abolished and the people's own good (or

bad) having full sway.

MARJORY ADAMS
Boston, Mass., Boston Globe

•

No. In general, the Commission's re-

port is a disappointing conclusion that

lacks proper direction.

JACK RILEY
Raleigh, N. C, The News & Observer

•

Such an extension probably would raise

the caliber of film entertainment. The
one drawback is that an objectionable

motion picture does not, as does an ob-

jectionable play, die after a few per-

formances but, through publicity and ad-

vertising, may be a fair box office suc-

cess and reach a large audience. However,

film censorship can be frequently blamed

for the distortion of reality put out by

the industry.

DAVID STEPHENS
Dallas, Texas, Daily Times Herald
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Information Films on Screens?
So long as lobbying is legal, I fail to

see any appreciable difference. This is

not a socialist state. There probably

should be safeguards, however, against a

very powerful medium's falling to subver-

sive pressure groups. And against quibbling

answers like this.

JOHN MAYNARD
New York, N. Y., N. Y. Journal

American

•

Yes, but they shouldn't be sold to the

public under the guise of entertainment.

KATE CAMERON
New York, N. Y., Daily News

•

I'm for all film matter which acquaints

some of the people with what goes on

among other people — in the interests of

one world.

IRENE THIRER
New York, N. Y., N. Y. Post

•

Movies are certainly the best means of

providing information to a mass audience.

Of course, this too might be dangerous

if it fell into the hands of people who are

minus scruples. However, Hollywood when
it desires, can do a fine job, when it

wants to, on pix with a message or in

desseminating information. What they did

during the war was both magnificent and

horrible. They told many fine stories

about the war, building morale and in-

forming the public as to why we were
fighting a war. At the same time they did

some pretty awful things in trying to

utilize the war as vehicles for making
money at the box office.

ALLAN T. ZACHARY
New York, N. Y., Radio Station WNYC

•

The longer experience of magazines,

both popular and intellectual, has proven

that fact and fiction together make a

better balance.

ARCHER WINSTEN
New York, N. Y., N. Y. Post

•

By all means! I've seen many govern-

ment information films and think they're

excellent. Let's have more.

DOROTHY COCHRAN
Manhattan, Kansas, Tribune News

•

Certainly not if admission fees are

charged!

AUSTIN ADKINSON
Fulton, Ky., Daily Leader

I do, but I strenuously object to some
of the propaganda which we are forced

to read . . . and thus would have to see.

Yet many things should be brought to the

attention of the people and here is a uni-

versal medium.
NAN ERDMAN
Memphis, Tenn., Radio Station WMPS

•

If the privilege is not abused. I think

the screen can be used to desseminate

vital information relating to national or

personal safety. Message films, as such,

should be avoided. Let the so-called mes-
sage be implicit in the entertainment

qualities of the film.

LOUISE MACE
Springfield, Mass., The Union

•

I believe the motion picture screen is,

first, last and always for ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

PAUL M. BRUUN
Miami Beach, Fla., Morning Star

'Evening Sun
•

Emphatically yes. As a former Gl I

found government films educational and

it's a cinch that there are a lot of Ameri-
cans in the states who do not know or

understand just what is happening in the

world today, and films such as the for-

mer series "Why We Fight" or more
films on our allies. ... I believe it might

create a better understanding between
countries. . . . It's too bad there are not

more films like the March of Time.

MERVYN L. AMOLS
Huntington, West Va., Radio

Station WSAZ
•

NO! NEVER! Every crackpot organiza-

tion in the land would demand a screen

hearing to deliver their "message." I

think the screen should be kept free from

"B" product and turning that time to

showing "information" pictures and other

short subjects.

HERBERT L. LARSON
Portland, Oregon, The Oregonian

•

If too many films of the so called in-

formation type are made there may be

a tendency to create wrong impressions

and false ideas in the minds of the movie

goers.

DOROTHY F. HAINLIN
Portland, Maine, Portland Press Herald

•

Only as something "added" to screen

programs. Theater's principal function

should continue to be entertainment, and

entertainment should not be sacrificed for

government or any other propaganda.

JACK R. ELL
Kalamazoo, Mich., The Kalamazoo

Gadette

TME QUESTI®M
Do you believe that the ntotion picture screen

should be fus^de available for the presentation
of so'Calied '^^intonnmtion" and '*Mtessa|fe" ftints,

tvhether of Gi&vernment orisgin or othertvise?

THE CRITICS FIND
Screens should be available for information and message

films, according to 235 (65 per cent) of the critics replying
to the question. Voting "no" were 124 scribes.

Many of the critics, including both those voting for and
against the proposal, were fearful that sources of "informa-
tion" or "message" films would get into wrong hands and
eventually result in outright propaganda for a political propo-
sition or some other viewpoint.

such exploitations and responsibilities.

LOUISE MERRILL
Asheville, N. C, Asheville Citizen

—

Times
•

Not if they're to be passed off as en-

tertainment. If they're clearly labeled for

what they are (like poison, so a person

has a choice of whether or not to take it

internally), no objection.

ROSEMARY HAWARD
Kansas City, Mo., Radio Station WHB

Let's keep the information for the

newsreel and continue to lean on motion

picture for entertainment. We have en-
tertainment. We have entirely too many
"messages" now.

R. B. KENNEDY
Whittier, Calif., The Whittier News

Honest and intelligent enlightenment
can be just as entertaining as anything

else.

AL WEITSCHAT
Detroit, Mich., Detroit News

The screen should be made available in

limited degree to "information" films. As
a great shaper of public opinion the screen

should encourage thinking. If this can be
done without sacrificing entertainment,

so much better. Suggest ousting lousy

Yes . . . with reservations . . . it's

about the only way of impressing cer-

tain classes of people.

GEORGE BROWNING
Baltimore, Md., Radio Station WITH

Provided it isn't overworked. Could be
very tiresome. Propaganda, as such, should

be excluded.

REX J. BALLARD
Davenport, Iowa, Daily Times

•

Label them for what they are and let

the buyer beware.

HOWARD PEARSON
Salt Lake City, Utah, The Deseret News

•

I certainly do! What an educational

medium the movies could be. Listen to

Corwin or Obler—They have a "message,"
and put it across interestingly and dra-
matically!

PHYLLIS PERRY
Salt Lake City, Utah, Radio Station KALI

•

Considering that the communists in

Hollywood would leap at the opportunity,

I think the movies had better give this

sort of film the go-by. We had enough
of that sort of thing during the war,

—

"brave Russia,—see how democratic she

is!" And God forbid that the government,
of any kind, should get a hold of the
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screen, as in the aforementioned country!

It makes not only for danger but dullness.

LEAH BODINE DRAKE
Evansville, Indiana, Evansville Courier

•

Yes . . . provided it is timely, inter-

esting and necessary . . . and not propa-

ganda.

GEORGE STUMP, JR.

Kansas City, Mo., Radio Station KCKN
•

Let's keep motion pictures free of

propaganda — let's rather stick to enter-

tainment. Why pay a good price to see a

show and then suffer with some govern-

mental message of propaganda. We had ;

enough of that tripe during the war.

ROBERT E. JOHNSON
Fitchburg, Mass., Radio Station WEIM

•

With qualifications — only so long as

they are factual information pictures. I

make clear distinction between "infor-

mation" and "message." There's no place

on the screen for messages. The facts, if

authentically interpreted will speak for

themselves.

ED KLINGLER
Evansville, Indiana, The Press

•

I believe it should because movie audi-

ences are made up of a diverse segment of

the American public. All film fare should

not be for diversion . . . but for informa-

tion.

ROY McCarthy
East St. Louis, III., Radio Station WTMV

•

Yes, films of European troubles, {or ex-

ample, have been made by the govero-

ment and to date the general public has

not seen them.

H. Z. MITCHELL
Bemidji, Minn., Daily Pioneer

•

But they must be handled wisely and

well, not just truthfully, as sometimes it

is worse when the public knows the truth

than when they are kept in comparative

ignorance. This does not mean that I feel

the public should not know what is going

on everyplace, as that is an essential in

our way of living that is envied by every

other nation.

DOROTHY SHERMER
Atlantic City, N. J., Press Union

Newspapers
•

As long as they're not biased or out and

out propaganda, yes. A few interesting

"facts" help vary the usual fictional pro-

gram.

PAUL B. HOWLAND
Providence, R. I., Providence Sunday

Journal
•

The majority of patrons at movies wish

to be entertained, not informed by speak-

ers or statistics, etc.

ALMA RAE CLARK
Phoenixville, Pa., The Daily

Republican
•

Strongly opposed to propaganda on

screen.

MARGARET SAUTER
Portsmouth, Ohio, The Portsmouth

Times
•

With one exception: That such films

be labeled as "information" productions

and for what purpose. Never should movie-
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dom allow "information" or "message"
films in a disguised or hidden form get

a foothold in the motion picture industry

for fear that it would grow to such a

proportion as to detract from the value of

motion pictures as one of America's finest

.
pastimes.

' RAY L. HATCHER
^

Alexandria, Va., The Alexanlria Gazette

•

Maybe, I think it depends on the mes-
age, the story and the film.

EMERY WISTER
Charlotte, N. C, Charlotte News

•

Yes . . . but guarded by the same prin-

ciples that govern free speech and the

press. When "message" films get out of

hand there's always the danger of sub-

versive propaganda creeping in.

BEA J. PEPAN
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, The Milwaukee

Journal
e

I have seen the effectiveness of these

in the Army and it was proven that such

films could do the job. The necessity for

such work being obvious, I would like to

see more such pictures.

EMILY R. JERGER
Thomasville, Ga., Times-Enterprise

•

Heartily endorse the "message" and
"information" films provided they are

definitely and actually information and
message and not propaganda. Have seen

a few pictures which appeared to me to

convey, subtly or otherwise, a propaganda.
In the present a critical state of our

world, alert citizens are somewhat more
watchful and suspicious. The screen

right now has its greatest opportunity to

educate people to all those things which
we are most proud to designate as "Ameri-
can."

FRED E. WINSOR
Trinidad, Colorado, Chronicle-News

•

The picture industry better start mes-
sages against communism. You would be
astonished the way people are turning

away from the film industry.

W. G. SCHUEFFLIU
Henderson, Ky., Henderson Gleamer-

Journal
•

People pay for entertainment, not to

have a lot of hog-wash forced on them.
FRED HANEY
Durham, N. C, Morning Herald

•
Yes, special movie documentary work

on the line done on radio by CBS and
ABC would be especially welcome.

L. DEAN GLADFELTER
York, Pa,, The Gazette and Daily

•

Yes as to information films, so long as

they do not propagandize an ideology.

RAY McBRIDE
Milwaukee, Wis., Milwaukee Journal

•

No, because sooner or later a decision

would have to be made as to what con-
stituted a "message" from a "commercial
jiece." Its a "hot potato" and most people

ire allergic to same.

RAYMOND G. ULBRICH
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Radio

Station WSOO
•

Many folks are interested in informa-

'ion films. I think we should have more
)f them.

PHYLLIS WENTZ
Lima, Ohio, The Lima News
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Yes if so labeled. The Army "Why We
Fight" series was excellent and should

have been and still should be presented

to the public.

C. E. INGALLS
Corvallis, Oregon, Corvallis Gazette-

Times
•

Within reason, of course. Hollywood
should not permit itself to become the

mecca for every group with an axe to

grind. Recognition of socialogical trends

is good, providing the industry just fol-

lows along, not trying to push its own
ideas foremost.

PAUL KOSENE
Perth Amboy, N. J., Perth Amoby

Evening News
•

Any propaganda should always be clearly

designated as such.

JOHN H. THOMPSON
Torrington, Conn., The Register

•

A radio station devotes some of its

time to "public service" features, so the

screen might do the same. I feel the ex-
hibitor or a council could allocate a pro-

portion of screen time at intervals to

"message" films. But whether the origin

is "government" or "otherwise," this

type film should be as carefully prepared
and as carefully checked as radio scripts

filed in advance.

BOBBIE H. FORSTER
North Little Rock, Arkansas,

Radio Station KXLR
•

All messages should be delivered by

carrier pigeons or written underwater,

except for educational films for the
classroom. Good sound entertainment car-

ries its own message and any attempt to

insert a political belief or governmental
policy into a show for which people buy
tickets is an especially nauseous form of

sabotage. Of course there will always re-

main a legitimate place for satire, which
can attack phoney "isms" without stuffing

sly political gags down the throats of the

customers.

STERLING BEMIS
Des Moines, Iowa, Register and Tribune

•

The motion picture industry can not

only furnish entertainment, but they can

perform a great public service by helping

to educate. The explanation of various so-

cial problems can be well presented, but
not in the corny-milksop way they have
been doing it.

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR
Tampa, Fla., Tampa Morning Tribune

•

God knows, we got a bellyful of gov't

information during the war, plus plenty

of Roosevelt ballyhoo. Let the gov't by

its deeds be knov/n, (Truman a moment
ago vetoed the tax cut bill).

FRED D. MOON
Atlanta, Ga., The Atlanta Journal

•

Is there a better way to get over to

young and impressionable young people

(and immature adults) what they ought

to know, than through pictures? If well

presented, it would greatly impress them
and be of lasting worth.

DOROTHY HORSFALL
Jacksonville, Fla., Radio Station WPDQ

•

Depends. Do not approve of cramming
propaganda down public's throat—do ap-

prove of good films with a worth-while

message — if sufficiently interesting to

hold attention.

ANNE SMITT
Lawton, Oklahoma, Radio Station KSWO

Although the answer is necessarily yes,
and although good theater programs should
include informational subjects, I still be-
lieve that entertainment is the movie
theater's essential job.

LEO MILLER
Bridgeport, Conn., Herald

•

Yes — with limitations. Don't over-
look the difference between "informa-
tion" and "propaganda." Political scenes
in "The Farmer's Daughter" are a good
example of factual presentation of the
operations of the Democratic system

—

it's good points and bad. The truth is suf-

ficiently interesting without being dis-

torted. But keep on giving us "escape"
films, too, like "Sinbad the Sailor."

LOYAL FRISBIE
Bartow, Florida, The Polk County

Democrat

•

Sometimes. Informative only. Propa-

ganda films where the gov't is trying to

sell the public on how to vote, or why
this or that was done should be eliminated.

The wartime documentary and message
films served a useful purpose but now too

many message films are being shown. It

seems that people buy an admission ticket

to see the main attraction and before it

comes on the screen they have to sit thru

90 minutes of "shorts," seme of them
20 minutes or longer and filhd with "mes-
sages," not only from the gov't but from
other sources.

LEA BORKON
Joliet, III., Herald-News

•

It's difficult to answer this with a

"yes" or "no." Some of the "message"
films should be rigidly avoided, while

others should be encouraged. It all de-

pends on the type of message they con-

vey, I would say.

MAURICE BLAND
Newark, N. J., Newark Star-Ledger

•

It depends upon the definition of

"message" films. For "information" yes,

and for propaganda, no, regardless of what
kind of propaganda.

MILDRED STOCKARD
Houston, Texas, Houston Chronicle

•

Of course. This is still a free country.

If so-called message and information films

don't meet with public favor that is no

different from the flop of any other type

film. Personally I find most of the mes-

sage and information pictures interesting.

R. M. SHEPHERDSON
Peoria, III., Journal

•

I am unqualifiedly opposed to propa-

ganda on the screen. John Q. Public pays

his hard earned money to be entertained,

not sand bagged with propaganda. He
gets enough of that sort of material from

his pulpit, in his newspaper and on the

radio. In the war years it was different,

but in peacetime it smacks of totalitari-

anism.

DICK McCRONE
Harrisburg, Pa., Evening News

•

Yes, providing their source is identi-

fied and if the films are advertised or

publicized in advance for what they are

and not as unloaded and unangled com-
mercial films of a type sold as entertain-

ment.

E. B. RADCLIFFE
Cincinnati, Ohio, Cincinnati Enquirer

But, here again is a dangerous "Vehicle

for good" that must be supervised by the

film industry itself — self-censorship must

be imposed here and the film industry, as

custodians of this medium for the people,

must exercise calm and considered judg-

ment in selecting the proper films.

LIONEL F. BAXTER
Birmingham, Ala., Radio Station WAPI

•

I say "No" because I think entertain-

ment should be purely entertainment. If

necessary have different movie houses

—

those purely entertainment and those for

"information and messages."

CAROL WINTER
Burlington, N. C, Radio Station WBBB

•

I've always backed films offering in-

formative and "message" content when
the subject was treated competently, and

always will. Origin does not matter, as

long as the material is handled competently

and entertainingly. I've always believed

far more could be made of this type than

the movie makers have seen fit to give

us in the past.

HAROLD HUNT
Portland, Oregon, Oregon Journal

•

Only if it's of general interest. No forc-

ing, please.

WALTER MONFRIED
Milwaukee, Wis., Milwaukee Journal

•

No other communication is stronger

than one which incorporates both visual

and vocal senses. Motion pictures can

further any cause.

CHARLES F. BARTEAU
Sherman, Texas, Radio Station KRRU

•

But I think such films are best made by

Hollywood professionals.

AMY H. CROUGHTON
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Times-Union

•

IF the "information" and the "message"

are TRUE. An institution as powerful as

the motion picture industry could do

wonders for the American people, and

for the whole world. "Message" films

—

if completely true—should be shown

—

if it is honestly believed that they will

do good. The truth, however, is not good,

unless it is COMPLETE. Presenting HALF
the truth is no good. And showing lustful

films is entirely unnecessary!

MARGARET PAQUIN
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Radio

Station WSOO
•

Unless the producer and house manager

both are allowed "editorial" choice in pre-

senting such films, they should not be

used. In other words, they should not be

"forced" on the trade and public whether

they like them or not.

JACK WOOLDRIDGE
Corsicana, Texas, Corsicana Daily Sun

•

That depends on the information—that

for forwarding that for the general well-

being of man should be given an oppor-

tunity to present its material. Material

pertaining to politics or government other

than material approved by a representa-

tion from both parties of the government

could be dangerous.

MAY MURRAY
Winona, Minn., The Republican-Herald

•

People go to the movies for relaxation

and entertainment. If they desire infor-

mation they can visit the local library or
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other such places. If the public is looking

for a message, they can always go to

Church.

The prime purpose of motion pictures

is TO ENTERTAIN. That should always

be the object reached when movies are

made. IF "information" and "message"
films could be made in an entertaining

manner, I think it permissible occasionally

—but NOT often.

WALTER R. SEARER
Lewiston, Pennsylvania, The Sentinel

•

That is not a fair question to be an-

swered yes or no. Certain messages such

as asking support for charitable drives

should be allowed but why should a facility

that is primarily for entertainment be

cluttered up with government "messages"
when the radio and press perform this

function admirably .

THOMAS D. BORDEAUX
Meridian, Miss., Meridian Star

•

if they deal with a political ideology,

I would say "no." Human beings are too

susceptible to propaganda of this type.

There is too much of a chance of such a

film being presented in a manner that

would omit fact for the more dramatic
realm of fancy, accompanied, of course, by
a stirring musical score.

S. LEE JOHNSON
Hammond, Ind., The Hammond Times

•

Information films, yes, by all means.
We need to know more about our own
and other countries; we should make more
pictures that are truly representative of

our way of life and send them broadcast
around the world to counteract some of

our highly colored and misleading fic-

tional product. "Message" films is a term
I do not quite understand, but 1 should
think they would be included in the above.

ELINOR HUGHES
Boston, Mass., Boston Herald

•

For information, yes, but not phony
propaganda with ulterior motives.

CLIF BRADT
Albany, N. Y., The Knickerbocker News

o

The screen as was "vaudeville" was
designed for entertainment, sports, drama,
humor, etc. There is a time and a place
for "information" or "message films"
such as civic meeting halls — churches —
lodges, etc.

MARVIN N. BROYLES
San Antonio, Tex., Station KCOR

•

This is very important if motion pic-
tures are to be taken seriously as an art
or as a part of American life. Just as
newspapers should not be for entertain-
ment purposes alone, so should motion
pictures present ideas, propaganda, and
information on science and other discov-
eries. The difficult thing is to get audi-
ences who want to be educated—but they
will come.

MARJORY ADAMS
Boston, Mass., Boston Globe

•

This is a qualified yes. I am in favor of
documentary films, such as the "Battle"
films of World War II and for that mat-
ter Combat Film Bulletins of World War
II. However, I do not approve of films
which deliberately attempt to slant in-
formation to influence public opinion
give 'em the facts and let them reason it

out for themselves.

TOM R. GILLIAM, JR.

Fort Wayne, Ind., The Journal-Gazette

To the degree at least that the infor-

mation is constructive and professionally

presented.

BOB MURPHY
Minneapolis, Minn., Minneapolis Star

By all means, on important events only,

of course. Movies are today's foremost

cultural media in U. S. and should be ex-

ploited for education and cultural ad-

vancement as well as entertainment.

E. GARTLY JACO
Austin, Tex., The Daily Texan

•

Propaganda films, whether in the hands

of the government, or otherwise, can be

dangerous material. If they are permitted

they should be labeled as such, their

sources plainfully indicated and it might
even be advisable to have them shown in

special theaters where those who are in-

terested can take them or leave them
alone, not included on regular programs

at the theaters where they are forced

upon unsuspecting public.

HARRIET S. JEANES
Rock Island, III., The Argus

Educational films, especially in the
matter of history, could be very helpful

for both young people and adults and,

given the right buildup, shouldn't prove

deadweight at the box office. Your use

of "so-called" hints at propaganda, and
our reaction to that is that any number
of pictures in that category are now in

circulation. Propaganda, of course, can be
used for good, as well as for bad, but
just who would decide the merits of

propaganda films would be a delicate

question to determine. Several recent

plugs for democracy have been more
harmful than helpful to that fine old in-

stitution, in my opinion. Most persons

with any amount of sensitivity react ad-

versely to a message that is put over with

sledgehammer approach.

DAVID STEPHENS
Dallas, Tex., Daily Times Herald

The counterpart of these "information"
and "message" films on radio stations are

the "public service programs." These films

should only be shown if both sides of any
controversial subject is presented.

PAUL WILSON
Longview, Tex., Radio Station KFRO

•

But I'm stuttering as I say it, because,
despite the many fine training films I saw
in the Army, I don't like the idea of the
government's going into the business—in

that manner. And, too, one gets the weak
trembles over the fear of propaganda, the
wrong kind, but we get so much of it

from other sources that I doubt if the
films can add any to the daily dose. Be-
sides, purposes any way, so, cross your
fingers and hope for the best.

FREDA HALWE
Port Arthur, Texas, The Port Arthur
News

•

The saddest aspect of postwar movies
is that such graphic and compelling in-

formation films as the War Department's
"San Pietro" and the "Seeds of Destiny"
have not been issued in commercial the-
aters. M-G-M's botch "The Beginning or
the End," is evidence that perhaps the
movies aren't ready for message films on
a big scale. But they should be learning.

STUART AWBREY
Hutchinson, Kansas, News-Hearld

I think the movies are meant for recre-

ation and so-called "escape^' more than
for messages. Let's keep the editorials

in the newspapers—a movie is an evening

out, keep it enjoyable, not a school room.

BILL COLLINS, JR.

Lawrence, Mass., Lawrence Sunday Sun

To a limited extent if informative

films are produced, let them be titled as

such.

FREDRICK K. SCHULER
Lorain, O., The Journal

Every picture has a message. Deliber-

ate falsification of life is a vicious form
of propaganda which hurts everybody.

DONALD KIRKLEY
Baltimore, Md., The Sun and Sunday Sun

Unless such films were definitely and
very obviously labeled "propaganda" and
whose message they carried fully identified

so that there would be no chance of mis-

understanding on the part of movie audi-

ences. Besides most people go to the

movies for entertainment and I don't think

they pay out their money to have to sit

through "messages" no matter how vital

the message.

ELEANOR P. NICHOLSON
New Orleans, La., The Times-Picayune

Entertainment and propaganda are two
different things. If films are to be used
for information of any kind ... let them
be labeled as such and not passed off as

pure entertainment.

GRACE WILSON
Omaha, Nebr., Radio Station KOWH

Let's make them free and not pass them
off as entertainment. Let schools and
churches and other organizations play

them.

LILLIAN LARSSEN
Modesto, Calif., The Modesto Bee

In moderation, I think it is the perfect
way to keep the nation informed as to

current scientific advancements, world
affairs, etc.

MARIE K. MURPHY
Lowell, Mass., Radio Station WLLH

•

The counterpart of these "information"
and "message" films on radio stations are
the "public service programs." These
films should only be shown if both sides

of any controversial subject is presented.
PAUL WILSON
Longview, Texas, Radio Station KFRO

•

I guess I do, if both sides of a "ques-
tion" in this matter could be made and
shown fairly and squarely so that we all

decide for ourselves what we wanted. To
me this is the Democratic way of doing
anything. I hope this makes sense.

NORMAN LAWRENCE
Natchez, Miss., Radio Station WMIS

•

Merely as a matter of expediency in

reaching the greatest number of people
the motion picture is a natural medium of
information, for "messages," yes. For
propaganda, no.

MARJORIE L. TURNER
Syracuse, N. Y., Syracuse Herald-

Journal
•

This country is missing the boat In not
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selling itself to other nations and to its

own citizens as well.

FRED L GILLES
Chelsea, Mass., Chelsea Evening Record

I am in favor of such "message" films

as Red Cross, Infantile Paralysis, Cancer
Prevention, etc.

MADELINE J. KEATLEY
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Times Leader

Evening News

•

Emphatically no. I want entertainment.

W. E. J. MARTIN
Buffalo, N. Y., The Courier Express

RALPH DAWSON

Film Editor
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1^ DIHECIOHS' BIOGflAPHIES ik

Brief hacUground sUetches on the past accofnplishnnents and
future activities of Hollyw)Ood^s motion picture directors

Dertvin Ahrahants
b. Bronx, New York, Aug. 17, 1903;

attended N. Y. public schools; in 1920,

became prop man for Cosmopolitan
Productions in New York; came to

Hollywood in 1926 for the same com-
pany; same year, went to work at 20th

Century-Fox as set dresser; became a

second assistant director and shortly

thereafter a first assistant; left Fox in

1934 to become assistant director of

"Hopalong Cassidy" series for Harry

Sherman; graduated to directorship of

second units; first directorial assign-

ment was "Border Vigilante" in 1940;

in 1943, directed four "Durango Kid"
Westerns at Columbia; in 1945, "North-

west Trail" for Action Pictures, "Drift-

ing Along" and "Haunted Mine" for

Monogram; in 1946, "Hop Harrigan"

and "Chick Carter, Detective" serials

for Columbia release; recent films in-

clude "Son of the Guardsman" and
"Swing the Western Way" for Colum-
bia; now directing the "Tex Grainger"

series for Columbia; married to Bobic

Margot, non-professional, on Feb. 14,

1941.

Irving Allen
b. Lembert, Poland, Nov. 24, 1905;

came to the U. S. in 1914; attended

Georgetown and Brooklyn Law schools;

worked as an usher in Washington,

D. C; later managed two theaters in

New York City for Universal; was in

advertising accessory department at

Universal and also as an assistant cut-

ter; went to England in 1938; pro-

duced features distributed by As-

sociated British Film Co.; returned to

U. S. and rejoined Universal as an

editor and co-director; supervised

Spanish version of "Gulliver's Travels"

for Paramount; directed for Gene
Lester Productions; in 1945, together

with Eddie Albert produced and di-

rected "Strange Voyage" which was

released thru Monogram; directed

"Avalanche" for PRC, and "High
Conquest" for Monogram.

Lewis Allen
h. Dec. 25, 1905, Shropshire, Eng-

land; experienced on London stage and
bits in British films; came to U. S.

and became executive in charge of

New York and London productions

for Gilbert Miller; directed Edmund
Gwenn in "Laburnim Grove" on

Broadway; directed Miller productions

starring Helen Hayes, Raymond Mas-

sey and Greer Garson; became film

director in 1943 after two years on the

Paramount lot studying motion pic-

ture productions; directed "The Per-

fect Marriage" and "Desert Fury"; now
in England where he is directing "So

Evil My Love," Hal Wallis-Paramount

British Production; under contract to

Paramount.
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Robert Alton
b. Jan. 28, Bennington, Vermont;

educ. Bennington public schools. New
York professional schools; at age of

17, went to New York and enrolled

in a drama school and ballet; first

dancing role was in a roadshow com-
pany of the musical "Take It From
Me"; later joined Marjorie Fielding

as a dance team; appeared in "Green-
wich Village Follies," "I'll Say She Is"

and "Some Day"; wrote, costumed, de-

signed and produced new musical

shows in St. Louis, Mo.; returned to

New York to stage similar shows at

the Paramount Theater in Brooklyn,

later transferred to the New York
Paramount where he produced shows

for a year and a half; first big Broad-

way show was the Shubert production,

"Hold Your Horses," followed by a

list of best musicals of 1934-1944; in

1938 staged the water ballet for the

Casa Manana at the World's Fair in

Fort Worth, Texas; also the Aquacade
at the New York World's Fair; signed

by M-G-M to do the underwater ballet

in "Bathing Beauty," followed by

musical number for "Ziegfeld Fol-

lies"; under contract to M-G-M in

1945 directed the dance sequences of

"The Harvey Girls," and in 1946 "Till

The Clouds Roll By," which led to his

being made director of "Merton of the

Movies."

George Archainhaud
b. France; educ. University of Paris;

was in production department of Ec-

lair, Paris; with Eclair at Fort Lee,

N. J.;
assistant director and director

for World; in field artillery in World
War I; after war directed for Selznick

at Fort Lee; came to Hollywood; di-

rector for First National, Thomas H.

Ince, RKO, Columbia, Harry Sherman,

Montgomery and Republic; now un-

der contract to Hopalong Cassidy Pro-

ductions—U. A. release.

Anthony Asquith
h. London, Eng., 1902; educ. Win-

chester; Oxford University; came to

Hollywood to study film industry; re-

turning to England as a director; in

1927, directed for British Pictures; di-

r e c t e d "Shooting Stars," "Under-

ground," "A Cottage in Dartmoor,"

"Demi-Paradise," "Fanny by Gaslight,"

"Way to the Stars," aod "Johnny in

the Clouds," which was released by

United Artists.

T. C. C'Tommy^") AtUins
b. Springfield, Mass.; educ. attended

Springfield grammar and high schools,

Lean Academy, Franklin, Mass.; gradu-

ated from Tufts collect with degree in

civil engineering; joined Marines in

World War I; entered picture busniess

sweeping floors at the Selznick Studio,

Fort Lee, N. J.; later became assistant

director at the studio; later he and
George M. Arthur, organized St. Regis
Pictures Corp.; 1927, after his company
had had financial difficulties, came to

Hollywood and became assistant to

Ralph Ince at FBO; later became a unit

manager at RKO, and then a director;

was with Pioneer Pictures; in 1947 or-

ganized Medallion Pictures in associ-

ation with Glen Allvine; scheduled for

early production are "The Golden
Glow" and "Devil's Staircase."

John H. Auer
b. Budapest, Aug. 3, 1906; educ.

Budapest and Commercial Academy,
Vienna; was a child film actor in

Budapest; member of Budapest stock

exchange for two years; back to films

in Berlin; came to the United States

and joined Universal as an assistant

director; directed foreign versions; di-

rected and produced at Paramount;
directed films in Mexico; was with
Republic for a number of years; pro-

duced and directed "Pan-Americana"
for RKO; "The Madonna's Secret" for

Republic; now producing and direct-

ing at Republic.

Lloyd Bacon
b. San Jose, Calif., 1890; educ. at-

tended California grammar and high
schools, is a graduate of Santa Clara

College; followed in his father's foot-

steps, Frank Bacon, and chose the

stage as his profession; played in Cali-

fornia stock companies; appeared in

"The Cinderella Man" in New York;

toured with a company of Oscar

Wilde's "Salome"; got a job with

Essanay Film Co.; acted in pictures

until the first world war, in which
he served as an officer in Navy; after

his release, got a job as gag-man for

Lloyd Hamilton; joined Mack Sennett

for whom he made three two reelers,

and was then signed by Warner Bros,

to direct features; directed 60 produc-

tions while he was with Warners;

joined 20th Century-Fox in 1943 and
has made "The Sullivans," "Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier," "Captain Ed-

die" and "Enchanted Voyage," "Wake
Up and Dream," "Home Sweet Homi-
cide," "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now"; directed "Off to Buffalo" for

20th-century Fox; now producing and
directing "The Glittering Hill" in as-

sociation with Sam Jaffe.

Charles Barton
Associate producer-director, b. Cali-

fornia, May 25, 1902; educ. Oakland

High School; started at Paramount as

an office boy in 1919; worked up by

gradual steps to a first director, the

position he left at that studio 20 years

later; in the meantime, served as

property man, assistant director, gag
writer, scenarist and actor; became a
full director in 1937, his first picture

being "Wagon Wheels"; was for three

years with Columbia; screen -debuted
Frank Sinatra in "Reveille with Bever-

ly"; his films as associate producer-
director include "The Beautiful

Cheat," and "Men in Her Diary"; re-

cently directed "The Wistful Widow
of Wagon Gap" for Universal-Interna-

tional, where he is under contract;

loaned to Eagle-Lion to direct "The
Noose Hangs High," Abbott and Cos-

tello starrer.

Willinttt Beaudine
b. New York City, 1893; educ. New

York; was with the Biograph in 1909;

directed for Biograph, Kalem, Uni-
versal, Triangle, Christie, Goldwyn,
Fox, First National, United Artists,

Warners, Mary Pickford, Famous-
Players, M-G-M; directed several pic-

tures in England; then back to Warner
Bros.; directed for PRC; during 1944

and 1945 directed for Monogram; re-

cently with Universal, and back to

Monogram; now free-lancing.

Harry Beauniont
b. Abilene, Kans., 1891; educ. St.

Joseph, Mo.; was an actor in stock

companies for nine years; entered

films with Edison Co., where he played

in pictures for seven years; director

for Essanay, Selig, Goldwyn, Warner
Bros., Fox; was with M-G-M in 1928-

1929; directed for Universal, and re-

turned to M-G-M in 1944 where he is

now under contract.

Bushy Berheley
h. Los Angeles, Nov. 29, 1895; educ.

Mohegan Lake, New York; spent 10

years as actor; directed and produced

for New York legit; created musical

numbers for Samuel Goldwyn; M-G-M;
Universal; RKO-Radio, and Warners;

directed for Warners; was under con-

tract to M-G-M; directed for 20th

Century-Fox; directed "Cinderella

Jones" for Warner Bros.

Monta Bell
b. Washington, D. C, Feb. 5, 1891;

educ. Washington schools; worked for

Washington Post; went with a stock

company in Washington; had his own
stock company in Washington called

Garrick Players; joined the Washington

Herald as editor and publisher; be-

came editor of McClure newspaper

syndicate in New York; in 1921 and

1922, was ghost writer on Charley

Chaplin's book, "My Trip Abroad";

came to Hollywood with Chaplin and

co-authored for him; became a di-

rector at Warners; with Metro and

Paramount; went to England and pro-
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duced and directed for London Films;

returned to Hollywood: directed

"China's Little Devils" for Monogram;
now free-lancing.

Laslo Benedeh
b. in Budapest, Hungary, March 5,

0000; educ. in public schools of that

famous European city; attended col-

lege in Vienna; although a medical
career was his aim and the study of

psychiatry his principal interest, he
was vitally interested in the theater;

worked as a cameraman, and later

became a film editor; worked in Eng-
land as a film editor and then as a

write of screenplays; Joe Pasternak
sent for him to come to Hollywood;
worked as a member of his staff

for several years at M-G-M Studios;

made his bow as a director in 1947

on "The Kissing Bandit," Technicolor
musical starring Frank Sinatra and
Kathryn Grayson.

Contpton Bennett
b. Kent, England, Jan. 15, 1900;

educ. in England; started business life

as an interior decorator; joined Royal
Flying Corps in 1918, followed by
service in Royal Engineering Corps;
started study of art and later became
a commercial artist with an English
advertising agency; joined Alexander
Korda's London Film Productions as

an assistant film editor; promoted to

full editorship and remained with
London Film Productions until 1938;
directed commercial short subjects for

Denham Studios; directed Army and
Navy training films; joined Sydney
Box and edited his first feature,

"Flemish Farm"; directed several com-
mercial subjects for Sydney Box until

assigned to direct "The Seventh Veil";

directed "The Years Between" and
"Daybreak" for Box; now in Holly-
wood with Paramount on loan-out
from Box, where he is directing "My
Own True Love."

Hugh Bennett
h. New York City; educ. high school

in New York City: entered motion
picture industry in the cutting depart-
ment of the Edison Co. in 1915;
joined the 22nd Co. Railroad Artil-

lery, United States .^rmy; after leaving

.\rmy became a film editor for Dis-

tinctive Pictures; left there and went
with First National in New York;
came to California in 1926 for First

National: was in charge of editing de-
]iartment of Warners-First National;
in 1933, joined Paramount as a film

editor, and in May, 1941, was upped
to director of feature length pictures;

directed several of the "Henry Aldrich"
pictures; now free-lancing.

Spencer G. Bennett
.\rctic traveler; Hudson Bay ex-

])lorer; served in World War 1; played
stunt parts in films; co-directed serials

for Pathe: directed serials and fea-

tures for Pathe and Sono-Art; directed
.serials for RKO Pathe; directed for

Larry Darmour and Monogram; now
with Republic where he is directing

features and Westerns.

Willtattt Berke
h. Milwaukee, Oct. 3, 1903; educ.

Los Angeles Polytechnic High School
and junior college; first job as a junior
civil engineer City of Los Angeles;
worked for the Los Angeles Evening
Herald, the Los .'Angeles Times and

the Examiner; started as an office boy
with LKO-Century Comedies (Stern

Bros.); became an assistant cameraman,
then cameraman with same company;
was cameraman for Fox, Pathe, Para-

mount and FBO; became assistant to

C. C. Burr producing "Torchy" series

comedies for Educational; free-lance

writer; produced and directed inde-

pendently; produced features and Wes-
terns at Republic, and the Gene Autry
Westerns; directed for Columbia, RKO
Radio Pine-Thomas Productions for

Paramount release; now free-lancing.

Abhy Berlin
b. New York City, Aug. 7, 1907; at-

tended N. Y. public schools; embarked
on theatrical career at 17 as vaudeville

baritone; teamed with Ken Brown in

act; became stage and front-of-house

manager; in 1934, came to Hollywood
and was first employed by Columbia
as a cutter; worked in sound, ward-
robe and production departments; first

directorial assignment, "Leave It To
Blondie" (1944); has since directed

many of the "Blondie" pictures, lat-

est being "Blondie in the Dough"
and "Blondie's Anniversary"; married
Iris Meredith, actress, Feb. 7, 1941;

one daughter: Deanna, born Sept. 13,

1943.

Edtvurd Bernds
b. July 12, 1905; got his start in

radio when he was a youngster in Chi-

cago; in 1927, gave up his job as

chief radio technician for Station

WCFL in Chicago to come to Holly-

wood with Howard Campbell to pi-

oneer talking pictures with what
was then United .'Artists; a year later

came to Columbia, where he has re-

mained ever since; directed an OWI
one-reel short "It's Murder" in 1944.

for which he received a letter of

commendation from Elmer Davis, then

head of OWI; since 1944 has directed

27 two-reelers and has written two full

length screen plays, "Blondie Knows
Best" and "Blondie's Night Out," thus

rocketing himself into consideration

for a full length feature assignment.

Josef Berne
b. 1904, Kiev, Russia; actor in Blaney

Stock Company, neighborhood Play-

house, New York; turned to vaude-

ville for number of years; drama critic

for a Hollywood trade paper for three

years; directed Little Theate produc-

tions including "The Lower Depths"
by Maxim Gorky, done in Hollywood;
wrote-directed "Destiny" and "Dawn
to Dawn"; wrote "The Golem"; was
with Universal and M-G-M; in 1944,

directed "They Live in Fear"; directed

"Down Missouri Way" for PRC in

1946; is entering independent produc-
tion.

Sack Bernhard
h. Philadelphia, 1913; educ. Valley

Forge Military Academy, Pennsylvania
State University; worked in Warner
Bros. Exchanges in Pittsburgh, New
York and Indianapolis; came to Hol-
lywood and in 1937 worked as as-

sistant director at Universal; turned
to writing and wrote westerns and
•shorts; worked as associate producer
on Universal.'s "The Strange Case of
Dr. Rx"; in 1946, after returning from
the service, formed B and B Pictures
Corp. with Bernard Brandt, making
pictures for Monogram release; now

directing for Allied Artists and Mono-
gram; now directing "The Quest of

Willie Hunter" for Jack Wrather's
Monogram production.

Curtis Bernhardt
Director; b. Worms, Germany, April

15, 1889; educ. State School for Dra-
matic Art, Frankfurt-am-Main; actor,

producer Berlin stage, then director

German films; director "The Stoker of

Rotterdam," "The Woman Every Man
Desires"; director Ufa's first all-talking

picture, "The Last Company" in

French and German; English version

also issued; directed "The Man Who
Killed," "The Rebel," and "The Tun-
nel," all French-German bi-tinguals;

directed "L'Or dans La Rue" with

Danielle Darrieux and Albert Prejean,

followed by "The Beloved Vagabond";
joined Warner Bros, in 1940, remain-
ing with that company until 1947;

now under contract with Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

John Berry
h. New York City; dialect bit in

vaudeville; later toured the "borscht"
Summer circuit in New York; joined

a Shakesperean company; graduated
to directing and handled such plays

as "Idiot's Delight," "Journey's End"
and "Winterset" at Summer theaters;

in 1936 joined Orson Welles' Mercury
Theater in bit parts; became assistant

to Welles: directed Chicago companies
of Neu' York hits; signed as film di-

rector by Paramount: directed "Miss

Susie Slagle's"; loaned to RKO Radio
where he directed "From This Day
Forward": back to Paramount where
he directed "Cross My Heart"; loaned
by Paramount to Universal-Interna-

tional to direct "Casbah," a Marston
Production; married to Gladys Cole,

actress: two children.

Claude Binyon
b. Chicago, 111., Oct. 11, 1905; educ.

Missouri LTniversity; Reporter Chicago
Herald-Examiner; with Variety as a

reporter; joined Paramount in 1932 as

a writer; most recent screenplays in-

clude "The Well-Groomed Bride,"
"Cross My Heart"; served in the Armed
Forces; now under contract to Univer-
sal-International as a director.

George Blair
b. Manchester, England, Dec. 6, 1905;

attended grammar and high school in

Rochester, N. Y.; upon graduation
from Union College joined Paramount
Pictures in February. 1932: has since

Ijeen associated with Warner Bros.,

Fox, Universal and Walter Wanger
Productions until he jointed Republic
in February, 1936.

Edtvard A. Blatt
b. Russia; educ. New York Public

schools, Columbia University; publicity

manager of stage productions in New
York from 1919 to 1929; producer of

stage productions including "Harlem,"
"Subway Express," "Up and Up,"
"Those We Love"; author of stage

play, "Young Man with a Horn" and
"Great Scott"; joined Paramount in

1932 as associate producer on "This is

the Night," "Big Broadcast," and "Fare-
well to Arms"; went with Warners in

1941 as dialogue director; entered
armed services in 1942; returned to

Warner Bros, where he directed "Be-
tween Two Worlds," "Stranger in our
Midst" and "Escape in the Desert";

was with Edward Small as an associ-

ate producer.

Oscar Boetticher, Jr.
1944, directed "One Mysterious

Night"; 1945, directed "The Missing
Juror," "A Guy, a Gal and a Pal,"
"Escape in the Fog" and "Youth on
Trial," for Columbia; now free-lanc-

ing.

Frank Borzage
b. Salt Lake City, April 23, 1898;

while still in his teens, joined a tour-

ing road troupe as property boy; with-
in three years he was playing character
roles; company played tank towns and
mining tcwns of the west, at 19, he
drifted into California; played bits in

pictures; Tom Ince later cast him in

the lead of a Western; appeared in

others; directed a series of Westerns,
and later directed "Humoresque"; di-

rected "Seventh Heaven" Academy
Award winning picture; in the "Ten
Best Picture" poll conducted by the
Film Daily, his "Seventh Heaven", re-

ceived their accolade in 1927; "Street

Angel," the following year; "Bad
Girl" in 1931; "A Farewell to Arms"
in 1933. "The Mortal Storm" in 1940,

and "Stage Door Canteen" in 1943;

directed "Magnificent Doll" for Jack
H. Skirball-Bruce Manning Produc-
tions for Universal release; produced
and directed "I've Always Loved You"
for Republic; under contract for Re-
public as producer-director.

John Brahm
b. Hamburg, Germany, Aug. 17,

1893; followed in the footsteps of his

father, Ludwig Brahm, an actor, and
his uncle. Otto Brahm; his schooling

was toward an acting career; served

four years in infantry with grade of

lieutenant; in 1919, became top pro-

ducer of Burgtheater in Vienna; spent

three years in Berlin directing shows;
In 1934, became interested in motion
pictures; began study of secret tech-

nique as a dialogue director, film

editor, and supervisor at Terra Films,

Paris; went to England and worked
at Twickenham Studios; came to Hol-
lywood in 1937; directed 20th Century-

Fox, U-I and RKO Radio.

Fred C. Brannon
Has made the unusual jump from

a master property man to a full di-

rectorship at Republic studios; was
born in New Orleans on April 26, 1901

and attended high school and business

college in that city; entered the film

industry as a prop man with William
Fox Studio and eventually went to

Paramount in the same capacity; in

1937 he joined Republic as a set

decorator and prop man; first assign-

ment as a director was the serial "The
Purple Shadow Strikes," now co-direct-

ing Republic's 13-episode serial, "G-
Men Never Forget."

Homard Bretherton
b. Tacoma, Wash.; educ. Stanford

University; actor with Harold Llyd
in 1914; prop man with Al Christie;

assistant cameraman and assistant di-

rector to Christie cutter for Univer-

sal; with Selznick in New York; went
to Rome as film cutter and assistant

director; was with Warner Bros, as

film cutter, and then made a director:

directed for Paramount, Sol Lesser,

Monogram, Harry Sherman, Republic,
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liversal and Columbia; currently

ecting at Monogram.

Clarence Brotcn
b. Clinton, Mass., May 10; edut. in

noxville Tenn., high school, grad-

ated from University of Tennessee;

orked in engineering department of

evens Duryea Co.; later founded his

vn Brown Motor Co., at Birmingham,
la.; his first picture work was on
Trilby" in 1915; spent six years with

jaurice Tourneur; served as an avia-

ji- in World War I; joined M-G-M as

irector in 1924 and has been there

;r since; has had the distinction of

Jng selected in the FILM DAILY
Ills for one of Ten Best Directors in

127-28; 1928-29; 1929-30; 1935; 1943,

id in 1944 for "The White Cliffs of

over" and in 1945 for "National

elvet"; directed "The Yearling"; di-

eted "Song of Love."

Paul Burnford
b. London, England, July 19, 1914;

uc. University Coll, London; archi-

:t, vice-president Paul Harrison &:

I., Ltd. London; in 1933, began mak-
r documentary films independently;

in Premier Award, British Associ-

on Cinematographers, 1933; also the

remier .\ward, Catalonian, Interna-

onal Exposition, 1934; production as-

stant on scientific Films, Gaumont-
ritish; director, photographer, writer,

I a number of shorts for Strand Film
, London; came to the United States

1938; supervised production "Time
the Sun," documentary film for

kon-World: in 1940 independently
ade war films, U. S. Dept., Agricul-

ire: joined M-G-M as a director of

lorts in 1943; directed "The Adven-
res of Rusty" for Cohunbia.

David Butler
'roducer, director; b. San Francisco;

jc. Stanford U.; stage manager
iver Morosco, San Francisco; screen

or in "The Rnsli Hour," "The
larterb'ack," "Seventh Heaven"; in

28 directed "Prep and Pep" for

x; thereafter directed and collabor-

:d on many pictures; pictures since

ind include: "Sunnyside Uj)," various

oductions starring Will Rogers,

irley Temple, "Handle With Care,"
lave A Heart," ".Alibaba Goes to

mn," "East Side of Heaven. That's

ight. You're Wrong" (also producer):

Playmates" (also producer); "If 1 Had

Jy
Way" (also producer); "The Road

r Morocco," "7 hey Got Me Covered,"
Thank Your Lucky Star," "Shine
h Harvest Moon," "The Princess and
le Pirate," "San .-Xiilonio"; 1945-46.

he Time. "The Place an The Girl."

wo Guys From Milwaukee." "Wall-
|wer";1947: "My Wild Irish Rose,"

wo Guys From Texas."

Edivard Bitzzell
\>. Brooklyn. N. \.; cduc. Brooklyn
iblic .schools; at age of 13, joined a

•mpany of juveniles in "Pinafore";
iter got a job as an actor with Gus
iwards in "Kid Kabaret," with Eddie
mtor and Georgie Jessel; toured with

e company; became a Broadway star;

me to Hollywood and was starred

"Little Johnny Jones"; returned to

ew York; his first picture as a direc-

r was "Big Timer"; half a dozen

hers followed and he was signed by

-G-M in 1943, where his first as-

jnment was the direction of "Para-

jse for Three"; directed "Easy to

•'^ednesday, September 10. 1947

Wed" and "Three Wise Fools" for

M-G-M in 1946.

Christy Cahanne
b. St. Louis, 1888; educ. St. Rose

.\cademy. Culver Military .Academy:
in Navy; on stage in 1908; entered
pictures in 1910: directed Douglas .

Fairbanks' first pictures; joined Fine
.\rts; acted for D. W. Griffith; assistant

to Griffith for some years; wrote sev-

eral originals; made Metro's first serial:

had his own company; directed for

Goldwyn, FBO Associated Exhibitors,

M-G-M Tiffany-Stahl, de Mille-Pathe,

Columbia, Universal, RKO, Mascot.
Universal; directed the "Scattergood
Baines" series which Jerrold T. Brandt
produced for RKO release; directed

for PRC; now directing for Monogram.

Edtvard JL. Cahn
b. Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 12, 1899;

educ. Brooklyn high schools; managed
theaters in New York; with California

Nazimova Company as assistant di-

rector and cutter; attended University

of California while cutting for Uni-
\ersal; became head Universal cutter

in 1926; from director of retakes and
added scenes, became feature director

for Universal and RKO; directed in

England; was with M-G-M; now free-

lancing.

Yahima Cannutt
Director and supervisor of all stunt

shots; began in the industry as an
actor and stunt man; b. Nov. 29, 1895;

educ. Colfax, Washington; from 1917

to 1924 held the all-around cowboy
championship: in 1917, 1919 and 1923

held the title of world's champion
bronc rider; during 1920 and 1923 was
bulldogging champion; joined Repub-
lic, 1935, as an actor-stunt man; gained
renown as one of the best stunt man
in the film industry; directed "Sheriff

of Cimarron"—Rep.; now co-direct-

ing Republic's I3-epi.sodc serial "G-
Men Never Forget."

Frank Capra
Producer-director; b. Palermo, Italy,

1897: came to America in 1903 and
settled in Los Angeles; educ. California

Institute of Technology; in World War
I: entered films as a cutter; then

scenarist, gag man, and director; made
"Screen Snapshots" for organization

which later became Columbia; first

directorial assignment was "The Cer-

tain Thing," for Columbia; directed

many outstanding pictures; on comple-

tion of "Arsenic aend Old Lace" which

he produced and directeed with his

own organization for Warner Bros, re-

lease, joined the Armed Forces as a

major in Signal Corps, being advanced

to colonel at time of his honorable dis-

charge; contributed many notable pro-

ductions to Army's schedule of train-

ing and combat films, spent three and

a half years in uniform, from Febru-

ary, 1942, to September, 1945; in 1945,

formed Liberty Films, Inc., with

George Stevens, William Wyler and

Samuel J.
Briskin; produced and di-

rected "It's a Wonderful Life" for

RKO release; now directing and pro-

ducing "State of the Union" for Lib-

erty Films, an M-G-M release.

Bernard Carr
h. March 23, 1911, Stockton, Calif.;

educ. parochial schools in San Fran-

cisco, graduate from the University of

San Francisco; during his college un-
dergraduate days, was active in drama-
tics, played two seasons in stock; fol-

lowing his acting career, became an
assistant film director at Hal Roach;
subsequently, was an assistant director
and unit production manager at 20th
Century-Fox where he was employed
at the time of his entrance into the
Navy; joined the Service in 1942 as a

lieutenant (junior grade) and spent
the major part of his duty as Co-or-
dinator of Motion Picture Production
at the U. S. Photographic Science Lab-
oratory, Anacostia, D. C; returned to

Hal Roach Studios in January, 1946,
where he directed two comedies, "Cur-
ley," and "Who Killed Doc Robbin?",
soon to be released.

Thontas Carr
1). Philadelphia, Pa., July 4, 1907,

coming from a long line of theatrical-

ly inclined ancestors his career in the
theater was a foregone conclusion; his

father was W. C. Carr, one of the first

directors in motion pictures; his moth-
er was Mary Carr, one of the greatest

actresses on the .American stage; after

he left school, immediately entered
the theatrical profession and after di-

recting at various studios joined Re-
public in 1937.

Willtattt Castle
b. New York City, April 24, 1914;

attended New York public schools;

stage manager at 14 for Theodore
Dreiser's "An American Tragedy";
formed own stock company, "The
Castle Players," in 1928; actor in

Broadway plays, "No More Frontier"

and "Ebb Tide"; produced and di-

rected plays at Stony Creek Theater.

Stony Creek, Conn.; first Hollywood
assignment as actor in "The Lady in

Question" at Columbia; worked as

dialogue director, graduating to full-

fledged director for "The Chance of a

Lifetime"; next came "The Whistler,

"

following with five additional films in

this series; in 1944, outside loan to

the King Brothers at Monogram for

"When Strangers Marry"; directed

"The Return of Rusty" and "Critnc

Doctor's Man Hunt"; now. directing

"The Crime Doctor's Gamble" at Co-

lumbia; periodic trips to New York

to direct Broadway .shows.

Balph Ceder
h. Mariette, Wis., 1899; in films since

1917; directed shorts for many com-

panies including FBO, Paramount,

Larry Darmour and RKO-Pathe; has

directed features for Paramount, RKO-
Pathe and Samuel Goldwyn; was with

M-G-M; now free-lancing.

Charles Chaplin
h. London. April 16, 1889; educ.

London public schools; toured England

with juvenile companies, turned to

dramatic parts and then back to vaude

ville; while playing in the U. S. in

1913, accepted an offer from Keystone

for picture work; made comedies for

Keystone until 1918 when he formed

his own company to release through

First National under a .1?1,000,000 con-

tract; one of the founders of United

.Artists; stars in and directs his own

features for UA release; one of THE
FILM DAILY Ten Best Directors of

1926-27, 1928-29 and 1930-31; directed

"The Circus," one of THE FILM

DAILY Ten Best Pictures of 1928

directed "City Lights," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1931; directed

"The Great Dictator," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1941; produced
and co-directed "Monsieur Verdoux"
in which he is also starred.

Rene Clair
Began His career as a journalist in

Paris; later went on the stage and be-

came assistant to Jacques de Baron-
celli; started directing in 1922; in 1925,

joined Albatross-Sequana, the French
producer; directed for Tobis; in 1936,

directed for London Films; came to

Hollywood late in 1940; directed for

Universal; directed "It Happened To-
morrow" for Arnold Pressburger; di-

rected "And Then There Were None"
for Samuel Bronston, released through

20th Century-Fox; is in Paris now
where he produced and directed

"Golden Silence" for RKO and Pathe

Cinema.

WiCltcittt Clemens
b. Saginaw, Mich., 1908; worked as

office boy at Standard Laboratories,

Hollywood; was a cutter at several

studios; became chief cutter at Warner
studio and then turned to directing;

directed for Warner Bros., Paramount
and RKO Radio. ' ^

Elmer Clifton
b. Chicago; educ. Chicago and Los

Angeles grammar and high schools;

usher at Belasco Theater, Los Angeles;

became member of Belasco stock com-

pany; because of resemblance to Jack

London, was given the lead in "John

Barleycorn"; played leads with Lillian

Gish, Dorothy Gish and Norma Tal-

madge for Reliance-Majestic; assistant

director to D. W. Griffith on "Intol-

erance"; made director by Griffith; di-

rected at Universal; traveled around

world; made first travel-making pic-

ture: directed 40 pictures; directed for

Merrick-Alexander, P. D. C. release;

was under contract writing and di-

recting for Universal; directed "Marked

lor Murder" for PRC.

Edward Francis CUne
b. Kenosha, Wis., 1892; educ. Lake

Forest, Chicago; legit actor before

joining Keystone in 1912 as a director;

directed, chiefly comedies, for Sennett-

Paramount, Fox, Metro, First National,

M-G-M. Pathe, Paramount, Universal,

RKO, Sol Lesser and Franklin-Blank;

directed for Universal; now directing

the Jiggs and Maggie series for Mono-

gram.

Harold Clurman
b. New York City, Sept. 18, 1901;

educ. New York elementary and high

schools, at Columbia University and

the University of Paris; majored in

literature and drama at University oT

Paris from 1921 to 1924; speaks French

and German fluently; returning to the

United States, joined Kenneth Mac-

gowan, Robert Emmet Jones and Eu-

gene O'Neill at the Theater Guild as

an actor; later went into production;

in 1929, became play leader for the

Theater Guild; two years later joined

Lee Strasberg and Cheryl Crawford in

founding the Group Theater where he

remained for 10 years; directed "Awake

and Sing" and other plays for Group
Theater; signed his first motion pic-
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ture contract, his initial directorial as-

signment at RKO was "Deadline at

Dawn"; has a high reputation as a

writer in New York, and is widely
known for his contributions to the

New York Times, Theater Arts Month-
ly, New Republic and other publica-

tions; has written preface to many
pla\s: his book, "The Fer\ent Years,"

is a story about show business and
show people and covers the history of

the Group Theater.

Letvis D. Collins
b. Baltimore, Md., Jan. 12, 1899;

educ. Mt. St. Mary's University; be-

came an actor on the stage, and ap-

peared in a song-and-dance act with

a partner, for a year and half; left

the stage to go to war; saw 13 months
of action in Atlantic with Navy sub-

marine forces; then returned to foot-

lights in a Klaw and Erlanger show;

with Fred Stone, came to Hollywood
to play juvenile in "Duke of Chimney
Butts" in 1921; Universal gave him his

first chance at directing; subject was
a two-reeler; after more of the Western
two-reelers, was given his first feature

length picture to direct; Universal sent

him to New Zealand to film original

all-native production, "Taranga";
signed a term pact in February, 1944,

with Universal; now free-lancing.

Walter Colmes
b. Boston, Mass., March 9, 1917;

educ. University of Wisconsin, Boston

University, Franklin and Marshall Col-

leges; directed and produced plays in

and around Boston; in 1941 formed
his own publicity agency; in 1942 was
assistant to Hedda Hopper, columnist;

began his career as a producer in

1943; in 1944 formed Walter Colmes
produced "Identity Unknown" and
Productions; in 194.5, directed and
"The Woman Who Came Back," "The
French Key" and "Winter Wonderland"
for Republic; produced "The Burning
Cross" for Screen Guild release; pro-

duced and directed "The Dark Road,"
Somerset Productions, for Screen Guild.

Jach Conway
h. Graceville, Minn., July 17, 1887;

educ. rural schools, Durham Prepara-

tory School; family moved to Tacoma,
and he went to work on the railroad;

in 1907, arrived in Santa Barbara and
joined a stock company, appearing

with the Belasco troupe in Los An-
geles; after joining the Nestor Com-
pany, where he was starred primarily

because he could ride horses, he ap-

peared in successive years with 101

Pictures, Reliance, Majestic, the Jack

London Company, Selig, Bosworth.

Fine .Arts, Bluebird, Triangle, Federal.

Pathe; later he worked with Para-

mount, then joined M-G-M; went with

D. W. Griffith, where he directed "The
Old .Armchair"; acted and directed foi

various companies; joined M-G-M, dir

rected company's first sound picture in

1928; has been with M-G-M since that

time; current release, "The Huck-

sters."

ISoel Coward
h. Teddington on the Thames, Dec.

16, 1899; educ. Croydon and privately;

made his first appearance on the stage

at the Playhouse, March, 1910; is an

actor, dramatic author, producer and

composer; co-produced and wrote the

stage play, "Tonight at 8:30"; has

written many stage plays; produced,

wrote and acted in "In Which We
Serve"; voted one of Ten Best pic-

tures of 1943 in THE FILM DAILY
poll; author and producer of "Brief

Encounter."

John Crotnwiell
b. Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 28; educ.

Howe Military School in Indiana and
there, played Shylock in "The Mer-
chant of Venice"; wanted to be an

actor, but his father put him to work
as linotype operator; attended dra-

matic school in evenings; worked in

stock company operated by David
Hartford; later moved over to Ralph
Hertz company; got a job with Savage
Productions; placed in a number of

parts of William A. Brady's shows,

and later became a director for Brady;
directed several Broadway successes;

came to Hollywood and joined Para-

mount as both an actor and director;

later directed for RKO; recently di-

rected "Son of Fury" and "Anna and
the King of Siam" for 20th Century-

Fox; directed "Since You Went Away"
for David O. Selznick, selected as one
of the Ten Best Pictures of 1944 in

THE FILM DAILY poll; directed

".Anna and the King of Siam" for 20th

Century-Fox, which was selected as

one of the Ten Best Pictures of 1946

in THE FILM DAILY poll; directed

"Dead Reckoning" for Columbia and
"Memory of Love" for RKO.

George Cuhor
b. July 7, New York City; educ. at-

tended Public School No. 88 and was
graduated from DeWitt Clinton High
School; served in student army train-

ing corps in World War I; after war
became assistant stage manager for a

Chicago company; went to New York
as stage manager for Edgar Selwyn,

then the brothers Shubert; devoted

summers to Rochester stock enterprise

for eight years; in 1926, became as-

sociated with Gilbert Miller and
Charles Frohman, directing several

successful plays; his first job in pic-

tures was as dialogue director for

"River of Romance" in 1930; ordinar-

ily directs no more than one or two
pictures each year; directed "Dinner
at Eight," "Little Women," "Her Card-

board Lover" and "Keeper of the

Bees"; directed "A Double Life," Ka-
nin Production, for Universal-Inter-

national.

Irving Cummings
b. New York, Oct. 9, 1888; left high

school at age of 15, got a job as a

messenger boy, and spent all his free

time haunting theaters and booking
offices; before his 16th birthday was
a member of Proctor Stock Co.; within
next few years progressed rapidly, be-

came company's leading man, and
played opposite Lillian Russell and
other renowned actresses; appeared in

a number of William A. Brady's stage

hits; his first movie appearance was
the lead in a one-reeler for the Pat
Powers Co.; came to Hollywood on a

year's contract for old Pathe Co.; was
with Reliance for two years; starred

in "Diamond From the Sky," a 30-epi-

sode serial; directed last 26 episodes;

formed a partnership with Sol Lesser.

under which he wrote, directed and
acted in a series of two-reelers re-

leased by First National; "The Man
From Hell's River" for Columbia was
his first full length directorial effort;

directed a series for Universal; signed

with Fox Film (later to become i!Oth

Century-Fox); now producing "The
Sign of the Ram" independently for

Columbia release.

Michael Curtiz
h. Budapest, Hungary, Dec. 24, 1888;

educ. Royal Academy of Theater and
-Art, Budapest; in Austrian artillery

World War I; directed films in Hun-
gary, Germany, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, France, Italy; to U. S. in 1927,

becoming a Warner director; Academ\
.\ward for direction 1943 (Casablanca);

V. S. pictures include: "Heart in

Exile," "Mammy," "Cabin in the Cot-

ton," "Goodbye Again," "Black Fury,"

"Little Big Shot," "Charge of the Light
Brigade," "Four Daughters," "Angels
Witti Dirty Faces," "Private Lives of

Elizabeth and Essex," "The Sea Hawk,"
"Santa Fe Trail," "The Sea Wolf,''

"Mission to Moscow," "Roughly Speak-
ing," "Mildred Pierce," "Life With
Father"; directed "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," "This Is the Army" and
"Casablanca," three of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best of 1943; directed

"Night and Day," selected as one of
the best pictures of 1946 in THE
FILM DAILY poll; in 1946 formed
Michael Curtiz Productions, Inc., for

release through Warner Bros.

Jules Dassin
b. December 18, Middletown, Conn.;

educ. New York public schools; grad-
uate of Morris High School; went to

Europe in 1934, to study dramatic
technique; during his three years
abroad, visited Italy, France, Spain.
Germany, Russia, England, Portugal.
Switzerland, Greece and Czechoslo-
vakia; back to New York in 1936;
joined the .Artef group of New York,
which worked in a small playhouse
on 48th St.; spent several summer
seasons on tours in the Catskill Moun-
tain resorts, as both actor and director
of stage plays; returned to New York
and turned his attention to radio;
wrote for many programs; also pro-
duced dramatic sketches; his radio
production of Gogol's "The Overcoat,"
won critical acclaim and he recei\ed
an offer to direct a Broadway play,
"The Medicine Show "; came to Holly-
wood and was signed by M-G-M in

1941; directed his first film, a short
subject called "The Tell-Tale Heart,"
which was followed by feature length
pictures; directed "Brute Force"; di-

recting Mark Hellinger's production.
The Naked City."

Delmar Daves
Director, writer; b. San Francisco.

July 24, 1904; educ. Los Angeles Poly-
technical, Stanford U., B..\., LL.B.;
variously engineer, draftsman, com-
mercial artist, college instructor, il-

lustrator, actor; entered films as prop-
erty man for James Cruze, acted, then
technical director M-G-M; later al-

ternated acting and %vriting for

M-G-M: from 1938 authored man\
originals, including "Flirtation Walk,"
"Shipmates," "No More Women," "The
Farmer's Daughter," and screenplays
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Del RtUh
b. Philadelphia, Oct. 18; educ. PhilJ H

delphia public schools; was a new
paperman on the North American, an
later The Inquirer; covered priz

fights, baseball games, etc.; came
Hollywood in 1914 and joined ol

Keystone Film Co. as a w'riter, whei
he remained for two years; served i

U. S. .Army in World War I; directe

shorts for Mack Sennett; directed Le

tures for Warner Bros., Fox, 20th Cei

tury-Fox. Samuel Goldwyn, Paramou
and Hal Roach; joined M-G-M
1936 and was with that organizacio

until the latter part of 1945; product
and directed "It Happened on 5t

.Avenue" for .Allied .Artists; in prep,

ration for that company, "Red Lighi

and "Washington Storv."

Cecil B. deMille
b. .Asheville, Mass., Aug. 12, 1

educ. Penn. Military School, Sergear

School of Dramatic .Art; served

Spanish-American war: stock actor

.\. Y. and on road; organized Standar
Opera Co. and toured; 1913, with Jes
L. Lasky, organized Jesse Lasky Fe
ture Play Co., later merged wit

[j

Famous; production chief of Par;

mount until 1925; in charge of pr'

duction of PDC and Pathe; had ow
studio in Culver City; producer-dire*

tor for M-G-M; traveled in Europ:
now producing and directing for Par,

mount; directed "The King of Kings
one of THE FILM DAILY Ten Be
Pictures of 1928: directed and pre

duced "The Story of Dr. Wassell," se

lected as one of Ten Best Picturf

in 1944 FILM DAILY poll: recentl

completed his 67th production, "Ui
Conquered."
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"The Sea Hawk," "The Petrified Fo
est," "Stage Door Canteen"; joine

Warner Bros, in 1943 as writer-dirc'P

tor; films: "Destination Tokyo" (co

laboration screenplay, director); "Tb f'

\'ery Thought of You" (directed); "1

Have and Have Not" (directed, screet tj

play); "Pride of the Marines" (dire

tor); now in Paris where he is direc

ing "To the Victor" for Warner Brofii

Charles David
b. .\Ietz, France, May 4, 1906; edu

University of Sorbonne, Paris; serve

in ^Vorld War I; entered motion pi

ture work in 1930 in charge of pr
ductions for Braughter-Richebe;
1932, in charge of Pathe Studios

Paris; joined .Alexander Korda in I9J

as associate producer; came to Holl
wood in 1941 with Korda; became a

sistant to Jean Renoir and Rene Clai

joined Uni\ersal as a director in 194

directed "River Gang" and "Lady ojer

a Train": now under contract

M-G-M.

Frederick De Cordova
Director; b. Oct. 27, 1910, New Yor

educ. Northwestern U., B.S.; 1932 sto

company, Hartford, Conn.; gener
stage manager, Shubert prod., 1932-3

general stage director, Shubert prof

1938-41; 1939-42, production directo

Summer operettas, Louisville; 1943
\Varner Bros.; stage productions ii

elude: "Three .After Three," "Betwee
the Devil," "High Kickers," "Hellz

poppin'," "Ziegfeld Follies of 1943
films, "Too Young to Know," "Hf
Kind of Man," "That Way Wit*

Women."
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Louis De Rochetnont
I I b. Boston, Jan. 13, 1899; from 1917

m. ( 1923, was line officer, U. S. Navy;

pm 1923 to 1927, associate editor of

i.ternational Newsreel; European di-

Ictor, Pathe News; directed short

bjects for Movietone News, Inc.,

let ^eator of the "Magic Carpet of Movi°-

iiijne" series and "Adventures of a

iCwsreel Cameraman" producer and

ablisher of The March of Time; di-

icted "We Are the Marines"; was un-

;r contract to 20th Century-Fox as

'producer; producer of "Boomerang."

' Andre De Toth
b. Mako, Hungary, May 15, 1913;

hile studying for his doctorate of law

; the University of Budapest, he

)ined a stock company in Hungary'.s

ipital city, and became an actor;

formed first all-University student jazz

rchestra in the country which played

nothing but the latest American music;

ent to Vienna in 1932; produced 35

Dmmercial shorts for a Vienna depart-

lent store; acted, then served as an

ssistant director, cutter, and finally

s assistant cameraman on a series oi

matures for Hunnia Studios; toured

';urope and worked in Vienna, Munich,

I.erlin and Rome; while in Italy made
Sme Italian travelogue pictures; in

937, came to the United States; went

3 Hollywood but met with no sue-

ess; returned to London and got a

'ab as assistant to Zoltan Korda; went

'o Paris and then back to Budapest

^here he worked for Hunnia again; in

939, left for America again; worked

,'ith Zoltan Korda on "Jungle Book,"

'hen followed a chance to make his

irst picture for Columbia, "Passport

o Suez"; directed "Ramrod," "The

l()ther Love" for Enterprise-U.A.

William Dieterle
b. Rheinpfalz, Germany, July

tarted his professional career as _

„ .irentice actor under Max Reinhardt,

f|;ater starring in Reinhardt vehicles;

'jetween acting engagements, also di-

ected; made his film debut as an

ictor with E. A. Dupont; after a long

„,;issociation with Dupont, broke away

jrii'O make pictures for larger studios;

nas been directing since 1926, for Uni-

iversal, in Germany, and Warner Bros.,

„ jf.n Burbank; in 1940, formed his own

Siiicompany and produced several pic-

iitures for RKO Radio release; directed

ilor M-G-M; directed "Love Letters"

for Paramount" and "This Love of

Ours" for Universal; directed "Search-

ing Wind" for Paramount; under con-

sl'tract to David O. Selznick-Vanguard

« Films and currently directing "Portrait

1)1 Jennie."

Edward Dntytryh
\,. Grand Forks, British Columbia;

et with parents moved to U. S.; educ.

Hollywood High, California Institute

of Technology; 1923, joined the Para-

mount lab; has been projectionist, as-

sistant cutter, and cutter; directed

for Paramount and Columbia; now di-

recting for RKO Radio; went to Lon-

don to direct "So Well Remembered";
directed "Crossfire"; in preparation,

"The Harder They Fall" and "White

Tower."

1.5;
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Gordon Douglas
b. New York City, N. Y.; played in
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features and shorts at the Paramount
.\storia studio; did extra and bit work
on the coast; stock player for Hal
Roach; wrote for Roach; directed "Oui
Gang" comedies and also features for

Roach; directed "First Yank Into

Tokyo," 'San Quentin," "Dick Tracy
vs. Cueball"; now directing "The Black

Arrow," an Edward Small production
for Columbia release.

Oliver Drahe
b. Boise, Idaho, May 28, 1903; educ.

in Boise and San Diego grade schools

and San Diego High School; entered
pictures as an actor and starred in 28
westerns made by Southwest Produc-
tions and San Diego; wrote and di-

rected 24 of the pictures; wrote for

FBO; M-G-M, Pathe, Universal and
Republic; has written more than 1,000

western originals and screenplays; di-

rected for Alexander Bros.-PRC; pro-

duced and directed pictures for Uni-
versal and Monogram.

Arthur Dreifuss
b. Frankfort - am - Main, Germany,

March 25, 1908; educ. Woechler Gym-
nasium, Extension U and Conserva-
tory, Frankfort; pianist and arranger;

Broadway dance director and pro-

ducer; associate producer and director

of RKO Radio shorts; produced and
directed features for Grand National;

produced and directed shorts for Co-
lumbia; produced for PRC; directed

for Universal; Monogram and Colum-
bia.

Jules Duvivier
b. Lille, France; Educ. Lille, dra-

matic art in Paris; on stage in Lille

provincial theaters; acted, wrote and
directed motion pictures; brought to

the U. S. to direct for M-G-M;
awarded Grand International Prize

and the Mussolini Cup for "Garnet
de Bal" in 1937; was under contract to

.Alexander Korda productions; co-pro-

ducer with Charles Boyer and also

directed "Flesh and Fantasy" for Uni-

\ersal; now in London where he is

directing ",'\nna Karenina" for Lon-

don Films.

Allan Dwan
b. Toronto, Canada; educ. Notre

Dame; civil engineer; stage actor;

wrote for Essanay, American Film

Co.; directed for American, Selznick,

Goldwyn, Triangle, C. K. Young,

Louise Glaum. Associated Exhibitors,

.American Releasing Corp., Douglas

Fairbanks, Paramount, Fox, First

National, M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox;

was with RKO as producer-director;

directed for Edward Small-U. A.; now
under contract to Republic.

Reeves '^^Rreezy" Eason
b. Fryars Point, Miss., 1891; educ.

California; in produce business; stock

and vaudeville; directed for American

Film Co., Norwood Productions, Uni-

versal, Fox, M-G-M, Waldorf, Mascot;

has made over 200 films; was with

Warner Bros.; now free lancing.

Robert Elwyn
b. Woodstock, N. Y., Feb. 18, 1913;

attended New York School of Theater;

managing director of Playhouse in

Woodstock which he built and oper-

ated; directed New York stage plays;

director of radio shows; later joined
M-G-M as a director of short subjects.

Robert Emmett
Directed "Song of Old Wyommg,"

"The Caravan Trail," "Romance of
the West" for PRC.

Cyril Endfield
b. 1917; educ. Yale University; after

college went to New York to take up
the study of theater at the New The-
ater School, finishing a two-year course
at the school; became a teacher in-

structing acting, makeup, and body
movement; in 1937, directed Summer
theater in upper New York state; went
to Montreal to direct a community
theater there and also produced sev-

eral successful plays; returned to New
York, and then to Hollywood; signed
by M-G-M to direct shorts; enlisted

in the Army and served two years in

the Signal Corps; returned to M-G-M
where he directed several of the "Pass-
ing Parade" shorts; has written several

radio plays; wrote the first in the

'Joe Palooka" series for Monogram;
wrote and directed the second in the

series; for Monogram, wrote and acted
as associate producer on "Mr. Hex";
wrote and directed "Stork Bites Man"
for Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn's
Comet Productions.

John English
b. Cumberland, England; educ.

Canada; from 1942 has directed many
Republic Westerns; in 1944, 1945 and
1946, has been directing features,

among them being "The Port of Forty
Thieves," "San Fernando Valley," "Be-
hind City Lights," "Call of the South
Seas," "Don't Fence Me In," "Murder
in the Music Hall"; directed "The
Strawberry Roan," a Gene Autry Pro-

duction for Columbia.

Ray Enright
b. Anderson, Ind., 1898; educ. Los

.\ngeles high school; assistant cutter at

.Mack Sennett studio; in Signal Corps
during World War I; cutter for War-
ner Bros., then a director; has directed

over 75 pictures; was with Warners,
Universal, RKO and Columbia; di-

rected ".Albuquerque," Pine-Thomas
Production for Paramount; now back

at RKO.

Chester Ershine
b. Hudson, N. Y., Nov. 29, 1905;

educ. for the law at Union University,

in Schenectady, N. Y.; abandoned bar

after a brief period of practice, for

the theater; studied at American Acad-

emy of Dramatic Arts and then be-

came an actor in the New York thea-

ler; on the side he wrote one-act plays

which were produced in vaudeville;

directed his first play at age of 24,

"Harlem"; from here on directed,

wrote and produced plays both in

this country and abroad for many
years; at one time was head of Charles

Frohman, Inc., and also served as di-

rector for the Theater Guild, and the

Erlanger and Shubert interests; in

1944, was engaged by M-G-M to write

screenplay for his original story which

they had purchased, and which was

subsequently released under the title

of "The Sailor Takes a Wife"; joined

Universal-International where he co-

produced and collaborated on and di-

rected "The Egg and I," his first pic-

ture; now preparing "All My Sons,"

critics' Prize Play for 1947.

Alexander Esway
Directed "Steppin' in .Society" for

Republic.

John Farrow
Author, historian, scenarist, director;

b. Australia; educ. Australia and Eng-
land; wrote several screenplays in Hol-
lywood; turned to directing; in 1939
joined Royal Canadian Navy, rose to

rank of commander; following his dis-

charge directed "Wake Island" and
"Two Years Before the Mast" for Para-
mount; wrote papal history, "Pageant
of the Popes"; awarded Grand Cross

of the Knights of the Holy Sepulchre
Ijy Pope Pius; directed "The Big
Clock," "Calcutta," and "California";

married to Maureen O'Sullivan.

Felix Feist
Was in charge of tests at M-G-M

Studios; also wrote and directed short

subjects for M-G-M; joined Univer-
sal in 1943 as a feature director, and
his first was "AM By Myself"; directed

several features for Universal, and in

1945 joined RKO Radio as a director;

directed "The Devil Thumbs a Ride"
and "George White's Scandals."

Leslie Fenton
b. Liverpool, England, March 12;

with his family moved to Ohio; after

scliool went to New York and did

stock and legit stage appearances; ap-

peared in Hollywood films; directed

shorts for M-G-M; directed M-G-M
features; now in war service in Eng-
land; returned to the United States in

1943; under contract to Lester Cowan;
directed "Tomorrow the World," "Par-

don My Past," "Saigon"; now directing

"Whispering Smith" at Paramount.

Melchor (Mel) Ferrer
b. Elberon, New Jersey, Aug. 25,

1917; educ. Princeton University; won
a play writing award at Princeton;

played the lead in "Strange Fruit,"

Broadway production; directed the

original production of "Cyrano de Ber-

gerac"; worked for four years as a

producer-director in New York radio;

between winter appearances on Broad-

vvay put in six summers at Dennis,

Westport and Ann Arbor, summer
theatres; is a permanent director of

Actors Co., which made its debut at

La Jolla, California, July 15, 1947; =s

under contract to David O. Selznick,

who has loaned him to Howard Hugnes
to direct "Vandetta"; was with John
Ford in Mexico during the filming of

"The Fugitive," an experience he con-

siders invaluable; while in Mexico di-

rcted "Angel Street" and "Boy Meets

Girl" for the play festival; has pub-

lished one children's book, "Tito's

Hat," and now is halfway through a

novel.

Edward Finney
b. New York City; educ. at St. Ann's

Academy and College of the City of

New York; engineer for Western Elec-

tric; property man for C. C. Burr on

the Johnny Hines series; for three

years was press sheet editor for M-G-

M; sales production manager, Associ-
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aU'tl Exliibitois, Pathe, assistant ad-

veiiising director for U. A.; story edi-

tor and ad\ertising director for Mono-
gram and Republic; producer and ad-

vertising director for Grand National;

producer of "Boots and Saddles," se-

ries; directed "Silver Stallion," "Riot

Squad"; and "King of the Stallions"";

was associated with Andrew Stone in

the production of pictures for U. A.

release.

James A. Fitzpatrich
h. Shelton, Conn.; Feb. 26, 1902;

educ. Yale and American Academy of

Dramatic Arts; in newspaper field;

connected with the stage as a writer,

director and producer; pioneer pro-

ducer and originator of off-stage voice

for "FitzPatrick Traveltalks" and
others through his own company; dis-

tributes through M-G-M; associate pro-

ducer and director of "Song of Mexico"
made for Republic.

Richard O. Fleischer
b. Brooklyn. N. Y., Dec. 8, 1916;

son of Max Fleischer, creator of "Out
of the Inkwell," "Betty Boop," and
other film cartoons; educ. Peekskill

Military Academy; president of dra-

matic club there, acted, wrote and di-

rected school plays; enrolled for pre

medical course at Brown University:

graduated in 1939 with a Master of

Arts degree and went to Yale Univer-

sity for a post-graduate course in de-

partment of drama, graduating in

1942 with a Master of Fine Arts de-

gree; financed, managed and directed

a company which toured New Eng-
land; signed by RKO Radio to a di-

rectoiial contract; before assuming

this contract returned to Yale to com-

plete his post-graduate course; Sum-
mer director at Hilltop Theater in

Baltimore, Md.; upon reporting to

RKQ,^ wrote the Pathe Newsreel for

one year; wrote "Sportscopes," "This

Is -America" series, and produced
"Flicker Flashbacks"; directed a num-
ber of "This Is America" subjects;

assigned to assemble the material and
direct "Hirohito's Children," a docu

mentary film on Japan.

Victor Fleming
h. February 23, Pasadena, Calif.;

educ. in Los .\ngeles public schools;

went to work in a bicycle shop at age

of 14, within four years was a racing

driver, and expert mechanic; worked

in camera repair shop of American
Film Company, Santa Barbara; became
a cameraman for Kalem, D. W. Grif-

fith, Fine Arts and others; in 1915

went to New York, where he met and

joined Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., and con-

tinued with him until the star's death;

made 10 pictures for Fairbanks; cir-

cled the globe with him to film

'.\round the \Vorld in 10 minutes";

went to .Africa and filmed first color

film ever shot in jungle; in 1918 was

an officer in intelligence service; was

assigned to accompany President Wil-

son as chief photographer on his peace

mission; returning in 1919, he re

joined Fairbanks, this time as direc

lor; joined M-G-.M in 1932 where he

lias remained; is an experienced avia-

i(,r; with Walter Wanger and Ingrid

Bergman; has formed an independent

production company and will direct

"Joan of Lorraine," for M-G-M release.

James Flood
b. New York, 1895; assistant directoi

and director for Biograph; directed

for G-B in London; directed for World
Film, Goldwyn, Fox, Warner Bros.,

First National, Universal, Tiffany-

Stahl, Columbia, Liberty, Paramount,
Walter Wanger, Major, and Eagle-

Lion.

Robert Florey
h. Paris, Sept. 14, 1900; educ. French

and Swiss colleges started with Max
Linder and Gaumont in France; 1921,

came to U. S. and directed tor Colum-
bia, Tittany, Sterling, Universal, Para-

mount, Ufa; wrote and directed for

Universal; directed for K. B. S., War-
ner Bros., and Paramount, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, Republic, Warner Bros., and
was associate director with Charles

Chaptin on "Monsieur Verdoux,"
wtiicn Chaplain produced; now di-

recting "larzan and the Mermaids'
ror Soi Lesser-RKO release.

John Ford
b. Portland, Me., 1895; educ. Uni-

versity of Maine; became Universal

Qirecior in lyi-i; airected tor Rox,
KKO Radio and ^Otti Century-Fox;
directed "Four Sons,' one of THE
tiLM uAiLV best of 19ii8; directed

".-irrowsmitn, ' one of TtiE FlLM
Daily isest of 1932; directed "The In-

rormer,' one of THE FILM DAILY
Best of 1935; directed "The Hurri-
cane," one of THE FlLM DAILY Best

of 1938; tormed Argosy Productions to

produce and direct tor Waiter Pid-

geon; directed "Grapes of Wratn, ' one
u£ 1 HE FlLM UAii^Y s Ten Best tor

194U; 1939-40 Academy directorial

award for "Grapes of Wrath' ; directed

"How Green Vvas My Valley,' one ot

IHE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures

of 194^; was a commander in the

USNR; after leaving service, directed

and produced "llrey Were Expend-
able" tor M-G-M; recently directed

"My Darling Clementine" for 20th
Century-Fox; in 1946, with Merian C.

Cooper tormed Argosy Pictures.

Phillip Ford
b. Oct. 16, 19iii, Portland, Maine;

at age ot 18 joined the Universal stu-

dio as an actor and stunt man; in 1929,

became an assistant director at the

same studio and after a short lapse ot

time joined the Fox studio; to Repub-
lic as an assistant director and unit

manager in 1936; has worked on many
films, nicluding "War ot the Wildcats,

'

"Fighting Seabees," and "Atlantic

City," are a few of them; "The Tiger
Woman," was his first directorial as-

signment; now directing westerns at

Republic.

Eugene Forde
b. Providence, R. I., 1898; legit plays

at five; educ. Classon Point Military

Academy; juvenile leads with Ameri-
can Film Co.; bank teller, script clerk;

1926, directed shorts; directed Tom
Mix pictures for Fox; directed for

FBO, United Artists, 20th Century-
Fox, Paramount, and Sol M. Wurtzel.

Walter Forde
b. London; on stage as a comedian

and pianist in vaudeville from 1922 to

1925; directed for Universal; produced
a series of comedies in which he also

starred, in England; made a number
of silent British pictures, including

"Lord Richard in the Pantry," "Jack's

the Boy," "Rome Express," "Jack

Ahoy," and others; directed pictures

for Monogram, Universal, Warner
Bros.; directed "You Can't Be With-

out Love" for Columbia in 1946.

Harve Foster
b. in St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 27,

1907; educ. elementary and high school

in Santa Monica, Calif., and was an

undergraduate at the University of Cal-

ifornia; active in athletics, particularly

swimming; his aquatic prowess led

him to motion picture stunt work;

subsequently, became a property man,
assistant director production manager,
and finally director; latest credits are

Walt Disney's "Song of the South," and
the Hal Roach comedy "The Fabulous

Joe," soon to be released.

Norman Foster
b. Richmond, Ind., Dec. 13; educ.

Richmond public schools, Carnegie

Tech; acted in stock and vaudeville;

appeared in legit in New York and
London; wrote two produced plays;

leading man in films before turning

to directing in 1937; directed for 20t'i

Century-Fox; directed two Spanish
language features for RKO release in

Mexico City; has been signed by RKO
to direct "Rachel."

Wallace Fox
b. Purcell, Okla.; educ. West Texas

Military Academy; tent show actor;

on sub chaser during World War I;

assistant director for Solox Co., Fort
Lee and Brunton; directed features

for FBO, RKO, Monogram, Columbia,
Republic and PRC; directed at Uni-
versal; now free-lancing.

Sidney Franklin
h. 1893, San Francisco; educ. Frisco;

acted for Selig, Bosworth, Majestic,

Fine Arts, Fox, Norma Talraadge Co.,

First National; directed Jane and Kath-
erine Lee; later with Warners, then
First National, making Norma Tal-
madge's films; then M-G-M, United
Artists and again M-G-M in 1928-29
under contract to M-G-M; selected one
of the Ten Best Directors of 1929-30
in annual FILM DAILY poll; directed

"Smilin' Through" and "The Guards
man," selected as two of the Ten Bes'
Pictures of 1932 in THE FILM DAILY
poll; directed "Barretts of Wimpole
Street," selected one of the Ten Besi

Pictures of 1934 in the annual FILM
DAILY poll; producer of "The Year-
ling."

Harry L. Fraser
Directed westerns for various indies;

directed shorts for Sunset, Universal
and others; wrote and directed foi

Tiffany; directed for Pathe; now free-

lancing.

Thornton Freeland
Assistant director and other produc-

tion capacities for various producers;
with United Artists; directed for Fox,
RKO and Sam Goldwyn; in England
for several years; directed for Uni-
versal and 20th-Fox; was a lieutenant

in the U. S. Army now in England;
now free-lancing.
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Gunther V, Fritsch
b. Austria, July 9, 1906; educ. Vienn

and Paris; entered film industry i

1928 as an assistant cameraman fc

Jean Renoir in Paris; came to Holh
wood in 1930 and joined M-G-M edil

ing department, working on Frenc.

and German pictures; in 1936, starte)

directing short subjects for M-G-iVj

made documentary films for U. S. Ga^
ernment; directed "Curse of the Ca
People," a feature of RKO Radio

now with M-G-M.

Lester Fuller
b. New York City, Jan. 29, 190(-

educ. Union College, Schenectad)

N. Y., and Y'ale University; was a stag

playwright; producer and director a

stage plays in New York; joined Para

mount, L. I., as a test director; ii

1942, came to Hollywood for Para

mount where he directed several fea

tures.

Martin Gahel
b. Philadelphia, Pa., 1912; educ. Le

high University and the America:;

.\cademy of Dramatic Arts; one of tin

original stars of the Mercury Theatre
Broadway producer and director; pro

duced, directed and acted in man
radio shows including star of Norma!
Corwin's great broadcast on "A Not(

of Triumph"; associate producer o

Walter Wanger's "Smash-Up"; directo

of Wanger's "The Lost Moment"; un
der contract to Walter Wanger.

Tay Garnett
h. Los Angeles; U. S. Navy aviatiot

during World War I; left post-wai

aviation to join Alan Holubar as i

scenarist; wrote titles and stories foi

Mack Sennett; titled and directed Ha
Roach shorts; wrote for Cecil B. d(

Mille; directed for Pathe, Universal

Warners and M-G-M; gathered pictun

material on a world tour; directed foi

20th Century-Fox, Walter Wanger
Universal, Sol Lesser-UA, RKO, and

M-G-M; directed "Valley of Decision,'

one of THE FILM DAILY Ten Besi

of 1945; directed "Wild Harvest foi

Paramount; directed "The Postman

Always Rings Twice" for M-G-M.

Sidney Gilliat
b. Cheshire, England, 1908; wrote

many screenplays; author, director ol

"Millions Like Us," "Wateiloo Road";

in 1944 formed Individual Pictures

Ltd., with Frank Launder to write,

direct and produce their own pictures,

"The Rake's Progress," "I See a Dark

Stranger," "Green for Da.iger," receni

picture, "Notorious Gentleman." I

Stuart Gilmore '

Director of "The Virginian" fcij

Paramount in 1946.
i

i

Peter Godfrey
Director; b. London, Oct. 16, 1889:i

educ. Askes, Hatchem, Surrey; direc-i

tor, playwright and actor; founder

Gate Theater, London and Dublin

director for Gaumont-British and Brit

ish International Films; Hollywood

career began in 1941 with "Unexpect

ed Uncle" followed by "Highways ai

Night," "Forever and a Day," "Ani

inal Kingdom," "Christmas in Con
necticut," "Hotel Berlin"; 1945-46
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"The Two Mrs. CarroUs," "Escape Me
Never," "Cry Wolf"; under contract to

Warner Bros.

,
Walter H. Goetz

,)
b. New York City, Oct. 25, 1914;

I;
educ. Brown University; B. A.; asso-

1
ciated with Max Gordon Players and

., Pictures on production "The Woman";

J
assistant story editor ,and then as-

I

sistant producer; directed "Call of the

I,

South Seas," "Grissly's Millions,"

"Three's A Crowd" for Republic.

Willis Goldheck
;

Was fan magazine writer, publicity

. man, scenario writer, assistant producer

^ to David O. Selznick; made pictures in

, England, France, Africa, Italy and

I

Cuba; has been with M-G-M for many
years as a writer; was under contract

to M-G-M as a director; now frec-

j
lancing.

Leslie Goodtvins
b. London, Sept. 17, 1899; in British

j army; grip and assistant director in

J
England after the war; directed sho-t

, subjects for RKO in Hollywood; di-

,,
rected features for RKO, Monogram

[i

and RKO, Republic and Universal;

:i

recently completed "The Lone Wolf"
I
in London for Columbia.

Michael Gordon
b. Baltimore, Md., Sept. fi, 1909;

« Educ. John Hopkins University; B.A.;

Yale University; Actor, director of

Group Theater, New York, from 1935-

1940; directed "Stevedore," "Sailors of

J

Catorra," "Black Pit," "Storm Opera-

„ tion"; dialogue director at Columbia
from 1940-1942; then director; re-

, turned to New York where he directed

I

stage plays; now under contract to

Universal-International; directed "The
] Web."

Edmund Goulding
h. Mar,ch 20, 1891, London; stage de-

but at the age of 18 at the Holbo'-n

Empire Theater in "Gentlemen, the

King"; also directed plays, and wro.e

two; served throughout World War I

with British forces and saw front-line

action in France; came to America ;md

decided to concentrate on writing;

wrote a novel, "Fury;" wrote a num-
ber of Broadway plays; came to Holly-

wood and wrote a long succession of

screen originals and adaptations; began

directing, as well as writing for screen,

being one of first scenarists to make
transitioti; has directed for Warner
Bros., M-G-M; currently directing at

20tli Century-Fox; latest production,

"Nightmare Alley."

Jo Graham
h. New York City; attended Com-

mercial High School and transferred

to Barnard Prep with intention of en-

tering Columbia University, changed

his mind and entered American Aci

demy of Dramatic Arts; emerged from

there as an actor and went into vaude-

ville; was kept busy on the road and
', in New York for next five years; be-

came a stage director; came to Holly-

wood as a writer for Columbia; with

M-G-M in the same capacity; became

a dialogue director for Warner Bros.;

became a full-fledged director and as-

signed to "Always in My Heart"; di-

rected for Paramount and Columbia.
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James Edward Grant
Writer for a good many years, re-

cent credits include "The Great John
L," "Angel and the Bad Man"; asso-

ciate producer on "The Great John
L"; directed "Angel and the Bad Man."

Alfred E. Green
b. Perris, Calif.; began in show busi-

ness as an actor in Chicago; started di-

recting in 1915 with the Selig Poly-

scope Co.; directed innumerable si-

lent films in Hollywood with such stars

as Colleen Moore, Thomas Meighan
and Mary Pickford; with arrival of

sound, directed George Arliss in "Dis-

raeli," "Old English" and "The Green
Goddess"; in 1932, directed "The Rich
Are Always With Us," "The Dark
Horse" and "Silver Dollar" for First

National; then to Warner Bros., to

direct "Union Depot," before joining

Columbia in 1941; recent films for

Columbia include: "A Thousand and
One Nights," "Tars and Spars," and
"The Jolson Story"; in 1947, directed

"The Fabulous Dorseys," "Copaca--

bana" "They Passed This Way."

Edward H. Griffith
b. Lynchburg, Va., Aug. 23, 1894;

educ. England and Munich; reporter,

magazine editorial work, feature writer;

wrote jilays; acted in stock; scenarios

and acting for Edison Co.; directed

shorts and features; directed for Asso-

ciated Exhibitors, First National, Pathe,

Paramount, Columbia, Pathe-de Mille,

20th Century-Fox and Paramount; di-

rected "Holiday," one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best Pictures of 1930; pro-

duced and directed "Young and Will-

ing"; directed for RKO Radio; di-

rected "Perilous Holiday" for Colum-

bia.

iVick Grinde
b. Madison, Wis.; educ. University

of Wisconsin; assistant director for

M-G-M; has done publicity work for

vaudeville and revue stars; made
M-G-M shorts in the East; directed

features for M-G-M, Universal, Mas-

cot, Warner Bros., Republic and Co-

lumbia; now free-lancing.

Wallace Grissell
h. Hunslow, England, Sept. 3, 1904;

entered motion picture production in

1924 in Hollywood as a set dresser; was

successively assistant director, member
of studio editorial staff, cutter; direct-

ed a number of serials and westerns;

in 1944 and 1945 directed for RKO
and Republic; directed "These Are

Our Weapons" for the United States

Government.

Fred Guiol
h. San Francisco, 1898; prop boy with

D. W. Griffith about 1919; in 1921 be-

came prop boy for Hal Roach; held

several production posts for Roach,

becoming a director in 1923; directed

shorts for Pathe and features for RKO
Pathe; associate producer on several

George Stevens productions; 4irected

for Hal Roach; directed for global

Prods.; returned to Hal Roach in 1946

as producer and director; latest pro-

duction, "Here Comes Trouble."

Alexander Ball
b. Boston; educ. Columbia Univei;-

sity; on stage at four years; acted fpr

Eclair and Thanhouser; in U. S. Navy
during World War I; assistant director

after war; co-directed with Henry Kol-

ker for Paramount; directed for First

National; head of FN cutting dept.;

fihn editor for Paramount; directed

for Paramount; now with Columbia;
directed "Here Comes Mr. Jordan,"
one of THE FILM DAILY Best Pic-

tures of 1941; has completed his 11th

year with Columbia, and is now pre-

paring his seventeenth picture for that

studio, "Royal Mail."

Don Hartman
h. Brooklyn, N. Y.; educ. Baylor

University; drifted into stage work
and found himself for several seasons

on the famous "borscht circuit," as

actor, writer, producer and stagehand

at various Siurrmer resorts in New
York's Catskill Mountains; became a

writer; first film script was "Romance
in Manhattan," followed by "The Gay
Deception"; concoted a number of the

famous Bing Crosby-Bob Hope "Road"
pictures; wrote and served as associate

producer for a couple of Danny Kaye
films; now with Columbia; was co-

writer and producer of the Rita Hay-
worth-Larry Parks musical fantasy,

"Down to Earth"; produced and co-

directed "It Had to Be You," which
co-stars Ginger Rogers and Cornel

Wilde.

Byron Bashin
b. Portland, Ore., 1899; educ. Lowell

high school, San Francisco, and Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley; was

cartoonist on San Francisco Daily

News;, later advertising man, traveling

and tJi^king industrial pictures; en-

tered picture business as a cameraman
for Pathe; International Newsreel;

worked as a cameramair and assistant

director on many pictures; 1926, was

assigned to directorship by
_
Warner

Bros.; directed "I W^alk Alone," a Hal

B. Wallis Production for Paramount.

Benry Bathaway
b. Sacramento, Calif., March 13,

1900; became a child star with old

American Film Co., just eight years

after his birth; working along Mexican
border under Director Allan Dwan,
they made a picture a day, five days

a week, mostly one-reelers; attended

high school in Venice, Calif., and St.

Ignatius School in San Francisco; at

age of 14, went to ^Jniversal as a prop-

erty boy, working at that for three

years; quit that profession spending

the next year playing juvenile roles;

in 1918 joined Army as gunnery in-

structor in enlisted specialists' school

at Fort Winfield Scott, San Francisco;

after armistice, spent a year traveling

for Morris Audit Company, a firm of

certified accountants; in 1921 returned

to Hollywood to work as a property

man; a year later went to Paramount;

spent two years in India; directed

westerns for Paramount; got his first

non -western feature break as a director

at that studio; under contract to Para-

mount until 1941; has directed many
outstanding pictures for 20th Century-

Fox',' -where he is currently working;

directed "The Dark Corner," "13 Rue
Madeleine," "Kiss of Death."

Boward Bawhs
h. Goshen, Ind., 1897; educ. Pasa-

dena, Calif., High, Philips-Exeter Aca-

demy, Mass., Cornell University, TexaS
aviation field during World War 1;

prop man with Mary Pickford C04 as-

sistant director with Marshall Neilan;

Famous scenario staff, supervising edi-

tor for Metro; wrote, directed and fi-

nanced shorts; directed features for

Fox, First National, Caddo Produc-
tions, RKO, Columbia, Warners and
Samuel Goldwyn; one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best Directors of 1939-40;

directed "Sergeant York," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1941; produced
for Universal; directed for Warner
Bros.; in July of 1946, formed his own
independent producing company to be
known as Monterey Productions, and
initial picture was "Red River"; now
directing "That's Life," Samuel Gold-

wyn Production for RKO.

Ben Becht
b. New York City, Feb. 28, 1894;

newspaperman with Chicago Journal;
then Chicago Daily News; founder and
publisher Chicago Literary Times; con-

tributed articles and stories to na-

tional magazines; wrote screen orig-

inals "The Great Gabbo," "Roadhouse
Nights," "The Green Ghost"; collab-

orated oir original and screenplay of

"Front Page," "Turn Back the Clock";

screenplay on "Design for Living"; coir

laborating as producer, writer and di-

rector of "Crime Without Passion"
and "The Scoundrel"; wrote many suc-

cessful screenplays; is 1940, with Doug^
las Fairbanks, Jr., formed producing
team, co-produced, wrote and directed

"Until I Die"; author, producer and
director of "Specter of the Rose" for

Republic.

Stuart Beisler
h. Los Angeles, Dec. 5, 1896; educ.

Los Angeles schools; in Famous Play-

eBS-L,asky laboratory; film cutter for

Mack Sennett; editor for Mary Pick-

ford, Samuel Goldwyn, Fox, First Na-
tional, Cosmopolitan, Paramount; as-

sistant director for Cosmopolitan; gag
man for First National; director for

Paramount and Samuel Goldwyn; ex-

ecutive assistant to Samuel Goldwyn;
directed for Paramount; directed for

International-RKO; directed "Smash
Up" for Walter Wanger—for Universal-

International Productions; directed
"Vendetta," Howard Hughes - U.A.;

under personal contract to Gary
Cooper.

F. Bugh Berhert
b. May' 27, 1897, Vienna, Austria;

educ. attended prep school, public

school and the University of London;
at age of 17, was commissioned a sec-

ond Lieutenant in World War I in

the Royal Garrison Artillery, invalided

out of service in 1916; started writing

for pulp magazines, and worked at

various jobs, such as research chem-
ist, clerk in a patent attorney's office,

advertising copywriter, shipping clerk,

etc.; first job in this country in Ad-
vertising Department of R. H. Macy
& Co.; wrote scenarios at Paramount
Long Island and for Fox Film Com-
pany on Tenth Avenue; vvrote short

stories for magazines; first novel pub-

lished in 1924, "There You Are," fol-

lowed by "A Lover Would Be Nice"

and "Revolt of Henry"; sold "There
You Are" to MGM and went to Hol-

lywood in. 1925 to adapt it; lived there

ever since; worked for every major
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and minor producer in the business;

wrote first play called "Quiet Please";

wrote firs; Corliss story four years ago,

whicli de\eloped into a series on the

air, and which also in turn developed
into the play "Kiss And Tell," which
ran three years on Broadway, and at

one time six companies were playing

it simultaneously; produced "Kiss and
Tell" at Columbia; under contract to

20th Century-Fox since 1945; wrote
screenplay "Margie," also wrote and
directed "Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!"
("Summer Lightning"); currently writ-

ing screenplay "Belvedere" which he
will also direct; new comedy "For
Love or Money" going into rehearsal

New York Sept. 22nd.

Albert Herman
b. New York, 1894; film editor 1913-

1916; directed shorts for Fox, Mack
Sennett, Universal, Larry Darmour; di-

rected indie features and for Grand Na-
tional; directed for Edward Finney,
Monogram release; produced and di-

rected pictures for PRC release; now
free-lancing.

Lambert Hillyer
b. South Bend, Ind., 1893; news-

paper and short story writer; appeared
in stock and vaudeville; directed for

Mutual, Paramount, Artcraft, First

National, Goldwyn, American Releas-
ing Co., Fox. RKO, Columbia, Uni-
versal; Columbia; Monogram; now
free-lancing.

Alfred Hitchcoch
b. London, .\ug. 13, 1900; trained as

an engineer, studied art; wrote titles

for silent films while working in an
ad agency; joined Famous Players at

Islington; was senior director at the
BIP Elstree studios; then with Gau-
mont-British; has directed in England,
Germany and Hollywood; directed for

Selznick International, Walter Wan-
ger, RKO and Universal; won the
New York Critics' Award for "The 39
Steps" in 1938; directed "Rebecca" and
"Foreign Correspondent," voted two of
the Ten Best of 1940 in THE FILM
DAILY poll; directed "Suspicion," one
of THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pic-

tures of 1942; directed his own story,

"Life Boat," for 20th-Fox; in 1946
directed "Spellbound" and "Notori-
ous," voted two of the Ten Best of
1946 in THE FILM DAILY poll; just

completed "The Paradine Case."

Jach Hively
h. Galveston, Tex.; educ. San Diego

Army and Navy Military Academy, Pa-
cific Military Academy, Beverly Hills
high school; worked in the M-G-M lab-

oratory; a cutter for RKO; directed for

RKO and Paramount; after four years
of service in Signal Corps as photogra-
phic oflSce for General MacArthur,
with rank of major, has been signed to

a term contract by International Pic-

tures; now directing second unit of

"River Lady."

John Hoffman
Director of "Crimson Canary" and

"Strange Confession" for Universal.

Wtlltattt K. Howard
h. St. Mary's O.; educ. St. Mary's

high school, Ohio State University;
civil engineer; on Vitagraph Cincin-
nati sales force; theater manager; man-

aged Vitagraph Minneapolis ollice;

served in \Vorld War I; Uni\ersal sales

advisor; assistant director, scenarist and
director for Fox; directed for Fox,

FBO, Ince, Jesse L. Lasky, deMille-

PDG, M-G-M, London Films (Eng-

land), Paramount; directed for Warner
Bros, and Monogram; directed "Johnny
Come Lately" for Cagney Productions;

directed "When the Lights Go On
Again" for PRC; now free-lancing.

fl. Bruce Humberstone
h. Buffalo, N. Y., 1903; educ. Cleve-

land and Miami, O., Military Institute;

was script clerk, second assistant direc-

tor; then assistant director to Lois

Weber, Harry Pollard, King Vidor,

Fred Niblo, Edmund Goulding, Wes-
ley Ruggles, Sam Taylor, George Fitz-

maurice, Alan Dwan; directed for

RKO, Tiffany, Paramount, Warner
Bros., Fox, M-G-M and Paramount;
is under contract to 20th Century-Fox;
loaned to Samuel Goldwyn to direct

"Wonder Man"; directed "Three Little

Girls in Blue" and "Homestretch" for

20th-Fox.

John Huston
Director-writer; b. 1906; educ. Lin-

coln High School, Los Angeles; has

been boxer, actor, cavalryman in Mex-
ican Army, and painter; in 1938 col-

laborated on "The Amazing Dr. Clit-

terhouse"; joined WB in 1939; wrote
"Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet," "High
Sierra," "Three Strangers"; in 1941 di-

rected and wrote screenplay for "The
Maltese Falcon"; in 1942 directed "In

This Our Time," and "Across the Pa-

cific"; entered war service 1943; re-

turned to Warner Bros.; directed "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre."

Boris Ingster
b. Russia, Oct. 29, 1900; at early age

became interested in the theater and
motion pictures; after several years

of writing and directing, came to the

United States in 1930 and was signed

to a directing contract by M-G-M
Studios; devoted much of his time to

writing while perfecting his English;

joined RKO-Radio in 1940 and di-

rected "Stranger on the Third Floor";

returned to writing ranks and among
recent originals are "Cloak and Dag-
ger," "California," "Indian Summer";
at 20th Century-Fox collaborated on
screenplays for "Thin Ice," "Happy
Landing" and "I'll Give a Million."

Leigh Jason
h. New York City, 1904; educ. Co-

lumbia University; directed a little

theater group in Los Angeles; worked
in all branches of production, except
camera; directed shorts for Universal,

Tiffany, RKO and M-G-M; directed

features for RKO, Universal, and Co-
lumia; now directing for Eagle-Lion.

Will Jason
b. June 23, 1910, New York City;

educ. Stuyvesant High School; became
a professional musician; came to Hol-
lywood in 1926 and worked at studios

doing side-line music; was a song-writ-

er; and a writer; started his career

as a director, and directed the Pete
Smith shorts for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for five years; directed features at Co-
lumbia, and Universal; directed "A
Guy Named Joe Palooka" at Mono-
gram.

Joe Kane
b. San Diego, Cal., March 19, 1894;

musical education; cellist in various or-

chestras; in army during World War
1; extra work in silent films; free-lance

writer; assistant director and film edi-

tor for RKO Pathe and Paramount;
has directed for Republic since 1935;

now producer-director of the Roy Rog-
ers series and other Republic pictures;

currently preparing "Monterey."

Phil Karlson
h. Chicago, 111., July 2, 1908; educ.

Loyola, Chicago and Loyola, Los An-
geles, Calif.; worked in the May Com-
pany Department Store from 1928 to

1932; joined Universal Studios and
worked in the prop department, was
second assistant, first assistant; direct-

ed "Leatherneck" series; worked on
second unit of Tom Mix series, and
directed three; edited pictures; man-
aged Bryon Foy for one year; in 1934

to 1936, was technical and associate di-

rector with Stuart Walker; assistant di-

rector at Universal on major pictures

for several years; in 1945 joined Mono-
gram Pictures as a director; is direct-

ing for Allied .Artists and Monogram.

S. George Kaufman
b. Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 14, 1889;

columnist on the Times in Washing-
ton, D. C; was on the editorial staff

of the New York Evening Mail; and
in 1915 joined the drama staff of the

New York Tribune; left there to de-

\ote his full time to writing and di-

recting for the stage; author and col-

laborator of many stage plays and li-

brettoes; of these adapted to screen

were "Animal Crackers," "June Moon,"
"Once in a Lifetime," "Dinner at

Eight," "First Lady," "Stage Door,"
"You Can't Take It With You," "Dul-
cey," "The Man Who Came to Din-
ner"; collaborated on the screenplay

of "A Night at the Opera" and "Blonde
Trouble"; now directing his first pic-

ture a Nunnally Johnson production
for Universal-International, "The Sen-

ator Was Indiscreet."

Elia Kazan
b. Constantinople, Turkey, Sept. 7,

1909; educ. New Rochelle High
Schools, N. Y., and Williams College,

Bachelor of Arts Degree, Cum Laude,
went to Yale Post Graduate School for

two years; went into the Groupe The-
ater as an actor; among the stage plays

he directed was "One Touch of Venus,"
Helen Hayes in "Harriet," "Jacobow-
sky and the Colonel," "Skin of Our
Teeth," "Deep Are the Roots"; was
signed by 20th Century-Fox and came
to Hollywood in 1944, directed "A Tree
Grows In Brooklyn," which was select-

ed as one of the Ten Best Pictures
of 1945 in THE FILM DAILY poll;

joined the armed forces; directed "The
Sea of Grass" at M-G-M; now under
contract to 20th Century-Fox; directed
"Boomerang" and "Gentleman's Agree-
ment."

Vernon Keays
b. Ypsilanti, Mich.; educ. private

and public schools; interior decorator;
started in 1918 with Famous Players-
Lasky as a property man; and became
assistant director, unit manager, pro-
duction manager and director of over
130 pictures for major and indepen-
dent producers; joined Universal in

1941; under contract to Universal as

.1 director; later directed for Mono-
gram and Columbia; now free-lancing.

William Keighley
b. Philadelphia, Aug. 4, 1893; educ.

Philadelphia Northeast Manual Train-
ing, Alliance Francaise, Paris; stage ac-

tor and director for 20 years; directed
plays on a Chautauqua program;
staged plays for Charles Hopkins and
Belasco & Curran, Los Angeles; co-di-

rector, dialogue director and director

for Warner Bros.; was under contract
to Warners; directed "The Green Pas-
tures," one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Pictures of 1936; directed "The
Adventures of Robin Hood," one of
THE FILM D.4ILY Best of 1938; di-

rected "The Man Who Came to Din-
ner," one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best of 1942; was a major in the U. S.

.\rmy during the late war; directed

"Target for Today" for 8th Army
.\ir Force; now under contract to 20th
Century-Fox for 5 years, and is now
preparing "The Street With No
Name."

Al Kelly
b. Meriden, Conn.; educ. included a

journalism course at Y'ale University;

worked as a newspaper reporter in var-

ious New England cities; started in

pictures with Metro as an assistant di-

rector and subtitle writer in silent pic-

tures; has directed more than 30 fea-

ture pictures, was with Columbia,
M-G-M, Universal and various inde-

pendent companies; directed two Span-
ish features for Fox; directed about
30 shorts for Universal; five years with

Jam Handy Organization of Detroit

as producer and director of about 100
commercial and educational shorts; re-

cently directed for PRC; now free-

lancing.

Erie C. Kenton
Producer-director; b. Missouri, Aug.

1, 1895; educ. Kansas City; in stock,

circuses, and pony shows; entered mo-
tion picture business in 1914, first an
actor, then a director; was one of Key-
stone Cops; with Sennett for several

years; made shorts and features for

Sennett; has worked for Warners,
Pathe, Paramount, Columbia, M-G-M;
directed for Monogram and Universal.

James V. Kern
Director, writer; b. New York City,

Sept, 22, 1909; educ. Fordham U.
(law); on stage, radio, screen as mem-
ber of the Yacht Club Boys, singers;

in 1939 collaborated on story and screen

play "East Side of Heaven"; later con-

tributions "That's Right, You're
Wrong," "Look. Who's Laughing," etc.;

collaboration and screen play, "Thank
Your Lucky Stars," "Shine On Harvest
Moon," "The Horn Blows at Mid-
night"; in 1944 collaborator, screen

play, director "The Doughgirls"; 1946

directed "Stallion Road," "Never Say
Goodbye" for Warner Bros.

Edward Kill]|
b. Jan 18, 1903, Danbury, Conn.;

educ. Danbury public schools and
Stevens Institute, Jersey City; worked
in labor department as grip boy and
props at FBO, assistant director; co-

director, and then director; directed

"Wanderer of the Wasteland" and
"West of the Pecos" for RKO-Radio.

Henry King
h. Christiansburg, Va., January 24;
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educ. public schools of Riverside and
Roanoke, Va.; toured with stock com-
panies, circuses, vaudeville and bur-
lesque troupes; became leading man
to Anna Boyle who toured the South
in Shakespearean repertoire; appeared
on Broadway in many successful plays;

his first work in motion pictures was
with the Lubin company; appeared in
six pictures with Baby Marie Osborne;
later became director at Pathe Stu-
dios at Balboa (Calif.); later went to

New York and joined Inspiration Com-
pany; was executive head and also

directed; went to Italy and produced
"The White Sister" and also made
"Romola" there; returned to Holly-
wood; joined Fox and remained with
company through merger with 20th
Century Pictures; has unique distinc-

tion of having directed one of the ini-

tial FILM DAILY "Ten Best," in 1922,
that picture was "Tol'able David"; in
intervening years, pictures included
among the "Ten Best" in 1926, 1933,
1938, 1939 and 1944; in 1938 con-
tributed two of "Ten Best," "Alexan-
der's Ragtime Band" and "In Old Chi-
cago"; directed "Wilson" selected as

best picture of 1945 in THE FILM
DAILY poll, and "The Song of Berna-
dette" selected as one of the Ten Best
in the 1944 poll; directed "Margie"
and "Captain From Castile."

Louis King
j

b. Christiansburg, Va.; educ. Uni-
versity of Virginia; in 1919 became an
actor with .American Film Co.; assist-

ant director with Fox in 1922; started
directing in 1926; has been with FBO,
Columbia, Fox and Warner Bros, and
Paramount; under contract to 20th
Century-Fox; directed "Smoky," "Bob,
Son of Battle" and "Green Grass of
Wyoming."

Herbert Kline
b. Chicago, Mar. 12, 1900; educ.

Davenport, Iowa, High school; traveled
extensively before starting work in ex-

perimental group in New York; in

1937, began his first documentary film
in Madrid, a two-reel subject, "Heart
of Spain," which won an award of
merit from the Republican Govern-
ment and was included in the out-
standing documentary films of all time
by film section of Museum of Modern
Art; directed "Crisis," feature with
commentary by Vincent Sheean; di-

rected "The Forgotten Village"; came
to Hollywood late in 1941 to direct
features for M-G-M; served in the U. S.

Army; noiv free-lancing; directed "My
Father's House," shot In Palestine.
Returned to Hollywood where picture
is now being edited.

Sir Alexander Korda
.Newspaper reporter in Europe; be-

gan directing, 1916, Budapest, later to

Vienna, Rome and then Ufa, Berlin;
arrived in .America 1926, joining First

National and making "The Stolen
Bride" as his first in this country;
joined Fox in 1927, switching again to

First National for 1927-28-29; with
Fox in 1930; organized London Films
in England; came to Hollywood in the
Spring of 1940 and formed the new
Alexander Korda Productions film

company with release through United
Artists; directed "Private Life of Hen-
ry VIII," one of the Ten Best Pictures
of 1933 FILM DAILY poll; chairman
of London Films Productions, Ltd.

Zoltan Korda
b. Hungary; directed for Vita Film

Co., Vienna; directed in Italy and was
chief producer and a director for Ufa,
Berlin; went to Hollywood as a Fox
writer; to England to direct for Lon-
don Films; directed in Hollywood for
.\lexander Korda Productions; direct-
ed "Counter Attack" for Columbia;
directed "Macomber Aff^air" for Bene-
dict Bogeaus; now directing "Mortal
Coils" for Universal-International.

Henry Koster
b. Berlin; has been a painter, car-

toonist, reporter, newsreel cameraman,
assistant director; has written some 50
original stories and directed in France,
Germany, Austria and Hungary; di-

rected for Universal; directed "Two
Sailors From Boston" and "The Un-
finished Dance" for M-G-M; "The
Bishop's Wife" a Samuel Goldwyn
Production for RKO release.

Korman Krasna
Producer, writer; b. Corona, L. 1.

(N. Y. C), Nov. 7, 1909; educ. New
Work U., Columbia U. Brooklyn Law
School; assistant drama editor N. Y.

Morning World, drama editor N. Y.
Graphic, assistant publicity director
WB; from 1932 variously author and
collaborator originals and screen plays
many films; author stage play "Louder
Please," "Small Miracle," (produced in

N. Y. 1936); pictures include "So This
Is Africa," 'Tour Hours To Kill,"

"Hands Across the Table"; "Big City"
(also producer); "Three Loves Has
Nancy," "Bachelor Mother"; "The
Devil and Miss Jones," (co-producer);

"It Started With Eve," Academy Award
best original screen play 1943 (Princess

O'Rourke, WB); joined U. S. Air
Forces 1942; returned and completed
"Practically Yours," 'That Hunter
Girl," "Manhattan Fury."

Gregory La Cava
Cartoonist for American Press Assn.;

one of first in animated cartoon field;

director - in - chief of Hearst - Interna-
tional Comic Films, training artists,

writing scenarios, producing Hearst
paper cartoons for screen; to Holly-
wood to write; a Mack Sennett com-
edy director; made "Chick" Sale's first

film; directed features for Paramount,
First National Pathe, Twentieth Cen-
tury, Walter Wanger, Columbia, Uni-
versal and RKO; a producer-director
for RKO; produced and directed for

Universal; directed "Stage Door," one
of THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pic
tures of 1937; directed for M-G-M.

Charles Lamont
b. San Francisco, May 5, 1898; educ.

graduate from Fruitvale School; joined
Hagenbeck and Wallace Circus; did an
acroljatic, riding and flying trapeze act;

later was featured with all leading cir-

cuses including Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and IJailey; first picture job
in 1918 was as a comedian with the
old L-Ko company, which later became
Universal; became a director of come-
dies; directed for Educational, Chris-

tie and Mack Sennett; in 1922, in New
York, directed "Gigolette" his first fea-

ture pictures; since then has worked for

Fox, RKO, Columbia and Universal;

has directed Peggy Ryan pictures, and
Donald O'Connor pictures; directed

"Salome, Where She Danced" for
Walter Wanger.

Lew Landers
b. New York; educ. Columbia Uni-

versity; joined Universal production
organization; assistant director and di-

rector of Universal features and serials;

director for RKO, Republic and Uni-
versal; directed PRC, Pine-Thomas,
Paramount and RKO-Radio; now di-

recting at Columbia.

Sidney Lanfield
b. Chicago, Apr. 20, 1899; educ.

University of Chicago; in vaudeville for
several years; wrote for Fox; directed
for 20th-Fox, Charles Rogers, Edward
Small and Columbia; directed "Where
There's Life," "The Well Groomed
Bride" and several others at Para-
mount; is now directing at RKO;
married to former film star Shirley
Mason.

Fritz Lang
Producer-director; b. Vienna, Dec. 5,

1890; educ. Realschule, the College of
Technical Sciences and the Academy
of Graphic Arts; as a boy roamed all

over Europe, painting and sketching;
for four years was with the Austrian
,4rmy; wrote short stories and movie
scenarios; joined Erich Pommer in

Berlin, and in 1919 directed his first

film; traveled widely, visiting Russia,
the Balkans and Asia Minor; in Paris,

directed "Lilliom"; arrived in Holly-
wood in 1934 to make his first Amer-
ican picture, "Fury"; directed for 20th
Century-Fox; some of his important
European pictures were "M" and
"Metropolis; under contract to Walter
Wanger; Diana Productions as pro-

ducer and director, where he has just

completed "Secret Beyond the Door."

Walter Lang
Director; b. Memphis, Tenn., 1897;

educ. grammar and high school there.

University of Tennessee; spent several

years abroad, directing and appearing
in plays, also painting and sketching
tours, which took him to every coun-
try in the world, excepting only India

and Russia; came to Hollywood in

1925; first important picture as a di-

rector came in 1932; joined 20th Cen-
tury-Fox in 1937 and has been under
contract since that time; recent pic-

tures include "State Fair," "Claudia
and David," "Mother Wore Tights."

John Larhin
b. New York City; newspaper man,

foreign correspondent; magazine writer

and theatrical producer; author of

Broadway play, "Society Girl," pro-

duced by Fox in 1932; has written a

number of screenplays and originals

for 20th Century-Fox; in 1942, direct-

ed "Quiet Please—Murder" for 20th

Century-Fox.

Reginald LeBorg
b. Vienna, Austria, 1902; educ. high

school and University in Vienna; stud-

ied political science; entered banking
business (father's banking concern);

switched over to music and studied

with Schoenberg; studied dramatics

with Reinhardt; traveled over Europe,
staging plays and operas; came to New
York in 1924 with collection of his

father's paintings to sell; stayed in New
York, but traveled back to Europe
every year; entered banking business

in New York; went back to Europe in

1930; left banking business and started

writing; immigrated to the United

Stales in 1931; staying in New York
for a year, writing and doing theatri-
cal jobs; came to Hollywood in 1933;
started at Columbia, staged operatic
scenes in "One Night of Love"; staged
operatic scenes in many musicals; be-
came an American citizen in 1937;
joined M-G-M and directed short sub-
jects, also second units and musical
numbers; directed short subjects for
two years, free-lancing; was in New
York from 1939 to 1940 writing; in

1941, joined Universal as a director of
short subjects and second units; in No-
vember, 1942, enlisted in the Army,
but was released in June, 1943; back to

Universal where he directed features;

directed for Comet I'roductions and
Monogram.

D. Ross Lederntan
b. Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 11, 1895;

educ. Los Angeles and Santa Monica;
entered pictures in 1913 as an extra
in Mack Sennett comedies; starting

as propman, then became an assistant

director, specialized in directing trick

scenes and chases; directed Rin Tin-
Tin pictures for Warner Bros.; di-

rected for M-G-M, then a serial for

Mascot Pictures; directed for Colum-
bia Pictures; now free-lancing.

Rowland V. Lee
h. Findlay, O.; educ. Columbia Uni-

versity; stage and film actor; served in

World War I; acted for Thomas Ince;

directed for Ince, Goldwyn, Fox, Para-
mount, Jesse L. Lasky, Edward Small,

RKO, Pickford-Lasky and Universal;

directed and produced for RKO; pro-

duced and directed for Universal; di-

rected for Edward Small-United Artists

release; directed "The Count of Monte
Cristo," one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Pictures of 1934; directed "Zoo in

Budapest," one of the National Board
of Review Ten Best of '1933; directed

"The Bridge of San Luis Rey" and
"Captain Kidd."

Herbert I. Leeds
b. New York, Sept. 13; educ. Switzer-

land, Paris and Lehigh University;

speaks German, French and Latin; cut-

ter for Warner Bros, in Hollywood;
head cutter for Warners for five years;

went to 20th Century-Fox with Zanuck
and became assistant to Kenneth Mac-
gowan; directed for 20th Century-Fox;

was in the U. S. Army; now free-

lancing.

Nlitchell Leisen
b. Menominee, Mich., Oct. 6, 1897;

educ. School of Agriculture, Washing-
ton University, St. Louis; Art Institute,

Chicago; joined architectural firm of

Marshall & Fox; art director for Cecil

B. deMille in 1919; art director for

Douglas Fairbanks; 1933, started direct-

ing for Paramount; recent films: "Kit-

ty," "To Each His Own," "Suddenly

It's Spring," "Golden Earrings,"

"Dream Girl."

Robert Z. Leonard
b. Chicago, 111., October 7; educ.

East Denver High School, University

of Colorado where he studied law;

played in Summer stock at Denver's

Flitch's Gardens; in 1907, moved to

Hollywood, where he joined The Cali-

fornians, a light opera company; was

given his first job in pictures with

Selig Polyscope; became leading man
for the company; played in pictures
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from 1910 to 1916; became a director

with "The Plough Girl"; next directed

for Samuel Goldwyn; from 1918 to

1921, directed pictures for Lasky, Uni-

versal, Select, Paramount and Equity;

became a partner in Tiffany Produc-

tions, and directed such pictures as

"Fascination," "Peacock Alley,"

Broadway Rose" and "The French
Doll"; during 1924, he moved over to

First National, then returned to Metro,

it was in this year the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer merger took place, and he has

remained with studio since.

Mervyn Le Roy
b. San Francisco, 1900; in vaude\ille

and legit for several years; became an
assistant cameraman in 1920; later

cameraman and assistant director: di-

rected for First National from 1927 to

1934; then with Warner Bros.; was
producing for M-G-M; now directing

for same company; directed "Five Star

Final." one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Pictures of 1931; directed "I Am a

Fugiti\e from a Chain Gang," one of

THE FILM DAILY Best of 1933; di-

rected "Anthony Adverse," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1936; produced
The Wizard of Oz," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1939; directed

"Blossoms in the Dust," one of THE
FILM DAILY Best of 1941; directed

"Random Harvest"; voted Best picture

of 1943 in FILM DAILY poll, and "Ma-
dame Curie" voted one of Ten Best

Pictures in 1944 FILM D.\ILY Poll;

directed "Without Reservations" for

RKO; now under contract to M-G-M.

Henry Levin
b. Trenton, New Jersey; attended

grade and high school in Trenton, B.S.

degree from University of Pennsylvania;

became Wall St. bond trader; entered

real estate business in Trenton; in

1937, 1938 and 1939, studied acting and
directing at East Hampton, Long Is-

land, at the John Drew Theater; stage

manager for N. Y. Theater Guild;

acted and stage-managed for Brock
Pemberton's productions of "Glamour
Preferred" and "Cuckoos on the

Hearth"; signed as dialogue director

with Columbia in 1942; in 1943, be-

came Columbia director; pictures in-

clude: "The Return of Monte Cristo,"

"The Corpse Came C.O.D.," "The
Man From Colorado" and "The Mat-
ing of Millie"; directed Government
film, "The Negro Sailor," during the

war.

Albert Letvin
h. New York City; educ. New York

University. Hanard, M.A.; writer,

scenario editor, associate producer and
evecutive, .M-G-M with David L. Loew
formed David L. Loew and Albert

l.ewin, Inc., ]jroducing independently

for United Artists release; in 1941, co-

jjroducer "So Ends Our Night"; di-

rected "The Moon and Sixpence" in

1942 for Loew-Lewin Productions;

partnership suspended in 1942 for

duration; directed "The Picture of

Dorian Gray" for M-G-M; resumed
Lcjcw-Lcwin Productions, and directed

"The Private Affairs of Bel .^mi";

has returned to M-G-M where he is

now under contract.

Joseph H. Lewis
b. New York City; attended \. Y.

public schools; at 18 came to Holly-

wood and secured a job at M-G-M, first

as third assistant cameraman, then

as assistant cutter, and finally as head
cutter; studied motion picture arts

at the University of Southern Califor-

nia; first directorial assignment at Uni-

versal handling six Westerns; con-

tinued directing Westerns at Columbia,
RKO and Monogram; Columbia pic-

tiiies include "The Woman in Red"
and "So Dark the Night."

Edward C. Lilley
b. Chester, Pa., Aug. 7, 1896; di-

rector. New York stage for 1,') years;

"Ziegfeld Follies of 1930," "Hot Cha"
and others; in 1943, joined Universal

as a director; recent pictures include

"Swing Out, Sister" and "Her Lucky
Night"; now free-lancing.

Anatole Litvah
b. Petrograd; attended the state dra-

matic school; became a director under
the Soviet regime; with Ufa in Berlin;

then Pathe in Paris; Gaumont British

in England; to Hollywood with RKO;
with Warner Bros, since 1937; directed

"All This, and Heaven Too," one of

THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best for

1940; was a lieutenant colonel in U. S.

Army; directed "The Snake Pit" for

20th Century-Fox.

Frank Lloyd
h. Glasgow, Scotland, Feb., 1889;

played bits in London; toured England
in stock; 1910, with Universal, playing
parts; wrote and directed shorts for

Universal; has directed for Morosco-
Pallas, Fox, Goldwyn, Joseph M.
Schenck, Sol Lesser, First National, Fa-
mous Players, Paramount and Colum-
bia; now producing and directing for

Universal; received 1928-29 Academy
award for direction; one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best Directors in 1928 and
1929 polls; directed "Berkeley Square,"
one of THE FILM DAILY Ten Best
Pictures of 1934; directed "Mutiny on
the Bounty," one of THE FILM
DAILY Best of 1936; was in the U. S.

.\rmy; directed "Blood On The Sun,"
U. A. release.

Del Lord
b. Grimsby, Ontario, Oct. 7, 1895;

attended school at Niagara Falls; motor
car salesman; stunt driver for Keystone
Comedies in 1913; Fox comedy di-

rector in I9I9; at Educational, directed
Louise Fazenda and Lloyd Hamilton;
made Ben Turpin and Charlie Murray
comedies at Educational; directed some
300 pictures at nearly all Hollywood
studios; vice-president in charge of
production for Phil Ryan Productions
at Paramount; in 1937, to Columbia as

producer-director of short-subjects;

subsequently assigned to direct fea-

lures, among which have been "Rough,
Tough, and Ready," "Hayfoot, Straw-
foot," "I Love a Bandleader," "Blonde
From Brooklyn," and "It's Great To
Be Young."

Thomas Z. Loriny
b. Warsaw, Poland, Mar. 17, 1908;

came to the United States in 1912,

and settled in Kansas City; educ. M.A.
University of Nebraska; became a direc-

tor oi the Kansas City Resident Thea-
ter; directed plays and also appeared
in Summer stock companies; in 1940
was brought to Hollywood by 20th
Century-Fox; studied the technique of

motion pictures for a year-and-a-half;

in 1942 started directing; still with

20th Century-Fox.

Arthur Luhin
b. Los Angeles, July 25, 1900; educ.

in San Diego public schools, Page
Military Academy, Los Angeles, and
Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh; in 1918, en-

listed in Navy as a radio landsman;
broke into show business through act-

ing in plays and pictures in Los An-
geles; on Broadway, played opposite

Fay Bainter in "Jealousy" and in other

hits; became casting director for Cros-

by Gaige and the Selwyns; produced
and directed "This One Man," starring

Paul Muni, as his first stage play; be-

came assistant to William LeBaron,
then with Paramount; directed for

Monogram, Republic, Universal and
Warner Bros., where he co-authored

and made "Girls on Probation"; in

1940, signed long term directorial deal

with Universal, and was with that

outfit until the early part of 1946; his

most recent pictures were "Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves" and "Night in

Paradise"; directed "New Orleans" for

Jules Levey; will produce and direct

"Deadock" indeperidently.

Ernst Luhitsch
h. Berlin, 1892; actor under Max

Reinhardt, touring Europe; started
film work in Berlin as a comedy actor

in 1912; became a short comedy direc-

tor; first beature in I9I8; joined War-
ners in Hollywood in 1923; directed
for Paramount and M-G-M; was man-
aging director of Paramount produc-
tion; formed own company with Sol

Lesser and produced and directed
"That Uncertain Feeling," released
through UA; under a contract to pro-
duce and direct for 20th-Fox; one
of THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Direc-
tors of 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929 and
1930; directed "The Patriot," one of
THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures
of 1928; produced and directed "Nin-
otchka," one of THE FILM D.\ILY's
Ten Best of 1940; now preparing
"Lady in Ermine" for 20th Century-
Fox.

Edward Ludwiy
b. Russia; educ. New York City;

wrote songs; was in vaudeville; joined
Vitagraph as prop boy; did camera
work, cutting and writing; 1917 went
to Hollywood as a Vitagraph writer and
director; wrote and directed shorts for
Stern Bros.; became a Universal fea-

ture director; has directed for Warner
Bros., Walter Wanger, Columbia, Para-
mount, RKO Radio, Universal and
20th-Fox; directed "The Fighting Sea-
bees" and "Three Is a Family" for Re-
public; now directing "The Fabulous
Texan" for Republic.

Leo McCarey
b. Los Angeles; educ. Los Angeles

public schools, studied law at Uni-
verity of Southern California; wrote
vaudeville acts and popular music;
practiced law two years; 1919, assistant
director to Tod Browning; directed
shorts for Pathe and Hal Roach; v-p.
and shorts director for Roach; directed
for Pathe, Caddo, M-G-M, Paramount
and RKO; directed "Ruggles of Red
Gap," one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Pictures of 1935; directed "The
Awful Truth," one of THE FILM
DAILY Best of 1937; received Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences 1936
award for direction; now with Para-

mount; produced and directed "Going
My Way," selected the best picture ol

formed Rainbow Productions, Inc., and
1944 in the FILM DAILY poll; in 1945,

under that banner produced and di-

rected "The Bells of St. Marys" foi

RKO release, which was selected one
of ten best pictures in the 1946 FILM
DAILY poll.

Rayntond McCarey
b. Los Angeles; educ. Loyola Uni

versity; prop boy at Paramount; thenl

assistant director at Paramount, Pathe
RKO and Mack Sennett; with Fo.\

scenario dept.; directed shorts for

Pathe and M-G-M; directed shorts for

Pathe and M-G-M; directed features!

for Monogram, Paramount and Uni-I

versal, RKO and 20th-Fox; now free-

lancing.

John P. McCarthy
Directed "The Cisco Kid Returns'

for Monogram^.

Frank McDonald
b. Baltimore, Nov. 9, 1899; toured

Keith vaudeville; stage manager of

Greenwich Village Theater; stage man-
ager and actor for stock companies;

'

stage manager and director in N. Y.
|

legit; dialogue for Warners and Re-
public; directed for Bill Pine-Bill

Thomas for Paramount and for Re-
public; directed "When a Girl Is Beau-
tiful" for Columbia; directed "Linda
Be Good," Cameo Production for PRC.

William McGann
b. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1895; educ. public

schools of Los Angeles, Calif.; went to

LaSalle Academy, Martinez, Calif.; Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, Calif.;

started as assistant cameraman, cam-
eraman, assistant director and director

in 1924 with Warner Bros.; with War-
ner Bros, until 1940; directed for 20th
Century-Fox and Harry Sherman; is

free-lancing.

Robert McGowan
h. Denver, 1886; educ. Denver public

schools; prop man with Universal in

1913; scenarist with Universal, Chris-

tie, Thomas H. Ince, Flanagan Pro-
ductions, Edwards Productions, Carter

de Haven, Chester Comedies, Hal
Roach; original "Our Gang" director;

directed and produced shorts for Hal
Roach; was with Paramount and RKO.

Norman McLeod
b. September 30, Grayling, Mich.;

educ. public schools, Seattle High
School, University of Washington
where he took master and bachelor
of science degrees; came to Los An-
geles in 1919, intending to pursue his-

scientific research, but began instead

to draw caricatures for movie titles;

served in World War I, for two years

with Canadian Royal Flying Corps, and
later served as combat flying instruc-

tor at Kelly Field, Tex.; back to Holly-

wood where he became assistant direc-

tor for Christie comedies; first assign-

ment as director was "Take A Change";
wrote dialogue and screenplay of

"Skippy," then continued as direc-

tor; directed for Hal Roach; directed

for M-G-M; directed "The Kid From
Brooklyn" and "The Secret Life of

Walter Mitty" for Samuel Goldwyn-
RKO; directed "The Road to Rio"
and now directing "Paleface" for Para-

mount.
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> Gustav Machaty
Producer-director of "Ecstasy" and

other sensational European pictures;

produced and directed "Jealousy" in

1945 for Republic release.

Rouhen Mamoulian
b. Tiflis, Russia, 1898; educ. Moscow

University; directed and played in a

theater at Tiflis; directed a Russian
company in London; 1924, brought to

direct Eastman Theater, Rochester,

N. Y., by George Eastman, staged

plays for Theater Guild in N. Y., 1929
directed for Paramount; has directed

for RKO, Pickford-Lasky, Columbia
and 20th-Fox; directed the stage hit,

"Oklahoma!"; directed "Laura" for

20th-century Fox, and returned to

New York to direct the stage produc-
tion of "Rain"; plans to spend his time
directing both stage plays and pictures;

directed "Summer Holiday" for

M-G-M.

Joseph L. Manhieivicz
Writer, director, producer; b. Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., Feb. 11, 1909; educ. public

school in New York and Stuyvesant
High School; attended Columbia Uni-
versity; majored in languages and lit-

erature; went to Berlin as an assistant

correspondent on Chicago Tribune;
later joined Ufa studio translating sub-

titles into English for release in Eng-
land and United States; returned to

United States in 1929 and joined his

brother Herman on Paramount writing

staff, where he wrote several screen-

plays; went to M-G-M in 1933 as a

writer; later produced many pictures

at M-G-M; joined 20th Century-Fox
in August, 1943, where he is now un-
der contract; his first directorial as-

signment was "Dragonwyck," for which
he also wrote screenplay; now in Lon-
don where he will direct "Escape"
for 20th Century-Fox; married to Rose
Stradner, Austrian actress.

Anthony Mann
b. Point Loma, Calif.; educ. in New

York City; during his high school

years, put on variety sketches in Green-
wich Village cafes, writing, acting in

and producing them; later became
stage manager for Jed Harris and other

top flight New York producers; oper-

ated his own Summer stock company
at Maplewood, N. J.; put in a Sum-
mer with the Theater Guild at Prov-

incetown and another at Locust Val-

ley; was with the Federal Theatei
which the Government inaugurated;

was under contract to David O. Selz-

nick to supervise Eastern screen tests

for candidates for the role of Scarlet

in "Gone With the Wind"; produced
and directed television programs for

RCA; came to Hollywood to direct

for Paramount; directed for Universal,

Republic, and RKO; now with Eagle-

Lion, where he will direct "T-Man."

Edwin L. Marin
h. Jersey City. N. J., 1899; educ.

Jersey High. University of Pennsyl-

vania; 1919, assistant cameraman for

Paramount; assistant director for Tif-

fany and Paramount; to California

with First .National; directed for K. B.

S., Monogram, Universal and M-G-M;
directed "Abilene Town," "Young
Widow" for II. A. release; directed and
[jroduced for Universal; directed "In-

trigue" for S.Tmiiel Bisholf's Star Films;

now directing for RKO Radio.
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George Marshall
h. Chicago, 1891; educ. St. John's

Military Academy, Wise, and Uni-
versity of Chicago; extra work in Uni-
versal shorts and serials; directed shorts

and westerns for Universal; served in

World War I; directed Pathe serials;

directed features and shorts for Fox;
supervising director of all Fox short
units; directed shorts for Pathe, Van
Buren, Warner Bros., Mack Sennett,

Hal Roach; directed features for Uni-
versal, Paramount and Columbia; now
with Paramount; recent films: "Mon-
sieur Beaucaire," "Variety Girl"; now
directing "Tap Roots," a George Mar-
shall Production, presented by Walter
Wanger for Universal-International re-

lease.

Charles Martin
b. East Orange, New Jersey, 1912;

educ. New York University; was
dramatic director at Radio Station

WMCA, New York; wrote "March of

Time" radio series; wrote-directed-

produced eight or nine top-flight ra-

dio shows, including the Philip Mor-
ris Playhouse, Tallulah Bankhead,
Gertrude Lawrence series, etc.; wrote
the original of David O. Selznick's pic-

ture, "I'll be Seeing You"; joined Me-
tro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1944; wrote orig-

inal screenplay and directed the Van
Johnson picture, "No Leave, No Love."

Andreiv Marton
b. Budapest, Hungary, Jan. 26; educ.

Budapest Technical College and the

Royal Hungarian University; received

his start in film work in Vienna in

1922; came to Hollywood in 1923
where eventually he worked with
Ernst Lubitsch as assistant and film

cutter; meantime, he had done almost
everything in between, from acting in

stock at Universal to directing short

subjects; after five years in the United
States, returned to Europe, where he
edited a series of musical pictures in-

cluding "Two Hearts in Waltz Time,"
"The Song Is Finished," "Love Com-
mando," "The Gay Girls of Vienna";
worked as co-director, and then be-

came a full-fledged director on a series

of features produced by various Aus-
trian, Hungarian, British and French
companies all over Europe; brought
to Culver City by M-G-M to direct a

comedy ski chase in "Two-Faced
Woman"; his first directorial assign-

ment on an American feature follow-

ing his return was at Universal, where
he made "Little Bit of Heaven"; next

was "Gentle Annie" at M-G-M.

Rudy Mate
b. Cracow, Poland; served in World

War I; attended University of Buda-
pest, became an expert with the fenc-

ing fdils, and expected to major in

arts; started work in laboratory of

which Alexander Korda headed, and
four months later was head camera-

man of a unit; years later, after he

was established as a cinematographer,

took a quick course in motion pic-

ture photography in Vienna; was with

Harry Lachman on six pictures in

Europe; received international acclaim

for his photographic work on "The
Passion of Joan of Arc," which was

filmed mainly in close-ups; in 1933,

came to Hollywood on a holiday, met

Lachman who was preparing Dante's

"Inferno" and became his cameraman;
and Hollywood became his permanent

residence; has been nominated five

times for Academy "Oscars"; photo-
graphed five top-budget Rita Hay-
worth pictures; co-directed "It Had tto

Be you," which co-stars Ginger Rogers
and Cornel Wilde, Columbia picture.

Joe May
b. Vienna; educ. Vienna Gymnasium,

University of Berlin School of Agri-
culture; director of Hamburg Theater;
produced films for Continental Art
Film Co., and his own company; served
in the Austrian array film department;
produced for Ufa; built his own stu-

dios in Woltersdorf, Germany; worked
for Pathe-Natan, Paris and Mediter-
rane; brought to U. S. by Columbia;
has directed for Fox, Warner Bros, and
Universal; now free-lancing.

Archie Mayo
b. New York, 1896; appeared in stock

and presentation houses in San Fran-
cisco, Hollywood, Australia; scenarist

with Hamilton-White Productions; di-

rected comedies for Jack White and
Christie; directed features for Joseph
M. Schenck, M-G-M, Columbia, War-
ner Bros., 20th Century-Fox and Sam-
uel Goldwyn; directed "Angel On My
Shoulder," and "A Night in Casa-
blanca"; now with Edward Small
Prods.

Lothar Mendes
b. Berlin; acting career in German

legit for several years; learned film

jjroduction and directed at Ufa, Ber-
lin; 1927, to Hollywood and directed

for Paramount until 1932; directed for

Warners and RKO; directed for 20th-
Fox; directed "The Walls Came Tum-
bling Down" for Columbia.

William Cameron
Menzies

b. July 29, 1896, New Haven, Conn.;
educ. Scotland four years, grammar
school New Haven, Yale College two
years; left college to attend Students'
Art League in New York; entered Navy
and went overseas with the rank of

ensign, saw fifteen months of service in

foreign waters; returned to New York
at conclusion of war and obtained
work with Famous Players as art di-

rector; has followed this vocation ever

since, or until he was signed by Fox
Film to direct pictures; was art di-

rector for Raoul Walsh and the May-
fair Company, did two pictures at

First National, one for Mary Pickford
and "The Thief of Bagdad" starring

Douglas Fairbanks; was under contract

to Fox; was with Paramount; directed

in England; directed "Address Un-
known" for Sam Wood-Columbia; pro-

duced on "Ivy," Sam Wood Pro-

duction for Universal-International.

Lewis Milestone
In pictures since 1919; started direct-

ing for Warners in 1925; has directed

for Famous, Harold Lloyd, United Art-

ists Paramount, Universal, Hal Roach
and RKO Radio; directed "All Quiet
on the Western Front," one of THE
FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures of

1930; one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Directors of 1930-31; directed for

Samuel Goldwyn; directed "A Walk in

the Sun" for 20th Century-Fox; di-

rected "Arch of Triumph" for Enter-

price; now producing and directing

"The Red Pony" for Republic.

David Miller
h. Paterson, N. J., 1909; educ. New

York City; worked for National Screen
Service making trailers; in 1930 came
to Hollywood and started work at Co-
lumbia as an assistant cutter; became
a cutter at Columbia; joined Universal
as a scenarist; joined M-G-M to direct
a series of Pete Smith shorts; directed
subjects in every M-G-M short series;

in 1937 was sent to Europe to direct a
series of short subjects for'M-G-M; on
his return directed several "Crime Does
Not Pay" subjects, also directed "The
Happies Man on Earth," best short
story of 1938; his first feature assign-

ment at M-G-M was Robert Taylor n
"Billy the Kid"; served in the U. S.

Army; is under contract to M-G-M.

Vincente Minnelli
b. Feb. 28, in Chicago; educ. Dela-

ware, Ohio, public schools; started his
career at the age of 3; as a member of
.Minnelli Brothers Dramatic Tent
Shows; moved to Delaware, Ohio, to

attend school, and during his Summer
vacation got a job with a sign painter,
this particular form of art developed
a new talent; went to Chicago, and was
with a photographer for a year; was
engaged by Balaban & Katz to assist

in arranging their stage presentations;
was sent to New York, where he de-
signed both scenery and costumes at
the Paramount Theatre, was art direc-
tor at Radio City Music Hall, where he
remained for three and a half years;
staged and directed many important
Broadway hits; in 1937, came to Holly-
wood under contract to Paramount,
was there for eight months without
doing anything; returned to New York,
but came back to Hollywood in 1940
anl worked with Arthur Freed at
M-G-M in the various departments of
picture-making; placed under contract
by M-G-M and has directed such out-
standing products as "Ziegfeld Follies,"

"Undercurrent" and "The Pirate."

leonide Moyuy
b. Leningrad, Russia, July 14, 1900;

spent many years in U.S.S.R. as director
of the first scientific and documentary
films of the Soviet cinema; organized
and directel the Scientific Experimen-
tal Film Laboratory in which leading
Russian directors participated; in Paris,
specialized in doctoring unsuccessful
pictures and earned the title. Surgeon
of the French Cinema; directed "Prison
Without Bars" which was awarded first j

prize at the Biennial Exposition in ^

Venice; in 1941, came to Hollywood:
recently directed "Paris After Dark"
for 20th Century-Fox; directed "Whis-
tle Stop," U.A. release; now directing
in France,

James Moore
h. Los Angeles, 1901; educ. Los An-

geles public schools; errand boy and
railroad brakeman; joined Famous
Players-Lasky lab; with David Horsley
lab; assistant cameraman to William
Nobles; assistant director at Goldwyn;
in cutting and props departments; film

loader with Technicolor; with Para-
mount camera dept.; directed and pro-

duced plays for Paramount technical

employes' Little Theatre; director of

tests at Paramount; cross-country test

director for the RKO Gateway to Hol-
lywood candidates; directed for Colum-
bia and RKO; now free-lancing.
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Robert Montgomery
1). Beacon. New York, Mav 21; ediu.

.lUeiuied I'auliiig School for Boys and

.It age of 14 was sent abroad to pursue
Ills studies; joined a stock company in

Rochester, Xew ^ ork and remained
there a year and a liraf, appearing in

70 plays; played in Broadway stage

successes; in 1929, received an offer

from M-G-M to appear in "So This Is

Ciollege," and eleven months later was
a screen star; ^^hen war came, was
i;i\en a lea\e of absence from M-G-M
so he might drive air ambulance in

France, that was in 1940; in July, 1941,

was commissioned a lieutenant in the

Naval Reserve and left for England as

an assistant naval attache to the .Amer-

ican Embassy; later served on a de-

stro\er, then became a liaison officer

between the British .\dmiralty and
\ice-Admiral Robert L. Ghermley;
commanded a PT boat before going
into active service on a destroyer in

.South Pacific; tropical fever caused
him to be invalided home with rank
of Commander; returned to M-G-M
where he starred in "They Were Ex-
pendable," followed by "llady in the

Lake" which he directed and starred

in; joined Uni\ersal - International

where he is under contract; directed

and starred in "Ride The Pink Horse";
now in New York to direct the stige

play, "The Big Two."

William Morgan
h. Los Angeles, 1904; educ. Holly-

wood High School; filnr editor with
Paramount for eight years; was with
Pathe and RKO as cutter; joined Re-
public in 1937 as a film editor and has
been with them since; now directing
features for Republic.

Terry Morse
b. St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 30, 1906;

started as a film cutter with Warner
Bros, in 1928; later became a director;

directed "Fog Island" and "Dannv Bov"
for PRC.

Jack Moss
b. New York City, Aug. 26, 1906;

started work at age of 15, at the As-
toria Studios, Long Island; directed
and produced "Snafu" for Columbia
i.i 1946.

Dudley Murphy
h. Boston, 1897; educ. Boston Insti-

tute of Technology; assistant director
in the East; assistant director to Rex
Ingram; directed shorts in France; di-

rected for FBO; directed at the RCA
New York studio; free-lanced in Eng-
land; has directed for M-G-M, Para-
mount .111(1 Republic; now free-lancing.

Ralph Murphy
b. Rockville, Conn.; educ. Holyoke.

\tass.. high school, Syracuse University
law degree; with Washington Square
Players; actor and director of Henry
Miller productions; wrote six producecl
plays; dialogue director and then direc-
tor for Pathe; director for Charles R.
Rogers; Paramount, .Monogram, PRC:
directed "On Parade" for John W.
Rogers and Harry Joe Brown's Bro-Rog
Productions.

Ray l%azarro
b. lioston; edur. St. John Prepara

tory .School, Danvers, Mass., and Bos
ton College; joined Pathe in 1920 in

property department; joined Fox Films

in 1927 as assistant director and re-

mained with Fox until 1931; produced
.uid directed series of "Superstition"

shorts for Paramount; collaborated oi:

original story of "Jimmy The Gent"
for James Cagney at Warner Bros.;

joined Columbia in 1940 as an assistant

tiirector and was mi Jf; director for

Columbia in 1944; under contract to

Columbia; where he is directing

Charles Starrett-Smiley Burnette West-
erns.

Jean ]\egulesco
Director, b. Craiova, Rumania, Feb.

26, 19U0; educ. Liceui Carol University,

Rumania; stage director, artists, paint-

er; technical director "This Is the

Night"; assistant producer to Ben-
jamin Glazier; director of war scenes

and retreat in "A Farewell to Arms"; in

1934: associate director of "Kiss and
Make Up"; 1936 "Crash Donovan";
1937 collaborator on screen play "Ex-
pensive Husbands"; Collab. on original

story "Swiss Miss"; 1939: "Rio," for

\VB; "Singapore Woman," "The Mask
of Dimitrios," "The Conspirators,"

Nobody Lives Forever"; 1945-46

Three Strangers," "Humoresque";
under contract to WB.

Kurt ]%eumann
b. Nuremberg, Germany, 1906; stud-

ied music in Germany and England;
directed stage presentation in England;
directed foreign versions for Universal
in Hollywood; directed shorts for Uni-
\ersal; has directed features for Uni-
versal, M-G-M, Sol Lesser, Paramount
and Larry Darmour; directed "Tarzan
and the Amazons" for Sol Lesser-RKO;
was under contract to Sol Lesser as

Associate Producer and Director; now
tree-lancing.

Sam ]%eu>field
b. New York City, Dec. 6, 1899; educ.

New York; entered picture business in

1919; directed for PRC, pictures in-

clude "Murder Is My Business," "Lar-
ceny in Her Heart," "lerrors on
Horseback," "Queen of Burlesque,"
"Blonde for a Day," "Gas House Kids,"

"Outlaw of the Plains"; directed "The
Sea Hound" for Columbia.

Joe Neu^man
b. Logan, Utah, Aug. 7, 1909; educ.

Hollywood and Venice, Calif., schools;

went to work at M-G-M in 1925 as an
office boy and has worked for no other
him company; started jaroduction work
as a script clerk and assistant director;

in 1937, was sent to England to assist

Jack Conway on "A Yank at Oxford,"
and helped organize M-G-M produc-
tion work in England; in 1938, started
directing short subjects at M-G-M and
also handled second units on features;
directed "Northwest Rangers," a fea-

ture, for M-G-M; still under contract
lo M-G-M.

Dudley iVicftoIs
b. Wapakoneta, Ohio, April 6, 1895;

attended school in Wapakoneta, en-
rolled at the University of Michigan as

an engineering student; quit University
and enlisted in the Navy in World War
1; commissioned an ensign, and rose
to rank of lieutenant; after the armis-
tice, served abroad on a mine-sweeper
and while engaged in removing the
inines invented a mine sweeping device
that is still used by the Navy; was a
newspaper reporter on the New York
E\ening Post; wrote for Time Mag-
azine; reporter on New York Evening

.News and then went to the World; was

persuaded by Winfield Sheehan, then

head of Fox Studios, to resign from the

World and sign a Fox contract; his first

screenplay was "Men Without Women"
which John Ford directed; which was
ihe beginning of a long association in

lilm making between the two men;
during 1942, wrote "Air Force," did the

screen story on "For Whom the Bell

Tolls"; wrote both the original and
screenplay of "This Land Is Mine"; the

latter picture, made for RKO Radio,

inarked his debut as a producer; under
contract to RKO Radio as a produce'

-

director-writer; produced, directed and
wrote screenplay for "Sister Kenny";
together with Frederick Brisson and
Rosalind Russell formed Independent
Artists; has just completed "Mourning
Becomes Electra" for RKO which he

produced and directed.

Williann ]\igh
h. Berlin, Wise, 1881; educ. Uni-

\ersity of California; has been farmer,

writer, cartoonist, painter, musical

comedy player; played parts for Key-

stone and Sennett; starred by Fox; di-

rected for Reliance, California M. P.

Corp., Fox, Democracy Photoplays,

Warners, Producers Security, Apollo,

Frank Nicholson, M-G-M, Monogram,
M. H. Hoffman, Universal directed for

Jeffrey Bernerd-Monogram. now free-

lancing.

Max ISosseh
h. Sept. 19, 1902; Natel; educ. in

Berlin; has been directing pictures

since 1920; directed pictures in Ger-

many, France, Spain, Portugal; directed

Dutch pictures; also directed a Jewish
picture in New York; in 1927 directed

pictures in Batavia and Dutch East In-

dies; has directed pictures of all lan-

guages; came to Hollywood in 1940;

directed for Columbia; directed "Gam-
bling Daughters" for Producer Releas-

ing Corp.; sold an original story, "Steal

Me That Show," to M-G-M, directed

"The Brighton Strangler" for RKO;
and "Dillinger" for King Bros.-Mono-
gram; "Black Beauty," 20th Century-
Fox release; directed "The Price of

Thieves" for Columbia.

Elliott Nugent
h. Dover, O., 1889; educ. Ohio State

LIniversity; wrote screenplays with his

father, J. C. Nugent; played leading
roles in N. Y. legit; co-directed for

Warner Bros., Paramount and Colum-
bia; directed "Three-Cornered Moon,"
one of the National Board of Review
Ten Best of 1933; directed legit, in

N. Y'.; directed for Paramount, War-
ners, and Samuel Goldwyn; two years

on Broadway starring in "The Voice of
the Turtle"; recent films, "Welcome
Stranger" and "My Favorite Brunette"
for Paramount; directed "Ever the Be-
ginning," for producer Milton Sperling
—Warner release.

Arch Oholer
b. Chicago, Illinois; educ. Hyde High

School; entered radio work in Chicago;
came to Hollywood; produced "Every-
thing for the Boys," NBC radio pro-
gram; wrote, produced and directed
"Arch Oboler Plays" for Mutual-Don
Lee Broadcasting System; wrote screen
play "Escape" for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; joined M-G-M in 1944 and
directed and wrote "Bewitched" which
was based on his famous radio sketch
"Alta Ego"; directed "The Arnelo Af-
fair" and other features for M-G-M.
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Clifford Odets •

b. Philadelphia, Pa., July 18, 1900;

came to New York and was with the

Group Guild Theatre Productions:

wrote "Waiting for Lefty," ".Awake and
Sing" and other plays; produced and
directed "None But the Lonely Heart"
for RKO Radio; now free-lancing.

Max Opuls
b. Saarbruecken, May 6, J902; be-

came an actor; staged and directed

over 200 plays; under long term con-

tract to the Austrian Ministry of Cul-

ture; Vienna Burgtheater; got his stail

as a motion picture director because
Anatole Litvak, a Russian, had trouble

in making German actors understand
him; Ufa later signed him to direct his

own films; made a series for vaiious

companies, "The Bartered Bride" and
"Little Love Affair" ("Liebelei") doing
most to establish him throughout Ger-
many and Europe; was in Paris v^hen

the Nazis took over; is now under con-

tract to Universal-International; di-

rected "The Exile," a Fairbanks Com-
pany Production for Universal-Inter-

national; preparing to direct "Letter
From An Unknown Woman," initial

Rampart picture.

Richard Oswald
b. Vienna, Nov. 5, 1885; educ. in

Vienna; at 18 played his first role on
stage in Vienna; entered motion pic-

tures in 1914 as a producer-director

for Union, predecessor of Ufa; form-
ing his own company in 1916; pro-

duced and directed 155 films in Eu-
rope; produced and directed "The Cap-
tain of Koepenick" in Europe, and
made the American version in this

country; directed "The Isle of Missing
.Men" for Monogram.

Gabriel Pascal
b. -Arad, Transylvania, June 4, 1894:

educ. College for National Economy,
studied farming; lieutenant in Husser
regiment in Hungary; for two years

member of Imperial Burg-Theater,
Vienna; formed own production com-
pany in Rome; has since produced with
own units in Italy, France, Germany
and England; in 1936, re-established

London unit, making program pic-

tures; in 1938, produced "Pygmalion":
in 1938, formed production unit part-

nership with the late Leslie Howard to

make two yearly in London and Holly-
wood; in 1941, directed "Major Bar-
bara," released by United Artists; di-

rected and produced "Caesar and Cleo-

patra" in England for U.A. release.

Irving Pichel
b. Pittsburgh, June 24, 1891; educ.

Central High School, Pittsburgh and
Harvard; played on the stage; member
of Theater Guild advisory board; wrote
forM-G-M; director and player for

RKO Radio; Paramount featured play-

er; co-directed at RKO Radio; directed
for Republic, 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount; directed "The Bride Wore
Boots," "Tomorrow Is Forever,"
"O.S.S.," "Temptation," "Something
in the Wind"; now directing "Miracle
of the Bells" for Jesse L. Lasky-Walter
MacEwen Productions for RKO re-

lease, on a loanout from_ Universal-
International, where he is under con-
tract.

Arthur Pierson
b. Oslo, Norway, June 16, 1907; educ.

Seattle, Washington, where he went to
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grade and high school; spent two years

at Industrial Arts School studying

architecture and then three more years

at the Players' Guild Theatre School

in San Francisco; speaks Swedish and
Norwegian; spent 1940 and 1941 as pro-

ducing director of the North Shore

Players in Marblehead, Mass.; while

there directed and produced such plays

as "School for Scandal," "Captain

Brassbound's Conversion," "What a

Life," and others; directed Annual Mu-
sical Shovv for the Hasty Pudding Club
of Harvard University; in 1942 and

1943 directed sketches and dialogue

for the "Ziegfeld Follies," "The Cat

Screams" and "What Big Ears"; au-

thor of a three act comedy which
played Broadway entitled "Anybody's

Game" and "What's Up"; radio writer,

and author-director of a series of half

hour radio plays for NBC; appeared as

an actor at Dramatic Stock Company in

St. Louis, Mo.; and played a few sea-

sons with the Elitch Garden Stock

Company in Denver; directed dialogue

for eastern-made documentary films;

came to Hollywood; worked as an asso-

ciate director at 20th Century-Fox; di-

rected "Dangerous Years" for Sol M.
Wurtzel-20th Century-Fox release; is

under contract to 20th Century-Fox.

William H. Pine
b. Los Angeles, Feb. 15, 1896; educ.

in Los Angeles prep schools and Co-

lumbia University; entered newspaper
field as reporter and editor in New
York City; switched to show biz by

handling publicity on Broadway pro-

ductions and the old Hipp; later pro-

duced Broadway shows on his own; re-

entered newspaper game-with the Los
Angeles Herald, then back to show biz

via publicity for B. P. Schulberg's Pre-

ferred Pictures; exploited Gilda Gray;

joined B & K in 1924, and in 1932 went
to Paramount to establish an ad-ex-

ploitation dept. at the studio; later be-

came studio ad publicity director; sub-

sequently joined Cecil B. deMille as

associate producer; during past several

years in association with Bill Thomas
has headed his own Paramount pro-

ducing unit; in 1942, directed "Aerial

Gunner"; in 1945, directed "Swamp
Fire"; still directs occasionaly for Pine-

Thomas.

Henry C. Potter
h. New York City, 1906; educ. St.

Paul's, Yale University, Professor

Baker's "47" Workshop, playwright and
legit director; with George Haight, or-

ganized the Hampton Players, South-

ampton, L. I.; proluced on Broadway
as part of Potter & Haight; directed

films for Samuel Goldwyn, Universal.

Selznick International, RKO and
M-G-M and National Pictures Corp.:

directed a Jules Levey production for

Universal; served as an instructor in

U. S. Army Air Corps; directed "The
Farmer's Daughter" for RKO; now di-

recting "The Time of Your Life" for

William Cagney Productions.

Otto Preminger
Producer-director; b. Vienna, Dec.

5, 1906; received a degree of doctor of

laws; at age of 17, embarked on a the-

atrical career; acted in stock companies
in Zurich and Prague; founded the

Comedie Theater in Vienna; joined

Reinhardt in 1928 as a producer and
director of plays; came to America in

1936, directed "Libel" for Gilbert

Miller on Broadway; came to Holly-

wood where he directed several pic-

tures; returned to New York where
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he produced several successful plays;

returned to Hollywood in 1941 and
signed a three-way contract with 20th
Century-Fox, as a producer, director

and actor; started contract by playing
the Nazi officer in "The Pied Piper,"

then played another Nazi role in "Mar-
gin for Error," which he also directed;

produced and directed "Laura" which
was selected as one of the "Ten Best

Pictures of 1945" in the Film Daily
poll; produced and directed "Fallen

Angel," "Centennial Summer" and
"Daisy Kenyon"; directed "Forever
Amber."

Irving Rapper
b. London; educ. New York Univer-

sity; associated with Gilbert Miller in

stage production; directed "Animal
Kingdom," "Firebird," "Five Star

Final," et al; directed dialogue on
many films for Warners; directed

"Shining Victory" and "One Foot in

Heaven"; in 1943 became a Warner
producer-director and did "The Ad-
ventures of Mark Twain," "Rhapsody
in Blue," "Deception"; directed "The
Corn Is Green," one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best Pictures of 1945; di-

rected "Voice of the Turtle."

Gregory Ratoff
b. Samara, Russia, April 20; educ. St.

Petersburg University and studied law;

studied at St. Petersburg Dramatic
school, made his debut at Maly Thea-
ter; spent two years as an actor with

HarkafE stock company in St. Peters-

burg; took his plays from Berlin to

Vienna, Budapest, London, Paris and
other European capitals; was signed by
Lee Shubert and came to New York
where he appeared in 32 Shubert plays;

staged eight productions on Broadway;
went to England where he directed

and wrote "This Woman Is Mine";
came to Hollywood and directed for

Universal and Paramount; was signed

by 20th Century - Fox to a four - way
contract, including writing, directing,

acting and supervising; "Do You Love
Me," "Carnival in Costa Rica," and
"Moss Rose" are his three recent pic-

tures; loaned to Edward Small Produc-
tions to direct "Cagliostro" to be filmed

in Rome, Italy.

John Rawlings
b. Long Beach, Cal., June 9, 1902;

educ. San Pedro High and University

of Southern California; stunt player,

serial actor, writer and gag man; di-

rected for Universal in 1938; directed

for Larry Darmour; directed for Uni-

versal, RKO.

Hernard R. Ray
Broke into the industry at a very

early age, with the American Biograph

Company in its laboratory; came to

Hollywood and worked with D. W.
Griffith; was with Mutual Film Corp.

and Triangle; later in charge of an
independent laboratory; subsequently

with Capitol Film Corp., with Educa-

tional and in partnership with Ferd-

inand P. Earle; directed his first pic-

ture in 1920 and since has been direct-

ing and producing; organized Reliable

I'ictures in 1933; in 1942, directed "Too
Many Women" and "House of Errors";

directed "Buffalo Bill Rides Again"

and "Hollywood Barn Dance."

Nicholas Ray
b. La Crosse, Wis., Aug. 7, 1912;

educ. attended State Teacher's College

in Wisconsin, and University of Chi-

cago; began his professional career as

an actor, worked his way up from
stock companies to important Broad-
way shows as actor, stage manager,
technical director, to director; was
one of 35 students throughout the

world selected for a Frank Lloyd
Wright Architectural Fellowship; was
in charge of "Americana" radio pro-
grams under John Houseman who be-

came Chief of Overseas Radio Programs
for Office of War Information during
war; directed "Back Where I Come
From," radio program, and later di-

rected "Beggar's Holiday" on Broad-
way; first screen assignment was to

assist Elia Kazan in production of

"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn"; was
given a director - writer contract by
RKO-Radio; direction of "Your Red
Wagon," which he also adapted from
the Edward Anson book, "Thieves
Like Us," is his first film assignment
on this lot.

Ted Reed
b. Cincinnati, Ohio, June 18; educ.

attended private school, Detroit Uni-
versity and University of Michigan;
vice-president of Detroit Steering Gear
Company; in 1918, joined the late

Douglas Fairbanks; was scenario editor
from 1918 to 1921; managed Douglas
Fairbanks Productions until 1931; in

1933, became assistant to Benjamin
Glazer at Paramount; directed at Para-
mount; directed for Allied Artists.

John Reinhardt
b. Vienna, Austria, 1905; educ. Min-

ing .\cademy of Austria, graduated as

a mining engineer; went into the thea-

tre as an actor; came to the United
States in 1922; was an actor until 1927;

served a short spell as Art Director

for Universal, Warner Bros, and 20th
Century-Fox; was a writer from 1928
to 1931; then a director of Spanish
pictures for 20th Century-Fox until

1937; directed two pictures in Span-
ish for Paramount in New York; then
went to Argentine, where he directed

pictures for Baries Production in

Buenos Aires; also produced and di-

rected "Arsenic and Old Lace" for the

stage while in Buenos Aires; joined

the Navy, was a Lieutenant; at outset

of War was with C.I.A.A. as Chief of

the Motion Picture Division in the

United States, later transferred to Mex-
ico where he produced and directed

United States Government films on the

Mexican War Effort; was overseas for

four years with the Counter Intelli-

gence Department; returned to Hol-

lywood in November, 1945; directed

"The Guilty" and "High Tide" for

Jack Wrather Productions, Monogram
release; directed "The Open Secret"

for Marathon Productions; has formed
his own independent production com-

pany Arpi Productions, with Robert

Presnell, Sr.; their first production

which he will direct and Presnell pro-

duce, will be an original written by

them, "The Rendezvous," scheduled to

go into production in September; has

a play in preparation for Broadway
production in New York in November,

"Piece de Resistance."

Irving Reis
Born, raised in New York City;

went to work at age of 14, working

way through final years of his school-

ing; interest in amateur radio gradu-

ally led him to that field which he

joined definitely in 1929; produced,

wrote and directed "Meridian 7-1212"

which made radio history; was taken

out of engineering department and
put in charge of experimental drama
work for entire Columbia Broadcasting
System, started the "Columbia Work-
shop"; has written and produced more
than 300 radio scripts; produced first

trans-Atlantic radio dramatic broad-
casts from the British Broadcasting
Corp. with the Abbey Players in

Dublin; came to Hollywood in 1938

and spent first two years in screen play-

writing, finally achieving the oppor-
tunity that is his real ambition, mo-
tion picture direction; was under con-
tract to RKO-Radio; 'was in the U. S.

Army; resumed directing for RKO;
directed "The Bachelor and the Bob-
by-Soxer"; under contract to Universal-

International.

Walter Reisch
1). Vienna, May 23, 1903; educ. stud-

ied violin and piano; attended Vienna
University; became a newspaper cor-

respondent in Switzerland; began his

film career as an assistant director for

Alexander Korda, Who was then pro-

ducing in Vienna; at age of 21, sold

his first screen original; was signed by
Sascha Films, as a writer; was with
them for three years; then Ufa Films

in Berlin for two years; became a free-

lance writer; produced and wrote orig-

inal screenplays for all of Europe's

major companies; in 1933 began direct-

ing; wrote original screenplay and song
lyrics of "Two Hearts in Waltz Time";
in 1936, Korda brought him to London
to write and direct; M-G-M brought
him to Hollywood as a director and
writer, but not having sufficient com-
mand of English to express his

thoughts, voluntarily renounced the

director clause; served with M-G-M
for eight years; directed for Universal

and M-G-M; signed to a long term
producer-director-writer contract at

20th-Fox; his first directorial effort in

America was Technicolor production.

"Fandango."

Jean Renoir
b. Paris, France, Sept. 15, 1894; served

as a lieutenant in the World War in a

cavalry regiment; joined the French
air force and flew over the enemy lines

taking photographs of important posi-

tions; after the war, started on his

motion picture career doing process

shots, trick shots, and decoration; di-

rected and produced his first film in

silent days in 1924; has travelled

through France, Great Britain, North
Africa, Italy, Switzerland, Portugal,

Germany and Moscow; left France after

its recent defeat by the Germans and
came to Hollywood; was under contract

to 20th Century-Fox; co-produced and
directed with Dudley Nichols at RKO;
directed "The Southerner" and "The
Diary of a Chambermaid" for UA
release; directed "The Woman on the

Beach" for RKO.

Charles Riesner
b. March 14, Minneapolis, Minn.;

educ. grammar school, after passing

fourth grade at St. Joseph's Parochial

Schools, went to work as a messenger;

became a professional boxer; became
an actor, and starred in Dillingham's

plays; toured country in vaudeville

and road shows; entered pictures in

1910 as the villain in "Broken Doll"

for old Reviere Company in Salt Lake
Citv: wrote script for what later be-

came the first of the Keystone Come-
dies; wrote, directed and starred in a

series of comedies called "The Pencil

Pushers"; became co-author and asso-
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date director with Charles Chaplin;

ill 1925, devoted himself exclusively to

directing, worked in Europe and Amer-
ica; has written several songs; in 1944.

directed "Meet the People" and "Lost

in a Harem" for M-G-M; now pro-

ducing at Eagle-Lion.

Arthur Ripley
h. Xew York City, 1895; became a

trumpet plaver in a dance band at age

of 12: went to High School in evenings

and worked in daytime, quit high

school in junior grade; went to work
for Kalem Company in 1909 and has

been in movie business ever since; was
one of verv first film cutters in busi-

ness; worked for ^'itagraph in 1912,

became head cutler; in 1916 he came
to Hollywood with director Rex In-

gram; became head cutter for Univer-

sal; was with Fox and Metro; head
film cutter for Irving Thalberg; went
with Mack Sennett; made shorts and
comedies as a director for RKO; pro-

duced and directed the stage play, "Os-

c;ir 'Wilde" in Hollywood; directed

two Xew York stage successes; returned

to Hollywood; directed for PRC; in

1943 got together with Rudolph Mon-
ler and they conceived the idea of mak-
ing the picture, "Voice in the Wind,"
which Monter produced and Ripley

directed and authored; picture turned

out so well that United Artists took it

o\er for release; directed "The Chase"

and "Atlantis" for Seymour Nebenzal-

United Artists.

Hal E. Roach
h. Elmira, N. Y., Jan. 19, 1892;

trucked mail in Alaska and Seattle;

supervised a trucking company near

Los Angeles; stock cowbov for Uni-

\ersal; made a one-reeler with Harold
Llovd; has directed, produced and writ-

ten scenarios; produced manv comedy
series for release through major come-
dies: originator of the "Our Gang"
series; instigator of the Laurel and
Hardy team; produced and directed

streamlined features for release through
United Artists; was a colonel in the

U. S. Army; during that period his

studio was taken over by Government
for headquarters for members of the

U. S. Armv; studio returned to Roach
in 1946, and he has resumed produc-
tion of pictures.

Marh Rohson
h. Montreal, Canada, Dec. 14, 1913;

educ. attended grade schools in that

city, and the University of California

in Los Angeles; studied law at

U.C.L.A. night classes, and worked in

property department of Fox Studios

in daytime; in 1932, joined RKO Radio
as a cutter; rose to film editor; in

1943, was ele\ated to a directorial post

and has remained in that capacity ever
since; included among his pictures are

"Ghost Ship," "Youth Runs Wild,"
"Isle of the Dead," "Bedlam," "Rough-
shod" and "In Old Oklahoma," the

latter filmed off the RKO lot.

Albert S. Rogell
b. Oklahoma City, Aug. 1, 1901;

educ. Spokane public and high schools,

Washington State College; business
manager of student papers; has been
Ijilling clerk, salesman, stage electri-

cian, carpenter, property man, camera-
man, cutter, titler, author and director;

1916, with Washington Motion Picture
Co., Spokane; to Hollywood with the
Western Picture Exploitation Co.; has
directed for FBO, First National, Uni-

\ersal. Tiffanv and Columbia; directed

for Vogue Pictures for RKO Radio
release has directed for Republic; di-

rected "Heaven Onlv Knows" for Sey-

mour Nebenzal's Nero - UA Produc-
tions; now producing and directing

"Northwest Stampede" for Eagle-Lion.

Philip Rosen
b. Russia; educ. grammar and high

school, Machias, Me.; worked as an
electrician and telephone man during
schooling; became associated with
Thomas A. Edison in 1912 as a cinema-
tographer, and assisted in experiments
on early sound-movie synchronization;

worked as a movie projectionist; be-

came a cameraman for William Fox at

Fort Lee, New Jersey, where he re-

mained for many years; photographed
top names till 1919 when he wound up
with "The Miracle Man" for Para-
mount and switched to megging; of

large number of hits, 1925 classic "Ab-
raham Lincoln" was top scorer; has di-

rected for M-G-M, Paramount, Uni-
versal, Monogram, Republic and
RKO; organized American Society of
Cinematographers, 26 years ago; now
free-lancing.

Robert Rossen
b. New York City, March 16, 1908;

educ. attended New York University
where he became interested in the
theater as a medium for his writing;
became associated with the Washing-
ton Square Players in the triple ca-

]Dacity of writer, actor and director;

directed his first play, "The Tree";
directed summer stock companies; came
to Hollywood in 1934, and joined War-
ner Bros, as a writer, anl for seven
and a half years turned out successful
film material; writer on "A Walk in
the Sun" and "The Strange Love of
Martha Ivers"; signed by Columbia to

write and direct "Johnny O'Clock";
his second directorial job was "Body
and Soul" for Enterprise; following
^vhich Columbia gave him the oppor-
tunity to form his own production
unit; his first offering under that new
set-up u'ill be the screen version of
the Pulitzer Prize novel, ".\11 the
King's Men," for which he is currently
writing the screenplay and which he
\vill direct.

Arthur Rosson
l). London. 1889; began his career

as a stunt man and actor; wrote scen-
arios; was assistant director; became a
director for Triangle; also worked for
Artcraft, Universal, Allied Productions;
in 1935 was associate producer and as-

sistant director on "The Scoundrel"
and "Crime Without Passion"; has
been a member of C. B. DeMilles
staff on several pictures.

Roy Rowland
b. New York, Dec. 31, 1905; reared

in Edendale, Cal.; educ. law at Uni-
\ersity of Southern California; script
clerk and assistant director to Louis
Brock at RKO; assistant director at

M-G-M; with M-G-M process depart-
ment; directed "Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes," "Tenth Avenue An-
gel," "Boy's Ranch" and "Romance
of Rosy Ridge"; just completed "Killer
McCoy" for M-G-M, where he is under
contract.

Williditt Rowland
b. Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 12, 1900;

educ. Universal of Pennsylvania; stud-

ied law; was actor, vaudeville producer,

play producer and author; producer

at Universal; in 1937, started as pro-

ducer, director and author in charge

of Spanish production for RKO; was

with "Columbia as producer and direc-

tor on 'A Song for Miss Julie" in 1945;

has been directing independent pic-

tures.

B. Robert Rubin
b. Boston, Mass., Feb. 2, 1899; spent

nine years in vaudeville as an actor;

appeared at the Palace Theater, New
York; appeared at the Capitol Theater,

New York; played in stock in New
York, Boston, Chicago; has appeared in

pictures since 1932; now preparing

"Hollywood Hi," which he will direct

for Eagle-Lion.

Wesley Ruggles
b. Los Angeles, 1889; appeared in

musical comedy, stock, repertoire; Sim
work in Keystone-Sennett comedies; di-

rected for Morosco, Famous, Ince,

Metro, Universal, Selznick, Preferred,

Excellent, RKO, Columbia, Paramount;
was under contract to Columbia as pro-

ducer-director; directed for M-G-M;
now producing and directing in Lon-

don; directed "Cimarron," one of

THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures

of 1931; one of THE FILM D.AILY
Ten Best Directors of 1930-31.

William Russell
b. Indianapolis; educ. University of

Iowa; active in campus dramatics;

joined the Chautauqua; directed Dallas

Little Theater and was in travelling

stock; joined Paramount as a dialogue

director and talent coach; directed

"Our Hearts ^Vere Growing Up,"
Ladies' Man," "Dear Ruth," for Para-

mount, where he is under contract.

Franh Ryan
b. Urbana, O., Oct. 18, 1907; educ.

attended Richmond High Schools;

after a highly successful career as a

cartoonist, whose drawings appeared in

some 60 national magazines, includ-

ing Saturday Evening Post, Colliers,

Esquire, The New Yorker and The
.American Magazine, came to Holly-
wood to try his hand at film writing;

first assignment was on Harold Lloyd's

"Professor Beware" and later wrote the
screenplay for Lloyd's "A Girl, A Guy
and a Gob"; went to Universal and
worked on script of "The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday"; Universal offered him
a contract as a writer, but he turned
this down as he wanted to direct; had
directed "Call Out the Marines"; Uni-
versal gave him a chance to direct

Deanna Durbin in "Hers To Hold,"
following which he did "Can't Help
Singing," and "Patrick The Great,"
and "So Goes My Love."

William A. Sachheim
Director of "Let's Go Steady" for

Columbia in 1946.

Malcolm St. Clair
b. Los Angeles, 1899; educ. Los

.Angeles high school, newspaper car-
toonist; played in Sennett shorts;

wrote and directed for Sennett; di-
rected shorts for Metro. FBO; directed
features for Famous, First National,
RKO, M-G-M, Universal and 20th
Century-Fox; one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten Best Directors of 1926-27
and 1927-28.
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Sidney Salhow
b. New York City; educ. Columbia

University, City College of N. Y.; as-

sistant director of Broadway produc-
tions; directed Broadway plays; assist-

ant to Benjamin Glazer at Paramount
studio; directed and wrote for

Paramount; directed for Universal,
Republic and Columbia; was in the

U. S. Army; in 1946 directed "Faithful
in My Fashion" for M-G-M.

Clifford Sanforth
h. Chicago, 1895; has directed for

Universal and Fox; directed and pro-
duced first Ken Maynard series; pro-

duced and directed with Edward M.
Spitz; co-producer on "Bandit of Sher-
wood Forest" for Columbia.

Alfred Santell
h. San Francisco, 1896; educ. San

Francisco; architect, short story writer,

scenario writer, assistant director for

Youngdeer. Pathe; scenarist for Sen-
nett, Keystone, Beauty Comedies,
.American Film Co.; supervised and
directed for American-Mutual; com-
edy director for Kalem, Universal
Goldwyn, Pathe Master, World; super
vising manager of Universal comedies
made series for Hal Roach and FBO
directed features for First National
Fox, RKO, Paramount and Columbia;
directed for Paramount; directed
"Winterset," one of THE FILM
DAILY Ten'^est Pictures of 1937; di-

rected "The Hairv Ape" for Jules
Levey-U.A; was under contract to Re-
public as producer and director.

Joseph Santley
h. Salt Lake City, 1890; played child

legit parts; played on Broadway and
wrote manv of his own parts; in vaude-
ville and Broadway musical comedy;
acted, directed and produced on
Broadway; co-directed with Robert
Florev for Paramount; directed for

Pathe, Monogram, Mascot, Republic,
Walter W^anger, RKO Radio, Univer-
sal, Columbia, Paramount; directed for

Republic and Warner Bros.; now
free-lancing.

Victor Saville
h. Birmingham, England: educ. at

King George VI School; enlisted at 17

with bombing platoon of London Irish,

but received a head wound and was
discharged in 1916: sold films in Bir-

mingham with Sol Levy; purchased for

the English market "Birth of a Nation"
and "Intolerance" was start of his

career; after Armistice, formed an or-

ganization with Michael Balcon, and
Jack Freedman, importing films and
renting them; this association eventual-
ly became a full-fledged producing com-
pany, making "Woman to Woman";
made his first visit to Hollywood in

1922; returned to England and joined
Gaumont British; his first directorial
effort was "The Arcadians"; in 1930,
directed "The W. Plan" for BIP; then
directed for Gaumont; later produced
independently for London Films;
signed with M-G-M and prcxiuced
"The Citadel" and "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" at Denham; came to Hollywood
for M-G-M and produced several out-
standing productions, including "The
Earl of Chicago," "A Woman's Face,"
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"; joined
Columbia Pictures in 1943; directed
and produced "Tonight and Every
Night"; now with M-G-M; directed
"The Green Years," selected one of the
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en Best Pictures of 1946" in THE
LM DAILY poll; recently directed

f Winter Comes."

Harold Schuster
Former film editor; 1937, directed

)r 20th Century-Fox; directed for

(Jth-Fox in England; directed for

fniversal; directed "Marine Raiders"

)r RKO; directed "Breakfast in Hol-
jTvood" for Robert S. Golden-UA re-

?ase; now freelancing.

Etving Scott
h. Los Angeles, Sept. 3, 1898; educ.

)s Angeles High, University of Cali-

rnia; animated cartoonist with Vita-

aph; assistant to F. W. Murnau on
e 1928 Fox-Arctic expedition; assist-

it to Raoul Walsh and Alexander
orda; directed for Paramount and
,KO; was in the U. S. Army; now
ree-lancing.

Sherman Scott
Director of "Billy the Kid" series for

R.C; directed "The Flving Serpent"

r PRC.

George Seaton
b. South Bend, Indiana, April 17,

11; educ. University of Mount St.

ncent; started his career as an actor;

ote and produced stage plays; wrote
ort stories; joined M-G-M in 1933

i a writer; joined 20th Century-Fox
tid in 1945 directed "Diamond Horse-
joe," "Junior Miss"; directed and
tote screenplay for "Miracle On 34th
treet"; still under contract to 20th-

X.

Edward Sedgivich
b. Galveston, Tex., Nov. 1892; educ.

Mary's University, Texas; has ap-

red in stock, circus road shows.
isical comedies, minstrels, carnivals;

S. Army officer in World War I;

/ered Mexican revolution for AP;
yed pro baseball, wrote songs; acted

d wrote for Fox and Universal; start-

directing for M-G-M in 1926. Has
acted for Hal Roach, David L. Loew,
lumbia and M-G-M; now free-

icing.

Lewis Seller
J. New York; university graduate;
irked as assistant director, gag man
r comedy producers; directed come-
rs for Fox and then advanced to

itures; later with Paramount; was
ider contract to Warner Bros, and
th-Fox; back to Warner Bros, where

is now under contract; directed
/hip Lash."

Willtattt A. Setter
). New York, 1891; educ. Hudson
i^er Military Academy; started pic-

•e career as an extra, featured roles.

i later became a star; studied tech-

:al operation of a film camera, and
t a job as film cutter; later became a
ector and has directed pictures for

hiversal, First National, RKO Radio,
alumbia and 20th Century-Fox; pro-
Jced and directed "Belle of the
akon" for International Pictures; has
)peared in and directed at least 1.50

Jctures; recent pictures include "Les-

I
^ In Love," "Litle Giant," "That
ight With You," "Affairs of Susan,"

Fver Come Back," "I'll Be Yours";
directing "Up In Central Park"

Universal-International; is married
I the former Marion Nixon.
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Steve Sehely
b. Budapest, Hungary, Feb. 25, 1889;

educ. in Budapest high school and
Polytechnic; was journalist several

years on staff of Ullstein newspaper
concern, Berlin; in 1929, started as a

director in Vienna; directed for Bzsmek
Productions, Budapest, Phoebus Pro-
ductions, Fedak Productions; came to

the United States in 1939; directed
for PRC and Monogram; directed for

producer Herman Millakowsky at Mon-
ogram; directed for Republic; formed
Star Pictures as an independent pro-
ducer.

Leslie Selander
b. Los Angeles, May 26, 1900; educ.

high school; started in laboratory of

Harold Bell Wright studio; assistant

cameraman and cameraman at Tri-

angle; assistant director and director

for Fox; directed for M-G-M and Uni-
versal; directed for Harry Sherman and
Republic; directed "Red Stallion";

signed by Champion Productions to

direct their initial film, "Panhandle"
which will be released by Monogram.

Maxwiell Shane
b. Paterson, N. J., Aug. 26, 1905;

educ. New Jersey schools. El Paso
High School, University of California

and University of Southern California

Law School; entered motion picture
career as publicity man for First Na-
tional Pictures; later advertising for

Fox Theaters; meanwhile, wrote fic-

tion for Collier's, Esquire, other pub-
lications; in 1932 produced play "In-

termission"; partner in Hillman-Shane
.Advertising Agency, 1933 to 1936, pro-

ducing many radio shows; wrote "Big
Town" radio series for Edward G.
Robinson and Columbia Broadcasting
1938 and 1939; started screen writing
career at Paramount studios in 1937,

writing many screen originals and
screenplays; in past ten years has writ-

ten more than 50 motion pictures;

wrote and directed "Fear In The
Night" for Pine-Thomas Paramount;
now on 45th consecutive production
for Pine-Thomas.

George Sherman
b. July 14, 1908, New York City;

New York public schools; office boy
at First National; to Hollywood in

1927, second assistant director for

Frank Lloyd until 1929; cutter and di-

rector for first sound pictures with
Mack Sennett; in 1933, first assistant

director with Monogram and Republic;
first directorial assignment at 20th
Century-Fox; made 12 Westerns with

John Wayne at Republic; Producer-
director for about 60 films at Repub-
lic; first film at Columbia, "Rene-
gades"; some recent films: "Bandit of

Sherwood Forest," "Personality Kid,"
and "Relentless"; now under contract

to Universal - Inernational; directed

"Black Bart, Highwayman," and now
directing "Ri\er Lady."

Vincent Sherman
h. Vienna, Ga., July 16, 1906; educ.

Oglethorpe University; acting career

with New York Theater Guild; in stage

and screen versions of "Counselor at

Law"; joined Warners as scenarist and
did dialogue direction; director of

"Underground," "Saturday's Children,"
"Flight from Destiny," "The Hard
Way," "Old Acquaintance," "In Our
Time," "Mr. Skeffington," "Janie Gets
Married," "Nora Prentiss" and "The
Unfaithful."

Herman Shumlin
New York stage director; directed

"Watch On The Rhine" for Warner
Bros., selected one of the Ten Best Pic-

tures of 1943 in THE FILM DAILY
Annual Poll.

George Sidney
h. New York City, 1911; was a music

student, played in vaudeville and
bands; joined M-G-M in 1932 as test

director and was also second unit
director; directed short subjects, in-

cluded among them "Quicker'n a
Wink," which won the Academy Award
in 1940; also directed "Of Pups and
Puzzles," an Academy Award winner
for 1941; directed "Our Gang" come-
dies and many other short subjects;
became a feature director at M-G-M
in 1941 and directed "Free and Easy"
as his initial feature; directed "Anchors
Aweigh"; selected as one of the Ten
Best Pictures in 1945 in THE FILM
DAILY poll; still under contract to

M-G-M and his most recent pictures
are "Holiday in Mexico" and "Cass
Timberlane."

Don Siegel
Director; b. Chicago, 111., Oct. 26,

1912; educ. Jesus College, Cambridge
University, England; acted in Shavian
and Gilbert and Sullivan with Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts, London,
also Contemporary Theater Group,
Hollywood; joined Warners as assist-

ant film librarian, 1933; became assist-

ant cutter, head of insert department,
then organized montage department;
wrote and directed all montage, also
second units; directed "Star In The
Night," and "Hitler Lives," both Acad-
emy Award winners 1945; directed
"The Verdict," "Night Unto Night"
for Warner Bros., where he is under
contract.

S. Sylvan Simon
b. Chicago, March 9, 1910; moved

to Pittsburgh; educ. Schenley High
School, University of Michigan; taught
speech and play production; assistant
director in radio; graduated Columbia
Law School; directed summer theater
in Schroon Lake, N. Y.; became a
Warner Bros, talent scout; directed
Broadway legit; became a Universal
test director; then did a short for Uni-
versal and was advanced to feature
director; under contract to M-G-M;
loaned to Columbia where he produced
and directed "Her Husband's Affairs"
and "I Love Trouble."

Robert Sinclair
h. Toledo, Ohio, May 24; educ. Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania; stage manager
of the Greenwich Village Theater;
came to the motion picture industry
from Broadway stage where he directed
"The Philadelphia Story," "The Wom-
en," "Postman Rings Twice," "Babes
in Arms," "Pride and Prejudice," and
"Dodsworth"; worked with George S.

Kaufman, Sam Harris, Max Gordon:
directed for David O. Selznick, and
M-G-M before joining the service; was
captain in the Signal Corps, directed
"Resisting Enemy Interrogation"; di-

rected a picture for Columbia since

leaving the Army, and is now under
a long term contract to 20th Century-
Fox.

Robert Siodmah
b. Memphis, Aug. 8, 1900; taken to

Europe by his parents when he was

only a year old; remained there until
1941; became an actor at an early age
and at 19 was playing 50 to 70-year-
old men; gave up acting and went into
banking business; later entered the
film industry as a writer, film cutter
and assistant director; broke into di-

rectorial ranks by producing and di-

recting a $5,000 picture, "People on
Sunday"; within a year of the comple-
tion of his first effort, he was one of
Germany's leading directors; in 1933,
left Germany for France, directing such
stars as Charles Boyer, Danielle Dar-
rieux, Maurice Chevalier and Fernand
Gravet; the day before the Nazis occu-
pied Paris, he left for America; has
directed for Paramount, Republic, Uni-
versal and RKO; under contract to

Universal - International; recent pic-

tures include: "The Spiral Staircase,"
"Dark Mirror," produced and directed,
"Time Out of Mind"; currently on a
loan-out to J. Arthur Rank in Eng-
land; on schedule for 1948 is "Thun-
der On The Hill."

Douglas SirU
b. Denmark, 1900; educ. Universi-

ties of Munich and Hamburg, achiev-
ing "star rating" as a soccer player; di-
rected his first play, "As You Like It,"

when he was 23; producer-director of
famous Leipzig State Theater; prior to

Nazi regime, one of the outstanding
men of the German theater; wrote
and directed "Ninth Symphony" for
Ufa; escaped to the United States with
his wife in 1938; returned to Europe
to fullfill picture commitments in
France and Holland; came back to the
United States at the outbreak of the
war; wrote "The Enchanted City" for
M-G-M and "Women They Talk
About" for Warners; directed and
wrote the script for "Hitler's Hang-
man," Angelus-M-G-M production; di-
rected "Summer Storm" which was pro-
duced by Ripley-Monter; directed
"Lured," Stromberg-U.A. production,
and "Sleep, My Love" Triangle-UA.

Henry Sokal
b. Srayova, Roumania, Feb. 20, 1898;

reared in Austria and Germany; left

school at 16, and at an early age be-
came an executive in a Vienna bank;
became an independent film producei
in Berlin; operated his own company
Sokal Company, for ten years; came tc

Hollywood in 1937; was with Colum
bia Pictures; now free-lancing.

Paul H. Sloane
h. New York, April, 1893, educ

N. Y. public schools; with Edison, Fox
Famous, deMille, Pathe and Para
mount; was Lieut. Col. in the Army, in

charge of Western Branch of Signa
Corps Photographic Center; producec
and directed films designed to expedite
training of soldiers for field and com-
bat duties.

R. G. Springsteen
b. Tacoma, Washington, Sept. 8,

1904; educ. at University of Washing-
ton; entered the film industry in 1930
as prop boy with Universal studio; in

1934 joined Fox as an assistant direc-

tor; affiliated with Republic in 1936 as

a script clerk; then became an assistant

director, following elevation to a full

directorship; first film was "Marshal of
Laredo"; still at Republic and is now
preparing "California Firebrand."
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John ilf. Stahl
b. New York; played bits and leads

in legit; was in vaudeville; played bits

in N. Y. film studios starting in 1913;

directed in 1914 at several West Coast

studios; was with M-G-M before be-

coming a partner and production man-
ager of Tiffany-Stahl; later under
contract to Universal and M-G-M;
producer-director at Universal and
Columbia; now with 20th-Fox; di-

rected "Keys of the Kingdom"; one of

THE FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures

of 1945; and "Leave Her to Heaven"
one of THE FILM DAILY Ten Best

Pictures of 1946; directed "Foxes of

Harrow."

Paul Ludtvig Stein
b: Vienna, 1892; moved to U. S. at

18 and wrote for various Eastern pro-

ducers; stage manager in New York;

returned to Vienna to act in films;

directed for Ufa in Berlin; back to

New York to direct for Warners,
Pathe-deMille, United Artists and
RKO; now free-lancing.

George Stevens
Producer-director; b. Oakland, Calif.,

in 1905; educ. Oakland and San Fran-

cisco public and high schools; did stage

work; came to Hollywood in 1921 and
entered production; became an assistant

cameraman, then a first cameraman;
was a writer; became a gag man;
worked at M-G-M, Hal Roach and
other studios during next nine years; in

1930, was given a chance to direct by
Hal Roach; in 1933, directed his first

feature picture; joined the armed forces

as a major in 1943; honorably dis-

charged with rank of lieutenant col-

onel; late in 1945, with Frank Capra,
William Wyler and Samuel J. Briskin,

became a member of firm of Liberty

Films, Inc., releasing through RKO;
currently Executive - producer - director

on "I Remember Mama" for RKO.

Robert Stevenson
b. Buxton, England; educ. Cam-

Ijridge; wrote synopsis of novels and
fan magazine articles; became a script

writer; represented Gaumont British

in Germany; supervising pictures

made in co-operation with Ufa; English

dialogue director at a French studio;

production supervisor, producer and di-

rector in England; to Hollywood in

1939; was under contract to RKO
Radio and David O. Selznik; was in

the U. S. .Army; directed "Dishonored
Lady," for Hunt Stromberg Prods.

Peter Stewart
Directed ".Adventure Island" for

I'ine-Tliomas. Paramount.

Benjiatnin Stoloff
b. Philadelphia, 1895; educ. college;

broke in with short subject units;

made shorts series for Fox; directed

features for Fox, Paramount, Colum-
bia United Artists, RKO, Warners,
and 20th-Fox; now producing and di-

recting for Eagle-Lion Productions.

Andrew L. Stone
b. Oakland. Calif., July 16, 1902;

educ. University of California; ship-

ping clerk at Universal San Franci.sco

exchange; with Rothacker-Aller lab.

in Hollywood; wrote and produced
two-reelers released by Paramount;
directed for Sono-.Art and Mayfair;

produced independently as Lysander

Productions; wrote, directed and pro-

duced for Grand National; wrote, pro-

duced and directed for Paramount;
directed for 20th-Fox; organized his

own company which releases through

United Artists.

Frank Strayer
b. Altoona, Pa.; educ. Wilkinsburgh

High School; Penn. Military Academy,
Carnegie Institute; ensign in navy dur-

ing World War I; assistant director

at Metro; directed for Columbia, Para-

mount, Fox, Tiffany, 20th Century-

Fox; now free-lancing.

John Sturges
h. Oak Park, 111.; to California as

scholarship football player at Marin
Junior College; entered show business

through college little theater groups;

first motion picture job at RKO as of-

fice boy in art department; became
RKO film editor; career interrupted

by war; assigned to Signal Corps; su-

pervised training film at Astoria and
Wright Field; transferred to Army Air

Corps with rank of captain; served

under director William Wyler, turned
out numerous documantaries; co-di-

rected "Thunderbolt" with Wyler;
signed with Columbia upon discharge

from service; directed "The Man Who
Dared," "Shadowed," "Alias Mr. Twi-
light," "For the Love of Rusty" and
"Keeper of the Bees"; directed Irving

Cummings independent production,

'The Sign of the Ram" for Columbia
release.

Preston Sturges
b. Chicago, Aug. 29, 1898; educ.

Coulter School, Chicago, and in France,

Switzerland and Berlin; worked in his

mother's French cosmetic factory;

since the age of two has made 45
trips to Paris; runner for a New York
broker; in U. S. Air Corps during
World War I; assistant stage manager
in New York and Chicago; acted in

and produced legit productions; wrote
for Paramount in New York; in Holly-

wood, wrote for Universal, RKO,
United Artists, Paramount and M
G-M; wrote and directed for Para-
mount; in 1945, together with Howard
Hughes, formed California Pictures

Corp.; now with 20th Century-Fox.

A. Edward Sutherland
h. England, Jan. 1897, of American

parents; educ. French and English
schools; Roxbury Latin School, Bos-
ton; serial actor in 1915; then a Key-
stone Kop; with Royal Flying Corps
in World War I; leading man at Real-
art; assistant to Charles Chaplin; di-

recting since 1925; with Universal;
directed for Warners, Paramount; and
Universal; produced and directed
"Abie's Irish Rose" for Bing Crosby
Producers, Inc., UA release.

Robert Tansey
b. Brooklyn, N. Y., June 29, 1898;

jjroducer, director and writer; has been
producing and directing for Mono-
gram; directed the Hoot Gibson-Ken
Maynard westerns for Monogram; di-

rected "Shaggy," Pine-Thomas picture
for Paramount; now directing for Joel
Schwartz.

IMorman Taurog
h. Feb. 23, 1899, Chicago; legitimate

actor, screen actor with Florence Law-
rence at Ince; started directing Larry

Semon, 1919-20-21, making over 36 pro-

ductions; made six "Andy Gump"
shorts for Universal; four comedies tor

Fox, over 40 for Educational; Georgie

Jessel for Tiftany-Stahl; to Fox in 1928

to direct Clark & McCullogh sound se-

ries; others for Fox in 19ii9; 1929 di-

rected for Tiffany; directed "Skippy,"

voted one of the Ten Best Pictures ot

1931 in the annual FILM DAILY poll;

was under contract to Paramount; with

20th Century-Fox; now directing for

M G-M.

Ray Taylor
b. Perham, Minn., Jan. 1, 1888; educ.

two-year pre-med course in medicine

at Columbia University, gave that up
and joined his family in Hollywooa;
in 1920, became a script clerk at Fox
Studios, and was later graduated to an

assistant director under John Ford;

went to Universal where he was upped
to a full fledged director; late in 1934.

toured Egypt, India and the Malayan
jungles with explorer Frank Buck, and
supervised camera crew in shooting of

one of Buck's earlier "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" series; served as a second lieu-

tenant in a machine gun battalion in

World War I; directed for Universal,

and PRC.

Ted Tetzlaff
A member of the American Society

Cinematographers for many years; has

been a cameraman since 1933; was sec-

ond cameraman at Paramount Studios

for many years; worked with Karl Struss

on Carole Lombard pictures, and when
Struss was not available for one of her

pictures, she requested him, and from
then on he became director of pho-
tography; was cameraman on Alfred

Hitchcock's production "Notorious" for

RKO; now directs for RKO.

WillUam Tbiele
b. Vienna; educ. Vienna Conserva-

tory of Art and Music; Austrian actor

and producer; wrote and directed for

Ufa; directed in, England; director for

Columbia, Paramount, M-G-M and Sol

Lesser; directed "The Madonna's Se-

cret" for Republic; now free-lancing.

William C Thomas
b. Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. II, 1903;

educ. University of Southern Califor-

nia; in 1924, was in the publicity De-
partment at M-G-M; worked in the
publicity Department of Pantages
Theaters and Fox West Coast Thea-
ters; in 1936, became an associate pro-

ducer at Paramount; formed Pine-

Thomas Productions with William H.
Pine to produce pictures for Para-
mount release; in addition to produc-
ing, he also directs some of them.

Richard Thorpe
b. Feb. 24, in Hutchinson, Kansas;

educ. public schools and high school,

Hutchinson; joined a Wichita stock

company in 1915; for three years al-

ternated in stock, vaudeville and mu-
sical comedy; quit the theater to serve

in World War I with headquarters in-

telligence detachment, 88th Division;
after armistice appeared with a revue
at the Champs Elysses Theater in

Paris; back to New York, launched his

film career, playing as an extra in east-

ern studios; then wrote scripts and
gags; worked with Johnny Hines in

Torchy series, as actor, writer, assist

ant director, film cutter and studit

manager; continued with Hines in feai

tures, then became a leading man oj

his own; abandoned acting in 1923 h

direct; between 1923 and 1929 directei

72 Westerns, several serials and a num
ber of important silent features; ii

1935 was placed under contract to M
G-M and has remained there eve
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Alexis ThurU'Taxis
Formerly known as Cliff Wheeler

educ. Syracuse and Yale; in militar

and diplomatic services in French
Czechoslovakian and Imperial Russia!

armies; joined Rex Ingram at Univer

sal in 1916; directed for Universal

wrote and directed for Cines, Rome
Sasha, Vienna and Cines-Pittuga

Rome; produced and directed for Les

ter Cutler; directed for Universal an<

Columbia; directed "Hollywood an«

Vine" for PRC; now free-lancing.

James Tinling
b. Seattle, Wash.; educ. Universit

of Washington; prop boy at Centur
studios; later a writer; in 63rd Artil

lery during World War I; with Harol
Hawks and Raoul Walsh; director foi

Fox and Columbia; directed for 20th

Fox; now directing for Sol W. Wurtze
whose pictures are released thru 20tl

Century-Fox.

Jacques Tourneur
b. Nov. 12, 1904; educ. New Yor

public schools, Hollywood High, offic

boy at Metro studios; then script clerk

second assistant director, assistant cut

ter, and film editor; assistant directo

in France; headed Pathe unit filmin

backgrounds in Germany, Africa, Ta
hiti, Ethiopia, Algiers, Morocco, Tun'
and Egypt for three years; directei

features in France; returned to U. 5

as technical director and short subjec

director for M-G-M; directed feature

for M-G-M; directed "Canyon Passage,

Walter Wanger production for Univei

sal; under contract to RKO; directei

"Out of the Past"; now directing "Bei

lin Express" in Paris for RKO.

Shepard Traube
b. Maiden, Mass.; educ. Universit

of Pennsylvania and New York Un
versity; started his theatrical career a

an actor; later established a publicit

office; produced plays on Broadway
went into radio and helped form A'

Features, Inc.; came to Hollywood i

May. 1937 as an assistant to M. J.
Siege

at Republic; wrote a book, "So Yo
Want to Go Into the Theater," puT

lished by Little Brown; wrote a move
"Glory Road"; directed and wrote fc

Majestic Pictures; co-directed "Rani

parts We Watch" a feature for Marc
of Time; directed several features fc

20th Century-Fox in 1941; now wilj

RKO.

Frank Tuttle
b. 1893; educ. Yale; assistant editcj

of Vanity Fair; publicity director Rii

sian ballet; president of Yale Dramati

.Association; 1922, did film work wit

The Film Guild; worked for America
Releasing, Hodkinson; wrote fd

Famous; 1925, started directing f(

Paramount; Fox, Samuel Goldwyi

Universal and Paramount; directe

"The Great John L" Bing Crosby Pr<

duction for LTnited Artists release: ('
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rected "Suell Guy," Mark. Hellinger
"production for Universal; "Suspense"
:l:or Monogram.

Edgar G. tJlmer
b. Sept. 17, 1900, Vienna, Austria;

educ. Vienna Academy of Arts &
Sciences; was actor, stage assistant,

stage manager, and art director in

Vienna and Germany; came to the

U. S. in 1923 as art director of Max
Reinhardt's "The Miracle"; art direc-

tor for Murnau's \Villiam Fox films;

1931-1934, an occasional Universal
'writer or director; 1934-1940, an inde-

pendent film producer in New York
City; wrote and directed for PRC; di-

rected "The Strange Woman," for Mars
Film Corp., for United Artists release;

directed "Carnegie Hall" for Federal
• Films, Inc.; under contract to Federal
Films; loaned to Producing Artists, Inc.

to direct "Prelude To Night."

Charles Vidor
b. Budapest, July 27, 1900; attended

Universities of Budapest and Berlin;

studied civil engineering; first World
War lieutenant; decorated four times;

entered films as assistant cutter for

Ufa Studios, Berlin; assistant director

on "Frederick the Great"; came to New
York in 1923; baritone with Wagnerian
Opera for three years; 1926 to 1929
odd jobs with Fox, Universal, First

.\ational and other studios; directed

short subject, "The Bridge," in 1929;

first feature: "Mask of Fu Manchu"
for M-G-M in 1932; "Sensation Hun-
ters" for Monogram in 1932; 1935,

"The Arizonian" for RKO; "My Son,

My Son," for UA in 1940; major films

at Columbia include "Cover Girl,"

"Over 21," "A Song to Remember,"
and "Gilda"; now producing and di-

recting independently for Columbia re-

lease.

King Vidor
b. Feb. 8, 1895; educ. public schools.

Peacock Military School, San Antonio,
Texas; Tome Institute, Port Deposit,

Md.: his first job in summer vacations

was as ticket seller; at age of 18,

was a local newsreel cameraman for

Mutual Company; went to New York,
worked as an extra and eventually pro-
duced several small commercial films;

to California in 1915 as a newsreel
cameraman at the Exposition in San
Francisco; worked as a property man,
a script clerk and cameraman; became
an assistant director when he sold his

first story, the fifty-second he had writ-

ten; in 1919, started directing features;

has directed over 50 pictures; was with
M-G-M for a good many years where
he directed some very outstanding pro-
ductions; directed "Duel in the Sun."
a Selznick Picture.

Joseph von Sternberg
b. Vienna; educ. New York public

schools, University of Berlin; worked in

various production capacities for World
Film; directed for Charles Chaplin,
United Artists. M-G-M, Paramount,
and Columbia; was in Europe; directed

for Arnold Pressburger-UA release;

directed "Underworld," one of THE
FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures of

1927; directed "The Last Command,"
one of THE FILM DAILY Best of

1928; one of THE FILM DAILY Ten
Best Directors of 1928-29 and 1930-31;

now free-lancing.
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Bernard Vorhaus
b. New York City, Dec. 25, 1904;

graduate of Harvard University, Magna
Cum Laude, with honors in English;

has an A.B. degree; first job was as a

writer for Columbia in 1926-27; wrote
for M-G-M and subsequently for Para-
mount; went to England in 1932 and
directed, as well as produced; returned
to the U. S. and joined Republic as a

director-producer; served in the U. S.

Army; now free-lancing.

George Waggner
b. New York City, Sept. 7, 1904;

attended Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy, preparatory to a premedical
course; before he could continue along
the path into surgery, decided to join

the U. S. Army cavalry in 1916; is a

disabled veteran of World War I;

came to Hollywood in 1920 for exhi-

bitions with the U. S. Army cavalry

riding team, and remained here; be-

came an actor; worked in vaudeville;

also did occasional radio broadcasts;

in 1930; was signed by M-G-M as a

song writer; later went with Mono-
gram; remained with that company a

number of years; was given his first

chance to direct there; was under con-

tract with Universal as a writer-pro-

ducer-director; signed by Republic to

produce, direct and write his own orig-

inal story "Eagles in Exile."

Hal Walker
b. Ottumua. la., 1896; served in

Marine Corps in first World War; be-

came a salesman; to Hollywood in 1925

as an extra; became an assistant direc-

tor; directed "The Road to Utopia,"

"Out of This World" and "The Stork

Club" for Paramount; now free-lancing.

Richard Wallace
b. Sacramento, Cal., film editor for

Mack Sennett; edited "Connecticut
Yankee" for Fox; adaptations for

Robertson-Cole, Warner Bros., Thos.
H. Ince; director with Warners, Fox,

Sennett, on short reels, and same for

Universal; feature director joining

Corinne Griffith Prod., First National;

joined Paramount in 1928, continuing
in 1929-32; directing for B. P. Schul-

berg-Paramount, Roach, RKO and Co-
lumbia; directed "Kiss and Tell" for

Col.; "Because of Him" for Univ.; "Sin-

bad the Sailor" and "Tycoon" for RKO-
Radio; "Framed" for Columbia.

Raoul Walsh
Director; b. New York City, March

11, 1892: educ. New York City at Seton

Hall U; m. Lorraine Walker, profes-

sional; toured Europe for two years

following college, returned to U. S. to

study playwriting under Paul Arm-
strong; on stage in 1910; started pic-

tures 1912 as actor with Biographical

Players; associates were Mary Pickford,

Owen Moore, Gish Sisters; first impor-

tant role, John Wilkes Booth in "Birth

of a Nation." Has directed more than

109 films; outstanding productions:

"Kindred of the Dust." "Thief of Bag-

dad," "East of Suez," "The Wanderer,"
"The Lady of the Harem," "Sadie

Thompson," "What Price Glory," "The
Cock-Eyed World," "Loves of Carmen,"
"The Red Dance," "The Man Who
Came Back." "Women of All Nations,"

"In Old Arizona," "The Big Trail,"

"Seas Beneath," "The Yellow Ticket,"

"Roaring Twenties," "They Drive By
Night," "High Sierra," "The Straw-

berry Blonde," "They Died With Their
Boots On," "Desperate Journey," "Gen-
tleman Jim," "Northern Pursuit," "Un-
certain Glory," "The Horn Blows at

Midnight," "Objective Burma"; 1945-46

"The Man I Love," "Cheyenne"; 1947:

"Pursued" and "Silver River."

Charles ^Chuck' Walters
b. Nov. 17, in Pasadena, California;

attended High School in Anaheim,
(Calif.); studied at University of South-
ern California; worked as a dancer in

the chorus of Fanchon and Marco road
shows, and appeared in a number of

plays at Pasadena Playhouse; went to

New York where he landed a dancing
role in "New Faces"; followed by a

role in "Fools Rush In"; worked in

several other Broadway stage hits; in-

vited to direct the student show at

Princeton University; signed by M-G-M
to direct dance sequences in "E)u Barry
Was a Lady," which was followed by
"Presenting Lily Mars," "Best Foot
Forward," "Girl Crazy," "Meet Me in

St. Louis," "Abbott and Costello in

Hollywood," then spent some time in

New York until summoned by M-G-M
to direct his first full-length film, "Good
News."

John Waters
b. New York City, Oct. 31, 1893:

educ. New York Schools; in 1906, start-

ed in show business as a stagehand on
original production of "The Red Mill";

continued as stagehand until 1910,

when he joined Reliance Film Com-
pany as a prop man; in 1914, was made
an assistant director to Director Wray
Physico; went with Physico to Florida

to work on first Technicolor feature,

"The Gulf Between"; joined Harold
Lockwood in 1917 as an assistant di-

rector; entered service December, 1917,

as a member of Signal Corps, making
combat pictures; in 1919 went with old

World Film Co., as an assistant direc-

tor; came to California in 1922 and
started directing Zane Grey series in

1925; directed Gary Cooper's first star-

ring picture "Arizona Bound," later

directed him in several other pictures;

joined M-G-M in 1928, directing Tim
McCoy in two pictures; entered World
War II as a member of Signal Corps,

making training films; rejoined M-G-M
in 1945 as a director; directed Wallace
Beery in "The Mighty McGurk."

Robert Webb
h. Jan. 8, 1903; in 1919 was assistant

cameraman; assistant director at vari-

ous studios; directed "No Exception,"

U. S. Treasury Department short;

"This is It," U. S. Navy feature picture;

directed at 20th Century-Fox, recent

pictures include "The Caribbean Mys-
tery" and "The Spider."

Orson Welles
b. Kenosha, Wis., May 6, 1915; educ.

tutored at home, Todd School, Wood-
stock, 111.; acted in and staged plays

at Todd; studied painting and did

a walking-painting tour of Ireland:

stage appearances in Dublin; while in

Morocco edited Shakespeare's plays;

toured the U. S. with Katherine Cor-

nell; did radio work on the March
of Time program and as The Shadow,
with John Houseman, formed the

Mercury Theater which did a repertory

season; went on the air as the Mercury
group; was under contract to RKO
Radio as a producer-writer-director-

actor; has been starred in several im-

portant pictures during past two years;

directed "The Stranger" for Interna-

tional Pictures; directed and produced
"The Lady From Shanghai" for Co-
lumbia; produced, directed and starred

in the Charles K. Feldman Gro,up pro-

duction "Macbeth" for Republic; now
in England with Sir Alexander Korda
to work in Oscar Wilde's "Salome."

William Wellman
b. Feb. 1898, Boston; ran away from

prep school to join French Army in

World War; member of Lafayette Es-

cadrille until plane crashed and was
invalided home with broken back;

entered pictures about 1920, shortly

after recovery; messenger boy at the

old Goldwyn studio, working up to

assistant director there in 1923, assist-

ing various directors on that lot for a

year and a half; joined Fox as assistant

and promoted to directorship, making
nine features; directed then for Gold-
wyn for two years; made independent
film for Harry Cohn; signed with B. P.

Schulberg and went with the latter

to Paramount, remaining in 1928 - 29;

with Warner Bros, in 1930 - 1932; se-

lected one of Ten Best Directors of

1928-29 in THE FILM DAILY An-
nual Poll; directed for 20th Century
Pictures, M-G-M and Selznick-Interna-

tional; directed for Paramount and
20th-Fox; directed "The Story of G. L
Joe," selected one of the Ten Best Pic-

tures of 1945 in THE FILM DAILY
poll; now free-lancing.

Alfred L. Werker
b. Deadwood, S. D.; worked around

theaters as a youngster and then bally-

hoo man for circus; road showed
"Intolerance," Griffith film, through the

Southwest and later managed a num-
ber of small shows in that territory;

was in the U. S. Photographic Division

during World War; upon returning

he received first picture experience

as continuity clerk with E. Mason Hop-
per; later propman with Mary Pick-

ford unit; went to Berlin and made
three: directed Fred Thomson West-
ern unit, releasing through FBO-RKO
and Paramount; switched to Fox in

1929; was under contract to Fox: di-

rected for Twentieth Century Prods.;

directed "The House of Rothschild,"

voted one of the Ten Best Pictures

of 1934 in the annual FILM DAILY
poll; was with Paramount, 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Universal and Eagle-Lion;

now free-lancing.

Tint Whelan
b. Connellon. 111., 1893; educ. Den-

ver; actor, writer and producer on
stage; wrote scripts for Hal Roach
features; writer associate of Frank

Capra and Tay Garnett; writer for

M-G-M: directed in England for Brit-

ish International: contract writer at

RKO: wrote and directed for M-G-M;
several trips to England to direct;

came to Hollywood for Paramount
and directed "A Date with Destiny"

in 1940; was with Edward Small Pro-

ductions and RKO; now directing in

England.

Sam White
b. Chicago, 111., Oct. 16, 1906; educ.

Holl^Tvood High School; has been in
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2nd out of picture business since child-

hood started with Bison 101 Company
on Coast; worked as an actor, etc.;

cameraman for three years; and film

editor for four years; started directing

for RKO in 1932 (Ely Culbertson-

Bridge Series); directed other series of

short subjects for RKO; production
associate in 1937 on "Top of the

Town'> directed features for Columbia
and Pine-Thomas; free lancing.

Richard Whorf
b. Winthrop, Mass., June 4, 1907;

educ. Winthrop High School; made
first appearance on the stage at the

Copley Theater, Boston, December
1921; made first appearance on the

New York stage at Daly's Theater in

1927; appeared in many stage plays in

the years which followed; in 1938 went
to London in the Shubert play "Am-
phytrion"; appeared in the motion pic-

ture "Midnight," his first picture; in

1944 came to Hollywood and appeared
in "The Imposter" and "Christmas
Holiday" for Universal; joined Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer in 1944 as a director;

directed "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
"The Sailor Takes a Wife," "It Hap-
pened in Brooklyn" and "Love From a

Stranger."

Crane Wilbur
b. Athens, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1891; eduq.

Athens high schools; acted in Mrs.
Minnie Maddern Fiske Company;
starred for Pathe and Mutual; wrote
eight Broadway productions; came to

Hollywood in 1936 to join Warner
Bros, writing staff; produced and wrote
"Big Town," starring Edward G. Rob-
inson, for radio for four years; now
writing and directing for Eagle-Lion;
wrote "The Spiritualist" which he will

direct for PRC.

Fred Wilcox
b. Dec. 22, Tazwell, Va.; educ. Taz-

well public schools and Union College,

Berbourville, Kentucky; was in the
publicity department of M-G-M's New
York office; was script clerk for King
Vidor; studied cameras, lighting, sound,
script writing; was a second unit di-

rector; served for four years as test

director at M-G-M; directed and wrote
"Joaquin Murrieta" in 1938 for M-
G-M; which resulted in his being
made a director; under contract to

M-G-M; directed "Lassie Come Home,"
"Courage of Lassie," "The Birds and
the Bees."

Herbert Wilcox
b. Cork, Ireland, 1892; educ.

Brighton; served in British army in

World War I; secretary and director

of Astra Films; directed for British

& Dominion Film Corp.; formed Her-
bert Wilcox Productions, part of Bri-

tish & Dominion; came to U. S. in

1939 to produce and direct for RKO
Radio; produced and directed "A Yank
in London" for 20th-Fox; is producing
.ind directing in England.

Billy Wilder
h. Austria; copy boy and sjwrts

writer for Vienna and Berlin papers;
worked in Europe as scenarist; directed
Danielle Darrieux in Paris; to Holly-
wood in 1935 and sold two original

stories; put under contract by Para-

mount and teamed with Charles

Brackett, to turn out "Hold Back the

Dawn"; directed "The Major and the

Minor" and "Five Graves to Cairo";

directed "The Lost Weekend," selected

as the Best Picture of 1946 in THE
FILM DAILY Poll of "Ten Best Pic-

tures now in Europe filming" "A For-

eign Affair" for Paramount; directed

"The Emperor Waltz."

W. Lee Wilder
Producer and director; produced and

directed "The Glass Alibi" for Re-
public; produced "Strange Impersona-

tion" for Republic.

Gordon Wiles
b. St. Louis, Mo.; 1902; educ. attend-

ed the United States Naval Academy;
in 1926 and '27, studied art in Paris

and Rome; a year later joined United
Artists as an Art Director, and in 1930

joined 20th Century-Fox; won Academy
Award for his art direction in 1932 on
20th Century-Fox's production, "Trans-
Atlantic"; directed "The Gangster" for

King Bros.

Bretaigne Windust
h. in Paris in 1906 but has lived in

New York since 1921; educ. at the Epis-

copalian Trinity School in New York
City, matriculating into Columbia Uni-
versity, and later going to Princeton
where he was graduated with the class

of 1929; it was at Princeton that his

theatrical interest grew and was devel-

oped; appeared in plays presented by
the Triangle Club, and also in Thea-
ter Intime shows; in 1928, established

the University Players at West Pal-

mout, Mass.; went to Baltimore for a

19-week winter season; returned to New
York and resumed his work as an ac-

tor, in his spare time took a fling at di-

recting again; under Alfred Lunt's
supervision directed "Idiot's Delight";
has been placed under a long term con-
tract with Warner Bros, contract al-

lows him time out for the stage; he will

direct "Life With Mother," his first as-

signment at Warners will be "The Pa-
triots," Sidney Kingsley's prize winning
play; will make his film debut as di-

rector of "Winter Meeting" to be fol-

lowed by "The Patriots."

Franh Wisbar
b. Koenigsberg, East Prussia, Dec. 9,

1900; educ. University of Koenigsberg
and University of Munich; directed pic-

tures in Germany, Switzerland and
Italy for Ufa and Terra Films; directed
"Anna and Elizabeth," "Legion of
Righteous Man," "Masked Bal at the
Metropole," "Ferryman Maria"; came
to United States in 1939; wrote and
directed for Monogram, Republic, PRC
and Eagle-Lion; with Arthur St. Claire
formed Zenith Prods, which will re-

lease through Screen Guild Produc-
tions.

Robert Wise
b. Winchester, Indiana, Sept. 10,

I9H; attended school in Connorsville,
Indiana, completed one year at Frank-
lin College, Ind.; came to Hollywood in
1933; worked in cutting department at
RKO Radio; became a sound cutter,

then an assistant editor and in 1939
film editor; was upped to director and

directed "Mademoiselle Fifi," two dif-

ferent film versions of Guy de Maupas-

sant stories; directed "The Body
Snatcher," followed by "A Game of

Death" and "Criminal Court" at the

studio, where he got his start in film

business for which he has worked ever

since.

William Witney
Has been directing at Republic for

quite some time; recent pictures in-

clude "Home in Oklahoma," "Hell-

dorado," "Roll on Texas Moon."

Sam Wood
h. 1886, Philadelphia, Pa.; educ.

Philadelphia; investment broker; start-

ed screen career with Famous, making
24 pictures; was with First National,

Realart, M-G-M, and returning to

Famous; directd for Sara Goldwyn,
Paramount and RKO; has directed

many outstanding productions, includ-

ing "For Whom the Bell Tolls" for

Paramount, selected as one of the Ten
Best Pictures of 1943 in THE FILM
DAILY poll; directed "Saratoga Trunk"
selected one of Ten Best Pictures of

1946 in THE FILM DAILY poll; is

now producing and directing his own
productions for International Pictures,

his first being "Ivy."

Frank Woodruff
b. Raleigh, N. C, June 11, 1908;

educ. University of South Carolina,

University of Poitier, Tours, France,

Professor Baker of Yale University;

stock company actor and director; ac-

tor and stage manager on Broadway
for William H. Harris, A. H. Woods
and the Theater Guild; radio actor;

CBS production department; produced
for the J. Walter Thompson agency;

director of Lux Radio Theater; di-

rected for RKO, Universal and Col-

umbia; now free-lancing and is also

active in radio field.

William, Wyler
Producer - director b. Mulhouse,

France, July 1, 1902; educ. Lausanne,
Switzerland, and the Conservatoire,

National de Musique, Paris; came to

the United States in 1921 and with aid

of Carl Laemmle was given a job in

Universal's foreign publicity depart-

ment; came to Hollywood in 1922,

started in production as a prop boy;
became a third assistant director a

second assistant, finally a director of

two-reel Westerns; in 1928, directed his

first full-length feature; has directed
many outstanding productions; joined
the armed forces as a major in Air
Forces in June, 1942, spent two years

overseas where he served in England,
France and Italy as chief of a special

photographic unit of 8th Air Force
and the 12th Air Force; was honorably
discharged from service, November,
1945; with rank of lieutenant colonel;

directed "The Best Years of Our Lives"

for Samuel Goldwyn-RKO.

Jean Yarbrough
Producer-director, b. Marianna, Ark.,

Aug. 22, 1902; educ. University of the

South; started on Hal Roach lot in

1922; directed Harold Lloyd, Will
Rogers, Laurel and Hardy, Leon Errol,

Ford Sterling and Charlie Chase; came

to Universal from RKO, where he was a

director-writer for six years; spent pre-

vious eleven years shuttling between
the Mack Sennett and Roach Studios;

now free-lancing.

Hal Yates
h. in Chicago, 111., on July 26, 1899,

and moved to Hollywood with his

family when he was 10 years old; com-
pleted education at Los Angeles High
School; went to work for Mack Sen-

nett as an apprentice film cutter; pro-

gressed by degrees to cutter, writer and
director; director and writer with Hal
Roach; worked in the same capacities

for practically every studio in Holly-

wood. In 1935 to RKO Radio as a

writer-director and specialized on the

Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol shorts,

also directe dseveral feature films; m.
Marie Ottinger, have no children.

Harold M. Young
b. Portland, Ore., Nov. 13, 1897;

educ. high school, Columbia University,

Portland; entered pictures in cutting

room. Mack Sennett Studio, 1920; film

editor, Warner Bros.; M-G-M and nrsf

National Studios; assistant director,

Halperin Bros.; co-writer, British and
Dominions; supervising editor. Para-

mount Studios, Joinville, Paris, and
Elstree, London; with Alexander Kor-
da's British and French production
units; directed for London Films; re-

turned to Hollywood latter part of

1934; signed by Paramount; directed

for Universal; has formed his own com-
pany with headquarters in New York.

Alfred Zeisler
h. Chicago; reared in Austria, Ger-

many and Czechoslovakia; was a stage,

actor and singer in Europe; entered

picture work in 1921 and has worked
in camera, editing, and various depart-

ments; joined UFA in 1927 as a pro-

ducer and director, remaining for eight

years; was made an executive producer

by UFA; directed and produced in

England; returned to the United States

in 1937; directed "Dr. Paul Joseph
Goebbels,, His Life and Loves" for W.
R. Frank; directed "Enemy of Women,"
and "Fear" for Monogram; is produc-

ing independently.

Fred Zinnemann
b. April 29, in Vienna; educ. Vienna;

studied violin; at 18, he quit to take

up law at Vienna University; went to

Paris where he enrolled in a school for

cameramen, studied photographic tech-

nique, lighting and mechanics, for a

year; worked as an assistant cameraman
in Paris for another year; then sound

came to the films and he sailed for

America in 1929; was a script clerk

when he encountered a group of Mexi-

can government officials who were in-

terested in filming a picture of their

country; they assigned him to direct

it for a year, he worked near Vera

Cruz with an all-Mexican cast; re-

turned to Hollywood, asd joined M-
G-M's short subject department as a

director; his success with these led to

his initial assignment as director of a

full-length feature at M-G-M; directed

"My Brother Talks to Horses"; is under

contract to M-G-M.
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[ASTERN PRODUCTION LOOKS OP
by ADRIAN KUBIT

Staff Writer, THE FILM DAILY

A.N EFFICIEN r hum ot activity is be-

ing felt in New York studios in the wake
of Mayor William O'Dwyer's move to re-

vive Eastern feature production. The up-

ward surge in general business among the

town's lots is being pushed on by increased

activity in short subjects as well as feature

production, and it is obvious to even pas-

sersby that New York's places of interest

as well as ordinary thoroughfares are coming

in for a good deal of lens attention. The
town is photogenic and the other attributes

of Eastern shooting are becoming more and

more apparent to producers who are mak-

ing this town a "must" for production.

"Miracle on 34th Street," "House on 92nd

Street," "Lost Weekend" and others set the

trend for increasingly greater schedules of

local shooting. Coming up in New York

studios are "Gentlemen's Agreement,"

"Naked City," "Spoonhandle," "Close-up"

and others, all with part New York back-

sround.

-^ ^ ^

ASIDE from the more publicized feature

work, much of the activity hereabouts

centers around shorts. RKO Pathe, Movie-

tone, Film Craft, Famous have full sched-

ules set for the coming year and each prom-

ises a substantial increase in production

over the past year.

Movietone short subjects, under the lead-

ership of Edmund Reek, have 12 subjects

in their Adventure series, six Sports Re-

views, and two Dribblepuss novelties star-

ring Lou Lehr. At least nine of the 12

scheduled short subjects will be in Techni-

color, Reek reports.

Four of the six Sports Reviews are slated

for the color cameras: "Vacation Magic,"

"Aqua Capers," "Playtime in Scandinavia,"

and an untitled special with commentary

by Mel Allen.

Movietonews, of course, will fill out

Movietone's schedule for the past, besides

any special events that may come up from

time to time and cannot be scheduled in

advance.

Paul Terry's Terrytoon Studios in New
Rochelle have scheduled eight Terrytoon
cartoons for 20th-Fox. March of Time con-
tinues on its monthly schedule.

^ i^ ^

l>KO PATHE working in and about their

new studios on Park Avenue, remain
one of the busiest outfits in the East. Fol-

lowing the recent split which took some of

the executive staff to Warners with the

newsreel, the new staff under Harry Michal-
son and Jay Bonafield, president and gen-

eral manager respectively, have set their

sights on an augmented program of short

subjects in both the theatrical and com-
mercial field. With the selling of the news-
reel to Warners, it is expected that their

efforts will be funnelled directly into short

subjects work, to which they will devote
a major portion of their efforts.

This Is America, now being produced
by Bonafield, who takes over Frederic Ull-

man's spot there, will strive for greater cov-

erage, not possible in war years. Coming
up soon will be a documentary on Hawaii
titled "The 49th State." Others in the series,

as yet untitled, are in planning stages and
wider distribution is being planned.

Acceptance by exhibitors of documen-
taries has been sharply demonstrated by the

universal approval shown Pathe's fine This
is America, "Passport to Nowhere," story

of displaced persons. Harry Michalson, com-
pany president estimates 10,000 play dates

for the documentary.

Included in the scheduled 13 TIA's,

seven Flicker Flashbacks, and 13 Sports-

reels, are plans for at least one new one-

reeler and another two-reeler, both as yet

untitled.

In the commercial department where
Pathe has upped production sharply, a mil-

lion dollars in business was the goal set last

year and it is expected confidently that

that figure will be reached in several weeks.

Plans for next year include an even greater

schedule of subjects in that field.

Paramount cartoons are being handled

here by Famous Studios, where a staff of 167

are turning out an augmented program of

Popeyes, Novelttmes, and Screen Songs.

Working at full capacity, the studio will re-

lease eight in each title, while additional
work on commercial subjects is being
handled.

i^ i^ ^
VTEGRO film production here is expand-

ing rapidly from its one-time "quickie"

status and it promises an accelerated pro-

gram for the coming season.

Herald Pictures, a leading Negro film

producer, has two big-budget features on the

market, "Boy, What a Girl," and "Sepia

Cinderella," and a schedule of six features

a year has been established. More money is

being put into succeeding features and
negotiations are now under way with Lena
Home and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson,
outstanding Negro stars, to appear in films

which are expected to budget about $200,-

000.

New contract recently signed with Screen

Guild Productions to distribute Herald
films, marks the first time Negro pix have
been given such nationwide distribution.

Estimate of 2,000 spots to be reached

through Screen Guild's 30 exchanges puts

this in the near-big-league. Shooting is done
in local studios exclusively, with Fox Movie-
tone and Film Craft, in the Bronx, handling

the bulk of the work.

Toddy Pictures, Negro Film producers,

expect to produce between 10 and 12 fea-

tures the coming year, beside five or six

shorts on various subjects. Special plug-

ging on special interest documentaries will

be featured next year and a try for wider

distribution through white outlets will be

made via these documentaries. Fifty per

cent of production is done here, remainder
on the Coast.

-^ ^ ^

ITH the Mayor's newly organized com-

mittee on films surveying the city for

possible sites for studio space, and more
crews heading Eastward for location work
the outlook for stepped up production here

is the brightest in years. Recommendations
of the Mayor's committee and the industry

delegation assigned in advisory capacity,

will undoubtedly set the pace for increased

production here in the years to come.
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TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

MARY PICKFORD CHARLES BUODY ROGERS

RALPH COHN

Soon to be released:

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
ROBERT CUMMINGS
DON AMECHE

in

''Sleep^ My Love''
with Rita Johnson and George Coulouris

and presenting

HAZEL BROOKS
as Daphne

In preparation

"The Stardust Road"
(The Story of Hoagy Carmichael)

and

"T|HE UNLOVED"
with a cast to be announced

RELEASING THRU UNITED ARTISTS



THE IHEflTER OF TOfnORRflUJ

I D LIKE to tell you all about the "Thea-

ter of Tomorrow" here but I find that with

existing realities facing me day to day, that

visionary theater still remains frustratingly

far away as long as

existing Govern-
mental controls con-

tinue to discriminate

against theater
building.

However, an
architect can rise

above that sort of

thing in his mind.
even though back of

h i s consciousness

there hovers the om-
nipresent bugaboo
of restrictions. Thus,
I think I can convey
some impression of

what the theater of the future should and,
perhaps, will have. These are, of course,

my own opinions.

I choose to pick first, the location for
the theater. It has long been my conten-
tion—and others as well—that theaters need
not necessarily be located on the crowded
main stem of the town. I prefer an acces-

sible location in the town's residential sec-

tion. When you consider the advantages
to be found in residential theaters, such as

freedom from jammed downtown parking
spaces, or lack of same, as well as the high-
er cost of property in the business section,

you'll readily see some sense in my thesis.

I have found that the selection of a site

sloping down and away from the front line
will save construction costs and will insure
proper gradients for side and rear exits.

1^ 1^ 1^

rjETER MINING the proper seating capa-

city for the "Theater of Tomorrow," we
recommend a ratio of one seat for every 10

or 12 people in the town's population.
Let us emphasize here. . . . No theater

should be built without a parking lot. Space
for one car per every four people in the
theater capacity should be allowed.

In our large metropolitan areas, our loop
or downtown theaters are now being ringed
with 999- fand you know why 999) seat

theaters.

Rather than letting our people come to

the theaters, we must for the future, bring
our offerings in the amusement field to the
people, where they live.

Wednesday, September 10, 1947

by JOHX EBERSON
of John and Drew Eberson, Architects

Perhaps you think that this dream thea-

ter we speak of here—nothing fancy, just

a functional, fire-proof, air conditioned
structure—will be available at low costs.

I'm afraid I'll have to disillusion you there

if that is your belief. Such a theater will

cost you from $185 to |200 a seat—and that

is exclusive of equipment, land, architect's

fees, cost of financing, taxes, etc. during
construction.

V\'e do not think that these costs will ma-
terially decrease within the next five years.

We think rather that an increase of from
10-15 per cent may be anticipated after a

brief leveling-off period.

This is the way we reason:

1—Increased and increasing costs of prin-

ciple building materials.

2—Enormous increase in cost of labor . . .

and scarcity of skilled labor.

3—It now takes almost 80 per cent longer

to complete a building, thus pulling upward
the contractor's and architect's overhead,

besides the owner's carrying charge.

Much as I would like to, I cannot say

that the future theater will prove any ex-

ception to these inescapable facts.

However, there will be building of thea-

ters. And when restrictions are finally lifted

and relegated to past, bad memories of

wartime expedients, there will be a wave
of interesting building throughout this na-

tion, on a scale unprecedented in history.

Some comment of the general design of

these theaters of the future must be made.
We believe that the trend will lean toward
theaters which conform to the history and
character of the community.

^ i^ . ^
^HE theater of tomorrow will more and

more take into consideration the taste

and environment of every community, and
its design will be co-ordinated by the archi-

tect so as to produce in proper scale and
color a theater building blending with the

historic and cultural aspect of the town.

Thus, we shall see Dutch, French, Colonial,

and Provincial influences in future theater

architecture.

But, do not let us make you believe that

that will presage the doom of the so-called

modernistic theater building. There will

always be room for that particular style of

architecture where the attention of passing

motorists must be attracted. Modernistic,

with its arresting display of angles, will al-

ways catch the eye of passersby.

City Construction Co-ordinator Robert
Moses has divided architects into two classes,

"the long-haired theorists" and the "short-

haired non-theorists."

We, on the other hand, believe that we
can best describe ourselves, as "the well-

combed, middle-of-the-road pencil-pushers."

Fifty per cent functional we inust re-

main. Add thirty per cent for showman-
ship, 10 per cent for daring, and 10 per cent

for that indefinable "snap" and you will

get a striking theater.

1^ lir 1^

T FT us give a thought to the naming of

our theater. As important as the naming
of a baby is that of naming a theater. Get-

ting away from Tom, Dick, and Harry leads

us natiu'ally into paths away from the ubi-

quitous Bijou. Palace. Crown, Majestic,

Strand, and Grand. Let us leave the gran-

diose for the publicity and exploitation

boys and confine our theater naming to the

descriptive or—and here I may be leaving

myself wide open—the beautiful.

Why not name our theater after the town,

the street, chief settler, the latest war hero.

There's room for improvement in names.

i^ i^ i^

pHYSICALLY, the theater of tomorrow

will use a great deal of stainless steel

for box office construction, display frames,

canopy trimmings, changeable letter franr.-

ing, upright sign trimmings, and chan-

nel letters. 1 can see a lot of heavy gauge

enameled iron being used on canopy ceil-

ings. Dark cast stone or granite base will

be used extensively on theater fronts. Vesti-

bules will be lined with marble.

All-glass or plastic doors will share honors

with metal inlaid formica doors for en-

trances. . Colorful terrazzo vestibule and
lobby floors will be used. Use of cold

cathode tubing will have preference over

bulb lighting on canopies.

New, modern box offices will have auto-

matic windbreakers — clear view and safety

models made of aluminum and Incite.

All change machines will have under-

slung cash spouts down to marble deal

plate level.

All island box offices will have one-way

peepholes.

1^ 1^ 1^

'T'OMORROW'S theater will have a full-

fledged candy store, stocking a variety of

items that would surprise you today but
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will be accepted as natural in a few years.

Store will serve candy, popcorn, drinks,

ice-cream, packaged candy and frozen foods.

Talk of vending phonograph records may

bring that commodity to theater stores.

Store, which will be open from morning

to late at night, will be easily accessible

from either theaterside or the street. It

will be so arranged as to avoid street noises

and will be arranged as to maintain air

conditioning without bleeding low audi-

torium temperatures and air circulation. A

single clerk will be on duty in all but peak

hours when a second will be added.

The earnings of one of these well-

arranged theater candy stores would amaze

you.

i^ ^ i^

All retiring rooms in the well-planned

theater of tomorrow will be on the first

floor. The additional cost of extra land

will prove a good investment. It will not

only offer added convenience — no stairs to

climb — but it likewise puts these rooms

in safe control of the staff, eliminating

much abuse and sabotage.

FERRIS WEBSTER

Film Editor

M ETRO-GOLDWYN -MAVER

npHE modern theater architect is gradu-

ally eliminating the archaic drapery

stage set which we inherited and now can't

seem to relinquish, from the old Punch

and Judy sets. We say out with these

obsolescences and in with the clean and

airy.

We suggest a triple blended shadow box

right down to the screen curtain. This is

an innovation for the motion picture the-

ater of tomorrow — easy on the eye as well

as the purse. It provides a fine opportun-

ity for optical color blending, a subject on

which we could discourse endlessly.

-^ i^ i^

You will be rendering the public a great

service in sparing them many twisted necks,

by staggering all seats in the center sec-

tion. This will stop bobbing and weaving

(f heads and will insure maximum vision

for all.

We prefer,the push-back, slide-back, kick-

back, or whatever you please to call that

marvelous chair that permits aisle passage

without disturbing the settee.

JAMES B. (LARK

Film Editor

20th CENTURY-FOX

WfE predict that all future theaters will

use hand powered film lifts. This

provides an efficient labor-saving device

which saves abuse on stairs, corridors, and

passages as well as preserving the hide of

the film case.

By this prediction and recommendation,

we hope to earn an honorary membership

in the projectionists' union.

•^ i^ ^
To round out this bit of prognostication

we can only add that there is nothing new

or startling in store for the theater of to-

morrow. What we have detailed here as

predictions or expectations are but exten-

sions of devices being used by progressive

architects now or are logically within the

scope of present equipment. The future

will hold much in the way of increased

efficiency. But, we must first be allowed to

build that theater of the future by our

Government before we can show you just

what our talents can do.

Give us the green light, Washington, and

then watch our smoke . . . ! !

\ T /
FRANK SULLIVAN

Film Editor

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

/ A \

• • •

Ralph E. Winters

Film Editor

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• • •
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^ DIRECTORS' CREDITS XK

Activities of Feature Directors for 1945, 1946 and the First Half of 1947

ABRAHAM'S, DERWIN
1945: Rustlers of the Badlands—Col.; Northwest Trail—Ac-
tion; Hop Harrigan—Col.

1946: Drifting- Along-—^Mon;
Frontier Gunla-w—Col; The
Haunted Mine-Mon: The Fight-
ing: Frontiersman-Col;
1947: South of the Chisholm
Trail—Col.

ALLEN, IRVING
1945; Strang-e Voyage—^Mon.

1946: Avalanche—PRC;
1947: Higrh Conquest—Mon.

ALLEN, LEWIS
1945: The Unseen— Par;
Those Endearing Young
Charms—RKO.
1946: The Imperfect Lady

—

Par.; The Perfect Marriage

—

Par.: Desert Fury—Par.
1947: The Imperfect Lady

—

Par..
AMBLER, ERIC

1946: Hotel Reserve-RKO.
ANDERSON, LEONARD

1946: That Mine of Mine

—

Assoc. Prods.; Jivin' in

Rebop—Assoc. Prods.
AECHAINBACD, GEORGE

1945: The Big- Bonanza—Rep;
Girls of the Big- House—Rep.
1946: The Devil's Plavground-
DA: Fool's Gold-UA.
1947: Dang-erous Venture

—

UA: King of the Wild Horses—Col; Hoppy's Holiday—UA.
ARLISS, LESLIE

1946: The Man in Grey

—

Unl-r: The Wicked Lady

—

Univ.
1947: A Lady Surrenders

—

Univ.
ASQUITH, ANTHONT

1946: Johnny in the Clouds-
UA.

AURR. JOHN H.
1945: Pan-Americana—RKO.
1947: Beat the Band—RKO.

BACON. LLOYD
1945; Captain Eddie—20th-r

;

Walie Up and Dream—20th-F.
1946: Home Sweet Homicide
-20thF: Wake Up and Dream-
20thP.
1947: I Wonder -Who's Kiss-
ing Her Now—20th-F.

BARTON. CHARLES
1945: The Beautiful Cheat

—

Univ; Men in Her Diary

—

Univ.
1946: Smooth as Silk—^Univ;
The Ghost Steps Out-Univ;
The Time of Their Lives-
Univ; White Tie and Tails

—

Univ.
1947: Buck Privates Come
Home—Univ.

BKAUDINF. WILLIAM
1945 : Fashion Model—Mon

:

The Adventures of Kitty O'Day—Mon : Blonde Ransom

—

Univ; Swingin' on a Rainbow—Rep; Come Out Fighting

—

Mon; Black Market Babies

—

1946: Girl on the Spot—Univ

;

The Face of Marble—Mon:
Don't Gamble With Strangers
-Mon; Spook Bnaterp-Mon

:

Below the Deadline—Mon

:

Mr. Hex—Mon.
1947: Hard Boiled Mahoncy

—

Mon; Philo Vance Returns

—

PRC; Killers at Large—PRC';
Too Many Winners—PRC;
News Hounds—PRC: Gas
House Kids Go West—PRC.

BEAUMONT. HARRY
1945: Twice Blessed—MGM.
1946: Up Goes Maisie—MGM:
The Show Off—MGM.
1947: Undercover Maisie

—

MGM.

KEEBE, FORD
1945: Easy to Look
Univ.
1947: Six Gun Serenade

—

Mon.
BELL, MONTA

1945: China's Little Devils

—

Mon.
BENNETT, COMPTON

1946: The Seventh Veil

—

Univ; The Years Between

—

Univ ; Daybreak—Univ.
1947: The Years Between

—

Univ.
BE.N.MiTT, SPENCER G.

1945 : Lone Texas Ranger

—

Rep.
KEKKE, WILLIASI

1945: Betrayal from the East—RKO; High Powered—^Par;

War Brides-Rep; That's My
Girl-Rep; Affairs of Geraldine-
Rep.
1947: The Ghost Goes WUd

—

Rep; That's My Gal—Rep.
BLATT, EUWAKD A.

1946; Escape in the Desert

—

WB.
BOETTICHEB, OSCAR, JR.

1945: The Missing Juror

—

Col; A Guy, a Gal and a Pal

—

Escape in the Fog—Col.;

Youth On Trial—Col.
BORZAUE, FRANK

1945: The Spanish Main

—

RKO.
1946:
Rep;
Univ.
1947:

I've Always Loved You-
The Magnificent Doll-

l^at's My Man—Rep.

1946: Sensation Hunters —
Mon.

CAHN, EDWARD
1945: Dangerous Partners

—

MGM.
1947: Bom to Speed—PRC.

CANUTT, VAKIMA
1945 : Sherifl of Cimarron

—

Rep.
CAPRA, FRANK

1946: It's a Wonderful Life

—

RKO.
CARR, THOMAS

1945: The Cherokee Flash

—

Rep; Oregon Trail — Rep;
Rough Riders of Cheyenne

—

Rep; Santa Fe Saddlemates

—

Rep.
1946: Alias Billy the Kid

—

Rep; Days of Buffalo BiU

—

TEn BEST DIRECTORS
OF 1946-1947

"The Best Years Of Our Lives" (RKO-

(Metro-Goldwyn-

WILLIAM WYLER For
Goldwyn)

CLARENCE BROWN For "Tlie Yearling"

Mayer)
FRANK CAPRA For "It's A Wonderful Life" (RKO-Liberty)

SiK LAURENCE OLIVIER For "Henry V" (UA-Two Cities)

ALFRED E. GREEN For "Tlie Jolson Story" (Columbia)

ALFRED HITCHCOCK For "Notorious" (RKO)
ROBERT SIODMAK For "The Killers" (Universal-Int'l)

VICTOR SAVILLE For "The Green Years" (Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer)
MITCHELL LEISEN For "To Each His Own" (Paramount)

ELIA KAZAN For "The Boomerang" (Twentieth Century-Fox)

Why Girls Leave Home—PRC;
Dxck Tracy—RKO.
1946: Ding Dong Williams

—

RKO: Sunset Pass—RKO; The
Falcon's Adventure—^RKO.
1947 : Code of the West

—

RKO; Shoot to Kill—SG.
BERKELEY, BUSBY

1946; Cinderella Jones—WB.
BERLIN, ABBY

1946: Life With Blondie

—

Col; Blondie's Lucky Day

—

Col; Blondie Knows Best-''ol.

1947: Blondie's Holiday—Col.

BERNE, JOSEPH
1946: Down Missouri Way

—

PRC.
BERNHARDT, CURTIS

1945: Conflict—WB.
1946: My Reputation—WB;
Devotion—WB :

A Stolen Life—^WB.

1947: Possessed—WB.
BERNHARD, JACK

1946: Decoy-Mon; Sweetheart

of Sigma Chi—^Mon.

1947: Violence—Mon.
BERRY, JOHN

1945: Miss Susie Slagle's

—

Par.
1946: From This Day For-

ward-RKO; Cross My Heart-

Par.
BINNEY, JOSH

1947: Don't be a Joe—All

Amer.; Hi Di Ho—All Amer.
BLAIR, GEORGE

1946: A Sporting Chance

—

Rep; Scotland Yard Investiga-

tor—Rep.
1946: Gay Blades—Rep; Q. 1.

BKAIlxM, JOHN
1945: Hangover Square

—

20th-F.
1946: The Locket—RKO.
1947: The Brasher Doubloon—aoth-F.

BRETHEKXON, HOWARD
1945: Law of the Valley

—

Mon; The Big Show-Ofl—Rep:
The Topeka Terror—Rep.
1947: The Trap—Mon.

BROWER, OTTO
(Deceajied)
1946: Behind Green Lights

—

20th-F.
BROUN, CLARENCE

1946: The Yearling-MGM.
1947:Song of Love—MGM.

BROWN, WILLIAM
1946: One Exciting Week

—

Rep.
BtKIUET, HAROLD S.

(Deceased)
1945: Without Love—MGM.

BURNFORD, PAUL
1945: The Adventures of Rus-
ty—Col.

BUTLER, DAVID
194.5: San Antonio—WB.
1946 : Two Guys from Milwau-
kee—WB; The Time, the Place
and the Girl—WB; My Wild
Irish Rose—WB.

BUZZELL, EDWARD
1945: Keep Your Powder Dry
—MGM.
1946: Easy to Wed—^MGM:
Three Wise Fools—^MGM.

CABANNE. CHRISTY
1945: The Man Who Walked
Alone—PRC.

Rep; The El Paso Kid—Rep;
The Undercover Woman-Rep:
Rio Grande Raiders-Rep; Red
Kiver Kenegades-Rep.

CAslLE, WILLIAM
1946: Crime Doctor's Warn-
ing—Col.

1946: Voice of the Whistler

—

Col; The Mysterious Intruder—Col: Just Before Dawn

—

Col; The Return of Rusty-
Col; Crime Doctor's Man Hunt
—Col.

CAVALCANTI
1946: Dead of Night-Univ.

CHAPLIN, CHARLES
1947: Monsieur Verdoux—UA.

CLAIR, KENE
1046: And Then There Were
None—20th-F.

CLEMENS, LESLIE
1947: The 13th Hour—Col.

CLIIION, ELMEK
1946: Marked for Murder

—

PRC.
CLINE, EDWARD F.

1945 : Penthouse Rhythm

—

Univ.
1946: Bringing Up Father-
Mon.

CLURMAN, HAROLD
1946: Deadline at Dawn

—

RKO.
COLLINS. LEWIS D.

1946:Danger Woman—Univ.
1947: Killer Dill—SG.

COLMES, WALTER
1945: Identity Unknown

—

Rep; The Woman Who Came
Back—Rep.
1946: The French Key—Rep.

COMFORT, LANCE
1947: Bedelia—EL

CONWAY, JACK
1947: High Barbaree—MGM;
The Hucksters—MGM.

CRABTREE, ARTHUR
1946: Madonna of the Seven
Moons-Univ; They Were Sis-

ters-Univ.
CROMWELL, JOHN

1945: The Enchanted Cottage—RKO.
1946: Anna and the King of
Siam—20th-F; Dead Reckon-
1947: Dead Reckoning—Col.

CUMMINGS, IRVING
1945: The Dolly Sisters

—

20th-P.
CURTIZ, MICHAEL

1945: Roughly Speaking

—

WB; Mildred Pierce—WB.
1946: Night and Day—WB;
Life With Father—WB.

I)A^!SIN. JULES
1945: A Letter for Evle—
MGM.
1946: Two Smart People

—

MGM.
1947: Brute Force—-Univ.

OAVES, UELMKR
1945: Pride of the Marines

—

WB.
1947: The Red House—UA.

DAVID, CHARLES
1945: River Gang — Univ;
Lady on a Train—Univ.

DE.4RB0RN, BASIL
1947: The Captive Heart

—

Univ.
DEARDON. BASIL

1946: Dead of Night-Univ.
de CORDOVA, FREDERICK

1945: Too Young to Know

—

WB.
1946: Her Kind of Men—WB.
1947: That Way With Women—-WB; Love and Learn—WB.

DEL RUTH, ROY
1947: It Happened on 5th
Avenue—AA.

DE TOTH, ANDRE
1947: Ramrod—UA: The
Other Love—UA.

DIETKRLE, WILLIAM
1945 : Love Letters—Par:
This Love of Ours—Univ.
1946: The Searching Wind

—

Par.
DMYTRYK, EDWARD

1945: Back to Bataan—RKO:
Cornered—RKO.
1946 : Till the End of Time

—

RKO.
1947: Crossfire—RKO.

DOUGLAS. GORDON
1946: First Yank Into Tokyo
-RKO: San Quentin-RKO; Dick

Tracy vs. ""ueball-RKO.

DRAKE, OLIVER
1946: Moon Over Montana

—

Mon; West of the Alamo

—

Mon: Trail to Mexico—Mon.
1946: Ginger—^Mon: Rainbow
Over the Rockies—Mon.
1947: Song of the Sierras

—

Mon.
DREIFUSS. ARTHUR

1946: Eadie Was a Lady-
Col; Boston Blackie Booked on
Suspicion—Col; The Gay Seno-

rita—Col ; Boston Blackle'g

Rendezvous—Col; Prison Ship

—Col.

1946: Junior Prom—^Mon:

Freddie Steps Out-Mon; High
School Hero—Mon.
1947: Vacation Days—^Mon;

Betty Co-Ed—Col.

DRYDEN, HEELER
1947: Monsieur Verdoux

—

UA.
DWAN, ALLAN
1945 : Brewster's Millions—
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DA; Getting- Gertie's Garter

—

UA.
1946: Rendezvous With Annie
-Rep: Tlie Calendar Girl-Rep.

1947: Calender Girl—Rep;
Northwest Outpost—Rep.

EJIMETT, ROBERT
1945: Song of Old Wyoming

—

PRC.
1946: The Caravan Trail

—

PRC; Romance ol the West

—

PRC.
EXDFIELD, CYRIL

1946 : Gentleman Joe Palooka-
Mon.

ENGLISH, .JOHN
1945: The Phantom Speaks

—

Rep: Grissly's Millions—Rep;
Utah—Rep; Behind City Lights—Rep: Don't Pence Me In

—

Rep.
1946: Murder In the Music
Hall—Rep.
1947 : Trail of San Antone

—

Rep.
ENKIGHT. RAT

1945: CTiina Sky—RKO; Man
1946 :One Way to bove—Col.

ERSKINE. CHESTER
1947: Tlie Egg and I—Univ.

ESWAY, ALEXANDER
1945: Steppin' in Society

—

Rep
1947: Trail Street—RKO.

FARROW, JOHN
1945: You Came Along—Par.
1946: Two Tears Before the
Mast—Par: California—Par.
1947: Easy Come. Easy Go

—

Par; Blaze of Noon—^Par; Cal-

cutta—Par.
FBIST. FEUX

1945: George White's Scandali—RKO.
1947: The Devil Thumbs a
Ride—RKO.

FENTON. LESLIE
1946: Pardon My Past—Col.

FERRER, MELCHOR G.
1945: Girl ol the Limberlost—Col.

FESSIER, MICH.iEL
1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

FINNET, EDWARD
1947: Queen of the Amazons—SG.

FTTZPATRICK. JAMES A.
1945: Song ol Mexico—Rep.

FLEISCHER, RICHARD O.
1946: Child of Divorce-RKO.
1947: Banjo—RKO.

FLEMING. VICTOR
1945: Adventure—MGM.

FLOOD, JAMES
1947: The Big Fix—PRC;
Stepchild—PRC.

FLOKEY, ROBERT
1945: God Is My Co-Pllot

—

WB: Danger Signal—WB.
1948: The Beast With Five
Fingers—WB.
1947: Monsieur Verdoux—UA.

FORD, JOHN
1945: They Were Expendable—MGM.
1946: My Darling Clementine-
20thF.

FORD, PHILIP
1946: The Tiger Woman

—

Rep; Crime ol the Century

—

Rep: Valley ol the Zombies—^Rep; The Last Crooked Mile
-Rep: The Invisible Informer-
Rep: The Inner Circle-Rep:
The Mysterious Mr. Valentine-
Rep.
1947: The Web of Danger

—

Rep.
FORDE, EUGEN'E

1947: Backlash—20th-F: Jew-
els of Brandenburg—20th-F.

FORDE, WALTER
1946: You Can't Do Without
Love—Col.

FOSTER, HARVE
1946: Song of the South

—

RKO; Fabulous Joe—UA.
FOX. WALLACE W.

1945: Docks ol New York

—

Hon: Mr. Muggs Rides Again—Mon: Pillow ol Death

—

Univ.
1946: Gun Town-Univ: Gun-
man's Code-Univ: Wild Beauty-
Univ; Rustler's Round-Up-
Univ.

FEASER. HARRY
1945; Navajo Kid—PRO; En-
emy ol the Law—PRC: Flam-
ing Bullets—PRC; Frontier

Fugitives—PRC; Three in the

Saddle—PRC.
1946: Six Gun Man—^PRC:

Thunder Town—PRC; Am-
bush Trail—PRC.

FKEELAND, GEORGE
1946: Pere Chopin—Renais-

sance.
FREND, CHARLES

1946: Johnny Frenchman-
Uniy.
1947: San Demetrio—30th-F.

FRITSCH, GCNTHER V.
1947: Cigarette Girl—Col.

GARNETT, TAY
1946: The Valley ol Decision—MGM.
1946: The Postman Always
Rings Twice—MGM.

GILLl.^T, SIDNEY
1946: Notorious Gentleman-
Univ.

GILMORE. STCART
1946: The Virsrinian—Par.

GODFREY, PETER
1946: Hotel Berlin—WB;
Christmas in Connecticut—Wli.

1946: One More Tomorrow

—

WB.
1947: The Two Mrs. Car-

rolls—WB.
GOETZ, WALTER H.

1945: Three's a Crowd—Rep.
GOLDBECK. WILLIS

1945: She Went to the Races—MGM.
1946: Love Laughs at Andy
Hardy-MGM.
1947: Dark Delusion—MGM.

GOODWINS. LESUE
1945: What a Blonde—RKO;
Radio Stars on Parade—RKO;
An Angel Comes to Brooklyn
—Rep; I'll Tell the World

—

Univ.
1946 : Riverboat Rhythm

—

RKO: Genius at Work-RKO:
Vacation in Reno-RKO.
1947; Dragnet—SG.

GORDON, MICHAEL
1947: The Web—Univ.

GORDON, ROBERT
1947: Blind Spot—^Col.

GOULDING, EDMUND
1946: Of Human Bondage

—

WB: The Razor's Edge-20thr.
GRANT, JAMES EDW.ARD

1946: Angel and the Badman-
Rpp.
1947: Angel and the Badman
-^Rep.

GREEN, ALFRED B.
1945: A Thousand and One
Nights—Col.

1946: Tars and Spars—Col;

The Jolson Story—Col

,

1947: The Fabulous Dorseys—^UA; Copaeabana—UA.
GREENE, MAX

1946: The Man from Morocco-
Ens-.

GRIFFITH, EDWARD H.
1946: Perilous Holiday—Col.

GRINDE, NICK
1945: Road to Alcatraz—Rep.

GRISSELL. WALLACE
1945 : Wandere of the Waste-
land—RKO ; Corpus Christ!
Bandits—Rep.

GUIOL, FRED
1946: Here Comes Trouble

—

UA.
HALL. ALEXANDER

1946: She Wouldn't Say Yes
-Col; Down to Earth-Col.

HAMMER, ROBERT
1946: Dead of Night-Univ.

HASKIN, BYRON
1946: I Walk Alone—^Par.

HATHAWAY, HENRY
1945: Nob Hill—20th-P; The
House on 92nd St.—20th-F.
1946: The Dark Comer

—

20th-F; 13 Rue Madeleine

—

20th-F.
HAWKS. HOWARD

1946: The Big Sleep—WB.
HECHT, BEN

1946: Specter ol the Rose

—

Rep.
HEISLER, STDART

1945 : Along Came Jones

—

RKO.
1946: Blue Skies-Par.
1947: Smash-Up. The Story of
a Woman—Univ.

HERMAN. ALBERT
1946: The Missing Corpse

—

PRC; Rogues' Gallery—PRC;
The Phantom ol 42nd St.

—

PRC.
HILLYER. LAMBERT

1945: Flame ol the West

—

Mon.

1946: Border Bandits—^Mon;
Under Arizona Skies-Mon;
Shadows on the Range—^Mon;
Raiders of the South—Mon;
Silver Range—Mon ; Gentle-
man from Texas—Mon.
1947: Valley of Fear—^Mon;
Trailing Danger—Mon; Land
of the Lawless—^Mon.

HITCHCOCK, ALFRED
1945: Spellbound—UA.
1946: Notorious—RKO.

HOFFMAN, JOHN
1945: Crimson Canary—Unlv;
Strange Confession—Univ.

HOWARD. WILLIAM K.
1946: A Guy Could Change

—

Rep.
HUMBERSTONE, BRUCB

1945: Wonder Man—RKO;
Within These Walls—20th-F.
1946: Three Little Girls in

Blue-20thP.
1947: The Homestretch

—

20th-F.
HUNTINGTON, LAWRENCE

1946: Wanted for Murder-
20thF.
1947: The Patient Vanishes

—

PC.
J.ACKSON, PAT

1946: The Raider-Eng.
JASON, LEIGH

1946: Meet Me on Broadway—Col.
1947: Lost Honeymoon—EL.

JASON, WILLIAM
1945 : Eve Knew Her Apples

—

Ool; Tahiti Nights—Col; Ten
Cents a Dance—Col.
1946: Blonde Alibi— Univ;
Idea Girl—Univ; Slightly
Scandalous-Univ: The Dark
Horse-Univ,
1947: Sarge Goes to College—Mon.

KANE, JOSEPH
1945: Flame ol Barbary Coast
Rep; The Cheaters—Rep; Da-
kota—Rep.
1946: In Old Sacramento

—

Rep; Plainsman and the Lady-
Rep.

KARLSON, PHIL
1945: There Goes Kelly

—

Mon; G. I. Honeymoon—^Mon;
The Shanghai Cobra—^Mon.
1946: Live Wires — Mon;
Swing Parade of 1946—Mon;
Dark Alibi—^Mon; Behind the
Mask—Mon : Bowery Bomb-
shell-Mon: The Missing Lady-
Mon: Wife Wanted—^Mon.
1947: Black Gold—AA.

KAZAN, KLIA
1945: A Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn—20th-F.
1947: Boomerang — 20th-F;
The Sea of Grass—Par.

KAY, B. B.
1947: Hollywood Bam Dance—SG.

KEAYS. VERNON
Landrush—Col.
1945: Dangerous Intruder

—

PRC.
1946: Lawless Empire—Col.:
Landrush—Col.

KEIGHLEY, WILLIAM
1947: Honeymoon—RKO.

KENTON, ERLE C.
1945: House of Frankenstein—Univ; House of Dracula

—

Univ.
1946: The Cat Creeps-Univ;
Little Miss Big-Univ.

KERN, JAMES V.
1946: Never Say Goodbye-
WB.
1947: Stallion Road—WB.

KILLY, EDWARD
1945: West ol the Pecos

—

RKO; Wanderer ol the Wastle-
land—RKO.

KING, HENRY
1945: A Bell lor Adano

—

•,' Mh F.
1946: Margie-20thP.

KING. LOriS
1946 : Thunderland—Son ol
Plicka—20th-F.
1946: Smoky—20th-P.
1947: Bob, Son of Battle

—

20th-F.
KORDA, SIR ALEXANDER

1945 : Vacation from Marriage—MGM.
KORD.4, ZOLTAN

1945: Oounter-Attaek—Col.
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

KOSTEB, HENRY
1946; Two Sisters Irom Bos-
ton—^MGM.

LA CAVA, GREGORY
1947: Living in a Big Way

—

MGM.
LAMUNT, CHARLES

1945: Salome, Where She
Danced— Univ; That's tiie

Spirit—Univ; Frontier Gal

—

Univ.
1946: She Wrote the Book

—

Univ; The Runaroand—Univ.
LANDERS, LEW

1945: Crime, Inc.—PRC; Ar-
son Squad—PRC ; Follow That
Woman—Par: Shadow ol Ter-

ror—PRC; Enchanted Forest
—PRC; Tokyo Rose — Par.
Power ol the Whistler—Col.

1946; The Mask of Diijon

—

PRC; A Close Call lor Boston
Blackie — Col; The Truth
About Murder— RKO; Hot
Cargo-Par: Secrets of a Sor-

ority Girl-PRC.
1947: Danger Street—Par;
Under the Tonto Rim—RKO;
Seven Keys to Baldpate—RKO.

LANFIELD, SIDNEY
1946: Bring on the Girls

—

Par.
1946: The Well-Groomed Bride—Par.
1947: The Trouble With Wo-
men—Par.

LANU, FKITZ
1945: Scarlet Street—Univ.
1946: Cloak and Dagger-WB.

LANG, WALTER
1945 : State Fair—20th-F.
1946 : Sentimental Journey

—

20th-P; Claudia and David

—

20th-F.
LARKIN, JOHN

1946: Circumstantial Evidence—20th-F.
LAUNDER, FRANK

1947: The Adventuress—EL.

LEAN, DAVID
1946: Brief Encounter-Univ.
1947: Great Expectations

—

Univ; This Happy Breed

—

Univ.
LE BORG. REGINALD

1046: Honeymoon Ahead —
Univ.
1946: Joe Palooka-Champ

—

Mon; Little lodme-UA: Susie
Steps Out-UA.
1947: Pall Guy—Mon: Ad-
ventures of Don Coyote—UA.

LEDEKMAN, U. RUSS
1945: Out ol the Depths—Col.
1946: The Notorious Lone
Wolf — Col; The Phantom
Thief— Col; Out of the
Depths-Col; Sing While You
Dance-Col : Dangerous Busi-
ness—Col; Boston Blackie and
the Law—Col.

LEE, ROWLAND V.
1946: Captain Kidd—UA.

LEEDS, HERBERT I.

1946: It Shouldn't Happen to
a Dog—20th-F.

LEISEN, MITCHELL
1946: Masquerade in Mexico—Par; Kitty—Par.
1946: To Each His Own

—

Par.
1947: Suddenly It's Spring

—

Par.
LEONARD, ARTHUR

1947: Boy! It's a Girl—Her;
Sepia Cinderella—Her.

LEONARD, ROBERT Z.
1945: Weekend at the Waldorl—MGM.
1946: The Secret Heart-MGM.
1947: Cynthia—MGM.

LE ROY, MERVYN
1946 : Without Reservations—RKO.

LEVIN, HEN-RY
1945: Sergeant Mike—Col; I
Love a Mystery—Col; Dancing
in Manhattan—Col; Fighting
Guardsman—Col.
1946: The Bandit of Sherwood
Forest—Col; The Devil's Mask—Col: Night Editor—Col;
The Unknown—Col; The Re-
turn ol Monte Cristo—Col.

1947: The Guilt of Janet
Ames—Col.

LEWIN, ALBERT
J.945: The Picture ol Doriii^
Gray—^MGM.
1947: The Private Affairs of
Bel Ami—UA.

LEWIS. JOSEPH H.
1945: The Falcon in San An-
tonio—RKO ; My Name Is Julia
Ross—Col.

1946: So Dark the Night

—

Col.

LILLEY, EDWARD O.

1946; Swing Out, Sister-Univ;
Her Lucky Night—Univ.

LITVAK, ANATOLE
1947: Tlie Long Night—RKO.

LLuiU, tKANK
1946: Blood on the Sun—UA.

LORD, DEL
1945: Rough, Tough and
Ready — Col; Blonde from
Brooklyn—Ool; Hit the Hay

—

Ool; I Love a Bandleader

—

Col.

1946: In Fast Company

—

Mon; Singin' in the Corn-
Col; It's Great to Be Young-
Col.

LUBIN, ARTHUR
1946: Delightlully Dangerous—-UA.
1946: The Spider Woman
Strikes Back—Univ; A Night
in Paradise—^Univ.

1947: New Orleans—-UA.
LUBITSCH, ERNST

1946; Cluny Brown—20th-F.
LUSSIER, DANE
1947: The Pilgrim Lady—Rep.

McCAREY, LEO
1045: The Bells ol St. Mary'i—^RKO.

McCAKEY, RAYMOND B.
1946: The Falcon's Alibi

—

RKO; Strange Triague—20th-
F.

MCCARTHY, JOHN P.
1946: The Cisco Kid Return*—Mon.

McDonald, frank
1945: Bells ol Bosarito—Rep:
The Chicago Kid—Rep; Scared
Still—Par; The Man Irom
Oklahoma—Rep: Tell It to a
Star—Rep; Sunset in Eldorado—-Rep; Along the Navajo
Trail—Rep.
1946: Song of Arizona—Rep;
Rainbow Over Texas—Rep

;

My Pal Trigger-Rep; Sioux
City Sue-Rep; Under Nevada
Skies-Rep.
1947: Twilight on the Rio
Grande—Rep; Hit Parade ol
1947—Rep.

McLEOD, NORMAN Z.

1946: The Kid from Brooklyn—RKO.
1947 : The Secret Life ol Wal-
ter Mitty—RKO.

MACHATY. GU.sTAV
1945: Jealousy—Rep.

MANKIEWICZ, JOSEPH 1,.

1946: Dragonwyck— 20th-F;
Somewhere in the Night

—

20th-F.
1947: The Late George Apley—20th-F: The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir—20th-P.

MANN, ANTHONY
1946: Two O'clock Courage

—

RKO; The Great Flamarion

—

Rep: Sing Your Way Home

—

RKO.
1946: Strange Impersonation—Rep; The Bamboo Blonde

—

RKO.
1947: Desperate—RKO.

MARIN, EDWIN L.
1945: Johnny Angel—RKO:
Lady Luck—RKO.
1946: Young Widow—^UA;

Abilene Town—UA; Lady
Luck-RKO; Mr. Ace-UA; Noc
turne-RKO.

MARSHALL. GEORGE
1945: Murder, He Says

—

^Par:

Incendiary Blonde—Par; Hold
That Blonde—Par.
1946; The Blue Dahlia—^Par;

Monsieur Beaucaire

—

^Par.

1947: The Perils of Pauline

—

Par: Variety Girl—^Par.

MARTIN, CHARLES
1946: No Leave, No Love

—

MGM.
MARTON, ANDREW

1946: Gallant Bess-MGM.
MAYO. ARCHIE

1946: A Night in Casablanca
-UA; Angel on My Shoulder-
UA.

MENDES. T.OTHAR
1946: The Walls Came Tum-
bling Do-wn—Col.

MILESTONE. LEWIS
1945: A Walk in the Sun

—

20th-F.
1946: The Strange Love of
Martha Ivers—Par; Arch ol

Triumph—UA.
MINNELLI, VINCENTE

1946: The Clock—MGM; Yo-
lando and the Thief—^M-G-M.
1946: Ziegfeld Follies-MGM:
Undercurrent-MGM.
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MOGDY, LEONIDE
1946: Whistle Stop—UA.

MONTGOMERY, ROBERT
1946: Lady in the Lake-MGM.

HORSE, TERRT
1945 : Poir Island—PRC.
1946: Danny Boy—PRC: Don
Rioardo Returns—PRC; Dan-
gerous Money—Mon: Shadows
Over Chinatown—Mon.
1947: Bells ol San Fernando

—

SG.
MOSS. JACK

1946: Snafu—Col.
MUKFHY. RALPH

1945: Sunbonnet Sue—Mon:
How Do You Do?—PRC.

NAZARRO, RAY
1946: Galloping- Thunder

—

Col: Gunning for Vengeance

—

Col; Roaring Rangers—Ool;
That Texas Jamboree—Col;
Throw a Saddle on a Star

—

Col; Two Fisted Stranger

—

Col: Texas Panhandle-Col:
Heading West-Col; Deseri
Horseman-Col; Cowboy Blues-
Col: Sinpring on the Trall-

Col; Terror Trail—Col; Lone
Star Moonlight—Col.

1947: The Lone Hand Texan—Col; Over the Santa Fe
Trail—Ool; West of Dodge
City—Col.

NEGULESCO, JEAN
1946: Three Strangers-WB:
Nobody Lives Forever—WB;
Humoresque—WB

.

NEILL, ROY WILLIAM
(Deceased)
1945 : The Woman in Green

—

Univ; Pursuit to Algiers

—

Univ; The House of Fear

—

Univ.
1946: Terror by Night—Univ;
Dressed to Kill—Univ; Black
Angel—Univ.

NEUMANN, KURT
1945 : Tarzan and the Amaions—RKO.
1946: Tarzan and the Leop-
ard Woman—RKO.
1947: Tarzan and the Hunt-'
ress—RKO.

NEWFIELO. S.4M
1945: White Pongo—PRC.
Border Badmen—PRC; Ligh
ning Raiders—PRC: The Lady
Confesses—PRC; Kid Sister

—

PRC; His Brother's Ghost

—

PRC; Prairie Rustlers—PRC;
Stagecoach Outlaws — PRC;
Fighting Bill Carson—PRC.
1946: Gentlemen With Guna—^PRC: Murder Is My Busi-
ness—PRC: Larceny in Her
Heart — PRC; Terrors on
Horseback—PRC; Ghost of

Hidden Valley—PRC : Queen
of Burlesque—PRC; Prairie

Badmen—PRC; Blonde for a

Day-PRC; Overland Riders-

PRC; Gas House Kids-PRC:
Outlaw of the Plains—^PRC:

Lady Chasers—^PRC.
1947: Three on a Ticket

—

PRC.
NICHOLS, DUDLEY

1946: Sister Kenny—^RKO.
NIGH. WILLIAM

1945: They Shall Have Faith—Mon ; Divorce—Mon ; Allot-

ment Wives—Mon.
1946: Partners in Time

—

RKO: The Gav Cnvalier-Mnn
South of Montfre.y—Mon:
Beauty and the Bandit—Mon.
1947: Riding the California
Trail—Mon.

NaSSECK. MAX
1945 : The Brighton Strangler
RKO; Dillinger—^Mon.
1946: Black Bfanty—20th-P.

?<UGENT, ELLIOTT
1947: My Favorite Brunette

—

Par; Welcome Stranger—Par.
OBOLEK, AKOH

1945: Bewitched — MGM:
Strange Holiday—PRC.
1947: The Arnr-lo Affair

—

MGM.
OLIVIER, LAURENCE

in4fi- Henry V-TTA.
P.\GANO, ERNEST

1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

PASCAL, GABRIEL
1946: Caesar and Cleopatra

—

UA.
PICHEL, IRVING

1945: A Medal for Benny

—

Par; Colonel Effingham's Raid
20th-F.
1946: The Bride Wore Boots—Par; Tomorrow Is Forever

—RKO; O. S. S.—Par; Temp-
tation—Univ.
1947: They Won't Believe Me
RKO: Something in the Uind
-—Univ.

PINE, WILLIAM H.
1946: Swamp Fire—Par.
1947: Seven Were Saved—Par.

POLL.VRD, BUD
1946: Birth of a Star—Astor;
Tall. Tan and Terrific—Astor.
1947: Beware—Astor; Road
to Hollywood—Astor; It Pays
to be Pvmny—Astor.

POTTER, H. C.
1947: The Farmer's Daughter
RKO; Banjo—RKO.

POWELL, MICHAEL
1946: Stairway to Heaven

—

Univ.
1947 : Black Narcissus—Univ.

PREMINGER, OTTO
1945: A Royal Scandal—20th-
P; Fallen Angel—20th-F.
1946: Centennial Summer

—

20th-F.
PKESSBURGER, EMERIC

1946: Stairway to Heaven

—

Univ.
1947—Black Narcissus—Univ.

RAPPER, IRVING
1945: The Corn Is- Green

—

WB: Rhapsody in Blue—WB.
1946: Deeeption-WB.

RATOFF. GREGORY
1945: Where Do We Go From
Here?—20th-F; Paris Under-
ground—UA.
1946: Do You Love Me?

—

20th-F.
1947: Carnival of Costa Rica—20th-F; Moss Rose—20th-F.

RATTIGAN, TERENCE
1946: Journey Together-Eng.

RAWTINS. JOHN
1945: Sudan—Univ.
1946: Strange Conquest —
Univ; Her Adventurous Night—Univ.
1947: Dick Tracy's Dilemma
—RKO.

RAY, BERNARD B.
1947: Buffalo Bill Rides Again
—SG.

REED, CAROL
1947: Odd Man Out—Univ.

REINHAKDT, JOHN
1947: The Guilty—Mon.

REIS, IRVING
1946: Crack-Up—RKO.
1947: The Bachelor and the

Bobby- S oxer—PRC.
REISCH, WALTER

1947: Song of Sheherazade

—

Univ,
RENOIR, JEAN

1945 : The Southerner—UA.
1946: The Diary of a Cham-
berm aid—UA

.

1947: The Woman on the

Beach—RKO.
RIPLEY, ARTHUR

1946: The Chase-UA.
ROP'^ON. MARK

1945: Isle of the Dead—RKO.
1946: Bedlam—RKO.

ROGELL, ALBERT S.

1946; Earl Carroll Sketch-
book-Rep: The Magnificent
Rogue-Rep.

ROSEN. PHIL
1945: The Scarlet Clue—Mon:
The Jade Mask—Mon; Captain
Tugboat Annie—Rep; The Red
Dragon—Mon.
1946: The Shadow Returns

—

Mon; The Strange Mr. Greg-

ory—Mon; Step by Step

—

RKO.
ROSSEN, ROBERT

1947: Johnny O'clock—Col.

ROWLAND, ROY
1945: Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes—MGM.
1946 : Boys' Ranch—MGM

;

Tenth Ave. Angel—MGM:
Romance of Rosy Ridge —
MGM.

ROWLAND, WILLIAM
1945: A Song for Miss Julie

—

Ren
RUBIN. B. OBERT

1946: Hollywood Hi—EL.

RUSSELL. WILLIAM D.

1946: Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing Up—Par.
1947: Ladies' Man—Par; Dear
Ruth—Par,

RYAN. FRANK
1945: Patrick the Great

—

Univ.
1946: So Goes My Love —
Univ.

SACKHEIM, WILLIAM A.
1945: Let's Go Steady—Col.

ST. CLAIR, MALCOLM
1945: The Bull Fighters

—

20th-F.
SALE, RICHARD

1947: Spoilers of the North

—

Rep.
SALKOW, SIDNEY

1946: Faithful in My Fash-
ion—MGM.
1947: Millie's Daughter—Col.

SANTKLL. ALFRED
1945: Mexicana—Rep.
1946: That Brennan Girl-Rep.

SANTLEY, JOSEPH
1945: Earl Carroll Vanities

—

Rep.
1946: Shadow of a Woman

—

WB.
SAVILLE. VICTOR

1946: The Green Tears

—

MGM.
SCHUSTER, HAROLD

1946: Breakfast in Hollywood—UA.
SCOTT, EWING

1947: Untamed Fury—PRC.
SCOTT, SHERMAN

1946: The Flying Serpent

—

PRC.
SEATON, GEORGE

1945; Diamond Horseshoe—
20th-F: Junior Miss—20th-P.
1947: The Shocking Miss Pil-
grim—20th-F; Miracle on
34th Street—20th-F.

SEILEK, LEWIS
1!H6: Molly and Me—20th-P;
Doll Face—20th-F.
1946: If I'm T,ucky-20thP.

SEITER, WILLIAM A.
1945: It's a Pleasure I—RKO:
The Affairs of Susan—^Par;
That Night With You—Univ.
1946: Little Giant— Univ;
Lover Come Back—Uni.
1947: I'll Be Yours—Univ.

SEKELY, STEVE
1946: The Fabulous Suzanne—Rep.

SELANDER. LESLEY
1945: The Vampire's Ghost

—

Rep; Great Stagecoach Rob-
bery—Rep: Phantom of the
Plains—Rep; Trail of Kit Car-
son—Rep.
1946: Passkey to Danger

—

Rep; The Catman of Paris

—

Rep; Night Train to Memphis-
Rep: Last Frontier Uprising-
Rep: Out California Way-Rep;
Traffic in Crime-Rep,
1947: Saddle Pals—Rep.

SEWELL, VERNON
1946: Frenzv-FC.

SHANE, MAXWELL
1947: Fear in the Night—Par.

SHERMAN, GEORGE
1945: The Crime Doctor's
Courage—-Col.

1946: The Gentleman Misbe-
haves—Col; Renegades—Col;
Talk About a Lady

—

Col; The
Bandit of Sherwood Forest—
Col; Personality Kid-Col: Se-
crpta nf the Whiotler-Col.

SHERMAN, VINCENT
1945: Pillow to Post—WB.
1946: Janie Gets Married

—

WB.
SHERMAN. VINCENT

1947: Nora Prentiss—WB;
The Unfaithful—WB.

SHUMLIN, HERMAN
1945: Confidential Agents

—

WR.
SIDNEY, GEORGE

1945: Anchors A weigh—MOM.
1946: The Harvey Girls

—

MGM ; Holiday in Mexico

—

MGM.
SIEGEL, DON

1946: The Verdict — WB:
Night Unto Night—WB.

SnVION S. SYLVAN
1945: Pnn of Lassie—MGM:
Bud Abbott and Lou Oostello

in Hollywood—MGM,
1946: Bad Bascomb—MGM:
TVie Cnckpvpd Miracle-MGM:
The Thrill of Brazil-i^ol.

SINCLAIR, ROBERT B.

1947: Mr. District Attorne.v

—

Col.

SIODMAK. ROBERT
1945: The Strange Affair of

Uncle Harry—Univ.
1946: The Spiral Staircase

—

RKO; The Killers-Univ; The
Dark Mirror—Univ.
1947: Time Out ot Mind

—

Univ.

SIBK, DOUGLAS
1946: A Scandal in Paris

—

UA.
1947: Lured—UA,

SPRINGSTEEN, ROBERT G.
1946: Home on the Range

—

Rep; California Gold Rush

—

Rep; Sheriff of Redwood Val-
ley—Rep; Sun Valley Cyclone—Rep; Man from Rainbow
Valley-Rep; Santa Fe Upris-
ing-Rep ; Stagecoach to Denver-
Rep: Homesteaders of Para-
dise Valley—Rep ; Conquest of
Cheyenne—Rep

,

1947: Stage Coach to Denver—Rep; Vigilantes of Boom-
town—Rep ; Oregon Trail
Scouts—Rep; Rustlers of Dev-
il's Canyon—Rep,

STAHL, JOHN M.
1945 : Leave Her to Heaven

—

2nth-F,
STEVENSON, ROBERT

1947: Dishonored Lady—UA.
STEWART, PETER

1947: Jungle Flight—Par.
STOLOFF, BENJAMIN

1946: Johnny Comes Flying
Home—20th-F.
1947: It's a Joke, Son—EL.

STONE, ANDREW
1946: The Bachelor's Daught-
ers-UA.
1947: Pun on a Weekend

—

UA.
STORM, LESLIE

1946: Great Day-RKO.
STRAYEB, FRANK

1945: Mama Loves Papa

—

RKO; Senorita from the West—Univ.
1946: I Ring Doorbells—PRC.

STURGES, JOHN
1946: Man Who Dared—Col:

Alias Mr. Twilight—Col;
Shadowed—Col.

1947: Alias Mr. Twilight

—

Col.
STURGES, PRESTON

1947: The Sin of Harold Did-
dlebock—UA.

SUTHERLAND. A. EDWARD
1946: Abie's Irish Rose-UA.

TANSEY, ROBERT EMMETT
1946: Colorado Serenade —

-

PRC: Driftin' River-PRC:
Wild West-PRC; Tumbleweed
Trail—PRC; Stars Over Texas
PRC.

TAUROG, NORMAN
1946: The Hoodlum Saint

—

MGM.
1947: The Beginning or the
End—MGM.

TAYLOR, KAY
1946: The Michigan Kid-Univ.
1947: Michigan Kid—Univ;
Law of the Lash—PRC; Wild
Country—PRC; Range Be-
yond the Blue—PRC; West to

Glory—PRC ; Border Feud

—

PRC.
TETZLAFF, TED

1947: Riffraff—RKO.
THIELE, WILLIAM

1946: The Madonna's Secret—Rep.
THOMAS, WILLIAM C.

1946: Midnight Manhunt

—

Par; They Made Me a Killer.

—Par; Seven Were Saved^

—

Par.
1947: I Covet- Big Town

—

Par: Big Town—Par.
THORPE. RICHARD

1945 : Thrill of a Romance

—

MGM: Her Highness and the
Bellboy—^MGM; What Next,
Coraoral Har^^rove?—MGM.
1947: Fiesta—MGM.

THURN-TAXIS, ALEXIS
1945: Hollywood And Vine

—

PRC
TINLING. JAMES

1946: Rendezvous 24—20th-
F; Deadline for Murder

—

20thF; Dangerous Millions-

2nthF,
1947: Second Chance—30th-F,

TOURNEUR. JACQUES
1946: Canyon Passage—Univ;
Build My Gallows High—RKO.

TUTTLE. FRANK
1946: Suspense—Mon.

ULMEB, EDGAR G.
1946: Detour— PRC; Club
Havana—PRC: The Wife of

Monte Cristo-PRC; Her Sis-

ter's Secret-PRC; The Strange
Wnman-UA,
1947: Carnegie Hall—UA.

VI DOR. CHARLES
1946: Gilda—Col.

Directors' Credits

VIDOR, KING
1946: Duel in the Sun—SRC.

VOKHAUS. BERNARD
1947: Winter Wonderland

—

Rep.
WAGGNER, GEORGE

1945: Frisco Sal—Univ;
Shady Lady—Univ.
1946: Tangier—Univ.
1947: Gunfighters—Col.

WALKER, HAL
1945: Out of This WoHd

—

Par; Duffy's Tavern—Par:
The Stork Club—Par; Road to
Utopia—-Par.

WALLACE, RICHARD
1946: Because of Him—Univ.
1947: Sinbad the Sailor

—

RKO: Framed—Col.
WALSH, RAOUL

1946: The Man I Love—WB.
1947: Pursued—WB; Chey-
enne—WB.

WATERS, JOHN
1946: The Mighty McGurk-
MGM.

WATT, HARRY
1946: The Overlanders—Univ.

WBIBB, ROBERT
1946: The Caribbean Mystery— 20th-F ; The Spider—
20th-P.

WELLES, ORSON
1946: The Stranger—RKO.

WELLMAN, WILLIAM A.
1946- frfailap- Journey-Col.

WERKER, ALFRED L.
1946: Shock-20thF; Pirates
of Monterey-Univ.
1947: Repeat Performance

—

EL.
WHELAN. TIM

1946: Badman's Territory

—

RKO.
WHITE, EDWARD J.

1947: Apache Rose—Rep.
WHITE, SAM

1946: People Are Punny

—

Par.
WHORF, RICHARD

1946: Till the Clouds Roll By-
MGM.
1947: It Happened in Brook-

lyn—MGM,
WILBUR, CRANE

1947: The Devil on Wheels

—

PRC,
WILCOX, FRED M.

1946: Courage of IJassie

—

MGM.
WILCOX, HERBERT

1946: A Yank in London

—

20th-P.
WILDER, BILLY

1945: The Lost Weekend

—

WILDER, W. LEE
1946: The Glass Alibi—Rep.
1947: Yankee Fakir—Rep.

WISBAR, FRANK
1946: Devil Bat's Daughter

—

PRC.
1947: Lighthouse — PRC:
Strangler of the Swamp

—

PRC.
WISE, ROBERT

1946: Criminal Court—RKO.
Born to Kill

—

RKO.
WITNEY, WILLIAM

1946: Home in Oklahoma-
Rep; Helldorado-Rep; Roll on
Texas Mnon-Rpp.
1947: Helldorado—Rep; Bells

of San Angelo—Rep: Spring-

time in the Sierras—^Rep.

WOOD, SAM
1945: Guest Wife—UA: Sara-

toga Trunk—WB.
1946: Heartbeat—RKO.
1947: Ivy—Univ.

WKANGEL, BASIL
1947 : Philo Vance's Gamble

—

PRC.
WYLER, WILLIAM

1946: The Best Years of Our
Li"es-RKO.

YARBROUGH, JEAN
1946: She Wolf of London

—

Univ; House of Horrors

—

Univ: Inside Job-Univ; Cuban
pptp-Univ.
1947: The Brute Man—^PBC.

YOUNG, FRANK H.
1946: Trigger Fingers—^Mon.

ZEISLER, ALFRED
1946: Fear—Mon.

ZINNEMANN, FRED
1946: Little Mr. Jim—MGM;
My Brother Talks to Horses
—MGM,
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7^ PRODUCERS' CREDITS 1^

Work of Producers and Associate Producers from 1945 Through Half of 1947

ABEL. EUDOLPH E.
1945: The Vampire's Ghost

—

Rep; A Sportin? Chanoe—Rep;
Girls of the Big House—Rep.
1946: The Undercover Woman—^Rep; The Last Crooked MUe—Rep.

ALBERT, ARNOLD
1946: The Man I Love—^WB.

ALEXANDER, ARTHUR
1945: Arson Squad—PRC:
Navajo Kid—PRC: Enemy of
the Law—PRC; Flaming-
Bullets—PRC: Frontier Fugi-
tives—PRC; Married for Mur-
der—PRC ; Three in the Saddle
PRC.
1946: Six Gun Man—PRC:
Ambush Trail—PRC; Thunder
Town—^PRC: Queen of Bur-
lesque—PRC.

ALEXANDER. MAX
1946: The Mask of Diijon

—

PRC: Secrets of a Sorority
Giri-PRf".

ALLEN, IRVING
1947: High Conquest—^Mon.

ALPERSON. EDWARD L.
1945: Black Beauty—20th-F.
1946: Blaok Bfiauty—20th-F.

AMES, STEPHEN
1945: The Spanish Main

—

RKO.
1947: Sinbad the Sailor

—

RKO; Tycoon—RKO.
APPLETON, LOUIS B., JR.

1945- Stranee Voyage—Signal.
ARTHUR, ROBERT

1947: Buck Privates Come
Home—Univ.

AUEK, JOHN H.
1946: Pan-Americana—RKO.
1946: The Madonna's Secret—Rep.

AUER. STEPHEN
1945: Corpus Christi Bandits—Rep; The Topeka Terror

—

Rep: Trail of Kit Carson

—

Rep.
BACHER, WILLIAM A.

1945: Leave Her to Heaven

—

20th-F.
1947: Carnival in Costa Rica—20th-F.

BAERWITZ, SAM
1947: Gas House Kids Go
West—PRC.

BAK.SHA, LEON
1946: Sing While You Dance-
Col.

BARTON, CHARLES
1945: The Beautiful Cheat

—

tJniv; Men in Her Diary

—

Univ.
BASSI.ER, ROBERT

1945: Thunderhead-Son of
Flicka—20th-F: Molly and Me—20ih-P: Hangover Square^
20th-F.
1946: Behind Green Liehts

—

20th-P: Smoky—20th -F.

1947: The Brasher Doubloon—20th-F: The Homestretch

—

20th-F: Bob. Son of Battle

—

20th-F.
BATCHELOR, WALTER

1945- It's in the Bag—DA.
BENFDICT. HOWARD

1945: Patrick the Great

—

Univ: That Nig-ht With Tou—Univ; This Love of Ours

—

Univ; Pursuit to Algiers

—

Univ; Frontier Gal—Univ.
1946: Dressed to Kill—^Unlv;
Lover Come Back—Univ;
White Tie and Tails—Univ.

BENNETT. CONSTANCE
1945: Paris Underground

—

DA.
BERCHOLTZ. JOSEPH

1945: Steppln' in Society

—

Rpp : Behind City Lierhts—Rep.
BERGER, RICHARD H.

1947: A Likely Story—RKO.
BERKE, WILLIAM

1946: The Falcon's Alibi

—

RKO.
1947 : Shoot to Kill—SG.

BERKOFF, LOUIS
1946: The Strange Mr. Greg-
ory—Mon.

BERMAN, PANDRO S.

1945: The Picture of Dorian
Gray—MGM.
1946: Undercurrent—^MGM.
1947: The Sea of Grass

—

MGM; Living in a Big Way

—

MGM.
BETRNE, JOSEPH

1946: Down Missouri Way

—

PRC.
BERNERD, JEFFREY
1945: They Shall Have Faith—Mon; Divorce—Mon; Allot-
ment Wives—Mon; Black
Market Babies—Mon.
1946: The Face of Marble

—

Mon; Don't Gamble With
Strangers-Mon; Sweetheart of

Sigma Chi-Mon; Wife Wanted-
Mon.
1947: Black Gold—AA.

BERN'HARD, JACK
1946: Smooth as Silk-Dniv;

Decoy—Mon.
1947: Violence—^Mon.

BIBERMAN, HERBERT J.

1946: Abilene Town—DA.
BIDDELL, SIDNEY

1946: The Thrill of Brazil-

Col.

1947: Dead Reckoning—Col.

BIGELOW, CHARLES J.

1946: The Gay Cavalier

—

Mon.
1947: Trigger Fingers—^Mon:

Silver Range—Mon.
BINYON, CLAUDE

1947: Suddenly It's Spring

—

Par.
BISCHOFF, SAMUEL

1946: A Thousand and One
Nights—Col.

1947: Mr. District Attorney

—

Col.
BLAIR, GEORGE

1945: Scotland Yard Investi-

gator—Rep.
1946: Girl on the Spot—^Dniv;

Gay Blades—Rep.
BLANCHE, HENRY

1945: Roughly Speaking —
WB.
1946: My Reputation—WB;
One More Tomorrow—WB; Of
Human Bondage-WB: Decep-
tion—WB: Escape Me Never
—WB: Cry Wolf—WB; Deep
Valley — WB; Woman in

White—WB; Treasure of the
Sierra Madre—WB.

BLANKFORT, HENRY
1945: Easy to Look At

—

Univ: rrirn=on Canary—Dniv.

BLATT, EDDIE
1946: Swell Guy-Dniv.

BLOOM, WILLIAM
1947: Cigarette Girl—Col;
Millie's Dauffhter—Col.

BOGEAUS, BENEDICT
1945: Captain Kidd—DA.
1946: The Diary of a Cham-
bermaid-UA: Mr. Ace-UA.
1947: The Macomber Affair

—

UA.
BORZAGE, FRANK

1946: I've Always Loved
You-Rep.
1947: That's My Man—Rep.

BORZAGE, LEW
1946: I've Always Loved
You-Rep.
1947: That's My Man—Rep.

BRACKET!, CHARLES
1945: The Lost Weekend

—

Par.
1946: To Each His Own—^Par.

BRANDT, BERNARD
1946: Decoy—^Mon; The Story

of the Pope—Chapel.
1947: Violence—Mon.

BR.ASH, HENRY
1946: Her Sister's Secret-
PRC.

BBEN, J. ROBERT
1945: First Yank Into Tokyo—RKO.

BBEN, MILTON S.

1946: Tars and Spars—Col.

BRESLER, JERKY
1 94B -BewitchPd—^MQM
1947: The Amelo Affair

—

MGM: The Web—Univ.
BRETHERTON. HOWARD

1945: Identity Unknown

—

Rep.
BRICKER, CLARENCE

1946: Sensation Hunters —
Mon.

BRICKER. GEORGE
1946: Blonde Alibi—^Dniv.

BRISKIN, JERRY
1947: Stepchild—PRC.

BROCK, LOU
1946: Enchanted Forest—^PRC.
1946: The Shadow Returns

—

Mon: Behind the Mask—Mon.
BROWN, CLARENCE

1947: Song of Love—^MGM.
BROWN. DONALD H.

1946: The Phantom Speaks

—

Rep: Utah—Rep: Don't Fence
Me In—Rep.
1946: One Exciting Week

—

Rep: Traffic in Crime-Rep:
The Mysterious Mr. Valentine-
Rep.
1947: Spoilers of the North

—

Rep: The Web of Danger

—

Rep.
BROWN, HARRY JOB

1947: The Gunfighters—Col.
BUCHMAN, SIDNEY

1 946 : O^-^r 21—Col.
BUCK, JULES

1947: Brute Force—Univ.
BUCKNER. ROBERT

1946: God Is My Co-Pllot

—

WB; Confidential Agent—^WB:
San Antonio—WB.
1946: Devotion-WB: Nobody
Lives Forever-WB.
1947: Cheyenne—WB.

BURKETT, JAMES S.
1946: The Jade Mask—^Mon;
The Scarlet Clue—^Mon: The
Shanghai Cobra—Mon; The
Red Dragon—Mon ; Captain
Tugboat Annie—Rep.
1946: Dark Alibi—Bon: Don
Ricard Returns—PRC; Shad-
ows Over Chinatown—Moa;
Dangerous Money—Mon.
1947: The Trap—Mon: Bells
of San Fernando—SG.

BURTON, BERNARD W.
1945: Swing Out. Sister

—

Univ.
1946: Gentleman Joe Palooka-
Mon.

BURTON, VAL
1946: The Ghost Steps Out

—

Univ; The Time of Their
Lives-Dniv.

CABANNE, CHRISTY
1945: The Man Who Walked
Alone—PRC.

CAGNEY, WILLIAM
1B45: Blood on the Sun—^DA.

CAHN, PHILIP
1945: Senorita from the West—Dniv.

CALLAHAN, GEORGE
1946: The Missing Lady-Mon.

CAPRA, FRANK
1946: It's a Wonderful Life

—

RKO.
CARR, THOMAS

1945: Santa Fe Saddlemates—Rep; Sheriff of Cimarron

—

Rep.

CARTER, MILTON
1945 : The Great John L—DA.

CHERTOK, JACK
1946 ; The Com Is Green—WB.
1946: The Strange Woman-
DA

CHAPLIN, CHARLES
1947 : Monsieur Verdoux

—

UA.
CHESTER, HAL E.

1946: Joe Palooka-Champ

—

Mon: Gentleman Joe Palooka-
MoD.: A Guy Named Joe Pa-
looka—Mon.

CHRlnTIE, HOWARD
1945: Lady on a Train—Univ.
1946: Because of Him —
Univ.; I'U Be Yours—Dniv.

CLAIR, RENE
1945: And Then There Were
None—20th-F.

CLARK, COLBERT
1945 : Rustlers of the Badlands—Col.
1946: Lawless Empire—Col;
Frontier Gunlaw—Col: Throw
a Saddle on a Star—Col: That
Texas Jamboree—Col; Roar-
ing Rangers—Col; Galloping
Thunder—Col ; Gunning for

Vengeance— Col ; Two-Fisted
Stranger—Col; Texas Panhan-
dle-Col; Cowboy Blues-Col;
Terror Trail-Col: Singing on
the Trail-Col: Heading West-
Col; South of the Chisholm
Trail-Col ; Desert Horseman-
Col: The Fightinsr Frontiers-
man—Col: Landrush — Col:

Lone Star Moonlight—Col.
1947: The Lone Hand Texan—Col: South of the Chisholm
Trail—''ol; Over the Santa Fe
Trail—Col: West of Dodg-e
City—Col.

COHEN, ALBERT J.

1945: Earl Carroll Vanltie*—
Rep.
1946: The Walls Came Tnm-
blinir Down—Tol.

COHEN, BENNETT
1945: The Cherokee Flaeh

—

Rep; Oreeon Trail — Bep;
Rough Riders of Cheyenne-
Rep.
1946: Alias Billy the Kid

—

Rep: Days of Buffalo Bill

—

Rep: The EI Paso Kid-Rep;
Red River Renegades-Rep; Rio
Grande Raiders-Rep.

COHN, RALPH
1946: Little lodine-DA; Susie
Steps Out-DA.
1947: Adventures of Don Coy-
ote—UA.

COLMES. WALTER
1945: Identity Unknown

—

Rep; The Woman Who Came
Back—Rep.
1946: The French Key-Rep;
Winter Wnndorlrmd-Rep.

CONN, MAURICE H.
1947: Drasmet—SG.

COOK. GLEN'N
1946: West of the Alamo

—

Mon: Trail to Mexico—Mon.
COOPER, GARY

1946: Along Came Jones—
RKO.

COSLOW, SAM
1945: Out of This World

—

Pnr
1947: Copacabana—UA.

COWAN, LESTER
1945: The Story of Q. I. Joe—UA.

rOWAN, WILLIAM
1945: The Frozen Ghost

—

Univ; Honeymoon Ahead —
Dniv.
1946: The Cat Creeps—Dniv;
Idea Girl-Univ; Cuban Pete-
Univ; The Dark Horse-Dniv.

COWARD, NOEL
1946: Brief Encounter-Dniv.

COX, MORGAN B.
1946: Danger Woman—^Dniv.

CROSBY, BING
1946: Abie's Irish Rose-DA.

CUM MINGS. JACK
1946: Easy to Wed—^MGM.
1947: It Happened in Brook-
lyn—^MGM; Fiesti—MGM.

DANCHES BROTHERS
1947: Untamed Fury—PRC.

DARE, DANIEL
1946: Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing Dp—Par.
1947: Ladies' Man—Par; My
Favorite Brunette—^Par; Va-
riety Girl—^Par.

DAVEN, ANDKE ^
1945: Nob Hill—2th-F. I

DAVID, CHARLES
1946: River Gang—Dniv.

DE CICCO, PAT
1946: Avalanche—^PRC.

de ROCHEMONT. LOIfl
1946: 13 Bne Madeleine

—

20th-F.
1947 : Boomerang—20th-F.

DEL RUTH, ROY
1947: It Happened on Fifth
Ave.—AA.

DIETZ, JACK
1945: D04:ks of New York

—

Mon: Mr. Muggs Rides Araia—Mon: Come Out Flghtlnr

—

—Mon.
DISVEY. WALT

1946: Make Mine Musiol

—

RKO: Son? of the South-RKO.
DODDS, EDWARD

1946: This I.,<>ve of Ours

—

Dniv.
DONAHOB, EDWARD

1946: Sister Kenny—RKO.
DRAKE. OLIVER

1946: Moon Over Montana

—

Mon: West of the Alamo—
Mon; Trail to Mexico—Mon;
Rainbow Over the Rockies

—

Mon.
1947: Song of the Sierras

—

Mon.
DUFF, W.ARREN

1946: I.ady Luck—^RKO;
Out of the Past—RKO.
1947: Hone.vmoon—RKO.

DUKE, MAURICE
1946: Junior Prom— Mon:
Freddie Step'^ Out-Mon: High
School Hero-Mon.
1947: Vacation Days—^Mon.

DUI.L. OKVII.LK O.
1946: Bad Bascomh—^MGM:
Little Mr. Jim—^MGM.

DUNL.AP, SCOTT R.
1946: Drifting Along—Mon;
Under Ariz^ona Skies—Mon;
The Gnv CavnlierMon- South
of Monterey—^Mon: Gentleman
from Texas—^Mnn; Beauty and
the Bandit—Mon: Raiders of
the South—Mon.
1947: Riding the California
Trail—Mon.

DWAN, ALLAN
1946: Rendezvous With Annie
-Rep.
1947: Calendar Girl—Rep;
Northwest Outpost—Rep.

EAGLE, S. P.
194:6: The Stranger—^RKO.

EDEI.MAN. I.Ol l> K.

1946: A Sone- to Remember

—

Col: Hotel Berlin—WB.
EDENS, ROGER

1946: The Harvey Girls

—

MGM.
EMMETT, ROBERT

1945: Song of Old Wyoming

—

PRC.
1946: The Caravan Trail

—

PRC; Romance of the West

—

PRC.
ENDFIBLD, CYRIL

1946: Mr. Hex—Mon.
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ENGEL, SAMUEL G.
1946: My Darlingr Clementine-
20thP.

EKSKINE, CHESTER
1947: The Eg-g- and I—Univ.

FABEHl, BUB
1945 : CrimBon Canary—Univ.

FELD, MILTON H.
1946: The Strange Aflalr ol
Uncle Harry—Univ.

rBLLOWS. ROBERT
1945 : Having Wonder Crime

—

EKO: Back to Bataan—RKO;
The Spanish Main—-RKO : Man
Alive—HKO ; Lady Luck

—

RKO.
1947: Blaze of Noon—Par.

FENTON, LESLIE
1946: Pardon My Past—Col.

FESSTER. MICHAEL
1945: That's the Spirit—^Univ;
That Nirht With You—Univ:
Frontier Gal—Univ.
1946: Lover Come Back

—

Univ.
1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

FIELD, ARTHUR L.
1945 : Twice Blessed—^MGM

;

Dangerous Partners—MGM.
FINNEY, EDWARD

1947: Queen of the Amazons—SG.
FITZPATRICK, JAMES A.

1946: Song of Mexico—Rep.
FLOTHOW, RUDOLPH

1945: The Crime Doctor's
Courage—Col ; The Adventures
of Rusty—Col; Voice of the
Whistler—Col : The Crime Doc-
tor's Warning—Col.
1946: The Mysterious Intru-
der—Col: Voice of the Whis-
tler—Col; Just Before Dawn
-Col: Secret of the Whistler-
Col; Crime Doctor's Man Hunt—Col.

1947: The 13th Hour—Col.
FORD, JOHN

1945: They Were Expendable—MGM.
FORDE, CULLEY

1946: You Can't Do Without
Love—Col.

FOX, WALLACE
1946: Gun Town-Univ: Gun-
man's Code-Univ; Wild Beauty-
Univ.

FOY, BRYAN
1945: Doll Face—20th-F.
1946: If I'm Luf>ky-20thF.
1947: It's a Joke, Son—EL:
Lost Honeymoon—EL.

FRANCIS, KAY
1945 : Divorce—Mon ; Allot-
ment Wives—^Mon.
1946: Wife Wintpd-Mon.

FRANKLIN, SIDNEY
1946: The Yearling—MGM.

FREED, ARTHUR
1945: The Clock—^MGM: Yo-
landa and the Thief—MGM.
1946: Ziegfeld Follies—MGM:
The Harvey Girls—MGM: TUl
the Clouds Roll By-MGM.

FBOHKESS. LEON
1945: Strange Illusion—^PRC;
The Man Who Walked Alone

—

PRC; Fo? Island—PRC: Crime.
Inc.—PRC.
1946: Club Havana—^PRC;
Danny Boy—PRC: The Wife
of Monte Cristo—PRC.

OBRAOHTY. MAURICE
1945: China Sky—RKO: The
Falcon in San J'ranclaco

—

RKO.
GERARD, BARNEY

- 1946: Bringing Up Pather-
Mon.

OER8HENSON. JOE
1945; Shady Lady — Univ;
House of Dracula—Univ.
1946: Tangier—Univ; Little
Giant—Univ; The Ghost Steps

' Out—Univ; The Runaround—Univ; She Wrote the Book
-Univ; The Time of Their
Lives-Univ; Pirates of Mon-
terey-Univ.

GILBERT, FRANK
1946: Lighthouse—PRC.

OIRARD, WILLIAM
1945: The Bull Fighters

—

20th-F: Circumstantial Evi-
dence—20th-P: The Caribbean
Mystery—20th-F.
1946: It Shouldn't Happen
to a Dog—20th-P.

GOETZ, WALTER H.
1945: Grlssly's Mllltona—Rep;
Tell It to a Star—Rep.
1946: Crime of the Century

—

Rep.

GOLDBERG, JACK
1947: Boy! It's a Girl—Her;
Sepia Cinderella—Her.

GOLDBERG, LUU
1945: On Stage Everybody

—

Univ.
GOLDEN, EDWARD A.

ia46; Breakfast in Hollywood
GOLDEN, ROBERT S.

1946: Breaklasl m Hollywood—UA.
GOLDWYN, SAMUEL

1946: Wonder Man—RKO.
1946: The Kid from Brooklyn
-RKO; The Best Years of Our
Lives-RKO.
1947: The Secret Life of Wal-
ter Mitty—RKO.

GOLXTZEN, ALEXANDER
1945: Salome, Where She
Danced—Univ.
1946: A Night in Paradise—

-

Univ.
GOODWINS, LESLIE

1940: Vacation in Reno-RKO.
GORDON, LEON

1946: The Green Years —
MGM.

GORDON, MACK
1946: Three Little Girls in

Blue-20thP.
GORNEl:, JAY

1946: The Gay Senorita—Col.
GOSCH, M.4KTIN A.

1946: Bud Abbott and Lon
Costello in Hollywood—MGM.

GOTTLIEB, ALEX
1945 : Escape in the Desert

—

WB; Pillow to Post—WB.
1946: Cinderella Jones—WB;
Her Kind of Man—WB; Janie
Gets Married—WB; Two Guys
from Milwaukee—WB ; The
Time, the Place and the Girl—WB.
1947: Stallion Road—WB.

GOTTLEIB, BUCK
1947: Killers at Large—PRC.

GOtKFAIN, UARKY
1946: Palis Underground

—

UA.
GR.\NET, BERT

1946: Those Endearing Young
Charms—RKO : Sing Your Waj
Home—RKO.

GRANT, JACK
1945: Shadow of Terror

—

PRC.
1946: The Wife of Monte
Cristo—PRC.

GR.4NT, JAIVIES EDWARD
1946 : The Great John L—UA.

GRANT, JOHN
1946: TJie Naughty Nineties—Univ; Here Comes the Co-
Eds—Univ.

GRANT, MARSHALL
1946: Strange Conquest —
Univ; Her Adventurous Night
Univ : Slightly Scandalous

—

Univ; Little Miss Big-Univ.
GRANET, BERT

1946: The Locket—RWO.
GRAY. LUL'IS

1945: The Man from Okla-
homa—Rep; Sunset In Eldo-
rado—R«p; Great Stagecoach
Robbery—Rep ; Lone Texaa
Ranger—Rep.
1946: Home on the Range-
Rep: Man from Rainbow Val-
ley-Rep; Out California Way-
Rep; Last Frontier Uprising-
Rep.

GREENE, MAX
1946: A Yank in London

—

20th-P.

GREY, HARRY
1945: Love, Honor and Good-
bye—Rep.

GRIPPO, JAN
1946: Live Wires—^Mon: In
Past Company—Mon; Bowery
Bombshell-Mon; Spook Bus-

ters—Mon; Mr. Hex—Mon.
1947: Hard Boiled Mahoney

—

Mon; News Hounds—Mon.
GROSS. FRANK

1945: Penthouse Rhythm

—

Univ; I'll Tell the World

—

Univ.

GROSS, JACK
1045: The Enchanted Cottage—RKO; Johnny Angel—RKO:
Isle of the Dead—RKO: George
White's Scandals—RKO; First

Yank Into Tokyo—RKO.
1946: Prom This Day For-

ward—RKO ; Crack-Up—RKO.
1947: Riffraff—RKO.

GUIOL, FRED
1946: Here Comes Trouble

—

UA.

HAAS, CHARLES F.
1946: Her Adventurous Night—Univ.

HAGGOTT, JOHN
1946: Alias Mr. Twilight

—

Col: Shadowed—Col.
1947: Alias Mr. Twilight

—

Col.
HAIGHT, GEORGE

1945: Keep Your Powder Dry—MGM; What Next, Corporal
Hargrove?—MGM.
1946: Up Goes Maisie-MGM;
Lady in the Lake-MGM.
1947: Undercover Maisie

—

MGM.
HAKLM, RAYMOND

1946: Heartbeat—RKO.
1947 : The Long Night—RKO.

HAKIM, ROBERT
1940: Heartbeat—RKO.
1947: The Long Night—RKO.

HALL, DAVID
1945: The Story of G. I. Joe—UA.

HARRIMAN, CARLEY
1945: A Song for Miss Julie

—

Rep.
HARRISON, JOAN

1945: The Strange Affair of
Uncle Harry—Univ.
1946: Nocturne-RKG.
1947: They Won't Believe Me—RKO.

HARTM.AN. DON
1946: Down to Earth-Col.

HARTMANN, EDMUND L.
1946 : The Naughty Nineties

—

Univ.
HAWKS, HOWARD

1946: The Bi? Sleep—WB.
HAYWARD, LILLIE

1946: Child of Divorce—WB.
1947: Banjo—RKO.

HECHT, BEN
1946: Specter of the Rose

—

Rep.
HELLINGER, MARK

1946: The Horn Blows at Mid-
night—WB.
1946: The Killers—^Univ.

1947: The Twp Mrs. CarroUs—WB; Brute Force—Univ.
HENRY BEN

1946: You Can't Do Without
Love—Col.

HERMAN, ALBERT
1945: Rogues' Gallery—^PRC;
The Phantom of 42nd St.

—

PRC.
HERSH, BEN

1946: Partner in Time—RKO.
HITCHCOCK, ALFRED

1946: Notorious—RKO.
HOFFMAN, CHARLES

1947: That Way With Wo-
men—^WB.

HOLT, NAT
1945: George White's Scandals—RKO.
1946: Riverboat Rhythm —
RKO; Badman's Territory

—

RKO.
1947: Trail Street—RKO:
Riffraff—RKO.

HORNBLOW, ARTHUR, JR.
1946 : Weekend at the Waldorf
—MGM.
1946: A Woman of My Own
—MGM.
1947: The Hucksters—^MGM.

HOUSEMAN, JOHN
1945: The Unseen—Par; Miss
Susie Slagle's—Par.
1946: The Blue Dahlia—^Par.

HOUSER, LIONEL
1946: Faithful in My Fash-
ion—MGM.

HOWARD, WILLIAM K.
1946: A Guy Could Change

—

Rep.
JACKSON. FELIX

1946: Lady on a Train—Univ.
1946: Because of Him—Univ.
1947: I'll Be Yours—Univ.

J.^COBS, WILLIAMS
1946: Conflict—WB; Christ-

mas in Connecticut—WB; Too
Young to Know—WB; Danger
Signal—WB.
1946: Shadow of a Woman

—

WB: ThP Verdift-WB; Never
Say Goodbye—WB; The Beast

With Five Fingers—WB.
1947: Nora Prentiss—WB:
Love and Learn—WB.

JA.SON, WILL
1947: Sarge Goes to College

—

Mon.
JESSEL, GEORGE

1945: The Dolly Sisters

—

20th-P.
1946: Do You Love Me?—
20th-P.

1947: I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now—20th-P.

JOHNSON, NUNNALLY
1946: The Dark Mirror-Univ.

JONES, PAUL
1945: A Medal for Benny

—

Par.; Hold That Blonde—Par;
Road to Utopia—Par.
1946: The Virginian—^Par;

Monsieur Beaucaire—Par.
1947: Dear Ruth—Par.

JORDAN, JAMES C.

1947: The Guilty—Mon.
KANE, JOSEPH

1946 : Flame of Barbary Coast
Rep; The Cheaters—Rep; Da-
kota—Rep.
1946: In Old Sacramento

—

Rep; Plainsman and the Lady-
Eep.

KATZMAN, SAM
1945: Docks of New York

—

Mon; Mr. Muggs Rides Again—Mon; Come Out Fighting

—

Mon.
1946: Junior Prom— Mon;
Freddie Steps Out-Mon; High
School Hero—Mon; Last of
the Redmen—Col; Jack Arm-
strong—f^ol.

1947: Vacation Days—Mon:
Betty Co-Ed—Col.

KAUFMAN, EDWARD
1947: Song of Sheherazade

—

Univ.
KAUFMAN, JOSEPH

1946: The Shadow Returns

—

Mon; Sensation hunters —
Mon: Behind the Mask-Mon:
The Missing Lady-Mon.
1947: It Happened on 6th
Avenue—AA.

KELLY, BURT
1945: Leave It to Blondie

—

Col; One Way to Love—Col.

1946: One Way to Love—Col;
Meet Me on Broadway—Col.

1947: Blondie's Holiday—Col.

KESLER, HARRY S.
1945: Bedside Manner—UA.

KING, FRANKLYN
1946: Dillinger—Mon.
1946: Suspense—Mon.

KING, MAURICE
1946: Dillinger—Mon.
1946: Suspense—^Mon.

KING, MAX M.
1947: Killer Dill—SG.

KNOPF, EDWIN H.
1946: The Valley of Decision—MGM: The Sailor Takes a

Wife—MGM.
1946: The Secret Heart-MGM.
1947: Cynthia—MGM.

KOHLMAR, FRED
1945: Bring on the Girle—
Par.
1946 : The Dark Comer—20th-

P; The Well-Groomed Bride

—

Par.
1947: The Late George Apley—20th-P; The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir—20th-P.

KOKDA, SIR ALEXANDER
1946 : Vacation from Marriai*—MGM.

KOVACS, EDWARD
1946: The Strange Mr. Greg-
ory—Mon.

KRAIKB, MICHEL
1946: Eadie Was a Lady

—

Col: Boston Blackie Booked on
Suspicion — Ool; Fighting
Guardsman—Col; I Love a
Bandleader—Col; Ten Cents a
Dance—Col.

1946: Renegades—Ool; Talk
About a Lady—Col.

1947: Beat the Band—^RKO;
Desperate—RKO.

KRASNE. PHILIP N.
1945: The Cisco Kid Returns—^Mon.

LANDAU, ARTHUR M.
1946: Captain Kidd—^UA.

LANG, FRITZ
1945 : Scarlet Street—Univ.

LASKY, JESSE L.

1945: Rhapsody in Blue—WB.
1946 : Without Reservations
—RKO.

LAWLER, ANDERSON
1946: Somewhere in the Night—20th-P.

I^eBARON, WILLIAM
1946: Don Juan QuilUgan

—

2nth-P.
1947: Carnegie Hall—UA.

LEONARD, ARTHUR
1947: Sepia Cinderella—Her.

I.ESHIN, E. D
1946: Salty O'Rourke—Par;
Murder. He Says—Par.

Producers' Credits

LESSER, SOL
1946: Tarzan and the Amazons
—RKO.
1946: Tarzan and the Leop-
ard Woman—RKO.
1947: The Red House—UA;
Tarzan and the Huntress

—

RKO.
r/KHTRANGE, DICR

1945: The Cisco Kid Returns
Mon.

LEVEY. JULES
1946; Abilene Town—UA.
1947: New Orleans—UA.

LEWIS, ALBERT
1946: The Show-Ofl—MGM.

LEWIS, DAVID
1946: It's a Pleasure!—RKO.
1946 : Tomorrow Is Forever

—

RKO.
1947: The Other Love—UA.

LEWIS, GENE
1945: Song of the Sarong

—

Univ; I'll Remember April

—

Univ: Blonde Ransom—Univ.
LEWTON, VAL

1946: Isle of the Dead—RKO:
The Body Snatcher—RKO.
1946: Bedlam—RKO.

LIBKOV, MAREK M.
1946: The Catman of Paris

—

Rep.
LIGHTON, LOUIS D.

1946: A Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn—20th-P; A Bell for Adano
20th-P.
1946: Anna and the King of

Siam—20th-P: Home Sweet
Homicide—20th-F.

LOEW, DAVID L.

1946: A Night in Casablanca—UA.
1947: The Private Affairs of
Bel Ami—UA.

LOPER, DON
1945: It's a Pleasure!—RKO.

LUBITSCH, ERNST
1945 : A Royal Scandal—20th-

P.
1946: Cluny Brown—20th-F.

MacDONALD, WALLACE
1945 : Eve Knew Her Apples

—

Col: A Guy, a Gal and a Pal

—Col; I Love a Mystery

—

Col; The Missing Juror—Col;

Dancing in Manhattan—Col;

Escape in the Fog—Ool; My
Name Is Julia Ross—Col.

1946: Out of the Depths

—

Col; The Devil's Mask—Ool;

The Unknown-Col; Personality

Kid-Cnl.
McCAREY, LEO

1945: The Bells of St. Mary's
—RKO.

McDonald, frank
1947: Hit Parade of 1947

—

Rep.
McELWAINE, DON

1947: Pun on a Weekend

—

UA.
McGOWAN, DORRELL

1946: The Tiger Woman-Rep;
Valley of the Zombies—Rep;
Night Train to Memphis

—

Rep.
IVIeGOWAN, STUART

1946: The Tiger Woman

—

Rep; Valley of the Zombies

—

Rep; Night Train to Memphis—^Rep.
McKEAN. DONALD C.

1946: Rogues' Gallery—^PRC.

Mcknight, tom
1946: Black Angel—^Univ.

MACHATY, GUSTAV
1946: .lealousy—Rep.

MACGOWAN, KENNETH
1947: Easy Come, Easy Go

—

Par.
MAIBAUM, RICHARD

1946: O. S. S.—Par.
MALVERN, PAUL

1946: House of Frankenstein

—Univ; Sudan—^Univ; House
of Dracula—Univ.
1946: Tangier-Univ; Pirates of

Montere.v-Univ.
MARCUS, LEE

1947: Lost Honeymoon—EL.
MARKEY, GENE

1947; Moss Rose—2nth-P.

MARX, S.AMUEL
1945: Son of Lassie—^MGM;
This Man's Navy—MGM.
1946: My Brother Talks to

Horses—^MGM.
1947: The Beginning or the

End—MGM.
IttASTROLY, FRANK R.

1945 : The Great John L—UA.
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Producers' Credits

MEXZIES, WILLIAM CAMERON
1947: Ivy—Univ.

MEREDITH, BURGESS
1946: The Diary of a CUam-
bermaid—UA.

MERMAN, L. B., "DOC"
1946: Swamp Fire—Par; Jun-
gle Flig-ht—Par: Adventure
Island—Par; I Cover Big
Town—Par.
1947: Fear in the Nig-ht

—

Par: Seven Were Saved—Par.
MILESTONE, LEWIS

1945: A Walk in the Sun

—

20th-F.
MILLAKOWSKT, HERMAN

1946: Murder in the Music
Hall— Rf>j>.

MILLER, SETON I.

1945: Calcutta—Par; Cali-
fornia—Par.
1946: The Bride Wore Boots—Par; Two Years Before the
Mast—Par: California—^Par.

1947: Calcutta—Par.
MIRISCH, WALTER M.

1947: Fall Gu.v—Mon.
MOONET, MARTIN

1945: Crime. Inc.—PRC; The
Missing: Corpse—PRC; Dan-
Serous Intruder—PRC; The
Phantom of 42nd St.—PRC.
1946: Danny Boy—PRC: Club
Havana—-PRC; I Ring- Door-
bPl's—PRC: Criminal Court

—

BKO: San Quentin—RKO.
M(>Ki.^< (I, w M.I h.K

1946: Sentimental Journey

—

20thF: Mare:ie-20thF; Wake
Vn -'nd n.-oam-20thF.

MORROS, BORIS
1947: Carnegie HaU—UA.

MORSE. TERKY
1945- Po? r-Innd—PRC.

MOSKOV, GEORGE
l.<»46: Joe Palooka-Champ

—

Mon.
MOSS. .lACK

1946: Snafu—Col.
MOn.TON. HERBERT

1945: Bewitched—MGM.
MULL. WILLIAM

1945: Ki<:= and Tell—Col.
MYERS, ZION

1946 Bl clr -Reauty—20th-F
NASSER, JAMES

1S47: lured—UA.
NTIALIS, EDWARD G.

1947: Johnny O'Clock—Col
NEBENZAL, SEYMOUR

1946: Whistle Stop-UA; The
f'hase-UA.

NEII.I.. KOY WILLIAM
(Deceased)
1!»45; The Woman in Green

—

Univ; Pursuit to Algiers

—

Univ; The House of Fear

—

Univ.
1946: Terror by Nieht—Univ
Dressed to Kill—Univ; Black
Ans-pl—Univ

NEI'FELD. SIGMUND
1945: Kid Sister—PRC; White
Pone^o—PRC- Lie-htina- Raid-
ers—PRP: Bnrder Badmen

—

PRC: Fis-htine- Bill Carson

—

PRC: His Brother's Ghost

—

PRC; Prairie Rustlers—PRC;
Stae-eeoafh Outlaws—PRC.
1946: The Flyiner Serpent

—

PRC; Gentlemen With Guns

—

PRC: Murder Is My Business—PRC; Terrors on Horseback—PRC; Larceny in Her Heart—PRC; Ghost of Hidden Val-
le.v—PRC: Prairie Badmen

—

PRC: Blonde for a Day-PRC;
Overland Riders-PRC: Gas
House Kids-PRC: Outlaw of
the Plains.PRO.
1947; Lady Chasers—PRC:
Three on a Ticket—PRC.

NEUMANN. KURT
1946: Tarzan and the Leop-
ard Woman—RKO.

NICHOLS, DUDLEY-
1946: Sister Kenny—RKO.

NORTH. ROBERT
1946: Earl Carroll Sketchbook—Rep.

O'SULLIVAN. WILLIAM 3.

1946: Paaskey to Dangrer

—

Rep: The Invisible Informer-
Rep; The Inner Circle-Rep:
The Mas-nificpnt Ro2-ueRpp.
1947: The Pilgrim Lady—Rep.

PAOANO, ERNEST
1945: That's the Spirit

—

Univ : That Nigrht With You

—

Univ: Frontier Gal—Univ.
1946: Lover Come Back

—

Univ.
1947; Slave Girl—Univ.

PAGKL, RAOUL
1947: Strang-ler of the Swamp—PRC.

PARSONS, HARRIET
1945: The Enchanted Cottage—RKO.

PARSONS, LINDSLEY
1946: Adventures of Kitty
O'Day—Mon; G. I. Honey-
moon—Mon.
1946; Swing: Parade of 1946—Mon; Fear — Mon; Live
Wires—Mon; In Past Com-
pany—Mon ; Bowery Bomb-
shell-Mon; Below the Deadline-
Mon.
1946: Ging-er—^Mon.

PASCAL, GABRIEL
1946: Caesar and Cleopatra

—

UA.
PASTERNAK, JOSEPH

1945: Thrill of a Romance

—

MGM; Her Highness and the
Bellboy — MGM: Anchors
Aweigh—MGM.
1946: Two Sisters from Bos-
ton—MGM: Holiday in Mexico
-MGM; No Leave. No Love-
MGM.

PEREIRA. WILLI.AM L.
1945: Johnny An?el—RKO.
1946: From This Day For-
ward—RKO.

PERLBERG, WTLLUM
1945: Diamond Horseshoe

—

20th-F; Where Do We Go
Prom Here?—20th-F; Junior
Miss—20th-F; State Fair

—

2nth-F.
1946: Claudia and David

—

20th-P.
1947: The Shocking- Miss Pil-
grim—20th-r; Miracle on
34th Street—20th-F.

PERRIN, NAT
1946: The Mig-hty McGurk-
MRM.

PICKER, LEONARD S.
1945: Power of the Whistler—Col.

1946: The Bandit of Sherwood
Forest—Col: Man Who Dared
-Col; The Return of Rusty-
Cnl.

1947; Stepchild—PRC.
PICKER, SIDNEY

1946: California Gold Rush

—

Rep; Sheriff of Redwood Val-
ley—Rep; Sun Valley Cyclone
-Rep; Santa Fe Uprisin£r-Kop:
Hnmp=tPadp>'= nf Pnrad'sp Vol-
ley—Rep; Conquest of Chey-
enne—Rep.
1947: Stag-e Co-'ch to Denver—Rep: Vigilantes of Bonm-
town—Rep : Oreg-on Trail
Scouts—Rep; Saddle Pals

—

Rep; Rustlers of Devil's Can-
yon—Rep.

PIERSON, CARL
1946: Devil Bat's Daughter

—

PRC.
PINE, WILLIAM H.

1945: Hisrh Powered—Par;
Scared Stiff—Par: One Excit-
ing- Nis-ht—Par; Follow That
Woman—Par: Tokyo Rose

—

Par; Midnight Manhunt—Par;
People Are Funny—Par.
1946: They Made Me a Killer—Par; Hot Cargo— Par;
Swamp Pire—Par.
1947: Pear in the Night

—

Par; I Cover Big Town—Par;
Danger Street—Par: Jungle
Plight—Par; Seven Were
Saved—Par; Big Town—Par.

PIV.\K. BEN
1 945

: Strange Confession

—

Univ: Pillow of Death—Univ
1946: She Wolf of London

—

Univ; Blonde Alibi—Univ;
Inside Job—Univ.
1946: The Brute Man—PRC.

POLLARD, BUD
1946: Beware—Ast.

POPKIN, LEO C.
1945; And Then There Were
None—20th-F.

POWELL, MICHAEL
1946: Stairway to Heaven

—

Univ.

PREMINGER, OTTO
1946: Fallen Angel—20th-F.
1946: Centennial Summer —
20th-F.

PRESSBURGER, ARNOLD
1946: A Scandal in Paris

—

UA; Stairway to Heaven

—

Univ.
PRESSBURGER, FRED

1946: A Scandal in Paris

—

UA-
PRICE, WILL

1947: The Woman on the
Beach—-RKO.

RACHMIL, LEWIS J.

194l>; iiie uev.l's Playground-
UA: Fool's Gold-UA; Unex-
pected Guest—UA.
1947: Dangerous Venture

—

UA: Hoppy's Holiday—UA.
RAl'F. H.\iil{\

1946: Gallant Bess-MGM.
REID, CLIFF

1945: They Were Expendable—MGM.
1946: The Hoodlum Saint

—

MGM.
REINHARDT, WOLFGANG

1946- Three Strangers—WB.
RENALDO, DUNCAN

1947: Bells of San Fernando—SG.
RHEINER, SAMl'EL

1!»4.T The Si)Ulhemep—UA.
RICHMOND. TED

3 945: Let's Go Stead.v—Col.
1945: Let's Go Stead.v—Col;
Hit the Hay—Col; Blondle
from Brooklyn—Col; Youth
on Tri-il—Col
1946: Night Editor—Col: The
Notorious Lone Wolf—Col;
So Dark the Night-'~oI: Singin'
in the Co'n Col: Dangerous
Bll=inpsc-rol: Ti' Great t" Be
Young—Col: Boston Blackie
and the L,-iw—Col.

1947: B'ind Spot—Col; Wild
Horses—Col.

RISKIN, EVERETT
1947: High B'lrbaree—MGM.

ROBINSON, CASEY
1947: The Maeomber Affair—UA.

ROGELL, SID
11(45 l'.iM-.\mericana—RKO;
The Falcon in San Francisco

—

RKO: M :ma Loves Papa

—

RKO; Radio Stars on Parade—RKO- A Game of Death

—

RKO: Sing Your Way Home

—

RKO: Wanderer of the Wastle-
land—RKO: Dick Tracy

—

RKO.
1946: The Bamboo Blonde

—

RKO: Step by Step—RKO;
Genius at Work—RKO.

ROGERS, CHARLKS BUDDY
1946: Little Todinc-UA: Susie
Stpp= Oiii U \

1947: Adventures of Don Coy-
ote—UA.

ROGERS, ( HARLES R.
l.')45: Delightfully Dangerous—UA.
3 946: Angel On My Shoulder-
UA.
1947: The Fabulous Dorseys—UA.

ROMM. HARRY A.
1946- Swing Parade of 1946—Mon.

ROWL.V.ND, WILLIAM
1945: A Song for Miss Julie

—

Rep.
RUBIN, STANLEY

3 946: Slightly Scandalous

—

T-ni,-. • •- ]v[iss Big-Univ.
KYAN, PHIL L.

1946 Pc.-iinns Holiday—Col.
SANFORTH. CLIFFORD

1946: The Bandit of Sher-
wood Forest—Col.

SANTELL, .VI FRED
1(14.; Thr.t r,-..,,. n Girl-Rep.

SARECKY, BARNEY A.
1947: Trailing Danger—Mon;
Land of the Lawless—Mon;
Six Gun Serenade—Mon.

SAUBER, HAItRV
1945: How Do You Do?

—

PRC.
SAVILLE, VICTOR

1945: Tonight and Every
Night—Col.

S.iVINI, ROBERT M.
1946: Beware—Ast.

SAX. SAM
1945; Why Girls Leave Home—PRC.

SCHAEFER, ARMAND
1945: The Phantom Speaks

—

Rep: An Angel Comes to
Brooklyn—Rep.
1946: My Pal Trigger—Rep:
G. I. War Brides-Rep: That's
My Girl-Rep; Sioux City Sue-
Rep: Affairs nf Geraldine-Rep.
1947: Trail of San Antone

—

Rep; The Ghost Goes Wild

—

Rep; Twilight on the Rio
Grande—Rep; That's My Gal—Rep.

SCHARY, DORE
1946: The Spiral Staircase

—

RKO; Til the End of Time

—

RKO:
1947: The Farmer's Daughter—RKO: The Bachelor and the
Bobby-Soxer—RKO.

SCHENCK, AUBREY
1946; Shock—20th-F; Johnny
Comes Flying Home—20th-P;
Strange Triangle—20th-F.
1947: It's a Joke, Son—PRC;
Repeat Performance—EL.

SCHERMER, JULES
1947: Framed—Col.

SCULOM, HERMAN
1945. Betrayal from the East—RKO: The Brighton Strang-
ler—RKO; West of the Pecos—RKO; A Game of Death

—

RKO; Wanderer of the Waste-
land—RKO; Dick Tracy

—

RKO.
1946: The Truth About Mur-
der—BKO; Ding Dons Wil-
liams—RKO: The Bamboo
Blonde—KKO: Sunset Pass

—

P"0- n„„j,,.. :,i 'V^rk r'Tfo-

Dick Tracy vs. Cueball—RKO;
The Falcon's Adventure

—

RKO.
1947: The Devil Thumbs a
Ride—UA: Code of the West—RKO; -Bom to Kill—RKO
Dick Tracy's Dilemma—RKO
Under the Tonto Rim—RKO
Seven Keys to Baldpate

—

RKO.
SCH\».\KTZ, .\RTHI"R

1946 Night and Day—WB.
SCHWARZ, JACK

1945: The Enchanted Forest

—

PRC.
1947: Buffalo Bill Rides
Again—SG: Hollywood Barn
Dance—SG.

SCOTT, AUKI.AN
1945: Cornered—RKO.
1946; Deadline at Dawn

—

RKO.
1947: Crossfire—RKO.

SCOTT, EWING
1947: Untamed Fury—PRC.

SEKELY. STEVE
1946: The Falcon's Adventure—RKO.

SELZNICK, DAVID O.
3!I4.> Siiell....iiinl—UA.
1946: Duel in the Sun—SRO.

SHANE, MAXWELL
1945: Scaled ?iiff—Par; On<»
Exciting Night—Par; Follow
That Woman — Par.; Tokyo
Bop— p-ip Hi , -r,,,vn—Par.
1946: Fear in the Night—Par.
1947: I rover Big Town

—

Par.
SH.VPIRO, IRVIN

1946: We Accuse — Film
Rights.

SHEEH.VN, WINTIELD R.
( Deceaheil

)

1!I45 ( i|)i;iiri F.ldie 20th-F.
SHERMAN. HARRY

1947: Ramrod—UA.
Slh.t.I'L. xil 1

1946: Kiss and Tell—Col.
]!i',;- B'Mi. ^i-ip.-P f

1947: Welcome Stranger

—

Par: The Perils of Pauline

—

Par.
SIL\ EY, BEN

1945- Within These Walls

—

2nth-F: The .'Spider—20th-F.
SILLMAN, LEONARD

1945; An Angel Comes to
Brooklyn— Ri-n

SIODMAK, ROBERT
1947: Time Out of Mind

—

Univ.
SISh, KOBKKT

1945: Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes—MGM: The Hidden
Eye—MGM.
1946: Courage of Lassie

—

MGM; Boys' Ranch-MGM;
Love Laughs at Andy Hardy-
MGM.

SISTROM, JOSEPH
1947: Something in the Wind—Univ.

SISTROM, WILLIAM
1945: Mr. Emanuel—UA..

SKIRBALL, JACK H.
1946: It's in the Bag—UA;
Guest Wife—UA.
1946: So Goes my Love

—

Univ; Magnificent Doll-Univ.
SKOLSKY. SIDNEY

1946: The Jolson Story-Col

SMALL, EDWARD
1045: Brewster's Million»-^
UA; Getting Gertie's Garter

—

UA.
1946: Temptation—^Univ.

SOKAL, HKNKY
1947: Winter Wonderland

—

Rep.
SPENCE, CLAUDE S.

1945: The Big Show-Off

—

Rep.
SPERLING, MILTON

1946: "^loak and Dagger-WB.
1947: Pursued—WB.

SPIEGEL, S.4M
1946: The Stranger—BKO.

SPRlNGSIfc,EN. K. G.
1945: Phantom of the Plains—Rep

STAHL, MARVIN D.
1947: Born to Speed—PRC:
The Big Fix—PRC.

STARK, IRVING
3 946 : The f"ockeyed Miracle

—

MGM.
STEPH.ANI. FREDERICK

1945: She Went to the Races—MGH.
STERN, ALFRED

1945 ; The Lady Confesses

—

PRC.
1946: The Mask of Dillon

—

PRC: Queen of Burlesque

—

PRC: Sei-ieis of a Sorority
Girl-PRC.

STOLOFF. BEN
1945: Two O'clock Courage

—

RKO: What a Blonde—RKO;
Radio Stars on Parade—RKO;
Mama I.ovo- P-ipi—RKO.
1947: The Devil on Wheels

—

PRC: The Big Pix—PRC.
STONE. ANDREW

1945: Bid~ide Manner—UA.
1946: The Bachelcr'^ Daught-
CT-s-UA.

1947: Fun on a Weekend

—

UA.
STONE, JOHN

1946: A Close Call for Bos-
ton Blackip—Col; The Phan-
tom Thief—Col.

STROHBACK. WILLIAM
1945: There G.ies Kelly

—

Mon: Fashion M"dPl—Mon.
STROMBFRG. HINT

3946: YnniiL- Wid w-UA; The
Str.-'nge W-rni'n.fA
1947: Di'honorod Lady—UA.

STURGES, PRESTON
1947: The 'lin of Harold Did-
dlebock—UA.

SUTHERLAND, JOHN
1947: Too Many Winners

—

PRC.
TAN«VY. R'^R'^RT

1946: Colorado Serenade —
PRC: Driflin' U vr-PRC:
Tiimf^'ew^p,! "^v il PRO: Wild
West—PRC; Stars Over Texas—PRC.

TEAFORO. JOHN K.
in-.^ i,,.,. -,...llcp-PRC.

THOM.AS, .lERRY
1947: Law of the Lash

—

PRC; Ran^re Bevond the Blue—PRC: Wild Country—PRC;
West to G'or.v—PRC; Border
Feud—PRC.

THOMAS, WILLIAM C.

1945 Hi-'ii Powered—^Par;

Scared Stiff—Par One Excit-
ing Night—-P:ir: Follow That
Woman—Par; Tok.vo Rose

—

Par: Midnight Manhunt—^Par;

People Are Funny—Par.
1946- Thpv Made Me a Killer— Par; Hot Cargo — Par;
Swamp Pire—P;'r.

1947: Fear in the Night

—

Par; I Cover Big Town—Par;
June Flight—P-ir; Danger
Street—Par: Seven Were
Saved—Par; Big Town—Par.

THl RN-T.\\!s, .\LKXIS
1945: Rough. Tough and
Ready—Col: Girl of the Lim-
berlost—Col; Boston Blackie's
Rendezvous—Col: Prison ship—Col.

1946: The Gentleman Misbe-
haves—Col.

TROTTI, I.-AMAR
1945: A Bell fo' Adano

—

20th-P: Colonel Effingham's
Raid—20th-P.

TUGEND, HARRY
3 946: rVoss Mv Henrt-Par.
1947: The Trouble With Wo-
men—Par.

TUNBERG. KARL
1945: Masquerade in Mexico

—

Par: Kittv—Par.
1947:—The Imperfect Lady

—

Par.
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TUSHINSKY, JOSEPH H.
1945: Delightfully Dangerous—UA.

VAN UPP, VIRGINIA
1946: She Wouldn't Say Tee—Col; Gilda—Col.

WAGONER, GEORGE
1845: Frisco Sal—Unlv; Shady
Lady—Univ.

W.4IJ>, JERRY
1945: Objective, Burma—WB;
Pride of the Marines—WB:
Mildred Pierce—WB.
1946: Humoresque—WB.
1947: The Unfaithful—WB;
Possessed—WB.

WAiLIS, HAL B.
1946: Saraiosa Trunk—WB;
The Affairs of Susan—Par;
You Came Along—Par; Love
Letters—Par.
1946: The Strange Love ot
Martha Ivers — Par; The
Searching Wind-Par; The Per-
fect Marriage-Par.

WALSH, CHRISTY
1945: Captain Eddie—20th-F.

WANGER, WALTER
1945; Salome — Where She
Danced—Univ; Scarlet Street—Oniv.

1946: A Night in Paradise

—

Univ.: Canyon Passage —
Univ.
1947: Smash-Up—The Story
of a Woman—Univ.

WARTH, THEKON
1945: Having Wonderful
Crime—RKO; Back to Bataan—KKO; Man Alive—RKO.

WAYNT;, JOHN
iy4tj: Affairs of Geraldine-
Rep.
1947; Angel ajid the Badman—Rep.

WEINGARTEN, LAWRENCE A.
1945: Without Love—^MGM.

WELLM.4N, WILLIAM A.
1946: Gallant Journey-Col.

WELSCH, HOWARD
1945: Men in Her Diary

—

Univ; The Daltons Ride Again—Univ.
1946: The Spider Woman
Strikes Back—Univ; Smooth
as Silk — Univ ; The Cat
Creeps—Univ; Idea Girl —
Univ; The Michigan Kid-Univ;
fuban Pete-Univ; The Dark
Hnr-e-Unh'.
1947; Michigan Kid—Univ;

Philo Vance Returns—PRC

;

Philo Vance's Gamble—PRC.
WHEELWRIGHT, RALPH

1946: Two Smart People

—

MGM.
WHITE, EDWARD T.

1945: Bells of Rosarito—Rep;
The Big Bonanza—Rep; The
Chicago Kid—Rep; Swingin'
on a Rainbow—Rep; Along
the Navajo Trail—Rep.
1946: Song of Arizona—Rep;
Rainbow Over Tex as- Rep;
Home in Oklahoma-Rep; Hell-
dorado-Rep; Under Nevada
Slues-Rep; Roll on Texas
Moon-Rep.
1947; Helldorado — Rep:
Apache Rose—Rep; Bells of
San Angelo—Rep; Springtime
in the Sierras-—Rep.

WHITE, GEORGE
1945: George White's Scandals—RKO.

WHITE, SAM
1945: Tahiti Nights—Col.
1946 : People Are Funny—
Par.

WHYTOCK, GRANT
1946: The Return of Monte
Cristo—Col.

WILCOX, HERBERT
1946: A Yank in London

—

20th-F.

WILDER, W. LEE
1946: The Glass Alibi—Eep;
Strange Impersonation—Rep.
1947: Yankee Fakir—Rep.

WILLIAMS, SYDNEY M.
1945; The Big Show-Ofl—Rep.

WILSON, CAREY
1946: The Postman Alway*
Rings Twice—MGM.
1947; Dark Delusion—MGM.

WILSON, HAROLD
1945: The Stork Club—Par.

WILSON, WARREN
1945 : Under Western Skies

—

Univ: Her Lucky Night

—

Univ; She Gels Her Man

—

Univ; On Stage Everybody

—

Univ.
1946: She Wrote the Book

—

Univ.

WISBAR, FRANK
1946: Devil Bat's Daughter

—

PRC.
WITHERS, GRANT

1945: China's Little Devils

—

Mon.
WRATHER, JOHN

1947: The Guilty—^Mon.

Producers' CredUt

WRIGHT, WILLLAH H.
1945: A Letter for Bvio

—

MGM.
1946: Three Wise Fools

—

MGM.
WURTZEL, PAUL

1946: Deadline for Uurder

—

20th-F.

WURTZEL, SOL M.
1946: Rendezvous 24—20th-

F; Deadline for Murder —
20thF; Strange Joumey-20th
F; Dangerous MUllons—20th-

F.

1947: Backlash — 20th-F;

Jewels of Brandenburg—20th-

F; Second Chance—20th-P.

YARBROUGH, JEAN
1946: Inside Job—Dniv.

ZANUCK, DABRTL F.

1946: Dragonwyck-20thF: The
Razor's Edge-20thF.

ZINNEMAN, FRED
1945: Adventure—HOH.

1^ SCREEIlPLflY CREDITS ^

Writers of Screen Treatments for 1945, 1946 and the First Half of 1947

ANDERSON, DORIS
1946: That Brennan Girl-Rep.

AMDBEWM, JACK
1945 . The Caribbean Mrst«i7—20lh-F
1B46: Johnny Cornea Flyinc
H..me—2"ith F
1947; Dark Delusion—MGM.

AKDEV, ROBERT
1947: Song of Love—MGM.

ABUKEV. KOHKKT
1946 The Ureen Tears

—

MGM
ARTHUR, ART

1947: The Fabulous Dorseys—UA.
ATH>. LKOI-nl.l)

1946 The Story of G. I. Joe—UA
1946 Her Kind of Man—WB.

AUSTIN. \V1I.LI.\M
1945. Aliolmeiii Wives—Mon.

BABCOCK. DWKillT V.
1945. Jiiii,:le Captive—Univ;
Road 10 Alcalraz—Rep.
1946: So Uark the Ni^ht

—

Col.

BAKER, C. GRAHAM
1945; Uani.-r Sit-nal—WB.
1946: Sliddcw of d Woman

—

WB
1947; Ramrod—UA.

BALinVI.V. (• \KI.
1945: Hold That Blonde

—

Par.
1946 Breakfast in Hollywood—UA.

BARTLETT, JEANNE
1945; Son o» Lassie—MOM.
1946; Gnllant Bess-MGM.

BARTLETT, SY
1946: 1.3 Rue Madeleine

—

20th-F.

B.\RT«N. CH.ARLES
1946: The Ghost 3lep» Out

—

Univ.
BARZ.VIA.N. BKN

1945 Ba'U to Bataan—RKO.
BATTLE. JOHN Tl <KEK

I94.T Captiin Eddie—20th-F.
B.WTON. JOirN

1946: Crack Op—RKO.
BRRCHEK. RI.I/.XRF.TII

1945: Rough Riders of Chey-
enne—Rep.

-Rep.
ItKirn. .ALBERT

1946: Gaj Bl.ide»

BEI.OEN. IHAKLRS
1P46: The Gay Cavalier —
yon
1946: Beauty and the Bandit
Mon.

BELG.4RD, ARNOLD
1947; Second Chance

BEi.oiN. eii.mi;ni>
1945 • Lady on

-20th-F.

a Traln-
Univ.
1946:
MGM
1947:

The Harvey Glrl»

—

Because nf Rim—Univ.
Ladies' Man—Par; My

Favorite Brunette—Par.

bennt;tt, ch.arles
1947; Ivy—Univ.

UE^^O.\, SALLY
1946 Anna ind the Sine of
Slam—20th-F

BERKELEY.JIARTIN
19-16 Out ot the Depths

—

Col; The Notonous Lone Wolf—Col: So Dark the Ni«bt

—

Col.

BEKNDS. EDW.ARD
1946: Blonrtie Knows Best-
Col.

BES.SIK. ALVAH
1945: Hotel Berlin—WB.

BLUM. EDWIN
1945; Man Alive—RKO.
1946; Down to Earth-Col.

BOCK. EDWARD
1946: Man Who Dared—Tol.

1947; The 13th Hour—Col.

BOnKEN, DK WITT
1945; The Enchanted Cottac*
—RKO.

BOLTON. MURIEL ROT
1945 Crissly's Millions—Bep;
My Name Is Julia Ross—Col.

BOOTH. CHARLES G.
1945 The House on 92nd St.—20th-F.

= OUT8TflI]OIOG SCREEOPlflYS
FfLMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"—Robert E. Sher-

vv^ood (RKO-Goldwyn).
'IT'S A V/ONDERFUL LIFE"—Frances Goodrich, Albert

Hackett, Frank Capra (RKO-Liberty).
'THE KILLERS"—Anthony Veiller (Universal)

.

THE YEARLING"—Paul Osborn (M-G-M).
THE JOLSON STORY"—Stephen Longstreet

.

(Columbia)

.

BEI.SON. CHARLES 9.

1946; The Strange Mr Greg-
or.v-Mon: South of Monterey-
Mon.

BENGAL. BEN
1946 Crack-Up—RKO.

BENNETT. DOROTHY
1945; Patrick the Great

—

Univ.

BENNETT, SEYMOUR
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

BINYON. CI^UDK
1946: The Well-Groomed Bride
-Par: Cross My Heart-Par.

BINRON, PAUL
1947; Suddenly It's Spring-
Par.

BLACKBURN, TOM
1947: Killer at Large—PRC.

BLANKFOKT. HENRY
1945; Swing Out. Sister

—

Univ; Easy to Look At

—

Univ; Crimson Canary—Univ;

I'll Tell the World—^Unlv.

1946; Behind Green Lights

—

20th-F.

BOBETZ, .iL.4N
1947; Topacabana—UA.

BOWERS. JESS
lf)46; Shadows on the Eange-
Mon.

BOWERS, WILLIAM
1946: Sing Your Way Home
—RKO.
1946: Night and Day—WB.

1947: The Web—Univ; Some-
thing in the Wind—Univ.

BOY LAN, MALCOLM STUART
1945: Bedside Manner

—

VA.
1946: The Unknown—Col.

BRACKETT, CHARLES
1946: The Lost Weekend-
Par.
1946; To Each His Own—Par.

BRACKETT. LEIGH
1946: The Vampire's Ghost-
Rep; Crime Doctor's Han
Hunt—Col.

1946; The Big Sleep—WB.
BBA.NCH. HOUSTON

1946: Girls of the Blr Honaa—Rep.
BRAUS. MORTIMEB

1946: Strange Tnansrle—^SOth-

P.

BRECHER. IRVINO
1945: Tolanda and the Thl«f— MGM.

BREN. J. ROBERT
1946: The Gay Senortta—Ool:

First Yank Into Tokyo—RKO.

BRENNAN. FREDERICK
H.AZIJTT

1946: Adventure—HOM.
BRESLOW. LCD

1946: Murder. He Says—^P»r:

Bud Abbott and Lou Costdlo
in Hollywood—MGM.

BRICK, HONTB
1946: A Guy. a Oal and a
Pal—Col: Eadle Was a Ladj—Col: Mama Loves Papa

—

RKO; Radio Stars on Parade
—RKO.
1946; Genius at Work-RKO;
SitiTin' in Ihe Com-rol.
1947 ; Variety Girl—Par.

BRK KER. GEORGE
1945: Pillow ol Death—^Unlr.

1946: Blonde Alibi — Unlr;
Johnny Comes Flying Home-^
20th-F; Meet Me on Broad-
way—Col: She Wolf of Lon-
don—Univ; House of Horrora
-TTniv In=irtp Job-Univ; If I'm
Lucky—20th-F; The Brute
Man—PRC.
1947: The Big Fix—PRC.

BROCK, LOD
1945: Enchanted Foreal—
PRC.
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Screenplay
Writers

BRODE, ROBERT STEPHEN
1946: Sing: While You Dance-
Col.

BRODNST, 08CAB
1945: On Siase ETerybody

—

tInlT.

1946: She Wrote the Book

—

tiniv.

BROOKS, RICHARD
1946: Swell Guy—Univ.
1947: Brute Force—Univ.

BBUWN, UBUBUK 0.
1948: The Tiger Woman

—

BROWN, HARRY
1947: The Other Love—XJA.

BBtCB. OEOROE
1946: Keep Your Powder Dry—MOM.
1946: Little Mr. Jim-MGM:
Two Years Before the Mast-
Par; The Return of Monte
Crigto—Col.

1947: Fiesta—^MGM.
BBICKUAN, CLYDE

1945: She Gets Her Man

—

Oniv; Her Lucky Nig^ht

—

Univ; Under Western Skies

—

Dnlv.
BUCHUAN, HAROU)

1P4«: Snafu—Col.

1947: Cynthia—UA.
BrtHAlAN, .SIDNEY
. 1945: A Song to Remember

—

Col: Over 21—Col.
BCCKNER, ROBERT

1945 : Confidential Agent—
WB.

BtJrriNGTON ADEI.E
1945: Flame ol the West

—

Mon.
1948: Driftins Alongr-r—Mon.

BULLOCK, WALTER
1947: Repeat Performance

—

EL.
Bl'KBRIDOE, BETTY

1945: The Cisco Kid Returns—Mon: The Cherokee Flash

—

Rpp: Oreeon Trail—Rep.
1946: Alias Billy the Kid

—

Eep; Home on the Ranee

—

Rep: Man from Rainbow Val-
ley-Rep; Out California Way-
Rep.

BUBNKTT. W. B.
1946: San Antonio—WB.
1946 : Nobody Lives Forever-
WB.

BUBTON, TAI,
1945 : Honeymoon Ahead

—

Univ.
1946: The Time of Their
Livee-Unlv.

BU8CH. NTVEN
1946: The Postman Always
Bines Twice—MGM.
1947: Pursued—WB.

BCTLEB. FRANK
1646: A Medal for Benny

—

Par; Incendiary Blonde—^Par.
1940- The Kid from Brooklyn—RKO; California—Par.

BUTLEB, HCOO
1946: MisB Sneie Slarle's

—

Par.
1946: From This Day For-
ward—RKO.

BUTLER. JOmf K.
1946: The Vampire's Ohost

—

Eep; Utah—Rep: Tell It to m
Star—Rep; The Man from
Oklahoma—Rep; Sunset In
Colorado—Eep

.

1946: My Pal TrleE-er—RKO:
One Exciting- Week—^Rep:
6. I. War Brides-Rep; Affairs
of Geraldine-Rep.

CADY, JEROME
1947: Bob, Son of Battle—
20th-F.

CALLAHAN, GEORGE
1946: The Jade Mask—^Mon;
The Adventures of Kitty
O'Day— Mon ; The Scarlet
Cine—^Mon; The Shamrhai Co-
bra—Mon; The Red Draeon

—

Hon; Captain Tug-boat Annie—^Eep.

1946: Dark Alibi—^Mon: Be-
hind the Mask-Mon: The Miss-
ing- Lady-Mon.

«APRA, FRANTi
1946 : It'B a Wonderful Life—
RKO.

«ABOLE, JOSEPH
1945: How Do You Do?

—

PRC.

CARROLL. JUNE
1945: An Ang-el Comes to

Brooklyn—Rep.
CARROLL, RICHARD A.

1945: Sunbonnet Sue—Mon.
CASTLE, WILLIAM

1946: Voice of the Whistler

—

Col

CAVEX, TAYLOR
1947: Untamed Fui-y—PRC.

CH.\MBER.S, WHITMAN
1946: Shadow of a Woman

—

WR
1947: I Cover Big- Town

—

Par; Jung-le Flig-ht—Par.
CHANDLKK. HAitKV

1946: The Jolson Story-Col.
CHANDLER. D.4VID

1947: Winter Wonderland

—

Rep.
CHANDLER, RAYMONT)

1945; The Unseen—Par.
1946: The Bine Dahlia—Par.

CHAN8LOR. ROT
1945: The House of Fear

—

Univ; The Daltons Ride Again
Univ.
1946: Stranee Conquest —
Univ; Perilous Holiday—Col;
Black An»pl—Univ
1947: Michigan Kid—Univ.

CHAPIX, ANNIE M.
1945: The Sailor Takes a
Wifp—MGM.
1946: The Secret Heart-MOM
1947: Hig-h Barbaree—MGM.

CHAPLIN, CHARLES
1947: Monsieur Verdoux—^UA.

CHAPMAN, TEDWELL
1946: The Fabulous Suzanne—Rep.

CHARTERIS, LESTER
1945: River Gang-—Uni-v.
1946: Two Smart People

—

MGM.
CHASE, BORDEN

1945: This Man's Navy

—

MGM; Flame of Barbary
Coast—Rep.
1946: I've Always Loved You-
Rep.

CHENEY, J. BENTON
1945: Rustlers of the Bad-
lands—Col.

1946; Under Arizona Skies

—

Mon; That Texas Jamlwree

—

Col; Throw a Saddle on a

Star-Col; Cowboy Blues-Col:
Under Nevada Skies-Rep: Sins-
ing on the Trail—€ol; Raiders
of the South—-Mon; Gentle-
man from Texas—^Mon; Sil-

ver Rang-e—^Mon.
CHENEY, J. BENTON

1947: Valley of Fear—Mon;
Land of the Lawless—^Mon:
Hoppy's Holiday—UA.

CHODOROV, EDWARD
1946: Undercurrent-MGM.

CHODOROV, JEROME
1945 : Those Endeariner Toun*
Charms—RKO.

CHURCHILL, ROBERT
1946: Lig-hthouse—PRC.
1947: Born to Speed—PRC;
West to Glorj-—PRC.

CLAKK. HAKKY
1946: The Thrill of Brazil-
Col: The Mightv McGurk-
MGM.

CLIFDEN, J.\MES
1946: So Goes My Love

—

Univ.
CLIFTON, ELMER

1945: Llg-htning Raiders

—

PRC; Frontier Fugitives

—

PRC; Marked for Murder

—

PRC; Three in the Saddle

—

PRC.
1946: Abilene Town—^UA;
Rainbow Over the Rockies

—

Mon.
1947: Song of the Sierras

—

Mon; West to Glory—PRC.
COCHRANE, DOBCAS

1946 : Girl on the Spot—Univ

;

The Wife of Monte Cristo

—

PRC.
COFFEE. LENORB i.
1946: Tomorrow Is Forever

—

RKO.
COHEN, BENNETT

1945: Santa Fe Saddle Mates—Rep; Sheriff of Cimarron

—

Rep.
1946: Lawless Empire—Col:
Frontier Gunlaw—Col.
1947: Six Gun Serenade

—

Mon; Hoppy's Holiday—^UA.

COLE, LESTER
1945: Blood on the Sun

—

UA : Objective. Burma—WB.
1947: Fiesta—MGM.

COLEMAN, CARYL
1946: Don't Gamble With
Strangers-Mon; Wife Wanted-
Mon.

COLLIER, JOHN
1946: Deception-WB.

COLLINS, HAL
1946: Junior Prom— Mon:
Freddie Steps Out-Mon; High
School Hero-Mon.
1947 Vacation Days—Mon;
Sarge Goes to College—Mon.

COLLI.N'S. MONTY F.
1946- Tangier—""Iv

COMMAXDINI. ADKI.E
1945: Strange Illusion—PRC;
Christmas in Connecticut

—

WB: Danger Signal—WB.
CONNELL. RICHARD

1946: Thrill of a Romance

—

MGM; Her Highness and the
Bellboy—MGM.
1946: The Kid from Brooklyn
—RKO.

CONNOLLY. M'YLES
1946: Two Sisters from Bos-
ton-MGM; Til the CTouds Roll
By-MGM.

CONRAD, EUGENE
1S47: Love and Learn—WB;
Philo Vance's Gamble—PRC;
Gas House Kids Go West

—

PRC.
CONTVAY, RICHARD S.

1947: Yankee Fakir—Rep.
COOK, WHITFIELD

1945: The Sailor Takes a
Wife—^MGM.
1946: The Secret Heart-MGM.
1947: High Barbaree—MGM.

COOl'ER, DENNIS
1946; The Woman Who Came
Back—Rep.
1946: Sensation Hunters —
Mon : Pear—Mon.

COOPER, OLIVE
1945 : Swingtn' on a Rainbow—Rep.
I.P46; The Bami>oo Blonde

—

RKO; Sioux City Sue-Rep.
rO.\E. GEORGE HARMON

1945: The Hidden Eye—^MGM.
rOY'LE, ELLEN

1946: Ghost of Hidden Val-
ley-PRC; Overland Riders-
PRC.

CUMMINGS, IRVING, JR.
1946: Deadline for Murder

—

20thF ; Dangerous Millions-
20thF.
1947 ; Jewels of Brandenburg—20th-F.

CUMMINS, DWIGHT
1945: Thunderhead—Son of
Flicka—20th-F.
1946: Smok.v—20th-F.

CURTIS, NATHANHEL
1946: The Harvey Girls

—

MGM.
D.ARI.ING. W. SrOTT

1945: The Bull Fighters

—

20th-F; The Spider—20th-F.
1946: Behind Green Lights

—

2nth-F.
1947: Born to Speed—PRC.

DAVES, DELMER
1947: The Red House—UA.

DAVIES, VALENTINE
1946: Three Little Girls in

Blue 20thF.
DAVIS, FRANK

1945: A Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn—20th-F.
1947; The Woman on the
Beach—RKO.

D.4iVIS, LUTHER
1947; The Hucksters—MGM.

DAWN, ISABEL
1946; Singin' in the Corn-Col.

DEIN. EDWARD
1945: Boston Blaekie's Ren-
dezvous — Col.; Fighting
Guardsman—Col.
1946; The Cat Creeps—Univ;
The Notorious Lone Wolf

—

CoL
DE LEON, WALTER

1945: Delightfully Dangerous
—UA: Out of This World

—

Par: Hold That Blonde—Par.
1946; Little Giant-Univ; The
Time of Their Lives-Univ.

DK .VIONT). ALBERT
1945; Trail of Kit Carson

—

Rep.
DE PINA. ALBERT

1946; Joe Palooka. Chami)

—

Mon.
DE SYLVA. B. G.

1945: The Stork Club—Par.

DE WITT. ,IACK
1946; Don Ricard Returns

—

PRO.

1947; Bells of San Fernando

—

SG.
DE WOLF, KAREN
1945: Getting Gertie's Garter—UA.
1946: The Cockeyed Miracle

—

MGM.
1947: Stepchild—PRC.

DIAMO.ND. I. A. L.
1946: Two Guys from Mil-
waukee—WB.
1947 ; Love and Learn—WB.

DIM.SDALE, HOWARD
1945 : Penthouse Rhythm

—

Univ; Senorita from the West—Univ.
1946 : Somewhere in the Night—20th-F.

niNELLI. MEL
1946: The Spiral Staircase

—

RKO.
DRAKE, OLTVEB
1946: Trail to Mexico—^M<».

1947: Ginger—^Mon.
DRATLER, JAY

1945: It's in the Bag—^UA.

1946: The Dark Comer —
20tb-F.

DRFTFUSS. ARTHUR
1946: High School Hero

—

Mon.
1947; Betty Co-Ed—Col.

DUNCAN, REN.'\ULT
1946: Don Reieard Returns—
PRC.
1947: Bells of San Fernando—SG.

DUNNE, PHILIP
1947: The Late George Apley—20th-F; The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir—20th-F.

DONNING, DBCLA
1946: Tars and Spars—Col.

DURAN, MICHEL
1946: Heartbeat—RKO.

nWAN. ALLAN
1945: Getting Gertie's Garter—UA.

EARNSHAW, FENTON
1947: Killer at Large—^PRC.

EISINGEK. JO
1945: The Spider—20th-P.

ELISCU. EDWARD
1946: The Gay Senorita—Col.

ELLIS, ROBERT
1946: Do You Love Me?

—

20thP; If I'm Lueky-20thF.
ELM.4N, IRVING

1946; Accomplice-PRC.
1947: Backlash—20th-F; Jew-
els of Brandenburg—20th-F.

ENDFIELD, CYRIL
1946: Joe Palooka. Champ—
Mon; Gentleman Joe Palooka-
Mon; Mr. Hex—Mon.
1947: Hard Boiled Mahoney

—

Mon.
ENDORE. GUY

1945: The Story of 6. I.

Joe—^UA.
ENGEL, SAMUEL G.

1946; My Darling Clementine-
20thF.

ENGLISH, RICHARD
1945: A Thousand and One
Nights—Col.

1947: The Fabulous Dorseys—UA.
ENGLUND, KEN

1947: The Secret Life of Wal-
ter Mitty—RKO.

ERSKINE, CHESTER
1945: The Sailor Takes a

Wife—^MGM.
1947: The Egg and I—Univ.

ESSEX, HARRY J.

1946: Boston Blackie and the
Law—Col.

1947; Desperate—^RKO; Drag-
net—SG.

ESTRATE, EDWIN V.
1947; Shoot to Kill—SG.

EVANS, A. FKEDKIC
1946; Outlaw of the Plains-

PR C.

F.4RAG0H, FRANCIS E.
1946: Renegades—Col.

1947: Easy Come, Easy Go

—

Par.
FAULKNER, WILLIAM

1946; The Big Sleep—WB.
FAYE. R.ANDALL

1945: Scotland Yard Investi-

gator—Rep.
1945: Great Stagecoach Bob-
bery—Rep.
1947: The Ghost Goes Wild

—

Rep.
FEIST, FELIX

1947; The Devil Thumbs a
Ride—RKO.

FENTON, EARL
1946; Pardon My Past—Col:
Lady Luck—RKO.

FESSIER, MICHAEL
194&: That's the Spirit

—

Univ; That Night With Yon—Univ; Frontier Gal—Univ.
1946: Lover Come Back

—

Univ.
1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

FIELDS, JOSEPH
1946: A Night in Casablanca—UA.
1947 ; Lost Honeymoon—^EL.

FIMBKRG. HAL
1945: The Naughty Ninetiei—Univ.

FINKEL, ABEM
1945: Tonight and Every
Night—Col.

1947: Time Out of Mind

—

Univ.
FTNKLEHOFFB, FRED
1946: Mr. Ace-UA.
1947: The Egg and I—Univ.

FISHER, STEVE
1945: Johnny Angel—BKO.
1946: Lady in the Lake-MGM.
1947: That's My Man—Rep.

FITZPATRICK, JAMES A.
HI45; Soner of Mexico—Rep.

FLOURNOY, RICBABD
1945: The Affairs of Susan

—

Par.
FODOR, LADISLAS

1947: The Other Love—UA.
FOOTE, BK.\DBURY

1946: The Madonna's Secret

—Rep.
FOSTER, LEWIS R.

1947: I Wonder Who's Kissing

Her Now—20th-F.
FRANK, MELVIN

1,945: Duffy's Tavern—^Par;

Road to Utopia—Pap.
1946: Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing Up—^Par; Monsieur Beu-
cairp—Par.

FRANKEN, ROSE
1946: Claudia and David

—

2nih-P.
ERASER, HARRY

1945: Navajo Kid—^PRO:

Enemy of the Law—^PBC:

Flaming Bullets—PRC.
1946: Six Gun Man—PRC.

FRASER. PETER
1945: You Can't Do Without
Lnvp—Col.

FREEMAN, DEVERY
1946: The Thrill of Brazil-

Col. , .

1947: The Guilt of Janet

Ames—Col.

FREEMAN, EVERETT
1947: It Happened on 6th

Avenue—AA; The Secret Life

of Walter Mitty—RKO.
FRIEDMAN, ALAN

1945: A Letter lor Bvie

—

MGM.
FKOELICK. ANNE

1946: Miss Susie Slagle's

—

Par.
1947 : Easy Come—Easy Go

—

Par.
FUBTHMAN, JULES
1946: The Bie Sleep—^WB.

1947: Moss Rose—20th-F.

GABKIELSON, FRANTC
1945: Don Juan Qullllgan

—

20th-F.
1946: It Shouldn't Happen to

a Dog—20th-F.

GAIWET. KENNETH
1945: Betrayal from the East
—RKO.

GANGELIN. PAUL
1945: The Big Bonanza

—

Rep: The Dalton's Ride Again
—tlniv.

1946; Roll on Texas Moon-
Rep; Under Nevada Skies-

Rep.

GARRETT, GRANT
1946; Bad Bascomb-MGM;
The Mighty McGurk-MGM.

GARRETT, OLIVER H. P.

1947; Dead Reckoning—Ool.

GATES. HARVEY
1946; Don't Gamble With
Strangers-Mon; Below the
Deadline-Mon; Last Frontier
Uprising-Rep.

GENDRON. PIERRE
1945: Fog Island—PRC.

GERAOHTY, GERALD
1945: Frisco Sal—^Dniv; Shady
Lady—Univ; Along the Nava-
jo Trail—Rep.
1946: Rainbow Over Texas

—

Rep; Helldorado-Rep; Home in

Oklahoma-Rep.
1947; Helldorado — Rep:
Apache Rose—Rep.
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GERARD, PAUL
1947: It's a Joke, Son—EL.

aiLL. FRANK. JR.
1945: Earl Carroll Vanities

—

i

Rep: Hexicana—Bep.
I

194«: Earl Carroll Sketcb-
bnok—Rpp.

GOU), ZACHARY
1946: Humoresqne—WB.

GOLDBAUM, PETER
1946 : Winter Wonderland-
Kep.

I

1947: Winter Wonderland

—

Hep.
eOLO.SMITH. MARTIN H.

1945: Danfferous Intruder

—

1946: Detour—PRC.
1947: Blind Spot—Col.

GOODIS, DAVID
1947: The Unfaithful—WB.

iGnntlKICH. FRANPE-S
I 1946: The Virgrinian—Par;

It's a Wonderful Life—RKO.
GORDON. HILDA

1946: The Truth About Mur-
der—RKO.

GORDON. JOHN E.
1946: Bewarf—Ast.

GOROG. LASZLO
1945: The Affairs of Susan

—

; Par.
I 1946: Murder in the Music

J
Hall—Rep

GBAVr. JAHE8 EDWARD
1945- The Great John L—OA.
1946: Ang-el and the Badman-
Rpp.
1947: Ang-el and the Badman—WB.

GRANT. JOHN
1946 • Here Come the Co-eds
Univ: The Naugrhty Nineties

I
—Ftiiv.

I
1947: Buck Privates Come

f
Home—Univ.

GRANT. MORTON
1945: Ten Cents a Dance

—

Col.

GRASHIN, MAURI
1946: Roll on Texas Moon-
Rep.

GRAY, HUGH
1945: The Brigrhton Strangrler—RKO; Molly and Me—20th-
F.

GREEN, ANNE
1946: Her Sister's Secret-PRC.

GREEN, EVE
1947: Bom to Kill—RKO.

OBRBN. HOWARD i.
1945- Having Wonderful
Crime—RKO; Geonre White's
Seandalf"—RKO.
1946: San Quentin-BKO.

.GREY. JOHN
1945: Swhicrin* on a Rainbow—Rep.

ORrRRR. FRANK
1946: Terror by NIeht—Uolv;
The French Key-Rep; Accom-
plicp-PRC.

GRUSKIN, JERRY
1947: Tarzan and the Hunt-
rsE—RKO.

GUNN, JAMES
1947: The Unfaithful—WB.

HAri. FTT. \ LBFRT
1946: The Virgrinian—Par;
It's a Wonderful Life—RKO.

BAGENS. WILLIAM
1946: Crime of the Century

—

Rep: Passkey to Danper—Rep.
I BALL. NORMAN H.

I
1945: Corpus Christl Bandits—Rep.; The Topeka Terror

—

Bep.
1946: Red River Reneg-ades-
Rep.

HALLOWAY, JEAN
1946: Til the Clouds Roll By-
MGM.

OAMMOVD. VICTOR
1946; The Adventurers of Kit-
ty O'Day— Mon; Fashion
Model—Mon.
1046; In Fast Company

—

Mon.
HAMMER.STKIN. OSCAR, n

1945- Stale Fntr—20th-F.
HANNAH, DOROTHY

1947: The Brasher Doubloon—20th-F.
HARMANN, EDMUND

1947: Variety Girl—Par.
HARMON. JT'LI.AN

1946: The Unknown—Col.

HARPF.R. PATRICIA
1946: The Topeka Terror

—

Rep
1947: Rang-e Beyond the Blue
PRC: Border Feud—PRC.

HARRI.S, HOWARD
1947: Copacabana—UA.

HARTMAN, DON
1946: Wonder Man—RKO.
1946: Down to Earth-Col.

HARTHANN, EDMCN'D L.
1945: Sudan —• Univ; The
Nauehty Ninetiee—Univ.

HAYWARD, LILLIE
1945; Tahiti Nights—Col.
1946: Smoky—20th-F: Black
Beauty-20thF; Child of Di-
vorce-RKO.
1947: Banjo—RKO.

HAZARD, I.AWRKNCE
1946: Dakota—Rep; She Went
to the Races—MGM.

UECHT, BEN
1945: Spellbound—UA.
194S: Specter of the Rose

—

Rep; Notorioue—RKO.
HELLMAN, LILLIAN

1946: The Searching Wind-
Par.

HELLMAN, SAM
1946: The Horn Mows at
Midnight—WB.

1946: The Rtmaround —
Univ.

HENLEY, JACK
1945: One Way to Love—Col.

1946: Meet Me on Broadway—Col: One Way to Love

—

Col; It's Great to Be Young-
Col.

HERALD, HEINZ
1945: The Great Flamarion

—

Rep.
HERBERT, F. HUGH

1946: Kiss and Tell—Ool;
Men in Her Dairy—Univ.
1946: Home Sweet Homicide
-20thF; Margrie-20thF.

HERMAN, LEWIS HELMAB
1946: The Return of Rusty-
Col; Personality Kid-Col.

HERZIG, SIEGFRIED
1945 : Brewster's Millions

—

UA.
HILL. ETHEL
1945: Twice Blessed—^MGM.
1946: Two Smart People

—

MGM.
HILL. JAMES

1946: The Hoodlum Saint

—

MGM.
HOFFKNSTEIN. RAUTTEL
1946: Sentimental Journey

—

20th-F; Cluny Brown—20th-
F.
1947: Carnival in Costa Rica
^20th-F.

HOFl'MAN. CHARLES
1946: Cinderella Jones—^WB;
One More Tomorrow—WB;
Nig-ht and Day—WB; Two
Guys from Milwaukee—WB.

HOFFMAN, JOSEPH
1H45: Pillow lo Post—WB;
China Sky—RKO.
1946- One Way to Love

—

Col: That's My Girl-Rep.
1947: That's My Gal—Rep.

BOIJUES, MILTON
1045 Salty O'Rourke—Par.

HOLT. ANDREW
1945: Strange Voyasre—Si»-

nal.
1946: Avalanche—PEC.

HOMES. GEOFFREY
1945: Scared Stiff—Par; To-
kio Rose—Par.
1946: They Made Me a Killer

—Par; Swamp Fire—Par; Hot
Cars-o—Par.
1947: Big Town—^Par.

HORMAN. ARTHCR T.
1945: Here Come the Co-eds—Univ: Conflict—WB.
1946- The Riinaround—^Univ.

HORSWELL, BERT
1947: West of Dodg-e City

—

Col.
HOUSRR, LIONEL.

1946- Christmas in Connecti-
cut—WB.
1946: Courage of Lassie

—

MGM: Faithful in My Fash-
ion—MGM.

IIOI'STON. NORMAN
1945: West of the Pecos

—

RKO; A Game of Death-
RKO: Wanderer of the Waste-
land—RKO; Sunset Pass

—

RKO.
1947: Trail Street—RKO;
Code of the West—RKO: Un-
der the Tonto Rim—RKO.

HUEBSCH, EDWARD
1947: MilMe's Daughter—Col.

HUME, CYRIL
1947: High Barbaree—MGM.

HUNTER, IAN McLELLAN
1947: Mr. District Attorney

—

Col.

UtSXON, JOHN
1946: Three Strangers—WB.

HYLAND, DICK IRVING
1945: Love, Honor and Good-
bye—Rep.
1946: 1 Ring Doorbells —
PRC.
1947: New Orleans—^UA.

HkLAAD, FBANCKS
1945 : The Cheaters—Bep.
1946: Murder in the Music
Hall—Rep; In Old Sacramento—Rep.

INGSTER, BORIS
1945: Paris Underground

—

LA.
JACKSON, FREDERICK

1945 : Bedsiae Manner—0A.
JACOBV, HANS

1945: Tarzan and the Ama-
zons—RKO.

J.ICOBX, JOHN
1946: She Wouldn't Say Yes—Ool: Tars and Spars—Ool.

JACOBS, MICHEL
1945: Youth on Trial—CoL
1946: The Face of Marble

—

Mon; Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi-Mon.

JAi, GRIFFIN
1946; The Mask of DUJon

—

PKC; Devil Bat's Daughter

—

PRC.
JENNINGS, TALBOT

1946: Anna and the King
of Siam—2ath-F.

JOB, THOMAS
1945: Escape in the Desert

—

WB.
1947: The Two Mrs. Carrone—WB.

JOHNSON, NUNNAIXY
1946. Along Came Jones

—

RKO.
1946: The Dark Mirror-Univ.

JOHNSON, BOBEBT UBB
1945: The Man Who Walked
Aiime—PKC: Sergeant Mike—Ool ; EJnchanted Forest

—

PRC.
1946: Two-Flsted Stranger

—

Col.

JOHNSTON, AGNES
CHRISTINE
1946: Janle Gets Married

—

WB: Black Beauty—20th-F.
1947: Black Gold—^AA.

JONES, OROVEB
1946: The Kid from Brooklyn—RKO.

JOSEPH, EDMUND
1945: The Naughty Nineties—Univ.

JUDD, FORREST
1946; Below the Deadllne-
Mon.

KAHN, GORDON
1946 : Her Kind of Man—WB.

KAMB, KARL
1945: Pardon My Past—Col.
1947: Carnegrie Hall—UA.

KANIN, MICHAEL
1946: Centennial Summer—

^

20th-F.
1947: Honeymoon—RKO.

KARROS, LESLIE
1946: No Leave, No Love-
MGM.

KAVANAUGH, FRANCES
1945: Song of Old Wyoming—PRC.
1946: The Caravan Trail

—

PRC: Romance of the West

—

PRC; Colorado Serenade —
PRC; Driftin' River-PRC:
Tumbleweed Trail-PRC; Wild
West—PRC; Stars Over Texas—PRC.

KEITH, CARLOS
1945: The Body Snatcher

—

RKO.
1946: Bedlam—RKO.

KELSO, EDMOND
1945: There Goes Kelly

—

Mon.
KENT, ROBERT B.

1945: Two O'Clock Courage

—

RKO: The Falcon in San
Francisco—RKO; Radio Stars

on Parade—RKO.
1946: Genius at Work-RKO;
Dick Tracy vs. ""uehall-RKO.
1947: It's a Joke, Son—EL;
Philo Vance Returns—PRC

;

Gas House Kids Go West

—

PRC.
KENYON, CHARLES
1945: Phantom of the Plains
Rep.

KENYON, CURTIS
1947: I Cover Big Town

—

UA.

KERN, JAMES T.
1945: The Horn Blows at
Midnight—WB.

KERR, LAURA
1947: The Farmer's Daughter—RKO.

KIBBKE, ROLAND
1946; A Night in Casablanca
UA; Angel on My Shoulder-
UA.

KIMBLE, LAWRENCE
1946 : Pan-Americana—RKO

;

Zombies on Broadway—RKO.
1946: The Truth About Mur-
der — RKO; The Bamboo
Blonde-RKO; San Quentin-
RKO: Criminal Court—RKO.

KING, BRADLEY
1947: That's My Man—Rep.

KINGSLEY, DORUXH\
1946: Easy to Wed—^MQM.

KISSINGER, MIRIAM
1946: Dangerous Money

—

Mon.
1947: The Trap—Mon.

KLEINER, HARRY
1945: Fallen Angel—20th-F.

KLORER, JOHN
1946: Guest Wife—UA; This
Love of Ours—Univ.

KNOX, ALEXANDER
1946: Sister Kenny—^RKt>

KOBEB, ARTHUR
1946: Don Juan QoUliran

—

20th-F.
KOCH, HOWARD

1945: Rhapsody in Blue

—

WB.
1946 : Three Strangers—WB.

KOLPE, MAX
1946: Heartbeat—RKO.

KRAMER, CECILE
1947: Ramrod—UA.

KRIMBLE, LAWRENCE
1947: Beat the Band—RKO.

KVBNITZ, HABBT
1U46: What Next, Corporal
Harerove?—MGM.
1947: Something in the Wind—Univ.

LA CAVA, GREGORY
1947: Living in a Big Way

—

MGM.
LAMB. ANDB

1946: Unexpected Guesl-UA.
1947: Hoppy'9 Holiday—UA.

LAMB, KARL
1946: Pardon My Past—CoL

LANDAU, RICHARD
1945: Back to Bataan—B£0.
1946: Little lodine-UA.

LANG, DATID A.
1945: One Exciting Night

—

Par.; Midnight Manhunt—Par.
1946; People Are Funny

—

Par; Queen of Burlesque

—

PRC: Traffic in Crime-Rep.
1947: The Web of Danger

—

Rep.
LANTZ, LEWIS

1947: Violence—Mon.
LARDNER. RING, Jr.

1946: Cloak and Dagger-WB.
LARKIN, JOHN

1946: The Dolly Sisters —
20th-F.

LARKIN, JOHN
1947: Carnival in Costa Rica
20th-F.

LATIMER, JONATHAN
1946: Noctume-RKO.
1947: They Won't Believe Me
^RKO.

LAWRENCE, VINCENT
1946: Adventure—MGM.
1947: The Sea of Grass

—

MGM.
LAWSON, JOHN HOWARD

1945: Counter-Attack—Col.

1947: Smash-Up, the Story of

a Woman—Univ.

LAZARUS, ERNA
1945: Dancing in Manhattan—Col: Let's Go Steady—Col;

Blonde from Brooklyn—Ool;
Girl of the Limberlost—Col.

1946: Junior Prom—^Mon:
Slightly Scandalous-Univ; Lit-

tle Miss Big-Univ.

LAZARUS, MILTON
1945: Enchanted Forest —
PRC

LEAN, DAVID
1947: Great Expectations

—

Univ.
LEE, CONNIE

1945: Leave It to Blondie

—

Col.

1946: Life With Blondie

—

Col: Blondie's Lucky Day

—

Col.
1947 :Blondie's Holiday—Ool.

Screenplay
Writers

LEE, LEONARD
1945: Pursuit to Algtors
Univ.
1946: Dressed to Kill—^UnlT.

LEES, ROBERT
1947: Buck Privates Come
Home—Univ.

LEHMAN, GLADYS
1946: Thrill of a Bomaoce—
MGM; Her Highness and tb*
Bellboy—MGM.

LEIGH, ROWLAND
1947: Tarzan and the Hunt-
ress—RKO.

LB MAX, ALAN
1945 : A Song for Hiss Jnll*^
Rep. San Antonio—WB.
1947: Cheyenne—WB; Gim-
fighters—Col.

LENNART, ISOBEL
1945: Anchors Aweiirh —
MGM.
1946: Holiday in Mexico

—

MGM.
1947: It Happened in Brook-
lyn—^MGM.

LEViEN, SONYA
1945: The Valley of DecUto*—MGM.
1946: The Green Years —
MGM.

LEW, MELVIN
1946: The Bandit of Bhar-
wood Forest—Col; BenondM—Col.

LEVY, PARKE
1945 : Having Wonderlal
Crime—RKO: George WUt***
Scandals—RKO.
1946: Earl Carroll Sketchbook—Rep.

LEWIS, ALBERT
1945: The Picture of D<wli«
Gray—MGM
1947: The Private Affairs of

Bel Ami—UA.
LEWIS, GENE

1945: Song of the Sawmr—
Univ.
1947: Trail Street—RKO.

LING, EUGENE
1945: Within These WaU»-=
20th-F.
1946: Shock — 20th-F: n
Shouldn't Happen to a Doe—
20ai-F.

LIPMAN, WILLIAM B.
1946: Bad Bascomb-MOM:
The Mighty McGurk-MQM.

LITELT. WILUA1I ^^
1946: Gun Town — UWtn
Dny. of Buffalo BUI—Be*.

LOBB. LBB .
1945: Love. Honor and Goa*>
bye—Rep
1947: Calender Girl—Rep;

Seven Keys to Baldpate

—

RKO.
LOGAN, HELEN
1946: Do You Love Mer

—

20thF; If I'm Lucky-20thl'.

LONGSTREET. STEPHEN
1945: The Strange ABalr M
Uncle Harry—Univ.

1947: Stallion Road—WB.
LOOS, MARY

1946: Rendezvous With Anaw
-Rep; Angel and the Badman-

1947: Calender Girl—Rep; Hit

Parade of 1947—Rep.

LORD. MINDKET
1946: Stranze Impersonatton

^Rep; The Glass Alibi—Be».

LOWE, EDWARD T.
1945: Rough, Tough sad

Ready—Col: House of Frank-

enstein—Univ : House of Dree-

ula—Univ.
LOWE, SHERMAN L.

1946 : The Undercover Wom««
Rep: The Catman of Paris

-Rep; The Invisible Informer-

Rep: Desert Horseman-Col.
LUDWIO. WILLIAM

1946: Love Laughs at Andy
Hardv-MGM.

LUSSIER. DANE
1946: Three's a Crowd—^Bep:

A Sporting Chance—Bep.

1946: Smooth as Silk-Univ:

Dick Tracy vs. Cueball-RKO:

The Magnificent Rogue-Rep.
1947: The Pilgrim Lady

—

Rep.
LYNDON, BARRB

1946: Hangover Sqnmre —
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Screenplay
Writers

20th-P: The House on 92nd
St.—20tli-F.

MseDONAT.D, PHIUP
1945: The Body Snatcher

—

RKO.

MseDOUGAI.L, RONALD
1945: Objective, Burma—WB:
Mildred Pierce—WB.
1947: Possessed—WB.

MacFABL.iXE, LOTJELLA
1947: The Guilt of Janet
Ames—Col.

HeCAUU MARY. Jr.

1945: Keep Your Powder Dry—^MGM.
MeCARTHY, MARY

1946: Sister Kenny—RKO.
McDERMOTT, JOHN

1946: Three Wise Fools —
MGM.

MeCOWAN. DORRELL
1945: The Big- Bonanza

—

Eep: Don't Fence Me In

—

Bep.
1946: Valley of the Zombies
—Eep; Nig-ht Train to Mem-
phis-Rep; The Inner Circle-

Bep.
1947: Twilight on the Rio
Grande—Rep.

MeGOWAN, JOHN
1945: The Stork CTub—^Par.

McGOWAN, ROBERT A.
1947: Gas House Kids Go
West—PRC.

MeGOWAN, STUART E.
1945: The Big Bonanza

—

Rep; Don't Fence Me In

—

Eep.
1946: Valley of the Zombies—Rep; Night Train to Mem-
phis-Kep; The . Inner Circle-

Rep.
1947: TwOight on the Rio
Grande—Rep.

McNTJLTY, JOHN
1947: Easy Come, Easy Go

—

Par.

MACACTLAY, RICHARD
1946: Young Widow—UA.
1947: Bom to Kill—RKO.

MACHATY, GI/8TAV
1946: Jealousy—Rep.

MADDOW, BEN
1947: Framed—Col.

HABONEY, WILRIE
1945: Brewster's Milliona —
UA.

MAIBAUM, RICHARD
1946: O. S. S.—Par.

MAI.TZ, ALBERT
1945: Pride of the Marine*

—

WB.
MANKIEWICZ, HERMAN J.

1946: Qoak and Dagger-WB.
1946 :The Enchanted Cottage—RKO; The Spanish Main

—

RKO.
MANTtlEWlCZ, JOSEPH L.

1946: Dragonwyck— Oth-P;
Somewhere in the Night

—

20th-F.

MANNING, BRCCE
1945: Guest Wide—UA; This
Love of Ours—Univ.
1946: So Goes My Love

—

Univ.

MARION, CHARLES R.
1945: Hit the Hay—Col.
1946: Idea Girl-Univ; The
Dark Horse-Univ.

MARKSON, BEN
1945: The Beautiful Cheat

—

Univ; The Falcon in San
FranciBoo—^RKO; Prison Ship—Col.
1946: A Close Call for Boston
Blaekie—Col.

MARTIN, AL
1946: A Guy Could Change

—

Rep; Blondie Knows Best-Col.

MARTIN, CH.4RLES
1946: No Leave. No Love-
MGM.

MARTIN, DOROTHEA KNOX
1947: Hollywood Bam Dance—SG.

MARTIN, HELEN
1945: The Lady Confesses

—

PRC.

MARX. ARTHUR
1946: Winter Wonderland-
Rep.

M.4THEWS, DAVID
1946: Slightly Scandalous—
Univ.

MATER. EDWIN JUSTUS
lfl45: A Royal Scandal —
20th-F.

ME.ADOWS, HERB
1946: The Strange Woman-
UA.

MEEHAN, ELIZABETH
1947: Northwest Outpost

—

Eep.

MEEHAN, JOHN
194.o: The Valley of Decision—MGM.

MELONEY, WILLIAM B.
1946: Claudia and David

—

20th-F.

MELTZER, LEWIS
1947: Ladies' Man—Par.

ilEREDITH, BURGESS
1946: The Diary of a Cham-
bermaid—UA.

ItfERTOX, EOGEB
1947: Queen of the Amazons—SG.

METZLER, ROBERT
1945 : Ciroumstantial Evi-
dence—20th-F.

5IILHAUSER, BERTRAM
1947: The Web—Univ.

MILLER, SETON I.

1946: Two Years Before the
Mast-Par.
1947: Calcutta—Par.

MILLER, WINSTON
1945: Follow That Woman

—

Par.
1946: They Made Me a Killer
-Par: My Darling Clemen tine-
20thF.
1947: Danger Street—Par.

MILLHAUSER, BERTRAM
1945: Patrick the Great

—

Univ; The Woman in Green

—

Univ; White Tie and Tails

—

Univ.

MILNE, PETER
1945: God la My Co-Pilot

—

WB.
1946: The Verdict-WB.

MILTON, GEORGE
1945: Border Badmen—^PEC;
His Brother's Ghost—PRC.
1946: Terrors on Horseback

—

PEC.
MISCHEL, JOSEF

1945: ls]e of the Dead—RKO;
Prison Ship—Col.
1946: Live Wires—Mon; Dan-
ger Woman—Univ.

MOrriTT, JACK
1945: The House on 92nd St.—20th-P.
1947 : Ramrod—UA

.

MOLL, ELICK
1946: Wake Up and Dream-
20thF.

MONKS, JOHN, JR.
1946: 13 Rue Madeleine

—

20th-F.

MONROE, THOMAS
1945: The Aflairs of Susan

—

Par.

MORAN, E. EDWIN
1945: Eve Knew Her Apple*—Col: Hold That Blonde

—

Par.

MORG.\N, BYRON
1946: Gallant Journey-Col.

MORITZ, HENRY K.
1947: Cigarette Girl—Col.

MURPHY, RALPH
1.Q45: Sunhnnnet Sue—Mon

MIRPHY, RICHARD
1947: Boomerang—20th-F.

MUSSELMAN, M. M.
1945: Shady Lady—Univ.
1946: Tangier—Univ.

MVTON, FRED
1945: Kid Sister—PRC: Prair-
ie Rustlers—PRC; Stagecoach
Outlaws—PRC.
1946: Murder Is My Business—PRC; Gentlemen With Guns—PRC

: Prairie Badmen

—

PRC; Blonde for a Day—PRC;
Lady Chasers—PRC.
1947: Three on a Ticket

—

PRC.
NASH,H J. RICHARD

1947: Nora Prentiss—WB.

NATHAN, ROBERT
1945: The Clock—^MGM.

NATTEFORD JACK
1945: Trail of Kit Carson

—

Rep.
1946: Badman's Territory

—

RKO.
1947: Trail of San Antone

—

Rep.

NTIUSiAN, SAM
1946: Down Missouri Way

—

PRC.
NEUMAN'N, ALFRED

1946: The Return of Monte
Cristo—Col.

NEVILLE, JOHN T.
1945: Rogues' Gallery—PRC.
1946: The Flying Serpent

—

PRC.
NIBLEY, SLOAN

1947: Bells of San Angelo

—

Rep : Springtime in the Sierras—Rep.

N^CHOLS, AN'N'E
1946: Abie's Irish Rose-UA.

NICHOLS, DUDLEY
1945: And Ttien There Were
None—20th-F; The Bells of
St. Mary's— RKO: Scarlet
Street—Univ;
1946: Sister Kenny—RKO.

NOLTE, WILLIAM L.
1947: Law of the Lash—^PRC.

NORTH, EDMUND H.
1947: Dishonored Lady—^UA.

NORTH, ROBERT G.
1946: Dangerous MiUions-
20thP.
1947 : Jewels of Brandenburg—20th-P.

NOSSECK, MAX
1945: The Brighton Stransler—RKO.

OBOLER, ARCH
1945: Bewitched—MGM.
1946: Strange Holiday—PRC.
1947: The Amelo Affair

—

MGM.
O'BRIEN, ROBERT

1945: Lari.T on a Train—Univ.
O'DEA, JOHN

1947: Killer Dill—SG.

OUETS, CLIFFORD
1946: DeadUne at Dawn

—

RKO; Humcresque—WB.
O'DOXNELL, JOSEPH

1945: Law of the Valley

—

Mon.
1947 : Border Feud—PEC.

O'HANLON, JAMES
1946: Three Wise Fools

—

MGM.
OLH'ER, JAMES

1946: Thunder Town—PRC.

0'N"EAL, CHARLES
1945 : I Love a Mystery

—

Col; The Missing Juror—Col.
1946; The Devil's Mask

—

Col.

ORLOFF, ARTHUR W.
1947 : Wild Country—PRC.

ORNITZ, SAM
1945: Chma's Little Devils

—

Mon.
PAGANO, ERNEST

1945: That's the Spirit

—

Univ: That Night With You— Univ; Frontier Gal—Univ.
1946: Lover Come Back —
Cniv.
1947: Slave Girl—^Univ.

PAGANO, JO
1945: Hotel Berlin—WB; Too
Young to Know—WB.

PALEY, STANLEY
1945: An Angel Comes to
Brooklyn—Rep.

PALMER, STUART
1946: Step by Step—RKO.

PANAMA, NORMAN
1945 : Duffy's Tavern—Par;
Bond to Utopia—Par.
1946: Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing Up—Par; Monsieur Beau-
caire—Par.

PARKER, NORTON S.
1946: Rio Grande Raiders-
Rep.

PARSONNET, MARION
1945: Dangerous Partners —
MGM.
1946: Gilda—CoL

PASCAL, ERNEST
1946: A Night in Paradise—
Univ; Canyon Passage—Univ.

PAUL, ELLIOTT
1945: It's a Pleasure!—RKO;
Rhapsody in Blue—WB.
1947: New Orleans—UA.

PAXTON. JOHN
1945: Cornered—RKO.
1947: Crossfire—RKO.

PERRIN, NAT
1945: Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello in Hollywood—^MGM,

PETTIT, WILFRED H.
1945 : A Thousand and One
Nights—Col,

1946: Voice of the Whistler
-—Col: Bandit of Sherwood
Forest—Col; The Walls Came
Tumbling Down—Col.

PFAELZER. M.ARJORIE L.
1945: Tarzan and the Ama-
zons—RKO.

PHILLIPS. ARNOLD
1945: The Brighton Stranrler—RKO; Jealousy—Rep.

PHILLIPS. ARTHTTi
1945 : Delightfully Danererotu—UA: Out of This World

—

Par; Love, Honor and Good-
bye—Rep,

PHILLIPS. PEGGY
1945: Crimson Canary—Univ,

PIERSON, LOUISE RANTJAI,
1 945 : Roughly Speakinf

—

WB.
PLYMPTON, GEORGE H.

1947: Betty Co-Ed—Col.

PRASKINS, LEONARD
1945: Molly and Me—20th-F;
The Caribbean Mystery —
20th-F; Doll Face—20th-F.

PRESNELL, ROBERT, SR.
1947: The Guiltr—^Mon.

PURCKLL. GERTRUDE
1945: Paris Underground

—

UA.
1947 : Winter Wonderland

—

Eep.

RACKIN, MARTIN
1947: Riffraff—RKO.

BAINE, NORMAN REILLT
1945: Nob Hill—20th-F; A
Bell for Adano—20th-F; Cap-
tain Kidd—UA.

RAISON, MILTON
1945; High Powered—^Par;

The Phantom of 42nd St.

—

PRC.
1946: The Mysterious Mr.
V-ilo^tine-Rep.

1947: Spoilers of the North

—

Rep; The Web of Danger

—

Rep.

RAND, AYN
1945: You Came Along-—Par;
Love Letters—Par.

R.4PP, PHILLIP
1945: Wonder Man—EKO.

RAU. NEIL
1945: They Shall Have Faith—Mon.

RAVETCH, IRVING
1947': Living in a Big Way

—

MGM.
RAY, .ALBERT

1945: The Cheaters—Rep.
REED, TOM

1947: Moss Rose—20th-F.

REINH.4RDT, ELIZABETH
1946: Sentimental Journey

—

20th-F; Cluny Brown—20th-
F
1947: Carnival in Costa Rica—20th-F.

REISCH, WALTER
1947: Song of Sheherazade

—

Univ.

RENOIR, JEAN
1947: The Woman on the
Beach—RKO.

REPP, ED EARL
1946: Gunning for Vengeance—Col : Galloping Thunder

—

Col: Texas Panhandle-Col: The
Fighting Frontiersman-Col;
Heading West-Col; Terror
Trail-Col.
1947 : The Lone Hand Texan—Col.

REVILLE, ALMA
1945: It's in the Bag—UA.

RHINEHART. O'LETA
1946: Crime of the Century—Rep; Passkey to Danger

—

Rep.

RICHARDS, SILVIA
1947: Possessed—WB.

RINALDO, FREDERIC I.

1947: Buck Privates Come
Home—Univ,

RIVKIN, ALLEN
1946: Til the End of anme

—

RKO: The Thrill of Brazil-
Col.

1947: The Farmer's Daughter—RKO: The Guilt of Janet
Ames—Col.

ROBERTS, CHARLES E.
1945: What a Blonde—^EEO;
Mama Loves Papa—RKO.
1946: Riverboat Rhythm

—

RKO: Partners in Time —
RKO: Vacation in Reno-RKO.

ROBERTS, MARGUERITE
1947: The Sea of Grass

—

MGM.
BOBERTS. STANLEY

1945 : Under Western Skies

—

Univ ; Penthouse Rhythm

—

Univ.

ROBINSON. CASEY
1945: The Com is Green

—

WB: Saratoga Trunk—WB.
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

ROBINSON. THELMA
1946: Up Goes Maisie—^MGM.
1947: Undercover Maisie

—

MGM.
ROBSON, MARK

1946: Bedlam—RKO.
ROGERS, CH.4RLES

1945: Brewster's Millions —
UA.

ROOT. LYN'N
1946: Lady Luck—EKO,

ROPES, BRADFORD
1945: Steppin' in Society-
Rep: Why Girls Leave Home-
PRC,
1946: The Time of Their
Lives-Univ.

ROPES, LAWRENCE
1945: Why Girls Leave Home—^PRC.

ROSE, JACK
1947: Ladies' Man—^Par: My
Favorite Brunette—Par,

ROSS, ARTHUR A.
1946: Vacation in Reno-RKO:
San Quentin-RKO.

ROSSEN, ROBERT
1945: A Walk in the Sun

—

20th-F.
1946: The Strange Love of
Martha Tvers—Par.
1947 : Johnny O'clock—Col.

ROSTEN, ELO
1947: Lured—UA.

ROUSSEAU. LOUISE
1945: Fighting BUI Carson

—

PRC.
1946: Gunning for Vengeance—Col; Moon Over Montana

—

Mon: West of the Alamo

—

Mon; Lone Star Moonlight

—

Col.

1947: Over the Sante Fe Trail

Col.

RUBIN, STAN-LEY
1947: Violence—^Mon.

RUSKIN, HARRY
1945 : The Hidden Eye—^MGM.
1946: The Postman Always
Rings Twice-MGM; Love
Laughs at Andy Hardy-MGM.
1947: Dark Delusion—MGM.

RUSSELL, ROBERT
1946 : The WeU-Groomed Bride—Par.

RYAN, TEH
1945 : Fashion Model—Men;
The Adventures of Kitty O'Day—^Mon.
1946: Swing Parade of 1946—^Mon; Live Wires—Mon; In

Fast Company-Mon: Spook
Busters-Mon.
1947: News Hounds—^Mon.

RYSKINTl, MORRIE
1945: Where Do We Go from
Here?—20th-F.

SACKHEIM, JERRY
1945: Road to Alcatraz—Eep.
1946: The Last Crooked Mile—Rep.
1947: Saddle Pals—Rep.

S.ACKHEni, WILLIAM B.
1946: The Return of Rusty-
Col; Personality Kid-Col.

ST. CLAIRE, ABTHUB
1945: Arson Squad—^PEC:
Shadow of Terror—PRC.
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1946: The Mask of Diijon

—

PRO.
1947 : Philo Vance's Gamble

—

PRC.
ST. JOSEPH. ELtIS

1946: A Scandal in Paris

—

UA.
SACKHEIM. JERRY

1946: The Undercover Woman—Rep.

SALE. RICHARD
1946: Rfndpzvoiis With Annie
Rep: Calendar Girl-Rep.
1947 : Calender Girl—Rep

:

Northwest Outpost—Rep.

SAI.KOW. KAE
1946: They Made Me a Killer—Par.
1947: Danger Street—Par.

SAMUELS, LESTER
1945: Tonight and Every
Nigrht—Col.

S.4CBER, HARRY
1945: How Do You DoT

—

PRC.
SAYRE, GEOROE WALLACE

1945: They Shall Have Faith—Mon; The Shanghai Cobra—^Mon: Black Market Babies—^Mon.
1946: Secrets of a Sorority
Girl-PR*".

SCHOENFELD, BERNARD C.
1946: The Dark Corner —
20th-P.

SCHRANK. JOSEPH
1946: The Clock^^IGM.

SCHROCK. RAYMOND
1945: The Missing- Corpse

—

PRC; Crime. Inc. — PRC;
White Pon?o—PRC: Club Ha-
vana—PRC.
1946: Club Havana— PRC:
Danny Boy—PRC: Larceny in

Her Heart-PRC: Secret of the
Whistler—Col: Shadows Over
Chinatown—Mon.
1947: The 13th Hour—Col.

SCHROEDER. DORIS
1946: Days of Buffalo Bill

—

Rep: Fool's Gold-UA.
1947: Dangerous Venture—
UA.

SCHrBERT. BERNARD
1945: The Frozen Ghost-
Univ.

SeOI^, KATHRYN
1946 : Colonel Elfinrham't
Raid—20th-F.

SCOTT, DE VALLON
1946: A Letter for Erie

—

MGM.
SEATON, GEORr.B

1945: Diamond Horeshoe——20th-F; Junior Miss

—

20fh-F.
1947: Miracle on 34th Street—20th-F.

SEGALL, HARRY
1946: Angel on My Shoulder-
UA.

SELZNICK, DAVID O.
1946: Duel in the Sun—SRO.

SEtlARD, EDMOND
1946: Bowery Bombshell

—

Mon: In Fast Company-Mon

;

Spook Buster=-Mnn.
1947: News Hounds—Mon.

SHANE, MAXWELL
1946: Scared Stiff—Par; Hiffh
Powered—Par; Follow That
Woman—Par; Tokyo Rose

—

Par.
1946: People Are Funny

—

Par.
1947: Fear in the Night

—

Par; Danger Street—Par; Big
Town—Par; Seven Were Saved—Par.

SHAVELSON, MELVILLE
1945: Wonder Man—RKO.

SHAW, KERRY
1946: Smooth as Silk—Univ.

SHEEKMAN, ARTHUR
1940: Blue Skies-Par.
1947: Blaze of Noon—Par:
Welcome Stranger—Par; The
Trouble With Women—Par;
Dear Ruth—Par.

SHELDON, E. .SIDNEY
1947: The Bachelor and the
Bobby-Soxer—RKO.

SHELDON, NORMAN
1946: The El Paso Kid—Rep.

SHERWOOD, ROBERT E.
1946: The Best Years of Our
Lives-RKO.

SHIPMAN, BARRY
1946: Roaring Rangers—Col.

SHUMATE, HAROLD
1946 : Abilene Town—Ua.

SIMMONS, MICHAEL
1946: South of the Chisholm
Trail—Col; Landrush—Col.
1947: South of the Chisholm
Trail—Col.

SIODM.\K, CURT
1945: Frisco Sal — Univ:
Shady Lady—Univ; The Beast
With Five Fingers—WB.

SLESINGER, TESS
(Deceased)
1945 : A Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn—20th-F.

SMITH, H.4L
1946: Night Editor-Col; Dan-
gerous Business-Col.

SMITH, PAUL GERARD
1947: Untamed Fury—PRC.

SMITH, ROBERT
1945: You Came Along—Par.

SNELL, EARLE
1946; Come Out Fightinfr

—

Mon.; Colorado Pioneers

—

Rep.; Phantom of the Plains—Rep.; Wagon Wheels West-
ward—Rep.
1946: Sheriff of Redwood Va-1
ley—Rep; Sun Valley Cyclone—Rep; Alias Billy the Kid

—

Rep; Stagecoach to Denver-
Rep ; Honiesteaders of Para-
dise Valley-Rep; Santa Fe
Uprising—Rep ; Conquest of
Cheyenne—Rep

.

SNELL, EARLE
1947: Stage Coach to Denver—Rep; Vigilantes of Boom-
town—Rep: Oregon Trail
Scouts—Rep ; Rustlers of
Devil's Canyon—Rep.

SNYDER. HOWARD
1945: George White's Scandals—RKO.

SOLOMON, LEO
1946: The Dark Horse-Univ.

SOLOMON, LOUIS
1946: Snalu—Col.

SOLT, ANDREW
1946: Without Reservations
-RKO: The Jolson Story-Col.

SPENCER, FRANZ
1945; Fighting Guardsman

—

Col.

SPENCER, RAY
1946: Crack-up—RKO.

SPEWACK, BELLA
1945: Weekend at the Wal-
dorf—MGM.

SPEWACK, S.^M
1945: Weekend at the Wal-
dorf—MGM.

SPIGELGASS, LEONARD
1946: The Perfect Marriage-
Par.

SPITZER, MARIAN
1945: The Dolly Sisters

—

30th-F.

STALLING, LAURENCE
l'J4o : Salome, Where She
Danced— Univ.

STARLING, LYNN
1945: It's a Pleasure 1—BEO.

STEPHEN, ROBERT
1947: Dick Tracy's Dilemma

—

RKO.
STERLING, STEWART

1946: Having Wonderful
Crime—RKO.

STEVENSON, PHILIP
1946: The Story of Q. I. Joe—UA.

STEWART, DONALD OODEN
1945: Without Love—^MGM.

STONE, ANDREW
1946: The Bachelor's Daught-
ers-UA.
1947: Fun on a Weekend

—

UA.
STONE, IRVING

1946: Magnificent Doll-Univ.

STRAUSS, THEODORE
1946: California—Par.

STUKGES, PRESTON
1347: I'll Be Yours—Univ:
The Sin of Harold Diddlebock—UA.

SUTHERLAND, SIDNEY
1945: Divorce—Mon.
1946: Wife Wanted-Mon.

SUTHERLAND, JOHN
1947: Too Many Winners

—

PRC.
SWANN, FRANCIS

1947: Love and Learn^—^WB.

SWBRLING, JO
1945 : Iveave Her to Heaven

—

20th-F.
1946 : It's a Wonderful Life

—

RKO.
TAFFEL, BESS

1947: A Likely Story—RKO.
TARSHIS, HAROLD

1947: Adventures of Don Coy-
ote—UA.

TASKIN, FRANK
1947: Variety Girl—Par.

TAYLOR, DWIGHT
1945: Conflict—WB.

TAYLOR, ERIC
1946: The Crime Doctor's
Courage—Col; Dick Tracy

—

RKO; Crime Doctor's Warning—Col.

1946: The Mysterious Intru-
der—Col; The Spider Woman
Strikes Back— Univ; The
Trust About Murder—RKO;
Just Before Dawn—Coi.

THAN, JOSEPH
1946: Deception-WB.

THERY, JACQUES
1946: To Each His Own-I
Par.

THIELE, WILLIAM
1946: The Madonna's Secret—Rep.

THOEREN, ROBERT
1946: Temptation—Univ.

TH0M.4S. TED
1946: Talk About a Lady

—

Col; Out of the Depths—Col.

THOMPSON, MORTON
1946: My Brother Talks to

Horses-MGM.

TOBI.iS, SARETT
1946: She Wouldn't Say Yes—Col; Tars and Spars—-Col.

TORS, IVOR
1947: Song of Love—MGM.

TOWNLEY, JACK
1946: Bells of Rosarito—Rep;
Utah—Rep; The Chicago Kid—Rep.
1946: My Pal Trigger—RKO;
One Exciting Week—Rep.

TOWNSEND, LEO
1946: Night and Day—^WB.
1947: That Way With Wo-
men—WB.

TROLL, MAX
1947: High Conquest—Mon.

TROTTI, LAMAR
1946: A Bell for Adano

—

20th-F.
1946: The Razor's Edge-20th
P.

TBUMBO. DALTON
1945: Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes—MGM.

TUCHOCK, WANDA
1945: Nob Hill—20th-F;
Within These Walls—20th-F.
1947: The Homestretch

—

20th-F.

TUGEND, HARRY
1946; Tross My Heart-Par.

TUNBERG, KARL
1946: Bring on the Girls

—

Par; Masquerade in Mexico

—

Par: Kitty—Par.
1947: The Imperfect Lady

—

Par.

TURNEY, CATHERINE
1946: MUdred Pierce—WB.
1946: My Reputation—WB:
A Stolen Life—WB; One More
Tomorrow—WB; Of Human
Bondage— WB; The Man I
Love—WB.

TWIST, JOHN
1947: Sinbad the Sailor

—

RKO.
ULLMAN, ELWOOD

1945: Men in Her Diary

—

Univ.; Honeymoon Ahead

—

Univ,
1946: Susie Steps Out-UA.

VADNAY, LASLO
1947: Copacabana—UA.

VADNAY, LESLIE
1945: The Big Show Off

—

Rep.

VAN UPP. VIRGINIA
1946: She Wouldn't Say Te«—Col.

VEILLER. ANTHONY
1946: The Killers—Dniv.

VINCENT, ALLEN
1-947: Song of Love—MGM.

VON CUBE, IRMGARD
1947: Song of Love—^MGM.

WALKER. GERTRUDE
1946: Crime of the Century—Rep.

WARD. LUCI
1945: The Frozen Ghost

—

Univ.
1946 : Badman's Territory

—

RKO.
1947: Trail of San Antone

—

Rep.

WARE, DARREIX
(Deceased)
1945: Bring on the Girls

—

Par; Kitty—Par.

WARNER, JERRY
1946: The Cat Creeps—Univ;
Girl on the Spot—Univ; In-
side Job—Univ.; Her Adven-
turous Night-Univ; Bringing
Un Father-Mon.
1947: Fall Guy—^Mon.

WATKINS, EDITH
1945: Hollywood and Vino

—

PRC.
WEAD. FRANK

1945: They Were Expendable—MGM.
1946: The Hoodlum Saint

—

MGM.
1947: The Beginning or the
End—MGM; Blaze of Noon

—

Par.

WEBSTER, M. COAXES
1945: I'll Remember April

—

Univ: Blonde Ransom—Univ;
Jungle Captive—Univ; Stranfe
Confession—Univ.
1946: Song of Arizona—Rep;
Ding Dong Williams—RKO.
1946: The Brute Man—PRC.

WEDLOCK, HUGH
1945 : George White's Scandals—RKO.

WEIL. RICHARD
1945: G. I. Honeymoon

—

Mon: The Big Show-Off—Eep;
Identity Unknown—Rep; The
Great Flamarion—Rep; Be-
hind City Lights—Rep.; Hit
the Hay—Col.
1946: The Phantom Thief

—

Ck)l; The Gentleman Misbe-
haves—Col; Talk About a
Lady—Col.

WEILLER. ANTHONY
1946: The Stranger—RKO.

WETSRERG. BRENDA
1945: China Sky—RKO; Alias

Mr. Twilight—Col; Shadowed
—C'ol.

WELCH, ROBERT
1947: Variety Girl—Par.

WELLMAN, WILLIAM A.
1946: Gallant Journey-Col.

WELLS, GEORGE
1946: The Show-Ofl—MGM.

WERRIS, SNAG
1946: If I'm Lucky-20thF.

WEXLEY, JOHN
1947: The Long Night—RKO.

WEISBERG, BRENDA
1947: Alias Mr. Twilight

—

Col; King of the Wild Horses—Col.

WIGHTON, ANNE
1946: The Great Flamarion

—

Rep.

WILBUR, CRANE
1947: The Devil on Wheels

—

PRC; Bom to Speed—PRC.

WILDE. HAGAR
1945: The Unseen—Par.

WILDER, BILLY
1945: The Lost Weekend

—

Par.

WILDER, MARGARET B.
1946: Young Widow—-"UA.

WILEY, DWIGHT M.
1946: The Bride Wore Boots—Par.

Screenplay
Writers

WILHELM, HANS
1946: Hearbeat—RKO.

WILLIAMS, CHARLES
1946: Hollywood and Vine

—

PRC.
WILLIAMS. ROBERT

1945: Lone Texas Ranger

—

Rep: Marshal of Laredo—Rep.
1946: California Gold Rush

—

Rpp.
1947: -Adventures of Don Co-
yote—UA; Saddle Pals—Rep.

WILLIAMSON, THAMES
1947: Cheyenne—WB.

WILLIS, LES
1945: The Woman Who Came
Back—Rep.

WILSON, WARREN
1946: She Gets Her Man

—

Univ; On Stage Everybody

—

Univ.
1946: She Wrote the Book

—

Univ.

WINTER, KEITH
1946 : Devotion—WB.

WISBAR, FRANK
1947: Strangler of the Swamp—PRC.

WISBKRO. ArDRET
1945: Betrayal from the East
—RKO; The Adventures of

Rusty—Col.: Escape in the
Fig—Col.: The Power of the
Whistler—Col; The Falcon's

Adventure—RKO.
1946: Rendezvous 24—20th-

F' Tuft Before Dnwn Col.

1947: The Big Fix—PRC.

WISBERG. BRENDA
1946- Ding Dong Williams

—

T?KO

WOLFSON, P. J.

1947: Suddenly It's Spring

—

Par.

WORMSER. RICHARD
1946- The Phantom Thief

—

Col : Plainsman and the Lady-

Rep.

WORTH, BARBARA
1947: Dragnet—SG.

WRAY. ARDEL
1945: Isle of the Dead—^RKO.

WRIGHT, IVILT.IAM H.
1946: Adventure—MGM.

WYLER, ROBERT
1946: The Gentleman MiBbe-

haves—C^l.

YATES. GEORGE W.
1945; The Spanish Main

—

RKO.
YAWTTZ, PAUL

, , „ , .

1945: Boston Blacked Booked

on Suspicion—Col.; I Love a

Band Leader—Col.

1946: The Falcon's Alibi

—

RKO.
YORDAN, PHILIP

1945: Dillinger—^Mon.

1946: Whistle Stop— UA;
Suspense-Mon: The Chase-

UA.
YOST. DOROTHY

1 945 : Thunderhead—Son of

Flicka—20th-F.
1946: Smoky—20th-P.

YOUNG. CARROLL
1 946 : Tarzan and the Leopard

Woman—RKO.

YOUNG, CLARENCE
1947: Riding the California ,

Trail—^Mon.

YOUNG, FRANK H.
1946: Border Bandits—Mon;
The Haunted Mine—^Mon.

YOUNG, FRANK H.
1946: Trigger Fingers—Mon.

YOUNG, HOWARD I.

1946: You Can't Do Without

Love—CkJl.

YOUNG, NED
1946: Decoy-Mon.

ZEISLER. ALFRED
1946: Fear—Mon^

ZIMET. JULIAN
1946: Helldorado-Rep.

ZIMET, JULIAN
1947: Helldorado—Rep.
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'ES U.S. PAT Off

MOTION PICTURE FILM

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Du Pont "Superior 2", an all-purpose negative,

meets the demands of cinematographers for neg-

atives of correct color balance. Its extremely wide

latitude is ideal for high or low key lighting. E. I.

du Pont de Nemours 8e Co. (Inc.), Photo Prod-

ucts Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

New York • Hollywood • Chicago

(Listen to ^'Cavalcade of America''—Monday evenings—NBC)
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fUIORE OF ClflEmflTOGRAPiiy

By LEO]^ SMAMROY

(President, American Society of Cinematographers. Three-time winner of Motion
Picture Academy award for color photography, recipient of the LOOK

award, and a pioneer in the field of experimental photography)

HE motion picture industry has more
than its share of skeptics and critics. It has

always been that way. Twenty years ago,

when pictures were on the verge of talk-

ing, they protested,

"We've gone as far

as we can go."

Despite the loud
wailings, impossible

dreams have become
technological practi-

calities. Pictures talk

and live in vivid col-

ors. New dimensions
of realism have been
added.

The critics have
had their innings.

With the advent
of sound, they pro-

claimed the art of

the motion picture

dead. Sound could never be accepted as a

substitute for the talents of the pantomimist.
But the so-called death of an art proved to

be a rebirth.

The stature of the motion picture as an
art has grown and with it the art of the

cinematographer. For many years, the men
behind the camera have sought to erase the

popular conception that they are something
more than mechanics who point cameras
and get the picture every time.

i^ i^ ^

\ DIRECTOR of Cinematography makes
something more than a technical con-

tribution to a motion picture. What the

writer has created in written word must be
translated to the screen through the eyes

and minds of director and cinematogra-

pher.

A close working relationship must exist

between director and cinematographer il

Wednesday, Septenxber 10, 1947

the fullest dramatic possibilities are to be
realized graphically. With the proper light-

ing, a mood can be established, an emotion
emphasized, and realism heightened.

The trend toward realism, however, has

put many cameramen in the position of a

tightrope walker. While called upon to

inject realism, he knows that to millions of

theatergoers, the motion picture is a wel-

come escape from the everyday trials and
tribulations. The basis of this escape is

bound up in the illusion of the medium.
To destroy this illusion with ultra-realism

can mean jeopardizing large investments.

The cinematographer frequently finds him-
self in the awkward and unhappy position

of serving two masters. The critics then

scream "Art is being compromised." But
is it? While it's the direct responsibility of

the cameraman to guarantee the investment

of the film industry, indirectly he feels a

responsibility to those millions who look

to the screen for that intangible something.

Call it entertainment, escape from tortuous

reality, relief from domestic worry. But
whatever name is put upon the appeal, the

underlying illusion must be preserved. And
so the public must be pleased. The camera-

man must make their heroines as they pre-

fer them, young and beautiful, complete

with smooth silken complexions; make the

heroes youthful, handsome and virile.

-A lir ^

"C'VEN though fettered by economic re-

strictions imposed upon him by the

public taste, the creative cinematographer

continues to experiment. He looks for new
ways of intensifying mood and projecting

the emotions of the actor beyond the screen

to the audience. The limitless pallet of

color points the way to new avenues of

photographic expression.

In the face of contemporary skeptics, the

imagination of cinematographers are stim-

ulated by new engineering developments

that loom on the horizon. Not too far off

is the "electronic camera." A compact,

light weight box no larger than a brownie
kodak, will contain a highly sensitive pick-

up tube, 100 times faster than present day

film. A single lens system adjusting to any

focal length smoothly by merely turning a

knob, will replace the cumbersome inter-

changeable lenses of today. Cranes and
dollies weighing tons will be replaced by

lightweight perambulators. The camera
will be linked to the film recorder by coaxial

cable or radio. The actual recording of the

scene on film will take place at a remote

station, under ideal conditions. Instead of

waiting for a day or days, as is the case with

color, electronic monitor screens connected

into the system will make it possible to view

the scene as it is being recorded. Control of

contrast and color will be possible before

development.

i^ i:^ i^

I
T IS not too difficult to predict the effect

of such advancements on the production

of motion pictures. Economically, it will

mean savings in time and material. Since

the photographic results will be known im-

mediately, it will be unnecessary to tie up

actors and stage space for long periods of

time. The size and sensitivity of the new

camera will make photography possible

under ordinary conditions of light. Shoot-

ing pictures on location will be simplified.

Generators, lighting units, and other heavy

equipment will be eliminated, thus doing

away with costly transportation.

In terms of cinematographic art, it will

be placing a more refined instrument in the

hands of the cameraman ... an instrument

of greater sensitivity and mobility.

Do you hear the skeptics shouting "IM-

POSSIBLE"?
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FRANK REDMAN

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

RKO-RADIO

Just Finished

"IF YOU KNEW SUSIE"

With Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis

ALLEN SIEGLER

A.S.C.

LLOYD AHERN
AS£.

Director of Photography

20th CENTURY-FOX

^
*
-k

LIONEL LINDON

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

PARAMOUNT

JACK
GREEKHALGH

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

BOB GOUGH
Operative Cameraman

Free-Lance Charles Salerno

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

ROBERT W. PIHACK
A.S.C.

Director of Photography

A
Ray Rennahan

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

Technicolor

"Duel In the Sun"
Selznick

"Unconquered
Paramount

"Perils of Pauline"
Paramount

"Whispering Smith"
Paramount

V

George Robinson

A.S.C.

Director of Photography
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CinfdIflTOGRBPilERS
1>

Their Credits for Features Released in 1945, IMS and the First Half of 1947

ABEL, DAVID
1945: The Affairs of Susan—Par.

AHERN, LLOYD
1947: The Brasher Doubloon—
20th-P.

ALTON, JOHN
1945: Love, Honor and Good-bye

—

Rep; Girls of the Big House—Rep;
Song of Mexico—Rep.
1946: A Guy Could Change—Rep;
The Madonna's Secret—Rep; One
Excitinc Week—Rep; The Magni-
ficent Rogue—Rep; Affairs of Ger-
aldine—Rep.
1947: The Ghost Goes Wild—Rep;
Winter Wonderland—Rep; Hit Pa-
rade of 1947—Rep.

ANDERSON, M. A.
1947: Betty Co-Ed—Col.

ANDERSON, MILFORD
1947: West to Glory—UA; Border
Feud—PRC.

ANDERSON, WESLEY
1945: Pillow to Post—WB.
1946: The Beast With Five Fingers
—WB.
1947: Love and Learn—WB.

ANDRIOT, LUCIEN
1945: The Southerner—UA; And
Then There Were None—20th-F.
1946: The Diary of a Chamber-
maid—UA; Lady Luck—RKO; The
Strange Woman—UA; Dishonored
Lady—UA.
1947: Dishonored Lady—UA; New
Orleans—UA.

ANGST, RICHARD
1947: High Conquest—Mon.

ARLING, ARTHUR
1947: The Homestretch—20th-F.

ASH, JEROME
1945: She Gets Her Man—Univ;
I'll Remember April—Univ; Easy
to Look At—Univ; River Gang

—

Univ; Crimson Canary—Univ; Pil-

low of Death—Univ.

AUGUST, JOSEPH H.
1945: They Were Expendable—
MGM.

BALLARD, LUCIEN
1945: This Love of Ours—Univ.
1946: Temptation-Univ.

BARNES, GEORGE
1945: The Spanish Main—RKO;
Spellbound—UA; The Bells of St.

Mary's—RKO.
1946: From This Day Forward

—

RKO; Sister Kenny—RKO.
1947: Sinbad the Sailor—RKO.

BIROC, JOSEPH
1946: It's a Wonderful Life—RKO.

BORRADAILE, O. H.
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

BOYLE, CHARLES
1945: Anchors Aweigh—MGM;
Frontier Gal—Univ.

BOYLE, JOHN W.
1946: Gallant Bess—MGM.

Wednesday. September 10, 1947

BRADFORD, WILLIAM
1945: Utah—Rep; The Phantom
Speaks—Rep; The Chicago Kid

—

Rep; Crissly's Millions—Rep; The
Man From Oklahoma — Rep;
Three's a Crowd—Rep; Sunset in

Eldorado — Rep; Behind City
Lights—Rep; Don't Fence Me In

—

Rep; Scotland Yard Investigator

—

Rep; Along the Navajo Trail

—

Rep; Wagon Wheels Westward

—

Rep; Rough Riders of Cheyenne

—

Rep; Santa Fe Saddle Mates

—

1946: Devil Bat's Daughter—PRC;
Trail to Mexico—Mon; Shadows on
the Range—Mon; Mr. Hex—Mon.;
Ginger—Mon; Strangler of the
Swamp—PRC.
1947: The Trap—Mon; Dragnet—
SG; Hard Boiled Mahoney—Mon.

BURKE, ROBERT
1945: Escape in the Desert—WB.

CLARKE, CHARLES
1945: Thunderhead—Son of Flicka—20th-F; Molly and Me—20th-F;
Junior Miss—20th-F.

OUTSTflllDlllG PHOTOGRflPHY
FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES

"THE YEARLING" (Technicolor)—Charles Rosher, Leonard Smith, Arthur Arling

(M-G-M).

"DUEL IN THE SUN" (Technicolor)—Lee Garmes, Hal Rosson, Roy Rennohan,
Charles P. Boyle, Allen Davey (David 0. Selznick).

"HENRY V" (Technicolor)—Robert Krasner (UA-Two Cities).

"THE KILLERS"—Woody Bredell (Universal).

"THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"—Gregg Toland (RKO-Goldwyn).

'"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN" (Technicolor)—Jack Cardiff (Universal-Rank).

*Tied.

Rep; Phantom of the Plains—Rep.
1946: Gay Blades—Rep; California
Gold Rush—Rep; Pass-key to Dan-
ger—Rep; My Pal Trigger—Rep;
Night Train to Memphis—Rep; The
Invisible Informer—Rep; Roll on
Texas Moon—Rep; Home in Okla-
homa—Rep; Plainsman and the
Lady—Rep; Under Nevada Skies
—Rep.; Conquest of Cheyenne

—

Rep.

1947: Helldorado—Rep; Train of
San Antone—Re'^- Twilight on the

Rio Grande—Rep; Rustlers of

Devil's Canyon—Rep.

BRAUN, TONY
1947: High Conquest- -Mon.

BREDELL, ELWOOD
1945: The Beautiful Cheat—Univ;
Lady on a Train—Univ.
1946: Smooth as Silk—Univ; Tan-
gier—Univ; The Killers—Univ.

BRODINE, NORBERT
1945: The Bull Fighters—20th-F;
Don Juan Quilligan—20th-F; The
House on 92nd St.—20th-F.
1946: Sentimental Journey—20th-

F; Somewhere in the Night—20th-

F; 13 Rue Madeleme—klOth-F.

1947: Boomerang—20th-F.
BROWN, JAMES S., JR.

1945: Crime, Inc.—PRC; The Miss-
ing Corpse—PRC; The Great Fla-

marion—Rep; Kid Sister—PRC;
The Man Who Walked Alone

—

PRC; The Phantom of 42nd St.—

PRC; Stranger of the Swamp

—

PRC.
1946: Smoky—20th-F; Margie—
20th-F.
1947: Miracle on 34th Street—
20th-F; Bob, Son of Battle—20th-
F.

CLINE, ROBERT
1945: Flaming Bullets — PRC;
1946: Prairie Badman — PRC;
Thunder Town—PRC; Secrets of a
Sorority Girl—PRC.
1947: Law of the Lash—PRC;
Range Beyond the Blue—PRC;
Wild Country—PRC.

CLINE, WILFRID M.
1947: Fiesta—MGM.

CRONJAGER, EDWARD
1945: Nob Hill—20th-F; Colonel

Effingham's Raid—20th-F.
1946: Do You Love Me—20th-F;
Canyon Passage—Univ.
1947: Honeymoon—RKO.

CORTEZ, STANLEY
1947: Smash-Up, The Story of a

Woman—Univ.

DANIELS, WILLIAM
1946: Personal Column—UA.
1947: Brute Force—Univ; Lured

—

UA.
DAVEY, ALLEN

(Deceased)
1945: A Song to Remember—Col.

DE GRASSE, ROBERT
1945: Flame of Barbary Coast

—

Rep; The Body Snatcher—RKO;

George White's Scandals—RKO.
1946: Riverboat Rhythm—RKO;
Crack-Up—RKO; Genius at Work
—RKO.
1947: Born to Kill—RKO; The
Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer

—

RKO.
De HAVEN, CARTER

1947: South of the Chisholm Trail

—Col.
DE VINNA, CLYDE

1945: Within These Walls—20th-F;
The Caribbean Mystery—20th-F.
1947: It's a Joke, Son—EL.

DISKANT, GEORGE E.
1946: Vacation in Reno—RKO.
1947: Banjo—RKO; Desperate—
RKO; Riffraff-RKO.

DYER, ELMER
1946: Gallant Journey—Col.

EDESON, ARTHUR
1946: Three Strano-ers—WB; Two
Guys from Milwaukee—WB; No-
body Lives Forever—WB; Never
Say Goodbye—WB.
1947: Stallion Road—WB.

FAPP, DANIEL
1945: You Came Along—Par;
Kitty—Par; Hold That Blonde—

-

Par.
1946: To Each His Own—Par.

1947: Easy Come, Easy Go—Par;
Suddenly It's Spring—Par.

FARRAR, VINCENT J.

1945: The Shanghai Corba—Mon;
The Red Dragon—Mon.
1946: Two-Fisted Stranger—Col;
Queen of Burlesque—PRC; Down
Missouri Way—PRC; Don Ricardo

Returns—PRC.
1947: Alias Mr. Twilight—Col;
Cigarette Girl—Col; The 13th

Hour—Col; Blondie's Holiday

—

Col.

FEINDEL, JOCKEY
1946: The French Key—Rep; Ac-
complice^PRC.

FOLSEY, GEORGE
1945: The Clock—MGM.
1946: Ziegfeld Follies—MGM; The
Green Years—MGM; The Harvey
Girls—MGM; Til the Clouds Roll

By—MGM; The Secret Heart—
MGM.

FRANCIS, FRED
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

FREULICH, HENRY
1946: Talk About a Lady—Col;

The Devil's Mask—Col; Just Be-

fore Dawn—Col; The Unknown

—

Col; It's Great to Be Young—Col;

Personality Kid—Col; Shadowed

—

Col.

FREUND, KARL
1945: Without Love—MGM; Dan-
gerous Partners—MGM; A Letter

for Evie—MGM.
1946: Two Smart People—MGM;
Undercurrent—MGM.
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Wallace Kelley

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

PARAMOUNT

Q\

ARCHIE STOUT

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

Free-Lance

Orsatti Agency

'€)

V
V CARL E. GUTHRIE

V
V

V
V

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

V
V

V WARNER BROS. V

FRED MANDL

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

• • • • •

WILLIAM SNYDER

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

COLUMBIA PICTURES

"THE SWORDSMAN"

"THE MAN FROM

COLORADO"

k * * * iT

Cinetnatographers
GANG, GLEN

1945: A Guy, a Gal and a Pal-
Col.

GARMES, LEE
1945: Love Letters—Par; Paris
Underground—UA.
1946: Young; Widow—UA; The
Searching Wind—Par; Specter of
the Rose—Rep; Duel in the Sun

—

SRO.
1947: The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty—RKO.

GAUDIO, TONY G.
1945: A Song to Remember—-Col.

1946: The Bandit of Sherwood
Forest—Col; I've Always Loved
You—Rep.
1947: That's My Man—Rep.

GERSTAD, MERRITT
1945: Conflict—WB.

GERTSMAN, MAURY
1945: Song of the Sarong—Univ;
Blonde Ransom—Univ; Jungle
Captive—Univ; Strange Confes-
sion—Univ.
1946: Girl on the Spot—Univ; She
Wolf of London—Univ; Terror by
Night—Univ; Blonde Alibi—Univ;
House of Horrors—Univ; Gun
Town—Univ; Dressed to Kill

—

Univ; Inside Job—Univ; Danger
Woman—Univ; Gunman's Code

—

Univ; Wild Beauty—Univ; Cuban
Pete—Univ; The Brute Man—PRC.
1947: Time Out of Mind—Univ.

GLASSBERG, IRVING
1947: The Web—Univ.

GLENNON, BERT
1945: San Antonio—WB.
1946: One More Tomorrow—WB;
Shadow of a Woman—WB.
1947: Copacabana—UA; Mr. Dis-
trict Attorney—Col; The Red
House—UA.

GREENE, W. HOWARD
1945: Salome, Where She Danced

—

Univ.
1946: A Night in Paradise—Univ;
Pirates of Monterey—Univ.
1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

ROBERT SURTEES

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

M ETRO-GOLDWYN --MAYER

m

GREENHALGH, JACK
1945: The Lady Confesses—PRC;
The Big Show-Off—Rep; White
Pongo—PRC; Shadow of Terror—
PRC; Navajo Kid—PRC; Border
Badmen—PRC; Lightning Raiders
—PRC; Strange Confession—Sig-
nal; Enemy of the Law—PRC;
Fighting Bill Carson—PRC; His
Brother's Ghost— PRC; Prairie
Brother's Ghost— PRC; Prairie
Rustlers—PRC; Stagecoach Out-
laws—PRC.
1946: The Mask of Diijon—PRC;
The Flying Serpent—PRC; Gentle-
men With Guns—PRC; Ambush
Trail—PRC; Danny Boy—PRC;
Murder Is My Business—PRC; Six
Gun Man—PRC; Larceny in Her
Heart— PRC; Avalanche— PRC;
Terrors on Horseback — PRC;
Blonde for a Day—PRC; Seven
Were Saved—Par; Jungle Flight

—

Par; Overland Riders—PRC; Out-
law of the Plains—PRC; Gas
House Kids—PRC. Lady Chasers

—

PRC.
1947: Fear in the Night—Par; I

Cover Big Town—Par; High Con-
quest—Mon; Three on a Ticket

—

PRC; Seven Were Saved—Par;
Jungle Flight—Par; Too Many
Winners—PRC; Hollywood Bam
Dance—SG.

GUFFEY, BURNETT
1945: I Love a Mystery—Col; Eve
Knew Her Apples—Col; Eadie
Was a Lady—Col; The Gay Se-

norita—Col; Blonde from Brook-
lyn—Col; Fighting Guardsman

—

Col; Girl of the Limberlost—Col;

My Name Is Julia Ross—Col.

1946: Meet Me on Broadway—Col;

A Close Call for Boston Blackie—
Col; Night Editor—Col; So Dark
the Night—Col; The Notorious
Lone Wolf—Col; Gallant Journey
—Col.

GUTHRIE, CARL
1945: Hotel Berlin—WB; Christ-

mas in Connecticut—WB; Too
Young to Know—WB.

HARRY JACKSON

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

20th CENTURY-FOX
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1946: Her Kind of Man—WB;
Janie Gets Married—WB.
1947: Johnny O'Clock — Col;
Framed—Col.

HACKMAN, JR., FRED
1947: Jungle Flighl^Par; Gun-
fighters—Col.

HALLENBERGER, HARRY
1946: The Virginian—Par.

HALLER, ERNEST
1945: Mildred Pierce—WB; Sara-
toga Trunk—WB.
1946: Devotion—WB; A Stolen
Life—WB; Deception—WB; The
Verdict—WB; Humoresque—WB.
1947: The Unfaithful—WB.

HARLAN, RUSSELL
1944: Riders of the Deadline, Tex-
as Masquerade, Lumberjack.
1945: A Walk in the Sun—20th-P.
1947: Ramrod—UA.

HELLER, OTTO
1946: You Can't Do Without Love
—Col.

HICKOX, SIDNEY
1945: God Is My Co-Pilot—WB;
The Horn Blows at Midnight—WB.
1946: The Big Sleep—WB; The
Man I Love—WB.
1947: Cheyenne—WB.

HOWE, JAMES WONG
1945: Counter-Attack—Col; Objec-
tive, Burma—WB; Confidential
Agent—WB; Danger Signal—WB.
1946: My Reputation—WB.
1947: Nora Prentiss—WB; Pur-
sued—WB.

HUNT, J. ROY
1945: The Brighton Strangler—
RKO; What a Blonde—RKO; A
Game of Death—RKO.
1947: The Devil Thumbs a Ride—
RKO; Trail Street—RKO; A Like-
ly Story—RKO; Under the Tonto
Rim—RKO; Crossfire—RKO.

IVANO, PAUL
1945: Swing Out, Sister—Univ;
The Frozen Ghost—Univ; The
Strange Affair of Uncle Harry

—

Univ; Men in Her Diary—Univ;
Senorita from the West—Univ;
Pursuit to Algiers—Univ; Honey-

r ^

RUSSELL METTY

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Cinematographers
moon Ahead—Univ; I'll Tell the
World—Univ.
1946: The Spider Woman Strikes

Back—Univ; Black Angel—Univ;
Little Miss Big—Univ; The Dark
Horse—Univ.
1947: Fun-on a Weekend—UA.

JACKMAN, FRED, JR.
1945: Scared Stiff—Par; High
Powered — Par; One Exciting
Night—Par; Tokyo Rose—Par;
Midnight Manhunt—Par.
1946: People Are Funny—Par; Hot
Cargo—Par; Swamp Fire—Par;
They Made Me a Killer—Par; Wild
West—PRC.
1947: Big Tovra—Par; Adventures
r^f Don Coyote—UA.

JACKSON, HARRY
1945: Circumstantial Evidence

—

20th-F.
1946: Johnny Comes Flying Home—20th-F; Strange Triangle—20th-
F; Wake Up and Dream—20th-F.
1947: Carnival in Costa Rica

—

20th-F.
JUNE, RAY

1945: Keep Your Powder Dry

—

MGM; Twice Blessed—MGM.
1946: The Hoodlum Saint—MGM;
The Cockeyed Miracle—MGM.
1947: The Beginning or the End

—

MGM.
KELLER, ALFRED

1946: Days of Buffalo Bill—Rep;
The Last Crooked Mile—Rep; G. I.

War Brides—Rep; The Mysterious
Mr. Valentine—Rep; Plainsman
and the Lady—Rep; Homesteaders
of Paradise Valley—Rep.
1947: Vigilantes of Boomtown

—

Rep; Oregon Trail Scouts—Rep;
Spoilers of the North—Rep; The
Web of Danger—Rep.

KELLEY, GEORGE F.

1946: Roaring Rangers—Col; Gun-
ning for Vengeance—Col; Gallop-
ing Thunder—Col; Texas Panhan-
dle—Col; South of the Chisholm
Trail—Col; Cowboy Blues—Col;

3i

SID HICKOX

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

WARNER BROS.

t)

Vernon L. Walker

A.S.C.

Director of Special

Camera Effects

A
MACK STENGLER

A.S.C.

Director of Photograph;^''

V

Marcel Le Picard

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

LEE GARMES

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

"The Secret Life of

Walter Mitty"

Danny Kaye

(Goldwyn-Technicolor)

•

"The Paradine Case"

(Hitchcock-Selznick)

•

"Nightmare Alley"

(Tyrone Power-20th Century Fox)

RUSSELL HARLAN

A.S.C. - I.A.T.S.E.

Director of Photography
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Frank F. Planer

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

Joseph La Shelle

A,S.C.

Director of Photography

20th CENTURY-FOX

JACK MARTA

Director of Photography

• m

Maury Gertsman

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

GORDON

JENNINGS

A.S.C.

Director of Special

Photographic Effects

Cinetnatographers
Singing on the Trail—Col; Lone
Star Moonlight—Col.
1947: The Lone Hand Texan—Col;
Over the Santa Fe Trail—Col;
West of Dodge City—Col.

KLINE, BENJAMIN
1945: Tahiti Nights—Col; Let's Go
Steady—Col; How Do You Do?—
PRC; Arson Squad—PRC; Ten
Cents a Dance—Col.

1946: Detour—PRC; Club Ha-
vana—PRC; I Ring Doorbells

—

PRC; Joe Palooka, Champ—Mon;
Rendezvous 24—20th-F; Deadline
for Murder—20th-F; Strange Jour-
ney—20th-F; Dangerous Millions
20th-F; Don Ricardo Returns

—

PRC.
1947: Backlash—20th-F; Shoot to
Kill—SG; Danger Street—Par;

, Jewels of Brandenburg—20th-F;
Second Chance—20th-F.

KRASNER, MILTON
1945: Delightfully Dangerous

—

UA; Along Came Jones—RKO;
Scarlet Street—Univ.
1946: Without Reservations —
RKO; The Dark Mirror—Univ.
1947: The Farmer's Daughter

—

RKO; Something in the Wind

—

Univ.

KULL, ADOLFE E.
1946: The Wife of Monte Cristo—
PRC.

KULL, EDWARD
(Deceased)
1945: Marked for Murder—PRC.

LANG, CHARLES, JR.
1945: The Stork Club—Par; Miss
Susie Slagle's—Par.
1946: Blue Skies—Par; Cross My
Heart—Par.
1947: The Ghost and Mrs. Muir—
20th-F.

LANNING, REGGIE
1945: The Big Bonanza—Rep;
Steppin' in Society—Rep; The
Cheaters — Rep; The Cherokee
Flash—Rep.

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

^

1946: Song of Arizona—Rep; The
Catman of Paris—Rep; Crime of
the Century—Rep; Rainbow Over
Texas—Rep; Sheriff of Redwood
Valley—Rep; Valley of the Zom-
bies—Rep; Rendezvous With An-
nie—Rep; The Inner Circle—Rep;
Sioux City Sue—Rep.
1947: The Pilgrim Lady—Rep;
Calendar Girl—Rep; Northwest
Outpost—Rep.

LA SHELLE, JOSEPH
1945: Hangover Square—20th-F;
A Bell for Adano—20th-F; Fallen
Angel—20th-F; Doll Face—20th-
F; Claudia and David—20th-F.
1946: Cluny Brown—20th-F; Clau-
dia and David—20th-F.
1947: The Late George Apley

—

20th-F.
LASZLO, ERNEST

1946: Two Years Before the Mast
—Par.
1947: Dear Ruth—Par.

LAWTON, CHARLES, JR.
1945: Brewster's Millions—UA;
Kiss and Tell—Col; Getting Ger-
tie's Garter—UA.
1946: One Way to Love—Col; Per-
ilous Holiday—Col; The Walls
Came Tumbling Down—Col; The
Thrill of Brazil—Col; The Return
of Monte Cristo—Col.

LE PICARD, MARCEL
1945: Law of the Valley—Mon;
Song of Old Wyoming—PRC;
Swingin' on a Rainbow—Rep; A
Sporting Chance—Rep; The En-
chanted Forest—PRC.
1946: The Caravan Trail—PRC;
Home on the Range—Rep; Ro-
mance of the West—PRC; Driftin'

River—PRC; Minstrel Man—PRC;
Rainbow Over the Rockies—Mon.
1947: Song of the Sierras—Mon;
Six Gun Serenade—Mon; News
Hounds^—Mon.

LINDEN, LIONEL
1945: A Medal for Benny—Par;
Duffy's Tavern—Par; Masquerade
in Mexico—Par; Road to Utopia

—

Par.

Sol Polito

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

THE LONG NIGHT"

RKO RADIO

THE VOICE OF THETURTLE"

WARNER BROS.

In Preparation

"DON JUAN"

WARNER BROS.
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1946: the Blue Dahlia—Par; Mon-
sieur Beaucaire—Par; 0. S. S.
Par.
1947: My Favorite Brunette—Par;
Welcome' Stranger — Par; The
Trouble With Women—Par; Va-
riety Girl—Pai'.

LYONS, EDGAR
1947: Stag-e Coach to Denver—Rep.

LYONS, GERRY
1946: The El Paso Kid—Rep.

MacDONALD, JOSEPH P.
1945: Captain Eddie—20th-F.
1946: Shock—20th-F; The Dark
Corner — 20th-F; Behind Green
Lights—20th-F; My Darling Clem-
entine—20th-F.
1947: Moss Rose—20th-F.

. McCORD, TED
1947: That Way With Women-
Par.

! MacKENZIE, JACK
1945: Zombies on Broadway; Two
O'clock Courage—RKO; Mama
Loves Papa—RKO; Isle of the
Dead—RKO.
1946: Partners in Time—RKO;
Child of Divorce—RKO.
1947: Code of the West—RKO;
Seven Keys to Baldpate—RKO.

MacWILLIAMS, GLEN
' 1945: Within These Walls—20th-F;

The Spider—20th-F.
1946: Shock—2th-F; It Shouldn't
Happen to a Dog—20th-F; If I'm
Lucky—20th-F.

MALKAMES, DON
1946: Beware—Ast.

MARLEY, PEVERELL
i 1945: Pride of the Marines—WB.

1946: Night and Day—WB; Of
Human Bondage—WB.
1947: The Two Mrs. Carrolls—WB.

MARTA, JACK
1945: Earl Carroll Vanities—Rep;
Dakota—Rep; Mexicana—Rep; An
Angel Comes to Brooklyn—Rep.
1946: Murder in the Music Hall

—

Rep; In Old Sacramento—Rep;
Earl Carroll Sketchbook — Rep;
That Brennan Girl—Rep.
1947: Apache Rose—Rep; Bells of

Lenwood Abbott

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

Special Effects

20th CENTURY-FOX

Cinematographers
San Angelo—Rep; Springtime in
the Sierras—Rep.

MATE, RUDOLPH
1945: Tonight and Every Night

—

Col; Over 21—Col.
1946: Gilda—Col; Down to Earth-
Col.

MEEHAN, GEORGE B.
1945: Rough, Tough and Ready

—

Col; Rustlers of the Badlands

—

Col; Boston Blackie's Rendezvous—Col; Escape in the Fog—Col;
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspi-
cion—Col; Youth on Trial—Col.
1946: Lawless Empire—Col; Voice
of the Whistler—Col; Throw a
Saddle on a Star—Col; The Bandit
of Sherwood Forest—Col; The
Phantom Thief—Col; That Texas
Jamboree—Col; Gallant Journey

—

Col; Terror Trail—Col; Singin' in
the Corn—Col; Dangerous Busi-
ness—Col; Heading West—Col;
Boston Blackie and the Law—Col;
Landrush—Col.

1947: Blind Spot—Col; King of the
Wild Horses—Col.

MELLOR, WILLIAM
1946: Abie's Irish Rose—UA.
1947: Blaze of Noon—Par.

METTY, RUSSELL
1945: It's in the Bag—UA; Be-
trayal from the East—RKO; The
story of G. I. Joe—UA.
1946: Whistle Stop—UA; Pardon
My Past—Col; Breakfast in Holly-
wood—UA; The Stranger—RKO;
The Perfect Marriage—Par; Arch
of Triumph—UA.
1947: The Private Affairs of Bel
Ami—UA; Ivy—Univ.

MILLER, ARTHUR
1945: A Royal Scandal—20th-F.
1946: Dragonwyck—20th-F; Anna
and the King of Siam—20th-F;
The Razor's Edge—20th-F.

MILLER, ERNEST
1945: Identity Unknown — Rep;
Bells of Rosario—Rep; Road to

Alcatraz—Rep; Tell It to a Star

—

f

James S.Brown, Jr.

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

U

• • • • •

GEORGE E.

DISKANT

Director of Photography

RKO- RADIO

"Fighting Father Dunne"

"Your Red Wagon"

'^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Norbert Brodine

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

20th CENTURY-FOX

Ernest Haller
A.S.C.

Director of Phofography

ERNEST LASZLO

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

CHARLES

LAWTON, Jr.

A.S.C.

Director of Photogrcfphy

COLUMBIA
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WALTER STRENGE

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

"THE BURNING CROSS"

Somerset Productions

"THE DARK ROAD"

Somerset Productions

CHARLES LANG

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

• • •

Irving Glassberg

Director of Photography

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

IRA MORGAN

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

SAM KATZMAN-KAY PICTURES

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

CHARLES VAN ENGER

Director of Photography

•

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Cinematographers
Rep; Scotland Yard Investigator

—

Rep.
1946: The Tiger Woman—Rep;
Her Adventurous Night—Univ;
Tumbleweed Trail—PRC; Stars
Over Texas—PRC.
1947: Untamed Fury—PRC.

MILLER, VIRGIL
1945: The House of Fear—Univ;
The Woman in Green—Univ; The
Falcon in San Francisco—RKO.
1947: Michigan Kid—Univ; The
Big Fix—PRC.

MILLER, WILLIAM
1947: Carnegie Hall—UA.

MILNER, VICTOR
1945: Wonder Man—RKO.
1946: The Strange Love of Martha
Ivers—Par.
1947: The Other Love—UA.

MOHR, HAL
1945: Her Lucky Night—Univ;
Salome, Where She Danced—Univ;
Shady Lady—Univ.
1946: A Night in Paradise—Univ;

Because of Him—Univ; Pirates of

Monterey—Univ.

1947: Song of Sheherazade—Univ;

I'll Be Yours—Univ.
MORGAN, IRA

1945: Docks of New York—Mon;

Fog Island—PRC; Rogues' Gallery

—PRC; Mr. Muggs Rides Again

—

Mon; Come Out Fighting—Mon;

Hollywood and Vine—PRC.
1946: The Strange Mr. Gregory—
Mon; Junior Prom—Mon; Sensa-

tion Hunters—Mon; Freddie Steps

Out—Mon; High School Hero

—

Mon.
1947: Vacation Days—Mon.

MUSURACA, NICHOLAS
1945: China Sky—RKO; Back to

Bataan—RKO.
1946: The Spiral Staircase—RKO;
Deadline at Dawn—RKO; Bedlam
—RKO; The Locket—RKO.

NEUMANN, HARRY
1945: They Shall Have Faith—
Mon; Fashion Model—Mon; Flame

GEORGE BARNES

A.S.C.

Director of Photography
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of the West—Mon; G. I. Honey-
moon—Mon; The Jade Mask—
Mon; China's Little Devils—Mon;
Divorce—Mon ; Sunbonnet Sue

—

Mon; Allotment Wives—Mon;
Black Market Babies—Mon; Cap-
tain Tugboat Annie—Rep.
1946: Drifting Along—Mon; Swing
Parade of 1946—Mon; Moon Over
Montana—Mon; West of the Ala-

mo—Mon; The Gay Cavalier-
Mon; The Haunted Mine—Mon;
Under Arizona Skies—Mon; The
Face of Marble—Mon; Spook Bust-

ers—Mon; South of Monterey

—

Mon; Below the Deadline—Mon;
Wife Wanted—Mon; Beauty and
the Bandit—Mon; Gentleman from
Texas—Mon; Silver Range—Mon;
Raiders of the South—Mon; Trig-

ger Fingers—Mon.
1947: Riding the California Trail

—

Mon; Valley of Fear—Mon; Trail-

ing Danger—Mon; Black Gold

—

AA.
O'CONNELL, L. WILLIAM

1945: The Missing Juror—Col;

Sergeant Mike—Col; The Crime
Doctor's Courage—Col; Dancing in

Manhattan—Col; The Adventures
of Rusty—Col; Crime Doctor's

Warning—Col; Life With Blondie

—Col; Power of the Whistler—Col.
1946: Life With Blondie—Col;

Blondie's Lucky Day—Col; Decoy
—Mon; Bringing Up Father—
Mon; Desert Horseman—Col.

1947: The Devil on Wheels—PRC;
Lost Honeymoon—EL; Repeat
Performance—EL.

PALMER, ERNEST G.

1945: Diamond Horseshoe—20th-

F; The Dolly Sisters—20th-F.

1946: Centennial Summer—2Oth-F;

Three Little Girls in Blue—20th-F.
1947: I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now—20th-F.

PITTACK, ROBERT
1945: The Vampire's Ghost—Rep.

1946: Strange Impersonation

—

Rep; Little Iodine—UA; Susie

Steps Out—UA.

JOSEPH B.

WALKER

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

COLUMBIA STUDIOS
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1947: Queen of the Amazons—SG;
Bells of San Fernando—SG; Yan-
kee Fakir—Rep; The Sin of Har-
old Diddlebock—UA.

PLANCK, ROBERT
1945: Anchors Aweigh—MGM;
Weekend at the Waldorf—MGM.
1946: Up Goes Maisie—MGM; The

I
Show-Off—MGM; Love Laughs at
Andy Hardy—MGM.
1947: It Happened in Brooklyn

—

MGM.
PLANER, FRANK F.

1945: I Love a Bandleader—Col;
Leave It to Blondie—Col; Once
and for All—Col; Destroyer—Col.
1946: Snafu—Col; Her Sister's Se-
cret—PRC; The Chase—UA; Ven-
detta—UA.

POLITO, SOL
1945: The Com Is Green—WB;
Rhapsody in Blue—WB.
1946: Cinderella Jones—WB; A
Stolen Life—WB; Escape Me
Never—WB; Cloak and Dagger

—

WB.
1947: The Long Night—RKO. .

REDMAN, FRANK
1945: Patrick the Great—Univ;
Pan-Americana — RKO; Having
Wonderful Crime — RKO; Man
Alive—RKO; Sing Your Way
Home—RKO; Dick Tracy—RKO.
1946: The Truth About Murder;
The Falcon's Alibi—RKO; Ding
Dong Williams—RKO; The Bam-
boo Blonde—RKO; Step by Step—
RKO; Sunset Pass—RKO; San
Quentin — RKO; Crime Court —
RKO.
1947: Beat the Band—UA; Dick
Tracy's Dilemma—RKO.

REED, ART
1946: Ghost of Hidden Valley—
PRC

RENNAHAN, RAY
1945: It's a Pleasure!—RKO; In-
cendiary Blonde—Par; A Thousand
and One Nights—Col.

1946: California—Par; Duel in the
Sun—SRO.
1947: The Perils of Pauline—Par.

€
BUD THACKERY

Director of Photography

€

Cinematogra p hers
ROBINSON, GEORGE

1945: Sudan—Univ; Here Come
the Co-eds—Univ; House of Frank-
enstein—Univ; The Naughty Nine-
ties—Univ; Frontier Gal—Univ;
House of Dracula—Univ.
1946: The Cat Creeps—Univ; Idea
Girl—Univ; The Run-around^-
Univ; She Wrote the Book—Univ;
Slightly Scandalous—Univ.
1947: Slave Girl—Univ.

ROE. GUY
1946: A Scandal in Paris—UA.

ROSE, JACKSON J.

1945: Dillinger—Mon.
1946: Fear—Mon; The Return of
Philo Vance—PRC; Philo Vance,
Gentleman Sleuth—PRC; Philo
Vance's Gamble—PRC.
1947: Born to Speed—PRC; Philo
Vance Returns — PRC; Phiio
Vance's Gamble—PRC; Stepchild
—PRC.

ROSHER, CHARLES
1945: Yolanda and the Thief—
MGM.
1946: Ziegfeld Follies—MGM: The
Yearling—MGM.
1947: Dark Delusion—MGM; Fi-
esta—MGM.

ROSSON, HAROLD
1946: Three Wise Fools—MGM;
No Leave, No Love—MGM; My
Brother Talks to Horses—MGM;
Duel in the bun—SKO.
1947: Living in a Big Way—MGM;
The Hucksters—MGM.

RUTTENBERG, JOSEPH
1945: The Valley of Decision—
MGM; Adventure—MGM.

SALERNO, CHARLES, JR.
1945: Bewitched

—

MgM; She Went
to the Races—MGM.
1946: Boys' Ranch-MGM; Faith-
ful in My Fashion—MGM.
1947: The Arnelo Attair—MGM;
Undercover Maisie—MGM.

SCHOENBAUM, CHARLES
1945: Son of Lassie—MGM; Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello in Holly-

PEV MARLEY

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

•

WOODY
BREDELL

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

WARNER BROS.

Al ^W 9

Reggie Lanning

Director of Photography

REPUBLIC PICTURES

m mw w

Benjamin Kline

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

Josepli Ruttenberg

A.S.C. .

Director of Photography

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

GLEN GANO

A.S.C.

Director of Photography
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ROBERT PLANCK

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

****

VINCENT J.

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

IT HAD TO BE YOU"
with Ginger Rogers and

Cornel Wilde

Under Contract

to Columbia Studios

* * "A-

GUY ROE

Director of Photography

Paul Kohner
Management

PAUL lYANO

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

"THE GANGSTER"

Allied Artists

George F. Kelley

Director of Photography

COLUMBIA STUDJOS

Ctnetnatographers
wood—MGM.
1946: Bad Bascomb—MGM; The
Mighty McGurk—MGM.
1947: Cynthia—MGM.

SCHOENGARTH, RUSSELL
1947: The Egg and I—Univ.

SEITZ, JOHN
1945 :The Unseen—Par; The Lost
Weekend—Par.
1946: The Well-Groomed Bride-
Par; Home, Sweet Homicide

—

20th-F; Wild Harvest—Par.
1947: The Imperfect Lady—Par;
Calcutta—Par.

SHACKELFORD, ROBERT
1946: Colorado Serenade—PRC.

SHAMROY, LEON
1945: A Tree Grows in Brooklyn

—

20th-F; Where Do We Go from
Here?—20th-F; State Fair—20th-
F; Leave Her to Heaven—20th-F.
1947: The Shockmg Miss Pilgrim—20th-F.

SHARFE, HENRY
1945: Jealousy—Rep; What Next,
Corporal Hargrove ?—MGM; The
Woman Who Came Back—Rep.
1946: The Glass Alibi—Rep; The
Fabulous Suzanne—Rep.
1947: It Happened on 5th Avenue
—AA; The Guilty—Mon; Violence
Mon.

SICKNER, WILLIAM
1945: There Goes Kelly—Mon; The
Scarlet Clue—Mon; Penthouse
Rhythm—Univ; The Falcon in

San Francisco—RKO.
1946: Dark Alibi—Mon; Live
Wires—Mon; The Shadow Returns
—Mon; In Fast Company—Mon;
Border Bandits—Mon; Don't Gam-
ble With Strangers-—Mon; Behind
the Mask—Mon; The Missing Lady
Mon; Gentleman Joe Palooka—
Mon; Shadows Over Chinatown

—

Mon; Dangerous Money—Mon.
1947: Land of the Lawless—Mon;
Killer Dill—SG; Gas House Kids
Go West—PRC.

SIEGLER, ALLEN
1946: Sing While You Dance—Col;

KARL STRUSS

A.S.C.

Director of Photography

ATLANTIS
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Secret of the Whistler—Col.
1947: Millie's Daughter—Col.

SKALL, WILLIAM V.
1946: Night and Day—WB; The
Time, the Place and the Girl—WB.

SMITH, LEONARD
1946: Courage of Lassie—MGM;
The Yearling—MGM.

SNYDER, WILIAM
1945: Wonder Man—RKO.
1946: The Bandit of Sherwood For-
est—Col; Renegades—Col; Blue
Skies—Par.

SPARKUHL, THEODOR
(Deceased)
1945: Salty O'Rourke—Par; Blood
on the Sun—UA; Murder, He Says—Par.
1946: The Bachelor's Daughters

—

UA.
STAHL, GEORGE

1945: Song of Mexico—Rep.
STENGLER, MACK

1945: The Adventures of Kitty
O'Day—Mon; A Song for Miss
Julie—Rep; Why Girls Leave
Home—PRC.
1946: The Devil's Playground—
UA; Fool's Gold—UA; Unexpected
Guest—UA.
1947: Dangerous Venture—UA;
Fall Guy—Mon; Sarge Goes to

College—Mon; Hoppy's Holiday

—

UA.
STOUT, ARCHIE J.

1945: Tarzan and the Amazons

—

RKO; Captain Kidd—UA.
1946: Abilene Town—UA.
1947: Angel and the Badman

—

Rep; Tarzan and the Huntress^

—

RKO.
STRADLING, HARRY

1945: The Picture of Dorian Gray
—MGM; Thrill of a Romance—
MGM; Her Highness and the Bell-

boy—MGM.
1946: Easy to Wed—MGM; Holi-
day in Mexico—MGM; Til the
Clouds Roll By—MGM.
1947: The Sea of Grass—MGM;
Song of Love—MGM.

STRANGE, WALTER
1946: Lighthouse—PRC.

For:
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STRUSS, KARL
1945 : Bring on the Girls—Par.
1946: Tarzan and the Leopard Wo-
man—RKO; Suspense—Men; Mr.
j^QQ UA.
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

SURTEES, ROBERT
1945: Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes—MGM.
1946: Two Sisters from Boston-

—

MGM; No Leave, No Love—MGM;
Strange Holiday—PEG.

TANNURA, PHILLIP
1945: Strange Illusion—PRC; Out
of the Depths—Col; Prison Ship

—

Col.

1946: The Mysterious Intruder

—

Col; Night Editor—Col; Out of the
Depths—Col; Man Who Dared—
Col; The Gentleman Misbehaves

—

Col; Blondie Knows Best—Col;
The Fighting Frontiersman—Col;
The Return of Rusty—Col; Crime

' Doctor's Man Hunt—Col.
' 1947: King of the Wild Horses—
' Col.

TETZLAFF, TED
', 1945: Those Endearing Young

Charms—RKO; The Enchanted
Cottage—RKO.
1946: Notorious—RKO.

TRACKERY, BUD
1945: Colorado Pioneers—Rep;
Corpus Christi Bandits — Rep;
Great Stagecoach Robbery—Rep;
Lone Texas Ranger—Rep; Mar-
shal of Laredo—Rep; Oregon Trail—Rep; Sheriff of Cimarron—Rep;
The Topelca Terror—Rep; Trail of
Kit Carson—Rep.
1946: Sun Valley Cyclone—Rep;

^

The Undercover Woman — Rep;
' Alias Billy the Kid—Rep; Man

from Rainbow Valley—Rep; Traffic
in Crime—Rep; Santa Fe Uprising—Rep; Out California Way—Rep;
Last Frontier Uprising—Rep
1947: That's My Gal—Rep: Saddle
Pals—Rep.

THACKERY, ELLIS
1945: The Vampire's Ghost—Rep.

THOMPSON, STUART
1945: Out of This World—Par.
1946: Our Hearts Were Growing
Up—Par; The Bride Wore Boots-
Par; Cross My Heart—Par.
1947: Ladies' Man—Par; Variety
Girl—Par.

TOLAND, GREGG
1946: The Kid from Brooklyn—
RKO; Song of the South—RKO;
The Best Years of Our Lives

—

RKO.
TOTHEROH, ROLAND

1947: Monsieur Verdoux—UA.
TOVER, LEO

1947: Dead Reckoning—Col; The
Woman on the Beach—RKO.

VALENTINE, JOSEPH
1945: Guest Wife—U.A.
1946: Tomorrow Is Forever

—

RKO; So Goes My Love—Univ;
Heartbeat — RKO; Lover Come
Back—Univ; Magnificent Doll

—

Univ.
1947: Possessed—WB.

VAN ENGER, CHARLES
1945: Under Western Skies—Univ;
That's the Spirit—Univ; Frisco
Sal—Univ; On Stage Everybody

—

Univ; That Night With You—
The Daltons Ride Again

—

Univ;
Univ.
1946:
Little

Steps
Their
Tails—Univ.

Strange Conquest—Univ;
Giant—Univ; The Ghost
Out—Univ; The Time of

Lives—Univ; White Tie and

Cinematoyraphers
1947: Buck Privates Come Home

—

Univ.

VAN TREES, JAMES C.

1945: The Great John L.—UA;
Bedside Manner—UA; Hit the Hay
—Col.
1946: A Night in Casablanca—UA;
Angel On My Shoulder—UA.
1947: The Fabulous Dorseys—UA.

VOGEL, PALUL CHARLES
1946: Lady in the Lake—MGM;
Merton of the Movies—MGM.

WAGNER, SIDNEY
1945: This Man'a Navy—MGM;
The Sailor Takes a Wife—MGM.
1946: The Postman Always Rings
Twice—MGM.
1947: High Barbaree—MGM : Fi-

esta—MGM.
WAKER, HARRY

1945: Radio Stars on Parade

—

RKO.
WALKER, JOSEPH

1945: Roughly Speaking—WB.
1946: She Wouldn't Say Yes—Col;
Tars and Spars—Col; The Jolson
Story—Col; It's a Wonderful Life
—RKO.
1947: The Guilt of Janet Ames-
Col.

WEBER, GEORGE
1947: Sepia Cinderella—Her.

WHITE, LESTER
1945: The Hidden Eye—MGM.
1946: Little Mr. Jim—MGM.

WILCOX, JOHN
1947: The Macomber Affair—UA.

WILD, HARRY
1945: West of the Pecos—RKO;
Johnny Angel—RKO; Fii'st Yank
Into Tokyo—RKO; Cornered—
RKO; Wanderer of the Wasteland
—RKO.
1946: Til the End of Time—RKO;
Nocturne—RKO; The Falcon's Ad-
venture—RKO.
1947: They Won't Believe Me—
RKO.

SHERMAN ROSE

Film Editor

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

€)

DANIEL MANDELL

Film Editor

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

PRODUCTIONS

€
• •

TED J. KENT

Film Editor

* *
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

RUSSELL

SCHOENGARTH

Film Editor

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

GENE HAVLICK

Film Editor

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Irving Friedman

EAGLE-LION

Musical Director
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€
PERRY

FERGUSON

Art Director

SAMUEL GOLDWYN STUDIOS

(^

MARK LEE KIRK

Art Director

20th CENTURY-FOX

• • •

Edward Carfagno

Art Director

M ETRO-GOLDWYN -MAVER

• • •

i_ -J

i

j_

CHARLES H.

CLARKE

Art Director

WARNER BROS. PICTURES

r

>• K

EDDIE IMAZU

Art Director

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

A
Wl AKDKSOII

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES

V

Si

im ROGERS

Art Director

•

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER ll

• • •

CARY O'DELL

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES

Charles Clague

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES

JOHN HUGHES

Art Director

WARNER BROS.
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^ ART DIRECTORS' CREDITS ^

Art Directors and their Screen Work for 1946 and the First Half of 1947

AMES, PRESTON
1946: The Show-Ofl, Lady In
the Lake.
1947: Birds and Bees, Tony
Pastor and His Orchestra.

ANDERSON, CARL
1946: Gallant Journey, Return
of Monte Criato, So Dark the
Nisrht, Framed.
1947: Her Husband's Affairs,

I Love Trouble.
ANDERSON, ROLAND
1946: Masquerade in Mexico,
Road to Utopia, To Each His
Own.
1947: California, Blaze of
Noon. Perils of Pauline, The
Big- Clock.

ABRIGO, FRANK
1946: That's My Gal, Marshall
of Cripple Creek, Outlaws of
Sioux City.

1947 : Blackmail, Driftwood,
6-Men Never Forget, Sprinff-
time in the Sierras.

BACHELIN, FRANZ
1946: The Searching- Wind,
Two Tears Before the Mast.
1947: Cross My Heart, Cal-
cutta. Imperfect Lady, Wel-
come Strang-er.

BANKS, LIONEL
1946: The Perfect Marriag-e,

i Mag-ic Town, Ramrod.
1 1947: Atlantis.
BASEVI, JAMES

1946: Strange Triangle, Car-
nival in Costa Rica, Some-
where in the Night, Shocking
Miss Pilgrim, Johnny Comes
Plying Home, Dark Corner

—

Margie, It Shouldn't Happen
to a Dog, Claudia and David,
Home Sweet Homicide, My
Darling Clementine, If I'm
Lucky, 13 Rue Madeleine, The
Late George Apley.

! 1947: Captain from Castile,

I

The Homestretch, Brasher
Doubloon.

GEORGE R.

BROOKS

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES

BAT, HOWARD
1947: The Exile.

BECKMAN, JOHN
1946: Monsieur Verdoux.

BERGER, RALPH
1946: Without Reservations,
Genius at Work, Honeymoon,
Child of Divorce, Trail Street.
1947: If Tou Knew Susie.
Return of the Badmen.

BOTLE, ROBERT
1946: They Won't Believe Me,
Nocturne.
1947: Ride the Pink Horse.

BROOKS, GEORGE
1946: The Man Who Dared,
The Unknown, Cigarette Girl,

Mr. District Attorney.
1947: Blonde in the Dough,
The Corpse Came C.O.D.

BROWN, HILTARD
1946: Northwest Outpost, G.I.

War Brides, The Man from
Rainbow Valley, The Ghost
Goes Wild, Rainbow Over
Texas, Rendezvous With
Annie, Mysterious Mr. Valen-
tine, Out California Way, Cal-
endar Girl.

1947: The Exile.
BROWN, MALCOLM

1946: Green Dophin Street.
BCMSTEAD, HENRT

1947: Saigon.
CAMPBELL, HOWARD

1946: Merton of the Movies.
CAPPS, McCLURE

1946: The Red House.
1947: Tarzan and the Mer-
maid.

CARFAGNO, EDWARD
1946: Secret Heart.
1947: Cynthia. Good News.

CARNE, STURGES
1946: It's Great to be Toung,
Singing in the Corn.
1947: Son of Rusty, The Lady
from Shanghai.

CARRERE, EDWARD
1946 : My Wild Irish Rose.

1947: Two Guys from Texas.
CATHCART, DANIEL

1946: Unfinished Dance.
1947: Cass Timberlane.

CHITTENDEN, GANO
1946: Plainsman and the
Lady, Sioux City Sue, My Pal
Trigger, Rio Grande Raiders,
Traffic in Crime, Bells of San
Angelo, Web of Danger, Trail
to San Antoine, Apache Rose,
Helldorado.
1947: The Flame.

CLAGUE, CHARLES
1946: Lone Wolf in Mexico.
Boston Blackie and the Law,
Millie's Daughter, Bulldog
Drummond at Bay, Sport of

Kings, Cowboy Blues, Terror
Trail.
1947: Lone Star Moonlight,
Smokey River Serenade.

CLARK, CARROLL
1946: Notorious, Sinbad the
Sailor.

1947: The Bachelor and the
Bobby Soxer, Tycoon.

CLARKE, CHARLES
1946; The Dark Passage.
1947: Whiplash.

CLATWORTHT, ROBERT
1946: Variety Girl.

CRAMER, DCNCAN
1946: The Dark Mirror, Copa-
cabana, The Fabulous Dorseys.
1947: They Passed this Way.

CREBER, LEWIS
1946: It Happened on Fifth
Avenue.
1947: The Guilty, High Tide.

CROXTON, LUCIUS
1946 : Vacation in Reno, Crim-
inal Court, Dick Tracy vs.

Cueball, Code of the West,
Beat the Band, San Quentin,
Dick Tracy's Dilemma.
1947: Seven Keys to Bald-
pate, West of the Paces,
Roughsod, Wild Horse Mesa.

M

-K

*

-K

PAUL GROESSE

Art Director

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

¥

M

M

D'AGOSTINO, ALBERT
Supervising Art Director,
Screen Credit on all pictures
produced by RKO-Radio.

DARLING, WILLIAM
1946: Anna and the King of
Siam.

DAVIS, GEORGE
1947: The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir.

DAT, RICHARD
1946: The Razor's Edge, I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now, Boomerang.
1947: Mother Wore Tights,
Captain from Castile, Moss
Rose, Miracle on 34th Street,

The Ghost and Mrs. Muir.
DE CUIR, JOHN

1946: White Tie and Tails,

Time Out of Mind.
1947: Brute Force.

DOUGLAS, HALDANE
1946: Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing Up. O.S.S.
1947: Easy Come Easy Go,
Wild Harvest, Sweet and Low
(Short).

DREIER, HANS
Supervising Art Director,
Screen Credit on all pictures
produced by Paramount.

DUCE, RICHARD
1946: The Cock-Eyed Miracle,
The Tankee.

DUELL, RANDALL
1946 : Undercurrent, This
Time for Keeps.
1947: Song of the Thin Man.

DURLAUF, FRANK
1946: Deep Valley.

EWING, JOHN
1946: How Dear To My Heart,

Duel In the Sun.
FEGTE, ERNST

1946: Mr. Ace, I've Always
Loved Tou, The Angel and the
Badman, A Miracle Can Hap-
pen, Christmas Eve, Spectre

of the Rose.

FELD, RUDI
1946: The Bachelor's Daugh-
ters, New Orleans.

FERGUSON, PERRT
1946: Desert Fury, The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty, Song of
the South, The Best Tears of
Our Lives, The Stranger.
1947: The Bishop's Wife.

FERRARI, WILLIAM
1946: Fiesta, Life's for the
Loving.
1947: Sleep My Love.

FLANNERT, WILLIAM
1946: Abie's Irish Rose, Arch
of Trumph, Sister Kenny.
1947: Mourning Becomes Elec-
tra.

FLEISCHER, STANLEY
1946: Stallion Road, Love and
Learn.
1947: Woman in White, Mary
Hagan.

FULLER, LELAND
1946: Centennial Summer.
Dark Corner, If I'm Lucky.
1947: The Homestretch, Kiss
of Death.

GIBBONS, CEDRIC
Supervising Art Director.
Screen Credit on all pictures

produced by M-G-M.
GILLETT, HARVEY

1947: The Marauders, A
Double Life.

GOLITZEN, ALEXANDER
1946: Magnificent Doll,

Smash-Up.
1947: The Lost Moment.
Something in the Wind.

GOODMAN, JOHN
1946: Swell Guy, I'll Be
Yours.

GOOSSON, STEPHEN
Supervising Art Director,
Screen Credit on all pictures

produced by Columbia.

FIELD GRAY

Art Director

RKO-RADIO

STURGES CARNE

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES
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Art Directors

GORE. CHESTER
1946: Johnny Comes Flyinfr
Home. It Shouldn't Happen to
a Dog:.

1947: Boomemns'.
GK.4Y, FEILD
1946: A Likely Story. The

Farmer's Daughter.
1947: Indian Summer.

GREENE, VICTOR
1947: The Red Pony.

GROESSE, P.\ITL
1946: Sea of Grass. The
Yearling:.

GROSSM.AX. ABE
1946: Slave Girl. Wild Beauty.

GROT, ANTON
1946: Deception. Possessed.
1947: The Nnsuspected, Ro-
mance in Hig-h C.

B.4.\S, ROBERT
1946: Life With Father, Voice
of the Turtle.
1947: Ever the Beginning'.

HAYNE, BEN
1946: Blondie's Holiday, In-
side Story. Blondie.

HEDRICK, E.4RL
1946: Miss Susie Slagle.. Well
Groomed Bride. Monsieur
Beaucaire.
1947: My Favorite Brunette,
The Trouble With Women,
Road to Rio. Dear Ruth,
Where There is Life.

HER5I.4N, ALFRED
1946: The Locket.
1947: Crossfire.

HERZBRUN, BERNARD
1946: The Egg and I, Buck
Private Comes Home, Time
Out of Mind, Ivy, Brute Force.
1947: The Exile. The Web,
Secret Beyond the Door, Singa^
pore. Tap Roots, Black Bart,
Highwayman, The Senator
was Indiscreet.

HOBSON, HUBERT
1946: Little Mr. Jim, Mighty
McGurk.

HOGSETT, ALBERT
1946: Strange Triangle, Senti-
mental Journey, Claudia and
David.
1947; Scudda Hoo, Scudda
Hay.

HOLSCHER, WALTER
1946: The Jolson Story.
1947: The Guilt of Janet
Ames.

HORNER, HARRY
1947: A Double Life.

HORNING, WILLLiM
Assistant to Cedrie Gibbons
M-G-M.

HOTALING. FRANK
1946: Hit Parade of 1947,
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook,
Home in Oklahoma, The Mag-
nificent Rogue, One Exciting
Week, Wyoming, Lonely Hearts
Club.
1947: Twilight on the Rio
Grande. On the Old Spanish
Trail, The Trespasser, Under
Color,ido Skies,

HUGHES, JOHN
1947: Treasure of Sieri'a

Madre.
IHNEN, WIARD
1946 : Tomorrow Is Forever.
1947 : The Time of Your Life.

ILOU, EDWARD
1947 : Northwest Stampede,
T-Man.

tMAZU, EDDIE
1946: Three Wise Fools, The
Yankee.
1947: Killer McCoy, Crimson
Key.

IRVINE, RICHARD
1946 : The Brasher Doubloon.
1947; Miracle on 34th St.

JENKINS, GEORGE
1946: The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty, The Best Years
of Our Lives.
1947: The Bishop's Wife.

JEWELL, EDWARD
1946: Born to Seed, It's a
Joke Sou, Red Stallion.
1947 : Repeat Performance.

JOHNSON, J. McMillan
1946: Duel in the Sun.
1947 : Portrait of Jenny.

JURAN, NATHAN
1946: The Razor's Edge, The
Other Love.
1947: Body and Soul.

KELLER, WALTER
1946: Step By Step, Woman
on the Beach, The Falcon's
Adventure, RiffraH, Banjo,
Born to Kill.

1947: Desperate, Fighting
Father Dunne, Tracy vs. Grue-
some Gang.

KIMBALL, RUSSELL
Supervising Art Director,
Republic.

KIRK, MARK-LEE
1946: Carnival in Costa Rico.
1947: Moss Rose.

KOESSLER, WALTER
1946: The Stronghold.
1947: Roses Are Red, Dan-
gerous Years,

KUTER, LEO
1946
men,
1947

LEVEN
1946

That Way^ With Wo-
The Unfaithful.
Always Together.

, BORIS
The Shocking Miss Pil-

grim, Home Sweet Homicide.
1947: I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now, The Senator was
Indiscreet.

L0NGERG.4N, ARTHUR
1947: Intrigue, Tragic Sym-
phony.

LOURIE, EUGENE
1946: Song of Scheherazade,
A Time to Kill.

MacARTHUR, HAROLD
1946: The Dark Horse, Dan-
ger Woman, Slightly Scanda-
lous, Her Adventurous Night.
1947: Prairie Raiders, The
Millerson Case, Keeper of the

Bees, Key Witness, Last
Roundup, Strawberry Roan.

McAfee, harry
1946: Uncle Andy Hardy,
Faithful in My Fashion.

McCLEARY, urie
1946: Desire Me.
1947: The Hucksters.

MEEHAN, JOHN
1946: The Virginian, The
Bride Wore Boots, The Strange
Love of Martha Ivers, Little

Witch.
1947: Suddenly It's Spring,
Golden Earrings.

METZNER, ERNO
1946: The Macomber Affair.

M0RAH.4N, THOMAS
1947: The Paradine Case.

NICHOLSON, EMRICH
1947: Black Bart, Highway-
man.

NOZAKI, ALBERT
1947: The Big Clock; Shorts:
Champagne for Two, Paris In
the Spring. Smooth Sailing.

OBZINA, MARTIN
1946: The Killers, Heaven
Only Knows, Mad About Mu-
sic, It Started With Eve.

ODELL, C.4RY
1946: Johnny O'clock.
1947: Assigned to Treasury.

OKEY, JACK
1946; Till the End of Time,
Crack-Up, It's a Wonderful
Life.

1947; Out of the Past. Mem-
or.y of Love.

OTTERSON, JACK
1946: Notorious Gentleman,
Song of Scheherazade, Slave
Girl, Black Angel, The Ghost
Steps Out, Pirates of Mon-
terey, Magnificent Doll, Smash-
Up, Dressed to Kill, The Kill-
ers, The Runaround, The Mich-
igan Kid, White Tie and Tails,
Wild Beauty, Vigilantes Re-
turn.

PARKER, MAX
1946; Cloak and Dagger.

ERNST FEGTE

Production Designer

and

Art Director

Harold MacArlhur

Art Director

COLUMBIA PICTURES

1947; Deep Valley, Secret Be-

yond the Door.
PEREIRA, HAL

1946: Blue Skies.

PETERS, HANS
1946; Beginning or the End.
1947: Love Story, If Winter
Comes.

PETERSON, ROBERT
1946: Strange Journey, Back-
lash, Dangerous Millions, Jew-
els of Brandenburg.
1947: Devil Ship, Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back, Lone
Wolf in London.

POLGLASE, VAN NEST
1946 ; Rendezvous in Rio,

Thrill of Brazil.

PYCHA, JEROME
1946 : Deadline for Murder,
Curly, Here Comes Trouble,
The Fabulous Joe.

1947; Six Hop-A-Long Cas-
sidy Series.

PYKE, CHARLES
1946: The Devil Thumbs a
Ride, Falcon in San Francisco,
Thunder Mountain.
1947: Japan (Hirohito's Chil-

dren ) : Red Cross Short.

R.iDON, HANS
1946: Walls Come Tumbling
Down, Rusty, Crime Doctor's
Manhunt, Secret of the Whis-
tler.

RANSFORD, MAURICE
1946: Somewhere in -the

Night, 13 Rue Madeline.
REE, MAX

1946: Carnegie Hall.

REMISOFF, NICOLAI
1946 ; Dishonored Lady,
Strange Woman, Personal Col-
umn.
1947: The Red Pony.

RETICKER, HUGH
1946: Night Unto Night.
1947: Wallflower.

RICHARDS, FRANK
1946 : Vigilantes Return, Buck
Pi'ivates.

1947: For the Love of Mary,
Something in the Wind.

RIEDEL, RICHARD
1947: The Ghost Steps Out,
Ivy.

RITTER, FRED
1946: King of Forest Rangers,
Vigilantes of Boomtown, Son
of Zorro, The Crimson Ghost,
Red River Renegades, Santa
Fe Uprising, The Black Wid-
ow.
194 '7: The Wild Frontier,
Along the Oregon Trail, Jesse
James Rides Again, Saddle
Pals, Macbeth.

ROGERS, STAN
1947; Personal Touch, Alias

the Gentleman.
RUBOTTOM, WADE

1946: Tenth Avenue Angel,
The Arnello Affair.

SCOGNAMILLO, GABRIEL
1946; High Barbaree.
1947: Undercover Masie, Wist-
ful Widow of Wagon Gap,
Singapore.

SMITH, EDWARD
1946: Cheyenne.
1947 ; Silver River.

SMITH, JACK MARTIN
1946; Summer Holiday.
1947: The Pirate.

SMITH, PERRY
1946: When the Devil Drives.

1947: Silent Voice. Love from
a Stranger.

SPENCER, J. RUSSELL
1946; Wake Up and Dream,
Cluny Brown, Margie, The
Late George Apley.

STERN.-iD, RUDOLPH
1946: Down to Earth, Dead
Reckoning.
1947: It Had to Be You.

SULLIVAN, JAMES
1947; Exposed, That's My
Man, The Fabulous Texan.

SYLOS, FRANK
1947: The Gangster, Albu-
querque, Big Town Scandal.

THOMAS A. LESLIE
1947: The Walls Come Tum-
bling Down, The Man from
Colorado.

TUTTLE, BERTRAM
SupeiTising Art Director, War-
ner Brothers.

TYLER, WALTER
1947: Ladies Man, Uncon-
quered.

USHER, ROBERT
1946; Mad Wednesday, The
Chase, Vendetta.

VAN MARTER, GEORGE
1946: Adventures of Don Co-
yote, Little Iodine, Miss Tele-
vision.
1947: The Gunfighters.

VASLIN, LEONID
1946 ; My Brother Talks to

Horses, It Happened in Brook-
lyn.

WEYL, CARL JULES
1946; Cry Wolf, The Dark
Passage.

WHEELER, LYLE
1947; Forever Amber, Scudda
Hoo, Scudda Hay, Kiss of
Death.

WRIGHT, JOSEPH
1946; Three Little Girls in

Blue.
YOUNGBLOOD, PAUL

1947; Robinhood of Texas.

Malcolm Brown

Art Director

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

F. PAUL SYLOS

Art Director

Pine-Thomas (Paramount)

King Bros. Productions

Albert Lewin Productions

Arnold Pressburger Productions
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PLUMB-IME

3^ showmanship!

Surveys prove. ..that a line of patrons... straight to your Box Office

...is produced by old-fashioned BALLYHOO... that utilizes Newspapers to

SELI Rad/o to TELI ?>\\\-\iOiim(^ to stop 'em in the street . . . and the point-

of-contact SOCK. ..of TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES... to clinch the sale...

bring 'em IN. ..and bring 'em BACK... according to p/an...The plan of The

PRIZE BABY... and all you exhibitors...who Qoi ^azk 'Xo Shotu/tiansh/p/

^mvimiv^xc^een service
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TBX BLTERnHTIVE IS UP TO U. S.-JTTLIE
SUverstone Looks ior "Fxeoxo^' Deal By Britain

' 20th-Fox Exec. Warns of
• Shrinking Export Market
' In Terms of the Dollar

*k The Happy Hunting Days of the

^ past in the foreign field are over and
, the day of the boom is as dead as

King Tut; the in-

dustry is now up
against a shrunk-
en export market
in terms of the
dollar, Murray
Silverstone, 20th-
Fox vice-presi-
dent in charge of
foreign opera-
tions, declared
yesterday at a
trade press inter-

vie vi^. Silverstone
returned Tues-
day from a once-
over of the Euro-
pean situation.
He visited Svi^e-

den, Belgium, France, Germany, Den-
mai'k, Switzerland and Italy.

Confining most of his observations

(ConHnued on Page 5)

SILVERSTONE

Clearance System

For Muskegon Asked

Oscar W. Kendall, operator of the
Our Theater in Muskegon, Mich., has
filed a demand for arbitration with
the Detroit tribunal naming all of
the five theater-owning majors ex-
cept RKO, it was learned yesterday.
It was the first case for the Detroit
tribunal since January, 1946, and the

(Continued on Page 5)

Ascup Reps, on Call
For ATA-mPTOA Meet
Washinijton Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Ascap representa-

tives Herman Greenberg, I. T. Cohen
and J. M. Collins have made reserva-

tions at the Statler here for Sept. 18-

20, in order to be available to ex-

hibitors for a "meeting of the minds"

regarding Ascap's new license scale

which goes into effect Oct. 1.

Merger convention of ATA and

MPTOA takes place at the Shore-

ham, Sept. 19-20.

Labor Governtnent May Drop IVett? Films Act
For Year's Extension of Present Quotas

London (By Cable)—The Labor Government has completed a White Paper
outlining the new Films Act (Quota legislation), but it may never be issued
because of the drastic change in the situation resulting from the imposition of
the 75% duty on U. S. film imports.

it was learned authoritatively yesterday that highest Government circles are
instead giving serious consideration to a year's extension of the existing statute

—

a move long ago advanced by Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president.

Special Com. to Urge

Lower Admission Tax

IVashuuitun Buuau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A special tax study

committee is expected to recommend
to the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that the Federal admissions
tax be lowered and the capital gains
levy and certain corporate taxes be
liberalized, it was learned yester-
day. J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of the board of Universal Pictures, is

a member of the 11-man committee.
Meanwhile, it was learned that the

(Continued on Page 8)

UA's Economy Program
Keeps Cramblet in Minn.

Ralph Cramblet, who was to have
replaced Rud Lohrenz as UA Mid-
west district manager, will remain in

his present post of Minneapolis
branch manager, it was announced
yesterday by J. J. Unger, general
sales manager. Ed Stoller, acting
branch manager, will continue as
city salesman in Minneapolis. Unger

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Citairman

Rebukes Welirenberg

H'asliiiuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Criticism of Jack

Kirsch and Abram F. Myers by
MPTOA President Fred Wehrenberg
.yesterday brought a stinging reply
from the Allied States' general coun-
sel and board chairman.

Answering Wehrenberg's criticism
of the Allied officials for turning
down invitations to the forthcoming
ATA - MPTOA merger meeting,
Myers accused the MPTOA head of

(Continued on Page 8)

Allied Board Meetings Set

For Oct. 14-15, Nov. 29-30

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Next national board

meeting of Allied States will be held
in Detroit on October 14 and 15, Gen-
eral Counsel Abram F. Myers an-
nounced yesterday. Invitation was
made by Ray Branch in behalf of
Allied Theaters of Michigan. Ar-

(Continued on Page 8)

Funds Frozen in Argentina
^'Temporary^^ Move Affects $2,500,000
Mrs. Parkhouse Leaves
MPAA Legislative Dept.

Mrs. Mabel R. Parkhouse, for 23
years a member of the legislative

department of MPAA, has resigned
her post effective tomorrow, it was
announced by the Association yes-

terday.
Mrs. Parkhouse joined the old

MPPDA in October of 1924 as sec-

(Continued on Page 5)

Washiiujton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Argentine gov-

ernment invoked a total freeze on
all foreign film remittances in late

August at the time imports of films

were blocked, along with other im-
ports, it was learned yesterday. Both
moves were described here as "tem-
porary" measures stemming from
relaxation of the convertability

clause of the British loan agreement.
American companies have been

(Continued on Page 4)

Britain's Need of U. S.

Films Acknowledged in

Minister's Answer to CEA
London (By Cable)—.Prime Min-

ister Clement Attlee yesterday
acknowledged the importance of
American films to exhibitors in this
country, restated the government
position that the 75 per cent ad
valorem tax is not necessarily final,

and put the onus for a satisfactory
alternative squarely on the U. S.
distributors.

Government position was outlined
in a letter from the Prime Minister
to the Cinematograph Exhibitors

(Continued on Page 8)

Ask D. of J. Action

On Ascap, Roadshows

Philadelphia—Resolutions calling
upon Attorney General Tom C. Clark
to institute criminal action proceed-
ings against Ascap and its oflficials,

and distributors who seek to estab-
lish compulsory high admission rates
for top pictures, were passed at a
meeting of Allied Independent The-

(Continued on Page 4)

Agnew, Kusell, Deneau
To Visit SRO Exchanges

Every SRO sales office in the U. S.

will be visited by one of three top
SRO executives in a move to acquaint
sales staffs with future releasing and
production plans, Neil F. Agnew,
president, said yesterday. Branches

(Continued on Page 4)

CEA Warns Lengthy
Impasse is Menace

London (By Cable) — The CEA
General Council, meeting here yes-

terday, endorsed the proposed repre-

sentations to Sir Stafford Cripps,

president of the Board of Trade, on

the Anglo-American film impasse

with the committee reporting:

"The subject appears to have

reached the stage where it may drift

for some months and during that

time cause irreparable damage to the

whole industry."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat UVs IT'/g 171/8
Columbia Picts. vtc. . I71/2 16V, 171/4 + iA
East, Kodak 431/4 421/2' 431/4 + 1/2

do pfd 193 193 193 , , , ,

Gen, Prec, Eq 171/2 17 I71/2
Loew's, Inc 21 19% 21 + 1 1/4

Paramount 231/4 21 V, 23 + 1%
RI^O^,, 11% 10% 117/8 + V/g

Republic Pict 5 434 5 + Va
Republic Pict. pfd,.. 11 1/2 111/8 11 1/2 + 1/4

20th Century-Fox
. . 27% 25 273/8 -)- 2%

20t'i Cent.-Fox ppf, 101 101 101
Universal Pict I73/4 15% I71/2 + 1 V,,
Universal Pict. pfd. 711/, 71 1/2 711/, — II/2

Warner Bros 147/3 ^^5^ 147/g _[_ 1
1/^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts,

. . , 33^ 3% 33/4 + Vs
^•^0 . ...^ 31/8 23/4 31/8 + 1/4

Sonotone Corp 37/s 33^ 33/4
Technicolor 121/2 1214 1216
Trons-Lux 4 4 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

^'"f"'"'' 6I/4 61/2
'^"'i^

33/4 43/4

+ Vs

Byrnes in H'wood to

Make Plans for Probe
fVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Former Secretary of

State James F. Byrnes arrived in
Hollywooc] yesterday to confer with
studio heads on various masters, in-
cluding the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee's investigation in-
to alleged Communistic influences in
Hollywood and to discuss the inter-
national situation of which the Brit-
i.«h problem is most acute.

cominc nno Goinc
OTTO PREMINGER arrived from the Coast

yesterday for a two-week stay in New York.

He was accompanied by RING LARDNER, Jr.,

20th Fox scenarist, who is working on the

screenplay of "The Dark Wood," Preminger's

next pic.

WILLIAM WYLER will entrain for Hollywood
on Saturday with his wife, MARGARET TALLI-
CHET, to begin direction of his first production

for Paramount.

HUGH OWEN, Fare's Eastern and Southern
division sales manager, opens a three-day con-
ference in Atlanta, today.

JOSEF AUERBACH, president of Optima In-

ternational, is due back this week-end after a
fortnight's visit to Europe.

TOM WALLER, MPAA's New York informa-
tion exec, goes to Washington today for con-
ferences.

Gov't. Seeks Dismissal
Of Coward Tax Action

Treasury Dept. yesterday denied
Noel Coward's right to a $37,000 re-
fund of taxes on his sale and re-
purchase of a group of plays, and
demanded a judgment dismissing
Coward's Federal Court complaint.
Government claims that the deals
were consummated in 1939, prior to
the signing last year of the U. S.-

British tax treaty, and that the
plaintiff has no right to a refund.

Suit is an aftermath to the sale
by Coward to Loew's of rights to a
collection of plays, "Tonight at
8:30." Author received $80,000 for
the rights, paid $43,000 in British
taxes and over $36,000 to the U. S.

Revenue Dept., plus a 10 per cent
agent's fee. He later repurchased
the rights from Loew's.

St, Petersburg Council
Accepts Compromise Tax

St. Petersburg, Fla.—City Council
has reconsidered its ordinance to
greatly increase occunational license
fees and has accepted a compromise
offer of a 20 cent tax on each seat in
theaters of more than 1,200 capacity,
and 15 cents per seat in smaller
houses. Proposal doubles present
license assessments.

Itinerant show fees were also
doubled after Henry S. Baynard, rep-
resenting Florida State Theaters,
appeared before the Council with the
compromise and also to argue that
itinerants should be made to pay at
least the same proportion as local
theaters.

^ incoln Exhibs. Line Up
Fight Against 5-Cent Tax

Lincoln, Neb.—A move to push a
five cent admission tax bill through
the City Council has been stopped,
,at least for the time being, by pro-
tests from local theatermen. Dis-
covering the plan as the measure
came up for second reading, exhib-
itors stepped in and got the Council
to take time out to study their side.
Fight is headed by Robert Livings-

ton, president of the Nebraska The-
atermen's Association; Walter
Jancke, Guy Chambers and Ralph
Ayre of Nebraska Theaters, and the
Cooper Foundation,

ANGELA LANSBURY, M-G-M actress here on

vacation, has suddenly been called back to the

Coast for the role of the newspaper woman in

"State of the Union." She will leave by plane

tomorrow,

HERMAN RIPPS, field assistant to John P.

Byrne, Eastern M-G-M sales manager, arrived

here yesterday from Albany. Ditto BENN H.

ROSENWALD, Boston manager.

AL BONDY, GE film distrib., is visiting Char-
lotte, Atlanta, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.

JACK ELLIS, New York district manager for

UA, returned from Albany yesterday.

HERMAN R. MAIER, head of Warners con-
struction department, has arrived in Havana,
Cuba, to look over the new theater being built

there for Warners as part of the Radio City
entertainment center.

WALTER BRANSON, RKO-Radio Western sales

manager, is on the West Coast closing circuit

deals.

FAY HOLDEN arrives from Hie Coast Sept. 14
and sails Sept. 18 on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth
for England, returning to New York on the same
ship Nov. 1.

JOE SCHRANK, M-G-M writer, arrives from
the Coast Sept. 25.

Record 17.009 Theaters
Played Para, in a Week
A record high 17,009 theaters

played Paramount product during
Paramount Week, Aug. 31-Sept. 6,

Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in

charge of distribution, said yester-
day. Figure compares with the
former record of 16,459 bookings of

a company's product in a single
week.
During the week, 25 of Para-

mount's 32 branches made perfect
records in booking either a Para-
mount feature, short or news to
every theater in their territory. Total
of 8,883 theaters booked one or more
Paramount features during the week,
with the Detroit exchange, managed
by H. E. Stuckey, topping other
branches with a score of 82 per cent.

CHiCAGO
3 hrs. 20 min. 9

non-stop 36 IS

Your choice of 12 flights

daily to Chicago . . . For
immediate reservations see

your travel agent or call

LExington 2-7100

lA's Walsh Unavailable
For Sorrell Bid Comment

Richard F. Walsh, lATSE prexy,
was not available for comment on
CSU Prexy Herbert SorreH's invita-
tion to meet again on Friday or
Monday in Chicago for further dis-

cussions looking to a settlement of

the jurisdictional studio strike.

RKO Wm Pay 30 Cents

RKO's board yesterday dec
the quarterly dividend of 30 cSnts
per share on the common stock pay-
able Oct. 1, to holders of record at
the close of business on Sept. 20.

NEW YORK THEATERS

•:— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
Rockefeller Center

Rita HAYWORTH • Larry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"

A Columbia Picture • IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

y SAMUEL GOLDWYNprejenfs \

I

DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO
I

and the Goldwyn Girls in !

recH/v/cocoK

IStOR BttpAD'VWw'::;

OH SCREEN
1st N.Y. Showing!

'BLACK
GOLD'

INCINECOLOR

IN PERSON
ED SULLIVAN
HARVEST MOON

DANCEJIINNERS

MONICA LEWIS
Cxiral

PaulWINCHELL

BING CROSBY

JOANCAULFIELD

BARRY HnCERALO

p/if?/iAiO(//vr

f^n

jttp
•I*
Mm^^^

KO

rj^.

mnuinHjSCIENTIFICALLY AIR CONDITIONED'

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE-

JACK HALEY • ELLA LOGAN
EXTRA! JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

== ** '^ 50th St. -=1^=
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of audience reaction, it is

to be concluded that

the industry's No. 1 master

^^ ^ cffcomedy knew
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what he was about when

he conceived this

new kind of attraction!''^
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"A boxoffice stimulant"
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Argentine Freezes All

Foreign Film Dollars

(Continued from Page 1)

drawing about $2,500,000 a year
in remittances from Argentina.
The U. S. State Dept. is not ex-
pected to take any action until

the Argentine position is more
clearly defined. The Embassy,
however, is watching the situa-

tion very closely, it was said
here.

Since Argentina has been unable
to convert British pounds into critic-

ally needed dollars that government
put into effect a series of "tempor-
ary" measures designed to meet the
financial crisis, according to infor-

mation received here.

In addition to the Government
total freeze on film remittances, Ar-
gentina's Central Bank has issued a

list of import priorities, with films

now excluded. Only so-called "vital"

imports are included. There is no
indication, however, that films will

remain off this list.

Grea: Britain has been one of the

Argentine's best customers. Up to

the time when the convertability

clause in the British loan agreement
was relaxed after Anglo-American
discussions, Argentina had been able

to convert British pounds into -dol-

lars.

Agnew, KuselL Deneau
To Visit SRO Exchanges

(Continued from Page 1)

will be divided between Agnew, Mil-

ton S. Kusell, vice-president in

charge of domestic and Canadian
sales, and Sid Deneau, Kusell's as-

sistant.

Kusell will handle sales confabs in

Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City, Denver, Dallas and
Atlanta. Agnew will visit Boston,
Buffalo, Washington, Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, while Deneau will con-
tact Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit,

Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City,

St. Louis and Des Moines.

Bishop at Metro H. O.

Burtus Bishop, Jr., M-G-M Mid-
western sales manager with head-
quarters in Chicago, will shift his

activities to the home office for a
month, it was announced yesterday
by William F. Rodgers, vice-presi-

dent and general sales manager, who
headed the New York contingent re-
turning from a week's meetings in

California. Also in the party were
Edwin W. Aaron, William B. Zoell-
ner, and .John P. Byrne.

*•*..•..,•,.,,,....•.........
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Thursday's TattUngs
• • O WHEN CANNY NEW YORK BANKERS—and you won't find

'em more canny in Glasgow or Edinburgh—make available a $25,000,000

bank credit at a low interest rate varying from IVa to 2% to a major film

company in the face of the British film impasse, the outlook for the

industry can't be so dire, now can if? Mull that one over before

you sell film biz short.

T T
• • • IT'S GETTING SO that unless Phil M. finds a new title con-

ferred on him, via the morning's mcdl, he's inclined to -wonder if the

publicity boys are slipping Just the other day came an ornate

certificate attesting that he was, courtesy of Big Chief Joe Yellow Eyes,

an honorary chief of the Cheyennes, one of the five civilized tribes of

North America (It seems that there's an Allied Artists pic, "Black

Gold," and there could be a connection) And yesterday Uncle

Sam's postman deposited on Phil M.'s desk still another certificate

attesting that he again had been knighted Well, that is, he had

been enrolled this time in the Knights of the Spinning Round Table,

courtesy Record Promotion Associates (If you suspect a link tying

this one to Enterprise's "Body and Soul" as well as the torch tune of

the same name, you're a bright lad) Next!!!!

T
• • • YOU READ EXCLUSIVELY in Your Favorite Industry News-

paper last Friday that Ascap suggested a joint meeting of exhib. asso-

ciation reps, with its own reps, as the right approach to a solution of the

present theater license fees controversy Yesterday's headline, also

in YFIP, "Ascap Reps, to Meet with Exhibs. Friday," was a natural

corollary What WOULD this business do without its own industry

press?

T
• • • MARQUEE BILLING OF THE WEEK: "Brief Encounter"

"Dishonored Lady" At the Gramercy Park Theater, East 23rd St.

• • • CARNEGIE HALL houses its first hillbilly troupe Sept. 18-19

when Ernest Tubb and his "Grand Ole Opry" group move in for four-a-

day Troupe recently starred in Screen Guild's "Hollywood Barn

Dance." ... • Didja note that N. Y. Daily News ad yesterday, placed

by the "Certified Bureau of Research," seeking look-alikes of Charles

Boyer, Dick Haymes, Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Betty Button, Claudette

Colbert, Dorothy Lamour, Ginger Rogers, Humphrey Bogart and Barbara

Stanwyck? Their photos, according to the ad, are to be used in

leading national magazines That ought to particularly interest ihe

stars mentioned And their studios, if under contract. ... • Bijou

is the latest legit, stand slated to go film When "Command
Decision" forces "Black Narcissus" to vacate the Fulton next month, the

JAR pic moves over to the Bijou. ... • "Her Secret World," with which
Stanley Lawton, Broadway exhib. and showman turns author, will be
published by the William-Frederick Press on Oct. 15 Novel of

160,000 words was eight years in the writing.

T
• • • SYRACUSE is the new division headquarters for the RKO
Theaters Rochester-Syracuse division Michael Edelstein, division

manager, is house-hunting there. ... • Billy Rose will pitch his horse-

shoes for the Herald-Tribune Jan. 1, the column switching over, from
PM. ... • Danny Kaye's "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" has aheady
inspired new styles in the jewelry, millinery and fashion fields. . . .

• B. V. STURDIVANT'S parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry David Sturdivant.

will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on the 19th with a recep-

tion and party at the Alpine, Calif., Sturdivant Ranch.

T

Ask D. of J. Action

On Ascap, Roadshows

(Continued from Page 1)

ater Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania.

Proposal to prosecute Ascap j^as
based upon the higher music li^^^e
fees sought which, the exh^5i>r
group holds, is in opposition to the
price policy outlined by President
Truman and the Department of Jus-
tice. Similar claims are made in the
instance of compulsory roadshow
scales, with the additional claim that
a monopoly among distributors was
shown in the Statutory Court de-
cision, now pending on appeal in the
U. S. Supreme Court.

Metro Sales Meets Open ||

In New York, Pittsburgh

With the first of the M-G-M re-'

gional sales meetings having started!
in Chicago yesterday, two more are
scheduled to open in New York and
Pittsburgh today and continue thru
tomorrow. Windy City sessions,
winding up today, are being con-
ducted by Burtus Bishop, Jr., Mid-
western sales manager.

John P. Byrne, Eastern sales man-
ager, is in charge of the New York
meetings at the Astor Hotel. Ses-
sions in Pittsburgh will be held atj
the William Penn Hotel under thej
supervision of John J. Maloney, Cen-|
tral sales manager.

Starting tomorrow and lasting
through Saturday, the New Orleans
meeting will convene at the Roose-
velt Hotel in that city with Rudolph
Berger, Southern sales manager, con-
ducting.

UA's Economy Program
Keeps Cramblet in Minn.

(Continued from Page 1)

explained the move as falling in line

with UA's recently announced econ-
omy program.

The Midwest district in the future
will operate under branch autonomy.
Operations will continue to be super-
vised by Maury Orr, Western sales
manager. Under the autonomous set-

up, greater executive responsibilities
will be delegated to branch man-
agers Nat Nathanson, Chicago; Rob-
ert Allen, Milwaukee; Elmer Don-
nelly, Indianapolis, and Cramblet,
Minneapolis.

Irvin Shapiro Recovers
Irvin Shapiro, president of Film

Rights, Inc., has returned to his desk
after an appendectomy operation.

STORKS
i

San Antonio, Tex.—Jaime J. Or-
nelas, auditor for Azteca Film Ex-
change, heralds the arrival of a baby
girl.
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"Freeze" Deal by U.K.

(Continued from Page 1)

. to the British problem arising from
the proposed 75 per cent ad valorem
duty on U. S. films, Silverstone said

' thfLT ulk of British exhibition—the
in'Jl". Exhibitor— who comprises 85
pei~Cent of the field, stands to suffer

; by the measure and ultimately close

up shop. Constituting the bulk of
' the exhibition business in England,
' Silverstone said, the indies have no
.
production units, must rely on U. S.

product to remain in business.

"I believe the Government
, will make a deal. Freezing will

be the result. I don't know to

what extent," Silverstone ven-

I

lured.

!
The current stockpile of unplayed

American films in the British Isles

While in Italy Silverstone ar-

f ranged a deal with an individual
' Italian producer by the terms of

which 20th-Fox will handle world-
wide distribution of "Don Giovanni,"
film based on the opera by Mozart.

has not yet begun to dwindle to any
extent due to advance bookings but
exhibitors are aware of what looms,
Silverstone indicated. The public is

taking it very well, he said.

"British producers are talking
through their hats when they point
out idle Amercan studio properties
in England," the 20th-Fox veepee
said. He explained he had a bad
time obtaining permits for his com-
pany's production plans there.

Silverstone found the British press
had whipped up a psychological
reaction to U. S. films by editorially

harping upon the drainage of dollars

from pix imports. In a country
where food and the fundamental
necessities are constantly brought
to mind in everyday life, the press
found a receptive audience to its

criticism. "Actually," Silverstone
said, "film revenue is only a drop in

the bucket."

October 1 will find a national con-
scription of labor in the U. K., Silver-

stone disclosed. Workers engaged in

non-essential industries — and the
film industry in Britain is consid-
ered non-essential—will have to reg-
ister for assignment to essential in-

dustry. Also, on that date, a ban on
all pleasure travel goes into effect.

Silverstone feels the future of

the European market depends on
the outcome of the present Brit-

ish situation. He said other
countries are sitting on the side-

lines awaiting results.

Film fare of a light, frothy nature
is out, Silverstone stated, insofar as

British audiences are concerned.
They now want serious, mature, rea-

listic stuff. Hollywood is prepared to

meet this greatest emergency it ever
^'faced, he added.
/

In his survey of the various coun-
tries Silverstone generally found
business on the upgrade in terms of

local currency.

HOLLVUIOOD-VmE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
CRNEST HEMINGWAY has okayed a deal with Mark Hellinger whereby

the producer will bring at least four of the author's stories to the screen

in the next year, and has an option on any short stories or manuscripts

under 30,000 words that Hemingway may write from now till 1955. . . .

if Dennis O'Keefe, who just finished a starring role in "T-Man" for Eagle-

Lion, has been signed by that lot for "Corkscrew Alley," a melodrama about

a fugitive from a Georgia chain gang. ... -^ Celeste Holm's next at Fox

will be "Sitting Pretty," a comedy by F. Hugh Herbert. John Payne, Maureen

Hara and Clifton Webb (portraying a baby sitter) are also in the

cast. . . . -^ Adele Jergens moves from her "other woman" roles at

Columbia to the femme lead in "The Woman From Tangier," a Martin

Mooney production for the same studio. ... -^ Albert Sharpe, who played

Ella Logan's father in B'way's "Brigadoon," has been signed by Universal-

International for the paternal role in "Up in Central Park," the Deanna

Durbin starrer. He was loaned to U-l by RKO, to whom he is under long-

term contract. ... -^ How's this for a record—Adolphe Menjou starts his

209th picture with the role of the political boss in Frank Capra's "State of

the Union."

* • •
r\ALE CARNEGIE, who wins friends and influences people, has arrived here

for a small role in Monogram's "Jiggs and Maggie in Society." George

McManus, Arthur Murray and Sheila Graham are also playing bit parts. . . .

ir Melvyn Douglas's first role under his recently signed contract with RKO
will be in "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House," opposite Cary Grant

and Myrna Loy. ... -^ Ending a three-year retirement, Mary Beth Hughes

returns to celluloid in Para.'s "Caged Fury." ... -^ Samuel Goldwyn's next

will be "Billion Dollar Baby," musical saga of the Roaring Twenties presented

on the Main Stem a couple of years ago. Jerome Chodorov is whipping up a

screen treatment. Vera-Ellen is the most likely contender for femme
honors. ... if Former Metro contractee, James Davis, has been signed by

Warners to a long-term pact, and assigned to co-star with Bette Davis in

"Winter Meeting." ... -^ Eagle-Lion megaphoner, Leigh Jason, is market-

ing some of his inventions as a side-line. General Motors has already bought

the rights to a smokeless and ashless ashtray designed for theaters, planes

and autos.

• * *
r^lSCUSSIO'NS are under way at Universal-Ent'l for a title change on

"Mortal Coils," the Aldous Huxley story which is now nearing completion

wtih Charles Boyer, Ann BIyth and Jessica Tandy in the top roles. The

screen play was adapted from a Huxley short story, "The Giaconda Smile,"

one of a number of stories included in a volume under the title "Mortal

Coils." Huxley has suggested a new title "Sleep No More," and the studio

probably will release the film under that title. . . . -^RKO Radio is creating

a precedent with a five-theater world premiere of Robert Riskin's "Magic

Town" in Los Angeles on Sept. 19. The theaters who will launch this first

production by Robert Riskin for RKO Radio release are the Carthay Circle,

Grauman's Chinese, Loew's State, Uptown and Loyola.

SOPEG, Exchanges Will
Meet Again Next Week

Since SOPEG wage-increase meet-
ing with management representa-
tives yesterday at the Astor Hotel
was largely exploratory, both groups
agreed to meet again sometime next
week, date to be decided in a few
days.

Otto Langer and Paul Lubow rep-

resented Local 109, Major Leslie

Thompson of RKO headed the man-
agement group from the following-

companies : Paramount, Loew's, UA,
Columbia, RKO, 20th-Fox, National
Screen, Republic and M-G-M Int'l.

Two employe members from each of

these companies were also present.

Three WB Foreign Posts
Filled by Wolfe Cohen

Clearance System

For Muskegon Asked

(Continued from Page 1)

first in any area since July 18 of this

year.
Kendall maintains that the dis-

tributors named in his complaint
withhold availability of motion pic-

tures for "unreasonable periods of
time." He requests as relief that a
clearance system be established in
Muskegon to which all of the defend-
ants must adhere, that the maximum
period of this clearance be 80 days,
that he be permitted to play any
picture within these 80 days "irre-
spective of the failure of any prior
run to play said picture," and that
the "arbitrament in this matter be-
come a part of all existing film con-
tracts negotiated between the de-
fendant film distributors."
Named as interested parties in the

complaint were Butterfield Theaters,
Inc., Muskegon Theaters, Inc., and
the N-K Theater in Muskegon.

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warner Int'l in charge of L^tin-
America, Australia and the Far East,
has made three new appointments
in branch managers in S. A.' field.

Lester Cohen, formerly manager
in Panama, has been promoted to
manager for Peru with additional
duties as supervisor for Ecuador. He
succeeds H. E. Fletcher, resigned.

Jack Scribner, who has been Trin-
idad manager, takes over the Panama
managership. Leo Green, formerly
Hongkong manager, who arrived in

New York this week, has been as-

signed to manage the Trinidad office.

New Rochelle's Trent
Sold to Max A. Cohen

Max A. Cohen, president of Cinema
Circuit, bought the Trent Theater
in New Rochelle from the Interboro
Circuit which is headed by Solomon
M. Strausberg, for an undisclosed
sum.
More than $60,000 will be spent to

refurbish the house which will

specialize in "art" films. Up to now,
the Trent, which is opposite the
Loew's New Rochelle, has been oper-
ating as a third-run house.
Berk & Kromgold, specialists in

theater real estate, handled the
transaction. Transfer took effect

Sept- 1. Deal includes the air-con-
ditioned 600-seater plus adjacent
stores.

Strausberg made the deal since he
prefers to confine his interests to
the five boroughs. Cohen, on the
other hand, has been expanding his

interests outside the city.

Mrs. Parkhouse Leaves
MPAA Legislative Dept.

(Continued from Page 1)

retary to Charles C. Pettijohn, who
until a few years ago was general
counsel for the organization. She
later became assistant to Pettijohn,

handling state legislative matters
affecting motion pictures.

With the retirement of Mrs. Park-
house, this legislative work is being-

transferred to the Washington MPAA
office, where it will be under the

direction of Jack Bryson.

Writers Hold Meeting
Eastern Screen Writers Associa-

tion met last night at the Nether-
lands Club of Holland House. A num-
ber of documentary shorts were re-

viewed for members.

Variety Club Moves
Charlotte—Variety Club Ten here

has moved to new quarters at 118 S.

Poplar St.

w.
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I
AM republishing the highhghts of Chick Lewis' recent editorial in Showmen's

Trade Review, because it so fairly represents both the exhibitor's problem and^s

opportunity. * Advanced admission prices do represent a real problem if they are

going to be used indiscriminately. But if they are used where they are justified. . .when a

truly fine picture comes along... they are not a problem to the exhibitor, but a chance

to obtain the same results obtained by Mr. Sam C. Meyers, whose unsolicited letter

below is typical of the experience of every exhibitor who has played "The Best Years

of Our Lives" at advanced prices. * Today more than ever, in view of the British tax, we

must attract more people to the motion picture theatres in America. This can only be

9«>^'

T;\a.i



, done by improving, not reducing, the calibre of American pictures. To do this, how-

. e^^r, requires the cooperation of the exhibitors in charging an advanced admission price

. wnen the exceptional picture comes along. * Last week Lord Beaverbrook appealed in

J

his papers to the British film industry to seize upon the opportunity presented by the

, British tax and to build swiftly and surely so that it could prove the truth of the

slogan, ''If it's British, ifs good.'' ^ That's line... but let us here all work together so

. that we can continue to say truthfully ..'If it's American, ifs unsurpassed.

"

1^^^2--^

Samuel Goldwyn

o»^

5flj^

Kug^
6* 20,

x9»vl
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Special Com. to Urge

Lower Admission Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

House Ways and Means Committee
will begin sessions on Nov. 4, and
will take up the question of lower-

ing the admissions tax. It is ex-

pected that the recommendations of

the special tax group will be made to

the House Committee by that time.

Former Under-Secretary of the

Treasury Roswell McGill, chairman
of the special committee, said yes-

terday that the group had tentatively

agreed on certain recommendations.
He declined to detail the recom-
mendations, as did Cowdin. From
other sources, however, it was
learned that the group will call for

a lowering of the Federal admission

tax, but will not say what the new
rate should be.

McGill said the special committee
would confine its recommendations
to pi-oposed changes in the revenue

laws, leaving it up to Congress to set

actual tax rates. The former Trea-

sury official, however, did say that

the group would make specific recom-
mendations regarding the capital

gains tax and the so-called double

taxation of corporate income. Both
questions long have plagued the mo-
tion picture industry. There were
reports that the committee would
recommend elimination of the admis-
sions tax but this could not be con-

firmed.
Chairman Harold Knutson of the

Ways and Means Committee is on
record as favoring a lowering of the

admissions tax, at least to its pre-

war rate of 10 per cent.

Proposals to cut or eliminate the

admissions tax also will be brought
up before a conference of state gov-

ernors in Chicago this month.
The special tax study committee

met yesterday to hear reports of its

sub-committee. Another day-long
meeting will be held today. The com-
mittee was appointed last June by
Chairman Enutson and ranking
minority member Robert L. Dough-
ton of the House Committee.

Complete MPF Group
Cincinnati — Area Motion Picture

Foundation committee was completed
with the election of six exhibitor
representatives. New members are
P. .J. Wood, ITO of Ohio secretary;
E. R. Custer, West Virginia Theater
Owners president; J. C. Shanklin,
president of the West Virginia sec-

tion of MPTO; Floyd E. Rogers,
West Virginia circuit operator; Mau-
rice White, Cincinnati circuit man,
and William Keys, Dayton exhib-
itor.

KMTA Reveals Meeting Date
Kansas City — Kansas - Missouri

Theater Association will hold its an-
nual meeting Sept. 31-Oct. 1, the
hoard announced. Discussion of the
new Ascap fees will be a principal
topic.

Set Artkino "Ballerina"
Artkino's "Russian Ballerina" had

its American premiere at the Stanley
yesterday.

Tax Alternative is Up to U. S.

Attlee Acknowledges Need of Amer. Pix

I

(Continued from Page 1)

Association in answer to CEA's pro-

test against the tax.

At the same time Attlee empha-
sized that the decision to impose an
import duty was not taken with any
desire to exclude American films

from British screens but was a phase
of a policy occasioned by the balance
of payments position in this country.

Attlee reminded that it has been
made clear to representatives of

American companies that the gov-
ernment here would be ready to con-

sider any proposals which the Amer-

Commenting on Prime Minister
Attlee's statement regarding his new
position W. R. Fuller, CEA secretary,

made the following comment: "It's

clear Government necessity is to save
100% dollar remittances from a peri-

od of two to four years and any pro-
posals from America which would
aifect this saving would be readily
received and considered by the U.K.
Government."

icans might have for alternative ac-
tion which would secure equivalent
results. This was again made clear
at interviews in Washington between
Americans and the United Kingdom
financial mission, Attlee said.

Meanwhile, in some quarters here
yesterday confidence was expressed
that there might be early moves
initiated to break the Anglo-Amer-
ican impasse.

As a first step, it was sug-
gested that there might be im-
mediate conversations between

Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hugh Dalton and U. S. Secretary
of the Treasury John Snyder,
now here. Presumably, one angle
would be a proposal that the
bulk of American film earnings
in the U. K. be invested here
in production and otherwise, for

a period of time.
Other subsequent steps in se-

quence, should this formula be re-

ceived favorably, would be the re-

call of Parliament to debate this and
further provisions of future U. S.

aid to Britain, followed by the recall

of the U. S. Congress in December
to complete any legislation.

Pix Stocks Strong as Hope
Gains for U. K. Tax Redress

Film stocks spurted sharply in the
closing quarter hour of yesterday's
trading session as the news of the
Attlee letter indicating that the Brit-
ish Labor Government would con-
sider alternatives to the 75 per cent
tax reached the floor of the Ex-
change.
The upsurge was "sensational" in

what was an otherwise quiet market,
with 20th-Fox the leader, posting a
2% point rise. Loew's, Paramount,
Universal and Warners all gained
more than a point with respective
plus signs of 1^/4, 178, 1% and li/4.

RKO closed with an advance of %,
Columbia was plus % and Republic
gained ^/4 point.

Most issues reached even higher
ground during the brief but active

period, but profit-taking in the final

mmutes reduced prices slightly.

Allied Board Meetings Set Detroit Exhibs. Start Fund
for Oct. 14-15, Nov. 29-30 To Start ASCAP Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

rangements are in charge of Jack
Stewart, general manager of the
Michigan unit. The board meeting-
will conincide with the annual con-
vention of Michigan Allied.

Myers also announced that a regu-
lar meeting of the national board
will be held in Milwaukee, Wise, on
November 29-30, the two days pre-
ceding the national convention. Ar-
rangements for this meeting are in

charge of Harry Perlewitz, business
manager for ITO of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan.

Myers said that the annual meet-
ing, usually held early in January,
will go over until Fehruary and
"probably" will be held in Washing-
ton. Officers will also be elected and
organization matters considered.

Tri-State Convention Set
Memphis— Tri-State Motion Pic-

ture Theater Owners will hold its an-
nual convention Oct. 14-15 at the
Hotel Chelsea, R. X. Williams, pres-
ident, announced.

Smith Heads Filmack's WC
Chicago—Milton Smith has been

named sales manager of Filmiack's
West Coast offices in Los Angeles.

Detroit—Three hundred fifty-four
theatermen attended a mass meeting
yesterday and started contributions
for a, fund to sue Ascap. Total is ex-
pected to approach $25,000. All thea-
ters in Michigan will be asked to
contribute. Fund is based on 25 per
cent of what each exhibitor has been
paying Ascap. Allied Theaters of

Michigan was named trustee of
funds.

Suit will probably be filed in Fed-
eral Court under individual names of
all exhibitors participating. New
angle disclosed yesterday is. that,

Michigan exhibitors will discuss su-
ing major distributors as well be-
cause of their interest in Ascap as
indicated by interlocking director-
ships, etc.

5 Pesos Admission for

"Duel" Mexico City Runs

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Scales
for the four-theater engagement of
SRO's "Duel in the Sun" have been
set at five pesos, against the usual
four-peso top admission in key
houses here. Picture opens tomorrow
in the Palacio, Insurgentes, Chapul-
tepec and Opera d'Ora.

Rebukes Wehrenberg

ij

(Continued from Page 1)

"courting a public controversy as

build-up for the meeting."

In a letter to Wehrenberg, Myers

wrote that "for the first tima|^th(
many years of our friendly ^^:ia
tion, I am assailed by doubts con

cerning your motive."
"In mentioning the important sub

jects to be considered at the join

convention," Myers wrote, "yoi

strangely omit any reference to the

main and widely advertised purposi
of the meeting, which is to form
new association out of the remnant;
of the two participating bodies. A
a matter of fact, it was only recently
suggested that the meeting woulc
consider trade problems, the specu
lation being that they would not be
cause of the fixed policy of ATA no
to deal with such matters."
Attendance Called Inappropriate
Myers made clear in his letter U

Wehrenberg that it would not bi

"appropriate" for President Kirscl
and Myers to "attend a merger meet
ing of two organizations substan
tially made up of affiliated theaters.'
Myers pointed out that those arrang
ing for the merger meeting repre
sented affiliates.

Wehrenberg's statement that Al
lied's "constant policy" of refusing,

to accept bids for united exhibitoi I

action had retarded the "goal" o
f

united front and was termed hittinj:

"below the belt" by Myers.
Myers told Wehrenberg that in th

past the Allied general counsel an^

the MPTOA head had exchange(
views on many occasions. Allied
Myers said, will continue to co-op
erate with any industry group foi

the benefit of the independent exhib
itor and "that goes for ATA
MPTOA, or any organization aris

ing from the ashes of both."
Myers said that his and Kirsch':

attendance , at the ATA-MPTOi^
meeting "would have to be explainet

to the independent exhibitors care
fully and in the greatest detail

Even then it would almost certainly

be misinterpreted and misunder
stood."
Myers also released copies of let

ters which he and Kirsch sent to S
Fabian, ATA president, turning
down invitations to the merger meet If

ing.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Hyman-Blatz
Jeanne Grace Hyman, daughter o

Edward L. Hyman, vice-president o

Paramount Theaters Service, will bi

married on Sept. 27 to William Ed
mund Blatz. Ceremony will be per
formed at Christ Methodist Church
with Dr. Ralph Sockman and Rev
Guy Vaughan Shedd, the bride-to

he's uncle, officiating.
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MPAA Will Fiffht Back at Un-American Smears
To Take Case to Public
If Denied Hearing Before
House Probing Committee

Washituiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—If MPAA is denied a

hearing before the House Committee
I
on Un-American Activities, it will

] take its case to the public through
other means, industry sources in-

vdicated yesterday.
\: In a top-level policy decision,
MPAA virill hit back at "smear"

(Continued on Page 5)

Wisconsin ITO Ties

Meet to Allied Confab

Milwaukee— Independent Theater
Owners of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan will tie in its annual meet-
ing with the Allied States convention

I at the Hotel Schroeder, Dec. 1-3.

I William L. Ainsworth, ITO presi-
, dent, is national chairman of the
/ meeting, while Charles W. Trampe

(Continued on Page 8)

^^Aussie Gov't Delays Action
On Pic Remittance Freeze

Sydney (By Cable) — Australian
government has held up action on
the proposed freezing of remittances
due to lack of proper procedure as

•jto how frozen monies would be in-

! (Continued on Page 4)

Trouble, Nothing But
Trouble for BelinsUy
Detroit— Irving Belinsky, indepen-

dent circuit operator, is the current

leading candidate for No. 1 hardluck

guy of the area. Belinsky's recent

troubles include: 1, The air condi-

tioning unit at his Emsee Theater

was struck by lightning; 2, The
Shores Theater was burglarized; 3,

Belinsky's car was hit and wrecked

by a passing car as it was parked in

front of the Franklin; 4, While fix-

ing his daughter's bike, he all but

cut his thumb off; and 5, 200 tickets

which Belinsky was to ^ell for a dol-

lar each were given away by the

manager of the Eastwood on the mis-

taken impression that they were free

ducats.

DETROIT COUNTS CARS, SCANS WEATHER
Heaviest Concentration of Cars of Any Large City is

A Top Factor in Theater Operation and at B. O.

Detroit—Motor City theater own-
ers are thinking today in terms of
car ownership. Although the town
has only two Drive-ins—both pre-
war, plus a 16 mm. Drive-In 25 miles
out—parking facilities are an essen-
tial at most theaters, with various
arrangements from car call and de-
livery service to free parking lots

being provided.
Theater owners who are planning

to build figure in terms of making it

easy for their patrons to drive to the
theaters.

Condition was highlighted recently
in a series of figures compiled in
Automobile Facts and Figures, hand-
book of the Automobile Manufac-
turers Association, which showed
dramatically that Detroit has by far
the heaviest concentration of cars of
any large city in the country.

Figures also explain the import-
( Continued on Page 4)

Colosseum Hearing

Before Yearns End
The NLRB has assured the Colos-

seum of Motion Picture Salesmen of

America that hearings on its peti-

tion for an election to determine the
union's right to bargain collectively

will be held in Washington before
the end of this year, it was learned
by The Film Daily yesterday.
The Colosseum, which claims a

(Continued on Page 7j

Col. Gillette Dies at 54;

Suffers Heart Attack

Colonel Melvin E. Gillette, 54,

rated the regular Army's outstand-
ing film specialist and one-time com-
manding officer of the Signal Corps
Photographic Center at Long Island

City, died in his car of a heart at-

tack yesterday afternoon.
Col. Gillette, whose home was at

(Continued on Page 5)

To Own Slock Buys

Paramount and Warner Brothers
continued to purchase their respec-
tive common stocks during the month
of August in accordance with poli-

cies introduced by both companies
some months ago.
Paramount's acquisition during the

31-day period was 25,900 shares to

bring the total now held by the com-

( Continued on Page 8)

Mexico Labor Agrees on
Wage Hike, 16MM. Service

Mexico City (By Air Mail) —
Agreement was reached in Labor
Court here between management
and home office and exchange em-
ployes. Latter threatened to call

a strike vote meeting. Agreement
(Continued on Page 6)

To Ask Gov^t Action on U.K.Tax
Donald Nelson To Urge End of Impasse

Fielding Okays "Outlaw,"
Claims Pic Met Objections

License Commissioner Benjamin
Fielding yesterday just about called

it quits so far as "The Outlaw"
issue was concerned. In a statement
to the press, Fielding declared: "It

is understood that the original ob-
( Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — SIMPP President

Donald Nelson is expected to press
for U. S. Government intervention
in the Anglo-American film impasse,
it was indicated here yesterday.

Nelson was represented as believ-

ing that negotiations to end the im-
passe should be on a Government
level. Up to now. State and Treas-

(Continued on Page 6)

Impression Grows British

Would Retreat to Stand
By State. Treasury Depts.

The rapidity with which the
Anglo-American film impasse
is ended, and the provisions of
the alternative to the 75 per cent ad
valorem tax imposed on U. S. film
imports which the Labor Government
finally accepts, will be determined to
a large extent by the firmness of the
backing the American industry now
receives from the U. S. Govern-
ment.
Such is the opinion finding more

and more acceptance in well in-

(Continued on Page 8)

Skouras To Speak at

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox pres-
ident, will be the guest speaker at
the opening day luncheon of the
ATA-MPTOA merger convention set

for Sept. 19-20 in Washington's
Shoreham Hotel, the conclave's man-
aging committee announced yester-
day. Topic of the Skouras talk will

be "The British Question and its

(Continued on Page S'>

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Nov. 19 at Hotel Plaza

Annual dinner of the Picture
Pioneers will be held Nov. 19 in the
Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Plaza,
Jack Cohn, president of the organi-
zation, said yesterday. November

(Continued on Page 6)

Chi. Solons Propose

3% Antusetnent Tax

Chicago — Aldermen Duffy and

Lindell proposed a three per cent tax

on theaters and other amusements

here in order to raise $3,000,000 more

revenue that they claim city needs.

Similar plan was proposed earlier this

year but Mayor Kennelly opposed It

at that time. Meeting will be held

Sept. 25 by a council committee on

the proposed tax. Local theaters are

opposed to the new tax.
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SELS—Jean Pierre Meys, 110 Kue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN—John Llndberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen -Van Ix)Bse. ROME—John Perdlcarl, Via
Ludorlsl 18. Phone, 42758.

FinnnciflL
(Sept. 11)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts. vtc.

East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
RKO
Republic Pict

Republic Pict. pfd. .

20th Century-Fox . . .

20th Cent.-Fox pfd. .

Universal Pict

Universal Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts.

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

OVER THE

Cinecolor
Pathe

High Low Close

211/2 211/2 211/2

163/4 163/4 163/4

431/2 431/s 431/8

18 173/4 177/8

201/8 20'/8

221/2 22%
207/8

231/a

Net
Chg.

- %
1 1 % 111/2 11 7/3

5 43/4 5

115/8 115/8 115/8

271/4 261/4 26 1/2

36 36 36
177/8 17 173/4

725/8 721/2 72'/,

143/4 14 141/8

CURB MARKET
33/4 33/4 33/4

31/8 3

4 37/8

125/8 121/2 121/2

4 37/8 4
COUNTER

+ 1/s— %
+ 1

+ 1/4

+ 1

'%
— '/a

+ Vb

Bid

63/8

4

Asked
71/r

43/4

Schenck. Moskowitz Sell

Parts of Loew's Shares

During August, Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's, sold
40,000 shares of the company's com-
mon stock, it was reported yester-
day by the New York Stock Ex-
change. Schenck retained 21,727
shares of common. Charle.s C. Mos-
kowitz, vice-pre.sident and treasurer
of the company, sold 1,000 common
share.s during the month, retaining
2.500.

JAMES F. BYRNES leaves Hollywood tonight

by plane for Washington.

MAE WEST sailed yesterday on the liner

Queen Mary to appear in a London engagement
of "Diamond Lil." Also on board were: AN-
TONIO MORENO, star of the silent films, ond
DIANA WYNYARD, British film star.

JACK KIRSCH, National Allied president, en-
planed last night for Chicago.

BEN KALMENSON, WB vice-president and
general sales manager, is on a Southern tour.

He was in New Orleans yesterday and is ex-

pected back in New York early next week.

ROY HAINES, WB western division sales man-
ager, is on a trip to Detroit and Chicago, re-

turning to New York next week.

ORSON WELLES will arrive from the Coast to-

morrow morning prior to his departure the same
day for England. He is scheduled to return to

New York on Sept. 20.

ALEX NYARY, representing the Theater Guild,

is in Dallas in connection with booking Texas
college towns in Denton, Waco, Austin, Arling-
ton, Commerce for "Henry V."

CECIL B. De MILLE will visit Dallas Oct. 30
on his nationwide tour in connection with
"Unconquered."

Post-Dispatch Television

Station Plans Newsreel

St. Louis—Arrangements to launch
its own television newsreel in the
near future are being completed by
KSD-TV, television outlet of the
Post-Dispatch, it was revealed by
Frank Eschen, director of special
news events of KSD and KSD-TV,
both owned by the Post-Pispatch.
Move is believed to be one of the
first newsreel projects operated by
a television station outside of New
York.
Eschen said that KSD-TV, which

started telecasts in early February,
will be part of a regional network
expected to start operating out of
Chicago this Fall.

Jimmy Winn to Head
UA's Buffalo Branch

James L. "Jimmy" Winn has been
appointed UA Buffalo branch man-
ager, it was announced yesterday
by J. J. Unger, UA general sales
manager.
Winn, who succeeds Matt Sullivan,

resigned, joined United Artists as
St. Louis branch manager in 1942
after serving in various sales posts
for Warners. He has since been
sales representative in the New Eng-
land territory.

Mandell New Manager
Of E-L Chicago Branch

Chicago — Eagle-Lion, reorganiz-
ing its Chicago exchange, has named
Harry Mandell manager, succeeding
Clarence Phillips, who remains as
sales manager.

Heller Co. Declares Dividends
Chicago—Common stock dividend

of 15 cents per share was declared
by Walter E. Heller Co., film finan-
ciers, payable Sept. 30. Company
also declared dividends on their 4
and 5y2 per cent preferred issues.

A. J. O'KEEFE, U-l assistant general sales
manager, returns today from Pittsburgh and
Cleveland.

VIRGINIA FIELD will fly to the Coost today.
Accompanying her will be her two-and-a-half-
year-old daughter.

REX TAYLOR, national magazine contact for

Paramount, is back from vacation.

OLGA SAN JUAN has returned to Hollywood
from Chicago where she made a two-week p. a.

at the Chicago Theater.

E. T. GOMERSALL, assistant to William A.
Scully, U-l vice-president and general sales
manager, returned to the home office yesterday
from a trip to Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha,
Des Moines and Kansas City.

DOUGtAS FAIRBANKS, Jr. will arrive in New
York from California Tuesday, to participate in

the celebration of United Nations Week.

MOSE GUMBLE, dean of the contact men, in

the music publishing field, and director of
standard exploitation for Music Publishers Hold-
ing Corp., leaves on his annual trip to Holly-
wood on Sept. 27.

ANN CARTER, one of FILMDOM'S FAMOUS
FIVE juvenile actresses for 1946-47, arrived here
yesterday with her mother.

ABE MONTAGUE returned to New York after
conferences with Columbia Chicago officials.

AMPA Fete Saluting 16MM.
Receiving Big Results

Ampa's initial luncheon of the Fall
season, a salute to the 16 mm. film
industry, is attracting wide interest
and reservations have been received
from as far West as Chicago, it was
announced yesterday by Dave Bader,
chairman of the committee handling
the affair.

Among those invited to attend
were Mayor William O'Dwyer and
presidents of half a dozen trade
organizations specializing in the
narrow-gauge business. William
Kruse, president of the Allied Non-
Theatrical Film Association, was one
of the first to accept, Bader reported.

Boston IE Asks Clark to

Fight New Ascap Rates

Chicago Exchange Scale
Hearings Due in 60 Days

Chicago—Hearings on wage scales
and hours to be included in the new
lATSE B and F local contracts with
exchanges are expected to start
within the next 60 days. General pro-
visions of the pacts were negotiated
by lATSE in New York and accepted
by the locals here with only wages
and hours to be added to the local
pacts.
Sam Lamansky, lATSE business

agent, said that white collar em-
ployes released recently by Chicago
exchanges were not union members.

Roadshows, Prices, Ascap
On NCA Board's Agenda

Minneapolis—Roadshow policies of
distributors, advanced admission
prices and the Ascap license fee in-
creases will be discussed at a meet-
ing of the North Central Allied
board, called by Benny Berger,
president of NCA, for Sept. 22. Ex-
hibitor group has been actively cam-
paigning against the three issues.

Boston—A resolution calling upon
Attorney General Tom C. Clark to
institute criminal proceedings against
Ascap and its officials was passed a't

a meeting of Independent Exhibitors.
Motion was similar to other '

; tf

Clark passed by exhibitor gru ^ ii

various parts of the country. Group
also registered a vote in opposition
to advanced admissions on roadshow
films.

Speaker at a luncheon was Sidney
Samuelson, genei'al manager of Al-
lied Theater Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, who talked on Allied'.^

Caravan project.

Attending the meeting were Leon-
ard Goldberg, IE president; Nathan
Yamins, Arthur Howard, Julian Rif-
kin, Walter Mitchell; Ray Feeley,
business manager; Arthur Frank, Hy
Young, Chester Currie, Ted Rosen-
blatt, Frank Lydon, Dominic Tur-
turro, Sam Seletsky, J. E. Caharbon-
neau, Francis Perry, Joe Carollo.

Sam Resnik, Dan Murphy, Dan Mur-
phy, Jr., Leslie Bendslev, Ernie War-
ren, Stanley Sumner, Mrs. Kath-
erine Avery, William Hammell, Al-
bert Nadeau, Henry Neveux, Mrs.
Marie Bruno, John Anthony, Mrs.
Mary Mills, Maurice Safner, Ned
Eisner, Seth Field, Joe Hochberg,
Joe Kennedy, Julius Meyers, Meyer
Stanzler, David Hodgdon, Norman
Glassman, James Guarino and
George Riel.

Exhibitor Representatives
Meet With ASCAP Today

Representatives of the MPTOA,
ATA and Metropolitan MPTO, ATO
of Michigan and the Co-operative
Theater Owners of Michigan will

meet this morning with Ascap execu-
tives for preliminary discussions of

the current controversy resulting
from the music organization's new
proposals for theater licensing.

Representing the exhibitor organ-
izations will be Si Fabian, Herman
Levy, Ted Gamble, Robert W. Coyne,
Gen. Rodney Smith, Fred T.
Schwartz, Murray Gurfine, Joseph
Ubrick and Dave Newman. Latter
pair represent the Michigan exhib-
itor organizations, Ubrick's group
being an affiliate of National Allied.



THE LIMELIGHT...

W hen LIFE Magazine, with twenty million readers,

makes BLACK NARCISSUS and FRIEDA the Movie of the

Week, two weeks in succession, then you can truthfully say:

Here are two pictures worthy of distinction.

Important also is the fact that BLACK NARCISSUS is

now in its fifth week at the Fulton Theatre, New York, and

FRIEDA is in its fifth week at the Park Avenue Theatre.

Both of these pictures are available for screening.

You owe it to yourself and patrons to look at them and book

them while they are benefitting from this excellent publicity.

J. ARTHUR RANK Presents

Deborah Kerr
M-G-M Star of "HUCKSTERS" Fomel

DAVID FLORA

SABU - FARRAR ROBSON

"BUCK MRCISSUS

"

in TECHNICOLOR
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

A Powell-Pressburger Production

((.

J. ARTHUR RANK Presents

$tarflng

DAVID GLYNIS

FARRAR • JOHNS
FLORA ALBERT

ROBSON • LIEVEN
And the New Swedish Star

MAI ZETTERLING
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

A Michael Balcon Production

P.S.-James Mason in THE UPTURNED GLASS is the next important J.Arthur Rank production
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No Bid to Sorrell

Parley, Says Walsh

So far, he has not received any in-

vitation to attend a meeting this

week-end regarding the jurisdic-

tional strike, Richard F. Walsh,
pi-exy of the lATSE, told the press
yesterday. Walsh added that he first

heard about Herbert Sorrell's pro-
posal for a confab between the CSU,
lA and studio management through
the industry press.

Walsh further pointed out that he
is scheduled to go to Los Angeles
on the 20th of next month to consult
with other AFL chieftains who are

connected with the dispute. And a

fortnight before that, he expects to

attend the AFL convention at San
Francisco, he said.

The lA prexy also revealed that

he would take part in Local 306's

negotiations with the circuits only if

necessary, but he hoped the projec-

tionists and management would be

able to smooth out their differences

without him.

Regarding lA's reciprocal labor

deal with NATKE and ACT, there

were still a few more details to iron

out before he consults with the ex-

f'^'utive board again, Walsh reported.

AMPP, Majors Reps. Receive

Parley Bid; No Acceptance Yet
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Charles Boren,

AMPP vice-president in charge of

labor relations; Y. Fi-ank Freeman,
B. B. Kahane, and Edward J. Man-
nix of major producers labor com-
mittee, yesterday afternoon received
an invitation from President William
Green of AFL to attend a meeting
in Chicago tomorrow to discuss stu-

dio strike situation. However, up to

a late hour producers representatives
had not decided whether to accept or

not.

Secondary Boycotts

Illegal in Missouri

Jefferson City, Mo.—The Missouri
Supreme Court has held that if a
labor union resorts to a secondary
boycott it is in violation of the Mis-
souri anti-trust laws.

thJ^end i5iftkda

Q'ree iin 9
%-

:.: Sept. 12

•,! Alice Lake Sylvan Simon
J.I Maurice Chevalier Lindsley Porsons

:•: Sept. 1

3

K Jesse L. Lasky Lynn Carver
K Edwina Booth Jay H. Zimmerman
jv Claudette Colbert Elaine Anderson
; Al Adams Mel Torme
;{ Dick Haymes

•^ Sept. 14

J.;
Phil Reisman Don Jose Mojica

;.; Robert Florey Glenn Tryon
:•: Alfred Santell Keith Douglas J'j

ft Mose Gumble William Colby :[:

!{ Douglas Kennedy H
•. .
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«>a^ PHIL M. DALY
Ringing Down the Week's Curtain
• • • YOU CAN TAKE IT from Sir Sidney Clift, former president

of the potent CEA of the United Kingdom, that American hospitality is not

only bountiful but down right overwhelmingly Sir Sidney was

telling Phil M. yesterday of his heart-warming reception which began as

he disembarked and is continuing unabated To quote Sir Sidney,

knighted not so long ago for his distinguished industry service, "I've

never experienced anything like it before in my life It's everything

that 'Freddie' (Ernest W. Fredman, editor of Britain's Daily Film Renter)

told me it would be, and more Why, I haven't a minute to myself"

which is very true Sir Sidney's engagement book shows one

entry after another, from mom to dark, and then into the night One
of Britain's ablest independent showmen, and the personification of

friendliness, the Birmingham circuit operator knows film biz from A to Z

He's been finding welcome on the door mat of innumerable com-

pany toppers Perhaps there's no better way to indicate his trade

stature to you than to note in passing that one major company president,

who Phil M. happens to know is particularly pressed for time, was
closeted with Sir Sidney for two hours With his wife and daughter,

he's off to Hollywood over the week-end, will spend some time there,

then trek back here for a stay before returning to England next month.

T T T
• • • WHEN ONE OF PHIL M.'s weary spies saw Jack Kirsch,

National Allied president, emerge from an ATA-MPTOA huddle regarding

Ascap at the end of the day, he brightened considerably at the thought

of having the scoop-of-the-month He went back into thai tired state

again upon learning that Jack had just dropped in to pay his respecis

to Bob Coyne, ATA executive director, and pick up plane tickets to

Chicago.

T T
• • • SOCIAL NOTE: Elmer, the pigeon who works with Danny
Kaye—and very well, too—in "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" will be
interviewed in pigeon English by John Cecil Holm, the distinguished

author and playwright ("Three Men on a Horse" and McGarrity and
the Pigeons) and by Maggi McNeills, radio's comely commentator, for

the benefit of her Americcm network program at a Latin Quarter luncheon
on Tuesday Holm is coining down from Cape Cod specially for the

occasion Lynn (Goldwyn) Farnol's bid to Phil M. notes that it would
be discourteous to order squab, that Elmer likes cherries out of Man-
hattans and that while Elmer and Holm are prepared to do some free

wheeling from the prepared script, they will NOT discuss the British tax
situation, TV
• • • THEY REALLY DO a corking exploitation job, those 20th-Fox

boys and girls Witness the pictorial cleanup in the Chicago papers
in the interest of "Mother Wore Tights" Working together, Ed
Solomon cmd Virginia Seguin of 20th-Fox and Ed Seguin of the Chicago
Theater rounded up six old-time showgiris, persuaded them to don tights

and make cm appearance at the theater Did the Windy City dailies

1° '°r it? Oh, brother!!!! And the UP gave the story a national
wire break Yes, sir, there's no substitute for showmanship, is there?

T T
• • • FASHION NOTE: Monty Salmon, managing director of the
Rivoli, not being one to make his usherettes self-conscious in short skirts

when the patrons are wearing 'em long, is putting the gals in longer
hemlines "There seems no help for it," observes Monty, philo-
sophicaUy, "Women are style-conscious whether in evening attire or
work uniform."

T T

Detroit Counts Cars,

(Continued from Page 1)

ance given to "automobile w 'her''

in box office reports from th._ M^tor
City, which has puzzled the ihuustry
in other centers where the condition
is not apparent.
Auto population is concentrated in

four large cities, according to the
handbook, with no others coming
within 150,000 cars of this class—as
shown in this grouping:

Population Miles of
City Cars per car .Street!.

New Tork .... 634,000 13.0 5.6.30

Chicag-o 476,000 7.1 3,638
Los Ang-eles . . 473.000 3.9 4,774
Detroit 408,000 4.4 3,613

Detroit does not have the greatest
number of cars, nor even the least

number of people per car—but its

concentration is by far the heaviest

when interpreted in terms of avail-

able street mileage plus total number
of cars. The average Detroiter must
choose between spending on his car

or at the box office, between taking
his spare time to work on his car

or going to a theater. And on any
week-end or evening when the

weather is favorable, his family may
want to go for a di-ive, or out to a

park—instead of to the theater.

All in all, Detroit's many cars and
congested streets are the answer to

heavy box office fluctuations reported

by exhibitors and exchanges.

fe

Aussie Gov't Delays Action

On Pic Remittance Freeze

(Continued from Page 1)

vested in the country. Officials in-

dicated they desired investments of

a permanent nature and have been
confronted with proposals from other

sources which prefer opposite meas-
ures.

The Prime Minister in Canberra
indicated he would recommend a 30

per cent tax on remittables with a

rebate possible in the future. The
tax would not be passed on to ex-

hibitors, it was indicated. Action
is expected to be taken when Parlia-

ment resumes within the next week
or two.

Settlement Discussed in

Allen Park Trust Action

Detroit— Out-of-court settlement
of the trust action brought against
the major distributors by Nicholas
George of the Allen Park Theater is

under discussion it is learned. If

the case is not settled trial is ex-
pected to be started next month.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Denison-Linde
Minneapolis — Rosemary Denison

of the M-G-M exchange, is engaged
to Duaine Linde. They will be mar-
ried early next year.
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MPAA to Fight Back

At Un-Amer. Smears

(Continued from Page 1)

chai ''s to an extent not seen here

sin ^^he late Wendell Willkie de-

fended the industry in 1941.

Meanwhile, the House Committee
has dropped its version of the "iron

curtain" around any information as

to a list of witnesses or the line of

attack against Hollywood. Beyond
the announcement that the Commit-
tee will first aim its fire at Hans
Eisler, Hollywood song writer, there
has been no indication of further de-
velopments. This strategy is new to

the House Committee, which in the

past has fought considerable part of

its "case" against Hollywood in the
press, prior to the actual opening of
hearings.
Members of the Committee staff

would not even confirm that Charles
Chaplin is still slated as a witness,

an announcement made several weeks
ago by Chairman Thomas. Since that

time, however, MPAA President Eric

A. Johnston obtained the services of

James F. Byrnes, former Secretary
of State, to help prepare the indus-

try's case against unfounded charges
of un-Americanism.

Although Byrnes will not ac-

tually appear before the Com-
mittee, unless subpoenaed, every
effort will be made to get the in-

dustry's record before the public.

If Johnston recovers from his

present illness in time, there is

a good chance that the MPAA
head will take the lead in pre-

senting the industry's case to

the public. If specific charges

are made by the Committee, they

will be answered point by point.

If vague, "smear" charges are

made, the industry will tag them
as such.

The industry, however, has de-

cided not to resign itself to defen-

sive action. On the contrary, MPAA
will take the offensive as never be-

fore in its history.

The industry will stress its great

war and peace-time record but will

not confine itself to generalities. A
complete, factual report of what the

industry is doing in this country and

abroad will be presented to the

people in what will amount to a vast

public relations program.
Johnston and other industry lead-

ers have never denied that there are

Communists in Hollywood. They
have denied, however, that Commu-
nism has reached the screens. They
also deny that an entire industry,

with a great record for American-

ism, should be indicted for the ac-

tivities of a few persons.

As one industry official here said,

"Hollywood will be united as never

before."
This, however, is no indication that

the hearing won't bring fireworks.

On the contrary, the Committee is a

past master at working up head-

lines.

This time, though, the Committee
will find some competition.

HOUVUIOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

fEDERAL FILMS, the Boris Morros-William Le Baron producing company,

has signed Jean Renoir to direct "The Woman of a Hundred Faces" for

UA release. This is the short novel by Thomas Mann, Louis Bromfield and

Maxmilian llyin in which they hope to star Greta Garbo. ... -^ Jerome

Robbins has contracted with Samuel Goldwyn to do the choreography on

"Billion Dollar Baby," for which he did the same stint on B'way. . .

^ Constance Bennett now has three leading men for her next indie produc-

tion, "Smart Woman," which will be released through Allied Artists. They

are Michael O'Shea, Brian Aherne and Barry Sullivan. . . .if William Lundigan

and Jacqueline White will be co-starred by RKO in "Mystery in Mexico,"

to be filmed south of the border in semi-documentary style. ... -^ Joel

McCrea is conferring with Eagle-Lion on playing a leading role in "Beggar'i

Choice," their latest literary acquisition. ... -^^ Joseph Lewis has been

named by Columbia as megaphoner on "The Return of October." Norman

Panama and Melvin Frank have done the original screenplay. ... -^ Bobby

Watson goes into "The Paleface" at Para. ... if Edith Head, of the same

lot, has joined the teaching staff of UCLA's Dept. of Theater Arts training

advanced students in costume design. . . . -A'Richard Brooks, Warner writer

whose first novel "The Brick Fox Hole" was filmed under the title of

"Crossfire," will have his second, "The Boiling Point" on the stands ii

December.

Canadian Action Called
For in U. S. Dollar Shortage

Ottawa—^Hon, John Bracken, op-
position leader in Canadian Parlia-
ment, called on Dominion Govern-
ment to take action to meet crisis
arising out of shortage of American
dollars, declaring that unless crisis
is headed off there would be a busi-
ness stagnation and unemployment
in Canada.
Meanwhile from government quar-

ters it is learned that Prime Min-
ister King, just returned from a va-
cation trip, is seriously considering
a special session of the Canadian
Parliament without delay to deal
v/ith the international monetary de-
velopments. Proposals to halt shrink-
age of American dollars are con-
sidered too hot for government to
handle without reference to emer-
gency session of Parliament when
elected representatives of people
would sanction or defeat measures.
Members of House of Commons may
be summoned before October to deal
with situation and pass upon mo-
tions to i-estrict imports from U. S.

and other countries. Observers be-
lieve restrictions will also be im-
posed on trade with Bi-itain which
no longer is able to pay in American
dollars.

Allied Theaters Service
To Book for Distribs.

Detroit—Allied Theaters Service
will take on the booking service of a
number of independent distributors,

as well as handle physical distribu-

tion of prints, it is announced by
Jack Stewart, general manager of
Allied, who is also a principal stock-
holder in Michigan Film Distribu-
tors.

Service has moved to new head-
quarters in the Film Bldg. with
Lawrence Shubnell in charge of the

office.

Col. Gillette Dies at 54;

Suffers Heart Attack

(Continued from Page 1)

33-14 81st Street, Jackson Heights,

complained of illness to his chauffeur

as the car in which they were rid-

ing completed the trip across the

Queensboro Bridge. Physicians an-

nounced Gillette dead at New York
Hospital, to which his chauffeur had

driven rapidly.
A native of Berwick, Illinois, Col.

Gillette was educated in Des Moines
College and at Columbia University
where he did post-graduate work in

journalism. For a period of years
from 1929 to 1932 he was the Army's
representative on pictorial matters,
headquartering in New York City.

From 1932 to 1935 he was officer in

chai'ge of the Signal Corps Photo-
graphic Laboratory in Washington
after which he was assigned to
Hollywood to study film production.
He assumed charge of the Photo-

graphic division of the Signal Corps
and two years later organized and
directed the first training film pro-
duction laboratory at Fort Mon-
mouth, New Jersey. Subsequently
he was named commanding officer of
the Signal Corps Photographic Cen-
ter established in the old Pai-amount
studio in Long Island City.

An assignment to the Army Pic-
torial Service early in the war took
him to Washington and later he be-
came Chief Signal Officer in the
European theater and still later in

Hawaii. Widely known in the film

industry. Col. Gillette was a mem-
ber of the SMPE.

Oxford Films Moves
Oxford Films, Inc., which is dis-

tributing "Torment," has moved to

1819 Broadway, it was announced
yesterday by Edward L. Kingsley,
vice-president.

«REVIEUJS
"Ride the Pink Horse
with Robert Montgomery, Wanda Hendrix

Univ.-lnt'l 101 Mins.

THIS ONE WILL PROBABLY BE A SEN-
SATION OF THE SEASON: VERY WELL
DONE.

"Ride the Pink Horse" is a soundly con-

trived, tough drama compiled, cooked up,

directed and played by as fine an array of

talent as has exhibited their work for some
time.

It is a yarn of a tough guy playing with

tough guys. They know what they are

about. It packs a load of emotional wallops

ranging from boozy exuberance, to knife-

play, to the touching tenderness and bud-
ding love of a Mexican maiden who man-
ages by dint of sheer perserverance to get

herself involved in the proceedings which

bode her no good to say the least.

This is top grade entertainment. Robert

Montgomery directed, plays the lead role.

Ben Hecht and Charles Lederer, who can

do the right job, turned in a potent script

from Dorothy B. Hughes' novel.

But for sheer show stealing Wanda Hen-
drix is the youngster for this reviewer's

money. She plays a Mexican girl on the

brink of adolescence. Naive, shy, question-

ing and always about Montgomery, her per-

formance is a delight, one of the most
affecting of recent date.

Background of the yarn is San Pablo, New
Mexican town, which is preparing to hold a

fiesta. With a few other girls Miss Hen-
drix comes from a nearby village for the

event. She meets up with Montgomery on

the street shortly after he arrives. She
senses he is doomed, gives him an Indian

charm to ward off harm.

Montgomery contacts his man in short

order. An FBI operative. Art Smith, who is

also after Fred Clark, contacts Montgomery,
tries to influence him to release the in-

criminating evidence. Montgomery wants 30
grand. Smith wants Clark in the jug. It

becomes a suspenseful contest between the

trio and there's plenty in store for Mont-
gomery who stands to be knocked off on de-

livery of a cancelled check, the crux of the

matter.

Montgomery arranges delivery to Clark.

Shortly after he is assaulted, knifed but
makes off, killing one of his assailants, dam-
aging the other.

They set out for her village but Mont-
gomery strays up to Clark's hotel room in a

fair daze. Miss Hendrix is right with him
when Clark and mob take him. They try to

get the check, slap Miss Hendrix about, are

foiled when Smith barges in with a gat.

Montgomery hands over the evidence to

Smith.

There is a final scene when Montgomery
makes his farewells to Miss Hendrix. She
doesn't know where she's at, what to do.

Since she figured in all the excitement she

has become a local figure among the chil-

dren. Childhood excitement solves her

problem. She narrates her version of the

story in Spanish to the kids.
CAST; Robert Montgomery, Wanda Hendrix,

Ritz Conde, Iris Flores, Grandon Rhodes, Tito
Renaldo, Richard Gaines, Andrea King, Art
Smith, Martin Garralaga, Edward Earle, Harold
Goodwin, Maria Cortez, Fred Clark, Thomas
Gomez.
CREDITS: Producer, Joan Harrison; Director,

Robert Montgomery; Screenplay, Ben Hecht,
Charles Lederer; Based on the novel by Dorothy
B. Hughes; Art direction, Bernard Herzbrun,
Robert Boyle; Film editor, Ralph Dawson; Sound,
Leslie I. Carey; Set decorations, Russell A.
Gausman; Oliver Emert; Orchestrotions, Dovid
Tamkin; Photography, Russell Metty; Assistant
director, John F. Sherwood; Music, Frank Skinner.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, First Rate.
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Skouras To Speak at

ATA-MPTOAMeet
(Continued from Page 1)

Effect on the Motion Picture In-
dustry."

Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy;
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO,
and Gradwell Sears, UA chief, head
the list of other major company ex-
ecutives who have accepted invita-

tions to attend. A gathering of more
than 500 exhibitors from all sections
of the country is anticipated.
(Pick up Div. Fol.)

Southern Calif. TOA Will
Affiliate With TOA
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a meeting of full

membership, a resolution of the
board of directors of Southern Cali-

fornia Theater Owners' Association
recommended membership in the
TOA upon the merger of ATA and
MPTOA was passed unanimously.
Paul Williams, general counsel, and
two directors, to be named, were
designated as a committee to repre-
sent the organization at the conven-
tion in Washington Sept. 19-20. The
committee was also instructed to
direct any and all action within its

power to oppose a new license form-
ula increasing Ascap rates.

'Father's House' U.S. Preem
At Ambassador Sept. 25

First American preeming of "My
Father's House" is scheduled for
Sept. 25 at the Ambassador The-
ater. First night's proceeds based on
$5 top will go to the Jewish National
Fund. Film traces the experiences
of a little boy orphaned by the Nazis
and his trek to Palestine where he
finds love and security.

Mexico Labor Agrees on
Wage Hike, 16MM. Service

(Continued from Page 1)

calls for a 20 per cent hike and the
union agreed to service 16mm as
well as .35mm accounts.

HEUI POSTS

R. L, MAYS, manager. Lyric, Stuart, Flo.

LAWRENCE M. LYNCH, Jr., assistant manager-
treasurer, RKO Keith's, Syracuse.

BERT THOMAS, Eagle-Lion manager, Omaha.

H. L. GOLIDAY, manager. Main Street and Eagle
Theaters, Lexington, Mo.

HAROLD SUTPHIN, first booker, M-G-M, Des
Moines.

JOHN PILMAIER, second booker, M-G-M, Des
Moines.

TONY PODELINSKY, assistant manager, Clar-
inda, Clarinda, la.

L. H. WASSON, manager. State and Fox Thea-
ters, Washington, la.

HAROLD GOODIN, student assistant, Loew's
Ohio, Columbus, 0.

JERRY WIESFELDT, office manager, 20th-Fox,
Minneapolis.

MRS. MARIE OLSON, manoger, T'he Border,
International Falls, Minn.

RESERVATIONS FOR ATA-MPTOA MEET

J NITIAL reservations list for the ATA-MPTOA merger meeting, at the
* Hotel Shoreham,, Washington, Sept. 19-20, was revealed yesterday by the .

organizations' joint committee on arrangements. Reservations through yes-

terday include:

ALABAMA : Mr. & Mrs. Mack Jackson. Dan Miehalove. Paul Mooney, Charles O'Reil-
Richard Kennedy
ARIZONA: Harry L. Nace
ARKANSAS: Mr. & Mrs. D. P. Callahan,

Claude C. Mundo
CALIFORNIA: Paul Williams, Charles

Skouras, Thornton Sarg:ent

COLORADO: Rick Ricketson
CONNECTICUT: Mr. & Mrs. Herman Levy,

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Pickus
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Harry Bach-

man. Carter Barron, Frank Boucher, A. Julian
Brylawski. Jack Cohn, Gene Ford, Jack Foxe.
Morton Gerber, Charles A. Jones, Sidney
Lust and Mrs. Sidney Lust, Hardie Meakin,
A. G. Newmyer, Sr., A. G. Newmyer, Jr.

FLORIDA: Fred Kent, Mitchell Wolfson
GEORGIA: General Jackson, R. B. Wilby,

Nat M. Williams
ILLINOIS: C. W. Rodg-ers, Mr. & Mrs. Ed

Zorn
IOWA: A. H. Blank, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph

Branton
KANSAS: H. F. Strowig-
KENTUCKY: Guthrie Crowe
LOUISIANA: N. L. Carter, E. K. Crosby,

Jr., Sid Havenar, A. Hig-^inbotham, Abner
Horn, M. H. Jacobs, Bert Kiern, E. V.
Richards, Jr., W. S. Taylor
MASSACHUSETTS: M. J. Mullin, Sam

Pinanski, Arthur Lockwood
MINNESOTA: Gil Nathanson
MISSISSIPPI: W. J. Ilsley

MAINE: Connie Russell
MISSOURI: R. R. Biechele, Sig-ler Carey,

C. E. Cook, Tliomas James, Clarence Kai-
mann, Joseph Litvag:, H. J. Nash, Fred Weh-
renberg-, Elmer Rhoden, Harry C. Arthur, Jr.

NEBRASKA: R. R. Livingston
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Ed Fahey
NEW JERSEY: A. A. Adams. Maury

Miller, Samuel Verbalow, Walter Reade, Jr.,

Harold Blnmenthal
NEW MEXICO: Russell Hardwick, Milas

L. Hurley
NEW YORK CITY: Leon Bamberger, Max

A. Cohen, Mrs. Richard F. Daly. George F.
Dembow. Ned Depinet, Oscar Doob, H. E.
Eskin, Mr. & Mrs. Ed Fabian, S. H. Fabian,
Sam Rosen, Henry Ferber, Manny Frisch,
Robert W. Coyne, Herman Gluckman, Stanley
Hand, Leonard Goldenson, Lou Golding,
Phil Harling, H. A. Goldstein, Francis Har-
mon, Bill Heineman, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Claude Lee, Arthur L. Mayer, Mr. & Mrs.

ly, H. M. Richey, Sam Rinzler, Burton Rob-
bins, Herman Robbins, Sol Schwartz, Grad
Sears, Sam Shain, Gerald Shea, Ben Sher-
man, George Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Ray
Smith, Basil Stetson, Major L. E. Tliomp.son,
Joseph R. Vogel
NEW YORK STATE: Basil Brothers, Mr.

& Mrs. A. C. Behling, N. D.. Dipson, Mr. &
Mrs. George Gammel, Neil Hellman, Mr. &
Mrs. Ned Kornbite. Mr. & Mrs. Merrit Kyser,
George Mackenna, Vincent McFaul, Mr. &
Mrs. Myer Schine
NORTH CAROLINA: H. E. Buchanan, H.

H. Everett, Mrs. Walter Gritfith, Hank D,
Hearn, H. F. Kincey, Roy Rowe, Mr. & Mrs.
S. S. Stevenson
OHIO: Maurice Chase, Herman Hunt, John

C. Guthrie, Mr. & Mrs. M. A. Moorey
OKLAHOMA: Ed Kidwell, H. M. Lowen-

stein, Mr. & Mrs. Morris Loewenstein
OREGON: Ted Gamble
PENNSYLVANIA: Jay Emanuel, Mr. &

Mrs. Lewen Pizor, Tom Friday, J. J. O'Leary
RHODE ISLAND: Ed M. Fay, Myer Stanz-

ler

SOUTH CAROLINA: H. R. Berry. Befi
Strozier
VERMONT: F. E. Vennett
TENNESSEE: M. A. Lightman, Mr. &

Mrs. William Ruffin, Mr. & Mrs. G. W.
Speight, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Starr, Kermit C.
Stengel
TEXAS: John Q. Adams, Miss Winifred

Cutler. Don C. Douglas, Karl Hoblitzelle, R.
J. O'Donnell, Wm. O'Donnell, Henry Reeve,
L,- M. iRice

UTAH: Victor Anderson, Ralph Trathen
VIRGINIA : Col, Robert Barton, Sam Bend-

heim, Jr., W. F. Crockett, Wade Pearson,
Hunter Perry, Herman Rubin, Mr. & Mrs.
Howard Rubin, Morton G. Thalhimer, Earle
Westbrooke, Harold Wood
WASHINGTON: Mr. & Mrs. John Danz.

Frank L. Newman, Sr., Prank L. Newman, Jr.

WEST VIRGINIA: Miss Carrie Beard, A.
B. Hyman, R. W. Phelan, Mr. & Mrs. James
C. Shanklin, P. M. Thomas, Mrs. Dorothy
Wheelwright
WISCONSIN: Harold Fitzgerald
AUSTRALIA: Ernest Turnbull
TRADE PRESS: Chester B. Bahn, Sher-

win Kane, Red Kann, "Chick" Lewis, Martin
Quigley, Jr., Bill Specht, Morton Sunshine.
George Wilke. Ira Wit

Roth Named E-L District

Mgr. for Mid-Western Area

Max Roth has been named Eagle-
Lion district manager for the terri-

tory covered by the Chicago, Minne-
apolis, Milwaukee and Indianapolis
exchanges, A. W. Schwalberg, E-L
vice-president and general sales
chief, announced yesterday.

Serving under Roth, who will head-
quarter in Chicago, will be the fol-
lowing branch managers: Harry
Mandel, Chicago; Abbott M. Swartz,
Minneapolis; Joe Imhof, Milwaukee;
and Sam Abrams, Indianapolis. Clar-
ence Phillips will be Chicago sales
manager.

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Nov. 19 at Hotel Plaza

(Continued from Page 1)

will mark the eighth birthday of the
group, now at an all-time high in
membership.
Dinner this year will be dedicated

to exhibitor members, it was said,
with Max A. Cohen named chairman
of the committee. He is now at work
on plans calling for as distinctive an
evening as the Horse Race dinner
staged by the Picture Pioneers five
years ago.

Fielding Okays "Outlaw,"
Claims Pic Met Objections

(Continued from Page 1)

jections to the nature of the adver-
tising and to certain portions of the
picture have been met."
Remarking at the queues waiting

to get into the Broadway when the
Hughes' film opened yesterday, Alex
Moss, ad-pub. chief of Hughes Pro-
ductions, opined: "This picture
should gross at least $12,000 the first
day, and at least $80,000 for the
week."
Harry L. Gold, sales head of

Hughes Productions, observed: "Pic-
ture as shown was the one that re-
ceived the approval of the Board of
Regents in New York State."
"The Outlaw" will continue to be

shown at the Broadway on a 24-
hour schedule at the following ad-
mission scale: 70 cents, $1, $1.25 and
$1.50.

Swartz Handling Realart

Minneapolis — Don Swartz will
handle Minneapolis and Milwaukee
distribution of 24 former Universal
releases being re-issued by Realart
Pictures. Swartz said he plans to
open a Wisconsin office on Sept. 15.

Nelson to Ask Gov't

Action on U. K. Tax ^

(Continued from Page Ij

ury Department officials ha--- indi
cated that further dealings sl^ jyji be
between the British governmenc ancj:

representatives of the American filnf
industry.
Although this Government inform-'

ally has backed the American in-!

dustry's opposition to the high tax,
it has not yet taken an "official" po-
sition.

In the event, however, that furthei
discussions are held between the Brit-tb:

ish Government and the Americarilhe
industry. Nelson is expected to go t&h
London. im

The SIMPP head today will begin aiei

series of meetings with Governmenity
officials, including either Secretarjii
of iState George Marshall or Under- jar

Secretary Robert Lovett.
It was anticipated here that Nel-

son will come up with some broa<
alternative to the Dalton tax plan
SIMPP, it was said, has not closed
the door on some "freeze" versiorjj,^

as a possible alternative. However
it was pointed out that "freeze" msiy
be a loose term covering a varietyf,,
of plans, including some form oi

investment of earnings. There i

every indication that SIMPP and
MPAA will agree on a single al-

ternative, thus uniting the entire,

industry.
Although Nelson could not be

reached for comment, other Indus
try leaders here were generally du-Qj
bious of the attempt by British
Prime Minister Attlee to put the
American industry on the defensive
For the time being at least, it is the
position of the large segment of the
American film industry that furthei
moves should come from the British

There is also a growing belief
that the entire question would be
resolved if the U. S. Governmentf?
were to take over the industry's
fight.

Hint of British Tax
Alternative Holds Allport

Fayette Allport, MPAA's London
representative, who was scheduled:

?ii

to leave for Copenhagen in view of L
the mounting Danish problem, has

[li

been ordered to remain in London ]i

as a flurry of talk has arisen re-flj

garding an alternative to the British
75 per cent confiscatory tax.

In the meantime, all progress to-'

ward the Danish situation has been
stalled.

STORKS
Chicago — A daughter, Jill, was

born to the wife of Lou Smerling,
manager of the local office of Con-
fection Cabinet Co.

Minneapolis—Mrs. Martha Ditch,
former M-G-M booker's secretary,
has a new baby girl, Sheryle Lynn.

;\r
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olosseum Hearing

lefore Year's End

(Continued from Page 1

)

iemt^°i'ship of 650 salesmen out of

he ^i^iroximately 900 throughout
he i^-Hmtry, will ask for an "across-
he-board" election that will encom-
lass all exchanges in one voting pro-

. edure. Union will claim that this

aethod should take precedence over

oting in the individual exchanges
lecause the latter are all part of the

larent distributor organization.

A Colosseum spokesman revealed

hat 50 per cent of the salesmen in

he New York exchange area, one of

he four remaining unorganized
mits, have made application for

: nembership and that a clear major-

ty is expected shortly. Other ex-

:hanges which have yet to be or-

canized are Buffalo, Memphis and
^Jew Haven.

In compliance with the Taft-Hart-

ey Act, Colosseum leaders have re-

portedly filed statements with the

vILRB that they are not members of

',he Communist Party.

! Chicago—David Beznor, attorney

i-'oY the Colosseum of Motion Picture

f'-3alesmen, is demanding that the

NLRB petition Federal Court for a

/estraining order to enjoin film com-
janies from engaging in allegedly

infair labor practices.

Buit Claims Infringement

Of Korda Film Copyrights

Hecuba Corp. and London Films

'i'rods. yesterday filed suit in U. S.

District Court, charging infringe-

nent of 16 mm. rights to 24 Alexan-

der Korda films by Brandon Films.

Distribution rights to the films, ac-

cording to the complaint, were as-

dgned by Korda to London, which

issigned 16 mm. rights to Hecuba.

Suit seeks an injunction and dam-
iges, plus an accounting of profits,

;aid to be not less than $500,000, and

isks the court to impound all prints

)f the copyrighted films held by
Jrandon until the action is settled.

Films named included "The Scarlet

n'impernel," "The Return of the

i scarlet Pimpernel," "Lydia," "The
^ Thief of Bagdad," "Catherine the

Jreat," "The Private Life of Henry
/III," and others.

lamsey Forms Film Co.

Dallas—The Ramsey Picture Corp.,

vhich will make industrial films, has
.pened at 2012 Field St. Arthur B.

lamsey, formerly Southwestern rep-

esentative of Paramount News, is

i iresident.

SICK LIST

STANLEY MEYER, vice-president and

eneral manager of United Artists Theaters,

> confined to his room at the Sherry Neth-

rlands Hotel, after a minor operation.

Telling About Tele
PLANS of two Texas oilmen to construct a 47-story hotel in Dallas, with a

television set in every room, was a step closer yesterday when the FCC

awarded the pair a construction permit for a new video station which will

be included in the hotel building. The commercial tele permit was given to

the Lacy-Potter Television Broadcasting Co., owned by Rogers Lacy, Long-

view, Texas, a multi-millionaire oil man and Potter of Dallas an independent

oil producer since 1918. The new station will operate on channel No. 8.

The tele antenna will be constructed on top of the huge hotel.

• • •
THE opening of the American Heritage Foundation's Freedom Train will

be covered by WN6T both live and on film when the train starts its

nation-wide tour from Philadelphia Wednesday, and arrives here Thursday.

The train is scheduled to make a year-long tour of 300 communities in 48

states to show Americans the documents that have served as the basis of

American democracy. ... • David Davidson's novel, "The Steeper Cliff

"

will be the topic for discussion on the same station's program, "The Author

.Meets the Critics," Thursday. Merle Miller, editor of Harper's Magazine and

Edwin J. Lukas, executive director of the Society for the Prevention of Crime

will be featured as well as the author. ... • E. A. Nicholas, president of

the Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., stated at a recent showing of his

company's new models that he anticipated by the end of the year an average

tele audience of one million viewers. ... • WCBS-TV has scheduled 17

college and pro games this Fall, originating from N. Y. C, Washington and

Annapolis. ... • That station also will telecast the National Theater

Conference's talent tryouts for unknown actors, being conducted this week

at Hunter College Playhouse, as the second program in Bill Leonard's "This

Is New York" series. ... • Phiico tele station, WPTZ, as part of a

schedule of on-the-spot telecasts, is planning two series of programs, one

from Franklin Institute, the other from the Philadelphia zoo.

* • *
A $100,000 bid for television rights for the 1947 World Series has been sub-

mitted to Baseball Commissioner A. B. Chandler for its client, Rheingold

Beer, by the ad agency Foote, Cone & Belding. The offer specifies that the

Dodgers and Yankees meet in the series. If the Yankees alone win the

offer is fixed at $50,000. . . •Phiico Company introduced new television

models to 700 dealers and salesmen at Chicago's Palmer House Wednesday
night. Exhibit goes to Detroit for next showing and then to West Coast. . . .

• B & K television station WBKB, reports 5,633 Chicago television sets are

receiving their programs First Phiico program went out over this station

yesterday.

Goodman Elected Prexy
Of Paramount Pix Club

Paramount Pictures Club has
elected Monroe Goodman, assist-
ant to Oscar Morgan, company's
short subject sales manager, as pres-
ident of the Club for 1947-48. He
succeeds Agnes Mengel Grew.

Others elected at a membership
meeting were Sara Lyons Danto,
vice-president; M. H. Hodge, trea-
surer, and Edward F. Morey, secre-
tary. Elected to the board of gov-
ernors were Belle Jones, Mrs. Grew,
Herbert Lazarus, Al Siciagnano,
Lillian Jacobs and Stanley Chase.

RKO to Reopen Jefferson

As a Combination House

RKO Theaters will reopen the Jef-
ferson Theater, 14th St., tomorrow
with a vaudeville and film policy.

Stage shows will be presented each
evening and at Saturday and Sunday
matinees.

Entire exterior and interior of
the house has been redecorated, with
new chairs and sound equipment.

SHORTS
"Gridiron Greatness"

20th-Fox 9 Mins.
Excellent

A Movietone Sports Review which
features the narration of Mel Allen
and his behind the scenes views of
football training at Miami Univer-
sity, No. Carolina and California.
Some of the gridiron greats shown
in action are Johnny Lujack, Emil
Sitko, Doc Blanchard, Glenn Davis,
Charley Justice, Walt Pupa, Bob
Cox, Charley Trippi, Bobby Layne,
Tommy Harmon, etc. Excellent
sports reel and a good seller for the
coming season.

SPG and Companies
Start Wage Parleys

Under the wage re-opening clause
of its contract with the industry, the
Screen Publicists Guild met with
management reps, yesterday in the
office of Paramount's P. J. Scollard
who acted as chairman of the man-
agement group.

Leon Roth, prexy of Local 114,
presented the union's demand for a
30 per cent increase "across the
board" on all existing salaries. Roth
asserted that in view of ever-spiral-
ling costs and also because the pub-
licists were partly responsible for
the unprecedented earnings of the
various film companies, it was only
fair that wages be adjusted accord-
ingly.

No decision was reached at yester-
day's meeting except that both
groups would meet again very soon
to continue negotiations.

Otto Schneidewind Dead
Omaha—Otto Schneidewind, 70, a

stagehand for 51 years, died here.

"Carle Comes Calling"
RKO 16 Mins.

Swell
An extremely pleasing musical

short with Frankie Carle, his orch.,
vocalists and guest drummer, Joey
Preston. Carle's daughter, Marjorie
Hughes, sings of her association with
the band, while male vocalizing hon-
ors go to Greg Lawrence. Compris-
ing seven numbers, this reel has ev-
erything to make it a hit.

"Moonlight"
UA 7 Mins.

Good
Photographed in Cinecolor, this

footage wanders through the moon-
light on the heels of two lovers.
Fundamentally an interpretation of
the music, (Clair De Lune) it is

artistic enough to hold the most
critical of audiences.

"Everybody Talks About It"

Para. lO Mins.
Popular Appeal

Differing from the days when
everybody talked about the weather
but nobody did anything about it,

this reel shows what modern science
has done to record and forecast what
is in store. The U. S. Weather Bu-
reau, airports and other institutions
are pictured in this educational and
interesting short which has popular
appeal for all.

"Holiday in South Africa"
20th-Fox 8 Mins.

Relaxing

George Carson Putnam follows the
Technicolor camera to Durban, South
Africa's favorite resort, and de-
scribes the beauties of this scenic
country. With a population of more
than 350,000 it is an important sea-
port and the third largest city of
the Continent. A relaxing and beauti-
ful reel.

"Engulfed Cathedral"
UA 7 Mins.

A Delight to Hear
Featuring Werner Janssen con-

ducting the Janssen Symphony Or-
chestra of Los Angeles, this derives

its story from a legend of a lost

castle now buried under the sea. The
camera descends to the ocean's floor

to view the forgotten cathedral

while the melody of Debussy fills the

air. Done in Cinecolor, it is pleasant

to see and a delight to hear.
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Govt. "Straight Talk" Seen Settling U.K. Duty
1!

Impression Grows British

Would Retreat to Stand
By State, Treasury Depts.

(ConHnued from Page 1)

formed trade quarters—and it is not

an opinion restricted to this side of

the Atlantic, by any means.

The conviction is growing that

if the State Department and the

Treasury "talk up" resolutely in

support of the American indus-
try's rejection of the confiscatory
duty imposed by Chancellor of

the Exchequer Hugh Dalton,
Prime Minister Attlee's Labor
Government will give ground,
despite the fact that any con-
cessions to Hollywood will bring
a storm of criticism and protest
from certain British groups.
Evidence grows, incidentally, that

if the American trade was caught by
surprise when the Dalton duty was
imposed, the British industry was
scarcely less so. Less than 24 hours
before the Labor Government acted,

it is said that J. Arthur Rank him-
self had been given to understand
that no immediate action was in-

tended.
Indeed, British trade leaders had

anticipated that there would be noth-
ing done while Parliament was in

recess, thus permitting a breathing
spell for the working out of an ar-

rangement acceptable at once to

both Governments and to both in-

dustries.

Framing of an alternative — for
which Prime Minister Attlee again
called in his letter to the CEA this

week—presents a knotty problem for

the U. S. industry. While the ma-
jors might be disposed to accept a
freeze up to 50 per cent for a period

of time, independents thus far are
little inclined to go along, as much
opposed as they are to the 75 per
cent duty. The indie position is that
British revenue in full is essential to

their operation.

Curious U. K. Suggestion

One suggestion—a curious one

—

that has been broached in British
quarters is that the indies might
look to the U. S. Government for
subsidies in the event of a freeze
solution to the extent of their earn-
ings frozen in Britain, the U. S.

Treasury to be repaid of course when
remittances are unfrozen.
From the practical American view-

Washington^s Earle
Renamed the Warner
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Earle Theater, ace

Warner house and famed landmark
in the District, was renamed the

Warner Theater yesterday, coinci-

dent with the opening of "Life With
Father." Change is in line with a

similar tagging of the Hollywood,

New York as the Warner when
"LWF ' opened there last month.

Drive-In Won't B&ther If They Can Stand Noise
Of Anitisenient Parh, Indian Lahe Operator Holds

Bellefontaine, O.—A Drive- In theater constitutes ho more of a noise nuisance

than a roller rink or amusement park rides, contend three owners of the Eastlake

Drive-In Theater at nearby Indian Lake, in an answer and cross-petition filed

in Common Pleas Court here. Leonard Bookwalters, Rex K. Dyer and L. K.

Dyer, owner of the theater, ask damages of $20 000 of Florence Sutton and

others residing near the Drive-in, claiming they were wronged in being forced

into court in answer to a suit filed by the plaintiffs, seeking a restraining order

against the theater as a nuisance.

In compliance with court orders they allege they were required to make
certain adjustments and to employ counsel. In their answer, they contend that

the resort area was accustomed to noise prior to opening of the Drive-ln, citing

the existence of an amusement park and roller rink in the vicinity.

Wallis Plans No Cuts

In H'wood or England

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Wallis will not

curtail production budgets or the
number of tilms to be made here and
in England, despite loss of revenue
from the British market, the Para-
mount producer said yesterday. Re-
cently returned from London, Wallis
plans to go back next Spring to
make another film, probably "House
of Mist."
While in England, Wallis produced

"So Evil My Love" for Paramount-
British. He is now working on two
pictures, "Sorry, Wrong Number"
and "Be Still, My Love," to be re-
leased by Paramount this Fall, with
a third to be announced.

Boston Watches Polio
Boston—While parents are warned

by the state health department to
keep children away from crowded
area, schools will open on schedule
and Dr. Roy Feemster of the health
department, said that no epidemic
exists in Massachusetts.

point, such a proposal is prepostrous,
of course. It is merely cited here as
underscoring the lack of understand-
ing in certain British quarters of the
U. S. Government's fundamentals,
among other things.

If the drafting of an alternative
is a knotty problem on this side,
approval of it, when once submitted,
by the Labor Government presents
Prime Minister Attlee and his Cab-
inet with one equally knotty. Or
perhaps thorny would be the better
term.

If the alternative requires too
much of a backtracking by the
Labor Government, the Opposi-
tion, particularly the Conserva-
tives, will attack it with vigor
for the political advantage to be
gained. British newspapers, too,
may be expected to sound off.

So, too, the considerable number
of Britons who have little or no
use for the movies.
Some of the fireworks will come

from religious groups, say those who
know their England. Some will come
from those who little understand
British exhibition's dependency on

Para., Warner's Add

To Own Stock Buys

(Continued from Page 1

)

pany to 473,000. During the same
time, Warners bought 1,800 shares to
bring their total to 107,180.
With the announcement from

Britain early in the month of a 75
per cent tax on American film
profits, industry securities sagged
sharply and most of the issues
bought were picked up at or near
the year's lowest prices.

Piccadilly Suit Dismissed

Chicago—Formally ending ensu-
ing litigation as a result of a $7,000,-
000 trust suit filed by the Piccadilly
Theater against eight major film
companies and three exhibitors, U. S.
District Judge Phillip L. Sullivan
dismissed the case after being told
of an out-of-court settlement. No
financial arrangements were in-
volved.

Hollywood product to keep theaters
operating. And some will come from
the crackpots who constitute a noisy
element — among them those who
have no use for anything American.

Favor Clift Formula
Some observers comment that the

best formula thus far advanced for
a compromise is that devised by Sir
Sidney Clift, former president of the
CEA—an organization bitterly op-
posed to the confiscatory duty—who
is now in New York.

Sir Sidney's proposal envisions a
three-way split of U. S. film earnings
in Britain—duty, freeze and remit-
tance—as an alternative. Conceiv-
ably, this, if acceptable here, could
enable the Labor Government to
save face at home in that 66-2/3 per
cent, representing the coin presently
remaining in the U. K. under the
formula, would not be too far from
the 75 per cent which figures in the
Dalton plan.

In any event, however, before the
impasse can be resolved. Sir Stafford
Cripps, exponent of austerity, who is

a stranger to the cinema, must be
won over. It is conceded here that
the CEA in converting Sir Stafford
has one of the toughest selling jobs
ever tackled by the British industry.

Wisconsin ITO Ties

Meet to Allied Cop'^b
\ M'

(Continued from Page 1)

is general chairman; Edward John-
son, treasurer, and James Gahagan,
publicity director.

Convention committee includes
Harry Perlewitz, F. J. McWilliams,
Edward Johnson, William Pierce,
Oliver Trampe, Sigmund Goldberg,
John P. Adler, Russell Leddy, Floyd
Albert, L. V. Bergtold, Jack Yeo and
George Panka.

Mrs. A. Silliman is chairwoman of

the Women's Committee, aided by
Mrs. Evelyn Gutenberg, Mrs. Wil-
liam Ainsworth, Mrs. Ruddell Leddy,
Mrs. Floyd Albert, Mrs. Helen
Hanke, Mrs. George Langheinrich,
Mrs. A. J. Honthaner and Mrs. Louis
Schieber.

Other committees are — Booth
Space: Harry Perlewitz, Charles
Trampe, Howard Gleason; Finance:
Edward Johnson, Erwin Heimke; Ad
Copy: William Pierce, Edward John-
son; Entertainment: William Ains-
worth, Charles Trampe, Harry Perle-
witz; Reservations: Harry Perlevsdtz,

Charles Trampe, Howard Gleason;
Decoration: Oliver Trampe, Ray
Trampe; Tickets and Registration:
George Langkeinrich.

Leonard Schlesinger
Returns to WB Office

Leonard S. Schlesinger, president
of Warner Bros. Service Corp., re-
turned to the Warner home offices

yesterday to resume full-time duties
following his recuperation from an
illness. Schlesinger was convalescing
in Atlantic City for the last several
weeks and kept in touch with the
operations of his department there.

Lavery, Gosch File Suit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Emmett Lavery, pres-

ident of the Screen Writers Guild,
and Martin Gosch, Broadway pro-
ducer, have filed suit in Superior
Court against Mrs. Lela Rogers,
mother of Ginger Rogers, for $1,000,-
000 charging defamation of person
and property. This is in connection
with "Town Meeting of the Air"
broadcast Sept. 2, when Mrs. Rogers
allegedly said that Lavery's new
play, "Gentleman From Athens,"
was filled with Communistic propa-
ganda. Martin Gosch is producer of
the Lavery play scheduled to open
in November.

fEflimE TOUCH

ALICE SMITH, secretary to Stanley Kone, NCA
executive secretary, Minneapolis.

BEVERLY HORK, assistant cashier, Columbia,
Minneapolis.
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Propose Six Months Status Quo on Ascap Rate
Representatives of Five
Exhibitor Groups Propose
^ove to Music Licensor

Representatives of five exhibitor
organizations, meeting with Ascap
'officia's at the week-end, proposed
'that license rates "be not increased
at the pi'esent time but that the

status quo be maintained for a period
of six months beginning Oct. 1."

Ascap made no statement follow-

ing the meeting concerning reception

of the proposal but it was agreed to

submit the proposition to the So-

ciety's board at a regularly scheduled
meeting set for Sept. 25.

Representing the theater groups
(Continued on Page 5)

ITOA Quits Jersey

Theater Federation

Independent Theater Owners As-
sociation, headed by Harry Brandt,
has tendered its resignation from the

[Federation of New Jersey Theater
' Owners, it was learned at the week-
end. While the spirit of the resigna-

tion notice was amicable, it was
pointed out that with the New Jersey

(Continued on Page 4)

No Hikes in Asia Taxes
Anticipated by Rearden

It is unlikely that the leading mo-
tion picture importing countries of

Asia will follow the British action of

increasing taxes on American films,

in the opinion of George F. Rearden,
(Continued on Page 5)

^Born Yesterday^ Pic
Rights To Columhin

"Born Yesterday" has been pur-

chased as a starring vehicle for Rita

Hayworth by Columbia Pictures. The

play, which opened early in 1946, is

still running at the Lyceum on

Broadway.

Under the agreement which was

concluded at the week-end an in-

itial payment of $100,000 and fur-

ther payments over a period of a

term of years will be made to Garson

Kanin, the author, and Max Gordon,

the producer of the play.

ATA-MPTOA Conclave
To Hear Tom Clark
U. S. Attorney General Tom C.

Clark will address the ATA-MPTOA
merger convention in Washington at

a luncheon on

Saturday, it

was an-
nounced at

the week-end
by Robert W.
Coyne, ATA
executive di-

rector and a

member of the

c n clave's

m a n a g -

ing commit-
tee.

Clark isi

expected to

speak on the

motion pic-

ture industry's

role in public service and will un-

doubtedly enlist the active of thea-

ter exhibitors in the Freedom Train

which begins its nationwide tour

Sept. 17.

CLARK

Draff Tall( Needs

Study, Says Gamble

Ted R. Gamble, ATA board chair-

man, expressed surprise and doubt

upon his return to New York at the

week-end that a boom had developed

in his absence to place him in the

presidency of the Theater Owners

of America, the organization which

will evolve from the imminent ATA-
(Continued on Page 7)

Company Toppers Okay Plan for Submission to Chifley;

Proposals Embody Seven Specific Examples and Detail-

ed Means by Which Coin May be Extended Through '48

"Permanent Australian expenditure" by U. S. distribs. of

33 1/3 per cent of remittables up to the end of 1948 is the

outstanding feature of a set of proposals which received the
okay of company presidents and for-

eign department chiefs at an MPAA
meeting on Friday, it was learned
over the week-end.
The proposals, previously discussed

with representatives of the Aus-
tralian Treasury, which has indi-

cated they will be regarded favorably
as a solution to the Australian film

(Continued on Page 8)

Gov't Financial Assist

To indies Seen Lilteiy

Washumtun Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington ^ Multi-million dollar

financial assistance to indies may be

forthcoming from the Export-Im-
port Bank or similar Government
agencies, it was indicated here over

the week-end following conferences

with U. S. officials by SIMPP Presi-

dent Donald Nelson and other So-

ciety leaders.

Nelson would only say that he had
discussed the effect of the British

Tax on indies with Under Secretary

of State Robert Lovett, Clarence E.

Gauss, vice-chairman of the Export-
Import Bank; and John D. Goodloe,

chairman of the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation.
Although discussions admittedly

(Continued on Page 8)

McDonough Urges Gov't

Action on U. S.-U.K. Pix Nut

Washimiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Government inter-

vention to break the Anglo-American
film impasse was called for over the

week-end by Rep. Gordon L. Mc-
Donough of California.

In a protest against the "confisca-

tory" and "discriminatory" tax, the

Caiifornian urged the State Depart-

ment to "take this subject into con-

(Continued on Page 7)

Tele Seen as Major Industry
750,000 Receivers by Next Year—Sarnoff

Meet Again TliisWeeic

On Eastern Production

P'urbher foundation work was con-

tinued Friday when Film Co-ordina-

tor Edward C. Maguire met with in-

dustry representatives and Municipal
officials to supplement the planning
program for an accelerated motion
picture production program in New
York City.

Speaking on clearance and admin-
istrative matters with ^

representa-

tives of Housing, Building, and Fire

(Continued on Page 7)

Dembow on UA Board;

Sedrs Recalls Kelly

Sam Dembow, Jr. was appointed

to the UA board of directors, replac-

ing Edward C. Raftery as Mary Pick-

ford's representative, it was an-

( Continued on Page 4)

"Verdoux's" Capitol Bow
Tied to Red Probe Start

With a nose-thumbing gesture di-

rected at the House Un-American
Activities Committee, Charles Chap-
lin announced Friday the second

preeming of his "Monsieur Verdoux"
(Continued on Page 6)

Atlantic City — Television, now
moving forward rapidly, is destined

to become one of the major indus-

tries of the U. S., with application

to the theater, the motion picture

studio and the entertainment film, as

well as serving the home. Brig. Gen.

David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
said Saturday in addressing the Na-

( Continued on Page 7)

Carry Ascap Fight

To Solons, Urged
Boston — Another angle in the

pressure campaign against the pro-

posed new Ascap music license fees

is being developed by the Indepen-

dent Exhibitors. In a bulletin to

members, signed by Ray E. Feeley,

business manager, exhibitors are

urged to acquaint Senators and Con-

gressmen "of the attempt on the

part of Ascap to abusively use their

copyright privileges and extort 200

to 300 per cent increases over last

year's rates."
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127-i:« Wardour St., W. 1. lIAXILA--Honiel
Sluart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise

Klimo. Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay.

Kitab Mahal. 190 Hornby Kd., Fort. Bombay 1. AL-
CIERS—Paul Saffar, Filmafrir, 8 Rue Cliarras.

MONTREAIj—Ray C'armichafl, Room M, 464 Francis

Xavier St. VANCOT'VER—Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Jtoxon

\\e.. Punchbowl. X, .S. W. Plione, UY 2110. BRl'S-
SELS—.lean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
<OPENnAGEN—.Ichn Lindberg, Jernbancalle No. 3,

Copenhagen-Van Loese. ROME—.Tohn Perdicarl, Via
J.ndovlsi 16. Phone. 427.JS. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuck. Cerrito 597. MEXICO CITY

—

Dorothy Neal, Calle de Paris 12.

finnnciRL
(Sept. 12)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat ITl/g 17 17 — l/g

Bell & Howell 213^ 21% 21% -f Vi
East. Kodak 433/3 43 431/4 + Va
Gen. Prec. Eq MVs H'/s 17'/8 — %
Locw's, Inc 201/8 19S/8 igs/g — 1/2

Paramount 2278 22l^ 221/2 — %
RKO 117/3 115/8 11% — 1/8

Republic Pict 4% 43^ 43^ — 1/4

Republic Pict. pfd... lis/s 11% 11%
20th Century-Fox . 261/, 26 26I/4 — Va
20th Cent. -Fox pfd.. 36 36 36
20th Cent.-Fox ppf.lOlVi 101 1/2 101 1/2 + 1/2

Universal Pict 173^ 173/3 173/3 _ 3/,

Warner Bros 141/3 14 UVs
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . 33^ 33/^ 33/4 _ ,

RKO 31/8 3 31/8-1- 1/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3yg 3%
Technicolor I21/2 I21/2 12'/2
Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3% — Vs

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecolor sy^ 6%
Pathe 4 43^

Texas Allied Parley
In Dallas Nov. 24-25

The Allied Theater Owners of Tex-
as, an affiliate of National Allied,
V, ill hold its annual meeting in Dal-
las. Nov. 24-2.5.

Edward Aylword Dead
Cincinnati — Edward Aylward,

father-in-law of Louis Stewart,
owner of the Parkland and Ohio The-
aters, is dead.

STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists

and Monogram, and NORTON V. RITCHEY,
president of Monogram Int'l, arrived in London
from Poris over the week-end.

THE THREE STOOGES, MOE and SHEMP
HOWARD and LARRY FINE leave for the East

on the completion of their current short to play

theaters in Virginia, the Corolinas and Georgia
for 12 weeks.

ANNE REVERE arrived from the Coast over

the week-end. She starts work next week at
Island Vinalhaven, Me., in 20th-Fox' "Deep
Water."

BERNARD J. GATES, Monogram's Latin-

Americon supervisor, left for Havana Saturday.

WILLIAM WYLER, who was to have left for

Hollywood Saturday, postponed his departure
from New York until the later part of this

week.

CHARLES M. REAGAN, Paramount's vice-

president in charge of distribution, flew to the

Coast at the week-end for studio conferences.

GEORGE BROWN, Paromount's studio public-

ity chief, left for the Coast by plane Sunday
after a series of home office conferences.

JOHN FARROW has returned to Hollywood
by plane.

TED O'SHEA, Paramount sales exec, is back
from a trip to Buffalo.

JUDGE MATTHEW M. LEVY, lATSE counsel,

returned to New York late last week from
lATSE conferences in Boston, Los Angeles and
Chicago.

U. K. Bans Importation
Of Ad-Publicity Material

Foreign department of the Motion
Picture Association at the week-end
was without detailed information
concerning the unrestricted ban on
imports of printed matter into Eng-
land which went into effect Friday.
The order, issued by the Board of

Trade in London, applies to music,
trade lists, advertising and publicity

material brought in by individual
license.

It was pointed out in the official

order that material shipped to. the
United Kingdom prior to Sept. 12

and due to arrive before Sept. 22
will be admitted without license.

A BOT official stated the ruling
was made to "limit the amount which
could be imported to what we could
afford to pay for." Measure applies

to books for reading as well as
periodicals.

Ent. Closing Deal for

B'way House for "Body'

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Enterprise is negotiat-

ing for a New York theater to show
'Body and Soul," "Arch of Triumph"
and its future pictures. It seeks a
five-year lease and is expected to
close negotiations shortly. It is ex-
pected "Body" will run until Novem-
ber by which time "Arch" would be
presented and aimed at a year's run
on Broadway.

"Green Dolphin Street"

To Play N. Y. Criterion

Metro's "Green Dolphin Street"
goes into the Criterion Theater in
late October when the run of
"GWTW" there ends.

Broidy and Ritchey
To Return in Two Weeks

SEYMOUR MAYER, M-G-M's 16 mm. sales

manager, leaves today for Australia and the

Far East on a survey of 16 mm. possibilities in

those regions. Tour will embrace Singapore,

Bangkok, Shanghai, Hong Kong, India and the

Philippine Islands.

EDWARD O'CONNOR, Loew's Int'l Far East

regional director, leaves today for Hollywood,

en route on a six to seven montiis' inspection

tour of his territory, including stops in Toyko,

Shanghai, Indo-China, Siam, Malaya, Burma,

Hindustan, Pakistan, Ceylon and the Philippines.

BOB ABELSON, Film Classics' Los Angeles

branch manager, leaves Hollywood Thursday for

New York, to confer with Sam Wheeler, general

3ales manager.

CARL HEUMANN, Warners manager in Colom-

bia, South America, has arrived in New York

from Bogota for conferences with Wolfe Cohen,

vice-president of Warner Int'l.

I. ROSENFELD, president of Simpex, Inc., of

New York City, left New York for France at

the week-end by clipper plane, to ottend the

Cannes Film Festival, in which several of his

pictures are entered. While abroad he will visit

several of the film capitals.

ANN CARTER child film actress, and her

mother, MRS. B. M. CARTER, left New York last

night for Syracuse.

6. S. EYSSELL, president and managing di-

rector of Radio City Music Hall, left Friday for

Hollywood.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, veepee and general

^ales manager of Universal-lnt'l, is scheduled

to return today after a series of confabs with

sales reps, in the field.

HAROLD ZELTNER, M-G-M salesman in Chi-

cago, is vacationing here.

MYRNA LOY arrived in New York from Holly-

wood on Sunday for a week's vacation.

BURGESS MEREDITH, who arrvd in N-w
York from London last week, left Sunday for

the Coast. i

COL. JOCK LAWRENCE of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization sails on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth i

this week for a month's stay in London. I

DOC BAMFORD, M-G-M's Chicago district
^

manager, is spending his vacation on Mackinac
Island in Michigan.

RALPH MAW and ROBERT WORKMAN have

returned to Minneaoolis after M-G-M's district

meeting in Chicago' with D. C. KENNEDY go-

ing to Des Moines, JERRY McGLYNN to Omaha
and JOHN KEMPTGEN off to Milwaukee.

London (By Cable)—Steve Broidy,

president of Allied Artists and Mono-

gram, and Norton V. Ritchey, presi-

dent of Monogram Int'l, cut short

their European tour, returning here

Friday from Paris. They will/ jyjAain

for two weeks before retun; \^- to

the U. S. Executives originally had
p anned to spend additional time on
the continent, in Switzerland and
Austria.

NEW YORK THEATERS

IT- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
Rockefeller Center

Rito HAYWORTH • Lorry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"
A L'olujiibia Piitiire • IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Colonel Gillette to be
Buried at Arlington

Col. Melvin E. Gillette, former head
if the Signal C'^rps Photographic
Center in Long Island City, will be
buried today in Arlington National
Cemetery. Funeral services were
held yesterday at the Walter B.

Cooke Funeral Home.
Colonel Gillette died Friday of a

heart attack while taking an auto-
mobile driver's test. Surviving are
his wife, Mrs. Ruth E. Gillette, and
a daughter, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Cavanaugh of Springfield, N. J.

RKO Indian Exec. Dies
As Lahore Office Burns

Charles 0. Julian, RKO manager
for India, has reported that the com-
pany's office in Lahore, India, burned
to the ground. Manager R. K. Shar-
ma was killed.

It is not known whether the in-

cident resulted from an accidental
fire or whether it occurred in the
rioting that followed India's inde-
pendence.

/ SAMUEL GOLDWYN pmenti \
I

DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO
I

and the Goldwyn Girii in
j

recf/zv/coco/t

JkMMMd

OH SCREEN
1st N. Y. Showing!

'BLACK
GOLD'

IN CINECOLOR

IN PERSON
ED SULLIVAN
HARVEST MOON
DANCE WINNERS

MONICA LEWIS
Extra I

PaulWINCHELL

BING CROSBY

JOANCAULflELD

BARRY mzeERALO
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Devonshire Films Presents
DAVID NIVEN
ANNABELLA

"DINNER AT

THE RITZ"
Gals—Guys—Guns

GOTHAM —TIMES SQUARE

VIVIEN LEIGH

"DARK

JOURNEY"
Scarlet Scores Again



'GREEN' FOR THE BOX OFFICE

THE INDUSTRY'S TRAPE
CLUES TO A THRILL HIT!

"Delightful tale of crime and humor , . . perfectly

turned to hold audience attention!"
—Mot/on Picture Herald

"Will keep payees guessing . . . inspector Cockrill

played superbly by Alastair Sim!" -Daily Variety

"Well-made thriller . . . high degree of suspense!"
—Exhibitor

"Enthralling thriller . , . builds to suspenseful, ingen-

ious climax!" —Showmen's Trade Review

"Refreshingly made . . . excellent all-around acting,

clever dialogue, adroit direction!"
—Motion Picture Daily

"Will keep audiences excited and guessing up to

last minute!" -Independent

NEW YORK NEWSPAPER
CLUES TO A THRILL HIT!

"A humdinger of a boflfler . . . humorous, intriguing,

startling!" -T'*'""

"Loaded with suspense . . . make a note to see it!"

—Dally News

"Well worth seeing. Amusing and gripping drama!"
—Herald Tribune

"More humor and excitement than most!" —Sun

"Corking good thriller. Suspenseful . . . slick . . .

deftly devised. Sim is terrific!" -P»s'

"A tonic for the audience. Inspector Cockrill

enchanting!"
-''^

*r
•

J ARTHUR RANK a>«k««<

SALLY GRAY • TREVOR HOWARD • ROSAMUND lOHN

I'GREEN FOR DAi\GER"
»^>n..e.U^ ALASTAIR SIM « 'I^UftCCtO^ Coc^niU

uM^ LEO GENN • JENKINS • campbell- marriott

Dirercd b/ SIDNEY GIUIAT Produced b/ FRANK LAUNDER ond SIDNEY OIUIAT

»niF I mN FILMS ......
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'Power' Sponsored to

Inspire Enthusiasm

a-n.dun.iton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "Power Behind the

Nation," initial Technicolor two-
reeler in a series of public service

films, is being sponsored by the
MPAA in a move to focus attention

on increased production, Eric A.
Johnston, Association president, an-
nounced. "The need to produce an
ever increasing volume of goods to

off-set the fearful destruction of the

war years must be brought home to

every citizen of free nations," John-
ston emphasized.
"America was built by enthusiastic

men and women who had faith in

themselves and in the way of life

they were fashioning," he continued.

"But today, we're taking the Amer-
ican system too casually and too

much for granted. What we need is

new faith, new enthusiasm and a new
crusading spirit for America, its

present and its future."
Subject, produced and distributed

by Warners, will be released on Oct.

11, with 200 prints to be shown
'simultaneously in theaters through-
out the country, according to pres-

ent plans. Net amount received from
rentals, above production and dis-

tribution costs, will be turned over
to the Damon Runyon Memorial
Fund which has been guaranteed
$50,000, Johnston revealed.

Local MPF Committee Casts

Ballots in Elections

The local committee of the jMo-

tion Picture Foundation met at the
week-end to elect a national trustee

and permanent area chairman. Re-
sults of the balloting will not be made
available until sometime this week.
Max A. Cohen, Cinema Circuit

president, presided over Friday's
meeting.

Dembow on UA Board;
Sears Recalls Kelly

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced last Friday following a meet-
ing at the home office.

Board discussed current and fu-
ture product, banking problems of
UA producers, and the British situa-

tion. Decision on all of these prob-
lems was postponed until Wednesday
when Arthur W. Kel.y, exec, veepee,
is expected back from England, in

response to a cable sent to him by
Prexy Grad Sears.
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George Brown Penny Singleton
Alfred N. Goldsmith

Robert T. Kone
Louis Gasnier
Peter Lewis
Jean Renoir

Charles Cohen
Jack Sogg'

J. E. Farrow
Tom Conway
Clifton Young
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Monday Morning Memos
• • • DON'T BE TOO SURPRISED if General oi the Army Dwight

D. Eisenhower, chief of staff, president-elect of Columbia University, and

persistently mentioned as a possible Presidential candidate, speaks at

the MPTOA-ATA merger convention in Washington this week-end.

T T
• • • THERE COULD BE a direct relationship between any further

softening of film theater attendance in these U. S. and the rising cost oi

food You gotta eat, if but to have strength enough to walk up to

the box office Soaring food costs cut into recreational and amuse-

ment spending, make no mistake about that And into other spend-

ing, too F'r instance, the Wall St, Journal reports department store

execs, already blame declining sales on heavier grocery spending.

T T

• • • IF YOU'RE STILL PUZZLED by that announcement that "Mr.

Blandings Builds His Dream House" will be distributed by SRO instead

oi RKO Radio as originally announced, didja ever stop to consider that

it might have been a factor in negotiations which saw Dore Schory

released from his DOS commitment to take over the RKO studio post? . . .

• As neat a bit of space-stealing as you'll come up against in a month

of Sundays was to be found in yesterday's This Week magazine section

oi the N. Y. Herald-Tribune and associated papers Two-and-a-half

page illustrated Charles D. Rice by-liner was keyed with nicety to "The

Secret Lite of Walter Mitty." ... • Industry camera fans in the New
York Met. area will be making bee-lines this week for Monty Salmon's

Rivoli where a prize photograph salon opens today The exhibit-

competition has brought out some of the best examples of amateur

photographic art ever placed on view hereabouts.

• • • DON'T BE SURPRISED if little Ann Carter, whose work in

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" so impressed the nation's press and radio film

critics that they voted her one of the five outstanding juvenile actresses

in THE FILM DAILY'S FILMIXJM'S FAMOUS FIVES 1946-47 poll, is Walt
Disney's choice for "Alice in Wonderland" Ann, who next will be

seen in "Song of Love," Metro pic headed for the Radio City Music Hall,

and in "Prelude to Night," in which she plays Diana Lynn as a child,

arrives with her mother in up-state Syracuse today from New York to

participate in the silver jubilee program oi Station WSYR The

youngster was a Syracuse resident at the time she first attracted the

eagle eye oi film scouts—hence the present transcontinental trip.

T T T
• • • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., an honorary vice prexy of the

American Association for the United Nations, gets in tomorrow to emcee
the organization's Sept. 20 Waldorf-Astoria dinner marking the culmina-

tion of United Nations Week. ... • Chicago's Better Business Bureau
is warning its members against a femme using the name Barbara
Allen Lee who is contacting Windy City folks for parts in "The Charleston

Story" which, she says. Paramount will produce Paromount dis-

claims all knowledge of Miss Lee or plans for such a production. . . .

• Cinema Stamp Collectors' meeting on Oct. 8 will hear Sidney F.

Barrett speak on "Stories Behind the Stamps." ... • Clarence Derwent.
president of Equity, and Richard Rodgers, president of the Dramatists'

Guild, are co-chairmen of a committee which will establish an inter-

national theater center for the U. S. under sponsorship of the American
National Theater and Academy. ...» Elizabeth Taylor will hie
away to Cambridge Friday to be the guest of the Harvard Advocate for

two days Occasion is the publication by the Advocate of its first

post-war registration issue.

ITOA Quits Jersey

Theater Federation

(Continued from Page 1)

Federation about to become a per-
manent organization, the J'T'OA

would prefer to maintain \t( M'p-
arate identity. ^

Latter group emphasized its desire
to continue to work with the Federa-
tion on matters of mutual interest,

such as the recent New Jersey tax
fight when the Federation was sup-
ported by ITOA with both manpower
and financial aid.

ITOA also revealed that it has
advised its members to take ad-
vantage of the 60-day contract ex-
tentions offered by Ascap in its re-

cent notice of increased music license

fees.

It' is believed that ITOA attor-

neys are preparing an injunction
move against the new Ascap rates,

in connection with the recently re-

vived suit brought against the music
licensing company by a group of

New York theaters. ITOA spokes-
men, however, would not comment on
this development.

Next membership meeting of

ITOA has been set for" Sept. 25 at

the Hotel Astor, with a large group
of area exhibitors expected to at-

tend the session.

Carver Urges Mich. Indies

To Skip Washington Meet

Detroit—Sam Carver, president of

the Michigan Independent Theater
Owners, has advised the unit's mem-
bers to stay away from the joint

meeting of the ATA and MPTOA, to

be held in Washington at the week-
end. Carver issued a detailed state-

ment blasting the MPTOA.

German Pix Back in Cincy

First post-war exhibition of Ger-
man pictures in Cincinnati will start

Sept. 26 at the Terminal Theater,
according to Morris Lev.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Geisser-Healey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles P. Skouras

tossed a "bachelor party" at the
Variety Club rooms in the Ambas-
sador Hotel in honor of John Healey,
who on Friday married Bette Geis-
ser, former secretary to Skouras.
George Bowser served as master of
ceremonies at the party which was
attended by executives and depart-
ment heads of both National The-
aters and Fox West Coast Theaters.
Healey is Bowser's aide. George
Skouras fiew in from New York to be
best man at the wedding.

O'Keeie-Morosco
Las Vegas—Walter Moroscd, film

director, and Marie M. O'Keefe
were married here.
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!Oth-Fox to Shoot

I in Next 2 Montlis

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twentieth-Fox, swing-

rig ^^0 full-scale production, will

ia\,_^^ht pictures under way dur-

ng TSe next two months. Four will

le filmed on location, the others go-

ng before the cameras at the studios.

Starting this week on location at

sland Vinalhaven, Me., is "Deep
Abater" based on the novel "Spoon-

landle" with Dana Andrews, Jean

^eters and Cesar Romero starred.

The stars are scheduled to arrive in

Vlaine Saturday, one day after Di-
•ector Henry King gets in to set up
lis shooting schedule. The produc-
;ion crew arrived there over the
,veek-end to prepare for the 24-day
jschedule.

"Deep Water" will be followed by
three other films on location during
the next month. They are "Ballad
of Furnace Creek" starring Victor
Mature, Coleen Gray and John Payne
..which will be filmed at Kanab, Utah;
l;"Call Northside 777" starring James
rStewart, which will be made in Chi-
cago; and "Street With No Name"

J

slated to get under way Oct. 6 in

Washington, D. C.
' Twentieth-Fox will have "The
IjFlaming Age" starring Jeanne Crain
land Dan Dailey in work during the

next two months, as well as Ernst
, Lubitsch's "Lady in Ermine" star-

-ring Betty Grable and Douglas Fair-

' banks, Jr.; "The Walls of Jericho"
starring Linda Darnell; and "The
Dark Wood" stan-ing Jennifer Jones,

to be directed by Otto Preminger.

Canadian Operators
Win Paid Vacations

( Toronto—An agreement has been
signed between 20th Century The-
aters, large circuit operators, and
the International operators union,

which grants the provision for an
annual vacation of two weeks with
basic pay as well as wage increases

of varying degree, depending upon
the theater situation, all along the

line.

Chief representative for the union
in the negotiations was W. P. Covert
of Toronto, International vice-pres-

ident of the lATSE.

Kansas City Shooting
For WB's ''Colt .45"

Kansas City — William Guthrie,

Warners studio location manager, is

here making arrangements for the

housing of a company of about 150

which will spend six weeks here

shooting location scenes for "Colt

.45," to be produced by Seton I.

Miller, who also did the screenplay.

Raoul Walsh, director of the pic-

ture, also spent a few days here last

week looking over the Missouri River

sites where filming will take place.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VRRD
Br RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"pHIRTY-EIGHT pictures are in production in Hollywood today—an increase

of six over the past week, with RKO topping list with 10, followed by

Warners and Monogram, with four each. Twentieth-Fox, Paramount, Colum-

bia are shooting three each; M-G-M, U-l, Republic, Screen Guild, two

each; SRO, E-L, PRC are down for one each Columbia is starting three;

M-G-M, Screen Guild, one Columbia and U-l just finished two each;

M-G-M, EL, UA and PRC, one each.

• • •
A NN DVORAK joins Gene Tierney and Linda Darnell in Twentieth-Fox's

"Walls of Jericho." Male castings have not yet been set. Lamar Trotti

will produce with John Stahl directing. ... if George Montgomery has

withdrawn from the leading part in "The Ballad of Furnace Creek" at Fox

and obtained a release from his contract. Glenn Langan may take over the

role. ... if "The Saintly Miss Peters," a screenplay about a school teachei

who carries her battle for higher pay to the state legislature, has been

purchased by M-G-M as a probable vehicle for Katherine Hepburn. . . .

tf Wendell Corey, now starring in the London production of "Voice of the

Turtle," will remain there to do a picture for Lazar Wechsler. The deal

was made through Hal Wallis, who holds Corey's personal contract and in

whose "Be Still My Love" he was supposed next to appear. He will fulfill

that role when he returns from Europe. ... ir Ricardo Cortez goes into

RKO's "Mystery in Mexico."

• • •
QVE ARDEN'S next will be a featured role in the untitled Doris Day musical

Michael Curtiz is producing. ... if June Lockhart, who just completed

a role in Eagle-Lion's "T-Man," is on her way to New York to do her first

B'way play, "For Love or Money." ... if tee B(onnell resumes his career

in Monogram's "Jiggs and Maggie in Society." Arthur Murray, set for a

spot in the same pix, will also map out the dance routines. ... if Adolphc

Menjou's book, "It Took Nine Tailors," will be out in January. . .

i( Broadway actor, Donald Buka, returned here from the Main Stem for a

month of added scenes in Howard Hughes' "Vendetta." . . . if Jack

Wrather, producer for Monogram and Allied Artists, also has a 16mm produc-

tion company which will make a series of six entertainment pix in the

1947-48 season as "experimental productions." ... if Joe Vitale has been

added to the Para. "Connecticut Yankee" cast if Jay Livingston and

Ray Evans, who wrote the music for that lot's "To Each His Own," have a

new ballad, "My Own True Love," also a title tune.

Propose 6 Mos. Status

Quo on ASCAP Rate

(Continued from Page 1)

were S. H. Fabian, Robert W. Coyne
and Leonard Goldenson of ATA;
Herman Levy, general counsel of
MPTOA; Fred Schwartz, president
and Murray Gurfein, counsel, of
Metropolitan Motion Picture Thea-
ters Association; Joseph Ubick of the
Allied Theaters of Michigan and
David Newman of the Co-operative
Theaters of Michigan.

Representing Ascap at the meeting
were: Gene Buck and Donald Gray
of Ascap's Board; Louis D. Frohlich,
general counsel; Herman Greenberg,
sales manager; Herman Finkelstein,

resident counsel; Richard F. Murray,
director of foreign and public rela-

tions; I. T. Cohen, Eastern division

manager; Jules Collins, manager
radio division; and George Hoffman,
comptroller.

Both sides, in a joint statement,
said that the meeting and conversa-
tions were "friendly."

[rish ScreenM
Gets Shaw's Works

Exclusive film rights to books and
plays written by George Bernard
Shaw have been given to Irish Screen
Arts, Ltd., by the author, Reuters
reports, on condition that any films

based on them are to be made in

Ireland.

New company is described as hav-
ing a capital of £100,000 and was
said to have been registered here a
few weeks ago. Its directors, all of
Dublin, are Joseph McGrath of the
Irish Hospitals trust; Daniel Breen,
James Robinson and E. J. Shott.
Arthur Cox is solicitor for the com-
pany.
Agreement, according to Reuters,

calls for Shaw to receive royalties
on the films made from his works.
The Eire government may provide
a £1,500,000 studio and rent it to the
new company or other persons wish-
ing to make films here, it was said.

Gabriel Pascal, who for some
years has had exclusive rights to

the Shaw works, recently said in

London McGrath would back him in

the production of a number of films

based upon Shaw stories, and said
that McGrath is putting un funds to
build an eight-stage studio outside
of Dublin.
Meanwhile the British producer

planned to film two Shaw vehicles at
Pisa, Italy.

No Asia Tax Hilces

Seen by Rearden

(Continued from Page 1)

Far Eastern supei*visor of Eagle-
Lion Distributors, Ltd., a subsidiary
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization.
En route to his Calcutta head-

quarters from London, Rearden said
that the public demand throughout
Asia for Hollywood-made pictures is

so great, the government officials

would not be apt to place obstacles
in the way of their'importation, even
if native product were sufficient to

supply local needs.

While in New York, Rearden con-
ferred with personnel of the Amer-
ican Eagle-Lion company, whose
product E-L, Ltd., distributes in

Europe and Asia, Alfred W. Schwal-
berg, E-L vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager; Max E. Young-
stein, ad-publicity-exploitation dii'ec-

tor, and Michael Shathin, of the for-

eign sales department, were among
the conferees.

Open Sessions for Annual
Tri-States Convention

Memphis—Annual meeting of the
Motion Picture Tkeater Owners As-
sociation of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee will be open to any-
one connected with the industry in

the Tri-States as either a distributor
or exhibitor, R. X. Williams, presi-
dent of the group, devealed. Meet-
ing will be held Oct. 14-15 at the
Chisca Hotel here.

Armstrong Buys Swifton
Swifton, Ark. — Swifton Theater,

which was under construction by
Maurice Livingston of Tuckerman,
Ark., has been sold by his widow to
Clarence Armstrong, owner of the
Victory Theater, Cash, Ark., who
will complete the house. Livingston
died about two weeks ago.

DEUJ POSTS

ROGER HAINING, manager of the Grand, In-

ternational Falls, Minn.

HOWARD COHN, manager, Midwood, Brooklyn.

MURRAY GREENE, manager, Vogue, Brooklyn.

SIDNEY BAKER, manager, Albemarle, Brooklyn.

SAMUEL TILFORD, manager, 43rd St. Theater,
Long Island City.

EUGENE CONNELLY, manager, Lynbrook Thea-
ter, Lynbrook.

JACK REID, manager. Astral Films, Calgary.

SHIRLY WILSON, Gaumont-Kalee sound engineer,

Voncouver.

CHARLES MARSHALL, National Film Board su-

pervisor, Vancouver.

JOHN PRATT, doorman, Orpheum, Vancouver.
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Walsh Spurns CSU

Huddle; Lists Reasons

lATSE prexy Richard F. Walsh in

a wire to AFL prexy William Green
enumerated these four reasons why
he could not attend last Saturday's
meeting in Chicago, called by the

AFL executive council:

(1) Meeting was not called at the

suggestion of the motion picture pro-

ducers. "As a matter of fact," Walsh
said in his wire, "I learned that the

meeting was called at the request,

among others, of the so-called Con-
ference of Studio Unions, an organi-
zation not recognized by the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor and some
of the members of which are not in

the AFL. I do not propose to attend
any meeting called at the behest of

the CSU. In my judgment it is com-
munist-led and communist-support-
ed. And its aims and policies are
antagonistic to my organization and
to the AFL."
Walsh referred to the $43,000,000

anti-trust suit filed by the CSU
against the lATSE, and he pointed
out that he could not subject his or-

ganization to dealing with the CSU
for that reason alone.

(2) Even if studio officials were
behind this conference, it was beyond
their power to call such a meeting.
Furthermore, not enough time was
a. lowed for all concerned to agree
upon a suitable place and time. Nor
was there any consultation with the

3) Since all International prexies
involved in the jurisdictional strike

had agreed on Sept. 7, at the Chica-
go meeting called by Rep. Carroll D.
Kearns, chairman of the House Lab-
or Sub-Committee, to meet again on
Oct. 20 in Los Angeles, there was no
reason for the executive council to

inject itself into another meeting.
(4) In the past two years, Walsh

has travelled more than 50,000 miles
trying to settle the Hollywood prob-
lem. No other International presi-
dent has gone hither and yon all over
the States to bring peace. It was
time to call a halt. Besides, there
were other matters that required his

personal and immediate attention,
such as the threatened strike of Local
306. He has found it necessary to

intervene personally in the problems
of the projectionists.
For all the above reasons, Walsh

added, he could nnt attend the meet-
ing.

REVIEUJS Of REUI FILfllS

Boren Refutes Claim of
Producers' Request for Talks
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following wire was

sent to President Green of AFL by
Charles Boren of AMPP and produc-
ers labor committee.

"According to your telegram of
Sept. 11 conferences held in Chicago
Saturday has been called at sugges-
tion of motion picture producers. So
that there may be no misunderstand-
ing we wish to make it clear that
we have not made nor do we know of
any such suggestion or request. We
are willing to co-opeiate in every
way possible in any effort to settle

Hollywood labor controversy and if

"Exposed"
with Adele Mara, Robert Scott

Republic 59 Mins.

wcll-contrived whodunit fare
should satisfy the general audi
ENCE.
Compact in story content, capably played

by an able cast, this proves to be a divert-

ing whodunit with the light touch prevail-

ing and a good deal of movement involved

in tne proceedings. It is recommended for

the general audience.

Story injects a new note into the treat-

ment. Here Adele Mara plays a female of

the species. The species in this case is the

private investigator—more commonly known
as the private eye. Her father, Robert Arm-
strong, is a legit cop. Alternately they get

in each other s way but it all adds up to a

sensible solution that proves a hard nut to

crack from hhe audience standpoint.

Script causes Miss Mara and William

Haade, her bodyguard-strong man, to flit

about in a neat convertible. They chase

down clues, characters and the like. Miss

Mara, it is made known at the outset, '<%

engaged by Russell Hicks to look into

Robert Scott's affairs. Said affairs stem

from large withdrawals which tend to indi-

cate an expensive poule de luxe in the pro-

ceedings somewhere. Actually the dough is

going to finance a cure for alcoholics.

Hicks is done in at about the second reel.

Miss Mara happens to be calling at the

time, picks up a clue which later figures

in the calculation of whodunit. Also rush-

ing on the scene is Armstrong and the

force. It is murder but a hard case to

prove. Meanwhile Miss Mara eludes and

trips up Bob Steele, strongarm gent labelled

with the appellation of The Windy City. Via

feminine figuring Miss Mara adds up, sub-

tracts, detracts and eventually makes the

solution.

Steele and riaade become involved in a

vivid brawl at one time in the proceedings

which is a good thing to watch. Story de-

livers proper impacts on the right action

planes. George Blair's direction is capable.
CAST: Adele Mara, Robert Scott, Adrion

Booth, Robert Armstrong, William Haade, Bob
Steele, Harry Shannon, Charles Evans, Joyce
Compton, Russell Hicks, Colin Campbell, Paul E.

Burns, Edward Gargan, Mary Gordon, Patricia
Knox.
CREDITS: Associate producer, William J.

O'Sullivan; Director, George Blair; Screenplay,
Royal K. Cole, Charles Moron; Original story,

Charles Moron; Photography, William Bradford;
Film editor, Irving M. Schoenberg; Music, Ernest
Gold; Sound, Fred Stahl; Art director, James
Sullivan; Set decorations, John McCarthy, Jr.,

Charles Thompson.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

requested reps, of producers will at-
tend any meeting for that purpose
called by executive council, if we are
given ample time and notice and
proper assurance that international
presidents of all union parties to con-
troversy will attend. . Further, it

is our understanding that interna-
tional presidents of these unions
have agreed to meet in Los Angeles
at Biltmore Hotel Oct. 20 in hopes
of resolving this jurisdictional dis-
pute. If such parties meet represen-
tatives of producers 'will attend if

requested."

Allied MPTO Meets in November
Pittsburgh — Allied MPTO of

Western Pennsylvania convenes in

the William Penn Hotel here Nov.
24-25.

SHORTS

"Album of Animals"
20th-Fox 8 Mins.

Should Score
Going through the zoo with Lew

Lehr, who has a special inimitable
way of describing the antics of each
animal individually. Should score on
the laugh parade.

"The 3 R's Go Modern"
20th-Fox 9 Mins.

Pleasant
Students from Florida's Talla-

hassee High School study Zoology,
ornithology and ichthyology—which
is another way of saying they take
tours to learn about the life and
habits of various birds and fish.

Pleasant and educational.

"The Talking Magpies in Going

South"
20th-Fox 7 Mins.

Many Laughs
When Heckle and Jeckle decide not

CO fly South for the Winter they offer

themselves up for adoption to a
kindly old grandmother. The old

lady turns out to be a hungry woLf
who would like nothing better than
mag-pie. The chase is on and pro-
vides many laughs till the pair
finally take off for points South.

"Mighty Mouse in a Date

for Dinner"
20th-Fox 7 Mins.

Good
Plenty of laughs and action as the

mice try to elude a hungry cat, and
succeed till one unfortunate victim is

caught. He persuades the greedy cat
to let him go in search of a fatter
and more tender morsel. The sub
turns out to be Mighty Mouse who
chases the cat, is cheered by the
mice and winds up the story. Good
cartoon which will please the kiddies.

Herbert Resigns as Secy.
Of Screen Writers Guild

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Protesting against the

recent action of the Screen Writers
Guild which favored collective royal-
ties for screen writers, F. Hugh
Herbert has resigned as secretary of
the organization. Terming the meet-
ing at which the vote was taken as
"deplorable," Herbert suggested a
mail referendum to the entire guild
membership on the royalty question.

Herbert said he will continue as
an active SWG member but that he
could not pei'mit any document im-
plementing "the idiotic actions" to
go out over his signature. Before his
resignation goes into effect, Herbert
said, he wished first to sign an affa-
davit of non-Cpmmunist affiliation,

as required of union officers under
the Taft-Hartley law.

Rank Rushing 24

Pix to Completion

London (By Cable)—Total of 24
features, started by J. Arthur Rank
Organization producers before_ the
British ad valorem tax w^ M ^an-

nounced, are either in the t .ng

rooms or being rushed to comple-
tion, a survey reveals. All of the pro-
ductions remained unaffected as to

budgeting, it was said.

Currently before the cameras are
10 features, including Laurence
Olivier's production of "Hamlet" at

Denham; "The Red Shoes," shot
against French and British locales

by Michael Powell and Emeric Press-
burger; Gainsborough's "Miranda";
"Oliver Twist," produced by David
Lean and Ronald Neame for Cine-
guild and Ealing's "Scott of Antarc-
tic," with backgrounds shot in the
Antarctic and Switzerland.

Also, "One Night With You," pro-
duced by Two Cities; "Saraband for
Dead Lovers," by Ealing; "The Cal-

endar" and "Easy Money," by Gains-
borough; and "Esther Waters," by
Wessex.

Being edited are "Daybreak"
(Gainsborough); "Uncle Silas" (Two
Cities); "End of the River" (The
Archers); "Vice Versa" (Two
Cities); "Blanche Fury" (Cineguild);
"Good Time Girl" (Sydney Box);
"When the Bough Breaks" (Gains-
borough) ; "The White Unicorn"
(John Corfield); "It Always Rains
on Sunday" (Ealing) ; "Rescue"
(Gainsborough); "The Woman in the
Hall" (Wessex); "Against the Wind"
(Ealing); "Snowbound" (Gains-
borough) and "The Mark of Cain"
(Two Cities).

HI

"Verdoux's" Capitol Bow
Tied to Red Probe Start

(Continued from Page 1)

at the Capitol Theater in Washing-
ton, D. C, for Sept. 25.

"It is no ironical coincidence,"
Chaplin wrote to the UA home office,

"that my comedy also opens in the
nation's Capitol less than 24 hours
after Rep. J. Parnell Thomas begins
his probe into asserted Communistic
film activities."

Though Chaplin has been threat-

ened with a subpoena for the hear-
ing, he has not yet been called.

Anticipating such an invitation,

Chaplin also declared : "If I am called
to Washington, there might just as
well be a harbinger of my arrival. I

have no better harbinger than my
comedy, 'Monsieur Verdoux.' Also,
if I am summoned to make personal
appearances in the daytime in the
House of Representatives Building, I

might just as well make a few such
appearances with my picture at the
Capitol Theater."

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., UA adver-
tising and publicity director, accom-
panied by Mori Krushen, exploitation
manager, are leaving New York to-

day for Washington, where they will

confer with Russell Birdwell, Chap-
lin's publicity rep. who arrives in the
nation's capital today.
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Draft Talk Needs

Study, Says Gamble

Tele Seen as Major Industry
750,000 Receivers by Next YearSarnoff

(Continued from Page 1)

MPTOA mei'ger in Washington this

weel^end.

\ ^kve seen no real evidence of a

'draflT ' Gamble stated, "and would

have to examine the matter very

carefully before drawing any con-

clusions."
Gamble has consistently refused

to advance his candidacy as has Si H.
Fabian, ATA president, who has also

been repeatedly mentioned for the

post. This attitude has been appar-

ent among leaders of both organiza-

tions because of a very sincere de-

sire to avoid any "weighting" of

TOA with candidates from either

group. Toppers want exhibitors at

the approaching convention to be

free and unpressured when the vot-

mg comes.

Capital MPTO Will Join

TOA; Protests ASCAP Rates
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—MPTO of Washing-
ton, D. C, has voted unanimously to

affiliate with the group resulting

froim the proposed merger of ATA
and MPTOA, it was announced over

the week-end.
The local organization also re-

corded unanimous opposition to the

ASCAP ratQ hike and recommended
to the ATA-MPTOA meeting that

"every effort" be made to combat the

ASCAP demands.
It was also recoanmended that

Congress be asked to change copy-

right laws so as to curb ASCAP's
power.

McDonough Urges Gov't

Action on U. S.-U.K. Pix Nut

(Continued from Page 1)

sideration" before any further cred-
• its are granted Great Britain.

"The American motion picture in-

dustry," McDonough said in a pro-

test to Secretary of State Georgo
Marshall, "has been singled out as

the object of this excessive taxa-

tion.

("Because of this levy one of the

greatest industries in our nation
faces serious curtailment of produc-
tion which will affect the livelihood

I of thousands of American citizens."

The Congressman also warned
that indie producers ai-e ' being faced
with extinction" because of tha
British tax.

End Fire Hazards
By Dec. I, Chi, Order
Chicago — Building Commissioner

Paul Gerhardt, Jr. has warned hotels

and theaters that they will have to

comply with the city ordinance to

eliminate fire hazards by Dec. I.

Some owners have been lax in mak-
ing required alterations, it was said.

(Continued from Page 1)

tional Broadcasting Company con-
vention.

Pointing out that between 150,000
and 175,000 television receivers will

be in use by the end of this year, the
RCA president predicted that about
750,000 will be installed by the end
of 1948 with the number to rise

sharply and rapidly thereafter.
Sarnoff said that 30 million

people live within range of pres-

ent video transmitters, with the
tigure to be increased to 40 mil-
lion by the end of the year, and
substantially by many millions

Chicago— Television's future role

in international communications
makes "Freedom to Look" as vital

as "Freedom to Listen," Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
said Friday in addressing a lunch-
eon sponsored by the Chicago Coun-
cil on Foreign Relations in honor of

the United States National Commis-
sion for UNESCO. Success in es-

tablishing world peace and under-
standing depends upon who wins "the
battle for the minds of men," Sar-

noff said in pointing out the neces-

sity of international radio and tele-

vision in the plans and operations of

the UN.

more. Based upon surveys, he

said, it is estimated that there

are seven viewers for each tele-

vision set in use.

Predicting that films will play an
important part in video program-
ming, Sarnoff emphasized that time-

liness is the great advantage en-

joyed by television over all other

forms of visual entertainment. He
cited the American Legion Parade in

New York, the Davis Cup matches,

the big league ball games televised

throughout the Summer.
Next year's Presidential nomina-

tions and election, he said, make the
year's possibilities for advancing
public interest in television most
promising.

Noting that international ra-

dio broadcastine was started five

years after national broadcasts
in this country, Sarnoff predicted
that international telecasts will

be achieved in about the same
period of time, although the
technical problems are more dif-

ficult to solve.

On the subject of talent, the RCA
president was of the opinion that the
telecaster cannot depend solely upon
the radio, motion picture and other
established sources of entertainment
for his players. As a new art, Sar-
noff said, television calls for new
techniques and the development and
encouragement of new talent.

Network facilities, Sarnoff
said, will be made available

sooner than expected because
coaxial cables and microwave
radio relays employed in tele-

vision can be used to carry other
communication services simul-
taneously. He believes that even-
tually microwave channels will

connect communities not reached
by coxial cables to television

network services.

Sarnoff observed that a system of

so-called wired "phone-vision" would
introduce a monopoly feature into

television by limiting its service to

telephone subscribers only, and is

doomed from the start because of

the political implications and the

legal and regulatory aspects, as well

as the technical difficulties of pre-

venting non-payers from receiving

the same programs. Moreover, he
continued, such an idea is not in

keeping with the traditional Amer-
ican policy of "Freedom to Listen"
and "Freedom to Look."

Meet Again ThisWeek 20lh-Fox Closes Deals

On Eastern Production For Low-Budget Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

depaitments, and with delegates

from the five borough presidents'

offices, Maguire and the industry add-

ed another notch into the growing

sti'ucture of planning for Eastern

production. Discussions centered on

the coming functions of the attending

:ity departments in aiding the film

industry. Further meetings are

planned for this week, though no

specific dates have been set.

Industry members attending Fri-

day's meeting were William D. Kel'y,

M-G-M; Hal Hode, Columbia; Mai.
L. E. Thompson, RKO; Tom Mead,
and Gilbert Kurland, Universal;
Douglas Travers, and Harold Lewis,

RKO; Tom Murtha, lATSE, and
Sal Scoppa, representing the studio

mechanics.

H'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has

•losed deals with two new low-budg-
eted producing companies. It will

release three pictures to be made by
Frank Seltzer Productions, and has
an option for three more. Seltzer

organization, which includes James
Nassour. Sam Wiesenthal and Hugh
King, will make exploitation pictures

qnd are to deliver the first picture

December 1, 1947.

Reliance Pictures formed bv Ber-

nard Small and Ben Pivar. is to de-

liver six pictures including two
"Bulldog Drummonrl." Sol M. Wurt-
zel is en route to New York to dis-

cuss a rfnowfll nf his diotribnti'^n

contract w'th 2nth-Fov. Twpnti^^^h-

Fnx is f'l'"^ uidprst^od t<^ be npco-

t^iatino' with a foui'th nroducer for

low-budgeted pictures.

No Pooh-Bah Role (or

Del Giudke—B oi T

London (By Cable)—Reports find-

ing their way into print that the
Labor Government contemplated the
appointment of a government super-
visor for the British film industry
brought an official denial Friday
from the Board of Trade, headed by
Sir Stafford Cripps.
The published story asserted that

Filippo del Giudice, who recently left

the J. Arthur Rank fold to estab-
lish his own producing organization
following policy differences, would
emerge as the "commissar" picked
by Sir Stafford for the new Pooh-
Bah spot.

While Del Giudice is known to be
close to the Board of Trade's austere
president, well posted trade sources
regard the contact as restricted to

Del Giudice's personal production
plans, dismissing the published re-

port as fantastic.

Michigan Allied Board
Will Meet Oct. 13-15

Detroit — Annual pre-convention
meeting of board members of Allied
States Association will be held at
Hotel Statler here October 13-15
prior to Milwaukee convention. Board
meeting here will be in conjunction
with j-iilied i Heaters of Michigan
state convention.

Wingart Named Bell's

Assistant at 20th-Fox

Charles Schlaifer Friday an-
nounced that Earl Wingart has been
appointed assistant publicity man-
ager to Ulric Bell at Twentieth-Fox.

Wingart, former newspaperman,
has held various publicity posts with
20th-Fox and Paramount both in

Hollywood and New York, during his

28 years in the industry.
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See Formula as Guide to British Tax Solution

I

Expect Favorable Reaction
As Aussie Treasury has
Knowledge of Proposals

(Continued from Page 1)

dollars problem, now go to Prime
Minister Joseph B. Chifley in Can-
berra for Cabinet consideration and
Government approval.

Embodied in the proposals are
specific examples and detailed means
of hov^^ such permanently blocked
American film earnings down under
may be expended. They include:

1. Local production.
• 2. Payment of capital debts of

U. S. subsidiaries, including dis-

charge of mortgages on genuine
Australian investments, among
them theaters and office build-

ings.

3. Capital expenditures for

improvements to such proper-

ties.

4. Employes' pensions.

5. Purchase of office buildings.

6. Purchase of government
bonds or industrial securities

which would be placed in escrow
with the Australian government
for a 15-year period.

7. Long term loans or credits to

local theater corporations in

which the U. S. companies al-

ready have a financial interest.

It is significant that there is no
suggestion by the American com-
panies that the permanently frozen
funds be used to acquire Australian
theaters.
Unusual importance attaches to

the American companies' Australian
formula in view of the fact that an
acceptable alternative must be
sought as well to the confiscatory 75
per cent duty imposed in Great Brit-

ain. Conceivably, if the Australian
proposals are accepted by the Chifley

Government they might be par-
alleled for a new Bi-itish counter
offer.

Only two-thirds of American film

earnings in Australia are now being
remitted monthly under an interim
agreement.

From Bergen to Library

Albany—Bergen Film Corp., New
York City, has changed its corporate
name to Library Films, Inc.

Midntifht Previetvs
Coining Back Strong
Advance midnight previews of

coming attractions, after dropping

off for the Summer months, are com-

ing back strong. As an example

Warners piaydate department, re-

ports 82 such bookings set for the

next several weeks.

Heading the list are 25 midnight

previews of "Dark Passage," most of

them scheduled to be held about a

week before the opening of the pic's

regular run of the picture. The list

also includes 16 advance screenings

of "Deep Valley."

Australian Government Will File Legislation
ff Film Cotnpany IVegotiations Do IMot Satisfy

Canberra (By Cable)— Legislation to halt remittances of U. S. film company
earnings will be introduced if the negotiations with film companies are not

satisfactory. Prime Minister Joseph B. Chifley, announced on Friday. Chifley

said that the Commonwealth Government would take steps to prevent transfers

of film earnings to the United States while it negotiates a permanent policy

with film interests.

Australia seeks to have about a third of American film earnings either frozen

or invested in this country. Distributors evidently are agreeable as far as the

percentage of earnings is concerned, with negotiations believed now to be mainly

on whether the funds are to be frozen for a period of time or invested per-

manently in the Commonwealth.

Indies Seek Gov^t Financing
See Officials Favoring Nelson's Plea

(Continued

3till are in the exploratory stage, it

was reported here on excellent au-
thority that Government agencies
are giving serious consideration to
a substantial loan to the indies if

some reasonable solution to the Brit-
ish situation can be found.
This financial assistance, it was

^aid here, may not be forthcoming
if the British tax were continued for
any great length of time, since a sub-
stantial part of indies earnings
would be lost. These views gave con-
siderable additional weight to reports
that the indies soon will unite with
the majors in backing a substitute
for the Dalton tax.
Government officials reportedly are

favorably impressed with the unique
position of the indies, as opposed to
major film companies and other in-
dustries. Earnings of the indies
are critically dependent on the for-
eign market, particularly on Great
Britain, whereas other industries still

can survive a drop in earnings from
abroad because of continued high
domestic demand. Some Government
officials thus believe that financial
assistance could be given the indie
film companies without starting a
^hain reaction of demands by other,
industries.

As defined by Congress, the
Export-Import Bank was set up
to aid in "financing and facili-

tating of exports and imports
and the exchange of commodi-
ties" between the U. S. and
other countries.

Tl'e bank makes only loans
and guaranties "which serve to

"Torment" Set for Squire
"Torment." first Swedish film

shown in America since the war,
opened last Friday at the Clay The-
ater in San Francisco. This is the
film's first engagement since its West
Coast preeming in Los Angeles a few
months ago. Edward L. Kingsley,
veepee of Oxford Films, American
distributors of "Torment," announced
that the film is scheduled to open at
the Squire Theater in New York fol-
lowing its current run of "Citizen
Kane." The import will then be
ready for national release, Kingsley
said.

from Page 1

)

promote the export and import
trade of the United States." In
addition, it was stated that
"loans are made for specific pur-
poses and must offer reasonable
assurance of repayment."

The RFC may make loans to
private business enterprises for
export assistance.

Government officials thus have in-

foraially agreed that the indies may
well come within these requirements.

Following the conferences with
Government officials. Nelson left for
New York. He was scheduled to
leave for the Coast over the week-
end but will return to Washington in

about two weeks. Nelson's office

here said that the SIMPP head also
expects to confer with MPAA Presi-
dent Eric Johnston. Nelson was ac-
companied by his two assistants,
Marvin L. Faris and Robert J. Rubin.

It was also learned that Nelson
still is of the opinion that further
negotiations of the British film situa-
tion should be between representa-
tives of the two governments. U. S.

officials, however, have stated that
dealings should be between the Brit-
ish Government and reps, of the
American film industry. It is now
considered certain that Nelson and
Johnston will go to London to dis-
cuss any settlement.

Reports that the U. S. Treasury
Departiment would grant a loan to
•he indies—private industry

—

wev2
'discounted here as "absurd."

Bill Shartin Appointed
E-L District Manager

William Shartin has been ap-
pointed Eagle-Lion district manager
for the territory embraced by the
Cincinnati. Cleveland and Detroit ex-
changes, it was announced at the
week-end by A. W. Schwalberg, E-L
vice-president and general sales
manager.

Serving under Shartin as branch
managers will be Harry Bugie, Cin-
cinnati; Mark Goldman, Cleveland,
and Clair Townsend, Detroit. Shartin
himself will headquarter in the
Cleveland office of the company.

L.A.'s Variety Club .

To Finance Boys' Club f
. /'M'^

IVesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM V ^Y
Hollywood — Joining in the fight

against the juvenile delinquencj
problem, Southern California show-,

men will establish a boys' club and
recreation center in East Los An-
geles that will accommodate up tc

2,000 youths.

The project was adopted at a gen-
eral membership meeting of the
V^ariety Club of Southern California,
headed by Charles P. Skouras.
The club will be located in a build-

ing purchased from the Woodrow
Wilson Post of the American Legion.
Purchase of the building, construc-
tion work, installation of club equip-
ment and maintenance are expected
to total $100,000, to which the
Legionnaires, led by Post Com-
mander Sanford S. Beldner, have
themselves already donated $10,000.
The youth center is expected to bel

ready for opening by Christmas Day.
The club will feature a huge gym-

nasium, game rooms, showers, craft
shops and a library. A full time staff
of trained personnel will also be
provided. Membership will be open
to all boys regardless of race, creed
or class.

To augment funds already ear-
marked for the financing of the boys'
center, Skouras said at the week-end
that the Variety Club in the near
future will produce a mammoth bene-
fit in the largest downtown theater.

Eight Denver Theaters
Book Huffman's Newsreel

Denver—Eight theaters will show
the newsreel started by Harry Huff-
man, city manager for Fox Theaters,
to cover Denver and Colorado events.
With schedules set two weeks in ad-
vance no attempt is being made by
Cameramen Gordon Gross and Har-
lan Mendelhall to cover spot news.

Theaters booking the reel include
the Telenews, showing issues first-

run, and the Denver, Paramount, Es-
quire, Webber, Aladdin, Tabor and
Rialto Theaters.

$1 Dividend Declared
Toronto—Marcus Loew's Theaters,

Ltd., Toronto, has declared a $1
dividend for the quarter ending Sept.
30 on the common shares, which form
the only stock capital. 'The dividend
is equal to payments in the previous
quarters of 1947 and represents a
four per cent rate on par value.

SICK LIST

JOE ALVIN is back at his SIMPP Coast

desk after two weeks bout with virus grippe.
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12 Cleveland Houses Ottered Better Fox Runs
Availability Cut Entails

Higher Percentages and
Increased Ticket Scales

An unusual sales plan under which
a group of 12 Cleveland theaters will

be offered the same availability as
major circuit theaters, which for
years have had exclusive second-
run in that city, will be instituted

by 20th Century-Fox with the re-

lease of "Mother Wore Tights," it

is learned. Offer entails higher per-
centages, said to be 40 per cent, and

(Continued on Page 8)

Studio Peace Parley

On 0(1. 4—Hutcheson
! Chicago—Following the failure of

Hollywood production representa-
tives to show up at a week-end meet-
ing designed to settle the studio

jurisdictional dispute, William L.

Hutcheson, president of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join-

(Continued on Page 6)

Exhibitor Objections to

.Knoxville Tax Overruled

I Knoxville, Tenn.—City and County
five per cent amusement tax is valid,

it was ruled by Special Chancellor

S. E. Hodges in dismissing a suit

(Continued on Page 8)

Stars to Join Truman
In Chest Broadcast

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Six stars broadcasting

from Hollywood will join President

Harry S. Truman, speaking from

Washington, for a special program

Sept. 26 launching 1947 Community
Chest campaigns throughout the na-

tion.

Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Dorothy

Lamour, James Stewart, Edgar Bergen

and Margaret O'Brien have been set

by the Hollywood Coordinating Com-
mittee to take part in the program.

It will originate in the Vine St. Play-

house from 6:30 to 7 p.m. and will

be carried by all four radio webs.

Glenhall Taylor is producing, and

True Boardman is in charge of the

writing.

British Buxton Circuit to Switch to Stage
Attractions to Meet Anterican Film Cuts

London (By Cable)—First circuit operator to announce the substitution of stage

shows for films upon the expiration of present pix commitments—a result

of the Anglo-American film impasse—is Harry Buxton, who sailed for New
York over the week-end.

Buxton said he would meet the film cuts by switching all 23 of his theaters

to flesh; change of policy is already effective in one stand.

Public Figure Will

Represent Industry

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An internationally-

known public figure will represent
MPAA and the motion picture in-

dustry before the House Committee
on Un-American Activities, it was
learned on high authority yesterday.
The name of this well-known per-

son cannot be revealed at this time.

It can be said, however, that the
special counsel is not connected with
the industry and will appear in per-

son before the committee, as the late

Wendell Willkie did in 1944. Decision
to name an outstanding public per-

(Continued on Page 6)

See 60G Saving In

New SIMPP-AFM Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Members of the

SIMPP will save about $60,000 in the
next 12 months under the terms of

a new pact negotiated with James C.

Petrillo, president of the AFM.
Previously producers were required

to engage extra musicians. Under
the new pact 60 men under contract
are interchangeable.

Coast SPG to Help

Fight Attacks on Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Full services of the

entire roster of the Hollywood Pub-
licists Guild have been offered in the
campaign to combat increasing at-

tacks upon the motion picture indus-

try. Volunteering help to "present
the industry as a vital factor in the
well-being of the nations," Lesley
Mason, SPG president, made his offer

in a letter to Charles Schlaifer, chair-

man of the advertising-publicity di-

rectors' committee of the MPAA.
Mason's letter read as follows:
"The members of the Screen Pub-

( Continued on Page 6)

Films Called an Aid to

Development of Children

San Francisco — Motion pictures

were called an aid to children's prog-
ress toward maturity in an address
by Mrs. Leo B. Hedges, editor and
state motion picture chairman of the

California Congress of Parents and
Teachers.

Speaking before a luncheon of the

(Continued on Page 5)

Goldwyit Blasts SWG Proposal
Plan Called ''Glorificafion of Mediocrify''

Empire-U.-Rank Action
To Be Heard in Toronto

Toronto—Ontario Court has ruled

that Empire-Universal action against

J. Arthur Rank firms for fulfillment

of alleged Canadian distribution con-

tract must proceed at Toronto re-

gardless of similar lawsuit against

Rank companies in United States
(Continued on Page 5)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a stinging arraign-

ment of Hollywood scripters in the

current issue of the Screen Writer,
Sam Goldwyn charges that "it has
become a lamentable fact that it is

a virtual impossibility in Hollywood
to assign a writer to a script and to

get from him a work that can be put
on the screen."

Goldwyn's blast takes the form of

(Continued on Page 8)

Convention Committee Will
Mull Problem h*om Variety
Of Industry Standpoints

Five alternative proposals on means
to combat increased Ascap music
license fees will be studied in Wash-
ington by the ATA-MPTOA con-
vention committee on Ascap, it was
revealed yesterday by Robert T.
Coyne of the merger convention
committee. Agenda for the com-
mittee's consideration was the first

of a number of study projects to
be announced for the Sept. 19-20
meeting.
Committee will initially study the

(Continued on Page 4)

200 Dutch Itinerants

Using 16 mm. Equip.

Purveying 16 mm. film entertain-
ment to the Dutch audience re-
quires a great deal of careful selec-

tivity in subject matter, it was dis-

closed by Anthony M. A. van Teter-
ing, president of the Netherlands
Substandardfilm Association. Van
Tetering arrived here last week on a

(Continued on Page 5)

Smith, Levathes to Speak
At Century's Convention

Andy W. Smith, Jr., general sales

manager for 20th-Fox and Peter
Levathes, company's short subject
sales manager, will address the Cen-
tury Theaters' showmanship conven-
tion, Sept. 30, at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, Fred J. Schwartz, Century
vice-president, announced.

Warners Gets Prado
As Havana Showroom
Harry M. Kalmine, president and

general manager of Warner Theaters,

announces the leasing of the Prado

Theater in Havana, Cuba, by the

Warner circuit.

The house will be completely ren-

ovated, including installation of new
seats, sound equipment and cooling

system, and is expected to reopen

early in December under the Warner
management.
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Pascal to Dublin Parleys
On Irish Producing Plans

Dublin (By Cable)—Gabriel Pas-
cal arrived here yesterday from Lon-
don for further conferences on his
Irish production plans under the
Irish Screen Arts banner.

fttfiie Producer Tells Attlee He'll Take
British Goods in Exchange for Pix Coin

Unique proposal to put at least a dent in the English stalemate on American

film imports was outlined to THE FILM DAILY yesterday by Producer John W.
Rogers, who said he had made his original proposal to take British manufactured

goods in exchange for any profits his pictures would make in England to Prime

Minister Clement Attlee. Attlee had asked the American industry for sugges-

tions other than the confiscatory 75 per cent tax.

Just in from the Coast, Rogers expects to leave for Washington if his counter

proposal finds British favor.

While here Rogers will confer with Film Classics President Joseph Bernhard,

on the release of Rogers' new film "The Spirit of West Point."

WB's Harry Goldberg
At ATA-MPTOA Meeting

Harry Goldberg, director of adver-
tising and publicity for Warner The-
aters and in charge of home office

supervision of Warner theaters in

the New York metropolitan zone,

will attend the ATA-MPTOA merger
convention in Washington next Fri-
day and Saturday as the Warner
representative.

Roberts Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at the Walter B. Cooke Fun-
eral Parlor for Benjamin H. Roberts,
an actor, who died at the week-end
in Post Graduate Hospital. Roberts
was 62.

NTS's Rosser on Tour of

Co.'s Export Branches

Roy P. Rosser, Jr., assistant man-
ager of National Theater Supply's
export division, left yesterday on a
five months' air tour of company dis-

tributors in Europe, Asia, the Near
East and the Orient. During his 30,-

000 mile trip to 40 countries, Rosser
will contact new distributors in

countries where NTS does not have
representation.

Hartford Council to Hear
Admissions Tax Proposal

Hartford, Conn. — A proposal to

tax theaters admissions 10 per cent
will be presented, along with other
suggested alternatives to the pres-
ent sales tax, at the next meeting
of the Board of Aldermen. Proposal
was suggested by Henry I. Beetham
of Hartford.

Edward Arnold to Speak
Before ATA-MPTOA Meet

Edward Arnold is the first Holly-
wood personality to confirm his at-
tendance at the ATA-MPTOA merger
meeting in Washington on Sept. 19-

20. The screen star will address the
meeting it was revealed yesterday.

Commonwealth Meet Tomorrow
Kansas City—Commonwealth The-

aters will hold its annual Fall con-
vention tomorrow at nearby Star
Lane farm, owned by E. C. Rhoden,
Fox Midwest head. All-Filmrow af-
fair will feature a barbecue and
horseshoe tournament.

FOR SALE
SOUTH AFRICA-16mm KODACHROME

Approximately 5400 feet

For details write

—

CAVALCADE PICTURES, inc.

959 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

Screen Ad Profits to Pay
For Employe Benefit Fund
Kansas City — Screen advertising-

profits, plus donations by the circuit,

will finance an employes' benefit fund

set up by Dui-wood Theaters, opera-

tor of 12 houses in Kansas and Mis-

souri. Tentative plans include a

$1,500 life insurance policy for each

employe of six months' service, and
$200 in hospital benefits.

Directors for the fund, which goes
into effect Oct. 1, are Al Lashway,
manager of the Electric, St. Joseph,
Mo.; Jack Braunagel and Jerry Lu-
bin of the home office, and Arnold
Gould of the Capitol, Jefferson City,
Mo.

Herman to Head E-L's

Albany-Buffalo District

Al Herman yesterday was named
by A. W. Schwalberg, Eagle-Lion
Films vice-president and general
sales manager, to be district manager
for the territory covered by the Buf-
falo and Albany exchanges. Herman,
industry veteran, will headquarter at
the Buffalo exchange.

"Duel," Memphis-Banned,
Tops in West Memphis

Memphis — "Duel in the Sun,"
banned in Memphis by City Censor
Lloyd Binford, drew the largest
crowd in the history of Crittenden
Theater, West Memphis, Ark., Sun-
day. Enough persons were in line to
fill the second showing when the first

show started. The SRO pic will run
indefinitely.

For long term LEASE to top
tenant only—for Home Office or

Showrooms; about 5,000 square
feet, immediate possession 4
stories—entire building.

GRAND CENTRAL AREA

No. 139 East 43rd St.. opposite
Chrysler Building, $9,000 net
annual rental, as is.

Adjoining No. 137, owned by us,
about 5,000 sq. ft. additional
Cnow monthly tenants) available,

if desired.

L. N. ROSENBAUM & SON
565 Fifth Ave., New York 17
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JAMES F. BYRNES and JOYCE O'HARA re-

turned to Washington by plane from Hollywood
over the week-end.

EARL ST. JOHN returns to England on the S.S.

Queen Elizabeth Thursday.

A. PAM BLUMENTHAL, choirman
I

board of Cinecolor Corp., and KARL
company treasurer, planed out from the Coast
yesterday for New York on a business trip. Her-
zog will return in about 10 days, while Blumen-
thal expects to remain in New York for a longer
period.

HAROLD KNUDSEN, Alliance circuit district

manager, has returned to Chicago from his

North Woods vacation.

EDDIE ZORN president of UTO of Illinois and
his wife left Pontiac, III., over the week-end for

Washington.

BERNARD J. GATES, Latin-American super-
visor for Monogram, left Saturday for Havana.

JACK DAVIS, managing director of the Brit-

ish Monseigneur News Theaters, is stopping at

the Oliver Cromwell Hotel.

GUY HANCOCK, UA Indianapolis salesman who
has resigned his position because of asthma, will

go to Hollywood, Fla. to improve his health.

A. J. O'KEEFE, U-l assistant general sales

manager, leaves tonight for Philadelphia.

MARTHA SELLEMEYER, of the M-G-M Eastern
story department, is en route to Hollywood.
FLORENCE MANNIX is filling |n for her.

TYRONE POWER was due in Capetown yester-

day having flown to Leopoidville, Belgian Congo,
over the week-end.

RAY MILLAND, CHARLES BRACKET? and
BILLY WILDER, will arrive in New York today on
the Queen Elizabeth for o few days stay before
returning to Hollywood.

Mother of William Murphy
Mass will be said tomorrow at

Holy Cross Church, Brooklyn, for
Mrs. James Murphy, mother of Wil-
liam P. Murphy, manager of Repub-
lic's Metropolitan exchange. Mrs.
Murphy died Saturday. In addition
to her son, she is survived by her hus-
band and a daughter.

SHIP ALL'

THE WAY

AIRWAYBILL

fo 757 destinations in

EUROPE, AFRICA

NEAR and FAR EAST

Two New York terminals: La Guardio

Field (Hangar 4) and 5 Pearl Street.

Consult your BROKER or Telephone PL 9-70CC

AIR
FRANCE

FRENCH NATIONAL AIRLINE

683 Fifth Ave., New York 22

yjj 415 Boylston St., Boston 16
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'Power' Release Seen

As a Public Service

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Citing the growing

exhibitor interest in good public re-

lations, David Palfreyman, MPAA di-

rector of trade relations, yesterday

pointed out that "Power Behind the

Nation" offers theatermen an un-

usual opportunity to participate

effectively In an industry-wide public

relations campaign. Subject, spon-

sored by Eric A. Johnston and the

MPAA, was produced by Warners.
Holding that theaters which show

"Power" will have the support of

community groups and organizations,

Palfreyman reminded that "an intel-

ligent interest in public affairs, in our

country and its future, by the motion
picture industry is a genuine public

service to theater patrons."
Palfreyman said that "Power" is

not a money making project, but is

offered as a tool for building good
will, with profits from film rentals to

be turned over to the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund.

16 Stars on Wax to Plug
Tour of Freedom Train

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sixteen leading Holly-

wood screen stars have completed a

series of transcribed spot announce-
ments plugging the Freedom Train,

which this month begins a nation-

wide tour of cities and towns under
sponsorship of the American Heri-
tage Foundation to give Americans
a first-hand view of historic docu-
ments.
Announcements stress a "freedom

pledge" and will be used by radio
stations in all communities to be vis-

ited by the special train. They will

be among the most widely used tran-
scriptions ever made.

Stars cooperating with the Holly-
wood Coordinating Committee in re-

cording the spots were Edward Arn-
old, Gene Autry, Lynn Bari, Jack
Benny, Jimmy Durante, Van Hefiin,
Jean Hersholt, Alan Ladd, Dorothy
Lamour, Lauritz Melchior, George
Murphy, Pat O'Brien, Walter Pid-
geon, Eonald Reagan, Robert Taylor
and Robert Young.

Vaude for RKO Trenton House
Trenton, N. J. — RKO Capital

starts new policy of Wednesday
night vaudeville shows on Sept. 17,
Five acts will be presented, in addi-
tion to the usual two screen features.
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Tuesday's Tattlings

• • • UNLESS THE ANGLO-AMERICAN Him impasse is ended

meanwhile, watch for Congressional fireworks over the confiscatory 75%
ad valorem tax at the next session, whether a special one in November

—

as many foresee—or in early 1948.

T T T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Ned Depinet and lames Mulvey

will have something to soy about the future sales policy of Samuel Gold-

wyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives" (and, Phil M. suspects, about the

current controversy over higher admissions) at a press conference, called

for tomorrow ayem. ... • Arthur Freed, Metro producer, is in town to

continue confabs with Irving Berlin on production plans for "Annie Get

Your Gun" Berlin will be associated with the Metroiie, who planed

in over the week-end, in the production of the Broadway musical. . . .

• Ralph Budd, director of personnel for Warners, officiated on Sunday as

judge at the annual horse show in Bloomfield, N. J Being an honest

judge, Ralph refrained from entering any of his own fine stable in the

competition. ... • lune Lockhart, who will co-star with John Loder on

Broadway this season in "For Love or Money," gets in by plane today

from the Coast to start rehearsals lune has just finished Eagle-Lion's

'T-Man." ... • Eric A. Johnston, whose name is being suggested as a

running mate should the GOP pick Gen. Dwight Eisenhower as 1948

standard-bearer, is being paged by the important Traffic Club of Chicago

to speak at the annual dinner next Jan. 8 in the Windy City's Palmer

House. ... • Eddie Cantor will sponsor the world premiere of "My
Father's House" the night of the 25th at the Ambassador Entire

proceeds from the opening of Palestine's first feature will go to the

Jewish National Fund.

T T t
• • • DAVE JONES, advertising manager of the Kerasotes Theaters

in Springfield, 111., is the authority for this one; Up the box office of

the Strand there, stepped a prospective patron, with this resulting dia-

logue: "Is this the theater that's showing a movie about Stalin?"

"No. the show is about a horse" "Isn't it called, 'Red Stalin'?"

...... "No, no. Stallion— 'Red Stallion.' That's a horse" "Oh, well,

I guess I won't go in then."

T T
• • • COULD THE GIVEAWAY be heading back on Broadway?

At any rate, the first femmes in line at the Universal-operated

Winter-Garden this ayem are slated to receive one of those nationally

advertised Deltah pearl necklaces Seems as how there's a pearl

smuggling angle to "Singapore," which bows in today.

T
• • • WHILE SEVERAL MAJORS are reported interested in the

pic potentialities of "Strange Bedfellows" which will have Milton M.

Gettinger as principal backer for its Broadway presentation this season,

the latter envisions a subsequent indie-made film By the way, didja

know that the play idea was suggested to authors Florence Ryerson and

Colin Clements by Elia Kazan, who emerged as one of the Ten Best

Directors of 1946-47 in THE HLM DAILY'S recent poll?

T T T
• • • WHAT'S THIS ABOUT the banks stepping into the situa-

tion as regards one widely known indie producer? ... • And about

another important indie changing distribution affiliations? ... • Maurice

Gorham will bare BBC's television plans at a press conference at the

BBC's New York office next Monday Gorham's here from London on

a brief visit

T T

ATA-MPTOA In Five

Point Ascap Study

(Continued from Page 1)

problem on the basis that Ascap
fees are double charges and .un-

warranted by the copyright l^M'"'^

Second on the agenda willScxe' a

charge that Ascap is a monopoly,

with the third phase of the probe to

be based on the proposition that

Ascap licenses, if warranted by law,
might be subject to Congressional
action.

Another facet to be discussed is

the possibility of convincing motion
picture producers of the desirability
of using non-Ascap miasic.

Fifth proposal to be studied is to
recognize Ascap's rights and to ne-
gotiate for a more favorable deal.
Study of the Ascap problem,

Coyne said, is only one of about
a dozen industry problems to be
mulled during the meeting. Other
committees will concern themselves
with television, legislation, Govern-
ment film projects, public relations,
campaigns and charities, distributor-
exhibitor relations, audience expan-
sion, the N. Y. decree, and advanced
admissions sales "policies.

SCTOA Delegates Told to
Back Anti-Ascap Moves
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Southern California

Theater Owners Association's com-
mittee to the ATA-MPTOA merger
convention has been instructed to
take any and all measures deemed
adequate and necessary to defeat
the increased music license fees pro-
posed by Ascap, it is revealed in
a bulletin from Paul Williams, gen-
eral counsel. Group was also in-
structed to take any steps necessary
to test the legality of Ascap under
the anti-trust laws.
Committee representing SCTOA

includes Williams and two members
of the board, Harry Vinnicof and
Ned Calvi. Organization's board
and membership has already ap-
proved the merger of ATA an'^

MPTOA and has voted to become a
member of the merged organization,

t

Claude LaBelle Dead
San Francisco — Claude LaBelle,

film critic of the San Francisco Daily
News, and one of the best known of
the Coast reviewers, is dead.

Aussie Exhih. Builds
Theater and Apt,

Brisbane (By Air Mail)—^Tiring of

dealing with regular construction

firms in his efforts to rebuilt his fire

damaged theater at Milla Milla, Jim
Jonsson got busy himself and erected

a theater with the help of some local

labor. Aa a final touch, Jonsson
added an apartment for himself atop

the house. Manager would have been
without a theater for about 12

months if he had not gone to work on

the project himself.
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Films Called Aid to

Child DevelopmenI

(G>ntinued from Page 1)

Parent-Teachers Association, the As-
sociation of University Women, the
Cat-'jl^c Council and the Federation
of

^
Aien's Clubs here, Mrs. Hedges

saidl~
"Children have become at the age

of 12 more expert in the appraisal of

film quality than the average adult.

True enough, they are not so expert
in understanding of the social and
cultural values of the films they have
seen.
"Why ? Because we as parents and

:: educators have given them no under-
standing of the urges which sent
them to the theater, no companion-
ship in theater attendance, and no
clarification of the meanings in-

volved in what they have seen there.

"By fritting our energies in in-

effectual effort to prevent contact be-
tween the child and the film, we have
built a wall of antagonism which pre-
vents his acceptance of the guidance
he needs."

In place of bans on movie-going,
Mrs. Hedges urged "intelligent guid-
ance in theater enjoyment and film

evaluation" to discourage indiscrim-
inate theater attedance, and said:

"Motion pictures, with radio and
reading, should be used to the full-

est extent to promote the progress
toward maturity, to aid our children
to a growing independence from us."

Mrs. Hedges, who is film edior of

the National Parent-Teacher mag-
azine and secretary of the Educa-
tional Film Research Institute,

praised communities which have es-

tablished programs especially for
children, using pictures from the
Children's Film Library recently
formed by the MPAA.
"A parallel movement should be

going forward in the schools, a move-
ment to teach children to evaluate
films they see," Mrs. Hedges said.

"Guidance should begin as soon as

the child begins to go to the movies.
Understanding parents are the first

logical guides."

Empire-U.-Rank Action
To Be Heard in Toronto

(Continued from Page 1)

scheduled for New York City. Rank
had asked stay of proceedings at

Toronto.

Release Hope Pic Nov. 21

Paramount's new Bob Hope pic-

ture, "Where There's Life," has been
scheduled for national release on
.Nov. 21.

SICK LIST

J. E. STUCKY, who operates the Cayuga

Theater, Cayuga, Ind., and the Warren, in

Warren, Ind. is gradually recovering from a

broken hip.

JOE FINNERAN, prexy of Syndicate

theaters, Franklin, Ind., is wearing a steel

brace as the result of a broken ankle.

GRIFFIS SAVING $$ FOR UNCLE SAM

Stanton Griffis, a potent factor in the financial growth of Paramount in his guise of

chairman of the executive committee, is now using his financial talents to save dollars

for his Uncle Sam as American Ambassador to Poland, the AP reported from Warsaw

over the week-end in cable that had the trade chuckling no end.

It seems that for two years squatters have occupied the third

and fourth floors of the Embassy building, that they have refused

to budge in spite of a fair money offer plus Griffis' promise to

help the squatters obtain other quarters.

To solve the disposses problem, the Para. exec, has four

powerful radios going night and day, blaring the news of the

world, music and statistics, for the last 10 days.

The AP quoted Griffis as saying "there are signs that the

music is doing some good and that the squatters are ready to

dicker. It appears that it's a question of how much, and I am

trying to save the Embassy money."
GRIFFIS

Five in Race Tonight

For SMPAD's Presidency

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Society of Motion

Picture Art Directors will hold its

annual election of officers at the

membership meeting to be held at

the Beverly Hill Hotel tonight. Carl

Anderson, chairman of the nominat-
ing committee, over the week-end an-

nounced the following nominations.

For president are Lionel Banks,

free-lance; James Basevi, Argosy;
Daniel Cathcart, M-G-M; Rudolph
Sternad, Columbia; and Williain

Ferrari, Hal Roach.
Vice-president, Carl Anderson, Co-

lumbia; Ernst Fegte, free-lance; Leo
Kuter, Warners; Hans Peters, M-
G-M; J. Russell Spencer, 20th-Fox,

and Lionel Banks.
For secretary-treasurer: Ben

Hayne, 20th-Fox; Addison Hehr,
20th-Fox; and Leo Kuter.
For warden, Ralph Berger, RKO;

Edward Carfagno, M-G-M; Gano
Chittenden, Republic, and Addison
Hehr.

For the board of directors: Robert
Peterson, Columbia; George Davis,

20th-Fox; Malcolm Brown, M-G-M;
Henry Bumstead, Paramount; James
Sullivan, Republic; Al Herman,
RKO; Robert Boyle, U-I; Stanley
Fleischer, Warners; and Ernst
Fegte.

Present officers of the society are

William Ferraii, president; J. Rus-
sell Spencer, vice-president; Leo
Kuter, secretary - treasurer; and
Ralph Berger, warden.

See Showdown Soon On
Shakedown Parolees

"Henry V" in Brooklyn

"Henry V" will have its first New
York showing outside of Manhattan
on Sept. 23, when it begins a five-

day, reserved seat, engagement at

the Brooklyn Academy of Music.

IVashiiujton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Controversy over

parole of four convicts convicted in

the million-dollar film shakedown
yesterday was fast heading towards
a showdown.

Daniel M. Lyons, newly-appointed
head of the Federal Parole Board,
said he may soon make a preliminary
report on the release of the four
convicts.

Reps. Church and Busbey, of Illin-

ois, hinted they may demand a Con-
gressional investigation unless a

satisfactory explanation is given.

Meanwhile, it was announced that

the FBI is probing the question under
orders from Attorney General Tom
Clark.

Shaker Heights Passes
A 3% Ticket Tax Bill

Cleveland, O. — Shaker Heights,

residential section adjoining Cleve-

land, has passed a three per cent

amusement tax to take effect Oct. 1

when the state tax expires. Area has
four theaters.

Meanwhile, Cleveland's City Coun-
cil meets on Sept. 22 to consider a

similar three per cent measure for

this city, following the postponement
of action won by the Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association.

To Tradeshow "Life" Oct 3

Bob Hope's "Where There's Life"
will be screened for the trade by
Paramount in all branch territories

on Oct. 3. The New York showing
will be held at the Normandie The-
ater at 10:30 a.m.

Cantor Spurs Drive

Chicago—Personal appearances by
Eddie Cantor helped to get the

United Jewish Appeal drive off to

$4,000,000 advance reservations, it

is reported by John Balaban, chair-

man.

Frank H. Doner Dead
Toledo, O.—Frank H. Doner, the-

ater supply executive, died suddenly
of a heart attack. His wife and a
sister survive.

Dawson Rejoins Dell

Harold L. Dawson has rejoined the

Dell Publishing Co. advertising sales

staff, to handle motion picture ac-

counts.

00 Dutch Itinerants

Using 16 mm. Equip.

(Continued from Page 1)

buying trip. His organization also

holds franchises for DuPont and Bell

& Howell film and equipment pro-

ducts.

Van Tetering said it was unwise to

buy blocks of theatrical films for

showing to the 16 mm. audience be-

cause they have indicated preference
for certain types and not everything
goes with them. Comedies, he stated,
were in demand as well as historical

a-eatments. As a case in point he re-

vealed a number of old Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy pix produced some
time ago by Hal Roach enjoyed a
great success. In the line of histor-

ical dramas he reported "Stanley and
Livingston" was also very successful.
Van Tetering's organization has

over 400 members on its rolls. Of this

number better than half are exhibi-
tors, many of whom operate through-
out Holland with portable equipment.
Van Tetering said he had been invited

to be a guest of the AMPA at its

first luncheon meeting of the Fall

season which will be devoted to the
narrow gauge film and its key men.
He would not be able to attend, he re-

gretted, because of his schedule. He
left Sunday for Chicago, en route to

the Coast. He also plans to stop off in

Wilmington and Rochester. He will

return here for a few days prior to

sailing for Holland about the middle
of October.

Devonshire Franchise in

Philly to Engle-Greenberg

Boston — Devonshire Films has
granted a franchise for the Phila-
delphia territory to Film Classics of

Philadelphia, operated by Jack Engle
and Jack Greenberg. The new fran-
chise holders will release a combina-
tion of "Under the Red Robe" and
"Storm in a Teacup." Special ex-
ploitation material is being prepared
for the Philadelphia campaign.

UJEDDinC BELLS

Wasserman-Bonoff
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Wasserman

have announced the coming marriage
of their daughter, Barbara Joan, to

Burton Leonard Bonoff, son of Mad-
ison exhibitor, Leo Bonoff.

Whelan-Grabowy
Indianapolis — Tony F. Grabowy,

office manager, U-Int'l San Francisco,

and Florence L. Whelan, secretary to

Ted Mendelssohn, manager, U-Int'l

here, will be married Saturday in St.

Peter and Paul Cathedral Chapel.

Paytin-Miller
Indianapolis—Carl Y. Miller, sales-

man, Ger-Bar Equipment Co., and
Lois Paytin will be married Sat-

urday.
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Public Figure Will

Represent Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

sonality to appear before the com-
mittee was made at a top-level con-

ference in Hollywood last week. Al-
though James F. Byrnes was retained
by MPAA to help map plans for the
industry's answer to unfounded
"smear" charges, the former Secre-

tary of State will not appear before
the committee in person.
The counsel selected, however, will

represent the industry at every meet-
ing of the committee. He will be on
hand to counter every unfounded
charge made by the committee and
take the industry's case to the pub-
lic.

At last week's Hollywood confab,
it was finally agreed that the House
probe represented a threat to freedom
of the screen and the industry's case
will be prepared with that in mind.

Meanwhile, the committee has not
yet sent out any subpoenas, although
the hearing is scheduled to open in

less than two weeks, on Sept. 24.

Despite the secrecy with which the
committee has cloaked its plans, it is

expected that about 30 subpoenas will

be served.

An announcement of the public fig-

ure selected to represent the industry
may be made within a few days.
Byrnes and Joyce O'Hara, top assist-

ant to MPAA President Eric John-
ston, returned to Washington over
the week-end from Hollywood.
MPAA, however, refused to comment
on this phase of its case before the
House Committee.

As Critics View ....
The Industry Scene

Warner Capital House
Reduces Admissions

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Warners downtown

showcase, the Warner (nee Earle),
has reduced prices, it was announced
yesterday. Top price from Monday
through Friday was reduced to 70
cents from 80 cents. Top prices on
Saturday (after 5 p.m.) and Sundays
and holidays (from opening) were
dropped to 74 cents from 85 cents.
In addition, the matinee price of 44
cents was extended from 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Chil-
dren's prices, formerly 25, .30 and 35
cents, were changed to 30 cents at
all times.

Better Screenplay Material
THE PROBLEM OF SELECTING BETTER screenplay material, In my opinion,

is tied up with the vicious system of public film exploitaiton to which

the Hollywood motion picture business is addicted.

The salesmen who sell the films to the theater operators and in turn, the

theater operators who sell them to the public, insist upon maintaining

emphasis upon sex. They send back reports to the studio people pointing

out which films have made the most money at the box-office. They ask for

more like them.

This invites the creative personnel in Hollywood to follow carbon-copy

methods. They improvise upon past successes, re-cast variations of the same

old ideas until stereotyped Hollywood romance chases its own shadow all over

the screen.

Anything new is out of the question while this sort of thing goes on. Just

once in a blue moon a film producer here or there will risk a break with

formula. He has to buck the opposition of the sales department who leave

novelty to its own devices in order to bear down on those films which more

closely resemble past successes. If his effort succeeds it does so in spite of

the sales departments and not bcause of them.

* • •
THE 1947 CRITICS POLL put the question direct: "If you were an adver-

tising-publicity director for a movie company, what changes, if any, in the

present film advertising and publicity would you make?"

The majority of the critics replied that they "would sell their films with

accuracy, honesty and truth, using less sensationalism and stop over-selling,

over-billing and ballyhooing. Emphasis on sex would be toned down and

adjectives and superlatives would be virtually eliminated.

These critics know, if the film producers do not, that what Hollywood

needs most is an entirely new approach both to the production and the

public exploitation of motion picture entertainment.

• • •
rOR ONE WHOLE YEAR THE HOLLYWOOD producers would do well to

ignore all the suggestions and protests of their film salesmen and go ahead

making films based upon stories of genuine literary merit. They should cease

buying slop and slush forced upon the market by high pressure publishers.

They should refuse to permit influential movie stars to choose stories for

themselves on the basis of personal preference or for reasons of personal

profits or vanity.

They should, during this trial year, film only stories with substance and

meaning in them and should sell them to the public honestly as film stories

and not as exhibits in which synthetic star personalities and false arguments

obscure all else.—WILLIAM H. MOORING, The Tidings, Los Angeles.

Unions Schedule Meeting
Prior to AFL Convention

Alfred C. Daniels Deed
Pittsfield, Mass.—Alfred C. Dan-

iels, 62, one-time manager of the
Colonial Theater, is dead.

Canadian Controls
On Lumber Removed
Ottawa—The war-time Prices and

Trade Board yesterday ended price

controls on lumber and building prod-

ucts, but retained them on iron, steel

and tin.

Rents, too, remain on the con-

trolled roster.

(Continued from Page 1

)

ers, said that a meeting would be
called for Oct. 4 at the St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco.
Date is just ahead of the annual

AFL convention which starts at the
same place on Oct. 6. Another ses-

sion On the dispute is scheduled be-
tween the international presidents
of interested unions and studio rep-
resentatives on Oct. 20 in the Bilt-

more Hotel, Los Angeles.

CSU Spokesmen Deny Move
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Conference of Studio

Union officials here denied the re-

port that Herbert K. Sorrell had
made producers a compromise offer

to settle the studio jurisdictional
strike.

F. S. Welsh Appointed
As Cine-Kodak Manager

Rochester—Appointment of Fred-

eric S. Welsh as manager of East-

man Kodak's Cine-Kodak sales divi-

sion was announced over the week-

end by James E. McGhee, general

sales manager.

Services for George Dillon
Funeral services are to be held to-

day for George H. Dillon, former
salesman for RKO Radio out of Pitts-

burgh, who died Saturday, in Wood-
haven, L. I. Monsignor Dillon, brother
of the deceased, will serve at high
mass at St. Thomas Church. Burial
will be in St. John's Cemetery.
A veteran in the industry, Dillon

was district manager for PRC and
had worked at Pathe and other com-
panies.

Coast SPG to Help

Figlit Attadts on Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

licists Guild wholeheartedly endorse

the sustained publicity and ~'\)Iie

relations program announc(M •re-

cently by the advertising and~pub-
licity directors committee of the

MPAA.
"As the industry's standing army

of publicity and public relations ex-

perts, experienced in all phases of
their profession, the four hundred
men and women who are SPG mem-
bers are prepared to place their
abilities and energies at the disposal
of your committee and will be proud
to join in the campaign to combat the
increasing attacks, of which Holly-
wood has long been the target, by
taking advantage of every oppor-
tunity to present the industry as a
vital factor in the well-being and the
progress of the nation.
"The members of the SPG have

long felt that a well-organized and
implemented campaign of the kind
you propose is of the highest im-
portance to the continued develop-
ment of the industry in terms of its

opportunity to serve mankind.
"In view of the urgency of the

matter the Guild has set up a com-
mittee which is presently studying
this problem. This committee is pre-
pared to meet with you or your rep-
resentatives at your convenience."

Skouras Hosts Luncheon as
UAL Links Denver, L. A.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles P. Skouras,

president of National Theaters, was
host yesterday to state and civic dig-
nitaries at a luncheon at the Ambas-
sador Hotel. The occasion was the
inauguration ceremonies of United
Air Lines Mainliner Silverdollar
(DC-6) service from Los Angeles
to Denver. Initial ceremonies also
took place yesterday in Denver with
Barbara Bates, Warners' starlet,

christening the ship. The group
arrived in Los Angeles at noon. The
delegation included the Governors of
Colorado, Wyoming and California,
also the Mayors of Denver and Los
Angeles, as well as Frank Ricketson,
president of Fox Inter-Mountain
Theaters.

Soviets Invent New
Daylight Projection

A new daylight film projection

technique has been perfected by a

Soviet inventor, I. Novitzkov, it-was

reported yesterday by The Chicago

Sun-PM, Inc. in a copyright story

from Moscow. Films can be shown in

brightest sunlight utilizing the prin-

ciple of reflection. Called "Universal

Movies," they are expected to be

useful in classroom work since they

permit taking of notes and oral dis-

cussion.
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By the touch of his pencil

Cinderella is transformed • • •

EVEN before she speaks or moves

. . . she has put across the char-

acter she plays—thanks to the crea-

tive pencil of the costume designer.

With it he has touched fabrics and

fashions . . . transformed Cinderella

. . . given eloquent expression to the

role she portrays.

Through artistry such as this, the

costume designer has done much to

heighten the color, the realism, the

drama of the "movie."

And his important contribution

has been—and continues to be—all

the more effective because of faithful

photographic reproduction of the

costumes he creates . . . through the

industry's extensive use of the large

and versatile family of Eastman

motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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12 Cleveland Spot!

(Continued from Page 1)

increased admissions to match the

scales of the major second-runs.
Under Cleveland's clearance sched-

ule, in practice since 1932, Loew's
and RKO's 105th Street Theater
have had exclusive 21-day second-run
availability, with de luxe subsequent
houses availability at 35 days. Plan
projected by 20th-Fox would make
"Mother Wore Tights" the first of a
series of releases to be offered to the

12 houses on the same availability as

Loew's and the RKO house.
_

While there have been objections

on the part of some of the subse-

quents, a number of the houses are
reported ready to go ahead with
the plan, even though other distribu-

tors have not said that they contem-
plate similar product offers and
there might be some confusion on
the part of the public as the result

of price hikes for some releases and
regular scales for others.

Theaters to 'which 20th-Fox has
made the 21-day availability offer

include the Shore, Colony, Center-
Mayfield, Uptown, Avalon, Home-
stead, Riverside, Variety,. Broadvue,
Vogue, Fairmount and Shaker.

Exhibitor Objections to

Knoxville Tax Overruled

(Continued from Page 1)

brought by Knoxville and Knox
County theaters challenging the val-

idity of the act. Hodges held that
the tax is uniform since the rate was
the same in both Knoxville and the
county.

An injunction obtained by theater
owners which prohibits the city and
county from spending funds collected

under the law will remain in effect

if an appeal of the case is taken to

the Tennessee Supreme Court, which
is believed likely.

Since the law passed in April,
some $31,500 was collected through
.July. Annual revenue of about $150,-
000 has been estimated by Knoxville
officials.

Albert Sheldon Dies

Electra, Tex.—Albert H. Sheldon,
77, theater operator here, is dead. He
was a former editor of the Electra
News.

Plan Home Films Via
Telephone Lines

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — An innovation which

will pipe films into homes is in the

planning stage here. Cinema Theaters

Corp., S. Sylvan Simon, president, has

a system whereby pictures will be

piped over telephone lines, projected

on«machines the size of typewriters.

Initial installation is expected to

comprise 10,000 units, selling at $175
each. Firm controls six patents. No
co-axial cables will be used.

HOLLVUIOOD-VinE VARD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

I I
-I has bought "The Salem Frigate," a 1946 novel by John Jennings, in a

package deal with scenarist Maxwell Shane, who has written a screen

adaptation of the story and held screen rights to the property under an optional

contract with the author. Shane will produce the pix for U-l on a profit

sharing basis. ... -^ Robert Preston gets the leading male role in Twentieth-

Fox's "The Walls of Jericho." He has three leading ladies; Gene Tierney,

Linda Darnell and Colleen Gray. . . . -^ Frank Capra has signed Angela

Lansbury for his "State of the Union" production he is making for Metro

release. Spencer Tracy and Claudette Colbert are also in the film. . . .

•^ Billie Burke will flutter over to Columbia late this month to start a series of

two-reel comedies which Jules White is directing and producing.

* * *
CTEVE McNALLY goes into Warners "Johnny Belinda." He was in the

B'way production, but in a different role from, the one he has been

assigned. ... -^ Richard Arlen is celebrating his 25th year in show biz

with a starring role in Pine-Thomas's "Speed To Spare." ... -^ Edmund

O'Brien has been given the role originally assigned to Dan Duryea in U-I's

"Another Part of the Forest," with Duryea being placed in another. . . .

•^ Latin-American dancing team, Costanzo and Marda, have been signed for

the Columbia musical, "Mary Lou." Frankie Carle and his orch. head the

tunesters while Robert Lowery and Joan Barton have the romantic leads. . . .

-At Bing Crosby has made a special trailer for the American Cancer Society's

drive for funds, arranged by the H'wood Coordinating Comm. ... if Michael

Curtiz and producer George Amy are combing the California Mother Lode

country for suitable location spots for "The 49ers," which is built around the

Gold Rush. That section was the home of most of the colorful early California

-mining towns.

• * *
pRANK McHUGH moves over to Independent Artists, Inc., for a featured

role in "The Velvet Touch." It's the first production scheduled by the new

Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nichols company and will star Miss Russell, Leo

Genn, Claire Trevor and Sidney Greenstreet. . . . -^ The Queen of the

Sante Fe Trails Rodeo, Eileene Hardin, has arrived at PRC for a part in

"Westward Trail." ... -^ Monogram producer, Walter Mirisch, is readying

three properties for production; "I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes," "The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and an untitled original by Robert Sides. . . .

if Samuel Goldwyn's, "A Song Is Born," is on its last lap with only a week's

more scheduled shooting. Cast is headed by Benny Goodman, Steve Cochran,

Felix Bressart and Hugh Herbert with Howard Hawks directing. ... if Barry

Fitzgerald's brother, Arthur Shields, will leave for N. Y. this Fall to direct

the new Eugene O'Neill play, "Moon For the Misbegotten" for the Theater

Guild.

/^'USTAVE FLAUBERT'S famous nineteenth-century French novel, "Madame

Bovary" has been purchased by M-G-M for filming next year, with

Pandro S. Berman producing. Robert Ardrey is now at work on the screenplay

and it is probable that Lana Turner will play the title role. ... if Edward

Small has borrowed Nancy Guild from Twentieth-Fox for his production of

"Cagliostro," to be filmed in Italy with Gregory Ratoff directing. Shooting

is scheduled to begin next month. . . . if "Burlesque," which has had

previous successes as a stage and screen play, will be remade next year

by George Jessel for Twentieth-Fox. Columbia, which bought it in '44 for

a Jolson vehicle, put it on the market last season when the Jolson deal

fell through, and Fox was first to close a deal. Betty Grable and Dan Dailey

are likely contenders for star honors. . . . if Columbia is signing

descendants of famous people right and left. Lynn Sousa, granddaughter

of the March King, John Philip Sousa, will make her debut in "Mary Lu,"

and Abigail Adams, who claims direct descendancy from the second and sixth

presidents has been inked to a long-termer.

• • •

Goldwyn Blasts

SWG Proposal

(Continued from Page 1)

an open letter, occasioned by Ring
Lardner, Jr.'s suggestion that screen
writers deserve double their s]^.v,\i"
the earnings of American filnt.^itiid

comes in the wake of American film
critics' criticism of Hollywood';
story values in the 1947 Film Daily
Critics' Forum.

(At a meeting of the SWG last
week, a revolutionary proposal that
screen writers demand of film pro-
ducers a royalty of one per cent of
gross American film sales, in addi-
tion to their individual salaries—

a

sum estimated at $18,000,000—was
adopted by a vote of 236 to 205.)

Goldwyn, maintaining that the
proposal to lump all Hollywood
writers—"the few capable ones and
the many hacks"—into an average
"is a glorification of mediocrity in a
medium which calls for the highest
degree of individuality," bitingly
takes the writers to task for using
their talents as a means "to keep
up with the Hollywood Joneses."

Emphasizes Poor Scripts
"Anguished cries have in the past

gone up from writers that producers
have called in additional writers to
work on their scripts," writes Gold-
wyn. "For all the fact that pro-
ducers may be equally at fault in

this respect, I assure you that this
is due largely to only one cause

—

the inferior quality of scripts as
they are turned in. No producer likes

to spend more money for writers if

he has a good script to begin with.
"I feel deeply that too many

writers who once had talent and
who have made fortunes in Holly-
wood spend more of their time today
in a variety of other pursuits than
they put in at a typewriter, even
when they are working on pictures.
Slickness has taken the place of a
genuine devotion to art and real
pride in craftsmanship. I assure
you that more great literature has
been written in modest homes than
in country clubs."
Goldwyn points out that "Holly-

wood is hungry for new and fresh
material and still pays the highest
monetary reward in the world for
creative writing," but urged that
more attention be paid "to fine ideas
and vibrant words than to percen-
tage figures."

REUJ POSTS
FRANK BROWN, assistant manager, Odeon,

Hastings, B. C.

SAM LAMBERT, Hanson 16min. manager, Van-
couver.

JOHN McKENNA, salesman. Film Classics.

FRANK LOWRY, Warner salesman, Charlotte.

DALLAS RICHARDSON, booker. Universal, Char-
lotte.

SAM SCHWARTZ, booker, M-G-M, Charlotte.

BARNEY SLAUGHTER, Republic office manager,
Charlotte.

DEAN LYNCH, RKO booker, Charlotte.
EDDIE LEVIN, B & K publicity department,

Chicago.
RAY W. MARTIN advertising sales staff, of

Dell Publishing Co.
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fliPflflPiCKS mcnuTT fls inpusTRV CHBmpion
ChUe Okays $400,000 Hike in U.S. Film Coin
$1,000,000 High Reached
For U. S. Imports Despite
Ceiling on Foreign Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Total of $1,000,000

will be paid for American films im-
ported into Chile this year under an
agreement reached between the
Chilean government and MPAA, it

was learned yesterday. This repre-

sents a whopping increase of about

(Continued on Page 6)

E-L Names Suchman,

Goldhammer as Mgrs.

Eagle-Lion Films has completed
the realignment of its national sales

organization with the naming of Al

GOLDHAMMER SUCHMAN

Suchman and L. E. "Nicky" Gold-

(Continued on Page 3)

Command Showing
Pic to Escape Duty

London (By Cable) — The Execu-

tive Committee for the Second Royal

Command Performance confirmed

yesterday that an American film is

being selected for the event at the

Odeon Theater. Leicester Square, on

Nov. 25, but said that the choice had

not as yet been made. Hollywood

stars will fly over for the gala benefit.

It was pointed out that the film

chosen could come in as a single copy

print for the solo show without be-

coming liable to the confiscatory 75
per cent ad valorem duty.

EXHIBS. URGING GOV'T ASCAP ACTION
Receive Exhibs.' Demands for D of J Move Against

Society; Expect Formal Probe Order by Clark

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Department of

Justice has been flooded with exhib-

itor demands for Government anti-

trust action against Ascap, it was
revealed yesterday.
Department spokesmen admitted

that "scores" of wires and letters

have been received from individual

exhibitors and organizations. Spokes-

men said it was against Department
policy to reveal names or detail

complaints.

Although the Department of Jus-
tice insists that the question of
possible Ascap action still is in the
"study" stage, it was learned that
two top attorneys in the anti-trust

(Continued on Page 7)

First FC Convention

ToBeHeidTiiisWeek

Film Classics will hold its first

national convention of branch heads
and home office executives Friday
and Saturday at the Roosevelt Hotel,

it was announced yesterday. Meet-
ing will herald the forthcoming re-

lease of "Spirit of West Point," first

of the company's new pictures.

Presiding over the sessions will be

(Continued on Page 6)

Odeon Earns £1,137,257;

Pays 171/2% Dividend

London (By Cable)—Odeon The-
aters' profit for the 53 weeks ended
June 28 was £1,137,257, as against
£1.200,243 reported the previous
year, it was announced yesterday.
A final dividend of 10 per cent was
proposed by the board of directors

(Continued on Page 6)

Dallas Trust Action

Filed by McClendons

Dallas—Eight major film distribu-
tors, Robb & Rowley Circuit and In-
terstate Circuit are named in an
anti-trust action filed yesterday in

Federal Court here by the McClen-
don interests, operators of the Casa
Linda Theater and former operators
of the Beverly Hills Theater.
Damages of $1,200,000 are asked

(Continued on Page 3)

British Houses May Lose
Usherets in Labor Plan

London (By Cable) — First warn-
ing note that British film theaters
might be called upon to surrender
employes to other industries as
Britain employs drastic methods to

step up production for export came
when Ness Edwards, MP, Parlia-

(Continued on Page 7)

Films on Empire Meet Agenda
To Develop Coordinated Plan on Dollars

FormerWMC Director Says
Investigation is Welcomed,
Prepared for Red Charges

Operators' Strike May Be
Delayed, Walsh Asks Time

Strike vote meeting set for 8 a.m.
today by the Motion Picture Machine
Operators Union, Local 306, stands to

be postponed with Richard F. Walsh,
lATSE president, asking for more
time in which to effect an agree-
ment. Union has been negotiating a

(Continued on Page 6)

London (By Cable)—With an ex-

change of views on the import of

American films almost certain to

take place during the sessions, the

British Dominions, with the excep-
tion of Canada, will open a round
table conference here next week to

formulate a co-ordinated empire plan
for coping with the dollar shortage.
Canada is excluded from the par-

(Continued on Page 3)

Paul McNutt will represent the
motion picture industry on behalf of
the MPAA, and the Association of
Motion Picture Producers at forth-
coming hearings in Washington be-
fore the House Un-American Activi-
ties Committee, it was announced
yesterday.
McNutt issued the following state-

ment immediately following his ap-
pointment:
"We welcome the investigation

(Continued on Page 7)

12 Committees Will

Report to ATA-MPTOA

Twelve committees will study the
most significant industry problems
at the opening session of the ATA-
MPTOA merger convention on Fri-
day and report their recommenda-

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO-RCA in Third Large
Screen Television Tieup

A third large-screen television
research project between RCA and
a motion picture company is ex-
pected to be closed with RKO Radio
in the near future. Move follows

(Continued on Page 3)

Expect Cripps, Dalton
To Stay in Cabinet

London (By Cable) — Neither Sir

Stafford Cripps, president of the

Board of Trade, nor Hugh Dalton,

Chancellor of the Exchequer, key fig-

ures in the Anglo-American film sit-

uation, will be displaced in the antici-

pated shakeup of the Cabinet by

Prime Minister Clement Attlee, in-

formed Labor Party sources said yes-

terday. Ernest Bevin, Foreign Secre-

tary, also concerned to some extent

with the film situation, likewise is

expected to hold his portfolio. Among
those who may be shifted or dropped,

it is reported, is John Strachey, Min-

ister of Food, who, for obvious rea-

sons, has favored a cut in dollar ex-

penditures for U. S. films.
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The Boxing Managers Guild of

New Yoi-k, in a letter to United
Artists, has asked that the Enter-
prise production, "Boby and Soul,"

be immediately withdravim from cir-

culation because of the "slanderous
picture it presents of fighters, fight

managers and the sport in general."
The letter, signed by Guild presi-

dent Charles Johnstt)n, complained
that in the film, John Garfield is

portrayed as a fighting champion,
but one eager to "take a dive," and
that fight managers are depicted as
'thieves, gangsters, fixers, contrivers
and double-crossers, all of which
terms are both untrue and uncom-
plimentary."

Johnston charged further that the
film's "foul blows" can wreak ines-

timable damage upon the boxing
profession, seriously threaten the
prosperity of the sport and throw
out of work the 30,000 men con-
nected with it, if its portrayal
should be believed by the public.

A spokesman for UA yesterday
said that the letter was being studied
by company executives who would
probably make a reply today.

Sellout Looms for Ampa's
16MM. Salute Luncheon

Ampa's Tovni Hall luncheon
Thursday, to salute the 16 mm. in-

dustry, will be a sellout on the basis
of acceptances received so far, Dave
Bader, chairman of the luncheon,
reported yesterday. Bader was noti-
fied that the Allied Non-Theatrical
Film Association last week passed
a resolution "congratulating Ampa
on its appreciation of the 16 mm.
industry and those connected with it."

William Kruse, president of ANFA,
will be a principal speaker at the
meeting. Others on the dais vdll
include Lloyd Lind, Maurice T.
Groen, Tom Brandon, Tom Hodge,
Tom Baird, Sam Goldstein, William
German, Jacques Kopfstein and
Harry Post, all prominent in the 16
mm. field.

Name Para„ WB, RKO In

N. H. Arbitration Demand

SWG Royalty Measure To
Be Submitted to Members

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Royalty measure,

which was adopted by a vote of 205
to 136, will be submitted to a mail
vote of the entire membership of
Screen V/riters Guild. Guild's board
of directors, by a vote of ten to five,

opposed the filing of non-Communis-
tic affidavits required by Taft-Hai-t-
1'-" Law, with those opposed declar-
ing it was not a matter of principle,
but that they questioned urgency of
complying with this law.

Bell Joins Donahue & Coe
To Handle Film Accounts

J. Raymond Bell has joined the
executive staff of Donahue & Coe
to work on various motion picture
accounts handled by the agency. Re-
cently advertising - public relations
director for Capital Airlines, Bell
formerly was advertising - publicity
director of Loew's Theaters in Wash-
ington and Eastern publicity man-
ager for M-G-M.

5 WB Execs. Back from Trips

Five Warners sales execs, returned
yesterday from trips around the
country. Officials include Ben Kal-
menson, vice-president and general
sales manager; Roy Haines, Western
division .sales manager; Jules Lapi-
dus, Eastern and Canadian division
sales manager; Norman Ayers,
Southern division sales manager,
and Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor
of exchanges.

A demand for arbitration involv-

ing clearance has been, filed with
the New Haven tribunal by the West
Side Amusement Corp., operating
the Barnum Theater in Bridgeport,
Conn.
Naming Paramount, Warners and

RKO as parties, complaint requests
elimination of seven-day clearance
enjoyed by the second-run Hippo-
drome Theater over the Barnum.
Complainant alleges that Strand
Amusement Corp., which in addi-
tion to Hippodrome operates the
Rialto, American and Capitol The-
aters in Bridgeport, delays playing
product in the Hippodrome until four
prints are available for simultaneous
exhibition in all four houses.

Wilbur Vance and Gordon Pape,
operators of the Twentieth Century
Theater in Cincinnati, have with-
drawn their demand for arbitration
filed recently with the Cincinnati
tribunal. Loew's was the sole party
named in the complaint.

"Night of Stars" Benefit

Headed by Nathan Straus

Nathan Straus, former U. S.

Housing Administrator and present
owner of Station WMCA, has ac-
cepted the chairmanship of the 14th
annual "Night of Stars," gigantic
benefit for the United Jewish Ap-
peal, which will be held at Madison
Square Garden on the night of Nov.
17. Proceeds given to the United
Jewish Appeal go to further the
work of its constituent agencies in

their program of aid to refugees,
the upbuilding of Palestine and the
protection of human rights.

Straus yesterday called his first

meeting of business and amusement
leaders for 4:30 p.m. tomorrow at
the Hotel Astor. Among those who
will address the gathering are Rob-
ert M. Weitman, managing director
of the Paramount Theater and chair-
man of the producing committee;
Mrs. Ted Lewis, chairman of the
women's division; and Samuel Blitz,

executive director of the "Night of
Stars."

St. Louis Stagehands
Sign With Nine Theaters

St. Louis—Theatrical Brotherhood,
Local 6, lATSE, has signed contracts
with nine theaters calling for re-
troactive pay of $2,137 to each of
the theater's stagehands. Under the
new scale stagehands in the future
will be paid $86.25 per week.

Contracts were signed with the
Ritz, Varsity, Esauire, Norside, Up-
town, Columbia, Melba, Congress and
Cinderella Theaters.

Set Dinner for Delis

Cleveland — George Delis, Inter-
state district manager, will be honor
guest at a batchelor dinner to be
held tomorrow in the Vogue Room of
the Belden Hotel in Canton, where
he will be married on Sept. 28. Ar-
rangements committee includes Irv-
ing Solomon, Harry Koltz and Ralph
Rundell.

cominG Rno goirg

HOWARD J. LONDON, director of radio and
motion pictures for the National Foundation for

Infantile Paralysis, leaves for Hollywood on Sat-

urday, for 1948 March of Dimes business. He will

be stopping at the Beverly Hills Hotel. ^-

FRED MEYERS, U-l Eastern division so^- \3n-

ager, left yesterday for Boston. ^4ii-

C. J. FELDMAN, U-l Western division sales

manager, arrived in Detroit on his tour of com-
pany branches.

JOYCE O'HARA and COL. KEWNETH CLARK
of the MPAA were in New York yesterday from
Washington.

HERMAN GLUCKMAN, president, and STAN-
LEY HAND, general sales manager of Nu-Screen,

just back from a business trip to New Englond,

and will leave for Washington, tomorrow to at-

tend the ATA-MPTOA meeting.

FAY HOLDEN has arrived In from Hollywood,

She is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

HERMAN GOLDBERG, purchasing agent and
supervisor of maintenance for Warner Bros, ex-

changes, planes into New York today from Minne-
apolis, Omaha and Oklahoma City.

MAURICE CHEVALIER is expected in this coun-

try early in October for a Fall tour of Washing-
ton, Chicago, New Orleans, San Francisco end
Los Angeles, with possible one-night stands in

Detroit, Cleveland and St. Louis.

NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of Mono-
gram International, is in Madrid. Both Ritchey

and STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artists

and Monogram, now in London, will return to the

U. S. on Oct. 1 aboard the Queen Elizabeth.

LIZABETH SCOTT has arrived in New York
for a ten-day visit.

WILLIAM SHIERS, assistant manager, Holifox,

South Boston, leaves to enter Washington end
Lee University this week.

JOHN DROMEY, Great States booking chief,

flew yesterday to San Francisco where his

father is seriously ill.

JOAN DAVIS, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.,

MYRNA LOY, CARY GRANT, were Chicago visi-

tors this week.

ALLEN USHER, Paramount Chicago district

manager, in Minneapolis for conferences.

NANCY GUILD arrived last night en route to

Rome where she will appear in the Edward Small
production, "Cagliostro."

ELLIOT PAUL is due from Hollywood next week
to make final revisions on his English titles for

the French film, "Le Diable Au Corps."

ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO vice-president in

charge of domestic distribution, returns from the

Coast today.

JACK WINTER, independent travelogue pro-

ducer, is on a tour of the West Indies in con-
nection with a number of film projects.

CHICAGO
3 brs. 20 min.

non-stop
$3615

premium Jlights extra !

Your choice of 12 flights i

daily to Chicago . . . For
|

immediate reservations see
§

your travel agent or call
§

LExington 2'7100
Ship TWA Airfreighi-zates cut25%

\

Trans World Airline
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Films on Empire

Conference Agenda
(Continued from Page 1)

leys inasmuch as that Dominion is

nQJBBcluded in the so-called sterling

'ine virtual certainty that films

will come up for attention is seen
in the fact that Hugh Dalton, Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, who slapped
on the confiscatory 75 per cent duty
on American film imports into the

The American Federationist, offi-

cial monthly publication of the AFL,
states in its September issue that
Britain's pix tax is "disturbing" to
workers employed in the Hollywood
studios. Stressing that labor in the
film industry is "AFL from top to

bottom," the publication says that
unions "regard the tax as discrim-
inatory."

U. K., is slated to be one of the
principal British delegates.

Also high among the British dele-

gates will be Harold Wilson, British
Secretary for Overseas Trade, who
serves as chairman of the steering
committee which has the assign-
ment of making the Cripps export
plan operative.

Speaking at a meeting in Birm-
ingham, Wilson perhaps struck the
keynote of the conference when he
said that there was crying need for
"even closer economic co-operation
with other countries of the Com-
monwealth."

RKO-RCA in Third Large
Screen Television Tieup

(Continued from Page 1)

arrangements under which RCA and
Warners will look into the large
screen video on the Coast, with RCA
and 20th-Fox conducting similar re-

search in New York.
Observers point out that RKO is

one of RCA's largest clients in othgr
fields, in addition to being actively

engaged in television, through its

association with RKO Television
Corp., which with RKO Radio has
access to the Pathe Studio on Park
Ave.
Equipment to be furnished RKO

under the projected tieup with RCA
is said to include an intermediate
film system similar to the Para-
mount theater-television method.
RCA, it is believed, will also furnish
other television equipment in addi-

tion to engineering personnel.

J^V#V*V#V#V#V#VW^»V#V#V#*>4.V»•^J
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Herman Ruby
Lewis Milestone
Esther Ralston

Ed Paramore, Jr.

Monty Schoff

At Kingston
Helen Vinson
Edward Ruff

Roddy McDowall
Twinkle Watts

Delores Costello Barrymore

$15,000,000 for ''Father''

• • • THE mCHLY SATISFACTORY boxoffice reports from the

mitial special engagements of Wamei's "Life With Father" has set The

New York Times a-conjuring with figures on the potential rental income

from the film version of the stage champion, with the Times boys figuring

that authors Howard Lindsay and Russell Cipuse stand to reap around

$2,500,000 apiece from the picture This is predicated on "Father"

achieving a gross rental of $15,000,000, which seems a pretty fair possibil-

ity considering the undoubted re-release values of the film.

T T
• • • WARNERS' PREVIOUS TOP GROSSER. "This Is the Army,"

brought in a rental gross of something like $12,000,000, most of which

went to Army Emergency Relief, and this is a promising augury that

"Father" will be able to hit $15,000,000, though not necessarily on its

first or second time around Incidentally, the cost of the Technicolor

"Father" is reported nearly five times the approximately $1,100,000 spent

on "Army," which enjoyed various concessions because of its strictly

non-profit nature.

T
• • • SO, WITH A five-million production cost, a similar amount

figured for Lindsay and Grouse (and what about stage producer Oscar

Serlin and Mrs. Clarence Day?), and the usual distribution costs, it looks

as though Warners will have to get that 15 million rental if they are to

make a reasonable profit on "Father" Lindsay-Grouse, et al, already

have received a $500,000 payment, vnib. their subsequent royalties coming

from a split of the receipts, presumably after the film cost is written off.

T T
• • • THE INDEFATIGABLE LYNN FARNOL, he of the odroit and

facile pen, has another feather in his chapeau today A pigeon

plume, as 'twere It all happened yesterday p.m. at the Latin Quarter

where, before Maggi McNellis's radio WJZ audience, Sam Goldwyn's pub-

licist became perhaps the first man in the world to interpret for a

pigeon Specifically, for Elmer, the bird who works with Danny Kaye

in "The Secret Life of Walter Mitly" It was hardly, Elmer observed

to John Cecil Hobn, author of the best selling "McGorrity and the

Pigeons," who engaged with Miss McNeills and Lynn in the cozy tete-a-

tete, an auspicious day for the interview, what with Mayor O'Dwyer

calling for two meatless days weekly Elmer murmured something

about a foul play Be that as it may, if you are in doubt any time

as to whot the pigeons in front of the N. Y. Public Library are cooing

about, just bear Lynn in mind The phone number is COlumbus

5-4482 Always helpful, that's Phil M.!!!

T
• • • PARAMOUNT IS LINING UP an impressive press delegation

to grace the Pittsburgh world premiere of Cecil B. De Mille's "Un-

conquered" early next month Party will leave New York the night

of the first, participate in two days' festivities, return here on the

fourth. ... • Warners "The Unsuspected" moves into the N. Y. Strand

lor its world premiere: on Oct. 3. . . . • RKO made scores of New York

Mel area moviegoers happy this week by presenting winners in the

$2,500 "Scrambled Stars" contest with their checks, ranging from $1,000

to $5 S. A. Schwartz, vice president and general manager of the

circuit, did the honors, ... •. Chances are the screening rooms of the

five Boston exchanges will be open again as soon as the projectionists

and management reps, get together Further shutdowns elsewhere

are not in the cards, incidentally. . . . • Spotted in a luncheon-huddle th'

other day at the Ship'on were Harry Gold and Leon Siritzky Could

it be that Gold, who is in charge of world-wide distribution of "The Out-

law" is making a deal with Siritzky who has a string of theaters in

France? . .

.

-L Names Suchman,

Goldhammer as Mgrs.

(Continued from Page 1)

hammer as Eastern and Western
sales managers. Announcement was
made yesterday by A. W. Schwal-
berg, E-L vice-president and general
sales chief.

Goldhammer has been connected
with the industry for more than 30
years. Prior to joining E-L in 1946
as West Coast district manager, he
served with Universal, Warners and
RKO, having spent 14 years with the
last named.
Suchman too is an industry vet-

eran, having started with Universal
in 1918. He is familiar with exhibi-
tion as well as sales as the result
of service with Consolidated Am-
usement Enterprises as general man-
ager and buyer, and with the Schine
Circuit as zone manager and other
executive positions. For the past
18 months, Suchman was special
sales rep. for Samuel Goldwyn
Prods., a post which he resigned last

week to join Eagle-Lion.

In making public the appoint-
ments, Schwalberg stated that the
organization of Eagle-Lion's 31 do-
mestic branches has been completed.
Suchman will supervise 17 branches,
while 14 will be handled by Gold-
hammer.

Dallas Anti-Trust Action
Filed By McClendons

(Continued from Page 1)

in the action, filed by Jefferson, B.

R., Gordon, Jeannette and Maggie
McClendon. Suit was filed by Thomas
McConnell, Chicago attorney, with
the local law firm of Clark, Coon,
Holt & Fisher associated with Mc-
Connell in the action.

Allegation under Sherman and
Clayton Anti-Trust Acts charges
unlawful and illegal conspiracy to

control first and subsequent-runs in

Dallas and suburbs.
Local comment is that McClendon

was held back on playtime in one
area by R&R and in another area
by Interstate.

STORKS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A second child, a girl,

Maiy Kelley, was born to Teresa
Wright and Niven Busch. Weight:
five pounds.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A son was born at

Monte Sano Hospital to Marilyn
Nash, actress who appeared opposite
Charlie Chaplin in "Monsieur Ver-
doux." Miss Nash is the wife of

Philip Yordan, screen writer.

Burbank—A son, Lee David, was
born to Stan and Mrs. Margulies at

St. Joseph's Hospital. Father is

RKO publicist. Baby weighed seven
pounds.
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CItile OK's $400,000

Hike in Film Imports

(Continued from Page 1)

$400,000 over last year—an unusual
event in a world of shrinking mar-
kets.

The agreement was reached de-

spite a budget ceiling of $1,000,000
for import of all foreign films ap-
proved by the Chilean government
early this year. According to a De-
partment of Commerce report issued
yesterday there were rumors that
this quota would be reduced to a
total of $1,000,000 for all foreign
films, including those from the
United States.

It was pointed out that dollars

are often paid for other than U. S.

films, including Argentine and Mex-
ican, thus theoretically cutting down
the dollars left for U. S. pix.

Although dollars are sometimes
"traded" around from industry to

industry, the $400,000 increase for
U. S. films is considered a signal ac-
complishment for MPAA.
The Department of Commerce re-

port also noted that there was a
total of 312 motion picture theaters
in Chile on Jan. 1, 1947, with a total
seating capacity of 271,126. This
compares with a total of only 263
theaters in 1940.

OHE Okays $792,162 for

Theaters, Two Drive-Ins

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Approval for 16

theater projects — including two
drive-ins and two separate jobs on
municipal theater facilities in St.
Louis, Mo.—during the week ending
Sept. 12 was announced yesterday by
the office of the Housing Expediter
with value of the 16 projects put at
$792,162—but of that, $465,000 was
for the St. Louis projects.

Fifteen projects valued at $471,000
were turned down. These figures
bring to 165 the number of approvals
since July 1, with the value aggre-
gating $5,446,590. Turned down were
384 projects valued at $17,498,755.
An okay was announced yesterday

for the Ruffin Amusement Co., to
proceed with an $85,000 stand at
Hickman, Ky., on the basis of hard-
ship. On the basis of local need, new
houses were okayed for W. D. Glass-
cock, Pleasanton, Tex., and Charles
Koher, AJfton, Mo. Both are esti-

mated to cost $53,000.

D'Arcy Damage Action
Dismissal is Denied

St. Louis—Motion of defendants
in the $600,000 anti-trust action
brought by Martin W. D'Arcy, one-
time operator of the Shubert, to dis-
miss the case on the ground that
the action is barred by the statute
of limitations was overruled by U.
S. District Judge R. N. Duncan.

Motion of Monogram to dismiss
was docketed for hearing on the
next regular motion day for intro-
duction of supporting testimony.

Dugas Building Up
New England Chain

Boston—Alfred Dugas, who recent-

ly retired from the textile business

in Rhode Island, has made his third

theater purchase within the past

three months. Dugas first bought the

Lakeside, Lakeport, N. H., from Louis

Score, later taking over the Sorokis

in Limerick, Me. from the Chase
Brothers. More recently, he bought
the Cornish, Cornish, Me. from How-
ard Davis. Dugas is reported now
dickering for a third Maine theater.

First FC Convention

To Be Held This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

Joseph Bernhard, president of the
company, with Samuel Wheeler, gen-
eral sales manager; Jules K. Chap-
man, assistant sales head; AI Zim-
balist, advertising - publicity - exploi-

tation director, and other company
executives on the dais.

Exchange heads to attend include
Ralph Peckham, Atlanta; Maurice
Green, Boston; Joseph Miller, Buf-
falo; Edward Spiers, Chicago; J. H.
Lutzer, Dallas; George Lefko, In-
dianapolis; Leslie Durland, Kansas
City; Robert P. Abelson, Los An-
geles; Max Mazur, Milwaukee;
George Waldman and Sydney
Weiner, New York; Morton Magill,
Philadelphia; Jack Kloeppei-, Port-
land; Fred Abelson, San Francisco,
and Ralph de Burgos, Washington.

Odeon Earns £1,137,257;

Pays 17^2% Dividend

(Continued from Page 1)

on ordinary shares, making 17 \^ per-

cent for the year, the same as in the
last full year.

Profit of Odeon Associated The-
aters was £279,413, against £157,168
and an interim payment of 5.87 per
cent was proposed. Odeon Proper-
ties profit was put at £766,431, com-
pared with £1,142,905 and an in-

terim payment of 16 per cent was
proposed. All dividends are tax
free.

Operators' Strike May Be
Delayed, Walsh Asks Time

(Continued from Page 1)

new contract with RKO, Loew's,
Paramount, Warners and 20th-Fox.
Houses which might be affected by
the walkout total about 120.

Strike was originally intended for
today. It was indicated Local 306
members had become irked by re-
peated delays and might reject the
negotiating committee's advice to
postpone strike action.

Premiere Nets $10,800
Miami Beach, Fla. — Greater

Miami's Variety Club Tent earned
$10,800 for the National Cardiac
Children's Home from its premiere
of "Variety Girl" at the Lincoln
Theater.

12(omniilteesWill

Report to ATA-MPTOA

(Continued from Page 1)

tions for action at an open session
Saturday, it was announced y^^^-
day by Robert W. Coyne, ATi\jj))-
ecutive director.

In order to make available where
possible, experts on the various ques-
tions to be mulled, the convention
committee is securing "guest
speakers" who will address some of
the study groups.

Paul Raiboum, Paramount vice-
president in charge of television, will

Lou Lehr, 20th-Fox News com-
mentator and comedian, will be
master-of-ceremonies at the Friday
evening dinner at the ATA-MPTOA
merger convention, it was announced
yesterday.

speak to the video committee, and
Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox ad-pub-
licity-exploitation director, will ad-
dress the conclave's public relations
committee.

In addition, E. C. Mills, former
general manager for Ascap, will
meet with the group that will study
counter measures to the Society's
proposals for increased license fees.

Following the official merger of
the two exhibitor organizations into
the Theater Owners of America,
delegates will name a new Board of
Directors who will then elect officers.

Meanwhile Ted R. Gamble, ATA
board chairman, was heavily pres-
sured during most of yesterday to
accept the "draft" as a candidate
for the presidency, but at a late
hour remained adamant in his desire
not to seek the post.

Exhibitor leaders, confident un-
til now that Gamble would reverse
his original stand, are still hoping
that such will come to pass, but at
the same time are beginning to

search for a substitute. Several
names have been discussed, but in-

asmuch as no single individual has
emerged in the forefront, it is prob-
able that delegates will arrive in
Washington without a majority bloc
for any one man.

iji

Carlin's Mother Dies

Dennis Carlin, Republic's advertis-
ing manager, is mourning the loss of
his mother, Leah Mehlman, who died
last Friday in Washington.

lUEDDinC BELLS

Enobloch-Bronowitz
Cleveland — Blanche Knobloch,

RKO booker, will be married on Oct.
18 to Joe BranowitZi

McKenzie-Worden
Hartford, Conn. — Bob Worden,

student assistant at Loew's Poli, and
Pearl McKenzie, cashier at the the-
ater, are honeymooning in Hollywood
following their recent marriage.
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Exhibs. Demand Gov't

Adion Against Ascap

(Continued from Page 1)

division have been assigned to the

ith many of the exhibitors de-
tailing complaints against Ascap,
however, it was freely anticipated
here that a formal investigation may
be ordered by' Attorney General
Tom Clark.

A principal question is what fur-
ther action can be taken in view of

the 1941 consent decree.

I

Congress to Consider
Copyright Amendment
Congressional consideration of an

amendment to the copyright law to

prevent licensing of motion pictures,

unless music rights are included in

the license, is believed almost cer-

tain as National Allied's campaign
to bring the double fee collection as-
pect of the Ascap controversy to

the attention of legislators swings
into action on the unit level.

At least three Allied affiliates

have started drives to have exhib-
itor members contact vacationing
Congressmen to urge them to sup-
port the Allied-sponsored amend-
ment. Action thus far has been re-

ported by Independent Exhibitors,
Boston; Associated Theater Owners
of Indiana and the Independent The-
ater Owners of Ohio. Others will

make similar moves.

Amendment urged by Allied

reads:

"Provided further, That any as-

signment, license or other disposi-

tion by the owner or distributor of

a copyrighted motion picture film of
the right to exhibit such film in any
theater shall include the right to

reproduce or publicly perform any
and all sound recorded on the same
film, or disks accompanying and
synchronized with such film, includ-

ing copyrighted music; and no
owner or distribittor of a copy-
righted motion picture film shall

license the public exhibition thereof
unless at the time of such license he
also possesses the authority to

license, does so license, the repro-
duction or public performance of all

dialogue, sound eff'ects and music
synchronized with such film."

CHARTERED
CALIFORNIA THEATER REALTY CO., char-

tered under California laws, certified to N. Y.

Secretary of State that it will do business at
1501 Broadwoy; Leonard H. Goldenson, presi-

dent.

LAFOX, INC., New York, motion pictures,

radio and television; capital, 100 shares of no
par stock; by Helene Kersavage, Betty Terizian,
Beth Gold.

LES D'OR PRODUCTIONS, New York; motion
picture distributor; capital, 100 shares of no par
stock; by Margaret Sedlak, Miriam Clare, Milton
B. Pfeffer.

ARC MOVIE FEATURES, INC., 215 W. Persh-
ing Road, Kansas City; motion picture business;
500 shares of $10 par value stock; incorporators,

M. K. Barket, D. S. Clark, E. C. Clark.

REVIEWS Of nEUJ nims
"The Unsuspected"
with Joan Caulfield, Claude Rains,

Audrey Totter

Warners 103 Mins.

QUALITY WHODUNIT ENTERTAIN-
MENT WORTH THE MONEY: FINE PER-

FORMANCES LEND EMBELLISHMENT.

Trio of top flight names will sell this one

to the general adult audience easily, not that

it needs any selling for it is a good thing

capably handled all the way. Cleverly fash-

ioned in the whodunit sense, it has bankroll

evidence in production; in his directorial ca-

pacity Michael Curtiz obtained moot results

from cast, story and crew.

Script is a stirring, gripping mental exer-

cise. At the outset the spectator is alerted

to the portent of things to come. In a fast

flash the murderer is seen. From then on it

becomes a fine game of tracking him down.

And he, being Claude Rains, the audience

is once again exposed to the treat of a

Class A performance. This does not mean

that the roles of slightly lesser impact by

Miss Totter, Miss Caulfield, Constance Ben-

nett or Hurd Hatfield, Michael North and a

handful of others do not also soundly register.

The treatment, wherein the audience is

quite aware of the identity of the killer, is

not terribly new. But here the backgrounds

and characterizations supply elements of dif-

ference. To properly whoop things up Curtiz

has included, for a thrill finish, a wild auto

chase to save the hero, locked up in a trunk,

from being deposited on a flaming pyre.

The pyre being a trash pile ablaze out in

Queens somewhere.

Here we have Rains, teller of radio crime

stories, doing in his family by easy turns.

First victim, inadvertently his secretary, is

responsible for Michael North coming on

the scene. He poses as husband to Miss

Caulfield, presumed dead in a shipwreck.

He plants doubts in Rains' mind and a little

later Miss Caulfield shows up, alive and

whole.

Here it might be said Miss Caulfield is

the heiress. Rains stands to get her moola

at her demise. So he neatly disposes of

Audrey Totter, his niece and her husband,

Hurd Hatfield. This is what comes of being

in radio, having a recording machine handy-

Rains is not fooling North, however, who

soon has the police looking into some un-

usual angles of the case.

Rains last misfiring attempt is on the life

of Miss Caulfield. Poison—an overdose of

sleeping pills. His disposal of North also

misfires. He is finally confronted at the

broadcasting studio by the cops—^but on all

sides. He makes a program of it.

It stands up well throughout, delivers a

dramatic punch and is quality entertainment

worth the money.

CAST: Claude Rains, Joan Caulfield, Audrey

Totter, Constance Bennett, Hurd Hatfield,

Michael North, Fred Clark, Harry Lewis, Jack

Lambert, Ray Walker, Nana Bryant, Walter
Baldwin.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Hoffman; Director,

Michael Curtiz; Screenplay, Ronald MacDonald;
Adaptation, Bess Meredyth; Based on a story by
Charlotte Armstrong; Photography, Woody Bte-

dell; Art director, Anton Grot; Film editor,

Frederick Richards; Sound, Everett A. Brown;

Set decorations, Howard Winterbottom.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Tops.

Brock Toins E6 Films
Chicago—Claude Enoch Brock of

Humboldt, Tenn., has been named
district manager of Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films for the states of

Kentucky and Tennessee.

SHORTS
"Power Behind the Nation"

Warners
Splendid

20 Mins.

Looming against documentai-ily

recreated history revealing the up-

surge of this country's industries,

commerce, growth of cities, and the

dozen other facets that contribute

to makeup of the American scene

is a large Production Potential. From
mines, fields, wells and quarries the

people of the country are shown at
their daily tasks delivering up
myriad materials. Prom factories
emerge finished products. It is a
story of the people, their capabilities.

Filmed in Technicolor, the narra-
tive opens with Eric Johnston in his
ofilce telling of the need for main-
taining output, production, keeping
the fires stoked, the wheels turning,
the gears meshing, smokestacks
belching. At once the thread is

taken up, woven into a pattei-n of
compelling interest until the final

frame. Proceeds from the playing
of this short will be diverted to the
Runyon Memorial Cancer charity.

British Houses May Lose
Usherets in Labor Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

mentary Secretary for the Ministry
of Labor, addressed the Cardiff CEA
members.
Edwards declared that the Min-

istry might "cast envious eyes" on
theater employes, and he specified
usherets as possibly being diverted
to more essential work.
The MP admitted that a nation

working hard was entitled to recre-
ation, and he asserted that the Min-
istry recognized the industry was
providing that recreation.
"Workers will not be taken if it

endangers the provision of recrea-
tion," Edwards added.
Meanwhile, the Society of Cinema

Managers received assurance from
the Ministry of Labor that managers
are outside the scope of the dii-ection

of labor order.

MPAAPi(ksM(Nuil

As Industry Champion

(Continued from Page 1)

and will co-operate with the com-
mittee.

"I know first hand of the indus-
try's Americanism. It is beyond dis-

pute. We have nothmg to fear,

nothing to hide. Our record is an
open book.
"We are fully prepared to meet

any charge that American films have
propagandized for Communism or
any otlier ism, or for the overthrow
of the American way of life.

"The pi'oof is in the pictui'es

themselves. The producers are re-

sponsible for the content of these
pictures. No one else is responsible.
The producers accept that responsi-
bility.

"The industry does not attempt to

defend, shield or whitewash the
communistic activities of any person
and welcomes the exposure of Com-
munists wherever they are to be
found in America."

Paul Vories McNutt has had a
distinguished public career. A native
of Franklin, Indiana, he was edu-
cated at Indiana University and
Harvard. Following his admission
to the Indiana bar in 1914, he re-

tui-ned to his alma matei", Indiana
University, as a faculty member in

1917, and served as Dean of its Law
School for eight years. He became
governor of Indiana in 1933 and in

1937 became U. S. High Commis-
sioner to the Philippines.

He returned from Manila in 1939
and was appointed Federal Security
Administrator, subsequently becom-
ing Chairman of the War Manpower
Commission, in 1942.

McNutt served in World War I.

In 1928 he was elected National
Commander of the American Legion.
In addition to other decorations Mc-
Nutt holds the French Legion on
Honor with the rank of Commander.

Services Held for Mrs. Briskin

Funeral services were held yes-
terday for Mrs. Rose Briskin, mother-
in-law of A. Schneider, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer of Columbia, and
mother of Samuel, Irving and Mur-
ray Briskin, motion picture produc-
ers. Other survivors are her
daughter, Mrs. Ida Schneider, and
another son, Barnett.

Now Available — The Devonshire Group
DINNER AT THE RITZ * STORM IN A TEACUP * DARK
JOURNEY * WINGS OF THE MORNING * GREEN COCK-
ATOO * UNDER THE RED ROBE * FAREWELL AGAIN *

ACTION FOR SLANDER * SOUTH RIDING *

Devonshire Distributors Coast to Coast

DEVONSHIRE FILM COMPANY
i85 JbevoitiUlr)/ Sfreef vJos/on, fr/aii.



WE INVITE EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE

TO SEE COLUMBIA'S FIRST GENE AUTRY

PRODUCTION...THE LAST ROUND-UP

. . . AN AHRACTION BEYOND QUESTION

THE MOST OUTSTANDING IN THIS GREAT

STAR'S CAREER...CAREFULLY DESIGNED

TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL

CLASSES OF THEATRES IN ALL SECTIONS

OF THE COUNTRY.

ii

Prints now in branches and

available for screening
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TO EHTEHP 20TH-fOH BWHiLflBILITICS PLBH
p. O. Boost Okay U Quality^s There—Depinet
Exhibitor Word-of-Mouth
Credited as Key Factor

On Spread of "Best Years'

RKO's experience with Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our
Lives" proves that the public will

accept increased
admission prices
if the picture jus-

tifies such by its

superior quality,

Ned E. Depinet,
RKO executive
vice -president,
told the industry
press yesterday.

Confident that
less than one-
third of the film's

potential road-
show audience
has been tapped,
release will be
continued on that

DEPINET basis "for many
'months into 1948," Depinet an-
nounced.

Depinet, in company with James
Mulvey, president of Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions, declared that pub-
lic demand has prevailed over ex-

hibitor resistance to such an extent

(Continued on Page 3)

See Import Licenses

Impending in Cuba

U. S. film exporters to the Cuban
market will shortly be confronted
with an all-embracing import licens-

ing measure which a reliable inform-
ant describes as "in the cards." Just
what form the licensing arrange-
ment will take is being conjectured
in Havana film quarters but it is

felt motion pictures will feel the

brunt.
Cuban state economy, it was

(Contimied on Page 4)

narriman to Swedh
Before ATA-iffPTOA
Secretary of Commerce Averill

Harriman -will address the ATA-
MPTOA merger convention, probably

at Saturday's session, Robert W.
Coyne, ATA executive director, an-

nounced yesterday. Topic of Harri-

man's talk was not revealed.

Fall and Winter Grosses to be Exceptionally
Goodf Depinet Predicts in Noting 10% Sluntp

Although boxoffice returns are off a little more than 10 per cent compared

with last year's figures, grosses should be exceptionally good during the coming

Fall and Winter, in the opinion of Ned E. Depinet, RKO executive vice-president.

Depinet optimistically predicted a rebound on the basis of prosperous times

coupled with good quality product from Hollywood.

The RKO executive would not comment on his company's specific plans to

effect economies to compensate for the British tax, saying only that he expected

that RKO would "operate as efficiently as possible."

Depinet said also that RKO production of a feature film in the East was quite

possible in the near future.

Hollywood Publldty

Causing Latin Revolt

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Growing resentment
against extravagant living, unbeliev-

ably high salaries and record-break-
ing profits publi-

cized in Holly-
wood promotion
is causing Latin
American motion
picture audiences
to revolt to an in-

creasing degree,

^ B. Victor Sturdi-
1 vant, president of
1 C i r c u i t o del
Norte, S. A. of
Mexico, said yes-
terday on his ar-

rival from Mex-
ico City.

Coupled with

STURDIVANT the resentment
against such pub-

licity, Sturdivant charged that he-

( Continued on Page 6)

Brennan Confident

Of 306 Settlement

Chances for an early settlement

of Local 306's wage demands looked

dim last night, according to James
J. Brennan, member of the lATSE
executive board, who along wdth lA
Prexy Richard F. Walsh was invited

by Herman Gelber, president of the
projectionists' union, to sit in with
management reps, at yesterday's
parley at the Hotel Astor. "But I

have no doubt there will be a settle-

(Ccntinued on Page 3)

Smith Reveals Cleveland
Experiment to be Offered
In Additional Territories

MPAA Thumbs Probe for

"Verdoux" Tie-in; Set for 5

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—MPAA played a ma-

jor role in nixing the opening of

Charlie Chaplin's "Monsieur Ver-
doux" at Loew's Capitol Theater
here coincidental with the begin-
ning of the House Committee on Un-

(Continued on Page 7)

Wants Gov^t U. K. Tax Action
Treasury Has 'Clear Dufy'—Rep. Bender

Hickson Named Vice-Prexy

Of Bankers Trust Co.

Election of Daniel C. Hickson, re-

cently vice-president and general

manager of Hunt Stromberg Produc-
tions, to a vice-presidency in Bank-
ers Trust Co., was announced yester-

day by S. Sloan Colt, president of the

bank.
In the motion picture industry for

(Continued on Page 6)

Wnshinaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The State Depart-

ment has a "clear duty" to step in

and demand that the British gov-

ernment discontinue its "manhand-
ling" of the American pix industry,

Congressman George Bender. R., 0.,

told The Film Daily yesterday.

Via long distance telephone from
his home in Cleveland, Bender said

he believes agreement to wipe out

the 75 per cent confiscatory tax on

(Continued on Page 7)

Cleveland—Second radical depar-
ture from established sales policies

to be inaugurated since Andy W.
Smith, Jr. hecame
general sales
manager of 20th-
Fox — that of
better availabili-

ties to deluxe
subsequents —
will be extended
to other terri-
tories. Smith said
yesterday while
here for a "get
aciquainted"
meeting with
local exchange
personnel.
Plan, under

which 12 selected
subsequents in

Cleveland were offered 21 day avail-

ability on 20th-Fox product, starting

with the release of "Mother Wore
Tights," has been accepted by sev-

eral local exhibitors and other

(Continued on Page 6)

SMITH

ITOA Will "Observe'

AtMPTOA-ATAMeet

Harry Brandt, circuit operator and
ITOA president, and Max A. Cohen,
Cinema Circuit head and a vice-pres-

ident of ITOA, will attend the ATA-
MPTOA merger convention as "ob-

servers," it was learned by The
Film Daily yesterday.
The move is significant and gave

rise to immediate speculation among
(Continued on Page 5)

Two-in-a-Rous for
Metro at Music Hall

Metro's "Cass Timberlane" has

been booked for early showing by

Radio City Music Hail, G. S. Eyssell,

managing director of the Rockefeller

Center playhouse announced last

night.

The film will have its premiere im-

mediately after the engagement of

Metro's "Song of Love" which follows

the current "Down to Earth."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat ^(,% leys 16%
Bell & Howell 23 221/2 23
Columbia PIcts. vtc. I6V2 I6V2 1614
East. Kodak 433^ 431/3 433^
do pfd 192 192 192
Gen. Prec. Eq ITS/g 17 M%
Loew's, Inc 201/2 20 203/8
Paramount 233/3 23 23'/8
RKO 1134 111/2 113^
Republic Pict 5 43^ 43A
Republic Pict. pfd.... 11V4 III/4 ni/,
20th Century-Fox ... 27 263/8 26%
20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. . 361/4 36V4 36'/4
20f-h Cent.-Fox ppf.. .103 103 103
Universal Pict 183^ I75/3 183^
Universal Pict. pfd... 72 72 72
Warner Bros 141A HVa 14iA

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 31/2 31/2 31/2
RKO 31/4 31/8 31/4
Sonotone Corp 3% 3% 3%
Trans-Lux 4 4 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor giA
pathe ;.;; 4

Net
Chg.

+ '/2

+ Vz— 1

+ 3/8

+ 1/4— %
+ %— 1/4— %
+ %
+ 1/4

+ 11/2

+ %
+ Vz
+ V^

+ Vb— '/a

+ 1/4

Asked
6I/2

43/4

Answers Date Moved Back
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert

yesterday signed a stipulation ex-
tending to Oct. 1 the date when
Paramount and Television Prods,
must answer the cross claims of Ar-
thur Levey and Scophony.

Handel from Acme to UA
Charles Handel, for the past six

years roto editor of Acme News-
pictures, has joined UA's publicity
staff as feature writer and photo
editor.

Nation-Wide Promotion for

Wanger's "Lost Moment"

Iffsf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — An all-out nation-

wide promotional and advertising
campaign will be put behind Univer-
sal - International's "The Lost Mo-
ment," it was decided on the basis of

two Coast sneak previews of the
Walter Wanger production. William
Goetz, U-I production head, leaves
Hollywood on Sunday with a print
to be screened for William A. Scully,

U-I vice-president and general sales

manager, and the Eastern sales staff.

Broadway premiere of the film will

be set while Goetz is in the East,
with advance plans calling for Wan-
ger and the stars to come to New
York for the affair. "Moment" prob-
ably will be tested in three different

type cities with three different cam-
paigns to determine the most effec-

tive national promotion pattern.

UA Prods. Name Two for

Chaplin, Pickford Talks

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—United Artists pro-

ducers appointed David Loew and
Carl Leserman to confer with
Charles Chaplin and Mary Pickford
to request them to assure satisfac-
tory distribution of their pictures.
Loew and Leserman also urged that
the promised $5,000,000 revolving
fund be assured soon.

UA producers were pleased to
learn that Arthur W. Kelly had
closed a deal with J. Arthur Rank
for showing seven new UA pictures
in 251 houses of the Gaumont-Brit-
ish Circuit.

Lockwood to MOT As
Assistant Producer

Roy Lockwood, British producer-
director, has been engaged as as-
sistant producer by the March of
Time. Lockwood has directed a
number of features and supervised
production of documentary films for
the Shell Film Unit.

In 1939 he came to this country
and was co-director of "The Invis-
ible Man Returns." During the war
he was with the British Information
Service and later entered the radio
field.

Paramount Sets Shipments
Record in Sales Campaign

Film shipments by Paramount
during Paramount Week, first week
of the 1947 sales drive, which opened
on Aug. 31, totaled 41,823, a new
high for the company, Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
distribution, reported yesterday.
Former record was 40,326 shipments
set the opening week of the 1946
drive.

Film Rights Export Folds
Albany — Film Rights Export

Corp., of New York, has filed a cer-
tificate of voluntary dissolution in
the office of the Secretary of State.

Thursday, September 18, 1947L

MMPTA Members Will
Show "Heritage" Short

The executive committee of the
MMPTA has approved the showing
in member theaters of "Our Amer-
ican Heritage," nine and one-half
minute short to be exhibited in con-
nection with the arrival here on Sept.
25 of the Freedom Train.
The announcement, made yester-

day by Gen. Rodney H. Smith,
MMPTA executive director, urged
member circuits and theaters to give
every assistance possible to Ned
Shugrue, national director of the
American Heritage Foundation,
sponsors of the Train.

More than 750 prints are avail-
able without cost through the facil-

ities of National Screen Service.
Film's exhibition is to be concen-
trated in the week preceding the
Train's appearance.

Kusell Names Doyle to

Head SRO Oregon Sales

Larry Doyle, former booking and
office manager of SRO's office in

San Francisco, has been promoted to
handle all sales for SRO in the Ore-
gon tei'ritory, it was announced yes-
terday by Milton S. Kusell, vice-
president in charge of domestic and
Canadian sales. Doyle will make his
headquarters in Portland.

cominc nno coinc

PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR., UA ad-publicity di

rector, accompanied by MORI KRUSHEN, ex
ploitation manager, returned to New York yes,g.\

terday from a Washington huddle with Russe*^
Birdwell.

N. PETER RATHYON, RKO president, enplone
yesterday for the Coast following conference
here.

HERMAN LEVY, TED R. GAMBLF K

FABIAN and ROBERT W. COYNE left f ash
ington yesterday for the ATA-MPTOA merge
convention.

NANCY GUILD and FRANK LATTIMORE ye;

terday flew to Rome, via TWA, in connect!
with the production In Italy of Edward Small
"Cagliostro."

LEO McCAREY flew to the Coast yesterda-
via TWA.

BERNARD G. KRANZE, assistant general sale

manager of the JAR division of U-I, left yestei

day on a trip to the Warner zones in Albany an
Pittsburgh. He'll return early next week.

Sailing today aboard the Queen Elizabeth w
be FAY HOLDEN, film player; EARL ST. JOHh
J. Arthur Rank production advisor, and MR!
ST. JOHN; COL. JOCK LAWRENCE, vice-pres

dent in charge of oublic relations for the U. !

Rank Organization, and MRS. LAWRENCE.

WILLARD ALEXANDER, personol manager <

Vaughn Monroe, Beryl Davis and Ray McKinle
will arrive in Hollywood tomorrow for a twc

week business trip. He will stop at the Beverl

Wifshire Hotel.

DAVE WALLERSTEIN, Great States executive

expected in New York for conferences.

BARNEY BALABAN due in Chicago today <

address dinner-meeting at Lake Shore Count
Club for Jewish Welfare drive.
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XEW YORK TIIEATERS

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALl-^
Rockefeller Center

Rito HAYWORTH • Larry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"
A Columbia Picture . IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION ',

f^
SAMUEL GOLDWYN pre%enH \

I

DANNY KAYE. VIRGINIA MAYO
I

ond the Go/c/wyn Gir/j in

^icskcoot

recHAf/coLOR

AC T /%O BI!OADviv*i!fe

HENRY FONDA •BARBARA BEL GEDDES

VINCENT PRICE -ANN DVORAK

OM SCRCCM
1st N.Y. Showing!

M-G-M's

'CYNTHIA'
ELIZABETH TAYLOR

GEORGE MURPHY
MARY ASTOR

tH PERSON
JOHN CALVERT

CALEB PETERSON

Extra I

PAUL REGAN

Plus OTHERS

BtNG CROSBY

JOAN CAULflELD

BARRY HTZIIERALO

7D^f^/iMO<//vr

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS"
A 20fh Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE-

JACK HALEY • ELLA LOGAN
EXTRA! JERRY MURAD'S HARMONICATS

ROXY '"*-»
50»h St.

Devonshire Films Presents

VIVIEN LEIGH

"DARK

JOURNEY"
Scarlet Scores Again

DAVID NIVEN
ANNABELLA

"DINNER AT

THE RITZ"
Gals—Guys—Guns

GOTHAM—TIMES SQUARE
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irennan Confident

i)f 306 Settlement

(Continued from Page 1)

nent," Brennan added, dispelling the
nomentary pessimism that prevailed
it the coirfab.

: If negotiations become too px'o-

onged, the projectionists' strike

;h t might get out of hand, Her-
ri 'Gelber, prexy of 306 intim-
ited yesterday, following his appear-
ince before 2,000 union members,
yesterday morning at the Manhattan
Center. Facing boos and catcalls

from his own membership, Gelber
arged them to bide their time and
not rush into hasty action. The pro-
jectionists finally yielded to his pleas
and returned to their booths, Gelber
said. But no one knows, he added,
how long they will listen to him
when they become more and more
'convinced that management is em-
'ploying delaying tactics in their ne-
gotiations with the local.

Gelber also intimated that a
firmer stand on the part of the
lATSE would help greatly toward
bringing about a wage settlement.
'An lA spokesman said that Prexy

1 Richard F. Walsh did not care to

! enter into any disputes with any of

(
the locals, pointing out that some-

f
times the Executive Council does

[
not always see eye to eye with a

, local, and so could not yield to the
' demand that the local get permission
to strike. Local must get permis-
sion from the Executive Council to

. strike, othei-wise a walkout is iden-

tified as a wildcat strike.

. Since Skouras, Randforce, Brandt
I and the newsreel circuits have al-

ready signed with Local 306, Gelber
asked: "Why can't the big boys sign

up also?" He referred to the pacts
the local made with many small ex-
hibitors who are not "as well fixed

as the exhibitors with producing
affiliations."

RKO's Maj. Leslie Thompson
headed the management group par-
ticipating in yesterday's parleys.

Aside from Gelber, lA president
Richard F. Walsh and lA exec, board
member James J. Brennan also sat

in, on Gelber's invitation. Except
for the Rialto and Rivoli which have
already signed with Local 306, all

the other Broadway showcases would
be affected by a walkout.

Originally, the union had de-

manded a 34 per cent hike but had
settled for 15 per cent.

Disney Pic at Globe Sept. 27

Disney's "Fun and Fancy Free"
will receive its world premiere at
the Broadway Globe on Sept. 27.
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Greta Garbo Diana Lewis

Charles Gribbon Ed Jones

Bobby Blake Geraldine Fitzgerald

C. Gardner Sullivan
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"^^PHIL M. DALY
Thursday''s Tele-Eines
• • • ALTHOUGH TED GAMBLE has been unquestionably sincere

in his desire not to be a candidate for the TOA presidency, don't be

surprised if the pressure of his friends becomes so irresistible when he

gets to Washington that he will be forced to accept the candidacy—and

the post.

• • • DR. GEORGE H. GALLUP'S Audience Research, which here-

tofore has been largely concerned with the motion picture field, is prepar-

ing to invade radio Look for the formal announcement early next

week. ... • William K. Jenkins, president of the Georgia Theater Co.,

and the immediate past chairman of the Georgia Chapter of the National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, has been presented a Certificate of

Distinguished Achievement by the Chapter's present officers. . . .

• Hedda Hopper will be among those crossing the continent in Cecil B.

DeMille's party to attend the Pittsburgh unveiling of "Unconquered" on

the night of Oct. 3. . . . • Didja know that Samuel Goldwyn is putting

a $300,000 magazine campaign behind "The Bishop's Wife" four months

ahead of the flrst playdate? Remember that old axiom. It takes

money to make money? ... • Economy retrenchment in some home

offices is reported cutting into contact expense accounts In one h.o.

department, it's been suggested that the contact boys and gals substitute

personal calls at the office for those good will luncheon engagements ....

One important New York scribe, who accidentally learned of the economy

regime, called up the press contact, offered, to buy if business was THAT
badin

T
• • • MAYBE YOU'VE NOTED the gains scored by bowling these

days Well, the increase in bowlers extends to this industry, and

RKO Radio is up with the claim that it has the largest number of trode

bowlers in its New York home office and exchange ranks There

are no less than 18 teams of five each, composed of 60 men and 30

women Bowling night is held every Monday in the Radio City

Bowling Alleys directly across from the RKO Building RKO's bowl-

ing committee embraces Dick Gavin, Charles Hostman and Ernie Liffers.

T T T
• • • "MINISTERS in the Australian Government are to have their

salaries raised by £260 ($845) a year as the result of the Federal Parlia-

mentary Labor Party discussions yesterday," the Australian News and

Information Bureau reported last night And so THAT'S why Australia

proposes to reduce U. S. film remittances.

T T
• • • OSCAR SERLIN'S "Life With Mother" won't reach the

boards before late next March, when it bows in Detroit, and won't be

seen here until the 1948 season, but Hollywood interest in the pic rights

abready is on the terrific side It wouldn't surprise, of course, if

Warners finally snatched 'em, but you never can tell. ... • Subscrip-

tions to date to Chicago's Jewish Welfare Fund drive, headed by John

Balaban. already exceed $1,300.000. ... • The Cinema Stamp Collectors

will support the "Stamps for the Wounded" movement via liberal dona-

tions at future meetings. ... • A doff of Phil M.'s chapeau to Robert R.

Young for that C & O ad saluting the Freedom Train.

T T T
• • • "FOREVER AMBER" looks like the most sought-after gal of

the coming social season So says 20th Century-Fox The blonde

charmer hos 1,000 dates set for October, November and December

which are a sight more than she could handle even during her rip-roaring

career in the days of King Charles.

Depinet Oicays Me
If Quality is There

(Continued from Page 1)

that more contracts have been writ-
ten for "Best Years" in the past 60
days than in the preceding six
months.

"Exhibitor word-of-mouth," Dep-
inet said, "has spread the picture
more than RKO sales ability. In-
creasing numbers of theater owners
want to play the picture when they
hear how well it has done."
The RKO topper stated that

policy from the picture's beginning
was to nurse it carefully in key situ-

ations so that its vast potential audi-
ence would have an opportunity to

find out about it. This policy, in con-
trast to taking a highly publicized
film and breaking it simultaneously
in multiple key city engagements,
resulted in long-run engagements at
Chicago's Wood Theater and New
York's Astor which contributed sig-

nificantly to the film's success.
In subsequent-run and small town

engagements, RKO concentrated
upon mid-week playing time and
were cautious to not overplay the
picture. Results have been excep-
tionally gratifying with "Years" in

many instances doubling the gross
of Goldwyn's "Kid From Brooklyn"
in half the playing time.

Turning again to the question of
the higher admission prices, Depinet
said that almost all of those who
complain are among the small minor-
ity who complain about everything.
He said that undoubtedly there were
patrons who would not buy a ticket

because of the price, but rarely does
anyone who sees the picture leave
the theater dissatisfied, "and not a
single exhibitor has told me he made
a mistake in playing the picture,"
Depinet declared.

Much of the exhibitor resistance
in the beginning was apparently con-
centrated among the circuits for
Depinet I'evealed that many circuits

that passed the picture up when first

offered are now playing it after suc-
cessful showing by their opposition.

Depinet warned against increased
prices for pictures solely on the
basis of high cost, stating that only
pictures of real quality can expect
to receive the higher admission. "The
public, as always," he said, "is the
determining factor, and only when
you have a really great picture will

the public support the higher price."

Sept, 26 ''Definite"

For JJ-l Move Date
Universal will "definitely" transfer

offices from their present niche to

their slick new floors in Park Ave-

nue's Tishman Building, beginning

Friday, Sept. 26 and continuing, night

and day through the week-end, com-
pany spokesman revealed yesterday.

Originally slated to be named the

"Universal" Building, new structure

will retain its agent's name, though

U-l with nine floors will be its biggest

tenant.
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See Import Licenses

Impending in Cuba

(Continued from Page 1)

pointed out, derives its funds from

customs duties to a large extent

About 90 per cent of the _
essential

commodities consumed withm tne

country are imported.

The chief factor which has

brought about the Cuban govern-

ment school of thought which ad-

vocates import licensing is the sugar

marketing arrangement that coun-

try has with the U. S. Virtually the

entire crop is sold, processed and

consumed here via deals made with

the Commodity Exchange Corpora-

tion emergency wartime body still

in operation. Cuban growers were

promised about 52 per cent of the

market. They were relegated 28 per

Cuban economic agitation has in-

dicated it "will attempt to force the

American Government to permit

sugar sales to other countries or, as

a secondary measure, obtain lor

Cuban growers a bigger share ot

the U. S. market.
As a move to stem these measures

the U S. Chamber of Commerce has

been studying the situation thor-

oughly, it was stated, and has peti-

tioned the Cuban legislature to seek

means other than import licensing.

New School Dep't. Will

Train for N . Y. Production

Dramatic Workshop of the New
School for Social Research has es-

tablished a new film department to

provide trained personnel for ex-

panding production in New York, and

to create a study center, Erwin Pis-

cator, director of the Workshop, re-

vealed. New School on Oct. 6 will

start a series of courses to include

production of complete sound films

in a specially designed studio.

Students will write, direct, act and

shoot the productions, with sound,

music and other technical aspects un-

der professional guidance.

Sidney Kaufman, film critic and

director, will head the new depart-

ment, while an experimental film stu-

dio, to carry on research in advanced

production technique, will be under

the direction of Leo Mittler. A course

on film music will be under Jack

Shaindlin, Eastern musical director

of Universal, Columbia and the

March of Time.
Others on the film department

faculty include A. Bertrand Channon,

Bill Baird, John Gassner, head of the

Columbia play department; Thomas
Orchard, associate producer of MOT;
Sheldon Nemeyer and Andrea S.

Warburg.
Registration opened yesterday at

the Dramatic Workshop, President

Theater, 247 W. 48th St.

Black Shows Booked

"The Black Cat" and "Black Fri-

day," Universal re-issues released by

Realart Pictures, have been booked

by Astor Film Exchange, local dis-

tributor, into the Ambassador and

Majestic, Brooklyn, tomorrow.

BRITISH FILMGOERS vs. U. S. CRITICS
A Comparison of Opinions Expressed in the Bernstein Film

Questionnaire and in THE FILM DAILY Critics' Forum

Three questions similar to those
referred to American film critics and
commentators participating in the
1947 Film Daily Critics Forum had
parallels in the latest Sidney Bern-
stein Film Questionnaire issued to

British filmgoers, the latter a dis-

tinction to be borne in mind.
Fifty-six per cent of those reply-

ing to the Bernstein inquiry found
there had been no improvement in

American films since 1939, 26 per
cent noted an improvement, 18 per
cene found U. S. pix had worsened.

In the 1947 Film Daily survey,
nearly 45 per cent of the critics vot-

ing noted no improvement in U. S.

product during tne past 12 months,
nearly 37 per cent saw improvement
made, while 18 per cent felt that
American pix had slipped backward.
Asked to pass on American films

from the standpoint of technique,
star acting periormance of players
in small pans, the way the story is

told, choice of story and dialogue,
the British moviegoers' replies

yicldea these respective "good" per-
centages: y2 per cent, 8y per cent,
'/'/ per cent, 6u per cent, 57 per cent,

!>b per cent. Uomparaole percentages
lor uriLisn pictures: ab per cent, ob

per cent, 81 per cent, 79 per cent,

72 per cent, 67 per cent.

In the current Film Daily poll,

the breakdown of critics' votes
showed these comparisons:

Star Performance: U. S.— Good,
222; Bad, 40. British—Good 229;
Bad. 24.

Supporting Performance; U. S.

—

Good. 228; Bad, 26. British—Good,
216; Bad, 38.

Story Selection: U. S.—Good, 97;
Bad. 131. British—Good, 201; Bad,
53.

Screen Treatment: U. S.— Gk>od,

174; Bad, 76. British—Good, 163;
Bad, 72.

Dialogue: U. S.—Good, 182; Bad,
66. British—Good, 150; Bad, 86.

Technique: U. S.—Good, z2A; Bad,
24. Britisn—Good. 141; Bad, 87.

Replying to the question, "What is

your opinion of newsreels issued
since the war ended?" 41 per cent
ot British theater patrons lelt they
were good, 4y per cent, fair; eight
per cent, poor, and two per cent had
no opinion.

In the Film Daily poll, 52 per
cent of the critics rated American
newsreels as lair, 38 per cent as
gooa, lu per cent as poor.

Liberal Party in U. K.

Opposes Cripps Plan

i

Brighter Stores Sought
in r WC Theater i5iags.

West Coast Bureau of IHE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A move to gain the

cooperation of Fox West Coast The-

aters' tenants in a project to main-

tain offices and stores in modern con-

dition was approved at a meeting of

the FWC real estate department, fol-

lowing a series of roundtable confer-

ences presided over by W. H. (Bud)
Lollier, department head.

Conferees agreed that a healthy

maintenance condition not only aids

the theater but the entire business
district and consequently makes for
a better community, since it enhances
the civic pride of its citizens. Speak-
ers at the meeetings included Charles
P. Skouras, president; George Bow-
ser, general manager, and John B.
Bertero, chief legal counsel.

Fritz Lang After Rights
To Lite ol JBuhtighter

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With an eye to the

Spanish-language market and the
possibilities of bi-lingual distribu-
tion, Fritz Lang has had Nathan
Grobovaz, his Ji.uropean rep. with
otiices in London, fly to Spain to in-

stigate legal action aimed at obtain-
ing screen rights for Lang on the
life of the lace and great bullfighter,
Manoiete, recently gored to death in
the ring.

Lang, who is now preparing to
make "Winchester 73" as his next
Diana production for Universal-Int'l
release, pians on doing tne inanoiete
pic next year as an indie.

Vcu Circuit Offices Moved
Richmond, Va.—District Theaters'

local ottice has been moved from the
Booker T to the recently opened Hip-
podrome.

Cullman Theaters Reopened as JMetvspaper Editor
Pleads With l^anager to Have Mercy on Citizens

Cullman, Ala.—Responding to an appeal from the editor of the Cullman
Banner, the Cullman and Lyric theaters were reopened following a 25-day closed
period in protest against the new City 10 per cent admission tax.

"We plead with you, as owners of the theaters, that you will show mercy on
our citizens and reopen the movie houses which you operate in Cullman," is the
gist of the front page editorial in The Banner.

Manager Bill Griffin, in a front page reply, said the tax would have to be
added to the cost of admission, making the usual 35-cent ticket 38 cents and
the 11 -cent children's ticket 14 cents.

"We are of the opinion that, over a period of years, we cannot successfully
operate with this tax," the statement said. "We reopen temporarily with the
hopes that, if we are correct in our belief that the tax is excessive, our case will
be reopened." The theater formerly paid a two per cent tax.

London (By Cable)—British gov
ernment's action in claiming free-jjiO

dom to impose quantitative restric- jtrt

tions on imports without reference I0

CO the UN international Trade -Or-pe;

ganization was criticized by the Lib
eral Party, which put itself on rec
ord as dissatisfied with the ecc[ vie [e^

program announced by Sir St.. y'rd

Oripps, president of the Board of
Trade.

Council of the Liberal group, at
a meeting in London, warned
against a trend toward totalitarian
ism in the ban on further capital
investments revealed by Cripps, who
also warned that the government
may start new industries if private
manufacturers do not produce better
and more export goods.
Wardour St. was uncertain how

the most recent Cripps decrees
would affect motion pictures. There
was speculation that the rulings
may affect a production speedup en-
visioned in some places as a means
to combat the ban on exports to
this country of American films. It

was pointed out that additional stu-
dio buildings, for instance, could not
be built without additional invest-

ment.
Machinery and equipment, men-

tioned by Cripps in his ban on fur-
ther investments, would certainly
be needed to increase the number of
British pictures, as well as building
materials, already in short supply
in the U. K.

ki

Reduce U. K. Adverse Trade
Balance by $912 Million

London (By Air Mail)—Britain's
adverse export rate has been reduced
by $912,000,000 annually as the re-
sult of such austerity measures as
the stopping of film exports, via the
75 per cent ad valorem tax, and the
elimination of pleasure motoring, Sir
Stafford Cripps, president of the
Board of Trade, said.

Sir Stafford revealed that the ex-
port balance had been running in the
red at a rate of $2,400,000,000 an-
nually but that the new measures
will trim this to $1,488,000,000.
Warning British capital and labor

of a crisis. Sir Stafford announced
new cuts in Britain's armed forces
and a slash in permitted capital in-

vestments, latter explained as in-

vestments in machinery and equip-
ment which is needed for export.

Murtagh in New Spot

Binghamton, N. Y.—Appointment
of Thomas P. Murtagh as assistant
treasurer of the Ansco division of
General Aniline & Film Corp., is an-
nounced by E. Allan Williford, Ansco
general manager. Murtagh has been
executive secretary to Williford.

Wilkinson on Bank Board
Wallingford, Conn. — George H.

Wilkinson, owner of the Wilkinson
Theater and president of the MPTO
of Connecticut, has been elected a
diiLector of the First National Bank
here.
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ixhib. Unity Seen an

Hscap Fight Result

Detroit—Cause of exhibitor unity
vill benefit from the fight against
•ncreased Ascap license fees, Jack
?tewart, general manager of Allied
Cheaters of Michigan, said in report-
ng on the movement here to conduct
I iiriited legal attack on increased

>^ , cing a fairly satisfactory "prog-
ress in achieving unity within the

J
Michigan exhibition field," Stewart

'j^said, "At last a ray of light is ap-

^ pearing and the hopes of this organ-
ization seem to be formulating—that
^Df unity and solidarity of the exhib-
itors of this state. The response is

'gratifying. Checks are pouring into

'the office with their signed pledges."
Stewart revealed that David New-

man and Joe Uvick will go to New
York for a discussion of music license

!fees with Ascap, in a joint session to

Vbe attended by other exhibitor rep-
"resentatives.

^Anderson Interests Buy
fFour Kentucky Theaters
1

« Louisville—Purchase of four the-

paters and the consolidation of the

j

holdings of Andy Anderson of Hart-
r ford, Ky., was announced yesterday
- with the granting of Kentucky char-

J!

ters to Park Theaters Corp. and
I American Theaters Corp. Each cor-

1 poration is capitalized at $200,000
1 and both will have headquarters in

Hartford.
Anderson for some years has

owned theaters in Hartford, Beaver
Dam and Hodgensville. The four

, theaters in the new holdings are
; located in Munfordville, Horse Cave,
Cave City and Scottsville and were

;
purchased from the Caldwell The-

: aters Corp. which is retiring from
: the business.

Incorporators of Park Theaters
were Andy and Arlie Anderson and
W. Freeman Smith. American The-
aters incorporators were Andy,
Arlie and J. Beverly Anderson, Mary

• Anderson Burks and Rose Anderson
Norney. Andy Anderson is a KATO
director.

ARMIT Joins Allied Drive
To Amend Copyright Law
Denver — Allied Rocky Mountain

Independent Theaters has joined the
drive to urge Congressmen to vote
for the Allied-sponsored amendment
to the copyright law, which would
prevent licensing of films unless
rights to music in the pictures is

included in the license.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Worthen-Page
Hollywood, Fla.— Wayne Russell

Page, manager of the Ritz Theater,
and Barbara Louise Worthen were
married recently.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VRRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QOUGLAS FAIRBIANKS, JR. has renewed his releasing contract with Uni-

versal-lnt'L and will make "The O'Flynn" there when he finishes his

starring role opposite Betty Grabie in Fox's, "Lady in Ermine." ... -^ At
the same studio, Lester Cowan announces that he has made tentative arrange-

ments with Hedy Lamarr, Donald O'Connor, Dick Haymes, Dinah Shore and

Danny Thomas to appear in "One Touch of Venus." . . . -k Warners is

dusting off "Silver Lining," the Marilyn Miller story, which they've had on

their production schedule since '42, and are making plans to star June Haver,

who would be on loan from Fox, for the title role. Jerry Wald wilf produce

and David Biutler direct. ... -^ Virginia Grey will be one of Henry Morgan's

two leading ladies in "So This Is New York" which will be made by Screen

Plays, Inc., at Enterprise Glenn Ford has been set by Columbia for the

male lead in "The Return of October." At the moment he is without a lead-

ing lady. ... -^ Other Columbia castings include Stephen Dunne in "The

Woman From Tangier," Ray Barons in "Mary Lou," Gay Nelson in "Blondie's

Night Out" and Roy O'Dell and his Sunshine Ranch Boys in "Whirlwind

Raiders."

• * *
pOMNEY BRENT, Broadway and London stage actor has been signed by

Jack L. Warner, to mak-e his American film debut with Errol Flynn in

"The Adventures of Don Juan." ... -^ Leonid Kinskey has sold. an original

screen comedy, "That's Paris," to Gregory Ratoff, who will produce and

direct the story next winter. ... ')Ar Robert Nathan well deserves the title

of H'wood's most popular novelist, with four of his recent stories in produc-

tion; "The Bishop's Wife," a Samuel Goldwyn production, David 0. Selznick's

"Portrait of Jenny," Walt Disney's "Woodcutter's 'House" and "Fidler and

Barley," which Charles Feidman is readying for shooting. . . . ir Greer

Garson and Walter Pidgeon have been lined up by M-G-M for "The Nutmeg

Tree," Margery Sharpe's best seller, with Jack Conway directing. . . .

•^ Wendy Hiller, Basil Rathbone and Patricia Collinge, who open later this

month on Broadway in "The Heiress," will make a film version of the story

while there. Fred F. Finkelhoffe has formed his own producing company and

will start shooting soon after the play debuts.

pETE SMITH has a new series up his sleeve to be titled, "Just Suppose.

'

Idea is to present life as it is, compared to what it might be strictly

from the Smith point of view. ... iic Jack Wrather's initial production for

Allied Artists, "Follow Me Quietly," will be filmed mostly in N. Y., with cast

and crew heading eastward next month. ... Vk" RKO's young director, Dick

Fleischer, has been loaned to Screen Plays, Inc., for Stanley Kramer's produc-

tion of Ring Lardner's "So This Is New York," starring Henry Morgan, which

rolls at Enterprise on the 29th. ... if Orin Productions, headed by Al Lane,

will make a series of featurettes. ... if Andre Lamb, writer-director head of

Valor Productions, will produce a series of six full length features in color

titled, "The Westerners." ... ~k George Reeves is the latest Para, entry

into "The Sealed Verdict." ... if Ion Sterling, now starring in "Born

Yesterday" on the Main Stem, leaves there tomorrow for a Warner berth

and a leading role in "Johnny Belinda" with Jane Wyman and Lew Ayres.

. . . if The Columbia "Lady From Shanghai" score includes ten Latin

American tunes which should go over big with musically minded audiences.

It's the Rita Hayworth -Orson Welles starrer. ... if Director Douglas Sirk

has been signed to a two-picture contract by Triangle Productions. Sirk will

direct the two at the rate of one a year. ... if Five principals of RKO

Radio's "Mystery in Mexico" will go to Mexico City where it will be filmed

at the Churubusco Studios. Mexican players will comprise the majority of

the cast in this Robert Wise-directed feature which gets under way on

Sept. 29. . . . if fox has placed Richard Widmark in "The Street With No

Name" opposite Mark Stevens and June Haver. Shooting starts next month

with Sam Engels producing and William Keighley directing.

ITOA Will "Observe'

At MPTOA-ATA Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

industryites because of ITOA's re-

cent proposal for affiliation with Na-
tional Allied, an action which has yet
to be consummated. Brandt has con-

sistently championed a united exhib-

itor front to more efficaciously meet
problems affecting the theater own-
ers and his journey to Washington
raises the question as to whether he
might cai-ry ITOA into the organi-
zation that will result from the ATA-
MPTOA merger.

Meanwhile, Robert W. Coyne,
ATA executive director, announced
yesterday that the convention's man-
aging committee will recommend to
each of the committees studying in-
dustry problems that an "open-door"
policy prevail. This would allow
anyone in the industry, whether
affiliated with production, distribu-
tion or exhibition, to listen-in on any
committee session. Final determina-
tion of its rules of procedure will
rest with the individual committee,
Coyne said, but the "open" policy
will be urged.

In addition to the 12 committees
already announced, a thirteenth will
be established to concentrate on the
16 mm. industry. Personnel of the
committees will be named prior to
the convention's initial session on
Friday.
Coyne reported also that reserva-

tions pouring in this week had ex-
ceeded the original commitment of
300 rooms in Washington's Shore-
ham Hotel and 150 in the Wardman
Park. "However," he stated, "we
have made arrangements to take
care of the overflow."

Strong Video Pitch
At NAB Convention

Atlantic City—Strong emphasis on
television prevails at the National
Association of Broadcasters conven-
tion here. Highlight of the video
pitch being made is RCA's large
screen setup with shows coming over
a six by eight foot screen from a
relay point in Philadelphia which
picks them up from New York, a dis-
tance of 200 miles.
Over 2,000 broadcasters are see-

ing the king size video for the first

time. Another high point of the en-
gineering session was demonstration
of a special camera developed by
NBC and Eastman Kodak which
photographs the video image while a
show is in production, eliminating
stop and go procedure. This is adapt-
able to rebroadcast of daytime events
at night.

CHARTERED
DE LUXE DRIVE-IN THEATERS, INC., 6 E.

11th St., Kansas City; authorized to issue 100
shares of no par stock; Incorporators, A. A.
Wolf, B. M. Grant, E. E. Lepisto.
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Hollywood Publidfy

Causing Latin Revolt

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEUJS

iConMnued from Page 1)

low-the-border audiences are tired

of Technicolor panties, Holljr\vood

chorus girls, and lavishly-mounted,
multi-million dollar productions re-

leased under the name of "musicals."

"Extravagant production budgets,
luxurious settings, and lavish cos-

tuming may disguise the lack of

honest story material to United
States audiences," he said, "but not
in the greater part of Latin America
where the flight of the dollar is mak-
ing the problem of earning a daily
livelihood more and more acute."

Sturdivant is en route to the Stur-
divant Ranch-, near San Diego where
tomoiTow he will attend the fiftieth

wedding anniversary of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry David Sturdi-
vant.

"If Hollywood hopes to retain Its

predominant position throughout
Latin America," he said, "it had bet-
ter seek advice from the very few
men such as Joseph M. Schenck who
really understand what is needed and
what is wanted in the countries
which lie to the south of us. His
knowledge comes from many years
of intimate contact with all classes
of Latin American people, and he
long ago learned and appreciated the
many fine characteristics of the
Latin which too few of us are able
to comprehend."

Mexican, Argentinian and British
pictures are beginning to cut deeply
into the revenue which Hollywood
for so many years has enjoyed from
these countries, Sturdivant declared,
adding that picture for picture, Mex-
ican productions are easily out-
grossing the United States pictures
despite the fact that they are made
for one-tenth as much.
"From much of the material which

we read in our Spanish-language
publications, and it all is beamed
from Hollywood or New York, it

would seem that many film company
executives, as well as leading actors
and actresses, are far more inter-

ested in seeing that their names are
mentioned among the top-salary

Besides, Butts Mahe
A Good Insecticide

Don't Miss A Trick is a by-word
among exhibitors all over the world,

it seems. The MPEA office in Tokyo
received a report from an exhibitor

in Tokushima. He said he had set up
a world map upon which he shows
the location of film stories current

and forthcoming. This has attracted

patron interest.

Also, he displayed a sign on a

nearby bulletin board calling atten-

tion to the management's provision

of ashtrays and cuspidors, requesting

smoking and spitting be done in the

proper places.

He adds that he found cigarette

butts serve as a good insecticide.

Don't miss a trick, brother.

"Paris in the Spring"

Paramount 19 Mins.
Recommended

French star, Roger Dann, and Sally
Rawlinson share the Technicolor
spotlight in this tale localized and
vocalized in Paris. Roger is in love

with Sally, but is thwarted because
he is a failure. Upon winning ac-
claim as a singer he also wins Sally.

In addition to the music there is a
wonderful puppet show. A definitely

recommended Musical Parade Fea-
turette.

"Home of the Danes"
20th-Fox 8 Mins.

For the Travel-Minded
Among the ranking wonders of the

world are the chalk cliffs at Mon,
on the coast of Denmark. These and
many more peculiarities of the land
are described by Ed Thorgersen in

his latest Movietone Adventure.
Should go over with travel-minded
audiences.

'Foxy Duckling"
Warners 7 Mins.

Many Laughs
When a fox finds that a pillow

stuffed vdth duck feathers is the
only way to cure his insomnia, natch,

he tries to ensnare a duck. His fail-

ures are varied and many and like-

wise the laughs.

"Foul Hunting"
RKO 6 Mins.

A Barrel of Laughs
Goofy goes in for a bit of duck

hunting and ends up eating the de-
coy he started out with. ' As he
"honks" through the cartoon he at-
tracts hundreds of the feathered
creatures which elude him at every
turn. As usual, a barrel of laughs.

"One Note Tony"
20th-Fox 7 Mins.

Lots of Fun
Little Tony, the drummer in the

Jungle Symphony orchestra, can't

master his one-note solo and is

heckled unmercifully by the conduc-
tor. A playful elephant takes mat-
ters into his own trunk and Tony,
unwittingly, starts off a jam session
which the sleepy audience digs,

solidly, and crowns Tony King of

Swing. Lots of fun.

"Romance and Dance"
Warners 20 Mins.

Should Draw
The 'Technicolor camera is on

hand to record the numerous fiesta

activities which take place all over
Mexico and always with different and
unusual ceremonies. Most spectac-
ular is the dance of the flyers, but
also shown are the fireworks of the
Xmas fiesta; the decorated barges of
Xochimilieo, etc. Should prove an
interesting draw.

Hickson Named Vice-Prexy
Of Bankers Trust Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

the past 15 years, Hickson was a
Western Electric engineer supervis-
ing theater sound system installa-

tion and maintenance before becom-
ing president of General Service Stu-
dios. With Bankers Trust Co. he will
serve as an officer in the banking de-
partment with headquarters at the
main office.

group than they are of doing a good
job for their industry and for their
country.

"Mexicans probably are the great-
est pleasure-loving people on earth,
and the motion picture is their prin-
cipal diversion, but they are getting
tired of paying hard-earned pesos to
help support a luxury-loving Holly-
wood which futilely, in two many
cases, tries to substitute for enter-
tainment value a picture bubbling
over with extravagant production
costs."

The fast-growing Mexican motion
picture industry, he explained, is at-
tempting to follow a course exactly
opposite that of Holljrwood. With
studios as fine as any in the world,
and with government aid in financ-
ing, producers are attempting to
hold the average cost of pictures to
500,000 pesos.

"This amount," he said, "is only
about 100,000 U. S. dollars and
brings a smile from our Hollywood
producers. It would not even pay
for one of the Technicolor panty
sequences in one of Hollywood's so-
called musicals."

20th-Fox Will Extend
Its Availability Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

deals are expected to be concluded

shortly. Smith said. Availability

offered is the same enjoyed by
Loew's and the RKO 105th St. The-

ater since Cleveland's clearance

schedule was established in 1932.

Subsequent availability has been 35

days.

Extension of the plan, Smith said,

is designed to modernize availabili-

ties to meet conditions created by
new theater construction.
As proposed here, shorter avail-

abilities are tied in with higher per-
centage rentals, said to be 40 per
cent, and theaters would increase ad-
mission scales to meet those of the
second-mn houses.

New England V. C. Seeks
$100,000 for Cancer Fund

Boston—The annual "Raffle Drive"
of the Variety Club of New England,
Tent 23, has started. Money raised
is earmarked for the Children's Can-
cer Foundation of the Children's Hos-
pital. The goal is |100,000. There is

an imposing list of awards to be
offered, topped by a new 1947 Cadil-
lac sedan. E. X. Callahan, district
manager of 20th-Fox, is the chair-
man for the drive and working with
him are John Dervin, UA, and Harry
Browning, M&P Theaters. The dis-
tribution of the tickets is in the
hands of Joe Cifre of Joe Cifre, Inc.

Denny Calls for More |[

Tele Coverage at Meelji

Atlantic City—A speeding up o3

the expansion of television service

by the nation's broadcasters was
called for by Charles R. Denny
chairman of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, as he addressee
the 25th annual convention o' the

National Association of Bro£ Jt-

ers.
'^

Denny pointed out that with th<

56 new video stations being built, ir

addition to the present 12, only 41

American cities will have tele a
their completion. He told the NAI
that "it is our clear duty—yours anc
mine—to see that this new sei-vice

reaches the maximum number oi

American communities."
While conceding that the initia

cost of getting started is a serious
obstacle, Denny suggested that sev
eral communities might share a com
mon studio in places where coaxia'
cables do not reach.
The new $89,000 DuMont Acorr.

video station package was given its

debut as a feature of the Allen B
DuMont Laboratories in their equip-
ment exhibit at the conclave.

In order for tele to be successfui

as a commercial venture, construc-
tion costs must be reduced to a min-
imum, said Herbert E. Taylor, Jr.

director of sales of DuMont trans-
mitter equipment. "The Acorn sta-

tion," he said, "puts a station ir

business and yet is flexible enoug?
to allow for added units as the oper
ation expands."
- The equipment instead of incor
porating a high powered transmittei
mcludes a 500-watt video, 250-watt
audio transmitter. The additionaJ
power is obtained through the high
gain antenna which is also included
in the Acorn package.

f

pi:.

Organize Library Films
Library Films, Inc., 25 W. 45th

St., has been organized to serve 16

mm. film rental libraries, educational
and religious institutions. Headed by
Paul N. Robins and Aaron Katz, new
company has taken over the library
formerly owned by Walter 0. Gut
lohn. Inc.

Sept. 18-20: FPC Eastern parley, Quebec City.

Sept. 19: Variety Club annual golf tournament
and dinner-dance, Cedarbrook Country Club,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 19: Ampa luncheon salutes 16 mm. Indus
try. Town Hall, New York City.

Sept. 19-20: ATA-MPTOA joint assembly. Shore-
ham Hotel, Washington.

Sept. 22: Federation of Kew Jersey Theoter
Owners meet, Stacy-Trent Hotel, Trenton

Sept. 24: Cinema Stamp Collectors Meeting,
Hotel Astor, New York City.

Sept. 25: ITOA of New York City, membership
meeting. Hotel Astor, New York City.

Sept. 25-28: Theater Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers' Association-Theater Equip-

ment Dealers Protective Association Con-
vention, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Sept. 30: Century Circuit holds Showmanship
convention, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York City.
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MPAA Thumbs Probe

Ms "Verdoux" Tie-in

(Continued from Page 1)

A.merican Activities' Hollywood
probe, it was learned yesterday.
MPAA, which just announced the

.selection of Paul McNutt to repre-
jse^'- it before the House Committee,

the position that a tie-in be-
tw-^on the opening of the Chaplin
pic and the House probe would make
a publicity gag out of a serious situ-

;ation.

MPAA considers the House inves-
tigation a potential threat to free-

;dom of the screen and will make a
serious attempt to combat unfair
charges against the industry.

Carter Barron, Loew division man-
ager, took full responsibility for
"postponing" the opening of the
Chaplin pic. From other sources,
however, it was learned that MPAA
and Loew's in New York also ob-
jected stiwngly to using the House
probe as a publicity peg for the pic's

opening.

; "FerrfoMx" into 5 D. C. Houses
After First is Postponed
Washington will see "Monsieur

Verdoux" in five theaters instead of
one on Sept. 26, it was announced by
UA yesterday, following a "post-
ponement" decision by Washington's
Capitol Theater, where the picture
was originally set to open one day
earlier.

When Carter T. Barron, Loew's
division manager, yanked the Capitol
opening, UA ad-publicity chief Paul
Lazarus, Jr. and Mori Krushen, UA
exploitation manager, rushed there
from New York to find out why the
opening had been postponed without,
it is said, notifying UA. Russell
Birdwell, Chaplin p. a., was also on
hand.
"We have postponed the engage-

ment," Barron explained, "because
when the booking was made, there
was no thought in our mind of link-

ing the appearance of the picture at

the Capitol with the possible appear-
ance of Chaplin before the House
Un-American Activities Committee.
We wish to avoid any appearance of

such intent and therefore have post-

poned the engagement.'-'

So Lazanas and Birdwell booked
"Verdoux" at five theaters instead

of one. The film opens day and date
on Sept. 26, at the downtown Pix and
at these four K-B houses: Apex,
Senator, Naylor and Atlas.

Upon his return to his New
York office yesterday, Lazarus told

home office execs.: "Apparently, offi-

cial Washington has been led to be-

FEmmE TOUCH

HELEN HARRIGAN, cashier, Loew's Boy Ridge,

Brooklyn.

NANCY BARNES, Para, aide. New Haven, Conn.

JANICE PASINI, Poli aide. New Haven, Conn.

ANNA VISCHIO, Bijou aide, New Haven, Conn.

LEILA KAHN, advertising asst., Skouras Thea-
ters, New York City, N. Y.

As Critics View ....
The Industry Scene

On Screen Reaiism
LJOLLYWOQD'S most plaintive and probably most reasonable complaint

against critics and customers alike is that everyone has two businesses,

his own and the movies. With sometimes dignified apoplexy, the film makers

complain of having spent a fortune on a movie only to find some critic, pro-

fessional or amateur, kibitzing about a minor point of procedure.

Take us, for instance. We don't like to be a quibber but things do occur

in films which make us wonder if those very expensive research departments

are awake all the time.

Our particular problem concerns the difference between hay and straw.

In the vast audience there must be at least 30,000,000 persons who at

sometime or another have harvested a hay crop. Anyone of those 30,000,000

we are sure, would be glad to serve as technical adviser for any photoplay

which has to deal with haying. We can't figure a profession so universal

as that of farming and yet, everytime the movies investigate farm procedure,

what they do to Ceres and Pomona, they shouldn't.

* • •
\A/E CAUGHT a preview this week of "The Romance of Rosy Ridge." As

far as plot and performances go, this picture is all right. It has an

entertaining story, a warm bit of sentiment and we think the audience will

be astounded and then charmed by the spectacle of the bobby-soxer's delight,

Van Johnson, as a barefoot boy with cheeks of tan.

But at one stage of the film—the scene is the Ozarks just after the Civil

War—the leading characters are harvesting what they call hay. In the first

place, it is straw. In the second, no hay-fork is visible (the Confederates

didn't take them all as weapons). In the third, they tie it up in bundles the

way a reaper binds grain. In the fourth, they load it so haphazardly on the

wagon that it would never get to the barn without spilling. In the fifth,

for ail their talk of rescuing the crop before the rain, there isn't enough of

it to keep a heifer happy through October.

• * •
CIMPLE details, of course and we're probably captious in reporting them.

But if the movies can be forgiven for not knowing how a newspaperman,

or a bushelman or a clam -digger works, they should have some savvy on farm

work.

Fifth error we save for the last. The story has to do with postwar feeling

among Union and Confederate ex-soldiers in a border state, with each side

blaming the other for extensive barn-burnings. As soon as we saw the

harvest sequence, we knew the answer.

Thomas Mitchell swings a mighty scythe in the face of the storm and

without curing, the hay is tossed—presumably green—into the barn. Shucks

—

it wasn't the barn-burners responsible at all, it was spontaneous combustion.

OLLIE WOOD, Chicago Sun

Cannes Strike Protests

Festival Non-Indemnity
Polish Pic Gets World
Premiere in Michigan

Detroit—World premiere of "Ro-
mance in Zakopane" was held* at the

Martha Washington Theater in Ham-
tramck. Picture was produced in

Warsaw just before the invasion of

Poland. Producer Marek Libkov at-

tended the premiere.

lieve that a big, bad wolf is running

around loose on the screen and that

it should be caged before some dam-
age is done. Between the front page

stories and five-column banners in

the Washington press, there's plenty

of speculation going on, pro and con,

in the nation's capital right now. No
doubt, all the political implications

have arisen because of the fact that

the opening coincides with the re-

sumption of the House Un-American
Activities Committee hearing."

Rep. Bender Asks for

Gov't U. K. Tax Adion

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood product entering the U.
K. could be worked out if the State

Department or the Treasury Depart-
ment decided "to take the steps

which it seems to me obvious they
should take."

Bender had earlier expressed his
indignation about the tax and his
feeling that the administration
should come to the aid of the in-
dustry in this predicament. Yester-
day he approved similar calls by
SIMPP President Donald Nelson and
Rep. Gordon McDonough, R., Calif.
Bender sees in the British move

justification of his opposition to the
British loan legislation of more than
a year ago, and insists that the goal
of free world trade can never be met
until each nation agrees not to dis-
criminate against the pix industry or
any other industry.

New Orleans Premiere
For "Out of the Blue"

Eagle-Lion's "Out of the Blue"
will have its world premiere at the
Joy Theater in New Orleans, La.,
A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president
and general sales manager, an-
nounced yesterday.
Advance preparations for the

"Hollywood-style" opening are now
being arranged by Max E. Young-
stein, E-L ad-publicity-exploitation
director. Actual handling of the
premiere will be under the super-
vision of Arthur Jeffrey, E-L ex-
ploitation chief, and E. A. Mac-
Kenna, manager of the Joy Theater.

P. a;'s at the opening will be made
by the picture's stars, Virginia
Mayo, Ann Dvorak and Turhan Bey,
with a possibility that they will be
joined by other top-ranking players
including Arturo de Cordova, Noreen
Nash, Dennis O'Keefe and James
Craig.

Cannes (By Air Mail) — Film
houses in this Riviera city where the

Film Festival is cuiTent pulled a
two-hour symbolic strike in protest

against municipal refusal to provide

indemnity for poor business during
the event.
Tomorrow will be devoted to an

International Day of the Cinema for

Youth.

Halve "House" Premiere Price

Premiei-e performance prices for

"My Father's House," full-length

documentary on Palestine, opening

at the Ambassador Sept. 25, have
been halved. New prices are $5 and

$2.50. Premiere is sponsored by
Eddie Cantor for the Jewish Na-
tional Fund.

UA Board Meets Monday
UA board meeting scheduled for

today was postponed to Monday
pending the arrival of Arthur W.
Kelly, exec, veepee, who is expected
to fly in from London Friday or
Saturday.

REUI POSTS

BILL McFARLAND, manager, Dolton theater,
Dolton, III.

WILLIAM LAIRD, booker. Universal, Omaha.

ALAN JACQUES, shipper. Universal, Omaha.

JAMES McDANNOLD, manager, Ritz, Tallahas-
see, Fla.

FRED W. FRANKE, traveling auditor. Film

Classics.

ALTON ROBBINS, manager, Orpheum, Portland.

ARCHIE ZAREWSKI, manager. Music Box and
Playhouse, Portland.

ROBERT ANDERSON, manager, Newsreel Thea-
ter, Portland.

STERLING OREK, assistant manager, Orpheum,
Portland.



o other company has

been able to say this about

any picture in the

entire

history

of the

industry:

ever

' :j

month be-

fore its release

ForeverAmb
has been dated by more than 1,000 of

Americas top theatres!
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^Industry Plans For All-Out Censorship Battle
Memphis Ban on Roach's
"Curley" Sparks Action by
Johnston, Sears, Producer

Ban on Hal Roach's "Curley," a
comedy featuring children, by the
Memphis and Shelby County Board
of Censors will be challenged via

immediate court action, it is an-
nounced jointly by Eric A. Johnston,
president of the MPAA; Gradwell
L. Sears, president of United Art-
ists, and Roach.
Ban by the board, according to a

letter from Lloyd T. Binford, its

(Continued on Page 6)

Colombia Grants Pix

Importing Licenses

Added impetus to the show busi-

ness scene on the West coast of

South America looms with the re-

ported move by the Colombian gov-
ernment giving approval to the
granting of licenses for the free

importation of films.

With M-G-M the largest American
(Continued on Page 7)

House Red Hunters Mum
On Calling of Chaplin

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—House Committee on

Un-American Activities yesterday
continued mum on whether Charles

(Continued on Page 7)

Canadian Gov't Seehs,

Ways to Save Dollars
Ottawa—Canadian Government of-

ficials are mulling three alternative

proposals designed to meet a rapidly

developing dollar shortage in the

Dominion. Currently being debated

is the possibility of a cut in the

official value of the Canadian dollar,

possibly as low at 87</2 cents, in a

move to stimulate exports and slow

imports from the U. S. Another fac-

tion is said to favor a gold output

bonus which, it is claimed, would in-

crease the amount of gold mined

here. Meanwhile it is known that

the Dominion would like to float a

sizable loan in the U. S., presum-

ably a bond Issue sold publicly.

TO EXTEND CHILDREN'S FILM LIBRARY
Experimental Year Closing, Project Will Aim for 2,500

Theaters Running Saturday Morning Kid Shows

Elaboration of the Children's
Film Library program so that it will

be aimed to serve regularly the
screen tastes of some 15 million
youngsters between the ages of six

and 12, is announced by Eric A.
Johnston, MPAA president. Library
this month completes a successful
experimental year in the field of

selecting films for an age group rep-

resenting over 10 per cent of the

country's population.
During the next year, Johnston

stated, approximately 2,500 theaters,

with locations calculated to accom-
modate the greatest number of chil-

dren in their area, will be enlisted

to screen specially graded films each
Saturday. During the experimental

(Continued on Page 4)

Writer Contributions

Not Uniform, Says DOS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Contributions of

writers to films are not sufficiently

uniform to warrant any arbitrary

allocation of a share of earnings,

David 0. Selznick argued in The
Screen Writer for September, in his

contribution to a forum on the pro-

(Continued on Page 6)

Wehrenbera and Levy to

Speak atKMTA Convention

Kansas City—Gov. Frank Carlson

of Kansas, Fred Wehrenberg, MP-
TOA president, and Herman Levy,

MPTOA counsel, will address the

Kansas - Missouri Theater Associa-

tion convention here Sept. 30-Oct. 1,

it is announced by Homer Strowig,

KMTA president.

Other speakers will include H. M.

(Continued on Page 2)

Merger Parley Calls

450 to Washington

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Industry eyes are

focused upon the nation's capital

today where upwards of 450 exhib-

itors from throughout the nation are

gathered for the opening session of

the ATA-MPTOA merger convention

at the Shoreham Hotel here, a meet-
ing out of which it is expected will

(Continued on Page 7)

Metro's Spanish Dubbing
To be Done in Mexico

Mexico City—New attendance rec-

ords in several Mexico City theaters

showing Metro's non-dubbed "The
Sea of Grass" confirm the soundness

of M-G-M's decision to drop Spanish-

dialogue dubbing of films booked for

this capital.

Metro films scheduled for exhibi-

tion in the interior will still be dub-

( Continued on Page 2)

See ASCAP Nod To Rate Delay
Seeking Exhibs. Reaction At Conclave

Plastics Substitution Seen
Saving 40% of Set Costs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Substitution of la-

minic, celastic and pliobond for

metals and woods in the building of

a set for M-G-M's "Luxury Liner" is

seen as pointing the way to a pos-

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—ASCAP is expected

soon to agree to a six-months exten-

sion of its present rates, it was indi-

cated vesterday.
Although delegates to the ATA-

MPTOA merger meeting declined

to go on record at this point there

was considerable evidence that

ASCAP will go along with the six-

( Continued on Page 7)

Allied Exec. Will Attend
Today's ATA-MPTOA Meet
Only on ASCAP Issue

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAItY
Washington — Widespread exhib-

itor indignation over ASCAP rate
increases may serve to bring the in-

dustry closer than ever before, it was
indicated here yesterday as dele-

gates to the ATA-MPTOA merger
meeting began a day-long series of

(Continued on Page 6)

Gamble, Wehrenberg

May Head TOA Slate

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —- Ted R. Gamble is

expected to be elected prexy of the
new exhibitor organization being
formed by the merger of MPTOA-
ATA, which is expected to be named
Theater Owners of America, a Film

(Continued on Page 4)

Skouras Heads City Film
Group for Freedom Train

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox pres-

ident, has been appointed by Mayor
William O'Dwyer to the post of chair-

man of the motion picture committee
for New York's Week of Rededica-

(Continued on Page 6)

Eire No Entrance
For V. S. Pix to V. K.
The Irish Free State (Eire) will

not be used as a means for circum-

venting the British 75 per cent ad

valorem assessment since such a move
might be construed as a technical

violation of the spirit of the UK as-

sessment, it has been decided here

by the majors. Decision followed a

proposal that U. S. film shipments be

made directly to Eire. Ultimately

Erie will be without Hollywood prod-

uct. Last report in 1945 showed the

country imported 391 U. S. features,

backlog created due to fact no Amer-

ican films were exhibited during the

war. The Irish press has been clamor-

ing for an increase of present duty

rates on films. Now the press has

nothing to clamor about. Soon Eire

will have no new films.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat I71/4 17 I71/4
Bell 8, Howell 22^4 223^ 22%
Columbia Picts. vtc. 16'/4 leVg IS'/g
East. Kodak 44% 43% 44'A
Gen. Prec. Eq 17% 173/8 1734
Loew's, Inc 203/8 20 203/8
Paramount 23 22% 223^
RKO 113^ 111/2 115/8
Republic Pict 5 47/a 4%
Republic Pict. pfd.... 115/8 ni/g li'/s
20th Century-Fox . . . 26% 263/4 263/4
20th Cent.-Fox pfd... 36 36 36
Universal Pict 183^ My, \S3/.
Warner Bros 14% 14 14

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 33/i is/g 33^
RKO 314 3% 31/8

Sonotone Corp 35/a 3% 3%
Technicolor 123^ ^2^ 123^
Trans-Lux 4% 3% 4%

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecotor 6
Pathc 33^

Net
Chg.

+ %— 1/4— %
+ Vz

— %
+ %

— '/4

+ 'A—
Vb

— '\U
+ 1/8

Asked
61/4

41/2

50 Cents Universal Dividend
Universal directors yesterday de-

clared the regular quarterly 50 cents
dividend on the common stock, pay-
able Oct. 31 to holders of record on
Oct. 15.

Rites for Mrs. Steinman
Funeral services at Midtown

Chapel will be held at 1 p.m. today
for Herma Frieder Steinman who
died Wednesday. The late Mrs.
Steinman was the daughter of Henry
Frieder, veteran Hudson, N. Y. ex-
hibitor. Also surviving is her hus-
band, Melville Steinman,

cominc flno goirg
GEORGE SKOURAS, president of Skouras Theo-

ters, left the Coast yesterday for New York via
American Airlines, accompanied ' by MRS.
SKOURAS, SPYROS SKOURAS, JR. and DION-
YASIA SKOURAS.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., M-G-M producer,
arrives on the Queen Mary Wednesday after a
two months tour of England, France and Italy.

MURVYN VYE, musical comedy basso, arrived
in Hollywood yesterday to prepare for a key role

in Paramount's "A Connecticut Yankee."

BRIG. GEN. GERALD J. HIGGINS, commandant
of Cadets at West Point, arrives at Paramount's
Hollywood studios today for conferences on "The
Long Grey Line," for which he is technical

advisor.

RAY MILLAND left New York by train for the
Coast yesterday accompanied by his wife.

ALAN LADD entrains for Hollywood today with
his wife, the former Sue Carol.

CECIL B. DeMILLE arrives in New York Sept.

29 en route to Pittsburgh where he will attend
the world premiere of "Unconquered" on Oct. 3.

LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO sales promotion
manager, will address the annual convention of

the Kansas-Missouri Theaters Association in Kan-
sas City, Sept. 30-Oct. 1.

ADRIAN REMAUGE, managing director of

Pathe Cinema, arrives from France today aboard
the S.S. De Grasse, accompanied by his wife.

TURHAN BEY, star of Eagle-Lion's "Out of

the Blue," arrives in New York today for a
vacation.

MIRIAM LASERSON, featured in "Her Father's

House," has arrived from Palestine for the

Ambassador Theater premiere on Sept. 25.

I ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, president of the J.

Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., leaves by plane
for Mexico City today. He will remain there,

vacationing for a week, before proceeding to

Hollywood for a few days and returning to the
home office in New York.

MORTON A. SPRING, first vice-president of

Loew's Int'l flies to Hollywood today for a
week of conferences with M-G-M studio execu-
tives.

AKIM TAMIROFF is due in New York from the
Coast on Sept. 27 en route to Rome.

FAY KOLDEN sailed yesterday on the S.S.

Queen Elizabeth for a visit to England.

ARTHUR FREED, M-G-M producer, will arrive

from the Coast Sept. 21.

RUDY BERGER, M-G-M Southern sales man-
ager, has returned to his New Orleans head-
quarters after a visit to the Coast.

HERBERT STOTHART of M-G-M's studio music
department is back on the Coast after a trip

abroad.

BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-G-M midwestern sales

manager with headquarters in Chicago, is due
Monday to spend a month at the home office.

EDWARD D. COHEN, 20th-Fox Latin-America
supervisor, left yesterday on the first leg of a
trip through his territory which will terminate
in arrival at Buncos Aires headquarters. COHEN
was here for home office conferences.

CELESTE HOLM, 20th-Fox player, arrived yes-

terday from Hollywood for d brief vacation.

PAULETTE GODDARD is due today from Paris

via TWA. She did a film for Sir Alexander Korda
while abroad which will be released by 20th-Fox.

JOHN GARFIELD arrived in New York yester-

day from Hollywood.

Censor Delays Detroit

Opening of "Well Digger"

Detroit — Yesterday's scheduled
opening of "The Well Digger's
Daughter" at the Cinema Theater
was delayed as the Detroit censors
failed to approve the film. Inspector
Charles Snyder, film censor, is hold-
ing conferences with his associates
to make necessary cuts in the film,

principally in the dialogue.
Art Leazenby, manager of the

Cinema, promised a court fight if the
picture were banned, but it is ex-
pected to pass with minor changes.
Snyder indicated that the theater
moved up the opening date of the
film a week and did not allow for
routine censorship procedure. Mean-
while, "This Happy Breed" is being
held over.

Local 306, Theaters to

Resume Talks Sept. 25

Wage talks between Local 306, pro-
jectionists' union and management
will be renewed Sept. 25, according
to an lA spokesman. Aside from the
Broadway houses, circuits involved
in the negotiations are RKO, Loew's,
Paramount and WB.

Heads Salvation Army Appeal
Boston — E. M. Loew has been

named chairman of the theater group
in the Salvation Army Greater Bos-
ton Appeal for $500,000. Louis Rich-
mond of the Loew organization, is

vice-chairman, while the film distri-
bution group is under the chairman-
ship of John J. Dervin of United
Artists.

Metro's Spanish Dubbing
To be Done in Mexico

(Continued from Page 1)

bed because the high illiteracy rate
in many parts of Mexico bars the
use of sub-titles. This, however, in

the future will be done by "name"
Mexican actors in Mexico City in-

stead of in New York or Buenos
Aires.
The J. Arthur Rank concern of

Great Britain recently presented a
film here in which only background
voices were dubbed while actors'
lines were sub-titled. The film met
a very favorable reception but most
local exhibitors agreed the process
was not adaptable to every picture.

Wehrenberg and Levy to

Speak at KMTA Confab

(Continued from Page 1)

Richey, Loew's; Leon J. Bamberger,
RKO; Paul Mooney, National Screen
Service; Mayor William Kemp; Wil-
liam Gehring, 20th-Fox; Byron Spen-
cer, KMTA counsel; C. D. Burton,
Clyde Latchem, State fire marshal;
Dave Palfreyman, MPAA; Elmer
Bills, KMTA vice-president; J. A.
Becker, KMTA director; Paul Terry
of Terrsrtoon Cartoons; R. R. Bie-
chele; Woody Latimer; C. A. Schultz,
Commonwealth Circuit; Harley Fry-
er; Earl Jameson and Senn Lawler.

SPG Membership Parley

Screen Publicists Guild held a
meeting last night to discuss recent
developments in wage negotiations,
layoffs and routine union matters.

AMPA to Fire 16MM.
Salute At T. H. Fete Today

Stanley Atkinson, president of
General Films, Ltd., and one of Can-
ada's film pioneers, will head a con-
tingent of the Dominion's 16 mm. film
executives who will attend today's
AMPA luncheon saluting the narrow
gauge field at Town Hall.
Dave Bader, chairman of . af-

fair, reports the following additions
to the list of those attending: Orton
Hicks, M-G-M; John Shepherd, Es-
quire; Al Brauninger; Warners; A.
L. Frederick of the YMCA: Col.

James Franey, United World Films;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Block of London,
England; Emerson Yorke; Laurence
Ely, Empire Projector Co.; Wendell
Shields, Encyclopedia Britannica
Films ; and many others.
William Kruse, head of Allied Non-

Theatrical Film Assn., will be prin-
cipal speaker.
Arnold Stoltz, AMPA president,

will preside.

r

Regular Annual Meet
Of MMPTA on Sept. 29

Gen. Rodney H. Smith, MMPTA
executive director, announced yester-
day that the regular annual meeting
of the organization will be held on
Sept. 29 at 3:30 p.m. in the Century
Circuit's projection roorti at 132 W.
43rd St.

Members unable to be present have
been requested to send representa-
tives empowered to act for them.

Breaking All Records! Look!

-^ 'OJC

BORGIA
^French Film • English Titles

The intimate story of

the livid lives and loves

of the Borgias

IN 10th WEEK
at STUDIO THEATRE—CHICAGO

IN 3rd WEEK
ot WORLD THEATRE

—

ST. LOUIS

WAS 4 WEEKS
at BRANDT'S APOLLO and ATLANTIC

PLAYHOUSE

—

NEW YORK
•

We are proud to announce
the acquisition of

"THE flDVEnTOREG

OF CBSflilOVfl"
A new French film based on the love-life

of the world's greatest lover. The story of
a man who loved to live and lived to love

—with music yet!!
(with English titles)

VOG FILM CO.
Noel Meadow—American Rep,

229 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 18, N. Y. LO 5-7763
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The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present

JOHN GARFIELD • LILLI PALMER

introducing HAZEL B R'O O K S as "ALICE"

A K Ik. I C n CV/CD C: WILUAM CONRAD . UOYD GOFF • JOSEPH PEVNEY . CANADA LEE ^ originol Screen Ploy by

with ANNt Key CKC • Directed by ROBERT ROSSEN • Produced by BOB ROBERTS ABRAHAM POIONSKY
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Gamble, Wehrenberg

May Head TOA Slate

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily poll last night had indicated.

Gamble has consistently declared
his unwillingness to be a candidate
on the basis of his other activities

and his desire to make certain that

the new organization remains "un-
pressured" by the leaders of the old

groups, but his supporters here seem
to feel that he will change his mind
in the face of a popular "draft."

This report came of a compilation
of reservations indicating that up-
wards of 500 exhibitors will attend
the meeting. It was previously indi-

cated that this figure would be
reached only by including wives and
other guests.

Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA prexy,
may emerge as chairman of the
board of the new TOA, the special

poll of scores of exhibitor leaders
showed. Expected to be elected secre-

tary of the group is Morris Lowen-
stein.

Levy Election Certain

Herman Levy, MPTOA general
counsel, will undoubtedly assume a
similar post with the new group,
while Robert W. Coyne, ATA execu-
tive director, is expected to retain
that position for a few months at
least. Coyne has indicated his desire
to resign the position after TOA has
been seen through its "growing
pains" in order to enter circuit op-
eration.

First vee-pee may be Leonard Gold-
enson, with Charles Skouras, Dan
Michalove and J. J. O'Leary men-
tioned as possible choices for the post
of treasurer.

Other national leaders of the pro-
posed new organization may include
these possible regional vee-pees;
Ed Fay, of Providence; Harry

Brandt of New York; William Crock-
ett of Virginia Beach; Ed Martin,
Jr., Alabama; E. V. Richards, Louisi-
ana; M. A. Lichtman and Dave
Flexer, Memphis; Bob O'Donnell,
Texas; Harry Lowenstein of Okla-
homa; Richard Biechele, Missouri;
Ed Zorn, Illinois; Herman Hunt,
Ohio; Bob Livingston, Nebraska;
Harold Fitzgerald, Wisconsin; Frank
Newman, Washington; Roy Cooper
and George Nasser, San Francisco;
Charles Skouras and Paul Williams,
Los Angeles.
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Sept. 19
Ernest Truex Marilyn Johnson
Lee Blumberg H. Alban Mestanzo

Leo Jaffee

Paul Muni
Frank Strayer

Victor Seastrom

Sept

Elliott Nugent
Florence Ryerson

X. F. Sutton

Sept

20
Isaac Weinberg
Gus W. Lompe
H. M. Richey
21

Alex I. Hillman
Shug Fisher

Norman Z. Mcleod
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a>m PHIL M. DALY
Ringing Down the Weeh*s Curtain
• • • USE OF TRUCOLOR on R07 Rogers' pictures has enhanced

their returns 70 per cent, you can take it irom Republic's Herbert J. Yates

And speaking of Republic, didja know that the company is plan-

ning extensive exploitation for its deluxe pix? Tee-off will come when

Republic opens "The Fabulous Texan" day-and-date in five Lone Star

State cities in the first week in November Within 10 days from the

premiere, the pic will be playing in 259 circuit and in(Ue houses in Texas

and adjacent states. ... • Power situotion in Michigan this Winter

looks bad: there could be rotioning New plant projects have been

delayed by material shortages, strikes All of which won't be

pleasant reading for Michigan theater operators. ... • Film Classics

will have re-issues of "The Spoilers" cmd "Diamond Jim Brady" ready as

a package deal about Oct. 1 And another comprising "Elephant

Boy" and "Sanders of the River" later in the month. ... • Didja know

that ad copy for "Monsieur Verdo\ix" in Washington now carries the

slogan, "The picture thai couldn't be stopped"? ... • And that Charles

Chaplin has wired Rep. I. Famell Thomas and his associates of the

House Un-American Activities Committee, inviting them to be his guests

at the film's five-theater capital opening on the 26th?

T T
• • • HEADLINE OF THE WEEK: "Envoy Wms By a Noise"

Being the N. Y. Daily News headline yesterday on a Warsaw AP cable

reporting Ambassodor Stanton (Paramount) Griffis' success in routing

squatters from the U. S. Embassy through the medium of four radios,

blaring day and night.

T T
• • • SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S coustic criticism of Hollywood's

screen writers finds something of on echo on Broadway James

Merrill Herd, president of the Herd Theatrical Corp., reports playwrighting

on the minus side to such a degree that his office will allocate funds for

"talent endowments" to thus underwrite the work of four or five young

dramatists. ... • Charles Vidor is in town from the Coast. ... • Jack

Loeks, Grand Rapids, Mich., exhib., would be a good man to know these

days Tack's just bought two motor sales companies, one of 'em

holding the Kaiser-Frazer dealership. ... • Didja know that the Gene
Autry Friendship Club will convene at the Paramount Hotel here Sept 26-

28? Fan club, said to be essentially adult in membership, is counting

on an attendonce of 500 or so. . . . • Have you heard that the new
35 mm Ansco color film is being used for a new series of minute movies

being produced for Lever Brothers by Willard Pictures for theatrical dis-

tribution? Ad pix will plug Spry For some time. Technicolor

has been unavailable to commercial producers, according to Willard,

who has worked very closely with Ansco and Houston Labs, dtiring

the development of the new color film.TV
• • • ADD SIGNS O' THE TIMES: Secondary stars are reported
shaving their asking salaries In one instance, agent after asking
$50,000 for his client's services for a pic came down to a $25,000 figure.

• • • A NEW YORK NABE EXHIBITOR on the latest box office

dip "It's not that I'm worried over this, fellas, I'm Just a little bit

concerned."

• • • FAN MAGAZINES IN INDIA, it would seem, constitute a
different breed o' cats Witness these captions on the reviews of two
new Indian productions published in the latest issue of Filmindia to reach
New York " 'Sarai-Ke-Bahar' IS Broth from a Brothel" " 'Mitti'

Is So Much Stinking Dirt Utterly Rotten and Boring Picture."

MPAA to Extend

Cliildren's Pk Library

(Continued from Page 1)

year as many as 1,500 theaters par-
ticipated in the program.

Johnston's statement also r ->als

that a jury of 40 children, so( ied

that their verdict will represent a
cross section of their age group
throughout the country, initially •will

pass upon what motion pictures are
acceptable. Before these films are
admitted to the Library, the judg-
ment of a group of mothers will be
recorded.
These mothers, representing a

wide range of women's organizations
and educational institutions, will

weigh the choice of the children from
moral and educational aspects as
well as that of entertainment. In the
event of a dispute between the two
"juries," a committee of experts in

child guidance— a psychologist, a
psychiatrist, and an educator—^will

arbitrate the varying viewpoints.
The Library is starting its new

year with 42 features. The perman-
ent list includes 15 features, which
are being added this week. These
are:
"Dog of Flanders" and "Mother

Carey's Chickens (RKO- Radio);
"Little Old New York," "Young Mr.
Lincoln," "The Story of Alexander
Graham Bell" (20th-Fox); "The Bis-
cuit Eater," "Geronimo," "Henry
Aldrich, Boy Scout" (Paramount);
"Christmas Carol," "Stablemates"
(M-G-M); "Son of Davy Crockett,"
"Junior Army" (Columbia); "Pen-
rod and Sam" (Warner Bros.);
"Three Smart Girls" (Universal);
and "Swiss Family Robinson"
(Astor).

In order to facilitate weekly Sat-
urday shows for theater owners
throughout the entire year, the
Library will supplement its own list-

ing with recent and current motion
pictures. Those films which industry
preview committees regularly clas-

sify as "for children" may be booked
by exhibitors who co-operate in the
movement.
Arthur De Bra and Mrs. Marjorie

Dawson of the MPAA's Community
Relations Department are co-ordin-
ating the work of the Children's Film
Library while David Palfreyman,
director of trade relations for the
Association, is handling theater con-
tacts.

UIEDDIRG BELLS

Shelton-Hickey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James B. Hickey, son

of Duke Hickey of the MPAA com-
munity relations division, will be
married on Sept. 25 to Leigh Shel-
ton. Young Hickey is president of
the J. B. Hickey Realty Co.

McDonald-Karl
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marie McDonald, ac-

tress, and Harry Karl, shoe mer-
chant, will be man'ied here today.



THE FUTURE IS VERY M-G-M!
Read this report on Big M-G-M attractions which were pre-

viewed at M-G-M's recent Sales Conference in Los Angeles

%ylCBBPI V\#Lr allN 9 I KEB I mightiest spectacular drama ever made! All advance

r—

A

reports dwarfed as we watched with our own eyes earthquake, tidal wave, shipwreck, tribal warfare in this gigantic,

X 9 romantic picturization of the book that 20 million readers are waiting for, starring Lana Turner, Van Heflin,

Donna Reed, Richard Hart. Truly it's Road-show calibre!

%3i^#^#i# IVB WWd packed with Technicolor verve and joy, moves with lightning pace. Peter Lawford,

rapidly reaching top box-office drav/, is at his romantic best with June Allyson, plus brilliant young Broadway
stage stars. Great tunes, excellent dancing, swell fun. Picture runs only an hour and a half which means perfect

set-up for big Xmas and New Years turn-over business.

CJ%d9 I IIVIdEICLAIwB unquestionably will be among the Ten Best of the Year! Spencer

Tracy and Lana Turner are a marvelous combination in a big-time production of the best-seller that packs humor
and humanity, luxury, love and laughter into a warmly appealing romance. It's got everything for the millions

of movie-goers. A honey!

MLILLEK PrlCW^# previewed at Loyola Theatre, Inglewood, California, before enthusiastic

audience which approved new type of role for Mickey Rooney, the best that he has had since "Boys' Town."
Mickey, in his new socko characterization, has terrific power, punch and vitality. This is a highly commercial

attraction, with the important factor of an even greater screen career for Mickey Rooney.

I VI Id I IP^K ^#K I%EEI^9 an M-G-M musical in the "Anchors Aweigh" manner, big,

luscious. Technicolor romance with magnificent backgrounds of Mackinac Island. "Bathing Beauty" sequences

in spectacular aqua-show. First picture for Johnnie Johnston gives rich promise of appealing romantic singing

stardom, teamed with Esther Williams in a suspenseful love story. Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante, Xavier Cugat

in big box-office cast.

tf|^3bb WW J^LL exciting, tense, romantic melodrama, which we predict will be a headline box-

office attraction. Not since "Johnny Eager" has Robert Taylor had as powerfully rugged a role and Audrey Totter,

continuing to build to stardom, is his excellent romantic partner. Fresh direction and fast-paced handling make

this a really big, impprtant box-office picture.

1

I rlB B^IICJIliI E teams Judy Garland and Gene Kelly in a rich Technicolor Cole Porter musical

extravaganza with provocative love story. Picture fans will royally welcome Judy Garland in an adorable singing

role. This picture has genuine novelty of treatment and content and produced on tremendous scale is not only eye-

filling but has outstanding musical score and is loaded with comedy and action. A great all-around entertainment.

"^ON AN ISLAND lAfITH YOU has Peter Lawford, new idol of the fans, roman-

tically teamed with Esther Williams plus Ricardo Montalban, Jimmy Durante, Cyd Charisse, Xavier Cugat in

a dashing Technicolor, picture. The love story has a delightfully different, racy, new twist and the South Sea back-

grounds are a perfect setting for Esther Williams' beauty. A big, gorgeous musical for packed houses.

IHE Kl95INw BANDIT teams Frank Sinatra and Kathryn Grayson in a big and gay

Technicolor musical with an unusual and intriguing plot and plenty of love songs for the stars to sing. It has a swash-

buckling theme of the inaccessible high born girl and the daring kissing bandit, with thrills and excitement

galore. Rich, racy, romantic for sure-fire returns! A gala audience attraction.

P S. Ved cue AOM "tm/wt axJu omX whmm/ axxj
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ASCAP Fight Brings

Myers to Joint Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

conferences prior to the official open-

ing of the confab today.

Basing his decision to attend

solely on the ASCAP issue, Abram
F. Myers, Allied States general

counsel and board chairman, has

agreed to attend today's meeting of

the joint ATA-MPTOA boards.

Extended a second invitation to

attend the confab, Myers wrote Fred
Wehrenberg, MPTOA president, that

"it will be agreeable to me to attend

the joint board meeting at ATA-
MPTOA on the 19th for the limited

purpose of finding out whether we
can all join hands on a common
ground in the ASCAP attack."

In addition to Myers, Harry
Brandt, president of ITO of N. Y.,

and Max Cohen, vice-president of the

organization, also will attend the

merger meeting. It was expected,

however, that Brandt and Cohen will

pai-ticipate more fully in the meet-
ing than Myers, who will limit his

appearance to confabs on the

4.SCAP issue.

Wehrenberg told The Film Daily
that the merger meeting represents

the "greatest and probably the last

opportunity for industry unity."

Ted R. Gamble, ATA president,

said there is "an excellent chance
for a solution to a number of top
industry problems." He listed the

ASCAP question and admissions
prices among the most pressing

problems.
Although observers agreed that

the turnout for the two-day meeting
will be the nearest thing to exhib-

itor "unity" thought possible for

many years, it was also admitted in

the corridors that the gap between
affiliates and many indies is still

wide.
Specific trade problems, particu-

larly ASCAP, however, will at least

mean a working unity on some
issues.

Myers bluntly stated:

"I and the trade are waiting to

see what will arise from the ashes
of MPTOA and ATA. Will it be a
phoenix or a phony?"
Whether it is a "phoenix or a

phoney," however, there appeared
nearly unanimous agreement
(vocally at any rate) that the two
organizations will be merged.
Myers will come to the meeting

prepared with all of Allied's bul-

letins and resolutions concerning
ASCAP.
There may be a split, however, on

procedure against , ASCAP. Myers
has called upon Attorney General
Tom C. Clark to take anti-trust ac-

STORKS
San Juan (By Air Mail)—Mr. and

Mrs. Melvin Edelstein are the par-
ents of a baby daughter. Edelstein
is RKO Radio office manager in

Puerto Rico.

To Fight Binford On ^^Curley^^

UA Plans Court Action Backed By MPAA

w

(Continued from Page 1)

chairman, was not on moral grounds
but because of Negro children ap-

pearing in the film, "as the South
does not permit Negros in white
schools nor recognize social equality

between the races even in children."

Describing the board's action

as "outrageous" and "un-Amer-
ican," Johnston declared that
the industry is prepared to fight

all the way through the courts
"this dangerous threat to free-

dom of speech and expression."
Stating that the support of fair-

minded citizens of the South who be-

lieve in freedom of speech was
counted upon, Johnston pointed out:

"Here is conclusive evidence
that political censorship of any
medium of expression — the
press, the radio or the motion
picture— cannot be tolerated if

we expect American democracy
to last. The Memphis ruling will

be seized upon by the enemies of

America everywhere as evidence
that our democracy is rotting.

"The Board has drawn the
issue of the screen's right to

freedom of speech. We intend to
meet it head-on, in the most
forceful fashion we can devise.

Political censorship has no place
in America."
Pointing out that his "Our Gang"

comedies, which has a Negro young-
ster as a member of the group, for
years played all over the country,
including the South, Roach stated:
"Young children of various races
play together without friction until

their elders inoculate them with
venom of race prejudice. The aged
Mr. Binford is still fighting the
Civil War, apparently forgetting
that white and Negro service men in
American uniforms fought and died
together in two world wars to de-
fend and protect the basic rights
Binford would destroy. ... I do not
believe the courts will sustain him."
"We are not going to take this

Plastics Substitution Seen
Saving 40% of Set Costs

(Continued from Page 1)

sible 40 per cent savings in the cost
of large studio sets.

Jack Gaylor, head of the studio
prop shop in the construction depart-
ment, learned about the new plastics
during a tour of Du Pont and Good-
year plants while scouting for ma-
terials. Pliability, lightness and re-
sistance to cracking, chipping and
weather conditions are said to make
the plastics more practical for studio
use than the former materials.

tion against ASCAP. Many ATA
and MPTOA leaders, however, have
avoided requesting Government in-
tervention and believe further nego-
tiations with ASCAP can resolve or
at least compromise the question of
higher rates.

Whatever the details, however, it

was apparent that the meeting will
be the biggest exhibitor confab in
many a moon.

lying down," Sears said. "I have in-

structed our lawyers to test the
constitutionality of Binford's polit-

ical censorship. I am pleased that

the Motion Picture Association,
through its president Eric Johnston,

is in this figJat with us."

(In Washington, the decision

to move against the Memphis
censors was seen as inaugurat-
ing the long-anticipated indus-

try attack to kill political cen-

sorship, whether state or muni-
cipal).

Binford, a member of the Mem-
phis censor board for 16 years, has
dominated the board for most of that
time. Early in his career he banned
"The Kmg of Kings" because cer-

tain parts were said to be "inimical

to the public welfare." His wrath
has often been directed at films with
Negro performers, with such films as
'Imitation of Life," "Brewster's
Millions," which featured Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson, and "The
Southerner," banned.
Now in his SO's Binford set some

sort of censorship record earlier this

year by banning six films in one
month, including one which he re-

fused to view. In addition to not
approving Negros in film casts, Bin-
ford is opposed to gun play and
often refuses permission for west-
erns to play his area.
While there are two other mem-

bers of Binford's board, Hodges
Honnoll, an attorney, and Mrs. Sid
Law, wife of a railroad man, they
have never disagreed publicly with
Binford's decisions.

A partial list of pictures banned
recently by the board includes: "The
Outlaw," "Duel in the Sun," "Mon-
sieur Verdoux," "Jessie James Rides
Again," "When the Daltons Rode,"
"The Return of Frank James," "Des-
try Rides Again," and others.

Skouros Heads City Film
Group for Freedom Train

(Continued from Page 1)

tion to be held in conjunction with
the arrival of the American Heritage
Foundation's Freedom Train in this
city. Sam Shain, 20th-Fox exhibitor
relations director will assist Skouras
in the program.

In a meeting held yesterday at the
oflBce of Fred Schwartz, president of
the Metropolitan Theater Owners
Association, and president of Century
circuit, Skouras addressed a large
group of key metropolitan exhibs.
Arrangements were completed to
show the Foundation's film "The
American Heritage," in all of the
more than 800 houses in New York's
metropolitan area.
The press will see the one-reel doc-

umentary today through RKO's pro-
jection facilities in the RKO building.
The Week of Rededication begins

on Sept. 23 and extends through the
30. Freedom Train arrives at Track
30 in Grand Central Station on Sept.
25, Bill of Rights Day. It will show
in Manhattan through the 29th.

Writer (onlributlons I

NotUniforii^SaysDOS|i

»

(Continued from Page 1)

posal by Ring Lardner, Jr., that
writers be paid one per cent of a
picture's gross for their rerr'^nera-

tion. f

"A layman, unfamiliar vix^a the
business," Selznick stated, "would "J

undoubtedly regard it as axiomatic
J

that the principal creator of a mo-|

tion picture is its writer. Yet we
know that this is far from being uni-

formly true. We know that even the|

writing of a motion pictvire often is

very largely traceable to the direc-

tor, or the producer, or both."

Further, Selznick said, "What
ever the reasons for the contribution
of the writer not being of more uni-
form and primary importance, not
the least of these is the fact that
so many alleged screenplay writers
have not bothered to become mas
ters of the medium, or even to learn
much about it. . . . The consequence
is that what should be the part oi

writing, and what is assumed in the
credits, is the work of others than
the writers; and this must be taken
into consideration in weighing the
worth of, and the comparative com-
pensation for the credited writing.'

As examples, the veteran pro-
ducer pointed out that "very few
scenarists understand either film

cutting, ... or how and when to

move a camera, or even the basic
fundamentals of the construction of
individual scenes."

"Also, and imjwrtantly," Selz-
nick continued, "since you are deal
ing in terms of economics and es-

pecially of earnings, I have kown
very few writers who have had the
remotest conception of the most
basic economics of the industry. In-

deed I have known very few writers
who have considered even the cost
factor in the preparation of a
script. It might be argued that costs
are not the problem of artistic cre-
ators; but when the question of
earnings is brought into the picture
surely costs are corollary."

Selznick also pointed out that pic-

ture earnings are dependent, "to an
extraordinary extent, upon such
factors as star values, showmanship,
presentation, distribution, and the
effectiveness of, and expenditures
for, exploitation. To none of these
does the writer contribute, of
course.
"The willingness of the producer

to gamble, his experience in and
knowledge of these fields, his own
creative showmanship, all play
their part in the final result. Since
your inquiry has to do with earn-
ings, and not with artistic achieve-
ment, it is perhaps not inapropos to
point out that the best writing does
no necessarily mean the highest
earnings."

SOPEG, Companies Meet Tues.
SOPEG's wage parley with man-

agement yesterday was mostly ex-
ploratory. Another huddle between
both groups is slated for next Tues-
day at the Astor.
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Iferger Parley Calls

l50 to Washington

it.
(Continued from Page 1)

rise a new, strengthened and more
tiited organization of independent
nd "ated theater owners.

Thi. fthe merger will be accom-
jjlished is , conceded on all fronts.

jjj
oth organizations have found them-
slves in agreement on the vast ma-
jrity of issues facing exhibitors
nd with their membership largely
arallel, imification has become a
natural."

Sole sigrnificant departure by
ATA from the program of
MPTOA during the former's ex-
istence has been ATA's refusal
to openly tackle the controver-
sial subject of trade-practices.
The majority of ATA delegates
gathered here, however, are pre-
pared to depart from this stand
with the merging of the two
groups. A minority group,
which is said to include two of
the major affiliates, may insist

on continuing the no-trade-prac-
tice attitude and desist from
joining the new organization,
but this group is not considered

II sufficiently strong to hamper the
! merger's chances.
[

_
Activities regarding trade-prac-

"ices are not, however, among the
Subjects to be mulled by 13 sep-

[1;
irate committees which have been

ijSstablished in order to discuss in-
lustry problems which face all ex-
libitors, regardless of affiliation,

leading the list is the question of
iction to curb the new ASCAP
lemands, while other committees
vill concern themselves with
television, legislation. Government
ilm projects, public relations, cam-
paigns and charities, distributor-ex-
libitor relations, audience expansion,
-he N. Y. Statutory Court's decree,
idvanced admission sales policies

I

ind the 16 mm. industry.

!; TOA Favored As Name
Proposed name for the new organ-

ization is Theater Owners of Amer-
ca and most of the delegates arriv-
ng last night seemed to favor that
;itle. Several regional groups are
3n record as favoring the retention"
jf the name MPTOA, but it is to
De remembered that in July a major-
ity of delegates of both organiza-
nons approved the TOA name.
After the merger is official, dele-

gates will concern themselves with
the election of a new board of direc-
;or3, whose immediate problem will
then be the election of a president
:o head TOA.
Those attending are looking for-

ward to hearing Government and in-

Defense Readying
Jfackson Park Writ

Chicago—Defense attorneys in the
Jackson Park Theater anti-trust suit

are preparing petition and record for

writ of certiorari to be presented to

the U. S. Supreme Court by Oct. 10.

MPTOA-ATA
PROGRAM

Today
10 a.m.—Business session.
12:30 p.m.—Separate luncheons for

men and women.
2 p.m.—Business session.

Sight-seeing trip for the ladies

to Mt. Vernon and other points.
6:30 p.m.—Ckxiktail party in the

West ballroom given by Na-
tional Screen Service, with Her-
man Robbins and George Dem-
bow as hosts.

8 p.m.—Dinner, dance and entertain-
ment in the Blue Room. Indus-
try leaders and Hollywood stars
present.

Tomorrow
8:30 a.m.—Local MPTOA will hold

a hunt club breakfast on the
terrace.

10 a.m.—Business session.
12:30 p.m.—Separate luncheons for

men and women. Fashion show
for latter.

2 p.m.—Final business session and
presentation of TOA officers.

9 p.m.—President's supper dance in

the West ballroom given by the
Sanitary Automatic Candy Co.
and Affiliates, and the officers of
these companies — Charles L.
O'Reilly and Benjamin Sherman.

(All sessions and functions will be
held at the Shoreham Hotel unless
otherwise stated).

Majors Served in Chi.

Deluxe Theater Action

Chicago—All film companies were
served in DeLuxe Theater anti-trust
suit, except Warners, Universal,
M-G-M, Pathe News and Paramount
News and these are expected to
accept service before hearing by
Judge Phillip Sullivan Sept. 23.

dustry leaders who are scheduled to
speak during the conclave. Among
these are Spyros P. Skouras, Attor-
ney General Tom Clark, Secretary of
Commerce Averill Harriman, Paul
Raiboum, H. M. Richey and Charles
Schlaifer.

Film Toppers Attending
Other film toppers who will attend

include Barney Balaban, Ned E. Dep-
inet, Gradwell Sears, Si H. Fabian,
Fred Wehrenberg, Harry Brandt,
Leon Bamberger, Max A. Cohen,
George F. Dembow, Oscar A. Doob,
Leonard Goldenson, Bill Heinemann,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Francis S. Har-
mon, Claude Lee, Sam Rinzler, Sol
Schwartz, George Skouras and
Joseph R. Vogel.

Also Mack Jackson, Frank "Rick"
Ricketson, Carter Barron, Fred Kent,
Mitchell Wolfson, J. Myer Schine,
H. F. Kincey, Lewen Pizor, Karl
Hoblitzelle and Frank Newman.
The convention committee em-

braces A. Julian Brylawski, chair-
man, and Sidney Lust, Frank Bou-
cher, Gene Ford, Hardie Meakin,
Harry Bachman, Morton Gerber,
Carter Barron, Jack Foxe, Mrs. Sid-
ney Lust, Mrs. Bernard Lust, Bill

Hoyle and Henry Ferber.

House Red Hunters Mum
On Calling of Chaplin

(Continued from Page 1)

Chaplin would be called before the

Hollywood probe beginning Sept. 24.

Despite the fact that committee

Chairman J. Parnell Thomas pre-

viously had announced that Chaplin

would appear, a spokesman for the

House group declined to jump into

the Chaplin controversy.

Meanwhile, Loew's officials em-
phasized that the decision to "post-

pone" the opening of Chaplin's pic-

ture "Monsieur Verdoux" was "en-
tirely" the decision of the Loew's
organization.

Decision to "postpone" the opening
of the Chaplin pic on Sept. 25, the
day after the beginning of the House
hearing, was made by Carter Barron,
Loew's zone manager after consulta-
tion with home office officials, it was
said.

The pic, however, will have a si-

multaneous opening at five smaller
houses on Sept. 26.

Anny Ribbon to Jay Barney
The Anny Commendation Ribbon

for meritorious service in the pro-
duction of training films from 1942
to 1946 has been presented to former
Lt. Col. John B. Kleinschmidt,
known on the Broadway stage as
Jay Barney. Presentation was made
by Col. R. E. Burns, commanding
officer of the Signal Corps Photo-
graphic Center in Long Island City.

Colombia Grants Pix

Importing Licenses

(Continued from Page 1)

operating factor in the country,

competition from Cine - Colombia
which at one time monopolized the

theater and distribution field, is said

to be slightly on the downgrade, ac-

cording to latest reports. Cine-Co-

lombia distributes Universal-Inter-

national product. A good deal of

theater building is also in progress.

Chief threat hovering over the

promising situation is shortage of

dollar exchange. This is being cai-e-

fully studied by the Colombian (Con-
gress for possible promulgation of
restrictive legislation.

See ASCAP Approval to

Six-Months Extension Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

months extension. ASCAP is ex-
pected to have "observers" at the
meeting and will have a chance to

get widespread reaction to the exten-
sion proposal.
As far as the organization, ex-

pected to come out of the ATA-
MPTOA meeting is concerned, it was
anticipated that further negotiations
will be recommended. It was ex-
pected that negotiations looking to-
wards a lower rate and extension of
the present rate will be worked out.

M-G-M TRADE SHOWINGS

BOSTON TERRITORY ONLY

//

THE WOMEN
//

AND
//

DESIRE ME
//

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH
9:15 A. M.

UPTOWN THEATRE
239 Huntington St., Boston, Mass.

*"Change of location. Screening originally

advertised in another theatre
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IRDUSTRV REUIS OF THE EQUIPmERT FIELD

SMPE Exhibit Space

Set By 20 Companies

Nearly 20 equipment finns have

arranged for exhibit space at the

SMPE's 62nd semi-annual conven-

tion, Oct. 20-24 at the Hotel Astor,

Robert T. Kenworthy, exhibit man-

ager, revealed. Firms will partici-

pate in the Educational and Scien-

tific Exhibit in conjunction vi^ith the

Theater Engineering Conference to

be featured at the meeting.
Firms which have already ar-

ranged space include General Elec-

tric, Westinghouse, Western Fllec-

tric, Eastman, National Theater Sup-
ply, Altec Lansing, Presto Record-

ing, Arlington Electric Products,

Blue Seal Products, Nu Screen, Alex-

ander Smith Carpet Co., American
Seating Co., Ward Leonard Electric,

Vorac Products, Eureka Acoustical

Products, Lorraine Rubber Engi-

neering Co., Kollmorgan Optical, and
Forest Manufacturing.

Several other equipment com-
panies and a number of architects

are expected to be signed within the

next few days, it was stated.

Convention delegates will be in-

vited by RCA to a cocktail party fol-

lowed by an inspection of the per-

manent exhibit in the RCA Exhibi-

tion Hall, Radio City. Event is

being sponsored by RCA's film re-

cording division, RCA service and
Brenkert Light Projection Co.

Nat. Theatre Supply Sets

New Detroit Installation

Detroit — According to Clarence
Williamson, manager of National
Theatre Supply they recently suid-

plied the Roxy theater with Simple'x

E-7 Mechanisms, Peerless Magnarc
lamps, heavy duty pedestals and a
Simplex Type B-60-4X Sound System
equipped with the Altec Lansing
"Voice of the Theater" speak-
ers. Altec Service Corp. supervised
the installation and it was done in

such a manner there was no inter-

ruption to the show, although it in-

volved replacing complete equipment
for a three projector installation.

Theater is operated by the Detroit
Theater Enterprises and operates 24
hours a day.

Swanton Sells Interest
Emmetsburg, la. — Emmetsburg

Theater Corporation has purchased
the interest of A. J. Swanton in the
600-seat Iowa Theater here.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE "MritACLE" ODORLESS
DEODORANT AND DISINFECTANT
For Hoipltal — Clean Rett Roemt

ASK YOUR DEALCR

ABOUT THE TRADE
FOLLOWING the sale of his Quesnel 6. C,

theater to Paul Gauthler and associates.

Pop Elliott, operator of the Rex, has retired

after 29 years. He purchased the theater in

1918 from Alex Winde, Elliott, B. C, oldest

exhibitor. . . . David Theater Limited of

Vancouver, have reopened the York after

recovering possession from West Coast Thea-

ters in a law suit. Sammy Nagier, former

U-A Vancouver manager, is in charge of the

York for David Theaters.

A& F ENTERPRISES of Kansas City

have opened the new Page theater

at Shenandoah, la., with Ed Doty serv-

ing as manager of the new house. . . .

Opening ceremony was broadcast by

radio station KFNF and attended by
local dignitaries and guests from film

rows in Kansas City and Omaha. . . .

The 750-seat house contains a cry room
for mothers with small children. . . .

Side walls are painted with murals of

light.
* # *

CINEPHONE DISTRIBUTING CO., Chi-

cago, has been organized here to dis-

tribute candy bars, popcorn equipment, with

offices at 717 West 119th Street on the

far southside. ... ©In Chicago, Kayline

Co. candy distributors have added a line of

bubble gum, for the theater trade. Manager

Kline reports fine demand for both candies

and bubble ' gum from all parts of the

country.

IN Leroy, Saskatchewan, Eric Sherven

opened his new $30,000 theater. . . .

House seats 325, latest equipment in-

stalled and is air-conditioned. , . ,

• Cameo theater at Whalleys Corners,

a few miles from New Westminster,
B. C, is now operating. Theater seats

450, business satisfactory to date. , . .

• Also in Canada, candy sales in all

theaters are away off, in line with de-

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

Samples, prices on re-

INTERNATIONAL f
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4, N. J.

Soles offices in New fork and
Principal Cifici

dining juvenile patronage, caused by
the polio epidemic. . . , Circuit heads

reported, 167 polio cases. . . . Medical

officers said schools will not reopen un-

til the scare subsides. . . . Some people
are writing to the papers saying thea-

ters should be closed—or at least a ban
placed on any one under 20 years of

age. ... • Sheldon Messenger has

been placed in charge of the West Coast

sales division of the Krispy Kist Korn
Machine Co., according to S. T. Jacob-

son, head of the company.

CRANK J. HUEBNER was named general

' manager of the Shotweil Mfg. Co. in

Chicago. ... • Ross Candy Co. will build

a new plant in Houston, Texas. . . . Paul

Sweazea has been named manager of Rock-

wood and Co., San Francisco offices. . . .

• Curtiss Candy Co. has opened a new

office in Tulsa, Okla., and will have 40

salesmen, working out of the new offices for

the Oklahoma territory. ... Joe Perkins

and associates have organized the McGraw
Candies, Inc., with $30,000 capital, head-

quarters in Dallas, Texas. . . . Popper Boy.

popcorn distributors, Chicago, have taken

the agency for Kunkel popcorn vendors.

Ideal Candies have opened a shop at 3311

North Clark Street and will open shops

wherever they can secure suitable locations.

• Howard Marx, assistant sales man-

ager, Ampro Corp. and Erwin Nelsen, di-

rector, educational department, will repre-

sent the company at the Western states

convention in San Francisco, of the photo-

graphic trade, Sept. 29. . . . They will also

have a trade exhibit.

Iili

Popcorn Makers Set g
Chi. Meet NoY. 18-20

^

an- iiChicago—The Popcorn Mfrs
nual exposition and meeting will be

held Nov. 18-20 at the Sherma
Hotel.

To date the following companies

have taken space for the exposition,

Albert Dickinson Co., Interstate Pop-
corn Co., Krispy KistKorn Machine
Co., T and C Company, Triangle
Packaging Company, McCarthy Seed
Co., Star Mfg. Co., C. F, Simonin
Sons, Inc., ABC Popcorn Co., Traver
Corp., Packrite Machine Co., A. M.
Machinery Co., Meilos Peanut Co.,

Monticello Mfg. Co., Schumann
Equipment Co., Adkins Popcorn Co.,

Henry Fields Seed Co., Milprint, Inc.,

Paul Karstron Co., Bemis Bag Co.,

C. Cretor & Co., Torts Machinery
Co., Wesson Oil Co., Central Pop-
corn Co., Champion Bag Co., Weaver
Popcorn Co., DoughBoy Industries.

0. H. Boaz, Bakon Chip Co., Dell
Food Specialties, Package and Equip-
ment Develpment Co., Viking Tool
and Machine. Secretary Al Villiesse

is busily preparing the program foi'

the big annual meeting.

i

[i

900-Seat Wanee Sold

Kewanee, 111.—The 900-seat Wanee
Theater recently was sold by Lee and
Walter Norton to a syndicate headed
by Ben Adams of Eldorado, Kan. The
new owners will take possession on
Sept. 1, when Walter Norton will be
succeeded as manager of J. E. Lor-
enzo of Chicago. The Norton's built

and opened the Wanee in June, 1946.

mSMlOH OF THE INDUSTRY!

DeVRY'S NEW "12000 SERIES
rr

Projectors and Amplifiers

See them in action and judge for yourself

—DeVRY's new "12000 Series" theater

projectors and amplifiers that give both

Exhibitor and Projectionist more of what

they want for less money than any other

theater projector on the market.

For exclusive features . . . For new

perfection in projection and sound — see

your authorized DeVRY Theater Supply

Dealer — or write DeVry Corporation,

1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago 14.

For the Perfect Show '^out ^^
Indoors or Out " ^^ ^ DeVry
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GBmBLE TOR PREXV, SEEKS 11,000 THEflTERS

17. K. Tax Designed To Ban U. S. Pix—Skonras
«Oth-Fox Prexy Hits U. K.

critics. Indie Prods, for

?art in Halting U. S, Pix

Washingjon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hitting hard at the

British film tax, Spyros P. Skouras,
-20th-Fox president, on Friday told

the newly-formed
TOA that the
British move "has
all the appear-
ances of being
primarily an ef-

fort of preventing
American films

from going to
England."

Skouras charged
that the British
Government
"knew full well

that if we had any
red blood in our
veins whatsoever,
we would send no
more films to

SKOURAS

.England."
The 20th-Fox head said that Brit-

(Continued on Page 6)

$3 Million Damages

Sought by Mosque

Charging combination and con-

spiracy to restrain and monopolize

(Continued on Page 6)

Balahan Urges United
Fight Against '^Smears''

Washington — Barney Balaban,

Paramount prexy, in a wire to the

newly-formed TOA, on Friday called

for a united industry to combat an

"insidious movement" to "discredit"

and "smear" the American film in-

dustry. "We must be ready," Bal-

aban said, "to have industry-wide

harmony and intelligent leadership

to resist an insidious movement at

home, designed to discredit our in-

dustry, to smear us or to place our

business in the category of luxury or

non-essential, in order to discrimin-

ate against it." Balaban warned that

all segments of the industry should

unite and "not indulge in reckless,

publicized abuse of each other."

TOA COMMITTEE ACTION DIGEST

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Digest of complete reports and action at the TOA con-

vention at Washington Saturday follows :

ASCAP COMMITTEE
Approved ATA-MPTOA move seeking a six-months delay in imposition

of a new seat tax, and agreed that no TOA member agree or contract

with ASCAP for the higher rates "Until further notice from the ASCAP
Committee to TOA." A permanent committee on ASCAP to be created.

LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
Recorded opposition to "all discriminatory Federal legislation or regu-

lations," and recommended that the Board of Directors approve any action

on national legislation before it is taken. Creation of a permanent com-
mittee on legislation to include one or more represetatives from each

state was also proposed. Created special committee to confer with

Housing Expediter, seeking elimination of restrictions on theater remodel-

ing and new constniction.

DISTRIBUTOR-EXHIBITOR RELATIONS
Declared industry self-regulation and the combatting of "every form

of Government control from without," urging creation of a permanent
Distributor-Exhibitor Relations Committee of at least one unaffiliated

member from every region. The committee shall at once prepare to recoiii-

mend a code of fair trade practices and the adoption of methods of media-

tion, conciliation and arbitration.

AUDIENCE EXPANSION COMMITTEE
Recommended a study of the possibility of expanding screen time, revi-

sion of admissions scales, modernization and technical improvement in

theaters increased community services, stimulation of increased juvenile

and foreign language patronage, and new and progressive radio adver-

tising and publicity as well as better use of other media.

TELEVISION COMMITTEE
Recommended that exhibitors keep abreast of all developments in video

field, with continuing observation by a permanent committee. Paul Rai-

bourn of Paramount and DuMont spoke about the present state of video.

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Recommended employment of a full-time public relations director to

coordinate exhibitor public relations with the activities of other branches

of the industry and keep exhibitors constantly advised of proper pubhc

relations practices.

COMMITTEE ON CAMPAIGNS AND CHARITIES

It was agreed that further study is required to draft a plan for future

(Continued on Page 8)

Wehrenberg Heads Boards
Vote ASCAP Negotiation,

Upped Admissions Action

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — With dis-

agreements and adamant con-

tentions melting away in a final

Cripps, CEA Confei: Tomorrow
Exfifb. Group Without a Specific Proposal

Ted R. Gamble Fred Wehrenberg

two-hour session, the Theater Own-
ers of America was enthusiastically

launched on Saturday afternoon.
(Continued on Page 8)

Exhibs. Must Share Ad

Costs, Says SI(ouras

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Spyros P. Skouras,

20th-Fox prexy, on Friday made it

cjear to delegates to the newly-
formed TOA that exhibs. would have

(Continued on Page 6)

TOA Constitution Assures
Concern of Trade Practices

WashinyloH Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With the unanimous

adoption of the constitution and by-

laws, the newly-formed Theater

Owners of America merging ATA
and MPTOA into one great organi-

( Continued on Page 6)

London (By Cable)—Sir Stafford

Cripps, president of the Board of

Trade, will receive a CEA deputation

tomorrow to discuss the Anglo-

American film impasse, it was dis-

closed at the week-end.
CEA delegation will comprise

President B. T. Davis, Dennis C.

Walls, vice-president; Fred A. Prior,

past president; Edward J. Hinge,
(Continued on Page 3)

36 Shooting on Coast;

RKO Leading With 10
Hollywood — Thirty-six pictures

are in production in Coast studios

today, with RKO still topping the list

with 10, followed by Columbia with

six; Warners, four; M-G-M, two;

Paramount and 20th-Fox, three each;

Republic and Monogram, two each;

Eagle-Lion, SRO, U-l, Screen Guild,

one each. Monogram last week fin-

ished two; Screen Guild, PRC, one

each. M-G-M is starting two; War-
ners and Fortune Films, one each

this week.
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WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wilk, Manager

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone: Granite 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Chitt Manning Clagett

6417 Dahlonega Rd. 2122 Decatur Pi.. NW
Phone: Wisconsin 3271 Phone: Hobart 7627

CHICAGO BUREAU
Joseph Esler, Chief C. L. Esler

6241 N. Oakley Ave. Phone: Briargate 7441

STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LOXDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,

127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart. Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
nianco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay,
Kitab Maiial. 190 Hornby Rd.. Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Filmafrlc, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAI^Ray Carmirhael, Room 9, 464 Francis
Vavier St. VANCOUVER—Jacli Droy, 411 Lyrir
Theater Bide. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone. UY 211{-

nnflnciflL
{Sept. 19)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat le'/g 16% 16%
Bell & Howell 22 22 22
Columbia Picts. vtc. 16% 16 16%
East. Kodak 441/4 433A 44
do pfd 192 191 191
Gen. Prec. Eq UVg nVs 171/8

Loew's, Inc 20% 195/8 201/4
Paramount 233/8 221/2 23
RKO 113^ 111/4 115/8

Republic Pict 47/8 4% 47/8

Republic Pict. pfd... 11% III/2 llVz
20th Century-Fox . . . 273/8 26 265/8

20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. . 37 37 37
20th Cent.-Fox ppf...l02i/2 IO21/2 IO21/2
Universal Pict I91/4 I81/2 I91/4

Warner Bros I41/2 14 14i/t

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 33^ 35/^ 33^
RKO 31/4 31/8 31/8

Sonotone Corp 3% 3% 3%
Technicolor ISVa I21/2 I21/2

Trans-Lux 37/8 37/8 37/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 6I/8

Pathe 33^

Net
Chg.- %- ¥4

+ 1/2- 1/4- 1- 1/4- %
+ 1/4

+ %
+ 1/4

+ 1— Vi
+ 1/2

+ 1/4

— 1/4— '/4

Asked
63/8

41/2

Joe Smith to Frisco

As RKO's Branch Head

Joseph P. Smith has been named
RKO branch manager in San Fran-
cisco, it was announced at the week-
end by Robert Mochrie, vice-presi-
dent and general sales manager.
Smith, who held a similar post in
Portland, replaces N. P. Jacobs, re-
cently resigned.

Mochrie also announced that Rich-
ard Lange, formerly sales manager
in Los Angeles, has been promoted to
the branch manager post in Port-
land.

cominc flno comG
ALFRED CROWN, foreign manager for Samuel

Goldwyn Productions, has returned from a seven-
week trip to Europe, during which he visited

RKO-Radio exchanges in England, France, Hol-
land, Belgium, Switzerland, Sweden and Den-
mark.

Republic division manager EDWARD WALTON
has returned to home office, from Minneapolis.

JOHN T. HOWARD, SRO Western division man-
ager, leaves Los Angeles tomorrow for a series of

conferences in Salt Lake City and Denver terri-

tories.

BARNEY BALABAN was in Chicago late last

week to address the Jewish Welfare dinner at

the Lake Shore Country Club.

ROY HAINES, WB Western division sales man-
ager, made a flying trip to Kansas City at the

week-end for conferences at the local branch
offices. He is due back in New York today.

SMPE Committeemen
Meeting on Convention

Chairmen and other principal

members of committees for SMPE's
62nd semi-annual convention will

meet this noon at the Hotel Penn-
sylvania to co-ordinate plans and
arrangements for the Oct. 20-24
meeting.

Included in the group of 20 attend-
ing the session will be Earl I. Spon-
able, executive vice-president of the
Society; W. C. Kunzmann, conven-
tion vice-president; C. E. Keith, ed-
itorial vice-president; Boyce Nemec,
executive secretary;' Tom LoGiudice,
staff engineer; James Frank, Jr.,

chairman of local arrangements;
Gordon A. Chambers, papers com-
mittee; Lester B. Isaac, luncheon
and banquet committee; Leonard
Satz, Donald E. Hyndman, Charles
Bachman, Charles S. Perkins, Henry
Anderson and Seymour Seider. The-
ater Engineering Conference papers
committee; M. W. Palmer, 16 mm.
projection program committee;
Harry B. Braun, public address sys-
tem; Robert T. Kenworthy and W.
W. Simons, Educational and Scien-
tific Exhibit, and Harold Desfor and
Don Gillette, publicity committee.

Little Bidding Interest

Left in Chicago Area

Chicago— Competitive bidding is

virtually non-existent here as the
Cicero houses have stopped their
moves for better clearance. Only
towns where RKO is still receiving
bids are Kewanee and Decatur.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in r^quirmn^nu of the

Motion Picture Industry

7S Maiden Lum, New York
510 IT. Ml St Lm Aaf^M

SRO's Kusell on Coast
For Studio Conferences I

MARGARET ETTINGER left New York over the
week-end for the Coast.

NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of Mono-
gram International, arrives at the Hotel Imperiol,
Lisbon, today.

HUGH OWEN, Eastern and Southern division

sales manager of Paramount, will be in Albany,
today to open a series of branch conferences in

the East. He will visit the New Haven branch
tomorrow, and Buffalo Friday.

FRANK N. PHELPS, WB Theaters' labor rela-

tions contact, leaves for New England toffight,

returning to the home office at the week-end.

CHARLES M. REAGAN, Paramount's vice-presi-

dent in charge of distribution, arrives in New
York today after a week of Coast studio con-
ferences.

JOHN LODER left the Coast Saturday to start

rehearsals for the Broadway production, "For
Love or Money."

ARNOLD STOLTZ, of Monogram Pictures, left

over the week-end for New Orleans in connec-
tion with the opening there of "Louisiana."

MPEA Soon to Enter 16MM.
Distrib. Field in Europe

Indication that the Motion Picture
Export Association will soon launch
16 mm. operations in a number of
its European territories was dis-

closed Friday at a meeting of for-
eign managers and Irving Maas,
MPEA veepee and general manager.

Present plans call for inaugura-
tion of narrow gauge distribution
in Holland and Hungary with later
expansion to Czechoslovakia and
Poland.
Member company delegates who

attended the meeting included: D.
D. Home, Allied Artists; J. W.
Dodd, Columbia; Orton Hicks and
H. Falconer, M-G-M; Maurice Froh-
lich, Paramount; Alan Silverbach,
20th-Fox; H. Sugarman, U-I; and
A. C. Brauninger, Warners. Repre-
senting MPEA, in addition to Maas,
were Joe C. Goltz, Carl Selan and
Sidney Lieb.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Milton S. Kusell, SRC

vice-president in charge of domesti
and Canadian sales, arrived her<
over the week-end for a series o
conferences with David 0. Selznick
Daniel T. O'Shea and Paul MacNa
mara on forthcoming SRO release:^

En route here, Kusell visited/'
offices in Minneapolis, Salt Lake aiji

and Denver. Following confabs thi:

week, he will continue his tour c:

exchanges.

NEW YORK THEATERS

"RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"
Rockefeller Center

Rita HAYWORTH • Larry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"
A Columbia Picture • IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION J
. n

^ ON scRcen
1st N.Y. Showing!

M-G-M's

'CYNTHIA'

GEORGE MURPHY
f3il MARY ASTOR

IM PERSON
JOHN CALVERT

CALEB PETERSON

Extra I

PAUL REGAN

Plus OTHERS

BING CROSBY

iOAN CAULHELD

BARRY FiTZ6ERAU)

fly

United's DC-6 MainlinerSOG
Luxury Flight

Leave New York 12 noon

Arrive Los Angeles 8:10 p.m.

U N IT E D
AIR LINES

Airlines Terminal, 80 E. 42nd St. or
Pennsylvania Hotel or 1 Wall St.

Coll Murray Hill 2-7300
or an authorized travel agent

• »«- «™ SCIENIIFICAllr AIR CONDITIONED^ -™ __

./ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents ^

! DANNY KAYE- VIRGINIA MAYO!
and the Goldwyn Girls in

I fkeSeM^jC^4WG£t&iAli^ I

fe

recM/v/cocoK

ASTOR BROADWAY
S 4S)h Street
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'Slop That Game,

IKkk Hollywood'

H'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appealing to ex-

libitors to assist in an all-industry

Irive to guide the thinking of the
' 'lie in relation to the importance

==^e screen to the American way of

irJj Charles Schlaifer, chairman of
,

;he MPAA advertising-publicity di- 1

i-ectors' committee, on Friday em-
j

phasized to delegates at the ATA-
[

MPTOA convention that the founda- i

, tion of the industry is being attacked
\

Iby unwarranted attacks on Holly-
j

|WOod and the motion picture.
!

"My associates and I firmly

believe that together all of us

can stop that international game
. . . 'Kick Hollywood'," Schlaifer

declared. "We are here to ask
j

you to help stop that game." i

The 20th-Fox advertising-publicity

director outlined two ways m which

exhibitors can help accomplish this
j

industry goal. First, to give un- i

qualified and unstinting support of
|

the new advertising code and, sec-

ondly, to join with the MPAA in the

"reconditioning job" started recently

to change the attitude of those who
have been playing "Kick Hollywood"

in their writings.

In the latter connection, Sehlarfer

said: "Many of you have already

been doing this job. It is a question

of everyone uniting in this effort on

an intra-industry basis. The Motion

Picture Association has been doing

this kind of a job for a long time,

just as other individuals in this in-

dustry have.
"But you can't do it alone. The

Motion Picture Association can't do

it alone. We can't do it alone. It

can only succeed if we all do it to-

gether.
"The fact that you take pride m

your association with this industry

will do the' job. By talking with your

clergymen, your newspapers, your

community Chambers of Commerce,

your service clubs, your women's

clubs, your children's groups, your

school, you help put this program
across."

Schlaifer urged that exhibitors

study the new advertising code and

the reasons for its adoption and

"that you, the man with the final

responsibility toward your_ patron,

your community and your industry,

put this code into effect in your ad-

vertising and publicity."

Mary Blair Dead
Pittsburgh—Mary Blair, actress,

who created many roles in the plays

of Eugene O'Neill, is dead here. She

was 52.
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Monday Morning's Report
• • • WELL, SIRS, it was quite a week, that which wound up

midnight Saturday Consider: A new national exhibitor organization

was born of the MPTOA-ATA merger Allied's board chairman, prior

to the consolidation, sat down with the MPTOA-ATA boards, thus proving

that oil and water can mix under certain circumstances (Or should

one say provocation, in the present instance, ASCAP?) The industry

picked the distinguished—and very, very able—Paul V. McNutt as its

champion and spokesman at the forthcoming hearings of the House

Committee on Un-American Activities, thus in effect casting him as its

new Willkie Precedent-setting Andy Smith, Jr., of 20th-Fox un-

wrapped still another new sales plan against a Cleveland backdrop

Proving anew that it can be done, John Ford brought in Argosy's

"War Porty," which RKO will distribute, $700,000 under the $2,800,000

scheduled budget in 44 days, 26 ahead of schedule Eric A. Johnston,

still on the convalescent list, announced extension of the Children's Fibn

Library after an experimental year And the industry, at long, long

last, announced if would attempt to call a halt to the censorship antics

of the dictatorial Memphis scissor artist, Lloyd T. Binford Yes, Gentle-

men, quite a week, indeed!

T
• • • WHILE ALL THESE DEVELOPMENTS rate the seasonal long

yell, with team on the end three times, Phil M. opines that something

extra special should go to the decision by Eric Johnston, Grad Sears and

Hal Roach to take on Br'r Binford in the courts Binford, long an

industry- pain-in-the-neck, has gone his merry censorial way for 16 years,

attaining that degree of wisdom meanwhile which permits him to deter-

mine a picture should be banned without so much as a screening

Binlord's note advising of the ban imposed on Roach's "Curley," which

follows, is printed exactly as it came from the Memphis censor:

"The Memphis Board of Censors passes 'The Marauders' and the Beebe

Daniels pixture, but I am sorry to have to inform you that it was unatle

to approve your 'Curley' pcitue with the littee Negroes as the south does

not permit Negroes in white school nor recognizes social equality between

the races even in children."

T
• • • DID IT EVER STRIKE YOU as sorta curious that with

American film remittances facing serious threats in many lands on the

plea of dire dollar shortages, the Treasury estimates that foreign-owned

assets in the U. S. now total SL4.9 billions, a higher figure than before

Pearl Harbor?

T
• • • IF AS NOW SEEMS LIKELY, the Radio City Music Hall's

pix for 1947 wiU total 12, 'twill be four more than in 1946 • Samson

Raphaelson, now finishing a play for Broadway, returns to alma mammy,

the University of Illinois, in February to do a stint as visiting professor.

...» Glimpsed lunching Friday at the New York A. C: Mary Martin

and Dick HalUday Also Armando, one of the industry's top creative

gj,jg,s o All that neck-craning and head-turning going on in Brooks

Costume Company the other day was caused by Hugh Owen and the

Missus (Arleen Whelan) who were getting togged out for a Westchester

Country Club shindig. ...» Don't be surprised if "The Roosevelt Story"

gets a world-wide distribution via UA The board reportedly will act

this week. ...» Edward Small's son, Bernard, is understood set to

make a series of "B" pix for 20th-Fox.TV
a • • A THOUGHT FOR TODAY: "One branch of our business

cannot exist without the olher"-Spyros P. Skouras, speaking before the

ATA-MPTOA merger convention.

Cripps, CEA Group

To Confer Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

treasurer, and W. R. Fuller, general
secretary.

J. Arthur Rank and Sir Philip

Allan Warter will accompany the
delegation of CEA officers as repre-

sentatives of the three major cir-

cuits.

Exhib. difficulties arising out of

the confiscatory 75 per cent duty im-
posed on Hollywood pix will be out-

lined, and the CEA will offer its

services "in any capacity" in efforts

to reach a solution.

It is understood that the delega-

tion will have no specific proposal
to offer.

Sir Stafford is scheduled to ad-

dress the Association of Specialized

Film Producers at a luncheon Oct. 2.

The president of the Board of

Trade on Friday conferred with Will
Clayton, U. S. Under-Secretary of

State for Economic Affairs, on tariff

problems.

AMPA Hears Kruse Laud
16MM/S Industry Service

Sixteen mm. film has served the

entire motion picture industry by
carrying films to millions of people
who heretofore have been apathetic

or even hostile to that type of enter-

tainment, William F. Kruse, presi-

dent of the Allied Non-Theatrical
Film Association, told the AMPA
luncheon meeting at the Town Hall

Club Friday.
Pointing out that 35 mm. and 16

mm. forces now work together in

complete harmony for their common
good, Kruse expressed confidence

that the two fields would continue to

co-operate.
The meeting, AMPA's inaugural

one for the current year, was in the

nature of a salute to the 16 mm.
field.

AMPA President Arnold Stoltz

introduced Dave Bader who chair-

manned the meeting.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Tillman-Lauermann
Jeannette Tillman, purchasing

agent of Film Classics and assistant

to the company's treasurer, Gene
Arnstein, married John Lauermann
Saturday at the home of Judge Mc-
Nulty.

Shaw-Gregory
Rosemary Shaw, secretary to Al

Mannheimer, supervisor of Film
Classics' exchange operations, mar-
ried Joseph A. Gregory Saturday

in the Church of St. Ignatius, Brook-

lyn. The couple will honeymoon for

two weeks at Niagara Falls.

Naggatz-Buckleiter

Denver— Lorraine Naggatz, Co-

lumbia cashier, was married recently

to Roy Buckleiter, Jr.
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pleasantly diverted!
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Exhibs. Must Share Ad

Costs, Says SIcouras

(Continued from Page 1)

to bear a larger burden of the cost

of advertising and exploiting films.

Skouras bluntly told the exhibs.

they would have to share the costs

"if you want the film companies to

remain in business."
"If the terms obtained by the mo-

tion picture companies from you for

their films are not improved,"
Skouras said in blunt language, "I

can tell you in all honesty that

within a very short time you will be

confronted by the same fate as. the

British exhibitor."

Skouras said that exhibs. have
got to be "more broad-minded and
liberal" in dealing with the pro-

ducer-distributor
"You must exploit, publicize and

advertise each picture," he said,

"and give it the longest possible run
so as to obtain the greatest possible

revenue."

Industry Unity Called For
Calling for industry unity,

Skouras told exhibs. they have a

"great stake" in the future of Hol-
lywood.

In clear-cut language, the 20th-

Fox head stated that the industry
was in one of its most critical per-

iods. With the industry facing loss

of foreign revenues, the entire in-

dustry will be hit.

He also lashed at the violent

world - wide "smear" campaign
leveled at Hollywood and the Amer-
ican film industry.

He noted that the industry
through the years has "sat back
quietly while newspaper critics

and radio commentators leveled

their verbal fire at us."

Skouras charged that American
critics "had contented themselves
with ridiculing Hollywood's creative

minds, smearing the private lives of

her people, and making fun of the
eccentricities of the producers and
film pioneers."

Hits at Foreign Critics

He also struck at the foreign
critics who condemned our pix "only
because they were American."

Skouras, denied, however, that
the industry would take the world-
wide crisis lying down.

"Hollywood will meet the chal-

lenge," he said.

He also made clear that budgets
right down the line will be geared
to the domestic markets.

He emphasized, however, that al-

though costs will be pared, the qual-

ity of pix will not suffer.

Sees U.K. Tax As Anti-U.S. Plan
Skouras Doubts U.K. Ability to Up Prod.

(Continued from Page 1)

Andf Boy, It Was!
Miami, Fla. — A sign advertising

the day's feature picture disappeared

from in front of the Mayfair The-
ater during the hurricane which
strucic Miami last week.
The name of the picture was . . .

"Something in the Wind."

ish producers have "not a chance" of

!

stepping up British production to

overcome the loss of American pix
within the period before the "full

effects" of the tax will be felt.

Flaying the British critics for their
"aggressively antagonistic" attitude
towards American films, Skouras
charged that the "seeds they planted
are bearing fruit."

He said this criticism was "en-
couraged" by the 'bitter propaganda
spread by some of the independent
producers of Great Britain, who
hoped to enhance their own selfish

interests through the elimination of
American films from the British
market."
"Established" U. K. Prods. Cited
Skouras said that the "sound es-

tablished" film producers of England
have not participated in "such under-
handed methods."
"But the combination of press,

radio and independent producer not
only has influenced the British pub-
lic, but has reached right to the
doorstep of the Government itself,"

Skouras said.

The 20th-Fox head said that the
American pix industry is fully aware
of the critical situation in the U. K.
and would "wholeheartedly support
any Government action that would
really improve" living conditions of
the British people.

Skouras charged, however, that in-

stead of saving dollars, the British
seemed to be trying to shut off Amer-
can films.

He said that the majority of Brit-

ish exhibs. "will be impoverished"
when the full effects of the tax are
felt.

"By the same token," he made
clear, "if the situation remains un-
changed, the U. S. motion picture in-

dustry will suffer a terrible blow."

Speaking of the specific effect of

the tax on 20th-Fox, Skouras said
that the company's foreign remit-
tances will be reduced to a "maxi-
mum of 50 per cent" by March 1,

1948, and "to be absolutely frank, I

believe as low as one-third."

Skouras pointed out that last year
20th-Fox showed a profit of $22,600,-

000, of which $12,800,000 came from
the company's theater department.
Total of $23,000,000 in remittances
came from all over the world.
Using the one-third figure, Skouras

said that 20th-Fox would have lost

almost $7,000,000 with the British

tax in effect and moves by other coun-
tries against American pix.

Wehrenberg, Fabian Urge TOA
Become United Organization

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Calling for exhib-

itor unity, Fred Wehrenberg, former
MPTOA president, told the newly-
formed TOA, that "most industry
litigation is pointless and wasteful."
While emphasizing that unity and

cooperation is important, Wehren-
berg made it clear that the new TOA
should be a forceful organization
fighting for exhibitor benefits.

The MPTOA head also urged that
the open forum idea proposed by
MPTOA should be adopted by the
new exhibitor group.

Si Fabian, former ATA president
told the new group that only by
united action can exhibitors solve
their many problems.

Underlining the ASCAP rate in-

crease as a major problem, Fabian
said that only by united exhib. ac-

tion could the situation be resolved.

He also called for united exhib. ac-

tion in combating the "rash wave"
of advanced admission prices.

TOA Constitution Assures
Concern of Trade Practices

(Continued from Page 1)

zation, on Friday became a reality.

Assurance that the newly-formed
TOA will concern itself with trade
relations are contained in the new
constitution and by-laws.

Included as a primary purpose
of the new organization is the
pledge to "foster and cultivate the
highest possible standards in mo-
tion picture exhibition and theater
management, in trade relations and
in business conduct, in the motion
picture industry."

Only two major changes were
made in the constitution proposed
to the delegates. In the original
draft, the constitution provided that
each of the member national cir-

cuits of theaters "shall designate"
a representative to serve on the new
board of directors. This, however,
was cancelled so that directors will
be selected from each ox'ganization
without specific regard to affiliation.

Also changed was the original
provision stating that amendments

E-L Adds $250 G to

Ad Budget of "Stallion

Eagle-Lion has increased its pro-
motion budget for "Red Stallion"
to $350,000, an increase of $100,000
over the originally set figure. Max
E. Youngstein, ad-publicity-exploi-
tation director, announced at the
week-end.

Additional sum has' been ear-
marked for local key city co-op-
erative campaigns and trade paper
advertising.

Bert KalmoT Passes
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bert Kalmar, lyric

writer of the music team of Kalmar
and Ruby, died here after a long ill-

ness. He was 63. His -widow, a son
and daughter survive.

$3 Million Damages

Sought by Mosque

(Continued from Page 1)

interstate and foreign distribution o j

films, as a result of which it has beeiji

excluded from first-run exhibitie- 'i

Newark, Radio Center, Inc., oi.

tor of the Mosque Theater in taa
city, on Friday filed an anti-trusfe;

suit against all eight majors an^
iri

their theater operating subsidiarie.

in Newark.
Action, filed in Federal Court

seeks triple damages of $3,648,00(

and seeks to have the defendant
restrained from licensing films to ex
hibitor defendants in Newark unless,

at the same time, the Mosque i:

offered the films on equal terms anf

conditions.
Suit also asks that any existing

franchises, licenses, leases, operat
ing contracts, or other agreement:
by which the alleged illegal combina
tion, conspiracy and monopoly ha
been effected be declared void.

Radio Center has o^vned the Mos,
que since 1944 and claims that i.

has been damaged to the extent o:

$1,216,000 since acquiring the house
because of the alleged refusal o.

distributor defendants to license

films first-run.
,

to the constitution and by-laws shall
require only a two-thirds of the di-

rectors. This was changed to also
require two weeks of written notice
to all members of the new associa-
tion prior to consideration by the
board.

Southside in $3,000,000

Counter Action to FWC
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Southside Theater^

has filed a counter claim in U. S
District Court asking $3,000,00(

damages from Fox West Coast anc

major distribution companies. FWC
had earlier filed a suit agains
Southside asking declaratory relief

Following action of the Governmen
in declaring pooling arrangements
illegal, FWC, which had a pooling
arrangement with Southside for op
eration of Alton and Fifth Ave
houses, sought to end pact. South
side claims FWC forced it to sel

Fifth Ave. Theater by denying i1

film.

The SAG Gets the
Weirdest Letters

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Attempting to enlist

the offices of the Screen Actors

Guild, the lady members of the Ta-
coma Little Below the Knee Club
have come out with the war cry:

"Keep skirts up. Bring prices

down."

The Washington state girls have

definitely come out against the low-

ered hemline. They have pledged to

refrain from new purchases until

manufacturers return to normal.

Aware of the style influence of

Hollywood on the nation they want
SAG action. Mostly they are con-

cerned with prices of necessities.

"We want to have something left

over for culture and good entertain-

ment," they say.

The SAG suggested Tacoma or-

ganize a branch here of the LBTKC*

* Little Below the Knee Club.
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fOA'sASCAPUnil

/ote Negotiation Plan

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A three-way split

n exhibitor thinking on the ques-
ion of how to meet the new ASCAP

: eat tax demands showed no signs
"osing up Friday afternoon. Dur-

yjd polite but at the same time
leated discussion of the problem,
delegates to the TOA organizing
lonvention heard their own leaders
udvocate negotiation with ASCAP,

j

eaders of National Allied advocate
I ill-out action with the Department
!
)f Justice to smash ASCAP, and

I

eaders of the ITOA advocate direct
industry courtroom and Congres-
sional action directed against the
•ate increase. At the same time the
)ody was warned to expect a claim
"or royalties from BMI.
Later in the afternoon the con-

vention's ASCAP committee voted
;o recommend to the full body the
lext day that the first course be
idopted.
MPTO counsel Herman Levy

jpened the session with a plea for
exhibitor unity in the ASCAP
struggle. Eobert Livingston of the
Nebraska MPTO told of his state's

axperience with an anti-ASCAP law
passed 10 years ago. In the face
of threatened suits by individual
composers, the pix industry in Ne-
oraska led a fight to repeal the law
;wo years ago—over the bitter op-
position of the State Attorney Gen-
2ral.

Myers Suggests Court Action
Abram F. Myers, general counsel

Df National Allied, told the group
that court action is the most obvious
course for the industry because "the
right of the copyright owner to exact
a special fee for public performance
of his music is so ingrained in the
law and in custom that it seems to

me well nigh impossible to expect
that Congress will terminate that
fight by legislation."

He suggested, however, industry
unity behind a proposed amendment
to the copyright laws which, he said,

he first proposed in 1932. This
amendment would ban double taxa-
tion by ASCAP, providing that when
producers signed contracts to use
music they also get the right to 11-

Berger Trust Suit

Settlement Talked
Minneapolis—The eight-month-old

suit pending against Minnesota Am-
usement Co. and distributors brought

by Benjamin Berger who seeks to

obtain product for his Duluth, Minn.,

Lyceum appears to be nearing a set-

tlement out of court.

In the suit Berger charged MACO
and the distributors with conspiracy

to deprive his theater of first and

second-run pix. The charges are

based on the Sherman anti-trust law.

Settlement terms are believed to

favor Berger and it is thought he will

obtain at least a second-run for the

Duluth Lyceum.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WELK

HOLLYWOOD
^^OLUMBIA has given the co-starring role opposite Glenn Ford in 'The

Return of October," to a newcomer, who made one pix several years ago

and has done radio work. She'll start at the studio with a new name, Terry

Moore. ... if Understand U-l is paging Martha Scott for "All My Sons."

Edward G. Robinson and Burt Lancaster head the cast so far Same studio

has acquired two new story properties; "Beauty and the Beast," about a girl

who inherits a wrestler, and "Velvet Fleece," a forthcoming mystery novel. . . .

-y^ Adolphe Menjou's book, "It Took Nine Tailors," will be condensed by

Reader's Digest. ... -^ Ceasar Romero, who leaves for Maine later this

month to join the "Deep Water" cast headed by Dana Andrews and Jean

Peters, has been assigned one of the top roles in Fox's "Lydia Bailey."

Adapted from the Kenneth Roberts novel, it will be produced by Sol Siegel

early next year. ... -^ "The Fugitive" is scheduled for a Nov. 1 opening

in L. A., followed by New York and Boston. ... V^ Viveca Lindfors, now

making "To The Victors" at Warners, has been set by that lot. to co-star

with Errol Flynn in "The Adventures of Don Juan."

• • •
A RTURO DE CORDOVA, Turhan Bey, Noreen Nash, Lucille Bremer and

John Sutton are among those who will make personal appearances at the

New Orleans opening of Eagle-Lion's "Out of the Blue" Oct. 9. . . . -^ Tip

to talent scouts: A guy named Leo McCarey whose last few pictures have

really showed promise, has just written the words and music to a song

titled, "A Little Better Than the Best," which Joan Lorring will sing in his

Rainbow Production, "Good Sam." ... -^ Edward Finney will soon start

"King of the Untamed," an animal pic in which he is using King, the wild

stallion, Ripple, the deer, Jimmy, the crow, Beedy, the racoon, Blackie, the

cougar, etc., in addition to, we are assured, a good cast of humans. It will be

Billy Hughes' first pix. . . . -^ John Beal may return to Broadway this

Winter in "Strange Bedfellows," which is authorized by Colin Clements and

Florence Ryerson who did the Helen Hayes hit, "Harriet." ,

cense screening by exhibs.

Jack Kirsch Attends Confab
Soon after Jack Kirsch, National

Allied president, whose arrival a
short time earlier had tongues wag-
ging throughout the Shoreham Hotel,
said that if rentals were raised, "we
can refuse to handle the film."

As for his attendance Friday,
Kirsch said he had never refused to

attend any meeting on an industry
problem and is willing to sit down
with "anybody that can present a
better program than Allied has pre-
sented to you."

Harry Brandt, present as an ob-
server for ITO of New York, then
acidly explained that "in its long
career ITO has not found it neces-
sary to go to the Attorney General's
office, but feels that the industry
should be able to work things out
itself."

He then announced that Rep.
Emanuel Celler, D., N. Y., will spon-
sor an amendment to the copyright

law which, as explained by Brandt,
does not sound dissimilar from the
amendment Myers had earlier out-

lined.

Further, Brandt said, ITO "will

very shortly serve papers on an old

suit seeking an injunction against
the increased ASCAP rates."

Paul Williams, counsel for the
Southern California TOA and one-
time Government counsel, said his

members oppose any compromise
with ASCAP. He said the Depart-

ment of Justice should open up the

ASCAP consent decree, and that a

test suit should be brought by an
exhibitor.

E. C. Mills Urges Negotiation

E. C. Mills, former president of

ASCAP, told the convention that

ASCAP cannot be licked in the
courts. Even destruction of ASCAP
would be no answer, since not only

would you then have to start paying
royalties to BMI but also to perhaps
a dozen other organizations whicli

would arise plus several hundred in-

dividual copyright holders who did

not assign their rights to any group.
United States copyright laws, he
said, are weaker than in most other
countries—so far as composers and
authors are concerned—but there is

little chance that they will be fur-

ther weakened by Congress.

Mills made it plain that he does

not expect to see a unified. exhibitor

approach, but that if unity can be
achieved negotiation with ASCAP is

the only course offering any hope in

the present emergency.

Los Alamos in Warner-Pathe

Exclusive scenes of the Los Ala-
mos atomic energy project in which
the atomic bomb was first developed
and where Government scientists are

now working on the development of

the atomic power for peacetime pro-

duction, were shown by Warner
Pathe Friday at a trade screening of

their latest reel.

uture of New Product

^eys FC Conciave

In its five year history as a dis-
tributor of re-issues. Film Classics
has laid the groundwork for a future
in new product, Samuel Wheeler,
general sales manager, told the
opening meeting of the company's
sales convention at the Roosevelt
Hotel Friday. Wheeler added that
FC was heading into the field of
major distribution.

Joseph Bernhard, FC prexy, de-
tailed the future course of the com-
pany. He disclosed FC would follow
the release of "Spirit of West Point"
with a new "Falcon" series starring
John Calvert. Bernhard also an-
nounced the company had purchased
50 Universal Realart pictures to be
released at the rate of 10 a year.

Jules K. Chapman, assistant gen-
eral sales manager, revealed "West
Point" would open Oct. 1 at the
Malco in Memphis and locally at the
Victoria the following day.

Meetings were followed by a re-
ception and dinner at the Hotel Astor
on Saturday night.

Metro to Release Seven
More in Next 3 Months

M-G-M will release six new pic-
tures and one reprint during the
next three months to bring its total
releases for the calendar year to 31,
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager an-
nounced at the week-end.

Whereas only two films had been
previously set for the October
schedule, the number has now been
upped to four. They are "Merton of
the Movies," "Song of Love," "The
Women" (re-issue) and "Desire
Me."

Only one pic will come from the
company in November, the Techni-
color production, "This Time For
Keeps."

"Killer McCoy" and "Good News"
will be dated in December to round
out the year's product.

National release for GWTW has
not been set although there have
already been approximately 40 spec-
ial engagements during the current
revival.

St. Paul Exhihs. Again
Face City Tax Threat

St. Paul, Minn.—A renewed fight

for the once-defeated amusement
tax looms before the City Council

as charges are being made that the

Council "broke their pledge to raise

funds for the school betterment pro-

gram" under the revised charter of

the city. The Council held a special

meeting late last week to consider

the charges. St. Paul teachers accuse
the Council of tabling the two pro-

posed money-raising measures after

being "pressured by affected inter-

ests"-rn3mely NCA and MACO and

the soft drink firms.
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Gamble is Elected Elected By New Theater Owners 0£ America

President of New TOA

I Continued from Page 1)

President of the new organization

—

which hopes to push the merger of
ATA and MPTOA to a total of mem-
bership of more than 11,000 the-
aters—is Ted R. Gamble, ace war
bond salesman for the U. S. Treas-
ury and an energetic circuit head
on his own account.

Issues which briefly threatened a
wide-open split in the baby organi-
zation were resolved in a last-min-
ute meeting of minds. Budget goal
of about $400,000 and ASCAP'S rate
increases were two chief stumbling
blocks which were hurdled by near-
ly 500 exhibitor-delegates to the
giant merger meeting.
The meeting left little doubt that

the new TOA would make a forceful

TOA President Ted R. Gamble
indicated that the general domestic
price crisis and possible demands
on the Federal budget due to the

foreign committments may lead to

retention of the present high Fed-

eral admissions tax. Gamble said

that despite previous Congressional

sentiment favoring a lowering of the

admissions levy, this situation may
be changed, with a new exhib drive

in order.

fight on issues which have plagued
the industry for many years with
encouraging signs that substantial
industry unity can be achieved on
such things as how to fight ASCAP'S
new seat tax rate.

Both on the ASCAP matter and
the question of membership costs in
the new TOA, wide-open splits were
gradually closed up because of the
obvious desire of delegates to avoid
disharmony. Although there are
questions still not resolved to every-
one's satisfaction, the meeting closed
in a burst of enthusiasm.
On the question of the budget,

the delegates agreed that each TOA
member would be "assessed" 10 cents
per seat as his annual contribution.
Threat of a split, which at one point
brought from former MPTOA head
Fred Wehrenberg the declaration
that the high rate would alienate the
"grass roots" exhib. from member-

17. K. Labor Direction
Eftective On Oct. 6

London (By Cable) Labor di-

rection, under which the government
is empowered, if necessary, to direct

unemployed workers into essential

industries, goes into effect Oct. 6,

it is announced by George lsaacs,~~

Minister of Labor. Under the order,

the Labor Ministry will have the

right to direct unemployed persons to

essential jobs in any part of the

country. All male workers between
18 and 50 and women workers be-

tween 18 and 40 are covered, with

certain exceptions.

Morris Loewenstein Charles P. Skouras Herman Levy Leonard Goldenson Sam Pinanski J. J. O'Leary

TOA COMMITTEE ACTION DIGEST

(Continued from Page 1)

charities and campaigns, but that TOA is in principle kindly disposed
toward industry aid for "approved" charities.

COMMITTEE ON FILM PROGRAM
Recommended continuation of the method of handling "message" films

agreed upon at the ATA convention last year. Urged showing of a special
subject Freedom Train prior to local visit of Freedom Train, approved
Joan Crawford short for Community Fund Drive but recommended that
longer Community Fund film be left to local determination. Grudgingly
approved—but did not recommend—showing of MPAA short "Power
Behind the Nation."

16 MM. FILM COMMITTEE
Termed 16 mm. coinmercial operation a "parasitical operation" which

cannot pull its weight if adequate film rentals are charged. It is a
"potential menace to the .35 mm. industry," the committee said, recom-
mending that a TOA objective be "the removing of this threat."

ADVANCED ADMISSIONS
Agreed that the prospective release within a relatively short time of

between 8 and 10 advanced price pix may be of possible serious concern
to industry. Recommended that committee be appointed to meet with
head of various producing and distributing companies to make study
of the matter with a view towards "statemanlike" solution.

ship, brought a compromise whereby
local and state groups will set the
rate for exhibs. unable to meet the
10 cents-per-seat assessment. The
delegates agreed, however, that
every effort would be made to col-
lect the goal of ten cents from each
exhibitor member.
Agreement was reached, however,

only after an intermission during
which the Finance Committee
sweated out the compromise finally
achieved. The morning session broke
up with no sign of agreement on a
flat post of the ten-cent rate. The.
committee fight of the night before
exploded anew on the floor as Weh-
renberg drew support from a num-
ber of exhibs. including William
Crockett, Bob Wilby, Henry Reeve,
A. B. Hyman, Mitchell Wolfson,
Claude Mundo and others.
Gamble, Charles Skouras and E.

V. Richards led the fight for the ten
cent rate—and then for the compro-
mise finally agreed upon. Even the
compromise first ran into trouble as
Wolfson and Gamble and then Dilby
and Gamble had brief but heated ex-
changes. Wehrenberg supported the
compromise during the afternoon
session, on the theory that a top
burget was needed in order to fight >

the exhib. battle on all fronts.
|

Although sharp disagreement
with the divergent Allied and

\

ITOA approaches to the ASCAP
problem had been apparent Fri-
day—with more than a few dele-
gates partial to the proposals
of the chieftains of the other or-
ganizations .— the convention
agreed to the committee propo-
sal that ASCAP be urged to
continue its present seat levy
rates for six months from the
end of this month and that no
TOA member sign any agree-
ment calling for higher pay-
ments to ASCAP.
With action taken on the special

problems, TOA made it plain that it

would not back away from general
exhibitor problems. Action was taken
on a wide range of problems, in-
cluding road show prices, campaigns
and charities, audience expansion,
16 mm. films, legislation and the-
ater television.

After differences were ironed out,
the meeting unanimously agreed:

1. That a committee be ap-
pointed to meet with heads of
various producing and distrib-
uting companies to work out a
solution to the advanced admis-
sions problem.

2. To undertake a vast legisla-
tive program, including discus-
sions pointed at lifting the pres-
ent ban on most theater build-
ing.

Officers Elected
In addition to Gamble, the meet-]

ing elected a representative slate of
officers exactly as proposed by the
nominating committee. Wehren-
berg was chosen chairman of the,

TOA Board. Other otficers include:
Morris Loewenstein of Oklahoma^
City, Okla., secretary; Charles P.
Skouras, Los Angeles, treasurer, as-
sisted by a finance committee in-^

eluding Sam Pinanski, Boston, chair-
man, and J. J. O'Leary, co-chairman;
Herman Levy, general counsel,
Leonard Goldenson, New York, first;

vice president.

The following regional vice presi-
dents were fleeted: S. H. Fabian,
New York; William Crockett, Vir-
ginia Beach, Va.; E. V. Richards.
New Orleans; Robert O'Donnell,
Dallas; Herman Hunt, Cincinnati;
Bob Livingston, Lincoln, Nebraska;
Roy Cooper, San Francisco; Edward
Zorn, Pontiac, 111.; Ben Strozier,
Rock Hill, S. C; Frank Walker.
Scranton, Pa.; Lawrence Gordon,
Detroit; Mitchell Wolfson, Miami;
Homer Strowig, Kansas City, Mo.;
Arthur Lockwood, Boston, Mass.;
Merritt Kyser, Aurora, N. Y.; Harry
Lowenstein, Ardmore, Okla.; Mack
Jackson, Alexander City, Ala.;
Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia; M. A.
Lightman, Memphis. In addition,
three members of the Board of Di-
rectors will be "at large."

Quick action is expected on at

least two of the major problems
confronting exhibs. ASCAP is ex-
pected to agree soon to a six-month's
extension of present rates. This
may mean "savings" of close to $1,-

000,000 to exhibs, with hope for
some compromise after that period
In addition, the critical subject of
advanced admission prices will be
discussed with company heads, with
chances good that some solution will

be found. Although both questions
will be "negotiated", meaning com-
promised, it was anticipated that
agreeable solutions will be found.

Also listed as a top exhib. prob-
lem by Gamble is the question of

admissions taxes. Gamble said that
a new battle is looming, despite con-
siderable Congressional sentiment
favoring a lowering of the Federal
admissions tax. In addition, state

taxes represent a formidable prob-
lem to exhibs.
Membership in the TOA may ex-

ceed 10,000 theaters, with a total

seating capacity of perhaps 5,000,-

000.
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EXHIBS. con no LOnCER "SIT BACK"—GflmBLE
UA Books 7 Films on Rank's Gaumont Circuit
Sears Off to Negotiate
For Acquisition of 35
Blumenfeld Coast Houses

Progress in obtaining playing time
for their product in England and
moves to extend the company's the-
ater holdings at home through the
acquisition of a further interest in

Blumenfeld Theaters were discussed
yesterday by UA executives at a
meeting of the board of directors.

Gradwell Sears, UA president,
leaves by plane for the Coast today
for the prime purpose of negotiating
with the Blumenfeld interests which
own 35 houses in the Coastal area,

(Continued on Page 5)

All Skouras Houses

To Play Foreign PIx

Skouras Theaters, which has been
testing foreign language films in a
number of theaters, has begun book-
ing them over the entire circuit of
62 Metropolitan area houses, it is

announced. Foreign features will be
double billed with Hollywood pro-
duct, with the initial program to
comprise the French, "A Cage of

(Continued on Page 7)

SAG Moves to Protect

Guild Shop Provisions

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a move to protect

the Guild shop provisions of its con-
tracts with producers. Screen Actors
Guild yesterday mailed letters to all

members seeking signatures of mem-
( Continued on Page 5)

RCA Recordinff For
Warner Pathe Reel

Camden, N. J.—RCA film record-

ing equipment in both portable and

studio types will be used by Warner
Pathe News and ne'^otions have been

completed with Col. Nathan Levin-

son, Warner's sound director to pro-

vide for equipping additional news-

reel cameras with RCA lightweight

single film recording systems, it was
revealed by Barton Kreuzer, maqager

of RCA's film recording activities.

43.3% of GAF Employees Attend Niovies Weekly;
20.3% Go Twice Weekly, 11.4% Twice Monthly

Movies are a principal recreation of the 9,500 people employed by General

Aniline & Film Corp., according to a survey conducted by the company and

published in the current edition of The Rainbow, employee magazine. Film

theaters, according to the survey attract 43.3 per cent of GAF people weekly,

while 20.3 per cent attend twice a week. Another 11.4 per cent go every two

weeks, 14.6 per cent attend monthly and 1.2 per cent attend every six months

or less frequently.

Survey covered plant and office workers in Grasselli, N. J., Rensselaer. N. Y.,

Binghamton, N. Y., Johnson City, N. Y. and in branch offices throughout the

country. Returns approximated 50 per cent of the company's roster and spot

checks of the findings against factual records were said to establish the accuracy

of the results.

lOA Would Bring

WB, RKO into Fold

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Executives of the

newly-formed Theater Owners of

America are expected to make a real

attempt to get the Warner organiza-

tion into the new exhibitor group.

TOA's organizational drive will

include attempts to get Warners in

as a member as well as every the-

ater in the country. Up to now War-
(Continued on Page 4)

No Tele Co-operalion

From U. K. Film Cos.

Face Most Critical Time
As a Result of Foreign
Situation and Inflation

"Message" Pictures Are
Finding Exhibitors Leery

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exhibitors are still

leery of most message films and
condemn the "growing" use of com-
mercial advertising in newsreels and
feature pix, delegates to the organi-
zational meeting of TOA made clear

3ver the week-end.
It was also apparent that "Power

(Continued on Page 6)

Film companies in Britain are
completely unco-operative, Maurice
Gorham, head of British Broadcast-
ing Corporation's television service,

who is here on a short visit, assertejd

yesterday at a press conferenc^.
Whatever film BBC television uses
in its broadcasts come from either

independent producers or from
BBC's own small film unit.

The overall tele situation in Brilj-

ain is "completely involved and con-

( Continued on Page 7)

Amended Criminal Info to

Be Filed Against Petrillo

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Ted R. Gamble, new

TOA president, told The Film
Daily that the nation's exhibitors
clearly face the most critical times
in the history of the industry.
Gamble, who has close contacts in

the Government, said that general
foreign situation and the critical in-

fiation looming in this country will

hit every exhib. in the country.
He warned that exhibs. would

(Continued on Page 5)

N. J. Federation Made

A Permanent Group

Trenton—Members of the Federa-
tion of New Jersey Theaters at a
meeting here yesterday unanimously
voted the organization into perman-
ency as a meeting ground wherein

(Continued on Page 6)

Chicago—District Attorney Otto
Kerner, Jr. says that amended crim-
inal information will be filed against
James Petrillo, proxy of America,n
Federation of Musicians, to conform
to the U. S. Supreme Court decision

June 23, when constitutionality of

(Continued on Page 4)

Texas Lines Up Congressmen
60% Committedto Copyright Law Revision

Rank, E-L, GCP Win Move
To Appeal Court Order

Toronto — A further motion for
leave to appeal from an Ontario
court order of last July has been
granted by Mr. Justice J. C. McRuer
to the J. Arthur Rank Organization,

(Continued on Page 5)

Dallas—About 60 per cent of the

Texas delegation in Congress is com-
mitted in favor of amendments to

the copyright law to effect relief

from ASCAP demands from the-

aters, as the result of a series of

meetings initiated by R. J. O'Don-
nell of Interstate Circuit and a re-

gional vice-president of the new The-
( Continued on Page 4)

UA, Enterprise Refuse to

Withdraw "Body and Soul"

United Artists and Enterprise have
refused to withdraw "Body and Soul"
from distribution, as demanded by
the Boxing Managers Guild. Both
Gradwell L. Sears, UA president,

(Continued on Page 5)

Kodak Perfects New
Photo Silver System
Rochester — Eastman Kodak en-

gineers have developed a revolution-

ary process for making silver nitrate

crystals, replacing a method in use

for half a century. Recently com-
pleted system uses machinery that

makes the silver nitrate crystals con-

tinuously and dries them in a few

minutes, as compared to several days

in past procedures. Basis of all pho-

tography, silver which was found to

be sensitive to light three centuries

ago, is the keystone in film making

when combined with gelatin and

other chemicals to make photographic

emulsions. Kodak annually uses some

15,000,000 ounces of it.
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NEW YORK

Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount .

.

RKO
Republic Pict

20th Century-Fox . .

Universal Pict
Warner Bros

STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
22 22 22
163/8 161/4 161/4 — 3/„

721/4 72 72 — lA

441/2 435/3 437/8 _ y
171/4 17 17 — l/g

201/8 195/8 20 — 1/4

23 223/4 23 ....
11'/2 11'/8 111/4 — 3/3

47/8 43/4 43/4 — 1/8

265/8 261/4 261/4 — 3/8

193/3 19 19 — 1/4

141/8 14 14 — 1/4

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts ...
RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

CURB MARKET
31/2

31/8

3%

31/2

3

31/2

31/2 -
3 —
35/8

123/4 123/4 123/4 -f 1/4

4 4 44-1/8
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid Asked
Cinecolor 6% 71/4
Pathe 33/4 41/2

Ent. Mulls Shubert Offer
To Roadshow "Arch"

H'est Coast Bureau of iH h h ILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Enterprise is con-

sidering an offer for three-a-day
roadshow exhibitions of "Arch of
Triumph" in key-city Shubert the-
aters. Two New Yorl< theaters with
2,800 seating capacity would be in-
cluded if deal materialize.s.

commc nno goiiig
MRS. ROSE MANKIEWICZ, wife of Joseph

Mankiewicz, 20th-Fox director, arrived in New
York over the week-end, on her way to London
to join her husband who is shooting In England.

DAVID ROSE, producer, flew in from the
Coast Sunday.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, JR. is flying to Chicago
today on business.

DONALD NELSON, SIMPP prexy, leaves for

Washington today on Society business.

EDWARD L. WALTON, Republic assistant gen-
eral sales manager, has returned to New York
following a sales trip which included stopovers
in Omaha, Chicago, and Milwaukee.

JAMES V. O'GARA, Republic's Eastern divi-

sion manager, is back at the home office after
a tour which took him to Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, and Pittsburgh.

WALTER L. TITUS, JR. Republic's Southern
division manager. Is in New York following a
branch tour which included stopovers in At-
lanta, New Orleans, Dallas and Memphis.

STEPHEN SLESINGER, Telepictures, Inc. head,
flew to the Coast yesterday.

BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-G-M Midwestern sales

manager, arrived yesterday from Chicago to

spend a month at the home office.

ARTHUR FREED, M-G-M producer, gets in

from the Coast today.

Tack Cummings Lines Up
For Production in 1948

M est Coast Bureau of IHH FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Cummings,

M-G-M producer, has lined up an
ambitious producing schedule for
1948. With "It Happened In Brook-
lyn," "Fiesta," and "The Romance
Of Rosy Ridge" all completed on this

year's schedule, Cummings has
listed "Neptune's Daughter." "The
Life Of Monty Stratton," a film bio-

jraph of Tunesmiths Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby, and another story,
as yet untitled, with a Mexican back-
3'round, all scheduled for next year.

Dunlap Coming East for

AA-Monogram Regionals

Scott R. Dunlap, executive assist-
ant at the studio to Steve Broidy,
^resident of Allied Artists and Mon-
ogram, will leave the Coast for New
York Sunday to meet the latter en
his return from current European
rip, and take part in Eastern re-
gional meetings to be held immed-
iately on his arrival. Important item
-if discussion will be English situa-
tion as viewed first-hand by Broidy
"nd Norton V. Ritchey, president of
Monogram Int'l.

Grainger Returns to H. O.
James R. Grainger, Republic ex-

ecutive vice-president in charge of
sales and distribution, has returned
to New York following a three-week
sales trip which took him to Los
inaeles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Portland, and Minneapolis.

Sixty Million Women

Can't Be Wrong

BOOK WOMAN SPEAKS

H. M. RICHEY, M-G-M exhibitor relations

head, returned over the week-end from Wash-
ington.

GENE AUTRY arrives in New York tonight to

prepare for the opening of the Rodeo, In which
he stars, tomorow at Madison Square Garden.
Autry will be flying his own twin-engined
Beechcraft.

BERNARD G. KRANZ, assistant general sales

manager of the J. Arthur Rank division of U-l,

left yesterday for tiie Warner zone offices in

Cleveland and Washington.

HERMAN GLUCKMAN, president, and STAN-
LEY HAND, general sales manager, of Nu-Screen
Corp., returned to New York yesterday from the

Washington MPTOA-TOA convention. They will

leave tomorrow fsr the TESMA Washington con-
vention.

SID KAIN, of the Warners field staff left New
York last night for Easton, Bethlehem, Allen-

town, and other Pennsylvania towns to do ad-
vance work on "Life With Father."

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio vice president in

charge of foreign operations, arrives on the
Coast today for studio conferences.

Indie Films Eligible

For Command Showings

Independent producers, as well as
major film companies, have been
asked to enter features for consid-
eration in the Second Royal Com-
mand Performance, Nov. 25, at the
Odeon Theater, London, Eric A.
Johnston, MPAA president, pointed
out yesterday.

All titles are to be recorded with
John McCarthy of the MPAA's In-
ternational Division no later than
Oct. 1. Final selection, McCarthy
said, will be made by the Joint Brit-
sh-American executive committee
of the Performance. Prints of quali-
fying pictures must be in England
by Oct. 10.

Speakers Announced for

Tri-States Convention

Memphis—Speakers scheduled to
address the Oct. 14-15 meeting of the
MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee include Fred Wehrenberg
and Herman Levy, R. X. Williams,
president of the unit, revealed.

Others to attend include M. L.
Simmons, M-G-M; Rudolph Berger.
M-G-M; John Allen, M-G-M; Mack
Jackson, Southeastern Theater Own-
ers of America, and Claude Lee of
Paramount. Williams said he ex-
pected some 500 mid-South theater-
men to attend.
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Schimmel Named Head of

B&H New Int'l Division

Chicago—E. L. Schimmel has beei

named export manager to head thj

newly formed international divisior

of Bell & Howell which will handlo

jverseas distribution and sales fo

ather manufacturers of photographii

equipment, in addition to the com
plete B&H line. '\^

Contracts for exclusive "-c^or

rights have been signed with Elwooc

Pattern Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, man
..facturers of photo enlargers ant

vccessories; Busch Precision Cam
:ra Corp., Chicago, makers of stil

cameras; Webster Industries
Rochester, manufacturers of 35 mm
still cameras; and with Radian
Screen, Chicago.
Other exclusive export contract:

are now in negotiation stages.

McNutt Meets Company
Heads of Ad-Pub. Depts.

Paul V. McNutt, MPAA specia
counsel, met the ad-publicity chief
of the film companies yesterday ii

the Association's offices. Charle;
Schlaifer, 20th-Fox publicity direc
tor and chairman of the ad and pub
licity director's committee of thi

MPAA, introduced McNutt, who lef

for Washington last nighh.

WB N. Z. Manager Here
George McClure, Warners man

ager for New Zealand, arrived ii

New York yesterday for conference;
with Wolfe Cohen, vice-president o;

Warner Int'l, and other home offici

executives. McClure will remair
here about a month.

AIR
FRANCE

fakes your

shipment all the way
to 151 destinations in

EUROPE, AFRICA, NEAR and

FAR EAST on
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N^Em^^FOR THE MEN

OF THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE.

lo every one of the theatre men who

are playing this attraction we want to

acknowledge the wholehearted skill and

the great showmanship which is now

contributing to making "Life With Father"

the record success it is.
WARNER BROS.

G&MCM&^Wl

UFfWITH FATHER
IN

COLOR Br

TECHNICOLOR

Directed by

.ELIZABETH TAYLOR '"S^Sfr^HowARo L;SsAYT^Sk<=«°''?f •michaelcurte buckner
F,om Oscar Seri.n's slairProOuciiooT Screen Play Dy Donald Ogden Stewart . Music by Max Sterner
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TOA Would Bring

WB, RKO Into Fold

(Continued from Page 1)

ners has avoided joining any exhib-

itor group as an organization. It was
anticipated here that top Warner
execs, will be contacted in an at-

tempt to bring the Warner houses

into TOA.
The MPTOA-ATA merger meeting

made two changes in its constitution

and by-laws which affected the pos-

sible membership of RKO in the new
TOA. The original draft of the con-

stitution recommended by a special

committee provided that "each of the
member national circuits of the-

aters shall designate a representa-
tive to serve as a Director." The
meeting, however, agreed that this

phrasing should be eliminated and
all directors should be selected on the
same basis: "Each member local,

state or regional trade association of
theater owners or operators shall

select and certify to the national as-
sociation one Director to represent
its association."

It was thought at the time that
representatives of national circuits

should "take their chances" of being
selected by local state or regional
groups. Following this action, how-
ever, it was proposed to the meeting
that the constitution be amended to
provide that three members of the
Board shall be selected "at large."
This amendment was approved and
is expected to bring RKO back into

,

the fold.

11 Distributors Sign VA
Deals for Hospital Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Veterans Adminis-

tration has signed contracts with 11
distributors to release 16 and 35 mm.
films to VA hospitals and homes dur-
ing the remainder of 1947 and the
first half of 1948, it is announced.
Firms include M-G-M, RKO, Uni-
versal, United Artists, Eagle-Lion,
Monogram, Columbia, Republic,
Film Classics and 20th-Fox.

United Artists and Film Classics
will supply only 3.5 mm. prints, but
the others will make available both
16 and 35 mm. prints. Films, Inc.
and Ideal Pictures will act as dis-
tributing agents.
VA revealed that 11,000 films were

shown in all VA hospitals and homes
during July. Of these 2,322 were 35
mm. and 8,679 were 16 mm. bedside
showings.
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Tuesday's Tidings
• • • GENE AUTRY, in our midst for the rodeo, will host a litt'.e

get together in the Warwick's Pine Room on Thursday. ... • Irwin

Shaw, playwright and author, and sometime of Ho'.Iywood, takes over as

the New Republic's drama critic with the issue of the 29th. ... • Sax

Rohmer, who gets in tomorrow on the SS Queen Mary, is reported bring-

ing a Dr. Fu Manchu play for Broadway and later, Phil M. suspects, for

the fi!ms. ... • Paramount, on the hunt for new synonyms for super-

colossal, incomparable, unparalleled, etc., is tossing a Superlative Party

in the Rainbow Room a week from tonight, promising to bestow $1,030

upon the nimble-witted person who coins the best new superlative

description of Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered." ... • Louella Parsons,

a charter member of the New York Women's Newspaper Club, will be

star speaker at its Silver Anniversary dinner dance at the Waldorf-Astoria

Starlight Room on Nov. 21. LOP will move her Louella Parsons Sunday

Night Radio Show to the New York studios of ABC for that week only.

• • • ECONOMY NOTE IN PASSING: Popular mid-town eatery

has substituted peanuts for the traditional walnuts in its maple ice

cream There ought to be a law. etc.!

T T
• • • THE NEW YORK TIMES' Tom Pryor, intrigued no end by

producer John W. Rogers' proposal to Prime Minister Attlee that Anglo-

American fi'.m trade relations go on a barter system, was moved to type

thusly: "The possibilities inherent in such trading ore fascinating

to contemplate. Imagine, for instance, the consternation in the mercantile

world were Melro-Goldwyn-Moyer, Twentieth Century-Fox or the Warner

Brothers to establish a nation-wide chain of men's and women's apparel

shoppes staffed by such glamorous sales people as Lana Turner, Clark

Gable, Betty Grable, Tyrone Power, Arm Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart.

Macy's and Gimbals and all the rest probably would hove to get into

the movie business themselves."

T T
• • • DIDJA CATCH the TIME article on Matty Fox, inspired by

his latest g'mmick, "Bub-o-Ioon," which is coining a mint in drug and

fen-cent stores throughout the country? ... • The motion picture's iden-

tification with world affairs, through the instrumentality of its men and

women, was signaFy pointed up anew on Saturday night when Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., producer, star and corporate director, was the presiding

officer at the United Nations Week dinner here of the American Associa-

tion for the United Nations. ... • Donald Nelson, SIMPP president, who
heads for Washington from Hollywood again today, may be going to

Britain shortly on the confiscatory tax situation Decision will rest

largely on what develops at the capital and at subsequent huddles

here. ... • You have the word of Gaynor Maddox, NEA food authority,

for the fact that five quarts of milk now cost the some as two movie

tickets. ... • Republic's Orson Welles production of "Macbeth" is

reported heading for a December release. ... • It hasn't been an-

nounced officially yet but Ted Baldwin has been upped to director of

publicity and exploitation for Selznick.

T
• • • ISN'T ANYTHING SAFE in this industry? Henry A.

- Wallace's New Republic for Sept. 22 reveals, via an article by Thomas
Whiteside, the "trade secrets and techniques"—so help Phil M.!—of

trailer making Most any issue now, you may expect to find Louella

O. Parsons doing a Hollywood column for the NR.TV
• • • BROADWAY IS CHUCKLING over the ads in the Sunday
papers for "The Outlaw." ... 9 A study in restrained elegance, they

were in the form of an engraved invitation to "View Miss Jane Russell in

Mr. Howard Hughes' production of 'The Outlaw.' R.S.V.P. yet!

Texas Lines Up Solons

For Copyright Changes'!

(Continued from Page 1)

ater Owners of America.

Project was started in late August

with the organization of a Central

committee which decided to fip'-^ ^the

ASCAP music license demai., Jvia.¥

the copyright law amendment plan.

To effectuate this a committee was

appointed in each of the 21 Con-

i;

gressional districts to interview the^i;

Representative.

Committeemen were dravtTi from

both circuit and individual sources

some appointed by O'Donnell, some

by H. A. Cole of Allied, and some by

Henry Reeve of Texas Theater Own-
ers, with a district chairman named
in each case.

Cole, as liaison between the Cen-
tral committee and the district chair-

man, reports results as follows:

Nine Representatives are definitely

committed to the cause of the ex-

hibitors; three expressed sympathy
but were non-committal, while seven

so far have not been available. Two
chairmen have not reported.
Most of the interviews were held

by two or three exhibitors, but the

latest interview in Palestine, J. F.

Jones, R. & R. manager, chairman,
set a new pattern. Jones, O. L.

Smith, and J. R. Hollomon, called a

general area meeting of exhibitors

which resulted in 25 attendants at

a luncheon to interview Rep. Tom
Pickett, who made a speech in which
he committed himself to support the

theater position.

When the full record is in, with
present indication of exceptional
strength, the Central committee will

recommend a similar move in other
states. The expectancy is that the
present percentage of Representa-
tives favoring the copyright law-

change will be maintained.

Amended Criminal Info to

Be Filed Against Petrillo

UJEDDinC BELLS

{Continued from Page 1)

the Lea Act was upheld.
Kerner said when papers are re-

ceived from Washington, he will go
before Federal Judge Walter LaBuy,
who dismissed the Government
charges against Petrillo, and ask for

an early trial date.

Hermann-Arnold
Minneapolis—Marcella Hermann,

secretary to office manager, M-G-M
branch, will be married Sept. 27 to

Al Arnold in Minneapolis.

Peters-Raymond
Minneapolis — Verdan Peters,

Paramount ledger clerk, was mar-
ried to William Raymond.

k£kta
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!ixhibs.CanNoLonger|TOA's Destiny in Their Hands UA Books 7 Films on

'SitBa(l("-Gamble

(Continued from Page 1)

lave to recognize the importance of

hese problems and "realize they
an no longer sit back and watch the
TOrld go by."
C 'ble also underlined the im-

)oi je of exhibs. getting closer to

he people and "stop public fights

dthm the industry."

He said that some exhibs. "unfor-
tunately have contributed greatly to

I poor public understanding of the

ndustry."
The new TOA head emphasized

;hat the whole question of theater
idmissions must be studied in the
ight of domestic and foreign prob-
ems. He said the number one
'grave problem" of the industry is

;he question of taxes and pledged
he TOA to a vigorous fight against
anfair taxation. He pointed out, too,

hat the whole question of Federal
admissions tax would probably have

be thrashed out all over again,

because of changes in the general
price situation. Although Congres-
sional sentiment a few months ago
was in favor of lowering the admis-
sions tax, he said this had now
changed and the entire fight would
have to begin anew.
Under Gamble's leadership, the

TOA is expected to take quick ac-

tion on the following: ASCAP rate

increases; taxation, and the trend to-

'wards additional roadshow films.
.' Gamble made it clear, however,
as did the delegates to the merger
meeting, that this action would not

be confined to "writing press re-

leases and irate letters." Compro-
mise seems to be the order of the
new group but a compromise pro-

.gram based on "reality."

On both the ASCAP and advanced
admissions issues, the TOA answer
is "negotiation." It is Gamble's posi-

tion, however, that more can be ac-

complished through this means than
with "condemning" such practices

only in the form of resolutions.

Gamble yesterday denied published
reports that Dave Palfreyman of

MPAA and H. M. Richey of Metro
were under consideration as possible

successors to Robert Coyne, TOA ex-

ecutive director.

Gamble said there was "no truth"

to the reports. He had high praise

for Palfreyman and Richey but said

there had been no discussion of pos-
sible successors to Coyne by the new
executives of TOA.
Coyne will remain with TOA until

the new organization is well under

j

way then will enter the exhibition

field with Gamble.

CHARTERED

• GROUP OF TOA OFFICERS, photographed in Washington shortly after their election

to top spots in the merged exhibitor organization. Photograph includes, from left to

right, in the first row: Charles P. Skouras, treasurer; Fred Wehrenberg, chairman of the

board; Ted R. Gamble, president; M. A. Lightman, and William Crockett, regional vice-

presidents.

In the second row are: Morris Loewenstein, secretary; Herman Hunt, Edward Zorn,

Merritt Kyster, Mitchell Wolfson and Arthur Lockwood, regional vice-presidents.

Third row: Robert J. O'Donnell, Lewen Pizor, Mack Jackson, E. V. Richards, Harry

Lowenstein, regional vice-presidents; Herman Levy, general counsel, and Si Fabian,

regional vice-president.

UA, Enterprise Refuse to

Withdraw "Body and Soul"

(Continued from Page 1)

and David L. Loew, chairman of the
Enterprise board, have written let-

ters to Charles Johnston, BMG pres-
ident, outlining their position.

Sears observed, "You will not be
too overwhelmed^ we hope, by our
answer, which is a vehement "no'."

Pointing out that the picture was
not made to vilify the boxing pro-
fession, he said that it was produced
under the eyes of fight experts. Sears
suggested that the Guild protest was
based on hearsay and invited John-
ston to see the picture.

Adding his refusal to withdraw
"Body and Soul," Loew observed that

as in all fields where there is a pos-

sibility of gain, boxing has attracted

a minority of unscrupulous oppor-
tunists. However, he said, "It is to

the great credit of the boxing pro-

fession that it has been able to hold

these abuses to a minimum."

I SAG Moves to Protect

{Guild Shop Provisions

(Continued from Page 1)

bers who desire that SAG continue
its guild shop. Move is in line with
a Taft-Hartley law provision mak-
ing it necessary for SAG to hold a
special election, under the supervi-
sion of the NLRB, on the question.
Before such an election is scheduled,
SAG must file proof that 30 per cent
of its members desire the guild shop.
SAG previously announced that

it is complying with another Taft-
Hartley provision by filing annual
financial statements and non-Com-
munist affidavits by officers.

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES, INC., Law BIdg.,

Kansas City; 30 shares of $100 por value stock;

by F. A. Cochran, G. W. DeHoven, Jr., and V. E.

Phillips.

GORFLAX THEATERS, INC., Brooklyn; 100

shares of no par stock; to operate theaters, by

George N. Gorayeb, Sadie Gorayeb, Seymour
Flax.

Film, City Leaders Shaping
Production Code for N. Y.

Industry recommendations and
Municipal obligations are being

sifted this week towards getting at

a working code for Eastern produc-

tion. Judge Edward C. Maguire, city

film co-ordinator, told The Film
Daily yesterday.
With all data at hand, Maguire is

now conferring with city department
heads and working out definitions of

legal terminology to be used in the

code subsequently to be inaugurated
for film making here.

Following a series of confabs with
industry representatives and various
department heads and commission-
ers, Maguire said he plans no future

meetings "for some time" until all

his information is fully co-ordinated.

Then results will be submitted to

Mayor O'Dwyer for approval and
official go-ahead sign.

Rank, E-L, GCP Win Move
To Appeal Court Order

(Continued from Page 1)

Eagle-Lion and General Cinema Fi-
nance, three defendants in an action
by Empire-Universal and United
World of Canada. Latest decision
enables defendants to contest an
order allowing service of writs in

the Ontario action outside the local
jurisdiction in either the United
States or Britain.

Funeral Rites Held for

Former Mayor LaGuardia

Rank's Gaumont Chain

(Continued from Page 1)

including four in downtown Los An-
geles and one in San Francisco.
The board directed Sears to "move

as rapidly as possible in that direc-

tion." The company already owns a
small interest in several of the
houses involved.
On the foreign front, Arthur W-

Kelly, UA executive vice-president,
told the board that he had been suc-
cessful in booking seven current UA
features to play England's Rank-
controlled Gaumont circuit, with the
possibility that two or three other
pix will be added to the deal. This
move is seen as representing a
break in the UA-Rank impasse of
past months.

Kelly, who returned over the week-
end from a four weeks stay in Brit-
ain, also revealed that negotiations
were pending for playing time on
England's ABC circuit. The UA ex-
ecutive will discuss the British sit-

uation at length at an industry press
conference called for today.
The board also officially approved

an agreement entered into by the
company's management some time
ago whereby UA will handle dis-

tribution of "The Roosevelt Story,"
a Tola production.

Harry Carey Dead at 69
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held tomorrow for Harry Carey,
69, veteran screen star and .cowboy
hero of the silent screen, who died
Sunday at his home in Brentwood.
Surviving are his wife, Olive Golden,
silent screen actress, and two chil-

dren, Harry Carey, Jr., and Mrs. Ella
Carey Taylor.
He appeared in nearly 400 motion

pictures, starting with a series of
Westerns produced on Staten Island.
Later Carey worked for Biograph
and went to Hollywood with D. W.
Griffith, to become one of the out-
standing Western players of his
day. In recent years he had played
character roles on the screen and
made a number of successful Broad-
way stage appearances.

L. F. Randolph Dies
Harrison, N. J.—Industry veteran,

and for 17 years with RCA, L. F.
Randolph, of RCA Equipment Tube
Sales, died Sept. 15, after being ill

several weeks.

Funeral services for Fiorello H.
LaGuardia, former mayor of New
York, were held yesterday at the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine.
During his three terms as mayor,
LaGuardia espoused the cause of
Eastern film production. He had
many friends within the motion pic-

ture industry and often was con-
sulted on motion picture problems.

Son of Harry Douglas Dies

Dana, Ind.—Paul Douglas, eight-

year-old son of Harry Douglas, op-
erator of the Dana Theater, died
after a brief illness.

Binford Passes Ball
To Memphis Attorney
Memphis—Lloyd T. Binford, chair-

man of the Memphis and Shelby

County Board of Censors, met the

announcement by the MPAA, United

Artists and Hal Roach that his ban on

"Curley" will be made a legal target

with a sidestepping "Let George Do
It."

"A court action," said Binford, "is

a matter for the city attorney."

Otherwise, Binford expressed the

opinion that "my letter (to UA, ad-

vising of the ban) speaks for itself."
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SMPE Forum to Hear

Theater Experts

A panel of more than 50 experts
covering all phases of theater design,
construction, equipment and main-
tenance is being assembled to take
part in the open forum discussion
that will occupy a major portion of
the Theater Engineering Conference
sessions of the 62nd semi-annual
covention of the SMPE, Oct. 20-24,

at the Hotel Pennsylvania, it was
revealed by James Frank, Jr., chair-
man of the local arrangements com-
mittee, at a luncheon of the conven-
tion's steering groups yesterday in

the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Each clinical session will have a

group of experts seated at a front
table, with others distributed through
the audience, to answer questions
and amplify any points on which ad-
ditional information is required. This
arrangement is designed with a view
to keeping the papers and discus-
sions on a level understandable to
the many theatennen who will be
present and also to any layman at-
tending.

C. R. Keith, editorial vice-presi-
dent of the Society, reported that
more than 40 papers already have
been set for the convention. All will
be brief, so that about two-thirds of
the time can be devoted to open dis-

cussion. To facilitate this floor dis-
cussion, a public address system
with at least 12 microphones scat-
tered through the audience is being
set up by Harry B. Braun.
Many of the leading theater cir-

cuits already have indicated their
intention of sending their district
managers, maintenance men and
other representatives to the The-
ater Engineering Conference and the
Scientific - Educational Exhibit, ac-
cording to Frank. Exhibit manager
Robert T. Kenworthy reported that
the number of firms signed up for
booth space has increased to 30.
Don E. Hyndman of the television

committee said there is a good like-
lihood that a showing of RCA tele-
vision equipment will be one of the
convention features.

Other speakers were Earl I. Spon-
able, executive vice-president; W. C.
Kunzmann, convention vice - presi-
dent; Lester B. Isaac, luncheon and
banquet chairman; Leonard Satz,
chairman of the theater engineering
conference papers committee, and
Boyce Nemec, executive secretary.
Also at the luncheon were Herbert

Bamett, Henry Anderson, Helen M.
Stote, Charles S. Perkins, Leonard
Bidwel] and Don Gillette.

J 4,000 See ''Foxes,*'
Bravintf Hurricane

New Orleans, La.—With this city

under emergency hurricane condi-

tions, over 14,030 persons jammed
the 3,400-seat Saenger throughout
Saturday to see the world premiere
of 20th-Fox's "Foxes of Harrow."
Evening performances with the storm
somewhat abated, attracted a capac-
ity crowd.

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
B7 RALPH WnjC

HOLLYWOOD

r\OR0THY LAMOUR, now free-lancing, is being sought by Jack Wrather

for his first Allied Artists release, "Follow Me Quietly." ... -^ Orson

Welles has signed with Edward Small for the title role in "Cagliostro," a

screen biography of the eighteenth century mystic, which Gregory Ratoff is

directing in Rome. Other American members of the cast include Nancy

Guild, Akim Tamiroff and Frank Latimore. ... ^ Sports announcer, Sam

Baiter, will write and narrate basketball game sequences for "Big Town

Scandal," Pine-Thomas Para, production. , . . if Para, has lined up two

more Musical Parade Featurettes which will roll shortly; "Gypsy Holiday,"

with Groucho Marx's son, Arthur, and "Talent Scout," based on a story by

Frank Bracht, Para, film editor. ... if Metro producer. Jack Cummings, has

returned from a jaunt to Mexico where he selected suitable locations for

"Viva Zapata," which he will produce later this year. Story is based on the

life of Emiliano Zapata, Mexican revolutionary who commanded a guerriia

army 1910 to 1919. ... if Jose Iturbi's first two appearances on his South

American concert tour will be in Lima and Bolivar.

CRNEST HALLER begins his twenty-first year as a cinematographer on

Warner Bros. "Winter Meeting," his tenth Bette Davis film Russell

Simpson checks in at Columbia for "Coroner Creek," which stars Randolph

Scott and Marguerite Chapman. ... i^ Jerry Fairbanks is hard at work

in Honolulu making an "Unusual Occupations," short featuring the making

of hula skirts and Hawaiian folk dancing. . . . Constance Bennett, co-

starring in Allied Artists' "Smart Woman," and dress designer, Adrian, will

take the negative side of the question, "Should We Accept the New Fashions

For Women?" on a Town Meeting of The Air broadcast emanating from

Dallas. Affirmative will be taken by Mrs. Howard Hawks and Fira Benenson.

. . . if Janet Blair ends 6!/2 years at Columbia when she finishes "Let's

Fall in Love" sometime in December. ... if Producer Leonard Goldstein

and director George Sherman now at work on "Tomahawk" at U-l have added

another, "Christmas Eve at Pilot Dutte" to their schedule. The pair are also

slated to do "Traditionally Yours" and "Velvet Fleece." The latest acquisi-

tion was filmed in 1921 under the title, "Desperate Trails."

* * •
I

UISE RAINER and Brian Donlevy will open in "Joan of Lorraine" in Detroit

Oct. 6th. That's the play that Ingrid Bergman and Sam Wanamaker scored

in so heavily on B'way last season. ... if Edward L. Alperson and Jack

Jungmeyer, Jr. plan to shoot their Twentieth-Fox production, "Richard, the

Lion Hearted" entirely in England. . . . if Remember Jerry Austin who

played the dwarf in "Saratoga' Trunk"? He's been signed by Warners for

the court jester role in "The Adventures of Don Juan." ... if Warners has

appointed Virginia Yates as national magazine editor, succeeding Peter

Cardozo, who has joined the writing dept. His first assignment is "Old

Enough To Know Better. . . . if "Crime Crushers" is the next in the

Bowery Boys series at Monogram, with Leo Gorcey starred. ... if Edgar G.

Ulmer, directing "Prelude To Night" for Producting Artists, celebrated his

43rd birthday at a set party at the Motion Picture Center. ... if "Night

Song" Is the final title for the Jo.hn Cromwell production at RKO which has

been previously called "Memory of Love."

• • •
EDWARD SMALL has borrowed Red Skelton and S. Sylvan Simon for his

Indie production "The Fuller Brush Man," which Columbia will distribute.

It will be an E. S. production with Simon directing and doing the actual

production work. Shooting starts next month ... if Having recently com-

pleted one of the top roles in "Two Guys From Texas," Warner starlet,

Dorothy Malone, has been assigned the second femme lead in "To The
Victor," starring Dennis Morgan and Viveca Lindfors. ... if Charles Boyer

is reported negotiating for the screen rights to "L'Tendresse," a French play

in which he appeared several years ago, to star himself and Ann BIyth. . .

if Para, has renewed William Holden's starring contract for two years and

talk is that they will co-star him and his wife, Brenda Marshall in a technicolor

N. J. Federation Madef

Permanent Group

Ot:

(Continued from Page 1)

all exhibitors in the state could con-

sider problems affecting them, with
the exclusion of trade practices.

The Federation discussed actional

regarding three threats cur \T>tly

facing New Jersey theater o\( Js—
the proposed state constitmion
v/hich would legalize bingo, the ex-

isting admission tax as it applies to

houses in "fourth-class cities," and
the need for mobilization against
any further 'extension of admission
levies.

George Gold was named perman
ent chairman of the board and all

trustees formerly appointed will

continue to serve. The Federation
will meet again on Oct. 8.

"Message" Pictures Are
Finding Exhibitors Leery

(Continued from Page 1)

Behind The Nation" and the "Thi.s

is Hollywood" series may be in for

some rocky times in many of the

nation's theaters. Hollyivood and
MPAA has pinned considerable hope
on these pix for informing the pub
lie of the greatness of this country
and also to present a fair picture of

the entire motion picture industry
including exhibition.

As far as most ATA-MPTOA dele-

gates to the merger meeting are
concerned, however, the films con
tain "propaganda" and as such
should not be forced on exhibs
Showing of these films should be left

to the discretion of individual exhibs
and should be offered free of charge,
most delegates agreed.

Insertion of "propaganda" m
newsreels also came in for sharp
criticism. A special Film Program
Committee submitted a report
unanimously approved by the meet
ing which criticized propaganda in

newsreels "however worthy the sub-

ject." As an example the committee
said that use of one of the news
reels for the Freedom Train "is an
imposition upon theaters which have
purchased a newsreel and have re

ceived instead a quite worthy propa
ganda film." The committee, how-
ever, looked at a film designated foi

exhibition in connection with the
Freedom Train "which it does recom
mend be used prior to the arrival

of the train in each community."

Also approved by the meeting was
a committee report stating that the
use of commercial advertising in

films is "growing and is improper.'^

STORKS
Hollywood—An eight-pound, three

ounce girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Lilley at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital. Lilley is a member of

Paramount's music department. The
baby, the Lilleys' first, will be named
Mary Susan.
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No Tele Co-operation

rom U. K. Film Cos.

REVIEWS Of nEUJ flLm5?"5k«"[«Houses

"My Father's House" "The Foxes of Harrow'

(Continued from Page 1)

:'used, especially since Rank's recent

itteranccs," Gorham replied to the

juery regarding Rank's position in

:he video field. The British Post
3fF • Gorham pointed out, would
-la . decide whether J. Arthur
RanK will get a fi-equency to oper-

ate a television station. The cine-

magnate's experiments in theater

tele, however, is not dependent upon
a governmental green light.

a "His (Rank's) big screen tele-

vision is pretty good," Gorham
added. "'So far as I know, it isn't

installed anywhere. ... So far. Rank
hasn't actively co-operated with
BBC." Gorham made the point sev-

eral times that the film industry puts

all sorts of stumbling blocks in the

way of BBC regarding co-operation

on television.

Though he was reluctant to make
any comparisons between U. S. and
U. K. television, Gorham finally

made these observations: "You have
a wonderful chance to do a good
slick job here. . . . But you tend to

get a better balanced program in

Britain than in America. ... From
what I've seen in the two weeks I've

been here, we've done more work.
. . . Our studio production is better.

. . . less lighting . . . better modelling
in the picture ..."
Regular programs including plays,

documentaries, illustrated talks,
variety shows, ballet, sports events

and the unit's own film shots, are

shov/n daily from 3 to 4 p.m. and
from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Gorham
said.

Video sets range in price from £52
to £128, are usually bought for

novelty value, Gorham pointed out.

Later, however, he said, the video

audience finds an absorbing interest

in the televised stage plays and other

story material adapted for the med-
ium. Plays by Shakespeare, Shaw,
O'Neill, Ibsen and Wilde have been
well received.
Gorham noted that most of the

audience—latest figures show there

are at least 21,000 sets in use—are

not regular theatergoers and so are

not inclined to be overly critical to-

ward the dramatic fare served up by
BBC's video department.
About 12 firms manufacture

video sets. Last January they were
turning out about 2,400 a week.
Production, however, because of ma-
terials and labor shortages, has fal-

len to one-third.

BBC's video staff, including scene
shifters and the 20 producers total

27.5. There are two studios with

(Palestinian Cast) !

Kline-Levin 85 Mins.

FAIR OFFERING SEEMS INDICATED FOR
A SPECIAL AUDIENCE.

Fine but infrequent flashes of direction

and photography serve to enhance this semi-

documentary virhich was wholly filmed in

Palestine and Jerusalem in the real settings

with Rex Harrison, Maureen O'Hara

20th-Fox 117 Mins.

SELLING INDICATED: HAS NAME VAL-
UES. PRODUCTION, GOOD PERFORM-
ANCES.

Leisurely and at some great length in

"The Foxes of Harrow" the motion picture

again applies itself to Creole days and rudi-

mentary foundations of once great families
of the Meyer Levin story. The cast was ...
recruited from various theater groups. They !

a"d fortunes. It is a period piece that de

reveal unfamiliarity with the medium and Pends on basic characterizations for dra

consequently performances for the most part
|

matic unfoldment. It adds a little to th,

are not quite up to accepted standards. It^'"''";
., , ,„ , ,, „,.,

might be said, however, that the thread of '
John M. Stahl s version, produced by Wil-

the story is capably woven into the fabric

that makes up the whole and evolves an apt

narrative.

When the adaptation concentrates on the

basic problem of a refugee boy who escaped

from Central European concentration camps,

it has certain merit. But there are also far-

fetched sequences in which 10-year olds

discuss metempsychosis.

The narrative unfolds against scenes rang-

ing from the picturesque to the barren and

desolate. The youngster, David, arrives in

Palestine clandestine. y and immediately sets

out in search of his parents. All he fnows

is his father's name. Headstrong and acting

on childish impulse, he goes from place to

place finally winding up in Jerusalem where

he suffers a nervous collapse that causes

him to revert to infantilism. He is hos-

pitalized.

Another story, that of Miriam, a victim of

the Nazi Feldkorps, is interwoven with

David's. She is trying to forget her trying

past. At the conclusion the boy is taken to

a new settlement where both he and Miriam

find fulfillment of their needs, the one a

parent, the other a new interest in life.

Although its basic theme is current, this

film seems indicated for a special audience.

Dialogue is English. Distribution has not

been set.

CREDITS; Producers, Herbert Kline. Meyer

Levin; Director, Herbert Kline; From the novel

by Meyer Levin; Photography, Floyd Crosby;

Music, Henry Brant; Film editor, Peter Elgar;

:>ound, David Scott.

DIRECTION, Effective. PH0T0GRA6HY, Good.

E. Greenwich Hearing Today
East Greenwich, R. I.—A public

hearing on a proposed ordinance

which would require fire-proof con-

struction in theaters will be held to-

.^ay by the Town Council. Hear-

ing results from the petition of the-

ater interests for the law which
would prevent conversion of a

ATcoden building here into a theater.

FEmmE TOUCH

National TheaterSHIRLEY BAKER, secretary,

Supply, Denver.

DONNA ROYSTER, contract clerk. Paramount,
Denver.

DOROTHY GAILUS, biller. Paramount, Denver.

BETTY MEULHAUSEN, secretary, Eagle-Lion,

Denver.

four tele cameras in one and three

in the other. Total weekly program
cinie ranges from 28 hours in the

^Vinter to more than 40 in the Sum-
mer.
The £1,000,000 tele budget is

drawn from audio and video license

:ees. The Tieasury, however, de-

cides how much BBC gets from the

.icense fees. It will be at least three

.Tiore years before a tele station and

studio is built at Birmingham. Post

Office has to give the ckay for fur-

her tele links. Right now, BBC has

.10 research in color tele. Feeling

is that it's still a long way off.

BBC intends to have a regular

newsreel program going by this

Christmas, Gorham said.

Mam A. Bacher, recreates New Orleans in

its most colorful early 19hh century period,

its people, a way of life. To this has been

added the intrusion of an Irishman. He is

the Fox of Harrow. Fox is the family name,

Harrow the ancestral home. This role is

played by Rex Harrison, and well, too.

Previously the Southern scene and the

Delta country have been fashioned into

spectacular background to enhance the in-

herent drama of the people. The focus

strays from the chief character, as is neces-

sary, to enlarge and bring onto the scene

people who resolve the development of his

life. In this fashion the narrative is made
whole. Resultantly it is a coherent scen-

ario. But if there was more concentration

on the chief character it possibly would

have been something better.

Plucked from his mother's arms an in-

fant, illegitimately born Harrison grows to

manhood in America and is first seen be-

ing set out on a sandbar for being found

out a crooked gambler. Before the tide

comes in he is rescued, brought to New
Orleans. Immediately he meets up with

Richard Haydn, a decadent aristocrat and

then in no time flat confronts Miss O'Hara

whom he had previously met in the river

boat.

He runs a bagatelle into a fortune via

cards, plays for bigger stakes, wins, kills a

plantation owner. Soon he is building Har-

row. Not much later he marries Miss

O'Hara but after their wedding night it is

a marriage in name only. Seems Harrison

spent most of the night with the boys in

the wine cellar. After that the door is

bolted.

Harrison finds solace on Rampart Street.

His properties grow, he expands into a fair

empire. Miss O'Hara bears his child. This

brings Harrison home for the substance of

the characterization is his erection of a

secure life for his offspring. This interlude

is short-lived for the boy dies after an acci-

dent. Harrison returns to his bottle and

tart. A depression occurs. Harrow is strip-

ped to meet the financial crisis and after

To Play Foreign Pix

(Continued from Page li

Nightingales" and 20th-Fox's "I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now."
Bill opens tomorrow at a number

of Skouras houses, and subsequently
will be shown in all Skouras the-

aters.

Policy, it was explained by George
P. Skouras, president, was instituted

because "We are convinced now that

the American public likes the best

of the foreign-language films, and
that they will like them more. We
frankly do not consider what we are
doing as experimental. We are way
past that stage."

It was pointed out that "The
King's Jester," an Italian film, was
shown in a number of Skouras
houses as a test and that circuit

executives were impressed by the
reaction contained in thousands of

comment cards, which, it was stated,

were 95 per cent favorable to for-

eign language pictures.

Other foreign-language films

scheduled to play the entire circuit

are "Open City" and "The Well-
Digger's Daughter."

Miriam Howell to Head
FAC's New York Office

Charles Feldman, president of

Famous Artists Corp. of Hollywood
and New York, announced at the
week-end that Miriam Howell, for-

mer Eastern production rep. for

Samuel Goldwyn, will become head
of FAC's New York office commenc-
ing Oct. 1. Previous to her associa-

tion with Samuel Goldwyn, Miss
Howell was head of the Myron Selz-

'lick office in New York.

weathering the storm Harrison and Miss

O'Hara unite to be together for the first

time since their marriage.
CAST: Rex Harrison, Maureen O'Hara, Richard

Haydn, Victor McLaglen, Vanessa Brown, Pa-

tricia Medina, Gene Lockhart, Charles Irwin,

Hugo Haas, Dennis Hoey, Roy Roberts, Marcel
Journet, Renee Beard, Kenneth Washington.

CREDITS: Producer, William A. Bacher; Di-

rector, John M. Stahl; Screenplay, Wanda Tuc-
hock; Based on the novel by Frank Yerby;

Musical direction, Alfred Newman; Photography,

Joe La Shelle; Art direction, Lyie Wheeler;

Maurice Ransford; Music, David Buttolph; Or-

chestral arrangements, Maurice De Packh; Set

decorations, Thomas Little, Paul S. Fox; Edi-

torial supervision, James B. Clark; Sound, George
Leverett, Roger Heman.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very

Good.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

NEW YORK
TRADE SHOWING

OF

"DICK TRACY MEETS GRUESOME"
THURSDAY, SEPT. 25 at 2:30 P. M.

RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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u . K. may oanv dmtv CHuncE unrii bpril

UA Will Make Six Features in England in Year
£275,000 Budgets Planned;
Deal with Participating

U. K. Partners is Set

UA is about to enter into an
"elaborate plan" whereby the com-
pany will produce six features in

England during the coming year,

Arthur W. Kelly, executive vice-

president, told the industry press

yestetday.
Films will be made in collabora-

ti:n With British partners and bud-
geted at around 276,000 pounds each,

Kelly stated. He was not at liberty

to divulge the names of the pros-

pective partners, but said that he
(Continued on Page 6)

GUEST EDITORIAL

^

ABC Slock Offering

Is Oversubscribed

Philadelphia—Offering of 165,134

shares of the $1 par common stock

of ABC Vending Corp. was oversub-

scribed and the books closed by
Reynolds & Co., which handled the

sale. Shares, offered at $7.50 per

share, included 120,000 shares to be

sold by certain stockholders, repre-

senting approximately 20 per cent

(Continued on Page 8)

5 Century Theaters

In Juvenile Project

Catering to its juvenile clientele,

Ontury circuit will inaugurate its

"Sat-R-Day Camps" shows at the

Mayfair and Patio in Brooklyn and

at the Sunnyside, Freeport and

(Continued on Page 7)

Balahan, Skouras to

Huh Appeal Dinner
Boston—Barney Balaban, national

chairman of the Motion Picture divi-

sion; Spyros P. Skouras, national

chairman of the non-sectarian divi-

sion of motion picture industry, and

Louis Novins assistant to Balaban,

will attend the dinner for the com-

bined Jewish Appeal, Boston motion

picture division, at the Hotel Brad-

ford, 0:tober 1st. Philip Smith and

Sam Pinanski are co-chairmen in the

local drive.

Lei^s Keep Tjhem Colossal
By PAU;. HUNTER

Revision Tied in With U. K.

Budget; Kelly Confident
Of Compromise Eventually

Publisher, Liberty Magazine
I

r\URlNG the ruckus over the British tax^on American movies, we had the feeling that^ many citizens regarded Hollywood's plight with indifference. The general attitude

seemed to be: What it they are down to thelir last swimming pool!

Many people think of Hollywood as an essentially frivolous place. They picture it as a

tinsel town of champagne and dancing gir|s.

To such people the true facts about Hollywood will be enlightening. It is in reality a

manufacturing city of grueling activity. There's fun, as there is anywhere, but studio

workers probably labor longer and haroer than most industrial workers.

PONDER this, too: Movies employ more than 20J000 Americans, and pay them nearly

$550,000,000 a year. The industry has more than a two-biilion-doliar investment in

theaters, studios, and distributing companies. Obviously, it's the world's largest user of

cameras and film.

If you still be.ieve movies are expendable fluff, consider that Hollywood is one of the

(Continued on Page 7)

Johnslon, Nelson in i Marshall Plan Seen

(J. K. Tax Confab Today Solving U. K. Impasse

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY :

Washington—With a united Indus-;

try stand expected to result, MPAAi
President Eric Johnston and Donald
Nelson, SIMPP prexy, will meet to-

day to discuss a 'joint program" of

(Continued on Page 7)

SOO Cities May Adopt
Basic Building Code

Columbus, O.— ihe basic building

code of the Building Officials Con-
ference of America, Inc., climaxing

months of intensive work by 70 of

the nation's outstanding building

code experts, was presented to in-

dustry groups at a conference which
continues in session today. The code

(Continued on Page 6)

The Marshall Plan is viewed by
David Rose as the best available

solution to the Anglo-American film

impasse. The producer said here
yesterday that a sizeable loanto put
Britain back into a healthy produc-
tive position would obviate any need

(Continued on Page 7)

The British government may very
well postpone any modification of
the 75 per cent ad valorem duty on
American films
until April, 194c
it was indicatet

yesterday by Ar-

1

thur W. Kelly
UA exe c ut i v >

vice-president, a
an industry pres.

conference.
Kelly, who ha

just returne(
from Englani
where he wa;
successful in ob
taining circui
playing time foi

|

seven of the 1.

QA pictures now
available there, KELLY
declared that although the tax may
possibly be discussed by November,
Britain faces so many significant

problems vital to her very existence

(Continued on Page 6)

75% Tax Stumbling Block

To Move UA Dates in U. K.

Additional playmg time commit-
ments for UA product in British

theaters awaits clarification of the

muddled situation that has arisen

out of the 75 per cent tax, Arthur

(Continued on Page 7)

TOA Board Meets Next Month
Gamble fo Convene Directors in H'wood

U. K. Studios Cannot

ill PIx Gap-Kelly

Arthur W. Kelly, UA executive

vice-president, saw no evidence of

greater activity among British pro-

ducers during his recently concluded

visit to England and doubts their

ability to fill the product gap that

's certain to manifest itself within

six months if there is no modifica-

tion of the ad valorem duty on
American films.

An important factor in the way
of increased production, Kelly said

yesterday, was the excessive length

of time required by British produc-

( Continued on Page 8)

9 New Theaters Approved,
45 Turned Down by OHE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Five times as many

theater applications—costing nearly

10 times as much—were denied last

week as approved, the Office of the

Housing Expediter announced yes-

(Continued on Page 6)

The board of directors of TOA
will hold its first meeting in" Los

Angeles in late October, Ted Gamble,

president, told The Film Daily yes-

terday.
Merging of all parallel ATA and

MPTOA units, and the reactivation

of inert groups is expected to be

completed by that time. Each unit
(Continued on Page 3)

Cleveland Slaps on
3% Ticket Impost

Cleveland, —Upon recommenda-

tion of the legislative committee, the

City Council passed the municipal 3

per cent amusement tax by 30 to 3

vote.
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Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Kam L. Gogtay.
Kitab Mahal, lUO Hornby Kd., Fort. Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Filiiiafrio, 8 Hue Charras.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Fiaucis
Xavier St. VANCOUVER-Jack Droy, 411 Lyrii
Theater Bldg, SYDNEY-Bowden Fletcher, 19 Jloxon
Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, VY 2110. BRUS-
SELS—Jean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN—.Tohn Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3.
Copenhagen-Van Loese. ROME—.^ohn Pprdlcarl V'a
y-;idoTlsl 16. Phone. 4275S. MOVTRVIDEO— Dr.
"alter Srhuck, Cerrlto 597. MEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Calle de Paris 12. BUDAPEST
Andor Lajta, Filmmuve.'!7etl Evkonyv, Thokolv-ul
.5, Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Geis,
Erstagaten 18 (111).
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Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount . .

.

RKo
;

;

Republic Pict
20th Cenutry-Fox

. . ,

20th Cent-Fox pfd.. .

20th Cent-Fox ppf.. ,

Universal Pict

Universal Pict. pfd.. .

Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. , . ,

RKO
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
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Bergman Venice Honor
Venice (By Cable)—Ingrid Berg-

man has been awarded highest act-
ing honors for her role in SRO's
"Spellbound," at the Venice Fes-
tival. Her performance was voted
the best of the year.

Hold Poller Rites
Funeral services have been held

for Mrs. Ida Poller, 84, mother of
M. G. Poller, assistant to Robert
Mochrie, RKO vice-president in
charge of domestic distribution. Mrs.
Poller was interred at Mount Leb-
anon Cemetery.

comma flno come
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, Eastern general

sales manager of UA, left yesterday for Pitts-
burgh.

SAM SHAIN, director of exhibitor and public
relations for the distribution department of
20th-Fox, has returned to the home office from
a trip to Washington and Philadelphia.

EDMUND GOULDING who recently completed
directing "N.gntmore Alley" for 20th-Fox, hos
arrived in New York for o brief stay,

ROBERT RISKIN, producer of RKO's "Magic
Town," arrives from the Coast Monday.

TERRY TURNER, national exploitation director

for RkO, is in Chicago and will go to Milwaukee.

NORTON V. RITCHEY, president of Monogram
International, has returned to London trom
Lisbon.

JOSEF AUERBACH, prexy of Optima Int'l, has
just returned trom a quick trip abroad.

MOSE GUMBLE, of WB's music publishing sub-
sidiary, leaves tor the West Coast on Saturday.

ARTHUR TREACHER has returned from a vo-
cotion- in England.

MRS. PAUL LUKAS flew tp the West Coast
yesterday,

GRAD SEARS. UA prexy, ond MAURY ORR,
UA Western division soies manager,, were sciieo-

uied to fly via TWA yesterdoy, to L. A.

CHICO MARX, comedian, arrives today on the
liner Queen Mary. Among his fellow passengers
are: LEE EPHRAIM, Brit.sn legit producer, and
MRS. EfHRAlM; CICELY COUKlNtlDGE, stor or

tpnra.m s revue, "Under tne Counter," opening
on Broadway Oct. 2; JACK HUlBERT, director

Df tne snow and husband of the temme star;

A. C. W. NIGHriNGALE, general manager or

rne D'Oyly Carte Opera company; MARQulS G.
de CUEVAS, owner of the Ballet Kusse de Monte
Carlo; and the group's manager, F. LA CLOCHc;
GUY BOLTON, plo/wright and MRS. BOLTON;
SAX ROHMER, novelist and creotor of Dr. Fu
,«anchu, and MRS. ROHMER.

MANNY SMERLING of Confection Cabinet has
returned to Chicago from conferences at tne
Newark, N. J. headquarters.

HOWARD LUBLINER, director of Lubliner-Trinz
circuit, Chicago, and his wife are in Canada on
vacation.

DeMille to be Luncheon
Guest at Cincinnati

Cincinnati—Cecil B. DeMille will
be guest of honor at a luncheon to
oe neld Oct. 7 in the Netherland
Plaza Hotel, the day Paramount's
'Unconquered" opens at the Capitol
Theater. About 100 of this city's
leading citizens will attend the
luncheon for the film's producer-
director.

Cincinnati visit will be the second
on DeMille's 11-city tour, starting in
Pittsburgh on .Oct. .3. From here he
will proceed to Cleveland.

Before starting his tour, DeMille
will be honor guest at the induction
of new officers of the Paramount Pic-
tures Club at a meeting scheduled
in the home office recreation room on
Sept. 30. Honorary membership in
the club will be conferred upon De-
Mille at the meeting.

Another SOPEG Meet
Another meeting between reps, of

the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild and a delegation of
representatives of film company
management will he held next Tues-
day at the Astor Hotel. It is ex-
pected that at this meeting the in-
dustry will present an offer to meet
present day conditions. i

JACK SPRINGER, booker for Alliance theater
circuit, Chicago, is on a Cincinnati vacation.

ABE TEITEL, Chicago World Playhouse man-
ager, is In New York for product conferences.

A. J. O'KEEFE, U-l assistant general sales
manager, leaves today for Boston and Washing-
ton.

HERBERT COPELAN, recently placed in charge
of Warners theaters in Latin-Amsrica, left yes-
terday for Havana on the first leg of a South
American tour. He will be gone about two
months.

CAREY WILSON, M-G-M producer, will leove
for the Coost tne end of tne week.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., M-G-M producer,
,s Que roda/ on tne ^S Vueen Mary arter a
vacation in Europe.

ADRIAN REMAUGE, managing directci of

Patne Cinema, and GEORGES LiE:>COURS, choii-
man of the board, Societe Oes studios t-rancais,
are en route to Hollywood for conferences at
the RKO Studio, accompanied by jAcQIIE^
v-HABRIER, U. S. representative for Pothe
Cinema.

EDDIE ALBERT leaves the Coast for Chicago
ana New lorK toaay tor a two weeks' buoi-
ness trip regarding his 16 mm. film company,

RED EDINSON Eagle-Lion Minneapolis ex-
ploiteer, has arrived in St. Louis to assume new
duties there.

WALTER HOFFMAN, 20th-Fox Minneapolis ex-
ploiteer. is back trom a two weeks honeymoon
lO Chicago.

J. E. ROSEN. M-G-M sales manager, Minne-
apolis, has returned trom a Wisconsin vacation.

CECIL BARKER, executive assistant to David
0. SeiznicK, IS in New Orleans.

HARRY FRENCH and CHARLES WINCHELL,
MAv.O executives, are touring Uulutn. Superior,
rtiDOing ana Viiginia, Minnesota witn tieia man
i>oN c< N£ILL.

Ganz Heads Film Group in

job Drive for Veterans

William J. Ganz, president of the
William j. Ganz Uo. ana head of the
insticute of Visual Training, has
oeen named chairman of tne motion
picture and newsreel committee oi
Jot)s for UisaDied Veterans Week.
Campaign by a volunteer group of

businessmen to find jobs for 3,iOU
aisabled veterans on tne lists at tne
Veterans Aaministrati^n's New
ifork headquarters, will be con-
ducted the week of Oct. 5. Objeccive
IS to ODiam at least one interview
for each veteian for an on-the-job
training position.

For long terra LEASE to top
tenant only—for Home Office or
Showrooms; aliout 5,000 square
feet, immediate possession 4
stories—entire building.

GRAND CENTRAL AREA

No. 139 East 43rd St.. opposite
Chrysler Building, $9,000 net
annual rental, as is.

Adjoining No. 137, owned by us,
about 5,000 sq, ft. additional
{now monthly tenants) available,
if desired.

L. N. ROSENBAUM & SON
565 Fifth Ave.. New York 17

Reveal ATS Tele. Awards
At Meeting on Sept. 25

American Television Society will

hold its fifth annual awards meeting
the evening of Sept. 25 at the Barbi-

zon Plaza Hotel. Gathering, open
to members and persons working in

the television and kindred fields vill

hear announcements of ATS a^^ is

for the organization that has i&est

advanced the growth of television
in its community; the organization
giving fullest co-operation in making
new programs and program mater-
ials available to television; the indi-
vidual v^^ho has done most to remove
problems handicapping television's
development, and tne individual who
has generally rendered greatest per-
sonal service to the advancement of
the medium.
Guests of honor will include Mau-

rice Gorham, manager of the British
Broadcasting Corp. television serv-
ice, and the television team of Jinx
Falkenburg and Tex Mcdary.

Century Convention Will
Hear Fox, E-L Execs.

Andy Smith, 20th-Fox sales chief,
Peter Levatnes, k;ui.n-rox snorts
subjects sales manager, and Max
Youngstein, E-L ad-publicity direc-
tor as well as Century uircait execs,
will be among the principal speakers
at the Century Theaters' "Back to
Showmanship'- convention next Tues-
day at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
it was announced yesterday by Fred
J. Schwartz, circuit's veepee.

Bioff-Browne Suit Postponed
Hearing of Paramount's action

against Willie Bioff and George
Browne for a summary judgment for
$100,000 alleged to have been paid
i,hem as a bribe, yesterday was post-
poned until Oct. 21 in Federal
Court.

Your choice of 8 flights

daily to San Francisco . . .

For immediate reservations

see your travel agent or call
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Eckman Marks 20!hYr.

With M-G-M in Britain

London (By Cable) — Congratula-
tory messages from industry lead-

ers both in England and the United
States yesterday
marked the 20th
anniversary of
Sam Eckman,
Jr.'s managing
directorship of
M-G-M in Eng-
land, and the 30th
anniversary of
his association
with the com-
pany. Messages
included cabled
congratulations
from Nicholas M.
Schenck, Louis B.
Mayer and Ar-
thur M. Loew.

I
, ECKMAN In his youth,

Eckman was associated with Mutual
and Triangle, later becoming vice-

president of Goldwyn Pictures. With
the formation of M-G-M, he became
director of Eastern U. S. distribu-

, tion. In 1927 he became interested in

overseas distribution and came to

London as managing director of
' Jury - Metro - Goldwyn, Ltd., now
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Pictures,
Ltd.

Honor Mrs. Roosevelt in

First B'nai B'rith Meet

Initial new season meeting of

Cinema Lodge B'nai B'rith will

honor Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
for her outstanding contributions to

human welfare and her tireless

efforts in promoting international

understanding and inter-faith amity,

Robert M. Weitman, president of the

Lodge, announced.
Meeting will be held at the Hotel

Astor on Sept. 30. Also on the pro-

gram will be Col. Murray Gurfein,

legal adviser to the Jewish Agency
for Palestine in its hearings before

the United Nations Commission.

Scenic Artists' Return
To Work Plan Nixed

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Painters Local 644

rejected a back-to-work proposal

made by a group of scenic artists.

The group has also requested a sep-

arate charter from the International

Brotherhood of Painters, and the re-

quest is mt expected to be decided

for several weeks.
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Ntid-tveeU Memos
• • • YOU'VE HEARD NO DOUBT of cutting remarks Well.

North Central Allied's Stanley Kane is not one to leave you in doubt

when he applies them to a distrib At the moment, NCA's special

distrlb. target is Paramount And along with Kane's letters on the

matter to NCA members went razor blades! ... • If Paulette

Goddard does star in "Anna Lucasta" in Hollywood, 'twi'.l be for a new

production company now being organized by Herb Silverberg, industry

attorney, who has the necessary authority from John Wildberg and Philip

Yordan Pau'.ette and Burgess Meredith head for Hollywood this

week, the former to make "Hazard," the latter to complete work in

"Miracles Can Happen" However, Miss Goddard has that yen to

play "Anna Lucasta" on the boards in Paris, and it still could happen. . . .

• Robert Heller, president of Robert Heller & Associates, Inc., Cleveland,

has been elected a director of General Aniline & Film Corp. . . .

• Bruce Raebum, singing satirist at the Hotel Elysee Monkey Bar, will

appear in a series of movie shorts to be produced by Johnny Walker,

former star of the silents. ... • What's this about Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., mulling a Mexican production project? ... • Revised ending on

"Black Narcissus" has been delayed because of Technicolor's heavy pro-

duction schedule, according to the JARO office ...... The new footage

ends on a less defeatist note And because of this the Rank office

hopes that the Legion of Decency will re-rate the controversial film.

• • • ONE OF OUR BRITISH COUSINS, now in our midst, tells this

story with relish, and swears it's true Whether or not, it's still a

helluva good yarn Seems Winston Churchill, now leader of His

Majesty's Loyal Opposition, was indu'ging in a bit of chit-chat with

another MP in a Commons corridor when there passed by Sir Stafford

Cripps, president of the Board of Trade, disciple of austerity and rated

by the Anglo-American industry as the No. One stumbling block to the

removal of the confiscatory 75 per cent duty on U. S. film imports

The war-time British Prime Minister—so the story goes—nodding in the

direction of Sir Stafford, observed: "There but for the grace of God

goes God himself."

• • • SELECTION OF THE MALCO, Memphis, as the scene of the

Oct. 1 world premiere for Fihn Classics' "The Spirit of West Point" is

explainable by the fact that M. A. Lightman, head of the Malco circuit,

makes his bow in it as a cinemactor, a fact duly disclosed here some

time ago The one-time president of MPTOA, now a regional vice

prexy of the new TOA, is in town to work out the premiere details at

FC The pic starts at the local Victoria the day after the Memphis

bow. ... • Ev Seibel, of the Minneapolis Amusement Co., is beaming

these days as the proud father of a potential star Daughter Mary

Diane has one of the leads in the North Star Drama Guild's production of

"Best Years," set for a Minneapolis showing Oct. 10. . . . • Add David

Siegel to the list of those seeking a Broadway house The Triumph

Pictures prexy gets in from the Coast at the end of the week to see what he

T
•' • • RADIO'S HENRY MORGAN, who reaches Hollywood today

to make his ffm bow in "So This Is New York," was telling Sid Shalit of

the New York Daily News of his preparation for life in the film colony,

and finally came to this point: "Another thing I've put in a lot of

time studying is how 16 get into a fight with a b'.g star and not have a

single blow struck I've got it down pretty pat, but not absolutely

perfect When it's perfect, two guys can get into a brawl and have

their stand-ins throw the fake punches for them."

21lntliePix Slated

For 20tli-Fox Lineup

West Coast Bureau jf THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—First major company

to embark on a program of low bud-
get features is 20th-Fox which, it

is learned, plans to distribute at

least 21 pictures to be made off the

lot by independent producers, with
budgets ranging as low as $110,000
per feature.

Pictures will be made by three in-

dependent producers. One, Frank
Seltzer Productions, a new organi-

zation, is expected to sign conti-acts

this week calling for three features

to cost approximately $160,000 each.

James Nasser is associated with
Seltzer in the financing of the pro-

gram.
Another deal about to be closed,

involves six pictures budgeted at

$110,000 each, to be made by Ben
Pivar and Bernard Small, son of Ed-
ward Small. First two of the six will

involve H. C. McNeil's character.

Bulldog Drummond.
Company also has a contract with

Sol Wurtzel calling for six pictures

with $200,000 budgets, and with Ed-
ward L. Alperson's Alson Produc-
tions for six with somewhat higher

budgets.

Manta-Rose Distributes Prizes

Chicago — Over $2,000 in prizes

was distributed at a two-day meet-
ing of Manta-Rose managers and
executives. Top manager in the re-

cent drive was John Misavice, Ritz,

Berwyn, 111., followed by Leo Haney,
Lido, Maywood; Floyd Robinson,

Jefferson. Goshen, Ind., and L. C.

Clark, Bucklen, Elkhart. Chicago
district, headed by Art Wartha, was
the winning district.

Milt Levine Dead
Cincinnati—Funeral services were

held here for Milt Levine, 44, the-

ater operator, who died as a result

of a head injury. Levine operated

houses in Williamson, Va. and Ke-
nova, W. Va., and was a partner in

the Burlington Drive-In, Burling-

ton, 0.

UIEDDIRG BELLS

Carter-Martin

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Cathy Carter, actress

and daughter of film producer Ralph
Staub, and John Edward Martin, Jr.,

real estate operator, will be married

Thursday.

Taylor-Baker

Indianapolis—Norma Taylor, 20th-

Fox booker's stenographer, was
married recently to Thomas W.
Baker.

Stewart-Peterson

Mineapolis — Mary Ann Stewart,

Paramount secretary, was married

to Edward Peterson.
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UA Plans to Make 6

Pix in U. K. in Year

(Continued from Page 1)

expected the pact to be finalized any
day.

Kelly declared that Britain's

money predicament made the financ-

ing of production difficult. As of
Oct. 1, all movement of money and
loans by banks to foreign corpora-
tions have to be approved by the
Bank of England. Treasury officials,

Kelly said, are not keen about ap-
proving American production plans
unless some dollars are throviTi in.

Under the new requirement, the
distributor obtaining a production
loan must guarantee that 75 per
cent of the negative cost will be
repaid within nine months after re-

lease.

Kelly said also that the company
had not abandoned its plans for a
$5,000,000 loan in this country which
the company would use to partici-

pate in production here. He admitted
the difficulties involved under pres-
ent circumstances, declaring that
"any loan made would undoubtedly
be predicated upon a change in the
British tax picture."

Kelly announced that UA had
about a dozen pictures ready for re-
lease in the American market. In
addition, two films are being com-
pleted by the Alliance Studios in
England, on which UA has taken an
option for U. S. distribution. They
are "Just William's Luck" and "The
Brass Monkey."

In France, UA has acquired Con-
tinental and other distribution rights
to "Le Diable Souffle," produced by
BCM, and "La France En Marche."
A deal is also in the works with
Banque Rothschild for joint produc-
tion of one French feature.

Parish Gets First House
Parish, N. Y.—Earl W. Abbott of

Syracuse has opened the Capitol
here, operating Friday thru Mon-
days.

Finds Lower Kid Scale
Boosts Candy Business

Detroit—Drop of admission from
10 to nine cents for children on Sat-

urdays may not help the box office

too much at the Hoover Theater, but

it has helped the house income never-

theless. When owner-manager Ed-

ward Riha cut prices a month ago, he
found that while there was a small

increase in attendance of the young
patrons—he drew 500 last Saturday

in a 400-seat house, for instance

—

business at the candy store he op-

erates in conjunction with the thea-

ter, zoomed. The kids actually saved

three cents on each admission be-;

cause the two cent tax was off—and
most of them spent the extra three

pennies on candy. Increased sale on
six cents bars was especially notable.

Now Riha is planning to drop ad-

missions similarly on Sundays up to

2 p.m. to get the kids in and out

early.

REVIEUJS OF REUJ FlimS

Paramount

"Unconquered"
with Gary Cooper, Paulette Goddard

146 Mins.

IT'S BIG. A DeMILLE EPIC OF QUALITY: CINCH FOR THE BIG-TIME MONEY OF
THE SEASON.

It almost goes without saying when a Cecil B. DeMille film comes along it is something
of an event. This then, is another event and it should reverberate throughout the land

as a sweeping piece of show merchandise. Long in preparation and production it is a

large scale canvas on which has been brushed a sweeping panorama of early backwoods
Americana revealing, too, a phase of this country's early history that has been little

touched.

As a box office probability it has a great deal to attract attention and patronage. The
word big enters into the figuring at the outset. It is an array of big sets, many extras,

costumes and large scale activity. All this and Technicolor to which Is added Gary Cooper,

Miss Goddard and a half dozen other supporting players who lend skilled talents to the

epic quality of the tale.

Stimulated, as it will be by widespread exploitation and publicity "Unconquered" should

billow into the big time of the current season.

There is stuff compounded into the story that is eye-opening insofar as the modern
film-going public is concerned. Such stuff as indentured slaves—Englishmen and women
being shipped to the early colonies to be sold on the block to the highest bidder for a

specified period of servitude—is a story angle that will provoke comment. How the

colonies, prior to the War of the Revolution, expanded westward past the Alleghenies

with savage opposition from unfriendly, provoked Indians is another interesting develop-

ment brought to light here. Hub of the expansion was Fort Pitt, present site of Pittsburgh.

It is an action tale after it is a display of history. Strong men of both good and evil

intent have go at each other through devious means.

The scenario opens in London where Miss Goddard is given choice of death or slavery.

She was involved in a murder and if taken at her word is quite innocent. The court

rules otherwise. She takes slavery and is shipped to America. On shipboard Howard
DaSilva fancies her as quite a dish and bids for her "time." Cooper looks into the

auction and beats DaSilva at the purchase. DaSiiva is a trader. He trades guns and war

implements to the Indians for a time when he will take over the promising wilderness

of the midwest. The Goddard deal sets off the latent animosity between Cooper and

DaSilva. Cooper arranges her freedom on arrival but DaSilva connives to have her listed

again with other slaves.

It soon comes out that Indian trouble is brewing and Cooper, master woodsman, treks

out to get at the bottom of it. He encounters Miss Goddard again who is irate and scared.

Latter emotion comes when she meets Katherine DeMille, Indian wife to DaSiiva who is

also blood brother to Boris Karloff, Chief Guyasuta, of the Senecas.

Inspired by DaSilva the Indians are attacking forts. The defenders have been surrender-

ing under a truce flag only to be massacred when they emerged. Cooper learns this after

he rescues Miss Goddard from Karloff's medicine man who was about to give her the

torture works. They travel back to Fort Pitt. Cooper is arrested for desertion. He
breaks away with the assistance of Miss DeMille and locates The Black Watch, Scottish

Highland troops. They are a small body. But he pulls a ruse and saves beleagured Fort

Pitt as it is about to surrender to Karloff. DaSilva gets his due. Cooper gets Miss Goddard.

This is a role admirably suited for Cooper's stalwart talents and his following will go

for it all the way. Miss Goddard's hectic time gives her a full range for showing her

talents. DaSiiva's heavy is sound. Miss DeMille is properly sullen and tragic. Others who
render capably are Ward Bond, Cecil Kellaway, Henry Wilcoxon, C. Aubrey Smith.

"Unconquered" is a heavily loaded charge of dramatics, color, scenery, action and

history, including George Washington.

CAST: Gary Cooper, Paulette Goddard, Howard DaSilva, Boris Karloff, Cecil Kellaway, Ward Bond,

Katherine DeMille, Henry Wilsoxon, C. Aubrey Smith, Victor Varconi, Virginia Grey, Porter Hall,

Mike Mazurki, Richard Gaines, Virginia Campbell, Gavin Muir, Alan Napier, Nan Sunderland,

Marc Lawrence, Jane Nigh.

CREDITS: Produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; Screenplay by Charles Bennett, Frederic M.
Frank, Jesse Lasky, Jr.; Based on the novel by Neil H. Swanson; Photography, Ray Rennahan;
Art direction, Hans Dreier, Walter Tyler; Assistant director, Edward Salven; Film editor, Anne
Bauchens; Set decorations, Sam ComeV, Stanley Jay Sawley; Dances, Jack Crosby; Sound, Hugo
Grenzbach, John Cope.

DIRECTION, Grade "A." PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Nine Ohio Cities Approve
Amusement Tax Measures

Toledo, O.—Nine additional Ohio
towns have passed three per cent
admission tax measures to replace
the state levy expiring Oct. 1. A sur-
vey, indicates that local ticket taxes
will he collected in Youngstown,
Bryan, Norwalk, Bucyrus, Niks,
Millesburg, Mansfield, Newark and
Washington Court House.
Lawmakers are still considering

amusement tax proposals in Akron,
Columbus and Shelby, while Crest-
line's City. Council has turned doAvn

I the prop'o^l.

600 Cities May Adopt
Basic Building Code

(Continued from Page 1)

is aimed at providing uniform stand-
ards for construction requirements
now contained in thousands of dif-
ferent local codes, said Andrew J.

Eken, New York, chairman of the
board of governors of the Building
Officials Foundation. The Columbus
parley is a joint conference of the
Conference and Federation.

More than 600 cities are reported
to be interested in the new basic
code, which is expected to "do much
to improve building and lower costs."

Kelly Im U. K. Delay

On Tax Modlfkatlon

(Continued from Page 1)

that concern over films is of second-
ary importance.

Inasmuch as Foreign Min- "-er

Ernest Bevin has stated thau^^ ;e

film tax will be reconsidered as^rart
of the budget, fate of the kvy as far
as the time element is concerned is

inextricably tied with Parliamentary
debate upon Britain's overall book-
keeping discussions.

Normally the problem of the bud-
get is taken up in April, but the
emergency of the present situation
may result in an "interim budget"
which will be formulated sometime
in November. Herein seem to lie the
sole possibility for a compromise of
the impasse before the end of this
year.

As the result of talks with high
British officials, Kelly expressed con-
fidence that a compromise of the
onerous duty was inevitable eventu-
ally, although it was impossible to
say what form it would take. Never-
theless, he agreed with the statement
made last week by Spyros Skouras,
20th-Fox president, that using the
dollar as a base, foreign remittances
^0 American distributors will have
dropped 50 per cent by March 1.

9 New Theaters Approved,
45 Turned Down by OHE

(Continued from Page 1)

terday. At the same time, OHE ex-
olained that there is no significance
to these figures because "we have
one man who handles the arinrova.ls
and another handling denials; the
denials man got his list in this
week."
What was meant, it seems, is that

the writing up of the approvals and
denials by the review board is done
by two individuals.
The nine approvals are estimated

to involve expenditure of $243,213,
wh'le the 45 denials called for an
outlay of $2,355,082. Approved were
a $90,200 structure by Independent
Theaters, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.;
and a $50000 stand for Robert D.
Dunagan, Blythe, Calif.

Since July the record shows 174
approvals for an outlay of $5,689,-
803, and 429 turndowns calling for
?19,853,837.

CHARTERED
COLONIAL ENTERPRISES, INC., Albany; 100

shares of no par value stock; motion pictures,
by Harold W. Freeman, Samuel I. Orson, Mary M.
Flynn.

SCREEN ASSOCIATES, INC., New York; 200
shares of no par stock; to produce films; by
Moe Sobel, Joseph B. Stocknoff, Mildred Vannier.

CATHAY PICTURES CORP., New York; 100
shares of no par stock; producer; by Margaret E.

McCoy, Milton B. Klein, Mary Gestani.

FORT LEE STUDIOS, INC., New York; 500
shares of no par stock; to produce films, by
Thomas J. Taglianetti, Otto A. Peters, Jeanette
Vaglianettl.
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Marshall Plan Seen

Solving U. K. Impasse

(Continued from Page 1)

for freezes, taxes and ad valorem
duties.

"T don't think that the film com-
: p s should settle for anything
leao than what's coming to them,
Rose continued. He said he was
truly sympaLnecic toward Britain's

difficulties, but he did not see where
. justice would be served by depriving

an industry of rightful revenue.

However, despite the many prob-

lems facing tne world in genera.

,
and the film industry in particular,

' Rose is confident of the future, "i

. believe conditions will be better than

. they've ever been," he affirmed.

Rose recently returned from one

of his frequent visits to Knglana
where he met with industry and gov-

ernment biggies. And according to

Rose, one oi the Labor Govei-nment
memoers who was responsible foi

the confiscatory tax idea admitted
that tne government measure was
simply a maneuver toward getting

furtner credits from Uncle Sam.

Maneuver or not, Rose revealed

that J. Arthur Rank "is plenty

worried about the tax situation."

The government heads, Rose added,

were unaware of the repercussions

their action would have on other

countries, until much later.

Though he said he did not like to

get involved in political affairs (even

if politicians insist on getting in-

volved in film matters) Rose ad-

vanced the idea that Lord Mount-
batten would be just the right man
to lead Britain through her present

crisis.

Rose indicated that he wished liti-

gation with actor James Mason
would be over and done with so he

could attend to other matters. The
lawsuit comes up sometime in No-
vember in the Federal Court, Rose
said. And once that's settled, he

figures on going to England again

before the end of this year. By that

time also, he has hopes the British

tax crisis will be a thing of the

past.

STORKS

Let^s Keep Them Colossal
(Continued from Page 1)

country's biggest taxpayers. Uncle Sam collects more than $450,COO,000 a year out of

movie-theater receipts alone—not to mention the astronomical taxes paid by high-salaried

motion-picture employees and producers.

MOST important, movies are a characteristically American form of entertainment—the

one form of entertainment which reaches across all income groups. To the President

jf the United States as well as tne humblest unskii.ed worker, movies are a necessary

escape from the tensions and problems of everyday living. They have become, in truth,

dimost as much a necessity of life as food and shelter.

What hurts movies hurts taxpaying, wage-earning Americans everywhere. The motion-

picture industry is largely owned by tne American people. It is because of them that

.novies have become worthy of tneir own favorite adjective, "colossal." Let's keep them

joiossai!

Editor's ]S[ote: This editorial, written by the publisher of Liberty Magazine, will

appear in the November issue of Liberty. It is printed here in advance of its

liberty appearance by special permission of Datid Brown, editor of Liberty^

Des Moines, la.— Paul Webster,

Warner manager, is a father for the

third time, but the latest addition

is the first boy. He has been named
William Ward.

Deport, Tex.—A son, Dom Buffo,

Jr., was born to the wife of the

owner of the Bogata Theater.

Phil Gersh of Loew's Retirement

Plan yesterday became the father

of a girl born at Jewish Memorial
Hospital in Manhattan.

Chicago—Will Snow, secretary to

Dave Balaban, district manager, re-

ports the birth of a seven-pound

daughter, named Mary Lynn, at the

Lewis Maternity Hospital.

Century Theaters i
TOA Board to Meet

In Juvenile Project In Od. on Coast

(Continued from Page 1)

Floral on Long Island, beginning

Jet. 18. Shows will run from noon
until 5 p.m.

In announcing this program, Fred

S. Scnwartz, t^entury veepee, said:

•The value of the project in terms oi

service to the community cannot be

overestimated. Further, as tar as

public relations are concerned, the

/enture cannot fail to reflect tavor-

aoly and creditably on the motion

picture industry."

Besides the films which will have

GO be approved by a special screen-

ing committee. Century will feature,

under the supervision of an accred-

ited teacher, such stage activities as

puppet shows, spelling bees, com-

munity sings and recreational
^ames.

Despite the additional expense,

Schwartz made clear that there

would be no increase in the admis-

sion price. This is being done, he

concluded, "to make tne 'Camps'

available to a wide community audi-

ence."

The "Sat-R-Day Camps" have re-

ceived the endorsement of numerous
civic, educational and church groups

as well as city officials including

Superintendent of Schools, William

Jansen.

(Continued from Page 1)

will name one representative to sei-ve

on the organization's board.

Gamble stated that it was his in-

tention to convene board meetings
about six times annually in order to

otiectively prosecute the activities

of the new exhibitor organization.

Personnel of the TOA committee
that will meet with distributor rep-

resentatives to study the problem of

advanced admission prices will be

announced shortly. Arrangements
are already in progress, however,

for the confab with film company
executives.

FCC TELE Hearing Oct. 15
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The FCC's proposal

to withdraw television channel No. 1

and otherwise shakeup video assign-

ments yesterday was set down tor

a hearing and oral argument. Nu-
merous protests caused the com-
mission to schedule a hearing begin-

ning on Oct. 13. Protests were

heard from broadcasters, the NAB
and the TBA.

Robert Schirmer Dead

Princeton, N. J.—Robert Schirmer,

42, a member of the music publish-

ing firm of E. Schirmer, Inc., died

here yesterday. Schirmer is credited

with establishment of the first all-

cartoon theater in New York in

the 30's,

75% Tax Stumbling Block

To Move UA Dates in U. K.

(Continued from Page 1)

W. Kelly, UA executive vice-presi-

dent, said yesterday.

Kelly, who has just concluded a

deal with J. Arthur Rank and Mark
Ostrer whereby seven UA pictures

will play the Gaumont circuit before

the end of this year, declared that

the Rank oi-ganization is marking
time until the situation clears be-

fore making additional bookings.

The UA executive explained that

no product had been booked into the

Rank-controlled Odeon circuit, in

which UA has a sizeable interest,

because of the lack of available

dates in Odeon houses until after

Jan. 1. Kelly pointed out that Bi'it-

ish law prohibits franchise contracts

beyond six months and that arrange-

ments for playing time after Jan. 1

would, therefore, be illegal.

This does not, however, exclude

"gentlemen's agreements," but cir-

cuit executives are loathe to enter

into these until they see whether
a change in the tax situation may
be forthcoming that will resume the

flow of American product and affect

their booking plans.

Johnston, Nelson in

U.KJax Confab Today

(Continued from Page 1)

action to end the Anglo-American
film impasse.

Plans for Johnston and Nelson to

go to England to meet with British

government officials—possibly by the

end of this month—will be discussed

at the confab,

A spokesman for Nelson said the

SIMPP head will "co-operate" with
Johnston "concerning possible ap-
proaches to the British government
lOr a solution of the problems caused
oy the 75 per cent ad valorem duty."

Up to this time, no formal re-

quest for a meeting has been re-

ceived from the British government
oy either SIMPP or MPAA. It is

expected, however, that such a re-

quest will be forthcoming within the

next few weeks.

Johnston told The Film Daily
that he would be happy to meet with
Nelson and intimated that a work-
able plan representing the views of

ooth the majors and indies could be

ironed out.

Nelson is expected to remain in

Washington for several days and it

is thought likely that several meet-
ings between' MPAA and SIMPP
onicials will result.

Concrete Proposals Expected
Spokesmen for both ivirA/i. and

SIMPP said that neither group has
arrived at any one alternate pian to

be presented the British. As many
as 50 alternates have been discussed,

with no single plan yet formulated.
However, it is expected that by the

time further discussions are held

with the British, several concrete

proposals will be ready. Speculation
over these plans has generally re-

volved around some investment plan,

such as that now being worked out

in Australia.
In announcing the meeting today,

SIMPP said that "representatives of

the independents and the majors
have heretofor agreed that in the

discussions of the problem the en-

tire film industry should be repre-

sented and to that end arrangements
may be crystallized for Mr. Nelson
and Mr. Johnston to go to England
to discuss the situation with Brit-

ish officials."

SIMPP spokesmen said that Nel-

son had no present plans for confer-

ences with Government officials here.

Nelson already has talked with

State Department officials, as well

as officials of the RFC and the Ex-
port-Import Bank.
Following Nelson's talk with John-

ston and other MPAA officials, he is

expected to go to New York for

further discussions with indie lead-

ers. :
'^'j£

"Nighimare" into Mayfair

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Night-

mare Alley" will have its world
premiere showing at Brandt's May-
fair on Oct, 9.

REUI POSTS

CARL W. MILLER, manager. Liberty, Portlond.

JAMES PREDDY, manager, the Telenews, Dallas.

ROSS McAUSLAND, manager of the new Del-

man, an Adelman and Sachs theater, Dallas.
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U. K. Studios Cannot

Fill Pix Gap-Kelly

(Continued from Page 1)

ei-s to complete a production. Con-

trasted to an average 30-35 day

shooting schedule in Hollywood,

British film makers normally con-

sume 90 days on a picture and oftert

go as high as 125.

Reason for the difference, Kelly

feels, is that the British producer is!

apparently not as fully prepared!

when the shooting begins as is hisj

Hollywood counterpart. -
;

Kelly was high in his praise o:q

the technical ability of the British

Technicolor laboratories, declaring
that their color work was undeniablj^

superior to that of the U. S. plantJ

He belittled I'eports that the taxj

discriminated against color pictures

because of the inability to make!
prints from the matrix. "England'^
laboratories can do wonders," h
said.

5 More Century Houses I

To Play Foreign Films

Aside from the iown in Flushing
and the Vcgue in Brooklyn which
specializes in showing foreign films,

five more houses in tbe 37-theater
Century chain will exhibit imported
product as part of the regular fare,

Century is the second local circuit

to sign up for the French films dis-

tributed in America by Siritzky Int'l,

The latter company recently made
a deal with the Skouras chain for

the showing of 12 films.

Since Siritzky also exhibits its

own releases, it has first crack at

these films. Century will show these
pictures after the Skouras chain.

William Shelton, Siritzky's gen-
eral sales manager, who made both
deals commented: "A rapid broad-
ening of interest in French films is

manifested on a popular level by
this unprecedented development. It

indicates a trend which has been
growing for some time, and the end
is not yet in sight."

fEmmE TOUCH

HELEN STEINHART, secretary, Columbia, Den-
ver.

EVE BARBER, new biller, Minneapolis Columbia
exchange.

BEVERLY HORK, assistant cashier, Minneapolis
Columbia exchange.

MARILYN NORBY, booker's stenographer, Minne-
apolis Republic branch.

MARTHA WIESBERG, assistant booker. Republic
exchange, Minneapolis.

ELENA MONTALVO, Azteca Film Exchange, Son
Antonio.

ALBERTA LEWIS, secretary to Charles Rich, War-
ner district manager, Cleveland.

EVELYN SMITH, concessions-purchasing. Palace
and Dixie Theaters, Louisville, Ky.

LILLIAN STUCKEY, director, service department,
Dell Modern Group (Modern Screen, Modern
Romances and Screen Romances).

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
67 RALPH WILE

HOLLYWOOD
I JNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL is Regotiating with Susan Hayward and

Robert Cummings to play the leads in Henry Morton Robinson's novel,

"The Great Snow," which Nunnaliy Johnson will produce next summer

Albert Dekker has been added to the cast of "The Ballad of Furnace Creek"

at Twentieth-Fox "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock," Howard Hughes's

film which features Harold Lloyd will go back before the cameras this week

for additional sequences. Withdrawn from release by United Artists after test

engagehients it will be issued under the new title, "Mad Wednesday". .....

Mahatma Ghandi has rejected an offer for filming of his life made by Jesse

Goldberg of United Screen Associates Freddie Stewart, singing lead in

Monogram's Teen-Ager seri^sj !who recently signed a long-term contract with

Capitol Records, is on a nation-wide goodwill tour of disc jockeys with

Will Jason, producer-director of the series and Maurice Duke, Associate

producer.

rX-CONOVER model, Suzi Crandall, has been casV in RKO's "Race Street,"

supporting George Raft, William Bendix and Marilyn Maxwell The

Hassins, choral group of eight college men each of whom was previously a

soloist with an Eastern college, have been signed by director Lloyd Bacon to

,
do some of their novelty numbers about the flapper era in "The Flaming

Age," Fred Kohlmar's production for Fox Samuel Goldwyn has signed

playwright, John Patrick, to write the screenplay of "Take Three Tenses"

from the novel by Rumer Godden. David Niven and Teresa Wright are set as

the stars Joy Ann Page has been set in a featured role in "The Adven-

tures of Don Juan" at Warners RKO has lined up Barbara Bel

Geddes and Guy Madison for the leads in "Pittsburgh Escapade," which

Richard Berger will produce Arlene Francis debuts at U-l in the

Chester Erskine production of "All My Sons." . . . if Allied Artists

has bought the screen rights to "The Gay Banditti," as a starring

vehicle for Gale Storm after she makes "The Tenderfoot" with Eddie

Albert. Film will be produced by Walter Mirisch and titled "The Gay

Deceiver." . . .

• • •
\A/ARNERS has signed Romney Brent, N. Y. and London stage actor, foi- a

top role in "The Adventures of Don Juan." It will mark his American

pic debut. ... -jf Janis Carter will co-star with Janet Blair and Jeffrey Lynn

in Columbia's "Let's Fall in Love." . . . if Dona Drake has been signed by

Stanley Kramer for "So This Is New York" opposite Hsnry Morgan and

Virginia Grey. . . . -y^ Identical twins, Lee and Lyn Wilde, have switched

from Metro to Republic and will have the leading femme romantic roles in

"Campus Honeymoon," a college musical which Richard Sale will direct. . . .

if Twentieth-Fox has purchased "Sand" by Will James and assigned it to

Robert Bassler for production in color next year. . . . if Iron Eyes Cody,

who has appeared in every DeMille "Indian" picture since 1913 goes into

"The Paleface" at Para. . . . if Jbhn Frawley, fdrmet All-Coast football

guard at U.C.L.A. and now a pro player, goes into "Panhandle" at Monogram.

. . . if Arthur Lyons has completed arrangements with Charlie Farrell

whereby the latter's Toyon Bay resort on Catalina Island will be used as a

location for Producing Artists' "Prelude To Night." ... i^ Leon Ames has

been borrowed by Frederick Brisson from M-G-M for a top > role in "The
Velvet Touch," joining Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn, Claire Trevor and Sydney

Greenstreet.

* * •'
DKO describes Myrna Loy's role in "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House"

as that of a "New York woman with Connecticut ideas" and ordered her

dressed in modish but modified versions of the present long-skirt trend and
sporting ultra-sophisticated chapeaux designed by John Fredericks. . . .if The
recent Samuel Goldwyn-James Thurber controversy published by Life, re

"The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" will be included by Hsnry W. Sams, Chair-
man of English at the University of Chicago, in his book teaching argumenta-
tive writing, because he thinks, it will become a classic in the long history
nf American differences of opinion. ...

ABC Stock Offering

Is Oversubscribed
(Continued from Page 1)

of the aggregace number they will

receive pursuant to the plan of or-
ganization, 25,000 shares to be sold
by the company for cash to the un-
derwriter, and 20,134 shares ^ be
specially sold by the compan^ii-or
cash.
ABC was formed under the laws

of Delaware in January, for the pur-
pose of acquiring ownership and con-
trol of Berlo Vending Co. and sub-
sidiaries of Philadelphia; Sanitary
Automatic Candy Corp., New York,
and various affiliates of the latter.

Berlo group includes Peoples Serv-
ice News Co., Peoples Service Vend-

According to a prospectus issued
by Reynolds & Co., outlets of the
Berlo and Sanitary groups total

3,556, of which 2,239 are in the-
aters. Prospectus lists contracts be-
tween Warner Bros. Service Corp.,
and Berlo and Sanitary covering 327
theaters in 134 cities, under which
the circuit is guaranteed $1,100,000
annually for 1947 and 1948, against
a percentage of gross sales of candy
and popcorn. An unnamed, unaffili-

ated candy company guarantees an-
other $400,000 to Warners.

Berlo sales in 207 Warner theaters
reached $1,422,272 in 1946, while
Sanitary sales in 120 WB theaters
totaled $1,113,«90. Sanitary oper-
ates in 81 RKO theaters in 32 towns,
with sales in 1946 totaling $1,586,-
452. Under the agreement. Sanitary
pays RKO a percentage of gross

|
sales, with the minimum fee payable
based on 90 per cent of the amount
paid in thp previous year.

ing Co., Automatic Sales and Service,
Inc., and 333 S. Broad St. Corp. In
the Sanitary group are Sanitary
Automatic Candy Corp., Criterion
Concessions, Inc., Interstate Auto-
matic Candy Corp., Pack Shops
of Connecticut, Inc., Pacific Auto-
matic Candy Corp., and Schenectady
Pack Shops, Inc. Sanitary also em-
braces partly-owned companies in-

cluding Tri-State Automatic Candy
Corp., Northwest Automatic Candy
Corp., and the Southern Automatic
Candy Co.
After consummation of the ABC

plan of organization and the sale
of 45,134 new shares offered by it,

the capitalization of the company
will consist of 702,772 shares of $1
par common stock.

Combined 1946 sales of the com-
panies reached $20,503,442.83, with
net income of $871,897.84 after taxes.
Net sales in the first half of this
year were $12,260,989.32, with net
income of $521,384.91, equal to 74
cents per share on the number of
shares to be issued.

Principal officers of ABC are
Charles L. O'Reilly, president, and
Jacob Beresin, vice-president. Direc-
tors include O'Reilly, Beresin, Benia-
min Sherman,- Edward Loew, Ex-
Senator Max Aron and Louis Kle-
benov. Rodney D. Andrews has been
named treasurer and comptrollei',
while E. Russell Shockley is secre-
tary.
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Danish GoirernMnent Halves U. S. Remittances
4,000,000 Krone Limit to

Start Oct. 1, Run Thru
!

1948; MPEA Rep. Looming!

The Danish Government has com^
out for -limitation of all foreign filrr^

remittances to 4,000,000 krone frond

the first of October to the end of

1948, it was reported yesterday by 4
source close to the situation.

'

Danish film remittances to the V'.

S. have been avei'aging 8,000,000

krone.
Negotiations have been going on

(Continued on Page 4)

Sees French Films in

2,000 U. S. Tlieaters

French films in over 2,000 U. S.

theaters by the end of 1948 are en-

visioned by William Shelton, general

sales manager of Siritzky Interna-

tional. Company is starting a na-
tion-wide drive with that goal in

mind.
Offices will be opened in Chicago

(Continued on Page 5)

SRO TO RELEASEMARK HELLINGERFIX
i

Three Humphrey Bogart Productions and One Hemingway
Story Included in Six Scheduled in Two Years

t

Supply Houses and Archi-

tects Predict Spurt Near;
Equip. Inquiries Pick Up

thre^
Six pictures to be produced

Mark Hellinger, including
Humphrey Bogart productions and
one Ernest Hemingway story, will

be released by Selznick Releasing
Organization, it was announced yes-
terday by Daniel T. O'Shea and NeiJ
Agnew on behalf of the David Oi.

Selznick Enterprises, and by Hellinf-

ger and A. Morgan Maree on behalf

of Mark Hellinger Productions, Inc.

Contract calls for delivery at the
rate of three a year, with the first

production to go before the cameras
in the Spring. Hellinger's current
film, "The Naked City," will be his

last for release by Universal-Inter-
national.
The Hellinger contract brings to

(Continued on Page 4)

Dallon Extends Patli

Duly Compromise

Benton's Resignation
Accepted by Truman

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'

Washington — President Trunian
yesterday accepted the resignation

of William Benton as Assistant Sec-

retary of State for Public Affairs.

Benton tnld a news conference he
(Continued on Page 4)

NCA Will Finance
Berger ASCAP Action

Minneapolis — North Central Al-

lied will finance the Ben Berger-

Jessie Jensen ASCAP case in its trip

to the Supreme Court, with S:hwartz

and Halpern, Minneapolis attorneys,

instructed to take such action this

week. Berger claims ASCAP music

license fee is "pure extortion" and

has asked for the test of the ASCAP
license fee on such grounds. Mean-

while, NCA has urged member ex-

hibitors not to pay, under any cir-

cumstances any "advanced tax or

tribute" to the music society.

London (By Cable)—Hugh DaltonJ,

Chancellor of the British Excheque:i|,

and the father of the confiscatory 7p
per cent ad valorem duty levied upo|i

Hollywood film imports, yesterday?

opened the door just a bit widejr

for a compromise.
j

Dalton said that the British go^-

(Continued on Page 4) !

FPC's Partners Would
Grade Advanced Prices

Quebec—Any advance in admission
prices should be graded in relatiojn

:o the normal box ofiice scales, it weIs

decided at a meeting in the Chatealu

Frontenac of Famous Players Cana-
dian partners and associates. Group

(Continued on Page 4)

Industry Wails Bid

For Brilish Parleys

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Formulation of

specific proposals representing a

united American film industry stand
on the British tax probably will

await the expected invitation by the

British Government for further meet-
ings, it was indicated yesterday fol-

(Continued on Page 5)

Catholic M. P. Guild
Will Assist All Producers

Retrenchments since early this
year by theater circuits and individ-

ual exhibitors, induced by fears of
a serious box office slump, have re-

sulted in a backlog of more than
$10,000,000 in theater repairs, reno-
vations, installation of new equip-
ment and other improvements, it is

estimated by motion picture supply
firms and architects.
With this backlog as a basis, the

supply houses and architects predict,

a spurt in theater improvement ac-

(Continued on Page 4)

Neu Slaled for Proxy

As TESMA Meet Opens

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Indications last

night were that Oscar Neu, president
of Neu-Made Products, will remain
president of TESMA for a fourth
year. A number of delegates at the
Shoreham Hotel for the annual con-
vention which gets under way today
indicated to The Film Da.ily that

(Continued on Page 5)

Catholic Motion Picture Guild, set

up by the Catholic Dramatic Move-
ment to produce first class Catholic

films, plans to tap the enormous field

for the showing of Catholic motion
pictures in the nation's thousands of

(Continued on Page 5)

Exhibs. Back ^^Power^^ Release
Endorsements Cross Affiliation Lines

ICC Okays Freight

Boost; Industry Hit

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Interstate Com-

merce Commission yesterday granted
the Railway Express Agency an in-

crease in freight rates. The increase

was opposed by MPAA, which esti-

mated rate hike woud cost industry
i several hundred thousand dollars.

Exhibitor leaders and theater own-
ers regardless of affiliation yester-

day placed the stamp of approval
and gave strong endorsement to

"Power Behind the Nation" in tele-

grams received by the MPAA which
is sponsoring the Warner short.

Net proceeds will go to the Damon
Runyon Memorial (Dancer Fund to

further the fight on cancer.

Traeman T. Rembusch. president
(Continued on Page 5)

TESMA Reps. Meet with EK,
RCA to Protest RR Hike

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Delegates to the

TESMA convention met here yes-
terday with traffic expert Owen J.

Davis of RCA and Jo>nn F Coyle of
(Continued on Page 5)

Colutttbus Will Vote
Monday on 3% Tax
Columbus, 0. — Three per cent

gross receipts admissions tax is ex-

pected to be passed Monday by City

Council, just one day before expira-

tion of the state tax. In order to

make the measure effective imme-
diately a 6-1 vote is needed.

Delaware, 0.—City Council has

adopted a 3 per cent bracket admis-

sions tax, effective Oct. 1, leaving

the present state rates intact.
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STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LONDON—Ernest \V. Frednian. The Film Renter,

127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Louise
Blanco. Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Bam L. Gogtay.
Kltab Mahal, 190 Hornby Rd., Fort, Bombay 1. Ah-
GIERS—Paul SafTar. Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmlrhael, Room 9, 464 Frands
Xavier St. VANCOTTER—Jaclt Droy, 411 Lyrir
Theater Bldg. SYDNET—Bowden Fletrlier. 19 Mosnn
Ave.. Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone, UY 2110. BRTIR-
SELS—Jean Pierre Mey». 110 Rue des Panuerettes.
COPE!srHAGF,N—John Lindherg. Jpmhanealle No. 3.
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7.5. Budapest, XTT. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Geis,
Erstagaten 18 (III).
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Bell & Howell
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RKO
Republic Pict
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Cent.-Fox pfd..
20th Cent.-Fox ppf..
Universal Pict

High

22
431/4
17
20
23
11

43/4

. 253/4

36
. lOO'A 1

18'/2

Net
Chg.

1/4

Low Close

22 22 .

.

425/8 431/8 ..

17 17
\9% 20 -f
221/2 227/8 -f 3/8

107/8 11 + '/8

43/4 43/4 -j- 1/3

251/2 253/4

36 36
00 100 — 11/2

181/8 181/8 — 3/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 3 23/4 3 + 1/8

Sonotone Corp 4 37/8 37/8 -f Vi
Technicolor I21/2 I21/4 I21/4 — 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Clnecolor 6% 6%
Pothe 33^ 41/2

Plan O'Brien Teslimonial
London (By Air Mail)—A Quarter

of a Century Testimonial Fund, in
recognition of Tom O'Brien's 25
years as general secretary of the
National Association of Theatrical
and Kinematograph Employes, has
been started by the organization.

ASCAP Board Meeting Today
ASCAP board meets today to con-

sider exhibitor requests to grant a
six-month postponement from Oct.
1 of the effective date of new license
fees.

cominG flno goirg
STEVE FITZGIBBON and MICKEY ANDELMAN

)

will be at the Edison in New York next week
for distributor conferences.

DALE CARNEGIE left the Coast yesterday for

his home in New York, after winding up his role

in Monogram's "Jiggs and Maggie in Society."

CECIL B. De MILLE and NEIL SWANSON will

arrive in New York en route to Pittsburgh to

attend Paramount's "Superlotive Party" Tuesday
in the Rainbow Room.

LARAINE DAY and her husband, LEO DURO-
CHEK, former manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers,
arrived by plane from the Coast today to at-
tend the World s Series.

HUGH HERBERT, just signed by Enterprise for

a major role in tne Henry Morgan starrer, "^0
This is New York," arrives in New York batur-

aoi, to attend tne World Series.

Cai'twright in Richmond
10 t ight Ban on "Cross"

Richmond, Va.—Jack Cartwright,
Screen Guild public relations cnief,

IS in Kicnmona today to discuss with
the Virginia Board of Censors its

Dan on screen Guild's "The Burning
Oross." 'ihe picture, based on KKk
accivities, was banned last week on
che ground . that it might incite to
Clime. Cartwright planed in from
Hollywood arriving in Washington
yesterday for discussions with Koss
vVheeler, his manager here. He saia

he has been unoiricially informea
that MPAA is also interested in the
case and might aid in battling it.

Screen Guild, said Cartwright, is

prepared to go into the state courts
or even the t'ederal courts if neces-
sary—to clear the way for sci-een-

ings in Virginia and elsewhere in the
South.

SAM JAFFE, agent, planes out from Hollywood
for New York today on business.

RONALD REAGAN arrives in Eureka, III., to-

morrow from the Coast.

CHARLES M. REAGAN, Paramount's vice-

president in charge of distribution, and CURTIS
/MITCHELL, the company's publicity and adver-
lising director, ore scheduled to fly to Pitts-

jurgn Oct. 2 to be present at the world pre-

niere of "Unconquered."

ED HINCHY, head of the Warners playdate de-

partment, was in Washington yesterday. He re-

rurns to New York today and goes to Albany
.omorrow. Hp will be tock in New York again on

.vtonday. '

F. J. A. McCarthy, U-l Southern and Cano-
Jian sales manager, and PETE ROSIAN, Southern

jistrict manager were in Cnarlotte tnis week.

JIMMIE SLAUGHTER, booker, and JOEL
THWAITES, accounting department, both of the

vt-G-M Atlanta brancn, are here on vacation.

AL PERKINS, Warner Minneapolis exchange
..alesman, has returned from Texas.

LEX BARKER, featured in RKO's "Crossfire,"

is in New York considering a role in a fortn-

;oming Broadway play.

JAMES BOOTH, of the Booth circuit, Chicago,

has returned from a Yellowstone Pork vocotion

trip.

Browne Appealing Fine
Chicago—George Browne, former

fATSE president, next Monday will

^o into the Circuit Court of Appeals
.lere Monday to appeal his $119,000

ncome tax fine.

Omaha Gets 5th First-Run

As State Plays Gable Pic

Omaha — With "The Hucksters,"
the State Theater joined four other
downtown houses offering first-runs.

Circuit owner R. D. Goldberg said
he has a number of other first-runs

lined up and that it marks a victory
after a 13-year fight to gain top pix
for one of his theaters here. The
price range will be 50 and 65 c'""*^s,

che same as for other first-ru law
Tri-States Theaters, which c^n-

;rols three first-runs, answered the
challenge by offering "Welcome
Stranger" and "Mother Wore
rights" in competition.

"House" to Preem Tonight;

Many Film Folk Attending

Eddie Cantor will sponsor the
vVorld premiere of "My Father's
douse," produced in Palestine by
Edward Kline and Meyer Levin, at
;he Ambassador Theater tonight.

First night audience is expected to

nclude Elmer Rice, Betty Field,

Elia Kazan, Fredric March, Lily
Pons, Andre Kostelanetz, Myrna Loy,
Lizabeth Scott, John Garfield, Ce-
leste Holm, Otto Preminger, Robert
Montgomery. Also, Miriam Laser-
son, who appears in a leading role

in the film.

NEW YORK THEATERS

Arnold at Charity
Meeting in Capital

"RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"
Rockefeller Center

Rita HAYWORTH • Larry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"

A Columbia Picture • IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Edward Arnold, ex-

ecutive vice-president of the Per-
manent Charities Committee, joined
charity leaders of otheij representa-
tive ihdustries at a meeting in

Washington yesterday to discuss the
formation of an American Overseas
Aid organization to raise funds for
che aid of needy people in foreign
countries.
Arnold will return to Hollywood

Monday.

V U INC.
THE PRODUCERS'AID

A well-trained and well-

equipped Art Department-
for SLIDE FILMS an<f

ANSMATION.

1600 BROADWAY
N.Y. 19. N.Y.

CIRCLE 6-0951

ON SCREEN
BARBARA

STANWYCK
DAVID
NIVEN

'THE OTHER
tOVE'

IN PERSON
LEW

PARKER
txiro!

THREE
FLAMES
Plu« OTHERS

Devonshire Films Present
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WHETHER THE WOMEN GO FOR THE OLD LENGTH OR THE NEW LENGTH-

A new Garson picture

is always top news for

thefansl Theyll adore

their beloved star in

a daringly different

love story as wild as

the men who fought

for her.

THEV'll Ml eo FOR

GREER
GARSON
in M-G-M's

DESIRE ME
Desired by RoBERT MITCHUM

loving, fighting, dangerous

ARTHUR H0RN.10W, I,.
^^^^^ RiCHARD HART

Screen Ploy by Marguerite Roberta and

Zo8 Akint • Adaptation by Caiey Robinsoii

Prom a Novel by Leonhord Frank

PRODUCED BY

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei PItture

new Broadway stage sensation
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Hellinger Product

To Go Through SRO

(Continued from Page 1)

SRO not only film stars Bogart and
Burt Lancaster, but also many of the

literary works of Ernest Hemingway,
under an exclusive arrangement with
the author whereby Hellinger will

make four pictures based on Heming-
way's stories within the next eight
years. Bogart, who is to star in one
of the Hemingway stories, is a stock-
holder in Hellinger Prods., and is

under exclusive contract to that or-

ganization, except for one picture
yearly for Warners. Lancaster is

also under contract to Hellinger. A
number of Selznick stars will also
appear in the Hellinger pictures.

Contract was negotiated on behalf
of Selznick by O'Shea for Vanguard
and by E. L. Scanlon for SRO, and
for Hellinger by Maree and Martin
Gang.
Agnew stated that the SRO line-

up would be expanded by only a
limited amount of other top product
at the moment. At present the SRO
lineup includes "Duel in the Sun,"
"The Paradine Case," "Portrait of
•Jenny," a re-issue of "Intermezzo,"
RKO's production of "Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House," and the
Hellinger productions.

Out of Court Settlement
Ends Berger Trust Action

Minneapolis—A settlement, out of
court, has been made in the $1,350,-
000 anti-trust suit filed by Ben Ber-
ger's Duluth Theater Corp., and
Lyceum Building Corp., Duluth,
Minn., against Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co., and eight majors, charging
a product "freeze-out" and other
alleged conspiracies. Berger filed

the suit in Minneapolis Federal
Court last Dec. 21 after he had
bought the Lyceum at Duluth when
MACO didn't renew its lease on the
house.

Benton's Resignation
Accepted by Truman

(Continued from Page 1)

would resume his position as chair-
man of the board of Encyclopaedia
Britannica and Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Films. Benton also will con-
tinue to play a prominent role, in
UNESCO. It was under Benton that
the State Department's film pro-
gi-am was expanded until caught
this year in the Congressional econ-
omy drive.
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Robert Wyler Jack Level t'j

Foy Wroy Horry Mayer }>
Albert Koufmon Hazel Anderson "{

Paul Gulick Barbora Lynn '»

Robert Condon "»

HOLLVUJOOD-VrnE VflRD
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
A N outline suggested by the War Department's recent announcement that

the bodies of nine unidentified soldiers from various battle theaters will

be brought home and that one of the nine will be entombed as the unknown

soldier of World War II, has been bought from Henry Grunwald of Life-

Time by RKO for 1948 production. The plans call for making the picture in

nine separate units with different writers, directors and casts. . . .

"A" Veronica Lake has been named by Para, to replace Betty Hutton in "The

Sainted Sisters," joining Joan Caulfield, Barry Fitzgerald, Sterling Hayden

and William Demarest who head the cast. . . . -^ Doris Day, now under

contract to Michael Curtiz Productions, was named "Girl of the Year" by the

American Legion at the Department of California convention. . . . ^ Anita

Loos and Joseph Than in association with Jacques Leslie will produce "White

Nights" independently. Miss Loos and Than co-authored this story of drug

addiction, which was originally optioned by Milton Sperling as a Joan Crawford

vehicle Columbia castings include Virginia Farmer, Paul Burns and

Earle S. Dewey into "The Wreck of the Hesperus," Jack Rice into "Blondie's

Night Out," and Dame May Witty into "The Return of October."

* * •
I
EONARD HOFFMAN has a scenario written on the life of Helen Morgan,

"Don't Ever Leave Me," but is still in the deciding stage about selling it or

making it independently. ... -j^ Universal castings include Art Smith into

"Letter From An Unknown Woman" and Swedish actress, Marta Toren, into

"Casbah," ... -^ Sam Wood has shelved "The World in His Arms," the

Rex Beach novel, and three other high-budget properties he was readying for

production and is in the market for a property that he can turn out in-

expensively.

Danes Sel 4,000,000 i $10,000,000 Equip.

Krone on Remittances Improvement Ba(l(iog

(Continued from Page 1)

tivity should take place within the

next few months, possibly in the

wake of the TESMA-TEDPA trade

show which opens today in Washing-
ton, and the SMPE's Theater Engi-

neering conference and exhibit

scheduled for New York, Oct. 20-24.

Inquiries for new equipment al-

ready are picking up, it is stated,

and the situation is expected to re-

ceive additional impetus if domestic

film business this Fall does not go

below the fairly satisfactory level

being maintained at present and if

the foreign picture turns out to be
not quite as dark as anticipated.

Only the most essential repairs
and replacements have been made
by theaters in the past several
months, according to several of the
supply firms and architects queried
by The Film Daily, and the volume
of work that cannot be delayed much
longer is constantly increasing.
On top of this, it is pointed out,

the launching of new construction to
keep pace with deterioration and
obsolescence is far beyond schedule.

(Continued from Page 1)

for some time with the view toward
freezing 25 per cent of gross I'emit-

tances. This offer has been turned
down. The current trend of action by
foreign managers is to withdraw
entirely from the Danish market and
join in a co-operative scheme with
the Motion Picture Export Associa-
tion entering the country, to repre-
sent the market for all the major
film companies. Krone quotation
yesterday was listed at 20.8S cents.

FPC's Partners Would
Grade Advanced Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

is on record as opposed in principle

to advanced admissions but, it was
conceded, certain distributors had
a right to ask for them when produc-
tion charges were abnormally high.

J. J. Fitzgibbons, FPC pi-esident,

was in the chair during the sessions.

Those attending included J. Arthur
Hirsch and Alex Adilman of Con-
solidated Theaters; George and John
Ganetakos of United Amusements;
William Lester and Allan Murray of
United Artists, and B. Salamis, in-

dependent theater operator.

Daiton Extends Path

To Duty Compromise

(Continued from Page 1)

ernment is prepared to listen to any
alternative plan to the present duty,
provided such plan means a "large
saving" in dollars.

The comment by the Chancellor of
the Exchequer bulwarked earlier

statements by others in the L j^.^'
Government, including Prime i._„i-

ister Clement Attlee, who already is

on record to the effect that Britain
needs U. S. films and that a counter
proposal must originate with the
American industry.

"Pink Horse" into Garden
"Ride the Pink Horse" will be the

next attraction at the Winter Gar-
den.

Reveal Ft. Lee Plans Today
Production revival plans centering

in Fort Lee, N. J., are expected to be
divulged today at a press reception
sponsored by Fort Lee Studios, Inc.,

at 21.

Industry sources in New York
yesterday were inclined to regard
the Daiton statement as figuratively
another move in the game of inter-
national chess, and expressed belief
that it may have resulted from Spy-
ros P. Skouras' remarks on the
British situation before the TOA in

Washington at the week-end.
Skouras in his address hit hard at

the British film tax, saying the im-
position of the 75 per cent duty had
"all the appearances of being pri-
marily an effort of preventing Amer-
ican films from going to England."

Devonshire Memphis
Franchise to Tower

Boston — Devonshire Films has
granted a franchise for the Memphis
territory to Tower Pictures Co. of
Dallas, operated by Harold Schwartz.
Schwartz is presently releasing the
Devonshire product in Dallas.

C. A. Bamett. 62. Dead
Jefferson City, Mo. — Chester A.

Barnett, 62, a star in the days of
silent films, is dead here of pneu-
monia. He began his career under
David Belasco, later appeared with
Pearl White, Norma Talmadge,
Clara Kimball Young and Doris
Kenyon. He operated a music store.

Surviving are his wife, two sisters

and a brother.

lUEDDIRG BELLS

Margules-Sack
Dallas—Lester J. Sack of Sack

Enterprises will be married to Gloria
Margules, Dallas, on Sept. 28 atj

Hartford, Conn. Couple will reside
in Dallas.

Simons-Phillips

Saul Simons, Columbia salesman,
has announced the engagement of
his daughter, Harriet, to Arnold
Phillips.

Scully-Dalton

John Scully, Universal-Interna-
tional Philadelphia district chief, has
announced the engagement of his

daughter, Nan, to James Daiton. ad-
vertising manager of The Exhibitor.
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CBPITBL HOSTS COnVEninG EQUIPMERT MER
Motiogrraph Dealers Boost Installations Drive
Mirrophonic Sound And
AA Projectors Set High
X-Country Coverage

Chicago—Motiograph dealers have
racked up an impressive score on
cross-country installations of Motio-
graph - Mirrophonic Sound systems
and Motiogi-aph AA Projector Mech-
anisms, totaling 374 installations of
the sound units and 108 of the pro-
jector mechanisms, according to an
announcement by company's Vice-
President Fred C. Matthews.

Abbott Theater Equipment Co.,

Chicago, installed six sound systems
and seven projectors in Illinois the-

(Continued on Page 11)

Irwin Seat Unveils

Steel-Panel "Comet

Washington, D. C.—A new prod-
uct of the Irwin Seating Co., "The
Comet" is being shown at the equip-
ment conclave at the Shoreham Hotel

(Continued on Page 2)

Kodak's Hartman Receives
New Chemistry Post

Rochester, N. Y.—Appointment of
William W. Hartman as superintend-
ent of the Synthetic Chemistry De-
partment of Kodak Research Labora-
tories was announced by Charles K.
Flint, general manager of Kodak
Park.
A native of Chicago, Hartman was

graduated from Northwestern Uni-
versity in 1918. The following year
he did graduate wo^'k i^ organic

(Continued on Page 2)

1!Profs Show Poppers
Whut Colleye Can Do
Chicago — Popcorn processors are

meeting in Lafayette, Ind., at Purdue

University today and tomorrow where

the university will show the boys just

what the college is doing to improve

popcorn seed and hybrids. Forrest

Wamberg, president of the processors
\

will be in charge. Several popcorn

experts expect to be on hand from

the Chicago trade.
||

PERSONALITIES
IN WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON
A LTEC SUPPLY CORP. and Lansing have

'^ one of the biggest delegations here

for the convention. . . . Half a planeload

brought G. L. Car

rington, president;

A. A. Ward, vice-
president; H. M. Bes-

sey , veepee ; Bert
Sanford, director of

theatrical sales; Har-

old Wengler, adver-

tising manager; H. S.

Morris, engineering.

. . . Still hovering

somewhere between
here and New York

is Herb Alstead who
can't seem to get his

schedule fixed in

time to be here for

opening sessions. . . .

He's due later on CARRINGTON
. . . Altecmen will be scattered throughout

the Capital at the Shoreham, Statler, and

the 2400 Hotel. . . . Meet the gang at

Booths 37 and 38 and get a gander at their

sensational "800 Voice of the Theater" sys-

tem for small theaters. . . . That baby is

a beaut if we've ever seen one. . . . Sounds

pretty too. . . .

(Continued on Page 2)

Five-day Joint Convention of Manufacturers and
Dealers Draws Many New Entries as Registration

Hits All-time High; Record 80 Exhibit Booths

By ADRIAN KUBIT
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Washington, D. C,—Annual Trade Show and Convention of
the Theater Equipment Manufacturers Association and Theater
Equipment Dealers Protective Association got off to a solid

start yesterday as thousands of
delegates from all parts of the coun-
try funnelled into the Capital by
plane, train, auto, bus, and thumb to
make this year's meet the biggest in
the history of the two associations.
The five days of serious activities
planned for the conventioneers be-
gan yesterday with registration and
directors meetings though these
were but preliminary warmups to
the actual business yet to come on
the full agenda.

With exhibit area occupying
(Continued on Page 12)

DeVry Equipment for

Chicago — DeVry Corp. recently
finished installation of complete pro-
jection equipment, including in-car

speakers for the newly opened Phil-

Kron Drive-in Theater, Bloomington.
Owned and operated by Ken Phil-

lips and Pete Kronas, the 850-car
openair features a Grill, modern res-

taurant serving full meals, a "Snack
Bar" where hot dogs and soft drinks
are available.

Drive-in cost $250,000 and is said
to be one of the largest in the terri-

tory.

New In-a-Car Speakers
Make Shoreham Debut

Washington, D. C. — Newly de-

signed in-a-car speakers for Drive-
in theaters were shown to convening

(Continued on Page 2)

NTS Implements Detroit

Equipment Installations

Detroit—The following equipment
has been provided by the National
Theatre Supply according to Clar-
ence Williamson, manager:

Eastown Theater, Battle Creek,
Harry Small — complete Simplex
sound and projection equipment.
Peerless lamps, McClopin Christie 6

phase rectifier. Walker P. M. Screen,
Draperies, Crestwood Carpet, and

(Continued on Page 2)

Fabian-Wilmer Plan Drive-ins
Two $100,000 Stands Set for Pennsy

Candy Jobber Reports 20%
Surge in Theater Sales

Chicago—Irving Davis, head of the

Candy Jobbers organization, says

their theater candy sales have
jumped up 20 per cent, this year.

They operate a cash and carry whole-

sale candy business and have found

(Continued on Page 2)

Harrisburg, Pa. — Plans for the
construction of two drive-in thea-
ters within five miles of each other,

at an approximate cost of $100,000
each by the Fabian-Wilmer and Vin-
cent circuit near Harrisburg have
been announced by E. G. Wollaston,
manager of the circuit's State The-
ater.

Wollaston said one will be on the

(Continued on Page 12)

New Ticket Chopper

Makes Capital Debut

Washington, D. C.—New Automa-
ticket ticket chopper which is being
exhibited here for the first time at
the TESMA Convention is the prod-

(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago Theater Supply
Reports Big Order Hike

Chicago—Mike Yahr, manager of
the Chicago Theater Supply Co. re-
ports that equipment orders in g00(J
volume are coming in. Latest order
is from Barger's loop Rial to Theatej-

(Continued on Page 2)

Aniproarcs Ordered
For Balahan's Surf

Chicago — New Aproarc ISmm
sound projectors are being installed in

the Surf Theater here in order that

16mm as well as 35mm films can be

shown at the International film fes-

tival which begins Oct. 11. Sponsored

by the Chicago Film Council, fes-

tival has attracted entries from six

foreign countries and from more than

25 U. S. producers.
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Compressor Troubles

Licked by U< S. Air Co.

New "ASC Control," exclusive

with usAIRco, is now beinf^ installed

in all Refrigerated Kooler-Aire Units.

It was developed by engineers of the

United States Air Conditioning Corp.

and eliminates short cycling of the

compressor. The frequent and un-
necessary starting and stopping of

the compressor when the whole re-

frigeration unit is not actually in

operation is known as short cycling.

With the "ASC Control" this annoy-
ing and wasteful "bug," common to

refrigeration units, is a thing of the
past.

Until the new development there

was no way to prevent short cycling.

It's been a problem because compres-
sors are controlled from two sources.

One is the space theiTaotat that re-

spnc's to room temperature the other
is a thermostat within the unit that
responds to pressure changes in the
refrigeration coil. In the past either

one could start the compressor. It

was the latter, the pressure thermo-
stat, that actually caused short cycl-

ing. With the "ASC Control" the
compressor starts only when the
whole system is in operation in re-

sponse to the space thermostat. The
pressure thermostat serves to keep
the compresor running at full effi-

ciency.

Shean Back to Westrex
Perry R. Shean, formerly manager

of the Panama office of Western Elec-
tric, has returned here to assume
new duties in the engineering de-
partment of Westrex Corp., parent
organization of the Latin American
subsidiary. Shean was succeeded in

Panama by Douglas J. G. Johnson.

RCA Victor Expands
Television Prodnction

Chicago—The RCA Victor division

of the Radio Corporation of America

has completed a $2,000,000 moderni-

zation program at their Indianapolis

factory and will produce many thou-

sands of additional console television

sets at the enlarged factory.

Plant will employ several hundred

additional workmen within the next

60 days, to help meet the demand
for television sets from the trade

throughout the country according to

Robert Erickson, general plant man-
ager of the company.

Irwin Seat Unveils

Steel-Panel "Comet

(Continued from Page 1)

this week for the first time. Featur-
ing an extended rear panel made of
steel, the seat is protected when it is

in the raised position and prevents
patrons in row behind from using
seat as foot rest.

The smooth steel seat bucket com-
pletely houses the automatic hinge,
while the spring unit is of the arch
type, securely fastened to a remov-
able steel frame, and the upholster-
ing material is fastened over the
springs and on to the steel frame by
means of steel clips.

"Comet" can also be equipped with
foam rubber over the spring unit if

desired. End and middle standards
are of steel and the middle standards
are of the closed type. Armrests are
of seasoned maple and can be fur-
nished in either natural lacquer or a
lacquer to match the steel finish.

Irwin is continuing to manufac-
ture their standard line of chairs,
including the model with plywood
back and seat.

NTS Implements Detroit

Equipment Installations

(Continued from Page 1)

American Theater Chairs.
Berry Theater, Bei-rien Springs,

Ted Ellsner—new Simplex sound
equipment.

Rose Theater (formerly Crane) De-
troit, Arnold Wisper—new Simplex
sound, Simplex projectors. Simplex
lamps. Simplex Rectifier, Walker
Screen and new imarquee.

Bell & Howell Plan Wing
On Big Lincolnwood Plant

Chicago—Bell and Howell Co. will

begin construction shortly of a 100,-

000 square foot addition to their huge
Lincolnwood plant. They have bought
28 acres adjoining their plant on Mc-
Coi-mick Road for the expansion of
the manufacturing facilities of the
company.

New Ansul Dry Chemical
Fire Extinguisher Shown

Milwaukee, Wise. — New four-
pound dry chemical fire extinguisher,
the Ansul 4, is announced by Fire
Extinguisher Division of Ansul
Chemical Co., Marinette. Extin-
guisher, only 19 inches long and 31/2

in diameter, is light in weight and
designed for easy use by even in-

experienced operators.
High ratings for effectiveness

have been given the Ansul 4 by Na-
tional approval agencies, manufac-
turers state. The extinguishing
agent used, Ansul Plus-Fifty Dry
Chemical is claimed to be non-toxic,
non-corrosive, non-abrasive, and a
non-conductor of electricity.

700-Seater in N, O.
Is Built in 50 Days

New Orleans, La.—Erection of the

Teche theater at St. Martinville, in

50 days is believed to be a world's

record. The new 700-seater's open-

ing recently was attended by repre-

sentatives of all the film exchanges

as well as many exhibitors from all

over the state.

L. C. Montgomery, president of the

Ritz Theater Corp, owners of the

house, entertained at a cocktail party

and Cajun dinner, following the

opening.

Reed to Field Sales

In RCA Engineering

Camden, N. J.—Appointment of P.
B. Reed as Field Sales Manager in
the East Central Region for the RCA
Engineering Products Department is

announced by T. A. Smith, General
Sales Manager of the Department.

Reed, with headquarters in Cleve-
land, Ohio is in charge of Engineer-
ing Products Sales in the territory
which includes Ohio, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Michigan and Western
Pennsylvania. Prior to his appoint-
ment, Reed was the Washington, D.
C, representative for the RCA En-
gineering Products Department.

New In-a-Car Speakers
Make Shoreham Debut

(Continued from Page 1)

Tesmaites here for the first time
when Autocrat, Inc., Dayton, 0.
bowed their new equipment officially

at the Shoreham Hotel.
Featuring "instant On" junction

boxes which require no threading of
posts or complicated and expensive
installation, the speakers come in a
wide price range.

Kodak's Hartman Receives
New Chemistry Post

(Continued from Page 1)

chemistry at the University of Chi-
cago.

_

He joined Kodak laboratories' syn-
thetic chemistry department in Oc-
tober, 1919, as an organic chemist.
In 1929 he became assistant superin-
tendent of that department of the
laboratories.
A member of the American Chem-

ical Society, Hartman has served as
treasurer, director, and member of
the board of editors of the publica-
tion, "Organic Syntheses."

Roxy Gets Kollmorgens
Roxy Theater, New York, has re-

placed its previous lenses with the
fastest projection lenses made, the
new f/1.9 Super-Snaplite developed
by Kollmorgen Optical Corp.

New Ticket Chopper

Makes Capital Debut

(Continued from Page 1)

uct of General Register Corp. and
rounds out the company's line of
foolproof ticket control.

Ticket collection is controlled at
the door by the Automaticket, ii j^w-
same manner as the famous Autl. i-

ticket ticket issuing machines con-
trol and check ticket sales at the
boxoffice. Chopper takes standard
tickets which it chops automatically
and stacks the theater stubs on wires
in sequence of collection, also auto-
matically.

Machine speeds ticket collecting by
eliminating manual tearing of tick-
ets and the stubs are held under lock
and key. Bill Stober and Lev Grof-
sik are at General Register's booth
64 here to demonstrate their new
Automaticket ticket chopper which
has been drawing much favorable
comment.

Chicago Theater Supply
Reports Big Order Hike

(Continued from Page 1)

for complete RCA sound system,
three latest model Brenkert projec-
tors, heavy duty pedestals, and an
RCA screen.

Yahr also reports complete RCA
equipment for the Callaway Theater,
now being built at LaFarge, Wise.
They are also supplying Mohawk
carpets and International seats for
the 500-seat house.

Mke Yahr and C. M. Lewis are
representing Chicago Theater Sup-
ply at the TESMA Convention.

Candy Jobber Reports 20%
Surge in Theater Sales

(Continued from Page 1)

the new setup to be very co-operative
with the theater owners who visit the
film row on Wabash and Michigan
Avenues. Davis also heads the Irving
Davis Co. at the same address and
this company operates concessions in
theaters and other amusement spots
in this territory.

Frigid Vendor is

Set hy Birdseye
Chicago—US Vending Machine Co.

has developed a new refrigerated

candy vending machine through co-

operation with Clarence Birdseye.

who is a pioneer in the frozen foods

industry. Henry T. Roberts, US. Ven-
ders director of sales, says the new
equipment won't be ready for the

trade until next year. New machine
may solve the problem of vending

chocolates which don't stand up too

well in hot weather.
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These convening companies and firms^ prominent in the trade,

extend cordiai greetings to members of the Theater Equip-

ment and Suppiy Manufacturers Association and the Theater

Equipment Dealers Protective Association and to ali others

attending the joint national convention in Washington, D. C,

Sept. 24-28. Sincere wishes for the further progress and suc-

cess of both organizations during the year ahead are included

in these messages of welcome.
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Radio Corporation of America

CAMDEN, N. J.

BOOTHS 42 -43 -44

THE ARCUS TICKET COMPAJNY

348 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Forty Years of Ticket Making

FORT-A-CIDE CORPORATION

CHARLES P. HUGHES, President

160 EAST ILLINOIS STREET

CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

The Miracle Odorless Germicide

1947 TESMA-TEDPJ
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7:00 P. M.

11:00 P.M.

10:00 A. M.

10:00 A. M.

12:30 P. M.

1:30 P.M.

Uaw
— Today —

Registration Continued West Lobby Lounge

Exhibition Opens Entrance West Lobby Lounge
Admission by Badge Only

Exhibition closes until 4:00 P.M.

Luncheon and Opening Session Blue Room,
Lobby Floor

Addresses of welcome by The Honorable James
Russell Young, President of Board of Commissioners,
District of Columbia; Ray G. Colvin, President of

TEDPA; Oscar F. Neu, President of TESMA.
Business meeting, TEDPA Blue Room
Exhibition reopens. Admission by Badge Only.

Radio Corporation of America Dinner
Louis XVI Room (For RCA Dealers)

Exhibition closes for the night.

— Tomorrow —
Registration continued.

Exhibition opens. Admission by Badge Only.

Sight-seeing tour and luncheon in Virginia for the

ladies. Special buses leave Shoreham Hotel 10:00

A. M. sharp.

Seciire tickets at registration desk.

Your Host—TESMA
Exhibition closes until 7:00 P. M.

TESMA business session.

(Election of officers) Blue Room
TEDPA business session West Ballroom

Exhibition reopens.

Exhibition close for the night.

— Saturday—
Registration continued.

Exhibition opens. Admission by Badge Only.

Exhibition closes until 7:00 P. M.
General meeting followed by Open Forum. West

FOREST MFG. CORP.
and

FOREST ELECTRONIC, I]\C.

Invites you to

ROOTH 30 to see the—
.\EW ELECTROIMC LAMP and RECTIFIERS

HFC. CORP. 60 PARK PL NEWARK. N. J.

TICKET REGISTER INDUSTRIES
30 EAST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

PHONE: DEARBORN 4642

Manufacturers of Ticket Registers,

Coin Changers, Turnstiles
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7:00 P. M.

11:00 P.M.

11:30 A. M.

12:30 P. M.

6:00 P. M.

6:45 P. M.

8:00 P. M.

Ballroom . Everyone welcome.
Moderator: E. Alan Williford, Vice President, General

Aniline & Film Corp.

SPEAKERS

J. H. Van Deventer, Director of Information, Committee
for Economic Development. Subject: "Stabilization of

American Business and How It Affects the Theater
|

Industry."

M. J. DeAngelis, Architect. Subject: "Multiple Enter-
prise Amusement Centers."

Robert Easterly, Strand Steel Division, Great Lakes ^

Steel Corp. Subject: "Quonset Theaters."
George M. Petersen, Contractor. Subject: "Drive-In,

Theaters."
I

M. A. Watson, President, Institute of Carpet Mfg. of
I

America, Inc. Subject: "Floor Coverings for The-j

aters."

J. F. O'Brien, Sales Manager, Radio Corp. of America.;
Subject: "Television."

Ben Schlanger. Subject: "Modern Architectural Func-'
tionalism as Applied to Motion Picture Theater
Design."

;

Exhibition reopens.
\

Exhibition closes for the night. !

— Sunday— i

Registration continued.
!

Exhibition opens. I

Final closing of Exhibition.
;

Cocktail Party West Ballrooml
Your Host—National Carbon Co., Inc.

Annual banquet under the direction of TEDPA. Fea-;

turing Maxim Lowe's orchestra, floor show and din-

ner dancing. No speakers. Just funl ... .Blue Room

— Monday —
Au Revoir; but not Goodbye
Meet you in St. Louis in 1948!

See the IVew

SUPERIOR Model "A" PROJECTOR
AND

THE NEW BLUE SEAL THEATER SOUND SYSTEM

Sootk Jyuniber 63

RLUE SEAL CINE DEVICES, Inc.
5-45 49th AVE.. LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

GoldE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Designers and Manufacturers of

Light Projection Equipment

1214-1222 WEST MADISON STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

LA VEZZI Machine Worb
4635 WEST LAKE STREET CHICAGO 44, ILL.

See our complete display of parts and

equipment sold through the independent

dealers at . . .

BOOTH 22.

WAGNER SIGN SERVICE, INC.

216-224 SOUTH HOYNE AVENUE, CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

Wagner Silhouette—Attractive Letters

MEN AT WORK
BOOTHS 57-58

OSCAR AT PLAY

IN OUR SUITE!
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HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY

1850 ORCHARD STREET

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

35mm. Motion Picture Projectors

DROLL THEATER SUPPLY CO.

925 WEST JACKSON BLVD.

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

MONROE 7805

Droll Processed Carbons

MOTIOGRAPH, INC.

4431 WEST LAKE STREET. CHICAGO 24. ILLINOIS

Motion Picture Projectors

To joAar'

^ X H / B / r / /! y o L^ r
T£..2A^^' A//1T/0/S//1L 7'^/)0£. JAVOW

WHITE WAY
Electric Sign & Maintenance Co.

1.H17 \0. CLYBOURN AVENUE, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

24<-Hour Service

Manufacturing and Maintenance Service

RAPP and RAPP
Theater Architects

230 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

TeL FRanklin 4800
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TRADE SHOW EXHIBITORS
FIRM NAME BOOTH No.

Adier Silhouette Letter Co., Chicago, 111 52-53

Altec Lansing Corp., Hollywood, Calif 37-38

Alto Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111 66

American Mat Corp., Toledo, Ohio 70

C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Co., L. I. City, N. Y 78

Atlas Products Co., Chicago, 111 19-20

Autocrat Speaker Co., Dayton, Ohio 14

Automatic Devices Co., AUentown, Pa 33

Baldor Bectric Co., St. Louis, Mo 62

Ballam Safe Co., St. Petersburg, Fla 61

Ballantyne Co., Omaha, Neb 21

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. 75

Blue Seal Cine Devices, Inc., L. I. City, N. Y. 63

Century Projector Corp., New York, N. Y 27

Champion Moulding Mfg. Co., New York, N.Y. 79

Coca-Cola Company, New York, N. Y 11-12

Compco Corporation, Chicago, 111 8

Control Engineering Corp., San Francisco, Cal. 73

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Chicago, 111 31-32

Dazian's, Incorporated, New York, N. Y 67

(Continued on Page 10)

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

Superior Motion Picture Equipment

Chicago . . New York , . Hollywood . . Washington

EST. 1907

SEE US AT BOOTHS 52 AND 53

AT TESMA TRADE SHOW

ADLER plastic and cast aluminum

third dimension letters and remova panels.

Glass In Frame Equipment

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER GO.
General Offices: 3021 WEST 36th ST.—CHICAGO 32, ILL.

CHICAGO—NEW YORK—TORONTO. CAN.—LONDON. ENG.

NATCO, INC.

505 NORTH SACRAMENTO BLVD. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of 16mm. Projector Equipment

of Finest Quality

Manufacturers of

WORLD FAMOUS PROJECTION
SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.

2627 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago 8, Illinois

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES

GENEVA. ILL.

Largest Manufacturer of

Photo Electric Cells
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KRISPY KIST KORN MACHINE CO.

120 SO. HALSTED STREET. CHICAGO 6. ILL.

MFCS. AND DISTRIBUTORS

Lobby Display All Electric Poppers — All Steel

Korn Kribs. Centralized Popping Equipment,

Two Wheel Trailers.

ESSANAY ELECTRIC CO.

1438 NORTH CLARK ST.. CHICAGO 10. ILL.

Manufacturers of Strong

ZIPPER CHANGEOVERS

LIST OF OFFICERS OF TESMA

OFFICERS
President OSCAR F. NEU

(Neumade Products Corporation)

Vice President W. A. GEDRIS
(Ideal Seating Company)

Secretary-Trec<surer ROY BOOV"^

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ^-

HARRY STRONG Strong eectric Corporation
V. J. NOLAN National Carbon Co., Inc.

E. WAGNER Wagner Sign Service, Inc.

C, M. WEBER Weber Machine Corporation
E. J. VALLEN Vallen, Inc.

H. B. ENGEL DeVry Corporation

GENERAL COMMITTEE
C. S. ASHCRAFT
J. B. CONTNER
J. A. FETHERSTON
L. W. DAVEE
L. E. JONES
JAMES ELDERKIN
PETER MOLE
BILL STOBER

AUDIT COMMITTEE

J. F. O'BRIEN
JAKE MITCHELL
D. W. MATTHEWS
C. J. WILLIAMS
C. P. HUGHES
BOB HOFF
ABRAM SAMUELS
DICK STRAUSS

C. C. COOLEYELIZABETH DAY WAGNER
H. B. ENGEL

LADIES' ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
ELIZABETH DAY WAGNER Chairman
MRS. O. F. NEU MRS. ROY BOOMER MRS. N. D. GOLDEN

PUSH-BAK SEATS

are manufactured by

KROEHLER MFG. CO.
666 Lake Shore Drive. Chicago 11. 111.

DeVRY CORPORATION
1111 ARMITAGE AVENUE CHICAGO 14. ILLINOIS

Largest Line of Motion Picture Equipment.

DeVry Theater Projectors and Amplifiers.

WENZEL PROJECTOR COMPANY
2505-19 SOUTH STATE STREET. CHICAGO 16. ILL.

Manufacturers of Wenzel Precision

Projectors and Replacement Parts

MIPRO CORPORATION
2851 NORTHWESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO 18. ILLINOIS

•

Manufacturers and Distributors

Precision Cine Equipment
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UST OF OFFICERS OF TEDPA

President RAY G. COLVIN
(Exhibitors Supply Company)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
F. A. VAN HUSAN Western Theater Supply Co.
A_E. THIELE Des Moines Theater Supply Company
: LIAM CARROLL Falls City Theater Equipment Company
Ite HORNSTEIN Joe Hornstein, Inc.

COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS
ELMER H. BRIENT Elmer Brient & Sons
H. S. DUSMAN J. F. Dusman Theater Supply Company

BANQUET COMMITTEE
PHE. WICKER Standard Theater Supply Company
RAY BUSLER United Theater Supply Corporation

Washington Points of Interest

CAPITOL—Capitol Hill. NA. 3120. Open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily and Sundays.

•
WHITE HOUSE—Pennsylvania Ave. at 16th

St. N.W.
•

SUPREME COURT (U. S.)—First and E.

Capitol Sts. EX. 1640. Open daily 9 to

4:30; Saturdays to 12:30.

•
TREASURY BUILDING— 15th St. and Penn-

sylvania Ave. N.W. Opens to visitors 9
to 2 daily.

WASHINGTON NATIONAL MONUMENT
—In center of the Mall, south of White
House. RE. 1820. Open 9 to 5.

•
LINCOLN MEMORIAL—On Potomac river-

front at foot of 23rd St. Open 9 a.m. to

9 p.m. daily and Sundays.

•
MOUNT VERNON—On Virginia shore of

the Potomac, 16 miles south of Washing-
ton. Auto route via Mt. Vernon Memori-
al Highway. Open to the public all year

'round. Admission 25c; service personnel

free.

DOMESTIC FINANCE CORP.

231 SO. LA SALLE STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

JVe Finance Every Phase of Film Production

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, Inc.

2723 PULASKI ROAD. CHICAGO 39. ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of Projector Screens

for professional and non-professional use

C. CRETORS & CO.
620 CERMAK ROAD
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

Mfrs. of Super Sixty and Hollywood Popcorn Machines

Also Giant Commercial Units

for theater control popping units.

NATIONAL THEATER SUPPLY CO.

1325 SOUTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. ILL.

Theater Equipment of Quality

We'd like to say "hellow"

We're at BOOTH 21

J. R. (BOB ) HOFF HOWARD FLOERCHINGER
General M anager Sound Engineer

THE BALLANTYNE
OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

(0.

Since 1898

FABRICS FOR THE THEATER

Draperies, Stage Curtains, Wall Coverings, Lobbies

Af- the Convention Visit Booth 36

'The House o/ Service

130 West 46th Street, New York

Chicago Los Angeles
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The iVeit;

AUTOMATICKET (HOPPER

Is at booth 64

GENERAL REGISTER CORP.

ABBOTT
THEATER

EQUIPMENT CO.
1311 SO. WABASH AVENUE
PHONE: HARRISON 7573

CHICAGO 5. ILLINOIS

Theater Equipment

GENERAL CHAIR CO.

1.308 No. Elston Avenue

Chicago 22, IlL

Tel. Armitage 0022

PARTS

for all makes of chairs

TRADE SHOW EXHIBITORS
(Continued from Page 7)

FIRM NAME BOOTH No.

Dependable Manufacturing Co., Omaha, Neb 10

DeVry Corporation, Chicago, 111 25-26

Essannay Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 18

Fontaine Manufacturing Corp., Jamaica, N. Y 51

Forest Manufacturing Corp., Newark, N. J 30

General Register Corp., Long Island City, N. Y 64

GoldE Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111 71

Gordos Corporation, Newark, N. J 50

Ideal Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich 55-56

Irwin Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich 49

Kneisley Electric Co., Toledo, Ohio 34

Knoxville Scenic Studio, Knoxville, Tenn 40

Kollmorgen Optical Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y 39

Krispy Kist Korn Machine Co., Chicago, 111 19-20

Kroehler Manufacturing Co., Shore Drive, Chicago, 111 7

LaVezzi Machine Works, Chicago, 111 22

Lawrence Metal Products, Inc., New York, N. Y 51

Maharam Fabrics Corp., New York, N. Y 36

Manufacturers Machine & Tool Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y 15-16

Modern Theater Planning Institute, Chicago, 111 6

Motiograph, Inc., Chicago, 111 59-60

Motion Picture Machine Co., Milwaukee, Wis 8

Murch Electric Corporation, Franklin, Maine 4

National Super Service Co., Inc., Toledo, Ohio 35

Neumade Products Corp., New York, N. Y 57-58

Nu-Screen Corp., New York, N. Y 72

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio 47-48

Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y 69

Physical Theatre of Today and Tomorrow, Philadelphia, Pa. . .
1-2-3

Poblocki 6c Sons, Milwaukee, Wis 46

Pronto Pop Com Sales, Inc., Boston, Mass 9

Radiant Manufacturing Corp., Chicago, 111 23-24

Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J 42-43-44

Robin, Incorporated, New York, N. Y 74

Star Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo 68

Strong Electric Corp., Toledo, Ohio 65
T & C Company, Dallas, Texas 13

Hcmns R. Teichert Co., Chicago, 111 5

Ticket Register Industries, Chicago, 111 17

Vallen, Incorporated, Akron, Ohio 54
Vio-Glo Plastics Corp., New York, N. Y 26-A
Wagner Sign Service, Inc., Chicago, 111 28-29
Weber Machine Corp., Rochester, N. Y 76-77
Wenzel Projector Co., Chicago, 111 80

SEE EVERY EXHIBIT BOOTH WHILE YOU'RE
HAVE YOU SEEN ALL THE EXHIBITS?

HERE

SEE ME

AT THE CONVENTION i

For good used chairs

SAM LEVINSON J
Chicago Used Chair Marlj^""'

FENSIN

SEATING COMPANY

"Seating Specialists"

62 EAST 13th STREET

CHICAGO 5. ILL.

AMERICA'S foremost SCREENS

For information—see your dealer or write

VOCALITE SCREEN CORP.
ROOSEVELT, N. Y.

Air Conditioning at its best

Self-contained — Self-supporting

Self-sufficient

usAIRco
UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
Como Avenue S.E. at 33rd Minneapolis 14, Minn.

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
4829 South Kedzie Avenue

Chicago 32, Illinois

Manufacturers of

Lumotron Photo Electric Cells Super Lumo Projection Lenses

Magnum Special Sound Lenses

Modern equipped service dept. for Projection lens repairing—sound lens

repairing. Coating of lens elements.
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Motiograph Dealers Boost Installations Drive
Cross-country Total
Of 374 in Sound and
108 Projectors Listed

(Continued from Page 1

)

aters. Atlas Theater Supply Co.,
pjii-sburgh, Pa., racked up three
I li installations and two projec-
tb.^in the state. In Buffalo, N. Y.,
Becker Theater Supply announced 10
sound systems and three projectors
installed in the surrounding terri-
tory.

Charleston Theater Supply,
Charleston, W. Va., scored impres-
sively with 25 Mirrophonic sound
systems installed and three projec-
tors of Motiograph make, in West
Virginia, Virginia, and Kentucky
theaters. Joe Cifre, Inc., Boston, lists

II and two of the Motiograph pro-
ducts. Des Moines Theater Supply
announces 22 and seven as their
total of Motiograph installations.

In Baltimore, J. F. Dusman in-

stalled 16 and 13 of the two Motio-
graph products in Maryland and ad-
jacent territory. Falls City Theater
Equipment Co., Louisville, Ky., lists

14 sound systems and seven projec-
tors in nearby theaters. Ger-Bar,
Inc., Indianapolis, comes up with a
total to date of 10 and two of the
Motiograph trade -mark installa-

tions.

Hodges Theater Supply, New Or-
leans, installed 25 sound systems and

Chicago and Southern Air lAnes Experintent
On Airborne Motion Picture Shotvs in Planes

St. Louis, Mo.—Chicago & Southern Air Lines is experimenting with motion
pictures on planes in flight. Should permanent installation of screen equipment
be made, this airline would be the first domestic scheduled air carrier to

feature motion pictures for the entertainment of passengers in flight.

Whether the picture shows will be made a regufer feature on Chicago &
Southern plans will depend entirely on passenger reaction.

The experiment is being conducted by Earl Pate, mid-south representative
and engineer for Bell and Howell Co., manufacturers of the specially designed
"airborne" projectors. For the benefit of passengers who prefer to read or

sleep during the picture shows, individual headphones have been developed
to take the place of loud-speakers in the fuselage roof, as required in the
original installation. These headsets also assure better reception by reducing
interference from engine noise, propeller roar and vibration. Outlets for the

headphones are provided at each seat. A low-volume loud-speaker, small enough
to fit inside a pillow may be the final choice, however. Sounds from this type

speaker can be heard only when the ear is pressing aginst thep pillow.

three projector mechanisms in South-
ern states. Joe Hornstein, Inc., N.
Y. C, racks up a total of nine Motio-
graph sound systems and 16 projec-
tor mechanisms. Another dealer, W.
R. Howell, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
announced five installations of sound
systems and seven projectors within
his state. In Dallas, Tex., Modern
Theater Equipment Co. has installed

a total of 36 Motiograph sound sys-

tems and four projector mechanisms,
all in the Lone-Star State.

Ohio Theater Supply, Cleveland,
racks up 10 and 11 of the Motio-

graph installations. In Grand Rapids,
Mich., Ringold Theater Equipment
Co. lists 18 and four as their totals

to date. In Salt Lake City, Utah,
Service Theater Supply boasts 84 and
seven as their impressive totals.

While in California, B. F. Shearer
Co., Los Angeles, lists 27 sound in-

stallations and three projectors in

California, Nevada, and Arizona. And
B. F. Shearer of Portland, Ore., an-
nounced sixteen sound installations,

and three projectors, all in that

state. Down in San Francisco, B. F.

Shearer again, lists nine sound and

Mirrophonic Sound and
AA Projectors Set High
X-Country Coverage

six projector installations, all in

California. The Washington B. F.
Shearer, located in Seattle, gives 10
and four as their totals.

Shreve Theater Supply chalked up
four sound installations and three
projector mechanisms for Motio-
graph. Vincent M. Tate Theater
Equipment, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., an-
nounces 14 and two. Impressively
rounding out the list is Wil-Kin The-
ater Supply, Atlanta, Ga., with 40
Motiograph sound system installa-

tions and nine projector mechan-
isms, scattered strategically through-
out the deep South.

Ashland Opera House Set
For Auctioneer's Hammer

Ashland, O. — The municipally-
owned Opera House property will
again be placed on the auction block.
City Council's authorization to ad-
vertise for bids for purchase of the
landmark follows by a year the last
attempt to sell the valuable property,
located at the intersection of two of
the city's main thoroughfares.

o
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Capital Welcomes

TESMA-TEDPA Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

three levels of the Hotel Shore-

ham, conventioneers will have
the opportunity to visit the

booths of some of the most
prominent names in the trade,

and inspection of the many new
models scheduled for exhibit will

occupy a major portion of the

delegates' interest. Complete
sellouts of exhibit space are re-

ported by Oscar Neu, TESMA
president and Ray G. Colvin,

president of TEDPA.

Pleasure With Business

Interspersed with the careful plan-

ning of the regular business sched-

ule, an equally well-planned pro-

gram of entertainment has been set

up to provide for the ladies as well

NEU COLVFN

as the convening husbands. Chair-
man of the Ladies Entertainment
Committee, Elizabeth Day Wagner,
has organized a thorough program
of amusement for the ladies, high-
light of which will be an outing and
luncheon at the Old Club in Alex-
andria, Va. Her assistants are Mrs.
Oscar Neu and Mrs. N. D. Golden.

Opening officially today, the con-
vention begins with a luncheon in

the Shoreham's Blue Room at which
addresses of welcome will be offered
by the Honorable John Russell
Young, president of the Board of
Commissioners of Washington, D. C;
Oscar F. Neu, president of TESMA,
and Ray G. Colvin, TEDPA presi-
dent.

Election of Officers

Short business sessions are to be
held tomorrow when both associa-
tions will elect officers for the next
two years. An open meeting fol-

lowed by a questions and answers
period will feature Saturday's activi-

ties. Diversified topics such as mul-
tiple entertainment amusement cen-
ters, Drive-In theaters, prefabricated
theaters, and television will be dis-

cussed. Talks by J. H. Van Deventer
of the Committee for Economic De-
velopment, and by M. A. Watson
of the Institute of Carpet Manu-
facturers of America will also be
heard. Following these talks the
meeting will be turned into an open
forum with E. Alan Williford, vice-

president of the Ansco Division of

Personalities in Washington
— (Continued from Page 1) —

F. MATTHEWS

MOTIOGRAPH of Chicago is holding court over at Booths 59 and 60 where
they are showing for the first time their new Drive-in equipment which is

complete for all departments. . . . They report several installations already made
of the new stuff and reports coming in indicate they have a
winner. . . . Fred, Thor, and Douglas Matthews of the

'

Motiograph family are greeting visitors warmly and Jack ,^

Behlke of the service department is also expected on the job

shortly. . . . Jim Huckleberry, eastern traveller for the corn-

pan'^ will be around soon they tell us.

TOM and Bob LaVezzi are on the job at Booth 22 telling all the

boys the latest on their qualtiy line of equipment and parts

which are sold through independent dealers. . . . They're exhibiting

a film of their new Chicago plant which shows how the equipment

is manufactured.

JOE MAHARAM and Key Morais of the famous fabric

house, new TESMA members this year after being con-

vinced of the Association's excellence by prexy Oscar Neu,
flew in the other day with a complete line of damasks,
velours, and novelty materials in a number of very interest-

ing patterns. . . . Joe, who does some professional modeling
in clay and wood, as well as tossing off extremely competent oil paintings, told

us about his company's new Los Angeles branch which is bigger than the New
York home office. . . . With Sanford Schwarz at the head of the outfit on the

Coast, the 60 x 130 plant is turning out a lot of nice stuff for the Western end
of the country.

WILL DeVRY, Bob Engel, Ira Fleming, and Clair Roliff are here from the Chicago DeVry

offices, while Henry Fisher of the New York branch and Bill Dute from Cleveland,

have converged from their territories. . . DeVry 16 and 35mm projectors and their

outdoor theater equipment are being shown to many interested

spectators here. . . . Say hello to Will while in Washington and

you'll be shown a lot of slick-looking equipment. . . . Mike Yahr

and C. M. Lewis are representing Chicago Theater Supply for

TESMA. . . . Cretor Popcorn is in the capable hands of Jack Price,

of Farmers Equipment Co. who is showing both commercial and

theater units.

^RED WENZEL and C. J. Williams are holding down the

• fort for the Wenzel Projector Co. and are displaying

several interesting items for the edification of theater supply
men at booth 80. . . . And while we're talking about folks,

don't forget that Pennsy Railroads' Frank Selke was instru-

mental in securing several special cars on the road for the
boys who wanted some comfort while trekking Capitol-

wards. . . . Many Chicago visitors have Frank to thank for

the convenience of their accommodations.
* * •

C. T. JACOBSON of the Krispy Kist Korn Machine Co., Chicago, will be in charge

^^ of his company's exhibit here, assisted by several men from the factory staff. . . .

His two-wheel trailers, with latest centralized popping equipment for both wet and dry

corn popping, plus a full line of popcorn warmers is causing eyes to pop here.

* ^ ^

KIEW^ YORK dealers' delegation just pulled in with Joe Hornstein, of the
' ' famous J. H. Inc., who was joined by spare-time ship and train scale model
engineer, Joe Pear, of Amusement Supply. . . . Capitol is represented here by
Ben Perse while Julius Katz is here to blow the bugle for Crown Supply.

Fabian-Wllmer Plan

Two Penn. Drive-Ins

DeVRY

(Continued from Page 1)

Hershey road. Route 422, and the
other on the Carlisle pike. Route 11,

adding that exact sites will be select-

ed within hte next few days and the
property transfers recorded. ^

The latest type of equipmentv^'^i
eluding individual speakers for ea'ch

car, will be installed in the open-air
theaters. Pictures will be shown on a
60-foot high screen tower with films

projected on a 30x40-foot screen. In
addition, each project will include a
building to house both the projection
room and a concession stand.

Individual "in-car" speakers will

be provided, adjustable to volume and
sound to the individual desires. Park-
ing space will be provided for be-
tween 700 and 800 cars, with the
total area of each theater to range
between 12 to 15 acres.

Wollaston said that workmen will

probably begin to clear the ground
this fall, and that the first shows
will be held in both theaters by the
late spring of 1948.

The Fabian-W&V management has
been planning erection of the two
theaters here for several years, but
it has been unable to secure the mod-
ern equipment until recently.

The two outdoor theaters will be
the first drive-ins in this area, the
nearest being a small one at Allen-
town.

General Aniline and Film Corp.,
acting as moderator.

More than 100 manufacturers
will show their equipment at the
booths arranged around the ex-
hibit floors and several manufac-
turers promise an interesting
array of innovations in their
lines.

Saturday's session promises
much in the way of interesting
talks given by experts in their
respective fields. Architect M. J.

De Angelis will discuss "Mul-
tiple Enterprise Amusement
Centers." Robert Easterly,
Strand Steel Division of Great
Lakes Steel Corp., will speak on
"Quonset Theaters." Television

will be discussed by J. F. O'Brien,
sales manager of RCA. Ben
Schlanger will give a talk on
"Modern Architectural Function-
alism as Applied to Motion Pic-
ture Theater Design."

A host of new manufacturers have
signed up with TESMA this year for
the first time, swelling the list to
record proportions. Of especial in-

terest to dealers will be the exhibits
of these newcomers, some of whom
are showing new products exhibited
for the first time here. Business
meetings of both TESMA and
TEDPA have been strategically
staggered so that all can devote the
major portion of their time to see-
ing what is new in the trade. Com-

petitors can be depended upon to

have eagle eyes peeled for latest

improvements in rival lines.

Universal Attendance

List and breakdown of all those
attending this show with their re-

spective positions, businesses, etc.,

would be staggering indeed. But
essentially those who are attending
can be described as manufacturers,
dealers, theater owners, managers,
architects, projectionists, mainten-
ance engineers, and, it wouldn't sur-
prise us at all, mere movie fans.

Customary convention hell-raising
is expected to be in traditionally
good fonii and amusements not on
the regular program are expected
to be expanded by extra-curricular
whoopla, all in the spirit of good fun
that has been seen in past TESMA-
TEDPA conclaves.

Invitations have been extended to
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
Motion Picture Theater Operators of
America who met here Friday and
Saturday last week to extend their
stay through the equipment conven-
tion. A number of theater owners
have been seen around enjoying the
hospitality of this show while round-
ing up a pretty full week in the na-
tion's Capital.

Bill Kunzman of the National
Carbon Co. has extended cordial in-

vitations to one and all to be his
company's guest at the Sunday cock-
tail party preceding the final ban-
quet of this season's meet.
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NATCO Has Improved

16MM. Model 3019-2

Convenience and operating effi-

ciency were the watchwords for

NATCO engineers when they revised

the already well-designed 16 mm.
sound motion picture projector bear-

ir-^^hat name and incorporated many
i\ ^ovements into the new NATCO
Model 3019-2.

One-shot oiling via a handly oil cup

on the operating side of the projector

provides adequate lubrication of all

moving parts for eight hours of con-

tinuous operation, and, at the same
time, prevents over-oiling, the bug-
bear of many projectionists. Oil put
into the cup is correctly metered
from a concealed oil pump by means
of efficient wick lines to all rotating
or moving parts requiring lubrica-
tion. Liberal use of oilite bearings in

the NATCO projector mechanism has
eliminated the need for a multitude
of oil holes or oil lines.

Projector motors are built by the
company to be self-lubricating. It is

necessary to replenish their lubrica-

tion only once every six months.
Projection lamps, too, are easily re-

moved for rep.acement from the

NATCO Model 3019-2. All that is

necessary is to remove the baclc cover

of the projector case by pulling on

two tabs, then to loosen a large

knurled thumb screw and open the

projector lamp housing. This tilts the

lamp so it can be grasped easily and
removed from the socket by a push
and a twist.

Exciter lamps in the NATCO
Model 3019-2, ca nbe replaced with-

out the need for "taking apart" the

projector. These small lamps are en-

closed in a readily accessible housing

on the operating side of the body of

the projector. Only two easily op-

erated thumb screws need be loosened

to remove this housing and then, to

replace the exciter lamp.
A new voltage control unit, that

smooths out voltage surges in the

power line before they get to the

exciter lamp and photo-electric cell,

reduces the frequency with which

exciter lamps wiL burn out.

The threading lamp, located imme-
diately below the projection lens on

the NATCO Model 3019-2 is enclosed

by a "slip-on" cover. This cover can

be turned to dire?t the light coming

from the threading lamp and it can

be easily removed without tools for

lamp replacement when necessary.

The threading lamp is controlled by

a separate switch to permit its use

as is desired.

Waiiston Takes Indiana
Indianapolis — Hills Indiana The-

ater was taken over by the Willis-

ton Enterprises. James D. Hill,

operated the house for almost 25

years. The new owners renamed the

house Avenue Theater. This makes
five colored houses operated by the

Williston Enterprises here, and two
theaters in Louisville, Ky,

cp^sas EQUIPMENT NEWS 13

Prefab Theaters for
Dominion in 60 Days
Toronto— Prefabricated theaters,

designed to meet regulations of the
Motion Picture Censorship and The-
ater Inspection Branch of the Prov-
ince of Ontario, will be ready for de-
livery in the next 60 days, it is an-
nounced by P. C. Smith, general
sales manager of All-Steei Building,

Ltd. Theater structures, manufac-
tured in Detroit by Great Lakes Steel,

will be 40 feet wide and a minimum
of 60 feet long, with an 80-foot
building able to seat 500 persons.

Altec Expands Personnel;
Sets New Minn. Deals

Minneapolis — The Altec branch
here has expanded its personnel to 10

with the addition of H. G. Raven-
stein, assigned to Fargo area and
D. H. Haswell, the Minneapolis zone,

0. E. Maxwell, Altec branch man-
ager, announced this week. He also

revealed 22 service deals negotiated
in the area.

List includes: the Royal, Ashland;
Cameo, Eau C.aire; and Hollywood,
Wausau, all Wisconsin; the Norka,
Akron; Casino and Odeon, Marshall-
town; and Iris, Postville, all in Iowa;
and the Piller, Valley City; Zelda,
Grafton; and Gateway, Westhope; in
North Dakota.

Others are the U. S. Veterans hos-
pital annex, Ft. Sne.ling, Minn.; Ly-
ceum, Minneapolis semi-legit house;
and Richfield, suburban Minneapolis.
Elsewhere in Minnesota deals include
the Leb, Cloquet; Ledum, Elbow
Lake; Lybba, Hibbing; Farrow,
Parker's Prairie; Date, Proctor;
State, St. Peter; Sanborn, Sanborn;
Harbor, Two Harbors; and Chief,

Red Wing.

Dickely Reports Added
Mich. Altec Installations

Detroit—According to F. C. Dicke-
'y, district manager of Altec Service
;]orp., they have supervised the fol-

owing installations:

Berry Theater, Berrien Springs,
Tel Ellsner, A-30 Simplex. Roxy The-
ater, Detroit, Detroit Theater Enter-
irises, B-60-4X (3 projectors).
'Muskegon Auto Theater, Muskegon
Hotio Mirrophonic PR-3D ^SO W«+
Dual. Owega heater, Manceloha, Cecil

:;. Moeker, Motio M-911 Rose The-
iter, Detroit, Arnold Wisper, Sim-
ilex "E."

Youngs Sell

Chipley, Fla.—Mr. and Mrs. D. B.
Young announce they have sold the

Vance Theater to Hoffman and
Barnes. The Youngs purchased the
theater three years ago from B. S.

Donnan. It was then known as the
Reva Theater.

Rose to Strand

Oshkosh, Wis.—Lee Rose is the

new manager of the Strand, recently

dropped from the Fox, Wis., pool.
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Paramount Gets New

Erpi Test Console

A new light valve projector and

testing console designed by the Elec-

trical Research Products Division of

the Western Electric Co. at the re-

quest of the Paramount Sound De-
partment, has now^ been installed at
the Paramount West Coast Studios.
This equipment, which substitutes
modern methods of objective meas-
urement of light valves for methods
which relied heavily on the skill of
the individual operator, reduces the
testing time so that 8 to 10 valves
may be checked in an hour.
The console provides for visual

examination by projecting an en-
larged image of the light valve slit

and ribbons through a special optical
system. A 1000 watt water cooled
high pressure mercury arc is used
to illuminate the ribbons, while the
optical system enlarges the ribbon to

an image 4" long by %" hgh. A
green-tnted backlight simultaneous-
ly images the surfaces of the ribbons
to aid in detection of dirt on the rib-

bons or edges.
Facilities for electrical testing are

also provided in the new console and
either the visual or electrical method
may be selected at will during any
of the numerous tests. Among the
characteristics of either four ribbon
push-pull valves or two ribbon sin-

gle valves which may be tested are
spacing, tuning, alignment of rib-

bons over apertures, azimuth.

Ballantyne Co. Granted Mandamus Writ
To Block municipal Building Over Plant

Omaha—Robert S. Ballantyne and Robert Hoff of The Ballantyne Co. have

been granted a writ of mandamus in District Cour^ against the City Council in

their fight to block building of a new $3,500,000 City Auditorium on a site that

would take in their modern theater equipment manufacturing plant, several

exchanges, and stop Film Row development to the West.
Writ orders the Council to rescind its action on condemnation or else submit

the proposed site to a vote of the people, or show cause why it refuses to do
either. Their petition contends they are "denied their rights as ci^izens and
residents" of Nebraska and the United States by a Council action ignoring a

petition signed by them and several thousand Omahans asking that the site be

voted upon.

Urge Advance Buying of

Theater Ticket Supplies

Chicago—Theater ticket printei-s

are urging theaters to buy their
ticket supplies six months in advance,
to make sure they have enough
tickets on hand in case of material
shortages developing. Executive here
with large ticket company says that
the circuits order their tickets far-

ther in advance than the independent
operators. Road show operations
bring in demand for special tickets

for these engageimients and as the or-

ders for this type of show are not
large, they are generally fil.ed

promptly and without delay.

Buy Coggon from Smay
Coggon, la. — V. H. Williams of

Anamosa, la., has purchased the
Coggon Theater from John Sway.

Theater Center Approved
For Quimby in Ft. Wayne

Fort Wayne, Ind.—City Council
has unanimously ajpproved an ordi-
nance rezoning a tract of land on the
north side of the Bluifton Road near
Brooklyn Ave., so that the Quimby
Realty Corp. can proceed with its

project for a theater and shopping
center. The ordinance specifically
states what type of business can be
located in the proposed shopping cen-'
ter, in order to protect residents in
that area from any undesirable busi-
ness ventures at any future time. The-
amended ordinance was agreed to by
residents of Indian Village and offi-i

cia.s of the Quimby firm.
'

prism alignment for push-pull, dirt

and ribbon resistance.

Lease Bought
Fairfax, Minn.—0. H. Hochrein,

who has been leasing the Topic The-
ater from the Fairfax Realty Co.,
has bought up the lease.

York-Shipley Unveils

New Oil Burner Unit

York-Shipley, Inc., York, Pa., has
just placed on the market a com-
pletely redesigned line of York-Heat
oil - fired horizontal boiler - burner
units. There are four sizes, one de-
signed expressly for commercial
buildings, including theaters.

The boiler itself is built of
f

"' '"

plate in two sections which c^^^le
easily assembled on the job. Each
section is sized to go through a stand-
ard doorway. The upper section con-
tains an unusually large number of
horizontal 2" boiler tubes, rolled into

the tube sheets. Each tube contains
a spiral baffle which increases heat
transfer efficiency and can also be
used as a tube cleaner.

In the upper or hottest part of
the boiler is located a continuous,
extra-long, trombone-type hot water
coil which delivers, instantaneously,
quantities of clean hot water for do-
mestic purposes and eliminates the
need of an auxiliary hot water stor-

age tank. The coil is easily removed
from the boiler.

A unique system of water circula-

tors between the upper and lower
boiler sections keeps the boiler water
in motion on the liquid side of the
tubes, assuring better heat "pick-

up."

All boiler and combustion chamber
parts are accessible for c.eaning and
maintenance through special cover
plates in the front and rear.
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Neu Slated for Prexy jExhibs. Back ^^Power^^ Release

As TESMA Meet Opens
^"dorsements Cros$ Atiillatlon Lines

(Continued from Page I)

. Neu is certainly the man a majority
of the membership Avants row. '

The meeting of the TEDPA board
of_directors scheduled for yester-
d was cancelled because not
fey ^gh directors were on hand. At
the TESMA meeting—a brief affair

—internal organization matters were
discussed, such as the salary of Sec-
retary-Treasurer Roy Boomer.

Queried about the meeting
Boomer insisted that nothing taken
up by the board was of interest to

the trade and that "I certainly won't
give it out to the trade papers and
let them rehash it."

Neu told The Film Daily he
would very much like to step down
from the TESMA presidency — but
added that he thinks it will be diffi-

cult to get a man who will work
conscientiously at the job and "who
will co-operate well with Roy
Boomer." Even though he would
like to step out, it seems likely that
Neu will agree to stand for election

to another term.

TEDPA officers will not be elected
this week.

Neu, president Ray Colvin of
TEDPA, and J. Russell Young, head
of the Board of Commissioners of

the District of Columbia, will speak
at a kickoff luncheon opening the
convention this noon.

(Continued from Page 1)

"Jeff" Davis, N'Orleans
UA Manager, Is Dead

New Orleans — Thomas L. (Jeff)

Davis, 48, UA branch manager here
since May 10, 1943, died after a
brief illness. A native of Charlottes-
ville, Va., he had been with the com-
pany since it was founded 25 years
ago, and came here after serving as
Atlanta manager.

Davis is survived by his wife, a
son, Bob Lesley Davis, of Stockton,
Calif.; a daughter, Mrs. George
Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.; a brother
and three sisters.

Sears, Rathvon Discuss,

View Films in UA Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Gradwell Sears, UA

prexy, and N. Peter Rathvon, RKO
prexy, yesterday had their initial

conference over the RKO pictures

Sears seeks to acquire for UA by
outright purchase. It is not known
exactly how many RKO films Sears
is in the market for, but it is be-

lieved to be at least four. Rathvon
yesterday screened some RKO pro-

ducts for UA head but titles of

pictures were not disclosed.

Chicago City Council
Rejects Theater Levy

Chicago—The Chicago City Coun-
cil yesterday rejected the proposed
city theater tax.

of the Indiana AITO, an Allied affil-

iate, wired tnat its directors "were
unanimous in their opinion that this

reel is an excellent suDjecc." ,.•

"For some time," concinued Rem-
busch, "it had been apparent that
such material of this sore should be
shown to the American public to

quell the false theories and uncer-
tainties of the future existing in the
minds of the American people. The
reel should be excellent for foreign
consumption."

1^'rea Wehrenberg, board chairman
of the newly formed TOA, tele-

graphed that the short "otters us a
nne opportunity to show what a
united industry can do for the Amer-
ican way of life and to meet any
attacks levelled against our indus-
^.ry." Giving the pic his "unquali-
fied endorsement," Wehrenberg saia

that he "cannot imagine any exhib-
itor who is really mterestea in build-

ing goodwill in his community and
with the groups concerned with the

American spirit and ideals, even
hesitating to book it."

Hugh W. Bruen, PCC trustee,

wired that "every theater owner
should be proud of the opportunity
^a present it on his screen," while
LiGonard Goldberg, prexy of the In-

dependent Exhibitors, Inc., of New
jiingland, termed it "interesting, ed-
ucational and indeed very timely."

E. C. Grainger advised in an-
other wire that all Shea circuit
nouses would play the short, while
from Omaha, Oscar W. Hanson
wired that "we intend to use it in

dach of our theaters."
Leo T. Jones, Upper Sandusky, 0.,

exhib., reported that he had already
Dought the reel for all his theaters,
and that when screened for a DAK
district meeting, the delegates were
"very enthusiastic in their piaise of
che material contained in this sub-
ject."

T. G. Evans, executive secretary of
the AITO of lowa-iNebrasK.a, wired
the belief that the snort "should de-
velop some interesting data on the
subject of public relations," adding
that the turning over of the profits
to the Runyon Fund "makes your
project even more praiseworthy."

Industry Waits Bid

For Briiisli Parieys

(Continued from Page 1)

lowing a confab between MPAA
President Eric A. Johnston and Don-
ald Nelson, SIMPP prexy.

Although both SIMPP and MPAA
have stuaied many alternatives to

the British tax, there has been no
specific discussions on a joint stand.

As soon as the British invite repre-

sentatives of the American film in-

dustry to London it is expected that

several concrete proposals will be

worked out.

Nelson, who flew in from Holly-

wood yesterday spent about 80

minutes with Johnston discussing

the general world situation and its

effect on American films. A gloomy
outlook was taken by both leaders,

with the -world situation generally

described as getting even tighter as

far as American films are concerned.

At this point it is still expected
that Nelson and Johnston will go to

England for further discussions on
the tax.

Oldfield Heads Army's
PID Tele-Radio Section

Major Barney Oldfield, until re-

cently a member of Warners studio

publicity staff, and before the war
The Film Daily's staff correspon-
dent in Lincoln, Neb., has been desig-

nated chief of the radio and te evi-

sion section of the public infoi'mation

division, Department of the Army,
under the unification of the services

reorganization. Major Oldfield was
recalled to active duty in Washing-
ton several weeks ago.

Catholic M. P. Guild

To Assist Producers
(Continued from Page 1)

parochial schools and parish halls.

Guild has three main objectives:

1, to encourage and assist in pro-
duction of good Catholic movies by
commercial producers for both the
commercial and non- commercial
fields; 2, to co-operate with individ-
uals and non-commercial producers
who will make films for classroom
and auditorium; and 3, to produce
continuously Catholic films of a re-
ligious, educational, and entertain-
ment nature for instruction and en-
tertainment.

It is pointed out that the Catholic
Dramatic Movement already has the
rights to many scripts that can be
jsed for educational. Biblical and re-
ligious films. Special pi'ofessional
.raining for actors is now under way
at the organization's local theatrical
studios.

In order to produce good films.

Guild plans to employ professionals
and to pay professional rates to ac-
:ors, directors, cameramen and
others engaged in production. Guild
will operate on a non-profit basis,
from headquarters at 150 W. 49th
St.

A national survey disclosed that
about a third of the nation's Catholic
schools have 16 mm. projectors.
Many others regularly rent such
equipment, and most of the balance
would acquire projectors if good
Catholic films were made available.

Block to Make Metro Series
Martin Block, leading radio disc

jockey, will hold a press conference
today to announce plans for a new
series of Metro shorts in which he
will star.

Sees French Films in

2,000 U. Uheaters
(Continued from Page 1)

and Los AUgeies to assure more
ettective distribution,, it js revealed,
and additional branches are to be
opened as the policy succeeds.

Shelton pointed to the deal closed
last week under which Siritzky's
trench output was licensed to the
entire SKouras circuit as marking
the beginning of a new era. Similar
deals are being negotiated with
other circuits, he said.

Meanwhile, Siritzky will continue
to support the regular art cinema
outlets and special arrangements
will be made to have French stars
and celebrities come to this country
to make personal appearance tours.
Company plans an extensive staff

of field exploitation men to be em-
ployed to put the policy into effect,
increased cost of national advertis-
ing, plus expansion of exploitation
staffs and general operations, will
be carried by Siritzky, it was said.

TESMA Reps. Meet with EK,
RCA to Protest RR Hike

(Continued from Page 1)

Eastman Kodak to determine upon a
joint protest to the Uniform Classi-
fication Committee of the railroads
against a proposed 25 per cent rate
increase on projection equipment. In
the event this protest draws no re-
sponse, some of those present yes-
terday were in favor of can-ying the
complaint to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.
The railroad proposal is to in-

crease the rate from 100 per cent
to 125 per cent of class for projec-
tion machinery — and there was
lengthy discussion yesterday about
the possibility that separate projec-
tor parts which could not in them-
selves be held to be machinery might
also be made subject to a higher
rate.

A. E. Meyer of the International
Projector Company spoke for several
of those pi-esent when he declared
flatly that he was interested in the
protest only as a matter of principle.
"When you come right down to cold
figures," he said, "I don't think the
increase will cost the average exhib-
itor more than a dollar or two per
year."

New York Bookers Club
Dinner-Dance On Oct. 12

The Motion Picture Bookers Club
of New York announced it will hold
its annual dinner and dance with en-
tertainment at the Commodore Ho-
tel, Sunday evening, Oct. 12. Ed-
ward Riehter, M-G-M head booker,
is in charge of the arrangements.

CHARTERED
KING THEATERS, INC., Bronx; 200 shares of

no par stock; to operate theaters, by Saul Kor-
man, Boris Bernard!, Zelda Bernardi.
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BSCBP AGREES TO THREEmOnTHS RflTEJTflV

Neu Predicts Boom in JVew Theater Building
rESMA Prexy Believes

Control Lifting Will Give
[ndustry 'Shot in the Arm'

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Despite ths gloomy

Dutlook heie and abroad, the next

six months will see a boom in new
theater building as well as a vast

increase in demLnd for rsplacement
and repair equipment, Oscar Neu,
TESMA president, yesterday told

The Film Daily.
"Although the industry is going

through a period of panic," Neu
said, "there is considerable evidence

(Continued on Page 4)

-L Sales Conclave

To Open Tomorrow

Eagle-Lion will hold its first na-

tional sales meeting since the com-
pany absorbed the distribution facil-

ities of PRC, at the Hotel Warwick
tomorrow and Sunday.

A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president

and sales chief; Bryan Foy, vice-

president and head of production,

and Max E. Youngstein, ad-public-

ity-exploitation director, head the

personnel convening.
Highlights of the meeting will be

(ConHnued on Pa'e 6)

Truman Names Skouras to

Food Com.; to Ask Pix Aid

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washingon — President Trum-^n

yesterday launched a nation-wide

food conservation drive as an emer-

gency measure to meet foreign de-

mands and counteract high prices in

this country. Spyros P. Skouras,

(Continued on Page 5)

Fitzmhbons Sees FPC
Year's Earnings l/p

Toronto—Famous Players Canadian

had a favorable earnings record in the

first half of the current fiscal year

and estimates that the final six

months will show results ahead of

the corresponding period of 1945. ac-

cording to J. J. Fitzgibbons, presi-

dent of the company, in a letter to

shareholders.

$2,000,000 Ansco Blnghamton Plant Will
Nluke Color Nlotion Picture Film in 1949

Binghamton—Paving the way for its bid for a substantial part of the Hollywood

co'or film market, General Aniline & Film Corp.'s Ansco division next month will

start construction here of a $2,000,003 plant to manufacture color {\.m, it was
[earned yesterday. Completion of the plant, part of the expansion program for

which Ganeral AnJline & Film negotiated a $15,503,003 loan in July, is scheduled

for 194?. The Ansco division finished construction of a new $2,400 003 power

plant in Ajgust. The Ansco division is headed by E. Allan Williford, General

AniKne vice-president.

Ansco's new color film is just being introduced in Hollywood features.

Board of Directors Takes
Action While Working
On Permanent Agreement

For! Lee Studios Sold

To Long Island Group

With full faith in expanded East-

ern production, a group of Long
Island businessmen bought the Fort

Lee Studios at Fort Lee, New Jersey

from Ben Ruyle for an undisclosed

sum.
"We want to work hand in hand

with Hollywood," Dr. 0. A. Peters,

prexy of the newly-formed Fort Lee
Studios, Inc., announced to the trade

and metrcpolitan press yesterday at

a press luncheon held at the "21"

Club.
Thomas Taglianetti, chairman of

(Continued on Page 7)

New GE Commercial
Tele Relay Starts Monday

A new commercial television relay,

with sufficient power to bring in the

World Series and major football

^ames as well as other daytime pro-

grams from New York will be offi-

'ially inaugurated on Monday by

WRGB, General Electric's television

station in Schenectady. For the past

(Continued on Page 5)

ITOA to Open War

On 16MM. Operators

Contending that 16 mm. operators
in many situations violate existing
building codes, ITOA at a meeting
of its membership yesterday, em-
powered its legislative committee to

probe the possibility of forcing the
narrow gauge competition to comply
with all laws applicable to regular
theater owners.
The action is the result of protest

by several ITOA members who feel

that they are being hurt by unau-
thorized operators.

Reiteratine the stand he took at
(Continued on Page 4)

Report Popcorn Stands
Bring Two-thirds of 'Take'

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Wash'ngton—Popcorn and candy

concessions have expanded to a
multi-million dollar business which
often means the difference between
profit and loss in many theaters.

This was revealed in a discussion

with delegates to the joint TESMA-
(Continued on Page 5)

ASCAP's board of directors meet-
ing yesterday to consider a proposed
six-months delay in the October 1 ef-

fective date of the Society's new thea-
ter license fees determined instead to
defer the imposition for a three-
month period only.

During the interval the Society will

atempt through a series of confer-
ences with exhibitor organizations

—

the new TOA, National Allied and
unaffiliates such as the ITOA—to
work out an amicable agreement.

While no statement was forthcom-
ing after yesterday's board meeting,

(Continued on Page 6)

Neu Sets TESMA Goal

At 300 Members In '48

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With equipment in-

terest running high, Oscar Neu,
TESMA president, yesterday set a
goal of 300 members by next year.

Neu welcomed members and guests at
the opening luncheon of the joint
convent on of T11.SMA and TEDPA,
convening here through Sunday.
Membership in TESMA now is

(Continued on Page 7)

306WalkoutImminent—Gelber
lATSFs Brennan Says Further Talks Due

Accessories Go Through
Despite Express Strike

Exchange operations necessitat-

ing shipment of heralds and other

accessories have circumvented the

tieup caused by the labor dispute in

the Railway Express Agency by

shipping o'ltEToine- material to Phila-

(Continued on Page 3)

Projectionists' walkout is immin-
ent, Herman Gelber, prexy of Local

306, told the industry press yester-

day after the meeting in the Hotel

Astor between reps, of his union and

Broadway theater managers had
produced a stalemate.

Gelber said that hs "was no longer

interested in meeting with the ex-

hibitors," amone wh-m were reps.

(Continued on Page 5)

Colvin Re-elected Prexy
Of TEDPA; Add 4 to Board

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Ray G. Colvin yes-

terday was re-elected president of

TEDPA at the organization's first

business session.

The group's executive board was
increased at the meeting. New mem-

(Continued on Page 4)

Theaters Face Hikes
In Candy Bar Prices
Candy companies are advancing

their nickel bar price to theater trade

five to six cents a box of 24, due to

the increasing cocoa and corn sugar

prices important ingredients in the

manufacture of the nickel bars. So

far, the prices of 10-cent bars have

not been advanced.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Hg"! Low Clo'ie

Bell & Howell 21 3^ 21 Vi 21 Vi
B»1I & Howell pfd... 1051/4 105 105
Columb'O Picts. vtc. . 16 16 16
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 71 71 71

East. Kodak 431/2 43V4 431/2

Gen. Prec. Eq 17 17 17

Loew's, Inc 19% I91/4 19%
Paramount 225/8 221/4 22l/i

RKO ... 11 IOV4 1034
Republic Pict 43/4 43^ 434
Republic Pict. pfd... 111/2 11 1/2 11 1/2

20th Centurv-Fox . . 255/8 ZSVa 251/4

20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. 37 36I/2 37
20th Cent.-Fox ppf..l00i/4 IOOI/4 IOOI/4

Universal Pict I8I/4 I8I/4 I8I/4

Universal Pict. pfd.. 71 1/4 71 71

Warner Bros n^/g 133^ 133^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . . . 35/3 31/2 i%
RKO 3 27/8 27/8

Sonotone Corp 4 3% 4
Technicolor I21/4 I21/4 I21/4

Trans-Lux 37/8 37/8 37/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 63/4

Pathe 334

Net
Chg.

- Vi
- 1/4

- 1/4

%
%+

— %— 5/8— 1/4

- V2
+ 1

+ 1/4

-f Vb— 'A

— 1/8

+ Vb

— '

i/s

Asked

71/8

41/2

"Flesh" At Ambassador
Deferred to January

Recall to Paris of Tino Rossi has
caused postponement until early next
January of the inaugurati:n of a new
stage policy at the Ambassador
Theater which was to have begun
late this month. Rossi left for
France last week-end on call from
Marcel Pagnol, who wants the actor-

singer to begin work at once in "La
Belle Meuniere," ("The Miller's

Beautiful Wife.")

RCA's Large-Screen Tele
Makes Debut in Capital

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAII Y
Washington — Large-screen tele-

vision, 48 square feet in size, was
shown here yesterday for the first

time when RCA presented before in-

dustry and press representatives a
demonstration and progress report
on its development of a large-scresn
tele system.

Video program shown on a screen
eight feet wide and six feet high at
the Wardman Park Hote. was pro-
vided by NB'^'s Washington tele sta-

tion, WNBW, and included a local

interview followed by several NBC
television network shows, all origi-

nating in New York.
The projector models, whi^h are

baing supplied by RCA to Warner
Bros, and 20th-Fox for further re-

search on applicaticns in the motion
picture industry, employs a system
of reflective optics developed by RCA
and combining a great magnifving
power with minimum loss of light.

AT & T Opens 2nd Coaxial
Cable Link with Philly

New coaxial cable capable of
handling about 1,500 simaltaneous
telephone conversations was opened
yesterday between here and Phila-
delphia by the AT&T Co. New cable
will also be used for carrying radio
pr grams and television transmis-
sion.

Cable, which consists of eight
coaxal tubes, cost about $2,500,000
and is the second linking this city

with Philly. Oiiginal line has been
used experimentally for Iha past
year-and-a-half by video broadcast-
ers in transmission of programs.

Hope on Benefi -Fund Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bob Hope will leave

Hollywood early in November on a
benefit fund-rais'ng swing through
':he East following completi n of

'The Paleface," Paramount's Tech-
ncolor film in which he stars with
Jane Russell. Hope will headline a
"ancer fund benefit show in Atlantic
City, a fund-ra!s'nqr program for the
Boys' Home in Philadelphia, and a
benefit for tha Karama House, new
cultural cjnter for Negioes being es-

tablished in Cleveland.

Moray on Two-Month Tour
Norman H. Moray, WB short sub-

iects sales manager and president
of Warner Pathe News, has left on
T. two-m"nth nation-wide tour in-

•clud'ng a visit to the Burbank studio,

where he w'll confer with Gordon
Hollingshead, chief of short subject
oroduction. on forthcoming product.
Moray's first stop is Chicago. After
his conferences at the studio, he will

return East via the Southern ex-
changes.

Piercey Everts Dead
Marshalltown, la. — Piercey M.

Everts, 55, reputed to have been the
first projectionist in Marshalltown,
is dead.

Carver, Fordyce Fill

New Eastman Berths

Rochester—Dr. Emmett K. Car-
ver has been appointed to the newly-
created posit.on of technical assist-

ant to the general manager of the

Kodak Park plant in Rochester.
Dr. Charles R. Fordyce has been

named to succeed Carver as superin-
tendent of the department of manu-
facturing experiments at Kodak
Park. Fordyce formerly was the de-

partment's assistant superintendent.
Carver, in his new assignment,

will advise Charles K. Flint, Kodak
Park general manager, on experi-
mental and development work con-
ducted in various laboratories
throughout the manufacturing de-
partments.

Para. Stockholder's Suit

Names Ginsburg, Co.

Hyman Horwitz, as a Paramoun'
stockholder, filed suit against Henry
Ginsberg, vice-president in charge
of production, and Paramount Pic
tures in the New York Federa'
Court yesterday, charging that Gins-
berg, from June 7, 1946, to Jan. 7

1947. sold and purchased 1,300 share?
of Paramount common stock, realiz-

ing the profit of $6,000. Plaintifi

charges that the profit under the

Security Exchange Act of 1934 re-

verts to Paramount Pictures.

Cinecolor, Film Classics
Discuss Producing Co.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A. Pam Blumenthal

Cinecolor's board chairman and trea
surer Karl Herzog. are in New York
conferring wi'h Joseph Bernhard.
president of Film Classics, on plan?
to establish a producing company
with Cinecolor and FC to each havt
a 50 per cent interest in it.

It is also reported there is a pos-
sibility of a complete merger be-
tween Cinecolor and FC, but repre
sentatives of Cinecolor declined tc
comment.

DeMille, O'Dwyer Will
Talk Eastern Production

Cecil B. DeMille will confer with
Mayor William O'Dwyer at Gracie
Mansion next Wednesday morning
on Eastern production, it was an-
nounced yesterday. DeMille will be
here en route to Pittsburgh f-r the
premiere of his "Unconquered."

Para. Salesmen Resign
Chicago — Jack Gould, city sales,

and Joe Freidman, county sales, have
resigned from Paramount's local
sales staff.

ASST. MANAGER-SECRETARY
R.K.O. and own theatre experience

Intelligent, Attractive

Seeks Responsible Position
Box 143 Film Daily

1501 Broadway New York 18, N. Y.
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ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eagle-Lion exploitati.
manager, left for New Orleans yesterday to pr
pare for the world premiere of "Out of til ti

Blue." He was accompanied by BERNARD MAIi
WELL, E-l field rep.

SAM SEIDELMAN, Eagle-Lion foreign sal

chief, returns from Mexico City today, *or
short stay after which he will resume n
American tour. \

PAULETTE GODDARD will leave here today i

a TWA plane for Hollywood.

LIZABETH SCOTT planed for Hollywood la
nigSt from New York.

GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount's Western div
sion sales manager, and HAROLD WIRTHWEIII
captain of the company's 1947 "Celebrating •(. F
Years of Leadership" drive, have left Los A'
geles on a tour of the St. Louis, Kansas Cit
Omaha and Des Moines branches.

MITCHELL LEISEN will orrive in New Yoi]

next Monday for a two week stay in connectic
with the publicity campaign for "Golden Ea
rings."

COMPTON BENNETT, who has complete
Paramount's "My Own True Love," his fir

Hollywood director'al assignment, will leave f( ft*:

England on the SS Queen Elizabeth in thre
weeks to supervise the editing of his late
Brit'sh film, "Daybreak." He plans to retur
to Hollywood after completing the cutting jol

TED GAMBLE, TOA president, planed to Por
land. Ore., from Washington last night.

PAUL WILLIAMS returned to the Coast
terdoy from New York and Washington.

DANIEL C. HICKSON, veepee and gene.,
manager of Hunt Stromberg Prod., ond recent!

'

elected a veepee of Bankers Trust Co., will r^tr

turn from the Coast Oct. 1.
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DAVE A. EPSTEIN arrives from the Coast o u
Monday and will stop at the Gotham.

DAVE SIEGEL, president of Triumph Picture;

is due from the Coast at the week-end.

IRVING SCHLOSSBERG, head of Loew's auditf^'
ing department, was in Syracuse this week tfCe

register son, Morton, as a freshman at Syracus
University.

ALLEN USHER, district manager, for Para
mount and JAMES DONOHUE, Para.'s Westeri
^ales manager returned to Chicago from Minnet 'i

jpolis conrerences.

Williford Names Gross
Executive Secretary

k

s

Binghamton—Hairy M. Gross, Jr.

has been app:inted executive secre
ary to E. Allen Williford, vice

president of General AnJine & Filn^]
Jorp. in charge of the Ansco divi

iion.

Gross who joined Ansco in 1946 asij

20-ordinator of methods and pro-

;edures, last April became assistantp

M the manager, general adminis
cration.

i;

Your needs supplied ef-

ficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

Samples, prices on re-

quest.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE. NEWARK 4. N. J.

Solet offices in New fork aid
friacipsl Cititi

.#
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WO TOA Committees

!peed Organization

First two permanent committees
the newiy organized Theater

'^ 'wners of America to get under
^ay will be those assigned to tackle

1,16 advanced admiss.on price prob-
!r =jid to move on exhibitor-dis-

it ^r relations.

The permanent committee on ad-

mced acmissi^ns is expected to

)me into being at a meeting here
.irly next week, and in all probab.l-

!y the chaiimanship will go to Si

!. Fabian, TOA regional vice-presi-

•ant and former president of the

TA. Personnel is now being lined

; Paul Williams, who will head the
ermanent committee on exhibitor-

istributor relations, returned to the

oast yesterday from New York
fter prel.minary huddles here. Per-
'bnnel of this committee is expected

'ft largely coincide with that of the

ijDnvention committee, less of course

nose distributors who sat in at the

Washington confabs. There may,
owever, be a few exhib. additions

3 the lineup. The committee is to

IJave at least one unaffiliated mem-
er from every region.

Williams indicated before his de-

4 arture for the Coast that he would
lOve fast to activate his group,

Tharged with formulating and rec m-
lending a code of fair trade prac-

ices, plus methods of mediation,

Conciliation and arbitration.

Call for the first meeting of the

^"'OA's board is expected to go out

^Inthin 30 days. Directors are being
anvassed as to their desires as to

ime and place. Los Angeles looms
s the probable convening city.

\ccessories Go Through
Despite Express Strike

(Continued from Page 1)

i|c:elphia. Strike is local. Shipments
.re being handled normally outside

.f the immediate area and embrac-
I ;ing the New Jersey waterfront.
Iff „
i|f)owden Greets "Dem Bviins

H Edward C. Dowden of Loew's is

hairman of Brooklyn's official re-
I eption to the Brooklyn Dodgers at

Jorough Hall, Brooklyn, today,

vhich the police estimate will be

.ttended by 100,000 people. Dowden
vas appointed by Borough President

]ashmore.

I
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Sept. 26
Antonio Moreno

Sept. 27
Edmund Burns
Gaton W/ler
William Orr

Sept.

Tom Terris

Ernest Fegte
Ed Sullivan

Charles

Gsorge Raft
Mickey Mouse
Ben Drexler

28
Elizabeth Mitchell

Claire Carleton
Frank Latimore

Hoffman
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HOLLYWOOD
l/EEP your eye on the Graham Baker-Tedcii Sherman writing team It

was Baker who with Gene Towne macle one of the most sought after

and best paid writing teams in history and with Miss Sherman, a comparative

newcomer, he now seems headed toward the same goal The Baker-

Sherman combination joined forces on the screenplay for "New Mexico,"

Harry Sherman production for Enterprise, and are now writing the screen-

play for "Tennessee's Partner," based on the Bret Harte yarn which Sherman

will produce next They have just returned from the Mother Lode

Country around Tuolmne Country, the setting which inspired Harte to write

the story and which also inspired Mark Twain to base a number of his yarns

in that section. Baker and Miss Sherman were at a preview sneaked in the

comparatively new Loyola Theater in Ing'ewood, and were greatly interested

at the antics of the public both inside and outside the theater as word got

around about the sneak. The picture was their "New Mexico," and the

angles they picked up there have them now considering doing a comedy

based on the sneak preview mobs Meanwhile Djve Siegel of Triumph

Pictures, Inc., has bought their "The Time Has Come" and will have them

dramatize it for both the screen and for a B.oadway stage presentaticn which

he plans. Baker and Miss Sherman also will write a fiction version for the

Satevepost.

• • •
I
LOYD BACON, who has made some of the most ambitious nostalgic

musicals of the last several seasons, including his "I Wander Who's

Kissing Her Now" and the soon to be released "Give My Regards To Broad-

way," both of which he directed for 20th-Fox, has also been signed to direct

"Barnstorming," Golden Production based on the Satevepost story of the life

of the late Frank Bacon Bacon will be right at home in this one because

it is about his own father-actor, and is backgrounded in an era and a profes-

sional world which the director himself experienced Producer Robert S.

Golden has slated "Barnstorming" on his 1943 schedule of Golden Produc-

tions for UA release Also on his schedule is "The Devil and I," based

on the novel by Kel.y Barnes, Chicago newspaper photographer, with which

Golden will follow up "Barnstorming" Meanwhile, Executive Producer

Edward A. Golden is getting set to make a swing of 20 key cities beating

the drums for "Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn," which rolls sometime this

year The executive producer has already set simultaneous preview dates

in nine Texas cities and in Brooklyn He's trying to get the officials of a

little town (population, 169) named Heavenor, Okla., to change the title of

their burg to Haaven, and if they comply he'll also hold a preview there.

• • •
CAM WOOD has his own answer to what he considers the exorbitant de-

mands of several top actresses whom he had considered for the top

feminine role in "Purgatory Street," his next Interwood Production for

Universal-lnternatioal release Wood is looking around for an unknown

to play the role, and he's determined to find one because he is convinced

that the story of "Purgatory Street" is such a good one that it will stand up

and do business without being bolstered by a lot of top marquee star names

The role is also a good one and (as much as these things can be pre-

dicted) should boost the lucky gal to stardom, so Wood has dropped his

negotiations with the two to four women stars whom he had considered for the

part The Producer-director says he had of course expected to pay top

money for top talent but that the percentages, participation set-ups and

other fancy and exorbitant decis demanded by the stars approached were

fantastic So Wood is after that unknown.

• • •
lOHN FARROW is back at Paramount and rolling interior scenes at the

studio for "The Long Gray Line," Robert Fellows Production which Farrow

is directing after completing location shooting at the U. S. Military Academy

at West Point. ... -^ A. S. "Sky" Dunning, sales rep. for American Airlines

in Hollywood, has been appointed to the Airlines Distinguished Service Award

Board.

Paramount Said Least

Affected byU-K. Tax

Paramount win oe the motion pic-

ture c-mpany least affected by the
British 7o per cent ad valorem tax,
ic is est.maced by Gooaboay oi Co.,

in a survey by its research depart-
ment. Prediction is based on the
relatively high proportion of the
company's combined earnings de-
rived from domestic theater opera-
tions.

Stock Exchange firm works on the
prem.se that of Paramount's $72%
million pre-tax earnings in 1946,
nearly 70 per cent—approximately
$50 million— was earned from the-
ater operations. Most of the remain-
ing est.mated pre-tax earnings of
aoout $221/2 million presumably was
derived from film rentals, including
an estimated $15 million from for-
eign operations.
On this basis, Goodbody points

out, "the indicated 1946 net income
fr'-^ foreian sources was about $9^/^

million, equal to $1.35 a share or 73
ijcr cenc .i tr.e combined domestic
and foreign net income from film

rentals.
"Further assuming that 50 per

cent of the foreign income came
from Great Britain, about $4% mil-
lion equal to 65 cents to 70 cents a
share or 37 per cent of the combined
domestic and foreign net income
fr. m film rentals came from that
country in 1946. Eliminating all in-

:ome from foregn sources, it would
therefore appear that Paramount's
1946 consolicated net earnings would
have been $34 ^/^ million, equal to
$4.90 a share and, eliminating in-

come from Great Britain only, net
earnings would pr;bably have been
around $39^4 million equal to $5.56
a share instead of the $44 million
equal to $6.25 a share actually re-

ported last year based on the num-
ber of common shares presently out-
standing."

First MPAA Theater Survey
To be Released Naxt Week

First of a series of comprehensive
surveys of the exhibition field, by
exchange areas, conducted under the
direction of Robert Chambers, head
of the MPAA research department,
will be made public next Wednesday,
it was learned yesterday, following
Chambers' arrival here from Wash-
ington. MPAA plans to release the
exchange territorial censuses of the-
aters thereafter at the rate of two
a week. First survey covers Buffalo.
Approximately 10 others are virtu-
ally completed, and work on the re-

mainder is progressing at a rapid
rate.

STORKS
Stirling Sllliphant, assistant to

Chanes ;5chlaiJ;er at 20th-Fox, is the
father of a six-pound, eight-ounce
girl born to Mrs. Silliphant on Wed-
nesday at Le Roy Sanitarium in New
York.
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Neu Predicts Boom in

New Tiiealer Buiiding

(Continued from Page 1)

pointing towards an easing of the
whole situation."

Neu, presiaent of Neu-Made Pro-
ducts, said thac unstable foreign con-
ditions and inflationary trends in

this country were chief stumbling
blocks to a new boom in equipment
business.
"There is little doubt," Neu

pointed out, "that the last two
months have seen a retrenchment in

the production end of the film in-

dustry. Possible loss of tha ioreign
marKet, particularly in Great Britain,

has caused many companies to cul
budgets. This, of course, has re-

flected itself in the thinlcing of many
theater owners, most of whom al-

ready weie awaiting a box office

slump after the lush war years."

Selective Public Noticeable

"One thing that now stands out in

the industry, however, is tnat the
public is becoming more selective.

They are becoming more critical ol

the theater with poor equipment ana
demanding more and better theaters
closer to home. Theater owners, too,

are now convinced that business will

not get any better unless they talce

steps to improve their theaters. They
are beginning to realize that this is

just good business."
Neu pointed to the widepread in-

terest m the TESMA-TEDPA con-
vention as evidence that the industry
is picking up. He noted that the
convention was the biggest m his-

tory.

'And you don't find that kind of
interest when a depression is around
the corner."

Lifting of present restrictions on
theater building will give the indus-
tiy a new shot in the arm, Neu said.

The TESMA head said that these
restrictions should be lifted within
the next few months.

"It is about time," Neu stated,
"there is realization in and out of
the Government that the entertain-
ment field should not be discrimin-
ated against."

Swiss Newsman Arrives
To Write on U. S. Films

Robert Pirk, Swiss newspaper-
man, has arrived in New York on
film assignments from tha Arbeiter
Zeitung, Easier Volksblatt and Eas-
ier Nachrlchten of Easel, and the
Schweizer Rundschau of Arlesheim.
Pirk, who has written extensively
on films in Europe, will spend from
six months to a year on this side.

Tax Threat Confronts
Chicago^s Drive-ins

Chicago— City authorities, eyeing

the Drive-In theaters as a possible

source of urgently needed revenue,

may adopt the Jacksonville plan of

basing the $1 tax on the number of

parking spaces.

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEUJS
"Assignment: Tel Aviv"

United Palestine Appeal 21 Mins.
Very Uood

Quentin Reynolds is assigned to
get tne "beiiind the headlines' story
^i liie in Palestine'. He meets a
former acquaintance, and wiih him
and his lamay, through simple
everyday expeiiences, learns of liie

m tne jewisn Naaonal Jnome. This
lootage is his report. Interestingly
photographed in color.

"Salt Water Tabby"
M-G-M 7 Mins.

Delightful
A delightful Tom and Jerry car-

toon wherein the two continue their
leud. Tom goes to the beach where
ne meets a lady who he thinks is the
cat's meow, but Jerry tries his darnd-
est to break up the romance. Should
hit the top of the laugh parade.

"House in the Desert"
United Palestine Appeal 30 Mins.

Significant

This footage tells the story of an
unusual settlement in Palestine,
lieth H'aarava, which exists further
oelow sea level than any other per-
manent community on the face of
the earth. Its founding and develop-
ment, under almost impossible odds,
are outlined impressively. Scientific-
ally significant and interesting.

[TOA to Open War

On 16MM. Operators

(Continued from Page 1)

the TOA forum in Washington last
week, Harry Brandt, ITOA presi-
dent, defied ASCAP and again
stated his unwillingness to go along
with a request for a six-months ex-
tension under the present rates.
"We don't want any favors,"

Brandt said. "We're anxious to fight
this thing."

In this connection, he pointed out
that ITOA would institute injunction
proceedings against the Society next
week and that Congressman Eman-
uel Celler would shortly introduce
legislation in Congress aimed at
eliminating the "double charge" ex-
hibitors now pay. Latter move
would mean that all payment for
music would be to the distributor
who would in turn have to deal with
ASCAP.
During the discussion. Max A.

Cohen, Cinema Circuit head, con-
tested statements that EMI officials
were interested in taxing films at
their source.
ITOA's board of directors was

augmented by the following new
members: Irving Gottlieb, Sam
Koenig, Max Goldbaum and Harry
Kridel.

The organization was in receipt
of a communication from Police
Commissioner Wallander, commend-
ing the role played by the theater

I

owners in aiding the PAL and com-
I bating juvenile delinquency.

"The American Heritage"
National Screen feerv. il Mins.

iitteciive Document
The film industry's contribution

to tne American nericage i'rogram
and tne tour of The i^reedom irain
is a mature, intelligent resume oi

tne distance tliis country has tra-

versed since the days ox 177b. Nar-
rated by Josepn Cotten, the footagt
traces the American scene and it^

heritage of Ireeaom, the growih oi

the country, otiers a counteroiast to

tne calamity howier, delineates tht
lives and times of the American
people from the birth of the Bill oi
itignts, the initial setting forth ol
the guarantee oi basic freedoms anu
the pursuit of happiness. Producea
by bore Schary it is a potent state-
ment calling attention to the build-
ing for the future of American lib-

erties.

Film is offered free to tie in with
local visit of the two-year nation-
wide tour of The Freedom 1'rain.

A trailer is also available for a pre-
visit two-minute warmup.

"Uncle Tom's Cabana"
M-G-M 8 Mins.

A Real Seller

Uncle Tom tells the kiddies about
his adventures with Simon Legree
which are short on fact but long on
imagination. A modern version ol
the old tale it is a real seller.

Coivin Again TEDPA

Head; Add 4 to Board

(Continued from Page 1)

bers include Ray Busier, United
Theater Supply Co., Tampa, Fla.;

J. E.don Peek, Okla. Theater Supply
Co., Oklahoma City; Harry Sarbet
Western Theatrical Equipment Co.,

San Francisco, and John P. Filbert,
John P. Filbert Co., Los Angeles.
The former board of four members

was re-elected. These members in-
clude F. A. Van Husan, Western
Theater Supply Co., Omaha. Nebr.;
A. E. Thieie, Das Moines Theater
Supply Co., Des Moines, Iowa; Wil-
liam Carroll, Falls City Theater
Equipment Co., Louisvil.e, and Joe
Hurnstein, Joe Hornstein, Inc., New
York City.

Roy Del Ruth Due East
For 'Babe Ruth' Talks

West Coast Bureau of J HE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Roy Del Ruth flew

East this week to confer with Brother
Gilbert in Lowell, Mass., for con-
ferences regarding the storv of "The
Life Of Babe Ruth," which follows
"Red Light" on Del Ruth's independ-
ent production schedule for Allied
Artists release.

Brother Gilbert figures promin-
ently in the story since he was th?
Babe's first mentor and introduced
the Bambino to professional base-
ball.

Academy Board OlcayjOi

78 Hembersliip Bids ill

(s«r

bjtbi

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Academy board o;

governors has approved 78 applica

-ions for membership, bringing th«'

Academy membership total to^
f

.i-gh of 1,808.
"^

Largest group was proposed
-he art directors branch which sub-'

.nitted 35 applicants, including sever

.rom the costume designers fielc

Afhose members have been invited tc

,oin through the art directors classi-

.ication. Tney are Adele h^. Balkan
iravis Banton, Rene Hubert, Irene
-klarion Herwood Keyes, Waltei
.-•lunkett and Edward Stevenson
Additional art directors are: Carl
Anderson, Ralph Berger, George R
3rooks, Charles Ciague, Carrol]
Jlark, Lucius 0. Cloxton, Ross
Jowd, Bertram C. Granger, Feild M
Jray, Walter Paul Holscher, Frank
-fotaling, John J. Hughes, Edward
J. Jewell, Alfred Junge, Walter E.
.Celler, Russell Kimbali, Emile Kuri,
irnest R. Lansing, Harold H. Mac
Arthur, Robert E. Peterson, Jerome
r'ycha, Fred A. Ritter, Edwin Casey
liloberts, Harry Sherman, Edward
Smith, Alfred E. Spencer, James
Sullivan and A. Leslie Thomas.
Other names are: actors branch

Zduardo Ciannelli, Donald Curtis,
Harriet Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson; cin-
jmatographers branch: Irving Glass-
jerg and Koswell A. Hoffman; direc-
tors branch: John Sturges, James
3. Tinling, Eretaigne Windust; film
editors branch: William F. Claxton,
Roland Gross, Steve Previn, Phil
Scott and Herbert W. Wrench; pub-
.ic relations branch: Sam X. Abar-
Danel, Phil Gersdorf, Nat James,
Colin Miller, Harry Mines. George
Nichols, Joe Reddy, Leonard Shan-
lon.

Entering via the short subjects
branch are: Walton C. Amenfc, Al-
fred Brick and Norman H. Moray
-"rem the newsreel field; sound
jranch: George A. Brettell, Jr.;

writers branch: Melvin Frank, Laura
Kerr, Lester Koenig, John Monks,
Jr., Norman K. Panama, Leonard
Spigelgass, Allen Vincent; members-
at-large branch: Watson Jones; ex-
3cutives and producers branch: A.
Reginald Allen, George Bagnall,
Vlaj. Alexander Boyd, Edward Dona-
hoe, David J. Hopkins, Anthony
Muto, Sidney I. Picker, John Reeder,
Gertrude Rcsenstein and William
Walsh.
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Kirsch is Installed
Chicago — Jack Kirsch was in-

stalled as president of the Cinema
Lodge B'nai B'rith at a meeting in
the Congress Hotel.

SICK LIST

CLIANE HENNO-MESTANZA, of For-
eign Screen Corp., is confined to her bed
with a severe cold.
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Chart System Cuts

Sliooting Time 15%
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Time-savings approx-

mating 15 per cent in shooting

jchedules, plus improved efficiency

" ^^oduction, are being effected by

Dt^iner Daves, Warners director,

;hrough a working chart system

which he has developed.

Each morning, on a blue-print
measuring 3x5 feet that gives a
plan of the set where filming is to

;alce place. Daves marks in each
scene to be shot, the players, tech-

nicians, costumes and props required,

and other essential information. By
f;hecking the chart, every person con-
iiaected with the production can as-

ieertain exactly what is required ol

him for the day, thus reducing lost

time and confusion to a minimum.
In the first two weeks of the ex-

periment on "To the Victor" which
he is now shooting, Daves estimate;?

that the system has resulted in a

gain of approximately an hour in

-each day's shooting schedule.

306 WalkoutImminent—Gelber
lATSE^s Brennan Says Further Talks Due

iTruman Names Skouras to

Food Com.; to Ask Pix Aid

(Continued from Page 1)

..20th-Fox president, was named by

.the chief executive to a special Citi-

zens Food Committee which will di-

rect the vast drive. Truman said that

he was asking the new commitee to

meet as soon as possible to develop a

new conservation program.
White House sources left little

doubt that the motion picture indus-

.try will be called upon to assist in

3! the vast effort. Ted R. Gamble, TOA
.(president, conferred with top Gov-
ernment leaders and other industry

/toppers are expected to participate.

President Truman acted on the

: basis of a report from his Cabinet
Food Committee which was submitted

! earlier in the week.
"While waiting for detailed rec

ommendations from the Citizens'

Committee," the President said,

"there is one immediate and personal

thing each of us can do. We can
start now to conserve by being more
selective in foods we buy."

(Continued trom Page 1)

from RKo, ijoew's, Paiamount and
vVii wiiose cheaters woum ue attecteu

in case oi a walKout.
James J. brennan, member of the

XAibiij general executive ooard, wnc
diong wicn iA i'rexy Ricnard a

.

vvaian, had been invited by Loca^
JUb to sit in on the talks, concra-

aicced Geiber's statement, and sai>..

vUat further conlaos were in the oii-

.ng. Queried when the next meet-
•ng would take place, Brennan re-

plied that no date had been agrees,

pon as yet.

Gelber emphasized the point thai

ao heaaway had been maae sincv

.legociaLions began tour months ago

.Lie further intimacea that the pro
jectionists wouio walk out with oi

•vichout the approval of the iA ex-

jcuCive board.
Projectionists are demanding a 3-.

per cent raise in wages to cover in

jreased living costs. BKouras, Kana-
-orce and israndt recently compro
mised with Local 3U6 on a 10 pei

.;ent hiKe.

New GE Commercial
Tele Relay Starts Monday

Aussie Tele Waits
On Studies in 17. S.

Sydney (Via Cable) — Television,

frequency modulation and facsimile

broadcasting are not expected to be

in general use in Australia for some

time, Immigration and Information

Minister Arthur A. Calwell said in

Parliament. The Minister said that

no decision could be made by the

Government on these new methods

of broadcasting until reports by Aus-

tralian technicians now investigating

the methods in the United States has

been examined. These reports are

not likely to be available before the

en-' ' ' year.

Report Popcorn Stands
liiiaq Two-thirds of 'Take'

(Continued from Page 1)

TEDPA convention here. Popcorn
equipment is going at a record ratt

and will continue despite the bat
crops this year. Prices lor corn ma^
oe raised slightly but this will meai.

only a litt.e less profit to theaters.

One equipment dealer said that ot i.

net profit of $30,000 shown by thret

small and average-sized theater,

jnly $10,000 came irom the box offict

with $20,000 coming from popcorn
sales.

Use of popcorn and candy machines
are now expanding in Mexico ano
Latin American countries it was re-

ported here. Mexican theaters have
been ordering huge supplies of con.

and various types of machines.
S. T. JacKson, owner of the Krispy

Kist Korn Machine Co., Chicago, saic

that theater owners all over the coun-

try are jumping on the concession

bandwagon.
In audition to Krispy Kist othei

popcorn machine exhibitors at the

convention include Printo Pop-Corn
aales, Boston, Mass.; Star Manufac-
turing Co., St. Louis, and T & C
Co., Dallas, Texas.

Columbia Hosts Gene Autry
Gene Autry, Coiumbia Pictures'

cowboy star and currently receiving

top billing at the Madison Square
Garden Rodeo, was hosted last night

by his company at the Pine Room o^

the Warwick Hotel at a reception for

members of trade, fan and metro-

politan press.

Present at the get-together were:
Rube Jackter, Ben Serkowich, Lou
Aster, Joe Curtis, Floyd Weber, Irv-

ing Moross, Hortense Schorr, Al Ry-
lander, Dave Whalen, Helen Sted-

man, Bernice Gobel, William McHale,
Jack Meyer, Bob Ferguson, Gen.

John Reed Kilpatrick, Madison
Square Garden prexy, and the Cass
County Boys.

(Continued from Page ))

seven years, programs have been

relayed experimentally during eve-

ning hours only. No attempt has

oeen made on evening programs

since the King and Queen of Eng-

land visited the New York World's

Fair.

This new circuit known as a

micro-wave relay operating in the

J,000 megacycle region, is extremely

directional. Located atop the 650

.oot General Electric office building

at 570 Lexington Ave. is a rotating

transmitter and antenna which can

be directed to pick up television pro-

grams originating at NBC, DuMont,
or Columoia. buch programs are
oeamed by micro-wave bo miles up
i,he Hudson Valley to the first lelay

jn Beacon Mountain, then to the
jecond relay on Koundtop Mountain
j5 miles farther up the valley, then
.o the third and final relay located

n the Helderbergs, a distance of z9
.niles from Round top. As the sig-

nals reach this relay they are sent
1.4 miles to the WKGB station in

Schenectady, put through control
ji^ard and flashed bacic to the main
transmitter in the Helderbergs for

telecasting to the WKGB area.
Although the new relay will not

je otticiaily started until Monday,
tomorrow's Army-Villanova football

iame at West Point, will be carried

jy WRGB through co-operation with
.\iBC. From then until that Friday
,vhen the Penn-Cornell game will be
played at Franklin Field in Pnila-
lelphia, there Will be college football
jvery Saturday afternoon under the
present schedule.
For the next three weeks WRGB

is arranging to pick up television

programs originating at DuMont
itations in New York on Tuesday
light and programs originating at

Jolumbia on Thursday night. This
Afill be in addition to the Saturday
I'ootball games.

M-G-M Signs Martin Block
To Make Musical Shorts

Martin Block, well-known disc

jockey, has been signed by M-G-M
to make a series of one-reel musical
short subjects, it was announced yes-

i^erday at a press reception for the
platter king in the Hotel Warwick.
Budgeted at approximately $50,-

000 each, Wilham B. Zoellner,

M-G-M short subject sales chief,

termed the films the "most expensive
black-and-white shorts ever made."

Subjects will be known as "Martin
Block's Musical Merry - Go - Round"
and six will be added to the company's
1947-48 schedule. Contract calls for

between four and eight annually for

a period of four years, cancellable

after completion of the initial quar-
tet.

Calls Trade Shows

"Chain of Flops"

Exchange screening rooms are
dubbed a "chain of flops," by For-
tune Magazine in its October issue
which hits the newsstands today.
Appellation stems from the fact that
tradeshows, a product of the old

New York consent decree and still

continued, are slimly attended.
Says the Fortune story:
"At the start, most producers pro-

moted the showings zealously. Loew's
showed in over a hundred cities, and
supplemented required advertising
with individual invitation.^. There
was always an audience but, as one
spokesman put it, 'the exhibitor and
operator didn't show up; Aunt Gus-
sie and Cousin Phil did.' After a
while even Aunt Gussie and Cousin
Phil dropped out. Last year Loew's
came up with an annual average

—

five theater owners per exchange
showing.

"There are a number of reasons.
Most exhibitors live several hundred
m^les from the nearest exchange. In
exchange cities few operators can
aff"ord the time to look at five pic-
tures a week. Anyway, few exhib-
itors buy pictures according to their
own ideas of merit. With block
bookings largely eliminated, most of
them wait until a movie ha? had its

first-run before licensing. By then,
it has been advertised, reviewed, and
measured for box office potential.
Owners of big circuits who are more
particular have projection rooms of
their own and trade shows are no
help.

"Nevertheless, those shows go on,
at a cost to distributors of about
$1,200 per picture ($600 for adver-
tising, the rest for theater rental
and operator's fees). Once in a
while they draw an audience. There
were all of 22 people for a showing
of 'The Hucksters' in New York.
Across the country almost 700 exhib-
itors turned up to see the much-
touted 'Jolson Story.' Most of the
time, however, the distributors feel
rather like Smarty, who had a party,
to which only Smarty came. A 1946
decree of a U. S. court in New York,
while retaining the ban on blind sell-

ng, would obviate tradeshowings. If

the Supreme Court upholds it, the
most wretched theater chain in the
world will probably close up. It

never will be missed."

Lawndale AvailabUity Improved
Chicago — Lawndale Theater has

obtained B-week clearance from
Paramount, instead of the former
general release availability. House,
operated by Fred Reif and his son,
will now follow the B & K Central
Park Theater.

FEmmE TOUCH

THELMA MARY POWELL, secretary to Syracuse
RKO division manaqer, Michael Edelstein.

BETTY YAKEL, who resigned as assistant man-
ager at the Annex Theater, Detroit, has re-

turned as cashier.
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ASCAP In Agreement

To 3-Mos. Rate Stay

(Continued from Page 1)

formal announcement is expected to-

day by the Society.

Prior to the meeting it had been
indicated that the six-months delay
proposal would be adopted. However,
some of the directors were opposed
to a delay of that duration and agree-
ment finally was reached on the
three-month span.

ASCAP's announcement of a
change in its licensing system came
on Aug. 21, when it mai ed notices

to that effect to 17,000 theaters. The
Society proposed to scale its fees ac-

cording to a theater's admission price

and its seating capacity. Current
fees, adopted in 19-34, had been based
solely on seating capacities.

One week later Abram F. Myers,
National Allied's general counsel and
chairman of the board, called upon
the United States Attorney General
to take measures to curb the Society's

power and for exhibs. to oppose this

change. Soon after this burst of criti-

cism, ASCAP, it was revealed, was
prepared to negotiate a 10-year con-
tract with exhibs. similar to pact
signed with broadcasters, hotels and
wire companies, providing for re-

newal of pact on same terms and
arbitration in the event ASCAP re-

quested a rate increase. Meanwhile,
exhib. organizations were taking ac-

tion on raising funds, obtaining .egal

counsel with the purpose of bring-
ing suit against the Society.

ASCAP Invited Parley

ASCAP then suggested a joint

committee meeting representing MP-
TOA, ATA and National Allied to

discuss the situation in order to ar-

rive at a satisfactory agreement.
Arrangements were then made for
reps, of those exnio. groups and in-

cluding PCCITO, MMPTA and the
ITOA of New York, to meet with
Society delegates on Sept. 19, the

same day tnat the MirTOA-ATA
merger convencion opened. Top ex-

hib. leaders were invited to take part
in discussions revolving aiound the
entire subject of ASCaP.

First proposal for a six-months
stay on ASCAP licensing fees came
after a meeting of exhib. reps and
ASCAP officials and ASCAP agreed
to submit the proposal to the So-
ciety's board which met yesterday.
The ASCAP problem was p.aied on

the agenda of the MPTOA-ATA con-
vention, where all phases of the
ASCAP question would be thrashed
out among all exhibitor delegates to

the conclave.
(Complete information regarding

TOA action on the ASCAP situation
can be found in THE FILM DAILY
edition of Sept. 22.)
Outgrowth of the convention dis-

cussions was an ASCAP Committee.
Action taken at the merger meeting
approved the move seeking a six-

months retention of present rates and
agreed that no TOA member agree
or contract for the higher ASCAP
rates until further notice from the
Committee.

REVIEWS Of nEUJ films
'Desire Me'

with Greer Garson, Robert Mitchum
M-G-M 91 Mins.

TRIANGLE THEME WITH GARSON AND
MITCHUM; SHOULD DO BETTER THAN
AVERAGE: FINE BET FOR FEMALE AUDI-
ENCES.

The man, wife, interloper, elements of the

triangle theme have been skillfully re-

worked herein with a recent background of

the effect of war on private lives. It is a

'eisurely and interestingly handled narration

that plods to a tragic conclusion which com-
oletes the sordid pattern fashioned by the

fates for the "other" man in the case.

Played out with sound conviction by Greer

Garson and Robert Mitchum. with a good

ole contributed by Richard Hart, the film

will find its best audience with womenfolk
and since there are very many of them wh(
will turn out to see this offering, it stand;

that it should do a better than average

business.

Action takes place for the most part in :

small Brittany fishing village. Background:

of seacoast and small town French provincial

life are creditably captured and woven int(

the plot lending color and credence. In it:

basic pattern the various story e'ements arc

alternately vigorous and generate warmth
There is also a certain degree of suspense

found in the near fall of the woman and

the looming of her husband's return. Cast-

ing of the main roles is good with Mitchun-

appearing in fine character contrast to Hart

his onetime friend who attempts to deceive

him by taking his wife off to Paris.

As prisoners of war in a German camp
Hart learns full details of Mitchum's home
work, life love. Married to Miss Garson
Mitchum knew consummate happiness anc

had a full life. His memory keeps his spirit;

u- while a prisoner. Mitchum and Hart at-

tempt an escape. Hart gets off, Mitchum i;

shot. As the story unfolds it comes out

Mitchum was wounded and taken to a hos-

pital. Hart is aware of the plight of his

comrade. He turns up at Mitchum's home
and telis Miss Garson Mitchum is dead. He
stays a week, meanwhile infiltrating his at-

tention on Miss Garson's emotional upset.

A letter comes from Mitchum, Hart gets it

first and keeps knowledge of it from Miss
Garson. She is convinced finally, by Hart,

that Mitchum is gone and decides to go to

Paris with him after se.ling Mitchum's fish-

ing business. On that day Mitchum shows
up learns of his friend's duplicity. There is

a fight on the rocky coast. Hart dies. Miss

Garson and Mitchum take up again. Action
is shown in modified flashoack form with

Miss Garson at the outset consulting a doc-
tor in Paris and then narrating the story.
CAST: Greer Garson, "Robert Mitchum, Richard

Hart, Georga Zucco, Morris Ankrum, Cecil
Humphreys, Dovid Hoffman.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.;

Screenplay, Marguerite Roberts, Zoe Akins;
Adaptation, Casey Robinson; From a novel by
Leonard Frank; Photography, Joseph Ruttenberg;
Art directors, Cedric G.bbons, Urie McCleary;
Film editor, Joseph Dervin; Recording, Douglas
Shearer; Set decorations, Edwin B. Willis; Paul
Hudschinsky.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Weisz Leaves Donahue & Coe
Al Weisz, art director of Donahue

& Coe, has resigned to become an in-

dependent art consultant with offi-

ces here and in Hollywood. Weisz is

responsible for many of the out-
standing art campaigns used by mo-
tion picture companies.

"Dick Tracy Meets
Gruesome"

with Ralph Byrd, Boris Karloff

RKO 65 Mins.

WILL GIVE SOLID SATISFACTION:
PLlNiY Of WHAi II TAKtS lO rUf 11

OvtR.

Replete with what it takes. Loaded with

wnar r»e auoience wants and c>everiy nan-

uied a. I tne way to oei.ver satisracr.on, tnis

laresr aoveniure ot tne cartoon sleutn wih

.ertain.y oo rne trick.

Ine plot has a novel crime twist. The
crooKs, m tnis case Dankroooers, paralyze

tne oanK start and cusrumers jusc Derure

.iOSing, waiK m, neip tnemse.tei to tne

.iiooia ana make otr. Cnier ousracie in tne>i

.nay IS less iiueaearr. ^ne s in a pnone

...uuin, sees a.i, lenS ouyrtiena I racy anu ai

.ii>.e rne wueeis are iet in muriun to ap-

,^ie..enii tne cr,ininais wnicn is aune pie^e-

...edi. MubFiy tiiey eliminate r»enii>eives irum

.lie scene. Aii oui Kanuit. He geis ni:>

.ue—a ouiiet irom Tracy.

irs an exciun^ joo ui crime and punish-

..ent &e( ru uea( a newsuouna ii ucauune.

• id<.y ar tne out^er is oaiueu. A rc|^oiie:r i;>

-•aie ur tne ruuueiy. ira^y oe^s orr loi

..ii.e, ^eis II, gtis (lie cuiprus.

Ciiaiacieis aie an in hce|jing with the

_,eiieidi luue ur ti>e comic m^p. Kariuii

_,..uc3 (uruugii tne Tu.e ur "uru&aume wm.
>.ariufiian Co^e.. cyru re^iwter:> a^am. Oci.eo

..t' iiie uiii, cou. juiin iva«viin:> uuSwieu.
Nsjt lewuiiiiiienueu lur iiii|jr&aawnaDie.

youii^sieis.

^n. i; ooris Karloff, Ralph Byrd, Annt.

-'"i»""^# tunurj A. .ht^jij JUiis: \.iaj ., ...1.1, k., ..

— .,.1, lO *J o -..^it. —w.iu.i .suuyy-, J • Ill l^^.w..

^.^^.t S.I ^..^,t/ Mt.>i>*H f\*%^%J,t^,

v.tvi.Ui 1 j; r , n^.M.^.i jcnionij Directo.
0..,i .w*( ...J, f^j, (\wi>Cllj«i>l t1Htl<t kl.^

. M/ IWt J UU^wU Wll WW. »wi» dl»t|> UJ W*ICi» ICl WiJU*..

•"-'"a'-K ••/* 1 IUlll\ Kwaiitwti, ivta-jiw. ruul ^.^n-
..II, ItlM^.WMI U<i«iwi • w*tf w. Da»ut<.tii IV.JI1; ^^
^wvUtUltwt ^, Uuiiwii ;).tvciu, JUMt«..> /\t nc.o, A.

rt.Us *l ^* U MkJ^.tids^f VVUilwl .. IV^Il...

• llkl «;Uit.rf , ktluo W>t i.uttijf j^jwKUj ^t.aii 1.. iH-^—

>

.„../ .v,^. .Itl.

Uii\Cv« ivWj Okay PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

^ (JU Jixtends ior 3 Months
.(s Waiver oi leie nmes
Washington Bureau uf THE FILM DAILY
Wasnmgion—Tne t'CC yesterday

3Xtenued througn December 31 its

waiver of tne television ruies, thas
jxcenamg lor three more moatns iti

permission for commercial video sta-
tions to operate less tnan 24 hours a
weeK. The action was taicen on re-
quest ox ti>e ieie vision Broadcasters
ii.ssociation, which is worKing on a
atuay ot television costs.
At the same time the Commission

announced tnat it has Oisayed the
withdrawal Jjy Earle C. Antnony oi
Ills protest against the Commission
assignment ox television channel four
to iNXiC in Los Angeles. Anthony
himself has an okay to use caannei
nine.

Woman Speaks Rights Sold
Chicago— Ideal Film Exchanges

will handle 16 mm. distribution of
the Woman Speaks series, H. A.
Spanuth, president of Woman
Speaks, announced. Spanuth also re-
vealed that television station KSD-
TV, St'. Louis, has booked 12 issues
of the series.

-L Sales Conclave

To Open Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

the announcement by Schwalberg of

the company's 1947-48 proaucc line-

up. In adaiLion, Foy will present to

tha delegates the effect of the^^-
cently announced increases in { \

duction budgets upon forthcomi.ig
pix.

Among those who will attend
from the home office are Ben Shecht-
man, Frank Soule, Jack Bellman,
Joug Netter, Manny Goodman, Phil
Gettelson, Neil Astrin and Joe
Sugar.

The country-wide sales organiza-
aon will be represented by Al
Suchman, Eastern sales manager;
L. E. "Nicky" Goldhammer, West-
jrn sales manager; Del Goodman,
vVest Coast division manager; and
district managers Seymour Schussel,

New York; Al Herman, Buffalo-Al-
bany; Tom Donaldson, Boston-New
Javen; Joe Minsky, Washington-
Philadelphia - Pittsourgh; William
Shartin, Cincinnati - Cleveland - De-
aoit; Max Roth, Chicago-Indianapo-
Js-Milwaukee-Minneapolis ; William
/eld, St. Louis-Des Moines-Omaha;
ilalph McCoy, Atlanta - Charlotte-
.vlemphis; Herman Beiersdorf, Dal-
.as-New Orleans - Oklahoma City;

Sam Milner, Portland - Seattle - San
Francisco; and Beverly Miller, Den-
/er-Kansas City-Salt Lake City.

At the Saturday afternoon ses-

sion, Youngstein, Jerry Pickman,
ilal Danson, Arthur Jeffrey, Leo M.
Jrody and Patrece Snyder will dis-

cuss the over-all promotion cam-
paigns for the 1947-48 product.

August Film Co. Dividends
Off; 3 Mos. Figure Ahead
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — August dividends

publicly reported by film companies
fell off sharply this year from the
1946 total—largely because the large
1946 dividend by the Stanley Co.
>vas not paid last month. The Aug-
ast, 1946, total was $3,125,000, while
it was only $541,000 last month.
Three-month totals for June, July

and August showed 1947 still well
ahead of 1946, however, with totals

of $13,029,000 against $11,877,000.
This increase was nearly accounted
for by the difference in payments
between Jane this year and last
year. June, 1947, total was $7,967,-
000, compared with only $5,590,000
last June.

Towa-Neb. AITO Will
Hold Two Regionals

Eldora, la.—The Allied-Independ-
ent Theater Owners of Iowa-Ne-
braska, Inc., will hold a regional
meeting at Decorah, la., on Monday
and at Decorah, la., on Oct. 6. Rep.
Henry 0. Talley will speak at the
Decorah meeting.
A one-day clinic will be held at

Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha, by the as-
sociation.
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Neu Sets TESMA Goal

lAI 300 Members in '48

(Continued from Page 1)

103, Neu reported, but unprecedented
interest indicates a total of 300 by
next year.

Igening addresses of wekome were

I ^3i by J. Russell Young, president

pi the Board of CDmmissioners cf

JDistrict of Columbia, who said he had
given the convening TOA delegates a

key to the city last week at their

meeting but had forgotten to bring
along the key. In place of that he
laughingly offered the TESMA prexy
a key to the town jail which was ac-

cepted with spirit.

('enclave 'Inorousrhly Prepared
Though conducted on a spirit of

levity, the lun;heon talks gave some
indication of the thoroughness of

preparation that went into making
this joint show a success. Neu gave
a brief resume of the history of

TEiMA from its inception 15 years
ago, through its dormant period up
til. last year, and the subsequent in-

terest shown in the activities of the
organizatiun leading to tne Toledo
convention of last year, which at-

tracted over GJO registrants. Tnrough
this year's meeting, which drew more
tnan a tnousand registrants, many
new members were exnibiting for the
first time,

IriDuie to the devoted efiforts

of TiiSMA and TiiDPA officers,

who jointly worked to make this

year's show the biggest in the
society's history, was paid by
Tr-Di-A President Kay Colvin in

introductory remarKs.
Colvin introduced from the podi-

um, TE3MA Vi;e-PresiLent, W. A.
Gedris, of ideal Seating Cj., and Roy
Boomer, TEoMA secretary, to whom
Colvin paid special tribute and de-
scribed his worK as "inaispensable."
Members of the TESMA board of

directors were introduced to the as-
sembled guests as C*;lvin pointed out
Harry Strong, Strong Electric Corp.;
V. J. Nolan, National Carbon Co.;
Erwin Wagner, Wagner tjign Serv-
ice; C. M. Weber, Weber Machine
Corp.; E. J. Vallen, Va len, Inc.; and
H. a. Engel, DeVry Corp.
Neu, in turn, offered tribute to the

members of TEDPA who contributed
large portions of their time towards
formulating policy and expediting
business o± the joint convention. He
introduced TEDPA executive mem-
bers, F. A. Van Husen, Western
Theater Supply; A. E. Thicle, Des
Moines Theater Supply; and William

As Critics Vieiv ....

The Industry Scene

"Tlie Play's The Thing"
IT has long been my conviction, and one that I have from time to time

tried to impress on Hallywood picture makers, that the reason British

films are nudging their way into the world market and, therefore, have

become a threat to Hollywood as the principal purveyor of film entertainment

to the four corners of the earth, is the emphasis which the English producers

place on story material.

"The play's the thing" with them, while Hollywood studio heads devote

most of their energies to selling "names" to the public, regardless of the

quality of the picture itself.

The name-selling is not of stars alone, but has been extended to stories.

Any book or play which has created comment, even adverse criticism, has

been snapped up by producers at fantastic prices, though it is unsuitable as

screen material. Which accounts for some of the glamorized trash that has

found its way to the American screens.

In the recently released poll taken by FILM DAILY, a motion picture

trade paper, of American motion picture critics, in which the latter were

asked to rate the good and bad points of our own and British productions

for comparison, the English stars were judged slightly better actors and

actresses than their American counterparts, but stories used as a basis for

Britisii-made films were rated more than twice as high as the selection of

story material tor the home product.

In the matter of motion picture technique and the projection of dialogue,

the American-made films received a higher rating than the British.

So, while our producers possess the technical know-how in excess of the

English picture makers, Hol.ywood is lacking in the matter of good taste

and judgment in the selection of its basic material, the story. At least, that

is the consensus of the newspaper, magazine and radio motion picture critics

of the country, according to the FILM DAILY poll.-KATE CAMERON, New

York Daily News.

Joan Crawford Appears
In Community Chest Film

Joan Crawford will do the narra-

tion for a short film titled "Through

My Windows," produced and con-

tributed by the Warner studio, for

use in this year's Community Chest

campaigns throughout the country.

New Y^rk headquarters of the na

tional Community Chest organiza-

t.on will use 1,300 prints of the film

.n the diive.

To Buy Spanish Pix
With Blocked Coin

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Can-
tinflas and Co. has decided to invest

funds blocked in Spain in Spanish

negatives which the company will

bring to Mexico and distribute

throughout the world. Comic and his

associates have accumulated consid-

erable money in Spain but the Franco

Government will not permit cash to

be taken from the country.

Carroll, Fall City Theater Equip-

ment Co.
Neu said that election of officerf

wou d be held today and that he ex-

pected Roy Boomer to again bs

elected as Secretary of the Manufac-
turers Association.

Npw Mclel- Arou'se Interest

Interest is high here as many
manufacturers from all parts of the

country are showing new models,

some for the first time anywhere.

With more than 80 booths occupied

by equipment manufacturers, indi-

cations of heavy trade are felt in all

circles here. Parts and materials un-

obtainable in previous years, are be-

ing used and shown in a majority of

the products exhibited. Wartime ex-

pedients have gone with rationing

and pre-war materials are now used

in all products.
Considerable activity is in store for

attending delegates in the next three

days of the convention and it has to

be fitted into the other business of

Westinghouse Develops
New High Intensity Lamp
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Westingnouse lamp

division has developed an electronic

lamp designed to be used in lighting

film sets. In addition to production

,he lamp has o.her uses, it was dis-

closed by Charles R. Long, West-
inghDuse engineer.

Illumination principle of the new
amp utilizes cadmium and mercury
;apors which meet the need for a

small, high-intensity light source.

Jnit is contained in a small quartz
ube. Mechanism will be outlined on
he Coast to the Motion Picture Re-
search Council.

-exhibit inspection. E'ection of offi-

cers and other business sessions are
scheduled while serious discussions

of trade practices, costs, and other

vital matters are due for considera-

tion. Delegates are spending a major
portion of their time in careful ex-

amination of the products shown
here. The new equipment, and the

new models of standard equipment
are being examined carefully with an
eye to future business. The shape of

the equipment business of the next
year is being molded now at the

ihoreham Hotel.

Defer Rep. Board Meet
Republic's scheduled board meet-

ing yesterday was deferred.

Fort Lee Studios Sold

To Long Island Group

(Continued from Page II

the board, while admitting that he
had no experience in film business,
pointed out that since New York is

the "talent center, financial center,

distribution and perhaps exhibition

center of the United States," it was
only logical that a greater amount
of film production should originate
in the East.
About $250,000 has been allocated

for the modernization of the 38-

year-old studios which has two
sound stages. Architect Mario Cam-
pielo's plans call for 24 dressing
rooms, a cutting room, a large car-

penter shop, a projection room, and
whatever modern equipment is neces-
sary to make production attractive.

Also announced at yesterday's
luncheon was the formation of Gate-
way Productions, with Peters and
Taglianetti sharing all the stock as
they do in Fort Lee Studios, Inc.

Production schedule calls for three
features a year at a budget ranging
from $500,000 to $750,000 for each
picture. So far no picture has been
set, nor have any distri'oution ar-

rangements been made.
Peters, who had been associated

with UFA 13 years ago, as writer,
director and producer, and had
served as technical director for "All
Quiet on the Western Front," an-
nounced that the Fort Lee Studios
would be available at a rental much
lower than the prevailing rate. He
indicated that $500 a day would
probably be the fee his studio would
charge.

Studios, equipped with a new
sound-proofing technic, using per-
forated aluminum and spun glass,

will be ready for shooting in early
November.
Ruyle will be associated with the

new enterprise as technical manager
of the Studios.

CEA Toppers, Cripps Will
Talk Tax Impasse Tuesday

London (By Cable) — Conference
of CEA toppers with Sir Stafford
Cr!pps, president of the Board of
Trade, will be held next Tuesday,
instead of this week, as earlier re-

ported.

REUJ POSTS

MILTON SMITH, sates manager, Filmack Corp.,

Los Angeles.

LEE ROSENBERG, Eagle-Lion office staff, Minne-
apolis.

HY BLOOM, supervisor, Saul Sloan Circuit, De-
troit.

HARRY TYSON, Eagle-Lion salesman, Harris-

burg, Pa.

JOHN McKENNA, Film Classics sales staff. New
York City, N. Y.

FRANK MUTO, Skouras Theaters' photographer.
New York City.

PAUL BURKE, asst. film purchaser, Skouras Thea-
ters, New York City, N. Y.

BOB LEVINE, Warner head booker, Boston, Mass.

JIM WYNN, UA Buffalo branch head, Buffalo.
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Eaffle-Lion to Have 21 JVew Films, Six Reissues
17 H'wood-Made Features
On 1947-48 Lineup; Rank
Sending Minimum of Four

Eagle-Lion will distribute 17 Hol-
lywood-made features, a minimum of

four J. Arthur Rank productions and
six Edward Small
reissues, A. W.
Schwalberg, vice-

president and gen-
eral sales man-
ager, announced
over the week-end
at the company's
national sales
meeting in the
Hotel Warwick.
The 17 pictures

which will be
made by E-L on
the Coast will

[represent a com-
bined production
cost of $23,000,-

000, Schwalberg
stated.
Addressing division and district

managers and key home office execu-

{ Continued on Page 7)

SCHWALBERf^

In Berlin, It's U.S.

PIx—Two to One

Berliners are favoring American
films to a point where attendance

figures avei-age almost double
_

the

audiences drawn to French, British

and Russian films, it is revealed in

(Continued on Page 7)

31 Pix Shootiny; Six
Finished, Eight Start
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-one pictures are

before cameras this week, with RKO
shooting six, Columbia and Warners,

five each; M-G-M four, 20th-Fox

three. Paramount and Monogram, two

each; SRO, U-l, Republic and E-L,

one each.

Eight new pictures are starting,

two at RKO, including an Indepen-

dent Artists production. Republic is

starting two screenplays, Enterprise,

Columbia, 20th-Fox and Edward Fin-

ney, one each. Six were finished last

week—Screen Guild, two; RKO, two;

Paramount and Republic one each.

PARA. STILL AIMS FOR WORLD MART
Business "Satisfactory," Balaban Tells Stockholders;

Company Will Accommodate Itself to Conditions

Paramount's business "on the
whole is satisfactory," and, while the
international situation is cloudy, the
company will continue to make pic-

tures for a world market. President
Barney Balaban on Friday told

stockholders in a statement included
with the quarterly dividend check
disbursements.
"We cannot control the conditions

of the foreign markets," Balaban
said, "so we will accommodate our-

selves to them. That means that we
must follow the strictest economies
so as to harmonize our costs with
anticipated world revenues."

Britain's ad valorem tax, plus simi-
lar restrictions under consideration
in Argentina, Brazil, Australia and
New Zealand, "will require us to re-

duce our expenses substantially to

offset its effect upon our revenues,"
the Paramount president stated.

(Continued on Page 7)

to Tax Studios,

License Theaters

BMI is committed to a policy of

taxing at the source—the studios

—

and has no intention of licensing

motion picture theaters, it was dis-

closed here Friday by Max A. Cohen,
president of Cinema Circuit and sec-

ond vice-president of the ITOA.
Cohen's statement, made after

consultation with Carl Haverlin,

president of BMI, served to set at

(Continued on Page 8)

Loew's Charges Landau
With Percentage Frauds

Charging fraudulent box office re-

ports on grosses received on per-

centage pictures exhibited at the

Heights Theater, Loew's on Friday
filed a Federal Court action against

(Continued on Page 7)

Myers Charges TOA's

ASCAP Move Prepared

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
for National Allied, has sent Allied
chieftains a confidential memo on
last week's TOA organization meet-
ing in which he employs all his skill

at sarcasm, Film Daily learned Fri-

day. The memo is directed largely
against the TOA action on the
ASCAP seat-tax fight, and charges
that the cards were stacked even be-

( Continued on Page 8)

U. S. Reps. To Have Treas.

Ruling on British Duty

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Representatives of

the American film industry may go
to London anmed with an official

Treasury Department ruling that the
British 75 per cent ad valorem duty

(Continued on Page 8)

See Outright Pix Sale in Den.
Meet This Week on MPEA Representation

Denmark Rejects 'Arsenic';

Oust Censor Move Afoot

Copenhagen (Via Air Mail) —
Strong press criticism resulted when
the Danish censor rejected "Arsenic

and Old Lace." This has grown into

a concerted movement expressing

dissatisfaction with censorial activi-

(Continued on Page 5)

To bolster its recent move to limit

film remittances to 4,000,000 krone,

the Danish Government through the

Minister of Supply, has indicated

that after March 1, 1948 all films

entering Denmark will have to be
bought outright by importers at a

price fixed before the sale is con-
summated, it was disclosed at the

(Continued on Page 8)

Chifley's Proposal Would
Have Distributors Invest

Equal of 40% of '46 Net

Sydney (By Wireless)—Reinvest-
ment of an annual amount equal to

40 per cent of U. S. film company
earnings in Australia during 1946,
is the most recent proposal of Prime
Minister Joseph B. Chifley's Gov-
ernment in negotiations with repre-
sentatives of American distributors

on a measure to slow the flow of dol-
lar exchange to the U. S.

A counter to the Americans' pro-
( Continued on Page 5)

lESMA Re-names Neu;

Boom Biz is Keynote

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Tagged as the most

successful effort in the history of
the industry, the joint TE3MA-
TEDPA convention and trade show
ended yesterday, with delegates gen-
erally predicting a business boom
in the months ahead.
Oscar F. Neu, President of Neu-

made Products, was re-elected pres-
ident of TESMA. Also re-elected
were W. A. Gedris, Ideal Seating Co.,

(Continued on Page 6)

Film Classics May Have
Major Pix in Cinecolor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Film Classics is ex-

pected to produce and distribute a
series of major features in Cinecolor
if the deal now being discussed by
the two companies jells.

(Officers of Film Classics and
(Continued on Page 5)

Aussie Gov't. Backing
Coal Field Theaters
Adelaide (By Air Mail)—Sixteen

mm. history was made with the open-

ing of a 16 mm. theater at the

Government-controlled coal field at

Leigh Creek. Specially built 300-

seat theater is operated by the local

Progress Association, with finances

provided by the Government. Similar

theaters are expected to be opened

in other South Australian coal fields.
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WEST COAST OFFICES
Ralph Wilk, Manager

6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone: Granita 6607

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Andrew H. Older, Cbl«f Manning Clagett

6417 Dahlonega Rd. 2122 Decatur PI., NW
Phone: Wisconsin 3271 Phone: Hobart 7627

CHICAGO BUREAU
Joseph Esler, Chief C. L. Esler

6241 N. Oakley Ave. Phone: Briargate 7441

STAFF CORRESPONDENTS
LONBON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Eenter,

127-133 Wardour St., W. 1. MANILA—Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA—Mary Louise
Blanco. Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—Ram L. Gogtay,
Kitab Mahal, 190 Hornby Rd., Fort, Bombay 1. AL-
GIERS—Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
MONTREAL—Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis
Xavier St. VANCOUVER—Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg. SYDNEY—Bowden Fletcher, 19 Moxon
Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone, UY 2110. BRUS-
SELS—.lean Pierre Meys, 110 Rue des Paquerettes.
COPENHAGEN—John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen-Van Loese. ROj\IE—John Perdicarl, Via
Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758. MONTEVIDEO—Dr.
Walter Schuck, Cerrtto 597. MEXICO CITY—
Dorothy Neal, Calle de Paris 12. BUDAPEST—
.\ndor Lajta, Filmmuveszeti Evkonyv, Thokoly-ut
75, Budapest, XIV. STOCKHOLM—Gilbert Gels,
Erstagaten 18 (m).
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NEW YORK

East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RKO
Republic Pict

Republic Pict. pfd.. .

20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

20th Cent-Fox ppf..

Universal Pict

Warner Bros

STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

441/4 431/2 441/4 -f 3/4

17 163/4 167/g — 1/8

195/8 191/4 193/8 -I- l/a

223/4 223/g 223/8 -f- 1/8

n 107/8 11 + 14
43/4 45/8 45/8 — l/o

111/4 111/4 111/4— V4
253/8 251/8 251/4
37 37 37

1001/8 lOOi/s lOQl/g — 1/8

I8I/4 I81/4 I8I/4

14 133/4 14 -t- 1^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Plots 3% 3% 3%
RKO 27/8 27/8 27/8

Sonotone Corp 4 3% 4
Technicolor I21/4 121/8 12V4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Cinecoior 7% 7%
Pathe 33^ 4Vz

Universal, United World
Now at 445 Park Ave.

Universal is now located in its new
headquarters in the Universal Pic-
tures Building at 445 Park Ave. All
the moving was completed over the
week-end. United World Films has
also moved into the Universal Pic-
tures Building.

Universal's new telephone number
is PLaza 9-8000.

Arnold Named Chairman
Of PCC's United Appeal

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Arnold will

serve as campaign chairman of the
Permanent Charities Committee's
third annual united appeal, it is an-
nounced by M. C. Levee, committee
president. Arnold will co-ordinate
the efforts of more than 700 volun-
teer workers in all Hollywood stu-
dios, unions and allied groups. Cam-
paign, starting Oct. 20, seeks to

raise $1,312,190 among some 25,000
potential donors.
Funds raised will be distributed

among the Community Chests of Los
Angeles, Burbank, Santa Monica and
Glendale; the American Cancer So-
ciety, Los Angeles Tuberculosis and
Health Association, Los Angeles
Heart Association, and the Sister
Kenny Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis.

7 Fix for UA Release
Scheduled for Prod, in '48

tVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seven pictures slated

for United Artists release are ex-
pected to go into production before
end of the year. They include George
Pal's "Tom Thumb"; Seymour Neb-
enzal's "Queen of Hearts" in techni-
color, and "Look Homeward, Angel";
Williaimi Cagney productions' "Only
the Valiant"; Sam Coslow's "Cham-
pagne for Everybody"; Federal
Films' "Carmen Prom Kenosha," and
Star Films' "Pitfall" for which a
crew has been sent to Connecticut
for background shots.

Washington Heart Attack
Fatal to B. B. Buchanan
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—B. B. Buchanan, 64,

general manager of the seating di-
vision of Kroehler Manufacturing
Co., died Friday in his hotel room
here, apparently of a heart attack
He was representing his company at
the TESMA-TEDPA convention in
the Shoreham Hotel.

Survivors include his wife and a
sister, Mrs. Evan Perkins, wife of
Paramount's maintenance and con-
struction department supervisor.
Funeral services wil be held in Chi-
cago.

Nelson to Continue U. K.
Tax Talks Here This Week

Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP presi-
dent, arrived in New York at the
week-end from Washington, where
he conferred with MPAA president
Eric Johnston regarding the British
ad valorem tax upon American film
earnings.
Nelson will meet here this week

with top indie executives.

Sixty Million Women
Can't Be Wrong

BOOK WOMAN SPEAKS

Lincoln's City Council
Votes Today on Seat Tax

Lincoln, Neb. — Theatermen bat-
tling a five per cent theater tax
here ran into even more trouble.
When the City Council met to give

the proposal a second reading over
protests of local exhibitors, the
Council amended it and substituted
a seat tax. That would be an even
m.ore severe blow than the five per
cent tax.
The seat tax recommended was one

cent per seat per day up to 500, two
cents for the next 500 and three
cents for all over a thousand. The
1,800-seat Stuart, for example,
would be charged |39 per day.
Some theatermen said this would

force closing of their houses. They
contended such a tax is "confisca-
tory and discriminatory." Instead
they suggest an occupation tax on all

business.
At the request of Walter Jancke,

city manager for the Nebraska The-
ater Corporation and Guy Cham-
bers, the corporation's legal counsel,
the Council agreed to delay further
action until today.

All Newsreels at Series;

$65,000 for Tele Rights

Opening game of the World Series
at the Yankee Stadium tomorrow,
and ensuing games, will be filmed
by full sporting event crews from the
five major company newsreels. Foot-
age will be trimmed to highlights.
The big event will be televised

under the joint sponsorship of Ford
Motor Co. and Gillette Razor, at a
reported sum of |65,000.

Legal test case may pop up this
time in the event the games are
photographed from a video screen.
Possibility of infringement is in-
dicated. Spokesman familiar with
the field, at the week-end said it

would be an interesting legal bomb-
shell to toss in the laps of the legal
lights.

Now
the JroU^wood'^
United's new DC-6 Mainliner

300 flight

OVERNIGHT TO LOS ANGELES!

Lv. 11:30p.m.. .or 7:46 a.m.

UNITED
AIR LINES

Airlines Terminal, 80 E. 42nd St. or
Pennsylvania Hotel or 1 Wall St.

Call Murray Hill 2-7300
or an authorized travel agent

Pictorial in New Offices
Pictorial Films has moved to new

offices in the Pathe Bldg., 625 Mad-
ison Ave. Firm has been located
in the RKO Bldg.

NEW YORK THEATERS

"RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

Rita HAYWORTH • Larry PARKS

"DOWN TO EARTH"
A Columbia Picture . IN TECHNICOLOR

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

3nl MONTH ON B'WAY!
DOR5 SCHARY

pr«i«nh

AN RKO
RADIO PICTURE

^ SAMUEL GOLDWYN presenti \

DANNY KAYE-VIRGINIA MAYO I

and the Go/cfwyn Girls in
j

A '" recff/v/cotoK
__ j!.

iiZABETH scorr
^ JOHN HODIAK
BURT LANCASTER

IN HAl WAIUS- PSODUaiON

^^^%/r\r^^jW9?ay

p^f?/iAfO(//vr ^:

HENRY FONDA •BARBARA BEL GEDOES

I

VINCENT PRICE -ANN DVORAK

T^EioNs Night

ON SCREEN
BARBARA

STANWYCK
DAVID
NIVEN

'THE OTHER
LOVE*

IN PERSON
LEW

PARKER
Exlro.'

THREE
FLAMES
Plus OTHERS

Devonshire Films Present

that "Miracle" man
EDMUND GWENN

in

"SOUTH RIDING"
with

Ann Todd—Edna Best

MOW ^"^T AND AUSTINf^V/yy THEATERS



"One of those surprise films which
sneaks up on the audience . . . then sends

it still laughing into the street to aid ex-

hibitors through word-of-mouth cam-
paigns . . . SNEAK PREVIEW SHOOK THE
THEATRE WITH CONTINUOUS LAUGHTER
which often drowned out the dialogue!"

MOTIOS PICTtRE

HERALD
"Riotous upperclass farce, sweet cast, top

drawer direction ... IN THE BAG FOR A HIT that

has every right to be called a bullseye!"

"NEVER A DULL MOMENT IN THIS ONE. It's a cinch to

make all types of audiences glad they came . . . farce

comedy with howls of delight!" ^^illMi'Ulfi'l: lii

"Top farce . . . best Eagle Lion offering to date . . . SHOULD
FARE HANDSOMELY AT THE BOX OFFICE!" SP^iitfr©M

"Sparkling, saucy . . . sure-fire laugh j^KSvoker . . . SHOULD
DRAW THE CROWDS and keep them continuously amused!"

"It's a lot of fun and SHOULD STACK UP PLENTY BIG GROSSES top

calibre performances, good story, first class production!" '^Kfnu

BRIGHT AND BROAD COMEDY with George Brent, Virginia Mayo,
Turhan Bey, Ann Dvorak, and Carole Landis romping through!"

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

^i-?

ive Great Stars . .

.

GEORGE VIRGINIA TURHAN

BRENT -MAYO BEY
ANN

V
DVORAK

CAROLE

LANDIS

.->«*

"mM (01110
With

Elizabeth PAHERSON • Julia DEAN • Richard LANE • Charlie SMITH

BRYAN FOY in Chotge of Production • An EAGLE LION FILMS Piclufe

Sc'xnpla, b, WAIT£« (UllOCK, VESA CASPARY ond COWABO EllSCU So»d on a siof, by VEHA CASPAST . Produced by ISADORE G. GOLDSMITH • Directed by LEIGH JASON
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M-G-M'sWolionSix

Months Speaking Tour

A schedule of speaking dates be-

fore Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Cham-
bers of Commerce and Women's
Club has been set for Maurice N.

Wolf, assistant to H. M. Richey, di-

rector of M-G-M exhibitor and pub-

lic relations, during the next six

months, William F. Rodgers, vice-

president and general sales man-
ager, announced Friday. Wolf will

cover 20 states speaking on the sub-
ject, "Motion Pictures Are My Busi-
ness."

In making the announcement,
Rodgers said, "We believe public
support of motion pictures and main-
tenance of attendance levels are in

direct relationship' with public ap-
preciation and understanding of how
the business has developed and how
it is being run. It is an interesting
story and Wolf, with 29 years of ex-
perience in all branches of the busi-
ness, particularly stresses the im-
portance of exhibition in his presen-
tation."

Supplementing Wolf's program,
M. L. Simons, also an assistant to
Richey, will speak at the MPTO of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennes-
see convention in Memphis Oct. 14-

15, and at the Kentucky Association
of Theater Owners meeting in Louis-
ville, Oct. 22-23, as well as the Allied
Theaters of Texas convention in Dal-
las, Nov. 24-25.

Richey will attend the West Vir-
ginia Managers' Association conven-
tion in Charleston, Nov. 6-8, the
Allied of Pennsylvania conclave in

Pittsburgh, Nov. 24-25, and the Na-
tional Allied convention in Milwau-
kee, Dec. 1-3. He leaves today for
the Kansas Missouri Theaters Asso-
ciation meeting, tomorrow and Wed-
nesday at Kansas City.

Iowa-Nebraska AITOA Sets
Film Clinic for Oct. 7

Eldora, la. — Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Iowa and Ne-
braska will hold a film clinic and
open session of the board of direc-
tors, Oct. 7, at the Hotel Fontenelle,
Omaha, according to a bulletin from
Leo F. Wolcott, board chairman.

Discussion agenda includes the
ASCAP tax, the Andy Smith-20th-
Fox 15 per cent sales plan, a report
on the Federal Trade Commission;
Federal admission taxes, local check-
ers and other matters brought up by
members in attendance.

f

tee tinad
Sept. 29

Gene Autry Virginia Bruce
Wm. H. Home Michael G. Kietz
Arnold Picker Greer Garson

Brenda Marshall Don Castle
Irwin D. Rathstone

y

Monday NIorning Report
• • • COULD IT BE that Sir Stafford Cripps, president of His

Majesty's Board of Trade, and exponent and proponent of the austere way
of life, including a confiscatory 75 per cent duty on American film imports,

has in mind, not an alternate to the ad valorem tax, but rather a British

substitute for Hollywood's cinematic sex and glamor? Meaning

shapely English gams in the flesh, and not Technicolored shadows

You may determine that for yourself in the light of Sir Stafford's remarks

at a week-end luncheon of the British Guild of Creative Designers

Said the Labor Government Cabinet member, taking cognizance of the

long vs. short skirt controversy raging in Bonnie England no less than in

these United States: "The shorter the skirls the better" Ah,

Austerity, where is thy sting!!!!!

T T
O • • GREAT EXPECTORATIONS NOTE The spittoons in the

projection room ctt the RKO exchange are gone but not forgotten

Gay and laughable was the conjecture that used to arise when

latecoming characters -would barge into the darkened room Would

he kick one of them and set off strident tones Or would he not?

But now they are gone and with them an era of tomfoolery.

T T T
• • • ROY DEL RUTH will film some of his forthcoming fiUn

biography of Babe Ruth in the Ycmkee Stadium and other well-known

New York places, so he's flying East to hold a few confabs with Mayor

William O'Dwyer regarding shooting here The producer-director

will also do some huddles in Manhattan with Bob Considine, syndicated

columnist who is writing the Babe Ruth yarn, with associate, producer

Joe Kaufman also sitting in on the conferences.

T
• • • ADMEN'S CHOICE of Advertisement of the Week, on the

basis of the chuckling Phil M. heard, would be that "Clark-Gable-has-

switched-to-Deborah-because-she's-so-smooth" copy plugging Metro's "The

Hucksters" which found its way into the New York dailies Inspira-

tion, as the type and format betrayed, was the series of Calvert Whisky

ads that has been appearing in the dailies.TV
• • • DON PRINCE of RKO's foreign publicity dep't has struck

pay dirt via a deal recently set with Henri Gris of the UP By the

arrangement, RKO Radio stars of foreign origin will be intervie-wed from

Hollywood via transoceanic phone by journalists in their home lands

Not only does this mean press breaks but radio as vrell

Transcriptions of the intervievrs will be translated into seven languages,

with UP servicing to radio stations throughout the world.

• • • FOR A GRAPHIC ACCOUNT of the pUghl of our British

cousins—a necessary backdrop for speculation as to just what alternative

to the 75 per cent confiscatory tax will get the Labor Government's nod

—

read Paul Gallico's "Life in Merrie England" in the October Esquire

And pay particular attention to these words by Gallico "Spend a

few weeks in England and you will become reaffirmed in your conviction

that we have the greatest country and the finest system of government as

yet devised by man, and that we are busily engaged in ruining both

Traveling is broadening but if can also scare the pants off you

Wake up back home."

• • • BRYAN FOY, exec, producer of Eagle-Lion, told his story

department to be on the lookout for one about Gus Kahn, the song-

writer One of his readers reminded him that the life of Kahn vrould

be incomplete without Donaldson, his lyricist "OK," Foy answered

"So we moke 'The Life of Kahn,' and 'The Life of Donaldson,' and

we run them as a double bill."

cominc nno come

t]^op-

A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal-International as-
sistant general sales manager, will return to
New York tonight from Boston and Washington.

ELEANOR PARKER, Warners star, and her hus-
band, BERT FRIEDLOB, are due in New.^^k
this week-end from a three-month visit

GARY GRANT is in town from the Coast."

ping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO vice-president and for-
eign distribution chief, returns to his desk today
after a week on the Coast.

ROBERT WEBSTER LIGHT, writer-producer, is

due today from Hollywood to scout talent for

"Half Hour to Kill."

SAM SHAIN, director of exhibitor and public
relations for the distribution of 20th Century-
Fox, left over the week-end to attend the
Kansas-Missouri Theater Owners convention in

Kansas City.

DON MERSEREAU, associate publisher and gen-
eral manager of THE FILM DAILY, returned over

the week-end from the TESMA-TEDPA convention
in Washington.

STEVE MILLER of the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation and MRS. MILLER arrived by air from
London Saturday.

ROBERT L. LIPPERT, veepee of Screen Guild
Prods., arrives here today from the West Coast.

CECIL B. DeMILLE, producer-director of Para-

mount's Technicolor production, "Unconquered,"
will arrive in New York from the Coast today en
route to Pittsburgh for the world premiere of

the film at Loew's Penn Theater on Oct. 3.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount studio execu-
tive, is due from Hollywood today.

ROBERT BENJAMIN, president of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization in this country, left at the

week-end for the Coast. He returns to New York-

tomorrow.

ROBERT RISKIN, producer of the RKO re-

lease, "Magic Town," arrives from the Coast
today accompanied by his wife, FAY WRAY.

MYRNA LOY returned Friday to Hollywood
from a 12-day Manhattan business trip.

AKIM TAMIROFF, accompanied by his wife,

left the Coast by plane Saturday for a visit in

Italy where he expects to make a picture.

DON CASTLE arrives from the Coast todoy to

attend a special press screening of Monogram's
"High Tide."

S. E. PIERPOINT, Paramount Int'l district

manager for Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Para-
guay and Chile, has arrived in New York from
Rio de Janiero.

ROY 0. DISNEY and JOHN F. REEDER, latter

Disney Prod, veepee, are in town from the Coast
and staying at the Waldorf-Astoria.

DANA ANDREWS, CESAR ROMERO, JEAN
PETERS and ANN REVERE flew to Maine from
the Coast Friday for shooting of location footage
for 20th-Fox' forthcoming "Deep Water."

PATTI CLAYTON was due from the Coast over

the week-end.

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN, U-l producer, flew

East Saturday.

LINDA CHRISTIANS, featured in "Green
Dolphin Street," sailed on the Queen Mary.

HAL ROACH arrives from the Coast today.

JACK KELLMAN, veepee and New York repre-

sentative of the Natco Inc. and RAY MYERSON,
Chicago sales manager, have left for San Fran-

cisco for the annual Master Photo. Dealers and
Finishers convention this week.

R. H. UNSELD, advertising manager of Bell &
Howell and his family have returned to Chicago
from a vacation at Gull Lake, Mich.

KENNETH HOPKINS, Hollywood millinery de-

signer, is in New York to discuss designs for his

next Enterprise assignment, "So This Is New
York."

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant general

sales manager, left on a one week business

trip Sunday. He will visit Minneapolis, Omaha,
Des Moines and Kansas City.

ADRIAN KUBIT of THE FILM DAILY returned

over the week-end from the TESMA-TEDPA con-

vention in Washington.

DENNIS O'KEEFE, star of Eagle-Lion's "T-
Men," arrives from the Coast today.

JACK RIEGER of Trinity Pictures flew back to

New York from Hollywood over the week-end.

WENDELL COREY arrived in New York by oir

on Sunday from England.
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Propose 40% Aussie

Freeze of U. S. Dollars

(Continued from Page 1)

posal to invest 33-1/3 per cent of
theii- annual earnings in Australia,
Ch' )s latest plan is seen here as
the --.e on which both sides come to

an agreement. On the basis of the
$6,600,000 earnings of U. S. films in

Australia in 1946, companies would
invest about $2,640,000 in the Com-
monwealth.

Meanwhile, Robert Butler, U.
S. Ambassador to Australia,
predicted at the week-end that
Australia's trade with the
United States would soon be
greater than it had ever been.
He said the Commonwealth's
dollar shortage would be tem-
porary and would hinder Aus-
tralian-American trade for a
comparatively short time only.

Two Government moves were seen
as helping the situation somewhat.
Moves took the form of measures
introduced in Parliament by Chifley.

One, a bill to lift the gold tax,

is designed to encourage the produc-
tion of gold in Australia as a means
of gaining dollars and thereby les-

sening the financial difficulties of

international trade. Chifley also

moved to abolish the wartime com-
pany tax on the ground that compe-
tition in more fields was rapidly be-

ing restored and the tax is no longer
necessary.

In the meantime the dollar

crisis under which U. S. film com-
pany earnings are frozen pending an
agreement to be reached by the dis-

tributors and the government, has
had a marked effect on first-run

screenings in the Australian capital.

Of 20 films playing Sydney's ace

houses, 10 are first-runs and 10 are

revivals.

Most American distributors

are nearly out of unplayed fea-

tures, with Paramount and Uni-
versal having six to eight films

each in their vaults, and M-G-M
only a few. Exceptions are

RKO, which has about 23 fea-

tures unplayed and Warners,
whose product has been piling

up because of the lack of a

show window in Sydney.

Warners' backlog, however, will

soon be played off by Hoyt's The-

Odlum is Chairman of

Lovelace Foundation
Floyd B. Odium, RKO board chair-

man and president of Atlas Corp., is

chairman of the board of trustees of

the new Lovelace Foundation for

Medical Education and Research, an-

nounced late last week in Albuquer-

que, N. M. Foundation was estab-

lished with assets of $1,000,000, con-

sisting of the entire property of the

Lovelace Clinic, a group of practicing

physicians well-known in Southwest.

Odium and the other members of the

board will serve without compensa-

tion.

I

HOLLVUJOOD-VinE VflRD
By RALPH WILE

Line Up Impressive

Boost for "Power"

HOLLYWOOD
%A/HEN Jimmy Stewart finishes "Call Northside 777" which he's now making

in Chicago, he'll star in RKO's "You Belong To Me" playing a European

war correspondent. Robert Riskin will handle production reins. ... -^ "Jack-

pot" has been announced by that lot as the final title of the race track pix

known until now as "Race Street," which co-stars George Raft, William

Bendix and Marilyn Maxwell. ... i^ Mary Pickford and Lester Cowan are

planning two movies with the Marx brothers. First is "The Sidewalk" which

Ben Hecht scripted, and secondly, "Mother of Two-A-Day" by Alexander

Woollcott. ... -^ Dennis O'Keefe, now visiting N. Y. for the World Series

will star next in Eagle-Lion's "Draw Sabres." . . . -^ Robert Preston has

bowed out of "The Walls of Jericho" at Fox and will play opposite Margaret

O'Brien, George Murphy and Betty Garrett in M-G-M's "The Big City". . .

^ Michael Curtiz finally completed the deal for the purchase of the story

property, "La Otra" and is interested in landing Joan Crawford for the lead.

He saw a Mexican version of the film starring Delores Del Rio and thinks

it would make a great Crawford vehicle. ... i^ Benedict Bogeaus decided

that the Charles Laughton sequence in "A Miracle Can Happen" was too

serious and has signed Dorothy Lamour to present a parody on all the sarong

roles that made her famous. Others in the cast are Henry Fonda, Jimmy

Stewart, Paulette Goddard, Burgess Meredith and Fred MacMurray.

* • •
LJAL WALLIS, who shares Burt Lancaster's contract with Mark Hellinger,

wants him for "Rope of Sand," which he expects to make in Africa next

Spring. Meanwhile, Lancaster is paging Wanda Hendrix for a starring role in his

own indie production, "Wash The Blood Off My Hands." ... * Rudy Vallee

and Bill Goodwin have signed with Enterprise for "So This Is New York,"

the Henry Morgan pic. Other leads are Virginia Grey, Donna Drake, Hugh

Herbert, and Leo Gorcey. . . . ic Monogram T)roducer, Sid Luft, has an

untitled original for Jackie Cooper and Jackie Coogan who first were

co-starred in "Kilroy Was Here."

Film Classics May Have
Major Pix in Cinecolor

(Continued from Page 1)

Cinecolor, with company counsel,

continued the negotiations in New
York over the week-end. Potentiali-

ties canvassed in the talks range

from a merger of the two companies

to joint establishment of a new pro-

ducing company, it is reported).

It is understood here that some
consideration is being given to the

acquisition of a studio.

aters, under an arrangement con-

cluded recently.

Western Australia is in better

shape as far as unplayed U. S. pro-

duct is concerned. It is estimated

that there is nearly a year's supply

in that area, compared with six

months in other parts of the Com-
monwealth.

Meanwhile, British distributors

see the crisis as an opportunity to

gain quicker and more advantageous

release of U. K. product than they

would have otherwise secured.

Goldberg at Capital

Washington Bureau of THE
Washington—Harry

rector of advertising

for Warner Theaters,

two-day meeting of

zone theater managers
ing men at local zone

today and tomorrow.

Meet
FILM DAILY
Goldberg, di-

and publicity

is holding a

Washington
and advertis-
headquarters

Story Material Service

Started for Independents

First independent producers serv-

ice has been established here by Don-
old MacCampbell, authors' and pub-

lishers' representative, with offices at

16 E. 43rd St., for the purpose of

helping small producers secure the

particular types of story material

that interest them and at the prices

they can afford to pay.

The agency's own properties will

continue to be handled by John Mc-
Cormick, Inc. of Beverly Hills. New
service will specialize in "sleeper"

material with picture possibilities,

especially in the low budget produc-

tion field, and in contractual ar-

rangements with free lance writers.

Service will function without cost to

the producer.
Service, MacCampbell said, will

function in the same manner as his

reprint publishers' service through
which he has prepared contracts on
hundreds of literary properties for

reprinting in pocket-sized editions. It

was this service that created the idea

of 25-cent movie novelizations and
brought to the newsstands first the

Macfadden and more recently the

Century series of shooting script

novelizations.

Record GUT Profit

Sydney (By Air Mail)—Greater
Union Theaters announced a record

profit of $366,000, compared with

$320,000 last year.

Full support of church bodies,

women's clubs, schools and libraries

has been mustered to assist exhib-

itors in bringing widespread public

attention to "Power Behind the Na-
tion," Technicolor documentary
sponsored by the Motion Picture As-
sociation and produced by Warners.

Following screenings for officials

the following organizations have in-

dicated they will lend their support:
Federal Council of Churches of

Christ in America; National Board
of Review; American Civil Liberties
Union; National Conference of
Christians and Jews; YMCA; Na-
tional Community Relations Ad-
visory Council; General Federation
of Women's Clubs; DAR National
Motion Picture Preview Committee;
Parents Motion Picture Group of
Greater New York; International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae Film
Committee; Brooklyn Motion Picture
Council; Queens Motion Picture
Council; Protestant Motion Picture
Council; Film Music Committee;
Libraries—Film Division: N. Y. Rep-
resentative Cleveland Public Librar-
ies; Film Division PTA—Vermont;
Professional Women's League: Na-
tional Society Patriotic Women of
America; Staten Island Motion Pic-
ture Council; United Daughters of

the Confederacy; Parents Magazine
—Motion Picture Department; Scars-
dale Motion Picture Council.

Denmark Rejects 'Arsenic';

Oust Censor Move Afoot

(Continued from Page 1)

ties. There have also been editorials

pointing out the error of the censors
in prohibiting a film deemed artistic.

The local Warner office rounded
up 10 writers and businessmen and
showed them the film at a special

screening. Nine-tenths of opinion
after viewing the picture found noth-
ing censorable.

It is reported certain members of
the Film Commission appointed
early this year will ask that Danish
censorship be repealed.

Stewart to Receive
Pennsylvania Award
Philadelphia—First recipient of the

Chamber of Commerce annual award

for the Pennsylvanian who has con-

tributed most to his industry will be

James Stewart, it was revealed at the

week-end with the announcement

that the Chamber has agreed to spon-

sor a luncheon on Oct. 13, as the

opening celebration of Pennsylvania

Week. Many prominent film person-

alities are expected to attend the

luncheon at the Bellevue-Stratford, in

honor of Gov. James H. Duff and

Orus J. Matthews, Secretary of Com-
merce, who will be the principal

speaker.
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"The Wistful Widow of

Wagon Gap"
with Abbott and Costello, Marjorie Main

U.-l. 78 Mins.

AS LONG IN B.C. LAUGHS AS IT IS IN

TITLE.

It's as long in laughs and comic antics as

it is in title. After doffing the OD the boys

here invade the western scene and make a

merry time. The time setting is the day

when the frontier was nearby and there was

a hegira to California.

What ensues in the manner of Abbott and

Costello humor will be found hilarious by

their devoted following and the exhibitor,

too, will pleasantly rub his palms at prospect

of a packed house. Kidding the western

scene along admirably suits the pair's talents.

They're hucksters at the outset, huckster-

ing their wares in Wagon Gap. To get the

plot started they encounter a body and are

later charged with murder. Legal quirk saves

them from the noose but they must assume

responsibility for the dead man's family.

Marjorie Main is the widow and she has a

flock of kids, plus a farm. With the light

treatment forward Costello is elected and

while he labors, Abbott takes it easy. Miss

Main shines up to Costello with matrimony

in view. Then along comes Gordon Jones.

Miss Main's husband owes him money. Cos-

teUo is assigned to work it out at Jones'

saloon. Now he has a day and night job.

He is quite safe. So safe that he is made
sheriff since no one would dare take over

his hectic responsibilities to Miss Main and

flock. After making the town safe for the

citizenry, Costello thwarts a stagecoach rob-

bery. There follows a hangup gun battle.

The ladies save the day with clubs. Miss

Main achieves wealth by selling her prop-

erty to an oncoming railroad. Costello is

released from servitude. The boys head
west for California, leisurely at first then

at a gallop when Indians spot them and give

chase.

Charles T. Barton's direction focusses on

laughter, the gag, the slapstick gimmick. In

CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Marjorie
Main, George Cleveland, Gordon Jones, William
Ching, Peter Thompson, Olin Howlin, Bill Clou-
son, Bill O'Leary, Pamela Wells, Jimmie Bates,
Paul Dunn, Diana Florentine, Rex Lease, Glenn
Strange, Edmund Cobb, Wade Crosby, Murray
Leonard.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Arthur; Director,

Charles T. Barton; Screen play, Robert Lees,

Frederic I. Rinaldo; John Grant; Based on a
story by D. D. Beauchamp, William Bowers;
Photography, Charles Van Enger; Art direction,

Bernard Herzbrun, Gabriel Scognamillo; Film edi-
tor, Frank Gross; Sound, Charles Felstead,, Robert
Pritchard; Set decorations, Russell A. Gausman,
Charles Wyrick; Music, Walter Schumann; Or-
chestrations, David Tamkin.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

SMPE Moves All Offices

To Canadian Pacific Bldg.

SMPE headquarters will be moved
tomorrow from the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania to the Canadian Pacific Build-
ing, 342 Madison Ave. (44th Street),
where larger quarters have been
leased on the ninth floor to accom-
modate the rapid growth of the So-
ciety and recent additions to the
office staff under Boyce Nemec, ex-
ecutive secretary. New telephone
number is MUrray Hill 2-2185.
Engineering and editorial work of

the Society, conducted in separate
offices away from headquarters dur-
ing the past several months, will now
be reassembled in one location.

"Bury Me Dead"
with Cathy O'Donnell, June Lockhart

PRC-Eagle-Lion 66 Mins.

NOVEL PLOT TWIST GIVES THIS ONE
STRONG ASSET; PERFORMANCES GEN-
ERALLY GOOD.

This one serves up enough lower case dis-

traction and has a unique plot development

to make it an entertaining diversion. Yarn

is based on a radio story. There are good

production details, direction by Bernard Vor-

haus is to the point and holds the story

together compactly.

Unique twist to the narrative offers the

return, practically from the grave, of a

woman thought to have died in a fire. This

is June Lockhart. She attends her own
funeral for a looksee at the mourners and

then later confronts her household, includ-

ing her husband. Things are amiss and what
with the police and Hugh Beaumont poking

around in the macabre situation the finger

of guilt makes itself apparent.

At first Cathy O'Donnell is suspected.

Seems she is not really Miss Lockhart's

sister but an adopted child. This comes out

in a will left by the girls' late father. Miss

Lockhart and Mark Daniels have been lead-

ing a wedded life that is near disaster. Miss

O'Donnell is almost a psychiatric case. Both

the girls vie for the attention of Greg
McClure, an Adonis-type prizefighter. There
is a great deal of driving about and the tale

is whipped into a melodramatic conclusion

when the real killer makes an attempt on
the two girls. He is foiled, killed by the

cops. The initial corpse turns ou^to be an

old flame of Daniels.' Performances are gen-
erally good.
CAST: Cathy O'Donnell, June Lockhart, Hugh

Beaumont, Mark Daniels, Greg McClure, Milton
Parsons, Virginia Farmer, Sonic Darrin, Cliff

Clark.
CREDITS: Producer, Charles F. Reisner; Direc-

tor, Bernard Vorhaus; Ben Stoloff in charge of
production; Screenplay, Karen de Wolf, Dwight
v. Babcock; Based on a radio story by Irene
Winston; Photography, John Alton; Film editor,

W. Donn Hayes; Art direction, Edward C. Jewell;
Set decoration. Armor Marlowe.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

New School Open Meeting
To Hear Judge Maguire

Judge Edward C. Maguire, motion
picture co-ordinator for New York
City, will speak at an open meeting
on the future for films in New York,
Oct. 1, at the President Theater,
Erwin Piscator, director of the Dra-
matic Workshop of the New School
for Social Research, announced.

Meeting will inaugurate the new
film department of the Dramatic
Workshop and is the first of a series
arranged by Sidney Kaufman, chair-
man of the department. Richard de
Rochemont, executive producer of
the March of Time, will preside.

Other scheduled speakers are
Jean Benoit-Levy, director of the UN
films and visual information divi-
sion; Roger Albright, director of ed-
ucational services, MPAA; Louis
Nizer, executive secretary, New York
Film Board of Trade, and Bud Pol-
lard, president of the Screen Direc-
tors Guild in the East.

Favorite Has "Musketeers"
U. S. rights to "The Three Mus-

keteers" have been acquired by
Favorite Film Corp., Moe Kerman,
president, annoiuiced.

SHORTS
"The Amazing Mr. Nordill"

M-G-M 10 Mins.
Well Done

Leon Ames has the title role in

this Passing Parade short about one
of the cleverest counterfeiters to
ever baffle U. S. Treasury officials

finally trapped by his own yearning
for perfection. Well done and ex-
tremely interesting.

"Vacation Magic"
20th-Fox 8 Mins.

Good
Tropical Jamaica, in the British

West Indies, is a perfect foil for a
Technicolor tour and Mel Allen's
narration of the beauties that abound
on the island. Marvelously endowed
with outstanding color of sky, sea
and beach, it is a vacationer's para-
dise which should appeal to the travel
instincts of all theater patrons.

"Hoop Skirt-BusHe-and Skin"
Universal 8 Mins.

Good in Any Audience

Deriving its title from a question
about Grandma's clothes, this is the
latest Answer Man short. Giving
his answers pictorially is not only
educational but highly interesting
entertainment. Good in any audi-
ence.

"Football Thrills No. 10"

M-G-M 10 Mins.
Thrilling

Pete Smith compiles the exciting
highlights of last season's major
intercollegiate grid contests which
should prove an excellent selling
point during the coming season.
Thrilling to watch, it will please all

sports fans.

"Fight of the Wild Stallions"

Universal 20 Mins.
Exciting

Set in Wyoming's Red Desert
country, a herd of wild horses fights
starvation and capture by man. At
the same time a struggle for leader-
ship is taking place within the herd
itself. Unusual photography and
descriptive narrative by Ben Grauer
combines to make this an exciting
bit of western footage.

"Is Everybody Listening"
20th-Fox 18 1/2 Mins.

Good Fun
Certain to create interest is this

latest issue of March of Time which
satirizes radio. One medium ribbing
another is enough to start fans howl-
ing, but this footage, which presents
good and bad sides of broadcasting,
is right up there in audience enter-
tainment. Behind the scenes in radio,
how programs are rated in popu-
larity, how shows are produced and a
long line of radio personalities are
included here. Good fun for any
audience.

TESMA Re-names Neu;

Boom Biz is Keynote

(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president, and Roy Boomer, sec-
retary-treasurer. ^^^
TESMA's board of directo^P"as

increased from six to twelve ami- the
following were elected: Harry
Strong, Strong Electric Co.; V. J.
Nolan, National Carbon Co., Inc.;

Erwin Wagner, Wagner Sign Ser-
vice; E. J. Vailen, Vallen, Inc.; H. B.
Engel, DeVry Corp.; M. H. Stevens,
Bausch & Lomib -Optical Co.; J. R.
Hoff, Ballantyne Co.; W. D. Mat-
thews, Motiograph, Inc.; L. W.
Davee, Century Projector Corp.; Lee
Jones, Neuimade Products Co.; Bert
Sanford, Altec Lansing Corp. and
J. F. O'Brien, RCA.

Membership Dues Increased

In TESMA's business session on
Friday, the group voted to increase
membership dues from $50 to $75
a year.
TESMA also took a stand against

"unauthorized" exhibits that spring
up around the country from time to
time. Because of the considerable
expense involved and the countless
complications, it was agreed that
the organization would back only
authorized exhibits.

Of this exhibition, however, there
were no complaints. The nation's
leading manufacturers showed the
latest in theater equipment to hun-
dreds gathered for the five-day meet-
ing and trade show.
Because of widespread interest

the exhibits were kept open all day
and into the night after the first day.
It was originally planned that ex-
hibits would be open for inspection
only during scheduled hours.

St. Louis Next Year's Site

Plans were begun by TESMA to
make next year's convention in St.
Louis even bigger than the one just
completed. It was expected that a
special committee will be appointed
to co-ordinate all activities and as-
sure an even larger attendance of
theater owners and exhibitors next
year. Prominent among exhibs. view-
ing the latest in theater equipment
was E. V. Richards of New Orleans,
La.

At a final meeting of TEDPA,
J. Eldon Peek of Oklahoma Theater
Supply Co., was elected vice-presi-
dent. Ray G. Colvin previously had
been re-elected president and trea-
surer. TEDPA also adopted a con-
stitution and by-laws.

for

M-

August Rites On Coast
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held over the week-end for Joseph
August, 57, one of the oldest camera-
men in point of service. In his 36
years of camera work, August won
an Academy Award in 1936 for his
artistry on "The Informer," starring
Victor McLaglen, and directed by
John Ford. In World War II, Aug-
ust filmed the battle of Midway
Island. He also photographed "They
Were Expendable," a Navy docu-
mentary. August was wounded in
action.
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lln Berlin, It's U.S.

IPIx—Two fo One
(Continued from Page 1)

a survey by Dr. R. F. Goldschmidt,
manager of the Motion Picture Ex-
port Association branch in Gei'many.

'
'-ppm-t covers box office figures

from all sectors of Berlin since post-

war occupation. It showed an aver-
age attendance of 450,000 for each
U. S. pic against totals of 280,000
for British and French pix. Russian
films run under the 200,000 mark.
The U. S. zone in Berlin has a

population of 983,000 with 64 the-

aters. British zone has 615,000 with
43 houses. French zonal residents

^ total 434,000 with 82 spots._ The
Russian sector has a population of

"1,183,000 and 88 situations.

It was pointed out the British zone
includes three first-run houses on the
rKurfuerstendamm. Pictures have
limited distribution being almost
wholly confined to the various zones.

Columbia's "Men in Her Life,"

-drew the top attendance of 821,000;
M-G-M's "Seven Sweethearts" at-

itracted 634,000. Other top attrac-

ctions include "The Gold Rush," "It

; Started With Eve," "You Were
; Never Lovelier." Pix bettering the

,400,000 mark were "Going My Way,"
"Union Pacific," "Sun Valley Sere-
jnade," "Gentleman Jim" and "Ap-
ipointment for Love." Top British

i number was "The Seventh Veil."

. Best French offering was "The Cage

.of Nightingales." "Stone Flower,"
in color, was the biggest draw in the

Russian zone.

iLoew's Charges Landau
[With Percentage Frauds

(Continued from Page 1)

jllrving R. Landau and Danlow The-
ater Corp., ovsmer and operator of

. the house. Punitive, as well as actual

J

damages are asked.

j
Same defendants were sued in

New York Supreme Court earlier in

jthe month in actions filed by Para-

j;
mount, 20th-Fox and Warners which
also charged false box office reports.

J Louis Nizer represents all of the
plaintiffs.

Set Contest to Find

Warner JVetus Rooster

Oklahoma City — A new rooster

suitable for the main title of Warner
Pathe News will be selected via an

international contest in connection

with the Oklahoma State Poultry

Show, to be held here Dec. 2-8, it

was revealed Friday by Gov. Roy i.

Turner of Oklahoma and Norman H.

Moray, president of Warner News.

American Poultry Association, repre-

senting 35,000 breeders, has given

full approval to the contest and will

officially license the judges. Winner

will be nicked from 12 top contenders

the night of Dec. 8, in the 6,000-seat

Municipal Auditorium, with all the

fanfare of a gala film premiere.

E-L Sets 21 New Pix,6 Reissues
Company Budgets $23,000,000 for 17

(Continued from Page 1)

tives, Schwalberp- emphasized his

feeling that the motion picture in-

dustry is "as fallow a field as ever
before for smart merchandising, both
in the product coming from the studio

and the manner in which it is pre-

sented to exhibitors and the public."

Both Schwalberg and Max E.
Youngstein, national ad-publicity ex-

ploitation director, stressed the im-
portant role played by showman-
ship and promotion selling in the
building of box office grosses. Declar-
ing that each of the company's prod-
uct will be sold as if it were the only
release of the year, Schwalberg said

that there will be no such thing ag

an over-all yearly budget for promo-
tion or selling.

"Each film will start with a budget
which has been set as the minimum
starting point," he said. "Wherever
results from the first key runs show
that additional expenditures for ad-
vertising, publicity and exploitation

will result in probably increased re-

turns at the box office, then there is

no limit to the amount which will be
allocated to that film."

Special Promotion Units

In this connection, Schwalberg an-

nounced that a special promotion
unit has been established to help

small exhibitors with material and
ideas geared to their specific needs in

order to give them the benefit of the
best possible campaign.
The sales chief pointed with pride

to E-L's accomplishments during its

first year of existence, expressed his

delight with the reception given the

company by theater owners through-
out the country, and promised that

E-L would make pictures that would
mean money for exhibitors.

The Product Line-up
The following productions com-

prise E-L's 1947-48 schedule : "Out of

the Blue," "Love From a Stranger,"
"Adventures of Casanova," "T-Men,"
"Prelude to Night," "Northwest
Stampede," "The Man From Texas,"
"Whispering City," "Clementine,"
"Corkscrew Alley," "Kenny," "The
Enchanted Valley," "Draw Sabres,"
"Beggar's Choice," "The Return of

Rin Tin Tin," "The Noose Hangs
High" and "Montana."
Minimum of four Rank productions

to be released by E-L include "The
Smugglers," a technicolor feature,

"Take My Life," "Green for Dan-
ger" and "October Man."
The forthcoming season will find

the following Edward Small reissues

on the release schedule: "Count of

Monte Cristo," "Son of Monte Cris-

to," "My Son, My Son," "Interna-
tional Lady," "A Gentleman After
Dark" and "The Man in the Iron
Mask."

Coaxial Cable Will Link

Twin Cities, Des Moines

Minneapolis — National network
television programs have moved a
step closer to reality in the Minne-
apolis area. Northwestern Bell

Telephone has begun laying coaxial

cable between the Twin Cities and
Des Moines, la. Only other coaxial

cable now extending Eastward from
Minneapolis goes only to Stevens
Point, Wis.
The Minneapolis-Des Moines cable,

at a cost of $8,000,00, will include

branches at Albert Lea, Austin,

Faribault, Northfield and Rochester,

Minn. At Des Moines the line will

connect to the transcontinental cable

running Westward from Chicago and
will provide extra circuits for long-

distance calls between Minneapolis
and the East.

Three U. S. Pix Awarded
Top Cannes Fete Honors

Cannes (By Cable) — RKO's
"Crossfire," Metro's "Ziegfeld Fol-

lies" and RKO's "Dumbo" were voted
first prizes at the 1947 Film Festival

now in session here. The U. S. pix

took three of the top six awards in

the social, musical and animated
divisions.

France's "Antoine et Antoinette"
was voted the test psychological

love story. "The Hated," was voted

best in the detective-adventure cate-

gory. It is a French production.

Poland took documentary honors
with "Storms in Poland."

Nebenzal Restrained from
"Mayerling" Interference

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — A temporary in-

junction restraining Seymour Neben-

zal and Nero Films from interfering

with the showing of the French mo-
tion picture 'Mayerling" has been
issued by Judge Allen W. Eshbum
of the Superior Court. Defendants
are enjoined from representing to

exhibitors and distributors that Qua-
der Kino, plaintiff in the action, has
no right to distribute the picture,

and from prosecuting a law suit

which they had started in the Civil

Court of the Seine at Paris, to pre-

vent the showing of "Mayerling" in

France.
Quader Kino, a Swiss corporation

and owner of the world-wide dis-

tribution rights to the picture, is

represented by Louis Nizer of Phil-

lips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, and
David Millinkoff of Herzbrun and
Chantry. Litigation was started over
a contract which Quader Kino made
with Nebenzal, granting him English
re-make rights to "Mayerling." Qua-
der charged that Nebenzal obtained
the rights to the novel "Mayerling"
from the heirs of the French writer,

Claude Anet, in violation of his con-
tract with Quader.

Harmon Joins UST
Russell L. Harmon, Jr. will rep-

resent United States Television
Manufacturing Corp. in Cincinnati,
Hamilton Hoge, president of UST
announced.

Paramount Still Alms

For World Market

(Continued from Page 1)

Slackening revenues caused by the
British order "must be taken up in

the chain of costs extending from the
studio, through the several phases
of our distribution activity, down to
the point where our pictures are sold

to the exhibitor," Balaban said.

Exhibition revenues and earning,
Balaban emphasized, cannot be re-

garded as a counterbalance for losses

caused by the foreign situation.

Balaban stated that Paramount
has a supply of pictures in England
estimated to last several months,
which are expected to allow a breath-

Wall St. sources at the week-end
indicated that Paramount's earnings
for the third 1947 quarter are ex-
pected to show a further decline
from the same 1946 quarter. Earn-
ings are estimated at below $1 per
share, as compared with $1.61 per
share earned in the same quarter
of last year.

However, theater attendance was
reported recovering from the Spring
and Summer slump and Paramount's
earnings in the final quarter of this

year are likely to make a relatively

good showing, although they may
not be as good as the big final

quarter of 1946. Annual earnings
for the company, if the seasonal
pickup continues, are estimated at
about $4.75 per common share, as
against $5.92 earned last year.

ing spell in which to make changes
compelled by the British order.

He is of the opinion that the status
of American films in England is not
finally resolved and that there is

reason to believe that restrictions of
the order will be moderated. Refusing
to predict when and in what fashion
or degree the changes will be made,
Balaban observed that, while any
change in the order would almost
surely be an improvement, 1946 con-
ditions will not be restored and there
will be, even under a modified order,

a diminution in the flow of revenues
from England.

Kadison Funeral Held
Funeral services were held at the

week-end for Leib Leon Kadison, 66,

an actor on the Yiddish stage for
more than 40 years. Surviving are
his wife, Mrs. Anna Kadison and
two daughters, Palo and Luba. The
latter is the actress-wife of Joseph
Buloff, recently featured in the play,
"Oklahoma."

CHARTERED
DELMARVA ASSOCIATES, INC., Dover, Del.;

theater equipment; capital, $100,000 and 1,000
no par shares.

COLUMBIA FILMS OF SIAM, LTD., Dever, Del.;

capital, $2,000.

DARNELL THEATERS, INC., Dover, Del.; capi-
tal, $100,000.
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Myers Charges TOA's

ASCAP Move Prepared

(Continued from Page 1)

fore Myers and Jack Kirsch of Allied

were invited to present their ideas on
how to meet the ASCAP demands.

(The Allied position is to seek
through the courts and legislation to

break up the ASCAP power, while
the TOA position is to seek a six-

month delay in the effective date of

the new tax rate and try to negotiate

a compromise in the meantime. The
TOA stand was originally the joint

position of MPTOA and ATA,
which are now combined into TOA.)

In Washington Friday Myers de-

clined to comment on his memo, tell-

The Film Daily he did not wish to

get into any controversy—at least

until the Allied board meeting in De-
troit Oct. 14 and 15.

It is known, however, that Myers
charges the invitation to himself and
Kirsch to address the TOA on the

ASCAP matter was a mere formality
and that the convention's eventual
decision had been determined long
before the convention actually got
under way.

His memo charges also that the

TOA meet was dominated by af-

filiates.

Although the ITOA is a member
body of the MMPTA, the latter

group does not represent the former
in the negotiations with ASCAP, it

was noted Friday by Fred J.

Schwartz, president of the Metro-
politan Motion Picture Theaters As-
sociation.
Harry Brandt, president of the

Independent Theater Owners Asso-
ciation, emphasized that his organi-
zation was suing ASCAP, and would
handle negotiations on its own.

Gamble Hails ASCAP's Delay;
"Close Study" by TOA Board
Ted R. Gamble, TOA president,

hailed at the week-end ASCAP's de-
cision to extend existing agreements
with theaters to Feb. 1, 1948, as a
necessary and wise move to prevent
industry confusion.

"This action," Gamble said, "which

^'Phoney Phoenix^"
Provoher of Barbers
Belligerent barbers in Hankow,

China are up in scissors and combs
over a film called "The Phoney
Phoenix," which tells of the seduc-

tion of a concubine belonging to a

man of wealth, by a hairdresser. It

happened in Shanghai, too. Follow-

ing riots in Hankow by hundreds of

barbers who battled and rioted in

front of two theaters where the pic

is playing, police were reported dig-

ging among the casualties. It seems
somebody suggested the possibility

that the fine finger of a publicity man
was somewhere in the pudding.

(Editor's Note) There is no press-

book available on "Phoney Phoenix"-

so we don't know what the procedure
is to provoke barbers. But we have
ideas. . . .

in REUJ inOUSTRV POSTS

MAX WOLD, bookkeeper, M-G-M, Minneapolis.

BEN DOMINGO, RKO New England division man-
ager, Boston, Mass.

LEO GRIFFIN, Warner office manager, Boston,
Mass.

LARRY MARTIN, Poll aide. New Haven, Conn.

ROBERT GILLIGAN, Pali aide. New Haven, Conn.

LEONARD BUSCH, assistant manager, Broadway-
Capitol, Detroit.

SAM WEISS, salesman, Eagle-Lion, Cleveland.

ROY LOWN, HAROLD JACKSON, RALPH DAVIS,
Wigwam Theater, El Paso, Tex.

JAMES TWATTEL, doorman, Rialto, Hartford,

Conn.

ROBERT PRELAND, ROBERT SMITH, ushers.

Colonial, Hartford, Conn.

GENE WHITE, assistant manager. Southern thea-
ter. Oak Park, III.

BILL DUNHAM, assistant manager. Crown Thea-
ter, Chicago.

DENIS HUSTIG, assistant manager. Parkway
Theater, Chicago.

SAM PULLIAM, manager. Grand, Richmond.

ALBERT NIMMO, assistant manager. Grand,
Richmond.

CARL LANIER, assistant manager, Capitol,

Richmond.

JAMES ALLEN, assistant manager, Boone, Prin-

cess and Rialto, Boone, la.

PASQUALE MAGNANI, manager, Carroll, Mt.
Carroll, III.

JULES ZIEGLER, Columbia salesman, Cincinnoti.

BMI to Tax Studios,

Not License Tiieaters

Aieman For Pianned

Coior Lab In Mexico

Mexico City—A proposal to build

a Cinecolor laboratory in Mexico is

reported to be favored by President
Aieman on the premise that it would
enable Mexican producers to recap-
ture markets lost in the post-war
period.

Proposal vsras made by W. T. Cres-
pinal, Cinecolor president, and Rob-
ert Bren, Hollywood producer, dur-
ing a recent visit liere. Sanchez
Cuen, of the National Motion Pic-
ture Bank has ordered a study on
the possibility of financing and oper-
ating the laboratory in Mexico, with
emphasis on providing color film

services to producers in Argentina,
Chile, Cuba and Venezuela.

4-7 Pix Outright Purchase
Keys UA Deal With RKO
West Coa^t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The RKO-UA deal

now being discussed here, if con-
summated, will call for four to seven
pictures to be acquired by UA by
outright purchase.

was recommended by ATA and
MPTOA prior to their amalgama-
tion into TOA, and which was joined
in by the MMPTA of New York,
is an example of the sane approach
to industry problems which we hope
will characterize TOA's approach to
all problems. Time is now provided
for considered action by 'TOA's
board following a close study of ex-
hibitor rights and interests."

ASCAP's view as expressed by
Prexy Deems Taylor Friday was
that every effort should be made to
grant any reasonable requests made
by the exhibitors. Although the So-
ciety had already granted a two
months' extension to exhibitors, the
board of directors Thursday author-
ized the management to offer further
extensions on existing contracts up
to Feb. 1, 1948, in those cases where
current agreements expire before
that time.

RKO Aussie Meet Postponed
Sydney (By Air Mail)—Because

of uncertainties regarding dollar
freezing and film imports, RKO has
indefinitely postponed its convention,
scheduled to start Oct. 8.

See Outriglit Pix Sale

In Denmark Planned

(Continued from Page 1)

week-end by a source in close touch

with the market.

In the meanwhile, from Oct. 1

until Feb. 28, 1948, U. S. pix, which

figure in the foreign film imports of

Denmark will be permitted to be

shown on a percentage basis at fixed

prices.

A meeting of the heads of major
company foreign departments, the
MPAA and the MPEA will be held
here this week at which a decision
on MPEA taking over representa-
tion in Denmark is expected to be
reached.

American Tele Society
Honors Shupert, Poppele

George Shupert, Eastern represen-
tative of Paramount tele stations
KTLA and WBKB was presented
with one of the annual awards of
the American Television Society at
an open meeting in the Barbizon
Plaza Hotel.

Don McClure, ATS president, cited
Shupert for his contribution to the
development of television as a cul-
tural, educational, entertainment and
advertising medium.
Awards were also made to the

Electric Association of Chicago
(Felix Van Cleef, president), the
Dramatists Guild (Victor Wolfson,
secretary) and to John R. Poppele,
president of Television Broadcasters
Association.

Poppele was cited for his effortsm solving major video problems.

N. J. Fecieration Board
Called to Meet Today

Trustees of the Federation of New
Jersey Theater Owners will hold
their first meeting since the organi-
zation was voted into permanency
in the offices of ATONJ today.
George Gold, chairman of the

group, will preside over a discussion
of action to be taken to combat taxes
on theater admissions and the pros-
pect of legalized bingo in New Jer-
sey,

(Continued from Page 1)

rest statements to the contrary heard
at the TOA convention in Washing-
ton last week at which the^|jiusic
tax situation, with emphasi^^^jon
ASCAP, came in for consi^rable
attention.

Cohen, with Harry Brandt, ITOA
president, attended the TOA sessions
as observers for the New York indie

association, and according to the
Cinema Circuit prexy, at that time
he already had been given complete
authority by BMI to outline the
policy. Formal BMI announcement
is expected this week.

(In a news report Friday of the
ITOA meeting it was erroneously
stated that Cohen had contested
statements that BMI officials were
interested in taxing films at their

source).

The BMI position as to licensing
theaters, it was explained, calls such
licenses only where the houses use
stage shows.

U. S. Reps. To Have Treas.

Ruling on British Duty

(Continued from Page 1)

is a violation of the Anglo-American
double taxation convention, it was
indicated over the week-end.
Although the State Department is

expected to steer clear of any official

declaration, the Treasury Depart-
ment, which has had the question
under close study, is expected to
issue an opinion in time for the an-
ticipated meeting between British
Government officials and representa-
tives of the American pix industry.
Under present plans, MPAA Presi-

dent Eric Johnston and Donald Nel-
son, SIMPP prexy, will go to London
for the film discussions. Nelson was
expected to leave for the West Coast
over the week-end after talks with
indie leaders in New York. It is ex-
pected Nelson will have further dis-
cussions with Johnston here.

DeMille Luncheon Wednesday
Cecil B. DeMille, producer-director

of Para.'s "Unconquered," and Neil
Swanson, author of the book of the
same title, will be guests of honor
Wednesday at a luncheon at the St.
Regis Hotel signalizing the world
premiere of the Paramount film in
Pittsburgh on Friday and the publi-
cation of the novel by Doubleday
early in November. The luncheon will
be attended by many noted figures
in the literary world.

UlEDDinC BELLS

Penn-Doyle
Sydney (By Air Mail)—Ralph R.

Doyle, RKO chief in Australia, is to
be married to Mrs. Edna Penn who
conducts a training school for models
and mannequins.

I
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MPAA Set With Own Un-American Witnesses
Johnston Informs Thomas
"Industry Welcomes Chance
To Meet Charges Squarely

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The motion picture

industry is prepared to present addi-

tional witnesses to those already
listed by the Committee on Un-
American Activities for the hearings
opening here Oct. 20, so that the
Committee "will obtain the full and
complete picture," Eric A. John-
ston, MPAA president, yesterday
wrote Chairman Parnell Thomas.

Stating that the industry welcomes
(Continued on Page 6)

Equipment Outlook

Generally Optimistic

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Speakers at the

closing session of the joint TESMA-
TEDPA convention gave a generally
optimistic report of equipment busi-

ness prospects in the months ahead.

The reports, however, were tinged
with warnings of dangers ahead.

J. H. Van Deventer, director of in-

(Continued on Page 7)

BRITISH VIEWPOINT

4,500 Exhibs. Look to U. S.
. . . are you going to let them down notv?

^_^_____ By ERNEST FREDMAN
Managing Editor, Daily Film Renter—^——^——

LONDON
THERE is a stalemate on the Dalton tax. No move from America, and outside the

' meeting which the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association are having with Sir Stafford

Cripps, at which certainly no alternate plan will be forthcoming, there is no other move
to get this tax revoked and a substitute put in its place.

Meanwhile, 4,500 British exhibitors not unnaturally view the future with deep concern.

The American producing companies, justly incensed at what they consider to be the

imposition of a confiscatory tax, are sitting tight; they know, as well as we know, that

they will be able to draw their money from Britain for many months to come, and that

(Continued on Page 6)

Army Cites Jolinsion

With Medal of Merit

Coast Theater Sues Union
Under Taft-Hartley Law

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under the Taft-Hart-

lye Act, Ernest, Glenn and Leslie

Harper, operators of the Fontana
Theater, Fontana, have filed suit in

(Continued on Page 6)

Para.-Liberty Deal

Okayed hy Treasury
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—United States Treasury

Department has approved the tax

setup on the purchase of Liberty

Films by Paramount. Liberty-Para,

deal gives latter all of Liberty's rights

in "State of the Union," which is

being made for M-G-M release with

Frank Capra producing and direct-

ing. By the deal, Capra, George

Stevens, Sam Briskin and William

Wyler are reported receiving between

100,000 and 125,000 shares of Para-

mount stock.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Secretary of the

Army Kenneth Royall yesterday pre-

sented the medal of merit to MPAA
President Eric Johnston for "out-

standing services" in the field of
labor-management relations during
the war.
The citation accompanying the

award read in part:
"Mr. Johnston, as president of the

(Continued on Page 7)

Ohio Cities Levy Taxes
As State Measure Expires

Columbus, O.—With Ohio's three

per cent amusement levy expii'ing as

of midnight tonight, city councils

throughout the state who have not
yet passed a similar local levy, are

expected to enact taxes under
(Continued on Page 7)

(III. Asl(s Gov't Leave

Excise Tax for State

Chicago—Recommending the Fed-
eral Government leave the excise tax
field, which includes ticket levies, to
the states. Federal and state offi-

cials, adjourning yesterday after a
three -day governors' meeting,
adopted Michigan Representative
John Dingell's motion to that effect.

(Continued on Page 4)

Wanger, E-L Pact Will
Call for 2-4 Films Yearly

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The proposed Walter

Wanger-Eagle-Lion deal will in-

clude two to four pictures a year.
However, it is not known whether
any stock exchange would be in-

volved. Robert Benjamin, E-L
prexy, who has been conferring with
Wanger, was slated to leave here
last night for New York.

Banks Will Finance ^Right^
Sfar, Story, Director Values Said Needed

Special Permits Have 15

Day Delivery Clause; No
Changes in Remittances

Argentina's Banco Centrale has
modified its lists of merchandise
with import priority which previ-
ously has excluded films and is now
granting special import licenses for
motion pictures and certain other
types of products, it was learned
yesterday by The Film Daily from
a reliable source in close contact
with the Argentinian import-export
problem.
The new special licenses carry the

(Continued on Page 7)

Aftlee Names Cripps

Head of Eco. Affairs

London (By Cable)—Sir StaflTord

Cripps, heretofore president of the
Board of Trade in Prime Minister
Clement Attlee's Labor Government
cabinet and generally regarded as
the foremost proponent of the con-
fiscatory 75 per cent ad valorem
duty on American film imports, last

night emerged as Minister of Eco-
nomic Affairs as the anticipated

(Continued on Page 6)

Wall St. Sees Loew's
Yearly Net At $2.75

Profits of Loew's for the year
ended Aug. 31 are estimated in the
Journal of Commerce at about $2.75
per common share, as compared with
$3.52 reported by the company for
the year ended Aug. 31, 1946.
Earnings for the final quarter are

(Continued on 'Page 7)

Mexican Strike Off As
Rep. Settles With Union

Mexico City—With the acceptance

by the Union of Motion Picture In-

dustry Workers of a 20 per cent

wage hike offered by Republic Pic-

tures de Mexico, a threatened strike

(Continued on Page 4)

The nation's banks will not retire

from the financing of independent
motion picture production, but will

continue to make funds available
"when the setup is right," Robert
Riskin told the industry press in an
interview yesterday.

In New York for conferences with
RKO regarding the release of his

"Magic Town," as well as a look at

(Continued on Page 4)

IJA Plans $6,000,000
Loan For 7 RKO Pix

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is reported that

United Artists has offered $6,000,0(X)

for a group of RKO pictures, six or

seven in number. Under proposed

plan, UA would borrow $3,000,000

from a bank, as a down-payment for

films, with first $3,000,000 in net

going to bankers and next $3,000,000
to RKO.

k
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat 16'/2 ISVi I6I/2

Bell & Howell 211/4 21 21
Bell & Howell pfd....l05 105 105
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 70 70 70
East. Kodak 44 43% 44
do pfd 193 193 193
Gen. Prec. Eq 17 16^4 leT/g

Loew's, Inc igs/g 191/4 19i/i

Paramount 23 22% 22%
RKO 11 107/8 11

Republic Pict 4% 4% 4%
20th Century-Fox ... 25'/4 25 251A
20th Cent.-Fox pfd... 101 101 101

Universal Pict IB'A 181/4 IS^A
Universal Pict. pfd... 70 70 70
Warner Bros 14 137/8 137/3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
RKO 3 23/4 234
Sonotone Corp 414 3% 4]^
Trans-Lux 4 3% 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Cinecolor 7%
Pathe 33^

Net
Chg.— %- Vz

+

1

+
+

Vs

V2

+ %
— 1- Vs

— %
+ Vb
+ Va

Asked
73/4

41/2

Buchanan Services in Chicago
Chicago — Funeral sei-vices for

Byron B. Buchanan, general man-
ager of Kroehler Manufacturing
Co.'s seating division, were held yes-
terday at Lane's Mortuary. Burial
was in Dalton, 0. Buchanan died Fri-

day in Washington while attending
the TESMA-TEDPA convention. He
is survived by his wife and two sis-

ters, Mrs. Evan Perkins and Mrs.
William Taylor.

PAUL HOLLISTER, RKO national publicity di-

rector, returns from the Coast today.

CAREY WILSON, M-G-M producer of "Green
Dolphin Street/' is back on the Coast after two
weeks in the East.

JOHN J. MALONEY, M-G-M Central sales

manager, is in town from Pittsburgh to spend
the week here for home office conferences.

RUDY BERGER, Southern sales manager for

M-G-M, leaves New Orleans Wednesday for

Dallas.

CECELIA COOK of M-G-M's Pittsburgh branch
has returned to the Smoky City after vacationing

here.

Cinema Lodge Meeting
Tonight at Hotel Astor

Cantor Leibele Waldman, assisted

by Sam Sterner and his choir, will

provide the musical background to-

night when Cinema Lodge of B'nai

B'rith pays tribute to Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt for her outstanding contri-

butions to human welfare and her

tireless efforts in promoting inter-

national understanding and inter-

faith amity.
Also present will be Col. Murray

Gurfein, legal adviser to the Jewish
Agency for Palestine in its hearings
before the United Nations Commis-
sion. A record turnout is anticipated

for the meeting in the Hotel Astor.

Jacobo Glucksmann Dies;

Funeral Rites Tomorrow

Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at 1 p.m. at the Park West
Memorial Chapel for Jacobo Glucks-
mann, 66, industry veteran, who
died yesterday morning in the Poly-
clinic Hospital after a short illness.

Glucksmann had wide theater hold-

ings with his brothers in Argentina
and Uruguay. He also conducted an
export business in radio and sound
equipment from his office at 729
Seventh Ave. Glucksmann was a
bachelor. His nearest kin, brothers
and sisters, live in South America.
His brother Carlos is expected to

fly here, but will be too late for the
funeral.

Epstein East to Confer
With Magazines, Dailies

Dave Epstein, one of Hollywood's
best known publicists, arrived in

New York yesterday and is regis-

tered at the Gotham. Epstein will

remain East for about two weeks,
during which he is scheduled to con-
fer with leading magazine editors

and newspaper film writers.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO
Complete studio facilities for 35MM and
16MM motion pictures. Cameras, Lights,
Carpentry Shop, Dolly, etc. — Generous
Lease.

BOX 146, FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, N. Y. C. 18, N. Y.

SAMUEL N. BURGER, general sales manager
for Loew's Int'l, and MAURICE "RED" SILVER-
STEIN, regional director for Latin America,
plane today to Latin America. Burger will be
away from his desk for two weeks and Silver-
stein will be away for three months.

BURTON DePUE, general manager of Burton
Holmes Studios has returned to Chicago from a
month's vacation trip to Taos, N. M.

JACK BELASCO, manager Woods theater, Chi-
cago, is vacationing in Miami.

WALTER LYONS, manager of the Chicago
Covent theater and his wife, have returned from
a month's vacation trip along the West Coast.

DORIS DAY Superchiefs from the Coast to
New York today for a three-week warbling stint
on the Hit Parade program over NBC with Frank
Sinatra.

HAL ROACH is in town for the World Series.

ALFRED N. SACK of Sack Amusement Enter-
prises, Dallas, is in town for a week, accom-
panied by MRS. SACK. They are stopping at
the Park Central.

Harry Sherman Arrives
For Talent Negotiations

Producer Harry Sherman arrived
from the Coast yesterday to advance
his negotiations with several top
opera and concert artists, especially
Lily Pons, whom he wants for act-
ing-singing roles in his projected
independent "Carmen Of The West."
This is a modernization of the clas-
sic opera which has been brought up
to date by Graham Baker and Teddi
Sherman.
Sherman will also take in the

World Series during his stay in the
East. He next rolls "Tennessee's
Partner" as a Sherman Production
for Enterprise.

MMPTA Ups Budget 80%;
To Have General Counsel

A budget of $47,500 for the com-
ing year was approved yesterday by
the MMPTA at an annual member-
ship meeting held in the projection
room of the Century Circuit.

Representing an increase of 80
per cent over last year, the addi-
tional funds will be used for the em-
ployment of general counsel.
Members also approved the an-

nual report of President Fred J.

Schwartz, which included the listing
of 20 Federal, state and civic agen-
cies with whom the Association had
co-operated during the past year.

YOUR FILM DAILY
DELIVERED TO YOU IN

LOS ANGELES AND
VICINITY BY

MANNING'S DELIVERY
SERVICE
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Jones in Chi. for SGP
Board and Sales Meets

Chicago—John J. Jones, president
of Screen Guild Prods., is here from
the Coast to preside at Screen Guild's
directors' meeting Oct. 2-3, and re-
gional sales conference on Oct. 4. He
will be joined in Chicago by Robert
L. Lippert, vice-president in /^^ge
of distribution, and F. A. Ba^P^an,
general sales manager.

Jones will remain in Chicago until
Oct. 13 and then fly on to New York
for further conferences.

Kansas City—F. A. Bateman, gen-
eral sales manager, Screen Guild
Prods., Constellationed into Kansas
City to attend the meeting of the
Kansas - Missouri Theater Owners
Association. He will continue to Chi-
cago tomorrow.

District Court Sustains
Master in Oriental Case

Chicago—Judge William Campbell
in District Court has sustained the
report of Master in Chancery E. El-
ward in the Oriental Theater case,
and has ordered Oriental Entertain-
ment Corp., present operator of the
house, to return to the 32 W. Ran-
dolph St. Corp., former operators,
$60,000 which was disbursed without
Court authority, and to pay $6,870
to Elward for his work in hearing
the case to date. It is believed that
an appeal in the case will be taken.

Mose Gumble Services
To Be Held Tomorrow
Funeral services for Mose Gumble

will be held at Riverside Memorial
Chapel tomorrow morning at 11:45
a.m. with interment later in Mount
Neboh Cemetery.
Gumble, 71, a representative of

Music Publishers Holding Corp., was
also manager of the exploitation de-
partment of music owned by War-
ners. He died in a compartment on
the 20th Century Limited on Sunday
in Elkhart, Ind. He is survived by a
sister.

SECRETARY—Female
Possessing tact, initiative, ability to assume
full responsibility, act as assistant to busy
executive, handle voluminous details. Many
years' experience in industry.

Write Box 154 — THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York 18, N. Y.

MAGNIFICENT
THEATRE SITE

One Whole Block in the finest resi-

dential section of NEWARK. One block

from the Mutual Benefit Life Home
Office Building. Mt. Prospect & 2nd

Aves. For sale or ground lease.

Owner

L. N. Rosenbaum & Son

565 Fifth Ave. New York 17
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IN SUSPENSE-CREATING!

A master-tale of mystery, false

love and murder in a Michael Curtiz Pro-

duction. In just a few weeks hence you'll

see how the director of 'Life tf^ith Father,'

'Mildred Pierce \
' This Is The Army ', has com-

bined a crackerjack star line-up and an

edge-of-seat plot. You'll witness mystery

history with 'The Unsuspected'!

WARNER BROS*

starrinB . CLAUDE AUDREY CONSTANCE HURD

- eAINS • TOTTER • BENNETT • HATFIELD
and introducing Directed by Produced by

v^—

^

gjs) MICHAEL NORTH • MICHAEL CURTIZ . CHARLES HOFFMAN

MICHAEL CURTIZ production • a WARNER BROS, pictures release ^MvJ screw Play by RanaldMacDouBall.AdapHtion by BessMered»th'F«n» story b»ChafloHeArmjffon«.Musicb»Fr.nzW«miD
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Story Value Primary,

SPG's Lippert Finds

story value is the most important

element of production, yesterday

opined Robert L. Lippert, veepee in

charge of distribution of Screen

Guild Productions. Lippert had

just breezed in from the West Coast

to confab with Eastern sales reps.

He flies to Chicago tomorrow night

for a three-day meeting in Chicago

of the leading franchise owners and

franchise holders.

Main purpose of the Chicago hud-

dle, Lippert pointed out, was to show
the improvement of SGP product to
the franchise owners. He cited the
instance of "Dragnet" bringing in

more dollars at the box office than
did "Killer-Dill," and how he antici-

pated "Dark Road" doing better
than "Burning Cross" which did bet-
ter than the first two.
With a more active participation

in production, Lippert told THE FlLM
Daily, he became fully aware, for
the first time, of the tremendous im-
portance story preparation had in
relation to production as a whole.
SPG producers, he said, were
spending more money on story ma-
terial than ever before.

Lippert also revealed that his
company has not embarked on any
newly discovered economies. He
found out that the $130,000, aver-
age film budget could not be cut
without harming the product.
Of the 24 to 28 features that SPG

will make for the coming season,
only one-fourth will be westerns.

Chicago Asks Gov't Leave
Excise Tax for State

(Continued from Page 1)

They also agreed that wartime emer-
gency taxes should be adjusted to
peacetime conditions.
The conference further urged

adoption of a program by which
states and local governments could
"assume those functions . . . which
can be administered best by state
and local governments."
The elimination of the Federal

Government from the excise tax
field, would very likely lead to the
dropping entirely of the tax on ad-
missions.

Dingell also asked adoption of a
Federal law to allow splitting hus-
band and wife incomes, equally for
income tax purposes.

il^end USlrtkda

ree tin a 6

Sept. 30

Herman Starr Phillip Dorn

George Bancroft William H. Clark

Ralph Forbes Herman Golden

Ned Shugrue

i%
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Tuesday*s Tidings

• • • PERSONAL MEMO to any exhib. who, in advance of his

own look-see, may suspect the MPAA-sponsored Warner Short, "Power
Behind the Nation," is a "propaganda" reel If the Declaration of

Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights are "propaganda,"

then so, too, is "Power Behind the Nation" You can take it from

there, brother Or if not from there, then from these eloquent words
of the foreword, spoken by Eric A. Johnston: "America was built

by enthusiastic men and women Pioneers who had faith in them-

selves, and in a way of life they were fashioning They built a
mighty nation and a system of abundance for all But today, we're

taking the American system too casually and too much for granted

What we need most today is new faith New enthusiasm, and new
crusading spirit for America, its present and future" What's wrong
with THAT? ? ? ? ? ?

T
• • • DON'T BE SURPRISED if Paramount takes advantage of the

World Series, opening today, to experiment with theater television at the

New York Paramount Incidentally, the TBA forecasts that more

than 500,000 will see the Series on 50,000 tele sets in six states and the

District of Columbia

• • • ONE OF THE BEST public relations jobs for the industry in

general and Hollywood in particular in many a day is done by Look

Magazine in its issue out today It's in the guise of an article, "How
a Movie Star Spends Her Salary," based on the ledger of Ann Sheridan

Ann received $161,671.01 last year Actually, after taxes

and expenses, her net was $16,623.35! ! ! ! The tax "bite"

was $83,481.85. Her wardrobe took $11,648.17, with $3,487.50 more for

furs And so on down in sums of thousands and hundreds to $148

for union dues Look should do a similar article based on a top ex-

ecutive income in the industry And meanwhile someone should put

the Look article on the desk of every editorial writer in the country

T T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Charles Schlcdfer's 52-page press

book for 20th-Fox's "Forever Amber" is the very essence of practicality

and all-inclusiveness .... It's an encouraging sign of the times to find sheer

showmanship substituted for floss. ... • P. J. Wood, the Ohio gadfly, in

a letter to all exhibitor organizations, expresses the hope that the TOA's

Committee on Advanced Admission policies gets farther with distribs.

than he did when he sent his ITO of Ohio open letter to company toppers

last June. ... • Allan Wilson, Republic's vice-president in charge

of studio production, and the Missus celebrated their 30th wedding anni-

versary yesterday. ... • Cecil B. DeMille goes to Chicago Oct. 15 to

address the Better Films Council. ... • S. Barret McCormick's pre-

selling campaign on "I Remember Mama," keyed to his canny policy

in choosing publicatons slanted toward a pic's theme, is a honey. . . .

• Michael North will be in Lawrence, Kan., Saturday to be alma

mammy's guest of honor at the University of Kansas vs. Iowa State game.

• Eddie Cantor replaces- the late "Little Flower" on the National Cancer

Foundation board of trustees. ... • A. J. Balaban assures you that the

five day net gross of 20th-Fox's "Foxes of Harrow" at the Roxy reached

record proportions of $110,018. ... • Al Zimbalist and Syd Gross of

Film Classics and Malco's Elliott Johnson can take a series of bows for

the shove-off campaign in Memphis for "Spirit of West Point" Many

a major company pic has bowed in with less of a furore. ... • W. R.

Frank, reportedly will use sepia prints for his Dan Patch feature which

UA will distribute. ... • The Dodger's Jackie Robinson opens in the

B & K Regal Theater. CWcago Nov. 2. . . . • Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

believes the U. S. should utilize to the utmost, films of on increasing

medium of propaganda in its world wide struggle against Communism.

Banl(s Wiii Finance

'Right' Pix-Risl!in

(Continued from Page 1)

the World Series, the producer de-
scribed as the proper "setur*** one
that combined the assets cr^K;ar,
story and directorial values, w^a the
talents of "creative people who have
proved their ability to make pic-
tures."
"The independent producer must

adjust to new conditions," he de-
clared, "but he is not out of busi-
ness by a long shot."

Discussing the increasing use of
the documentary technique and the
shooting of background scenes from
actual locales, Riskin pointed out
that the method adds a quality that
makes the story believable because
of its reality.

The producer has two pictures in
the planning stage, both of which
will be made during the next year
and released by RKO. The first is

"The Girl From Bogardus," based on
an original story by Michael Uris;
the other, to star James Stewart, is

"You Belong To Me," the story of
a war correspondent.

Riskin described the current Con-
gressional investigation of American-
ism in the motion picture industry as
"just another sideswipe at Holly-
wood, a barnstorming trip and a
witch hunt."

Mexican Strike Off As
Rep. Settles With Union

(Continued from Page 1)

of employes was called off a few
hours before the strike deadline.
A similar settlement with Produc-

ciones Mexico is expected to be
signed within the next few days, but
11 other Mexican distributors, who
has not yielded to union demands for
salaries equal to those paid by U. S.
and British distributors, face walk-
outs.

Enrique Ziniert, Republic's attor-
ney, and Manuel Ramirez, Union
representative, arrived at the agree-
ment, following conferences medi-
ated by the Federal Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration.

Baxter Heads Legion Benefit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Baxter,

Mayor of Malibu, was chairman of
the committee of motion picture and
radio stars staging the first annual
Malibu Remuda held at the week-end
for the benefit of the American Le-
gion. A feature of the entertainment
program was a circus and carnival
each evening, and other attractions
included a horse show, air show,
yacht regatta, western steer barbe-
que and grand entry parade.

SICK LIST

WILLIAM BRANDT, theater exec., is "do-

ing very well" following his operation last

Saturday at the Doctors Hospital.
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\^^^^% Summer's over— now's the time for something

//

says M. P. Herald*

n

RAY MILUIND MARLENE DIETRICH

t It's a hit song too. Watch
for big promotion.

y

X:

Murvyn Vye • Bruce Lester

Reinhold Schunzel

Dennis Hoey
Quentin Reynolds

A MITCHELL

LEISEN
PRODUCTION

Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN
Screen Play by Abraham Polonsky,

Frank Butler and Helen Deutsch

r'ro/n the novel b>- Yolanda Foldcs

* "Nothing quite like the first

half in which the gypsy achieves

her headlong conquest, has been

V seen in recent years."

Jl

LAUNCHING Paramount s paramount season.-

"Unconquered" in Technicolor— "Wild Harvest"

"Golden Earrings"— "Adventure Island" in Cinecolor
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MPAA Set With Own

Un-American Case

(G)ntinued from Page 1)

the coming inquiry because it gives

"a chance to meet squarely any
charges which have been

_
leveled

against it and to bring out int9 the

open and expose ugly rumors, innu-

endoes and reckless accusations."

Johnston expressed confidence that

"the entire industry is prepared to

co-operate with your Committee so

that this investigation may be

thorough, fair and conclusive, ac-

cording to the best American tra-

ditions."

"We want all the facts brought
out from all sources," Johnston
wrote, adding that he was prepared
to furnish the names of additional

witnesses "whenever you desire," and
assuring that they will be available

in Washington to testify.

Noting that the industry had been
accused of placing subversive un-
American propaganda on the screen,

Johnston wrote, "We deny that

charge without reservation. The pic-

tures themselves are proof of its

complete falsity."

Taking cognizance of the charge
that the industry employed Commu-
nists or Communist sympathizers,
Johnston said that this was undoub-
tedly the case "as elsewhere in

America."

"We neither shield nor defend
them. We want to see them ex-

posed," Johnston told Thomas, and
then continued:

"We have no responsibility for the
political or economic views of any
individual. But we are responsible
for what goes on the screen. We
watch that carefully. If Communists
have attempted to inject their propa-
ganda into our pictures, they have
failed miserably. We will never per-
mit them to succeed.

"We abhor and detest Commu-
nism. We abhor and detest this
hateful doctrine because it would
wipe out treasured American
rights and freedoms and destroy
the free enterprise system under
which our industry has achieved
its present stature, popularity
and public support. We can sur-
vive only in a free society.

"If the motion picture industry were
seeking to propound doctrines hos-
tile to our free American society,

this fact could hardly be kept a
secret from the American people.
They would have discovered it long
ago, and would have told us so. The

CHARTERED
PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS, INC., Fort Dodge,

la.; motion pictures and equipment; authorized
capital stock, $10,000; officers: Claude Van
Gundy, president; Everett Wiemers, vice-presi-

dent; William Van Gundy, secretary; Robert C.

Von Gundy, treasurer.

GOLDEN STAR FILM OF AMERICA, INC., New
York; distributor; 200 shares of no par stock;

by Harry G. Kosch, Irving Fellerman, Paul
Grainsky. •

4,500 Exhibs. Look to U.S.
. . . are you going to let them down now?

(Continued from Page 1)

they will probably take £14,000,000 out of our market; and as they are presented with a

big stick to brandish in Hollywood with drastic cuts in production costs that they have

wanted to impose for years but couldn't, they sit back and wait, feeling that, as they

have plenty of films to reissue, there isn't any necessity for a long while to come to

send any new product to Britain.

iMr. Eric Johnston shows no inclination to leave his country and put forward an alterna-

tive plan which the British Government would undoubtedly welcome, because I don't think

it is any secret that they are not altogether satisfied with the present position. So we

have a stalemate, but does it make sense? I'll be very frank and tell you it doesn't.

Admittedly, the American companies have a real grievance; they don't like 75 per cent

of the earning capacity of their films being filched from them—and who can blame

them? But that is no reason why this matter shouldn't be the subject of compromise.

It is generally agreed that a freeze is the only solution, while a variety of surmises

indicate that our Government might consider part tax-part freeze, with another part

allowed to be sent out. This latter course seems unacceptable to America.
• •

MEANWHILE, the situation drifts on and nothing is being done to ease the minds of

exhibitors here, who are alarmed at the prospect not far ahead of playing a

monotonous succession of dreary re-issues.

So they look to America to take the lead. They are doing their bit here, but the

solution must come from AmeriA—that is very plain to see—and what is America going

to do about it?

You have 4,500 good customers in this country; they have traded with you for years;

paid you very good money and received good value. Are you going to let them down

now? Do you realize that if this matter is not settled in some shape or form you are

asking the patron to see pictures that they have seen years before? Gradually their

interest is bound to evaporate, with the result that attendances will diminish—and

diminish to a very considerable extent. At the present moment it is claimed that

30,000,000 people go to the pictures each week. If they don't see new American films

that number might drop by half in a very short space of time; they have been educated

to see the best; they won't put up with re-issues. So— I repeat—what are you going

to do about it?

Remember this—our exhibitors look to you for help in this crisis, and you
can't let them down.

Once the public loses the habit of going to the kinema it will take a hell of a long

time to get them back.
• •

MY appeal to American producing companies is—get busy—send Mr. Johnston over

with an alternative plan which will receive a sympathetic response from the British

Government—and don't act stubbornly. We have a right to ask you to play the game
by us in our hour of need. Have faith in Britain—and she will never let YOU down any

more than we expect you to let US down!

American people vote daily on our
product at the box office.

"If the motion picture indus-
try were seeking to propound
un-American doctrines, the ene-
mies of the American system
everywhere would not hate and
fear us as they do. Communists
everywhere hate and fear our
motion pictures. Communist
Russia persistently assaults the
American screen. It attacks our
screen day in and day out as an
instrument of capitalism. It

stabs at the American film in

the hope of drawing blood out of
the American system.

"In totalitarian lands, the screen
is a servile and prostituted tool of
the police state. There, strict con-
formity is imposed upon the press,
the radio, and the motion picture as
well as upon every individual. No
slight deviation from the 'party
line' is permitted. No subject of
totalitarianism is allowed to mention
any of its flagrant forms of injustice,
inequality, corruption or crime.

"Strict conformity is the chief
weapon of the police state. Conform-
ity is thought control. It is censor-
ship. It is the concentration camp
of freedom.

"We join with every American
in defending the sacred prin-
ciples of freedom of speech but
we have not and will not use
that freedom as a cloak to prop-

agate Communistic or any other
un-American doctrines on our
screen.

"We have selected as our counsel
Paul V. McNutt, who will represent
us at the hearings.

"Again, I want to advise you that
we desire to co-operate with your
Committee for a fair and, I hope,
conclusive hearing. Our industry has
nothing to hide. It is exposed con-
stantly and properly to the white
light of publicity. It stands on its

record in war and in peace."

WB Theater Execs, in Chi.

Chicago — Harry M. Kalmine,
president and general manager of
Warner Theaters; W. Stewart Mc-
Donald, vice-president, and Rudolph
Weiss, head of the real estate depart-
ment, arrive here this morning from
New York. They are expected to be
in conference here with Zone Man-
ager James E. Coston until the end
of the week.

Jerry Mayer Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held tomorrow for Jerry G.
Mayer, 56, who died yesterday. He
was M-G-M studio manager, and
brother of Louis B. He had been as-
sociated with his brother in the-
ater and film enterprises for 28
years.

Atliee Names Cripps

Head of Etc. Affairs

(Continued from Page 1)

shakeup of the Attlee cabinet be-

came an actuality. _,a.

The designation in essenc€^^M,de
the austere Sir Stafford BlfPn's
economic distator.

While its effect upon today's

scheduled meeting of Sir Stafford

with a CEA deputation and J. Ar-
thur Rank and Sir Philip Warter,
representing Britain's three major
circuits was not known, Wardour St.

generally accepted the Attlee ap-
pointment of Sir Stafford as a sign
that any change in the confiscatory

duty would come only after the
toughest possible trading with the
American industry.
Some industry circles heard last

night that the CEA delegation today
would have an alternative proposal
to lay before Sir Stafford but there

was no confirmation obtainable and
other well-informed sources ex-

pressed doubt.

In some quarters last night there

was speculation as to whether to-

day's meeting would be cancelled in

view of the cabinet shake-up but no
official indication of that came from
the Board of Trade.

Coast Theater Sues Union
Under Taft-Hartley Law

U.S., U. K. Industryites

Due on Queen Elizabeth

(Continued from Page 1)

Federal Court, asking approximately
$10,000 damages from Local 577,
Projectionists.
The plaintiffs charge that their

house has been picketed since June
30 in a dispute over their employ-
ment of a non-union relief projec-
tionist. They maintain that the
picketing is done in an effort to force
the non-unionist to pay $387 union
initiation fees for the right to con-
tinue work.

So far as is known here, this is

the first industry suit filed under the
Taft-Hartley law.

Industry figures skedded to arrive
tomorrow aboard the liner S.S.

Queen Elizabeth are: Steve Broidy,
prexy of Allied Artists and Mono-
gram; Norton V. Ritchey, prexy of
the foreign departments of both
companies; Sir Alex King, head of a
circuit in Scotland; Mark Ostrer,
managing director of Gaumont-Brit-
ish; Victor Saville, director-pro-
ducer; Florence Marly, actress.

STORKS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Grey of Para-

mount is the father of a 7%-pouiid
boy, born to Mrs. Alice Grey at
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. They
have another son.
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formation, Committee for Economic
Development, told the group that
Cr jenies that "we are foredoomed
in . ^ future to the boom-bust cycle
of the past."
"You of the theater equipment and

supply industry," he said, "are par-
ticularly interested in seeing the
wild gyrations of this mercurial ba-
rometer of prosperity and adversity
dampened for two reasons. First,

because your product comes in the
category of postponables, and sec-

ond, because a considerable number
of you come under the classification

of small enterprises."
Noting the great advances in mo-

tion picture equipment, Van Deven-
ter said, however, that "new and
improved designs will keynote your
activities for years to come. You
can make obsolescence your chief

salesman."
Also underlining the "postpon-

able" aspects of the industry, M. A.
Watson, president of the Institute of

Carpet Maniifacturers of America,
outlined the vast improvements now
under way in theater carpeting.
Watson said that the carpet in-

dustry produced 36 per cent more
in the first six months of this year
than in the corresponding period of
1946.

"It is hoped," he said, "that for
this year we shall approach the 1941
peak production of 71 million yards.
We expect to continue increasing
output in 1948 unless something en-
tirely unforeseen at the present time
should occur."

On the price front, Watson noted
that since 1941, prices of imported
wool, "on which the industry is

wholly dependent," are up 40 per
cent, jute prices 50 per cent, cotton
yard prices 65 per cent and labor 75
per cent.

Watson said that "in the face of

this increase" in costs, the wholesale
price of a typical axminster carpet
is about 30 per cent greater than in

1941.

M. J. De Angelis, architect, told

the group that parking was the num-
ber one theater problem, particularly

Directors Will Head
Three Rainhofv Units
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rainbow Prods. Inc.,

has launched negotiations with

three top-notch directors to head in-

dividual producing units financed by

Rainbow and releasing through RKO-
Radio, according to Earl Rettig,

Rainbow secretary-treasurer. This is

part of Rainbow's general expansion

plans.

Leo McCarey, who is now produc-

ing and directing "Good Sam" for

Rainbow, will become associated with

one of the units as producer while

another vehicle is being prepared for

his subsequent direction, Rettig said.

Majority of Distributors Willing to Consider
21'Day Auailahility for Cleveland Subsequents
Cleveland—A majority of distributors in this area are willing to entertain 21 -day

clearance deal propositions from operators of deluxe subsequent run houses, it is

learned. Although they have not been approached by exhibs., Peter Dana,

Universal district manager; Jerry Wechsler, Warner branch manager, and Sam
Galanty, Columbia district manager, say they will give such proposals proper

consideration.

Loew's, RKO and Paramount have no comment on the plan, suggested some
months ago by Universal's John Scully, and put into practice currently by

Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general sales manager. Under the plan availability

is reduced from 35 days in return for a higher percentage rental.

Argentina Olcays

Limited Pix Permits

(Continued from Page 1)

proviso that delivery must be made
within 15 days from the date of

issuance. This factor is regarded as

a stop-gap to eliminate long-term
credits.

Earlier this month the Argentine
government through its official

agency, the Banco Nationale, froze

film dollars. To date this move is

still in force although at the time
it was considered a temporary mea-
sure due to the fact that Argentina
is unable to convert British pound
sterling into dollars. Freezing of

remittances was seen as a result of

the relaxation of the convertibility

clause in the Anglo-American loan

agreement.

Wall St. Sees Loew's
Yearly Net at $2.75

(Continued from Page 1)

estimated at about 65 cents, com-
pared with $1.05 a share in the same
1946 period. Percentage of decline

is about the same, around 37 per

cent, as shown in the third period

of the fiscal year when compared
with 1946.
Some recovery in earnings is in-

dicated for the initial quarter of the

new fiscal year, but earnings prob-

ably will not rise to the 1946 level,

it was said.

in the downtown area. He said that

lack of parking facilities has kept

thousands of people from theaters.

He said this problem was being

largely solved in the multiple
_
enter-

prise amusement center, which he

termed the "dream" of every exhib-

itor.

Underlining the importance of

proper "functional" designing of

theaters, Ben Schlanger told the

TESMA-TEDPA group that it is

imperative that further research is

carried out and the results made
known to every segment of the in-

dustry. He emphasized that some
sponsorship for this research must
be found so it can be undertaken

on a proper scale.

While stressing that television

will never surplant the theater, J.

F. O'Brien, sales manager of RCA's
theater division, told the group that

theater video is "not far away."

Army Cites Jolinston

(Continued from Page 1)

United States Chamber of Commerce
and a member of the advisory board
of the Office of Economic Stabiliza-
tion, of the advisory board of the
Office of War Mobilization, of the
advisory committee of the War Pro-
duction Board, and of the Manage-
ment-Labor Policy Committee of the
War Manpower Commission, devoted
practically all his time to serving,
without compensation, in the impor-
tant field of labor-management rela-
tions. Early in the war he was in-

strumental in bringing about the
adoption of the management-labor
charter, in which both management
and labor agreed to refrain from
strikes and lockouts during the war.
The charter plan was a model for in-

dustrial cooperation and was adopted
by many communities in the United
States. He also served as a member
of the Economic Policy Committee of
the Department of State, where he
rendered valuable service. Mr. John-
ston's conduct throughout was in

keeping with the highest traditions
of his country."

Ohio Cities Levy Taxes
As State Measure Expires

(Continued from Page 1)

emergency regulations, so that they
will not lose any tax money despite
their tardiness.

Akron's Council on Friday en-
acted a three per cent tax, under
emergency legislation, while the
Councils of Bellefontaine and War-
ren have also passed similar mea-
sures. A special session of . the
Ravenna Council will be called
shortly. Admissions tax proposed at
Delphos has hit a snag because of
exemptions asked by the Board of
Education and parochial schools,

which are opposed by regular the-
ater operators.

Local Tax Closes Theater
Plymouth, O. — Edward Ramsey,

owner of the Plymouth Theater,
closed his house yesterday because
of the three per cent amusement tax
passed by the Village Council. Ram-
sey stated that he has paid about
$500 a year for the past 10 years out
of his own pocket to cover the state

three per cent tax. He refused to

raise admission prices to cover the
tax cost.

OCT. RELEASES

Releases for October total 35 by 13 dis-
tributors, a Film Daily survey reveals.
Four of the films are reissues. Pictures,
release dates and running times are

:

COLUMBIA
Key Witness (9), 67 mins.
Buckaroo from Powder River (14), 55 mins.
Blondie in the Doug-h (16), 69 mins.
Sweet Genevieve (23), 68 mins,

EAGLE-LION
Love from a Strang-er (4).
Return of the Lash (11).
Gun Law (18).
Whispering: City (25).
Blonde Savag-e (25),

M-G-M
Merton of the Movies, 82 mins.
Song- of Love, 118 mins.
The Women (re-issue), 133 mins.
Desire Me, 91 mins.

MONOGAM
High Tide (11), 72 mins.
Joe Palooka in the Knockout (18), 72 miUB
Prairie Express (25), 55 mins

PARAMOUNT
Adventure Island (10), 67 mins.
Golden Earrings (31), 95 mins.

RKO-RADIO
The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer, 95 mina.
Magic Town, 103 mins.
Fun and Fancy Free, 73 mins.
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome, 65 mina.

REPUBLIC
The Wild Frontier (1), 59 mins.
On the Old Spanish Trail (15). 75 mina.

SCREEN-GUILD
Killer Dill ( 21 ) , 71 mins.

SELZNICK RELEASING ORG.
Intermezzo (re-issue), 65 mins.

20th CENTURY-FOX
The Foxes of Harrow, 118 mins.
Nightmare Alley.

UNITED ARTISTS
Mad Wednesday, 89 mins.
Monsieur Verdoux, 123 mins.

UNIVERSAL
Ride the Pink Horse, 101 mins.
Black Narcissus, 100 mins.

WARNER BROTHERS
Bad Men of Missouri (4), (re-issue), 71

mins.
Each Dawn I Die (4), (re-issue), 84 mina.
The Unsuspected (11), 103 mins.

Krim Due Today for

E-L's Closing Session

Arthur B. Krim, Eagle-Lion pres-
ident, is expected to arrive from the
Coast today in time to attend the
closing session of the company's four-
day sales conference. Krim wall
bring news and observations of E-L
production activities. Conferences
wind up today with a series of meet-
ings involving division and district
managers, with sales chief A. W.
Schwalberg presiding.

"Big Five" to File Reports
On Changes in Theaters

In conformance with the Dec. 31
decree, theater-owning defendants in

the Government industry anti-trust
suit will file reports tomorrow with
the N. Y. Statutory Court describing
changes in their holdings since July
1. Reports are expected to be brief
since there have been few changes
in the situation during the past three
months.

Para.-Nomikos Cose Postponed

Chicago — Paramount percentage
case against the Van Nomikos Cir-

cuit has been postponed for 30 days
from today.
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THE GREATEST ACTION

THRILLER OF THE YEAR

IS THE BOX-OFFICE

CHAMPION OF

THE YEAR!*

TAKE THE WORD OF

THE HUNDREDS OF SHOWMEN
WHO PLAYED IT 4

LIKE...Warner • Interstate • Fox West Coast

Paramount • Loew • Fabian • Robb & Rowley

Jefferson • Harry Arthur • Jay Emanuel •Lucas

& Jenkins • Basil • Standard * Alliance * RKO

Westland * Yamins, and more, and more...

TAKE THE WORD OF THE HUNDREDS

OF BOX-OFFICE RECORDS

SET IN CITIES LIKE ... Los Angeles • San Francisco

Dallas • Seattle • Fall River • Cincinnati • Portland,

Me. and Portland Ore. * Houston • San Antonio

Galveston • Spokane • New Orleans • Rochester

Atlantic City • Baltimore • Ft. Worth • Milwaukee

Terre Haute • Altoona • Elmira • Memphis

Oklahoma City * San Diego • Long Beach • Phoenix

Lincoln • Colorado Springs • Buffalo, and more,

and more . . .

EAGLE LION

FILMS ^^
presents

//V THRILLING

cmcom

"RED STALLION" IS THE

BOX-OFFICE CHAMPION!

ASK fM MAN WHO PLAYEd IT!
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